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RIDDLE ME-TROPOLIS
“Puddin’ says you can never have too much Windex…”
Edward Nigma smiled. He’d never had a lair like this, a rented office suite inside a
towering office building. The building had a custodial staff whose services were
evidently included in his rent, and the Colombian woman who just left happened to
leave this industrial-size bottle of Windex behind on the windowsill, reminding him of
Harley Quinn’s inane prattle.
“Puddin’ says you can never have too much Windex…” “Puddin’ says you have to
always give Batsy an extra clonk on the head after he’s down, or it won’t get through
that reinforced cowl of his.” “Puddin’ says Starbucks clerks are bleeders but they sure
do make a good cuppa joe.”
He was free of them. All of them. He was looking out at a whole new skyline, a
whole new city, one with no Joker, no Harley, no Arkham Asylum, no Harvey Dent, no
Iceberg Lounge …and best of all, NO BATMAN.
No Bruce Wayne either, A BOUNCY RENEW! Oh, the downward spiral of his life
since learning it was Bruce Wayne under that mask. His criminal campaigns had been
lackluster at best, until that 70s idea. The Midnight Special, 8-track tapes, Wolfman
Jack, platform shoes, there was no end to the clever conundrums he could have
devised, each leading to a spectacularly lucrative heist which would have brought him
prominent press as well… And what came of it? What do you get when you unleash
the most fiendishly clever criminal escapade Gotham has seen since the actual 1970s?
NOBLER KEGS. The vicious killjoy Bat-brute broke his legs!
Eddie had wound up in the Arkham infirmary before and with far worse injuries,
but it was always during Hell Month when the place was packed with other rogues
laid up with similar troubles. There was an uplifting all-in-this-together camaraderie.
It took teamwork to knock an IV stand over onto Joker’s traction rig and jerk his leg
just as Bartholomew tripped over the wastebasket, producing the effect that Joker had
magically kicked him without making contact… But this time, the only other patient
was Harley Quinn. Harley Quinn with “woman troubles” no less, and an endless
stream of cheer-up wisdom that all began with the invocation “Puddin’ says…”
He almost didn’t mind the painkillers. And Edward Nigma always minded
painkillers. They dulled the brain, and Eddie was very fond of his brain. It was his
best companion when he was holed up at Arkham. As a rule, he would prefer to keep
his brain running at full capacity and just suffer the pain—but you couldn’t tell them
things like that in the Arkham infirmary or they’d think you were crazy! “Patient
Nigma may be developing masochistic tendencies. Increase dosage,” and his situation
is twice as worse as before.
So he said nothing. He drew a crossword on his right cast, intersecting the phrases
HUGE NO and UH GONE at every possible crosspoint. On his left cast he inscribed
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his parting riddle and let the Vicodin dull the lingering aches in his legs (and the
babbling brook of “Puddin’ says” in the next bed) until he could zip through the Fast
Track Rehabilitation Program, reaching the crucial Stage 4 on the same day he got his
casts removed. At Stage 4, an inmate could be released into the custody of a
responsible outsider, and most rogues kept a few homeless people on retainer for the
purpose. So it was that, at the very moment Nurse Chin finished cutting off his cast,
the papers were already being processed for his release. “George Stubking,” so named
because he thought he was King George (although Eddie could never determine which
one) and had a pet rat called Stubbles, was more than happy to finally earn his $500 by
presenting himself as a responsible citizen and signing Edward Nigma’s way to
freedom.
Eddie and George walked out the door together; Eddie paid him in the parking lot
and waited for his cab to arrive. He already knew where he was headed, as Nurse
Chin might have deduced from the riddle on his cast if she was smart enough to figure
it out. “Where do U go before that which sounds small?”
Ha! She would never figure it out. None of them would. Bats might, perhaps, but
none of them would think to show him the remains of Patient Nigma’s leg cast. HUGE
NO. UH GONE. Where do U go before… It didn’t matter; he’d left his parting riddle.
He said goodbye whether that goodbye was delivered or not. It didn’t matter to him;
he was free, free of all of them.
“Where do you go before that which sounds small?” he asked the cabdriver before
opening the door. “U-Haul of course. Take me to the nearest U-Haul, my good man,
for Edward Nigma has had HUGE NO, UH GONE, Enough!”
The cabbie clicked the meter, and the car pulled out of the parking lot. A day later,
Edward Nigma arrived in Metropolis.

Lois walked into the bedroom—and let out a low wolf whistle at the sight of her
husband wearing a pair of well-worn bluejeans and bending over as if to touch his
toes.
“Ah, the Super-tush,” she said dryly. “Funny how that never makes the list of your
attributes.”
He turned around, blushing profusely.
“I, eh, didn’t think I could ‘gain weight’ in the usual sense,” he said, feeling the
thighs and sideseams of the jeans. “But these seems pretty snug. You don’t think they
could’ve shrunk in the dryer, do you?”
“They could have,” Lois said patiently. “Or maybe you actually can put on a few
pounds. Four trips to Gotham, Clark. And you know how Alfred feeds you.”
“I know,” he laughed. “He’s worse than Ma. And almost as good a cook. But today
is the last for a while.”
“That’s what you said last time,” Lois reminded him. “You promised Selina four
days of ‘super-landscaping’ at the Catitat for her taking those tigers off your hands
from the Dhumavati death maze, and you’ve given her four days.”
“I know, but today the tigers actually get in. Star Labs is supposed to deliver them
before noon, and I just want to look in, make sure everything goes smoothly.”
“For someone who supposedly ‘can’t lie,’” Lois chuckled.
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“Okay, I like it out there,” he admitted. “Being away from the city, lots of space,
good outdoorsy smells. Kind of like home without the crops.”
“Aha,” Lois smiled, slipping into full reporter-mode. “Like home. That’s why
you’ve broken out the jeans you haven’t worn since high school?”
“Something like that,” Clark smiled.
It did feel more natural to him, wearing jeans to trudge through tall grass and mud.
He’d remained in costume while there was “super-landscaping” to be done, but it
didn’t feel right. Since today’s visit was just that, a visit, he decided to dress more
comfortably—or at least what he assumed would be “more comfortably.” The old
jeans were awfully snug.

Of course there was a hitch. Eddie never even bothered to unpack in the “ideal” lair
Toyman had arranged for him. It was a storefront, that much was true. But he was
told it was a toy store, an elaborate toy store with large-scale Lego constructions and
giant puzzle displays, i.e. something he could sink his teeth into. But once he saw it...
It was no more than a Hallmark store: racks of greeting cards, wrapping paper and
snow globes. No puzzle potential at all in the show entrance, and the business end of
the lair beyond was substandard: there was no powerdrop for a deathtrap, no upper
and lower levels for a multi-tiered maze and the living quarters were cramped. The
rent Toyman demanded was outrageous, so Eddie stayed only the one night and set
out the next day to find something more suitable.
He found an agreeable place to live at Six Corners, a bohemian enclave where two
trendy neighborhoods intersected. He knew the concentration of artists would mean
plenty of cheap labor to deck out a lair in appropriately eclectic style, and in this
neighborhood something like a lime green door bedecked with question marks could
hide in plain sight. The only problem was the size of the space he found. It would do
for his personal living quarters, but was hardly a base of operations for a criminal of
the Riddler’s stature.
So he moved in and spent the next few days getting to know his new neighborhood,
all the while composing rhymes for “Where” and “Lair” and then, after he got bored
with that, listing anagrams for “Where to find a lair?” He was distressed at the number
of these that included the word “feline,” especially WHAT FELINE I’D ROAR? and
WHAT ARDOR I FELINE? Cats had very little to do with his predicament, the riddle
of the moment was “Where to find a lair?” He didn’t realize at the time that he passed
the answer on every corner.
He started each morning with The Daily Planet’s crossword. This was his one qualm
in coming to this city, the most important feature in their principal newspaper was a
laughable insult. Anyone paying that cover price, anyone taking the trouble to pick up
a pen and read the clue for 2-Across, surely deserved better than “a six letter word for
fish peddler.” He found a workaround by the second day: he did the crossword in a
mirror. But it still bothered him. What did such a sadly unchallenging puzzle say
about the collective intellect of Metropolis? What kind of people accepted being
treated like idiots? What kind of people blithely accept such an insult without
demanding better?
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He filed away those worthy questions as he explored the more prominent Metropolis
landmarks. The Museum of Science and Industry was his first stop, the most famous
institution of its kind in the world. Eddie was shocked at just how “educational” it was
in a few crucial areas: specifically Superman, the power he drew from Earth’s yellow
sun, and the nullifying effect of radiation from his home star as it exists in various
forms of kryptonite. Eddie was no fool, he had researched all of this before setting foot
in Metropolis. That is what the Internet was for! But to actually have Superman’s
hometown museum provide all this information, and in such elaborate, user-friendly
displays, with samples of four different kinds of kryptonite right there in the case and
photographs of seven other kinds, busloads of schoolchildren filing past reading all
about it… It was vaguely… perverse.
The Josh Planetarium was next. Founded in 1930 by renowned Metropolis
astronomer, Adler P. Josh, it was the first planetarium in the Western Hemisphere. It
too was unabashedly informative about all-things-Superman, providing star maps and
holographic dioramas of Krypton and its sun, and reiterating the science museum’s
lesson (in case you missed it?) about how Earth’s yellow sun fuelled most of
Superman’s powers. A crash course, perhaps, for any villain new to town who hadn’t
thought to brush up before coming here. They also had a meteor exhibit. No samples
this time, but they did have a picture of the kryptonite at the science museum—and a
sign informing you that your planetarium admission entitled you to 50% off at the
science museum for the next six days.
Eddie decided to pass on the most famous tourist stop: the Skydeck at the LexCorp
Towers—the former LexCorp Towers. It was that bitch Talia Head that led him to
discovering Batman’s identity in the first place. As if that wasn’t bad enough, her
incompetence wrecked the company. The “LexCorp” Towers, most recognizable
image on the Metropolis skyline, were the LexCorp Towers no more, for no such
company now existed. Wayne Enterprises had bought up several subsidiaries, and the
towers were renamed Mascouten and Miami for the Indian tribes that originally
inhabited the region. In Luthor’s day, there was no skydeck open to the public. The
Towers were the tallest points in the city, and Lex Luthor alone enjoyed the spectacular
views from the very top floors. The top of the East Tower was his office as the CEO of
LexCorp, the West his penthouse, and the catwalk connecting them was his private
domain for walking from one to the other. Now it was all open to the public. For
$11.95, visitors could enter one of Luthor’s private elevators and ascend the one
hundred and three floors to behold the breathtaking view of Metropolis and fifty miles
beyond… Still, however majestic the view, it was Talia, and Wayne, two people Eddie
would just as soon forget. He opted instead for the Observation Deck of the Daily
Planet building.
He walked in… And there it was: DESTINY! Destiny hanging in the bustling atrium
lobby:
Who knew?
When did they know?
What did they know?
Who did they tell?
And why didn’t they do anything about it?
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Five giant questions. Five giant question marks. Looming—literally looming—over
the space so that all who entered the building must pass underneath them. It was…
beautiful.
Technically it was the cover, front and back, of Clark Kent’s bestseller STRANGE
BEDFELLOWS: “the book that sparked the end of the Luthor administration.” While
Eddie could have done without the factoid that it spent “14 weeks on the Gotham
Times Bestseller List,” the Times was at least one piece of Gotham which had nothing
to do with Bruce Wayne or Batman. The inconsequential mention of the city he’d left
behind could do nothing to tarnish the beauty of those larger-than-life question marks.
Rather than proceed to the observation deck, he headed for the rental office and
learned that yes, there was office space available. Quite a lot in fact. Wayne
Enterprises hadn’t bought up all of LexCorp, after all. Many divisions and subsidiaries
had been shut down completely, leaving entire floors vacant in the former LexCorp
Towers. Many longtime tenants of the Planet’s had moved to the vacated spaces. The
Daily Planet was still considered the most beautiful and significant architectural
landmark in Metropolis, but it was built in 1922. Despite four renovations, there was
no pretending it could offer the state-of-the-art facilities of the newer towers.
Eddie didn’t care. He immediately selected a large suite of offices from the list of
available spaces. The excited agent was pleased to tell him that this particular suite
had once been occupied by LexCorp when the company was first started. Eddie
considered this for a moment before signing on the dotted line. On the one hand, the
LexCorp history brought another unpleasant whiff of Talia Head, Bruce Wayne, and all
the Gotham dramas he was trying to put behind him. On the other… it rather
appealed. To him, Lex Luthor was neither a great entrepreneur nor a disgraced expresident. He was Superman’s great foe. To move right into one of Luthor’s former
bases in Metropolis seemed to catapult him instantly to the stature a villain of his
standing deserved. And those question marks in the lobby did seem like Fate pointing
the way. He nodded to himself, picked up the pen, and signed with a flourish.

Oswald Cobblepot had never been a neat freak. He charged for breakages, that was
just good business. But he’d never waddled around his office obsessively straightening
all the knickknacks, not before this week. He’d never buffed the fingerprints off his
business ledger before—and then his other business ledger—and then the brass handle
of the desk drawer where both sets of books were kept. It wasn’t concern for the
fingerprints as evidence; it was… those smudges, they were driving him kwak-kwakcrazy.
It wasn’t like him. Sure, if there were crumbs on his office floor, he’d call one of the
girls in to sweep up with a dustpan, but now he’d bought a mini-vac to do it himself
after they’d left, just to be sure. Kwak! Gina especially didn’t do a very good job. And
a fastidious bird like himself wanted to be sure. Kwak! While he was at it, he dusted
the antique parasols. He’d never dusted before. What kind of a crimeboss dusted?
What was going on?
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Bruce was quite aware that his colleagues in the League, and actual friends like
Clark—even those who loved him, like Selina and Dick—made the occasional joke at
his expense. He could only imagine the hilarity that would ensue if they knew his
thought this morning: too happy. How could anyone, even the brooding Batman, have
a problem with happy?
Bruce wasn’t a sadist. He wanted Selina to be happy. The joy she found in living
had brought a light into his life that he never could have imagined. And, of course,
she’d been excited about the tigers finally arriving at the Catitat. But that was days
ago, and she’d greeted their arrival with… with a normal degree of pleased excitement.
When he suggested a quick cruise on the Gatta afterwards, she’d responded with her
usual delighted enthusiasm. When he got home last night with the news that he’d
captured Killer Croc, she’d greeted him with a normal degree of pleasure and
contentment.
This morning, however, she was… entirely too happy.
It started out an ordinary morning. Feline as always in her sleeping habits, she’d
lingered in bed when he got up to shower. When he returned, she was gone, along
with a pastry and mineral water from her side of the breakfast tray, and her exercise
music pulsed discretely from her suite across the hall. He thought nothing of it until he
passed the door on his way downstairs and heard her singing along with the music.
Singing in the shower, he could understand (he was even coming to terms with her
talking to her reflection), but singing while exercising? Bruce had seen her workout; it
was everything you would expect from Catwoman, physically demanding to say the
least. To waste breath that way trilling along with the Vivaldi was absurd.
When he saw her later, she was arranging flowers in the morning room. He hadn’t
seen her go near any of the flowers since the Poison Ivy affair, now she was fussing
over them like they were the prettiest things she’d ever seen. Then she saw him. She
greeted him with a moist, passionate kiss—complete with throat purr—that harkened
back to their earliest rooftop indiscretions. Then she said she’d asked Alfred to make
his double-chocolate cookies for Clark, as “a thank you for the tigers and all his hard
work at the Cattitat.” And now, now she’d come down to the Batcave, bringing him a
plate of those cookies and a cup of tea in a Cat-Tales mug.
“I had Alfred give me a refresher on his special way of making it,” she reported with
an impossibly pleased grin. “Just to make sure I remembered it all.”
Bruce sipped. It was perfect. He had a cookie… He thought about asking why she
was in such a good mood, but that seemed… imprudent. A good mood shouldn’t
require an explanation, and asking for one like it was a cosmic anomaly would just
provoke Felinity. He wanted to know, but the only way to find out was to ask her and
asking would probably make him a cat-toy for the rest of the day.
Nevertheless… she was singing again… very softly while she rubbed his neck…
which felt wonderful… but still… singing… in the Batcave.

Riddle Me-Tropolis! That was the way to announce the Riddler’s arrival in a new
city. Since the police here were too backward to provide a convenience like the BatSignal, Eddie decided on a more flamboyant way to lay down the gauntlet with
Superman: a full-page ad in the Daily Planet.
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The proximity of his lair to the newspaper’s nerve center was an unexpected bonus.
It made the whole process downright simple: a computer, wires, and time. Within two
days, he had infiltrated the DP network and told their sales department that an ad had
been purchased by Nonnenum Enterprises. He was especially proud of that touch.
Came to him out of the blue as he was typing away in the advertising database. Out of
the blue, BUT FLEE OUT HO! That’s what comes of a pleasant change in scene.
Nonnenum Enterprises. He was out of his Bat-slump! His brain was working again.
Then he went into Accounts Receivable and told them the ad buy had been paid for,
clearing that final flag… paid for by Enterprises, Nonnenum, henceforth to be tagged
EN, that was even better. Enterprise Nonnenum—how quintessentially Edward
Nigma!

The soft hum of the mini-vac sounded again behind Oswald’s office door. Sly took a
deep breath before knocking. The hum died away, and Oswald kwaked for him to
come in.
“Purchase orders and a couple invoices for your signature, Mr. Cobblepot,” he
announced, handing over the papers.
Rather than take them at once, Oswald stared malevolently at Sly’s shoulder. He
held up the mini-vac like a fencing foil, switched it on, and then pointed it dramatically
at Sly’s torso.
“Hold still,” he ordered.
“Uh, Mr. Cobble—”
Too late. Oswald was apparently trying to vacuum something off his breast pocket.
Sly backed away, and Oswald followed.
“You have a stain,” he announced with all the menace he would have once directed
at a hesitant bank teller at umbrellapoint. “Mustard, I think.”
Sly looked down. There was a dot of brownish yellow on his shirt. When the minivac failed to remove it, Oswald scratched at it with his fingernail. Then he told Sly that
he should go home and change before customers arrived.
“Um,” was the best reply he could come up with at first. Then he remembered that
vodka is a good stain remover and told Oswald he would try that first. Rather than
squawk at the waste of precious Iceberg spirits, Oswald kwaked enthusiastically and
told Sly to bring some for the armchair when he was through. There was a stain on the
upholstery that was making his nose itch—kwak!
Sly reminded him of the purchase orders and handed over the stack of papers with
sticky “Sign here” and “Initial here” arrows attached at all the relevant points. Sly
watched in bewildered horror as Oswald removed each one and refastened it at a
perfect 90-degree angle to the edge of the page.

“KENT!”
Lois rolled her eyes as Perry White’s voice echoed through the DP bullpen. Clark
looked at Perry’s office door the way a ransomed virgin might approach the dragon’s
cave, then he gamely went inside. Lois bit her lip. Their editor had never been an easy
7
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man to work for, but he was reasonable and fair—until four days ago, when he’d gone
to lunch his usual grouch self and come back snarling like a six-headed razor beast
from Apokolips.
The door opened and Clark walked out, looking shaken. Lois knew it was an act,
but even knowing that Superman had faced the real six-headed razor beast, she found
the performance utterly convincing—until he winked as he passed her desk. He
knew! Somehow he’d figured it out what was wrong with Perry. That sneak! For 31/2 days Lois had poured all her reporter’s investigative knowhow into the mystery,
and all she got for her trouble was one spectacular ass-chewing and a punishment
assignment profiling Morris Kendel, state inspector of water reclamation facilities and
quite simply the most boring man alive!
Lois marched over to her husband’s desk and asked, in her unique tone blending
loving wife with piqued professional rival, What? Clark? Knew?
“I’ll tell you later,” he said mildly, never looking up from his computer screen as his
fingers blurred over the keyboard.
Lois stood over him, hands on hips.
“Oh, but I insist,” she said, the ‘loving’ wife in her tone morphing into the ‘sleep on
the sofa’ version.
Clark twisted slowly around in his chair, sliding his glasses an inch down his nose so
he could look up at her over the top of the frames.
“I’ll tell you later,” he repeated.
“Ah,” Lois said, and left.
So that was it, she could tell from the eyes. Clark hadn’t figured out anything.
Superman did. What an unfair advantage he had, as a reporter, with that X-ray vision.
He could just scan Perry’s appointment book and see where he’d gone that day right
before… before… Ha!
So could she! She had no X-ray vision but so could she!
Lois went straight to Jimmy Olsen and said she’d need a diversion—not pulling the
fire alarm this time—just get Perry out of his office for ten minutes. She didn’t care
how as long as it didn’t bring any more fire marshals like last time.
She waited… She heard Perry’s phone ring. She heard him squawk “What?” “A
paralegal” “A subpoena?” “Assault on a police officer?” “Extradited to Massachusetts
for unpaid parking tickets?” and then his office door swung open and he was stalking
towards the elevators wondering aloud what Grant had got herself into now.
Lois grinned to herself and slipped into Perry’s office, opened his appointment book
and… blanched.
He was seeing a doctor?
Lois felt her heart leap into her throat. If Perry had gone to a doctor quite his normal
self and come back in this terrible mood, what if there was something really—no. No,
Clark had winked. If there was anything really serious wrong with Perry, Clark would
never be so impish and playful about knowing. It must be something… hm… Lois
scrutinized the desk for some additional clue… and found it in Perry’s coffee mug. A
thin brown crust on the bottom of his mug—a bone dry crust—meaning there hadn’t
anything liquid in that mug for at least a day.
Oh god!
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The possibility leapt up at her from the crusty coffee-smelling gunk: Did the doctor
make him give up caffeine? Newsmen lived on coffee, nicotine, and lust to scoop the
other guys. To make someone like Perry White give up caffeine was like asking Jeff
Gordon to win a race without gasoline. No wonder he’d modified his trademark
“Great Caesar’s Ghost” to an exclamation about Caligula’s horse that had sent half the
news staff rushing to Wikipedia (and then returning to tell the other half that they
really didn’t want to know).
Lois was especially nice to Perry for the rest of the day, which only made him angry
and, before he went home, he suggested she make her Morris Kendel story a twoparter.
That night at dinner, Lois preempted Clark’s announcement, telling him she’d
already solved the mystery: Perry had been to the doctor, was ordered to give up
caffeine, and was into some serious withdrawal.
“Caffeine and cigars,” Clark added.
Lois’s mouth dropped open, not just at the news but the implication. Clark hadn’t
scanned Perry’s appointment book, he’d scanned Perry!
“I didn’t mean to snoop,” he insisted. “I just happened to notice Perry’s blood
pressure was down and his body temperature was up, so I took a closer look. All of a
sudden he’s got normal levels of oxygen in his system and no carbon monoxide. I tried
to think why that would be, gave a little sniff, and that grungy soot smell was gone. I
hadn’t even noticed. So then I took a look around his nasal passages and sure enough,
the nerve endings are growing back. Lungs aren’t very pink yet, but that’ll come
and…”
“Stop right there,” Lois said, setting down her fork. “I have heard you describe the
Super-Eye view of smoking before, remember? And it is not dinner conversation.”
“Sorry. You brought it up,” he pointed out.
“I thought we were just talking about caffeine,” she insisted.
“Ah,” he grinned.

A setback. To be sure, the Daily Planet ad was something of a setback. Eddie had
assumed a full-page ad with the words RIDDLE ME-TROPOLIS and nothing more
except a big green question mark was self-explanatory! Never, never should one
underestimate the collective inanity of a large population.
He was a victim of his own success, that’s what it was: He was The Riddler. Question
marks were his signature. Green was his color. The whole world knew that! So
complete had the associations become that green was now the color for question marks,
anybody’s question marks. It was the color for riddles, anyone’s riddles. And no one
realized that HE, the one true Riddler, was the one behind the ad. He was announcing
his arrival in Metropolis… and they all thought it was a clue in some global scavenger
hunt that Microsoft was holding to promote their new operating system.
It was a setback.
But it was only a setback, Eddie told himself as he sat down to dinner in the famous
Oven Grinder restaurant. He was only announcing his arrival in Metropolis, not
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sending clues heralding a crime. So what did it matter if they misunderstood. He’d
get ’em next time.

Bruce closed his eyes, concentrating on the sensation as Selina’s thumbs stroked
insistently up the back of his neck… A part of him would never really accept this—he
was in the Batcave. Granted, it was day, he wasn’t in costume and hadn’t been
working on anything important. He was just cross-referencing a few old log entries on
Waylon Jones after last night’s Croc encounter, but still. He was in the cave and Selina
was… she was making it very hard for Batman to go on with what he’d intended.
“Can I ask you…” he murmured. He hadn’t intended to speak, it just slipped out as
the neck rub relaxed him. This was wrong. He was always in command in the cave.
The way he felt, they should go upstairs. If he couldn’t conduct himself as Batman,
this really wasn’t the place for…
“Ask away,” Selina whispered, her breath hot and moist on his ear.
“It just seems like you’re in a very good mood today,” he said, trying for Batman’s
gravel. “Singing and everything. I wondered if anything in particular had happened.”
“Yep,” she said, the seductive tone brushed aside by a merry laugh. “Catwoman
robbed a bank.”

The Metropolis Pizza and Oven Grinder Company. The building itself inspired him,
situated across the street from a famous gangland shooting in the 20s, it was rumored
to have been a lookout post for gangsters in that heyday of Metropolis criminality.
There was no Gotham equivalent for a landmark like that. Oh sure, they had a park
nearby, with a zoo. They had skyscrapers with great vistas. They had colleges and
corporate headquarters. But Gotham didn’t go putting up restaurants on the site of
notorious gangland massacres. Sure, if a mobster was gunned down in front of a
steakhouse, it would go on being a steakhouse. It wouldn’t close its doors. But if it
was just an ordinary brick house to start with, nobody would think to open a
restaurant there once they’d cleaned the blood off the sidewalk. But in Metropolis…
How could you not be inspired by a city that had such respect for its criminal history?
Now the food… Eddie had to admit the food looked a little heavy for his taste (pizza
pot pie???), but he ordered a salad and set to work finding a worthy target for his first
Metropolis escapade. It was disheartening to see just how many tech firms had been
swallowed up by LexCorp over the years—and consequently ceased to exist or wound
up in Bruce Wayne’s hands when the company tanked. The last thing Eddie wanted
was a WayneTech target, but there was one shining beacon of non-Waynedom in the
Metropolis high tech corridor: S.T.A.R. Labs.
Eddie tapped away on his pocket browser, researching his quarry until his dinner
came. Science and Technology Advanced Research or S.T.A.R. Laboratories… Looked
like it was their founding mandate that kept them out of Luthor and Wayne’s hands.
Created by scientist Garrison Slate to operate independently of both government and
commercial interests. Well… Good for them. Seemed to have their fingers in
everything too, from rockets to software, that was a good sign… But S.T.A.R.’s real
claim to fame was their monopoly on Phantom Zone technology. They were the
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custodians of all equipment, patents, and underlying tech for accessing the alien prison
dimension, period.
Hm. That would be worth a pretty penny on its own… Any company other than
WayneTech would kill to get their hands on that capability. If they broke the
monopoly, there was no telling what else the inter-dimensional portholes could be
used for…
Eddie’s salad arrived. It would easily feed a family of four. He nibbled.
The Phantom Zone technology was also dangerous enough that he could ransom it
back to S.T.A.R.… or to the City… or to Superman himself. Anyone with an interest in
keeping the PZ under wraps.
All right then, that left only the devising of a suitable riddle. Phantom Zone.
Phantom…
My god, Phantom Zone! The clue wrote itself.
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CHAPTER 2: TRAFFIC PATTERNS
Since ancient times, man has looked to the heavens with awe and wonder. A sense
of curiosity inspired a quest to comprehend the Moon, Sun, and planets. Throughout
history many attempts were made to create models to illustrate the relationship
between celestial bodies, but it was Metropolis, “The City of Tomorrow,” the city
always looking upward, who brought the wonder of the planetarium to the Western
Hemisphere.
In 1923, Dr. Walther Bauersfeld designed an optical projection device that effectively
created the illusion of a night sky. Using light produced by an intricate machine at the
center of a hemispherical room, he could project images of celestial objects onto the
inner surface of a dome. With this innovation the modern planetarium was born. By
1928, renowned Metropolis astronomer Adler P. Josh learned of the mechanism then
being demonstrated in Europe and was intrigued enough to personally investigate this
instrument. He went to Germany and was so impressed that he began soliciting
Metropolis industrialists to finance construction of the first modern planetarium…
So read the engraved tablet underneath an enormous brass sundial outside the Josh
Planetarium.
The personal ad in the Daily Planet merely read: Superman, Not Daily, but you have
to track them somehow. The source of your own power holds the key. 7 AM
precisely. Every second counts.
Clark did read the newspaper each morning, but he didn’t download it into a multistrata data matrix calibrated to detect keywords and word patterns indicative of theme
criminals intending to convey clues, legitimate or otherwise, to authorities, potential
targets, or crimefighters. He also didn’t read the personals. So even though a clue
appeared that morning addressed specifically to Superman, he was unaware that
anything had occurred until Perry sent Lois to cover a bomb scare at the planetarium.
He made his excuses (“Meeting a source, Perry, gotta fly”) and Superman was landing
at the planetarium before Lois even reached the expressway.

Up until the Cat-Tales stage show, only Batman had seen that gleam of daring,
mischievous felinity glistening from impossibly green eyes and framed by a delicate cat
mask. Then, overnight, there it was on a giant marquee above the Hijinx Playhouse. It
was on posters, programs and t-shirts. It was her logo, that extreme close-up cropped
just so, clawed fingers at her cheek. It was pure Catwoman: daring, dangerous,
unabashed and unashamed…
Those were the eyes Bruce saw now, eyes from the past, daring, dangerous—and
silently triumphant, gleaming up at him in miniature from a coffee mug while the
voice purred from behind him.
“Catwoman robbed a bank.”
He turned, slowly, to face Selina, her eyes just as green and daring without the mask,
but more amused than wicked.
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“Explain,” he graveled, summoning up a bit of the past himself as he stood.
She laughed stridently, and Bruce realized it was just as he’d feared. He’d asked the
question: Why was she so happy today? And now he was a cat-toy.
“Catwoman robbed a bank,” she repeated distinctly. “Okay, it was in New Zealand
and technically it was just a girl in a Catwoman mask,” she admitted. “But still, a win
is a win.”
“You consider that a win?” Bruce asked incredulously.
“Absolutely! Don’t you see what this means? The Post’s bullshit didn’t take. Apart
from a few gullible morons that probably think that show Heroes is a documentary, the
world’s view of Catwoman is still just what it should be.”
“A thief,” Bruce growled.
“Damn right a thief! That girl could’ve hid her face with any kind of mask from
Donald Duck to Chinese opera and she went with Catwoman. And what a
Catwoman. Paper said she walked in bold as brass, told the teller she had a gun—
which was hidden by fabric, she may well have been bluffing—then strolled right out
into the busy lunchtime crowd and disappeared. ‘The police don’t know who she is or
where she went.’ Now that’s the kind of Cat-imposter I can stomach.”
Bruce shook his head, captivated and yet appalled by that eternal mystery: feline
logic. He felt his lip twitch in spite of everything, and wheeled back around to face
workstation one.
“If you saw it in the morning paper, it will be in the autodownloads,” he said,
switching the feed from his monitor to be mirrored on the giant viewscreen. He
bypassed the abbreviated reports in the U.S. papers, which just glossed over it as a
piece of oddball news, and found a lengthier account in the Taranaki Daily News,
where the first bank robbery since 1985 was the big headline of the day.
There was a blurry picture from the bank’s security camera, which Bruce began
analyzing automatically, the detective’s instinct picking at details that might have been
overlooked: the way the woman’s weight was distributed argued against her having a
real gun behind that cloth as she’d claimed, she was holding something but it was
lighter, perhaps a prop gun… the drape of her coat concealed her street clothes so she
could disappear in traffic as soon as she discarded it… Behind him, Selina was reading
over his shoulder—and purring.
“Bank robberies are not as prevalent as they used to be,” she quoted from the police
statement, “’because our security and processes are very good.’ My God, they sound
just like that Commissioner Forsythe when I got started, remember? And Harvey.
God, how they used to stick their foot in it: ‘A new era in security, impossible for
anyone to get in.’ Idiots. Why do these guys always assume their setup is foolproof
just because their pinhead police mentality can’t think of a way to beat it?”
“I don’t see any purple in that picture,” Bruce noted, hoping to defer further
discussion of law enforcement and its limitations.
“Doesn’t matter,” Selina said smoothly. “Purple isn’t the issue here; the important
thing is she’s robbing a bank.”
Bruce crossed his arms, and stewed.
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The A.M. rush “hour” in Metropolis actually begins before 7 and continues until well
past 9, often 9:30, or even later. It consists of a seemingly random series of traffic snarls
popping up at unpredictable intervals and locations along various critical arteries. Lois
was stuck on the Curt Swan, as were a number of school buses and the MPD bomb
squad, all headed for the planetarium and all taking the Curt Swan in order to avoid
the inevitable delays from accidents on the Joe Shuster. They didn’t figure in the
construction. The Curt Swan always had construction. The Joe Shuster always had
accidents. The Dennis Neville was just plain bad. So there they sat, making what
progress they could.
The MPD van had its lights and sirens engaged initially, and that brought movement
at first. Lois had followed in its wake as cars pulled to the side, opening a narrow sublane. But the construction had blocked off long stretches of burm, and often the cars
simply had nowhere to go to get out of the van’s way. Then, the siren abruptly
stopped, and Lois guessed what had happened. She switched on her police band and
confirmed it: the planetarium was no longer considered an emergency situation.
Superman had arrived on the scene.
While Lois cursed the story moving on without her, Evelyn Garr, the planetarium’s
director, was briefing Superman on the bomb scare.
“It all started with Matt and Lou, the facilities guys. They get in earlier than the rest
of us, naturally, and it seems they found a small package wedged into the sundial,” she
prattled.
Superman examined the package. It was the size of a small shoebox, wrapped in
green paper and printed with large block letters written in bold, black Sharpee. PAN
THEN ZOOM, it read.
“Yes, Superman,” Evelyn Garr said suddenly.
Superman turned, assuming he was being addressed, but saw Evelyn was talking
into her cell phone.
“Board members,” she explained apologetically. “Have to keep them apprised of the
situation.”
Superman pretended not to hear the discussion that followed. Apparently, his
arrival had “implications” for the planetarium, and the board members were split as to
whether those implications were good or bad. On the one hand, Superman’s
involvement boosted the institution’s standing as a Metropolis landmark, but on the
other, the liability issues of meta-powered individuals on site. Their insurance rates
were bound to go up as it was, and now…
Superman returned his attention to the package, shifting his focus to see through the
wrapping and the box itself.
“No sign of any triggers when it’s opened,” he noted and looked further. “And the
contents… It’s a camera. An ordinary video camera…” He looked deeper still. “No
tape inside. But a working battery… Nothing else. Nothing explosive.”
He repeated this in a loud, clear voice, which at least pulled Evelyn’s attention away
from her conference call. She asked for confirmation, twice, which she then repeated
into her phone, both times, and finally she took herself out of the loop and handed
Superman the telephone, letting him tell the board members directly.
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“No bomb,” he assured them confidently. He would have liked to say more. He
would have liked to chastise them for fretting about their meta insurance before
finding out if a bomb had been left on their doorstep. But he would be just as negligent
as they were if he indulged in a lecture like that when the job was far from done.
“Pan then zoom,” he murmured, looking again at the package.
He turned to the horizon, simulating the “zoom” effect for a camera of this size. He
turned a full 360 degrees and saw nothing out of the ordinary—except when Lois
arrived with six school buses and a police van. Lois had that sour ‘scooped again’
expression when she saw what was going on, the kids on the busses packed against the
windows, all pointing his way, and the senior bomb squad officer (Griffin, good man,
good to see him back on duty after the Metallo incident) waved.
Superman checked the horizon again, quickly, on several spectra, and then did a
quick scan of the planetarium itself, for safety’s sake, before giving Evelyn the all clear
to open their doors. She looked grimly at the busses, and Superman realized that the
staff needed time to prepare for the first morning tours.
He kept the students entertained, getting them to line up outside their busses, asking
questions about astronomy, and then lifting the bus of whichever team answered the
most questions correctly. Meanwhile, the planetarium staff went about their usual
routine prior to opening their doors, and Lois interviewed Officer Griffin about the
traffic situation impacting emergency response time…
Well, at least she had a story. But Superman was worried. Before returning to work,
he would take the green package to the Fortress for further study.

Bruce assumed that the “Catwoman bank robbery” would have blown over by
lunchtime, but when he went up to the dining room, he found the table laid for one.
Alfred said Selina had gone out. He didn’t say where, but when she returned, Bruce
guessed that she’d driven into the city and stopped at a dozen newsstands. She had a
copy of every Gotham newspaper, both legitimate and tabloid. She had taken them
into the morning room, stacked them in a neat pile on his mother’s desk, and was
reading with industrious zeal.
“New Zealand?” he guessed.
“Yes, I’m looking for everybody’s…” she trailed off as she read, then folded the
paper open to the page and laid it on a second stack.
“Coverage,” Bruce said, rather than leave her sentence unfinished. He looked down
and saw the same image of the Catwoman robber from the bank’s security camera. “I
could’ve easily pulled these for you on the Batcomputer,” he noted.
“No,” Selina murmured, her eyes scanning the next paper thoughtfully. “What I’m
looking for you couldn’t find on a digital search.” She turned the page and skimmed
further before continuing. “It’s not just the story, it’s where they run it and most
importantly…” she turned the page, turned another, and then folded the paper and set
it on the stack. Bruce saw it was the Gotham Post. “Most importantly, who didn’t run
it at all. Fifteen papers, Bruce. The Gotham Times, Gazette, Globe, Tattler, Daily
News, Village Voice—even the Financial Times has a blurb. You know who doesn’t?
Just one. Take a wild, flying guess.”
“The Post,” Bruce said stoically.
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“Bing-bing-bing-bing-bing, got it in one,” she beamed. “How embarrassing for
them. So invested in this crimefighting do-gooder they invented, only to find that
nobody’s buying it.” She purred. Then she laughed. “Of course, the Daily News is
having the most fun with it.”
“More than you, that’s hard to believe,” Bruce noted sourly.
“They’ve been hating the Post for more than fifty years,” Selina announced with
injured dignity. “I just got started.”
Bruce fought to restrain a lip-twitch—and lost.

Sikela Park? Eddie couldn’t believe it, how could he be back in Sikela Park? He got
on the 290, eastbound, through the tunnel, on the cloverleaf, off the cloverleaf, three
lights, and then home. It should have been home. So how did he keep winding up in
Sikela Park?
Eddie normally delighted in asking questions, even of total strangers. But the
thought of pulling over and asking “How do I get back to Six Corners?” That was not
the kind of query he enjoyed.
He’d found the planetarium okay; he’d been there before after all. But he’d been
there as a visitor, a paying customer in the middle of the day, amidst a thousand
others. Leaving a riddling clue at the crack of dawn was another matter entirely. It
required stealth and cunning. You couldn’t risk getting stuck in traffic once you’d
dropped off a riddle. You couldn’t be sitting there in a gridlock, only a half mile from
the drop point, when Superman went flying overhead to retrieve your clue, a Gotham
license plate reading GAME N ID announcing your identity for all to see.
So, like any villain worth his salt, GAME N ID had taken all the appropriate
precautions. He’d researched Metropolis traffic reports for the past five years, charted
variations for season, day of the week, and weather conditions. He’d plotted the
morning commutes and persistent areas of congestion, and devised a perfectly
ingenious departure route where, after leaving his clue, he would eschew all
expressways, interstates, and major roads and return home by way of scenic
neighborhoods and uncongested side streets.
It should have worked. It did work as far as avoiding the morning gridlock. He
just… never quite made it home. There was a street festival in someplace called
Greektown, and the road was blocked off. It should have been easy enough to drive
around it, but somehow he always came out facing west instead of north.
There was certainly a riddle in it, but this too was not the kind of riddle he enjoyed.
“Why can’t I get out of Greektown facing north?”
He thought about going back to the planetarium and risking the route home that
he’d used the last time. He knew that worked—but, by now, Superman would have
the camera right in the palm of his super-hand. He would have it held up to his supereye and pointed at the 7 o’clock position on the sundial. He would be reading a
number on the lens that he might or might not realize was the proper distance to pan
before zooming in… on a decoy! PAN THEN ZOOM, Superman. PAN THEN
ZOOM. For the ad said the source of your power holds the key, not the clue. The
sundial held only a clue. The source of your power is what? The sun, yes, of course,
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but the sun is also a star, as in S.T.A.R. Labs! And what kind of key does S.T.A.R. Labs
possess? The key to open the Phantom Zone!
What genius! What vintage Riddler. Never had Batman spurred him to such
puzzling feats as this! Never! He should have made this move years ago. Years ago!
Sigh.
But the fact remained, Superman had the camera in his hands even now, and it
would be folly to return to the planetarium.
So he returned to the Greektown festival and had a gyro. By then, the morning
traffic had cleared, and it was safe to use the expressways again without getting
trapped… except, somehow, he kept winding up in Sikela Park!

Clark tucked the phone between his ear and shoulder, freeing his hand to massage
his brow without disturbing his glasses.
“Y-yes, Selina, I agree it’s technically news if it was run in fourteen out of fifteen
Gotham newspapers. I’m not really sure why the Planet didn’t run the story. If I had
to guess, I’d say it’s because it’s in New Zealand. That doesn’t really affect the people
of Metropolis and they can’t affect it, so… Well yes, that applies to Gotham too, but I
imagine they ran it for the Catwoman angle. Catwoman does live there… Yes, of
course, I mean you live there. I know you’re ‘out of the closet’ that wa—And, you
don’t refer to yourself in the third person. Right, I do know that. I was just… Mhm…
Mhm… On the Internet, too… Yahoo news… And Google… And the bloggers.
Okay, well yes, I agree, that does go beyond the scope of Catwoman’s hometown
newpap—your hometown newspaper, that is. I just… Yes… Well the thing is, Selina,
if it’s already in today’s papers, that sort of makes it ‘yesterday’s news,’ if you know
what I mean. But I’ll keep an eye on the newswires, and if there are any future
developments, you can be sure we’ll… Well, I don’t know. When they catch her, I
suppose… Or if she strikes again, sure… ”
He picked up a pen and made a note.
“It’s far more likely that she would be captured, in my opinion, most criminals are
even if… Yes, I do remember that incident with LexCorp. Very clearly. I’ve been
trying to forget it for years… Well, that was a special case. Most criminals that come
into Metropolis and challenge Superman on his own turf get caught and stay caught…
He’s never ‘dropped’ anyone else, Selina. It was just that one time when… Yes, I know
the Daily Planet never reported what really happened, but the fact is… Yes, I know,
Catwoman startled him—I mean you startled him, and he let go and dropped her right
into… Mhm, yes… Well, as a representative of the Daily Planet, I can only say that we
report what we see with our own eyes and what the principals tell us about what
occurred. And if Catwoman did get Superman to drop her by unexpectedly kissing
him, out of the blue, without any kind of ramp up or advance warning and in full view
of Batman, and then told him that he kissed like a farmboy, then he never passed that
information along to a reporter from the Daily Planet, so we never reported it. But I
can promise you, Selina, that I will personally keep an eye on the situation in New
Zealand, and make sure their ‘Catwoman’ gets all the attention she deserves. Please
tell Alfred how much Lois enjoyed the cookies,” he concluded politely.
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Clark hung up and read over his notes on the call, underlining the last words
emphatically. Then he checked his watch. Lois had enjoyed the cookies and was now
upstairs in the Planet’s Fitness Center ‘paying for her sins’ as she put it. Clark himself
hadn’t touched the cookies, considering the inches he’d already gained thanks to
Alfred’s culinary genius. He had promised to meet Lois so they could walk the
treadmills together… He checked his watch again.
He had another twenty minutes for his lunch break. The treadmill really wouldn’t
do him any good, it was just the spirit of the thing, working out together. To get any
actual benefit, he’d have to exert himself. And he just had time for a quick flight to
New Zealand.
“Perry, going out, got a lead to check,” he announced too softly to be heard outside
his cubicle.
He put on his jacket and left, leaving his notepad behind.

Winslow Schott and Oswald Loomis, known to the world as Toyman and Prankster.
They weren’t Eddie’s idea of drinking buddies. They didn’t exactly conform to his idea
of supervillains either, although each had achieved feats of gadgetry that he could
admire. But true rogues or not, they were both experienced in the finer points of
Metropolis navigation, and that was certainly worth an hour of his time. He didn’t
want his assault on S.T.A.R. Labs to land him in another devil’s triangle like the
planetarium/Greektown/Sikela Park debacle.
So he’d called Schott and Loomis and proposed getting together for a beer. In
Gotham, of course he would have brought them to the Iceberg. Here in Metropolis, he
hadn’t found any neighborhood haunts yet, so he left the meeting place up to them.
“It’s your town,” he said. “Where is good?”
There was a noise on the line, a kind of breathy gasp followed by excited chattering
back and forth between them that reminded Eddie of Richard Flay.
..::Smoking Cat,::.. Loomis announced finally.
“Come again?” Eddie squeaked.
..:: The Smoking Cat. Great place, live music, no extra charge. Nice and close for you. In
Sikela Park.::..
“Oh hell,” Eddie growled after he’d hung up. He wasn’t sure what nettled him
more, the prospect of going back to Sikela Park or the way Selina had popped into his
mind at the words Smoking Cat? Nevertheless, this was business. There were
important riddles to solve: What are the particular CAT RIFF—argh—traffic, what are
the particular traffic pitfalls of Metropolis? And how do you bypass them without
being able to fly?
So he was off to the Smoking Cat. ‘Live music’ sounded like it was a nightclub, and
Eddie expected somewhere dark and discreet. If there was an openly rogue-friendly
haunt like the Iceberg in Metropolis, Eddie figured he would have heard of it. So this
was a discreet nightclub, and he’d dressed prudently, foregoing the green and the
bowler, and even his question mark tie clip, and holding his cane in such a way as to
hide the question mark handle…
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Everyone knew there were two parts to the Iceberg Lounge. Like its namesake, there
was the fraction visible above the surface, Oswald Cobblepot’s nightclub which
everyone knew, and there was a murky unknown beneath the surface, the Penguin’s
criminal operations, the exact size and shape of which were anybody’s guess. The two
sides seldom mixed. Oswald allowed his criminal employees to enter the club as
customers but he didn’t encourage it. When they did come in for a drink, staff of the
legitimate operation would wait on them but would have no way of knowing they all
worked for the same man. Usually. But today, Talon and Crow were making a
delivery to Oswald’s office. The bar wasn’t open for business yet, but since Sly was
right there, they saw no harm in asking for a beer. Sly agreed, mostly because he was
curious about the four long boxes he’d seen them carry into Oswald’s office. He didn’t
charge them for the drinks, he just asked about their delivery.
“Ever hear of the Ionic Breeze?” Talon asked.
“Is that like a global warming thing?” Sly asked in return. Poison Ivy often lectured
the bar about some environmental thing or other, and he’d learned to tune it out.
Talon shook his head and took a slip out of his pocket.
“Reduces bacteria, mold spores and viruses in the air, using… elec-tro-static fields
and germ-killing UV-C light,” he read laboriously.
“Air purifier,” Crow explained. “They got ’em at Sharper Image.”
“Had them,” Talon corrected.
“Oh hush,” Crow said. It was only Sly, but he didn’t like advertising the fact that
they’d just hijacked a truckload of air purifiers at Oswald’s request.
“Oh yeah, I’ve hearda those,” Sly said vaguely. “Four of them?”
“And eight more upstairs where he lives,” Crow mentioned.
“Ho boy,” was all Sly could think to say.

The Smoking Cat was not what Eddie expected. It wasn’t a nightclub; it was a
barbecue joint. And despite the lack of a question mark tie clip, he was overdressed. It
also wasn’t especially discreet. A dozen outdoor tables with umbrellas arranged on an
open courtyard facing the sidewalk, it looked like a place to see and be seen. Eddie
went inside, and saw that Schott and Loomis already had a table—as well as an
enormous platter of food. Heaps of pulled meat topped with a massive slab of ribs.
What was with these people? Did they need a layer of fat to make it through the
winter?
Eddie greeted them both (putting aside the fact that he’d invited them out for a beer,
not dinner) and then came the pleasantries without which he would not find out about
Metropolis traffic problems. During this ritual, Winslow Schott inquired after Gotham,
Arkham, and Joker—and suggested Eddie try the ‘pulled meat nachos.’ Oswald
Loomis inquired about Batman, Blackgate, and Poison Ivy—and suggested Eddie order
the chili and “try it loaded” as the menu advised. Eddie said that Gotham was cold,
Arkham was crowded, and Joker said hello. Batman never changed, Blackgate had an
escape a few months back, and Poison Ivy was not a natural redhead. Then he ordered
a salad—and ignored the waiter’s helpful suggestion that he could “add pulled meat to
that salad for only $3 more.” Then, at last, he could ask about the traffic.
…
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At least, he thought he’d asked about the traffic. It was a simple enough question
and he hadn’t indulged in any double meanings or anagrams, but the answers he was
getting made no sense.
“The biggest menace is the Yarbrough Strangler,” Loomis said, but Schott thought it
was far worse to be caught in “Roussos’s Cave.” Then followed an involved argument
about the relative deadliness of two chaps called Stan Kaye and Mort Weisinger (who
certainly didn’t sound like supervillains?) but ending in the vehement agreement that
“Dennis Neville is death.”
“Perhaps we should begin again,” Eddie said gamely, “I’m not looking for any
henchmen or prospective team-ups. I just want to know if it’s safe to take the 220 out
to S.T.A.R. Labs after six?”
Loomis and Schott looked at each other, paused, and broke into peals of merry
laughter.
Eddie fumed.
“Something funny?” he growled—momentarily frightening himself, he sounded so
much like Batman in the delivery.
“Edward, you Gothamite Silly! That’s what we’ve been telling you!” Loomis
exclaimed before breaking off into another aria of tittering laughter.
“First of all, it’s not ‘the 220;’ it’s the Curt Swan Expressway. No one ever uses those
interstate numbers. Why do you think they give the roads those names?”
Eddie sighed, piqued that someone was now asking him a question, but thankful
that these giggly ingrates were finally making some sense. The chorus of explanations
now came at him in a stream.
“The Yarbrough Strangler is on the Curt Swan near the exit to Yarbrough where two
lanes merge down to one for a mile and a half and then open up into three.” “Rousso’s
Cave is part of the tunnel where Rousso Street goes over the Joe Shuster.” “Mort
Weisinger is an absolute bitch when it’s raining.” “Stan Kaye gets all the stadium
traffic, never go near it on game day…”

Since the first weeks training the first Robin, Batman said self-deception is a luxury
that no crimefighter can afford. Since his first week of Freshman Psych, Dick said that
Bruce was kidding himself if he thought he lived up to that high standard where
Catwoman was concerned. From day one, she got to him in ways he didn’t like to
admit, and from day five or six, he’d poured that denial into Zogger.
One of the nine steam-powered fists that drove Zogger’s Level 3 attack jutted itself
into Bruce’s jaw.
It had been some time since he’d acknowledged the truth of Dick’s words. It had
been—he blocked the next punch and disarmed the thrusting joint—it had been some
time since he admitted his feelings for Selina. It had been some time since Catwoman
drove him to an aggravated bout with the Strategic Self-Mutating Defense Regimen
that Dick had dubbed “Zogger”—he blocked another punch, and kicked the #5 arm
into #6, preempting the next two attacks…
But it had been even longer since he really worried what Catwoman might do next.
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He leapt and tossed a batarang at the control console, snapping the attack lever into
the idle position as he landed off the assault grid and grabbed a waiting towel. He tore
off his cowl and mopped the perspiration from his face.
She’d enjoyed her moment of notoriety once removed, okay. It didn’t reflect his
values, but he could certainly follow the logic: She missed her old life from time to
time, she made no secret of that. The inevitable nostalgia was exacerbated by the Post
misrepresenting her to the world as something completely antithetical to the true
Catwoman and inferior in every way. Now there was a Catwoman in the press that
she could feel good about. It wasn’t her; it wasn’t pretending to be her; it was some
small-time nobody on the far side of the world, probably striking out in sheer
desperation. But in choosing that visage to commit her crime, she had given the
creator of the original persona a much-needed moment of validation. It didn’t reflect
Bruce’s values, but by god, he could understand it. Anyone could.
It wasn’t Selina’s satisfaction that worried him but the Post’s discomfiture. Their
silence was telling. Every other paper had cracked a smile, even the stodgy,
conservative ones. The Post ignored it entirely, presumably for the same reason Selina
rejoiced: the public image of Catwoman still resembled the real thing more than their
sorry reinvention.
The worry there was two-fold. The Post might react spitefully, as they had with that
pregnancy nonsense, subjecting their faux-Catwoman to even greater indignities.
Selina would be upset, and nothing good could come of that. It was a possibility, but a
remote one. It was not enough to send him to Zogger.
No, the real worry was Selina herself.
“They didn’t report it at all,” she’d said. “Makes you wonder just how far they can
take it?”
The gleam in her eye. He knew that gleam. It meant the cat was sharpening her
claws—and looking forward to the taste of fresh mouse.
“What do you mean?” he’d asked.
“I mean you can’t bury your head too far in the sand for too long or you’ll suffocate.
How far would they go? Dinky little bank job on the far side of the globe, that they can
ignore, fine. But what if it was a real cat crime and closer to home? What if, just for the
sake of conversation, Catwoman emptied out the Egyptian wing at the museum
tomorrow night? Are they going to ignore that too? What if they really were stuck
with a story too big and inescapable to not report, one that absolutely contradicted
their crimefighting gogglewhore?”
The seconds that followed are what sent Bruce into three levels of Zogger. He’d
stood there. As he thought back on it now, it felt like those moments after “Why
Batman, how hard do you want it to get?” He simply stood there, trying to process
something so far from what was expected that he simply could not get his brain and
his mouth working together to fashion any kind of rational response.
She couldn’t really be talking about stealing again. It wasn’t possible. Was it? Even
if she was thinking about it (which she couldn’t be), she wouldn’t just sit there casually
talking about it. Not with him. He was Batman. She did know that. They were long
past the point where her criminal past was even an issue, but even if they weren’t (and
they were), even if it was somehow possible that she was considering throwing both
their lives away (which it wasn’t), you don’t just walk up to Batman and announce that
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you’re going to commit a crime. The only criminals who did that were uniformly
crazy, and Selina was not now, nor had she ever been, insane.
He, on the other hand, might just be losing his mind.
No, it was not possible that Selina was talking seriously about stealing again. He
knew that.
No, it was not possible that she was even thinking about it. He knew that too.
And yes, they absolutely were long past the point where any thought of her criminal
past was an issue. He knew all of this…
So why did his mind and body lock up like “the easy way or the hard way” “Why
Batman, how hard do you want it to get?”

Like most high tech facilities, S.T.A.R. Labs was laid out in concentric rings with
increasingly restricted access, protected by increasingly stringent security. Riddler had
no difficulty penetrating the first two. One guard to evade, one motion detector, and a
few locked doors. Then he waited, between the employee cafeteria and a bank of
offices, and checked the relays on the decoy target.
If Superman had understood the markings inside the camera lens, he would have
panned four degrees, four minutes, and four seconds to the right from the 7 o’clock line
on the sundial, and then zoomed to see the giant Ferris Wheel at Navy Pier. Once he
understood this to be the target, he would only have to wait until sundown to perceive
the subtle spectral shift on certain lightbulbs. A red and yellow glow that only he
could see, produced by a special coating on alternating bulbs, pointing him to a specific
gondola. Perhaps he would even recognize the allusion to the yellow and red stars of
Earth and Krypton. After all, the clue did say that the source of Superman’s power
held the key, and a good clue should have layers of meaning. After the sundial, who
was to say Riddler was finished alluding to stars? The real question was if Superman
would fly to the red gondola or the yellow one. Either way, he would find himself
trapped with a wash of red radiation, the kind used to produce man-made kryptonite.
It might not be as deadly, but it would certainly be unpleasant.
That was assuming he fell for it. Eddie had checked the remote sensors every twenty
minutes since sunset, and each time he found neither trap had been sprung. His hopes
began to soar. Was it possible? Did Superman realize the camera was a decoy? Did he
connect the planetarium and the “source of his power” phrase with S.T.A.R. and see
that PAN THEN ZOOM was an anagram for Phantom Zone? Why, it was too good to
be true! Superman would be here waiting after all, waiting to foil his plan! Eddie
hadn’t dared to hope. In Gotham, certainly, that would have been his Plan A. But for
his first job in a new city, one with dubious rumors about the resident cape’s intellect, it
was folly to predicate Plan A on the good guys figuring out where he was and showing
up while he was still there.
So he’d made that Plan B. But now, now if Superman was coming, that meant he
could scrap the dreary, boring Plan A and go on to A FREER ED A-WHISTLING ALL
THE TORN MOON—not dealing with morons here after all—Plan B! It would be
infinitely easier to get into the high security core of the facility that way. He had a
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foolproof means to trick Superman into opening an access point for him, but he never
dreamed he would actually get a chance to use it.
So he waited…
…and pondered how easily one can get into a rut. Why had he assumed Batman
was the only hero fit to match wits with his own?
He waited…
…and considered again that he should have left Gotham long ago. What really kept
him there?
He waited…
…and reluctantly checked the Ferris Wheel relays again…
He waited…
Was it possible that Superman wasn’t coming and that he didn’t even figure out the
decoy?
No, no that couldn’t be. He couldn’t possibly be that thick. “Pan then zoom,” it’s a
camera, COME ON!
Eddie angrily put away his k-metal laser and moved back to Plan A, vowing to leave
a simpler puzzle next time. He picked a lock to the administrative office and searched
for a keycard…
Instead, he found a researcher working late. He promptly gassed the fellow without
bothering to construct a riddle for “gas bulb.” He was too angry. Even Robin would
have got to the Ferris wheel. And Batman would have figured out S.T.A.R. Labs just
on the Daily Planet ad alone. And Sly would have known PAN THEN ZOOM was an
anagram.
Eddie searched the office, but instead of a keycard he found… Selina? What was
Selina’s name doing there? He picked up the Post-it, which posed a more challenging
conundrum than any he’d devised so far (Sly and Raven would have realized PAN
THEN ZOOM was an anagram). Eddie looked through the papers where the Post-it
was attached and found photographs and health profiles for Bengal tigers, all marked
with a contact notation for Selina Kyle at Wayne Manor, Gotham City…
Eddie took a long, deliberate breath. He felt he was about ten seconds away from
what Dr. Bartholomew would call “an episode.” Not unlike the one where he recalled
how his older brother ‘forgot to tell him’ he had lost the Colonel Mustard card, and
Little Eddie had sworn up and down that he’d found the killer but turned out to be
wrong.
“You never forget your first wrong answer,” he told the unconscious researcher.
“Those were hard days, with hard lessons. Like ‘You can’t out-think a dodge ball’ and
‘The wedgie knows no GPA.’ Bet you remember that one, eh, Poindexter?”
“Poindexter” obviously had no reply, so Eddie continued to ransack the office,
desperate to wrench something of value from the break in. He searched. He searched.
But the only data in the room of value to an arch-criminal was the name and contact
information for a woman that billionaire Bruce Wayne was shacking up with AND HE
ALREADY KNEW THAT! NOT THAT HE COULD GO AROUND KIDNAPPING
SELINA! SHE’D KICK HIS ASS FOR ONE THING! THEN BRUCE WOULD BREAK
HIS LEGS AND SHE’D KICK HIS ASS AGAIN! THEY’D FEED HIS BROKEN BODY
TO THE TIGERS AND GO OUT FOR A PIZZA! A REAL PIZZA, GOTHAM STYLE,
THIN CRUST, NO KNIFE AND FORK…
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CHAPTER 3: DUMBING DOWN, RAMPING
UP
Metropolis. It had been “The City of Tomorrow” since 1933 when it hosted a
World’s Fair celebrating science and technological innovation. Before that, it was “The
City Always Looking Upward” because, in the late 19th century, it gave rise to the first
skyscraper and only a few scant years later, the first Ferris Wheel. The wheel was built
for the previous World’s Fair in 1893 and designed to rival the centerpiece of the fair in
Paris, the largest structure in the world at the time, known as the Eiffel Tower.
Metropolis had bested Gotham, Keystone, and Washington D.C. for the right to host
the international exposition, and the honor had a profound effect on the city’s
architecture and self image. The City Always Looking Upward became a powerful
metaphor, the Metropolis Ferris Wheel, and indeed the city itself, became towering
symbols of American optimism.
It was the current Metropolis Ferris Wheel, the descendent of that first landmark of
the 1893 Exhibition, which now witnessed an exhibition of a very different kind—one
decidedly lacking in optimism. At 3 a.m., the Riddler returned to dismantle the
deathtraps he’d set up with such care in the #7 and #8 gondolas. He cursed in
anagrams as he pulled alpha emitters from their innocent-seeming camouflage. He
cursed in iambic pentameter as he strapped inert gamma pods to his belt, and he
cursed cats and capes as he loaded reflector pellets into his backpack. Then he left,
groaning pitifully from the cumulative weight of the gear, which hadn’t seemed nearly
as heavy when he’d installed it.
Eddie couldn’t help but feel that the City of Metropolis had let him down. He’d been
inspired by his new surroundings, inspired by the stature of their great hero. He’d
given Superman his best, the highest compliment a mind like the Riddler’s had to give.
And this—this was what he got for his trouble? A bad back?

Bruce Wayne, like most men of science and like most men of ability, did not believe
in luck, fate, curses, signs or portents. This in itself was lucky or there was no telling
what he might make of Selina listening to La Donna e Mobile when he found her in her
suite. The aria was sung on their first “date” and they’d talked about it on the roof of
the opera house that night, but only later did the full meaning of the words sink in:
Woman is fickle, fickle like the wind,
she changes the tone of her voice and her thoughts
and her thoughts, and her thoughts!
Always a sweet, pretty face,
in tears or in laughter, she is always lying
He is always miserable who trusts in her
who to her confides, his unwary heart!
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“You do realize the guy singing is the biggest prick in the entire opera,” Bruce
quoted, remembering her comments that night.
Selina looked at him, stunned and slightly horrified, but when she spoke, it was clear
her reaction had nothing to do with his comment.
“What happened there?” she asked, pointing to his swollen jaw. If it was morning,
she would naturally have assumed that Batman tangled with a gang of chain-wielding
bruisers on the docks the night before. But she’d just seen him an hour ago and his jaw
was fine. He had no Batman injuries of any kind. What did he do, run into a squad of
ninjas in the hallway?
“Oh that,” Bruce said, rubbing the jaw lightly. “Training mishap.”
“You’re so cute when you lie. You don’t have ‘mishaps’ fighting an army of
DEMON minions, even when they’re fresh out of their training camp and you’ve been
chained in a dungeon for a day and a half. Now you’re telling me that you let a boxing
glove on a stick sneak up on you?”
“It happens,” he grunted. “Not often, but it happens. I upgraded the targeting
matrix and assault logarithms last week and—”
“Pfft.”
“…Never mind. I… I just wanted to let you know that I’m heading into town early
tonight. I have some work to do in the satellite cave, so you should suit up now if you
want to ride in together.”
Selina cocked her head, endearingly confused by the offer.
“If you give me a ride into town, I expect a ride home,” she purred.
“Agreed. Meet on the Moxton building at four.”
Selina was still confused, but she nodded her agreement.
“You’re not…” she began suddenly, then trailed off as the tenor reiterated his
distrust of the fair sex and she realized Bruce had already gone.
“Never mind,” she sighed.

This time, the personals ad would read simply: Superman, one doesn’t like to be cliché,
but since it’s Daily Planet Day.
Eddie hated the idea of “dumbing down” a riddle. It was an affront to the intellect.
It degraded hero and villain alike. It was unworthy of Edward Nigma. So that
morning, as he stored away 120 pounds of unused deathtrap for the next time and took
an aspirin for his aching back, Eddie decided he would not dumb it down. He would
rise above the limitations imposed by a city which, through no fault of its own, had its
mental faculties blunted by years of 4-Down asking for an 8-letter word for ice
formations. There was no reason to be defeated by this; he would simply have to
educate them. Start slow and build them up. The Phantom Zone was too exotic for a
first foray with a new foe, that’s where he went wrong. He should begin with
something familiar…
Of course, the target was only half the problem. That was the answer. There was still
the delicate matter of phrasing the question. It was the clue delivery system itself he
had to consider. He was The Riddler, yet would have to somehow reframe his
signature conundrums in a way any flying nitwit could understand.
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While he pondered these problems, he decided to decorate his lair at the Daily Planet
to make a proper impression when the time came for Superman to discover it. With
the building-supplied custodial service, Eddie knew he could not go as far as he might
in Gotham. But he’d befriended Anita, the large woman who showed up every
evening to empty the wastebaskets and vacuum the floors. In the guise of being
friendly and personable, he told her that he published a number of games-related
magazines. He was thinking of computer games and word puzzles, but his Spanish
was spotty and she seemed to think he meant slot machines and lottery tickets. But
that didn’t matter, whether she thought his business was games or gaming, Eddie was
now free to indulge in a few oversized props and decorations without raising
suspicions. There was nothing like hanging a giant tangram on the wall to clear the
mind, setting the stage for a sudden spark of inspiration—and in this case, there was
nothing like taking a half-minute to chat with the cleaning woman either. For Anita
supplied the crucial spark herself. She said she was taking her son to the Meteors
game on Saturday. It was Daily Planet Day, and the paper was giving away tickets to
anyone who worked in the building.

Everyone thought about it their first week working at the Iceberg: Joe Pesci getting
whacked in Goodfellas. Guy’s just walking along, not a care in the world, steps into a
backroom, and in the split second it takes to notice that things are not what they should
be—BLAM!—brains blown across the floor.
The old-timers like Sly and Raven hadn’t thought about that for years. But Sly had a
horrifying flashback when he came into work that morning. He’d unlocked the ‘Berg
itself, collected the mail, and saw the new Fodor’s guide was in. There was a cover
letter from the publisher informing Mr. Cobblepot of an expanded listing for the
Iceberg Lounge, highlighting it as a Must-See for the adventuresome Gotham tourist.
Excited by the news, Sly had run up the stairs to Oswald’s flat above the nightclub,
opened the door, and—BLAM!—In the split second it takes to notice things are not
what they should be, he flashed on Joe Pesci’s brains getting blown across the room
while his own brain registered the sight his eyes were showing him: Oswald Cobblepot
was not wearing pants!

Siegel Field. With the fall of LexCorp, the former LexAir Stadium had reverted to its
original name, the name true Metropolans had never stopped using, the name painted
on the original hand-operated scoreboard which had never been changed—despite Lex
Luthor’s vehement lobbying. It was one of the few public relations battles Luthor had
lost with the people of Metropolis. Even at the height of his political and economic
domination of the city, he could not convince them to deface that beloved landmark.
There was an electronic board installed beneath it in the late 80s and that, of course,
had been quickly altered to reflect the new name. In addition, LexCorp installed 90foot video screens around the stadium, and these too were emblazoned with the
LexAir name on every open surface. These vulgar displays had recently been replaced
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with newer video screens, courtesy of WayneTech, and of course, the new screens
displayed the original Siegel name with respect, but considerably more restraint.
It was Daily Planet Day at Siegel Field. No one considered the Metropolis Meteors
vs the Keystone Coyotes to be a clash of titans, but it was Daily Planet Day. That was a
good enough reason for Clark and Jimmy to attend the game. Lois said she enjoyed
cheap beer as much as the next woman, but it was impossible for her to join them.
Perry had made good on his threat to run her two-part profile of Morris Kendel, water
reclamation inspector for the tri-state area. He was running it this very weekend (Part
I, Saturday; Part II, Sunday—Oh the Humanity!), and Morris was throwing a party to
celebrate. He’d invited Lois as the guest of honor and, rather than be subjected to
whatever hoedown someone like Morris Kendel might throw to celebrate his fifteen
minutes of fame, Lois told him she was covering a border skirmish in Uzbekistan.
Ergo, she could not risk being pictured in the inevitable photo spread the sports section
would run on Sunday: all the Daily Planet celebs at Siegel Field on Daily Planet Day.
What’s more, she had to find out where Uzbekistan was, who was on their borders,
and why they might be fighting with them.
So it was just Clark and Jimmy in the DP box at the bottom of the fifth. Perry had
gone “for a hotdog” again, but really he’d just gone to pace. He found it impossible to
sit still, and everyone around him found it impossible to not fantasize about him being
killed by an errant flyball. So he’d go “for a smoke” and then, remembering that was
no longer possible, he’d say he was going for a hotdog. As he left, the electronic
scoreboard and video screens sprang to life as they always did at the end of an inning.
But this time, instead of the usual player stats or close-ups of people in the crowd, a
gleaming Superman emblem appeared on each of the video screens. Then a blur of red
and blue color zipped from one screen to the next, as if the Man of Steel was flying
around the stadium faster than the eye could see. Finally, after several revolutions, the
colored blur seemed to collide with the electronic scoreboard. After an animated dotmatrix cartoon resembling a meteor’s (or perhaps Superman’s) impact at the very
center of the scoreboard, the following words were displayed:
My first is the first, letter that is.
My second means you owe a debt
that your debtor is sure to collect.
My third is 3/4 sold.
And my whole?
The last line of the riddle blinked on and off three times while the opening lines
remained constant. Then all but the first line blacked out, so the screen read simply
“My first is the first, letter that is” and the enormous video screens sprang to life again,
all displaying the same image: a giant letter A.
After a moment, the next lines of the riddle returned on the electronic scoreboard.
“My second means you owe a debt that your debtor is sure to collect.” On the
projection screens, LIEN faded in beside the A. “My third is 3/4 sold” the electronic
board added. SOL, the projection screens answered.
“And my whole?” the electronic board blinked again. ALIEN SOL, the projection
screens blinked back.
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Innovation. Any rogue worthy of the name had to challenge himself now and then.
Scarecrow had been pleased with this effort, varying the formula while still
maintaining those signature elements which defined him. The radio giveaway was
carefully rigged to select only Hudson University students as winners. This afternoon,
each “winner” had received their prize, a new iPod tricked out with the new contact
version of his fear toxin carefully applied to the headphones. The plastic coating
would have melted at body temperature, releasing the drug into their systems and
priming them for the time-release trigger set to go off at midnight.
He’d been gratified to hear the first screams from the Isaacson dorm, but then
nothing. He’d selected his location to enjoy the full range of terrors bursting forth
around the campus, but the only screams he heard were from that one building. He
was certain the targeted students were scattered throughout all the dorms and
fraternity houses. As he approached Isaacson to enjoy what he could of the limited
fright (and possibly discover what had gone wrong with the others), he felt a tap on his
right shoulder. It was a familiar and menacing tap, and Scarecrow turned to see the
expected blackness in the shadows right before a gloved fist shot from the darkness
and thrust him with agonizing force into the brick wall behind him. His legs
crumpled, his vision blurred, and his head swam as he found himself staring at the
fuzzy outline of a Bat-boot, while above him, he heard a door open.
“I said not to open the door,” the terrifying Bat-voice graveled.
“It sounded like a knock,” a squeaky, gutless co-ed answered.
“It wasn’t. It was him.”
The boot nestled under his armpit and flipped him over, and Jonathan Crane found
himself looking up at two blurs: A black one with points on top and a blonde one in a
Hudson U sweatshirt. He focused on the seal on the blonde blur’s shirt, trying to force
it into sharper focus, while Batman told the students of Isaacson Hall that they could
stop screaming, the ruse had worked.
Innovation, there was a delicate balance involved, maintaining those signature
elements which defined him, but varying the formula enough so as not to be…
Scarecrow winced as he heard the click of the Batcuffs behind his back… predictable.

ALIEN SOL. As a challenge, it was plain enough. How often had Luthor addressed
Superman sneeringly as “the alien” and how many villains since had taken up the
call? He was the Alien; Sol was the Latin word for sun. Either an enemy was going to
come at him, the alien, through an attack on his power source, the sun, somehow
depriving him of its benefits, or else “alien sun” was itself the nature of the attack, for
even minute amounts of radiation from Krypton’s sun could cripple Superman’s
abilities.
Superman had experienced both forms of assault in the past and was confident he
could defeat either if he knew the attack was coming. He paid a quick visit to the
Fortress to set up a few simple precautions. If he didn’t re-initialize the automated
system every six hours, it would notify Bruce and the Watchtower of a Sigma alert and
file a story in Clark Kent’s name from Dallas, Texas. He set up flight squares on
specific rooftops, with lead shielding and reflectors, where he could escape from most
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beam weapons. He took a quick buzz around the sun too, super-charging the solar
battery of his body and searching for any kind of anomaly. He also checked the
nearest asteroids, planets, and their moons capable of launching an assault on the sun.
Meanwhile, the Riddler sat in the bowels of an improvised hideout within Met-STAR
Press, eating Chinese takeout with Lois Lane. He apologized again for the
awkwardness; dim sum wasn’t the easiest thing to eat one-handed. But he was sure
she would agree that he’d been more than reasonable, untying her one hand and
removing the gag so she could eat.
“The truth is, I never planned on feeding you,” he explained, as if embarrassed by a
social lapse. “I expected we’d all be done with this hours ago. Does he always take
this long to show? Must be very tiresome for you.”
Lois inspected a fried dumpling and then regarded the Riddler with equal
suspicion. She was the most kidnapped human being on the planet, but even for her,
this was a very peculiar situation. She scrutinized the dumpling again, and then the
Riddler. On the one hand, she could refuse all food (and the bizarre attempt at
conversation) and risk offending her abductor, possibly triggering a violent outburst
which might or might not draw Superman’s attention. On the other hand, she could
risk the dumpling in the interests of humoring the Riddler, and draw him out, which
would certainly make for a better story.
“Where are we again?” she asked, stalling for time as she weighed her options.
He sighed.
“Med-STAR Press,” he answered patiently. “The printing center for Metropolis
Standardized Testing And Reporting. They only make up standardized tests for
middle and secondary schools throughout the Midwest. Hasn’t anyone ever used this
place before? With the other S.T.A.R. such an obvious target, it’s a perfect decoy.”
Rather than attempt to answer, Lois ate the dumpling.
“Granted it’s not as sexy as making off with all the paraphernalia to crack the
Phantom Zone and ransoming it back to the city,” Riddler went on defensively, “but it
is an S.T.A.R. too, and it is up to its eyeballs in question marks.”
“Mhm,” Lois agreed cautiously.
“Not sure what kind of themed crimewaves you people are used to,” he added
irritably. “I mean, ‘Toyman’ ‘Prankster,’ it really doesn’t inspire terror, y’know. Joker
can make the Secret Service piss themselves just by showing up someplace. And
Harley can make ’em nervous just because if she’s around, then Joker might be. Did
you know she once shut down trading on the stock exchange? It’s true, for fifteen
minutes, just going into a Duane Reede on Wall Street to buy a toothbrush.”
Lois asked for the dipping sauce and a napkin. She was at the point where she’d
started writing the story in her head for when she was free.
“Then there’s Luthor,” Eddie ranted on. “No denying he’s the smart one, I’ll give
you that. Made it all the way to the White House, sure. But then what, hm? Taken out
by a scandal. A reporter gets under his skin so he tries to have the guy killed, come
on! Plus letting that demonspawn run his company, that speaks for itself on the fuckup scale and—are you listening?”
Lois nodded vehemently and hurriedly chewed her dumpling.
“You had that far away look, like you’re carrying the one,” Riddler said suspiciously.
She shook her head vigorously and finally swallowed.
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“No, no, paying attention,” she assured him. “Luthor’s the smart one, but not really
because of scandal-reporter-skin, spawndemon-fuck-scale, are you listening.”
“It didn’t look like you were paying attention,” he repeated. “You had this frozen
look and you were staring up in that corner—which is just what I do at the Iceberg
when Croc is talking about his love life and I’m forced to calculate Pi.”
Lois looked horrified.
“Croc is that big killer crocodile guy, right?”
“Killer Croc, Waylon Jones, yes. There are visuals I do not need defiling the sacred
temple of my mind, so I calculate Pi. You remember that Britney Spears ad for Diet
Pepsi?” he asked.
Lois nodded mutely.
“Thirty-six decimal places.”

Pushing the envelope. Hugo Strange knew as well as anyone that if you wanted to
take on an adversary like Batman, you had to push the envelope. The man’s cunning
was legendary. Nevertheless, he was only a man, and every man had a weakness. In
Batman’s case, it was Bruce Wayne. Hugo’s previous attempts to target Wayne may
have gone awry, but those failures resulted from faulty methodology, not a faulty
hypothesis. In the past, Hugo attempted to lure Wayne into circumstances where he
could be dealt with in his civilian identity. He could see now the great flaw in his
approach. He used the knowledge that Bruce Wayne was Batman. He did not use the
knowledge that Bruce Wayne was Bruce Wayne.
Bruce Wayne was Batman. It was well and good as far as it went. If Hugo could
catch Wayne with his guard down, then Batman could be drugged, hypnotized, or
killed outright. But all Hugo had ever done with that information was realize Bruce
Wayne was the man to go after. It was time to push the envelope! He should not
waste his time trying to lure Bruce Wayne into anything. He should use Wayne’s own
life as the means to know where he would be! Every year, the Wayne Foundation
spearheaded a blood drive. Tomorrow, Bruce Wayne would appear at the Park Row
Clinic for a photo op, giving the first pint of blood to kick off the event. This year,
Hugo would arrange for that blood to be drawn by Brian Dobson, his agent, with a
special needle treated to inject enough serum to cripple Wayne’s will, making it
impossible for him to perform the simplest of tasks—let alone function as Batman—for
the seventy-two hours it would take to drive him completely insane.
Brian had infiltrated the Park Row Clinic six weeks before as a volunteer. Now, it
only remained to remove this Leslie Thompkins from the equation so that Brian could
take her place in the photo op with Wayne. Hugo waited outside her brownstone,
chloroform rag in hand. He waited… waited… wondered what kind of all-night
bingo game could be keeping the old biddy so late… and waited some more. At last,
he spotted his target and moved in, ready to jump her as soon as she paused at the
door with her key—when he was suddenly knocked off his feet but the gut-wrenching
impact of a vigilante’s boots meeting his sternum mid-swing. He was then hoisted into
the air by the same vigilante—difficult to identify by only the blur of boot and glove
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Hugo had seen thus far—grabbing him by his collar, carrying him for the length of the
swing, and then hurling him from a height into a dumpster.
Minutes passed while the pain of a concussion mingled with the stench of rotting
garbage.
Hugo was finally yanked unceremoniously out of the dumpster by the vigilante—
who turned out to be Nightwing. Hugo pointed with a stern index finger at his nose,
planning to lecture this brawling boy about the serious nature of head trauma and the
inadvisability of dropping unhelmeted heads into metal dumpsters from a height…
but he found his speech was slurring too badly to make himself understood, and he
wound up passing out in the ambulance before reaching Arkham.
Pushing the envelope. It was necessary if you wanted to take on an adversary like
Batman, but there was a great deal of trial and error involved.

“Not wearing pants?” Sparrow asked, horrified.
Sly’s hands still shook as he related the story.
“It was like this when I first came to work here,” he warbled. “Mr. Cobblepot would
lay these traps for Batman: a suspicious file left conspicuously out in the open, with
that golden finch knickknack sitting on top of it, facing precisely 23 degrees north by
northwest—he knew, he measured. He’d come in every morning and check it with this
laser thingy he got from Sharper Image.”
“Okay, creepy,” Sparrow agreed. “But… that’s being paranoid about Batman. And
his pants are still on. So how did…?”
“He starts second-guessing himself,” Sly explained. “’Wait a second-kwak-did I
move the finch myself to get to the phone?’ Then he’ll start retracing his steps. ‘Sly
hands me receipts… Raven asks about day off… walked to window… practiced
putting with umbrella… went to bathroom… phone rings… come out to answer… go
back to retrieve pants… come out to answer again… Did Batman have time to get in
and out?’”
“Okay, well, I can see how the pants came off that time, but it’s still basically just
Penguin being crazy-paranoid about Batman, and let’s face it, he knows more about
that than any of us, right?”
“Yeah,” Dove agreed, joining the conversation. “And that was all in the past, right?
When he first opened the club. It doesn’t really fit in with the cleaning kick he’s been
on, and it doesn’t exactly explain why you had a full-frontal Oswald encounter today.”
“I was getting to that,” Sly shuddered. “He rented one of those steam cleaners to do
his carpets upstairs.”
“Oswald Cobblepot is steam cleaning his own carpets?” Sparrow wailed. “That’s
insane. He gets flunkies to do everything. When I first came to work here, he expected
me to cut up his meat for him.”
Sly sighed.
“I’m just telling you what happened. He does usually get a wench or a henchman to
do anything menial, but he’s not satisfied with how anyone else cleans right now. He
says Claw and Crow ‘cut corners,’ Talon tracks in more dirt than he sweeps up, and
Feather gets fingerprints on everything. So he’s up there cleaning the carpets himself,
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and he somehow backed his way into the bathroom. And since he was stuck, he…
took a shower.”
“While the carpets dried,” Sparrow said flatly.
“I’m guessing it was a very long shower,” Sly said meekly.

Eddie was excited. Here, he had finally found a Metropolan on his own level.
Lois had been just as desperate as Eddie to escape mental images of Killer Croc
viewing a Britney Spears commercial for the first time, so she confessed. She confessed
that she’d been kidnapped so often over the years that she had it down to a system:
While a part of her sat, laid, or knelt there strapped, chained, or cuffed to the monolith,
altar, or rocketship, the rest of her started work on the story she would file when it was
over. She could carry fourteen to eighteen paragraphs in her head, full text, or notes
and bullet points for thirty.
Riddler could appreciate anyone who worked in their head that way, he did it
himself! He quickly embarked on a flight of anagramming fancy, beginning with her
name as he’d scrambled it to put Superman on notice about his intended kidnapping of
ALIEN SOL, and ending… ending with the disquieting observation that the letters
LOIS LANE could also be rearranged to spell LO SELINA (another woman who could
keep up with him in a city of pinheads that couldn’t. And would it have killed her to
at least call him after that winged rat broke his legs? After all the trouble he went
through to warn them about the little Harvey mix-up? And what does he get for his
trouble, hm? Their flying pitbull runs him off the Wayne property, and not a month
later, NOBLER KEGS. So fine, screw her, screw them both. Here he was in a nice
enough city with its very own flying hero that didn’t need a Batline to do it.)
Eddie kept that acidic thought to himself, and instead composed a brief poem: Ode
to an Alien Sol.

Everyone thought about it their first week at the Iceberg: Robert DeNiro as Al
Capone in The Untouchables, strolling around the room, talking about teamwork,
handling a baseball bat to illustrate his point as he walks behind his seated capos, all of
them nodding and grunting their agreement as he spoke about the team. Button,
Button, Who’s got the button, and all of a sudden—BLAM! BLAM! BLAM! BLAM!SPLAT—he beats an offending yes man’s head into a bloody pulp that lands in his
Waldorf Salad with a meaty squelch.
The thought haunted Raven when she first went to work for Oswald Cobblepot.
Every night when she walked into the club, it occurred to her that this might be it:
she’d open that door and a dozen henchmen and emperor penguins would be pointing
machine gun umbrellas at her head. It never happened, of course, and she’d become
accustomed to Oswald, the Iceberg, and the rogues who called it home. She hadn’t
thought about those old movies for years—until tonight, when she’d walked into the
lounge without a care in the world—and found herself staring at a “reception
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committee.” Gina, Sparrow, Dove, Feather, Claw, Crow, Talon and Sly were all
standing there waiting for her, grim with purpose.
“Ozzy’s gotten weird,” that was the gist of it. There was the mini-vac, and it was not
for listening devices that were so small they could be mistaken for cookie crumbs. The
staff considered that possibility first, but Oswald said he had every confidence in the
regular anti-bugging precautions built into the Iceberg walls from the first week of
operation. Then there were the air purifiers, which hit you with the smell of ozone and
static electricity as soon as you opened the office door. Again, the staff considered the
possibility that this was a very sensible precaution on Oswald’s part. There really
could be spores and pollen in the air. Poison Ivy hadn’t been seen for a while, but
maybe Oswald knew something they didn’t.
Raven agreed that it was all very odd, but Oswald had always been eccentric. Birds
and umbrellas, for heaven’s sake! She didn’t think it was any of her business. The rest
of the staff briefly considered “the M. C. 3.” Jonathan Crane, Jervis Tetch, and Hugo
Strange. All Iceberg regulars who incorporated mind control into their criminal
endeavors as the Scarecrow, Mad Hatter, and ‘That Creepy One with the Glasses and
the Funny Name.’ All three were released from Arkham fairly recently—but not
recently enough to have racked up thousands of dollars in alibi fees on their monthly
bar tabs, which was the usual reason customers turned against Oswald. The staff had
spent the better part of the day discussing fear toxins, hats, and Pavlovian
conditioning, and none of them could come up with anything the M. C. 3 had to gain
by turning Oswald Cobblepot into Adrian Monk… and that’s what brought them to
Raven.
“Seeing as you’re so tight with Dr. Bart and all,” Sly announced like it was the most
reasonable thing in the world, “we were thinking you should have him come down
and have a talk with Ozzy.”
Raven refused. She agreed that Oswald was acting strange—a declaration
punctuated by the sound of the mini-vac humming again behind his office door, then
switching off, and a series of kwaking-coughing curses about the cloud of dust when
he changed the bag on this thing—But, Raven declared fiercely, that didn’t mean he
was Arkham-crazy. It wasn’t her problem, and it certainly wasn’t Leland’s. Ozzy
didn’t need a shrink, she insisted—as the office door opened and Oswald waddled out
with a dustbag that he carried and then disposed of like it contained a mini-vac size
allotment of nuclear waste—What he needed, Raven concluded, was an exorcist.

Lois had brought this on herself, she realized that. She simply wasn’t sure what to
do about it. A half-hour had passed, Superman was nowhere in sight, and Riddler had
pulled up a chair across from her so they sat almost knee-to-knee. He didn’t want to
“overstep” as a kidnapper, but he wished to express NICHE SCORN, “his concern”
that is, for the bigshot hero’s obvious neglect.
“I thought he was supposed to be good at this ‘saving Lois’ stuff,” Eddie said
sincerely. “I know you’re with that Kent character now—and snaps for going with
brains over brawn, by the way, that alone shows you’re a smart woman—but back to
the cape. You’re still supposed to be Superman’s special gal, right? Seems like he’s not
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taking very good care of you, that’s all I’m saying. I had an elaborate plan to grab you,
assuming Superman would be, you know, guarding you. Not like I didn’t explain the
riddle clear enough, ALIEN SOL, so even someone in this ‘7-letter word for
newspaper’ town can understand. And what do I find? Are there any precautions or
protections in place to thwart me? No! There you were, just sitting at home, reading
travel advisories for Uzbekistan—and misspelling landlocked, by the way, there’s no
hyphen…”
Lois tried twice to defuse the situation. She explained that kidnappers, particularly
those who grab her to get Superman’s attention, tend to be fairly similar, especially
when something goes wrong. There are very predictable responses, often involving a
gun to her head. Riddler was the first one to… to do whatever that was he just did
(pitching woo?), and she really felt she should step in before this went any further. She
was going to put aside the fact that she was a prisoner (lord knows, he seems to have
done), and talk to him frankly, like a person:
“Don’t get flirty with the hero’s girl. Even though I’m married to Clark now,
Superman and I are quite close, and you don’t want to get chummy. The results could
be unfortunate—for you. I’m not saying he’d break your legs or anything, but—”
She had to stop then. It seemed Riddler was choking on a wonton. Lois didn’t think
she could perform the Heimlich maneuver handcuffed to a chair, but she was prepared
to try anyway when he managed to dislodge the obstruction on his own.
“I was NOT pitching woo,” he announced, trying for dignity.
He said he was just frustrated, he said he could put a gun to her head if it would
make her feel more comfortable. Lois said no, that wouldn’t help. He said good, he
didn’t possess one. And that concluded Lois’s first attempt to defuse the situation.
Time passed… And still no Superman arrived…
Lois wasn’t expecting him any time soon. She realized that he wouldn’t know she’d
been taken until he went home and found her missing, and if he’d seen this “Alien Sol”
clue at the ballgame, he would have gone straight into defense mode elsewhere. So she
was on her own—which was the way she liked it. She regarded the Riddler shrewdly,
and resolved to try again.
“Calculating Pi?” she asked sweetly. “You’re looking off into the corner.”
“Not that into math,” he responded gruffly. “The query of the day is ‘Where are this
guy’s priorities?’”
“Oh, because you looked bored,” Lois said casually.
“I’m not bored. I am pondering what passes for thought in this so-called
Superman’s less-than-super brain. I am putting forth the proposition that if the guy’s
‘interest’ makes you a target, then he’s got some responsibility to be taking care of you,
and in my opinion, to be doing so a lot better than this,” Riddler said, snapping back to
the original subject.
“Maybe it’s a Gotham thing,” Lois sighed, giving up.
Riddler arched an eyebrow… he began to feel he was about five seconds away from
what Dr. Bartholomew would call “an episode.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?” he asked archly.
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“It means that you’re the strangest little man who’s ever kidnapped me,” Lois
replied, “And that’s saying something. And the most atypical kidnapping prior to this
was Catwoman, so I figure it must be some kind of Gotham—
“LOOK, I DO NOT HAVE A THING FOR SELINA!” he screamed. “SHE DANGLES
MODIFIERS, FOR ONE THING, SHE WON’T WEAR GREEN ON A BET, AND SHE
HAS NO TASTE IN MEN! JUST BECAUSE A GUY DOESN’T STAND AROUND
WHILE SOME ‘CATNIPS THUDS’ GOES RUNNING AROUND TOWN LIKE A FAKE
CATWOMAN, DOESN’T MEAN HE FEELS ANYTHING BEYOND ORDINARY
FRIENDSHIP FOR THE REAL CAT! I HAD EVERY REASON TO STEP IN THERE,
SHE WAS MESSING UP MY TIMETABLE. IT HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH
KEEPING SELINA OUT OF TROUBLE, AND FLUMMOX IS A CUTE NAME FOR A
CAT ANYWAY. THAT WAS A FAIR CLUE, WHETHER THEY APPRECIATED IT OR
NOT. AND OF COURSE I’M GONNA SEND IT TO THE HOUSE! IT’S A LIVING
THING! YOU CAN’T GO PUTTING A LIVE CAT IN A CARDBOARD BOX AND
JUST DROP IT AT THE Bat-Signal. AIR HOLES OR NOT, IT COULD BE UP THERE
FOR HOURS BEFORE SOMEONE FINDS IT, MIDDLE OF THE SUMMER, THE
THING COULD UP AND DIE AND THEN WHERE WOULD I BE, HM? DO YOU
HAVE ANY IDEA WHAT SHE’D DO TO ME IF I KILLED A CAT?”

Nonsensicalicitiousness, the benchmark of genius. Anyone could be bizarre, off
base, or weird. If invention consisted of nothing more than thinking what had not been
thought before because it was stupid, where would be the cleverness in that? But
Nonsense, Inspired Nonsense is the essence of genius. Genius does not reject what has
gone before, it transcends it. A white rabbit, a rabbit hole, a red queen and a hookahsmoking caterpillar, that is genius, nonsensicalicious genius.
The Mad Hatter did not cling faddishly to headwear as the only means to attach his
control chips to a victim, not with such a frabjous alternative before him. A dance club
called The Rabbit Hole, the very name Jervis Tetch would have chosen as a front. But
he didn’t! The owners came up with the name on their own, along with the idea of
wristbands: red, yellow, and blue. Red meant only that a valid ID had been presented
at the door. Yellow could access the VIP room. Blue was for designated drivers to
receive free soft drinks at the bar. All were made of plastic jelly, ideal for concealing
control chips.
It only took a day to take over the club and a week to make the adjustments. The
wristbands didn’t have that ideal proximity to the brain that you had with a nice
tophat, but they could easily keep a trance going once the subject was under, and the
flashing lights and thumping music of the dance club presented countless
opportunities for that. At the end the first week, the Mad Hatter had his new
Wonderland operating at full capacity… until somehow it all turned against him. He
still didn’t now how it happened, but all of a sudden the music stopped, the lights
came up, the March Hare opened up the doors and the Knave of Hearts ordered
everyone to leave in a calm, orderly fashion. Alice herself admitted Robin to the
Hatter’s private sanctum above the dance floor, and then she kicked him in the groin
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after Robin had him handcuffed. It was conversish and contrariwise, and he couldn’t
figure out how his most cleverishiciously secretocious operation had been discovered.

“Tim and Randy-quad had a couple fake IDs?” Catwoman laughed. “Boys will be
boys, I guess. Tough break, Jervis.”
Batman grunted, looked out over the city and back at Selina. He’d finished his
second patrol early and reached the Moxton roof an hour ahead of schedule. To his
surprise, Selina swung by a few minutes later, and he’d been telling her about the
night’s successes. At first, it was an odd throwback to the first visits to her apartment
after patrol. There was something about being in costume and still in the city. He’d
remained in a Batman frame of mind, the old detachment holding firm as he talked
about apprehending Scarecrow and Nightwing’s capture of Hugo Strange. But that
changed as he told her about The Rabbit Hole. Bruce couldn’t be sure if it was her
reaction or something in him, but he felt the shift. Robin apprehending Mad Hatter
was a Batman concern, but Tim sneaking into a nightclub with a fake ID…
“He said he was ‘just trying to keep up appearances around Randy’ and ‘look like a
normal teenager.’”
“Then, I imagine, he found himself on the receiving end of the back alley glare,”
Selina guessed. “The one that makes third generation wiseguys consider life in a Jesuit
monastery?”
Batman stifled the liptwitch.
“He says he’s got ‘great intel’ on the underground fake ID racket.”
“That’s two,” Catwoman growled in her playful imitation of the stern bat-gravel.
This time, Batman permitted his lip to twitch.
“I do believe his final excuse, that sneaking into the club had nothing to do with
buying alcohol. It’s just that ‘all of the good clubs in the city’ are strictly twenty one
and over, and the teen-focused alternatives ‘just suck.’”
“Poor kid,” Selina laughed sympathetically. Then a comfortable silence settled over
the rooftop and, feeling the easy contentment, Selina broke into a gently playful grin.
“So now will you tell me how you hurt your jaw?”
“Sadly, it really was a training mishap… It’s just that, well, I was a little distracted
this morning,” he admitted.
“Mmm… Any chance that it was my little New Zealand celebration that distracted
you?” she asked with a teasing purr.
“You did seem a bit… over-excited by it all.”
“Oh Woof. You admit it. Here I thought you’d fib and I would get to say ‘That’s
two’ again.”
He said nothing. Another comfortable silence was filled with the distant sound of
traffic on the river, and little else.
“I have another question… an awkward one,” Selina said softly. “Did we ride in
together tonight so I would be stuck with you as my ride home and it would be damn
tricky for me to take the entire Egyptian Wing home in the back of the Batmobile?”
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“They do have a complete mock up of a pyramid, several sarcophagi and a full scale
temple, I doubt it would fit in the back seat,” he said flatly.
“I’m serious.”
“I’m not.”
“Why? Did you at least consider the possibility that I might Watergate it?”
“No, of course not,” he answered instantly. “I honestly don’t know what you might
do at this point, Selina, but I knew it wasn’t that.”
“Good. I’m glad… and maybe a little disappointed.”
“What, you want me to think that you’d still go out there and do something like
that?”
“No, of course not,” she said, echoing the speed and inflection of his delivery.
“Maybe it’s just… Jervis, Jonathan, Hugo, and some chick in New Zealand.
Everybody’s having a little fun tonight except me.”

“…” Lois stared, appalled.
“…” Eddie replied, defiant.
“…” she repeated.
“…” he retorted.
And then…
“That was off the record,” Eddie said meekly.
Lois raised a humorless eyebrow and tapped an impatient foot. Eddie pursed his
lips, silently stubborn, as his eyes darted around the room to a pair of chopsticks
(COP’S SHTICK), a pair of handcuffs hooked on a folding chair (A CHILD OF GRIN)
and six unexploded exploding question marks (TAME QUIRKS ON-oh why bother?)
The flotsam of another failed attempt at criminal greatness, that’s what he was looking
at, and his frustration spiked as he kicked an empty Chinese takeout container—which
ricocheted off a printing press and bounced back to hit him in the head.
Lois smiled kindly.
“I’m just going to escape on my own now. Ta.”
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CHAPTER 4: UP, UP AND AWAY
Alfred normally brought breakfast to the Wayne Manor bedroom, along with the
day’s freshly pressed newspapers and pre-sorted mail slipped into a side basket on the
breakfast tray specially built for the purpose. It was only on days when some pressing
matter—such as a meeting at Wayne Enterprises—had been scheduled before noon,
that Alfred altered the practice, reserving the “carrot” of a full breakfast to coax Master
Bruce out of bed. He would bring only juice and mineral water on the breakfast tray,
and inform the Master and Mistress (somewhat coldly) that breakfast was laid out in
the dining room. Groaning would follow, which Alfred declined to hear thanks to that
selective deafness which is the hallmark of the professional butler.
In truth, of course, he was not that indifferent to Bruce’s plight. He did look at the
newspapers as he ran the hot iron over them. He’d seen the trio of stories about the
Scarecrow, Mad Hatter, and Hugo Strange’s capture. Even if the latter two were
achieved through the young masters’ efforts, Batman still had a very full night. Alfred
wasn’t pleased to be getting him up so early, so in his eminently Alfredian way, he
made it up to Bruce with an especially lavish breakfast. The couple always helped
themselves at breakfast, but Alfred peeked in the dining room all the same. He saw
that Bruce was enjoying a large helping of eggs florentine as he read over the morning
papers, while Miss Selina took a small portion of eggs benedict and talked about a
drive up to the Catitat the couple was planning after Bruce’s meeting. Satisfied, Alfred
withdrew to inventory the cave’s medical supplies before preparing a picnic basket for
their journey.
Bruce set the newspaper aside and glanced through a backlog of invitations, social
announcements, thank you notes, and similar correspondence—until a Metropolis
postmark caught his eye. There was no return address, but the handwriting was
vaguely familiar, although not instantly recognizable. It wasn’t Clark’s or Lois’s, he
thought as he slid out the card. A distant corner of his brain was subconsciously
searching his mental rolodex, trying to place the handwriting from among his
Metropolis acquaintances. He might have identified it sooner from the distinctive
green of the card that slid from the envelope, if the postmark hadn’t predisposed him
to consider out-of-towners first. As it was, he’d barely registered the color and was
taken completely off-guard when he opened the card and a square of green
construction paper fell into his lap. Picking it up, Bruce saw that it was cut into a block
letter “E.”
“Well, looks like my Catitat plans are cancelled,” Selina said wryly.
Bruce looked up sharply and saw Selina was holding a green “E” identical to his
own.
He glared at it, then at the one he held, then at the card it fell out of. He scrutinized
this: green glossy cover, flat white interior, no words either preprinted or handwritten,
nothing at all visible to the eye. Possibly a fingerprint or two might remain, if he
hadn’t smudged them by now. He checked the envelope—and now recognized the
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handwriting instantly as that of Edward Nigma. He looked up at Selina again. She
was holding up her E as well as the card.
“Eddie says ‘Hi,’” she announced brightly.
“Let me see that,” Bruce snarled, rising from the table and crossing to her in three
ferocious strides.
“No. Ask nice,” she countered.
“Selina, give me the clue,” he ordered in Batman’s fiercest gravel.
“Ask nice,” she repeated distinctly.
Bruce closed his eyes. The more things change… It wasn’t the first time they’d done
this. In the past, any time Catwoman had information he needed, she turned it into
one of these games where the more he insisted, the more playful she became,
answering the angriest of demands with the naughtiest of grins, and making him jump
through hoops humoring her and her impossible assumptions about their feelings for
each other. But it had always been Batman that had to deal with her that way, on some
clandestine rooftop, with the clock ticking on a pressing investigation. This was Bruce
Wayne in his own dining room. The most pressing time factor, as far as he knew, was
that his eggs were getting cold. And the feelings he could now admit freely without
the camouflage of a crimefighter who needed to “humor” a teasing informant.
“Kitten, please let me see what Riddler sent you,” he said dryly.
“Meow,” she replied, handing it over.
The E was identical to his… The card was identical… The envelope… similar. It had
the same Metropolis postmark, the same innocuous Liberty head on the stamp, the
same handwriting scribbling the same address. Only the first line differed, the name of
the addressee: Miss Selina Kyle. Bruce felt an angry pulsing behind his eyes as he
stared at those words.
“I warned him,” he graveled ominously. “I said no more clues sent to the manor
addressed to you, ever.”
“What are you going to do, break his legs again?”
Bruce looked down at her in a haze of stunned amazement. It wasn’t the woman he
lived with who had spoken, not the woman he loved and was trying to protect. It was
the Batman foe of old, the willful Cat who laughed off Batman’s most terrifying
postures and then poked fun at him for it.
“Face it, Bruce, Psychobat shot his wad where Eddie is concerned. He’s already paid
the piper, now he gets to hear the tune.”
It could have been Nigma himself taunting him. Bruce glared hatefully, but as
always, Catwoman didn’t seem to notice.
“And if this is the tune he wants to hear,” she said, taking back her half of the clue,
“Well, sending me construction paper really isn’t the end of the world, now is it?”
“Yes,” he spat.
“It was a rhetorical question.”
“With Riddler, there are never rhetorical questions.”
“True. But I’m not Riddler,” she teased, rising from her seat and pressing against
him. “Would have thought we established that a long time ago.”
He grunted.
“So, Dark Knight, we’ve got two letter Es in the morning mail. Cancel your meeting,
and let’s go have some fun.”
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“This isn’t fun.”
“You said your meeting at WE is on ‘new legal and fiscal frameworks for grantmaking entities mandated by changes in foreign tax codes impacting corporate
philanthropy in relation to the one-percent law.’ Here, on the other hand, we have two
letter Es. Let’s party.”
He refused to smile. He refused to twitch. He refused to even grunt. He did tell
Alfred to call Lucius and make his apologies, and to put Captain Leffinger on standby
as he might be taking Wayne One to Metropolis on short notice.

When Leland Bartholomew went back to working at Arkham, it nearly ended his
relationship with Raven. Since they reconciled, there was still a strain, not because she
objected to the danger like before, but because of their relative schedules. She didn’t
get back from the nightclub until three, sometimes later. If he tried to wait up, he was
too tired to be much “fun.” He felt like a dotty old man half the time, at the very time
he most wanted to be dashing and virile. If he gave up and went to sleep and then
tried to rouse her in the morning before he left for work, his attempt was usually met
with the kind of pillow flogging Patient Quinn indulged in when Bartholomew
confined “her precious Puddin’” to solitary.
The solution they finally arrived at also made Bartholomew feel like a dotty old man,
but only temporarily. The moment he got home from work, he would remove his coat,
kick off his shoes, empty his pockets of car keys and other uncomfortable objects, flop
onto his sofa, and take a long nap. Each and every time, he felt like a pathetic old fossil
as he did so… but then when he woke up, he had to splash off his face and get ready
for his 26 year old girlfriend to arrive. That exorcised any thought of false teeth, hearing
aids, and retirement home shuffleboard!
They still cooked together, although they saved the more ambitious dishes for her
nights off. Tonight was going to be a simple frittata so they would have time to watch
a movie. He was slowly winning her over on the superiority of originals over these
wretched remakes that overcompensated in a Freudian fashion for their many
shortcomings with such telling displays of gratuitous sex and violence. So far, they
had examined The Manchurian Candidate, Ocean’s Eleven, The Omen, and Alfie. Tonight,
he had a special treat, the one he had been saving, the original Dial M for Murder. That
Grace Kelly was such a delight…

Like any cat, Selina did not let a position taken yesterday interfere with whatever she
wanted to do today. Yesterday, she would have clawed the eyes out of anyone
suggesting she was a crimefighter. Tomorrow, she would do the same. Today, she
had followed Bruce down to the cave and was completely immersed in The Case of the
Green Es. After all, this wasn’t some lowlife tabloid or presumptuous hero making
assumptions about her. It was Eddie, and he was inviting her to a party.
Bruce was running the last 48 hours worth of autodownloads through a new filter
weighted for Metropolis and Riddler-specific keywords, when Alfred buzzed on the
intercom.
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..::A telephone call for you, sir. Mr. Kent. Shall I transfer it down there, or will you take it
upstairs?::..
Bruce grimaced, Selina smirked, and Alfred transferred the call, just as the datamatrix identified an item of interest in the previous Saturday’s Daily Planet.
“Clark,” Bruce began, preempting any lengthier social pleasantries. “What
happened at the ballgame Saturday, and why is there no account of it in yesterday’s
DP?”
There was a pause. Then…
..::I assume this line is secure?::..
“Of course it is. I’m in the cave. You’re on speaker, by the way. Selina is here.”
“Hey, Spitcurl,” she called out.
..::Em, yes. Hello, Selina.::..
“The game,” Bruce resumed. “It was ‘Daily Planet Day,’ correct? There is a personal
ad addressed to you specifically in that morning’s paper, saying he ‘doesn’t like to be
cliché, but since it’s Daily Planet Day.’ Obviously, something was meant to happen at
the game. What was it?”
..:: Eh, yeah, that’s kind of why I’m calling, Bruce. I wanted to give you a heads up that your
Riddler is in town and—::..
“I know that, Clark, that’s why I was about to call you. You might have let me know
sooner.”
..::I just found out myself. See, there was no indication that this warning on the scoreboard
came from him. It just seemed like one of the usual suspects calling me out.::..
Selina and Bruce both raised an eyebrow, each wondering what kind of Riddler clue
could be confused with General Zod asking Superman to step outside for a
superpowered slugfest.
“Um, so… how did you find out it was Eddie?” Selina asked at last.
There was another strained pause, and then:
..::Lois told me.::..
Bruce shook his head, and Selina stifled her laugh (but Clark’s hearing picked it up
anyway).
..::It seems they had quite a chat. He apparently kidnapped her—and no, Bruce, before you
say it, there isn’t anything about that in the Daily Planet either. Neither of us think it’s a good
idea to make the story public at this point.::..
“Oh my god, he kissed him,” Selina muttered.
..::I heard that,::.. Clark said irritably. ..::No one kissed anyone. No one dropped anyone
either. Catwoman’s record is intact there, thank Rao.::..
Selina stuck her tongue out at the console, and Bruce growled.
“Someone better tell me what happened at the ballgame,” he insisted.
Clark explained briefly about the exhibition on the scoreboard and his assumptions
about “ALIEN SOL” as a warning.
“It’s an anagram for Lois Lane,” Bruce said instantly.
..::I know that now,::.. Clark replied.
As they talked, Bruce had pulled the Arkham records on Nigma’s release and
expanded the data-matrix to examine all the autodownloads back to that date. He
didn’t mention the findings to Clark, he simply transferred them to a memory stick and
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slipped it into his pocket. He also explained about the Es that he and Selina had
received, and said they would be arriving in Metropolis that afternoon.
..::Both of you?::.. Clark asked.
Bruce glanced at Selina before replying.
“The clues were sent to each of us individually,” he explained.
..::I know, that’s what I mean. So isn’t it playing into his hands to bring Selina along?
Seems to me, if he sends something like that addre—::..
“Clark, I’m looking at three Riddler communiqués right now, all from this past
week, none of which you apparently noticed or recognized for what they were, despite
the fact that two address you directly as Superman, and one is a full page ad in the
newspaper you work for simply reading ‘Riddle Me-Tropolis.’ I think you better leave
interpreting the clues to me.”

“Oh man!” Tim whined when he saw the hemorrhage of red ink on his essay. “A
67? A 67??? Barbara, you’re killing me! I go to Brentwood Academy. Do you have any
idea of the standards there? I never got lower than an 85 on ANYTHING, this is such a
crock!”
“Plenty of suggestions there to bring up your score,” Barbara said coolly.
“I should’ve just let Hatter turn us into Tweedledum and Tweedledee,” he muttered,
returning to the computer.
His punishment for the fake ID was two hundred rounds of Zogger on Cassie’s
profile which, left at that, was effectively a death sentence. He could deduct up to one
hundred rounds by writing a research paper on the role of the internet in the upsurge
of fake IDs among tech-savvy teens, his paper to be graded by Barbara the All-Seeing
Oracle (Oh, THAT’S FAIR!) and one round of Zogger to be deducted for every
gradepoint she awarded. A perfect 100 would leave him with only one hundred
rounds of Zogger to perform (still a death sentence if left at that). He could then
proceed to Phase Two to eliminate the rest, Phase Two which proved conclusively that
Bruce would make a crueler, nastier, and deadlier villain than ANY Tim had faced as
Robin (or ever would).
The only upside to the whole situation was that the essay-grading (and apparently
the essay-rewriting, unless he wanted to accept thirty-three rounds of Zogger) brought
him to Barbara and Dick’s co-op, which meant a little commiseration with Dick, if he
ever got back. He’d gone out jogging as soon as Tim arrived, leaving Tim with only
Bytes the cat for a little sympathy when Barbara took out her red pen and proceeded to
write an essay of her own in the margins of his paper. So far from being sympathetic,
the cat just played with his shoelace.
Tim really had to wonder if becoming Mad Hatter’s Tweedledum would have been
so bad.

Selina was engaged in her usual routine onboard Wayne One, enjoying the fabulous
luxuries Bruce had his plane stocked with in order to appear like a decadent fop. She
brought him a plate of scallop rolls topped with crab and caviar along with a glass of
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champagne, closed the lid of his laptop with a determined growl, set a similar plate
down for herself, sipped, nibbled, and purred.
Bruce opened his laptop again, but took a scallop roll.
“I don’t drink when I fly,” he said absently, returning his attention to the computer
screen.
“Why not?”
“I just don’t.”
“Bruce, there is nothing to see there that you didn’t already find in the cave: Riddle
Me-Tropolis, ‘Not Daily, but you have to track them somehow. The source of your
own power holds the key.’”
“That was probably S.T.A.R. Labs,” Bruce interrupted. “Sun or star as the source of
Superman’s power, and it is a fairly attractive target.”
“Agreed. So ‘Riddle me,’ ‘source of your power,’ and then this Daily Planet Day
setting up the Lois clue on the scoreboard.”
“Your point?” he asked irritably.
“That you’ve already found all there is to find right now, so turn off the computer
and have a glass of champagne with me.”
He thought about it, then shut the laptop and ate another scallop. Selina leaned
forward, taking his hand and rubbing the soft flesh of the palm seductively before
placing his champagne glass inside it. Then she curled his fingers deliberately around
the glass, and finally, touched the top of the glass gently with her own.
“To a new adventure,” she purred, staring into his eyes.
“You’re enthusiastic,” Bruce whispered, the soft intimacy of his tone dipping into
Batman’s gravel.
“I am…” She purred again, running her finger around the rim of the glass. “It’s
been a long time since we ‘worked’ together.”
“Ah… It has, hasn’t it.”
He understood what she meant. In the literal sense, they had just worked together
on the Vaniel investigation, and before that, he frequently asked for Catwoman’s
expertise if a security system was involved. But this felt very different. He didn’t
initiate her involvement and neither did she. They had both been pulled into the case
by a third party, by the Riddler sending them clues individually. It didn’t feel like any
of the times they’d worked together since becoming a couple. It felt like the early team
ups, when they were thrown together by circumstance… Except, of course, that in
those days, if the case brought them to a new city, they would be arriving separately…
Or if they did travel together, it would be in costume in the Batwing or the Batmobile…
In either case, he would not be flying her on Wayne One… He would not have Selina
maneuvering into his lap, unbuttoning his shirt, and rubbing her fingers across the
scars of an early cat scratch on his chest while she nibbled on his neck.
“Kitten,” he murmured, trying to calculate how soon they would be landing.
“mmmeooowwwwrrrlll” was the only reply.

90? 90? Was she kidding? That paper was perfect! PERFECT! Tim had worked in
every damn one of Barbara’s “suggestions” to raise his score, including the really
STUPID one: Since the most common fake ID is a New Jersey driver’s license, find out how
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much it’s going to cost them to switch to a new license template that won’t be so easy to
counterfeit, then come up with three better things they could do with that money if it wasn’t for
this necessity.
Three “better” things to do with $12 million, like that wasn’t a matter of opinion!
It was a stupid suggestion, but Tim had gone along with it. He found out it would
cost $12 million dollars for New Jersey to redesign and rollout a new driver’s license,
he proposed three other things they could have done with that amount instead, and
here was Barbara withholding two points because he didn’t say to spend the money on
libraries! As if humoring Mr. Offred’s pet ideas about Groupthink to improve a
Brentwood grade wasn’t bad enough, now he had to humor a fanatical ex-librarian
while her cat romanced his shoe.
At that point, Tim had stormed into the Grayson kitchen “to get a glass of water,”
but really because Dick was back from jogging and had gone into the kitchen for a cold
drink. Tim was hoping for a sympathetic ear, one that wasn’t covered in fur and more
interested in rubbing against his shoe than listening to his troubles. But did he get it?
No! Dick pretty much blew off his complaints. He didn’t care that much about the
fake ID, but he was disappointed that Tim hadn’t (a) “covered his tracks better” and
(b) didn’t “stand up to Bruce a little instead of just accepting the Zogger punishment
without any fuss.”
Tim couldn’t believe what he was hearing. Hello! It was a Mad Hatter operation
and he’d covered his tracks pretty damn well freeing the drones and taking down the
bad guy without exposing any identities! And as for standing up to Bruce, he— he—
sigh. Next time, he’d just let Hatter turn him into Tweedledum and Randy-quad into
Tweedledee.

Views were everything in Metropolis. Long before Superman arrived, the city that
invented the skyscraper took great pride in the magnificent vistas that could be
enjoyed only by getting above all the bustling excitement in order to look out over it.
After Superman arrived, that breathtaking grandeur was enhanced by a latent
excitement: there was always a chance you might glimpse a streak of blue-red zipping
across the sky as you gazed.
The Metropolis Four Seasons offered its wealthiest guests two such views from its
ultra-exclusive 46th floor: there was the Presidential Suite overlooking Lake Metropolis,
and the Royal Suite looking out on the city itself. The Presidential was considered the
superior of the two, larger by over 1,000 square feet, but Bruce Wayne opted for the
Royal. He preferred a cityscape to a water view, but more importantly, the Royal had
not been “specially designed to accommodate the personal taste of President Alexander
Luthor and honored by his esteemed patronage on no fewer than six presidential visits
to the City of Tomorrow.” Given the alternative of spending a week or more
surrounded by Luthoriana, Bruce was happy to settle for the smaller quarters. Even
though the suite’s master bedroom, living room, and dining room would all fit into his
closet at the manor, it was preferable to using a bed where Lex Luthor himself had
slept.
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The Four Seasons offered several amenities to guests of Bruce’s stature, amenities he
was used to. For one thing, they sent a hotel valet to unpack the luggage. Without
Alfred accompanying him, he had allowed it for appearance’ sake. His Batman
costume was safely hidden in a jewel case that Selina carried with her and would not
be entrusted to any hotel personnel. She had personally stowed it in the suite’s safe in
the bedroom, and then joined Bruce in the living room with a bright, not-too-naughty
smile (considering she just had her paws on a new safe).
“Alfred’s spiritual twin may have had a hand in decorating that bedroom,” she
joked. “It’s definitely got that ‘too much pink’ thing going.” Her voice was clear and
strident, obviously speaking for the valet’s benefit, for once she was close enough, she
shifted to a confidential whisper. “It’s better than the courtesy safe that you’d find in a
regular hotel room, but it’s not really up to our standards. Okay for an oil heiress to
stow away her million dollar earrings, but for what you’re keeping in there…”
“It’s fine,” Bruce said absently as he eyed another amenity with suspicion. He said
no more until the valet had left. He walked the fellow to the door, tipped him and shut
the door behind him, and then returned to Selina in the living room.
“Anyone breaking in for the million dollar earrings,” he said, picking up the
conversation where they’d left off, “would probably be doing it at night, and there
won’t be anything but earrings to find there after sunset… This, on the other hand, is
mildly suspicious.”
Selina looked. Bruce was scrutinizing a china platter displayed prominently on the
coffee table with the words “Welcome to Metropolis” spelled out around the rim in
sprinkled cocoa. It was filled with thin, coiled ribbons of chocolate, each bearing a thin
strip of purple icing down the center. Bruce picked one of these up and examined it
carefully, holding it up to the light.
“Bruce? Earth to Bruce… It’s chocolate.”
“They used to send fruit,” he noted sourly.
“Okay.”
“This is chocolate,” he pronounced with disgust.
“I salute you, World’s Greatest—”
“Selina, you like chocolate.”
“Along with ninety-eight percent of the human race, yes.”
“And it has a purple stripe. Selina, this isn’t a welcome gift from the management,
it’s from him.”
“Well, if it is, that’s sweet. But how could he know we were in town, let alone where
we’d—”
“Because I told him,” Bruce interrupted. “I reserved the room in my own name,
hotel reservations go into a computer, and with Nigma, that’s as good as faxing him an
itinerary. Selina, that’s why we came in on Wayne One. I’m not trying to sneak in
under the radar. I want him to know that I received his clues and am responding
accordingly.”
“We received his clues, Bruce.”
“Yes… That’s presumably why this is here. To reiterate your inclusion.”
She laughed.
“Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar, Bruce. And sometimes a chocolate ribbon streaked
with purple is just a friend that knows I like chocolate saying hi.”
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Before he could reply, there was a knock at the door and a cheerful Hispanic voice
announced “Anita! Housekeeping!” Bruce raised an eyebrow, and Selina laughed
again.
“Oh, come on, this is fun. You don’t even have to suit up or go out. You just sit back
and it all comes to you.”
“Anita! Housekeeping!” sounded again outside the door. Selina went to open it,
Bruce told her to check the peephole first, and “Anita Housekeeping!” was admitted.
She set a large arrangement of pussywillows on the table and explained, through a
heavy accent, that the hotel had received special instructions to have flowers in the
room when the Waynes checked in. She apologized that they were late.
At that point, Anita seemed to have exhausted her English. For when Bruce tipped
her, she expressed her gratitude by smiling widely and gesturing around the room
indicating “Clean items” and “Me cleans it,” as if to explain that flower delivery was
not her usual function in the hotel and why the generous couple might have use for her
services again.
Anita departed, and Selina shut the door behind her.
“That accent was preposterous,” Bruce said acidly as he inspected the delivery.
“Pussywillows,” Selina beamed. “I’m feeling the love.”
Bruce examined the card. Neither the envelope nor the card itself were green; it was
the standard hotel stock embossed with the Four Seasons logo. The handwriting was
not Nigma’s but that of an innocent florist or concierge. The message itself, however,
left little doubt as to the sender. It consisted of a single word: IF.

Leland was worried. His going back to work at Arkham had nearly ended his
relationship with Raven and was still a source of strain. Now, here she was, pausing
Dial M for Murder to talk about it. It was obvious she’d been distracted all night. She
didn’t say two words while they’d cooked the dinner and he didn’t think she even
tasted her frittata, she looked so unfocused as she ate. He’d asked, like anyone would,
what was wrong, and she brushed it off.
He said fine. She wasn’t a patient, after all. If she didn’t want to talk about it, he had
no business pushing her. So they sat back and started the movie, and now just as
Grace Kelly was about to answer the phone and be attacked by the strangler, Raven
wanted him to visit her at the Iceberg tomorrow in order to “stealth-treat” Oswald
Cobblepot!

“If ?” Selina gaped.
“That’s what it says,” Bruce replied, handing her the card with those two letters and
nothing more, written in a flowing script.
“If,” she repeated. “One night at the Berg, Eddie was waxing on words that don’t
need question marks. They convey the question all by themselves. He went ten
minutes on ‘why’ and just segued into ‘if’ when Two-Face gassed him.”
Bruce didn’t answer. He was staring out the window. He’d seen Clark leave the
Daily Planet building ten minutes earlier and head towards the river. Now the Man of
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Steel was returning from that direction, when he suddenly veered off towards the
executive airport where Wayne One had landed and was temporarily housed.
“I think Clark just discovered we’re here,” Bruce said abruptly. Before he could
explain, he felt the vibrating burr of the JLA communicator concealed in his cell phone.
Selina was amused to watch the density shift as he answered it.
“Yes, Clark,” he graveled. “About an hour ago, we’re just settling in… Four Seasons,
top floor, facing the city…”
Before he could say more, Selina was opening the largest corner window.
“Honey, get off the phone. We have company,” she called.
The usual social pleasantries followed: Clark asked about their flight in. Selina said
it was quiet and uneventful. She offered him a chocolate and asked after Lois. Clark
forwarded Lois’s hellos to both of them, her hopes that they could all meet for dinner
before Bruce and Selina left town, and her reminder to Bruce that he hadn’t given her
an exclusive since the WayneTech buyout of all those LexCorp subsidiaries. He then
helped himself to another chocolate and said they were awfully good. Bruce said he’d
be happy to give Lois five minutes on the record before he returned to Gotham, they’d
have to wait and see about dinner, it depended on a lot of factors that he couldn’t
foresee at this time. The chocolates, he added dryly, were sent by Nigma.
Clark’s eyes grew wide as he looked from Bruce down to the plate of chocolates he
was munching, then up at Selina—who treated him to a naughty grin of the “don’t take
candy from villainesses” variety.
“He sent flowers too,” Bruce declared in Batman’s pitiless gravel.
Superman looked utterly confused.
“Funny, my guys tend to sent kryptonite missiles,” was all the response he could
manage.
“That is direct,” Selina said cheerily. “But then hijacking the scoreboard in the
middle of a ballgame isn’t exactly dripping with subtlety, so I don’t think we can hang
the communications breakdown on that alone.”
“You call this a communications breakdown?” Clark asked, picking up one of the
chocolate ribbons and handing it to Bruce. “There’s a message in that one.”
Bruce snapped the candy ribbon in two to reveal a hollow center and slid out a small
slip of paper curled into a tight cylinder. Gently unrolling it with his fingertips, he
revealed a single word: TINY.
“Tiny,” Bruce read.
“Tiny,” Clark repeated.
“Should I see where I packed the aspirin?” Selina asked.
“Yes,” both men answered in unison.

Leland was firm. Psychiatry delved into the most private recesses of an individual’s
psyche. It was not possible to “stealth-treat” a patient, it was unethical to “stealthdiagnose,” and it was outrageous to treat a professional psychiatrist like a lawyer, tax
adviser, or auto mechanic you happened to know socially and could eke some free
advice out of between scenes on movie night! Even if none of that were true, the very
idea of making a housecall for a little compulsive cleaning disorder when he’d just had
Jonathan Crane, Hugo Strange, and Jervis Tetch dropped into his already overcrowded
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schedule… That’s when Raven sobbed and Leland rather lost his train of thought—
perfectly valid though that train of thought had been!
She hadn’t wanted to bother him, she said. She’d taken the same view that he had
when the staff first came to her: a mini-vac in his office, so what? It’s not like he was
coming out to the bar asking customers to lift their feet so he could sweep underneath.
It wasn’t affecting the nightclub, so it really had nothing to do with them as Iceberg
employees. But then, well, there had been this salesman pushing some new bottled
water and she had to go into Oswald’s office herself in order to tell him and… and…
“And?” Leland prompted, curiosity getting the better of his anger.
“Wipes!” Raven exclaimed. “He has six different kinds of wipes in there. There’s
one kind for glass and formica, and one for dry dusting, one for wood surfaces, one for
metal and doorknobs—”
“I think I get the picture,” Leland said awkwardly. He knew the precise aisle in the
grocery store where they were displayed and had scrutinized them himself, trying to
make some sense of it all.
“And of course a hand desanitizer,” Raven went on. “That one he used right after he
let me in, and then he wiped the doorknob with it. He saw something on the Today
show about this really contagious stomach flu you can get just using an elevator button
after someone’s pushed it.”
“Raven, I’ll admit the behavior is somewhat neurotic, but really, stomach flu is very
unpleasant. I saw that same segment on Today, and I’ve been washing my hands more
frequently ever since. It really doesn’t compare to dressing up as a scarecrow and
saturating a college campus with booby trapped iPods.”
“WIPES, Leland! He has six kinds of wipes in his office! Somebody has to talk to
him. If you won’t do it, then you’ve got to release Harley Quinn, she’s the only other
psychiatrist we’ve got since Hugo got pinched.”
Leland sighed. He didn’t like the idea… but the fact was that Harley was already
scheduled to be released in two weeks. The thought of her attempting to diagnose or
treat a patient—particularly in those “rogue” circles. The way they all adhered to
trends, Leland could easily envision more of them appealing to Harley after she’d
treated Oswald, and then what? Was he to have her sabotaging any progress he made
with his Arkham patients as soon as they were released? No, it was far better to put
ethics aside and at least talk to Cobblepot long enough to identify the problem. Then
he could honestly tell Raven there was nothing to worry about, she could forward that
much to the rest of this overanxious staff, and that would be that.

Bruce massaged his brow while Selina went for the aspirin. Clark continued to stare
at the chocolates and the clue that was concealed inside one of them. TINY. Then he
turned his attention to the flowers.
“Pussywillows… I don’t get it,” he said, unembarrassed to admit it.
“It’s… complicated, Clark. They’re… friends.”
“You and her were ‘complicated,’ Bruce, this is something else entirely. This is—
cigars too. Lois figured out about the coffee, but she had no idea Perry had to give up
cigars as well,” he laughed.
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Bruce closed his eyes wearily. He knew without looking up that Selina must have
returned, and he knew too that she would have seen through Clark’s clumsy attempt to
change the subject. The only question now was if she’d be annoyed or amused by it.
“Aspirin?” she offered sweetly. “These did not come from him, we brought them
from Gotham.”
Amused, apparently. That figured. Maybe Batman would no longer consider the
possibility that she might empty out the Egyptian wing if properly motivated, but she
could still make Superman nervous, at least for a few minutes. Bruce swallowed the
aspirin in a gulp; he should have expected this, all of it. Before coming to Metropolis,
before he kissed her that first time. He should have known at the first naughty grin.
The infinite complications of a crimefighter falling for a criminal, the infinite web of
connections linking her to that other world, the infinite variations in… in…
“In,” Bruce mused, looking up suddenly. “IN… There’s going to be a third gift-clue
and it will say ‘IN.’ IF-TINY-IN, Infinity. Clark, what kind of targets are in town, any
locations or special events that in some way relate to infinity?”
Superman stared.
“It could be literal,” Bruce went on, trying to help, “like some connection to a famous
mathematician, or it could be connected through a play on words of some kind.”
Superman continued to stare, while Selina sat down next to Bruce and looked at him
adoringly.
“Tell, tell,” she said, assuming the prompt was self-explanatory: the great detective
was to explain the brilliance of his deductions.
Bruce reached into his wallet and extracted the two construction paper Es. He laid
them side-by-side on the table, and then picked up a chocolate.
“It’s a ribbon,” he said. “It’s a chocolate ribbon. And the infinity symbol…” He
paused and turned the one E around to face the other, then pushed them together until
the ends overlapped, making a squarish sideways figure 8. “The infinity symbol is
called a lemniscate, from the Latin lemniscus meaning ‘ribbon.’” He stopped again and
chuckled as another clue leapt out at him with sudden clarity. “Remember the phrases
that woman from housekeeping kept using: ‘Clean items’ and ‘Me Cleans it’ (I told you
that accent was preposterous), they have exactly the same letters. I noticed at the time
and wondered if it might be an anagram, but I couldn’t see what of. That’s it: ‘Clean
items,’ ‘Lemniscate,’ the infinity symbol. And now In-If-Tiny. Whatever he’s going to
do, the clue is infinity.”
“You’re wonderful,” Selina murmured, radiating loving admiration as she kissed his
cheek.
Clark blushed, and drew a sharp mental line through his suspicions of a CatwomanRiddler alliance.

100. A perfect 100. It wasn’t easy, but there it was. One hundred rounds of Zogger
expunged from his sentence.
Tim had made an interactive map/graph tied to a hidden spreadsheet that illustrated
which states had which security features on their driver’s licenses, so a researcher
could tell at a keystroke who used holograms, barcodes, digital photographs, and slick
combinations of these and other markers. Then you could plot that data against
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various alcohol-related crime statistics and even incorporate a calendar feature to see
the spikes over Spring Break and other school holidays. It was a document tailor made
to tickle Barbara at her All-Seeing Oracle’s weakspot. It was a crime-obsessed
computer geek’s sex toy.
Tim had also, reluctantly, added library internet consoles to the list of uses New
Jersey might have for that $12 million if they didn’t have to improve their crappy
driver’s license. It stung a little, adding that line. But that ethical compromise didn’t
hurt half as much as the next step would: A perfect 100 on the research paper meant he
had only one hundred Zogger rounds remaining to knock off his sentence. He was
ready for Phase Two, and Phase Two was going to hurt. Literally.

“It’s like summer in Helsinki out there,” Catwoman said dryly.
She was suited up, hands on hips, and staring out the bedroom window while
Batman got changed. He checked the latch on his utility belt and double-checked the
stress point on the grapnel launcher. Catwoman looked at the clock on the nightstand,
then at the window again.
“I’m not joking, it’s after 10:30. Is this really as dark as it’s going to get?”
“Yes,” he graveled, and crawled out the window.
Catwoman growled and followed. She had been to Metropolis before, of course, but
mostly for daytime heists while the LexCorp offices were open. She certainly didn’t
remember this wattage fetish after sundown. The streetlights, theatre lights, brightly lit
billboards, all so overdone that you felt the sun needn’t have bothered going down at
all.
“Woof,” was all she could think to reply.
The next few hours were spent acclimating to the Metropolis rooftops. Batman had
more experience in the city and far more in the immediate vicinity of the hotel, so he
took the lead introducing her to the idiosyncrasies of particular buildings, the general
layout of the downtown loop, and the key neighborhoods beyond. That much she
could handle. He worked with Superman frequently; he stayed at the Four Seasons
whenever he was in Metropolis, he knew the area better than she, he was taking the
lead.
The train situation she was less sure about, at first. Those neighborhoods beyond the
city center looked like a lot of distance to cover without the Batmobile, and she said so.
Batman replied that they could “hitch a ride on the train, if necessary,” and pointed to
an elevated track like it was the simplest thing in the world. “Your whip won’t be of
much use,” he went on, “but the grapnel attaches easily. So if we need to use that
method in a hurry, you’ll stick with me.” She couldn’t believe it. She thought he must
be joking at first. Batman never joked about crimefighting, but it seemed like the only
possible explanation. Hitching a ride on the train… Like Pheromones?! Like AzBat?!
Was he insane?! But then, before she could even find words to express her incredulous
SHOCK, he’d grabbed her waist, fired a line, and before she could breathe they were
speeding along, body to body, with his arms holding her tight, the rush of the wind in
her hair and the thrilling speed of the train—And Catwoman admitted that there were
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worse ways to get across town as long as it was the real Batman at the helm and not
some pheromonially-challenged pretender.

“Keep arm straight. Makes strong followthrough.”
“This bites,” Tim growled.
“Ten more, straight arm. No bite.”
“It’s a figure of speech, Cassie. It means this is a dumb exercise.”
“Ten more. Keep arm straight.”
Bruce was a cruel, cruel man. Tim didn’t want to even think what the Justice League
protocols must be like if this is what he came up with just for the fake ID. First, Oracle
grades his research paper on the internet; and now, Cassie “taught to kill before she
could walk” was giving him fighting lessons. This was so not cool. Why couldn’t
Bruce see that this was just not cool!
Tim had been taught to fight by Batman himself. Then he picked up a little more
from Lady Shiva. Then Batman stepped in again when Robin got back from that
adventure and corrected the Shiva stuff that he didn’t like.
“Arm straight but now leg wobbly. Ten more.”
The difference was that neither Bruce nor Lady Shiva were mad at him for not
getting them a fake ID and taking them along to a nightclub. It just wasn’t cool! If it
was Dick giving the lesson, then okay, Dick had been a dick about the cover-yourtracks/stand-up-to-Bruce stuff, but he was still a guy. He could respect the code. But
Cassie…
“Weight too far forward. Easy kick you back.”
He should have just let Hatter turn him into Tweedledee.

In the past, Batman/Catwoman team ups were not always been the smoothest of
partnerships, but tonight’s pre-adventure survey of Metropolis-by-rooftop was
remarkably conflict-free… At least it had been until, ironically, they returned to the
hotel.
Selina had wanted a shower, and when she returned to the bedroom, she found
Bruce already changed into a thick terry robe and sifting through a packet of offerings
from the concierge. Selina enjoyed pampering and indulgence as much as any cat, but
she wasn’t on vacation; she’d come to Metropolis to work. On a case. With Batman.
Now, as he began pointing her to caviar facials and rose petal pedicures at the hotel
spa, all the shopping right outside their door, and of course, the world famous art
institute, she had the distinct impression that he was engaged in that most
objectionable of “hero” behaviors: sending the little woman out of danger. She snarled
accordingly.
“What is this, some travel protocol you cooked up for the bimbos? Send them off on
some Julia Roberts fantasy so you can do whatever you came to town for undisturbed.”
Bruce looked every bit as stunned and appalled as Catwoman had when he
explained about the train-grapnel.
“Okay, first, I never traveled with the bimbos,” he said sharply. “On a scale one to
ten, one being an arbitrage meeting I can’t duck out of and ten being that dungeon Ra’s
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has at the castle in Budapest, the idea of being trapped on Wayne One or in this tiny
suite with of one of those Bambis, Candis, or Jennis is a thirty. Those women were hard
to take for a few hours at a party with a hundred other people. The very thought of
going one-on-one for a week or more… But if, god forbid, I did have to bring one of
them to someplace like Metropolis for some reason and I said ‘go shopping,’ you can
bet they wouldn’t have to be told twice. Makes my head spin to think how fast they’d
go.”
“I’m… sorry,” Selina interrupted. “I said the wrong thing, I’m sorry. Blame it on all
the pink.” She gestured helplessly around the room. “But if you’re not shunting me
off to the side like a bimbo girlfriend, then what are you doing? Because we have
plenty of spas and shopping in Gotham.”
He took her chin in his one hand, and stroked her hair with the other.
“I wish I could say that I just like spoiling you, but this is work. We’re still expecting
the third clue. ‘If’ and ‘Tiny’ both came to you, in roundabout ways, the chocolate and
the pussywillows. ‘In’ probably will to, and that means you need to be where he can
get at you. You have to be in Metropolis, Selina. Do all the things he would expect,
knowing your likes and dislikes as he does. The art museum is a natural. The spa is an
indulgence, and he does know we’re staying here. The shopping is logical too, and it
will give him plenty of opportunities to catch you alone.”
“Then you’re not sending me out of danger,” Selina cried, flinging her arms around
his neck and kissing him warmly.
“No, I’m not sending you out of danger,” he laughed, stroking her face. “And aren’t
you the one who’s always telling me he wouldn’t hurt you?”
“He won’t, but it’s the principle of the thing.”
“Be sure to go through the concierge for everything,” he instructed. “Have her book
the spa treatments for you, arrange a VIP tour at the museum, private viewings at the
boutiques, lunch reservations, anything else you can think of. I’m not certain he has a
spy in the building, but if he does, that will certainly help him track you.”
“Pfft. Bruce, come on, this is Eddie. He would never want you to make it easy for
him.”
“Easy?” came an unexpected Bat-gravel. “I’ve made it as difficult for him as
humanly possible.”
He smiled. Despite the unmasked face and hotel bathrobe, it was Batman who
smiled, not an amused lip-twitch or a warm playboy grin, but a long, slow smile of
deep and quiet menace.
“I’ve made it impossible for the Riddler to win, Selina… I brought you.”
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CHAPTER 5: WORLD’S FINEST
(POOR WORLD)
It had finally happened. Selina was ready to admit she was wrong. Crimefighting…
was okay.
She was in the Four Seasons Spa’s “relaxation room,” nestled behind a privacy
curtain, enjoying a post-treatment snack. First, they had soaked her feet in rose petal
milk. Then came the foot massage with damask rosewater and primrose oil, followed
by a layer of rose petals applied to her legs, to be held in place by a wrap of deliciously
hot towels. A hydrating facial was next, after which she was brought to this cozy little
nook that reminded her of a miniature cat lair full of plush, comfy furnishings that
seemed like oversized cat-toys. The attendant brought her the caviar canapé and glass
of champagne included with her spa package, and Selina lay back, skin glowing,
scented legs a-tingling, sipping, munching, and admitting finally that, if this was
crimefighting, it wasn’t all that objectionable.
“When is a waiter like a thwarted Gotham foe?” a familiar voice asked outside the
curtain.
Selina laughed and pulled the curtain aside to reveal Edward Nigma dressed as a
spa attendant and carrying a bottle of champagne.
“I’ve no idea, Eddie my pet. When is a waiter like a thwarted Gotham foe?”
“BAT FOOLED BY RHYME BLUR,” he announced proudly, topping off her glass.
“That’s the worst riddle I’ve ever heard,” Selina said sourly.
“It means ‘more champagne for the lady,’” he explained with exaggerated dignity,
defending his quip. Then he slipped a second glass out of his jacket, filled it, and sat
down on the ottoman next to her.
“How you doing, ‘Lina?” he asked warmly.
“Not bad. Why didn’t you tell me you were leaving Gotham?”
“Didn’t want to call you at home,” he said, taking a drink. And then, feeling he
should keep the question chain going, he asked, “What kind of treatment did you get?”
She explained about the rose petals, and he slapped his leg in delight.
“Hot damn, the massacre of the flora! Pammy’d hate that. I heard this place goes
through 10,000 flowers a week, what with the arrangements in the lobby and all the
rooms and stuff.”
Selina laughed wickedly.
“Yes, she would hate it, wouldn’t she. Added fun. Oh, that reminds me, thank you
for the pussywillows.”
He bent his head in an embarrassed ‘aw shucks’ move, then he looked up, as if
expecting more.
“And thank you for the chocolate,” she added gamely.
He grinned and patted her leg.
“Nothing’s too good for my girl.”
Silence followed. Selina finished her champagne, and Eddie did likewise.
“So when do I get ‘in?’” she said bluntly, trying to jumpstart the conversation.
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“In?” he looked up sharply, a catch of awed hope in his voice.
“Clue number three,” Selina purred, leaning forward seductively, and then
pronounced the word like the sweetest of sins. “In.”
Eddie’s mouth dropped open.
“He knows it’s an IN?” he exclaimed, practically singing.
“Shh, Eddie, keep your voice down.”
“He knows it’s an IN?” he repeated in an excited whisper.
“Of course he does. What did you expect?”
“How fast did he get it? Tell me, was it under an hour? I bet it was under an hour.”
“I don’t remember,” Selina teased.
“It was! It was under an hour. Under a half hour?”
“Eddie, I was unpacking. I didn’t have a stopwatch, okay?”
“Unpacking! You hadn’t even unpacked! Fifteen minutes, wasn’t it? He got it in
fifteen minutes!”
Impulsively, he pulled Selina up from the chair, performed an abbreviated foxtrot
turn and dipped her dramatically—then he froze, looking down into her astonished
eyes as anagrams for “Here lies Edward Nigma” marched through his mind.
“Er, yes, well,” he sputtered, as he awkwardly righted her, then put his hands firmly
into his pockets. “Maybe best not to, eh… Don’t tell him I did that.”
“Y-yeah,” Selina agreed slowly. “You got a hold of yourself now, Eddie?”
AWARDED REEL MIEN SIGH, AWARDED EEL HEM RISING, AWARDED REEL
HINGE ISM…
“Yeah, I’m good,” he said finally, his voice cracking on the final word. Then he
turned, finger raised in the air and a brilliant idea on his lips. “I’ve got it! When is a
day in Metropolis like a—Oh, screw it, just blow off the shopping and come to lunch
with me.”
“Okay, now that’s the worst riddle I’ve ever heard.”
“Selina, come to lunch with me and I’ll give you Clue Three.”
“You’re rhyming. Eddie, I have a firm rule about going along with anything you
suggest in rhyme, and you know why.”
“You looked good in green, ‘Lina.”
“We agreed never to mention that.”
“I know, but damn, woman. DOGGONE REIN”
“Eddie.”
“DINE ROE GONG,” he said, reaching for the last bead of caviar on the plate. “Be
better if it was ‘Dine roe gone,’ but we can’t have everything. Mmm, love those fish
eggs.”
Selina giggled.
“You’re a crazy man and nobody likes you,” she declared playfully.
“Come on, ‘Lina. You’re supposed to go shopping next, right? Saks, St. John, Nicole
Miller. Okay then, let’s say I grabbed you in the fitting room at Nicole Miller and
spirited you across town. That way I can show you this great place I found. We’ll have
a nice afternoon and—”
“What the hell would you be doing in the fitting room at Nicole Miller?”
“Work with me, ‘Lina. I’d be… kidnapping you, okay?”
“Kidnapping me? Eddie, I’d kick your ass,” Selina pointed out frankly.
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“They have hot chocolate.”
“Excuse me?”
“The place I want to take you, Lois Lane told me about it. They have the best hot
chocolate you’ve ever had in your life. And you’ve got a Nicole Miller in Gotham,
anyway—where they’re not trying to fit these women that need a layer of blubber to
get through the winter.”
“I get hot chocolate?”
“Yes.”
“And my ‘IN’ clue.”
“Yes.”
“And we’ll be done by six? Because I think we’ve got theatre tickets.”
“Word of OH NOR, back by six. Now c’mon, let’s get there before the lunch rush.”

As owner of the Daily Planet, Bruce knew he would have no problem entering any
office or division he wished. Naturally, he would have to begin with Paula Winn, as a
courtesy, despite her unfortunate tendency to panic whenever she met him. As the
hotel-supplied limo speeded him along to Planet Square, Bruce pulled out his palm
computer and read over Lucius’s briefing email: Paula Winifred Winn, employed Daily
Planet for eighteen years, President and Publisher for the last six, Vice President and Executive
Editor before that, headhunted from Los Angeles Times where she’d held the same title at
considerably less salary. Married, husband Robert, was a lawyer at LexOil, now a partner at
Levine and McNamara, no children. Birthday in September. Mother deceased last year, WE
sent flowers. Member West River Country Club, good tennis player, poor golfer. Board
member, Science and Industry Museum. Season subscriber and donor to Metropolis Opera and
several theatres, although these appear to be a function of her status as chief executive at the
DP. She does not actually attend performances.
Bruce scanned the text, although he’d read it all before. Paula Winn was unique
among the executives who ran his holdings in that she alone proved immune to his
protocols to alleviate panic when he paid a visit. He’d met her eight times since
acquiring the Planet, and each meeting was as awkward as the last. He’d already tried
engaging her in small talk about L.A., tennis, golf, her husband’s law practice, the
science museum, and even the opera and theatre despite the foreknowledge that her
interest in the last was only for show. Absolutely nothing penetrated that jittery aura
of terror she projected that was so reminiscent of a person succumbing to Scarecrow
toxin.
Still, Mrs. Winn was the head of the Daily Planet organization and it would be
unthinkable for him to just drop in at the reporters’ bullpen without at least checking
in with her. The limo pulled into Planet Square and Bruce steeled himself for the
ordeal to come.

Everyone has a few “hotspots” in their perception. Certain words leap out, no
matter how softly uttered or how briefly passed; certain sounds emerge from the
otherwise inaudible burr of a busy newsroom. For Clark Kent, his wife’s voice—a
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sudden change in the tone of his wife’s voice—was one such hotspot. Clark wasn’t
even aware that he heard her… six cubicles away, on the phone, browbeating the
former British ambassador to Uzbekistan… not until the tone shift. One moment, there
was high indignation, a moral imperative to defy the gag order when even the Red
Cross and Amnesty International were appea— And then, before the Red Cross and
Amnesty International could complete their appeal, her voice was all warm honey and
silvery pleasure.
“Well, hello there, Bossman. That is one fine, fine suit you’re wearing.”
Clark’s fingers froze on the keyboard. Everyone had their own strategy at this point
to deal with Perry’s nicotine withdrawal. Whenever that office door swung open, the
whole bullpen froze, waiting to hear if the cry was “STOP THE PRESSES!” or “If I
don’t get some red meat and a stogie in the next thirty seconds, everyone’s fucking
dead!”
“You know, a man who can dress himself is a very sexy thing,” the Lois-honey
dripped on.
But the office door hadn’t swung open, Clark realized sharply, and if the thought of
Lois “vamping” Perry was just bizarre enough for Mxyzptlk to come up with…
“Is that Armani?”
…even that fifth dimensional pixie couldn’t warp reality enough to make Perry
White’s wardrobe the focus of her praise.
“Gieves and Hawkes, actually,” an equally honeyed but far more masculine voice
answered, and the truth sunk in: It was a different “bossman” Lois was flirting with,
one she always flirted with when he came to the Planet, one who did get his suits on
Savile Row.
Clark could have looked through the wall of his cubicle to follow the action, but it
seemed more polite to stand. Sure enough, there was Bruce leaning over Lois’s desk,
that glib playboy grin on his face while Lois fondled his tie—which wasn’t Armani
either, he said, but Hermes. Clark relocated to his wife’s desk, putting on the same
mock knock-it-off-you-two manner that he always assumed when they did this. He
knew they were just playing with him, after all…
“Good to see you again, Bruce,” he announced as if he really felt the exact opposite.
…He was assuming Bruce was there to see him, so he suggested a quick tour of the
newsroom. It would give them a chance to talk privately, and it would take him off
Paula Winn’s hands before the poor woman had a heart attack. Clark didn’t need his
super-senses to notice she was white as Bruce’s shirt (which was Armani. Lois finally
got one right, she was so pleased.). While Clark had often seen Batman produce that
effect—the alarming pallor suggesting no blood pressure at all, belied by the subsonic
pulmonary roar of a panic attack—it was always deliberate. But this was Bruce, not
Batman, and he didn’t seem to be doing anything to inspire terror. He was only telling
Paula Winn that he’d like Lois (or rather, “that plucky go-getter Ms. Lane”) to take
over his tour of the Planet’s many divisions and departments, while Lois said she’d be
delighted to show him around (or rather, “hobnob with the rich and hunky”).
Bruce and Batman…
“No offense, Kent, but if I’m going to look around the office, I’d much rather it be
your wife on my arm.”
…Clark had an epiphany…
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“And what an arm, Bruce. I can see I’ll have to stretch this out. Not just going to
show you the Metro desk, Sports and Leisure. You’re going to get the full tour.”
…Clark remembered when the two of them began this routine, in the early days
before he and Lois were even married. It always struck him then that Bruce, who
thought nothing of flirting with Lois only to nettle him, was also Batman, who was so
famously discombobulated by Catwoman’s suggestive teasing…
“I can think of nothing that I’d enjoy more. And have I mentioned that you’re my
favorite writer? I can’t get enough of your wonderful profile.”
…It also occurred to him that the situation with Catwoman had changed
dramatically since that time…
“You mean profile like ‘a conversation with Madeleine Albright,’ or looking at me
sideways?”
“Why both, of course.”
…Bruce and Lois hadn’t changed their routine, but he certainly had an option to
respond that he’d never had before.

Yes, Selina would have to admit it, crimefighting did not suck. She was sipping a
concoction of 2/3 hot chocolate, 1/3 hot fudge. Eddie didn’t want to ruin the
consistency of the homemade marshmallows, so he just handed her a slip of paper with
a question mark. They both agreed that since he could have arranged for her to find it
IN-side the marshmallow, they would simply decide between them that that’s what
happened.
“So Lois told you about his place?” Selina asked, peering curiously at his tart
covered with caramel-crusted pretzels.
“Yes, she’s the super one in this town as far as I’m concerned. Gave me a whole list
of places geared to feeding humans rather than fattening up grizzly bears for the
winter.”
Selina laughed.
“I’m not joking. You don’t want to know what they do to hot dogs out at that
ballpark.”
Selina laughed harder.
“‘Lina! It’s not funny, stop laughing. I put a riddle-solving tutorial up on the
scoreboard in the middle of a ballgame, still nothing. They don’t even mention it in
that so-called newspaper of theirs. What are they going to say, hm? SUPERMAN A
NO SHOW. LANE SAVES SELF.”
A wet snorting grunt followed.
“Eddie, so help me, if you make me blow hot chocolate through my nose…”
“The man’s a moron, that’s all I’m saying,” he concluded lamely.
“Well, for what it’s worth, I’ve seen him, and he does know you’re in town now.
That should help matters… I think he even considered the possibility that we’re
working together.”
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The Daily Planet was important to Metropolis, and Bruce took his responsibility
seriously as the owner and steward of an icon. Batman was interested in one office
only, in one line item on one record in one database in one office. Another type of man
might have viewed the whole tour of the newswires and media center, the various
divisions within the reporter bullpen, Circulation, Printing, and IT as a tiresome
charade he must endure to get to that one moment of discovery, but Bruce was not that
kind of man. He took an interest in all the areas he saw, and was particularly patient
with the boys in IT who were a bit starstruck at the actual head of WayneTech standing
right there in front of their cubicle (and fulsome in their admiration of the new
WayneTech systems installed last year) …Lois bore it all patiently and finally brought
Bruce to the division Batman was interested in: Advertising.
Bruce asked a few questions on the pretext of seeing how a new corporate account
might be set up to accommodate several large ad buys on short notice. As the obliging
clerk showed him the process, he was able to see that the full-page “Riddle MeTropolis” ad was placed by Nonnenum Enterprises. He grunted, softly; Batman had
what he’d come for, and that was all he could do until he “met Clark Kent for lunch.”

Eddie dropped his fork.
“To- Together? Us?? Us like ‘you and me,’ us? ‘Lina, you’re kidding. He thought
we might be working together?”
He considered this, a pleased glint in his eye. Perhaps he’d misjudged Superman.
Anyone who could entertain a notion like that.
“Eddie, close your mouth; you’ll catch flies.”
“Oh, eh, I mean, er, yeah. Heh. What an idea, right? Me and you. Heh. Heheh.”
He went back to rapt contemplation of this dream team-up. A clever bit of
misdirection, Catwoman distracting the heroes, leading them on a merry chase, while
he absconded with the prize… Selina did her best to ignore her companion’s reverie
and signaled for the check.
“I’ll get this,” she said, pulling out her wallet and fully intending to leave him there
if he didn’t pull himself together.
“Want to try it?” he said suddenly. “Just think of it. I’ve got a primo target all lined
up. Priceless. Perfect for you. Completely Catworthy!”
“Eddie, come on, you know I can’t.”
“Can’t? CAN’T? There’s no can’t in cat! This is Catwoman we’re talking about.
Come on! Oh, ‘Lina, come on, just think of it. It’ll be fun.”
She smiled kindly, obviously pleased at the suggestion and the temptation it offered.
Then…
“Eddie… I came with him.”
“I know… Doesn’t mean you have to leave with him, does it?”
She shook her head sadly.
“Well, I tried,” he said, making the best of it.
“You knew what the answer would be… or you would have told me what the target
is.”
“Clever woman. That’s my curse, you know. Clever. Women.”
He looked thoughtful… worried… and then, spoke the unspeakable fear:
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“I’m not going to face you on the other side of this caper, am I, Selina?”
She hissed. No amount of rose petal pedicures, caviar, or chocolate could
compensate for a friend like Eddie asking a question like that. Crimefighting SUCKED!
“I’ll have you know Catwoman robbed a bank in New Zealand!” she announced
fiercely.

The Wayne/Kent “lunch” was really Batman meeting Superman at STAR Labs for a
quick walkthrough of the facility that Bruce was sure had been Nigma’s original
target. He disliked appearing as Batman in daylight, but it was necessary. As the
owner of their biggest competitor, Bruce Wayne was persona non grata at STAR Labs.
But Superman they were always happy to welcome, along with any Justice League
colleagues.
Happy to welcome them, perhaps, but Batman could see at once that they were not
exactly forthcoming. At first, he attributed the subtle cues to nerves. STAR had
evidently registered them coming in on radar eight minutes before their arrival.
Unannounced Superman drop-ins were common enough and they’d had similar visits
from Batman, albeit less frequently. However, registering both Superman AND
Batman coming in together apparently put the whole place on high alert. The heroes
had arrived to find a Dr. Emil Hamilton waiting at the gate with assurances that all
current research and active projects were on hold and all staff at their stations at the
ready. All assumed the space-time continuum must be seconds from disintegration
and the World’s Finest heroes needed some cosmic whatchamajig from the STAR vault
to stabilize it. When it turned out the heroes just wanted to check out the facility,
everyone went back to work and, theoretically, everything went back to “normal.” But
the staff was still on edge; it was understandable.
That’s what Batman told himself for ten minutes.
Dr. Hamilton had been assigned to show them through the facility, he was the
researcher with whom Superman evidently had the closest working relationship. Dr.
Hamilton wasn’t a sociopath, a supervillain, a lawyer, or a politician. As such, he
simply wasn’t a very good liar. Like any detective, Batman was adept at reading body
language, tone, and manner. Once his suspicions were aroused, he noted peculiar
choices of words and phrasing that hinted at subjects a person was trying to avoid.
Batman met Superman’s eyes, confirming that he was aware of the situation.
Superman’s senses could detect all the subtle changes in heart rate, blood pressure, and
body temperature that occur when a normal person lies. The only question was if he’d
noticed. Meeting Superman’s eyes now, there was no doubt that he had.
The heroes had vastly different approaches to a situation like this. Batman’s was
direct. He would have slammed Hamilton against the wall and asked point blank
what the custodians of Phantom Zone technology, twelve varieties of kryptonite, a JLA
transporter, and a Martian fusion reactor were trying to hide from the people who
entrusted them with it! But it was Superman’s town, he knew Hamilton better and he
had a working rapport with the man. His approach would be more effective under the
circumstances, so Batman remained silent while Superman proceeded to kill the guy
with kindness.
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First, he told Batman (although Batman was well aware) about all that STAR had
done for him over the years, identifying kryptonite initially and analyzing the various
forms and their properties, advising him on other Kryptonian artifacts and technology
as it was discovered, and really assisting on everything of a scientific nature that he’d
encountered. They even provided specialized medical care for himself and his
cousin… Batman nodded appreciatively, as he would at League meetings where the
discussion was a pointless formality and the outcome of the vote a foregone
conclusion. Then Superman segued to addressing Dr. Hamilton directly. While many
of the faces had changed over the years, Hamilton was there at STAR from the
beginning, from Superman’s very first visit. He asked aloud if Hamilton remembered
that day (as if anyone didn’t remember meeting Superman for the first time!). It gave
STAR such an aura of continuity and stability, he said. He knew this was an
organization he could really trust—“because of its people, Hamilton, because of its
people.”
Batman stood passively off to the side, marveling at the spectacle. He knew that
Superman (and just about everyone he knew, really) would have thought the Batapproach brutal and vicious, in every way inferior to Superman’s way, all smiling
sweetness and light. But really, who was the sadist? Hamilton had been reduced to a
writhing shell of guilt and shame, he was ready to break four minutes ago, and if
Batman had just slammed him against the wall, the poor man could have yelled “Okay,
okay, I’ll tell you the truth” and that would have been the end of his (far less
agonizing) torment right there. But because this resembled a morality play more than
an interrogation, he had to wait, squirming on under the weight of his suffering, until
Superman gave him an opening to unburden himself. Their tour continued: through
the computer center, through the chemical and polymer laboratories, through the
nanite and nanobite labs, and through the research center for Non-Terran protein
chemistry,
peptide
chemistry,
regeneration,
molecular
biology
and
biopharmaceuticals. No opening came for Dr. Hamilton to admit whatever he was
hiding, and at the entrance to the final high-security core, Batman could take it no
longer. He changed the subject:
“Did I tell you the Riddle Me ad was taken out by Nonnenum Enterprises? Nonne
and num are both Latin prefixes.”
Dr. Hamilton perked up considerably at this information. As a scientist, he’d had
more than enough Latin to tell them what Batman obviously knew already: the term
nonne introduced a question expecting the answer ‘yes;’ num came before a question
expecting the answer ‘no.’”
“Is that significant?” Superman asked.
“Not especially,” Batman admitted. “But it might have been. It was worth
checking. It does tell us that he was in a whimsical mood at that point.”
“Nothing to do with his present scheme though?”
“No, it has nothing to do with infinity, but it is an insight. When he began this, he
was playful. Nonnenum Enterprises, he’s amusing himself. Since it’s unlikely anyone
would ever go looking up the information, it’s there only as a private joke.”
“Just trying to see inside his head, without benefit of X-ray vision,” Superman
quipped.
Batman shot him a disgusted glare.
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“Which is why we’re here,” he graveled, “even though STAR is probably not the
present target. While much of the Phantom Zone and other cross-dimensional
technology is tied to quantum physics, high level mathematics and metaphysics, it’s
unlikely he’d return to a target when his first try was such a disappointment.”
Superman noted the continued undercurrent of blame, as if failing to provide an
intellectual challenge for the villain was some kind of character flaw. But his reaction
was preempted by Dr. Hamilton, who snatched at these fragments of conversation and
transformed from shamed caitiff into a man.
“…really should have told you at once… soon as you arrived…” he began hesitantly,
then built in confidence and fluency as he continued. “We had a break-in several
nights ago, and a researcher working late was attacked by an intruder he never saw.”
“And you never reported it?” Batman barked.
Hamilton took a deep breath.
“We prefer not to admit police to the facility if we can avoid it,” he explained.
“Superman will certainly appreciate that when Lex Luthor was mayor, our position
became… precarious. Even before that development… We have a great deal of
priceless proprietary data on site, in addition to the Phantom Zone and Watchtower
access, and all the kryptonite. And we have found that police detectives simply do not
accept that there are places within the facility where we dare not give them access.
Since this break-in occurred in an unimportant office in the least secured wing of the
building, and the researcher, as I said, never saw his attacker…”
Batman growled contemptuously, but his disapproval was for show. The truth was
that he would do the same if WayneTech found itself broken into that way.
Nevertheless, Batman and Superman would inspect the office that was compromised
and questioned the researcher who was attacked.

Examining the office that was broken into—and then every other office in the
administrative wing, which may or may not have been breached, there was no way to
tell without investigating—was a dull and time-consuming effort. It gave Superman a
chance to ask the questions that had been plaguing him for some time.
He didn’t understand the Riddler; the whole concept baffled him. He certainly had
villains enough bragging after the fact: “I’ve just exchanged the entire populations of
Thiallin-2 and BizzaroWorld, behold the carnage!” He’d had villains enough challenge
him during the act itself: “I’m going to crush you into powder and the whole world will
know that I’m the one who beat Superman!” But the whole idea of sending “clues” to
heroes and police beforehand? If you were going to rob a bank, wouldn’t going up to
the guard, showing him your gun, and telling him that, in two minutes, you were
going to shove it in a teller’s face and ask for all the cash in the drawers be…
counterproductive?
“Only if you see the cash in the drawer as the goal,” Batman explained. “With
Riddler, it’s rarely about the crime itself. His particular pathology is about intellectual
superiority, about outsmarting the police, the hero, everyone.”
“Thumbing your nose at the world and getting away with anything you want
because the rest of humanity is too stupid to figure you out?”
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“Correct. It’s not about the crime, per se; it’s about the game, the matching of wits.”
“I get that part, I just don’t see why. What’s the benefit? What does he gain?”
Batman shook his head.
“You’re thinking like Luthor, it’s—scratch that. You’re thinking of Luthor, where his
intellectual superiority is a means to an end: more money, more power, destroying the
Alien, all of it is personal gain. He’s a star athlete who hones his skills because he
wants the million dollar contract with the Meteors, the product endorsements and the
fast cars. Riddler just wants to win the game.”
“So he proves that he’s smarter than you, so what? What’s the point?”
“You mean what’s the point in winning a game if you’re not a paid professional
athlete? It’s just like all those guys who show up in Metropolis, picking a fight just to
prove that they can beat Superman.”
“Same field, different sport?” Superman said with a laugh.
“Yes, all born of the same insecurities, the same need for attention and validation of
their superiority. Look at it this way: Luthor and Nigma are both fiercely intelligent
men. That’s not a delusion, it’s a fact. In Luthor’s case, he achieved tremendous
material success with his gifts. There was no sore spot from seeing men with far less
ability achieve far more wealth and power. So he focuses on something else, he
becomes obsessed with a distinction he can never buy and can never attain with his
natural gifts.”
“Me.”
“You.”
“Whereas Nigma grows up knowing he’s the smartest kid in the class, and sees the
ditzy cheerleader become a cosmetics queen and the dumb football player become a
movie star?”
“Something like that,” Batman grunted, kneeling to inspect a doorknob and lock that
might have been tampered with.
“You do realize you just described a man whose entire criminal career is motivated
by anger over an injustice?”
Batman rose—presumably because his inspection of the door was complete. He
placed a bat-shaped emblem marker on the lock for fingerprinting and further
examination… but for a split second, Superman had the distinct impression that, if it
wasn’t for the certainty of shattering his hand, Batman was about to punch him in the
mouth.

The Metropolis Art Institute had one of the finest Impressionist collections in the
country, and Selina fully intended to go inside and visit a few favorite masterpieces
before she left town. But today’s visit, she and Eddie remained outside, sitting on the
steps under one of the magnificent bronze lions which flanked the main entrance.
“Got it! WOW, I AM CAT KIN! That’s your anagram for Kiwi Catwoman. Like it?”
“Much better than the WACKO TWIN one, yes.”
“I told you, I was just warming up. It was all that sugar from the chocolate tart.”
“Mhm. Sure.”
Eddie looked up at the massive lion and pondered “I wonder if your wacko twin in
kiwi-land would like to team up with me?” Selina playfully smacked the back of his
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head. Then he wondered if the New Zealand Cat would object to wearing green, and
Selina smacked again but he ducked. Finally, he looked back at Selina and, for the first
time, made reference to her T-shirt. She’d been wearing the shirt with a dramatic close
up of a beautiful Bengal tiger since they left the spa, and Eddie was torn about
mentioning it.
“That’s a mighty big tiger,” he said at last.
“Why thank you,” she grinned, stretching it downward for a better look.
“One of your new ones?”
At first, a puzzled grin was the only response.
“How did you know about that?”
“How indeed? Maybe he’s not taking very good care of you, ‘Lina. Not looking
after your secrets as well as he keeps his own, not that he does such a stellar job there,
either.”
“They’re not missile codes, Eddie; they’re tigers. It’s not exactly a state secret.”
“Maybe not, but come on. The guy’s got more money than a small country and
you’re shacking up with him. Does make you a target, you know. Somebody like me
finds out about something like this, it’d be real easy to make contact. Call up the
manor pretending to be some vet from STAR Labs. Your phone number was right
there, ‘Lina, right on a Post-it: Wayne Manor and a phone number. Payday! Call up,
pose as some veterinary specialist with news about your tigers, set up a meeting, lure
you… eh, any… where.”
His impassioned monologue ground to a halt as he saw the gaze of impossible
astonishment crossed with impossible fury.
“You know, now that I say it out loud, it sounds pretty stupid… It’s the crosswords.
‘Lina, the crosswords are getting to me. Did you see what 4 Down was this morning?
A 7-letter word for stereo accessory. SPEAKER! Now if you’ve got a stereo for the sole
purpose of listening to music, aren’t speakers kind of mandatory? I don’t call that an
optional accessory, I consider that part of your stereo. Speakers plural, by the way,
because stereo means it’s playing stereophonic sound, minimum of two channels.
What good is one speaker, hm? That’s how it starts, ‘Lina. You start putting aside
what you know is true to make some answer fit the clue, and pretty soon you start
thinking a speaker really is an optional accessory for your freakin’ stereo, and the next
thing you know, you don’t realize that anybody trying to lure Bruce Wayne’s girlfriend
to some isolated kidnap spot with a story about Catitat tigers is a MAD TO DIE FOOL
doomed to fail.”
“…”
“Sorry,” Eddie concluded meekly. “That was what Dr. Bartholomew would call ‘an
episode.’”

Finding nothing more at STAR Labs, Batman and Superman left for the Fortress of
Solitude to examine the one clue that remained: a video camera left at the planetarium
sundial.
Batman had arrived at the Fortress many times and it always went pretty much the
same way. There was a lot of snarling and growling, a baring of teeth driven by a
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super-powered jaw, and entirely too much “there there, easy fella”-ing from
Superman, followed by assurances that “he really does like you, he’s just excited to
have company.”
So much for the “Superman doesn’t lie” theory, Bruce thought sourly. Maybe
Superman didn’t, but Clark did and always about that dog. Krypto didn’t like anybody
that came to the fortress—except, irony of ironies, Selina. Clark had brought her to
stay with Lois when the League wives and loved ones were threatened after the Dibny
murder. She returned talking about the “over-friendly wondermutt” that apparently
licked her face and pawed her hair throughout her stay. Bruce never told her that her
experience with Superman’s dog: flying around, following her everywhere she went,
and generally trying to become her new best friend, was—to put it mildly—an unusual
one. He didn’t think she’d appreciate the irony.
Superman brought the video camera, the box and wrapping it came in, and a
photograph of the package in its original, unopened condition.
“I was just thinking” he began while Batman inspected the items. “If we knew why
he came to Metropolis in the first place, it might point us in the right direction.”
Batman said nothing but appeared to scrutinize the video camera. Clark tried again.
“I know it’s not unheard of for villains to change cities every now and then, but why
here? Why now? There must be a reason.”
Batman appeared to read the fine print on the camera casing, informing the owner
that no user-serviceable parts were contained within and opening the sealed panel
invalidated the warranty.
“Don’t you think it might tell us what he’s after if we knew why he came here?”
Batman withdrew an atomizer from his utility belt, spritzed the camera, and then
examined it with a bat-shaped lens.
“Bruce? Any idea why he’s come to Metropolis?”
Batman set down camera, atomizer, and lens with a weary sigh.
“It’s entirely possible that Riddler isn’t ‘targeting’ Metropolis at all, Clark. It may
simply be that the sole point of attraction for this city is that it’s not Gotham.”
Clark considered this. There was only one reason he knew that drove Batman
villains to seek out “not Gotham” as a destination.
“You mean like in January?”
Bruce froze for a moment, then turned to stare directly at him. A cold silence
stretched through agonizing seconds, and then he finally spoke:
“Yes.”
He explained briefly about Edward Vaniel, the investigation that followed the dying
man’s shocking revelation, and the… unfortunate timing of Riddler’s Midnight Express
crime coming only hours after the hospital visit. At first, Clark’s only response was
dumbstruck astonishment. He couldn’t seem to say anything, or even form a thought
to express, however inarticulately. In an attempt to ease the situation, Bruce
mentioned a detail from that curious epilogue with Vaniel’s son David. After a long
night in the ICU, essentially waiting for his father to die, the one detail the young man
recalled with such clarity was a tapeloop on the 24-hour news channel repeating
footage of Superman every twenty minutes. It must be very gratifying, Bruce
concluded, to know your persona has such positive connotations that, even in such
removed circumstances, it can somehow give people comfort.
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Bruce knew this was not the way Clark thought of himself, and the foreign thought
did snap him out of his dumbstruck haze. Now that his friend was tracking again,
Bruce fully expected the next question to be an aggrieved “Why didn’t you call me?”
but instead, Clark merely looked him in the eye and asked if he was okay.
“Yes,” Bruce answered honestly. “More ‘okay’ than I’ve been in quite some time,
actually.”
Clark nodded.
“Thought there was something. When you got in yesterday, I thought you seemed a
little more… well, I’d never use the words ‘laid back’ when it comes to you, but I could
see that something was different, in a good way…”
Bruce pointed abruptly at the camera.
“There are markings on the lens,” he said gruffly. “You were meant to ‘pan’ four
degrees, four minutes, and four seconds clockwise from some point, presumably the
seven o’clock position on the sundial, and then zoom in.”
He looked up, and saw that Clark wasn’t listening. He wasn’t even looking at the
camera, he was looking at Bruce with that ‘proud papa’ grin.
“Don’t,” he warned.
“It’s good to see, that’s all.”
Bruce glared. And Clark did, finally, turn his attention to the camera.
“But there’s no way that thing was going to zoom in on STAR Labs from the
Planetarium. I checked the full three-sixty, it’s not on the horizon.”
“No, that only would have pointed you to a decoy. The real clue is this ‘pan then
zoom’ on the wrapping paper.”
“Another anagram?”
“Phantom Zone.”
“See, I’m catching on… Except I still don’t understand sending the chocolates and
pussywillows.”
“I told you, they’re friends.”
“Bruce, I consider Selina a friend, but I don’t give her candy and flowers.”
“No, you gave her tigers.”
Clark said something in reply, but Bruce didn’t hear him. He held up a finger as he
concentrated on the timeline.
“The tigers—Come on, we’re going back to STAR Labs. Now!”

The view from the Skydeck above the former LexCorp towers was certainly the most
magnificent in the Midwest. They say on a clear day you can see into four different
states. They say on a clear day you can see fifty miles in any direction. They say on a
clear day, Lex Luthor would make a full lap from this office to his penthouse and back
again, scouring the horizon and snarling like a rabid beast, always expecting his perfect
view to be spoiled by those bright streaks of red and blue…
“How do you think he did it?” Eddie asked, scoping out the horizon. “Luthor was a
smart guy and he lived here; never seemed to make him terminally stupid.”
“That’s a matter of opinion,” Selina purred. “He hired me for a job and then tried to
renege on paying for it.”
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Eddie chuckled.
“Okay, that is asking for pain, I’ll admit. What did you do, scratch it out of him?”
“No need. He had me stealing some plans off his personal computer.”
“Jennifer Jigsaw, you mean all you had to do was transfer the funds out of his
account into yours?”
“Meow.”
“Was this from his office or his penthouse?”
“Office. Luckily, I never had to set foot in the quarters Lexie called home.” She
looked down at her feet, realizing they were on the penthouse side of the Skydeck.
“Not until now,” she added with a grin.
“Well then, let us proceed along yonder catwalk to his former office, or as your hero
friends refer to it, THEFT ENCORE SHE… MICE.”
“The scene of the crime?” Selina guessed.
“The scene of the crime. Oh, for a woman who can keep up!”
They crossed to the office side of the Skydeck, and Selina indicated where Luthor’s
desk had been.
“Was his password at least hard to crack?” Eddie asked hopefully.
“No.”
“Was it at least interesting?”
“His social security number with the date of the Norman conquest in the middle.”
“Oh man. Kitty, you must’ve been bored out of your mind.”
“I was. Getting into the building was even easier. I don’t think he’d been here that
long, and his so-called security was a joke. So I tripped the alarm to add a little
excitement to the escape.”
“Oh yes, I’m sure going up against Big, Blue, and Brainless was an electrifying
thrill.”
“Might have been,” Selina trilled with a naughty grin, “But I lucked out. Batman
was in town, I got ’em both.”
“Ah.”
“Was very meow.”
“Figures.”

There’s nothing quite as unnerving as having Batman point at your nose yelling
“YOU” followed by some order, no matter how reasonable that order might be.
“YOU! Put this office back exactly the way it was the night of the break-in” had so
paralyzed Dr. Hamilton’s assistant, she wasn’t any help whatsoever, and Superman
had to spend ten minutes on damage control while Hamilton himself pulled the files
and bulletins that would have been out that week. He also noted that a crate of
corroded nozzles were on that table, waiting for pickup the next morning, and the
freshly refilled watercooler was nearly empty.
Batman scanned the reset office as if absorbing vibrations from the scene, until—
“INCOMING!” Superman’s voice rang out.
Batman snapped into defensive mode, while Superman scanned the room with far
less focus than Batman’s pointed intensity. He hadn’t said it. Both heroes looked
around with ever-decreasing alarm. Absolutely nothing was ‘incoming’… Absolutely
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nothing was happening at all… After a few moments of consideration, Batman
returned his attention to the office and specifically the items on the desk and tacked
onto the bulletin board. Superman continued to scan, now looking into and through
the walls, his puzzlement growing. He hadn’t said anything. Was some kind of
alternate Superman leaking through a time warp or—
“INCOMING!” sounded again.
This time Batman bent his head, concealing a lip-twitch, then turned and walked
brusquely out of the room and peeked into the next office. Superman followed, and
peered into the office. He saw the same thing Batman did, a low-level researcher
sitting at his desk.
“It’s his email alert,” Batman said gruffly. “Probably plucked it from the news
coverage of that skirmish over Honduras last year.”
He returned to the office. Superman followed—more flustered than ever.
“It just… I mean, it’s a little weird,” he said finally. “Okay, sure, these guys are all
technical people so I’m sure it’s nothing new to them…”
“Your email alert is still the default beep, isn’t it?”
“Wh-what? What do you mean?”
Batman shook his head.
“Nothing. Never mind.”
He walked deliberately to the desk and seemed to scan its surface—although he was
really looking for a particular item. His eyes narrowed when he found it, and he
handed it wordlessly to Superman. The Man of Steel looked down at a folder of
photographs, weight charts, veterinary reports and dietary records for six Bengal tigers
that he and Batman had fought in the Dhumavati death maze, and which he himself
had campaigned, cajoled, and bartered for Selina to take in at her preserve.
“What does this mean?” he asked, reading a new concern in Batman’s manner. “You
think he knows about the tigers?”
“He may. It’s a possibility.”
They said no more in front of the STAR staff but quickly relocated to the top of the
Daily Planet building where they could speak freely. Then Superman asked again.
“Okay, if he knows Selina has the tigers at her preserve, so what? What does it
mean?”
“I’ve been assuming he was challenging me. What if he’s not? What if he wasn’t
sending clues to Batman at all? What if he was announcing to Bruce Wayne and his
girlfriend that they were his next targets? Suppose he’s not intending to go up against
Batman at all, Clark. He’s still in Metropolis. Suppose he’s still going up against you.”
“But he brought you here!”
“Yes! Probably to explain the clues to you. He wasn’t getting anywhere with the
usual method.”
“Well that’s not encouraging. Do you think Selina is in danger?”
Bruce’s lip twitched as he heard Selina’s “Pffft” sound deep in the recesses of his
memory.
“No. I don’t claim to understand their ‘friendship’ but… I do accept it. You know
the villains who pretend to be so open and cordial, the ‘just because we’re on opposite
sides there’s no need to be hostile’ attitude. Imagine two of them, playing off each
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other all day, with no interference from any tightass crimefighters that won’t play
along.”
“Let’s say you’re right, that she’s not in danger but that you or she are the target.
What do either of you—or those tigers—have to do with infinity?”
Bruce thought… and thought… and thought.
“The Foundation funded Dr. Leiverman’s work on string theory,” he said finally.
“It’s unlikely Nigma would know anything about that, or care. There is no way he
could ‘get at it’ just by luring Selina and I to Metropolis, and there’s no way he could
profit from it if he did get his hands on it. Even if none of that were true, it still
wouldn’t work as a Riddler clue. To satisfy his sense of fair play, I or the Foundation
would have to be associated with Leiverman’s work. We’d have to be known for
funding string theory research, when in fact, the Wayne Foundation is known for
anything but.”
“Any other possible connections?”
Bruce thought again… and thought… and thought.
“No.”
“I didn’t think so. I’m afraid we’re back to the obvious, my friend. He brought you
here from Gotham because you’re his preferred chess opponent, and I only play
Scrabble.
Batman glowered, then checked his watch.
“I have to go. We have theatre tickets.”

The Koul-Brau Palace. In 1926, the Palace Theatre opened at the corner of Cassidy
and Nowak Streets in the heart of the downtown loop. Designed by legendary theatre
architects the Rapp Brothers, the interior featured a splendor previously unseen in
Metropolis, a breathtaking vision inspired by the palaces of Fontainebleau and
Versailles. Falling into disrepair over the decades, it was renovated in the late 1990s by
Koul-Brau Breweries, a wholly-owned LexCorp subsidiary, with the unfortunate result
that Lex Luthor’s own French Empire tastes became the driving force of the restoration,
adding a layer of Napoleonic pretension onto the already over-gilded design: breche,
violet, and white marble swept majestically through a succession of lobbies and foyers;
great wall surfaces trimmed with gold leaf and wood decorations; all of it enhanced by
huge decorative mirrors to make it all seem even bigger… To a Gothamite like Bruce,
accustomed to opulence balanced with taste and restraint, it was all a bit much.
He’d been shown to one of the plush private boxes, took his seat and began leafing
through the playbill while he waited for Selina. In the past, whenever he’d attended a
cultural event in Metropolis, the experience was always soured by the proliferation of
LexCorp subsidiaries advertising in the program: LexOil, LexAir and SuperStation
WLEX, Metropolis Mercantile Bank, Commerce Bank of Metropolis and First Metro
Security, the Good Foods Group, Ralli’s Family Restaurants and naturally the KoulBrau Breweries. Only the last remained even though the company itself was now
defunct, some contractual obligation left over from the restoration. The Koul-Brau
Palace had to go on calling itself that for another 75 years, and would go on running
this ad in its playbill for another 25. As for the rest of the ads, well, Bruce was happy to
see WayneTech and the Daily Planet doing their bit to support the arts, but he would
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have liked to see more family-owned businesses in amongst the corporate patrons.
Metropolis was emerging from Luthor’s dark shadow, but the progress seemed very
slow and hesitant. They were not recovering their identity as quickly as he’d hoped.
He felt his cell phone vibrate. Assuming it was Selina, he’d answered without
checking the caller ID and was surprised to hear Clark’s voice instead.
..:: You realize that’s Luthor’s box you’re sitting in,::.. he teased, and Bruce realized it
was really the JLA communicator inside his phone that had signaled an incoming call.
Bruce looked around, and saw the walls were all decorated with gilded friezes,
reproductions of those on the Arc de Triomph (typical Luthor). He reached over and
scratched the gilt with his fingernail to reveal a darker metal beneath the gold leaf.
“Lead in the walls?” he assumed.
..:: I assume so. I followed you through the lobby, saw them tear your ticket, point you up the
stairs, usher took you down the hallway, then you disappeared into the wall. Luthor’s famous
‘privacy issues,’ there are pockets of them all over the city.::..
Bruce grunted.
“I told you there’s no need to keep watch.”
..:: I just figured I’d stick around until Selina shows. I want to see what she’s wearing.::..
Bruce pulled the phone away from his ear and stared at it for a moment.
..:: Oh! And speak of the devil, there she is. Just getting out of a cab now. Oh. Oh my. That
is some dress.::..
Bruce continued to regard his phone with a hostility usually reserved for Joker
henchmen. Didn’t he have enough riddles to deal with right now?
..:: Anyway, guess I should be going. You two enjoy your night. Be sure to tell Selina how
much I like her dress.::..
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CHAPTER 6: CURTAIN TIME
There was a joke in the Princeton physics department: How can you tell if a scientist
is an extrovert? He looks at your shoes when he talks to you.
It was true. And it made a man like Harold Avies a perfect spy. Well, not a spy
exactly, but a courier and delivering something more significant and valuable on this
one night than most spies tote around in their whole career—Harold guessed; he had
no way of knowing about spies. He was a doctoral candidate in theoretical physics,
not an expert in international espionage. What he knew about spies, he knew from the
movies. And he was pretty sure what he knew was bunk. A spy shouldn’t be some
suave, handsome James Bond-type; he’d be remembered. Roger Moore walks into an
empty teahouse behind a brothel in Kamphaeng Phet and the lady says “Ohhhh,
Simon Templar, usual table?”
You didn’t want that in a secret agent. You wanted someone who’d blend in,
someone like Harold Avies. Thirty-odd people could have seen him in the train
coming down from Princeton. Would any of them remember him? Would the porter
in Gotham whom he’d asked directions when he changed trains? Would Toni, the
pretty attendant who showed him to his cabin? No, of course not. Harold was
spectacularly un-memorable, a science geek from Princeton who looked at your shoes
when he asked where to catch the Lakeway Express to Metropolis, who remembered
that? He would make a wonderful spy.
Not that it really mattered if Harold was remembered or not. He’d never done
anything like this before and there was no reason to think he’d ever be called on to do
it again. He only got the job because Rupert Fantova was his thesis advisor. It really
came down to being in the right place at the right time… kind of the exact opposite of
Cary Grant in North by Northwest.

The lights flickered. Five minutes to curtain. Damn her.
A private box was not like an ordinary seat in the orchestra. Because the comings
and goings from the boxes would not disturb other patrons, there was no difficulty
seating latecomers after the show had begun. Still, Clark said he’d seen Selina getting
out of a taxi. She should have been there by now. Bruce was anxious to hear what she
learned, if it was all just “Eddie being Eddie” or if there was an actual crisis brewing
that he and Clark should be worried about. The lights flickered again. The show was
about to start and now they weren’t going to be able to talk until intermission. Damn
her.
At the same time, bringing up “Eddie” was never an easy prospect for Bruce.
Balancing Batman with being Selina’s boyfriend was normally as effortless as
breathing. Something about the way they’d come together as Bat and Cat, he felt truly
himself with her, more than with any woman he’d ever known. He didn’t have to
juggle roles with either Selina or Catwoman, he simply… was. Except when Edward
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Nigma was involved. That’s when this delicate balancing act began and he was never
quite sure who he was, where he stood, and where it was safe to put his weight down.
The theatre lights lowered and, at last, Bruce heard the soft latch of the door behind
him. He heard the hushed whisper of the usher, and then he felt more than heard
Selina’s near-silent approach. He glanced in her direction as she sat, curious why Clark
had noticed her dress. It certainly didn’t seem like anything remarkable.
“You’re late,” he growled softly.
“I’m worth waiting for,” she purred as the curtain rose.
The play began, but Bruce couldn’t concentrate on it. He glanced at the dress again
and began analyzing it. Black on top and off the shoulder (which, okay, was very
flattering with Selina’s black hair). Some kind of black, white and grey print below—
and short (which, okay, showed off her legs very nicely). It was an appropriate outfit
for “Bruce Wayne and Selina Kyle out on the town,” but he still couldn’t see anything
special about it. What on earth was Clark talking about?
The audience laughed at the first joke of the show. Bruce hadn’t heard the setup, but
he took the cue when Selina chuckled. He faked a smile and then berated himself for
it. The smile he’d produced on short notice looked too much like the vapid fop not
getting the joke because he was too stupid to know the reference. His quick
adjustment looked like the vapid fop not getting the joke because he was slightly
inebriated. Luckily, it was a dark theatre and everyone was watching the play. It was
unlikely that anyone saw his stumble, but it still wasn’t the sort of mistake Batman was
accustomed to making.
And speaking of mistakes he wasn’t used to making… Once again, the audience
erupted into peals of merriment, as if some karmic laughtrack was mocking him…
Bruce Wayne and Selina Kyle were out on the town. Bruce Wayne and Selina Kyle
were attending the theatre. Selina was dressed appropriately for the occasion, and
Bruce Wayne, once the country’s most notorious womanizing playboy, had most
definitely missed his cue—an unforgivable lapse when Clark, the folksy farmboy, had
actually prompted him.
“You look beautiful,” he said quietly. “That’s a nice dress.”
Selina turned, very slowly, the darkness of the theatre evoking nocturnal rooftops
and empty museums, making it impossible for him to see anything but Felinity in those
gleaming eyes. She turned her attention back to the stage, or at least she seemed to,
and for a minute Bruce thought that was the only response he would get. But then,
after another few lines of dialogue on the stage sent another titter of laughter through
the audience, she spoke without looking at him.
“You’re dying to know what happened today, aren’t you?”
“Yes,” he replied, too quickly and too emphatically.
Then the playful grin, still without looking at him.
“You’re allowed to ask, you know.”
“Yes, but I didn’t want to interrupt the show… You looked like you were enjoying
it.”
“Oh I was, but not the one down there. I’ve enjoyed you sitting there working
yourself into a froth.”
He grunted.
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“You spent the day with him, didn’t you. If you knew he was pulling something
right this minute, you’d have told me as soon as you walked in. So there’s no point
playing twenty questions now when the show has two intermissions…”
“Mmm, So yummy,” Selina purred, as if savoring the caviar canapé from the spa
rather than the abrupt logic of Batman’s mind at work. “Why everybody thinks
Spitcurl is the charming one I will never understand.”
She reached into her purse and pulled out the slip of paper bearing a single green
question mark.
“Your clue,” she said, passing it to him.
He inspected it covertly, then slipped it into his pocket.
“No surprise there.” Then, after a beat, he added, “Thank you.”
“Meow.” Then, after a similar beat, she added, “If it matters, it was in a
marshmallow.”
“In a marshma…? Do I even want to know?”
“Only if you’re interested in sampling the best hot chocolate in the city before we
leave. Lois told him about it. Seems she made quite an impression.”
“She has that effect,” Bruce admitted.
He paused. Both seemed to watch the show for a few minutes, during which
another sputter of mirth from the karmic laugh track seemed to mock him. Finally he
spoke.
“So, did he track you around the city all day to keep up the charade, or did he just
walk right up to you like he would at the Iceberg?”
Selina explained briefly about his approach at the spa, about the lunch and the
sightseeing, and concluded that if it was Bruce’s idea to turn Lex’s old office into a
public skydeck, it was a vast improvement.
“No, that was Clark’s idea,” Bruce admitted. “He always loved that view. Said it
was the closest you could come to seeing the city the way he does.”
The audience burst into enthusiastic applause as the lights came up. The first act
was over, but rather than get up for intermission, Bruce reached over and touched
Selina’s leg, indicating she shouldn’t get up yet. She had turned to look at him, the
brighter light levels shattering the moonlit rooftop effect from before.
“…”
Somehow that made it worse. This would be easier to say to Catwoman.
“Did he happen to mention the tigers?” Bruce asked, appalled by the hint of
trepidation in his voice (that Selina didn’t seem to notice).
“You must be psychic,” she grinned. “He did mention them, knows all about them.
Which is pretty damn impressive, really, considering the little one hasn’t found a
favorite tree yet.”
“Some idiot at STAR left his notes on them lying out,” Bruce graveled angrily.
“Nig… Edward must have seen them when he was there.”
“On a Post-it,” Selina noted, touched but amused by the reaction on both sides. “He
expressed concern about that, actually. Doesn’t think you’re ‘looking after my secrets’
very well.”
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Bruce’s mouth dropped open, that careful balance between Batman and Selina’s
boyfriend toppled once again, this time by joint waves of shock and relief—which he
quickly covered behind a mask of irate battitude.
“This from the criminal mastermind who hasn’t changed apartments in six years. Or
‘secret’ lairs in four. Anything else?”
“He was thrilled beyond words that you knew the third clue would be ‘in,’” she
teased.
A density shift radiated pure hostile intensity.
“I meant did he reveal anything else relevant to the case?”
“Hm, let me think…” As always, Selina seemed immune to that ferocious Batintensity that made hardened killers quake in terror—or rather, instead of being
terrified, she seemed warmed and aroused by it. “Oh, yes! There was something else.
The target, whatever it is, he said it’s catworthy.”
Bruce went quiet, wheels-turning over the clues he had so far, trying to put the
pieces together into some shape that would make sense to a mind like the Riddler’s…
Selina merely watched, until she heard him murmur “catworthy;” then she realized
the misunderstanding and touched his arm.
“I think I gave you the wrong impression there. ‘Catworthy’ wasn’t a clue; it was an
offer. You know, like if I wanted to join in. The target is catworthy.”
The wheels ground to a halt and Bruce’s eyes went square.
“Join in?” he hissed. “You mean he wanted… He honestly thought you’d go for it?”
“No. He ‘honestly’ knew I was going to refuse, otherwise he would have told me
what the priceless target was instead of just saying catworthy. But he asked anyway,
and that was sweet of him.”
Bruce glared, and the lights flickered again, indicating the second act was about to
begin.

North by Northwest, now that was a spy picture. Ordinary man thrown into
extraordinary circumstances just by being in the wrong place at the wrong time…
Okay, strictly speaking, it was hard to buy Cary Grant as an “ordinary man.” Harold
Avies was an ordinary man. Cary Grant was CARY GRANT. But North by Northwest
was the spy thriller Harold kept remembering, since he was on a train.
It wasn’t that easy to sleep on a train, at least it wasn’t if you were on a mission like
Harold’s. So he lay there thinking about spy movies. Alas, no Eva Marie Saint had
crossed his path, beguiling her way into his sleeper compartment with a flurry of
suggestive subtext. But no Martin Landau had showed up to kill him either, so… No
Martin Landau, no Robert Shaw from SPECTRE, no Jaws from The Spy Who Loved Me,
no creepy Germans from The Lady Vanishes, and no entire IMF force including the Rich
Little lookalike from Mission Impossible…
Boy, the more Harold thought about it, trains were really a terrible way to get around
if you were a spy… at least in the movies.

Catwoman never claimed to understand detective logic. It was entirely possible that
Batman’s insistence on visiting each and every place she’d been with Eddie that
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afternoon was a perfectly sound crimefighting exercise. It was also possible that this
was the man reacting more than bat. He’d been moody through the last two acts of the
show, moody through supper at a quaint jazz club near the theatre, and moody on the
cab ride back to the hotel. Of course, the last wasn’t helped by the fact that it was a cab
they were riding in. The specter of Claudia Reisweiller-Muffington seducing Eddie by
removing her panties in the back of a taxi continued to haunt them after they’d paid off
the driver and returned to the room. Back in the room, Bruce obviously couldn’t wait
to get into costume and, as soon as he did, he declared the spa would be their first
stop. Selina hadn’t questioned it—although she did question going out the window
just to drop down a floor and come in through a different one. What difference did it
make if Batman and Catwoman entered the hotel through Bruce Wayne’s room or
George Ruderick’s? Batman growled and grumbled, and in the end—even though
breaking and entering was on her side of the partnership more than his—she agreed to
do it his way. So they made their way through George Ruderick’s hotel suite and
down to the spa. She showed him the Relaxation Room where Eddie made contact and
the corridor leading to the women’s locker room where he’d waited while she got
changed. She pretended not to notice when Batman’s eyes flickered over the spa robes
hanging on the wall and then glanced at her legs.
“Yes, I was in the short one after my pedicure,” she mentioned wickedly.
His reaction was… pleasingly nostalgic. Batman feigning complete disinterest in her
seductive teasing while his whole body radiated his awareness of her as a woman. She
purred. He grunted. And then, before the growing tension could develop into
anything, he turned to go. It was all so vividly familiar.
They left the Four Seasons for the next destination: a celebrated neighborhood café
called Hot Chocolate. This entailed a short train ride out to Sikela Park and minutes of
heady physical contact that left him more physically agitated than before. Selina was
obvi—Catwoman, that is, Catwoman was obviously aroused by the experience, racing
through the chilly Metropolis night with only his grapnel—and his arms—holding her
to the speeding train. And Catwoman excited and aroused in that way was never
something he quite knew how to deal with. The more he shut down to her, the more
she affected him. By the time she’d picked the lock on Hot Chocolate’s back door, he
could barely concentrate. At the very least, he should have been the one to break in.
Sure, it might have taken him forty seconds longer to pick the lock, but it would have
given him something to focus on—something other than the sight of Catwoman picking
a lock. Through a haze of cat memories, he entered the restaurant, examined the décor,
the menu, and the table where Selina and Nigma were seated that afternoon.
Meanwhile, Catwoman looked over the menu.
“They have a Sunday Brunch,” she said casually.
Psychobat tuned her out. If-Tiny-In… Infinity… lemniscate was the infinity
symbol. Chocolates because Selina liked them. And pussywillows… The tigers were
looking more and more like an irrelevant coincidence… or a deliberate red herring…
but probably just a coincidence… Catworthy… Catworthy. The bastard asked
Catwoman—asked Selina—to “join in” his criminal enterprise… and she said it was
sweet of him. She said it was nice to be asked…
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Psychobat reminded himself sharply that that was irrelevant—unless he thought she
might have taken him up on the offer. Was that a possibility he had to consider?
Might Catwoman and Riddler be working together now?
Bruce slammed the door on that thought: No, it was not possible.
Well then, Psychobat insisted, if Catwoman wasn’t a suspect, then he should stop
thinking about her and focus on the case.
Then again, Batman thought suddenly, he wasn’t the only one with cats padding
around his thoughts on this case, now was he? If sending the “E” to Selina had nothing
to do with the tigers, if sending chocolates and pussywillows had nothing to do with
the tigers… then what was behind the recurring cat-angle?
That question returned at the Art Institute. Selina said they hadn’t gone inside; they
just sat under the huge bronze lions and talked…
At first, Batman considered the lions in relation to the Dhumavati tigers and the
Catitat, then he considered Selina herself, steps away from one of the greatest art
collections in the country and not bothering to go inside. She just sat out front and
chatted with her friend. Again, Psychobat berated him for focusing on the irrelevant…
and again, he countered with the notion that Selina wasn’t irrelevant. Nigma himself
was making her central to… to whatever was going on.
The final stop of the night would be Selina and Eddie’s final stop that afternoon: the
LexCorp Skydeck. Batman thought it important to tell Superman because of the
Luthor angle. It did seem like their visit—and indeed Nigma’s whole afternoon with
Selina—was just about sightseeing, but you could never be certain with someone like
Edward Nigma. Certainty led to futile laps around the sun while your wife was being
kidnapped. So Batman had called Superman and, even though it would be “a few
hours past my bedtime,” he agreed to meet them at the base of the towers so they could
all inspect the Skydeck together.
While they waited for Superman to arrive, Catwoman decided to “sharpen her
claws” on the secret entrance she’d used to reach Luthor’s office in the old days. She
was curious if they’d closed the security holes after she “got in that time” (read: “stole
the plans for the top-secret X-27 airplane from Luthor’s own computer, deliberately tripped an
alarm to make for a more challenging escape, kidnapped Lois, tricked Superman into lifting an
elevator into position where it blocked Batman’s pursuit, made fools of Luthor’s in-house
armored security force in their own locker room before they could suit up to come after her, and
then, when finally captured, startled Superman into dropping her with a sudden kiss—that he
never did have the decency to mention to Bruce—and ultimately escaped with less effort than
villains who could transport, shapeshift, or fly.” That she describes as “when she got in that
time.” Impossible woman.).
Batman let her go, “to see if they closed the security holes,” although he already
knew the answer: in one sense they had, but in another they hadn’t. As always,
Luthor’s paranoia about the Alien had overridden all other considerations. He had to
have his secret entrances and secret passages, always shielded in lead, unknown to half
his own staff, and isolated on their own security grid. After Catwoman successfully
broke in to steal the X-27 “Lex-Wing” schematics, they tried to address the security
flaws she’d exploited. But with all of Luthor’s Superman baggage, they could only
treat the symptoms, not the cause. They replaced electric eyes with infrareds, installed
an extra grating inside a ventilation duct, added a few more blackbelts to the Team
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Luthor security force and bought them lighter armor they could quick-attach with
velcro… In sort, they did nothing of consequence to stop, or even slow down, an
intruder of Catwoman’s abilities. If she was breaking in today, Batman knew she
would have been just as bored as she was the first time.
But still he let her go to discover all this for herself. He let her go precisely because
she was bored. She liked to amuse herself during any crimefighting exercise, and if he
didn’t let her do it with the tower security, she would probably do it with him—leading
to god knows what by the time Clark arrived. So he gave her a comlink, and she
disappeared around the back of the building.

Conviveal… That didn’t look right.
Lois added an “n.” Connviveal…
It still didn’t look right.
She rightclicked to check the online dictionary… And it confirmed that the spelling
was wrong, but that was it. The dictionary was supposed to suggest the correct
spelling based on the letters it had, but with two reporters in the household, one of
whom was also a member of the Justice League, the Kent dictionary was customized
with so many added words, proper names, foreign terms, alien terms,
ultradimensional terms and jargon that Lois never trusted it. It might be giving her the
proper spelling of convivial or it might be giving her the correct spelling for the
marriage contract by which the queen of Junius 4’s third moon thought she was
automatically betrothed to Clark’s first male offspring.
Look now, look at that.
Lois looked up at the television.
It is a chair, what of it?
She was watching ROME, the complete first season on DVD.
A chair? That’s no chair, it’s a throne!
Lois wondered if spelling was easier in ancient Rome. They had fewer letters. You
could put a V in place of a U and nobody cared.
I believe thrones are generally more decorative. That is decidedly plain, and chair-like.
As the men on screen debated the thronelike qualities of Caesar’s chair, Lois
reflected that TV shows coming out a season at a time on DVD was the best thing that
ever happened to the medium. Her nights alone were random and impossible to
predict in advance, so she had never been able to follow a series with an ongoing plot.
That left sitcoms and game shows, which she despised. But now, now there was a
whole world of ongoing drama opened up to her that she could preorder from NetFlix,
stack on top of the TV, and whenever Clark was gone for the night, she enjoyed a mini
marathon.
Tonight, she’d finished up LOST (with that boy who’d played the hobbit who she
found so appealing, like Mxyzptlk without the malice), tried one Desperate Housewives
but decided not to continue (something about that Susan Mayer being such a ditzy
klutz was strangely off-putting), and postponed The Sopranos (having more than
enough experience with real life mobsters) in favor of this Rome epic.
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While she watched, she was working on her Nigma notes. Even though she’d
agreed not to run with the kidnapping story when it happened, there would be a
Riddler story sooner or later. It was only a matter of time, and thanks to the
kidnapping, she had hours of exclusive material on the riddling chatterbox. When the
story finally did break, she would be ready: How ironic that the most insightful
coverage of the notorious Gotham rogue would not come from any paper in the
villain’s hometown but from the Daily Planet’s own, (soon to be two-time) Pulitzer
Prize-winning reporter, Lois Lane…
The only problem was he was so damn connviveal… coniveal, convi—friendly, for a
kidnapper, he was exceptionally hospitable and friendly.

Roger Thornhill, that was the name of Cary Grant’s character in North by Northwest.
Harold decided that if he needed to make up a name on the spur of the moment, he
should have one prepared. Otherwise, in the panic of the moment, he’d probably say
he was Harohnoalbert Eiseeafirehydrant.
So, not that there was any reason to think he’d have to come up with a name on short
notice, but if he did, he was Roger Thornhill. Just like Cary Grant in North by
Northwest. Roger Thornhill… Roger O Thornhill, his initials were ROT… and the O
didn’t stand for anything, he said…
Harold spent the next ten minutes introducing himself to his reflection. Thornhill,
Roger Thornhill…

Superman hadn’t realized the impossible awkwardness of the situation until he
approached the Lexcorp Towers and saw Batman waiting alone. He was supposed to
fly Batman and Catwoman up to the Skydeck that had once been Luthor’s private office,
but Catwoman was nowhere to be seen—and that’s when the realization hit. It would
be the first time the three of them were together in that space since Catwoman stole the
plans for the X-27. It would be obviously be uncomfortable, for everyone, but
especially for Selina. So, seeing Batman alone, Clark naturally assumed that she
decided to skip this part of the night’s investigation. He landed, resolving not to
aggravate the situation by asking embarrassing questions. Except—
“She’ll meet us up top,” Batman announced without preliminaries.
“Wha-” Clark replied to avoid being truly speechless.
“She got bored—she gets bored easily when crimefighting is involved—and she
went to investigate her ‘alternate’ route up to Luthor’s office. She’s well past the
halfway mark, far enough that it’s better to keep going than turn around and come
back. She says she’ll meet us.”
Clark said nothing. He flew Batman up to the Skydeck without a word. He looked
around, always an unusual exercise in the LexCorp Towers since every floor, door and
wall was lead-lined. Since there was no way he could visually gauge Catwoman’s
progress, he listened for some clue as to her location—and shuddered as he realized it
was exactly what he’d done the night of the break in. He glanced at Batman, who
seemed unconcerned with the situation.
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“They could have come up in either elevator,” he noted aloud, “Tickets torn at that
station if they came up this way, or over there if they came up on the penthouse side…
Selina didn’t mention if they used any of the viewfinders. We should check them all
anyway. You take the ones on that side.”
“Can I ask what you expect to find?” Superman asked.
“Possibly nothing. Possibly some markings on the lens, like the ‘pan then zoom’ clue
he left at the sundial… Possibly something he could have seen here that would set him
off, or that he might reference later… Possibly…” He trailed off as he approached a
particular wall, the one he’d inspected the night of the break in after Luthor swore
there was “no other way out” so Catwoman must have left through the open window.
Batman had searched, found a hidden release that opened the hidden door through
which Catwoman had really made her escape. Now that door was gone, and racks of
Skydeck postcards, ball caps, and cup holders confronted them from the space it once
concealed.
“A gift shop,” Catwoman purred, emerging from behind two obscenely large
banners for the Metropolis Meteors. “Boy, if Lexxy could see this.” She held up a
plush bear wearing a Superman t-shirt and a red cape. “Now that’s Karma.”
Batman’s lip twitched. Superman struggled to find words.
“Hey, Spitcurl,” she greeted him with a smile.
It didn’t make finding words any easier, and again he stood mute.
Batman asked which elevator they’d used that afternoon, and she pointed to the one
on the penthouse side. Together, they retraced the steps she’d taken with Riddler, and
Superman revised his assumptions. There was no awkward embarrassment. It was as
though Selina didn’t even remember the X-27.
“Lex-Wing, that’s what he called it, the X-27 Lex-Wing.”
Okay, scratch that. She did remember; she was talking about it—with Batman—
while they strolled back to the office side of the Skydeck where the incident actually
occurred.
“I mean, who would actually call an airplane a ‘Lex-Wing?’” she laughed. “Didn’t
George Lucas go after him for infringement or something?”
Clark expected Batman to answer with the icy finality he used to shut down Wally or
Eel when they were flippant in the field, but instead it was Bruce’s voice that answered
with relaxed indifference.
“Yes, settled out of court. It’s how Lucas got the money to do the last three movies.”
The feline laugh became more strident.
“That explains a lot actually.”
The pair of them strolled up to him, almost casually, like lovers walking along the
river at sunset—then the Bat-density shifted as Batman said, “We’re through here.”
“We are?” Clark asked, stupefied.
“It’s an observation deck; there really isn’t much to see,” Batman said curtly.
“Oxymoron alert,” Catwoman teased.
“I had to inspect the space to eliminate the possibility that a clue was left here more
than actually searching for one.”
“Oh Handsome, please, a little pity for the kitty,” Catwoman said, rubbing her head.
“It’s been a long day and remember I had a headful of Eddie to start with.”
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“My point is,” he said, opting for short, clear sentences, “I had to come here myself
and see the place in person. Now we’ve been here. We’ve looked around. There
doesn’t appear to be anything of concern. So we eliminate that for now. There’s no
clue here. There’s nothing important to note. If something is referenced later, we’ll be
able to recognize it. The job is done for now.”
“Good,” she smiled. “Home, bed?”
He grunted, and Catwoman declared that her trip up the secret entrance was enough
“fun” for one night, and offered Superman the Super-Teddy in exchange for a speedfly back to the hotel.

A cartoon… about a mean-spirited talking milkshake, a box of french fries with a
goatee… and a meatball… sharing an apartment in the suburbs of Bludhaven.
Eddie was starting to feel that sending clues to his upcoming crimes in the form of a
riddle really wasn’t that peculiar. Of course, he never thought his particular brand of
riddling criminality was strange, but now that he’d seen this “Aqua Teen Hunger
Force” (which as far as he could tell had nothing to do with water, nor were they teens,
nor were they a force of any kind), he had to wonder how anyone could think leaving a
simple riddle at the Bat-Signal before a burglary in any way constituted abnormal
behavior. In a world where anthropomorphic fast food hanging in a Bludhaven crib
passed for entertainment, who was to say the residents of Arkham were any crazier
than the folks programming this Cartoon Network?
Not that it mattered. Eddie didn’t have to watch the show (thank god). He just
needed the likeness of a few characters for an appropriate diversion. Now that Batman
was in town, it was entirely possible that Superman might figure out where he was
preparing to strike and… 15 minutes. Selina said he’d solved it in 15 minutes. From
the first two pieces of the clue, he already knew the answer was ‘infinity,’ so the final
piece must be “in”… Damn, the man was good.
Unconsciously, Eddie rubbed the break point on his left leg.
He was good. And he had Selina with him. It really didn’t seem fair. Brains, money,
muscles, hair, and a woman who could keep up.
Eddie strung a wire across the back of a circuit board, repositioned a bulb… and
wondered if he shouldn’t have an anagram ready, just in case. If Superman showed
up, he wouldn’t use it. The diversion was meant for him; it would defeat the purpose
to come right out and tell the big blue oaf that it was nothing but a way to keep
overpowered, underwitted capes occupied so he could carry out his plan without
interference. But if Batman showed up instead—Batman who could neither fly nor
bend steel but who could solve the Infinity riddles in less than 15 minutes—then it was
only fair to tell him the truth. NO MOB, BAT… That was rather good. NO MOB,
BAT. For that was the point. Not a bomb.
Superman could pick up a bomb, run it out to sea or hurl it into the sun before
Riddler had taken two steps towards his escape route. But a bomb scare was something
else entirely. He wouldn’t want to start a panic:
4 trampled in stampede when Superman heads off bomb squad.
Eddie chuckled at the imaginary headline, adding the byline:
by Lois Lane, smarter than the rest of you Metropolis imbeciles put together.
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The Man of Steel hurled a Lite-Brite into the sun today, evidently feeling the image
of an intergalactic milkshake giving viewers the finger was too great a threat for local
authorities to handle. Resulting panic among bystanders led to a stampede killing 4
and injuring 7. Man of Steel expresses regret…

Despite the difficulty sleeping with scenes from sixty-odd intrigue-on-a-train movies
flashing through his head, Harold had left a six o’clock call for breakfast, and at six
o’clock precisely, Toni the pretty attendant came knocking at his door—alas, still not
like Eva Marie Saint intent on charming his secrets out from under him, nor like the
seductive Tatiana Romanova bartering her favors and a Lektor decoder for safe
passage out of the Iron Curtain, but merely to announce the time and inform him the
dining car was open for breakfast.
So, breakfast… after a shower. Even spies and couriers ate breakfast and took
showers.
It turned out that six years of advanced study in the finest science departments in the
Ivy League were no match for the shower controls in a Lakeway Express sleeper
compartment, but Harold eventually managed a hot, steamy shower which left him
shivering as he made his way to the dining car. He confined his interaction with staff
and fellow passengers to that of any Princeton physics “extrovert”—he ordered coffee
and a Southwestern omelet and looked out the window as he ate. He returned to his
cabin and checked his watch. In a few hours, they’d be arriving in Metropolis.

Even for Batman, it was a full night: the theatre, jazz club, spa, restaurant, art
institute and the Skydeck—coming after a full day of the Daily Planet, STAR Labs, the
Fortress of Solitude, and STAR Labs again, that nagging background tension building
all the while because Selina was out there with Nigma. It was an exhausting day and
Bruce crashed hard when they returned to the hotel. He slept deep and dreamt of
question marks stalking him through the Dhumavati death maze and Dr. Hamilton
releasing tigers from the Phantom Zone. One of the tigers caught him on the LexCorp
Skydeck and the rake of its claws seemed to pass right through his armor. It felt just
like Catwoman’s claws—but not tearing into his flesh, more of a persistent nudging.
“Bruce, Bruce, wake up. You have a phone call.”
The armor dissolved into a soft goosedown duvet, and the tiger’s claws into Selina’s
ungloved hand.
“What time?” he murmured sleepily.
“9:30.”
His eyes opened, he registered the white of the unfamiliar ceiling, the warmth of
Selina’s nudge, and the memories of Metropolis and the Nigma case in one wave of
realization. Then he looked up at her with far more malice than he had when
Catwoman really had scratched up his chest like the dream-tiger she just supplanted.
The last thing he remembered before sleep was her ordering breakfast on the little card
the hotel provided. She’d asked what he wanted, he said he didn’t care, she said she’d
get him a waffle… and then she got up to leave the card on the doorknob, saying she’d
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checked off 12 noon for room service to deliver it, the latest time they had a checkbox
for unless… and that was it. He was asleep by the time she got back.
“You said they weren’t delivering breakfast until noon,” he growled, sitting up.
“Why is it so early?”
“It’s not breakfast, you have a phone call,” she repeated. “Her name is Winn, from
the Daily Planet. Lit button to pick up.”
He blinked again, swallowed, and was full awake. Paula Winn would never call him
over a trifle; it would take something big for her to overcome her terror and actually
initiate contact. He took the call while Selina stumbled sleepily off to the shower…
When she returned, Bruce was dressing—or rather Batman was—the Justice League
comlink lay open on the bed and he was cursing into it while he struggled with the
cape.
“Of course he did it on purpose, Clark. Now make whatever excuses you have to
and—Damnit (that to the cape)—that whole thing yesterday was a ruse (that to her, she
guessed). He knew I’d have to check out all the places you went together; he knew I’d
be up all night doing it, and that gave him this morning to strike.”
..:: We don’t know that, Bruce,::.. the comlink sounded in Clark’s voice.
“Of course we do. Einstein’s notebooks?! It fits the infinity clue, and to an
intelligence-obsessed mind like Nigma’s, Albert Einstein’s personal notebooks are as
‘catworthy’ as a target can get.”
..:: Yes, I agree. I’m not disputing that’s what he’s after. I’m just saying that all the stops
with Selina yesterday wasn’t necessarily a deliberate—::..
“I warned him if he ever used her again I’d—”
“Hi,” Selina interrupted, yanking the cape into position and claiming his attention at
the same time. “Einstein notebooks?” she asked, now fussing with the cape and
emblem the way another woman might tie her husband’s tie.
..:: Good morning, Selina,::.. the comlink called cheerily.
“Morning, Spitcurl,” she replied without turning her eyes from Bruce. “Einstein
notebooks?” she asked again.
“Paula Winn is on the board of the Science and Industry Museum,” he explained
briefly. “I asked a lot of questions about it yesterday. To be honest I was just trying to
get some lifesigns; she tends to panic whenever she meets me. Now it turns out I asked
so many questions that it penetrated the fog, she gets that I’m interested in the
museum and invited me to sit in on this acquisition they’re making today—this
morning.”
“Einstein notebooks.”
“Right, along with a few personal artifacts. The transfer happens at eleven. The
courier’s train is getting in any time now. Clark’s flying out now to escort it in. That
shifty bastard, he knew we’d be up all night revisiting all those—”
“Yeah, you did that part already, and it sounds like there isn’t time to argue about it.
So…” she paused just long enough to kiss his cheek “…You and Spitcurl give him
hell…” kiss “…Save the day…” kiss “…Don’t break his legs again unless you have
to…” kiss “…Then come back, wake me up, and we’ll split a waffle.”
..:: Bruce, seriously, you need to marry that girl.::..
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In 1912, a consortium of railroads formed to commission a new railway station in
downtown Metropolis. They wanted a station “befitting the city’s status as America’s
railway hub.” They wanted a station “to make an architectural impact.” What they
really wanted was a station to outshine Gotham’s Grand Central Terminus. The Beaux
Arts colossus was completed twelve years later. Visitors were awed by a cavernous
“Great Hall” that measured 20,000 square feet. Flanked by soaring Corinthian
columns, pink marble floors, terracotta walls, and crowned with a five-story, barrelvaulted skylight, everything about the station was engineered to impress. Built—and,
in fact, overbuilt—for the grandiose taste of Midwest robber barons, the station was
one of the few significant buildings in the city to escape branding by LexCorp in the
guise of a restoration. Even Luthor could find nothing to expand, gild, or enhance the
sprawling structure. Although the station could handle as many as 400,000 passengers
per day, only about 100,000 passed through in its heyday in the 1940s. Today, that
number had dwindled to a few thousand on a good day. The station had two sets of
tracks, ten leading northbound and ten southbound. Capable of handling more than
700 trains in a single day, there was only one passenger train arriving this morning.
Harold Avies stepped out onto a crowded platform bustling with passengers
boarding the outbound Texas Eagle on the adjacent track, and deafening with the
engine noise of several nearby commuter trains. A Redcap arrived with a luggage cart,
as he would to deliver any first-class passenger to the Metropolitan Lounge, but
Harold waved him away. He had no luggage beyond the student backpack slung over
his shoulder, and the industrial-looking briefcase handcuffed to his wrist. It was an
incongruous image: the awkward, scruffy grad student with his toothbrush and a
change of underwear in a worn canvas backpack, carrying this monstrous titanium
attaché that looked like something they took out of the Swiss bank vault in the Bourne
Identity.
Harold looked around, hoping for a sign to ground transportation so he could find a
taxi, when he saw a very different type of sign: AVIES. It was a chauffeur, an actual
uniformed chauffeur holding a handwritten sign with his name, just like in the
movies. Harold shifted his weight and looked around, unsure how to proceed.
“Eh, you from the science museum?” he squeaked, looking (in true science geek
fashion) at the man’s shoes.
“Yessir,” the chauffeur replied.
“Cool,” Harold nodded. “I mean, uh, YES, I mean, I’m Harold Avies.”
The chauffeur began leading him through the terminal, and Harold started to ask the
question all first-time visitors ask of taxidrivers and hotel clerks in Metropolis… “Have
you ever seen Superman?” …when all hell broke loose.
First there was a weird bluish shadow washing across the huge vaulted skylight, and
a few lucky folks who looked up in time squealed and pointed as they caught a
glimpse of costume or cape. Then everyone could see Superman, standing there—or,
well, more like floating there, right over their heads, right inside the train station
hovering under the skylight.
“Wooww,” Harold managed, a breathy exhale of pure awe.
“Stay right where you are, Rid—” the Man of Steel began—when a squealing highpitched alarm sounded and a squad of men like a SWAT team ran in from three
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different entrances and ordered everyone to move quickly but calmly towards the
exits.
Superman didn’t question them but lowered to the ground at once—Harold guessed
he was going to talk to the SWAT guys and find out what was going on. Harold could
only guess because the chauffeur was half-pushing him/half pulling him towards the
door, almost like a bodyguard, so Harold really didn’t get a chance to see what else
happened inside the station. He thought he heard the words “bomb threat” “check up
there” and “Mooninite,” but there was no time to even think about that before they
were outside, racing towards a green and black van as if they were running from
gunfire or the station was about to explode into a big end-of-the-spy-movie fireball.
The back of the van opened, and it seemed like the chauffeur was going to shove him
inside—as if Harold himself had the secret data locked in his head and had to be
protected from snipers lying in wait—when all of a sudden, just as he was almost
inside—the whole van lifted right off the ground and went soaring into the air! —And
a big black blur that turned out to be BATMAN came swinging out of nowhere! Right
through the empty space where the van had just been! —And went soaring boots first
into the chauffeur’s gut!
The rest was a blur of green gas bulbs, whizzing Batarangs, flying capes and
pounding fists—entirely too much excitement for Harold who, despite having Jason
Bourne’s safe deposit box shackled to his wrist, was just a grad student from Princeton,
New Jersey! He did what anybody with an IQ of 190 would do, he ran!
He ran like mad, into the traffic lane, nearly getting clipped by a bus as he went,
visions of Roger Thornhill running from the crop duster in North by Northwest
merging into James Bond racing away from a helicopter in Russia with Love—the
menace from the skies no longer confined to his imagination as news helicopter
whirred overhead, proclaiming itself SuperStation WLEX, then in smaller print, “An
Eye on Metropolis”—Too late, Harold realized that no spy worth his double-0 would
stop to read the advertising tagline on the helicopter—in the time it took, the traffic
light changed and cars were heading his way in both lanes! Again he did what
anybody with an IQ of 190 would do, discovering this time that he’d somehow, in his
panic, run full circle and was back at the green and black van, and back in the heart of
the battle in front of the train station.
Again he found himself surrounded by a blur of green gas bulbs, whizzing
Batarangs and flying capes—and again, he did what anyone with an IQ of 190 would
do (after running had failed twice)—He hid!
At least he kept trying to hide, but every time he crawled under something,
Superman picked it up!
Finally, in sheer desperation, he sprinted back INTO the train station, colliding with
members of the SWAT team on their way out carrying a— a— Harold blinked,
finding himself staring into the cold LED eyes of Ignignokt the Mooninite from Aqua
Teen Hunger Force, as a kind of chemical reaction occurred in his brain, the sheer
absurdity of the image reacting with the hours of anxious boredom and fantastic
daydreams on the train, catalyzed by the panic of the last minutes… Harold suddenly
found himself utterly confident, composed and serene.
“Excuse me,” he told the SWAT captain politely, looking the man in the eye. “I
didn’t see you there.”
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Before the officers could explain that the train station was still closed to the public,
Superman lowered into position beside them and tapped Harold on the shoulder.
“Are you the young man from Princeton bringing the Einstein Notebooks to the
Science Museum?” he asked in the tone one might use to avoid spooking an injured
animal.
Harold turned, looked Superman straight in the eye, and offered his hand—cuffed
briefcase and all.
“Avies,” he said, with all the suavity of a double-0 operative. “Harold Avies.”
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CHAPTER 7: EINSTEIN
∞∞∞
Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important thing is not to
stop questioning.
—Albert Einstein
∞∞∞
There’s no downplaying a newsworthy event if the head of a newspaper is involved.
Superman and Batman had anticipated the Riddler’s crime, stopped him from
grabbing Harold Avies and stopped him from getting the Einstein notebooks, but they
had not prevented his escape. That meant he would try again and it would be prudent
to control the information released to the public, keep it vague and keep it to a
minimum—not the easiest proposition in the Publisher’s office of the Daily Planet.
Once they’d secured Harold at the train station, the first priority was moving the
meeting where the formal transfer of ownership was to occur. The museum officials,
lawyers, bankers, curators, insurance and security advisors, authenticators, and
Princeton representatives were already gathered at the Science and Industry Museum
waiting for Harold’s arrival. Superman went to collect them while Batman personally
escorted Harold Avies to an alternate location, one determined on the spur of the
moment, where the Riddler could not possibly have any plans in place to interfere:
Paula Winn’s office on the top floor of the Daily Planet.
Unfortunately, Winn’s paralytic timidity with Bruce Wayne seemed to be a localized
phenomenon. With Batman, she was more than formidable, a tigress defending her
twin cubs: the Science Museum’s acquisition of the notebooks and the Daily Planet’s
exclusive of a Riddler incident. After a ten-second introduction to Avies and a twentysecond inspection of the briefcase cuffed to his wrist, she turned all her attention to
Batman: How could this Riddler have learned about the sale? How did he learn the
courier’s movements? How did he escape? How could he escape from both Batman
and Superman? How secure was this new location going to be anyway? Granted it
wasn’t prearranged, so he couldn’t have intercepted any letters or memos about it, but
if he could escape from Batman and Superman in the first place (and she never did get a
clear answer on how that happened), mightn’t he have anticipated this change in plan
and be ready to strike again?
∞∞∞
A man should look for what is, and not for what he thinks should be.
—Albert Einstein
∞∞∞
The counterintuitive. It’s something all upper level scientists must get used to.
Sometimes the solution is the exact opposite of what common sense says it should be.
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The counterintuitive reality Batman had to accept was that a professional reporter
would be less of a nuisance than Paula Winn. So he maneuvered Winn into calling
downstairs and having Clark Kent or Lois Lane sent up from the newsroom to cover
the still-unfolding story. That way, the Planet wouldn’t be operating off the same dry
press releases the museum would send everyone. Paula agreed—or to be precise,
Batman presented it in such a way that she thought it was her idea. She called down to
Perry White, Perry said Kent was out meeting a source but he’d send Lois up ASAP,
and Lois, reading Batman’s hints, focused on the museum’s acquisition of the
notebooks rather than Nigma’s attempt to steal them. She kept Paula occupied with a
flood of background queries about the museum: how the sale came about, who
approached whom, what other buyers they might have beaten out to obtain the
notebooks for Metropolis, and what their plans were to display the new treasure…
Freed of a burden (and making a mental note that Lois’s five-minute exclusive with
Bruce Wayne should now be stretched to ten), Batman turned his attention to Harold.
“Y’know, I was just in Gotham,” the young man volunteered, still radiating the
suave confidence of Harold Avies, interstate man of mystery. “I was just changing trains,
but it seemed like a really great city. At least what I saw of it. Train station is a lot
cooler than the one here.”
Never one to ignore praise for his city, Batman grunted before turning his attention
to the briefcase shackled to Harold’s wrist.
“May I?” he asked abruptly, examining a double lock on the front that resembled
those on a safe deposit box, requiring two keys to be turned simultaneously.
Harold consented, lifting his wrist and explaining (for the sixth time) that he was
very sorry he couldn’t help but he himself was unable to open the case. A Ms. Garr
from the museum had been sent one key in advance and Rupert Fantova, the official
masterminding the sale on Princeton’s end, was bringing the other.
A rambling and pointless explanation followed: how it was really Fantova’s late wife
who’d become such a friend of Einstein’s after he settled at Princeton—Well, really, she
met him in the 20s in Europe, but it was more towards the end of his life that they
really became close, having dinner together and going sailing—Did Batman know
Einstein was a great sailor? He said it was “the sport which demanded the least
energy.” He didn’t like any recreation that was mentally taxing; guess he had enough
of that in his work. But anyway, this Fantova woman was also a librarian at the
college, so when the time came for someone to become custodian of his notebooks…
A dark, brooding tension settled while the young man prattled on. The story might
be interesting under other circumstances, but for now, a freeform recitation of Einstein
trivia was the last thing Batman wanted to deal with. What made it worse was Lois
and Paula’s growing interest in the tale. They had suspended their interview and were
now listening to Harold’s endless stream of obscure Einstein factoids (Lois was
particularly excited to learn the greatest mind of the 20th Century was a terrible speller),
making it impossible for Batman to continue his discreet examination of the case. He
withdrew to the outer office, called Clark, and suggested he hurry the party he was
escorting from the museum because two of them were carrying keys that might make
them a secondary target.
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That accomplished, he tapped a control on the communicator that would let it
function like an ordinary telephone. He keyed in Selina’s cell number and stared at it,
wondering.
∞∞∞
If I had only known, I would have been a locksmith.
—Albert Einstein
∞∞∞
..::Meow,::.. Selina answered promptly.
“Secure the line,” Batman ordered.
There was a soft click, and again she meowed.
Batman paused, unsure how to proceed.
“I’m… bringing something back when we’re done here, something for you to look
at.”
..::Okay,::.. came the halting reply. ..::Line is secure, you know. You can speak freely—
Oh, unless you can’t because of something on your end?::..
“No, no it’s not that,” he graveled. “I… I just want to see if you can open
something.”
..::Of course I can.::..
“You don’t know what it is yet.”
..::Let’s start again. ‘Meow,’ I’m me. I can open it.::..
He scowled. The truth was he knew that before he called. Of course Catwoman
could open the case, that went without saying.
..::What’s wrong, Stud?::..
But it still needled him to hear her say it.
“Nothing… Enjoy your waffle.”
Yet hearing her say it was the reason he called, wasn’t it?
He hung up.
Tense minutes passed until Superman arrived with Fantova and the others—and
then everything became much tenser. Rather than walking them calmly through the
door in a body, Superman was speed-running his charges in two at a time—and from
some distance away judging by the lapse of several seconds between arrivals. The
experience left them shaken and retching when he finally let go, but Batman paid little
attention to that. He left Paula and Harold to look after the shaken officials, their
condition hardly a concern compared to whatever moved Superman to take such an
action.
“Stay in there and bolt the door,” Superman ordered when the last museum rep was
safely in the office. Then he turned to Batman, seeming almost winded.
Batman knew the look. It seemed like exertion but it wasn’t; it was shock. Something
had set Superman back on his heels.
“Come on, he’s here in the building!” Superman called, heading out the door again.
“I don’t know how he could have known, but we ran right into him downstairs.
Elevator doors opened and there he was, waiting for us. Batman, how could he have
known?”
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In the time it took the heroes to run to the lobby, Batman considered and rejected a
dozen answers to that question. Could Nigma have placed a transmitter on Harold or
even on Batman during the fight at the train station? Could he have guessed the
fallback location? Could the whole episode at the station have been a ruse to force
them to a fallback position he had already planned for? Could Harold himself be a
mole or a decoy? Was this the elusive cat-connection finally revealed? Was Winn an
obscure breed of lion or tiger that he’d never heard of? That even Selina never heard
of? No, that was impossible, so if Winn was a tiger, she knew—Is that why she was
here? Did he miss some clue to ask her about little known wildcats or… No. Paula
Winn’s office was the improvised fallback; there was no way it or she could be
referenced in the earliest clues…
They reached the lobby and scanned the crowd for any sign of Riddler. Finding
nothing, Superman took the time to map out the positioning of the incident: The party
from the museum came in the main entrance and gathered here in the elevator bay.
They knew they would need two cars, maybe even three. They pushed the call button,
and waited five or six here, a few more there, and the rest right over here. The number
three elevator opened first, and there he stood, Nigma! Still in that chauffer getup,
lying in wait.
“Or leaving the building,” Batman grimaced.
“What do you mean?” Superman asked.
“It’s the usual reason someone rides an elevator down to the lobby.”
Batman stared out the door, remembering an account of the Catwoman bankrobber
disappearing into the busy lunchtime crowd on the streets of downtown Taranaki.
Metropolis was about five-hundred times larger than Taranaki, and Planet Square was
the pedestrian hub.
“Given the time it took to speed-run all your charges up to Winn’s office, and the
time it took us to get down here, he could be anywhere by now if he headed straight
out the door.”
“But why would he when he’d caught us with our—”
“No,” Batman shook his head. “He didn’t catch you. He wasn’t lying in wait. He
was probably just as shocked as you were. Nigma couldn’t have known the meeting
was moved here. It was a coincidence.”
“That’s impossible.”
“Something I say nightly dealing with villains of Riddler’s caliber. Scan the
building. We’ll learn soon enough what he was doing here.”
Batman watched Superman’s face as he applied his X-ray vision to different foci,
working floor by floor through the dense office building. He knew at once when his
friend had found it—and reflected sourly that Nigma would have considered it a
victory if he could have seen the dumbfounded shock settling onto Superman’s
features as the image registered.
“Well?” Batman asked curtly.
“Nineteenth floor,” came the dull response.
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∞∞∞
You have to learn the rules of the game. And then you have to
play better than anyone else. —Albert Einstein
∞∞∞
While Superman returned to Paula Winn’s office to safeguard the signing of papers,
producing of keys, and opening of cases that would complete the Einstein sale, Batman
went to the nineteenth floor to inspect the suite of offices Riddler had used as a
hideout.
The first few objets d’riddle were fairly subtle: a giant Chinese checkerboard hung on
the wall, a four foot tangram displayed in the reception area. To the casual visitor, one
who just stepped through the wrong door, glanced around and walked back out, it
could pass for art—albeit the work of an artist obsessed with games. As Batman
moved further in, however, the more Nigmaesque the lair became. The largest office
was painted his signature green. Giant crosswords hung on the walls. And the
computer—rigged to hack into all the Daily Planet systems—was awash in decorative
question marks. Question marks were painted onto the casing, onto the sides of the
monitor and the printer. The desktop wallpaper displayed an especially ornate gold
one on a green background, and—most Nigma of all—the question mark key on his
otherwise black keyboard was replaced with a vivid Riddler green.
Batman inspected the room first, taking pictures of the crosswords on the walls for
later study, uncovering a small cache of question mark weapons and some interesting
notes on the desk—not in Nigma’s handwriting—evidently collected from the Daily
Planet’s trash… Finally, he turned his attention back to the computer. By the time
Superman arrived, he’d worked out the infiltration of the Planet’s commercial and
personal ad databases. More importantly, he’d worked out how Nigma hacked Paula’s
email and learned about the sale of the notebooks. Satisfied, he copied the entire hard
drive to a memory stick and then turned his attention to Superman.
“These question marks are gas grenades,” he pointed out. “Those are explosives.
These tiny ones are razor sharp. He can seed them through an enclosed space like an
air duct to keep from being pursued—of course, the downside is he cuts off his own
path that way as well.”
Superman gave a curt nod and asked if there was anything else. Batman explained
how the hacking was done, and again there was a nod—although not quite as quick
and confident.
“What’s his email alert?” he asked, suddenly remembering the STAR incident.
“Not… the ‘default beep?’”
“You familiar with Mozart’s Dice Game?”
“Yes,” Superman lied.
Batman grunted.
“Look, they’re going to be done inspecting the notebooks upstairs,” Superman said
quietly, although there was no one around to overhear. “I want to escort them back to
the museum and see that the notebooks are properly secured. But Bruce, he’s going to
try again. You said it yourself. A prize like that, he wouldn’t stop at one thwarted
attempt, would he?”
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“No, he’ll try again,” Batman agreed in tones so soft only Superman could hear.
“That’s why I was thinking, since she’s in town, maybe Catwoman should have a
look at the place? Check out where they’re going to store the notebooks until they’re
ready to go on display to the public, and then the security arrangements for the final
exhibit where—”
“No.”
“Why not?”
The word “Catworthy” flashed through Bruce’s mind. He glanced back at the
computer where a bright green question mark key seemed to taunt him.
“I don’t know. There’s entirely too much I still don’t know. She’s ‘in town’ because
he brought her here, Clark. He’s making her central to all of this, and until I know
why, I won’t play into his hands by—”
“You don’t think that…” Superman interrupted.
“No!” Batman answered definitely.
“I don’t either,” Superman said with quiet intensity. “Since we’re agreed they’re not
working together, and she is the best when it comes to getting past locks that nobody is
supposed to get past, I say we ask her to have a look.”
Batman looked again at the bright green question mark. That word “ask” did strike
a chord. “He knew I was going to refuse, but he asked anyway and that was sweet of him.”
She said it was nice to be asked…
“There’s a lot I still have to work out when I see her,” Batman growled definitely.
“Once I know… then we can ask her.”
∞∞∞
Any man who can drive safely while kissing a pretty girl is simply not
giving the kiss the attention it deserves.
—Albert Einstein
∞∞∞
Bruce Wayne had always stayed at the Four Seasons when he was in Metropolis, but
Batman would never return through the suite’s window alone and in daylight. He
would take a circuitous route through the service entrance, appropriate a waiter’s
uniform, and return to the suite with a cart of dirty dishes collected from outside
someone else’s room. But today Superman was with him, and Metropolis was used to
Superman. If anyone did notice both heroes approaching a given floor of the building,
there was nothing suspicious about it. A thrill to see Superman perhaps, but that
negated any surprise at seeing that Gotham vigilante swinging through Metropolis
skies.
They climbed through the window and saw Selina was stretched out on the sofa,
watching CNN’s retro-coverage of the bomb scare—which popular punditry had
apparently declared a laughable overreaction.
“Hey, fellas,” she greeted them, indulging in a magnificent feline stretch.
Batman grunted in reply and turned toward the bedroom to change, but he was
stopped in his tracks at the sound of Superman’s response.
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“Se-lina, good to see you again. Would have been nice to have you with us this
morning. Catwoman is always such a spunky go-getter in the field. But I can’t
begrudge you an extra hour’s beauty sleep when you turn out looking like that.”
Cat and woman were at odds. Cats respond to all praise of their appearance and
person with nothing but pleased satisfaction that you finally noticed. Selina, on the
other hand, had to wonder why Bruce’s friend and Batman’s ally was behaving like he
just got a snortful of Ivy pheromones.
“Nice to see you too, Spitcurl,” she managed, safely acknowledging the compliments
as felinity demanded, but prudently making a mental note to check her pink sapphire
at the first opportunity for any sign of alternate-reality leakage.
Batman continued into the bedroom, and Selina pointed Superman to the remains of
a fruit plate left over from breakfast.
“Clue-free this time, I promise,” she teased. “Help yourself if you’re hungry.”
He took an apple and sat next to her, watching as the television showed a close-up of
Riddler’s “bomb.”
“Maybe this is his famed paranoia rubbing off on me,” she confided, nodding
towards the bedroom, “but I don’t care how cute or silly something looks. If it shows
up in a train station or an overpass, or near a medical center or a reservoir, and it’s not
supposed to be there, then I’d much rather you get laughed at for hurling it into the
sun than be sitting here listening to death tolls right now.”
“That’s not paranoia,” Superman said kindly. “It’s a different perspective. You’ve
been in a room with a ticking bomb, Selina. You’ve looked down the barrel of a gun.
For most people, the idea that there are others in the world who truly want them dead is
unreal.”
“And,” Bruce added, entering from the bedroom, “the reality that someone would be
prepared to act to bring that about is a distant, not-quite-believable notion. So they
focus on the silly-looking creature on the front of the device and find the whole episode
absurd.”
Selina smiled up at him and purred at Bruce Wayne’s lounging-around-the-suite
ensemble.
“Well, the good news is nobody seems to know Eddie was behind it,” she said.
“Present company excepted, obviously. And for what it’s worth, the silly creature is
called a ‘Mooninite’ and the only anagrams I can get out of that are ‘Noontime’ and
‘Toe Minions.’”
He grunted, said he too thought the ‘bombs’ had little significance other than
keeping the super-powered adversary occupied, and then he lapsed into silence.
Selina looked back and forth between the men; she seemed to be waiting for
something.
“I like that shirt on you,” she told Bruce finally, like it was a bribe. “The blue brings
out your eyes.”
He stiffened, as he had on a hundred rooftops when she’d purred sinful promises in
his ear. She wanted something and would resort to this to get it, even in front of
Clark…
“Hey, I have blue eyes too,” Superman noted, pulling on the sleeve of his costume.
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Selina turned to face him… and agreed (in the same spirit and tone she used to
humor rogues at the Iceberg) that he had very nice eyes—which, yes, the blue of his
costume brought out beautifully—and you know what, it was the red of the cape that
really set off the blue. It was all very, very, very meow.
Superman nodded, satisfied (although his satisfaction would have been short-lived if
he knew she’d once used the same triple build meow to distract Killer Croc when he
was set on twisting Nightwing’s head off).
For her part, Selina looked again from one hero to the other.
“Oh come on, guys!” she demanded finally, the dangerous seductress vanished into
a playful kitten anticipating yarn. “What do I have to do to get my paws on this thing
you want me to open?”
“Ah, yes,” Bruce said, remembering the phone call when he’d told her about it. He
nodded to Superman, who zipped out the window. A moment later, Clark Kent
walked in the door carrying Harold Avies now-empty briefcase.
“Open it,” Bruce said brusquely, then catching the angry flash in her eyes, he
softened it with “I mean, see how quickly you can get it open.”
Her eyes gleamed with excitement as she took the case and turned it over, inspecting
the double locks and then the seams and hinges.
“Hm, locks are right there in front, just like it seems. They’re so butch and obvious, I
thought maybe those locks were a decoy and the real one was hidden somewhere in
the back.”
She got up and headed for the bedroom.
“Wait, where are you going?” Bruce asked, getting up to follow. “It’s not open, you
didn’t even try.”
“Oh, hang on,” she called back, “Don’t get your batarangs in a bunch.”
She returned a minute later—with a batarang along with a set of strange keys with the
pins filed down to the base and only a tiny row of raised triangles remaining.
“It’s a double lock, like a safe deposit box, right,” she said, sliding one key into each
lock, then pulling them out a notch. “Two keys turned at the same time. You can’t
pick that the regular way.” She tapped each key expertly with the batarang, then
handed it sweetly to Bruce. “Thank you,” she said brightly. Then she pointed to the
key on the left and turned to Clark.
“Now you turn that one. On three…”
He looked helplessly at Bruce, who nodded again while Selina counted, “One- TwoThree.”
They turned the keys in unison, producing a sturdy double click within the
mechanism as the lock released.
“Not bad, hm? Was that about two minutes, counting the trip to the bedroom to get
the batarang?”
“Three minutes and ten seconds from when you began your inspection,” Bruce said
grimly.
“Like I said, not bad,” Selina beamed, blowing on her nails and buffing one as if
shining a claw.
Bruce glanced at Clark, uncertain how to proceed…
There was that last rooftop before they left Gotham. “Did we ride in together tonight so
I would be stuck with you as my ride home and it would be damn tricky for me to take the
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Egyptian Wing home in the back of the Batmobile?” “Did you at least consider the possibility
that I might Watergate it?” Then here in Metropolis, her delight baiting Superman that
first afternoon, her thrilled amusement when he suspected her… And of course, there
was Nigma’s offer, the Einstein notebooks were ‘Catworthy.’ She said it was nice to be
asked… As much as Bruce was sickened by the possibility before them, Selina
wouldn’t be. He could just tell her. She’d probably be delighted.
“At the train station, Nigma tried to grab the courier delivering the notebooks in this
case, but the courier didn’t have the means to open it. I think that’s why he wanted
you here in Metropolis. If he got his hands on this case, he’d need you to finish the
job.”
Selina smiled, Cheshire style, then she reached over and kissed his cheek. She was
delighted, just as he thought.
“The bump keys are from Kittlemeier,” she said with a grin. “Eddie’s got a set; he
wouldn’t need me for a silly thing like that.”
“Are you sure?” he graveled.
“Absolutely.”
“DAMNIT!” Bruce slammed his fist so hard and so suddenly against the case that
Clark jumped. Selina didn’t appear to notice.
“You’re sure?!” he asked again.
“That Eddie has a couple bump keys? Yes. That he knows how to use them? Yes
again. Bruce, what’s going on?”
“I don’t know what he’s after, that’s what going on,” he barked angrily.
“The notebooks.”
“Yes, superficially the notebooks, but… but there seems to be more. He seems to
be… including you too much. I thought maybe this was why.”
“Bruce, you know I’m not in any danger from Eddie, right?”
“Maybe not, but you are involved. He sent you the ‘E.’”
“Yes, he sent you an ‘E,’ too.”
Bruce swallowed.
“I’m the enemy,” he said grimly.
Selina flicked her finger subtly to Clark, who took a step towards the window and
gazed out as if he’d never seen such a view.
“Bruce, I love you,” she purred softly. “But you have a hero-addled brain that just
doesn’t get it. He took out a full-page ad in the newspaper, he put a riddle tutorial up
on the scoreboard, he kidnapped Lois Lane—that’s the See Spot Run of crime in
Metropolis—and Spitcurl didn’t notice. So he sent for who he knows. We’re not ‘the
enemy,’ we’re home.”
Bruce rubbed his eyes and massaged his forehead.
“Einstein once said, ‘Things should be made as simple as possible, but not any
simpler.’ I don’t think this is quite that simple.”
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∞∞∞
If A equals success, then the formula is: A = X + Y + Z
X is work. Y is play. Z is keep your mouth shut.
—Albert Einstein
∞∞∞
Only one building remained from the first Metropolis World’s Fair in 1893. It had
been the Palace of Fine Arts, the only structure built to be permanent. Because of the
priceless art treasures it would contain, on loan from the capitals of the Europe, the
slap-dash temporary construction used for the rest of the fair would not do. For fire
and insurance purposes, it was built to last, even though it was destined to close like all
the others at the conclusion of the fair. It was refaced and strengthened in the 1930s,
and finally reopened as the Metropolis Museum of Science and Industry.
Selina said she’d be happy to “look over” the facility and give Superman a frank
appraisal of their security. She went out that afternoon to walk through the public
areas as an ordinary visitor and planned to return after dark as Catwoman.
Batman and Superman waited across the street in Kesel Park, keeping a sharp eye on
the building.
“Just so I understand,” Superman said with exaggerated dignity, “we have to be here
just in case my asking her to do this was part of Riddler’s plan, and Catwoman being in
there right now with the notebooks is playing into his hands?”
“Correct,” Batman graveled.
“But she can’t know we’re here because?”
“She wouldn’t like it.”
Superman glanced at the dome of the building from where he just heard her whisper
his name. Looking through the shell, he saw Catwoman lowering herself into the
rotunda.
“She knows,” he said flatly.
Batman turned to him, scowling.
“She just told me,” Superman explained. “She must have picked up on your little
trick to talk to me in public. She says she knows we’re here, and you shouldn’t be…
um, shouldn’t be such a…”
“Tightass?”
“Yes.”
Batman’s lip twitched.
“She doesn’t know. She doesn’t even know you can hear her. She’s just playing a
hunch.”
“You sure?”
Batman shrugged.
“You can never be sure about a cat, Clark. You can only be sure about the woman.
‘Tightass’ sounds like the woman.”
Superman merely stared. Batman rummaged in his utility belt for the scrap of paper
he’d taken from Riddler’s lair.
“Not to change the subject, but perhaps you can explain this,” he said, handing over
the slip from a Daily Planet notepad, just like the ones on Clark and Lois’s desks.
“That is your handwriting, I believe.”
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“Ehhh,” Superman floundered.
“Catwoman. Bank rob. Priority CATch.” Batman read.
“Eh, well,” Superman began haltingly.
“Then the ‘cat’ in ‘catch’ is underlined three times,” Batman noted.
“Well, eh,” Superman muttered for variety.
“The diamond-shaped doodle in the lower corner looks like your emblem.” Batman
added.
“It doesn’t refer to her, obviously,” Superman said hurriedly. “It’s the one in New
Zealand. See, Selina had called me the day the story broke and, well, I felt I should do
something.”
Batman glared.
“To catch the one in New Zealand, I mean.”
Batman glared.
“Just to protect Selina’s good name, you understand.”
Batman glared.
“Okay, okay. She pushed my buttons, and I decided some very serious law
enforcement was called for in response.”
Batman ceased glaring and turned away to face the museum again.
“Can’t think why I’d expect you to sympathize on that one,” Superman muttered.
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CHAPTER 8: RELATIVITY
Waiting. All crimefighters have to do it sometimes. Whether it’s high tech
surveillance of a DEMON compound, results of an autopsy, chemical analysis, or an
Oracle superhack, there are sixty seconds in a minute, sixty minutes in an hour,
twenty-four hours in a day. Even for Batman. Even for Superman.
Of course, it could seem longer. Catwoman was breaking into the Science and
Industry Museum, poking and prodding the building security, and searching the
offices for information on upcoming plans, while the World’s Finest heroes stood
across the street in Kesel Park keeping an eye on the building from a distance. They
had been standing there for twelve and a half minutes that took three hours to elapse.
Occasionally, Catwoman uttered some detail: the dome was one hundred twenty-five
feet high with a sixty foot diameter, the main hall was three hundred by five hundred
with two annexes, one twenty by two hundred… Superman had no idea if this
information was meant for his ears or if she was taking verbal notes into a recorder—or
maybe just talking to herself. At the six-minute mark, real time (or hour two,
Superman time), the monologue stopped abruptly. Superman winced, holding his ears
and clenching his teeth as a high pitched squeal bored into his skull for fourteen
seconds that went on for two years. Batman guessed the tone was a “meta-frequency
pulse she’s using to disconnect the office alarms,” but that was only because he
couldn’t hear it. Anyone who actually heard that excruciating sound spike would
never call it a “pulse.” He would call it what it was: the Meta-frequency Era, like the
Paleozoic except with ultrasound brainspikes instead of trilobites.
Finally, six and a half minutes later, real time (hour three, Superman time), Batman’s
communicator vibrated. ..::Since Spitcurl is pretending he can’t hear me,::.. she said.
They rendezvoused on the dome, Batman asked for the SitRep, and Catwoman
began the oddest situation report Superman had ever heard. It began with “good news
and bad news.” The good: the museum’s security wasn’t too shabby. Clark beamed at
this, mentally scoring one point for Metropolis while Catwoman elaborated: The vault
where the notebooks were now stored seemed perfectly adequate to keep them safe
from “Catman through Shadow Thief (pfft)” until the formal unveiling. She had
broken into the administration offices as well and looked over the plans for the final
exhibit where the books would be permanently housed. It “needed some tweaking, of
course” because the museum had brought in “our old pals Foster and Forsythe”—the
mere mention of which made Batman’s eyes roll. It felt like Clark’s first day in the
Daily Planet bullpen: a whirr of jargon and allusions that sounded like English but
made no sense to the uninitiated. Catwoman said this Foster and Forsythe had
“indulged their laser fetish again,” and bemoaned “that movie”—presumably
Entrapment since she went on to reference “another security system inspired by
Catherine Zeta-Jones’s ass.”
Superman was beginning to wonder if he shouldn’t bring Martian Manhunter onto
the case for a telepathic translation, when Batman took pity and provided one:
“Catman through Shadow Thief” represented a range of thieving abilities, Catman on
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the relatively low end of the scale; Shadow Thief on the upper—in his opinion as the
experienced crimefighter who made up the scale in the first place. He was quick to add
that before Selina could interrupt. It was an opinion she clearly didn’t share, hence the
parenthetical pfft. Foster and Forsythe were security consultants. The junior partner
had been police commissioner when Catwoman first became active in Gotham, and the
senior partner had actually designed the security for the gallery where Bat and Cat had
their first encounter. In later years, they’d used an excessive amount of visible motion
sensors and electric eyes, probably based on the movie Entrapment, which Selina had
considered a wonderful screwball comedy until she started seeing those red lasers pop
up all over town.
“Are you done?” Catwoman asked when Batman had finished.
He said nothing but his lip twitched, and she meowed. Again, Superman felt he was
the stranger in a strange land. Metropolis was his city (to borrow the phrase) but these
Gothamites somehow transformed little patches of it into “Gotham West” wherever
they came together.
After another few grunting/purring allusions to arguments they’d obviously had a
hundred times before, Catwoman continued her briefing: The good news: the vault
where the Einstein notebooks were now stored and their “final resting place” in the
exhibit hall were fine. The bad news—part one: Did Superman know they had four
different kinds of kryptonite in that place?
He did. He explained briefly that he’d met with the curators when the exhibit first
opened. He didn’t like having actual samples of the deadly substance on display in a
public museum, but “in the best interest of humanity” was a hard argument for him to
counter. The very fact that it was kryptonite, “the real thing from Superman’s home
planet,” got kids excited about science. They left the display talking about crystal
structure, chemical formulas, and the thermochemical nature of a material that could
be calculated once you determined certain physical properties. Who was he to keep
impressionable young minds from learning about the wonders of their universe,
especially at a time in their lives when it might become a career and vocation?
Catwoman looked at Batman, who shrugged.
“The bad news—part two,” she continued gamely. “The intermediary step between
the perfectly good storage vault and the perfectly good exhibit, the stunt all cultural
institutions have to pull on occasions like this. Any guesses?”
“Throwing a big party to unveil their new acquisition to the world,” Batman
graveled.
“Give that man a kiss,” she grinned, leaning over to impart one while Superman
turned his attention to the lovely view of Lake Metropolis.
“When I was in the director’s office,” Catwoman continued, “looking for the exhibit
plans, I found the other plans. For the ‘Attention Criminals Who Want Our Stuff, We’re
Having A Party’ Party.”
“Please tell me it’s not a costume party,” Batman sighed.
“No,” she grinned, “Guess we lucked out there. No Ashton-Larrabys on the board.
But anyway, there is going to be a party, and that’s when he’s going to go for them, no
doubt of it. Eddie’s not bad with a Gotham Yacht Club caliber alarm system, but he’s
not up to this place without six months of prep time and some serious pilates.”
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“And when is this party?” Batman growled, pronouncing the last word with a
disgust usually reserved for the words “early release” or “handgun.”
“That’s bad news—part three,” she answered. “Two weeks.”
Batman’s fist clenched, Hell Month style, as he envisioned more nights away from
his city.
“Come on, Handsome,” Catwoman soothed, “You know what these shindigs are
like. There’s no way they could put it together in less time.”
He glared.
“Good news part two, Lois and I get to dress up,” she teased playfully.
“Bad news part four, I hate that tux,” Superman put in.
Batman shifted his glare. Two weeks would feel like months if Clark started echoing
Catwoman’s patter that way.

By the time Selina filled out the order for the next day’s breakfast, Bruce was
finalizing his plans. He could manage a patrol in Gotham three nights each week
while still maintaining a presence in Metropolis. Leaving the city completely was out
of the question. If Nigma thought his preferred adversary had left town, it might
provoke a reaction. He might change his timetable, and that was the last thing Batman
wanted. Catwoman as good as told him that Riddler did not have the skill set to break
into the museum without her help, and desperation was inherently dangerous in a
rogue, any rogue. The thought of Riddler improvising something where Catwoman
was involved was a nightmare of variables and permutations too numerous to prepare
for. Given the tradeoff between missed patrols in Gotham and unleashing a
dangerously unpredictable Riddler in Metropolis, there was no “question mark.” Until
those notebooks were secured in the permanent exhibit, he and Selina had to keep up a
presence in Superman’s city.
Between the Batwing, the JLA transporter at STAR Labs, and some skillful
manipulation of the Monitor rota at the Watchtower, he could still manage three early
patrols in Gotham, and on one of those occasions, even work in a late patrol without
any great loss of sleep or travel time. Bruce Wayne could still make an appearance in
Metropolis the next day. As long as Selina remained in the city while he was gone,
there would be nothing to trigger Nigma’s suspicions—unless, of course, Batman made
news in Gotham. It was a minor risk. The underworld still hadn’t recovered from the
massive roundup of 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th tier rogues leading up to the Gotham Post
fundraiser, and the At Large list…
Bruce’s concentration was shattered suddenly when Selina strolled into the room
naked, saying something about taking a bath if he wasn’t coming to bed. Bruce had no
earthly idea what he said in reply, but he must have said something because she left
and he heard the water turn on in the distance. He sat there stunned for a moment,
trying to recover.
What had just happened to him?
Well, Selina came into the room naked, obviously. But striking as she was, he’d seen
her naked before and it never had that effect. His mind strained to find its way back to
its last clear thought… The At Large list, that was it. The At Large list was still
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gratifyingly short… Of course. He was still in Bat-mode, that’s why he reacted the way
he did. He was in Bat-mode just the same as if he was in the Batcave, thinking through
the night’s patrol as he wrote up the log. He might be wearing a hotel robe instead of
the costume, and the suite’s living room might resemble one of the manor drawing
rooms more than the Batcave, but he was still completely in Bat-mode. He had seen
Selina naked before, certainly, but not in the Batcave while Batman was trying to work. No
wonder his brain shut down from the shock.
Psychobat swatted away the last vestige of her image and returned to the issue at
hand: Despite the short At Large list, Batman could conceivably catch a name villain
during one of those stolen patrols in Gotham…
By the time Selina was stepping out of the bathtub, he had developed a protocol.
[Bat Out of Gotham, Protocol Alpha]: In case of a high-profile takedown of a prominent
rogue, they could scramble the Iceberg grapevine to cover up his involvement.
Conflicting reports of Nightwing, Robin, and Batgirl all apprehending the same
criminal would lead any savvy listener to conclude that the villain was really captured
by one of the junior vigilantes or maybe even ordinary police. Captured by someone
they considered beneath them, the rogue lied and said it was Batman to save face.
[Protocol end.]
That covered the first half of the problem: looking in on Gotham. Keeping things
under control in Metropolis was another matter, one that required a Bruce Wayne
protocol rather than Batman’s. First thing in the morning, he would set up a sizable
endowment for the Science and Industry Museum, producing the inevitable offer of a
seat on their board. It would only take a phone call to deflect the honor onto Selina
and insert her into the event committee planning the party.
He went into the bedroom and crawled into bed beside her, feeling like a heel. He
loved Selina, and he knew the hell she’d be in for. To make executing this particular
scheme easier, he imagined Batman looking past those impossibly green eyes and
grabbing her wrist with a crimefighter’s resolve—and then seeing the slivers of body
armor and his own flesh under her claws. He reminded himself of the bullwhip, the
cat-o-nine tails, and the countless gems, artworks, and antiquities she’d gotten away
with over the years. If he’d caught her on any of those occasions, he could have taken
her to Blackgate. Instead, he was sending her to an event committee. It was Justice.
Besides, it was only for two weeks. It could have taken her two weeks to escape
from Blackgate.
Theoretically.

Clark was beginning to feel Catwoman’s “Bad News Part One,” the four kinds of
kryptonite in the science museum, paled in comparison to the Good News Part Two,
Lois had a reason to get dressed up.
No ordinary cocktail dress would do for the Einstein party, not when Bruce
Moneybags Wayne was going to be in attendance. Oh no, of course not. Bruce and
Selina had already seen the green Calvin Klein and the blue Casselberry; the beige
sequins were too dressy and the black lace too matronly. Her arms would get cold if
she wore the old Halston, and she didn’t have shoes for it anymore anyway…
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Clark had no idea what she was talking about, but he nodded anyway. That was the
safe thing to do; that had always been the safe thing to do. Except tonight it turned out
to be a huge mistake, because he wound up agreeing that she was getting a bit too old
to pull off “Paris pink.”
Lois did what any woman would do under the circumstances: She picked up the
phone, called Selina for a shopping date at Bloomingdale’s, and then turned to her
husband with the sweetest of smiles and declared “Really Clark, it’s not like you need a
new car next year, now is it?”
Clark did what any man would do under the circumstances (if he could fly): he went
to New Zealand to track down a Catwoman bank robber.

The Trigger Twins, that was a name no one had heard in a while. Bruce’s Batman
had little experience with Tom and Ted Trigger. They had surfaced during Jean Paul’s
stint in the mantel, and Bruce had always assumed the contempt with which first-tier
rogues spoke of them was just another example of their disdain for all things “AzBat.”
But now that he’d actually seen the twins robbing a defunct Planet Hollywood to score
a pair of Clint Eastwood pistols before they were sold at auction, he found himself in
the uncomfortable position of agreeing with Joker, Two-Face, Riddler and Penguin.
The Trigger Twins were pathetic losers that hardly justified the wear and tear on his
gauntlets, let alone the jetfuel back to Metropolis.
Selina’s reaction to the capture didn’t help. She lay in bed, filing her nails, projecting
that aura of injured dignity like the time Batman prevented her absconding with the
Katz collection and she somehow made it seem like she was the injured party.
“So, no more Gotham patrols until Friday?” she asked casually.
“No, not until Friday,” he graveled, feeling he was stepping into a trap.
“Good, because I was just thinking, maybe next time I could go to Gotham and
pummel, while you stay here and work out the desserts for the gala.”
He pointed out that, wretched and incompetent as the Trigger Twins might be at
their chosen profession, they were technically thieves, as in criminals, as in crime, and
that catching them therefore constituted crime-fighting.
She pointed out that she’d spent two hours that afternoon listening to the Metropolis
Ladies Who Lunch debating Banana Nut Glace—that’s (Listen up, Dark Knight, cause
this might be important later on) walnut ice cream, banana sorbet and walnut
dacquoise with candied walnuts—versus the Lavender Plum torte—which would be
lavender ice cream with plum sorbet, almond dacquoise, and caramelized vanilla
bean. Bruce tried to interject, but she cut him off with the news that the committee
ladies THEN discovered there were chocolate apricot and spiced pear options to be
considered, and that meant another hour and a half of discussion until they ran out of
time. They would be picking up there tomorrow before the cassis mango meringue
versus mint chocolate macaroon throwdown. So at this point, Batman my love, kicking
Ted Trigger in the nuts wasn’t the worst idea she could think of, even if it was
crimefighting.
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The night before the party, Bruce and Selina were having a quiet, casual dinner in the
suite. Bruce was telling her about an early teamup with Superman—or as he put it,
“the one time Clark really came to the rescue.” He was cornered, not in an alley or a
battlefield, but at the opening of a reconstructive surgery unit. It was the Wayne
Foundation’s largest medical endowment up to that time, but the Foundation wasn’t
the only contributor. Lex Luthor had written the biggest check, and he’d cornered
Bruce at the opening, wanting an alliance. Together they could wrest control of the
medical center from the current small-minded administrators and steer it in a more
lucrative direction. Bruce made a typically foppish excuse about being in Monte Carlo
by the time Luthor was ready to move, and Lex said that would be no problem at all if
Bruce would sign a proxy. It was an amateur mistake, but Bruce was new to the fop
act and he’d underestimated Luthor. Of course the bimbo of the moment was no help
at all…
“Wait, let me guess,” Selina interrupted with a grin. “Whatshername-Gretta?”
Bruce took a dignified sip of water. It was true he made no effort to learn the names
of women that were not worth remembering, and he refused to feel ashamed of that
fact.
“No, it wasn’t ‘whatshername-Gretta,’” he answered, although he did use that
designation for most of the bimbos. “I do remember this one. Her name was Savanah
Summer.”
Selina laughed.
“Oh come on, Bruce, it’s one thing to not remember; it’s another entirely to make up
a name just to…”
She trailed off, for the atmosphere at the table had suddenly changed. Bruce had
undergone the eerie density shift that marked a swift transition into Bat-mode, and
Selina felt that electric tingle that once warned Catwoman whenever Batman was near.
“What is it?” she asked, quietly excited.
Bruce set down his sandwich and walked to the window.
“There,” he pointed.
She looked, blinked, chuckled as the sight registered, and then apologized, knowing
his prejudice against laughter in the face of grunt-signs of criminal activity-grunt.
Down the street, on the face of the tallest skyscraper facing the hotel, a crossword
puzzle appeared in the pattern of lit and darkened windows.
“Quick, where’s today’s paper,” he ordered.
Selina rummaged and soon found the Daily Planet that came with their room service
breakfast each morning. She opened it and turned to the crossword before handing it
over.
“It’s not the same puzzle,” she said, disappointed.
“Find yesterday’s. I know I’ve seen that pattern recently.”
Selina shook her head.
“No way, Stud. They’re too damn efficient emptying the waste baskets in this place.”
Before she had finished speaking, Bruce was powering up his laptop.
“Here,” he spat, “You can get started, while I change. See if you can hack into the
Planet’s system and go through the back issues. If you can’t get in in five minutes, call
Barbara.”
“Now you’re just trying to make me mad,” Selina growled as he left.
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Three minutes later, Batman returned from the bedroom and Selina reported curtly
that she’d checked nearly two weeks of Daily Planet puzzles and none matched the
pattern across the street.
He grunted.
“Ok, I don’t want you wasting any more time on it. I’ll send Oracle a photo and let
her sift through all the metropolitan newspapers for as far back as it takes to find…”
“To find?” Selina prompted.
“It,” he murmured softly. He had taken a small digital camera from his utility belt
but rather than pointing it out the window he was simply staring at it.
“Bruce?” Selina whispered.
He swiveled the laptop around to see the screen and began tapping keys urgently.
“Or maybe I already have taken a picture of it—There.” He turned the screen back
around so Selina could see, revealing a photo he’d taken in Riddler’s pseudo-lair in the
Daily Planet building. A piece of faux-art in the form of a large crossword puzzle,
complete with clues, hung against a Riddler green wall.
“There it is,” he announced. “The crossword from the lair matches the one across the
street.”
“I assume you’ve solved this one already?” Selina asked dryly.
“Yes,” he punched a key and brought up the completed puzzle. “The night I found
it. But there was nothing in the clues or the answers that related to Einstein,
Metropolis, or the museum.”
“Woof.”
“Yes, woof,” he agreed.
“Well, if the answer isn’t here,” Selina said, getting up and walking back to the
window, “then it must be out there, in the Lite-Brite version of the puzzle, right?”
“His last ‘Lite-Brite’ was a decoy,” Batman noted.
“Well yes, I guess it was. But I didn’t mean to imply a connection to the bomb scare
at the train station. I just didn’t know how else to refer to that thing.”
Batman rubbed his chin.
“The last Lite-Brite was also meant to occupy Clark,” he said.
“Agreed, but this one is definitely pointed at us.”
“Let’s make sure,” he said, switching off the lights. “Lenses engage. Infrared.”
He looked out the window again, and grunted.
“Just as I thought. Some of those lights are tinted on a spectrum we can’t see. Go to
the computer, read off the letters in the boxes I call out.”
She did, and within minutes they had spelled out TRY GALA PERIL SIN.
“Maybe it’s just the heads up that he’s going to hit the party,” Selina suggested.
“Maybe,” he replied, scribbling out a few variations. He didn’t like that word
‘PERIL’ in there, but it was better than the TRY GALA variations that ended with
R.I.P. He rearranged the letters several times to eliminate the subtextual threats, and
then cursed himself for it. You could make anagrams of this length point to almost
anything. He was indulging his own preference that the clue not include a threat when
it was directed at Selina as much as himself. That was no way to solve a Riddler clue
and he knew it. The only way to solve it was to get inside Nigma’s head. He looked
up suddenly at Selina, and then back at the letters.
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L-I-N-A, he wrote.
“Your name is in here,” he graveled.
She looked over his shoulder.
“Doesn’t leave you enough ‘A’s to spell ‘GALA’ that way,” she said.
“No,” he murmured as he scribbled again. “But…”
P-A-R-T-Y
Selina let out a low whistle.
“What does that leave?” she asked breathlessly.
S-E he added before L-I-N-A. And then after PARTY he arranged the remaining
letters to spell out G-I-R-L.

Clark wasn’t discouraged that his first attempts at flirting had gone pretty much
unnoticed. He was disappointed, naturally, but he was far from defeated. As a young
man, it had taken weeks to master his heat vision, and he’d set the barn on fire more
than once trying. It took more than a month to perfect flying through storm systems,
and he’d landed face down in the Pacific more often than he liked to remember. And
like any journalist worthy of the name, he was still honing his writing skills, every day
on every story, even after all these years on the job. Pa always said if something is
worth doing, it’s worth the elbow grease learning to do it right. Handing Bruce and
Lois a little friendly payback for the decade of Wayne/Lane flirting paraded in front of
him was definitely worth the elbow grease. And the Einstein party would be the
perfect place to get it right. Selina would be dressed up, looking her best, and Bruce
and Lois would be on hand to see him notice.
But, eh, meeting Selina in the receiving line, Clark decided to wait a bit. She did look
her best, there was no question about that, but she also looked like an angry lioness
that might pounce at any minute, ripping the throat from whatever unfortunate
antelope happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong time. It was a ferocious
Catwoman aura that only Bruce found appealing—which worked out well as he
seemed to be the object for her ire. She was stuck in the receiving line because he’d put
her on the event committee. He was already inside “acquainting himself with the
layout of the party,” she said—a process which looked remarkably like getting himself
a drink from the bar. Clark bid Selina a hurried farewell as Lois went ahead to join
Bruce.
It occurred to him that it was Riddler’s fault as much as Bruce’s that she was stuck
on that committee, and if they were such good friends as Bruce implied, the villain
would have no chance getting past her in disguise. If Edward Nigma did come into the
party in the normal way, through the front entrance and receiving line, there might be
no robbery to foil, for the lioness might attack him on sight and devour him where he
stood.
“Why Bruce, you get handsomer and handsomer every time I see you,” Lois was
saying as Clark caught up with them.
Here we go again, Clark thought sourly as Bruce answered her with a preposterous
playboy grin.
“Hello, Lois. My, you look lovely. Is that a new dress? Red certainly is your color.”
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Clark wondered if this was an instinctive return to the fop in a social setting where it
was really Batman “in a Bruce Wayne suit” and not Bruce himself attending the party,
or if, possibly, Bruce was getting the flirting-with-Lois bit out of the way so he could
concentrate on Nigma for the rest of the night. In either case, Lois was eating it up,
turning slowly and showing off her dress.
“Of course, brand new. Bought it specially for you, Bossman.”
“Oh, I read that piece on Uzbekistan,” Bruce went on, moving on to Lois’s career
now that they’d apparently finished with her evening gown. “Is there room on the
mantle for another Pulitzer?”
“Aren’t you a dear!” she exclaimed, delighted. “Some things I’ll always make room
for. On my dance card, for instance. You’ll save me one, I hope?”
“Why Lois, what would Clark Whatever say? Er, I mean, whatever would Clark
say?”
A duet of nauseating laughter followed, and Clark cleared his throat.
“Not planning to dance,” he said with a playing along grin, “Seeing as the dance
floor is in the Hall of Giant Robots that Superman destroyed over the years, protecting
the city and its people, and even Lois herself, from every menace that’s come along.”
Lois politely disengaged from Bruce and slid her arm back around her husband’s,
who had saved her from all sixteen giant robots on various occasions.

Lois Lane’s mother taught her that a woman’s evening bag should be just large
enough to contain a lipstick, a handkerchief, and a folded twenty dollar bill. Lois’s was
a bit bigger, just large enough to contain her cell phone, a credit card and her press
pass. It might be a party, but it was an unusual party with an unusual mix of people,
and she was chasing six different stories just in case there wasn’t a SUPERMAN NABS
RIDDLER headline by the end of the evening.
Knowing he wasn’t her husband on these occasions but a rival reporter, Clark left
her to it and crossed the hall to join Bruce… at a display of alien species that had
attacked Metropolis over the years, all lovingly re-created in lifelike resins by the
WETA workshop.
“Giant mind control starfish?” Bruce observed with a hint of foppish condescension.
“I can’t see your Superman saying anything about Gotham villains.” Then he lifted his
glass to his mouth and added in a barely audible whisper “Other than if mind control
starfish came to Gotham and set up shop inside Knight’s Stadium on game day, I’d
have noticed.”
It takes kryptonian muscle control to make a nine syllable phrase like “Catwoman
Protocol Epsilon” sound like a cough, but Clark managed it—just barely—before the
receiving line dissolved and he saw the reason for the original Catwoman Protocol
Epsilon bearing down on them. The lioness still looked too angry to flirt with, but
Clark still anticipated her arrival with a certain ignoble glee. “If mind control starfish
came to Gotham,” indeed.
But Selina’s determined march stopped three steps short of Bruce, and she turned
her fiery glare on Clark with that distinct “Curse you, Superman” expression they all
get when he’s foiled some scheme they’ve been planning for months.
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“What did you do?” she demanded. “I heard you went to the buffet, turned green,
clutched your stomach and dropped your fork. Now nobody’s eating the shrimp!”
“I was talking to Dr. Hamilton,” Clark explained, “and he walked me too close to…
to that case. What could I do? I couldn’t just end the conversation and walk away
saying space rocks make me ill.”
“Four hours of discussion about that shrimp, Clark. Kitty is not happy. Also not a
lot of dancing going on in the Hall of Giant Robots, so maybe you should find your
wife and get that started.”
Clark turned to Bruce—only to discover he was no longer there.

Bruce knew where the notebooks were being kept before the formal unveiling. He
could see where Selina was standing, and knowing these were the two points of
interest for Nigma, he spent the first hour of the party forming the third point of a
triangle between them. Whenever she moved, he moved… The strategy was working
beautifully until he ran into Perry White, literally. Perry had been standing in front of
a wall near the coat check, scrutinizing a small placard, and Bruce was keeping his eye
on Selina as he maneuvered to keep both her and the notebooks in sight. After the
collision and mutual apologies, Perry declared that he was “celebrating twenty-eight
days without a cigar and praying for death.” Then he drew Bruce’s attention to the
plaque he’d been reading: In order to provide a healthy and comfortable environment for all
our visitors and in accordance with Local Ordinance Governing Public Spaces #160-24, The
Metropolis Museum of Science and Industry is a smoke-free facility.
“Now that’s some piss poor copy,” Perry said acidly. “’No Smoking’ covers it, or
that little circle with the slash would do. One column inch either way, no more. That’s
when civilization went to hell in a handbasket, Wayne, when they started making the
no smoking signs chatty. We’re not having a colloquy, goddamnit, just tell the poor
bastards they can’t light up in here and be done with it.”
Bruce offered a sympathetic, not-too-foppish smile as he looked around for Selina.
He’d seen her moving behind a lucite cross section of a glacier somewhere around the
time civilization was going to hell in a handbasket, but since the glacier was mostly
transparent, he hadn’t worried about it. By the time Perry was declaring decaf a
communist plot that had outlived the Stalinist fiends who invented it, Bruce saw her
disappear behind a dinosaur skeleton. He craned his neck while Perry ranted about
the layers of disinformation and cherry-picked data about second-hand smoke, and
midway through Perry’s indictment of herbal tea, he lost sight of her completely.
Bruce patted Perry’s shoulder, said they’d have to do lunch some time soon, and
made his getaway. As he circulated through the party looking for Selina, he noticed
something else instead. There was an old exhibit at the entrance to the North Annex,
adjacent to but not quite a part of the main hall where the partygoers were clustered.
The exhibit, called Moments of Invention, featured waxworks style tableau depicting
the Eureka moments of inventors from John Gutenberg to Robert Fulton. In one of
these, Samuel Morse was working on his telegraph in a cramped one room studiobedroom-workshop that accurately depicted the impoverished means in which the
inventor then lived—depicted it accurately except for a beautiful, mahogany rolltop
desk, which was certainly in period but ludicrously out of place in the humble setting.
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Bruce walked up to the display, getting as close as he could to the desk, and then
turned his back as if looking out at the pleasant revelry of the party. He reached
behind his back, and lifted the slatted cover about an inch.
“Evening, Edward,” he said mildly.
“Shit,” the desk cursed.
“I assume the lights go out at some point, you come out, collect the notebooks and
hide them for later retrieval?”
“Rather not say,” came the reply, accented with a pained dignity seldom expressed
by furniture.
“You’re aware that Selina sat through six days of meetings planning this thing?”
“… The buffet looks very nice,” the desk admitted after a pause.
Here, the verbal joust was suspended as Paula Winn spotted Bruce standing alone
and apart from the crowd, and felt she really must say hello. After all, he’d made that
huge donation to the museum, and all because she’d made an effort to overcome her
fear and tell him about the notebooks. Bruce slammed down the cover of the rolltop at
her approach, and it expressed its dismay with a muffled “ow.”
As always, ten seconds into any conversation with Bruce Wayne, Paula Winn lost the
ability to form a coherent thought. She stumbled from sentence to sentence, circling
around the one item in which she knew Bruce had an interest, the Einstein notebooks.
She wondered if he’d seen the display. There had been much discussion about what
kind of quote should appear on the placard. They wanted something whimsical that
no one would ever associate with Einstein. One of those Princeton chaps suggested “A
question that sometimes drives me crazy: am I or are the others crazy?”
“Really, I never heard that one,” Bruce said dryly, covering a squelched cry from
inside the desk as Eddie bit his tongue.
Riddler jerked in pain and squirmed as his mouth filled with blood, bumping his
remote toggle control to black out the party. Bruce’s foppish laugh, meant to
camouflage the cry inside the desk, came to an abrupt halt as the lights flickered and
the museum was plunged into darkness. Across the room, Clark made a quick exit—
and next to the Morse display, Bruce clumsily pounded his fist against the desk while
he “steadied himself” from an apparent loss of balance brought about by darkness.
Inside the rolltop, Eddie squirmed to reset his toggle control while dabbing at his
bleeding tongue with a question mark handkerchief, although in his panic, he first
dabbed his tongue with the button and pushed feverishly on the handkerchief.
A few moments later, the lights returned—only to reveal Superman hovering over
the rotunda in full view of three-hundred party guests. Bruce sighed, seeing the Man
of Steel lower into the crowd, knowing he would be trapped in public relations mode
for the rest of the evening. But at least now he had an obvious excuse to steer clear of
the kryptonite display.
Paula Winn remained at Bruce’s side, picking up her rambling monologue where she
left off. “So anyway, we wanted to go with a disarmingly non-intimidating Einstein
quote for the entrance to the exhibit, but I guess they decided to go another way
because the sign there now says ‘When you are courting a nice girl, an hour seems like
a second. When you sit on a red-hot cinder, a second seems like an hour. That’s
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relativity.’ Wouldn’t have been my choice, ‘Relativity’ seems pretty typically Einstein
to me, but I was outvoted.”
Sensing another squelched cry from the desk was imminent, Bruce did his best to get
rid of Paula Winn, finally suggesting she might want to find Lois and “make sure she
knew” about Superman’s arrival. It wasn’t the most inspired excuse he’d ever come up
with, but it worked and soon Paula Winn was gone. The rolltop desk unburdened
itself as expected.
“That woman is an imbecile! OF COURSE you use the relativity quote, you silly
cow. It’s Einstein. Einstein! E equals MC squared, QUAD EQUALS RECS ME,
LACQUERED MASQUES, SQUAD SQUEAL CRÈME, Einstein! Oh for a woman who
can keep up, Bruce. There aren’t enough in this world. How’s a man supposed to get
through the day with ‘Relativity seems pretty typically Einstein’ dimwits every time
you turn around, and nobody you can go to when it’s over and say ‘GOD, THESE
MORONS DON’T GET IT?’ Oh for a woman who can keep up—By the way, why isn’t
Selina wearing my brooch? Didn’t you give it to her? Didn’t you check out the ‘E’
office from the puzzle? Twelve down. That was a vintage Chanel infinity brooch. You
know how she likes Chanel. I really hoped she’d wear it tonight, seeing as it fit right in
with the theme and th—eck.”
Bruce’s patience snapped, and he’d yanked Nigma out of the desk, slammed him
back against it, and was ready to punch him back to Gotham—when Eddie looked past
the cocked fist aimed at his nose and into the distance in a direct line behind it. His
eyes widened as he took in the scene behind Bruce’s shoulder, and his mouth dropped
open in shock.
“What is he DOING?!” Eddie demanded.
Bruce was about to point out that “Hey, look behind you!” predated cave painting
and Nigma must be mad if he thought Bruce would fall… for… and that’s when his
eyes glimpsed what Nigma was seeing, reflected in Samuel Morse’s shaving mirror.
Superman. Talking to Selina… Superman doing the hand on wall/lean in maneuver
over Selina (a move which also predated cave painting) while she looked up at him,
blushing and giggling like a school girl.
Bruce let go of Nigma’s collar, spun around, and watched in staggered horror as
Selina encouraged Superman to flex his arm and then proceeded to feel his bicep!
“They’ve got four kinds of kryptonite in the other room,” Eddie said hurriedly.
“You wait here, I’ll get some.”
Bruce turned back and punched him swiftly in the stomach—a light blow, but
sufficient to double him over—and then hustled him across the hall to a “PRIVATE
STAFF ONLY” door he’d seen hidden behind the giant starfish. As they moved
through the crowd, only Perry White and Emil Hamilton seemed to notice them.
“Bad shrimp,” Bruce offered by way of explanation.
“Break glass in case of flirty Superman,” Nigma called—but alas, they had resumed
their conversation.

In the privacy of the gift shop storage room, Bruce threw Nigma down onto a crate
of freeze dried “Astronaut Ice Cream” and pulled up his own crate of rubber asteroid
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antenna toppers. The two men sat across from each other, glaring in malevolent silence
for several moments.
“WHAT?” Nigma finally asked, packing a year of thwarted malice into a single
defiant syllable.
“For someone that leaves a trail of clues, intentionally and unintentionally, leading up
to everything he does, you really have no clue at all, do you, Edward?”
The voice was eerily conversational, only grazing the low register of the bat-gravel
on a few select words.
“Don’t go patting yourself on the back for figuring out the notebooks. I’ve been
pitching you softballs since you got to this pitiful town.”
“I’m not talking about the notebooks. I’m talking about you and your fixation on
Selina, for more than a year now, since the day you figured it out.”
“Wh-,” Nigma uttered, sitting back, the first word of an unasked question leaking
from his mouth without sound.
“Do you blame her, is that it? You figure she’s the reason you finally solved your
ultimate riddle, ruining your ‘fun’ and wrecking any semblance of a goal you had for
your twisted career?”
“That’s insane,” Eddie said archly.
“You’re insane, Nigma. It’s hardly a stretch to think your motivations might be too.
Just look at the ‘trail of clues’ you’ve left, if you have the courage to solve the real
‘riddle.’ What’s the first thing you did when you figured it out, hmm? Sent a cat clue
to the manor, addressed to her. Then you manipulated her, playing on her insecurities
to get to me.”
“We’ve been over that,” Eddie said defiantly.
“Yes. We’ve ‘been over it.’ And now we have this litany of cat tie-ins ever since you
got to Metropolis. Shall I name them?”
“Oh, come off it, Bruce, you know what she’s like. You can’t very well have a
meaningful exchange with her without referencing cats.”
“Not the point.”
“Then WHAT IS the point, hmm? Answer me that? What is the point of all this?”
“No, Edward. You answer that one.”
Eddie swallowed, his eyes darting around until they happen to fall on a roll of
posters reproducing the museum’s kryptonite display. He clicked his tongue,
changing the subject.
“Four different kinds of kryptonite in this place. Really seems a bit much, doesn’t
it? How many kinds are there altogether? I keep thinking there should be some kind
of Franklin Mint collector’s set. Every two months we send you a new color to try.
You have thirty days to decide. If you keep it, three easy payments of $49.95…”
Bruce glared piteously.
“Why did you bring us to Metropolis, Riddler?”
“Because the best way to get back at Superman for ignoring me was to give him a
headache. You’re the headache!”
“No. That doesn’t explain her.”
“Nothing explains her, Bruce, she’s a cat. They’re like that, they get into everything,
they find a way no matter what you do. Leaving Gotham to get away from Gotham,
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fine. Leaving Gotham to get away from you, doable. Leaving Gotham to get away
from Catwoman? HOPELESS! Absolutely hopeless! I’ve got felinity crossing my path
every which way I turn!”
Bruce said nothing but a subtle downshift in his glare led Eddie to guess, “I bet you
know what that one feels like.”
The readjusted glare that answered him was sufficiently frightening that Eddie
inadvertently bumped his toggle again, plunging the party into darkness once more.
There was a distant chorus of surprised exclamations while Bruce’s fist shot out,
latched onto Nigma’s jacket, and yanked the control switch out through the sleeve. He
clicked the button once, restoring light to the party, and then tightened his fist until the
flimsy control was crushed to powder.
“Look, I am not in love with Selina,” Eddie blurted, rather than sink into another
round of silent stares.
“Of course you’re not. You’re not even obsessed with Selina. You’re obsessed with
Selina and me.”
“That’s absurd.”
“Is it? Cat clue to the house. Using her to get to me at the MoMA. You summon us
both here with those ridiculous ‘E’s. Are you really so petty that you can’t stomach her
being happy with me?”
Eddie was on his feet, and he “paced” to the extent the tiny storage room would
allow. It really amounted to stretching his legs and shifting his weight a few times, but
the effort did help him think. Okay, yes, Selina was his friend and he didn’t want to
risk getting her killed if he exposed Bruce’s secrets. In that sense, she had messed up
his great triumph solving the Riddle of Riddles. He’d finally answered the ultimate
question, “Who is Batman under that mask?” but he couldn’t enjoy it because of her.
But if that were the real root of his problem, he could work around it. It was just
another riddle, after all, a more tantalizing riddle than the one he’d just solved: If
Selina is with Bruce Wayne and Bruce Wayne is Batman, how do I strike at the one
without harming the other? Selina’s involvement with Wayne saved him from the
anti-climax he might otherwise be facing. He would be grateful if that’s all there was
to it. So what did that leave? It’s not like he was the third member of some great
romantic triangle and couldn’t bear to see her with another man. But something about it
all bothered him. Something had him tied in knots… And—atypically for him—
instead of trying to unravel the puzzle, he’d been running from it.
“No, as a matter of fact, it’s not that she’s happy with you,” Eddie smirked,
victorious but saddened by the answer that presented itself. “It’s that you’re happy
with her.”
“I thought as much,” Bruce said flatly. “’Oh for a woman who can keep up,’” he
quoted, “or perhaps ‘Why can’t I have that?’”
Eddie took in a sharp, angry breath, then nodded.
Bruce resumed the eerie conversational tone in which he’d begun.
“Word of advice, Edward, which of course you’re free to accept and forget where it
came from, or ignore entirely. For someone so dedicated to answering the ‘ultimate’
questions, there should be a lot less ‘Who is Batman’ and related trivia, and a lot more
‘How do I get back to the only time in my adult life that I was happy?’ Which was
with Doris, you jackass.”
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The name hit Edward Nigma harder than any punch Batman had ever thrown. He
barely processed the words that came next.
“…So figure out how to get her back or find it with someone else. Either way, leave
me out of it…”
A self-preservation instinct kicked in when the menacing Bat-gravel delivered the
final words.
“And leave her out of it.”
“Or…?” Eddie asked, wheeling around, daring the arrogant blowhard to complete
the threat…
But he was alone.
“I hate when he does that,” Eddie confided to the plastic kryptonite.

“We’re leaving,” Bruce ordered, grabbing Selina savagely by the wrist and pulling
her away from Superman in a forced march to the door, during which she barely
managed to say goodnight to Lois, Emil Hamilton and Evelyn Garr as they passed.
She was professional enough to wait until they were safely outside the museum
before she hissed, pulled her hand free, and snarled for an explanation.
“It’s over,” Bruce said crisply. “I confronted Nigma and it’s over; all that remains
now is letting him save face. A Superman capture will accomplish that; a Bat-capture
won’t. And nothing can happen in front of you. You have to be far from Metropolis
when it goes down. If we hurry, Wayne One can be in the air by the time Clark figures
out the rolltop desk in the telegraph display is lead-lined.”
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EPILOGUE
It wasn’t completely unheard of for Bruce to appear in the manor in costume, but it
was certainly unusual. Sufficiently unusual that Selina got up to investigate when she
saw him pass the door of the morning room in costume except for the mask. It was the
look she liked best—usually, but not wandering through the manor like the ghost of
Hamlet’s father. It was nearly dawn when they got back to Gotham, too late for him to
go into the city as Batman but too early to expect Alfred to be up. Bruce said he could
at least slip down to the cave and look through the logs before Alfred was up to make
breakfast. Selina went to the morning room to sift through the backlog of mail. She
was just finishing when she looked up and saw the caped specter passing the door.
She followed it into the dining room, where it turned, decanter in hand, to face her.
Selina looked him up and down, and then, unable to come up with a better opening,
she meowed.
“I needed a drink,” Bruce announced, answering the obvious question. “It’s only
grain alcohol down in the chem lab.”
“Logs must have been pretty bad,” Selina guessed.
“There are no logs. I had to call Barbara to find out what happened, and then it took
ten minutes to talk her out from behind that hologram.”
“Uh oh,” was all Selina could think to say, which wasn’t helpful so she waited
quietly while Bruce poured his drink, took a sip, added another inch of liquid to the
glass, and then sat.
“Robin is in the hospital,” he began, “Courtesy of Batgirl. He’ll be fine, but there
may be a lawsuit. St. Stephen’s was closer than Leslie’s clinic, and they apparently
don’t have a pat admittance policy for ‘masks’ the way the larger downtown hospitals
do. They weren’t going to unmask him or anything; they just didn’t have a procedure
for no last name, no insurance card, etc. Batgirl took their questions the wrong way,
got the idea they wanted to remove his mask, and she, uh…”
“Protected his identity?”
“Something like that. Fortunately, it was an emergency room, and there were plenty
of bandages on hand.”
“Okay, backup, how did Robin wind up in the emergency room ‘courtesy of Batgirl’
in the first place?”
“She thought the fire extinguisher was a weapon.”
“Pour me one of those,” Selina ordered, pointing to the brandy.
“I’m telling you the way Barbara told me.”
“Don’t,” she hissed. “Tell me the chronological, anal retentive, cross indexed,
footnoted Bat-way that makes sense.”
“That’s asking a lot,” Bruce noted dryly. “Okay. When we left, Tim was being
punished for the fake ID. He did okay with the research paper that I assigned and
Barbara graded. He wasn’t faring so well with Cassie rating his fighting performance.
Rather than accept twenty-eight rounds of Zogger, he found an alternative. He started
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investigating a false identity ring that turned out to be operating out of—where else—
the Iceberg.
“Cobblepot wouldn’t involve himself in anything that petty. It was just a side
business one of his lieutenants was running, but in staking out the Iceberg, Robin
discovered something much bigger—or so he thought. Cobblepot has been meeting
with Dr. Bartholomew, that’s Arkham’s Dr. Bartholomew, twice a week. Robin even
followed one of the Iceberg hostesses out to Bartholomew’s house a few times.”
“So what?”
“Robin made a perfectly reasonable inference given the facts on hand. He concluded
that Cobblepot must be up to something, manipulating Arkham admissions and
releases through Bartholomew. Assuming Bartholomew was being bribed,
blackmailed, or mind controlled, he… acted appropriately given what he knew.”
“Still no sign of Batgirl or a fire extinguisher in this gripping tale, Stud.”
“You wanted it to make sense,” he reminded her.
“I also wanted a brandy,” she reminded him.
Bruce got up from his chair, took a second glass from the sideboard, poured an inch
of brandy into it, and handed it over silently. Then he resumed.
“Tim reasoned that if Bartholomew was being bribed or blackmailed, physical
intimidation—”
“Read: ‘roughing him up.’”
“—Physical intimidation was the quickest way to get some answers. And if he was
being controlled, pain is often an effective means to break the hold. His method was
sound; it was just his choice of location that was… ill-considered.”
“Hang on,” Selina downed her brandy in a gulp. “Okay, hit me.”
“He apparently confronted Bartholomew ‘in the act’ as he was coming out of
Oswald’s office, as in only steps away from the Iceberg bar. King Snake was having a
birthday party in the back, and there was a tray of something called Bourbon Street
Blazes. Barbara looked it up and found it’s made from Sambucca, Jaeggermeister, and
high-proof rum.”
“That’ll burn.”
“Yes it will. So will Robin’s cape if it’s spattered with the stuff.”
“Enter the fire extinguisher.”
“Which Batgirl thought was a weapon. Her assumption was reasonable too. She
saw an old Two-Face henchman running at Robin with an object that looked
threatening.”
“But she also saw his cape was on fire, right?”
“How would I know, I was in Metropolis talking to a rolltop desk at the time. I’m
telling you what Barbara told me.”
“Okay, okay. Continue.”
“Sambucca, Jaegermeister, high proof rum. It burns. Cobblepot, Sly, Raven,
Bartholomew, a dozen Ghost Dragons, a pair of former Two-Face henchmen, Croc and
Kiteman; all at St. Stephens with mild to moderate smoke inhalation, second and third
degree burns, and assorted contusions. Fair to say we’ve hit a new milestone in
Robin/Batgirl conflicts. I think Dick and Barbara’s worst fight started with him asking
her to do his algebra homework and ended with her gluing him into his gauntlets after
he put limburger cheese in her utility belt.”
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“I don’t believe this is the crack team that kept me from the Katz collection,” Selina
grumbled, rubbing her forehead. “Well, at least they didn’t burn down the Iceberg,
right?” she sighed, making the best of it.
“Actually…” Bruce began.
“They burned down the Iceberg?!”
“Not to the ground, but as of the arson report Barbara was just downloading when I
called, it’s a hollow cinder that won’t be doing business for quite some time.”
“My god, Oswald will go nuts!”
“Funny you should put it that way. He’s being transferred to Arkham as soon as St.
Stephen’s is finished with him. Some kind of psychological ‘control issues’ that have
been building since the Gotham Post party.”
“Wha-?” Selina asked blankly.
“Selina, we rounded up every first, second, third and fourth tier rogue in the city
before that fundraiser. That put a serious dent in Cobblepot’s criminal operations, but
a worse dent in the legitimate nightclub’s regular clientele. Ninety percent of his
customers, and all of the customers he cares about, disappeared in a matter of weeks.
That role as ‘Emperor Penguin,’ publicly lording it over his unique criminal empire, is
a fundamental part of Oswald Cobblepot’s being. He needs it. And when he saw it
swept out from under him, there was a… reaction.”
“So he’s been seeing this Bartholomew from Arkham twice a week?”
“That how it looks.”
Selina took a deep breath, taking it all in, then looked up at Bruce and started to
chuckle.
“Glad to be home?”
He grunted.

“By first is a stuff of stars and winter hearths,” Eddie recited, although his swollen nose
made the M sound like a B.
The other inmates in the Metropolis prison infirmary didn’t seem to mind. They
were gathered around, hanging on the Riddler’s every word as he told the story of his
capture (yet again). This was his seventh time telling the story, and there would likely
be seven more before these Metropolis dolts sorted through the paperwork revoking
his early release from Arkham and mandating his return to Gotham. Eddie didn’t
mind, for these Metropolis criminals (dimwits though they were) made an appreciative
audience.
“By second, a southern redneck or a tasty snack,” he continued, pausing to give the
brighter ones a chance to put it together for themselves. “By whole— and then, by
friends, I pulled a firecracker frob by sleeve and hurled it into Superban’s face. ‘By
whole,’ I told hib, ‘is quite an effective diversion!’”
“You stopped Superman with an ordinary firecracker?” a Toyman henchman asked
incredulously.
“It bite not be able to hurt hib, but it certainly is startling when you’re not expecting
it,” Eddie explained.
There was a chorus of grunting agreement among his listeners.
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“I still don’t understand how he got welded inside a giant robot,” a Prankster
henchman confided.
“Shh, he’ll get to it,” his colleague whispered. “Now be quiet, I want to hear this
part about the KINKY FRIEND SPOOF TUTOR. I think I almost got it figured out.”

The cluster of listeners around Tim’s sickbed wasn’t as harmonious as that around
Riddler’s. Robin had been released from the hospital by mid-afternoon, but he
couldn’t exactly go home. The Iceberg fire was big news. Robin’s involvement had
also made the news, and there was no way Tim Drake could go back to the Brentwood
dorms with the same kind of injuries Robin had suffered. It was agreed he would stay
with Dick and Barbara for a few days. They just got him settled in when Cassie came
over, still feeling bad she didn’t know the fire extinguisher wasn’t a weapon. It was
unbearably awkward, and Tim tried to lighten the mood by resurrecting an old
argument with Dick:
“See, Bro, if I didn’t have pants, those burns would’ve been third degree,” he noted
proudly.
“Maybe, but my costume had sex appeal,” Dick said, looking at Barbara rather than
Tim as he answered.
“So does your current costume,” Barbara answered.
“Uhm, ew? Minor present?” Tim called, hoping they wouldn’t be carrying on like
this throughout his stay.
“Minor by which ID?” a wicked voice asked with a playful grin.
“Et tu, Cassie?”
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It seemed like we just got back from Metropolis. Now, not a week later I found
myself on Flight 19, Bludhaven to Zurich, and I couldn’t really say why—other than it
was Bruce’s fault.
The Boeing 737 was a nice ride, but it was no Wayne One. I couldn’t very well ask to
use his plane for this little jaunt when technically he wasn’t supposed to know I was
gone. So I was slumming it with fifty-five other passengers, an “all business class”
flight, which meant comfortable seats and a good dinner, slippers and aromatherapy
gel, all those little amenities that are so impressive until one of the world’s richest men
spoils you rotten flying you around in his private plane.
He does spoil me.
What was I doing? Bruce had been nothing but generous and loving since the day
he told me his name. Now I was sneaking out of the country while he was on patrol. I
had driven all the way to Bludhaven to catch this flight and it wasn’t because the early
afternoon arrival was more convenient for checking into a Zurich hotel. I did it so
Batman would be on patrol when I was sipping the pre-flight cocktail.
I couldn’t even say why I was doing it. Other than it was somehow his fault.
I wanted it to be Oswald’s. Or maybe Tim and Cassie’s; they’re the ones that burned
down the Iceberg. But I couldn’t kid myself. That’s his influence, by the way. “Selfdeception isn’t a luxury I can afford (grunt)” is rubbing off on me. I used to be able to
focus on the Egyptian necklace as a symbol of the male cat, represented by the sun,
coming together with the female cat as represented by the moon— and completely
ignore the fact that going after it was a guaranteed Bat-encounter. I used to be able to,
apart from a few wary glances from Mirror Bitch, I could just… ignore that it was him.
I couldn’t do that now. Oswald might have started it, the silly bird (pfft), landing in
Arkham after the Iceberg fire. But the real reason I was going to Switzerland was him.
The real reason I was going to Switzerland was to take on Batman.

In the old days, whenever Batman captured the Penguin, he’d been sent to
Blackgate. He was admitted to Arkham once or twice for “observation” but was
always transferred back within a day, the observation amounting to “a fondness for
birds does not equate to insanity.”
This was Oswald’s first experience actually taking up residence in Arkham Asylum.
He could have up to four personal items in his room “to create a comforting and
familiar healing environment,” although that was a moot point. His favorite parasol
was not approved, even though the fragile antique was hardly a weapon, and his other
possessions had been reduced to a smoldering mound of ash. Seeing them in that
condition would hardly constitute a comforting, healing influence.
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Oswald knew he wasn’t crazy. He might have caused a scene at the hospital after
caped ruffians burned down his nightclub, but who wouldn’t squawk at such a
development? He lived above that club—kwak! They burned down his home and his
business in one fowl swoop—kwak! He had expressed his outrage with the tip of his
umbrella—kwakwakwakwakwak! And if that awful Batgirl wasn’t so nimble, Justice
would have been done!
Of course he was upset. They burned down his club and his home. But he was
hardly “HAHAHA Harley pass me the shotgun” crazy. He was crazy like a fox, as the
saying went, if only foxes had some sort of feathers to justify their cunning. It was
precisely because they had burned down his home that Oswald permitted this shocking
indignity. He had bigger problems than arranging a release from Arkham when he
had no nest to return to. The asylum was a place to live while he went about
rebuilding, and revolting though he found his present surroundings, it was a base of
operations that cost him nothing. It even gave him an opportunity to observe certain
persons up close, for Oswald did not completely accept Dr. Bartholomew’s diagnosis
that he had a -kwak- “borderline obsession” with cleanliness before the fire. Control
issues -kwak- What poppycock. If there was really anything unnatural about obtaining
a few specialty wipes to keep one’s office properly sanitized, it might very well be
Hugo Strange’s doing. Or Jonathan Crane’s. One of those lunatics (very good
customers and esteemed fellow rogues, but lunatics all the same) that have a 400 page
manifesto on fear—kwak, bullies—kwak, and settling scores, real or imagined, with
chemicals—kwakwakwakwakwak!
A rude pounding on the wall interrupted his train of thought. It was Ivy again, and
he sniffed. Anytime he indulged in a few kwaking expressions of frustrations, she
pounded. Even though no lemon-tinged, goddess-is-angry pheromones could seep
through the wall, he sometimes imagined he did smell something when she pounded
that way. For those who knew Ivy, the associations were too strong.
So —Kwak!— Where was he? Ah yes, he would keep an eye on the Scarecrow and he
would humor Bartholomew, but mostly he would work on rebuilding his club.

The stewardess came by with another round of champagne, fruit juice, or mineral
water and a choice of American or Swiss newspapers. I glanced at the mastheads of
the Gotham Globe, Daily Planet, Neue Zürcher Zeitung and Tribune de Geneve and opted
for the latter. The last thing I wanted to see at this point was a Clark Kent byline or a
picture of the Bat-Signal.
Yes. Superficially, Tim and Cassie started it when Bruce and I were in Metropolis.
They burned down the Iceberg. Oswald would rebuild, we all knew that… But no one
talked about it quite as much as Bruce. He said Oswald needed that role as “Emperor
Penguin,” lording it over a notorious underworld hangout that was only the visible tip
of a vast criminal enterprise hidden underneath. He said the Iceberg was a lynchpin of
Oswald’s identity and self respect. He made it sound like some sort of psychotic
condition, or at least a character flaw, but I couldn’t see it that way. I missed the
Catwoman who could make it in and out of the museum right under Batman’s nose,
make off with the priceless necklace, and then fight him to a draw when he came after
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it. I still miss her. If getting it all back were as simple as kicking some soot off my
boots and hiring a few contractors, I’d do it in a Gotham minute.
It’s not that simple, not for me. If it was for Oswald, I was all for it. I probably
would have helped him anyway when he called for a favor. It was only Bruce who
made me pause. It was Bruce who turned it into something more than doing a favor
for a… well, not a “friend” but for a guy who had a bad break.
Oswald might not be a buddy, but he’d suffered one hell of a blow. Why not do him
a favor if I could?

When Saul Vics went to work at Arkham, he never planned to stay. High school
football had filled him with big dreams and left him with nasty medical bills. Arkham
was a paycheck, a good paycheck for the few months it would take to get on his feet
financially. Then Joker decided to get a girlfriend, and if Saul wasn’t going to say “no”
when the homicidal maniac asked for a few extra minutes alone with Dr. Quinzel, he
also wasn’t going to say “yes” for nothing. One payoff followed another, and by the
time Joker and Harley Quinn were an item, Saul had a complete price structure worked
out. Anything from a quickie in the copy room to an overnight in Quinn’s cell could be
had for a price—as could a game room in Saul Vic’s basement with a pool table, a
pinball machine, a 42” plasma TV, and a free-standing bar with three kinds of Belgian
beer on tap. Saul even had an inground swimming pool, which is why he was the only
Arkham employee that didn’t think Patient Cobblepot was crazy.
“You might as well be going to Mordor,” he would tell you when you brought his
dinner tray. “What with all the trolls that dwell there—KWAK!”
Other guards, orderlies, even nurses and doctors called him delusional, erratic, and
volatile…
“And as the saying goes –kwak– ‘One does not simply walk into Mordor.’”
…Only Saul Vics recognized a man dealing with contractors.
“Codes Department?” he guessed.
Oswald nodded vigorously.
“Proper number of exits,” he complained, fingering a sketch with a chubby finger.
“Last time, they made no mention of exits! It was all exhaust vents and grease catches
when I renovated. And before that, it was the location of pumps and waste plumbing
in relation to the underground sewer…”
“You gotta grease some palms,” Saul advised sagely.
Oswald sniffed.
“I am aware of how business is conducted in a civilized society,” he declared with
dignity.
It seemed like a promising response, and Saul wondered if this new patient might be
good for a nice sports car or maybe one of those real high end barbecues. He continued
laying groundwork, hinting very delicately that Arkham was like anywhere else in that
there are rules and then there are people. And people are always ready to bend a rule to
help you out once they understand how important it is to you. Saul was about to begin the
delicate transition from “helpful Arkham staffers” as a general category of humanity to
himself in particular, and cold hard cash as the quickest way to demonstrate how
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important a certain service might be… when Patient Cobblepot took over the
conversation and began steering in the same direction, but by a more direct route.
Then he stomped on the accelerator: contractors were not the problem, he had to hold
on to his staff. Waitresses, busboys, and dishwashers were a dime a dozen, but
employees like Sly and Raven could not be replaced. He had to find some way to keep
them from taking other jobs in the six months or so it would take him to reopen the
club. But he certainly couldn’t pay them to do nothing. That was bad business. When
he paid out good money, he expected service in return. From Saul, for instance, he
expected … and out came a list. A pre-written list.
Saul looked it over, quoted a price, and found himself buffeted in a monsoon of
outraged kwaking. It took a blanket fifteen percent reduction just to stop the noise and
that was only the start of the negotiation. Before Saul realized that a sane Patient
Cobblepot could drive a much shrewder bargain than a Lithium/Amitril case like Hugo
Strange, he’d agreed to greater percentage discounts after “certain-kwak-benchmarks”
had been achieved. Once Oswald’s payments exceeded $2,500, it was only fair that the
fifteen percent reduction be raised to twenty. At $5,000, it would increase to twentyfive, and at $10,000… Of course Saul agreed, the man was planning to pay him more
than $10,000 over the course of their association…

The stewardess came around with menus for dinner and a personal DVD player that
plugged into the armrest. I passed on both. If I did this right, I wouldn’t be in Zurich
long enough to be missed. I didn’t want to give it away after the fact by messing up my
sleep schedule. That meant extending my seat and curling up for a nice six hour
catnap on the flight.
So Oswald “had” to rebuild in Bruce’s opinion, and that little piece of deductive
forecasting had him circling like Vultureman: for a place like the Iceberg Lounge,
insurance was pipe dream. Ozzy would have to use his own money to rebuild, of
which he had plenty. Since he’d exchanged the Penguin moniker for that of Legitimate
Businessman, he had his beak in a thousand dirty deals, even commissioning a few
Catwoman thefts once upon a time and fencing a few baubles for me whenever I gave
him the chance. There was no question that Oswald had the money to rebuild; the
trick would be getting at it. Batman had never been able tie him to the shady stuff, not
absolutely. He knew the details of at least half the Iceberg’s real operations and he
could speculate about the rest, but he could never get the proof, not the kind of
unambiguous, admissible-in-court proof to send Oswald away for good. Rebuilding
the Iceberg could change all that. If Oswald had to dip into those hidden bank
accounts, accounts that must exist but that Batman could never find, he could finally tie
Oswald to millions in illicit funds.
Hence the emergence of Vultureman.
I was right there when it happened. Creepiest thing I’d seen since that first smile in
the mask.
He’d been in the cave all afternoon, so I went down to say hi. He was in the
gymnasium working out, very meow. And he was happy to see me, which isn’t the
norm when I interrupt his workout. I got the sense that he was only exercising to think
something through and the parallel bars were no substitute for a real listener.
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“So?” I asked, stretching out on a stalagmite, “What’s the brood du jour?”
“The Devil You Know,” he said. “Cobblepot has to rebuild, we know that, as much
as Nigma has to send riddles. It’s an opportunity, but taking down someone so crucial
to the underworld has repercussions. It will create a power vacuum—and who knows
who might step up to fill that vacuum. Penguin has managed to get away with far too
much for far too long, but at least I know what I’m dealing with. A new player would
change the way things are run and could ultimately make everything worse.”
“I sense a ‘but’ approaching.”
“But,” he intoned with that gravelly bat-menace that is so sexy, “I have to weigh that
risk against the size and scope of the opportunity: taking Cobblepot out of the game
permanently. Not just for a little while, not making it ‘difficult’ for his criminal
enterprises for a time, not two steps forward one step back, but finally ending him for
good. Selina, can you imagine the message that would send? If someone of Penguin’s
stature, someone who has gotten away with it over and over and over again, was taken
down and utterly destroyed? There’s even a chance that I could prevent anyone filling
the void, if I can keep the pressure on in the ensuing chaos after he goes down. At a
time when so many of the major players are locked up anyway, Cobblepot is already
crippled with the club gone and his cash flow disrupted. It’s a chance—a real chance—
to effect a significant, permanent change in Gotham for the better. It would be…
beyond irresponsible to let an opportunity like that go for a vague ‘what if’ about what
might happen later.”
“I see.”
It wasn’t much of a response, but he didn’t seem to mind. He was so intense about it
all, so focused and determined… It’s that intensity I always found so attractive. It’s
pure mainline Batman: dark, driven, and sexy as hell. But something—ULGH.
Turbulence.
There was a nauseating lurch-bump drop-lurch bump-lurch-drop before the seatbelt
sign came on. I pulled the downy “first class” pillow around my head and waited out
the thirty seconds of turbulence and the ninety seconds of explanations from the
cockpit. Then I rolled over, missing Captain Leffinger’s professionalism as much as
Wayne One’s accommodations, and tried to get back to sleep.
Anyway, I don’t think Bruce’s ferocity bothered me much at the time. He was
Batman, he was doing what he did best, he was doing… what brought us together in
the first place. It was only later when Alfred brought me that message from Arkham
that I really started to feel it.
We were having an early dinner together upstairs in the dining room. Bruce doesn’t
mind as long as it doesn’t cut into his pre-patrol routine in the cave, and it makes
Alfred so happy. He’d just cleared away the soup and was coming back with the
entrée, when he brought me a message along with my lamb chop. Someone called Vics
had placed a call on Oswald Cobblepot’s behalf. He wanted me to pay him a visit at
Arkham, specifically he wanted me to pay a visit so he could ask a favor. I didn’t need
to see or feel the density shift, I knew, given the way Bruce’s mind had been working,
that BatPrick was about to make an appearance.
“There it is. A favor. He’s going to ask you to be his mule. Go to Switzerland or the
Caymans for him and bring back a nice fat bankroll.”
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“That’s quite an assumption, isn’t it?”
The look that answered me was pure rooftop Psychobat.
“Is it? He was your fence. Probably feels this is your chance to repay him.”
“Okay, first, do you refer to any accountant who’s added a column of numbers at
WE as your accountant? I had three regular fences over the years, and Oswald was not
one of them. I gave him a few items to move now and then and that’s my doing him a
favor, not the other way around, so please don’t make it sound like he’s the one with
any markers to call in. He still owes me forty-five grand for screwing up the sale of the
Hapsburg dagger, which you recovered if memory serves. So if you want to talk
repayment, he owes me and you owe him.”
“Oh, put your claws in,” Bruce said… and it was Bruce suddenly, casual and halfamused at my outburst—which I rather resented. Batman started the fight and he
wasn’t sticking around to finish it.
I pawed the air and hissed. His lip twitched, then the Bat-intensity resettled over his
features.
“Back to Cobblepot,” he graveled. “This could be the break we’re waiting for. I’ve
been waiting to see how he’ll try to get to the money and now he’s going to ask you.
It’s unbelievably good luck. It will be a little rocky working out exactly how Batman
finds out when it’s Selina Kyle he’s confiding in, but there’s plenty of time to figure
that out. The important thing is that you go see him right away.”
“To lead you to his money? I can’t help but notice this is starting to sound a lot like
crimefighting.”
“I’m a crimefighter,” he said simply. “Selina, this is what I do. And you’ve been
more than willing to help in the past. Coming to Metropolis was crimefighting. All the
paperchasing on the Vaniel case and breaking us into the Falcone compound, cracking
the JLA security system on the Dibny murder…”
“I know, but… this feels different.”
“But why? Cobblepot isn’t one of your special friends like Nigma or Dent.”
He was right, but it still felt wrong somehow. I said so, and again he asked why. I
studied his face as I searched for an answer.
“Maybe it’s the way you’re salivating,” I said bluntly.
“Look,” he said reasonably, “I know it’s very soon after Metropolis. And I realize
that you’re not ‘Team Batman’ and that your involvement in a crimefighting operation
should never be taken for granted. I definitely jumped the gun just now, not even
wording it as a question.”
“I sense a ‘but’ approaching,” I repeated.
“But,” he said—sans Bat-gravel this time (although Psychobat was still very much in
the room, I was certain). “I think you’ll appreciate that I’m not the one initiating your
involvement here, Cobblepot is. And particularly after our talk downstairs, I think you
can appreciate that this is one of those very special cases, like the Dibny murder, when
calling on your unique connections and expertise is… warranted.”
He said ending Cobblepot would be an unprecedented win. He said it would
cripple the underworld in a dozen different ways. He said he could take advantage of
the resulting void to thin out the various mobs and destroy any semblance of
organization among the rogues. In addition to those boons for Batman, he added, he
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would undoubtedly have some extra time for Bruce. We could spend a few days at the
Catitat or on the Gatta, maybe even Paris if I’d like.
I didn’t like. I didn’t like any of it.

Rogues aren’t a compassionate breed. When the news broke about the Iceberg, the
phrase echoing through the walls of Arkham was “What do we do now?” not “Poor
Oswald.”
Victor Frieze was the sole exception. A “misery loves company” kind of guy, he
sought out Oswald as soon as he arrived in the common room, eager to embark on a
lengthy joint wallow.
Oswald found it thoroughly depressing. He resolved to avoid the common room in
future, and was pleased that Saul Vics had an established fee to be excused from the
social hour. He wasn’t happy with the size of the fee, even with his discount, but that
only served to open up a new round of negotiations. Since his money was hard to get
at right now and he had these outrageous contactors bleeding him dry, he persuaded
Vics that his early bribes should be rated at a premium, every dollar counted as three in
working toward the discount tiers. “A loss leader, if you will, -kwak!”
In return, Oswald agreed that in the future, once he was over that $10,000 mark, he
would reverse the process, only counting one dollar for every three he paid out. The
fool said it seemed reasonable, never realizing that after $10,000 Oswald would have
reached the maximum discount, so there was nothing more to count toward,
Kwakwakwakwakwak… These Arkhamites, it was almost too easy. Kwakwakwak.
They just didn’t know how to strike a bargain.

The Alps. I woke up to the Alps coming into view outside my window and the
breakfast they serve an hour before landing: flaky croissants, fruit salad, choice of tea
or coffee, etc. I figured, in the interests of staying on a proper Gotham timetable, it was
time for some caffeine, so I ordered a cup of tea with milk.
After Bruce’s bizarre attempt to bribe me with offers of yachting getaways and
weekends in Paris, I had decided not to decide about Oswald. I went to see him, just to
hear him out, but I had no idea what I would actually do when he asked this favor. On
the drive up, I joked with myself that if he made me a better offer than Bruce’s trip to
Paris, I could start a bidding war between them.
Except Oswald’s offer wasn’t what I expected. For that matter, neither was Oswald.
I’ve visited patients at Arkham before, and they’ve always been their usual selves.
Ozzy was sort of… nice. Not creepy nice, not an oily ‘buttering you up for a favor’
nice, just… friendly… polite… normal. He said he was just telling Dr. Bartholomew
about the term ‘catbird seat,’ how the catbird, named for its catlike call, attracts a mate
by building a pile of rocks until it has achieved the highest point around, and then
perches on it. This may not sound like enchanting conversation, but Oswald usually
opens with ten minutes of “kwak-kwak felicitations my felonious feline kwak-kwak
always a pleasure to receive a fellow kwak-kwak aristocrat of crime -kwak.” So a
casual (and kwakfree) mention of catbirds was quite an improvement.
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Then he mentioned the golden finch. Oswald wasn’t what I’d call a sentimentalist,
but that finch was the one item he’d lost in the fire that he really missed. He stole it the
first time, one of his earliest Penguin heists, but Batman recovered it. It wound up in
an eastside gallery along with some Maya jaguars I was interested in. I knew he’d
want it back, so I brought him the whole lot to fence, certain he’d take the finch for
himself.
Now he told me he knew. He’d always known that’s why I brought him the goods
from that particular heist. Unlike Bruce, Oswald was perfectly aware that he wasn’t
my number one fence, or number two or three. He knew why I picked him to move
the goods from that job. Made him pay through the nose for it but still, he said, it was
kind of me to think of him and he’d always appreciated it. That’s the word he used.
Kind. Not ‘magnanimously munificent on a scale of congenial generosity hitherto
unknown among criminal persons of exceptional-kwak-standing such as ourselves.’
Kind. I was starting to wonder what kind of medication they were giving him and
why the rest of us didn’t think to slip him some years ago.
Then he kwaked (only once) and got down to business. “Nice as it was” to see me
again, he had asked me down there for a favor. I braced myself, still undecided how I
was going to respond and still ill at the thought of becoming an “agent of the bat.” But
the favor wasn’t what we thought.
“Certain members of my staff… Sly-kwak, Raven-kwak. Can’t lose them. Just can’t.
Busboys and dishwashers, dime a dozen. But Sly. Raven. Dove. Kwak.
Irreplaceable.”
“Okay,” I managed, just to say something while I recalibrated my brain.
“Could be six months before I reopen. Maybe more. They’ll get new jobs. I can’t
have that. Might not get them back.”
“Yeah. I see the problem, Oswald, but what can I do?”
“I need to either give them jobs in some other capacity, just temporarily—and that
apparently won’t work as legitimate employees are quite ludicrously prejudiced about
participating in criminal activities, even for a few weeks—or else pay them a lump sum
to tide them over. Ruinous! I’ve been crunching the numbers all week and it’s
ruinous-kwak. Plus if they sit around watching Jeopardy for six months, who knows if
they’ll be fit to come back and work.” He paused there and his eyes gleamed with that
old Cobblepot greed as he drew out the next word for three syllables. “O-o-or, let
someone else do the paying for six months. Get them new jobs doing just what they do
now, not let them go find something on their own where they might not come back.
Nice temporary stint, so as soon as the Iceberg is ready to take them back, kwak-they’re
fired.”
I noticed the kwak-count was up, which only happens when Ozzy is agitated,
usually about money. I told him I sympathized but I didn’t see what I could do. I had
no use for a bartender, a hostess, and a cocktail waitress out at the Catitat. It would
confuse the tigers. His response left me… stunned.
“Not you! -kwak- Wayne!”
I blinked.
“You’ve got Bruce Wayne in your pocket, right? Must be a dozen places he could set
them up.”
I blinked.
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“You want me… Oswald, let me get this straight, you want me… The favor you
asking is for me to ask Bruce…?”
“Kwak.”
I blinked.
I told him I’d get back to him.
And I left.

The seatbelt sign came on. Seats and tray tables up. Stewardess made her last round
collecting glasses and headphones, and the plane began its slow descent over Kloten
Airport… and I still didn’t know exactly why I was going to Switzerland.
I never decided, that was the problem. I never worked out how I felt about what
Bruce asked me to do. And then when Oswald wanted something else entirely, it left
me… lost.
A lost cat doesn’t stand there looking confused and pathetic. She tilts her head at a
determined angle and heads off in some definite direction, working it out as she goes.
So I was going to Zurich. Bruce would find out, somehow. Finding out is second
nature to the World’s Greatest Detective. Then we’d see.
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CHAPTER 2: KIBITZ
Oswald might not have a Swiss bank account, but I did. Useful little souvenir of my
summer on the Italian Riviera. Contrary to popular belief, Swiss bankers do not just
jump into bed with any shady character that wants to hide assets behind their
legendary privacy laws. They expect to know their customers, all about their
customers, especially the foreigners. I had an introduction from a good customer,
Fabrizio, on whose yacht that first felonious summer was spent.
The thing I love, absolutely love, about Swiss banks: nobody gets them right,
absolutely nobody. I never realized it before, not until I strolled into Paradeplatz, but
suddenly there it was, as clear as Grossmunster Church towering over the smaller
buildings around it: Go to a movie with a Swiss bank in it, it’s wrong. Read a novel,
wrong. It’s absolutely astonishing. Not only do they all get it wrong, but each and
every one finds a new way to be wrong.
Just like with Catwoman.
There are those who have the general idea but mess up a few insignificant details.
There are those who get the general idea but mess up on some fairly important details.
And then there are those who are so far off, they’re in Finland.
One of those recurring points of confusion is the numbered account. It’s anonymous
to the world. It is not anonymous within the bank. You sign your checks with a number
and there is no piece of paper that will ever link your name with that money unless
you yourself are fool enough to write it down. The senior officers of the bank,
however, know who you are, and that’s fine because neither torture nor telepaths can
wring it out of them. (I thought the latter was just sales talk until Jason Blood
confirmed it a few years ago.)
My banker was Bernard Ducret, senior partner in Ducret, Augustiner & Zaehringen,
banque privée. He knew my name was Selina Kyle and as he wasn’t a total moron (who
wants to entrust their money to a moron?), he had to have a fair idea where my funds
came from. I was fine with it because, in Switzerland, that privée means “private,” even
by the standards of a woman living over the Batcave. (Jason Blood also told me once
why a firm in the heart of German-speaking Zurich would declare itself to be a private
bank in French. He was obviously making up a story to mess with the woman who
just found out he was immortal. I called him a liar to his face, fire-breathing demon
inside or not, and he never pulled my leg again… But it did start me wondering why
that sign is in French, and I never did come up with a plausible explanation.)
Anyway, it had been a while since I’d gone to DAZ in person, and the last several
times I had, I only dropped off a few trinkets in my safe deposit box. The last time I’d
talked with Bernard about my account was after Pheromones made his appearance as
AzBat. If the real Batman was gone… If Batman was gone, I didn’t know how much
longer I’d bother with Gotham, or if I’d even continue as Catwoman. So I came to
Zurich and talked through my options with Herr Ducret. For nearly three days we
talked, including a “let’s get you out of this office” excursion at the end of day two. We
took a ten minute train ride out of the city, and a two minute hike to this restaurant
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atop Uetliberg Mountain where he introduced me to a traditional cheese dish called
raclette—but really it was a “let’s get the crazy American out of the office for a while”
outing and we both knew it. It was after that meal he asked me to call him Bernard,
which is a big deal in ultraformal Zurich. I wasn’t that keen on the idea, but since I’d
talked his ear off for two days straight, I couldn’t really refuse. We’ve been “Bernard”
and “Selina” ever since.

So the word kibitz was taken from the Yiddish kibitsen, which was itself derived from
the German kiebitzen “to look on at cards,” because the person looking over your
shoulder while you tried to play your no trump invariably offered all kinds of advice
you didn’t need and didn’t want. This kiebitzen came from kiebitz, a busybody, which
was also the name of a shorebird with a bad reputation as a meddler.
Patient Cobblepot was certainly the most edifying inmate Leland Bartholomew had
ever treated. They weren’t getting any closer to the root of his varied neuroses, but
he’d uncovered the origins of the terms jaywalking, catbird seat, clay pigeons, and now
kibitzing.
“Most interesting,” Bartholomew smiled with that air of patient understanding so
important to the therapeutic dialogue. “Perhaps we could return to your decision to
open a nightclub.”
Oswald looked up at his doctor with the beady disapproval familiar to Iceberg
regulars, particularly henchman who betrayed signs of ill breeding their first time at
the bar.
“My dear doctor, does it not seem to you the height of insensitivity to inquire about a
man’s business knowing said establishment has just burned down? Surely if there was
a topic about which to restrain your incessant curiosity, this would be it.”
“Would you prefer to talk about the recent stresses resulting from the fire?”
Oswald sighed at this new outbreak of unseemly peasant curiosity.
“Allow me to tell you about the stormy petrel,” he answered politely, “Any of
various sea birds having dark feathers and lighter underparts. Old time sailors
thought its appearance meant a storm was coming, hence the term indicates one who
brings trouble—kwak!”

The Iceberg Lounge had always been a place where Rogues mingled with
“Normals.” Sly genuinely liked many of his customers, but he was never one of them.
Rogues were a self-absorbed breed, with a detachment from their fellow beings that
made it possible to shoot at them or take them hostage if the need arose. Sly was just
the opposite. He had a natural empathy, which made him an excellent bartender but
could make life very difficult in other ways.
Consider the other Iceberg employees. Sly was planning to go back to Florida and
resume an active role running his own bar on Key West. Instead, he had a committee
of cocktail waitresses sitting in his apartment, making plans for their future. Most men
wouldn’t consider that a hardship, except, well, their ideas sucked. They were doomed
to fail. And Sly wasn’t the kind of guy who could just turn his back knowing Dove,
Peahen, Finch, Feather and Sparrow were going to waste all that time and effort on a
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bad idea. They wanted to make an “IceBirds” Calendar, featuring the girls of the
Iceberg Lounge, along with some t-shirts and other novelty items. It would certainly
make some money, Sly agreed, but not enough to pay all their bills starting right now.
They had no grasp of timetables, startup costs, breakeven points or sales, so the whole
thing was falling on him. And all he really knew how to do was run a bar.
The thought of his bar in Key West did spark another idea, one that might actually
hold the solution. When Sly went to Florida to open his own place, the four most
dangerous criminals in Gotham had piled into a stolen car to follow him down there
and bring him home. If they’d go to that kind of trouble just to keep a bartender, what
would they do to keep the whole Iceberg staff together?
Of the four who came to Florida, Mr. Dent was certainly the best ask. There was no
more Two-Face, which was definitely a plus. No danger of a coin toss and gunfire if he
didn’t like the question. But more importantly, when Two-Face was around, Sly
distinctly remembered him recruiting for a “Galen McDoogle fanclub.” Harley Quinn
had apparently shot one of his henchmen, leaving him with an odd number of
members. He wanted Sly to join to restore the status quo. It wasn’t much to go on, but
he definitely knew about having shirts and things printed on the cheap.
It was a place to start.
Sly told the others to wait and took off for the last known Two-Face hideout.

I checked into my usual hotel, in Old Town right off the Bahnhofstrasse. Even
though I wasn’t spending the night, I did have a plan, and for that I needed a room.
I changed from my comfortable travelwear into a nice Chanel suit, a suit I’d bought
in Paris with Bruce’s money. That led to a loss of ten minutes while I fought down
another round of the guilts. Bruce was awfully good to me, and I didn’t want to hurt
him… but I did have to do this. Generous and loving as Bruce might be, Batman set
something in motion and now it had to run its course. I reminded myself that the Paris
shopping spree was just a way to get rid of me during Hell Month. That didn’t really
change anything; he’d sent me away out of love. But I clung to that thought of Hell
Month. Hell Month was Batman. Hell Month was Psychobat. And Psychobat was
finally going to answer for… whatever.
So I changed into my chic suit (which saves bother getting past the bank’s huissiers
who size you up in the lobby and only let you upstairs if you look interesting). I
stopped on the Bahnhofstrasse for a big hat and dark glasses (which saves bother from
Barbara who likes to hack into the Credit Suisse security cameras now and then, just to
see whose coming and going) and some matching gloves (because they went with my
hat and sometimes a girl has to indulge that way).
I made my way to Paradeplatz, into the DAZ building, and finally past the AshtonLarraby/Giovanni d’Annunzio lovechild of a hussier to the third floor. There, an
equally snobbish but more reasonable hussièrre took over. I wrote down my account
number. She scrutinized it like the numbers were mystic runes and then sent the slip
of paper back to Herr Ducret’s office. Within seconds her phone rang, and she said she
would be happy to sent me on to Herr Ducret even though I had no appointment—if I
would just take a seat for a few minutes. I did. I knew I would be sitting the precise
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length of time it took for Bernard’s flunky to run down to Sprüngli for a box of
pralines. Bernard had somehow picked up the same (delightful) habit as Igor, my
fence in Brussels: whenever I arrive, they just happen to be opening a big box of the
most decadent local chocolates, we each eat one, and then they give me the box to take
home. I know Igor banks here, but I’ve never been able to figure out which of them
told the other the chocolate trick.

When Two-Face saw the giant, stone comedy/tragedy masks on the façade of the
Flick Theatre, it was love at first sight. He decided to make it a lair before he’d ever
stepped inside. When he saw the same masks repeated a second time in an elaborate
mosaic on the lobby floor, he bought the building. It was almost unheard of to buy a
lair, but two faces, one smiling and one weeping, in two places, how could he resist?
When Sly saw the theatre, it was love at second sight—an irony Two-Face would
have enjoyed if he was still around. Sly didn’t care about the outside of the building,
but when he saw the lobby, the bar, the fixtures, it was…
“Woooow.”
Harvey politely showed him around, Sly repeating the awed “wows” every step of
the way. At the conclusion of the tour, he asked what Sly wanted—but what Sly
wanted had changed.
“I want to open up a bar here in Gotham! Just in the interim, just to give the girls a
place to work until Mr. Cobblepot gets the Iceberg back on its feet. I hadn’t realized it
until I saw this place, but Mr. Dent, this is wonderful. This place just has to be a bar.
It’s a nightclub waiting to happen!”
HELL NO! Harvey said emphatically.
“Just look at that arch over the box office and all the heavy grill work behind, looks
almost like a vault. Boy, that’d be a good name for the place too, considering the
clientele: ‘The Vault’ or maybe just ‘Vault.’”
He stretched out his hands as if reading a sign mounted above the bar.
DID YOU NOT HEAR ME? I SAID NO! Harvey yelled.
“We’d have to do it on the QT to get it open fast. No time for a liquor license and all
those inspectors. But that could work in our favor, with the Iceberg clientele and all.
Make it a secret underground thing, like the old speakeasies, a password to get in.
What do you think, Mr. Dent?”
NO! DIDN’T YOU HEAR US THE SECOND TIME, NO NO NO NO NO! Harvey
wailed.
“…”
Then he paused, wondering why Sly was still smiling at him.
“…”
It took him a moment to realize…
“I didn’t say any of that out loud, did I?”
Harvey fished in his pocket and pulled out the famous two-headed dollar. Then he
spoke again.
“Sly, my good friend, Sly, let me put it this way.” He turned the coin over so the
scarred side lay face up in his palm, and pointed to it like an old acquaintance. “Never,
never in my entire life have I heard a suggestion so replete in its wrongness that didn’t
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come from inside my own head. You said ‘Let’s turn this fine old theatre into a
nightclub,’ and from sheer force of habit, I thought my answer rather than saying it out
loud, because only Two-Face, only my own personal Darth Duality could have come
up with an idea so despicably vile. No, Sly, you will not be turning my home into an
interim Iceberg Lounge and, more importantly, you will not be turning me into an
interim Oswald.”

Spending so much time with the villains of the Iceberg might not have turned Sly
into a sociopath, but the Rogues’ bartender had seen enough to know the precise
mixture of tenacity, creativity, and ruthlessness which yielded the ultimate “rogue
cocktail.” He had a way to save the Iceberg staff: VAULT. It was the perfect solution
for everybody, and he was not going to let the hokey courtroom theatrics of an exprosecutor get in his way. He took action… and that action is what led Harvey Dent to
knock frantically on Jason Blood’s door at an hour when civilized men would hesitate
to even telephone.
“Mr. Blood?” he began hesitantly. “I hate to bother you, I know it’s late…”
He was ushered in without further explanations. Jason felt an obligation where
Harvey Dent was concerned. He had felt a kinship for the man, cursed with his own
personal demon and trying his utmost to keep the evil at bay. Feeling this kinship,
Jason had done what he could. He used magic to heal Dent’s face, but he succumbed
to a low trick of Etrigan’s at the crucial moment crafting the spell. Dent was healed,
but with metaphysical strings attached. Because of Jason’s error, Harvey could never
use his coin again. If he used chance or “Fate” to make a decision, the spell would be
broken and his scarring would return. Given his mental state, it was likely his evil
persona Two-Face would return as well. So Jason felt… obligated. He told Harvey to
contact him, day or night, if he ever felt himself in jeopardy.
Seeing that his guest was upset, Jason offered Harvey a drink, but the suggestion
was met with a shudder.
“No alcohol, please. No scotch, no peanuts, no pretzels. Nothing you’d find in a
bar. Um, you’re English, right? How about tea.”
Jason predated the English preoccupation with tea by more than a thousand years,
but he did enjoy the beverage. He brewed a pot, then sat back, fingertips touching in a
meditative triangle, as Harvey explained about Sly and the nightclub. When it was
over, he gave a thoughtful sigh.
“So, you found this suggestion objectionable, and instinctively you replied
internally, as if Two-Face suggested it?”
“Yes.”
“But he didn’t. It was this Sly.”
“Yes.”
“Two-Face has not, in fact, returned.”
“No.”
Jason nodded. As one who had daily exchanges with Etrigan, he could see how it
happened.
“Upsetting, I’ve no doubt. But not cause for concern, surely.”
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Harvey shook his head, his hand shaking with emotion as he tried to replace the
delicate cup on the saucer without shattering it.
“It’s not that. That was only the opening arguments. Sly had yet to ‘present his
case.’ He sent the waitresses over. They call themselves Ice Birds. Have you ever seen
that old footage of the Playboy Clubs in the 1960s, all the Bunnies clustering around
Hef? Was kind of like that. Luxury problem, I know, but until you’ve been there, you
can’t imagine what it’s like. A special on E! is one thing. It’s like a piece of history
there on the TV, black and white footage, like the Battle of Midway. Real women in
living color, sticking their hands in your jacket, it’s different. Before I knew what was
happening, I had a coin in my hand.”
Jason’s eyes flickered up in startled horror, and Harvey nodded vigorously.
“Wasn’t my fault, Blood, honest. It was that Peahen. She didn’t know anything
about the condition of my cure, poor kid, none of them do. She just knew ‘Harvey uses
coins.’ And I guess she figured if we flipped for it, they’d have a fifty-fifty shot.”
“A narrow escape.”
“Tell me about it. I was so flustered, I jammed my hands in my pocket and said
okay.”
Jason’s grimace had more to do with Etrigan’s raucous laughter than Harvey’s
decision, but Harvey had no way of knowing that.
“I’ve found it’s best in these situations to just make a decision, and if it’s the wrong
one, it’s the wrong one. Better that than risk a coinflip…”
Outwardly, Jason nodded and offered Harvey more tea. Inwardly, he asked Etrigan
what was so funny.

It was strange, I’d come to Switzerland to rattle Bruce’s cage—and maybe my own.
I’d made it all the way into Bernard’s office and eaten this orgasmic little pellet of
hazelnut cream coated in the most unbelievably rich milk chocolate… when I realized I
didn’t really know what to say. I was here, ostensibly, to talk about my finances, but I
hadn’t given a moment’s thought to the cover story. I crossed my legs, which is always
a useful stalling tactic in situations of this kind. Then, in the absence of any last minute
inspiration, it occurred to me that I might just tell Bernard the truth: I had re… I had
re… I’d come to Zurich to talk about my investments because I had re… …tired.
I hated the sound of it, but Bernard just nodded like he’d already guessed. There
hadn’t been a sizable deposit since the one from Atlantis, and before that there had
been another “rather conspicuous hiatus.” In addition, of course, he’d seen my name
linked with Bruce Wayne’s here and there. He assumed that was related to the
“increasing intervals between deposits.” He’d been expecting my visit for some time
“to discuss an investment profile better suited to my new circumstances.” We talked
over some possibilities, seeing as my expenses had changed almost as much as the
income since I’d moved into the manor (and would go still lower now that Bruce was
paying for the Catitat). And then when we’d finished, Bernard took me back to the
vault.
We turned our keys and he withdrew my box, leaving me alone with it in the little
consultation booth. I had brought one of the gold bars from Project Walapang. When I
left Gotham, I wanted to feel I still had some ill-gotten gain to hide here, even if it
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wasn’t technically ill-gotten. Catwoman had taken it. It was Bruce Wayne’s gold to
begin with. I had defeated all his security and cold cracked his safe, and now his gold
bar was my gold bar… It made sense at the time. Now, after the talk with Bernard,
after I’d actually said the r-word, it seemed a moot point. But I took the gold out of my
purse anyway and placed it carefully in the back of the box. There was certainly no
point in trudging it back home. I looked through the rest of the contents: some cash,
that Egyptian necklace, a ruby necklace, an emerald necklace, some canary earrings,
some other canary earrings, a sapphire… Oh.
It was a sapphire brooch, a large sapphire brooch, Van Cleef and Arpels, invisible
mount. I’d taken it because it was so similar to the earrings I’d left that night at
Cartier. Our first Cartier encounter. Our first kiss. Our first Christmas… I’d taken an
awful ruby collar that was an absolute horror, destined to be broken down into a half
dozen bracelets by my European contacts. But while I was in the vault, I just happened
to see these wonderful earrings, sapphire petals around a diamond center, not too big,
not too small, perfect for my coloring. But then when Batman showed up, after that
kiss, I… I just left it all. A year later I saw the brooch in the VCA window, sapphire
petals bordered with diamonds around a diamond center. I had to have it. I dropped
everything else I was working on until I had this brooch in my hands. At the time,
something so valuable and so linked to that kiss seemed incredibly… something.
Precious. Significant. Powerful… Something.
Now it was just a piece of jewelry, a beautiful piece but no different from a thousand
others. If I was still the woman I was then, I would let Igor sell it and pick up a few
more acres for the Catitat. There was no need to be clinging to this one brooch like a
magic talisman… But then, when I had been that woman, selling this piece was
unthinkable.
I sat there for a long time trying to understand why. Naturally, it kept coming back
to that kiss. I tried to make it something else, tried to think of another reason, any
reason, any rationalization, but “self-deception isn’t a luxury I can afford” (grunt) is
rubbing off on me. Of course it was him. Of course it was that kiss. Now that I can
kiss him whenever I want, now that the promises of that kiss are a part of our daily
lives, the association between that and a meaningless piece of cold, faceted mineral
seemed unreal, absurd, and insane.
I returned the box to the vault and that was that. I had no time for this kind of crazy
sentimentality. Bruce would be back from patrol now, finishing up the logs, and
within the hour he’d be getting into bed and seeing I wasn’t there. It wouldn’t be cause
for concern. I was probably prowling late and decided to stay in town, spend the night
at the penthouse or the cat lair. There would be no cause for suspicion… yet.

A secret nightclub couldn’t exactly advertise, but a secret nightclub catering to the
Gotham underworld didn’t have to. In another city, word-of-mouth might take time,
but not in Gotham, not among the Rogues. All Sly had to do was take the C train up to
Arkham and tell Jervis Tetch.
“Calloo Callay! Confused, I say.”
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“Think of it as an illegal tea party only a select few are invited to attend,” Sly
explained.
Jervis considered this.
“So we can eat the queen’s tarts without the knave of hearts getting his sticky fingers
all over them?”
“If the knave is Batman or the Department of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, sure.”
“Splendiforous! How can I help?”
Sly went over the name and location again, and explained about the password.
“The club is called Vault. In order to get in, you’ll have to give the password. Soand-so gave me the combination, where so-and-so is whoever told you about Vault.
Get it?”
“So and so is so and wherever is whoever to get into the vault!”
“No, no,” Sly winced.
“So, so?”
“No—I—Look, just tell them to use the name of the person who sent them. Not a
name-name, but the rogue name. Scarecrow, Joker, Catwoman…”
“Caterpillar gave me the combination, got it.”
“No, not caterpillar, Cat-woman. Catwoman good, caterpillar bad.”
“Cheshire cat then, to chase away the Dormouse?”
Again Sly winced. He didn’t like the idea of compromising on the password,
especially at this early stage. It seemed like a little thing, but too much Caterpillar,
Cheshire Cat and Dormouse might sound like it was really Mad Hatter behind the
club. Oswald would be upset, and with Hatter being incarcerated after taking over a
nightclub, it could even bring Bat-trouble. He had no choice, for the good of Vault, he
held firm.
“Sorry, Mr. Tetch. If they want to get in, you’ve got to give them the right
password. Let’s go over this again…”

Just because I never strapped Batman to a Jacob’s Ladder and lowered him into a vat
of electric eels, doesn’t mean I wouldn’t lead him to a decoy location or a lair or even a
trap as long as it wasn’t the lethal voltage variety. I was good at it. I AM good at it.
Catwoman has always known the way to seed clues for the World’s Greatest Detective
to follow. Not too big, not too small, not too many, not too obvious and—always a big
priority for kitty in the old days—not something the sidekicks would pick up on.
Batman was my goal and no one else. I wanted his personal involvement and his
alone, and that required a certain touch, a feline intuition drawn from our special
connection: what he would notice, what he would notice without even noticing he
noticed.
The delicious part of this Zurich adventure was getting back to those Bat/Cat basics.
Bruce wasn’t going to just swipe my purse and look for fresh stamps in my passport
for no reason. I’d have to lead him, just like I used to, touching that connection in just
the right way… So I went shopping in the Niederdorf district. There’s a quaint
“Schnapsboutique” where you can pick from a selection of liquors, pick a glass bottle
and a stopper, and they put the one in the other to create a wonderfully unique gift that
could come from nowhere else in the world. I selected a delicious walnut liquor,
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locally made—very locally made, right near Lake Zurich. I figured that and the
pralines would do the trick once his suspicions were aroused.
The last touch involved going back to the room and washing my hair with the hotel
shampoo. It was nice, a honey-fruity scent, nothing like the tearose I use at home. I
figured that would be enough. Back then, behind masks, we each locked on to the few
details we had: the eyes, voice, lips… He noticed my hair.
We’re both still attuned to those behind-the-mask details.
It would be enough.
I checked out, and headed for the airport.
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CHAPTER 3: STORMY PETREL
Bruce hadn’t made a study of his psyche; he’d simply noticed that when he was
reasonably well rested and went to bed at the usual hour, the Crime Alley nightmare
woke him between 5 and 5:30 a.m. If it was one of those periods when he was
exhausted, it could come as late as seven or even later. The dream itself seldom varied,
and it was the variation rather than the lateness of the hour that made his heart pound
as he strained to register the time on the clock.
6:42
He took several deep breaths to slow his heartbeat, and glanced at the still-empty
place beside him. He didn’t really expect to see Selina there. When she wasn’t there
when he got home, he assumed she had been prowling late and decided to spend the
night in town. He was used to her being there, but he doubted her absence had
anything to do with the nightmare.
Crime Alley never had a narrator before. It was Crime Alley, but not the usual Crime
Alley, not the Crime Alley of that night. It was the present. He was Batman. He was
patrolling. There was a gang lying in wait. He’d spotted their lookout. He was going
in… and that’s when the narrator spoke, like a cheesy noir voiceover. Except it wasn’t
his voice spouting overwrought clichés about alleys and the scum who dwell there. It
was Batgirl’s audio log from the night before:
..:: Batman say crooks fall down on pride. Say caught up in cleverness of plan. Overlook
things. Funny thing is father say same about him. Say cops and Bat catch up in own
cleverness. Overlook things. Is strange when both say same thing.::..
It always unsettled him when someone likened Batman to a criminal. His annoyance
varied if it was a politician, a pundit in the press, or just Selina tweaking his nose about
“Eddie,” but the baseline annoyance was always there. Hearing Batgirl’s log last night
was worse. She was so innocent in her observation. She wasn’t an ambitious poser
angling to score points with a gullible public or a stunted fool seeking gratification by
spouting opinions, no matter how ignorant or ill-informed. She wasn’t even a cat
pawing the ball of yarn because it was fun. She was just… Cassie… saying what she
thought. And what she thought in this case, what she’d observed, was that Batman
said the same thing as David Cain, a professional assassin. It unnerved him so much,
he’d incorporated it into his dream. Understandable really.
6:42
It was too early to get up, but he was too awake to go back to sleep. Of all the
mornings for Selina to be gone. He got up, postponed the shower, and figured he’d
work out for an hour before breakfast.

There are times a man senses the dilemma before him—and by “dilemma,” of
course, Tim meant “girl”—has such potential for soul-scarring disaster, he wants
advice from friends and family, from psychologists, spiritual advisors and astrologers,
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from advice columns and fortune cookies, a shaman if he is lucky enough to know one,
the Batcomputer if he has access, and if all else fails, a Magic Eight Ball.
In Tim’s case, seeing as the dilemma in question could kill before she could talk, he
wanted all the advice he could get. The thought that gnawed at his gut, however, was
the last time he asked around for advice this way was for Dick’s bachelor party.
Superman hung up on him. Flash, Green Lantern, and Plastic Man charged over a
thousand dollars’ worth of booze to Bruce’s credit card. Poison Ivy attacked the party,
and Stephanie cut him off for a month when she found out Ivy got in disguised as a
stripper. Asking for advice at this point seemed just as dangerous as going it alone.
Cassie felt bad about putting him in the hospital, that much he understood. She
wasn’t exactly Miss Communication and she found oddball ways to express herself.
That much he understood. She had taken to bringing him a giant chocolate chip cookie
each night during patrol. That… was a stretch. He could only guess that, given the
history with the Phoenix Ninja bets and chocolate sundae payoffs, she figured midpatrol food delivery is the accepted way to settle accounts. He wasn’t sure, and that’s
what bothered him. If the cookies had nothing to do with the hospital, if it some kind
of hint that she was maybe kinda interested, he wouldn’t want to miss the cue—with
any girl who was interested, but especially with Cassie who was already plenty
dangerous even without a romantic axe to grind.
Thing was, if it wasn’t a hint, if it was just “Sorry for shin splint. Have cookie,” he
wouldn’t want to go making a move.
It was a minefield. The situation was an absolute minefield. She was cute, sure, but
was cute really worth it? She understood the life and knew the whole history with
Steph, that did save all kinds of grief. He liked spending time with her. She was fitting
in with the Titans, but… still… minefield. Hospital. Shin splints. Compound
fractures. A snort of fear gas and she damn near put a batarang through his eye.
Dick’s analysis was spot on about one thing: “Cassie is a real sweetie—until she
breaks bones.” (Tim already knew that.) “Plus side, she’s bringing you cookies. Plus
side, I’ve seen those black and white cookies in that all night bakery on 87th, and if
that’s where she’s getting them, they’re insanely good.” (Tim knew that too.) “On the
negative end, it’s an obvious guilt thing, and you should talk to her. A gentleman
wouldn’t just let this go on night after night, chocolate chunk after chocolate chunk.”
“I know. On all counts, I know. Kinda stating the obvious there, Bro. But how do I
talk to her when she’s a friggin one-woman minefield?”
That’s when Barbara chimed in. Tim didn’t know that for sure, but the advice that
came next: take her on a date and tell her in a quiet atmosphere that all is forgiven and she
doesn’t need to keep on giving you cookies on patrol. It was an honest mistake, and you learn
from it and move on… sure sounded like Barbara. It was girly. The addendum: then
order a hot fudge sundae topped with crumbled cookies for dessert. Sundaes are always good for
easing guilt… that was Dick again.

As Batman observed, pride is the downfall of criminals. Even the sanest, shrewdest,
and most feline may become so enamored of their brilliant plan, they overlook
surprisingly obvious dangers. In Selina’s case, she was so caught up in the renewal of
Bat/Cat stratagems, she forgot a vital difference between that former Catwoman’s duels
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with Batman ‘the Caped Crusader’ and her present intrigue with Batman who is really
Bruce Wayne. She’d accounted for the fact that Batman was Bruce who slept one
pillow over. She accounted for the fact that Batman was Bruce who knew the one spot
behind her knee where she was ticklish. What she failed to account for was that
Batman was Bruce whose butler was Alfred Pennyworth.
Bruce had reacted to her absence in exactly the way she expected: he assumed she’d
spent the night in town. Alfred, on the other hand, had brought the breakfast tray
down to the Batcave when he found the Wayne bedroom empty. He followed the
rhythmic squeaking to the gymnasium and stood there, lips pursed, until Bruce
dismounted the high bar and landed beside him.
“Your breakfast, sir,” he announced. “I dare say you will find the orange juice most
refreshing after your exertions. Might one ask Miss Selina’s whereabouts, that I might
deliver her refreshment as well?”
“I think she spent the night at the lair,” Bruce said casually.
In response to this careless statement, a density shift occurred, not unlike that which
marks the transition from Bruce to Batman.
“Indeed, sir,” Alfred pronounced, stiff with disapproval.
“You can just leave her letters in the morning room and, ah, check off whatever you
think she’d want for the menus. You know I don’t care.”
“Music to any cook’s ears, sir. Might one inquire if the lady is expected to return in
time for lunch, for dinner, or if this is one of those occasions when the company of
those possessing fewer than four feet will not be sought for some considerable time?”
“We didn’t have a fight, if that’s what you mean.”
This statement was met with the same skeptical air that marked most early morning
discussions of Catwoman in times past. Bruce would insist he had no particular
interest in “the catburglar” and that her escape, yet again, meant nothing. Alfred
would answer with that look of pronounced but unspoken disbelief, then he’d pour the
coffee and mention some item in the newspaper.
“There is an article on ‘designer technology’ in the Financial Times, sir, which may
be of interest to you.”
“Alfred, I swear to you, Selina and I did not have a fight. I’d have noticed.”
“Cream and sugar, sir?”
“Crime- I mean- cream, yes, just a splash.”

Jason could certainly understand Harvey’s reluctance to live in a nightclub, roguecentric or not. He himself had lived too near a boisterous Paris guinguette in the late
18th century, and it was hardly a Moulin Rouge fantasy of consumptive courtesans and
glamorous intrigue.
Of course, understanding the problem was a fairly useless exercise unless he was
prepared to do something about it. Jason had a premonition only that morning: an
architect in San Pedro, California was visiting a farmer’s market where, at that very
moment, a housewife was mistaking him for a worker in one of the stalls and was
about to ask the price of the peaches. He would be so traumatized by this assault on
his perceived social status, he would invite two friends and his elder brother out for a
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night on the town in Los Angeles, ostensibly to celebrate his brother’s upcoming
birthday but really to reassert his affluence and social position. There would be
considerable drinking, and tomorrow morning the brother would foolishly brush aside
his hangover and go to work ferrying travelers to nearby Catalina island. In his
diminished condition, he would brake too late when the speedboat towing the waterskier turned too sharply near the boat lane… with the result that his neighbor, Binky
Sherborn, would soon receive a phone call summoning her to California because her
niece was injured in a water-skiing accident and would need help getting around...
Given Harvey Dent’s preoccupation with Fate, Jason did not think it wise to explain
the series of dominoes already falling that would soon provide him with a housesitting
job for several months. He said only that an opportunity existed (or would soon exist)
that would provide Harvey with alternate living quarters if he could mind a thermostat
and walk the dogs. Harvey agreed, but only on the condition that there were no plants
to water.
Jason had no idea if Binky Sherborn had plants in her apartment, but he promised to
take care of them himself if she did… Once again, he was forced to ask Etrigan what
was so funny.

Bruce cancelled his one appointment at WE: a late afternoon sales meeting that
Lucius had to know he would skip out of anyway.
He remained in the cave, activated an automated sweep of the ground security grid,
and periodically checked the D, E, and F cameras himself looking for Selina’s car.
When he saw her Jaguar make the turn from Country Club Drive some twenty seconds
before the automated alert would sound, he switched off the monitoring system and
moved quickly to intercept her in the garage.
It was the oddest protocol he’d ever executed, but then the circumstances were odd
too.
Shortly after Selina moved in, she’d come to bed one night with the news that Alfred
was “mad at her.” Outwardly, Bruce remained calm, but inwardly he hadn’t felt such
turmoil since that moment on Cartier’s roof when he thought she was stealing again.
Everyone had been so accepting when he’d brought Selina into his life, especially
Alfred. The thought of trouble between them… He needn’t have worried. The
“trouble” turned out to be quite endearing: Selina had asked where the washing
machine was.
Alfred believed in starting as you meant to continue, and he meant to treat Selina as
mistress of the manor, not some fiercely independent feline who happened to sleep
under Master Bruce’s roof in a murky “my suite is foreign soil like an embassy”
arrangement that he himself never agreed to. He would be doing her laundry, he said,
ladies’ delicates or no. He would be sending out her dry cleaning, accepting delivery
of same, and returning laundered items to her closet. Also, if Selina had any thought of
coming into his kitchen and rinsing out the bowls in which her little feline companions
ate their supper, she may as well give up that fantasy right now…
Selina had been stunned. Telling Bruce the story that night, she had been stunned all
over again. Bruce had laughed at the time. It was only the next night, in the middle of
patrol, that he realized it was Catwoman who was stunned— and stunned into actual
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compliance. Catwoman who didn’t flinch at Batman, at Joker, at Ra’s al Ghul, Lex
Luthor or the Justice League. Catwoman who would never budge an inch on anything
touching on her independence. Yet there she was, tucking in her tail and accepting
Alfred’s dictates.
She did find the laundry room eventually—Catwoman was not to be thwarted and
apparently she’d followed the pipes—but she never raised the issue with Alfred again,
and he went on running the household, which now included her, exactly as he wished.
It was a trivial episode, but Bruce still wanted to avoid any similar conflicts, so he
planned to give Selina a heads up before she reached the house. Of course, he could
have gone to her lair or even called her cell, but when the issue was her staying out all
night, neither course seemed prudent. Selina was hypersensitive about anything that
smacked of concern for her safety: she was not the hero’s helpless girlfriend, she did
not need rescuing, and woe to anyone who forgot it. If he called, she wouldn’t hear a
thing he said about Alfred. She’d hear “you were out of my sight for ten minutes and I
thought Catwoman got herself shot, stabbed or kidnapped.” Hence the protocol: he
would casually amble down to the garage and happen to see her when she got back from
town but before she stepped into the house.

Cassie couldn’t believe how foolish she’d been. How much she had to learn. Tim
had shown her how she should have brought ice cream instead of cookies to make up
for the hospital. But that was nothing compared to how wrong she was about him.
She needed help on the Crispi case. Father and son were both mid-level operatives
in the Falcone mob, and she was confident when she thought their business was guns
and drugs. She knew how those operations worked, how to tell who was buying, who
was supplying, where the money was, and who reported to whom. When the father’s
business turned out to be gambling on basketball, and the son’s was a “pump and
dump” that meant stocks rather than prostitutes, she had to get outside help.
Azrael was gone, and Oracle wasn’t a field operative. She could have asked Batman
or Nightwing for help, but since she was going to find Robin anyway to bring him a
Peanut Buster Parfait, she decided to ask him first… and was astonished at his
knowledge and ability. He was a rokudan in the detective arts, a sixth degree black
belt at least in all those investigating techniques that baffled her. She nearly bowed
and thanked him as Master Sensei when he was so good as to explain the complexities
of the stock swindle to her unworthy self.
She suddenly realized that all this time she had been seeing Robin, the crimefighter,
through Spoiler’s eyes. Stephanie did not shine in many areas where others on the Batteam excelled. Her fighting stance was very poor, her breathing undisciplined, and her
stamina erratic because she would eat many carbohydrates one day and the next day
none at all. She never seemed to realize how important those deficiencies were, and
eventually Cassie stopped trying to help her.
Cassie saw now that this must have been the case with detective work too.
Stephanie always spoke of Tim’s crimefighting habits as stuck up and patronizing.
Cassie now realized this was just like her fighting stance. She dismissed as
unimportant what she could not do well.
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Cassie would have to make it up to Tim. She would show him how to play Phoenix
Ninja so there would be no more bump tells with his twitchy thumb that led to
Shadowbird’s inevitable defeat.

Selina knew the plan was in jeopardy the minute she pulled into the garage. Bruce
was there, searching for something in the glove compartment of the Porsche, a
completely convincing performance by one of the world’s great actors—completely
convincing, that is, to anyone that didn’t know Batman…
Bruce knew the plan was in jeopardy the minute she got out of the car. She had that
air about her, radiating guileless innocence—a look that meant she’d already been in
the safe and had the stolen diamonds somewhere on her person…
“Hey, Stud. You weren’t worried, were you?” it began.
Guileless innocence. What was she up to?
“Not until now,” he graveled. “What are you up to?”
What was he getting at? He hadn’t even seen the chocolates, the liquor, or smelled her hair.
She’d only just got out of the car. What did he know? What could he know?
She laughed, too lightly.
“What? If I’m out of your sight for ten minutes, I must’ve been emptying out the
Egyptian wing?”
“No, but that laugh in answer to ‘what are you up to’ means you were definitely
doing something.”
“Meow.”
“Woof.”
“Woof? Woof? My, you have changed. Whatever happened to ‘you’re gone too far
this time,’ ‘this isn’t a game,’ and ‘theft is a crime in this city?’”
“That’s Cartier’s vault at three in the morning six years ago, not the hood of your
Jaguar right now. Selina, enough!”
“There he is!”
Grunt.
Then…
“Selina… Suppose you tell me what the hell is going on.”
“No.”
She turned to go, tripping instinct on both sides as Bruce reached out to stop her and
she spun and froze just short of scratching him. Reality broke through the muscle
memory, and she realized she had no claws and also that scratching an unmasked
lover with bare nails is both inappropriate and undignified. She settled for a spirited
hiss, by the end of which he’d maneuvered her into a once familiar pin, her wrists
imprisoned in his hands, twisted behind her back, and pulled high to almost touch the
bottom of her hair—now smelling of honey and raspberry rather than tearose, a nowpointless clue in a futile chain of… damn him.
Rather than repeat his query, Bruce merely raised a questioning eyebrow. When that
produced no answer beyond an angry glare, he conceded to a graveling “Well?”
She smiled, that enigmatic cat-smile… Then…
“Suppose you tell me.”
“What you’re up to?”
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“Yes, Great Detective, you know so much, you tell me.”
Something was wrong—something besides the obvious that he was pinning her in a
borderline-painful interrogation hold when he meant to just warn her about Alfred.
What the hell was he doing? … you tell me… More to the point, what was she doing?
…that enigmatic smile… …Great Detective, you know so much, you tell me…
After a long, silent beat, he let go of her wrists.
…that enigmatic smile…
Something was wrong—with her—but what?
… you tell me…
He’d seen that look in her eye before.
… you tell me…
Right after he’d asked her to move in, and again once she was settled into the suite,
cleaning out that Hell Mouth of a closet. During the Vaniel case too, the night he asked
her help getting into …
Of course.
You tell me.
“Come on,” he said quietly.

There are qualities that separate civilized men from hairless apes who have been
taught to obey traffic signs and not make messes in the house. Oswald Cobblepot was
a civilized man. He understood the virtues of tact and delicacy. Having run out of
bird-words to occupy Dr. Bartholomew, he had moved on to ornithological
superstitions: Crows were said to foretell the future. A single crow on the roof of a
house was bad luck. Finding a dead crow, on the other hand, was good luck. Owls,
being nocturnal creatures, had negative associations, signaling death or illness…
And that’s where Oswald trailed off, emitting only a single, nasal kwak as he realized
the need for those twin hallmarks of civility had just arisen.
Nearly all the remaining superstitions were about ravens.
Tact-kwakwakwak. Tact and delicacy. Kwakwak...
“Another common bird used to foretell the future is the magpie,” Oswald mentioned
in a fit of inspiration.
He knew a Magpie just as he knew a Raven, but that lady was a failed rogue turned
profitable sneak thief. She was not dating the good doctor. There would be no
indelicacy informing him “If a magpie perches on your roof, your building will never
fall down. Five magpies mean company is coming…”

Neither spoke as Bruce led Selina through the cave and into the costume vault. He
regarded a drilled hole in the stone wall, a hole that once contained a metal spike
supporting a wooden shelf he shattered in a moment of Hell Month frustration. He
shifted his attention to the Bat-cowl and the false head that held it in place.
“That night,” he said slowly, “after seeing Vaniel in the hospital, you… identified…
‘explained’… my situation pretty well, better than I was able to hear or accept at the
time.”
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“Bruce, I—” Selina began, uncomfortably.
“It wasn’t the first time,” he interrupted. “That one ‘Hell Month’ when you got back
from Paris, I couldn’t meditate, I’d destroyed the shelf in here… You got to the bottom
of that too.” He turned to her and studied her seriously. “I guess it’s my turn. ‘Great
detective, suppose you tell me,’ that’s what you were getting at, wasn’t it?”
“No… I…”
“Maybe not consciously, but…?”
“Well… maybe.”
“Kitten isn’t big on introspection,” he noted with a sad smile.
“Woof.”
“Alright, let’s start at the beginning. Gathering what those not averse to
crimefighting call ‘evidence.’ Selina… Where were you last night?”
“Oh come on,” she exclaimed. “Just like that? I had clues and everything.”
“I’m sure you did. And they were to point to…?”
“pfft.”
“Selina.”
“Zurich, okay! I went to Zurich.”
Bruce’s mouth dropped open. It had never happened in a thousand interrogations of
a thousand criminals. Never had he been so unprepared for an answer. For a long
moment he said nothing, and then, doing his best to conceal his astonishment, he went
on to the next logical question:
“Why?”
Selina tapped her foot impatiently.
“That’s what you’re supposed to tell me, Handsome.”
“Not for Cobblepot, I presume,” Bruce graveled, ignoring the taunt.
“N-not necessarily,” came the halting answer.
“No. You started to say ‘no,’ then changed it to imply a maybe. So it wasn’t for
Cobblepot, but you want me to think it might be.”
Bruce’s eyes went square.
“You’re still upset I asked you to help with that? Selina, why? You’ve helped
before. I know I wasn’t exactly diplomatic when I asked, but it’s not like it’s that
unprecedented.”
“The blood dripping from your fangs was unprecedented, Bruce. That was new.”
“What blood? What fangs? I’m doing what I’ve always done, fighting the criminals
who prey on this city, of whom Oswald Cobblepot has always been among the most
prominent, most active, most vicious and the most—”
“SUCCESSFUL! He’s always been among the most successful, right? ‘Getting away
with it over and over and over’ and that’s why finally ‘ending him once and for all’ or
was it ‘utterly destroying him’ would be such a fucking boon to mankind!”
Bruce was about to answer with the resounding ‘Yes’ of Batman’s final word on the
matter, when Batgirl’s poignantly simple log entry echoed in his memory: Bat catch up
in own cleverness. Overlook things.
Bat catch up in own cleverness. Overlook things.
A gut punch of absolute truth, made all the more brutal for the innocent warble of
childhood in which it was delivered.
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“Selina, you’re nothing like Penguin,” he said sincerely. “You’re nothing like any of
them—and not just because you look better in purple,” he offered in a half-hearted
attempt to lighten the mood, as she certainly would if the situation was reversed.
It didn’t help. She just stood there, looking bewildered, vulnerable, and alone.
“You were always a top tier thief, but I never had that kind of frustration about not
taking you down because you were never, ever a top tier threat. You never actively
planned to hurt anyone, and I never saw you put anyone in danger other than
yourself. You preyed on people’s property, yes, but you never preyed on people. That
meant nobody was in danger if you were still free tomorrow night, and that’s why I
never thought of you as one of ‘them.’”
“I need to sit down,” Selina sighed, looking a little pale and a little ill.
“Come on, there’s nowhere to sit in here,” Bruce said gently, walking her out to the
main chamber and sitting her at workstation 1. He took a bottle of water from the
mini-fridge, told her it would help the jet lag, and by the time she drank it, he’d pulled
up a log entry on the giant screen.
“There, you don’t have to take my word for it,” he said. “Check the date. That’s
eight years before we got… close.”
... ... ... ... :: Duty Log: Batman, Supplemental :: ... ... ...
cannot pursue every criminal Gordon mentioned any more than I could pursue every name
on the At Large list. A determination has to be made, and I must accept the fact that if I devote
my full attention to subject A, then B C or D will likely get away with something. I cannot let
that reality paralyze me in making the choice. I can only make the choice wisely given what I
know of these individuals. Penguin is dangerous to innocent people. Riddler is dangerous to
innocent people. Joker is capital “D” Dangerous, period. Catwoman? Not so much.
“Not so much?” Selina quoted, managing a weak smile at the conspicuously nonPsychobat phrase used in the sacred logs, and used in conjunction with her.
“Of course I never felt that kind of animosity or viciousness towards you, Selina,
because I never considered you a danger to the people I’ve sworn to protect.”
“Noted,” she said meekly.
“Feeling better?”
She took a deep breath.
“I will be,” she said, “once it all sinks in.”
“Good. One other thing: Alfred is none too pleased about your disappearing act last
night.”

Okay, now Tim was genuinely scared.
“Oracle not in field. Azrael gone. Leaves you.”
That’s what she’d said, and it didn’t exactly sound like a compliment. He’d helped
her because that’s the job, that’s what you do. And, ok, she brought him a Peanut
Buster Parfait, which nobody else ever did when they wanted help with a case. So he
helped her out and now, classic overcorrection from Miss Cain, he was a rock star. He
was a prodigy. He was the Mozart of crimefighting!
Cassie being Cassie, that’s not what she actually said. Oh no, he would have
understood that. She said he was the ‘Akamatsu Mitsusuke of crimefighting.’
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He’d given a socks-for-Christmas smile and committed the words to memory,
googled it later, and found out… ? Famous assassin. Yep. That’s Cassie alright. No
idea who Lindsay Lohan is, but impress her and she might just liken you to a 15th
century shogun killer.
And she meant it as a compliment! That’s why Tim was scared. Instinct said let it
ride. If she wanted to think he’s the akimaroo of crimefighting, what’s the harm? Plus,
he couldn’t really think of a way out of it. Letting a girl like Cassie put you on a
pedestal seemed like a high-risk endeavor, but for the life of him, he couldn’t figure a
way to climb down: “Hey Cass, the parfait was great. Boy, we really nailed those
Crispi thugs, huh? By the way, you know I’m a bit of a yutz when it comes to missing
persons timelines, right? And I get pretty confused coordinating alibis if anyone claims
to have taken public transportation…”

Selina held out a cone-shaped morsel of chocolate promising as tempting a sinful
pleasure as she ever dangled before Bruce’s lips. He leaned forward just enough to
bite, and forced down a chuckle as the velvety interior compelled him to bite on, taking
the entire morsel into his mouth rather than the tentative nibble he’d begun.
“Very good,” he admitted, feeling his cheeks warm in response to the rush of
almond-chocolate intensity ebbing and flowing over his palate.
“Oh, it gets better,” Selina laughed, pouring a thimbleful of fragrant, amber liquid
into a cut crystal shot glass. “Sip.”
Rather than drink it, Bruce inhaled.
“Seems awfully strong,” he noted.
“Well, the woman in the shop did suggest cutting it with champagne or pouring it
over ice cream,” she said lightly, then her voice slowed and deepened into Catwoman’s
most seductive purr. “But for now… taste.”
Again, Bruce leaned forward obediently, and moistened his lips.
“Very nice,” he conceded.
“Meow.”
“Meow.”
“See what you ruined, Handsome? Nobody else is ever going to leave you clues like
this.”
“No, I’ll admit only you could come up with this one,” he chuckled. “So the
chocolate was to go in your suite?”
“Or the morning room, I hadn’t decided. The walnut liqueur would be at the lair.
The more incriminating the item, the harder it should be to find, n’est pas?”
Bruce inspected the bottle.
“Well… the chocolate is actually more incriminating. The lack of a UPC code or
nutrition information on the box indicates it wasn’t sold in the U.S., whereas the bottle
is so non-descript…”
“But the liqueur is made right on Lake Zurich, it’s a local product.”
“No, they make walnut liqueurs in Northern Italy too.”
“Pfft.”
Bruce grunted and continued to watch her unpack. He was fascinated by the way
her mind worked. He knew many fiercely intelligent people. He knew many cultured
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people. But a keen, cultivated intellect was one thing. A keen, cultivated intellect
driven by feline logic was another animal entirely.
“I’m still not clear what were you shooting for,” he noted, the dry detachment of his
voice providing bat-cover as he reached over and took another chocolate. “A
confrontation in your lair or some kind of—”
He was interrupted by a respectful cough in the doorway.
“Begging your pardon, sir. miss,” Alfred announced formally. “If one or both of you
are at liberty to come downstairs, I have shown a visitor into the drawing room. A
Mister Bernard Ducret, from Zurich.”
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CHAPTER 4: REVISED PLAN
Back on a plane to Zurich. I couldn’t believe it. It was Wayne One this time, with
Bruce’s blessing and on a mission that couldn’t be described as anything other than
crimefighting. Even that awful word didn’t leave a sour taste in my mouth at the
moment. That was hard to believe too, but it’s not like the goggle people would ever
know what I was doing and… well… I love Bruce. Bruce is a crimefighter. And what
he does, he does for a reason. I knew that, but I don’t think I ever felt it as powerfully
as I had in the drawing room watching how he was with Bernard.
Speaking of which, I had to remember I had a guest onboard. Bruce said I should be
very attentive during the flight so Bernard could see how comfortable we could make
ourselves on our own. I can’t imagine anyone, least of all Bernard, caring if Bruce
Wayne had a cabin steward or not. But Bruce wanted to make sure, and since it’s his
plane and his identity, I complied… Okay, really, I complied because I didn’t want him
getting edgy and resurrecting the fop when I’m out of the country. So I was attentive.
I had already brought Bernard a cappuccino, and now I opened a bottle of champagne.
I added a splash of the walnut liquor, since I’d brought it along, and rejoined Bernard
in the main cabin.
When I left him, he had been paging through the movies in the entertainment
system. While I was gone, he apparently selected The Bourne Identity and had it up on
one corner of the 2 x 2 viewscreens. I showed him how to make it fill the full 4-screen
grid, handed him his champagne, and proposed a toast to our new adventure. He
answered distractedly, keeping an eye on the movie.
“Look at that,” he said acidly. “Their ‘Swiss’ bank isn’t even in Switzerland. That’s
Prague and, adding insult to injury, it’s the infamous Pecek Palace where the Gestapo
set up their headquarters during World War II. Hollywood. No wonder your Bruce
Wayne takes us to be outlaws and gangsters.”
I sipped. There was no point in denying it. Bruce had been very subtle in his
criticism, but Bernard is no Demonspawn or Azrael. He understands nuance. Hell, I
wouldn’t trust my money to anyone that had to have every little thing spelled out in
big block letters.
No, Bernard understood Bruce’s meaning just fine, he just misjudged the cause.
Bruce didn’t think DAZ hid money for criminals because of any Hollywood movie; he
thought it because they hid mine.
Bernard sniffed as Jason Bourne placed his hand on a slick palm reader to verify his
identity before they would bring his safe deposit box. He asked if American banks
used such high-tech gizmos, and I explained, truthfully enough, that it’s mostly the
diamond exchanges and supervillains who go in for fancy biometrics. U.S. banks
prefer old-fashioned steel tumblers, timelocks, and keys, just like the Swiss. I didn’t
tell him the exception, that I’d been inside the World Bank’s headquarters in Gotham
and that they had biometrics that made Hollywood’s lightshow in The Bourne Identity
look like a game of pong.
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It felt weird holding back that way. Bernard knew what I did for a living, that’s why
he’d followed me back to the States. It never bothered me that he knew I was a thief. It
never bothered me that he’d probably guessed I was Catwoman. It was strange that I
had more to hide now than I ever did as a practicing thief.

Planning a date with a new girl is tricky. Planning a date with a girl you already
know but not as a girlfriend, that’s really tricky. But Tim had come up with a plan:
Phase 1 (preparatory): jettison Dick and Barbara. Yes, Dick was once a Robin who
pursued and ultimately won Barbara, once a Batgirl. But that hardly made them
experts. At Tim and Cassie’s age, they were doing little more than sticking their
tongues out at each other behind Batman’s back, and if you look at how long that
nonsense went on, they were nearly as hopeless as Bruce and Selina. Worse, they were
worse. Batman and Catwoman were enemies. They had a reason to be cautious and
confused. But Dick and Barbara were allies and partners… Anyway, he could do
better on his own. On his own, he found out about Phase 2.

Captain Leffinger was giving us a much smoother flight than the commercial
airlines, and Bernard, still on Zurich time, had settled in for a nap. It gave me a chance
to plan, and I opened my laptop for a little in-flight research… Wound up feeling just a
little too much like Bruce as the laptop completed a nested encryption uplink to a
WayneTech satellite just to grab my email…
There were three letters waiting. One from Bruce—or, considering the brevity of the
message, possibly from Batman—“Proud of you. Good luck.” The next was from Oracle.
Subject line: “Knights Templar, warning large attachment.” She wasn’t kidding. Bruce
asked her to do some digging just to get me started and she’d sent me this, a ten meg
document with a four page table of contents. We all love Barbara, but this is why
Catwoman works alone. Ask a research librarian to do your research and this is what
you wind up with. Ask a cranky demonologist like I did and you get email #3: “Yes.”
That’s it. One word long, a simple answer to a simple question.
Bernard snored, and my focus shifted from the challenges of the mission ahead to the
wonder of how I got this far. Just like my last trip, it all came down to Bruce.
Bernard is the scion of a 23rd generation banking family. He may have followed me
back to the States with a proposition for my ears alone, but when he found himself in
Bruce Wayne’s manor, he couldn’t resist the chance to meet the man himself. So, when
Alfred asked what he wanted, Bernard rather craftily implied that he wanted to see us
both. I can’t say I object. I like a little craftiness in a banker. It’s what happened when
the two men actually met that made me reevaluate both of them—and had me sitting
on a plane to Zurich again.
Bernard seemed to regard Bruce as a figure of legend stepping out from the pages of
a history book, or maybe stepping down from a stained glass window, and standing
before him in the flesh. He gushed at length about the Wayne Foundation, its efforts at
home and abroad, and about the quality-of-life improvements brought about by
Wayne Enterprises, whose activities were no less laudable because they were engaged
in for profit. He said what an endorsement it was in this cynical age to see a great
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fortune used so responsibly and so well, and what a stupendous privilege it would be
to lend capital to such an institution, knowing the noble yet profitable use to which it
would be put…
I’d never seen anything like it… and I’ve seen a cop Batman saved two years earlier
stop and remind him of the incident, point for point, in front of two SWAT, a hostage
negotiator, and a deputy commissioner that hated his living guts. The cop said he
knew some of “the boys” didn’t like Batman and some flat out hated him, but he was
one flatfoot who knew what Batman was and what he could do. Then he shook
Batman’s hand and thanked him… for his life, and for his sons still having a father…
But anyway, I was stunned by Bernard’s little speech, but Bruce took it in stride and
responded point for point. He didn’t allude to his parents, but he said crime had
touched him at an early age and he thought it important to combat the poverty and
ignorance that creates it. He said that was the guiding principle in his stewardship of
the Foundation: local efforts to keep good people from desperate circumstances, and
global ones to prevent those conditions that allow the truly evil to gain a foothold.
Wayne Enterprises, he added mildly, dealt exclusively with Gotham banks.
I don’t think I’ve ever seen Bruce—the real, complete Bruce, every facet of him—as
clearly as I did right then.
Well no. Actually I had seen him, but it was always during sex when, well, there’s a
lot going on and my focus isn’t exactly, um, focused… Meow. But there in the
drawing room, neither of them were talking to me so I could really sit back and listen.
It was astonishing… Bruce was astonishing.
There was the aristocrat, that inherited sense of responsibility. Bruce didn’t create
the Foundation. It came to him with the name and the money, a charge from the
ancestors that built all this to carry on and do some good with it. But the particular
way he directs it, that’s the real man, that’s pure Bruce. There’s a compassion that
nobody understands—even the ones who know about Batman, which is bizarre to me.
I’ll never understand how anyone can look at him and not see it, but, anyway, there it
is. If Bruce had his way, no one would ever suffer what he suffered. That’s what
drives him. He knows he can never stop all the crime in the world, but he still does as
much as he can, not just with his fists as Batman, but through those “local efforts to
keep good people from desperate circumstances.” The Bat influence there is obvious.
The “global efforts to fight conditions where the truly evil could take advantage,” that
one is no mystery either, that would be Ra’s. And then, just when you thought Batman
had said all he could possibly have to say one the subject, there was this flash in his
eye, just for a split second, right before he talked about the Gotham banks.
It was flashed at me, Batman letting me know he’d seen me pocket a diamond
bracelet.
He knew Bernard’s bank did business with Catwoman, and he was saying quite
pointedly that Wayne Enterprises would not do business with a firm that laundered—
or simply hid—the proceeds of crime.

Saul Vics had never been to college, and in high school he paid more attention to
football than history or algebra. But he had something better; he had street smarts. He
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had a job that paid well. As a guard at Arkham, he was paid well because the job was
very high risk. And he had turned that high risk-high pay scenario into an even higher
paying one by eliminating the risk altogether. That’s what you call street smarts. By
accepting bribes from the inmates, he became the one guard they didn’t particularly
want to kill. In Arkham, that’s about as smart as it gets.
At least, that’s what Saul always thought…
Patient Cobblepot was finally ready to make his first payment for services rendered,
a whopping $3500, more than three times what any other inmate had ever plunked
over in a single payout. At this rate, Saul would have his barbecue by the end of the
summer not the end of the year. He said something to that effect, and Cobblepot
seemed interested. So Saul explained.
“Not talking a piddley tin burner for charcoal briquettes, you understand. This is a
complete high end outdoor cooking system.”
Oswald stroked his nose thoughtfully and kwaked.
“Enlighten me.”
So Saul explained about the grilling surfaces made from porcelainized cast iron,
hood-mounted halogen lights, and even an infrared burner that generates over 30,000
BTUs to provide the ultimate in outdoor cooking power.
Oswald couldn’t help but think it sounded like the themed deathtraps that
Wormwood fellow was peddling a few years back. As with Wormwood, the price was
simply outrageous, and as with Wormwood, Oswald’s delicate sensibilities were so
offended he ejected the wastrel from his presence. He kwaked for a full five minutes,
trying to clear the thought of a $12,000 barbecue from his system.
Ivy pounded angrily on the wall, and Oswald kwaked all the louder in reply. He felt
if he could only tell her the obscenity before him, she would understand. If he could
just explain —kwak— 12,000 of his hard-stolen dollars to be spent ON A GRILL!
Saul Vics was going to—kwak wakka wakka KWAK wakka wakka—He was going
to—KWAKWAKWAKWAKWAK—pay retail.

Phase 2: Cheap movie. Tim found out the student groups on the Hudson U campus
showed movies for fundraisers. They were worn prints of older films and shown in
lecture halls where the seats weren’t that comfortable. But $2 for a movie, $1 for
popcorn, you couldn’t beat that.
Best of all, Cassie had not been assimilated into the cult of Hugh Grant. Stephanie
and Cecily were both into chick flicks, and Tim had come to hate Hugh Grant more
than Joker’s hyenas. But he had done some careful research outside the window of a
movie rental place, and he liked what he heard:
Cassie thought Jane Austen was that diet program they advertised on TV with the fat
actresses announcing how much weight they’d lost. That was promising!
She thought Hugh Grant would “break easy” and had no particular interest in any
movie he starred in. That was very promising!
She would be just as happy to see Speed, Raiders of the Lost Ark, or Gladiator, and
she didn’t even want to see Gladiator because Russell Crowe would take his shirt off.
She wanted to see if he could handle a sword any better than Tom Cruise in The Last
Samurai. That was just… sigh… that just might be the girl of his dreams.
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After the polite rebuff, Bruce left Bernard and I alone in the drawing room to talk,
and Bernard came straight to the point. He knew I was a very talented high end thief.
Since I just told him I had retired, he couldn’t help but think I was the ideal person to
confide his problem.
“A vault has been breached,” he said.
A 23rd generation banker from Zurich is every bit as formal and conservative as
you’d expect. There wasn’t a hint of melodrama in the pause that followed those
words; he just took a breath. But in that fraction of a second it took him to inhale, I
could have sworn I heard the dramatic staccato of violins and cellos as a Hollywood
soundtrack kicked in.
“It isn’t your vault,” Bernard said swiftly. “The bank’s main depository where your
box is located, along with the bank’s own currency, gold, bearer bonds and other
holdings kept on the premises, appears quite as secure as ever. At least for now.”
“Appears secure as ever,” I quoted. “‘At least for now.’ There’s something we like to
hear.”
Bernard grimaced.
“Naturally, if it were as simple as an ordinary break-in, we would go to the police.
The delicacy of the situation lies in the fact that, well, to be blunt, the vault which was
compromised does not officially exist. Bringing anyone in for purposes of
investigating would mean confirming the existence of a vault which, at this point, is
only a legend. Hence why I’ve come to you, Selina, to implore you to return with me
to Zurich and look into this.”
He had my attention, naturally. A vault out of legend? Of course I wanted in. But
there was one thing we had to settle before I’d sign on. Bernard once told me, and
Jason Blood had confirmed, that Swiss bankers can keep their secrets even from
telepaths. With the recent history of secrets kept secret by magic mindwipes, I wanted
a very convincing reason why Bernard was so willing to tell me—a known thief—about
this secret vault he wouldn’t even reveal to the police.
“You are a thief,” he said simply. “Who could you tell?”
Convincing as far as it went, but it didn’t go that far. I pushed for a better answer,
and he obliged. And while I absolutely believed the reason he gave, I almost wish he
had been pocketing a mindwipe instead.
“You have an understanding of what is at stake beyond the mere valuables that any
vault contains. The nature of the breach is such that an inside job is an absolute
certainty. Hence, no aspect of the firm can now be considered secure.”
That meant my name, apart from everything else. It was one thing to stand on a
stage and publicly say I was Catwoman. It was another to be linked to the actual
Egyptian necklace that, regardless of what everybody knew, had officially been taken
by a few unidentified pixels on a security tape. The Gotham Globe might have said
IT’S A CAT-ASTROPHY and everybody from Batman to Hugo Strange might have
known Catwoman had taken the necklace thought to imbue the Pharaoh’s consort with
the qualities of the cat, but there was nothing in wearing a purple catsuit or knowing
how to wield a whip that could ever link the woman on the stage of the Hijinx
Playhouse with the figure who took that necklace. Owning box 9211 in the DAZ vault
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on the other hand… What was worse, I was no longer in a position to pull up stakes if
disaster struck and relocate to a sunny island without extradition treaties…
So Bernard was right, I did understand. It wasn’t a threat; he wasn’t trying to
blackmail me. He was just answering my question: he could trust me with his secrets
because I had secrets of my own. He was asking for my help, and if I said yes, I’d be
paid. “Compensated on the scale to which you are presumably accustomed” was how
he put it.
That offer was fairly superfluous in the Wayne Manor drawing room, but just to
make the point all the clearer, Alfred stepped in at that moment to see if Mr. Ducret
would be staying for lunch. When the answer was yes, he asked if Bernard had any
allergies to lobster, quail eggs, or asparagus. Once Alfred had gone, I gave the
payment question the “pfft” it deserved. I wanted to try my luck with the secret vault
that was only legend. I would have done it for nothing.
But since I could get something in return, it may as well be something I wanted.
“Bernard,” I said with a naughty grin, “I’ll be happy to come back to Zurich and look
into this for you. All I want for my fee is to satisfy a cat’s curiosity. I’ve always wanted
to know why that ‘banque privée’ on your sign is in French.”

Phase 3: Patrol. Kick some ass together, get into a rhythm, create a bond… Yep.
That was the way to go after a movie. It would give them a chance to talk if she
wanted, but wouldn’t put her on the spot since she didn’t usually have much to say.
It was kicking criminal butt, something Cassie was really good at, and that would
put her at ease the way normal stuff like hitting a bucket of balls at the driving range
never could. And since she already saw Robin as some sort of Shogun of
crimefighting, a nice joint-patrol might just give him a chance to show off a little as a
detective. That would come down to luck, of course, what kind of case they ran into.
It could happen, and a chance to show off a little is always a bonus in a mid-date
situation.

Saul Vics had street smarts, that’s what he always thought. Street smarts said he’d
have to do something about the Cobblepot situation himself. He was all kinds of upset
since Saul told him about the grill, and if one of the doctors or nurses saw him like that,
they’d want to know why. Poison Ivy was getting worked up too, and if asked, she’d
probably point them to Cobblepot’s kwaking. Same result. So Saul had to solve the
situation and solve it fast. He wasn’t sure how, but he knew it started with taking
Patient Cobblepot his dinner a little early—or delivering a second lunch a little late,
depending on how you looked at it.
Opening the door, Saul expected another round of kwaking hysterics, but instead
Oswald was calm and welcoming. Cautiously, Saul set down the tray and kept his
hand on his stun stick, just in case.
“My dear Mr. Vics, we really must talk,” Oswald began in his best new-client voice.
“We must discuss the facts of life. We live in a world of soaring hawks, falcons and
eagles… and of pigeons. I took you for a hawk, a shrewd and voracious predator. I
don’t blush to say I had high hopes for you one day unfurling your great wings and
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flying with me away from this place of petty payoffs into the greater world of
larcenous largess!”
“Eh, okay,” Saul said carefully.
“In my organization, you would be known as… Razor Beak.”
“Eh, okay.”
“Thus my disappointment, Mr. Vics, my acute disappointment at this plumage of a
pigeon appearing on one I thought a hawk.”
“Eh… don’t follow.”
“You don’t surprise me,” Oswald muttered under his breath. Then he began again
with a fatherly air of patient instruction. “Men of the world such as you and I do not
pay retail, Mr. Vics. Men such as you… you are now ‘connected,’ Mr. Vics, were you
not aware? For now you are a paid associate of Oswald Cobblepot. If you wish this
Viking… what was it exactly?”
“Viking 56-incher with infrared zone, a side burner, storage shelf, smoker, rotisserie,
built-in tiling, remote griddle, cocktail station, refrigerator cart and tiki lamp.”
“Y-yes, that, if you wish this item, you come to me and my associates will obtain it
for you. Please give me back my $3500.”
“But- but—”
“And cease at once in that sputtering call of the snub-nosed pigeon. You are a razor
beak!”
Saul put his hands on his hips, and calculated how swiftly he could break Oswald
Cobblepot in two.
“Return my money and arrange for me to have the telephone this evening, at no
additional charge, and you will have your grill installed by the end of the week.”
Saul’s head bobbed back in surprise, but he swallowed and swiftly handed over the
money before Oswald changed his mind.
“Excellent,” Oswald cooed, pocketing the wad of cash.
Vics picked up the tray and prepared to leave. Just as he reached the door, Oswald
added,
“Mr. Vics, when Crow and Talon arrive with your merchandise, it is customary to tip
them. $300 a piece should suffice.”

As well as I always got along with Harvey, there were some tense moments with
Two-Face back in the day. One of the most vivid involved an amusing little encounter
at Gemini Gallery that became infinitely less amusing when he mistook my suggestion
to flip for it. I was proposing a coin toss to decide who got the gold Venus we’d both
come for. He took it to mean whether or not to shoot me. The look of embarrassment,
anxiety, and dread on Harvey’s side of the face isn’t something I will ever forget—and
that’s the look I saw now on Bernard.
“W-what, w-why, wh…?” he sputtered.
“Why ‘banque privée’ is in French?” I repeated. “You don’t have branches in Genève
or Lausanne; you’re just in Zurich. Why’s it in French?”
“How did you happen to ask that question?”
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“I have a friend who had a theory that was preposterous. And ever since telling him
it was preposterous, I’ve wondered myself what the real reason could be.”
“Selina,” he began carefully, “do you remember a talk we had several years ago
when you were at a crisis point?”
“Of course.”
“A crisis not unconnected to the masked vigilante you have in this city, correct? The
Man-Bat.”
“Batman.”
“Yes. Batman. But he wasn’t at that time, was he?”
“What are you getting at, Bernard?”
“I appreciate that, in the course of that conversation, there were a great many things
you simply couldn’t say outright…”
Like I was Catwoman, I thought. Like I was in love with Batman. And the Batman I knew
had disappeared.
“…The situation with our sign is similar. I simply can’t say. But if you undertake
this mission, I dare say you’ll glean the reason before long… just as I gleaned certain
things that were never said in our talk all those years ago. Who knows, perhaps you’ll
decide your friend’s theory isn’t so far-fetched after all.”

And then, after the movie, after joint ass-kicking possibly-impressing-with-detectiveacumen patrol, Tim would finally be ready for Phase 4: a post-patrol burger at Big
Nick’s or a slice at Gino’s depending what side of town they were on. Take their nosh
to a handy rooftop and have a nice (if somewhat one-sided) talk, after which he would
escort her home…
That’s where it got tricky.
Cassie lived in one of the identikit apartments Bruce kept around town as safe
houses. Tim had seen the fire escape enough times that he didn’t relish doing the
goodnight two-step there. It was awkward with any girl, shifting your weight back
and forth, trying to figure out which way it would go. But when the girl can read the
uncertainty in your body language? No way. He had to know the move before they
reached the fire escape and be completely committed to a course of action before she
ever said “Thank Tim for nice evening. Good burger.”
And that course of action would be…?
He had it, he had a first-class inspiration there: a hug. A goodnight hug. Because
whatever else happened in the course of a date or patrol, Cassie Cain was still a friend,
and a friend always rated a hug. Cassie especially, she hadn’t had enough of those. So
okay, as long as she didn’t snarl at him during the hamburger phase, he’d give her a
goodnight hug on the fire escape, and that would be that.

..:: ‘OUR journey was not slacken’d by our talk, nor yet our talk by journeying.’ This is
Jason Blood. I journey as well, and though only a few blocks from home, it is too far, alas, to
come to the phone right now. My journey will not be slackened by your talk. Please leave a
message and I’ll get back to you… ::..
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“Jason, it’s Selina. Listen… You weren’t making it up, were you. All that stuff you
told me about the Knights Templar and the Swiss banks, that was all true? Call me—
No wait, my cell will be out of range. Drop me an email.”
I added the last because Jason had been known to send messages via these talking
balls of light. Bruce had come into the room while I was on the phone, and I figured
he’d be grumpy enough without magic orbs floating up to him in the middle of patrol
asking where to find me.
I explained briefly what Bernard wanted, going back to Zurich and looking into the
vault situation.
“I can’t help but notice this is starting to sound a lot like crimefighting,” he said with
a perfectly obnoxious little lip-twitch.
I growled.
“I got sucked into plenty of adventures like this back when I was working,” I told
him.
“I know that. What I don’t know is why it’s the dreaded C-word if I suggest it but
an ‘adventure’ if you stumble into it on your own.”
I had to think about that. I had tripped up a few bad guys and worked with a few
good guys in the normal course of being Catwoman. I even helped Batman when he
asked, and the Justice League when they were collectively too frozen, shot, melted,
morphed, electrified and beaten up to ask. The difference was…
“What I used to do, I got into in the course of Catwoman being Catwoman. I know
Bernard because of kitty’s less-than-entirely-legal activities.”
“You know me because of ‘kitty’s less-than-entirely-legal activities,’” he graveled.
There was another lip-twitch. He wasn’t being confrontational or obnoxious, he was
just being… completely confrontational and obnoxious. It’s one of his better bat-tricks,
like throwing a shadow at midnight.
“That’s different,” I laughed.
He didn’t say anything at first. I felt that delicious density shift, and he took a step
closer, took my chin between his thumb and index finger, and tilted it wordlessly into a
long, mind-bending kiss.
“Very different,” he noted.
I purred until my head cleared.
“Ask me like that next time,” I told him, “and I might just say yes.”
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CHAPTER 5: VAULT
Tim Drake Dating Plan: Phase 1
It was kind of funny that Phase 1 was complete before he’d even asked for the date.
Just deciding to put all Grayson-Gordon advice aside had liberated him like nothing
else. Sure Dick and Barbara meant well, but much as Tim had in common with Dick,
Barbara had nothing in common with Cassie. Daughter of a police commissioner;
daughter of a professional assassin. Grew up doing the usual girly stuff; grew up field
stripping an AK47 before she’d be given dinner each night. Master’s degree in library
science; used laminated library card as a throwing star.
So it was better to just put Dick and Barbara’s advice aside and proceed on his own,
which he had, and so far it was really working. He had suggested “meeting a little
earlier than they needed to” before patrol so they could “spend some extra time
together.” That was better than asking her on a “DATE” when all her ideas about
dating probably came from television sitcoms. He said he’d pick her up at 7:30, and
that she should wear something “comfortable.” That took care of the costume-orcivvies question. He himself had a new t-shirt, that was a nice enough gesture for a
first date while still ensuring he could change quickly into Robin when the time
came…

It was a long time since Matt Hagen attended an opening, let alone an opening in an
old movie house. He wanted to go as himself, his old self. He had stood before the
mirror, morphing through his old headshots, and finally settling on the one night he
looked the most glamorous: the London premiere of Space Tempest. But then he
remembered that Cluemaster said that Roxy said that Scarecrow said that Hatter said
to keep a low profile. There wasn’t going to be a red carpet or any paparazzi covering
the opening anyway. It was just a bar, and a Rogue bar at that. His status among the
rogues was as Clayface, not space bounder Lance Starfire played to galactic perfection
by Hollywood heartthrob Matt Hagen. And Clayface, well, there wasn’t anything low
profile in that form.
He decided to put on his latest body. His neighbor ordered a lot of pizza, and he
had been experimenting with the delivery boy. He just about had it: a little shorter
than the original… thinner… and with darker hair… better skin… and, an actor’s
touch, a faint scar just over the right eye that Matt decided came from a beating in his
late teens when his character was on the high school wrestling team. He’d dated his
best friend’s sister, who cheated on him so he dumped her. She told her brother some
sob story, and the brother beat the crap out of him. Yeah, that was good. He thought
about that as he tightened the flesh around the scar, getting into character, letting the
distrust of that early betrayal sour him on both friendship and romance… He
tightened up the frown lines around the mouth in response and inspected the final
result.
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Now a name. Such an unfulfilled nobody deserved an appropriate name… He
thought of those rivals for starring roles who were particularly deserving of the
honor… Norris… Seagal. Yeah. Norris Seagal, now that was an unhappy nobody.
Matt-Norris nodded at the mirror in satisfaction, and left for the opening of Vault.

AIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE-UNGH!
You never get used to those abrupt landings on the hood of a moving car, and a little
European mini is no exception. I felt the impact throb outward from my knee and
made a mental note to be nice to it for a while, and the ankle too.
I slid off the hood, gave the driver a friendly half-wave with the whip handle so
maybe he’d consider the whole event as mundane as I did… and went back to the
Widder to see about getting another room.
I have the worst luck with hotel rooms in Europe! At least this one wasn’t actually
blown up; it was just a little fire. But I doubted the management would see it that way,
especially since I’d set it. But really, what else are you supposed to do when you
realize you’re being followed when you haven’t been in town long enough to raise any
hackles? I did what any savvy cat would do: I laid a little trap. I went out for a walk
through the neighborhood, lost him/her/them long enough to change into the catsuit,
and circled back to see what would happen…
Eurothug was ransacking my room, that’s what was happening.
And since I hadn’t even unpacked yet, it was damn unlikely he was really searching
for anything in the drawers and closets. I crept in closer… the room had a little
entrance hall that let me get in close without being seen… My uninvited guest was
busy stripping pillowcases off the bed—for effect, one presumes, there was no practical
reason for it—and while he was busy with that, I got my hands on this black bag on the
floor that wasn’t mine and certainly didn’t come from the hotel. Sure enough, I found
a little bottle of chloroform inside and a slightly larger bottle of kerosene, enough to
start a blaze but not an inferno.
As near as I can figure, he meant for me to return and see the room ransacked before
he jumped me, then he’d knock me out, set the room on fire, and I’d wake up (we
hope) in the middle of the burning room. So probably not trying to actually kill me,
just scare me off the case and out of town. Not that I cared what the point was, Kitty
doesn’t let things like that pass. I snuck back out—with his gear—blocked the door,
and set a little blaze of my own. Turnabout is fair play. Meow.
He had to jump through the window to escape the fire, and of course I was waiting
right there to punch his lights out when he did. Tapped him on the shoulder, just like a
Bat with an axe to grind.
Unfortunately, he had a better block than I expected and a decent swing of his own.
I don’t like the sound of sirens any more than he did, and the whole punchingrunning-jumping chase through Rennweg and Unaniastrasse just landed me on the
hood of a mini coop while Eurothug got away. Woof!
Twenty minutes later, I was re-settled in a new room and took stock of what I knew:
I hadn’t been in Zurich two hours before this guy came after me. There’s absolutely
no reason to think a random brunette checking into the Wittmer is bad news, so my
nemesis had to be watching Bernard. If he was keeping an eye on the senior partners
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and Bernard suddenly left the country, came back a day later with a strange American,
then okay. Check her out/scare her off…
But there was no reason to be watching anybody AFTER the heist. Before, yes, you
watch. You watch to work out a victim’s routine: when they come home and when
they go out if it’s a residence, when guards patrol a museum, when the salesman
empties out the display cases for the night and stores the gems in the safe. But then
you go in, get the sparkly, get out, and treat yourself to a bowl of cream for a job well
done. If this guy was still watching the partners, that could only mean he wasn’t done
with the vault. He’d already breached it, Bernard said so. But he hadn’t made the big
score? What the fuck was he doing, taking little things that wouldn’t be missed like
some pilfering accountant?
I was disgusted. Absolutely disgusted. This Mousy Maurice wasn’t worthy of a
vault out of legend.

Tim Drake Dating Plan: Phase 2
“Movie good.”
So far so good. Cassie liked the idea of seeing a movie. She even liked the idea of
seeing Raiders of the Lost Ark instead of some chick flick with Hugh Grant carrying on
the way no man with an actual spine, penis, or an iota of self-respect would dream of
carrying on. She liked Harrison Ford—or rather “Like Han Solo. Funny. Scoundrel.
Have big hamster for copilot.”
That was the first snag, really. “Know from Stephanie.” She knew Harrison Ford
was Han Solo because she’d seen Star Wars with Stephanie. It seemed like everything
she knew from the real world she’d learned of through Steph. Tim spent the first half
of the movie trying not to think about it, and then getting mad when he couldn’t think
of anything else. Then he got mad at Cassie for being so insulated and limited, and
then felt bad for getting mad when it wasn’t her fault. Finally he got mad at himself
again for being such an insane jerk trying to date his dead girlfriend’s best friend and…
Oh shit. That’s when it really got ugly. Oh shit. Oh shit. Oh shit.
…He just thought how lucky it was they were watching an old movie that he’d seen
a hundred times before. He hadn’t been paying a bit of attention, but since he already
knew what happened, he could talk about it afterwards and Cassie would never
know… And there it was… Oh shit. Oh shit. Oh shit.
Indy was in a dingy bar, hunched over a glass of expensive bourbon because he
thought Marion was dead. Belloq was doing the whole “not my fault, I didn’t bring
her into this” and in a few minutes…
“I uh, I gotta, bathroom or, I’ll be back in a bit,” Tim whispered and worked his way
through the narrow row of seats. Then he sprinted up the stairs three at a time. He
exited out the back of the lecture hall and doubled over, feeling he might throw up,
while at the same time clenching his eyes tight against threatening tears.
Indy thought Marion was dead, but in a few minutes, he was going to walk into a
tent and see her gagged and tied to a chair—but very much alive—and Tim couldn’t
quite take seeing that with thoughts of Stephanie so fresh his mind.
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He would just wait. He knew the movie well enough, he could judge when it was
safe to go back in. God he was so stupid. How could he be so stupid as to— the
thought was cut short as the door started to swing open and Tim just knew Cassie had
followed him. Couldn’t she even understand going to take a leak?
“I said I’d be right back,” he told her irritably.
“Body language say sad,” she answered.
“…”
“Say mad all time before. Then sad.”
“No, no it was just a little hot in there. I needed some air, that’s all.”
“Tim lie.”
“Yes, okay, ‘Tim lie.’ Lotta that goes on during a date, Cassie. If you ask what I’m
thinking, and I’m waiting for Marion to show up on deck in the white nightie that
leaves absolutely nothing to the imagination, I’m going to lie and you should pretend
to believe me!”
“We on date?”
“Eh…”
“That why sad? Think of Stephanie?”
“Yeah. Yeah something like that.”
“I think of her too. Because of Han Solo.”
Tim couldn’t hold back the laugh. God, she could cut through the melodrama like
no one else.
“He’s not Han Solo in this. He’s Indy.”
“I know. Indiana Jones. Know from Stephanie. Named for dog.”
“Rrrright. Tell you what, why don’t we go back inside, see the end of this, and
maybe during patrol you can tell me all the movies Steph told you about.”

“Catwoman gave me the combination,” Norris Seagal confided to the doorman.
Mark scowled at the nondescript stranger. Sly said anyone who gave a legitimate
password could enter, but that Mark should give them a bit of a show before letting
them in. Really look them over like he was sizing them up, add a little note of
suspense and excitement to the whole proceeding.
“Okay,” Mark nodded finally. He pushed a button which once operated Two-Face’s
perimeter defenses, meant to call down an array of bi-fractal lasers on vigilante
intruders. Now it activated a motor from an ordinary garage door opener. Behind
him, a false “wall” that was really an ordinary sliding door with a paint job was pulled
along its track, and Mark stepped aside to allow the newcomer to enter “the vault.”
“Thanks” Norris said, stretching out into his natural Clayface form as soon as he was
inside.
Although he didn’t breathe in the conventional sense, Matt sucked in extra air for the
sole purpose of letting out a low, impressed whistle. What had once been the lobby of
the Flick Theatre was transformed into a gleaming, multi-level wonderland of themechic. Waitresses marched around like security guards—if security guards wore their
uniform shirts three sizes too small, unbuttoned past their cleavage, and short shorts.
On each side of the bar, a costumed “guard” stood at the base of a winding staircase.
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The stairs once led movie-goers to the balcony. Now, judging by the velvet ropes they
“guarded,” they led to a VIP room.
The bar itself was the centerpiece of the main level. Everything led the eye back to it,
its natural art deco features augmented with lighting, gears, steel bars and the rest of
Two-Face’s laser defense grid to suggest a fortress of steel and technology protecting a
sultan’s ransom of treasure. Glittering samples of that treasure were interspersed
among the liquor bottles behind Sly. Little stacks of jewels peaked out from between
bottles of Grey Goose and Absolut, while gold bars and bundled cash were wedged
between Johnny Walker and Glenundrom. Clayface peered closely at the money
bundles, extended a hand like a long crane, and picked one up for closer inspection.
Sly didn’t seem to care as the clay hand passed overhead. He merely looked up at it,
followed it back to its source, and waved cheerily.
“Hey there, Mr. Hagen!” he yelled over the crowd. “One mudslide, coming up!”
Clayface nodded and examined the money bundle—then laughed uproariously. The
band around the center read $5000 National Bank of Gotham. On the top, a convincing
$50 bill; on the bottom, a convincing looking backside of a $50 bill; and in between,
blank paper cut to the appropriate size.
“Where did you get all these movie props?” he asked as soon as he reached the bar
to claim his mudslide.
“We lucked out,” Sly winked. “It all happened cause we hit a snag with the girls’
costumes. I had gone to a, well, I guess you’d call it a lingerie store. They had some
‘dress up’ outfits for security guards and stuff, but as soon as the girls saw them, they
started complaining that they wouldn’t be durable enough to get through a single
night. Sparrow is friendly with a lot of the groupies. She made a few calls and found
out about this costumer a lot of the B-listers use for henchmen and wenches if they
can’t afford Kittlemeier. Turns out, this guy works at the Hijinx Playhouse, you know,
where Miss Catwoman did that show. And they still had all this stuff from her set in
storage. He said nobody’d miss it and we could help ourselves. Really adds to the
atmosphere, doesn’t it?”
“Very impressive,” Clayface nodded as one of the “guards” came up to the bar and
slipped Sly a note.
“Would you say nine out of ten?” he asked.
“More like forty-nine out of fifty,” the waitress answered.
Sly’s brow knit in confusion.
“Okay, well, it is what it is. Thanks.”

Tim Drake Dating Plan: Phase 3
It was the oddest patrol since AzBat. That night he’d hacked into the unstable,
heavily armored, borderline-homicidal vigilante’s patrol route and tried to stay one
step ahead all night, clearing street gangs and drug dealers out of his path before he
could slice any throats open with those deadly shuriken.
Tonight wasn’t anything like that; Batgirl didn’t have murder on her mind. She’d
just flit from talk of Star Wars and Phoenix Ninja to “yakuza six o’clock.” Then she’d
jump down and have a dainty bat-boot on one’s throat and another in a choke hold
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before Robin had fired a line. So he was straining to keep one step ahead, spot any
perps before she did, but still follow her conversation like a good date should. It’s just
that Cassie’s conversation took a little more concentration than most, and he only had
two eyes and two ears.
“New trilogy no have Han Solo. Have big hamsters though. Lots of hamsters in
third movie. No Han Solo though. Don’t like new trilogy.”
And in the split second it took him to remember big hamsters were wookies, wonder
where she picked up the word “trilogy,” and agree about the new movies, she spotted
a kid in a red bandana breaking into a Lexus. Robin had no sooner cuffed the creep
and called it in to Oracle, when Batgirl performed the pirouette air spike Phoenix Ninja
had awarded her avatar when she won her 500th game.
“You probably shouldn’t do that,” Tim grumbled when they returned to the rooftop.
“Phoenix Ninja isn’t sold here. It’s just available in Japan. You don’t want to do
anything in public that could tie us to Bruce.”
“You think glass jaw car thief recognize special win dance from game no can get
here?”
“N-not necessarily, but there’s no point taking chances.”
“Even if play game, would have to win 500 times like SilentShogee to see special win
dance.”
“Yes, that’s true but…”
“You play game. You not win 500 times.”
“I know. Forget it. I was saying, it can’t hurt to be careful, but never mind. Forget I
spoke.”
“Dick say win thousand game, get easy egg.”
“Easter egg, the little extras they hide in games are called Easter eggs. But that one is
just an internet rumor. It is not going to turn your avatar into the actual Phoenix Ninja
if you win a thousand games.”
“That what you say about SilentShogee special win dance.”
She repeated the move, and Robin looked down into the alley, praying a mugger
would show himself.

Vault had no equivalent of the Iceberg dining room, so Sly had sectioned off the
balcony floor as a VIP level to give high-ticket customers a private place to congregate.
He pointed Clayface to the velvet ropes with assurances that Raven would be at the top
of the stairs, managing “the list” just as efficiently as she did her reservation book at
the Iceberg and generally keeping the crowd grouped in ways that would not lead to
gunfire. Before he left, Sly asked ever so casually how Clayface heard about the club,
its new location and password. Hagen said he’d got it from Cluemaster, who got it
straight from Roxy Rocket, who…
Sly didn’t listen beyond that. If Hagen heard from Cluemaster, he should have given
“Cluemaster gave me the combination” as a password. Sly was very proud of that
idea. It would give them a nightly overview of where their customers were coming
from. Except it wasn’t working. Apart from four people Sly told, six that Raven told,
Feather’s roommate, and two each from Dove and Peahen, everyone else was naming
the same person: “Catwoman gave me the combination.”
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It had to be Mad Hatter’s doing. The complexities of the “so-and-so sent me”
formula were too much for him, so he fell back on the example: “Catwoman gave me
the combination.” Well… it was a shame from a market research perspective, but for
better or worse, it looked like that was their password now. Sly couldn’t worry about
it. He had a much more serious problem: he’d just opened his last bottle of Wild
Turkey. A bar couldn’t run out of bourbon, it just couldn’t. Mr. Hagen said that all
opening nights are plagued by some kind of disaster, but as disasters went, if Sly had
to choose between Batman crashing through the ceiling and challenging Joker to a
bartender-throwing contest or running out of the Ghost Dragons’ most requested
brand of whiskey, he’d have to think about it.
He sent Sparrow to the nearest liquor store, but he didn’t know the neighborhood
well enough to know where it was or how long she might be. And he just saw Dove
unhooking the velvet ropes to admit a party of Ghost Dragons to the VIP room… It
was one of those moments, time for a command decision. Sly checked the bottles
behind him, confirming what he already knew: plenty of Stoli.
“Catwoman gave me the combination,” they all said to get in. Well, so be it. He
signaled to Feather and told her that Catwoman’s martini was now the house drink.
Tonight only, it would be half price. Be sure to tell the Ghost Dragons when she went
up to take their orders.

AIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE-SPLASH!
Okay, now I was pissed. I’ve given up trying to explain that cats don’t hate water.
What they hate is having to re-groom wet fur that they had just perfect before the
damn water came along and ruined the whole night’s work. That’s why I was pissed.
It wasn’t being WET, it was being swept into an underground RIVER by a sprung
booby trap that I HAD ALREADY BYPASSED!!! The whole night’s work wrecked! I
had spent— I had just— I had made it! I was there! I was right there at the business
entrance of the vault out of legend and now— now I was DRIPPING WET hauling my
furry ass out of Lake Zurich!!!
My boots actually made a wet squishy sound as I trudged back to Paradeplatz.
I had squishy boots.
Bernard had told me only that the vault entrance was under the DAZ building. Even
that was more than I wanted to know. A case like this, I don’t want any help from the
people I’d be planning to rob. I want to approach it like the thief did, face every
problem he did, answer every question for myself. Still, since the damage was done, I
let Bernard take me down to the basement level in this old-fashioned handcrank
elevator. It looked like a lot of basements in small office buildings. There were boxes
of old file folders, antiquated adding machines, and an office chair with a broken
armrest. There was an “old paper” smell. And in the very back, behind archival boxes
of (Bernard assured me) non-sensitive paperwork, there was a simple door with
chipped paint and a not so simple timelock.
“LeFebure,” I noted. “Same kind as your vault upstairs.”
“Why am I not surprised you’ve inspected our locks upstairs,” Bernard smiled.
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It would be a foolish thief that didn’t, given what I kept there. I had gone so far as to
buy a LeFebure myself and take it apart. They’re a beautiful collection of intricate
gears, just like you’d expect from any Swiss timepiece, and they’re incredibly hard to
beat. But for my purposes I seldom had to. They’re meant to stop embezzlers. All a
timelock really ensures is that someone who legitimately has the combination can only
use it during business hours. When you’re cracking a safe my way… Of course, this
wasn’t a safe. It was an ordinary door.
I had to wait until midnight to see what the ordinary door opened, and to say it was
an anti-climax would be an understatement. At first it just looked like more basement.
Metal steps and railings, and a raised walkway around a very damp, open space in the
center, layers of eroding brick and stone… until my eyes adjusted to the dim light and I
started to see patterns in the shapes of weathered stones.
“Looks like Roman ruins,” I whispered to nobody.
I had no reason to think that was the timeframe. It’s just the only reference I had for
blocks of stone that had once been the foundations for something. I’ve never been one
who can look at a pile of rocks grown over with moss and say “those were supports for
towering columns, those were the arches of an ancient temple, that was a bathhouse.”
But I could see that it had been something. That was the though as I followed the ruins
through a series of increasingly damp and rancid-smelling passages. Whatever it was,
it was something manmade, something planned, and something…
The thought trailed off when I came to the first skull.
Now, a human skull really isn’t something you run into much breaking into jewelry
stores, and I felt I should, um, pay respect in a way. I didn’t want to just step over the
thing like a loose chunk of Roman road. I also wondered what happened to the rest of
the guy. So I squatted down with those twin thoughts vying for dominance: pay
respect to the dead, and, if I could, figure out how he got that way (for the admittedly
selfish reason of knowing if there was a head-lobbing booby trap nearby). That’s when
I saw a weird little glyph etched into the bone. I had to scrape off a fair amount of
crusted rock-slime before I could make out what it actually… was… Two stick men
riding a horse. A symbol of the Knights Templar.
I took a deep breath, still finding it hard to believe this was happening. A vault out
of legend, Bernard had said. I thought I believed him, but I guess I didn’t completely.
It wasn’t real until that moment, holding someone’s former head in my glove with the
rock-slime still clinging to my claws that had been in the crevices of this symbol for
who knows how long.
Well, okay, I thought, good news. Nobody is born with a symbol like that naturally
carved in their skull, so this guy didn’t just rot where he fell. Somebody put him there,
and I had to assume it was done as a warning. I proceeded with caution…
…and right into trap number 1. A stone tunnel that was just a little too narrow,
unnecessarily narrow. That usually meant some kind of motion sensor. Now what
would the 14th century equivalent of a motion sensor be? Something would have to
“trigger” it and without modern technology…
It was dark down there, and the passage ahead became absolutely black as it
narrowed. It occurred to me that while I had infrared lenses in my cowl and a batterypowered flashlight, the assumption of the time would be light means fire. I forged
ahead, inspecting the walls on both sides of the passage at what I assumed to be “torch
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height.” And sure enough, I found a block of wax, not that well camouflaged, with
some kind of weighted gizmo and a gear inside. If that wax melted, I didn’t know
what was going to be set in motion, but I’d bet it would be bad for kitty.
I found two skulls next, and the trap they announced was trickier. There was a niche
in the wall with six notches and bin of at least thirty stones carved with all kinds of
symbols. Some look Arabic, some Greek, some I couldn’t make any sense out of at all.
I assumed it was a “combination” thing in that the right symbols had to be placed in
the correct notches in a certain sequence. I knew there were going to be puzzlecombinations like this, I just knew it. Every damn movie you see that has anything to
do with Templar knights… but then every movie you see with Swiss banks gets
something wrong too, so maybe I had entertained a faint hope that I wouldn’t have to
be deciphering bible verses in Latin, Greek, and Aramaic. Still, there it was. Sooner or
later, there was going to be a lightning round of Crusader trivia to get to the prize—but
maybe not just yet.
There’s a simple rule in safecracking, you do it the easiest way you can. You look to
see if Bunny Wigglesworth keeps the combination written down in the righthand
drawer of her makeup table before you spend three hours trying to cold crack it. In
this case, I didn’t expect to see the combination etched into the stone wall so the
knights wouldn’t forget, that would certainly defeat the purpose. But there could still
be an easier way than solving multicultural word scrambles in dead languages. Most
locks can be defeated by understanding how they work… Problem here was I had no
CLUE how this medieval monstrosity worked, or what it was meant to do. But I did
know one thing, these people were short.
It first dawned on me when the wax panel for the torch trap was lower than I had
guessed, and as I continued on, ducking and hunching my way through the catacombs,
I was becoming more and more aware that this whole setup was built by engineers
with a 5’4” view of the world. This particular passage cut through a relatively
cavernous opening, I could just about climb over it—as long as I didn’t mind risking
the fall. If I fell and hit their pathway, it would undoubtedly trigger the whatever. If I
fell and missed their path, it would be one ugly trip down a deep and spiky-looking
crevice of black. But then, I didn’t intend to fall…
…Five. I had got past FIVE of the rockslide, waterwheel, steam valve, swing blade,
poison dart, sandpit, steel spike deathtraps. I had finally made it to an opening ahead
that would make Bruce positively giddy as a secret underground of cavernous
wonders, when SOMEONE behind me reset the damn five-skull pressure chamber and
this rocky clicking sound was followed by rocky grinding noise, a wooden clacking
and then the unmistakable roar of rushing water—right before a wash of VERY cold,
VERY smelly underground river swept through. Before I could even breathe, let alone
process that it wasn’t the entrance to secret cave of Bruce-giddy wonders whipping off
in the other direction, but me that was in motion, with the river rapids knocking my
feet out from under me and sweeping me off who knows where...
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Tim Drake Dating Plan: Phase 4
Those who appreciate the charm of an all-night trough like Big Nick’s call it a
Gotham City institution. Those who don’t call it a greasy spoon. The tables need a
wash. The waitstaff needs a wash. But the burgers are big and juicy, the pizza comes
fast (and with a strange metallic flavor that somehow adds to the appeal rather than
detracting), and the night people who drift in between two and four bring an
atmosphere of pure, undiluted Gotham. It was the ideal spot for a post-patrol bite, and
Robin was patting himself on the back for the impeccable timing as they reached the
upper westside. Another fifteen minutes of patrol would land them right in front of
Big Nick’s just as he was signing out of the OraCom for the night. He was already
salivating for a sumo burger, and figuring that since Cassie was a first-timer, he’d
recommend one of those sticky grilled cheese sandwiches made with that thick Texas
toast… when he heard the soft click of the OraCom mic being switched on.
“Close by close by close by,” he chanted mentally.
“Getting some weird chatter on the south side,” the cool Oracle voice announced as
an invisible hand whisked the sumo burger away from Robin’s grimacing lips. “Croc,
Cluemaster, a couple Ghost Dragons, and a possible Joker henchman all sighted within
a few blocks of each other. The sightings were hours apart; could be a coincidence. But
still, you two better check it out. Just do a quick swing through the neighborhood
before you call it a night.”
The south side.
The south side.
Where the heck did you go on the south side for a late night burger???

As hostess of the Iceberg Lounge, Raven could peg any rogue’s importance in the
Gotham underworld. She could do it instantly and with greater accuracy than any Batoperative, police, federal agent, or academic criminologists. She brought that same
savvy to Vault’s VIP room and had spaced Ventriloquist, Double Dare, Cluemaster,
and Roxy Rocket at relatively equal intervals, their modest stature raising the hip
quotient of only a few surrounding tables. She was reserving two big clusters of tables
for the heavy hitters, if any showed. Joker, Riddler, Ivy and Scarecrow were all at
Arkham, but you never knew when there might be a mass escape…
When Clayface showed up, she decided he was the star of the night and showed him
to the central table. It would fall on him alone to raise the stature of Ghost Dragons
slurping down half-price lucky cat martinis, DEMON minions wolfing down fire
wings, and Maxie Zeus trying to pick up Magpie.
In their relatively remote booth, Akiki and Margot Marceau, known to circus
audiences and police as Double Dare, were telling the story again to a new group of
admirers. How, once upon a time, when this was a Two-Face hideout, they had been
lured to this very theatre, to that stage right down there, by rumors of a fabulous set of
twin jewels Face had acquired. At least, Margot was telling the story again. Akiki’s
attention was now drifting, more and more, in Matt Hagen’s direction. She didn’t
seem to be looking with admiration, however. She was staring.
Matt obligingly let his right arm fall limp, glurp down into a separate entity, roll
across the room to Double Dare’s table, and then morph into his pre-clay appearance,
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sporting Grant Gifford’s haircut and costume from the nightclub scene in Advocate for
Love.
“Never seen a shapeshifter before?” he asked smoothly.
“Oh sure, we had one at the circus,” Akiki answered. “Never seen a mud man
though.”
“Ah.”
There was a strained silence. Then Matt tried once more.
“I’m still better looking than Blockbuster, right?”
“Well, he was no charmer,” Akiki admitted, “but... you’re gooey.”
“How rude.”
Grant Gifford and Clayface’s heads whipped around as if operated by the same set
of muscles. The voice had come from his table, where—hello—where a much more
attractive figure was seating herself beside his body. “Grant” glorped down to a
puddle and inched inconspicuously back to rejoin the rest of his body, which now had
his full attention.
“It’s Roxy, isn’t it?” he said with a twinkle.
“Yep. Mind if I sit? Don’t know why those Double Troubles have such a high
opinion of themselves. I was with Harv for a while, y’know. He was a kick. Stuck up
bitches. Anyway, don’t know if you know this, but we did a movie together once.
That Stargate ripoff, Curse of the Mafdet. We never saw each other, natch. I was on the
second unit. Stunt double for that lion chick that ran up the pole and executed the guy
with the razor claw and fought snakes…”
She chattered on. She seemed to have an amazing talent for chattering on without
encouragement, so Matt let her talk. He remembered the picture. It was true he didn’t
work with second units. On Mafdet, he didn’t work with anyone, really. He was an
egyptologist for one scene, then got transformed into a CGI creature with a falcon
head. He did all his lines in a recording studio with a soundman from Canada, who’d
spent all his time on the phone because he was buying a house, selling a house, getting
a divorce, or some combination of those, some rat’s nest of a personal nightmare that
Matt didn’t want to know about. It was a crap job, and Matt wouldn’t have taken it a
year later once he hit it big.
“…and that’s when I said ‘Look, you can spend all that money on computer
animation, or you can just put the snake on my head and I’ll dive into the lava pool
right now…’”
She was still talking.
Well, she was no Catwoman (even if she had doubled the lion chick with the razor
claw, and even if she was drinking Selina’s martini) but she did have a nice voice.
Even without that purr that made his mud ripple, it was awfully nice to spend an
evening listening to a woman’s voice (as long as she wasn’t calling him “gooey” or
delivering a lecture on plants and the goddesses who love them). To amuse his new
friend, Clayface morphed into the falcon-headed servant of Mafdet, no CGI required.
She was tickled—and her laugh was very, very nice.
The DEMON minions in the corner were a little freaked out by the sudden
appearance of a birdhead with the body of a man in an Egyptian toga, but you never
knew what set those guys off.
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Tim Drake Dating Plan: Revised
“Okay, we throw our com units in the river so they can’t track us. Go to the Batcave,
use the Justice League transporter to get to the Watchtower. Then I call Conner from
there and he takes us to Seattle, so there’s no more transport trail to follow. You ever
been to Seattle? It’s a nice town, lotsa bookstores, internet cafes ‘n stuff. From there, I
use a public computer to reactivate the Alvin Draper identity as Alva Draper. That’ll be
you. Like it was a typo, you get it?”
“No get.”
“Doesn’t matter. We’re going to be Alvin and Alva Draper when we fly to
Honolulu, enroll at Kapiolani Community College and… and take classes in whatever
the hell they teach at Kapiolani Community College until this all blows over.”
“No get.”
Tim sank down onto the fire escape outside Cassie’s apartment, the spot for which
he had such high hopes when the evening began. He worked his fingers underneath
his mask and rubbed his temples. Cassie, clueless as ever, held out her OraCom.
“You tell.”
“I don’t want to tell them, Cass. And I want to be several thousand miles away
when they find out. Bruce is going to, to… I can’t even imagine what Bruce is going to
do. I just think I’d like to be at a nice tropical island safety school when it happens.”
“Because Catwoman new queen of underworld?”
“I’m… sure there must be something wrong with that information.”
“Three sources confirm. Build new Iceberg. Use name get in. Use things from cattale show. Special martini is house drink—but no get what that means.”
“There has to be a mistake. Cass, there is just no way Selina would do this.”
“Three sources confirm. Tambov and Deadshot and dealer from Triad. All say
Catwoman is new Penguin.”
“I know. Cass, I know. I was there, I heard them. And I don’t want to be the one
calling in that report.”
“Batman not blame you.”
“Oh no? You never heard the one about killing the messenger?”
“Batman not kill.”
“That’s the theory, but I’d still rather not test it.”
“Get up.”
Robin felt an insistent tug on his cape, pulling him to his feet.
“You need go home now. Make report.”
“I know. I know. We who are about to die…”
“Tim?”
“Yeah.”
Thin, strangely strong arms sprung into motion, wrapping around his arms and
back, squeezing him into a tight hug.
“Know what you try do tonight. Was sweet. Had good time.”
Manly instinct started to protest, but Tim wisely envisioned SilentShogee’s vicious
high kick-neck chop combination flattening manly instinct to a twitching heap. He
very carefully shifted his left shoulder, then his right, just like he would loosening up
before escaping Joker’s straitjacket, until he had enough freedom of motion to wrap his
arms around Cassie’s back and return the hug.
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No evening at a pseudo-Iceberg would be complete without some skirmish, and no
minion initiated into the cult of Ra’s al Ghul could ignore the sudden appearance of
Qebsenneuf, fourth son of Horus, in their midst. They approached with sabers drawn,
and before long all four weapons were plunged into Clayface’s chest. He allowed each
to run him through, then clamped around it so it couldn’t be withdrawn. No follower
of Ra’s al Ghul would allow his weapon to be lost in a filthy tavern brawl, so they
charged him over and over, each pulling on their saber as if it were Excalibur… and
having about as much success getting it out.
Matt bore it patiently until Fi’nul used his foot for leverage, placing it high on what
would be Clayface’s thigh if he was bothering with a body below the waist right now.
That was getting a little too forward, and he sprouted into a 10-foot falcon—the whole
bird, not just the head—and gave an indignant get-the-fuck-away-from-me squawk to
emphasize the point.
The minions fled, leaving their sabers behind, and Sly came up from the bar to
survey the damage. A few overturned tables, a few broken glasses, a few spilled
drinks. A worthy christening for a new Iceberg.
A new round of drinks was ordered for everybody, on Matt’s tab as was the custom
after a brawl. He and Roxy sat again at their table, which now had four DEMON
sabers lying across the center. Roxy made a very dirty and very funny joke about the
mud dripping off them— “gooey” indeed—and as the ranking rogue in the room, Matt
Hagen was ready to pronounce Vault a success.

AAAAAAARGGGHHHH-fuckfuckfuck!
Something else you never get used to: getting shot! I don’t especially care that the
bullet barely grazed my arm and the glorified scratch didn’t even bleed (much). The
point was it HURT! A LOT! And with the day I was having, I was way past looking
on the bright side.
After being washed out to sea, it was too damn late to start all over again at the DAZ
entrance. I could beat that timelock but it would take (duh) time, and in the basement
of an office building that would be quickly filling up with people, it just wasn’t worth
it. So the return trip into the vault itself would have to wait, but that didn’t mean my
day would be wasted…
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CHAPTER 6: EXPOSITION BY
JASON DU SANG
There’s nothing quite so exhilarating to round out a night on the town in Zurich as a
narrow escape from a chain explosion right in front of Grossmunster Church on a
Vespa stolen from the LZ police less than an hour before. But exhilaration only goes so
far. It was time for some old-fashioned exposition. The key to this mystery was the
secret nature of the vault. The first question wasn’t the usual: who had the technical
ability to get in? It was a far more basic: who knew there was anything to get into?
Bernard hadn’t been that communicative, even though he’d brought me in on this in
the first place, so I decided a chat with Jason Blood was in order before my next visit to
DAZ.
Jason doesn’t believe in securing telephone connections. He doesn’t trust technology
any more than Bruce trusts magic, and he says even if a line is secure, half the
conversation can still be overheard. He “prefers to be sure.” So he sent me out—I’m
not kidding—he sent me out onto the Bahnhofstrasse at nine o’clock in the morning to
buy a hand-dipped taper of purest white, six leaves of sage fresh and fragrant, ground
rosemary and dried basil. That’s not as easy as it sounds when you don’t know a city
well, but the nice boy at the front desk wasn’t holding a grudge about the fire in my
room. He pointed me to a farmers’ market at the end of the street for the spices and a
big department store for the tapers. Turns out, some people here have chandeliers that
predate electricity and still burn actual candles. I went back to my room, arranged the
spices at the base of the candle as instructed, and lit up. Within a few minutes, the
flame grew very still and this peaceful white glow pooled out around it. The candle
sprouted a second flame—or rather, there was a second candle superimposed perfectly
over mine. And there was Jason sitting in front of it, looking as real and solid as if he
was in the room with me.
“Selina, always a pleasure,” he began with a formal nod. “How may I be of
assistance?”
“How about we play a little game of ‘everything you wanted to know about the
Knights Templar but were afraid to ask?’”
“Oh dear, so it’s come to this,” he grimaced. “With respect to your delightful way of
introducing the subject, Selina, perhaps you will allow me to reframe the question.
‘The Knights Templar for beginners,’ perhaps? Please don’t be offended. I’m sure you
know a great deal—or think you do—but the fact is that modern man, and particularly
modern academics, are incomprehensibly stupid on this subject. I would not trust
anything you have learned in your undoubtedly complete education. This is one of
those areas where modern sources are quite hopeless. You simply… had to be there.”
“Right. At the risk of stating the obvious, Jason, that’s why I’m talking to you
instead of Barbara.”
Again he grimaced.
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“Yes, well, the fact is, the Templars are not exactly a pleasant memory for me. I was
still—at the age of five hundred and eighty, by which time far stupider men would
have learned their lesson—I was still inclined to help humanity when I thought I
could. My efforts were scorned time and again by such arrogant, willful stupidity… It
simply staggers the imagination that men so utterly lacking in wisdom or
understanding can be so blind to their folly and so confident in their supposed
‘abilities’ when those abilities are only a manifestation of their intense ignorance!”
“Um, Jason, I’d like to point out that absolutely nobody is arguing with you.”
“Forgive me, Selina. It makes me angry still. It is you and Bruce who pay the price
for those disappointments. They poisoned the well of my good will for a great many
who came after.”
I always thought Jason was quite helpful and a good friend. I spent the next several
minutes saying so, and finally he was ready to get down to business.
“Very well. An overview of the Knights Templar by Sieur Jason du Sang, who knew
them well enough to lend them money. The order began, in theory, to protect pilgrims
in the holy land. They were a poor sect in the early days, hence their symbol of two
knights forced to share a single horse. Hence also, my occasional loan of two or three
gold pieces which I never expected to see again. It took almost three hundred hectares
of land for a nobleman to support himself as a knight on crusade. I never expected to
see my money again. I simply felt for those who had been men of consequence,
reduced to such humble circumstances. And I wasn’t alone.
“In 1118, Baldwin II gave these knights a place to live within the sacred enclosure of
the temple mount. Hence they became the ‘templar’ knights. At the time, it was
universally understood that they must be digging for treasure while they were there.
That’s why Baldwin put them there, not on a covert mission to obtain ancient secrets
and blackmail the church, as some have surmised, but merely to give them a means to
support themselves. Baldwin was born a French aristocrat just as they were. Such men
take care of each other. It is not charity; it is merely pride and the obligation of caste.
“Modern ‘scholars’ who say these were pious men that would not dream of defiling
holy ground are simply blinding themselves to the reality of the crusader kingdom.
These ‘pious men’ thought nothing of slaughtering every man, woman, and child they
found in the holy city, Christian and Saracen they murdered on ‘holy ground.’ Do you
imagine for one minute they would shirk from shoveling a little dirt said to be blessed
when they’d already soaked it into mud with the blood of the men who decreed it so?”
“Again, Jason, no one’s arguing.”
He took a deep breath, and we had a long digression about “Les Annales.” In the
1960s, Jason had the misfortune to go to a dinner party in Paris where he was seated
next to a woman from this group of French historians who evidently suck the life’s
blood out of history.
“In the name of socio-economic analysis, they achieve the impossible: they make sex,
war, and murder dull.”
“Okay, so, long story short. Templars: named for the temple, dug for treasure.”
Jason coughed; it was his version of a bat grunt.
“Most likely. In any case, the order did not remain impoverished for long. Whether
they came away with the Ark of Covenant, Holy Grail, or merely the reputation for
having unfettered access to the Temple of Solomon—and therefore the ability to sell
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any fragment of wood, bone, or gristle as a priceless relic of a lauded saint—is
ultimately immaterial. They prospered.”
He stopped and chuckled.
“To put it mildly, they prospered. To put it bluntly, they became an international
wealth machine that made modern equivalents like LexCorp or Wayne Enterprises
look smalltime and disorganized by comparison. Official papal sanction made the
knights a favored charity and exempted them from taxes. When new members joined,
as they did in force now that there was power and prestige to be had, they had to take
an oath of poverty. That meant signing over all their property—farms, vineyards,
castles, what have you—to the order. Additional revenue came from business
dealings. The knights themselves were sworn to poverty but had the strength of a large
and trusted international infrastructure behind them. Can you imagine a more
desirable business partner?
“So it came to be that many nobles leaving their estates for a time, whether to go on
crusade or for some other purpose, would place all of their wealth and businesses
under the control of Templars, a kind of bank and power of attorney in one,
safeguarding their holdings until their return. The order’s financial power became
substantial, and the majority of the Templar infrastructure devoted itself to economic
pursuits rather than combat.
“Thus began the Knights’ transition into the bogeymen of the day. If you think the
conspiracy theorists of the modern world are entertaining, the peasants back then
imagined fantastic plots for which the virtuous fundraising for the crusades was but a
smokescreen. Ultimately, it came down to petty local jealousies, because Templarmanaged businesses paid no taxes and were run efficiently. It was that simple, really,
but demonic influences like Etrigan’s can have a field day with such ‘simple’
jealousies. I did try to warn them, but… well, in any case…
“Templars were rich and they were powerful. They managed their holdings very
well, and became richer still. And that’s when the innovations began. By 1150, the
original mission of guarding pilgrims had changed into a mission of guarding their
valuables through an innovative system issuing letters of credit. It was difficult to
travel with any significant amount of money, gold is quite heavy. So they devised a
system where a pilgrim might visit a Templar house in his home country, deposit his
deeds and valuables, and receive an encrypted letter describing his holdings. He could
then take this simple, light, convenient parchment with him to any other Templar hall
anywhere in the world, and there ‘withdraw’ his funds.”
“A twelfth century ATM,” I smiled.
“Essentially. I personally found it a convenient solution to a sticky problem. Before
the Templars came along, I was forced to ‘die’ every few decades and manufacture
documents to inherit as my own son; it’s really the only solution when you don’t age.
But that is an isolated case, of course. Back to the ordinary men of women of medieval
Europe. Those who didn’t travel still found it prudent to deposit dormant wealth with
the Knights Templar. The order had a loophole which allowed them to charge interest
lending it out again, something no others could do under church law. And, as armed
soldiers, they had the physical means to protect the goods.”
“So they were the first modern bankers.”
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“Correct. By the 14th century, they had grown a little too rich and too powerful.
Every king in Europe owed them money, particularly Philip the Fair. They had also
lost the holy land, and most European monarchs were very nervous about that kind of
well-armed, well-financed fighting force being back in Europe. So, as history records,
Philip acted to remove them. He installed a puppet of his own as pope, and on Friday,
October 13, 1307, he arrested Grand Master Jacques de Molay and some sixty of his
senior knights simultaneously, charged them with numerous heresies, and tortured
them until they confessed… What history also records, but is quite bafflingly incapable
of interpreting correctly, is that Philip failed to lay his hands on the Templar treasure.
“Selina, Batman’s identity is one of the great secrets of the modern age. How many
people know it? Besides you and I, his own handpicked confidants like Pennyworth
and Grayson, numerous members of the Justice League, Ra’s al Ghul, Hugo Strange…
No secret is absolute. Philip wanted to arrest every Templar in France at the same
moment. You cannot keep an operation on that scale a secret, particularly when you
are conspiring against the most notoriously wealthy men in the world. The Templars
knew what was to happen; it is that simple. Word got out, and they sacrificed the men
at the top because they had no choice. The rest escaped with the treasure. Those who
find the very word ‘treasure’ to be too sensational for their dry, bloodless view of
history would suggest it never existed… And if you choose to fixate on the Holy Grail,
the head of John the Baptist or whatever else they’re thought to have dug up from the
temple mount, I tell you frankly I don’t know about that any more than you do. But
the wealth they had beyond that? The wealth they amassed over two centuries
controlling and consolidating the greatest fortunes of the day? That treasure is
undeniable. It existed. Philip glimpsed it when he was busy entrusting the treasury of
France to the Templars’ protection. He realized what he saw was only a portion of the
whole, that the Templars had forts and estates throughout France—over 9,000 manors
at one count, just within his borders—each containing its own deposit of treasure. He
wanted it. He didn’t get it... That is your cue, Selina, to ask me where it went.”
“But I don’t have to, because this is where our talk began last time,” I pointed out.
“Indeed. At this precise moment in time, when the Templars become fugitives in
France, a remarkable thing happens right across the Alps. Swiss settlements who for
generations had been farmers, suddenly turn into skilled warriors, defeat all the
brigands that had plagued them for decades, and then settle down to become bankers.”
“The Templars came to Switzerland.”
“Of course they came to Switzerland. Just look at their flag, for God’s sake. There
are even stories of ‘white knights’ appearing to turn the tide of this battle or that one.
Some remained in France, I’m sure, disappearing into other monastic orders. Some
fled to England, Scotland, other countries not inclined to follow Philip’s lead… but the
ones entrusted with the treasure came to Switzerland. And they signaled they were a
depository of some portion of the treasure with a designation that would have been
perfectly obvious to anyone at the time who needed to know.”
“Banque privée?”
“Oui, the majority of the Templars were French. It was so simple; those who wished
to continue availing themselves of the order’s discretion and expertise in financial
matters could continue to do so. A Templar bank was still clearly marked for anyone
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with eyes to see. And Swiss banking secrecy is a natural outgrowth of Templar
secrecy, and the Order’s outlaw status after 1307.”
“Bringing us to the telepaths?”
“An era obsessed with the devil’s black magic was more keenly aware than most that
a man’s solemn oath is nothing when it comes to keeping secrets. However sincere he
might be, torture or magic may compel him to talk, and there are those with the power
to pluck the knowledge from his mind without it ever passing his lips. That is where I
came in. I gave the custodians of the treasure, and their heirs, the means to cloak their
secrets from mind probes. I did this because I… had a debt to repay.
“When a man like Phillip the Fair is determined to destroy you, he will find the
means to do so. He found it in this case in a mysterious ‘Esquire de Floyran,’ who
claimed to have been a member of the Knights Templar and would provide the
testimony for the initial charges of heresy. Floyran said that the Templars had
deceived the church for more than a hundred years. That what began as a pious
service to pilgrims had degenerated into a monstrous blood cult that worshipped,
among others, a demon called Baphomet—who happens to be Etrigan’s cousin.”
“Here we go,” I laughed.
“Quite. Philip’s inquisitors describe Baphomet as ‘a three-headed god of assassins’
and other accounts have run the gambit from the overtly satanic, feeding babies to
demons and whatnot, to a Gnostic sect that committed the obscenest of blasphemies:
recognizing women as the spiritual equals of men… That was the mindset of the age:
misogynist, obsessed, and absurdly overcomplicated. The truth is simplicity itself: it
was the name Etrigan used to seduce a woman he’d noticed. Basina of Auvergne was a
‘freethinking’ woman of the time, who also happened to be an herbalist and midwife. I
have mentioned how attractive Etrigan finds your hatred of Zatanna. Let’s just say a
freethinking woman in 1304 had a great deal more to hate in the world around her.
Etrigan was a little drunk on the rampant chaos of the age, and he was quite
determined to get free of me long enough to have her.
“He resorted to a trick I would never fall for today, but at the time, well, all I can say
in my defense is there was so much talk of the Evil One plotting against the faithful.
Every dark shadow was said to cloak evil spirits. As much as one knew it was
nonsense, it was impossible to remain completely immune from the paranoia and
dread.
“I had business with the Templars in the region. As I’ve explained, with their system
of encrypted letters, I had no more difficulty being Jason Blood from one century to the
next. So I found myself in Auvergne with a number of knights. Etrigan convinced me
he recognized a gentleman of our company, one Hugh de Poitou who I disliked
intensely, as his cousin Baphomet in mortal disguise. I admit I was too ready to believe
him, too eager to set him free to take on Baphomet demon-to-demon. In truth, I was
seduced by the thought of Etrigan ripping Hugh to pieces, even if the body was
nothing but an illusion. So I set Etrigan free.
“At a time when demonic possession was known, he did not risk exorcism by
revealing his true name. Basina, the knights, and others of the town all came to know
him as Baphomet in the month he remained free. I cannot tell you if Esquire de
Floyran was on Phillip’s payroll from the beginning, if he was sent among the
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Templars deliberately to find or manufacture heresy, or if he joined the order sincerely
and only went to Phillip later to avenge some personal grievance. But I can tell you
how he came to hear the name Baphomet, a name found in the charges and confessions
by torture of Templar knights and Templar knights alone. It’s because Etrigan got a
hard on for Basina of Auvergne, and I was too weak to stop him.”

..:: Kitten? ::..
“Hey, Handsome. I wanted to catch you when you got back from patrol.”
..:: Then you overshot. I was about to turn out the light. ::..
“Aw damn. So you’re not in the cave?”
..:: Why, do you need something from the Batcomputer? ::..
“No, nothing like that. I just hoped you’d still be in costume or something. I spent
the whole morning swimming in Templar knights and medieval intrigue, with a
sidetrip into Jason’s personal complaints about constipated French historians. I badly
need a dose of Gotham.”
..:: I’m flattered. ::..
“Mmmm,” Selina closed her eyes, letting the deep bat gravel flow through her.
“More, please.”
..:: More? I always said greed would be your downfall. ::..
Luxurious purring followed, and Bruce had to cover the mouthpiece so she wouldn’t
hear his chuckle.
..:: Catwoman. ::..
“Meoooooooowwwwww.”
..:: Remember, if you do find yourself in a lost Templar vault, nothing in there
belongs to you. ::..
The luxurious purring segued into an equally luxurious hissing.
..:: No souvenirs. I’ll know. ::..
And the luxurious hissing segued back into a long, moaning meow.

Refreshed by an invigorating dose of battitude, I began sifting through Jason’s
interesting but remote Templar lore for the pertinent bits that applied to my case.
Specifically: who could know there was a Templar vault to get into?
Jason was certain a sacred trust like this would be a father-to-son deal. That meant
only the descendents of the founding partners of Ducret, Augustiner & Zaehringen.
Bernard wasn’t a suspect, since he brought me in on the case. If you’re dipping into
a known vault, then okay, you might bring someone in just to divert suspicion. But a
secret vault is different. Besides, if you did want to throw people off the scent, you’d
get a bad investigator. Bernard knew enough about my deposits over the years to
know exactly how good I am at what I do. And finally, to be blunt, Bernard was a
middle-aged banker with a paunch. Getting to the final vault entrance required
wedging yourself in for a punishing vertical climb, one foot on each wall and pushing
up like your life depended on it (because it did). It required strength in the legs,
balance, and ability to stop halfway up and catch your breath. There was just no way I
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could see a man Bernard’s age doing it, and that went for Carl Augustiner and Gerald
Zaehringen too.
That meant, whoever might be behind it, the actual footwork was done by someone
young and athletic, quiet possibly my friend the Eurothug from the first day's searchand-burn at my hotel. But he had to find out about the vault somehow, and that meant
one of the partners had talked…
A father-to-son deal, Jason had said. Bernard’s son was too young; he was eleven.
There was a daughter, nineteen, not in the running for patriarchal secrets. Augustiner
had a boy that would be just about the right age, but he was killed eight months ago in
a skiing accident in Engelberg. With Jason’s schemes to conceal his immortality fresh
in my mind, it occurred to me that death can be faked, so I got on a train, went to the
Châlet Spannortblick, and made some very indelicate inquiries. I found out that Carl
Augustiner Jr. was killed doing some damn fool ski jump out of a helicopter, and,
while they didn’t find the whole body, they had a head. In other words, it wasn’t the
kind of death you walk away from (an observation that brought the most astonished
expression from the woman at the châlet, but I was past caring). I crossed the last
name off the list on the train back to Zurich. Zaehringen was a “confirmed bachelor”
with no children. What’s more, I found out the Zaehringens were a late addition to the
DAZ letterhead. Up until 1890, the firm had been Ducret & Augustiner. It was
possible that Gerard Zaehringen didn’t know as much as I did.
I couldn’t accept another dead end, so I decided on the one Catwoman maneuver
that had never failed: hit the jewelry stores. One of those men that knew about the
vault told somebody, and a good way to find out who men tell their secrets to is to find
out who they’re trying to impress in other ways.
The absolute best part of that plan was the proximity: the myriad of jewelers on the
Bahnhofstrasse were only a few short rooftops from my hotel. It felt just like the old
days in Gotham, with my apartment so close to 5th Avenue jewelry stores, and I was
giddy by the time I reached Cartier.
In honor of those wonderful Gotham prowls, I had decided to hit Cartier first, even
though I was certain the DAZ boys would favor a hometown jeweler. Getting in was
just the same as the Cartiers in Gotham and Paris. I would have peeked in their vault,
just for fun, but I did want to finish this particular bit of research in one night. So I
bypassed the gems and went straight for the sales records. As expected, there was
nothing for Ducret, Augustiner or Zaehringen.
I found Bernard at my next stop: Bucherer is considered Switzerland’s leading
jeweler. Twice a year, Christmas and late September, Bernard made a small purchase,
a gold chain or a small cocktail ring… about half the September buys were sapphire or
lapis, as in the September birthstones, as in his wife’s birthday… nope.
Beyer was next, and there I found exactly what I was looking for: Carl Augustiner
had the same dull, predictable pattern of “wife purchases” as Bernard, dating back
thirty-odd years. But then, twenty-four years ago, a second set of purchases began…
only one a year, but not at all dull and conservative. Last year’s buy was a jeweled
Rolex: forty-five square-cut emeralds, diamonds on the face, 140,000 Euros. That’s a
mistress.
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The next morning, I took off in search of Seefeld in Kries 8, a residential part of the
city I had never been to before. I located the charming house on a quiet street where
the Rolex had been delivered. In the old days, I had a number of approaches to get a
peek inside a target’s house, just to know the layout before returning as Catwoman.
But looking around the idyllic neighborhood—two little boys on bicycles, a woman
waving at me for no reason—all my routines geared towards suspicious Gothamites
seemed hopelessly out of place. So I knocked on the door, jettisoned my French and
pidgin German, and introduced myself with a decided American twang as the
companion of a U.S. industrialist considering a second home in Zurich. I said I was
checking out the different neighborhoods and wondered if she could tell me what it
was like living in Seefeld.
It seems ridiculously simple, but it worked. She introduced herself as Daniela
Barras, she asked me in, she offered me tea. She laid out these delicious tea cookies
and told me the shop down the street that sold them. I’d spent so much of my time in
Zurich getting chased, shot at, and dodging fireballs, I’d forgotten how genuinely nice
ordinary people can be.
Of course, counterbalancing Daniela’s helpful information about neighborhood was
her equally helpful information about a photograph I admired. Her son, Mark… the
Eurothug who tried to set my room on fire my first day at the Wittmer!

Small gap… tight squeeze… legs taking my weight… and finally… yes, stable. I
could rest until my breathing and heartbeat returned to normal.
A follow-up “candle call” to Jason Blood had told me everything I needed to know to
return to the vault and finish this nonsense.
Foothold… foothold… and… stretch…
A bastard son would not be brought into the 800-year old banking firm and told
about their secret vault, not if there was a legitimate heir.
…lock the legs …
Carl Augustiner Jr. would be told, and he somehow found out he had a half-brother.
…and push up…
He looks up Mark Barras. “Why should you get shut out of the good stuff and be left with a
small trust fund?” or something along those lines. For that matter, (thought but never
said aloud), why should I have to WAIT forty years and work in the dreary bank when there’s
a treasure out of legend right under our feet?
Foothold…
Mark likes the idea but not the partner. Hence the “skiing accident.” Auf
wiedersehen, Carl.
Foothold…
A lot of people have died for this treasure, what's one more?
…and stretch… lock… and up…
The partners were so skittish about bringing in the cops.
Foothold...
An attitude I heartily approve of in the normal course of things.
Foothold...
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But at the risk of sounding like Bruce, we're not going to just shrug at murdering his
half-brother, are we?
…And here I finally get to use my arms, pull myself up… and this time you won’t
sneak in behind me, you sniveling eurotrash creep, because this time, I don’t have to go
around the steel spikes or the sand pit. This time, thanks to Jason Blood (for whom I
really would have to make one more stop at Beyer before I left and get him a nice Patek
Philippe), I knew that any bible trivia made up by Templars for Templars would only
bother with the Book of Nahum.
There are maybe a thousand passages dealing with treasure: from Genesis to
Chronicles to Kings, it’s everywhere. Hezekiah showing off the silver, gold, and spices
in his storehouse; shields of gold made by Solomon; treasurers with names like Ahijah,
Mithredath, and Pithom oversee the fortunes of Cyrus, Nehemiah and Egypt. Job
tunnels through rock until his eyes see all its treasures. And, according to Proverbs,
Vanity is the treasure of wickedness—or maybe it’s the other way around. Point is,
there’s way too much to cram for if you consider the whole bible in play—not to
mention, in the holy land, these guys had access to the Gnostic gospels rejected from
the standard bible.
But Jason said it was the obscure Book of Nahum that the Templars could really
relate to.
God is introduced as a righteous, powerful, angry warrior against whom no one can
stand. The appeal there is obvious, and there is endless mention of destroying,
attacking, plundering, and destruction. There is also one single verse that is beautifully
on point:
The lion killed enough for his cubs and strangled the prey for his mate, filling his lairs with
the kill and his dens with the prey. —Nahum, 2:12
Now that’s an analogy for treasure our boys could relate to. And there was the word
“LEO,” Latin for “lion” among the trilingual riddle etched above this large silver seal. I
pushed on it and... rocky click… and there was the II, for book two …rocky click… and
there was the XII…
A beautifully carved seal of gold and enamel dropped into place over the silver, and
the “door”—which wasn’t even identifiable as a door until it started to open—began
this slow, creaking, swing to reveal a clear pathway to the inner chamber.

Wow… just… wow. There were chests, and I mean CHESTS of gems: diamonds,
rubies, emeralds and sapphires, some set in gold but most lying loose. There were gold
coins, gold vases and gold cups… a gold shield and several swords and daggers with
jeweled handles. There was…
There was something very sharp and cold pushing against the small of my back…
“This sword has not run through any infidels in quite some time, but I am sure it is
still sharp enough.”
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CHAPTER 7: FLASHBACK
“This sword has not run through any infidels in quite some time, but I am sure it is
still sharp enough.”
That’s what he said. Really.
“Mark, word of advice,” I told him, ignoring a poke at my back with the tip of the
sword. “If that’s the best you can do on the villainous banter, maybe steer clear of
doing it in English. With the guttural accent, you’ve got a real MWA-HAHA thing
going and it comes off pretty silly.”
“These are your chosen last words, woman?”
There was another poke at the small of my back, a poke that was pure bluff… I
hoped. I could have pivoted and grabbed, but it was risky. My claws can do plenty of
damage, even through Bat-body armor I can draw blood and tear meat, but a blind
swipe would probably miss. An effective strike would mean holding the blade in place
while I aimed at the arm holding it, i.e. a test of strength, if only for a second or two.
And I knew from our first fight that he was strong. That’s why I’d opted for banter in
the first place, and that’s why I kept on with it. If you keep your head in these
situations instead of going all high kicks and headbutts like some mindless she-Rambo,
something always shifts.
“Fine, Mark, be that way. Mwa-haha all you want if it makes you feel like a man.
But we both know you’ve got two very serious problems to clear up before you can use
that sword on me. And since I know that as well as you do, the threats do come off a
bit silly.”
“American arrogance,” he muttered, and I laughed.
“You’re a pretty interesting guy, Mark. You’re talking to someone draped in purple
leather from head to toe and wearing a catmask, and you think ‘woman’ and
‘American’ are the shots to take? I don’t know if you’ve got the imagination for this
kind of work, Mark, I really don’t. But let’s put that aside and talk about your
problems, shall we?”
I hadn’t raised my hands at his pointy-stick-in-the-back routine, and now I turned
and stepped backward, clear of the blade. He continued to point it at me like it was a
magic wand or something, and I was forced to point out that the sword-as-phallus
thing is a sad enough metaphor with actual warriors ready to strike. But when you
can’t actually use the weapon, and particularly when your would-be victim knows you
can’t use it…
As I spoke, the tip of the blade inched downward, just like a wilting erection. It was
unbelievable, really, considering the topic of conversation. You’d think the idiot would
have just resheathed as quickly as possible, get the thing out of sight, out of mind. But
that’s the thing about the truly stupid ones: when they don’t get it, they don’t get any
of it. Their consistency is amazing... and the reason banter works. If there’s a mistake
to be made, they’ll make it. You just need to give them time.
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“Your problems,” I repeated. “First and foremost, Mark, you’d be a fool to kill me
before finding out how I know that you’re Mark Barras, Orellistr 21 in Kreis 7, close
enough to Mum’s place in Seefeld to go home for Sunday dinner each week.”
“How do you know this?” came the predictable question in the predictably
menacing delivery.
“Of course, if you manage to answer that one, you’ve still got the original difficulty.
When I first got to Zurich, I thought you must be an incredible wimp not to have
polished off the vault in a single strike.”
He laughed bitterly, and I smiled.
“Yes, well, that was before I saw it, obviously. Then I faced that charming vertical
climb and your problem became clear. You can’t get the stuff out. You can stuff your
pockets with gems each trip, sure. But the easiest things to take down here are the
hardest to sell up there, aren’t they? Legit dealers have to document where the stones
come from. They ask questions you can’t answer. And you don’t have the contacts in
the black market to find the other kind of dealers, let alone judge which ones will buy
and which will slit your throat for the first handful of whatever you bring them.”
He tilted his head forward ever so slightly, not quite a nod, but a grudging
admission that I was right.
“All I have been able to sell are a few gold pieces,” he said. “And there is a limit to
how many of those can be found in a great aunt’s attic without arousing suspicion. I
managed to get a jeweled anlace to the surface, only to have a thieving antiques dealer
tell me it was a twentieth century fake made to cash in on an American fad called
Dungeons & Dragons.”
The bitter laugh returned, and he gestured around the heaps of treasure, repeating
the phrase ‘dungeons and dragons.’
“The lying cheat offered me a hundred Euros for it.”
“Not exactly the payday you killed your brother for,” I noted.
He looked up sharply.
“Carl would not have known where to find a first class fence any more than I do,” he
said coldly.
That wasn’t necessarily true. Carl did work at the bank. Bernard knew me and Igor,
and Mark’s father, Carl Augustiner Sr, undoubtedly had a few connected clients as
well. If Carl Jr. had stuck with it instead of opting for the instant payoff, he would
have eventually learned a name or two. At least, he would have if he’d lived. I didn’t
name names, of course, but I let Mark know just enough of this to throw him off
balance. He hadn’t denied killing his brother, but he hadn’t confirmed it either. I
needed to change that.
I dangled highlights of my resume in front of him: the Egyptian antiquities, the
Greek mirror and the Etruscan vase; the Hapsburg Dagger, the Kimberley Canary and
the Crimson Star; my first old master was a Cezanne, my last a Rembrandt… and so
on.
The shift, when it came, was quite dramatic. He still didn’t like me, he still didn’t
trust me, but it finally dawned on him that he was standing in front of a world class
thief, breathing the same air as someone with all the fencing connections he lacked. He
became more communicative. It took some doing to really put him off his guard,
though. It took a half-hour discussion of the practical problems removing a two
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hundred pound Maya jaguar from a well-secured gallery without an army of
henchmen, but finally I was able to get the whole story. He confirmed each aspect of
my theory: Carl’s revelation about the vault, the betrayal and the murder, all just as I
had guessed it.
“Thank you,” I said, tapping a ball on the head of my whip and the WayneTech
camera it concealed. “I was afraid I might have to edit out the parts where I talked
about getting the stone jaguar. Pesky thing about these digital recorders, the
embedded timestamps are hard to tamper with. But you were good enough to wait
until I finished before the big confession, so…”
I was ready for the sword strike that came next; it was painfully predictable. I had
maneuvered over to the shields and used one to block rather than disarming him with
the whip. His strikes were panicked, desperate, and unfocused. It was better to let
him vent a bit—and tire himself out—rather than disarm him at once and let the
frustration keep building. I needed him to focus, and that wasn’t going to happen until
he calmed the hell down.
He managed to land four actual blows against the shield, each a little wilder and
weaker than the last. That’s the thing about amateurs, they’re not used to
confrontations and they burn up the adrenaline during foreplay. I kicked him back
after the fourth strike and he didn’t have the stuff to come back at me. The whip took
care of the rest, but once he was down and disarmed, I decided to give his hand a good
clawing to preempt any more swordplay.
“Now then,” I resumed, “Don’t get all panicky in a cave full of lethal weapons. Your
confession isn’t going to the police unless you absolutely insist on it. It’s going to the
partners, and since they don’t want the existence of this vault revealed to the world,
they’ll keep it to themselves as long as you cooperate.”
“C-cooperate?” he panted.
“When you’re arrested for breaking into a different vault—several in fact. Turns out
four different jewelers on the Bahnhofstrasse were burgled tonight, Mark, with all the
proceeds left in your flat… where the police should be finding it right about now. Ta!”

$280 –kwak– with discounts –kwak– to have the schedules fiddled with until Poison
Ivy’s session with Dr. Bartholomew preceded his own, and another $50 to have Saul
Vics look the other way so they could have a private chat in the outer office. Of course,
the latter was only theoretical money, not hard cash. A $50 credit towards a Bose
entertainment center Vics wanted and to which Oswald was now applying his bribes.
The $280, unfortunately, had to be paid to an office temp, regrettably not as gullible as
Vics and insisting on actual cash.
It was an expense, to be sure. Especially when all Oswald needed to do to see Ivy
face-to-face was ignore his prepaid exemption from the social hour and let himself be
taken to the common room like everyone else. But bribes were non-refundable, and it
was so much more agreeable to have privacy for conversations of this nature.
Oswald perused an ancient Newsweek featuring Martin Sheen, ultra-liberal star of
the West Wing portraying an ultra-liberal president, sharing his thoughts on the newly
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elected Alexander Luthor… Oswald marveled that even in the criminal wing of an
insane asylum, the magazines outside a doctor’s office must be years out of date.
At last the door opened, and Ivy emerged speaking hurriedly about yellow roses and
Peruvian lilies. Bartholomew assured her they would pick up there next time, and she
called him a small-minded troglodyte without taste, brains, or a soul.

So that was it. Kitty’s adventure in the vault out of legend concluded exactly where
it began, in Bernard’s office over a fresh box of Sprüngli pralines. No race up a
pyramid of fire to reach the totem of space-time before the infidel. Not a single pillar of
godlight to burn the unworthy seekers into ash. Not that I was complaining. I don’t
think Bruce would be very amused if I asked him to move his giant penny so I could
put the Ark of the Covenant in his trophy room.
Bernard was pleased. The arrest went as expected, and the video evidence of Mark’s
confession was entrusted to Carl Senior. If and when Mark got out of prison, it would
be his decision how to proceed. After all, they were both his sons.
We hadn’t discussed payment, but I knew the moment had arrived when Bernard
scratched his nose. It’s a very subtle signal, like Alfred’s cough. I’m not even sure he’s
aware of it, but it means the social pleasantries are concluded—or in this case, the
unsavory blackmailing of the junior partner’s bastard son is concluded—and he’s
ready to get down to business.
He hit the intercom, and Carl Senior came in with a thin, elegant weapon, like a
miniature dagger. His English wasn’t nearly as fluent as Bernard’s, and he spoke very
carefully, presumably from a memorized script.
“The police found this in Mark’s flat,” he said, handing me the piece. “Because it did
not belong to any of the jewelers that were robbed, it came to me. It is surely from the
vault. It is now yours. For payment. With thanks.”
“The anlace he tried to sell,” I guessed, examining it.
It was a beautiful piece. Solid gold. The handle depicted a helmeted figure in
Grecian dress with long flowing hair that curved back into the bottom of the toga,
making a handy loop to grip the thing. The figure held a disc, also gold and pocked
with red enamel that might have been made from garnet dust or even ruby.
I thanked them both… It felt very, very strange… Of all the payoffs I’d received over
the years, this was the most solemn ceremony. It felt good to have beaten the bad guy.
It felt very good to have such an exquisite (and valuable) memento of the adventure. It
felt odd to know it was part of the treasure a human being had killed his own brother
to obtain. And it felt… good but… confusing… for the men paying me off at the end of
a job to be so grateful.

Bruce guessed what was happening when Wayne One returned to Gotham but
Selina didn’t return to the manor. He’d done the same thing when she got back from
Xanadu: Batman had a gift to deliver, so he avoided her as Bruce Wayne until he could
meet her on a rooftop and present it to her in costume. This seemed like the same
dynamic. If Selina wasn’t coming home to the manor, it was almost certainly because
she wanted to see Batman first.
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Under other circumstances, he’d be as eager as she was. But tonight, Batman had
news that Kitten wasn’t going to like.
Reasoning that, even without the unwelcome news, the reunion with Catwoman
would take some time, he called Dick to take over his early patrol.

Meow.
Meoooooooooooooowwwww.
I’d never been terribly domestic, especially with the cat lairs, but tonight I kept
fluffing the pillows and dusting the knickknacks. I was wild with excitement, had been
ever since the plane touched down. It built in the taxi from the airstrip, it spiked when
I opened the door to the lair, and then it settled into this dizzy euphoria of anticipation.
Meow.
Meoooooooooooooowwwww.
I couldn’t even remember when I’d been this high.
First time in the catsuit was pretty damn good. First encounter with Batman, of
course, and the first kiss on Cartier’s roof… getting away with the Sekhmet amulet
after he put up such a fight—Oh, and getting away with the Picasso that time! After he
stayed on my heels all the way down to 28th Street…
The loot! My god, I forgot the loot!
I ran to my bag and unpacked the anlace. It was just large enough to use as a letter
opener in the morning room—that’s assuming I didn’t want to place it in the trophy
room after all. It rather appealed, having something of mine in there besides an old
whip handle.
In any case, whatever I might do with it in the future, tonight it was the prize. It was
Catwoman’s prize for a job well done, and a prize Batman had forbidden me to take
(always a bonus). When Batman is expected at the lair any minute, you want the
forbidden object front and center.
Meow.
Meoooooooooooooowwwww.
The sun had gone down an hour ago. He could arrive at any time… I fluffed the
pillows again and straightened a Bast statuette. My heart was beating like a
hummingbird’s.
Before I left, I told Bruce I’d been sucked into plenty of adventures like this when I
was working. I’d thought about that the whole flight home. The throwback had been
sweet, of course, that taste of my old life after so long… But then… then…
Meooooooowwww…
There was one thing I could never have back then. A good night was a good night.
A good prowl was the sweetest pleasure I knew. But when it was over, there was just
home, Whiskers and Nutmeg. A cup of cocoa and the memory of a new Bat-encounter
to dream on. But now… now… Meoooooooooooooowwwww.
I licked a glovetip and buffed the gold emblem on the chest of the Bast statue.
I arranged myself in a feline pose on the sofa, then gave the pillow a last fluff and lay
back again.
An hour and ten minutes since the sun went down.
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Meoooooooooooooowwwww.

Dick Grayson walked into the living room and regarded his wife with a stunned
expression.
“Babs, we may want to postpone the dinner with Wally and Linda,” he said dully.
“Oh hell, what’s up? Some League thing? I didn’t see anything in the briefing, but I
only skimmed…”
“No, no, it’s nothing like that. It’s just… I’ve been grounded.”
“Excuse me?”
“I… It… Y’ever see something or hear something that reminds you so much of the
past, you just snap right back into being Batgirl?”
“I guess, sort of. Sometimes when I hear a siren I still get the itch to—”
“No, I don’t mean a reminder; I mean a complete flashback. ‘Cause I was just on the
phone with Bruce. And one minute, I’m a grown man standing in my own kitchen.
And a second later, it’s like: cape, short pants, and I hear myself needling him about
getting me out of the way so he could go after Catwoman on his own. And, well, I’m
grounded for two weeks.”
Barbara stared in horror, unable for a moment to even laugh at this lunacy.
“Well first, Dickie, my silllybird, you are a grown man now, and your father cannot
ground you, send you to your room, or dock your allowance.”
“Yeah, I do realize that, Babs. But if we go out with Wally and Linda, this is all going
to come out. I know Wally, and somehow or other, between the cheese fondue and the
margaritas, the whole story will come out. And then he’s going to go to some League
meeting and have a laughing fit every time Bruce opens his mouth. Kyle will start
ribbing him, ‘Mr. Flash, perhaps you’d like to tell the rest of the class what’s so funny,’
and before I know it, the whole story is telepathically broadcast to four star systems.”
“Should have thought of that before you teased him,” Barbara noted.
“I, it… I couldn’t help it. Barbara, I couldn’t help it; it was a flashback. I mean, with
all this ‘she’s the new queen of the underworld’ talk flying around all week, and now
he wants Nightwing to take a patrol for him so he can go to the catlair and confront her
himself.”
“He’s not ‘confronting’ her, Dickie. For God’s sake, we’re talking about Bruce and
Selina here. She’s been out of town for weeks, they’re probably can’t wait to…
y’know.”
“I realize that, Babs, I really do. But you’ve got to realize how often this kind of thing
went on when I was growing up.”
She sighed, then put her hands on her hips in a typical Batgirl pose and spoke in the
smug big sister tone that marked many of their early encounters.
“Seems you’ve dug yourself in pretty good there, Boy Wonder.”
Dick stalked off muttering “Holy nobody understands my problems, holy never had
a sense of humor anyway, holy one innocent joke in the spirit of old times and the
whole friggin’ world crashes down…”
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Batman approached the cat lair as he had many times before. He removed a glove
and placed the pad of his index finger on the reader, waited three seconds, and then
slipped the Bat-pick into the lock. Forty seconds later, he was heading through an
entrance hall just narrow enough to subject an intruder to a nasty spray of knockout
gas or a paralyzing jolt of electricity if this were the kind of hideout that employed
such traps, and finally reaching the main…
He stopped, subconscious tactical analysis of the physical space suspended and his
body stunned into immobility by a much different kind of electricity as the sight
registered:
Catwoman… stretched out on her side, on a leopard print throw… toying with a
lethal looking dagger, rubbing the sharp tip of the blade against the sharper edge of her
claw… Her tongue creeping out between her lips and licking the corner of her mouth…
while she fixed him with a low, ravenous glare, like the predator she was eying prey…
“Dangerous toy you’ve got there,” he observed dryly.
She laid it aside brusquely and stood, an almost hypnotic rhythm in the sway of her
hips as she approached with that unmistakably feline gait. Usually the movement was
deliberately seductive… tonight, it was hungry.
“It is,” she said, a voice of hot, liquid want pouring over the words. “Dangerous…
but I can handle it… I’m the only one who can.”
It was clear she meant him. It was also clear this was not the time to bring up the
Iceberg situation. Electricity pulsed through his body as the tip of her claw traced the
lower scallop of the bat emblem. Then her head tipped back, lips parted, in an
unfathomable merging of cat and woman. She looked exactly like a cat exhibiting the
openmouthed, flared nostril Flehmen reaction in response to prey; she looked exactly
like a woman tilting her head to invite a kiss from her lover, she looked… she looked…
ooooh.
Batman suppressed a wince as the tips of her claws poked through the crevice where
the body armor met the belt, and he moved reflexively to grab her wrist and move it
clear—but not before feeling the scrape of cold metal grazing the skin of his side.
Instead of the usual hiss whenever he grabbed her that way, she let out a low,
rumbling laugh that sent a shiver up his spine, around his neck, across his shoulder
and straight down his chest into his gut… a husky laugh that spoke clearly as a single
word: mine.
A strange, once-familiar paralysis spread like ice through his brain. He should say…
something or… do something… not just stand there like a statue while this wild,
untamable creature stood there taunting him with her brazen criminal felinity.
“Ahh-I…” he managed stupidly—when she pounced.
Instantly, he was on his back, on the floor as she straddled him.
They stared deep into each other’s eyes, excitement, anticipation, eagerness and even
a touch of fear all building to a fever pitch. With a jolt, he pulled her head down hard,
his own coming up to meet it halfway. Their mouths collided, tongues searching
desperately…
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OraCom: Channel 2—Nightwing
..:: Wing?::..
“Go ahead, O.”
..:: Update, sweet’ums. Highway patrol picked up the escapees on the Pennsylvania
turnpike. They’ll be back in Blackgate by morning.::..
“Shit. They did get out of the state, and they made it all the way to Pennsylvania?”
..:: That’s where they keep the Pennsylvania turnpike. Which means…::..
“Fresh squeezed orange juice, and a toasted English muffin dripping with an absurd
amount of butter and a tiny dollop of honey—in the morning. For now, I’m going to
keep an eye on this place. If they’re not our jailbirds, they’re still up to something in
there, I can smell it.”
..:: Roger. Oh, and I called Keystone. Linda's not having it. She's already lined up the
babysitter, she's made sure Wally has the evening off, and she's got a new dress she's been
wanting to wear that Wally, ahem, doesn't know about. Dinner is on, make your peace with
it.::..
“Rassafrassin smiggleworfin”
..:: What was that?::..
“I said the Melting Pot sounds good. Love that cheese fondue.”

Bruce lay naked on the floor of the lair, a jumble of fabric—cape, catsuit, and the
leopard throw pulled down from the sofa—crumpled under his body and tangled
through his legs and around his hip. Sharp claws had ripped fabric, and strong hands
had torn leather. The remains would suffice for modesty around the lair, but not much
else.
He looked up at Selina, the back of her hair just visible as she made coffee in the
lair’s small kitchen, and he marveled, as always, at the transition from tigress to kitten.
An hour before she was a wild thing, animal passion incarnate. And then, while her
chest still heaved with exhaustion after the raw, primal sex, she became so tender,
brushing his cheek with a kiss he could barely feel and curling into his side with a
barely audible “I love you, Bruce.”
He reeled. In his depleted condition and in such charged circumstances, hearing his
name on Catwoman’s lips was beyond… anything. Then, after a doze, she told him
about her adventures and with such a glow of girlish enthusiasm that you had to love
her. She got up, smiling, purring, happy to be home, and padded off to change into a tshirt—although she undoubtedly had a spare costume on the premises, a thought that
brought Bruce’s mind back to his own ravaged tunic and the inadvisability of
attempting a late patrol now.
He got up, put on the leggings, and examined the dagger until she returned with the
coffee.
“The souvenir I told you not to take?” he chided playfully.
“Oh, how I wish it were,” she said, sticking out her tongue. “But alas, no. Payment
for services rendered. Freely given. Woof.”
“Well, it sounds like you earned it,” he admitted. Then he sipped, looked at her…
and took a deep breath. It was time. “We have to talk,” he said gravely.
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“A collective bargaining unit?” Ivy asked, crinkling her nose.
“Precisely, dear duchess of daffodils. It has come to my attention that we who are at
the forefront of roguedom collectively squander a woeful amount on a few
opportunistic individuals in this establishment simply to procure those privileges
which are ours by right on the outside by virtue of who we are.”
“Are you addled? Oswald, you don’t imagine that I have to pay for favors in this
place?”
A whiff of irritated lemon tickled Oswald’s nostrils, as if to punctuate the question.
“I am aware of your abilities, naturally,” he said, raising a handkerchief delicately to
his nose. “But surely, there are undesirable consequences to using them here. An
aftermath, if you will. Punitive bouts of solitary confinement and the like?”
“Naturally, but when I get worked up, it’s worth it.”
“Yes, kwak, of course, but for the day to day conveniences, it isn’t practical, now is
it?”
“Well…”
“And if the fees charged by these uncouth peasants were reasonable, you might well
wish to avail yourself of their services? An hour of solitude in a private bath, for
instance, with a scented candle and mineral salts, kwak? Palatable food, served in your
cell for you and a guest? Harley, perhaps? Kwakwak?”
“I’m listening.”
“I have taken the liberty of negotiating fixed fees with sympathetic members of the
staff for various services. As with arranging a diversion or alibi through the Iceberg,
all arrangements would be made through myself or my appointed agent once I am
released—”
“Meaning you get a cut. Knowing you, you probably get most of it, and the Arkham
staff doing the dirty work is doing it for only a pittance of what we’re paying you.”
“My good woman, that is a matter between them and me. All that concerns you is
that these low and reasonable rates are available only through my good offices. I
assure you, Pamela, that none of you could possibly negotiate such a deal yourselves,
for in all the years you have been incarcerated here, none of you have even attempted
it. –kwak– It is only right that he who discovers the gold mine lays claim to an eagle’s
share of the riches that will henceforth be -kwakwakak- Pamela please, the lemon,
kwakwakwak…”

“In the history of mankind, nothing good has ever followed those words,” Selina
noted.
“And this is no exception,” Bruce graveled. “Selina, that day you came down to the
cave and got your fur so ruffled about Cobblepot, do you remember the one
reservation I had about moving against him?”
“Let’s see… I remember the blood dripping from your fangs, ‘size and scope of the
opportunity,’ ‘someone of Penguin’s stature that got away with it over and over
again,’ ‘the message it would send…’”
“Admirable recall. And counterbalancing all that?”
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“Oh, right. ‘The devil you know.’ Taking down someone so crucial to the
underworld has repercussions, creates a power vacuum. Quite a risk when there’s no
telling who might step up to take his place.”
“Exactly. And that’s exactly what appears to have occurred. Just as I feared, the new
individual at the helm of Cobblepot’s former empire is infinitely more… problematic.”
“Woof. So much for a welcome home getaway to the Catitat, then. And who is this
nuisance?”
Bruce’s lip twitched, and he casually turned the Bast statuette on the table as if to
better admire it.
“As I said, from Batman’s point of view, this new adversary is uniquely
problematic. Turns out, Catwoman… it’s you.”
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CHAPTER 8: QUEEN OF THE
UNDERWORLD
Buying a diamond in Gotham’s diamond district has been likened to buying a
prostitute in Hanoi: supply far exceeds demand. You can spend a day moving from
one dingy stall to another, staring at merchandise which looks exactly the same yet
differs dramatically in price. Sellers—many of whom have a thuggish aura about
them—can be aggressive. Some will even stand on the street and openly solicit you if
you so much as slow down near their door. And then there’s the haggling… It is not
an activity for the naïve, the ill-informed, or for any lacking the confidence of a
bullfighter.
Sly moved along the stalls of 47th street with the assured gait of a native Gothamite, a
quality the savviest dealers could recognize. The less experienced, and those simply
blinded by greed, saw only the farmboy good looks and the butter-wouldn’t-melt-inhis-mouth smile. They moved in too quickly, and with the wrong assumption. “Here
to buy an engagement ring? I can spot’em a mile away.”
Sly looked around in exaggerated bewilderment.
“If you mean me, that’s a lot closer than a mile you’re standing.”
Then came the oily salesman laugh.
“Such a clever boy, I like you. And I’m right about the ring, right? Getting ready to
poppa the question?”
“Not even close, dude.”
And he walked on—except once. One time, when Sly shut down the pushy
huckster, he heard a loud slap behind him and a deep roaring laugh that almost
sounded like Joker. Sly turned in alarm and saw a short man, about sixty, in Hassidic
dress. He had a salt and pepper beard, a rosy flush that suggested Santa Claus as he
laughed, and sharp, shrewd eyes that danced with amusement.
“You told him, Sonnyboy,” the man said, slapping his thigh once more.
He introduced himself as Shlomo Feinberg, and told Sly to follow. They went into
one of the bigger diamond exchanges, up several floors, beyond all the shiny, well-kept
showrooms, to a simple door labeled Mishaan & Feinberg.

Bruce was beginning to worry. Twice Selina had opened her mouth as if about to
speak, and twice she seemed to reconsider, closing it again without saying a word.
Twice she looked over at the crumpled mass of cape and costumes on the floor where
they had made love. It was as if she feared some vital part of her intellect had been
jostled loose, something necessary for higher reasoning that she needed in order to deal
with him. It was lost in there amidst the gauntlets and batarangs, and she couldn’t
figure out how to get it back without arousing his suspicions.
“If I wasn’t jetlagged, would this be making sense?” she asked suddenly.
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Bruce shook his head, relieved that she had at least recovered the power of speech,
and mentally warned Psychobat to stay silent, stay put, and stay out of it.
“Not a bit, don’t even hope,” he said reassuringly.
“Okay then,” she said thoughtfully. She sipped her coffee as if the conversation was
over. After a minute of this, she looked up at him with a bright smile as if they were in
bed at home and she was just waking up. But instead of the usual “Good morning,
Handsome” she said “Okay, hit me.”

“Is there,” Cassie said, grabbing the remote from Tim and pointing to the screen.
“Indiana Jones go meet bad man, have monkey on shoulder. See?”
“Yeah Cass, I know. He thinks he just got Marion killed. I told you, I’ve seen this
movie a dozen times.”
“Forget sap love story, watch monkey. Monkey look off that way.” She turned
behind her and pointed to a lamp on the end table. “Something stand right there.
Monkey watch. 5 feet 8 inch high. Monkey watch all time. Is very important whatever
stand there.”
“Probably his trainer. His trainer would be on the set giving signals and—”
“There! Bad man walk in front. You not pay attention! Look now! Bad man walk,
monkey lose sight of thing in back. Freak out. Is very funny.”
Tim stared at the screen in wonder, then at Cassie in awe.
“I’ve seen this movie a hundred times and I never saw that,” he laughed.
Cassie smiled, although she didn’t get the joke.
“Miss best part if not watch monkey.”
Tim was starting to agree.
“Okay then, let’s go back to the beginning and watch the monkey.”

Sly wasn’t worried about the actual bargaining. He had locked eyes with Two-Face
to enforce the Iceberg’s happy hour policy. He’d stood toe to toe with Joker to enforce
an ad hoc “no beating Catman with a crowbar in front of TV cameras” policy. He
wasn’t going to be intimidated by a little diamond dealer.
His only real worry was time. The beer distributor was taken care of before he left,
but there were other deliveries coming after one. He checked his watch and ground his
teeth. Raven was there to sign for any deliveries, but she didn’t always check what she
was signing for, didn’t count up the boxes or make sure the packing slips matched the
purchase order… He really couldn’t afford this time away from a fledgling business.
But he also couldn’t afford to stash any more payoffs in the money bundles behind the
bar.
The first time it happened, Sly had no idea how much of a problem money could be.
Firefly’s cute little henchwench Char came down from the VIP room and slipped him
an envelope. It was “the house cut” she said. Cut of what, he had no idea. Some deal
closed on the premises, he guessed. Sly never had anything to do with whatever
arrangements Oswald made with the criminal clientele. Any payoffs like this must
have been made in the office, behind closed doors. Whatever was done with the
money, Sly had no clue. He knew you couldn’t just take something like that to the
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bank, so he stuffed the envelope in the box of cocktail napkins under the bar and
waited until closing. Then he counted it: $5,500. It occurred to him that was very
nearly a nice round number. He swapped $5,000 for one of the prop bundles of cash
behind the bar, took the $500 that was left, and applied all but twenty to Firefly’s tab,
leaving him with a nice $140 credit. The twenty he deposited in his tip jar. It was high
time somebody put something larger than a one in there.
The system worked for the first few nights, but before long Vince Onetti, the Petrof
Brothers, and Maxie Zeus’s gal Aphrodite were all slipping him envelopes before the
bell even rang on happy hour. All the money bundles had been replaced, and the box
under the bar was overflowing with bulging envelopes, with only a thin layer of
cocktail napkins spread on top in a hopeful but ineffective attempt at camouflage. He
simply had to exchange the cash for something smaller, something he could set behind
the bar as just another bit of Vault treasure. Two of Shlomo’s $60,000 diamonds should
do the trick nicely.

“Say that again?” I asked, trying to wrap my brain around the news.
“Queen of the underworld,” he repeated distinctly.
When I got back from Zurich the first time, Bruce asked if I was hoping to provoke a
confrontation in the lair with Batman. The truth was, I hadn’t known what I was
shooting for, I just knew I had to do something. Now, returned from the second trip, it
seemed I was actually getting one of those old-style Bat drop-ins. Granted, it was a
little different when he was unmasked, naked to the waist, and sipping coffee from a
Cat-Tales mug, but it was still… he was still…
“Queen of the underworld?”
“For the third time, yes.”
“Queen like in ‘God save our gracious,’ chess piece that can move in any direction,
the lady giving all the orders; underworld as in criminal element, all the bad guys,
organized and the other sort, object of your nightly pummels?”
He grunted.
“And how did I manage this?”
“That’s what we’ve spent days trying to piece together. You built a new club to
replace the Iceberg, retaining Oswald’s entire staff. That masterstroke made the
transfer utterly seamless, invisible to the outside world and nearly invisible to law
enforcement. The underground operatives went on doing exactly what they always
have and reporting to the middlemen they always have. The quickest and least violent
coup d’etat in the city’s history.”
“Okay. And what was Gotham’s protector from all things criminal doing while I
pulled this off?”
“Apparently having phone sex,” Bruce graveled.
I stared. I felt I was missing something. What did this mean? It had been a while
since I worked this end of the conversation, but even so, even if Batman was
unmasked, half-naked and sipping coffee from a Cat-Tales mug, he was in my lair. He
just told me I had somehow become queen of the underworld. That’s something I
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should be able to instantly digest, dissect for possible advantages and respond to
without a moment’s hesit—wait a minute.
“Why am I only hearing about this now? You could have told me first thing.”
His lip twitched, and he bent down to pick his tunic and cape from the floor.
“The mood you were in? It could wait.”
“Bruce!”
“Selina. I did exactly what you urged me to for years: put the thought of your
criminal status aside for the night and gave in to what we both wanted. In retrospect,
it was a very good idea.”
“You picked one hell of a time to evolve a sense of humor,” I grumbled.
“I’m enjoying the irony… and wondering how long it may take you to start pawing
at the possibilities.”
He had picked a clawed glove off the floor, and now he tossed it to me with what I
would almost call… a naughty grin.

Tim hunched forward, resembling Rodin’s Thinker as he leaned towards the
television, stroking his chin and completely absorbed in the behavior of several extras
in the background of Beverly Hills Cop. Cassie’s analysis of the background action had
become so engrossing, they now turned off the sound to avoid any distractions.
“You really think they’re having an affair?” he asked, studying the man in the
ballcap and the blonde in a scarf. “I agree something’s going on, but I don’t know if it’s
that.”
“Might not be. Probably is. See girl in stripe shirt? She is friend of big hair blonde.
Blonde tell her about ballcap man before shoot scene, and now she keep looking at
him. Later, he in background at racetrack and she have tight mouth, press knees
together and won’t look his way. Think she went out with him after blonde told her
about him.”
Tim chuckled.
“You mean like the blonde gave him a really good review? You’ve got to try this
guy, he’s great in the sack?”
“No. She make in sack with him because blonde friend make in sack with him. They
very competitive.”
Tim bit his lip, reluctant to correct the unusual phrase. He was usually happy to
help Cassie with her English, but suggesting ways to talk about sex? No way. Instead
he eyed the remote, wondering if he dared the reach-stretch-drop the arm over her
shoulder maneuver.
“Here. Good part to see how competitive they are. Can tell by way they stand. See
elbow? Girl in stripe shirt must hold drink higher than friend. And friend, she always
stand a little sideways, so more of her face camera than friend.”
While she was talking about the extras, Cassie nudged the remote an inch closer and
leaned forward ever so slightly. Tim realized he must have telegraphed his thought
about the remote. He was unsure if this was encouragement or the opposite…

Possibilities, he said.
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I was ridiculously slow to realize what he meant, but then my toes were still curled
from the first true Catwoman adventure I’d had in years capped with a night in the lair
with Batman that exceeded my headiest fantasies. I couldn’t feel my fingers yet when
he hit me with that queen of the underworld business. So yes, it took my inner cat an
inexcusably long time to notice the catnip and cream that had just been laid at my feet.
Gatta Corleone. Catwoman was queen of the Gotham underworld.
When that poor little girl in New Zealand donned a Catwoman mask to rob a
Taranaki bank, every newspaper in Gotham ran the story except one. Everybody but
the Post, everybody but the purveyors of the East End goggle whore. I had wondered
what might happen if there was a real cat crime, something closer to home, something
too big to ignore, something that could never be reconciled with their trashy East End
crimefighter. Now, suddenly, here it was. I didn’t have to lift a finger, it had all
happened without my picking a single lock. Catwoman was queen of the underworld.
“Judging by that Mona Lisa curl on your lip, I take it the full implication of the news
has now occurred to you?”
“I certainly envision a great deal of digestive upset at the Gotham Post,” I said.
“Maybe I should send them a fruit basket, lots of oranges and grapefruit, very high
fiber.”
“Cute. In addition to your vendetta against that tabloid, any other possibilities
spring to mind?”
Bruce has this wonderful smile—this wonderfully evil smile—it’s a shame he doesn’t
do it more often in the cowl, because it out-menaces the biggest names in roguedom.
When Superman saw it, he says he had nightmares for a week.
“The devil you know,” I whispered. “Since I’m the new Oswald and I’m not some
bloody-minded mobster, you’re free to dismantle the operation. Oh woof, before I’ve
had any fun at all, you want to take it apart.”
“Not quite. There’s more to ‘dismantling’ Cobblepot’s empire than punching out
Joker or slapping the batcuffs on Scarecrow. There’s a lot I still need to learn about his
activities, and that’s where your ‘fun’ comes in.”
“Meow.”
“Yes, you’ll have ample opportunities to ‘meow.’”

“Ooooh, come to good part,” Cassie smiled. “Stuntman double from car chase just
break up with bellboy.”
That did it. Tim reached forward and, rather than grabbing the remote, he grabbed
Cassie and kissed her full on the lips.
“I want to re-watch every movie I’ve ever seen in my life! Again! With you!”
Cassie, astonished, just tilted her head, almost twitching it to the side, and said
nothing.
Tim stared, wondering if he had possibly activated some ancient failsafe implanted
by David Cain to bring about the swift and violent death of anyone who kissed his
daughter.
Cassie did the confused tilt-twitch again…
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And Tim swallowed, thinking of all Robin’s triumphs as a crimefighter, all the heroic
brushes with death in the righteous cause of saving innocents. He thought of training
with Batman, training with Shiva, working with the Titans. After all he had achieved
as the Boy Wonder, this would be a really stupid way to die.

Bruce preferred to keep crimefighting out of the manor whenever possible. Making
up as Matches Malone was a crimefighting activity and he would have preferred to do
it in the Batcave. But the lighting was better in the Wayne bedroom, and given that he
had never been to this Vault and didn’t know what to expect there in terms of lighting,
it was far more prudent to make up in the bedroom and make sure the disguise could
withstand the closest inspection. He leaned towards the mirror, directed a second light
at his upper lip, and scrutinized the moustache. Satisfied, he grunted.
It had been some time since Matches Malone made an appearance among the
denizens of the Iceberg. Bruce knew men like that were always dropping off the
radar. They got pinched. Or they tried their luck in Star City or Metropolis. Showed
up a few years later: a few years older, a few years angrier, and not a day wiser. He
might look vaguely familiar to some—a dumb thug with wire-rim glasses and a
scraggly mustache, perpetually chewing on a matchstick—but he would not be
remembered in any detail. If asked, he had a nice racket going down in Miami, but
when his Cuban connection got whacked, it started gettin’ a little heavy, so he decided
it was time to come home.
“No. Absolutely not, the jacket’s got to go.”
Bruce wheeled around, incensed.
“Kitten, I put up with enough suggestions from Alfred every time I make up as
Matches. He has the excuse of training as a professional actor. What he doesn’t seem
to understand is I know this man. I don’t approach it as simply putting on a disguise so
I don’t look like Bruce Wayne. I approach it as keeping my hair and moustache the
way Matches would, buying the clothes he would and—”
“And taking the jobs he would. Working for me is the best gig this loser ever had, so
when I tell him to lose the jacket—”
“Lady, this is a classic!” Matches objected in an uncouth wail nothing like Bruce’s
natural patrician tones.
“Shut up, Malone! Now, I don’t mind hiring you for ‘atmosphere,’ keeping with my
new position and all that. A bodyguard has caché. But I am NOT going to stare at five
inch lapels all night.”
“Gotta be outta my mind, working for a broad,” Matches grumbled at the mirror as
he removed the offending jacket, then Bruce segued back into his own voice. “I will
need a replacement. Matches can change the jacket to suit his new boss, but he can’t go
without one.”
He pointed to his lower back, and Selina peered at a tumor-lump of something under
his shirt. Bruce lifted the fabric to reveal a mesh pouch.
“Microfiber-mesh versions of the boots and gloves,” he explained. “Cape and cowl
are in the front. The real Matches had a bit of a paunch anyway, I took advantage of
it.”
“Very slick,” Selina admitted.
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“The places he goes and the company he keeps, I need the protection of the costume
underneath at all times, and I have to be able to change into the rest quickly. The jacket
is good camouflage. Not just the line, but the pattern…”
“Oh, if you want a loud pattern, Malone, no problem. I’ll get you tiger stripes,”
Selina grinned wickedly.
“Tiger… Let me just see what I have in the closet,” Bruce said hurriedly.
“Heard the crazy bitch classifies a whole category of henchmen as ‘decorative,’” he
muttered as he went.
Selina bit her lip, guessing correctly that this was an internal monologue she was not
meant to hear, but Bruce-Matches saw her reaction in the corner of the mirror and he
broke character long enough to wink.
“Better?” he asked, emerging in a sports coat that had once been the softest
Argentine suede, but was now undeniably worn and borderline ratty around the
edges.
Selina studied it for a minute, and then nodded decisively.
“My glasses okay?” Matches asked sarcastically.
Catwoman examined them critically.
“Meow,” she decided.
“That a yes?” Matches asked.
“Is he really that dumb?” Selina asked.
“He’s making sure,” Bruce explained. “He got his ass chewed on the jacket, and he’s
freelanced for enough ‘theme’ bosses to know you don’t risk misunderstanding the
jargon. It’s too dangerous.”
“Freelancing for theme bosses?” Catwoman arched an eyebrow. “People I know let
you wear that jacket?”
“Freelancing generally means you don’t have to trade in the plaid wool for a twotone windbreaker or an overcoat with a punctuation mark. But this money’s too good
to pass up, even if it means slapping on a pair of fuzzy cat ears.”
“…”
“Don’t even think it.”
“Okay, where were we? Meow means yes, better wardrobe. Let’s see, what else…
Oh yes, does he really smoke or just chew on that matchstick?”
“He smoked two packs a day, quit, that’s when he started chewing on the match,
and he got used to it.”
“Oral fixation on line two, paging Dr. Freud.”
“We’re not through yet. He enjoys the occasional cigar, and since he’s just back from
Miami, he’s undoubtedly got a stash of illegal Cubans that he’s going through much
faster than he should. But you can order him not to smoke in your presence. I would
prefer you also forbid him to drink on duty. He drinks Tesco and Coke, it’s…
revolting.”
“Consider it done. No smoking, no drinking on duty—oh, as long as you still use
Johnny Walker to cover the smell of the spirit gum, since the alternative seems to be
Old Spice.”
“I see Alfred briefed you. Kitten, tell me the truth, did he tell you to get rid of the
jacket?”
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“Not exactly. He did mention that it was green, that it was plaid, and that it was a
horror. He may also have mentioned, just as a casual observation, that a bodyguard is
one of those positions where the protectee winds up looking at them a great deal.”
Bruce shook his head and closed his eyes, acknowledging defeat with a sad chuckle.
“Must be out of my mind, working for a broad,” he repeated in his own voice.
“Oh, don’t be that way,” Selina soothed, taking off the glasses and coaxing a twitch
from the corner of his lip with her finger. “I like looking at you, after all. And I like
this mustache,” she added, fingering it softly.
“I don’t,” Bruce said, grabbing her hand and pulling it roughly from his face. Then
he glanced at the mirror and instantly turned away, took the glasses from her other
hand and quickly put them on again. “With the moustache, and especially with the
moustache and without glasses, I look too much like my father.”

“Tim?”
Tim Drake’s life flashed before his eyes.
“Yeah, Cass?”
There wouldn’t be a memorial of his costume in the Batcave.
“You kiss me.”
Killed by Joker, memorial. Killed by Batgirl because even a soulless assassin without
an iota of decency or conscience wouldn’t want some guy’s lips on his daughter, you
don’t get your costume preserved in the Batcave. You get some generic twenty word
obituary, and forever after when the Bat-clan speaks of you, it’s as “Ah yes, poor Tim.”
“Y-yeah, I guess I kind of sorta did, Cass, I…”
“Wasn’t good?”
“Huh?”
Three syllables, and a voice crack. Oh God, this was going to be a bad death. A very
bad death.
“Kiss wasn’t good?”
“No! I mean YES! I mean, it was good, it was good. It was very, very good, Cass.”
What the hell was that? Was that begging? Not only was it going to be a bad death,
it was going to be a spineless, ignoble, cowardly death.
“Why stop?”
“Huh?”
“If kiss good, why stop?”
“Uh, I uh, uh,” he swallowed. “I didn’t know if you liked it.”
In a move too swift to defend against, Tim found his legs yanked out from under
him and hoisted to the side, leaving him flat on his back on the sofa, with Cassie poised
on top of him to deliver the coup de grace.
“Wait a MMMFwinaminawom” were the last words he uttered as she planted her
delicate mouth over his and proceeded to…

Matches entered Vault ahead of Catwoman. He blatantly checked the sightlines and
exits, although there was little to note in the small entranceway. Then he ushered
Catwoman in with the awkward deference of a trained Neanderthal holding a chair for
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a lady. Matches approached Mark, the bouncer/doorman, a halfstep ahead of his
charge, keeping his body resolutely between Catwoman and the doorman’s. He
advanced a fraction of an inch too far, into Mark’s personal space, before pausing ever
so slightly and making hostile eye contact, as if assuring himself that he could take the
younger man in a fight if he had to. Then he uttered the magic formula “Catwoman
gave me the combination.”
Mark shrugged and thumbed the control, activating the sliding door and admitting
the newcomers to the club. He knew he was supposed to give them more of a show,
sizing them up suspiciously and only letting them in after a minute of suspenseful
scrutiny. But it seemed absurd to go through all that when the very same Catwoman
of the password was standing right in front of him. On the playacting side, what was
he supposed to be suspicious about? On the reality side, the dumb brute with her
didn’t look like he’d react well to suspenseful scrutiny. So he let them in, and would
make up for the lapse on the next dozen customers.
Entering the barroom itself, Matches began the same elaborate routine checking the
exits and sightlines… until the other sights in the room registered and he stopped dead
in his tracks. He recognized the bits of the Cat-Tales set behind the bar… and the laser
grid from Two-Face’s perimeter… Those identified, he began scrutinizing other details,
wondering what else might be familiar. Too late, he remembered he wasn’t meant to
be an ordinary customer or a slack-jawed tourist; he was meant to be Catwoman’s
bodyguard. He turned swiftly to find her, and saw that—without being preoccupied
as he was analyzing the space strategically—she had been struck by the scene much
sooner, rooted to the spot only a few steps inside the door. He hurriedly rejoined her.
“Oh my dear lord,” she murmured, wide-eyed.
“Play it cool,” he whispered.
“It’s my set. It’s like Fellini saw my show, ate anchovies before bed, possibly with a
fear gas chaser, and dreamt up this.”
“Not the most outrageous explanation that’s been suggested this week. Now play it
cool, and let’s get you to a table.”
“Fuck that, I’m going to the bar. Sly’s going to make my special martini, and then
he’s going to explain to why every third table in this place is drinking my special
martini, and then he’s going to explain what my set is doing up there, and then—”
“Queen of the Underworld.”
“Excuse me?”
“However this happened, your majesty, it’s not what we’re here to find out. It IS the
reason for your new reputation, and you’ve got to live up to it if we’re going to get the
intel we came for.”
He led her determinedly to the best table, told the party sitting there to “take a hike,”
and snapped his fingers for a waitress—whom he addressed as “trixiecakes”—to clean
it off and bring some fresh ashtrays.
“No smoking, Matches,” Catwoman reminded him coolly.
“Yeah. Right,” he grunted. “No ashtrays,” he told the waitress gruffly.
Catwoman sat, and Matches stalked to the bar. Inwardly, Bruce kicked himself for
calling the waitress that way. Technically, Selina could have given her order right
there. There would be no need for Malone to go to the bar himself. As a bodyguard, it
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was downright stupid for him to leave her alone that way… Then again, Matches was
stupid. Working for Catwoman was the best job he ever had and he was trying too
hard. Plus, the rationalization shifted from Bruce’s POV to Malone’s, he wasn’t really a
“bodyguard” exactly; he wasn’t gonna take a bullet for her or anything. He was hired
muscle, and the bigshots like Catwoman expect muscle to wait on ’em some. Yeah,
that’s right. After all, a big deal like Catwoman could take care of herself. She didn’t
bring him along for protection; she brought him for effect. And parta the effect was
holding her chair and getting her a drink—and if he was lucky, pushing around some
small fry that don’t show proper respect. That’s what he was there for, and damn he
was doin’ it well. All the bigshots like that stuck up King Snake would see how they
shoulda hired old Matches years ago.
“Tesco and Coke, sir?”
Matches’ eyes shot up and locked onto the bartender’s, a spark of hyper-reactive
hyper-intelligence flashing in his eye before Bruce could slam down the shield of
Matches’ dull-witted surprise at being remembered.
“You’re Tesco and Coke, right?” Sly repeated innocently.
“Yeah… uh, no. Boss lady won’t let me drink on da job. Gimme one a those hoity
toity French waters that bubbles, and a ‘special’ martini fer the boss. She says you
knows it.”
Sly looked up, almost as startled as Matches had been, and looked over the crowd
with a series of birdlike twitches.
“You’re here with Catwoman?” he asked finally.
“Yeah. She’s da boss,” Matches nodded gravely.
“Oh wow, that’s good,” Sly smiled, as if some hidden burden was lifted. “She’s the
biggest name we’ve had.”
“Yeah. She’s da boss,” Matches repeated.
While Sly made the drinks, Matches reached for a book of—what else—matches.
Bruce scrutinized the cover and the printing, guessing it was the same printer as the
Iceberg’s but reserving judgment until he could do a side-by-side comparison.
Matches, meanwhile, had taken out a match. He placed it absently between his lips
and gave it a thoughtful chew, then took it out and tossed it on the bar. He reached in
his pocket and pulled out a box of wooden matches, selected one, and placed it at the
same spot.
Happy with the texture, he turned his attention to the setup behind the bar. Viewed
close-up, several of the chintzy stage props looked remarkably real. The money
bundles in particular… Bruce was no stranger to the National Bank of Gotham’s $5000
and $10,000 wrappers. The ones he glimpsed peeking out from behind Riddler’s
favorite scotch looked suspiciously authentic. A few of the gold bars looked strangely
genuine as well, so much so, that even some of the gems were beginning to gleam with
suspicious brilliance.
Matches was ready to compliment the “nice set up” when the drinks came, and with
that opening, probe for details if not angle to handle a few items and figure out— when
it was too late. The moment was gone, come and gone before he could open his
mouth. Sly had brought the drinks and said that Catwoman’s credit balance from the
Iceberg was still in effect at Vault, and since Matches was with her, his drinks were
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covered. “So no hassles opening a tab like last time.” Then he winked and turned his
back, leaving Matches-Bruce too stunned to say a word.
He stumbled back to the table in silence and stared wordlessly at a bottle of Perrier
while Catwoman sipped her martini.
“Counting the bubbles?” she asked at last.
Matches leaned in and spoke very quietly.
“Sly remembered me. Remembered the drink order and that there was a problem
setting up a tab.”
“Sly’s a good bartender,” Selina noted.
“Yes. But he never knew my name. He did it just on physical features. I wish I
knew how he did it. If it’s a natural gift or if he has some trick. Training the boys, it
was always an uphill battle teaching them to recognize and remember that kind of
physical characteristic, let alone cross-referencing with other data and…”
“Matches, why don’t you get me a refill,” Catwoman said coolly.
At first, Bruce thought she was shutting down the crimefighting talk that bored her.
Then he saw she still had two inches of liquid in her glass, which meant she had no
need for another drink. He met her eye quizzically.
“And see if they have a bar menu while you’re up there. I’m a bit peckish.”
His lip twitched. Now he could spend as much time at the bar as he wished,
investigating.
“Will do, Catwoman.”
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CHAPTER 9: DEJA... NO, THIS IS NEW
Cats move with infinite grace, breathtaking beauty, and at times, with deadly speed.
They do not move faster than news through a Gotham nightclub. Catwoman had
finally come to Vault, and the whispers of excitement swirled in miniature,
independent cyclones around the main floor. Occasionally one would crescendo into a
chorus of expectant titters, so a God’s eye viewer could have followed the spread of
news around the room and up the stairs to the VIP level. When it reached Raven’s
podium, Wren was dispatched with an invitation.
She had only been waitressing at the Iceberg for a few weeks before the fire, not as
long as most employees who had made the transition to Vault, but long enough to take
a normal amount of craziness in stride. When a leopard passed her on the stairs like it
knew where it was going, she knew not to react like it was anything strange. She
didn’t even react when it said “excuse me” in an ordinary human voice. Wren also
knew to postpone her mission and wait at the bar when she saw the leopard was
heading for the same table that she was. The leopard had to be Clayface, and he was
going to talk to Catwoman. Anyone working in a rogue bar for even a few nights
knew to stay out of the way when A-listers put their heads together. So Wren drifted
to the bar and Sly promptly met her eye, assuming she had an order or a message. She
waved him off and pointed to Catwoman’s table. Some newbie with a matchstick in
his mouth (who clearly wasn’t as smart as Wren when it came to meddling with Alisters) was practically sprinting to reach Catwoman before the leopard did.
Sly just nodded and turned his attention back to the patrons at the bar. Wren
watched and waited, and after a minute, she guessed that her mission was null and
void. Clayface himself must be inviting Catwoman upstairs, for all three of them—
Catwoman, the matchstick guy, and the leopard—were now heading up the stairs.
Wren sighed. There would be no tip from a grateful A-lister admitted to the VIP
floor. She could only hope that Catwoman would have her own table and not join
Clayface at his booth in Feather’s station. Feather had seniority, and Raven seemed to
give her all the big tippers.

It was a setback. Not a disaster, but undeniably a setback.
Between the barbecue and the home theatre, Oswald had managed to conduct his
affairs in Arkham without laying out much actual cash. Saul Vics was greedy and
stupid. Greedy and stupid was easy to deal with.
Most of Oswald’s lieutenants were stupid, but they were ambitious and stupid. That
could be dealt with too, but it required a sharper eye. An ambitious bird would not be
content feathering his own nest if he thought he could take over yours. But a man who
was merely greedy, that was infinitely more manageable. There was a docility in Saul
Vics’s greed, a happy acceptance of what he was offered. Quite refreshing really, if
rather sad. Oswald was beginning to feel he’d underestimated the profit potential in
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these respectable people with jobs… at least, he thought that until Talon and Crow got
their beaks into his Arkham pigeon.
When Oswald’s men delivered his barbecue, Vics had tipped them as instructed. It
was extra money, and Oswald would have guessed that Talon would go straight to the
OTB and blow it on some nag paying three-to-one at Belmont while Crow spent it on
liquor and whores. Unfortunately, both men were already flush from a phonecard
scam that just paid off. They were planning a trip to Atlantic City and mentioned it to
Vics. Said they’d pull a slot for him in payment for the generous tip. Vics, still greedy
and stupid, started getting ideas. Now he wanted to cash out the $2300 he had accrued
for the home theatre to go “try his luck at blackjack” in Atlantic City. Kwakwakwak.
$2300 Oswald had to pay out. $2300.
How was he ever supposed to get his club rebuilt if he had to actually PAY OUT the
bribe money collected from his fellow inmates for various services?
Yes, kwak, it was a setback.

Cats move with grace, beauty, and deadly speed, but not as fast as news through a
nightclub. By the time Catwoman reached the VIP level, there was practically a line
waiting. Five sets of eyes watched Raven lead her to a table, and four sets of legs were
in motion to triangulate on the spot as soon as her party was seated.
Rescue came from an unlikely source. The one watcher who was not maneuvering
to approach Catwoman himself was a Ghost Dragon called Wanchai. Acting as the
eyes of Edmund Dorrance, a.k.a. the Ghost Dragons’ blind but formidable leader King
Snake, Wenchai simply bent down and whispered a brief overview of the situation in
his master’s ear. Dorrance clapped his hands like a monarch demanding attention and
waved invitingly in Catwoman’s direction, pointing to the chair opposite him. She
regarded it like a cat considering the cushion on the sofa vs. the sunny spot under the
window, but really she was looking at Double Dare and Magpie bearing down on her
from different directions, and she wisely opted for escape. She went to Snake’s table,
the line of Ghost Dragons that surrounded it parting before her like a curtain. She sat
and crossed her legs, her whole manner exuding Gatta Corleone, the queen of the
underworld. Her entourage followed, and Matches grunted at the Dragons like a petty
man who wanted to emphasize his rise in status since the last time he approached
Snake’s table. The leopard sat beside Catwoman’s chair, its back straight, its head held
high, like an exceptionally well-behaved pet.
“Ordinarily, I would have sent a bottle of Cristal to your table by way of breaking
the ice,” Edmund Dorrance declared, the epitome of a civilized man in an uncivilized
world. “But I was informed that a gesture of this kind might be more welcome.”
“Thanks,” Catwoman dryly.
“Who informed you?” Matches piped up.
Even in the noisy club, Dorrance could pinpoint the exact location of the speaker and
tilted his head up at Matches.
“You allow your creature to speak?” he noted, addressing Catwoman only.
“Why not? It’s a fair question.”
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“Wanchai,” he indicated his man with a vague gesture, “is always informative.
Tonight he has gleaned that Double Dare have a diamond necklace, a ruby ring and…
what was the last?”
“A star ruby ring, sir,” Wanchai said promptly, “a diamond choker, and a heartshaped emerald pendant surrounded by black diamonds. They spoke as if the last was
the most valuable. Magpie has two specimens from the natural history museum, a
palm frond fossil and a mummified falcon.”
“Why?” Catwoman asked archly.
“To fence, my dear,” Dorrance said smoothly. “Hard to believe, I know, but seeing
as you have no private office the way Cobblepot did, they are evidently meaning to
plunk the merchandise right down on your table in full view of everybody.”
“You can’t be serious.”
“I am merely speculating. One could never tell about the way Cobblepot conducted
his affairs. But I trust you and I will be able to coexist on far more cordial terms.”
Catwoman raised an eyebrow, the leopard growled, and Matches deftly redirected
the conversation.
“You drank in Penguin’s club often enough,” he said sharply.
This time, Dorrance did not acknowledge that it was Matches who had spoken. He
simply directed his answer conversationally to Catwoman.
“It’s quite true that I used the Iceberg Lounge as a convenience, but even at that, I
kept my back to the wall at all times. I find this new arrangement, coupled with
Cobblepot’s absence, to be much more agreeable.”
“Well… great. Ciaomeow,” Selina said brightly, standing to go.
Wanchai caught Matches’ eye, a signal Matches understood by instinct. As
Catwoman walked back to her own table, he remained behind for a private word with
King Snake’s man, bodyguard to bodyguard.
“There’s been a bit of traffic in and out that door,” Wanchai confided.
“Opposite side from the johns,” Matches said, showing that he’d already worked out
that much of the layout and could eliminate that explanation. “You think it’s trouble?”
“No,” Wanchai shook his head. “I was thinking it might be useful if the catlady
wanted some privacy.”
“Thanks, mate.”
Matches gave a curt nod and joined Catwoman at her table. The leopard had snarled
right and left as she walked, keeping Double Dare and Magpie at bay and ensuring
that there would be no unwelcome visitors dropping by the table, at least for now.
At least, there would be no one unwelcome from Matches Malone’s point of view.
From Bruce’s, the leopard himself was the intruder. What the hell was Hagen doing
attaching himself to Selina like some kind of pet?

The Melting Pot was the kind of neighborhood place Dick Grayson loved. The
margaritas were salty; the cheese fondues, rich and gooey; and the owner’s daughter
was a cop. Dick and Barbara couldn’t go as often as they’d like, but whenever they
did, they were greeted by name and usually given the same table along the wall, the
one with a scooch more room for Barbara’s wheelchair.
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Wally and Linda arrived first, and each had a timid little glass of white zinfandel in
front of them when Dick and Barbara showed up. Dick kissed Linda’s cheek and then
shook his head sadly at Wally. “I can’t believe we’re friends,” he chided. “What the
hell is that you’re drinking, pink lemonade?” Explanations ensued, and soon four of
“the best margaritas in Gotham” were brought to the table.
A second round was ordered with the fondue, and before long, the table erupted
regularly into spirited laughter.
“I don’t know how the damn story got started that I think faster than anyone else,”
Wally said through his teeth, then continued in a normal tone of voice, “but I’m just
trying to get through the damn book like everybody was that weekend. It’s actually
taking me twice as long, because I have to stop and answer the phone every five
minutes. Everybody that, y’know, knows me thinks I must have got to the end by now.
Kyle’s asking where the last horcrux is before I even knew what a horcrux was.”
Barbara laughed just a little louder than the rest.
“They should have asked me,” she confided. “I was checking the printer’s
mainframe twice a month since April.”
“And I,” Dick announced proudly, “am happy to say, I don’t care. I still don’t know
what a horcrux is, or a voldemort, or the intricacies of ‘wand lore’ that frankly sound
like a load of BS to cover the fact that wands are fickle and not to be trusted.”
“His father’s son,” Barbara noted. “Magic bad.”
“It’s not ‘magic bad,’” Dick insisted over the snickers. “I just have enough to do with
my time without trying to work out why somebody’s wand turns on them if they lose
one lousy duel.”
Everyone stared at him. Wally finally spoke the universal thought.
“Sounds like you know a lot more than you’re letting on, Dick.”
“I was staking out a Yakuza safehouse,” he said with an air of long-suffering
dignity. “And let me just say that any respect I had for those guys went out the
window after listening to them spend a day and a half debating ‘phoenix feathers
versus unicorn tail,’ and why Voldemort’s old wand was prone to ‘recent victim
leakage.’”

Oswald had to stand on his bed, stand on his toes, and stretch like mad to reach the
ceiling and withdraw his nest egg hidden behind the acoustic tiling. With the payoffs
to Vics, Nurse Chin, that Orson fellow at the reception desk, and Rudy the temp, he
was down $6,100 since forming the collective bargaining unit.
Long term, it was still sure to be a worthwhile investment. Arkham had a constant
population of inmates who were Iceberg customers on the outside. He knew how one
alibi turned into six more over the course of a year. How one diversion on the docks
“just to keep Huntress away from the Biskin place until midnight” would turn into a
dozen more incidents to occupy this vigilante or that one. ‘Just this once’ customers
became repeat customers as long as you offered a quality product and gave the people
what they were paying for. Long term, Oswald would have a steady stream of income
from the little extras these corrupt Arkham staffers provided for a price. But long term
wasn’t doing him any good right now.
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He had to find a quick influx of cash to cover his startup costs for this Arkham
operation, to rebuild the Iceberg, and to restore the steady flow of income that
supported promising little investments like this.
So… how to obtain a quick injection of cash in the middle of an insane asylum?

After the cheese fondue came a boiling pot of coq au vin to cook up a bewildering
selection of shrimp, bite-size sirloin, pork, duck, and vegetables, each with different
cooking times and each with a different recommended dipping sauce. Although Dick
and Barbara had been to the Melting Pot many times, they confessed that they could
never keep it all straight and said the confusion was “part of the fun.” Only Linda had
logged the complicated instructions in the waiter’s hurried recitation, and she
reproduced it as needed with a reporter’s expert recall.
“Three minutes on that,” she reminded her husband.
“And it’s good in the teriyaki?”
“Or the mustard sauce.”
He nodded.
“So, what’s new in Bludhaven?” he asked suddenly.
Whenever Bruce left town now, Nightwing covered for Batman in Gotham. He
asked Wally to “run through” Bludhaven each night, just to make sure nothing was
brewing in his absence. Wally had developed a fondness for the city, and now he
always asked about it whenever he saw Dick.
“It’s good. They’re building one of those historic riverfront deals. The local families
and the Gotham mobs both tried to muscle in on the construction. B and I did some
coordinated ass kicking to shut it down, both sides of the river at once. That’s really all
the excitement there’s been.”
“Cool. Think the riverfront thing’ll be any good?”
“I don’t see that there’s much point to it,” Dick admitted. “Shopping and
restaurants. That close to Gotham, who’s going to care about more shopping and
restaurants?”
“Oh, I don’t know,” Linda said, poking Wally’s arm. “There are advantages to a
restaurant not being in Gotham.”
“He’s not that bad,” Wally said mildly.
“You’re kidding,” Dick grinned, guessing what the veiled reference meant.
“You’re kidding,” Barbara echoed, guessing the same.
“He’s not kidding,” Linda said emphatically. “He called it in right before we left
Keystone. Coming into Gotham, proper notification must be given.”
Everyone but Wally laughed.
“Because Barbara and I asked you to dinner!” Dick said, unbelievingly.
“Tell you the truth, Dick, I don’t see anything wrong with it. I used to make all the
jokes like everyone else. ‘His city’ and having to check in and all that. But y’know, the
thing is, he was right. Seems like nobody is willing to admit that. All the paranoia—
what we called paranoia—was justified. So, if he wants me to give him a call before I
breeze into town, I really don’t see that there’s anything out of line about that.”
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There was an abrupt shift in the air when Matches and Catwoman left Vault. He
never broke character. Selina merely felt the strange tingle that once warned her when
the Dark Knight was near. They were four blocks from the club when Matches
coughed, once, and turned to her.
“I’ll leave you here, boss. Pick you up at the lair, usual time?”
“Sure,” she said carefully.
Matches glanced upward, which Selina took to mean ‘go back to the lair by rooftop.’
“Oh, and Matches?” she said lightly, uncoiling her whip to confirm the instructions.
“Yeah,” with the slightest of nods.
With a savage crack, she snared the nearest fire escape and prepared to climb.
“Next time you meet someone like King Snake, don’t speak until spoken to.”
She winked, she left, and Batman intercepted her nine rooftops from the lair. With
the minimalist greeting “roll with it,” he launched one of the fiercer attacks in the
history of their rooftop encounters. Four minutes and a wrenched shoulder later, she
found herself in the Batmobile.
“That hurt,” she said, rubbing her arm and neck.
“One minute more,” he grunted, checking several scanners inside the car. “There.
We’re definitely alone. I wanted to make sure.”
“Yeah. I had a hunch.”
His lip twitched.
“Sorry,” he mouthed. “The way Hagen was hanging around, I couldn’t take any
chances.”
“He didn’t mean any harm. He was bored. And I’m fun.”
“No doubt. That’s why I couldn’t risk that he might follow you home. Bad enough
he wrecked any chance of serious investigation on that upper floor.”
“Wasn’t a total bust, was it? We found out Oswald did his fencing in his office,
Double Dare have better taste in jewels than I thought, and Magpie needs some serious
career counseling.”
“None of which is news. I did get a lead on a room that’s in use up there; nobody
seems to know what it’s for. But I didn’t have a chance to check it out myself. I’m
going back to do that once I get you out of the way.”
“Excuse me?! Get me out of the way?!”
“Selina, you can’t be a part of what happens next. This is ‘crimefighting’ with a
capital ‘C.’ Catwoman just left Vault with her trained brute, she can’t very well go
breaking in an hour later with Batman.”
“Look Stud, I appreciate the vigorous separation of Cat from all things crimefighting,
I really do. But I also happen to be the world’s greatest living expert on breaking in,
and I’m telling you right now that if you’re planning on being seen, you’re not doing it
right.”
“I’m not planning on being discovered, but it could happen. If it does, I don’t want
you compromised.”
“And I don’t want to be home waiting in an empty bed. So how about a different
approach entirely? I go back tomorrow in street clothes, walk in the front door, and
say that Harvey asked me to pick up a Collected Works of Charles Dickens that he left
behind.”
Batman’s head slumped forward as if struck from behind.
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“There’s a Tale of Two Cities joke coming, isn’t there?” he said, bracing for it.
“N-no,” Selina replied carefully. “Harvey really has a very beautifully bound
volume of collected Dickens. First American edition, I believe. Green leather, marbled
endpages, top edge gilt. His pride and joy. Don’t tell me he never showed it off to
you.”
Batman massaged his brow, longing for a simpler time when a rooftop fight with
Catwoman was just that and the rest of his enemies were soulless embodiments of
criminality. Now they were all human beings with a favorite book or they got bored
and trotted around a nightclub all evening as a leopard because Selina was fun to be
with…
“Hey,” a soft voice purred as a clawed glove reached across the car to settle on his
shoulder. “This is why I shouldn’t leave for such a long time. All the psychobattitude
builds up in there. Let’s go home. Release some tension. In the morning, you’ll see
I’m right.”
“No.”
“You damn near pulled my arm out of the socket.”
“Don’t do that. If you want to go home, we’ll go home but… the shoulder, the fight,
that was work. This is us. Don’t… mix them.”
She laughed, musically.
“Why stop now? C’mon, Handsome, that line has always been awfully fuzzy with
us. What’s really bothering you?”
“Nothing. I’m tired,” he said simply.
“Have I ever mentioned what a rotten liar you are when where the subject of ‘us’ is
concerned?”
He glared, waves of denial and dark intensity pouring off him.
“Bruce. What’s wrong?”
Muscles contracted through his chest, preventing a sigh. His name on Catwoman’s
lips echoed with the same strange power it had on the floor of her lair.
“The line has always been blurry,” he admitted finally. “This latest, this ‘queen of the
underworld’ business, was a lot easier to take when you weren’t around. At home, in
the cave, even out patrolling, it was… more like it used to be. Now that you’re back,
it’s… harder to reconcile.” He met her eyes. “And it could get rough.”
“Ah,” Catwoman said with a note of resignation which then blossomed into a
winning smile. “Of course, darling, and you really are quite terrifying. Now… can we
please go home?”

The meal concluded with a chocolate fondue into which bite sizes squares of cake or
marshmallows could be dipped.
Barbara and Linda merely looked at each other while the men ate the lion’s share of
the uberrich dessert.
“I can’t indulge since the twins,” Linda said sadly. “That last ten pounds just won’t
go away. And I have to live with this.” She tilted her head disgustedly in Wally’s
direction.
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“What?” he said, a slow droplet of chocolate oozing from his mouth like blood from
a vampire’s.
“See what I mean? Five minutes, if I could just hook up to his metabolism for five
minutes.”
“How are Jai and Iris?” Barbara asked.
“Oh they’re wonderful, of course. But don’t let anyone tell you babies are a blessing,
a joy, a wonder, a delight, or the longed for fulfillment of any woman’s life. When I
was working, I always thought those women singing the June Cleaver ‘All I want is to
be a mother’ song were either stunted, damaged, or lying. Near as I could tell, that
Lynette character on Desperate Housewives was the only one willing to say it out
loud. Well, now that I’ve been there myself, I congratulate myself on my perspicacity.”
Wally whistled.
“Tell us how you really feel, Linda.”
“I love my children,” she said resolutely. “But they are an infinite pain, the source of
endless stress, and that’s even with you taking diaper duty.”
“Three seconds,” Wally snapped his fingers. “Old one off, new one on before any of
the inherent hazards that diaper duty comes with can be initiated.”
“Yeah, well, for every plus, there’s a minus,” Linda put in. “Have you ever heard a
baby cry at hyperspeed? It sounds like… there’s no describing what it sounds like.
Take the Hamster Dance on 3000 rpm, drop it into the eye of a hurricane… and maybe
slaughter some pigs.”
“My wife has a way with words,” Wally laughed.
“Does it or does it not sound like that?” Linda demanded, eyebrows arched.
“Pretty much, yeah.”

“A prepayment card?” Ivy scoffed. “Have you completely cracked?”
This time, Oswald refused to pay for a private meeting with anybody. He went to
the common room for social hour and was making the rounds on the pretext of getting
everyone to sign a birthday card for Mad Hatter. The lucky stoke there was if some
loudmouth like Ivy started spouting off, the word “card” confirmed his cover story.
“Indeed,” Oswald said smoothly, as he always did before reviewing the product
benefits with a reluctant customer. “For those repetitive services, it’s always more
economical to buy in bulk. Why pay two hundred dollars for a single dinner in your
room with a guest if you can get five for six hundred. Redeemable at any time within a
year of purchase, kwak, I do call that a bargain. A simple punch on your prepaid card,
printed on recycled stock, Pamela, a touch I’m sure you will appreciate.”
“You’re a loony bird and you should be locked up,” Ivy growled.
Rather than pointing out that they were both locked up, Oswald merely glanced
across the room where Harley sat with Joker.
“The dinner with Ms. Quinn did not go well, I take it. I did warn you that, with
Joker around, she wasn’t likely to be very receptive. But look at the proposition long
term, my dear Pamela, Joker may be released before either of you, leaving you an open
field.”
“Fat chance. He’s twice as crazy as everybody else here, and you know it.”
“Or…” Oswald mused, in the sure tone of a man with a trump left to play.
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“Or?”
“For an additional fee, I could be persuaded to refuse any ‘private time’ requests
from Joker. It would be quite expensive, you understand, my colleagues on the staff
would be reluctant to turn down their first customer.”
“How much?”
“Let’s not get ahead of ourselves, shall we Pamela? There is also a certain amount of
hazard pay, since it is Joker you’re expecting them to say no to.”
“How much?”
Oswald smiled.
“I’m sure we can agree on a price.”

As Catwoman predicted, things did look very different in the morning. It began as
soon as the horizon began to brighten, just as the Batmobile returned to the cave.
Rather than go up to bed without him, Selina made cocoa on the Bunsen burner while
he wrote up the log entry on Vault. When they reached the bedroom, the cats betrayed
the lie that his life had been “more like it used to be” while she was away. They were
waiting on his side of the bed and, as soon as he walked in, Whiskers jumped down
and serpentined through his legs while Nutmeg rolled onto her belly and purred.
Either because she found this performance adorable, or simply because she was glad to
be home and sleeping in her own bed again, Selina was grinning and purring all
around the room before settling in for the night. When she finally did slide between
the sheets and curled up against him, she murmured “I missed you, Bruce…” as if the
whole episode in her lair never occurred. She was only now “coming home.” For her, home is
Bruce, not Batman, which is why any attempt to swap the real pearls for the counterfeit will
fail.
Bruce saw these words flicker on the workstation screen as his fingers typed the log
entry, the light and shadow of larger words flashing above him as they were echoed on
the oversize screen that loomed over the cave. A miniature hologram of Catwoman
circled just in front of his keyboard. She appeared just as she had on the stage of the
Hijinx Playhouse. Without realizing he was doing it, he paused his typing and
absently touched a spot on the back of the hologram’s knee. It responded with a
squirming giggle, and typing resumed without Bruce’s fingers ever having to touch the
keys. A telepathic link now existed between his mind and the Bat emblem on the
oversized screen, translating his thoughts into words: A tactical analysis of ticklish knees,
the pivotal research begun by Professor Wilfreder, Cambridge Criminology Chair 1956-1979...
“Are you coming up any time soon, Stud?”
Selina’s voice. Selina in the cave. Selina standing right behind him, with those
words analyzing her strategic weaknesses gleaming down on them in 400-point type.
“What is all this?” she murmured, looking up at Psychobat’s exhaustive analysis of
Bruce Wayne’s relationship with Selina Kyle, now updating on the fly to incorporate a
thermal x-ray simulacra of the ticklish knee response, and postulating how this
maneuver accomplished what Batman-proper never could: putting Catwoman out of
business.
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“I’m doing what I’ve always done, fighting the criminals who prey on this city,”
Bruce explained while mesh representations of Whiskers and Nutmeg flickered on the
sidescreens.
He walked past her without a word and entered the costume vault, pealed off his
face and rested it on the false head built to hold the cowl in place.
She was standing behind him, he could feel it.
“I told you to go,” he said without turning.
“Yes, I know. You said it’s not safe to be around you. And when that didn’t work,
Psychobat reiterated the point by breaking Eddie’s legs. I know a tiny fraction of that
was for me. I know it would have been better for whoever Batman ran into tonight if
they were someone who’d never sent me a birthday card.”
“You’re nothing like any of them—and not just because you look better in purple.
You never preyed on people. I never thought of you as one of ‘them.’ You wouldn’t be
here if you were...”
“Then why did you want me to help with Oswald?”
When he whipped around to answer the question, she was gone. A Bat-vanish.
He was alone in the costume vault, alone in the cave, alone in the manor.
He saw himself as Batman staring down at Bruce Wayne in the empty house. He
was at the Watchtower. Clark, Arthur, and J’onn stood behind him, all looking at the
main viewer, all looking at Bruce Wayne, alone and isolated.
“We tried to warn him,” Arthur noted.
“It’s really about trust,” Clark interjected.
“No,” Batman shook his head. “Not anymore. It was once, a long time ago. Now
it… isn’t. Now it’s safe. Now it’s home. It has to go on being that. I don’t want any
more reminders of what it was before.”
Bruce sat up in bed, a salty taste in his mouth. He looked down at Selina, her eyes
opening sleepily at the disturbance.
“Is it 5 o’clock already?” she asked blearily.
“Yes—No,” Bruce lied, then he thought the better of pretending it was his usual
nightmare he was waking from. “No. Selina… In the morning… the thing you
wanted to do with Vault, going back and saying you were getting a book for Harvey,
you should do that. However you want to be involved in this… If we’re going to work
together, you should have some say in how we go about it.”
“Sure, put it in the vrinkarickormon,” she said, pulling his pillow over her head as she
turned over.
Bruce’s lip twitched as he shook his head.

It was a short walk from the Melting Pot back to the Graysons’ co-op. As they went,
the men drifted to the edge of the sidewalk, the first chance they’d had to talk
privately.
“Hey Dick, I hope I didn’t overstep before, about Bruce.”
“Nah, of course not. I know it’s a different perspective, working with him in the
League and all. Sorry about that thing in the Post, by the way.”
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Wally winced. Dick was referring to a special series the tabloid had run: A Day
Inside the Watchtower, making the most of their “unprecedented access inside the
world’s most famous global security facility.”
“Well that’s just it,” Wally said thoughtfully. “He told them. He tried to tell them if
they let some damn tabloid in to do a story it would wind up a fiction at best, a
trainwreck at worst. You saw what they came up with. Made it look like an episode of
24. They ripped off 24 and called it the JLA. He was right. Again. They didn’t listen.
Again. And they’re making him our to be the paranoid psycho again.”
“Yeah. It bites. But you know, Wally, he doesn’t care. Why do you?”
“I dunno. It’s the twins maybe. I’m looking at a lot of stuff differently since they
came along. Having a son, especially, that’s kind of… new perspective time. If we
can’t learn from our mistakes… What kind of League are my kids going to wind up in
if we just keep stepping in the same damn quagmire?”
“…”
“…”
Dick looked around, feeling a lighten the mood change of subject was called for.
Finding no inspiration in the fire hydrant, streetlight, or newsstand, he thought back to
the dinner.
“So, you really can’t, like, super-speedread?”
Wally shook his head.
“Technically, I can tap into the Speed Force and zip through the five hundred page
manual on how to disarm a ten megaton warhead that’s going to go off in thirty
seconds. But the retention is just about that, thirty seconds. The faster I read, the faster
I forget. Not much use on anything I’m doing for enjoyment.”
“Oh, you better not be talking about what I think you’re talking about,” Linda said, a
suggestive tone warming the words that might have been hostile in another context.
“Oh no, dear,” Wally said with a roguish smile.
“I’m thinking you guys don’t want to come up for coffee,” Dick laughed.

Selina shook her head, blinked, and stared across the street once more. She was
fairly sure she wasn’t dreaming, but the sight of Harvey Dent coming out of her old
building walking Binky Sherborn’s two corgis was just a little too surreal to be
absolutely certain. She pinched herself. And Harvey was still there, waiting to cross
the street into the park. She clicked her heels together and recited “there’s no place like
Gotham.” Harvey was still there, standing on the curb. She called out to him and
waved, and waited at the park entrance until the traffic allowed him to cross.
“Selina! You look wonderful,” he beamed.
“Harvey, you look wonderful right down to mid-calf, where there seems to be two
slobbering wet-nosed creatures that I hoped never to see again once I moved out of
that building.”
“Yes, well, I needed a place to stay and Jason Blood arranged this housesitting job
with your old neighbor. I was smart enough to make sure there were no plants to
water. I didn’t think to ask about dogs. Watering the flytrap pales in comparison to
walking these two little beasties around the damn park twice a day.”
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Selina laughed as they strolled along.
“I’m looking on it as punishment for ‘our’ sins,” Harvey added as one of the little
mutts strained at the leash to reach a bench it always had to investigate.
“Is that one Balmoral or Sandringham?”
“How the hell should I know?” Harvey asked archly. “I’ve been calling them ‘Twin’
and ‘Twain.’”
“Those were the two henchman that you…?”
“Yes, may they rest in peace.”
“Okay, not a fan of the welsh corgis then. Not that I blame you. Other than the fourfooted roommates, how’s it going?”
“Not bad. New neighborhood means new restaurants, new drugstores, new dry
cleaners and all the rest. Funny, it’s been so long since I set up a new hideout or
anything. Lost the knack.”
“Seriously? I assumed stuff like that was like riding a bike.”
“I don’t know, maybe it’s me. I’m not like you, Selina. I’m not ‘nostalgic’ about it. I
want to put Two-Face behind me. Get on with my life as if it never happened, to the
extent that that’s possible. That’s why I’m steering clear of that damn club, even if it
does mean walking these two twice-damned mutts twice a day right past Petal’s little
nest back there.”
Selina felt if there was ever a cue to change the subject, ‘Petal’ was it. She cleared her
throat and proceeded with what she came for.
“Well, Bruce and I feel just terrible that we didn’t find out about your plight until
Jason mentioned it. We want to make it up to you. Lunch cruise on the Gatta?”
“That… would be very nice,” he coughed, strangely embarrassed by the invitation.
“And be sure to bring swimming trunks. There’s a jacuzzi on the sundeck, it’s
absolute heaven.”
“I, uh, suppose I could stop by the Flick and pick them up. Not exactly something I
brought with me to move into this place. Or just buy a new pair.”
“Oh,” Selina said, surprised by the dilemma and struck by a sudden thought. “Well
you know, Harvey, I’m running a few errands in that part of town this afternoon. I
could pick them up for you, and any other little things you didn’t think to bring.”
“Selina, we’ve said it before. You’re too good to be two.”
The wincing biting back of pained laughter was once a familiar experience whenever
Selina and Harvey met.
“Didn’t Darth take those damn two puns with him?” she sputtered.
“Most of them, but now and then, I just can’t help myself.”
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CHAPTER 10: PIÈCE DE RÉSISTANCE
Great day to be a bird, it was a great day to be a bird. KWAK!
Oswald ate his dreary institutional breakfast with relish, knowing it was to be one of
his last. Very soon now, he would be back in a nest of his own. The contractors had
completed the new foundation, the rebuilds had cleared all the inspections certifying
and recertifying that all hazards from the fire had been addressed, and the plans for
Ice-3 had finally been approved by the dozen or so agencies that saw fit to meddle in
his affairs. KWAK.
But he mustn’t dwell on that minutia while he was eating. Such thoughts did not aid
the digestion, and the stale Arkham cinnamon bun needed all the help it could get.
Oswald examined the dry specimen as he once viewed a brand new umbrella sliced by
a batarang. The bun wasn’t hard exactly, not enough to pound on the table and
complain you would break a tooth if you tried to eat it. It was just stale enough not to
be fresh.
Ice-3. Yes, that was it, the soon-to-be-completed Ice-3. That was the thought to
occupy his mind while he choked down this peasant repast. Nobody would call it Ice3, of course, no more than they called its predecessor the Iceberg Redux. The Iceberg
Lounge would always be the Iceberg Lounge, just as Oswald Cobblepot would always
be the Penguin. That is what is meant by a classic, and classics were classic for a
reason. From the tuxedo to the Audubon print, there are certain pinnacles of
perfection that stand the test of time. They go on as they are and do not need to alter
with any little twist of fashion, because they got it right the first time.
Staying power, that’s what separated the Oswald Cobblepots of the world from the
Alex Ospreys. Alex Osprey. KWAK. Couldn’t even get the alliteration right. It
should have been Oscar Osprey, surely. A young birdbrain who thought the Penguin
was an outdated figure, clinging to outmoded ideas and afraid of change, ready to be
swept away by the sharp-beaked young chicks. And how far did he get, hm? Osprey
Man. He came up with a name. He challenged Penguin how many times? Twokwak? Three-kwak? And then he was felled by Batgirl. By Batgirl! Not even the
mean little one. The first one. The klutzy little bat-cheerleader.
Playing at being a rogue, that’s all he was doing. Osprey Man. It was unlikely his
own mother remembered him now. The one time Oswald inquired, it was thought
he’d gone to Canada and become a lumberjack. Oswald didn’t know there still were
lumberjacks, but Ivy assured him that there were, too many in fact, and promptly went
off to reduce their population. It was unknown if Alex Osprey survived the slaughter.
Oswald finished his roll and dabbed the corner of his mouth with a napkin.
It was the same in business, really. Closing the deal was the whole point. Anyone
could amuse themselves thinking up a scheme. Anyone could play at being a
businessman negotiating (although if they were no better at it than Saul Vics, they
should not attempt it with the likes of Oswald Cobblepot). But if they couldn’t see it
through to the end, they were nothing more than a cracked egg cluttering up the nest.
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Oswald was a closer, and now that he could rebuild his club unfettered, it was time
to remove himself from Arkham. Now that his stale sticky bun was chewed and
swallowed, it was time to set his plans in motion.

It was Raven rather than Sly who opened the Flick Theatre’s service door for Selina,
and Selina had a hunch that her easy admittance had nothing to do with the excuse she
gave for dropping by. True, the Flick had been Harvey’s home, and true, he needed his
swimming trunks if he was going to come cruising with her and Bruce on the Gatta.
True, he had left some CDs behind that would be nice to have with him to pass the
time at Binky’s. True, there was a backlog of mail with a GQ, Maxim, and Law Review
that he’d also like to have. Selina had taken care that every detail of her cover story
would stand up to scrutiny… but Raven didn’t care. Raven just wanted someone to
complain to.
She told Selina that she wasn’t naïve when she first went to work at the Iceberg. She
knew who Oswald Cobblepot was, what he was, and she had armed herself
thoroughly. The one time he asked her to come in early, before the nightclub would be
open for business, she had shown him her brass knuckles, pepper spray, and the
business card of one Morris Kleinschmidt, sexual harassment attorney. Her problem
now was Sly. Sly was no Oswald. Oswald Cobblepot was the notorious Penguin. Sly
was a sweetie of a guy. He’d gone to all this trouble to get Vault started just so the girls
could stay together until the Iceberg was up and running again. She couldn’t go
showing him brass knuckles and pepper spray just because he asked her to come in a
couple mornings and sign for some deliveries. Except, Raven went on, he was asking,
like, every other day. She was a hostess; she worked late. She didn’t even like being up
at this hour. Surely, Selina must understand what that was like, being a night person
and all. Plus, the deliverymen were pretty fresh. Raven could handle that; she handled
fresh loudmouth assholes all the time at work. But dealing with it on the job made it
that much more of a pain to come in at the crack of dawn (it was 11:15) and put up
with even more.
Selina made sympathetic noises and escaped to Harvey’s quarters as quickly as she
could.
Apart from the kitchen, Vault hadn’t touched the rooms that Harvey Dent actually
lived in. They remained private and isolated from the nightclub, and Selina had no
trouble locating the magazines, CDs, and swimming trunks she’d been sent for. She
was amused to see the latter were still two-tone. How often did a man really wear
swimming trunks, after all? Harvey probably had no occasion to wear them since
Two-Face, and if he did, he probably didn’t think they were worth replacing.
Her cover story covered, she left Harvey’s quarters and made her way to the Vault
VIP room and then to the mystery door.
..::That took long enough,::.. an acid voice graveled in her ear.
“I wondered when you’d pipe up,” Selina murmured.
He couldn’t hear. The sunglasses he’d equipped her with had a low frequency
microspeaker just behind her ear and a pinpoint video camera embedded in the frame.
But no microphone. Bruce could see what she saw, and he could talk to her. She
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couldn’t talk back. In other words, it was a typical piece of Bat-tech from the control
freak technophile.
The door was unlocked. It led to a short hallway with a second door that had a small
window to peer inside. The room beyond was the projection booth. Through the small
window, Selina could see two men working on laptops.
..::That’s Raptor and Tremor::.. Bruce informed her—which made her long for a
microphone to give him what for. She knew who Raptor and Tremor were, for god’s
sake. Tremor worked for HER once before he hooked up with Scarecrow. (What had
she called him? Mungo? Manx?) Raptor was Penguin’s man from way back. Anyone
who was anyone in Rogue circles knew him.
..::That crutch against the wall must be Tremor’s,::.. Bruce observed.
Selina couldn’t see either man’s legs, which meant that Bruce couldn’t either. But
only last week, Batman had surprised a number of Scarecrow henchmen setting up a
new lair. It made sense that he knew what lowlifes he’d roughed up recently.
Selina opened the door brusquely—which brought a howl of protest in her ear. She
ignored it. As far as the world was concerned, she was the boss of all things
Iceberg/Vault. That meant these guys worked for her. If they happened to know that
they didn’t, well, Mungo-Manx used to. And what she was going to ask was a trifle
that no henchman would refuse a rogue of her stature.
“How’s it going, gentleman?” she asked with the light tone that meant “Hi, hello,”
not a serious question expecting an answer. That was the mistake cops and
crimefighters always made in these situations: blundering in, asking searching
questions, subtle as a brick. Blundering and obvious was not the feline way.
Both men made the expected, noncommittal grumblings that also meant “Hi, hello”
and Selina took it as such. From her new vantage point, she could see Tremor’s foot in
a light brace and placed a mental check next to Bruce’s deduction about the crutch.
Then she turned her full attention to the senior man.
“Raptor, would you run downstairs and stay with Raven until the deliveries come.
Seems the deliverymen are a bit tiresome when she’s all alone down there. Feel free to
scare the tar out of them.”
It was such a reasonable request, and Raptor stood, raising his hand halfway to his
hairline as if giving a fleeting salute as he went. When he was gone, Selina glanced
casually around the room, while Bruce grumbled that he was glad she pulled it off but
it was a hell of a risk to take. Selina growled to herself that since he couldn’t hear, he
couldn’t know she’d taken any “risk” at all and was just being a jackass. Then she sat
regally in Raptor’s vacated seat, and gave Tremor her full attention.
“Of course, scaring the living tar out of them would be more in your line,” Selina
offered sweetly. “But with the crutches, I figured you wouldn’t want to bother going
downstairs.”
“Thanks,” he said sheepishly, touching the leg brace. “Guess you heard, I had some
Bat-trouble last week.”
“Happens to the best of us,” she smiled. “Tremor, isn’t it?”
“Oh, please, Catwoman, you can still call me Malkin.”
(Malkin! That was it, he was Malkin.)
“It sounds more like an actual name,” he grinned.
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“Malkin it is. How are you adjusting to all this,” she nodded towards the laptop.
“After your ‘bat trouble.’”
“Raptor says I suck. I guess he’s right. All kinda new to me. Jackin’ up the price of
PEZ dispensers and Pokemon cards. But I gotta do something while I’m on the mend,
right?”
“Y-yes,” Selina said cautiously. “What did the PEZ dispenser finally go for?”
As she said this, she peered at the screen of his laptop, giving Bruce a good look as
well. Several browser windows were open, all displaying auction pages on Ebay.
“Four hundred. Chickadee bought it. Raptor says she works from home.”
“Ah.”
“Uh oh,” Tremor said, refreshing his screen several times. “Somebody’s bidding up
this Egyptian hookah. Tutelar7, I don’t think that’s…” He trailed off as he checked a
legal pad with a list of usernames, and then looked back at the screen. “No, it’s not one
of ours. I wonder what I should do. Let him have it, you think? Or keep it in the
circle?”
Selina shrugged. She guessed Tutelar7 was Bruce helping her clear the room.
“I better ask Raptor,” Tremor said, maneuvering to his feet and picking up the
crutch. “Can’t afford another screwup like yesterday with the Xena Bobbleheads.”
Selina managed not to react, even when Bruce—who still couldn’t hear but who
could read lips—chimed in with an astonished ..::Did he say Xenon bobbly head?::..
“I’ll explain later,” she muttered once Tremor was gone. Bruce couldn’t hear that
either, but she felt better for saying it.
..::Damnit, I wish I had outfitted you with a full utility kit. You could use the BatSpy to
plant a virus that would copy all the files from those computers to Oracle and track—What is
that?::..
Selina was holding her own “BatSpy” up to the camera. Her USB chip, no larger
than a thumbnail and not much thicker than a postage stamp, was purple where his
was black. And instead of the inevitable Bat emblem on its tiny face, hers had a simple
sticker with a capital letter K, for Kittlemeier, placed imperfectly over the Sony logo.
..::Do Raptor’s machine first,::.. Bruce said without further comment. ..::Then get out of
there. They could come back at any time.::..
“Thank you, Captain Obvious,” Selina whispered, hurriedly attaching her own
cyberspying device on Raptor’s laptop and wondering, for the hundredth time today,
just what kind of rogue pinup girl he thought she was all those years.
Did he really think she needed one of his bat-gadgets to steal some data off a laptop?
Granted, her way wasn’t as sophisticated as his. She wasn’t going to broadcast all
Raptor’s files to her own satellite to be downloaded to her personal superhacker’s
master mainframe and then monitor everything he did on this machine forevermore.
She was just taking a snapshot of the harddrive—or at least five gig of the most
recently accessed files on the hard drive—which had always been enough to get the
museum blueprints, guards’ duty roster, or guest lists for the big fundraiser. It would
be more than enough for Operation: Bat-snoop, and if for any reason it wasn’t, the allseeing Oracle would soon know the Ebay accounts these guys were using, as well as
the building they were logging on from. She would have no trouble hacking in in her
usual way and getting Bat-prick anything else he needed.
“So there,” Selina said, as if she was actually arguing it through with Bruce.
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She withdrew her chip, slipped it back into her purse, and left.

The most important decision Oswald faced was who to appoint as his deputy in
Arkham. Someone had to manage the collective bargaining unit, forward the prepaid
requests to Saul Vics as they were redeemed, and, most importantly, collect future
bribes and forward Oswald’s cut.
Arkham staff was out of the question. He would be assigning a vulture to deliver
raw meat. But there were several quality candidates to consider among the inmates.
Ventriloquist, for instance. The Scarface dummy offered a perfect place to hide
contraband and cash. On the other hand, the Scarface persona was a loudmouth,
hardly a desirable quality in a deputy. Then too, new doctors were forever coming
along and attempting different “cures.” Arnold Weskers never knew what approach
was in vogue and when the doll might be taken away from him. It would be terrible to
have the totem of his identity confiscated with several thousand dollars of Oswald’s
money crammed in its keister.
Crazy Quilt and Signalman were both in residence, but Oswald felt they really were
too smalltime to represent Iceberg interests with the very top tier rogues like Joker and
Poison Ivy.
He briefly considered Roxy Rocket, even though she wasn’t in Arkham at the
moment. She was so eager to put herself in danger, she would have no problem
marching up to Joker, tapping him on the shoulder, and telling him if he didn’t pay up
“like now!” she’d have to smack him around. On the other hand, there was a firm rule
about letting an ex handle your money. Any ex for any reason, even if she didn’t
remember she was an ex and denied all knowledge of a certain coatroom at a certain
Christmas party. Plus, Roxy’s bluster hid a rat’s nest of insecurities, particularly where
first tier rogues were concerned. She would have no trouble threatening Joker or Ivy,
but someone with a lighter touch like Strange or Scarecrow, someone that could play
on her insecurities, could maneuver her into just about anything… which, come to
think of it, was how Oswald got her into the coatroom in the first place.
Clock King was looking like the best choice. In terms of Iceberg prestige, he cut a
poorer figure than Signalman or Crazy Quilt. But Temple Fugate had one quality the
other smalltimers lacked: he had an absolute fetish for applying late fees and
compounding interest. That took the sting out of picking someone from the middle of
the heap.
Oswald really couldn’t see an anal-retentive clockwatcher like Fugate braving
decapitation and dismemberment to collect from someone like KGBeast, but that’s
what subcontractors were for. Oswald would mention in passing that Killer Croc was
an excellent companion to have when calling on more difficult clients—although he
would also stress that if Fugate brought Croc onboard, Fugate was responsible for
paying him. Undoubtedly, there would be a needlessly complicated timetable where
the contact at the Wing Shack would be driving by the south wall at precisely 5:23, and
if the cash (“which Mr. Nigma seems to be holding”) did not fly over the wall at 5:24,
the Assorted Mega Platter would not fly over the wall at 5:25. Amusing as the mental
image was—Croc picking the Riddler up like a salt shaker and shaking out the cash in
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time to make the 5:24 delivery of hot wings—it really was none of Oswald’s business
how his deputies chose to motivate their subordinates.

Bruce was waiting in the cave when Selina returned to the manor. She held up her
tiny, purple USB chip the way she would a cat treat for Whiskers.
“Who’s your favorite queen of the underworld?” she asked playfully.
Bruce took the chip from her fingers and scowled.
“So, where’s the information?” he asked, examining the chip, front and back.
“You’re holding it, Stud.”
“What, transmitted to some account you can access with a keycode on here or—”
“No. Just what I said. On there.”
He did a doubletake, down at the chip in his hand and up at her again. Selina
explained that her device didn’t install any fancy virus or trapdoor. It was really just a
very small thumbdrive with a nice little routine to grab the most recent files.
“So you just take them?” he said.
Selina raised an eyebrow and gave a ‘surely we established that long ago’ stare.
Again, Bruce scowled at the chip in his hand. It was just a thumb drive.
“Sony,” he noted. “It’s not even WayneTech?”
“Do you make them that small?”
“We do now,” he graveled, closing his fist around it.
Selina laughed brightly.
“Whoever said you’re not fun to partner with, doesn’t know the meaning of the
word,” she grinned to herself. “Okay, Handsome, you’ve got your data. I’ll leave you
to it and come back in a little while with lunch. How much time do you think you’ll
need?”
There was no answer. Bruce had already taken the chip back to his workstation and
was completely focused indexing the new files.

Next order of business: finding a nest. Oswald wanted to be situated close enough to
the Iceberg that he could keep a beady eye on the construction, but not so close that the
thrice-damned noise kept him awake. Otherwise, he might stay where he was,
suffering the intermittent pounding on his wall whenever Ivy had a complaint.
Harvey had evidently moved to some posh apartment off the park, the Upper East
Side, which did seem a waste. If anyone was to enjoy such proximity to the true elite of
Gotham society, it should have been Oswald himself. Nevertheless, attempts to contact
Harvey about a spare room in his new digs proved futile. Harvey wasn’t returning his
calls, and the one time Oswald did make contact, Harvey only made an insulting
remark about “not wanting to know what that feathery thing is in the shower.”
Oswald deferred finding out more about exactly where Harvey was living and why.
If a man would cast aspersions on the good name of feathers—KWAK!—there was no
living with him. Oswald returned his attention to the downtown neighborhoods
nearest the Iceberg lot. There were some passably nice hotels, and Oswald did enjoy
being waited on… if only it weren’t for the expense. Victor Frieze suggested the old
slip and fall routine and even offered the loan of a freeze ray to create a credible patch
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of ice. But Oswald felt that really was beneath his dignity. Also, Victor wanted a $200
credit on his Arkham card in exchange for the use of the freeze ray.
Oswald did like the root idea, however, that of blackmailing the hotel. He searched
his rolodex for some general manager with a weakness for arena football or all night
poker games. He searched and searched… and bemoaned for the hundredth time
what a pity it was that Clayface deal didn’t work out. With Matt Hagen’s help, he
could have blackmailed anyone with a face. And after all, kwak, who didn’t have a
face?
At the end of an hour, Oswald was in despair. The only chap he could think of with
gambling debts worked in a café at the Essex Inn, a full 30 blocks from the Iceberg, and
what use would the guy in the restaurant be anyway?
It was such a handicap, having to rely on what people actually did. What were the
chances he was going to find a person with the necessary authority at a hotel near the
Iceberg that just happened to play the ponies with one of his bookies? Damn that
Hagen! If only he’d…
Hm.
Well that was a thought.
The appeal of a Clayface Blackmail Anyone scheme—apart from an amusing “clay
pigeon” play on words—was that you could manufacture photographic evidence of
whatever you needed the mark to do in order to be blackmailed. While Oswald could
not, on his own, get a picture of the Brinkmore general manager in bed with a whore,
he could discreetly admit any number of working girls to the hotel in the course of his
stay, traipse them back and forth in front of the security cameras, and then threaten to
go to the police because a respectable figure like Oswald Cobblepot must not be seen
frequenting THAT kind of hotel—kwak!
Yes, that would work nicely. A fine scheme right out of the Yakuza playbook. He
liked the Yakuza. Always paid their tabs on time. Not quite as free with their money
as Ghost Dragons, but much more so than those constipated Triads or the tightwad
Falcones.
And soon they would all be lined up at his bar again, drinking igloos from souvenir
glasses, theirs to take home for an additional $4.95. Yes, it was a fine day to be a bird.

Alfred was glad for the company while he prepared the lunch tray for the cave. He
would have been happier serving in the dining room, naturally. In the weeks Miss
Selina was away, Master Bruce had fallen back on old habits. Alfred still brought
breakfast to the bedroom on a tray, or laid it out in the dining room to lure Bruce out of
bed if there was early business at WE. But lunches and dinners had been taken more
and more often in the cave, until finally there was no longer any question.
Alfred hadn’t planned to mention this to Selina, but she raised the subject herself,
had she but known it, when she noticed the cutlets. The breaded cutlets of steak, pork,
or chicken had once been a staple of Wayne Manor menus. The breading was highly
seasoned, which discouraged the bats. And while the cutlets were tasty enough served
hot as an entree, they really came into their own as leftovers. Served cold on an openfaced sandwich, with a dollop of mustard and perhaps a cup of chilled romaine soup,
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they made an absolutely delicious lunch. Given the number of dinners Alfred had
served in the Batcave only to collect untouched a few hours later, he had developed a
number of these recipes that could be “recycled,” as it were, into tasty and nutritious
lunches that lived up to the Wayne Manor standard.
In recent months, particularly in that period after the Gotham Post party when so
many of Batman’s usual enemies were incarcerated, meals in the dining room had
become so frequent that Alfred phased out the cold cutlet and soup combos. Though
Selina approved his menus each day when she was in residence, she hadn’t noticed
their disappearance until their return.
Alfred explained the whole history to her now, since she had asked.
“And now the cutlets are back,” she noted, “meaning that he’s gone back to eating in
the cave all the time while I was away?”
“Yes, miss,” Alfred nodded, pausing at the refrigerator door to consider that he had
given Master Bruce the romaine soup twice already this week, and considering
vichyssoise or watercress in its place.
“I’m on it,” Selina grinned, feeling it was her job to keep Bruce’s humanity quotient
at acceptable levels.

Place to live—check.
Someone to pluck the pigeons in his absence—check.
Being absent… that was turning out to be more difficult than expected.
Oswald never considered that it might be a challenge to have himself declared sane.
He actually was sane, whereas the rest of these loony birds (very good customers and
esteemed fellow rogues, but loony birds all the same) got released all the time.
All he had to do, so he imagined, was go into Bartholomew’s office, say the first
inkblot looked like the Golden Gate Bridge instead of a Golden Crested Finch, the
second looked like a bust of Shakespeare instead of that statue of Washington Irving
that all the pigeons roost on in Robinson Park, and the third looked like… something
else having nothing to do with birds.
When that had no effect, he thought the next image resembled his sweet, former
hostess, Raven, but she appeared to be off in the distance, as if wandering the dark and
frightening streets of Gotham, forlorn and perhaps homeless. For how long could one
go on without a job? The next inkblot also looked like a woman, one sitting on the
edge of the bed—right there, do you see?—and hinting to her paramour that they
should cohabitate and thus spare her the expense of city rents. The next? What a large,
bossy woman that one depicted. Someone’s mother dropping in for a lengthy visit
now that her sweet little girl had moved in with the perverted old man she was
sleeping with.
That would do it, Oswald was sure.
But days had passed and still there was no mention of a release date. Now that the
rest of Oswald’s plans were in place, he really couldn’t wait any longer for
Bartholomew to nudge him out of the nest.
He also couldn’t come up with any more nightmare scenarios to draw from a
meaningless blotch from a leaky pen.
Hm…
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Desperate times called for desperate measures. His next session, Oswald would
have a breakthrough. He would realize he'd been wasting his gifts all these years,
challenging the Batman and pursuing unlimited wealth and power. Such paltry goals,
when all the while, he should have been teaching the fundamentals of business to inner
city youths…

When Selina returned to the cave, she found Bruce muttering “that wily bird” over
and over.
“That’s the mantra,” she said lightly, setting down the lunch tray. “Sometimes
interspersed with ‘I’m going to kill that wily bird.’”
Bruce grunted and reached absently for the cup of soup, brought it to his lips and
began to sip—and then pulled the cup back with a start. It contained no liquid, only a
small slip of paper.
“It’s an IOU,” Selina said. “Alfred and I decided there really has to be a limit to how
many meals in a row you can eat down here, and you have definitely exceeded it.”
“You and Alfred decided… This is my house,” Bruce sputtered.
“And that’s why Alfred has made you such a delicious lunch. So, unless this Oswald
thing is going to require holograms or live bats as visual aids, you can tell me about it
upstairs while we eat.”
Bruce’s lip twitched.
“And if it does require holograms and live bats to explain?”
Selina grinned.
“Ooh, he’s playful now. If there’s going to be a hologram of Ozzy, I’ll see it on an
empty stomach, thank you. But make it quick, because the chilled watercress soup
won’t stay chilled forever.”
“You’re an impossible woman,” he noted, switching off the monitor.

Once again, the fifty-minute session was drawing to a close with no talk of Oswald
preparing himself to rejoin society. Any moment now, Bartholomew would intone the
dreaded, “I think we’re about out of time,” and it would be another week or more of
stale breakfast rolls and contractors working unsupervised.
Perhaps something more Freudian was needed. Perhaps he should realize he was
kicked out of the nest too soon. Too soon. To try to fly… No, that was starting to sound
like a haiku. And if he went on to reference his half-formed featherless stubs, that
might offer a nice psychobabble rationale for the birds, but it also sounded a bit
cuckoo. If he wanted to sound SANE, there was no point in being original or poetic. If
only he had been tall or good looking, yes, that was more like it, captain of the football team or
class president, maybe then! Maybe then… two-second pause to wipe an unmanly tear…
maybe then, his father would have loved him.
That should do it. That really should do it. Bartholomew would try to conceal a
satisfied grin, much like Catman when he walked into the Iceberg and saw that Selina
was not present.
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“I think it's just that… when I got into crime… no excuses here… but… it was as if I
had finally found something I was good at… really, truly good at… and I thought…if I
could just be successful somewhere, anywhere in my life… maybe, somehow my dad
would be proud of me…”
Oswald sat back in his chair, as if wanting to examine this speech from a distance.
Was it too much? No, it was just the thing. He held up his hand, as if it held an
imaginary skull to which he could deliver his soliloquy.
“Maybe he would show up at the Iceberg one night… The place would be
jumping… Celebrities… the upper crust… everyone having a good time… and he
would see that I was worthy of being his son… He would say out loud, before the
world, and for the first time ever… ‘This is my son…’” Two-second pause to stifle an
unmanly sniff. “This is my son. Oswald Cobblepot III… and I love him.”
Oswald nodded at his own dialogue. If the heartless brute was unmoved at that,
there was no hope for it. Oswald would decide that Bartholomew resembled his father
and start harassing the man day and night for the coveted paternal affection, until
finally the miserable shrink would have no choice but to release Oswald in order to
escape. Kwak!

Alfred stood at the sideboard, trying to look like an attentive servant rather than a
victorious general as Bruce and Selina seated themselves in the dining room.
“It’s an amazingly sophisticated money laundering scheme,” Bruce announced,
filling his plate.
“Ebay?” Selina laughed. “Banged up henchmen on laptops selling crap on ebay?”
“That’s only one part of a three pronged operation. Ebay seems to cover the bulk of
his regular underground income: the gambling, smuggling, and fencing the usual
levels of stolen goods per month.”
“The ‘usual levels?’ So if I brought him a Monet and he sold it—”
“Did you ever bring him a Monet?” Bruce interrupted.
“I’m not telling you that,” came the coy, naughty-grinned reply.
The grunt that followed meant “I’ll find out.” Selina took it as such, and continued.
“So, if I brought him a Monet and he sold it to some Japanese nouveau riche for $3
million, even after he pays me, his cut is going to be too much for these henchmen to
cover up selling PEZ dispensers back and forth.”
“Correct, especially on top of their usual monthly cash flow. So for large amounts
from a single one-time transaction, he has this circle of lawyers.”
“Lawyers? That doesn’t sound like Oswald at all. ‘First thing we do is kill all the
lawyers’ is the only Shakespeare he knows. Harvey used to pay him twenty bucks a
month not to quote it in front of Joker.”
“Typical clumsy subterfuge. He owns five lawyers in these sorry, one-man practices
in Brighton Beach, little more than a painted nameplate on a door with a mail slot.
They handle bogus civil suits of no interest to law enforcement, concocted by his men.
A sues B for negligence. B sues C for copyright infringement. C sues D for breach of
contract. All are settled out of court, and at each step, Cobblepot’s lawyers take forty
percent of the settlement. Five or six rounds of that and the proceeds from your Monet
are indistinguishable from legitimate income.”
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“It’s got style.”
“It’s stupid. It leaves the worst paper trail of the three. Now that I know where to
look, the lawyers involved, the patterns of suits filed and settled, those will be the
easiest washes to spot. And once I nail down the timing, how long after a given deal it
takes him to dispose of the proceeds, then I’ll be able to work backwards and
determine the precise crimes he was laundering.”
“Well, if you do stumble upon a Monet, it isn’t me,” Selina winked. “I was at
Martha’s Vineyard at the time.”
Bruce’s lip twitched, then he turned serious.
“Unfortunately, Oswald knew the lawsuits were the weakest method. He only used
it for big one-time deals. A large, sudden inflow of cash that had to be explained.”
“Okay, so Ebay and lawsuits. You said there were three?”
Bruce nodded.
“For regular payments: protection, tribute, and the like, he has a fake collection
agency collecting on bogus student loans. It’s not particularly clever; anyone can see
the payees are unlikely students. But they’re also a category that won’t cooperate with
authorities. They’ll work harder than Oswald would to avoid answering questions, so
he probably feels he’s safe.”
“But he’s not,” Selina’s eyes gleamed.
“Now that I know what he’s doing? No. He’s not.”

Free as a bird! Within minutes, Oswald Cobblepot would be living out the one
ornithological expression he had not dissected for Dr. Bartholomew: he would be free
as a bird. The simile was drawn from flight, obviously, for what creatures are freer
than those who can fly? Not even gravity may imprison a bird, and no mere fence or
wall or stream may one hold back. And yet, the expression did not limit itself to birds
that flew. The Penguin might be a flightless bird, but he too was free once these last
forms were signed and his belongings handed over.
It was loving himself that did it. “But I see now, I see it so clearly, Doc. What good
is it being loved by my father… being loved by the whole world even… if I can't love
myself. I want to love myself, Doctor. Can you help me? Can you help me find the
courage to finally love myself?”
“Sign here, and here, and initial there.”
“My good woman,” Oswald drew himself up with magnificent hauteur, “perhaps
the riff raff you normally ‘process’ affix their signature to any line you say in their
reckless haste to leave this institution. Oswald Cobblepot is no such creature. I shall
read every word of this frightfully small print, and if I find I am acknowledging receipt
of one item less than I have received, I shall be having words with your supervisorkwak!”
The clerk didn’t react. Most patients from the criminal wing were unpleasant when
they were released (although no one had ever quacked before). But still, the sign out
desk was a good gig and worth putting up with almost anything. It was the one place
none of them were dangerous. They might be five minutes before they got here, and
they certainly were five minutes later once they walked out the door. But in that
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narrow span of time between seeing the front door and passing through it, they were
on their best no-kill no-threaten no-freeze no-green no-morph behavior.
“My antique parasol appears to have a scratch that you will see is not mentioned in
the admittance paperwork. I—and indeed any impartial jury—would be forced to
conclude that the scratch was not present when I was admitted and this priceless
antique was entrusted to your care. I must insist that this be noted on all three of these
forms—that is the downside to triplicate, my dear, although I’m sure you have no say
in the paperwork that is assigned. Please make the necessary changes—in ink—here,
here, and here, and then (and only then) shall I sign. My lawyers will be in touch next
week about suitable compensation… Excellent, that’s the personal property taken of.
Now, about these supplemental releases…”
It took half an hour to dispense with the paperwork, and at last Oswald Cobblepot
strode through the doors of Arkham Asylum to breathe the free air of Gotham once
more. He was about to renew his musings on that delightful expression “free as a
bird” when he saw he was being approached by a panhandler.
“Oswald Cobblepot?” the man said.
So not a panhandler. Perhaps a chauffer? Perhaps some sort of car service for
released inmates needing a lift back to town?
“I am Oswald Cobblepot, yes,” he nodded.
“Subpoena, Internal Revenue Service. Subpoena, Internet Commerce Bureau.
Subpoena, Interstate Trade Commission. Subpoena, Inter Gotham Alliance. Subpoena
International Banking and…”
Oswald fled back into the asylum, pounding his fist on the admissions desk and
renouncing all claims of sanity. He screamed hysterically about the birdy eyed beads
or the beady eyed bats, or no, the batty shaped beetles that were looking at him funny!
They were out there, lurking, waiting, waiting do you hear? Waiting to swoop down
and (serve him with 147 subpoenas) peck his eyes out!
Bartholomew was sent for, and Oswald pointed feverishly to the door, explaining
again about the poison fang demons waiting to (deliver 13 notices of asset seizure) eat
his liver.
A shot was ordered, something to calm him down. And he explained, as the nice
orderly plunged a syringe into his arm, about the soul-sucking succubae (the Internal
Revenue Service), the fire belching banshees (Interstate Trade Commission), the fiveheaded goat beast (and other nasty things beginning with Inter)…

Bruce preferred getting fully into costume before pulling the At Large list and
plotting out the night’s patrol. He had changed into the tunic, leggings, boots and
cowl. But he postponed the gloves and cape until after he checked the new utility belt.
He was halfway through the inventory when he noticed the bats outside had grown
quiet. Then he heard the distant clip-clip of high heels approaching the costume vault.
“Knock knock,” Selina called before she reached the door. “Are you decent—Oh
shit, you are.”
She was in costume as well, but without her mask, which made him feel somehow
overdressed.
“Well, at least I caught you before you left,” she purred.
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“Need a ride into town?” he asked, deciding the inventory was complete and
hurriedly attaching the belt.
“No, I just wanted to tell you something.”
He looked up. Something about the way she said it sounded… significant.
“Well?”
“I had fun.” She said it simply enough, but as she continued, she had stepped in
closer, too close, the way she used to when she wanted to tempt him. “Zurich.
Metropolis before that. Going to Vault with Matches and then going back on my
own…” A fingertip danced along the top ridge of his belt as she looked into his eyes
and repeated “I had fun.”
“We’re talking about the ‘C’ word?” he graveled, the ominous bat-voice an
automatic defense when she threw him a curve.
“Yes.”
His lip twitched, and he reached for the cape.
“Well… good. Does this mean—”
“No. It absolutely does not mean I’m going to exchange prowls for patrols. I just
wanted you to know that… that it was good. And I hope we can do it again
sometime.”
“So…” It was the bat-gravel again, but this time it wasn’t covering uncertainty. This
time it was a deep, seductive murmur, not unlike Catwoman’s when she really wanted
to tempt him. “The next time I want your help with something like Cobblepot’s money
laundering…?”
“You can just ask.”
“Without you chartering a plane and running off to Switzerland?”
“Right. As long as there’s no blood dripping from your fangs while you sing an aria
about finally nailing the one that got away.”
“You picked the wrong night to say that,” Batman growled. As he spoke, he pulled
the glove down tightly over his hand and made a fist as if savoring the sensation.
“Ah,” Selina smiled, aroused as always by the menacing flashes of Psychobat that
others found terrifying. “I thought I detected an unspoken ‘woof’ earlier when the
news came in about Oswald. You’re not happy with the resolution?”
“It’s good that he’s back inside and going to be hiding there for a good long time.
His organization is crippled, assets seized, bank accounts frozen. But it wasn’t…
satisfying.” Before the last word, he ground the gloved fist into his bare palm and his
eyes blazed with an ancient hatred.
“Meaning you didn’t get to beat anybody up,” Selina said dryly.
“Something like that.”
“It’s going to be a shitty night for muggers, isn’t it?”
He smiled, the slow, wicked smile seldom seen in the cowl. Then it faded, and with
a final, casual tug at the cape clip, Batman seemed ready to go.
Before he did, Selina had one final thing to say, and she said it with uncharacteristic
seriousness.
“It isn’t over, you know? ‘Queen of the underworld.’ Even if you got the bulk of
Ozzy’s money and most of the small fry, Vault is still open for business and my new
reputation right along with it.”
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“I knew it,” Batman said softly, shaking his head as he turned away. “Any time you
offer to help, it’s trouble.”
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Prologue
Joey Yolinski, known to one and all as Sportin’ Joe, was screwed. For the rest of his
life—which didn’t look to be very long—he was going to be Screwed Sportin’ Joe. And
all because Pengujn’s man Pavo had a mother. Shit, everybody must have a mother,
but ya never think of it with guys like Pavo. But it turns out he did, and she had some
kind of problem with a disc in her back, havin’ a little surgery, and Pavo wanted to be
at the hospital. So he lined up good ol’ Sportin’ Joe to go to the Iceberg for him, ask for
Talon, pick up five large of Penguin’s money, and lay off whatever game he was told.
Paid two hundred cash or two fifty if you wanted to bet it right there through the ‘Berg
bookies. Easy money, easy as a whore with a habit.
‘Cept it turned out it wasn’t five large this run, it was fifteen. All to be put on a
single game, Knights/Cougers. And nudge-wink, Talon told him, the fix was in. Joey
couldn’t believe his luck. All ‘cause he was doing Pavo a favor, he had a line on a sure
thing. He needed more than a lousy two hundred stake though, more that he could get
on short notice. He called his cousin Boxy for the tip of the day. If he could just get a
2-to-1 payout before the 5th race, he could double Penguin’s money and still make it to
the bookie in time for the Knights game.
Except Battouta-Hell dropped dead from an overdose forty feet from the finish line,
and Sportin’ Joe Yolinski knew his life was over. Only one thing to do now was go to
Mickey's on 12th street and drink himself to death before Penguin got him.
But then, low and behold, Mickey put on GCN and SALVATION! Right there on the
big screen, right above Mickey’s shiny dome, the announcer was saying something
about pandemonium at Knight Stadium. An attack by Scarecrow! Spiked Gatorade!
120+ players, coaches, and fans of a certain body mass, all terrified of nerds and
cheerleaders...
But what did it mean for the betting?
Joey made his way towards the Iceberg, desperate to somehow make this work for
him. Was all Scarecrow’s fault, right? He rehearsed his new mantra about the villainy
of crows as he shuffled down the sidewalk, heading for the Stanton cross street—when
a fire engine sped past him, all lights and sirens.
Then another…
And another...
All three turned right onto Stanton, right where he was going...
What the hell happened to the Iceberg?

Short Tales

THE Z
It’s quite an accomplishment making Batman feel absurd. A man whose chosen
persona involves a mask with pointy ears and a scalloped cape isn’t apt to feel silly
doing what he does best in the manner he himself chose to do it. He had seen too
many weapons, too many persons, and too many situations as lethal as they were
ridiculous. He had faced death at the hands of a teacup, a snow globe, a 9-foot daisy
and a 13-foot cupcake. Harley Quinn once encased him in plastic and slapped a bow
on his head to give Puddin a “Batman action figure” on his birthday. After a few such
incidents, you learn not to laugh off a threat because it’s painted yellow with pink
polka dots. You really don’t laugh it off if it’s got a smiley face. That’s just the way it
was, being Batman. And a string of Robins inclined to poke fun at these absurdities
had only calcified his grim resolve…
Which is why he was glad he was alone tonight. Tonight he did feel silly.
The two-tone van, painted brown and orange and parked where it shouldn’t be
behind Gotham National Bank, was not, in itself, a silly vehicle. It had a stupid paint
job, but that didn’t concern him except as a point of identification for later. The license
plate Z3181423 was a more precise ID, but easier to change and harder to spot from a
distance. The stupid paint job, on the other hand, was a crimefighter’s boon.
The silly feeling only kicked in after he inspected the rear entrance to the bank and
saw that it had been compromised. He went inside, made his way to the vault, and
discovered two individuals stuffing sacks with cash. They each wore zentai complete
with full-face hoods, rather like Batgirl’s cowl except lacking any distinctive
markings… Lacking distinctive markings, that is, other than that both costumes were
the precise shades of orange with brown trim as the van.
Criminals in oddball clothing were certainly not unusual and definitely not silly in
Batman’s eyes. They were usually insane. They were almost always deadlier than
their blue jean-wearing counterparts. And their crimes were often only a means to an
end, the true goal being to take on the notorious Batman.
At first glance, these two were only notable because, for costumed crooks in Gotham,
their outfits were quite generic. Full body stockings made from some kind of spandex
and PVC… Batman hadn’t researched it, but such garments had to be available in a
dozen fetish shops in the city, to say nothing of the Internet. These two hadn’t taken
the trouble to customize their costumes in any way. Not so much as a single patch was
sewn on. There was nothing individual about them. They may as well have been two
anonymous thugs in Dockers and leather jackets with ski masks or nylon stockings
over their heads… instead they were two anonymous thugs in really hideous brown
and orange zentai. It made no sense. Why take the trouble to wear such ridiculous
outfits if it wasn’t important enough to—but then, it didn’t have to make sense.
Whatever they were, they were criminals, they were caught red handed, and they were
going down.
“Don’t move,” Batman ordered, readying a batarang. “Slowly open your hands and
let the sacks and money drop to the floor, then slowly raise your hands.”
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“Zounds!” the first one exclaimed.
“Zooks!” his companion replied.
Zounds and Zooks is where Batman did, in fact, feel absurd. They were robbing a
bank in orange and brown body stockings. They painted their getaway van to match.
They were just accosted by Batman, scourge of wrongdoers in Gotham, in what was
quite possibly their first attempt at criminal enterprise. And they expressed their
dismay by exclaiming Zounds and Zooks. It was an utterly ridiculous moment.
Then, the ridiculous vaporized in a flicker of “Zooks’s” left index finger, a flicker that
Batman’s instincts were trained to see and respond to without hesitation. He flung the
batarang an inch high of the movement—but before the weapon could reach its mark,
the vault erupted into blinding flashes of light and a concussive ear-splitting bang.
…
…
…
Batman pulled himself off the ground and raced towards the rear door, reaching the
alley just in time to see the van squealing onto the street. Cursing, he ran to the
Batmobile, calculating how much lead time they had. He knew a standard flash-bang
stunned a subject for about six seconds, but thanks to repeated exposures, his recovery
time was more like four. Usually. Except, in the close confines of the bank vault, the
effects were intensified exponentially. He might have been down for as long as twelve
or fourteen seconds… Hell, if not for the body armor, he might still be lying there.
The Batmobile tore down Broadway, but there was no sign of the van.
Again, he cursed.
Why hadn’t he planted a homing beacon before he’d gone in? He knew better than
that. He’d been overconfident. The stupid paint job did not mean he was dealing with
stupid crooks.
He alerted Oracle to alert the GCPD. It was a longshot that the van would be
spotted, and he wasn’t going to waste his time on a longshot. He returned to the bank
vault to harvest the spent remains of the stun grenade and any other physical evidence.

In the Batcave, Bruce scowled down at the worktable where the spent flash-bang
canister, fiber samples, and debris were laid out in neatly labeled trays. So far, the
analysis was producing more questions than answers.
In terms of dry forensic analysis, he’d learned that the canister held an 18-gram
charge of flash powder. That meant a variation on the M116A1-modified used by the
LAPD for a number of years. Except that device used a pull pin with a 0.7 to 2-second
delay compared to the 6-second friction fuse of its predecessor. Whereas this device
was never in that Zooks character’s hand. Batman would have NOTICED, for one
thing. Overconfident or not, a perp holding a weapon instead of a bundle of cash is not
something he could have missed. It couldn’t have been a pull pin. What’s more, the
flash-bang stunned him for more than ten seconds and he was wearing body armor.
“Zooks” and “Zounds” were in spandex. For them to be able to run out as they did,
the canister had to have been positioned where the crimefighter standing at the door
would bear the brunt of it. And if “Zooks” wasn’t holding the device, that meant he
must have placed it in advance and detonated it remotely…
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Now knowing what to look for, he sifted through the dust and debris harvested from
the crime scene until he found… yes, there it was… the splintered remains of a micro
receiver. That particular method of decoding binary infrared pulses was familiar: Mad
Hatter favored it to activate certain types of control chips, Scarecrow used it more than
once to set off various fear toxin delivery systems, and even Maxie Zeus had one to
simulate the effect of lightning bolts responding to his verbal commands.
It didn’t mean much on its own, but then dry forensic evidence seldom did. CSI was
the least part of real detective work. The psychological puzzle that was emerging, that
was the real problem to be solved. Unlike most costumed types, the “Zs” didn't waste
any effort taking him on, nor did they make any attempt to kill or capture him when he
was down. They just took the money and ran. But unlike most take-the-money-andrun types, they were prepared for him and prepared in a manner consistent with
costumed rogues.
They didn’t fit the profile of theme criminals. They didn’t fit the profile of unthemed
criminals. So what the hell were they?

Some nights, all Selina wanted after a prowl was bed. Some nights, all she wanted
was a long, hot bath. And some nights, she didn’t know what she wanted. This was
one of the latter, so she went down to the cave. It was still a bit early to expect Bruce to
be home, so she headed for the gymnasium. She figured she’d either twist and contort
on the parallel bars until he came home, in which case she’d pounce on him, or until
she was exhausted, in which case she’d go to bed and it was his loss.
As it happened, she twisted and contorted until she heard the roar of the Batmobile,
but when she crept into the main chamber for the pouncing, she didn’t see him. She
was looking at an empty cave, and then heard a faint bang-thud-damnit coming from
somewhere behind workstation 1. So she walked towards the muttered cursing, but
not silently as she would for a pounce. Instead, she allowed her boots to make the
telltale clip-clip sound on the cave floor, signaling her approach. Batman’s head shot
up at once. He was bent over behind a console.
“That’s not a good sound,” she observed.
“It’s nothing,” he growled. “I broke something.”
He looked down and Selina followed his eyes. A shattered Wayne Tech mug lay at
his feet, floating in a puddle of stale coffee.
“I’m sure it deserved it,” she said with a naughty grin.
She waved him away, and he began the logs while she picked up the bits of broken
glass and eventually brought him a fresh mug. He grunted when he saw it contained
cocoa instead of coffee. Then he ignored her and it as he resumed typing.
After a minute, he turned to see her curled in the chair at workstation 2, picking and
repicking the lock on a set of batcuffs.
“I thought you’d gone up to bed,” he graveled.
“No, I’ll wait,” she smiled.
He resumed typing, then stopped.
“Go up to bed,” he ordered.
“I thought so. You’re in that Lorton Tower mood.”
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“WHAT?”
“Lorton Tower. Maybe you don’t remember. It was an awfully long time ago. I’d
just finished up at Tiffany’s and I saw your silhouette off in the distance. So I swung
past and let you see me.”
“You LET ME see you?”
“Yeah. Tiffany’s had been a total yawn, and when I saw that cape flapping, I
thought ‘there’s fun.’”
“Impossible woman.”
“Meow. Anyway, it was the old Lorton Tower where you finally caught up with me
and… well, you were in quite a state.”
“Wasn’t January, was it?”
“No, that’s just it. It was May. It was a nice night. At least it had been a nice night.
You were just… spitting bullets. The way you snarled at me, you’d think I never called
you ‘handsome’ before. You’d think that was the crime, not what went down at
Tiffany’s. And you hit hard.”
“Oh yes, I remember now. That was… you kissed me before you took off?”
“Yep. I pushed and pushed until you finally popped. You obviously needed it. But
I figured it was just as bad to leave you in that condition, so I…” Selina licked her lips,
remembering the stolen kiss, and Batman touched a button on the console, bringing up
an early log before he took up the narrative.
“May 13th,” he nodded curtly. “Joker had slicked his escape route with axle grease.
He got away. Four bystanders were SmileXed. One DOA, the rest were still in the ICU
when you found me.”
Selina nodded.
“And tonight?”
“Hm?”
“Who got away with it tonight?”
“I wish I knew. I’ve been calling them the Z. There are at least five of them, but they
work in pairs. Hit targets with a lot of cash. The first night it was two men, similar
height. They used a flash-bang to get away. The second time it was a man and a
woman. Surprisingly good at karate. The third time…”
“The third? How often have you run into these guys?”
Batman slammed his fist on the workstation, causing the cocoa mug to rattle
dangerously near the edge and nearly sending it the way of the coffee.
“Four times in the last six weeks. The first three encounters were all in the first
week. They wore these ridiculous orange and brown zentai and rode around in a
matching van.”
Selina made a face.
“Orange and brown?”
“Until tonight. They and the van are now green and yellow.”
“Okay…. I guess that’s an improvement. Ivy green?”
“Riddler green.”
Selina bit her lip.
“Eddie’s due to be released next week. Could they be working for him?”
“I thought of that, but there’s been no riddle. And none of the targets have been of
any thematic significance. Just cash-rich… wait a minute.”
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He swiveled the chair back to face the computer and typed feverishly until the
Arkham database appeared simultaneously at his workstation and the main
viewscreen.
“Nigma is scheduled to be released Thursday, that’s six days from now. Let’s see
who was getting out of Arkham or Blackgate six days after their first appearance…
YES!”
Again, Batman had pounded the workstation, and again the mug rattled
precariously towards the edge.
“Crane,” he pointed accusingly at the screen. “Orange and brown… In fact…” He
typed with renewed vigor, and Selina reached over silently to rescue the mug before
his next outburst.
“Z318—put that back down, please—Their license plate on the first job was 3-18-1423. That’s C-R-O-W.”
“Z-Crow?”
“Zs again. Zounds, Zooks, and Zoink… that’s what they’ve said, individually, when
I’ve surprised them.”
“You let someone that said ‘zoink’ get away?”
“You once locked your keys in your car,” he reminded her absently while he pulled
up more records from the Arkham database.
“Jackass,” she replied, just as absently.
“Crane’s release was deferred, some kind of ‘incident’ with Croc and… and Temple
Fugate? What the hell goes on up there? Anyway, details are sketchy, but Jonathan
Crane was involved in an incident, it’s logged as a setback and his release was deferred
pending reevaluation… that’s when the first crime wave, the brown-orange ones,
subsided. Now they’re at it again, wearing green and yellow, and Riddler is due to be
released.”
“Well, there’s obviously a connection,” Selina said, “but I can’t quite connect the
dots. Can you?”
He grunted.
“Let’s say you were in Arkham.”
“Oh let’s not!” she exclaimed.
“Hypothetically.”
“Hypothetically, let’s say someone else is in Arkham. Let’s say whatshername-Gretta
is in Arkham.”
“Fine. You’re whatshername-Gretta, a criminal who regularly challenges Batman,
and you’re in Arkham.”
“Woof.”
“Someone comes to you offering a service: a week before your release, they’ll commit
a series of crimes, pulling jobs of little thematic significance but which raise large
amounts of cash. Possibly they’ll set up a lair and do other spade work. And they’ll
even do it ‘flying your colors,’ so to speak. Is that an appealing proposition for a rogue
eager to pick up where she left off?”
“Yes. Yes, it really is. Some kind of advance team. I get seed money for whatever
I’m planning without lowering myself to dreary non-theme crimes that have no
panache.”
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“It explains why they don’t behave like costumes. It’s not about ‘beating Batman’ for
them, it’s all about getting away with the money.”
“Imagine that.”
Batman said nothing, and Selina merely studied him.
“No more Lorten Tower vibe,” she noted. “More a ‘now I know what their
objectives are’ gleam in your eye, and a definite ‘going to be up all night constructing
protocols’ clench of the jaw.”
His lip twitched.
“I told you, you can go up to bed.”
“Nah, I’ll just vanish the cocoa and make us some coffee.”
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HNWI
Bruce hung up the phone, a sour unease settling at the base of his spine. Redford
Briggs was coming to Gotham. Briggs wasn’t a criminal menace like Luthor or Lay, he
was simply a very rich man. His name appeared on lists with Bruce Wayne’s, Lex
Luthor’s, Bill Gates and/or Paul Allen, assorted Windsors, members of the Saudi royal
family and, depending on the list’s focus, Ted Turner, Richard Branson, or Donald
Trump. The order varied from year to year and from list to list, but Redford Briggs
never appeared under the same name twice. If you had the bigger yacht last time, he
would be sure to beat you next year, if only by ten meters. When the Megayacht 100
data was collected again, he might not be #1, but he would be #15 if he was 16 last time
and you were in that slot above.
It always made Bruce slightly ill, having been brought up as he was with a strong
ethic about the obligations that went with privilege. To squander hundreds of millions
playing “whose is bigger” with boats and planes had never sat well with him. But he
did play that game for the sake of his image, and, having played, he couldn’t feel the
blanket contempt that others might. No one is a villain in their own eyes, and in
pretending to be one of them, Bruce had to adopt the mindset. It gave him an insight
into the Redford Briggs of the world and what made them tick.
Insight didn’t make it any easier to take when they started goading him. The last
time Bruce saw Redford Briggs in person was at EADS, the annual show for business
jets in Geneva. Wayne One was more than adequate for his personal needs, but Wayne
Enterprises needed a new Boeing. That’s all he’d gone for, but then he ran into
Redford on the stairs of a 767. To be precise, he ran into Redford counting the steps up
to the 767. Redford Briggs would not consider buying a plane if it took less than 4
steps to reach the door.
“Seven, eight, nine” he mouthed before he saw Bruce, and then his features
transformed into that evil pixie expression. At the best of times, Briggs looked like a
cross between Oliver Queen and a Norwegian mountain troll. Whenever he saw
Bruce, it was as if Queen had chased a suspect without paying attention to where he
was going and suddenly realized he was in the dressing room of the Dallas Cowboys
Cheerleaders. At the same time, the mountain troll had gotten drunk on mead.
As the whole world knew, Redford Briggs was building his own space program. He
started hinting that Bruce could do the same and they could have their own, personal,
two-man space race. Why, with all of Wayne Tech’s aerogel patents, Bruce had a
headstart. Hadn’t they already locked up the Justice League market, making a whole
line of ultralight materials for that lunar space station the League was building?
That, of course, was never confirmed, but Bruce knew how small the high tech world
was at the very top. There were only eight companies worldwide that could make
what the League was buying. Redford owned two of them, and Lex Luthor owned a
third. Redford wouldn’t need Bruce’s confirmation to know his guess about
WayneTech was right…
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…And Psychobat went on a tirade. He bought two 767s for Wayne Enterprises, and
a Gulfstream just for WayneTech. Then he bought the hotel he and Briggs were staying
in after an incident with four Swiss Air stewardesses, two fashion models, and a sales
girl from Raymond Weil.
Obviously, this was an overreaction.
Nevertheless, Bruce had to admit if he was faced with a similar situation, if a
competitive bulldog like Redford Briggs started dancing on a link between Bruce and
Batman, he couldn’t say he wouldn’t do it again.
Obviously, with Selina in his life now, that was not acceptable.
Nevertheless, Redford Briggs was coming to Gotham and some sort of preemptive
steps should be taken.

Selina’s suite had once been the Chinese bedroom, so called because of a garlic head
vase of the Wan-Li period, Ming dynasty, displayed in the hall just outside the door.
Really it was called that because, in the days of a large domestic staff, there were more
than two dozen bellpulls throughout the manor from which the family and their guests
could summon their butler, personal maids or valets. The corresponding bells in the
servants’ hall had to be labeled precisely so the staff knew where the ring came from.
That told them who was being called and where they should report.
To the generations of Wayne family servants, the Chinese bedroom did not really
mean the vase with birds and flowers in wu-ts’ai enamels. It meant the houseguest
staying there, which meant it was their own maid or valet they were ringing for, at
least in the early days. Later, it meant the Wayne footman or parlor maid assigned to
attend them, after the world changed and personal servants became less common.
The first thing Selina had done was remove the bed and other furnishings, and move
in her own sofa, coffee table, and other pieces from her old living room. The former
boudoir was similarly cleared, and in went her exercise mats, stereo, and Bowflex, to
make a dream of an exercise room. It was there she sat now, comfortably contorted in
the lotus position after her workout. Theoretically, she was meditating, but she
thought of it as cooling down. She was too hot and sweaty to meditate after a workout
and found it hard to believe anyone else could either.
So she did not have that serene Zen-like awareness of her surroundings that alerts
the sensei of cliché to the clumsy student’s approach. She merely felt the tingle she
always felt when the Dark Knight was near.
“Yes?” she asked without opening her eyes.
“I can come back if it’s not a good time,” a foppish voice offered.
Her right eye opened suspiciously, half expecting to see that Bruce wasn’t alone, for
only an unexpected visitor could justify the fop’s emergence on a lazy weekend at
home.
Except he was alone. He stood there, in a Loro Piana cashmere polo, leaning against
the doorjamb in a too careless Casual Fridays pose.
“Really, it’s no trouble, I can come back.”
It wasn’t the sweater. The sweater was pure Bruce, so dark a blue it was practically
black. But a sweater wouldn’t set off the Dark Knight tingle. That only happened
when he was in Bat mode. Bat mode wasn’t the end of the world in the middle of a
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lazy weekend; Selina loved his Bat side as much as Bruce himself. But its emergence
did change the tone of the day, and she had to wonder what set it off. She also had to
wonder what the hell the fop voice and the pose in the doorway was all about.
“No, no, it’s fine,” she said, stretching forward still in the lotus before getting up and
then indulging in an even more luxurious feline stretch once she was standing. “I was
just finishing up.”
The foppish aura didn’t flicker, and Selina was disappointed. She had hoped her
evocative stretching would blast the Dark Knight out of hiding, but whatever he came
for refused to be superseded.
“What’s up?” she asked, abandoning the seductive for playful felinity.
“I was wondering if you’d like a Lamborghini.”
Very slowly, Selina sucked her lip inward to moisten it with her tongue, and then
tilted her head at a thoughtful angle, a cat contemplating cream.
“I think it’s fair to say anyone would like a Lamborghini,” she said finally.
“So you’re not married to the Jaguar because of the cat thing?”
This time, the tongue came out on its own and moistened the lips rapidly.
“No. Theme is something it’s always nice to nod to whenever the opportunity
presents itself. Being offered a Lamborghini, on the other hand, when that opportunity
presents itself, theme can go sit in the corner and lick its paw for a while.”
“Good.”
He grunted, turned, and left.

Alfred always found reading to be a relaxing pastime, much more so than watching
a movie. His duties for the morning were very light. Master and mistress had both
taken breakfast in bed, which was a much easier cleanup, and Miss Selina ordered a
frittata for lunch, the simplest of egg dishes requiring little preparation. So he had time
on his hands. Another day, he might have inventoried the medical supplies in the
Batcave, but for the next three months he was to have an assistant for such tasks. Miss
Cassandra had been assigned to him, less to ease his burden and more to help educate
her. She would benefit from the conversation, certainly, although the particulars of
maintaining a crimefighter’s inventory and placing orders through shield companies
was unlikely to be of much use to her. In any case, Alfred knew he should wait until
her Wednesday visit before attending to the Med Lab inventory, which left him with
nothing in particular to do today. So he perused the library shelves and selected a
morocco bound volume of The Rivals which he had not read for many years.
In another household, in another era, he would certainly have taken the book to his
room, but Master Bruce disdained such formal divisions. He wanted Alfred to treat the
manor as his home, and while Alfred would never abandon some formalities, he did
feel at ease settling into one of the deep library chairs to enjoy his book.
“No, no, no, you don’t get to just ‘grunt-good’ and do the bat disappearing act after a
bomb like that. What Lamborghini? What Lamborghini?! What’s going on?”
Alfred closed his eyes as the tumult approached the library door, then breathed a
sigh of relief as it faded into the distance.
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“Wayne Tech is developing a series of designer electronics with Lamborghini,” Bruce
explained. “Incredibly sleek, high impact designs. Cell phones, laptops, plasma
screens.”
“A Lamborghini… phone.”
“You’d be surprised how popular the idea is. Anyway, I was just on the phone with
Bologne trying to coordinate schedules with Stephan Winkelmann, their CEO, so we
can set up a joint press thing announcing all this to the public, and he mentioned this
new car they’re putting out.”
“A real car? Not fancy packaging for a phone?”
“A real car. More than that, it’s ‘a car’ in the same sense that you’re ‘a thief.’ 650
horsepower and 487 lb-ft of torque, with an 8000 rpm redline. Superior aerodynamics,
a robotized gearbox that transmits power to all four wheels…”
“Bruce, I know we’re dealing with Batman’s ear for detail, but for something that
was casually ‘mentioned’ at the tail end of a phonecall, you seem to have retained an
awful lot of very specific details.”
“Its design is inspired by a fighter jet,” he grinned.
“Ah,” a slow cat smile formed. “Seems I’ve heard that about another car.”
“Exactly. If half of Stephan’s description is correct, this thing is way too much like
the Batmobile for me to consider driving it.”
“But…” Selina’s smile widened into the Cheshire variety. “You have to have one
anyway.”
He nodded.
“Enter Kitty, high priestess of things you want that Psychobat won’t let you have.”
“It’s a limited edition car. They’re only making twenty, all to be presold before it’s
announced to the world. That’s going to be a unique list of buyers, to say the least, a
list that could garner some attention. I can’t just make up a billionaire that nobody else
in the world has ever heard of. If I want the car, Bruce Wayne has to buy it. And since
I can’t buy it for myself…”
“Mrrrrrolw. Score one for Kitty.”
Grunt.

Briggs Global Group had grown from a humble London publishing firm into a
multi-national juggernaut encompassing retail stores, travel and financial services,
cinema, radio, and now, an airline. Its business practices were sound, but it was the
cult of personality that made a BGG enterprise what it was. It was Redford Briggs, the
bad boy billionaire. He’d come to Gotham to promote his new airline. Booked on a
half-dozen talk shows, he had cancelled all but one at the last minute. The last
interview he did give, throwing a tantrum on the air and dousing the host with water.
A “shocked audience member” had “leaked” the incident in an internet blog, and an
inferno of publicity resulted—which is, of course, what he intended all along.
The international press would be a-flutter, the show’s own publicity machine egging
them on if their interest waned before the episode aired, and the public would work
themselves up to a fever pitch until the interview was televised on the very day the
first flight took off London to Gotham to LAX.
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Redford Briggs smiled. The business of his trip completed, he could now devote all
his energies to pleasure. Gotham was Bruce Wayne, after all, and if Briggs had a rival
in the bad boy billionaire racket, Wayne was it. That’s why he called Bruce before he
came to town. That’s why he asked to use his skybox. Briggs really didn’t care for
American baseball. He didn’t care for any sport that you sat and watched instead of
playing. But if he had to watch, he would much prefer cricket, because it was cricket,
or tennis, because he nearly got lucky with one of the royals at Wimbledon that time
and had every reason to think a second encounter would have a happier conclusion.
No, the point of attending a Knights game at Knight Stadium was to ask for Bruce
Wayne’s skybox and insure a meeting. He made his way along the thickly carpeted
hall, the elegant pinstripe wallpaper discreetly evoking the hometown team, passing
the doors for Sterling Trust, Drake Industries and Larraby Chemicals, until he came at
last to the one reading Wayne.
He didn’t knock but walked right in, reclined comfortably on the sleek designer sofa,
and glanced disinterestedly at the massive TV screen before him, and with little more
attention at the panoramic view of the field below. A waiter appeared with a menu,
which Briggs took without acknowledging the man’s existence. The usual skybox fare:
shrimp and sushi staples with more luxurious options available, filet mignon, Beluga
caviar and Dom Perignon for an extra $300. Not really what he felt like. A hamburger
perhaps, that was the traditional American sports food… the one served here was
ground from three kinds of beef—Argentine sirloin, U.S. and Japanese beer fed kobe—
with a balsamic mustard mixed with champagne and white truffles. That sounded
rather good. He ordered it with a 15 year Dalwhinnie malt and sat back, rubbing his
hands together as he waited for Wayne.
Only now did his eyes fall on the low table—Sawaya and Maroni, he noted. He
almost bought it at the Milan Furniture Fair last year—and in particular, the magazine
lying on that table. HNWI, the new issue… apparently an advance copy of the new
issue, because Redford subscribed to High Net Worth Individual and that cover he
would have remembered. It pictured one of the new Lamborghini Reventóns and its
owner, hardly unexpected, a cover story on the car was a foregone conclusion.
Redford had already received an email that his castle in Surrey had accepted delivery
of his new Reventón last week. But this one… this was detailed in a vibrant purple,
which wouldn’t have been Redford’s choice of color before he saw the woman
standing beside it in an ultra-tight driving suit of the same hue. An absolute stunner.
Both the girl and the car, now that was a—
“Excuse me, Mr. Briggs,” the waiter’s voice intruded.
“On the table,” he ordered, assuming it was his burger and scotch.
“A note for you, sir.”
Redford Briggs snatched at the envelope, and the waiter retreated to watch from a
safe distance.
Redford,
So sorry to have missed you. Selina wanted to play with her new toy, and I couldn’t say no.
So we’ve gone upstate to do some racing. I doubt my old Murcielago can beat her, but it’s such
fun losing to her. I’m sure you know what I mean.
B.W.
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FANTASY
Eight or ten nights a month, Batman made sure he patrolled with Robin for at least a
few hours. At least one of those nights would be the full early patrol, one the full late
patrol, and one night a month, both. It was important for the boy’s training, and not
just as a crimefighter. Everyone agreed that Tim was a promising young hero, a
superior martial artist, a good detective and team leader. His talents and dedication
sometimes blinded those singing his praises: one day he was going to become a better
Batman than Bruce, a better detective than Sherlock Holmes, a better martial artist than
Shiva. While Bruce was proud of his protégé, no less than he was of Dick, he knew
that Tim was still a boy and had a lot of growing up to do. He also knew that Tim was
enough of a detective to find out what was said about him, and he sometimes worried
the superlatives might go to his head. Regular patrols with a senior partner were the
best way to monitor the situation and check it if necessary. More importantly, they
gave both Batman and Robin the benefits of a true partnership. They watched each
other’s backs, and they provided a second set of eyes and an alternate point of view on
any problem they encountered. Tonight’s problem was… certainly problematic.
Summoned to the Bat-Signal where a Riddler clue was waiting for them, they had
observed all the usual precautions opening up the signature green envelope. Inside, a
simple index card bore a triangle consisting of three bent arrows drawn in magic
marker.
“It’s the recycling symbol,” Robin noted. He flipped it over and on the back, written
in block letters with the same marker, it read: BRING A REBREATHER.
“I don’t get it. Is that a riddle?” he asked.
“Or a challenge. Or even a warning,” Batman replied. He hated admitting the last,
but it wasn’t unprecedented.
“But most likely, it’s an anagram,” he graveled, taking a palm unit from his belt and
entering the letters. By the time they reached the Batmobile, the onboard computer
would have run the possibilities. Minutes later, they scrolled through the words on the
miniature viewscreen.
BARGAIN was a good possibility for a partial business name, one that might be the
target of an upcoming robbery. But their next query, scrambling the remaining letters
ERBERTHRE and running the results against the city business directory, came up
empty.
ARBITRAGER was another possibility, but it would take longer to check the
remaining letters HERBEN (possibly short for HERBERT N. or possibly a name in its
own right) against the names of all persons working in arbitrage in Gotham City. They
forwarded that one to Oracle and went on…
Robin became convinced that REARRANGE HERB BIT meant they should just
concentrate on those last seven letters. Somehow H-E-R-B-B-I-T was the key!
Rearrange HERBBIT. Batman knew the phenomenon: clinging to a solution because
you liked it, not because there was any reason to believe it was right. Robin found this
‘Rearrange it” tack clever and was proud of himself for figuring it out. But that didn’t
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mean it was the answer, and Batman was losing patience with his sidekick’s stubborn
refusal to look for new possibilities. HERBBIT didn’t translate into anything that
useful, and he was about to grunt-give Batman’s final word on the subject, when the
whole question was rendered moot: Oracle picked up chatter on the police band about
a suspicious van crossing the bridge into Bludhaven not five miles from the recycling
plant. It matched the description of a Mr. Freeze vehicle that escaped pursuit last
week.
Batman and Robin looked at each other.
“The recycling symbol means the recycling plant?” Robin said finally. “What, did he
have a stroke or something?”
It was too ludicrously simple, especially for Nigma. Batman glared at the list of
anagrams, looking for any phrases meaning ‘decoy’ or ‘red herring.’
“I got it, ”Robin exclaimed. “It’s a bet. He made one of those bets with Mad Hatter
or Ivy or someone, maybe even with Selina, to see if we’d be wearing rebreathers when
we check this place out.”
“Hardly,” Batman graveled.
“Okay, okay, not Selina. Sheesh. But I’ll bet you anything that it’s all a setup to see
if we take ‘wear a rebreather’ literally when that recycling part is so obvious. Mark my
words, Batman, when this is all over, somebody’s going to be delivering a peanut
buster parfait, because it’s going to turn out this was all for some crazy ass, bored on a
rooftop at 3 am, ‘yes they will’ ‘no they won’t’ ‘want to make it interesting?’ bet.”
Robin changed his mind when they reached the recycling plant. There was only one
entrance, a loading dock, and only one way to approach it without being seen. They’d
have to cross over a stretch of “subway grating” that would have been perfectly natural
on a midtown sidewalk but seemed out of place in a Bludhaven industrial park. There
was no subway under their feet, so what the heck was that grating for? Batman and
Robin strapped on their rebreathers, hypothetical Riddler bets be damned…
…and so escaped jets of paralyzing gas powered by an air conditioning curtain. The
curtain of specially treated air was made for stores in tropical climates that want to
keep their doors open. Typical of Victor Frieze’s obsession with coolant technologies,
the same mechanism figured prominently in the deathtrap they discovered inside after
Freeze’s capture—a deathtrap Robin was now assigned to break down and analyze
piece by piece in his log supplement.
Tim wanted to believe it was a legitimate crimefighting assignment and not a
punishment for being wrong about that REARRANGE HERB BIT, but he couldn’t quite
convince himself. He’d asked Batman point blank: was this a punishment?
It was pretty dark on that rooftop, but he could have sworn he saw a lip twitch
before the answer.

Where is it you sleep, bathe, and go when you die?
Bed, Bath, and Beyond… where he found Mad Hatter outfitting pillows with remote
transmitters to program victims in their sleep.
I know what my job is; the point has been made.
You say I have a big head, and you're right, I'm afraid.
So put me in my place, and then leave me alone.
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What I need most is someone to drive me home.
A Nail… the day before National Alloy Importers Limited was displaying a rare
sample of Thanagarian copper at the Expo Center. Catman went after it. Batman
stopped him.
What kind of tea do the King and Queen drink?
Royalty, the name of a perfume being launched by movie legend Margo Kishley, in
town for the big press event and staying at the Excelsior Towers… where Poison Ivy
tried to kidnap her to punish the massacre of flowers in the making of perfume.
Batman stopped her.
And tonight: At home at the rodeo as much as the circus, but not feeling so homey at
the madhouse…
Circus and rodeo. Such an obvious allusion to clowns demanded that he drive up to
Arkham and check on Joker… only to discover the killer clown had amassed a cache of
cleaning supplies and had somehow smuggled in a set of wax lips, clattering teeth…
and a taser. What he had planned was anybody’s guess, but it certainly involved his
own escape and probably the death of innocents.
Five riddles. Five absurdly easy riddles. And because of them, five foiled crimes.
What was Nigma up to? That was the real riddle, obviously. Batman had tried to
solve it on his own, but he was getting nowhere. Now, this Joker episode was an
escalation he couldn’t tolerate. He had to utilize every means he had of finding the
answer, no matter how uncomfortable it made him. He cut short his late patrol and
went home to Selina.
He hoped he’d find her in the cave. It would be better to talk there, in costume and
with ready access to the logs and police reports. So, of course, she wasn’t there. Of
course, she had already gone up to bed. Of course, they would have to talk about
“Eddie” as Bruce and Selina.
She was in bed, reading an article on Redford Briggs in HNWI.
“His yacht has a helipad,” she mused without looking up at him. “Somehow my
Lise Charmel doesn’t seem so decadent.”
Psychobat fumed. He was coming to her with a Riddler problem. Bad enough they
had to talk in the bedroom instead of the cave, now she was throwing French
underwear at him. He could feel that inner core of his resolve weakening as it had on a
hundred rooftops, weakening at this specter of her in some Paris fitting room, trying on
wisps of silk and embroidered lace, pffting at the price tag, and purring at the
indulgence. His lip twitched of its own volition, and he found himself sliding into bed
beside her and running a finger along the path where the bra strap would be.
“A far wiser expenditure than the helipad,” he murmured, kissing down her
shoulder.
Half an hour later, Selina rolled over to turn out the light, then rolled back to face
Bruce. In the darkened room, her eyes seemed more feline. When she spoke, it was
with Catwoman’s voice:
“So, my dark knight, what did you want to ask me? You came home early, and I
don’t think it was to curl my toes.”
Over Psychobat’s objection, he leaned over and kissed her.
“Very perceptive. I did want to talk about something.”
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He explained about the string of Riddler clues, noting annoyed little shakes of the
head at each new development.
“No way. Eddie would never give you something that simple.”
“I don’t think so either. His riddles are difficult, clever, and usually original. These
are none of those things.”
“Right. And he doesn’t send clues to give you a heads up anyway. When he wanted
to warn you about Cluemaster gunning for Robin that time, he just asked me to meet
him at Starbucks and said it straight out.”
“That’s true, I hadn’t thought of—at a Starbucks?”
“Yes. Is that important?”
“No, just… I’ll never get used to it, that’s all.”
“Used to what?”
“This, the part where I start trying to work out a sound, logical reason why Riddler
would pick Starbucks as a contact point, and you say it’s because he likes their
cranberry scones.”
Selina smiled warmly.
“Then you’ll be happy to know that I have absolutely no idea why he picked
Starbucks and it might just be because their logo is green.”
Bruce grunted. Then he scowled.
“We’re getting nowhere,” he said grimly.
“What did you expect? That I could say for sure if it was Eddie or not, and what he
was up to if it was?”
“I hoped.”
“Well, I’m sorry, no telepath gene here. I do agree with you that it probably isn’t
him, but that’s just my opinion. Only way I could say for sure is the same way you
could, ask him.”
He nodded curtly.
“Yes. I was hoping it wouldn’t come to that, but yes.”

Now this is what one expected of Edward Nigma: Garns and Rubik Recording
Studio with a window card displayed on the door advertising a new CD from the
Nuked Scuba Duo. Nuked Scuba Duo = Sudoku and Cube, two puzzle fads created by
Ernő Rubik and Howard Garns respectively.
A trap was certainly likely, but still Batman felt on surer ground as he entered such a
typical Riddler lair. He entered with care, but no traps were sprung. It appeared he
was not expected: when he reached the heart of the lair, he heard a television playing.
It sounded like a Japanese game show. And he smelled fried chicken.
Taking even greater care as he entered, he saw—yes, Edward Nigma, alone in his
lair, eating dinner and watching TV. This was not going to be pleasant.

“Bed, Bath and Beyond?!” Nigma roared.
Insulted beyond reason, he threw a haymaker at Batman’s jaw—which Batman
easily blocked, but he did it with an air of understanding. He could appreciate the slur
as well as Nigma did. The very idea that he, the one true Riddler, could have asked
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Batman, the only mind fit to do battle with his own, “Where is it you sleep, bathe, and
go when you die?” It was just… inconceivable!
“Thought as much,” Batman graveled, turning to go. “You might want to start
leaving a thumb print on the envelope again. Avoid this kind of thing in the future.”
“What, because you can't tell the difference between a finely crafted Nigma original
and the, the… barely literate ramblings of a, a…”
Batman turned back slowly, and leaned in almost imperceptibly, waiting for him to
somehow stumble on the solution unawares in his ranting.
“…a constipated jingle writer?!”
Batman lost interest, and again he turned to go. Riddler ranted on, but he returned
to his seat as he did so, assuming his nemesis was gone, as always, in one of those ohso-scary vanishes into the shadows.
“Start leaving a thumb print—good chicken—on the envelope again. A thumb print
to prove who I am, after all this time. Bed, Bath and Beyond, indeed. Kind of crap
freelance henchmen come up with trying to get a regular gig.”
“Thank you,” an ominous voice growled from the shadows.
Edward Nigma held up his middle finger, but the effect was somewhat diminished
by the chicken leg still tucked between the index and the thumb.
“Good night, Edward.”

The man leaving Vault twenty minutes after last call resembled a dozen regulars:
6’3,” with thick arms that delivered short swings and ill-fitting clothes that made his
impressive build seem awkward rather than athletic. He was hairier than most, but
otherwise typical of the henchman/tough guy breed.
He left the bar with a quick, choppy gait, until he passed Jintara’s cart. This hole in
the wall Thai place had apparently noticed the late night bar traffic in the
neighborhood since Vault opened, and they set out a cart selling street dumplings from
midnight to three. The henchman didn’t want to eat, but he slowed all the same to see
if the girl was working the cart tonight. She was probably jailbait, but she was fine…
unfortunately, tonight it was the brother. Shit.
The quick, choppy gait resumed… until a pointed shadow fell across his path.
Scalloped and pointed.
Shit.
The man ran with the speed of a scurrying rat, exerting a lot of energy (at least the
dumplings woulda provided some carbs—shit) but feeling he may as well have been
moving in slow motion. Each turn, each alley, each mad dash down to the subway
produced the same result, a moment of hope while he stood there panting, and then
the shadow again.
At last, the opportunity came. There was a siren in the distance, and it must have
drawn the bat’s attention because the shadow shifted. The henchman made a mad
dash for the A-train and held his breath for two stops.
He got off at 81st, not exactly his neighborhood, and was trying to get his bearings…
when he heard this weird wffft and found himself face down, eating a puddle. It was
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only after he was down that he felt the pain under his knee. What the hell was that,
one a them…
Batarangs.
It wasn’t anything about the pain in his leg that provided the answer. It was the boot
that suddenly appeared an inch in front of his face.
“I din’t do nuthin, Bats. Nuthin’ at all,” the man told the tip of the boot.
“Sporting Joey, isn’t it?” the voice from a nightmare asked.
“No. No, ah, I never heard a him.”
“That’s odd, your face is on his mug shot. Yolinski, Joseph Paul Jr. aka Sporting
Joey… and your father, Yolinski, Joseph Paul Sr. is listed as his next of kin.”
“Honest, Bats, I ain’t done nuthin. Just checkin out a new bar ‘s’ I heard was a good
place fer guys like me ta hang out. That’s all, honest.”
“Don't be so modest, Joey. You've been doing quite a lot. Providing intel on Mr.
Freeze, Mad Hatter, Catman, and Joker. I would thank you, but I have a distrustful
nature. I get… suspicious, when scum like you become helpful.”
Batman pulled Joey Yolinski to his feet and hoisted him an additional inch off the
pavement.
“WHY are you suddenly giving up the big fish, Joey, and WHERE are you getting
your information?”
As Batman expected, the next five minutes consisted of sputter-sputter-sputter,
denial-denial-denial, gutpunch, and then coughing.
“Let’s try this again.” Batman growled, torquing Joey’s wrist into a nerve-pinching
nikyo. “Freeze’s hideout, how did you know where it was and what he was
planning?”
“I helped set it up,” Joey wailed through the pain.
“The Z?”
“H- h- how’d you know about that?”
Rather than easing up at the information, Batman only torqued harder.
“And why, after 'helping set it up', did you decide to tell me?”
“Freeze was Deuce's first round draft pick. I had to get him off the playing field!”
“You WHAT?!”
It was a new tone, and Joey didn’t know if that was a good thing or more trouble
than low level muscle like him should ever know. Whatever it was, Joey decided the
truth—at least part of it—was the only way to answer.
“I needed money, Bats. I screwed up real bad with a roll of Penguin's dough right
before the Iceberg went up in smoke. I gotta replace it before he gets back or I’m
lookin’ at the business end o’ that umbrella fer sure.”
“And HOW does stopping Freeze, Hatter, Catman and Joker—”
“Fantasy Injustice League.”
“…”
“…”
Joey felt his wrist released, and found himself stumbling towards the wall in
response to a push. But he was no longer in pain, and that was an improvement. The
way to stay that way was obvious, but Batman gave the unambiguous instructions
anyway.
“Talk.”
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“I come up with this idea, y’see. Like fantasy football, there's a draft. Any a the
Gotham Bigs is fair game. Outta towners like that Rozzle Ghoul is allowed, but it ain’t
so smart cause what’re the chances they’re gonna show up right when ya need’em.”
He laughed good-naturedly, and then subsided at the deathscowl.
“Yeah, well, uh, guess you wouldn’t see it that way. Anyhow,” he continued
quickly, “Ya put a team together, and each week you pick your starter. The guy you’re
up against, he picks his starter. Then we wait around at the Vault with a couple a
brews an’ see what happens. Your guy breaks outta Arkham, that's 20 points. Robbery
for cash is 30, robbery for theme stuff is 80. Sidekick in a deathtrap 60, Bat in a
deathtrap—”
“I get the idea.”
Joey reached into his pocket, and predictably found his arm nearly pulled from its
socket as he was spun around and his face pressed into the brick of the wall before he
realized what he’d done wrong.
“No gun, no gun,” he winced. “I just wanted to show ya my lineup.”
Batman reached into his jacket and pulled out… Joey's team and a schedule of
“games” with other henchmen.
“Tweedledum and Tweedledee?”
“Was slim pickings by the end. Last round it was them or… Calendar Man.”
Batman reached into his belt and pulled out a folded card.
“Next time you want to tip off the police, use that number. Don’t EVER let
Riddler find out it was you leaving those clues at the signal.”
Joey made a series of semi-grateful murmurings while shifting his weight, testing the
waters if he was allowed to leave. Batman let him carry on this way for about 30
seconds, and then…
“Wait.”
His eyes narrowed.
“How did you come to work for the Z?”
“Erl, uh, y’know, keep my ear to the ground.”
Glare of death.
“Really, I heard it from Pete Pippitone, you know Pete, from Carson City?”
Glare of death.
“I heard Pete shot a man in Reno just to watch him die.”
Glare of death.
Joey ran out of syntax.
Glare of death.
Joey thought how his whole life woulda turned out different if he’d kissed Rosalita
in high school and punched Chuck Feril in the Rathskeller.
Glare
of
death.
Then
“You started the Z.”
Joey gulped.
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“They appeared shortly after the Iceberg burned down, shortly after your
‘dilemma’ with Cobblepot's bankroll. You hired curiously skilled operatives. The
kind only another henchman might know about. Maybe you got a few talking ‘over
a coupla brews’ about how unappreciated they were? The ‘big fish’ just hiring
dumb muscle, not interested in who is an amateur mechanic able to soup up a
derelict looking van, for example.
“After the disaster at Scarecrow’s, you lost your operatives, but you still had intel
on a number of high powered rogues: what they were planning, where their
hideouts were, who was getting released from Arkham officially and who was
planning to break out…”
He paused, expecting to be cut off by sniveling denials.
They didn’t come.
“Not denying it?”
“Why bother? You got it figured out. Probably knew the whole thing before you
came lookin’ for me, dintja?”
Batman grunted.
“Always thought I had it in me to be a big thinker, y'know, Bats? The big plan, the
big score... sure woulda been sweet.”
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EPILOGUE
“Ever think they should set up a special satellite that does nothing but take pictures
of the Bat-signal?” Eddie said, blowing on his grande macchiato and then taking a
tentative sip. “Because they really should keep a better eye on that thing.”
Selina gave her cappuccino a final stir, and they settled into comfortable chairs in the
back of the Hudson Avenue Starbuck’s.
“Pfft, a camera. Like that pathetic padlock they put on it few years back? One more
thing to work around so it takes ten minutes to light the signal instead of five.”
“Okay, how about a guestbook?” Nigma grinned.
“You know, Eddie, you could take it as a compliment. You were his first round draft
pick. That’s why he was using riddles. He knew he wasn’t going to tip them off to any
of your crimes, and when you did get busy, he’d want to do anything he could to—”
“Selina, please, let’s not call those things riddles. I’ve been insulted enough.”
She chuckled, sipped, and chuckled again.
“Well, if it’s any consolation, he was quite sure it wasn’t you sending the toopathetic-to-be-called-a-riddle… things. And if it was you, he knew that itself was the
puzzle.”
“You mean like ‘why is he sending me brain damaged clues that insult the good
name of riddles? Did my great nemesis fall down and hit his head?’”
Selina reached over and confiscated his cup.
“That's quite enough caffeine for you, Mr. Nigma.”
“So, whatever happened with Crane? I heard his release was pushed back, so what
kind of Scarecrow disaster could’ve taken down the Z?”
“Oh, that. Yeah, Jonathan never did make it out of Arkham, but somehow the Z
thought his release was back on schedule.”
“Ah, you mean that ‘Oracle’ A.I. that he’s got put a fake release date in the Arkham
database.”
Selina sipped her coffee.
“Go on,” Eddie said finally.
“Well, apparently Jonathan has some pretty grisly practices for henchmen, even
freelancers like the Z. It hasn't escaped his notice that they're mostly big strapping
jocks.”
“Wait, wait. I think I see where this is going, and it demands proper enjoyment.
Stay right there while I get some munchies.”
He returned with a slice of pound cake, and rubbed his hands together gleefully.
“Now, pray continue: how does a man obsessed with bullies reconcile hiring bullies
to do his bidding?”
“Well, he wants them fully functional while they're working for him, but if Batman
catches them—”
“Which he knows is likely,” Eddie said with a mouthful of pound cake.
“Right, and he doesn't want them talking. So apparently he injects them with a
special fear toxin that will only kick in if the adrenaline gets high enough.”
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“I.E., if they get caught. Bat-interrogation is certain to get the ol’ heart pounding.”
“Charming, isn't it.”
“No way to treat the help.”
They both clicked their tongues. They both nibbled the pound cake, and they both
sipped their coffee. At length, Selina continued:
“So the Z were going about their business, setting up this chamber underneath a trap
door.”
“Yawn.”
“Tanks in the outer wall for scorpions and tarantulas and things.”
“Ah, now I get it. Bats waits until they get the tanks loaded with gruesome critters,
then he swoops in, pummels everyone within an inch of losing consciousness, fear
toxin kicks in, Zs cower in a heap, crying and wetting themselves until the cops arrive.”
“Something like that.”
“Cool.”
“I thought you liked them. You hired them.”
“Yes, they pulled a job and set up a lair, had it all nicely waiting for me when I got
out. All the bells and whistles. Even a satellite hookup, 164 channels. I was real
pleased. Paid ‘em off, planned to use them again. Then, yesterday, I get a bill for the
satellite hookup. The legal satellite hookup, as in the kind you’re expected to pay for,
with $1400 worth of Pay-Per-View charges racked up while I was still on the inside.”
“I don’t even want to know.”
“Boxing and zombie porn.”
“I said I didn’t want to know.”
“I’m not even sure what zombie porn is. Would that be like ‘Hey she’s hot, except
for the flapping skin?’”
“Eddie! Ever ride in a Lamborghini?”
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The Batmobile sped into the cave on autopilot. Batman got out and wrote up the
logs on autopilot too. He went to the costume vault on autopilot, and then he turned
abruptly, heading into the trophy room instead. He walked past a low display case
with a question mark cane and a freeze ray, past a taller, squarer case with a perpetual
orchid and another with a green velvet hat, to a much taller display in the back
between the playing card and the giant penny. He scowled at the purple fabric, the
whip holster, and the familiar cat mask.
Catwoman: Queen of the Underworld.
They’d laughed at it, at first. He had. Batman, Gotham’s Dark Knight, “nothing
about crime is funny,” had allowed himself, just this once, to see something crimerelated in a different light: the Gotham underworld was a packet of flash paper in a
warehouse full of unstable chemicals, he’d said. The lightest touch of a match could set
off a soaring tongue of flame, he’d said. Instantly, it could flare up without warning
and in a completely unpredictable direction, he’d said. It would burn in a second. If
you weren’t looking, you could miss it entirely. You wouldn’t even know anything
happened, let alone be able trace it back to whatever spark set it off. But every now
and then, that momentary flame would flick in just the wrong direction, come into
contact with exactly the wrong tank of chemicals, and then… inferno. Catwoman—
Selina, the woman he’d brought into his life, the woman who shared all his secrets, the
woman he loved—had become the de facto head of everything he fought against.
It no longer mattered how, exactly, a fire at the Iceberg led to a replacement bar
steeped in a Catwoman theme—and the universal assumption that she occupied the
same position at Vault that Oswald had at the Iceberg. Somehow it happened, and
Batman had assumed it would burn itself out like all flash paper in the Rogue world.
In the meantime, Selina would have her fun. He wasn’t exactly pleased that she was
seen as a criminal again, but he was happy that she was happy. He knew how the
Post’s hatchet job on her image had pained her. If this new development gave her
some comfort and validation, well, what was the harm?
He knew she stopped at Vault now every night after her prowl. Robin and Batgirl
both noted it in the logs whenever they were assigned to watch the departures at
closing time. Nightwing, typically, didn’t name her when he saw her leave. Instead,
his log used the cat’s whiskers emoticon that he’d invented when he was Robin. Bruce
was so angry when he saw it, he nearly broke the keyboard. He was ready to rip Dick
a new one when he saw him again. And he might have, except… the next time they
met in person was at family dinner. With Selina and Barbara there, well, it didn’t seem
quite so terrible. When they were all together like that, out of costume and as a family,
he could see the joke for what it was.
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He looked at the Catwoman costume in the display case and felt his gut churn. That
was the problem, really. He had been too ready to see the joke, too ready to say ‘that
was then and this is now.’ He hadn’t forgotten who she was or what she was capable of
back then, but he had drawn a firm line separating the Cat of yesterday from the Selina
of today. But it was the Selina of today who prompted what happened tonight, what
was happening out there every night.
He could no longer deny that he was, quite literally, sleeping with the enemy.

It was—without question—the most encouraging development in the many years
Dr. Bartholomew had treated Patient J. Joker had never referenced any family, any
friends, any personal ties of any kind. Now, suddenly, this fleeting reference to
“mummy.” The first time seemed like a slip. Harley Quinn fixed up one of his HaHaciendas with a lot of brick-a-brac he didn’t care for, including a vase like Mummy
had. He didn’t seem aware he’d said it, just went on ranting about slip covers… and a
rattan waste basket… and a throw rug that looked like it was made by blind boy
scouts…
A few days later, he was relating a wasted day the last time he was released, when
two operatives called “Grin” and “Chortle” were late getting in from the airport. Their
flight was delayed. Airlines! Airlines suck. Don’t they realize how he hates wasting
time! He could have killed George Takei, he could have set up a meeting, he could
have been so much more effective-HAHAHA! But no. No, he had to sit around waiting
for Grin and Chortle to get in from Phoenix. Mummy always hated waiting around
doing nothing that way…
Two mentions, however casual, after so many years of silence on the subject was
unbelievably significant. Clearly Joker’s psyche was finally ready to deal with some
ancient trauma.
Both mentions were in the context of anger and annoyance. That could be very
significant, too. Anger connected to subordinates: Harley Quinn and these
henchmen…
Yes, it was very encouraging indeed.

Selina lay back, enveloped in a warm vanilla-lavender milk bath, and purred as no
cat immersed in water had ever purred before. It was Batman she fell for—or, at least,
the man inside Batman, as she’d thought of him before learning he was really Bruce
Wayne. Since the masks had come off, she’d discovered Bruce Wayne brought many
delights into her life, delights she never dreamed of in the heat of those charged
encounters with Batman. And it was just possible that, of all those unimagined
delights, this bathtub was the very best. She stretched out her toes, letting the warm
silky water flow down through the crevices and over the skin of her leg. Then she
rubbed her arch against the cool, Carrara marble. She closed her eyes and let her head
tilt back against the cushioned neck support, breathed in the delicious tickle of vanilla,
and again, she purred.
“This… obviously isn’t a good time,” a hoarse voice croaked from the doorway.
“Purrrrfect time,” she breathed. “Come join me.”
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“No. Um. We’ll talk later, when you’re not… naked.”
Selina opened a suspicious eye—but he was gone. Something about that refusal was
very… familiar. She got out of the tub, wrapped herself in a thick terry robe, and went
out to the bedroom to find him.
“Not naked and not dripping,” Bruce said archly.
“Can’t say I’ve ever had a conversation with a dress code before. Did something
happen on patrol?”
“No—Yes. It… It’s not really patrol anymore. It’s driving straight to the East End,
parking, and collecting as much scum as I can by dawn. It’s like half the underworld
has declared war on one neighborhood, and considering the neighborhood...”
“You’re blaming me.”
He scowled.
“I’m supposed to think it’s a coincidence that, since you became ‘Gatta Corleone,’
crime is up six hundred percent in a few square blocks you personally hate? Look,
Selina, it’s the Gotham Post printing lies about you, not the people living on the East
End. I understand that you’d like those Post stories contradicted in as public a manner
as possible, but this isn’t the way to go about it. All the wrong people are suffering.
Innocents are—”
“What about all the innocents in TriBeCa and SoHo and the Upper Westside that
aren’t getting mugged at the ATM because all the bad guys are downtown in—”
“THAT’S NOT THE POINT!”
“It’s exactly the point. It’s not like there are any more crimes going on than there
were before. All I said was, if you’re going to do something anyway, I’d just as soon
you do it on the East End.”
“You did a lot more than that. You STARTED this mad rush to—”
“By accident! Crazy Quilt came into Vault to celebrate a big score. He was doing a
little boasting. Certainly to be expected. Somebody like him doesn’t manage to get one
past you everyday. And when he happened to mention this big score was at East End
Pharmaceuticals, I picked up his tab.”
“Of course! Because crime on the East End should be rewarded and encouraged,
right?”
“Oh, don’t be so pompous. It was a whim. It was a one time thing.”
“It was not a one time thing. You invited Rag Doll to the VIP room.”
“He’s from out of town. Why not be hospitable?”
“Because we don’t want him or his kind in Gotham. We have enough thieving—”
“Watch it.”
“Thieving criminals—psychotic, thieving criminals of our own without importing them
from Keystone.”
“I don’t expect you to roll out a welcome mat, but my position at Vault is a little
different. He’s from out of town, and I was being nice.”
“After which, he hit an antique store, two restaurants and a liquor store, all on the
East End.”
“He may have had a little crush on me after we talked that night. I would have
handled it if Wing and Wally hadn’t gone all Rambo on him.”
“And what about Roxy, hm? Has she ‘got a crush’ too?”
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“Am I expected to give an accounting for everybody I invite to my table for a drink
now?”
“Roxy Rocket is the most destructive force to hit that neighborhood since Hurricane
Irene came up the Eastern seaboard in 1973. She is reckless, Selina! She rides around
on that rocket without giving the slightest thought to the flame trail or the exhaust or
the clearance. She’s dangerous, and she’s desperate for attention. You must know
that. You must know she’s out to impress you now that you’re— and— and instead of
using your influence to defuse the situation, you’re encouraging her and all the rest of
them to—”
“Listen, Stud, I have never felt the need to justify myself to you or anybody else, and
I absolutely will not be starting now. So don’t get the idea that you get to come to me
with a list of complaints at the end of the week or that you’re entitled to any kind of
explan—”
“Catwo—”
“I HAVE THE CONCH! …planation. I am not going to start giving you
explanations for every little thing I do. Except I will tell you, just this once, that all I
was doing with Roxy was playing matchmaker. Matt was with me that night, and he
happened to say she looked good. I invited her to join us because I thought they might
hit it off.”
Bruce shut his eyes, shook his head and breathed, expelling one thought while
shutting out another.
“This entire situation is completely unacceptable,” he graveled.
“Well… tough. If it’s any consolation—”
“It’s not. Whatever you have to say next, there is no ‘consolation.’ Selina, this is
wrong. This whole situation, everything about it and what you’re doing with it is
wrong and it has to stop.”
“I’m sorry you feel that way. There really isn’t anything I can do. It’s going to run
its course, and until it does, I plan to get as much satisfaction as I can out of it.”
“Yes, no matter who gets hurt.”

It was—without question—the most hilarious prank in the many years Joker had
been coming to Arkham. Mummy hated waiting around that way with nothing to do
HAHAHAHAAAAAAAAA! That got Dr. Bartsy alright, had him hooked like a
salmon. Mummy had a vase like that HAHAHAA! Yeah sure, she had a vase like
that—where they put her intestines after they were pickled! HAHAHAAAA!
Mummy, Doc, get it? HAHAHAHA.
OH wait, no, it’s too good, it’s too funny. You didn’t think I meant MY mummy, did
you? HAHAHAHAAAAAAA! AHAHA-AHAHA-AHAHAAAAAAAAAAA!

Nearly everyone in the know was calling the sleek, purple Lamborghini “the
Catmobile.” Everyone except Batman, because he found the term unsettling, Riddler,
because he found the term unsettling, and Nightwing, because he found himself too
overcome with awe and envy to wrap his tongue around the requisite syllables. He
perched on a ledge of the Bair Building and watched the beautifully lined car turn off
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Morales and park in the 11th street lot. He swung down to the flagpole where he
expected to change course for a flashy dismount that would land him right in the
driver’s path as she headed towards Vault—when the flagpole snapped, leading to a
freakish mid-swing adjustment that still produced a clumsy, too abrupt landing which
an awkward tumble-roll on the sidewalk did little to cushion.
Catwoman looked down on him, horrified.
“Are you alright?”
Nightwing got to his feet, wincing in lieu of an answer.
“Hurt?” Catwoman asked when he didn’t speak.
“Only my pride.”
“Happens to the best of us,” she offered with a kind smile.
“Do you have to be so nice?” Nightwing said, falling into step beside her. “Couldn’t
you make some crack about always landing on your feet?”
“You want me to be ‘catty?’”
“Might make this easier.”
“Ooh, I like the sound of that. I take it this isn’t a social call then? You’re here on
business?”
“Kind of,” Nightwing sighed.
“Meow. In that case, you can come inside and accost me at my table, assuming you
can walk that far without falling on your face and breaking your nose.”
“Sheesh, Selina, that’s not ‘catty;’ it’s just mean. And I’d rather talk in private. I was
thinking a rooftop.”
“I have arrangements for ‘private’ inside. I don’t plan to waste you coming to see me
‘on business’ on a discreet rooftop. You’ll have to come in, come up to my table, and
‘be a dick.’”
She stuck her tongue out at him, unholstered her whip, and swung it backhanded
until the handle made abrupt, forceful contact with Nightwing’s body armor. The
blow didn’t exactly hurt, but it caught him off guard and he doubled over instinctively
to minimize the effect. Catwoman left him in that condition, the wind knocked out of
him and a fresh cat scratch on his armor for good measure, and went on her way into
the nightclub.

It was—without question—the most encouraging development with Harleen
Quinzel since the sad day Patient J turned her from an Arkham staffer into an inmate.
Joker had indulged in a childish exhibition that mocked the very tenets of
psychotherapy. Never said it was my mummy, indeed. Childish. Willful. And so
painfully counterproductive. Why all the time Bartholomew had spent researching
maternal dissociate trauma and its links to homicidal mania, only to find out the
mummy in question was of the dead, wrapped, and dried out in a pyramid for 3000
years variety (HA HA, indeed). So much wasted time, time that could have been spent
helping patients that didn’t indulge in childish pranks, patients like Harleen.
Joker had apparently forgotten all about his mummy prank already, a not
uncommon purging of thoughts once they had served their purpose for him. But he
hadn’t purged the fixation on mummies. On the contrary, he was on a positive “Egypt
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kick,” as Patient Crane described it. His response to almost any development now
consisted of “Tut-Tut” followed by a full minute of raucous laughter, and his repertoire
of jokes was pruned to those where “denial ain’t just a river in Egypt” would serve as a
punchline. In session, he’d decided that Dr. Bartholomew’s office was a Las Vegas
cabaret circa 1962 and he himself was Eddie Fisher. He used Bartholomew’s stapler as
a microphone and briefed the good doctor on the notorious Elizabeth Taylor/Richard
Burton affair while they were in Italy filming Cleopatra. He spoke as if it were
happening right now and he himself was Taylor’s jilted husband, Eddie Fisher. Like
Fisher, he then sang a little ditty called “Cleo, the Nympho of the Nile” and begged Dr.
Bartholomew to tip the veal and try the waitress. HAHAHAHAHA.
As Patient J setbacks went, it was fairly benign. No one had been injured except
Nurse Chin, when she tried to take the stapler, and she didn’t even need stitches.
Harley’s reaction, on the other hand, was the most promising development in years.
Patient J’s mummy fixation had evidently penetrated their… personal relations, and he
wanted her to shave her head and wear one of those Nefertitti cones. She refused.
She refused. She said it was because she’d seen the pictures of Britney Spears, but
that was of little importance. Whatever her reason, she had refused. There were things
Harley Quinn would not do for “her Puddin’” and that was a discovery of
unbelievable promise. Bartholomew couldn’t begin to rate its significance: was
Quinzel’s obsession with Joker finally waning?

Nightwing had never seen anything quite like Vault. Once a vaudeville house
transformed into a movie palace transformed into a Two-Face hideout, it was now a
nightclub like no other. The focal point of the old theatre lobby was a bar with a
sultan’s ransom of cash, jewels and gold bars stacked behind it and a dazzling array of
lasers, sensors, and searchlights sweeping the area in front. The little café tables and
chairs that originally populated this main barroom had been replaced with groupings
of deep, overstuffed furnishings that resembled oversized cat toys.
He made his way to the stairs that led to the VIP level and, mindful of Selina’s advice
to ‘be a dick,’ he exuded as much hostility as he could while still taking in the
fascinating surroundings. At the top of the stairs, he pushed past Raven’s podium and
strode into a surreal space that had once been the Flick Theatre balcony. A dozen
plasma screens of varying size were hung on the walls. All displayed video wallpaper
of wild cats. Like the barroom below, the tables, chairs, and loveseats resembled those
in a cat lair. Along the back wall, the largest, deepest sofa was covered in a rich
leopard print and situated behind a low, ebony table. There, surrounded by Mad
Hatter, Firefly, Roxy Rocket, Killer Croc, Magpie, and Cluemaster, Catwoman was
holding court.
At the surrounding tables, Double Dare, Signal Man, Zodiac Master, Getaway
Genius, Kite Man and Killer Moth eyed Catwoman’s circle as if waiting for a chance to
join it. They were prevented, Nightwing guessed, by the doorkeepers: a pair of live,
fully maned lions posed regally in front of the table like the stone ones flanking the
entrance to the Metropolis Museum of Art.
Nightwing marched up to the table, ignoring the growls from the lions and the wolf
whistles coming from Double Dare’s table.
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“Quite the entourage,” he said, locking eyes with Catwoman.
“I hate drinking alone,” she replied, sipping her martini.
“How does one rate a private audience?”
She smiled.
“One asks nicely. Not something your kind excels at, as a rule.” She shifted her
attention to the hangers-on. “Off you go,” she announced with a shooing motion.
“Everybody. Scram. Adult swim.”
Everyone but the lions left. Catwoman pointed Nightwing to the seat across from
her, and then addressed the lions directly.
“It’s alright, Matt. He’s housebroken. Why don’t you run downstairs and ask Dove
to send up a snack plate for the poker room.”
The lions roared viciously at Nightwing, and then left on their errand.
“Clayface?” Wing whispered harshly. “You’ve got Clayface running errands for you
now?”
“No, I’ve a pair of trained lions named Matt who I’m expecting to bring a plate of
mini grilled cheese, chicken wings, and crab puffs to the poker room. Of course it’s
Clayface, who else.”
“Trained lions don’t seem any less likely than ordering Clayface around like a paid
flunky.”
She shrugged.
“I know. Not sure why he’s doing it, really. I never asked him to. He seems to be
enjoying it.”
“You seem to be enjoying it,” Nightwing said sternly. “Look at this place. It’s like
that 81st street cat lair blew up.”
She laughed.
“I never had giant HD screens in a cat lair. I got that idea from you know who.”
Nightwing looked around, and saw the televisions were indeed WayneTech and in a
similar configuration to those in the Batcave.
“Sly has been very receptive to my little suggestions,” Catwoman said proudly. “He
doesn’t want any trouble, after all.”
“Doesn’t want any trouble? Like, you made him an offer he can’t refuse?”
“He hijacked my theme, ‘Wing. Maybe he didn’t mean to, but he did. And, unlike
some, he’s ready to make it right. The Z put in a satellite hookup, and on game days
this becomes quite the viewing room. The rest of the time, we have these lovely
pictures of the beautiful cats. Everyone is happy… well, except for Catman and Hugo
Strange. I’m told they sit downstairs and grumble in their beer.”
“I see. Well it’s quite a setup. But when I said private, I meant more private than
this.”
“I know,” she winked. “Follow.”
She rose and crossed to the little hallway that led to the one-time projection booth.
She unlocked the door with a keycard, to reveal a small but comfortable poker room.
On the table, the “snack platter” sat with a pitcher of water.
“Help yourself,” Selina said, selecting a crab puff. “I made a few suggestions for the
menu too. Oswald’s tastes were a little heavy.”
Nightwing sighed.
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“Selina, what are you doing?”
She looked up sharply.
“I’m offering you a snack, that’s all.”
“Look, is it really safe to talk in here?”
“Well, the room is soundproofed and I have better anti-bugging countermeasures
than even Oswald did. Oswald’s, as you may recall, could block Oracle. Mine can
mess with eavesdropping Kryptonians, so you do the math. And to answer your
question, what I’m doing here is… nostalgia. I’m enjoying very selective touches of the
way things used to be, the best of the way things used to be, and I’m enjoying them
immensely.”
“Ok, well… Maybe he was okay with all this ‘nostalgia’ when he gave you antiKrypto frequency scrambling countermeasures, but he’s not okay now. Selina, he’s
going seriously bat shit since the… I don’t know what to call it, the upswing in crime on
the East End of town.”
“I know. We had a fight a few nights ago.”
“I know, and it was four nights ago. You know how I know that? I saw the Zogger
logs. Talk about nostalgia. 4 o’clock in the morning, forty minutes every night. Tell
me, Selina, do you begin to appreciate how much you’re messing with his head if he
needs forty minutes of Zogger to get to sleep at night?”
“Apparently not.”
“Look, I know you don’t want to hurt him.”
“Of course not.”
“Then find a way to end this. For his sake or…” he coughed and reconsidered
expressing the rest of the thought.
“Or?” Selina said archly.
“To be honest, if you didn’t want to do something like this ‘for him,’ you could kinda
do it for the rest of us. According to Wally, there’s been some ‘nostalgia’ at the last
League meetings too.”
“I don’t want to hear it. That lot needs counseling.”
“Let’s just say that somebody said something, the kind of remark they never would
have made pre-Bat/Cat, but now, occasionally, they will indulge in, because they
learned, one lip twitch at a time, that he is flesh and blood under that cowl and he can,
within reason, see the...” Nightwing sighed, unable to find his way safely to the end of
the sentence. “They were not aware that the mood had shifted,” he concluded
tactfully.
Catwoman sharpened her claws on the side of a chair.
“What. Did. Plastic Man. Say?” she hissed.
“It involved… Batman… losing a leash.”
“I’ll KILL him.”
“That won’t be necessary. It took lantern energy, speed force, and olive oil to pull
him out of the slipknot B tied him in.”
“Alright. You made your point. I’ll… I’ll take care of it.”
“I’m sorry to be the bearer of bad tidings, Selina. This place really does look great,
and I can see you’re having a ball.”
“It’s okay. I’ve had my fun.”
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It was—without question—the most… the most… cliff diving in Mexico?
Dr. Bartholomew had spent nine sessions attempting to probe Harleen’s ability to
distinguish “Mistah J’s” wishes from her own—and to put her wishes above his—on
this one issue. What made that one demand, shaving her head and donning a Egyptian
headdress, different from everything else Patient J asked of her?
For nine sessions Bartholomew had probed, mindful of the delicacy required to coax
the idea out from the damaged psyche without pushing too hard and making the
patient defensive. Finally, after nine sessions of the subtlest probing, he unearthed a
previous occurrance. Harley had refused Joker once before, but she wouldn’t say why.
Bartholomew knew he had to tread carefully, ever so carefully. It took another six
sessions before he got the details: cliff diving in Mexico…

Selina liked parking in the carriage house after a prowl and making the final
approach home on foot. It reminded her of old times when she lived in the city, and
those delicious final swings before the drop onto her balcony that said “home.”
Tonight, she didn’t want to bother. Tonight, she parked in the garage and came in
through the kitchen to take Alfred’s elevator down to the cave. She would tell Bruce
she was giving up the Queen of the Underworld shtick and, with any luck, head off
another night of Zogger. They might even take a bottle of bubbly up to bed to
celebrate. After all, he’d wanted her to give up crime for so long. She was giddy with
the silliness of the situation, playful as only a cat can be playful that close to dawn,
when all the dogs and reasonable people are snoring in bed. She was especially happy
to see the Batmobile wasn’t in its hangar. He wasn’t home yet. Meow.
The giddy-silly-feline playfulness waned as an hour passed, then two, and still there
was no roar of the Batmobile pulling into the cave. Selina wasn’t worried; she knew
Batman could take care of himself. But the sun was up (she assumed) and he hadn’t
come home. There was no way you could call that a good thing.
She played at her workstation for a few minutes more, ignoring the disquiet in her
stomach. She scrutinized the bats sleeping on their favorite perches and ignored the
growing restlessness creeping out from that uneasy stomach, into her arms and legs.
Abruptly, she stood, simply because her body needed to move. She headed upstairs,
opting for the stairs to the clock passage this time, and collided with Alfred coming
down.
“Ah, good morning, miss,” he sighed with relief. “It is good to see you. I was
somewhat anxious when I saw the bed had not been slept in.”
“Y-yes, Alfred, I’m fine. I’ve been down here waiting for him. But he doesn’t seem to
have come home last night.”
Alfred pursed his lips.
“Don’t alarm yourself just yet, Miss Selina. You must know it is hardly an
unprecedented occurrence,” he said, moving past her and continuing down the stairs.
“But you just said you were worried,” Selina noted, following him into the cave.
“Yes, because you were both absent. I have rarely encountered a completely empty
bed since you moved in. But, as I say, in the days before your arrival, it was a not
infrequent occurrence. The first order of business on these occasions, after checking the
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newspaper and finding no obvious Batman-related episodes that might explain the
master’s absence, is to consult this panel. There, you see, he activated it four hours ago
and has sent a ‘heartbeat’ signal ever thirty minutes. He is therefore quite unharmed,
he is merely occupied on some mission and unable to return at this time. An
impromptu League development, no doubt.”
“Woof. Any idea how long he’ll be gone?”
“It could be a matter of hours, days, or even weeks.”
“WEEKS!”
“Most unlikely, miss, but as I say, not entirely without precedent.”
“Damn. Guess my reign is extended a little longer.”

Sly noticed he was being followed. He noticed immediately, not because he was
especially paranoid, simply because a Hummer limousine is hard to miss. You see a
car like that when you’re locking up Vault for the night, you’re going to notice. You
see it again two blocks later while you’re walking home, again you’re going to notice.
Probably chalk it up to a coincidence; it’s going the same way you are… That is until it
keeps going the way you are… not speeding to head you off at the curb but subtly
pacing you… inching closer as it goes… to finally pull up beside you a few steps from
your apartment, and… gulp… roll down its window.
“Yeah, can I help you?” Sly said, trying to approximate the tone he’d use at the bar,
although the crack in his voice betrayed him. It just wasn’t the same serving the
nastiest of the nasty from behind the bar (when, after all, they’d come in for a drink)
and having some creepy mysterioso follow you home this way.
The passenger behind the half-open window stayed in the shadows, but his hand
emerged in what looked like an awfully expensive suit.
“Give this to Catwoman” he said, handing a sealed envelope.
“Ah, sure, okay,” Sly squeaked. “Should I say who…”
The window rolled up before he could finish, and the car crept away as slowly as it
had come.
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CHAPTER 2: CAT AND THAT
MOUSEY THING
Selina had a theory about Rogues. There were the homicidal psychos like Joker; it
was pointless even trying to figure them out. But the others, it seemed to her that their
one real character flaw was a lack of outside interests. It was like they had nothing
besides their theme, whatever axe they had to grind, and an obsessive hatred of
Batman that wound up losing perspective. They went careening off the rails or, almost
as bad, they got boring. They became repetitive, sank into self-parody and, worst of
all, they became predictable and careless. After that, it was only a lucky batarang
throw between them and Arkham.
Mindful of the danger, Selina had always made an effort to keep the elements in her
life in balance, including Catwoman. She took pleasure in many things, from a night at
the opera to a trip abroad, from a good book to a day outdoors at the Catitat. Even if
the preserve evolved from the same affinity that shaped Catwoman, Selina always saw
it as a separate part of her existence. Catwoman’s activities might pay for it, but it was
Selina’s preserve, not a part of “Catwoman Enterprises,” so to speak.
Maintaining that separation was important to her, which is why she refused to use
any photos from the Catitat for the video wallpaper at Vault. Instead, she’d sought out
a prominent wildlife photographer who exhibited in a famous Madison Avenue
gallery. Both the photographer, Felix Thomas, and the gallery, Wild Thing, had
declined the usual promotional tags they would have demanded elsewhere. The
whole point of such advertising was to attract a club’s patrons to seek out the gallery
and become customers themselves, but the patrons of Vault, well, “customers” like
that, they could do without. Catman’s claws alone had cost them $48,000 in new
display cases the last time he took an interest in their wares.
So, instead of the usual promotional tags, Selina had promised a different type of
compensation. It was time for a new cat lair, after all.
The distinctive purple car turned onto Madison and opted for the valet parking at
the Parkview Hotel. It was expensive, like everything on the upper eastside, but it was
convenient to the shops and most socialites that didn’t live in walking distance used it.
Selina strode confidently up the street towards Wild Thing, when her eye glimpsed
something familiar reflected in a store window. She turned abruptly, but whatever it
was had vanished.
She resumed walking… but couldn’t shake the feeling that the half-glimpsed
something was important… She couldn’t shake the idea that maybe she was being
followed... She slowed her pace, and looked in a shop window… high concept stereos
and phones that didn’t interest her, but reflected beyond them… behind her… she
could just make out… nothing. She resumed walking.
Twice more she stopped: once at a store selling leather goods, thinking the dark
surfaces would offer a better reflection, and once at an antiquities gallery, thinking that
late period bronze in their Egyptian collection would make just the right addition to
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the lair—and also that going inside to buy it would force anyone following her to show
themselves if they wanted to keep an eye on the door. Either she would see them
through the window as she was making her purchase, or she would leave through the
rear entrance where she’d entered so often in the past. The salesman might be
shocked, but her adversary would be thwarted. So there.
She went inside, and sure enough, just as she was handing over her credit card, she
saw him across the street: arms crossed, lips pursed, and a decidedly peevish stance as
he leaned against a newspaper vending machine. She took her package, hurried out,
and crossed the street to meet him.
“Eddie! What the hell are you doing trailing me like some low rent P.I. chasing a
Jimmy Stewart-Kim Novak fantasy?”
Edward Nigma pursed his lips all the more. He looked down at Selina’s package
then up at her again.
“When you don't know what I am, then I'm something,” he announced, “but when
you know what I am, then I'm nothing. WHAT am I?”

… … … … :: Duty Log: Batman :: … … …
… … … … :: Submitted from FoS by remote relay :: … … …
… … … … :: Encryption matrix Delta36 :: … … …
Investigated robbery of Milaquez Rare Books on West 61st. Firm keeps regular
business hours but owner also opens early or stays late for special customers by
appointment. Milaquez had stayed open for one such customer, anticipating a big sale
because of customer’s behavior during previous visit. Customer pulled a .45, ordered
Milaquez to open his safe and pistol-whipped him as soon as he turned his back to
comply. Drilled the safe and took the nine most valuable pieces, which were
ascertained during that previous visit. M.O. is a point-for-point match with Vince
McNetty, Irish mob.
McNetty’s crew all fence through Rusty Sarins, a former regular at the Iceberg
Lounge, now likely to be a regular at Vault.
Questioned Sly, Sarins, and several of McNetty’s other associates, ultimately
obtaining an address.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …

“When you don't know what I am, then I'm something, but when you know what I
am, then I'm nothing. WHAT am I?”
Selina’s eyes narrowed. Before he spoke, the only thing Riddlerish about Edward
Nigma’s appearance was the discreet question mark tie clip. Apart from that, he was
dressed to blend in.
“That’s all you’ve got to say for yourself? Eddie, you’re following me. I want to
know why.”
“A WAR ENS for a SENNA WAR, ‘Lina. An answer for an answer. You WAR
NINES ME and I’ll WAR YENS SOUR.”
“You’ll answer mine when I answer yours.”
“Quite.”
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Selina sighed and shook her head.
“Knew I should have had a second cup of coffee this morning. Okay, hit me. How
did it go again?”
“When you don’t know what I am, then I’m something,” Eddie repeated patiently.
“But when you—“
“Stop!” She mouthed that much carefully, processing it, holding each word up to
inspect different shades of meaning. “Okay, go on,” she said finally.
“But when you know what I am, then I’m nothing.”
He paused again, expecting her to want to inspect it the same way, but instead, she
just smiled, waiting for the final question.
“What am I?” he prompted, with a playful smile of his own.
“The answer to a riddle.”
“That’s my girl,” he nodded, delighted.
“That’s a good one,” Selina beamed. “Quite the nifty little paradox too. I’m honored
that you used it on me.”
“You’re the very first. Now that it’s had a test drive, I will look for the right
opportunity to unleash it on—oh, unless you tell him. You won’t, will you, ‘Lina?”
“Of course not! Eddie, what do you take me for?”
“Someone who’s been letting Cluemaster sit at her table every night at Vault just to
keep me away. Don’t think I’m not onto you, ‘Lina. You’re one of the smartest,
classiest, savviest women I know, and Arthur Brown watches Deal or No Deal. The
only possible reason a woman like you would spend five minutes with trash like that is
to discourage me from coming over and saying ‘hi.’ That’s why I’m following you,
‘Lina. I want to know what gives.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah. ‘Oh.’ Come on now, we’ve known each other too long for those games.”
“I thought you liked games.”
“There are games and there are games. So… an answer for an answer. Why are you
avoiding me?”
“I thought it would be for the best. I’m sorry, Eddie, but with the history, I figured it
could be awkward.”
“The history. You mean the time I said you’d hung up your whiskers.”
She nodded.
“Partially. Eddie, you know more of the truth than anyone else. You must know
this Gatta Corleone thing is—”
“A pose, yeah, sure. APE SO, been obvious from day one. But for the life of me, I
can’t figure out how it happened.”
“Join the club.”
“You guys didn’t do it on purpose?”
“Queen of the underworld? Are you nuts?”
“Well, I admit, it did seem really broadminded, for him, but I thought maybe you
were celebrating an anniversary or something and that was your gift. Or maybe he
forgot an anniversary and that was a way out. I mean, Doris once got me to—”
“Oh, look!” Selina interrupted, pointing to a window display. “It’s a leather waste
basket and a matching, eh, placecard thingy.”
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“Fine, you don’t want to hear about Doris.”
Selina laughed.
“I tell you what, I’m fixing up a new lair and I get a kinky thrill going into all these
places I used to burgle, using the front door in broad daylight, talking to the salesman
and paying to take the stuff home.”
“Deviant, that’s what it is, ‘Lina. Perverse and deviant. I’m shocked.”
“I’m asking you to come along, so shut up already. Help me shop for some new cat
trappings and then I’ll take you down to the new digs. You’ll help me set things up
and I’ll make you lunch.”
“Riddle me this: when you know what I am and I’m hungry—”
“That’s a yes. Sheesh, you are a pain sometimes, Edward.”

… … … … :: Duty Log: Batman :: … … …
… … … … :: Submitted from FoS by remote relay :: … … …
… … … … :: Encryption matrix Delta39 :: … … …
[Personal note. Sealed.]
During interrogations of Sarins et al. observed several features of Vault interior have
been altered since initial visit (see Matches Malone intel ops §3 cat).
Had a particularly disquieting experience shoving away informant when McNetty’s
address was obtained, only to glimpse a litter of lion cubs cavorting in a stream.
Spatial relationships were such that plasma screen displaying image was hung where
fake ice wall appeared in the Iceberg. Disquiet deepened when observed screen was of
WayneTech manufacture.
[End seal]
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …

“A little more to the right.”
“That’s what you said before,” Eddie complained, inching the photograph to the
right.
“And you went higher, which is fine but isn’t to the right. Just a little more, please—
THERE! Purrrrrfect.”
“Easy for you to purr, you’re not hanging the thing.”
“I said I appreciate your help, and I made you lunch.”
“Yes, after you made me help carry all this cat kitsch. You couldn’t just have it
delivered?”
“It’s a lair! Eddie, you telling me if there was a question mark store in town, you’d
let them keep your address on file, so all Batman would have to do is check their
delivery records and—”
“‘Lina, I think Batman knows how to find you.”
“This is exactly the kind of conversation I was trying to avoid.”
“And if he didn’t, that purple purrmobile parked out front is a pretty good
indicator.”
“Eddie, you’re missing the…”
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“What your new drinking buddy Brown would call a ‘clue,’ that rhymes with who,
as in, ‘Oh look, a purple Lamborghini, I wonder who lives there.’”
“…point.”
“Not even getting into the fact that he gave it to you in the first place. Probably got it
outfitted with nine kinds of tracking gizmos.”
“Eddie.”
“You know, once for each life.”
“…”
“That’s the ‘gone too far’ glare, isn’t it?”
“It is.”
“I hung your giant lion photo for you.”
“…”
“It was heavy.”
“…”
“Sorry.”
“Meow.”
… … … … :: Duty Log: Batman :: … … …
… … … … :: Submitted from FoS by remote relay :: … … …
… … … … :: Encryption matrix Delta21 :: … … …
Was prevented from following up on McNetty by JL Alpha alert. Flash was on
monitor and relayed multiple reports coming in of Superman “running amok” in
downtown Metropolis. He was said to be tearing up bridges, breaking off the tops of
radio towers, and hurling them into cars like javelins.
I was aware, although Flash evidently was not, that Mxyzptlk was “due” and
Superman had sequestered himself in the Sahara so the inevitable confrontation could
occur—or at least begin—far from population centers. Such precautions are of limited
effectiveness with an enemy who can not merely “transport” but reshape time and
space at will. Nevertheless, Superman feels it is worthwhile to make the effort,
however futile, to limit civilian exposure. While laudable, his ploy is quite obvious to
Mxyzptlk. The malevolent imp simply waits, knowing it prolongs Superman’s absence
from those he is sworn to protect. It becomes a contest of who is going to blink first.
This particular contest had been going on for six days.
Given Superman’s sudden reappearance and destructive behavior, I assumed the
worst: Mxyzpltz blinked and the confrontation had occurred, Superman lost and was
being controlled. I forwarded McNetty’s address to GCPD on route to the cave, picked
up the ring and transported to the Tower and from there to Metropolis.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …

“Y’know,” Eddie mused, stretching out on the lair’s sofa, “Joker, Ivy and company
might not take kindly to your new title, ‘Lina. ‘Queen of’ anything pertaining to them
is bound to raise some ha-ha-hackles.”
“Probably. But Oswald left a vacuum. Better one of us fills it than some non-rogue
mob boss, right? Or worse, all of the mobs fighting it out for the privilege.”
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“True. Still, seems a pity. I mean, you’re doing fine but… I’d be better at it.”
“Oh really?”
“I don’t relish the idea of actually running things, that really seems like more trouble
than it’s worth. But I do like the idea of having to come up with 92 riddles a week.”
Selina laughed.
“You had me going for a minute.”
“I know, I saw it in your eyes. Think of it though: a roll of them hanging off the BatSignal, like paper towels.”
She laughed harder, and Eddie joined in. When they calmed down, he looked up
pointedly.
“So what do you do?”
Selina blinked.
“What do I do… about what?”
“Batman. I’m just curious how it works, that's all. Is it like ‘you might want to stay
away from 96th street tonight, darling, pass the potatoes?’”
Selina blinked.
“Or do you just pretend you don't know each other around the house?”
“I take it back. THIS is the conversation I was trying to avoid.”
“You should be careful; that's all I'm saying, ‘Lina. He strikes me as a bad loser.”
Selina’s retort was cut off by a knock at the door, and Eddie flipped out.
“I was just joking,” he mouthed frantically. “He really has a freakin’ homing beacon
in your car, like those chips they put in lost dogs?”
“Of course not, you mental patient,” Selina said, smacking the back of his head as
she passed behind him to answer the door. “It’s Sly. He called me earlier and I gave
him the address.”
Eddie crossed his arms and waited, looking around the lair for a good place to put a
chessboard.
… … … … :: Duty Log: Batman :: … … …
… … … … :: Submitted from FoS by remote relay :: … … …
… … … … :: Encryption matrix Delta24 :: … … …
While the reports of Superman’s appearance and behavior were confirmed by all I
encountered on arrival in Metropolis, achieving proximity to the figure revealed it was
not, in fact, the real Superman. The lookalike possessed Superman’s strength and
flight capabilities, but not his x-ray or heat vision. It also did not share his
vulnerability to Kryptonite. I immediately contacted the real Superman, who joined
me at once in Metropolis.
Mxyzptlk promptly arrived, and his presence complicated the situation immensely.
I soon had 12 replicant Supermen on my hands. Fortunately all of Mxyzptlk’s
creations did share Superman’s vulnerability to Kryptonite, and only one shared the
original imposter’s appetite for destruction. The chaos ultimately worked in our favor.
Superman—the real Superman—persuaded several of his duplicates to help us, and
Mxyzptlk conjured duplicates of me in response. An onslaught of superspeed
appearances of Batmen and Supermen eventually forced the requisite syllables from
his lips and sent him back to his own dimension for another ninety days.
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A fortunate side-effect seems to have wiped out all traces of the episode from the
streets of Metropolis, and indeed from its psyche, for there is no mention in the news of
any Superman duplicates at all. Clark says this “temporal reset” is the norm when
Mxyzptlk returns to his own dimension, occurring about ¾ of the time. In this case, it
allowed Clark to be present when the original imposter made its appearance. He
defeated it before it could do any harm, and indeed before it was noticed by the
general population. A considerable advantage for us. We can now investigate
knowing far more than the perpetrators realize.
The Superman duplicate is an android, similar in construction to Amazo, although
the underlying design includes elements seen individually in Red Tornado, Cyborg,
Schleswig-Holstein Robotics, and Hachinohe A.I. I have never encountered them in a
single construct before, and the list of those capable of producing such a design is
mercifully short.
We are currently engaged in a global manhunt for T. O. Morrow, Dr. Ivo, and
Sivanna, as well as investigating various firms in Silicon Valley, Hollywood, Germany,
and Japan who could have been contracted to build elements of this being unawares.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …

Sly had never been in a criminal hideout before. He’d visited the DEMON base in
Chinatown, but it looked like an ordinary curio shop. It didn’t prepare him for
Catwoman telling him to drop by her new lair. He was nervous, even after she opened
the door and he saw she was wearing street clothes. He was really creeped out as she
led him inside. Going through the entrance hall, he thought of all those Almost Got’im
stories told around the bar. This was the very hallway meant to drop open when
Batman crossed it, sending him down a chute into some horrific deathtrap. Selina was
chattering on how she was still fixing the place up, and he wondered if that meant the
electric eyes and trapdoors weren’t installed yet.
At the end of the hallway, he felt better. The main room of the lair looked like an
ordinary living room—albeit the living room of someone who really, REALLY liked
cats—but what really put him at ease was Edward Nigma. Nigma was sitting on the
couch, and there were two empty plates on the table and a glass of iced tea. It seemed
so normal. Sly relaxed and said hi.
“You said you had a message?” Selina asked when the social pleasantries were over.
“Yeah. Two actually. First, we had our first Bat attack last night.”
“Fortunately no flaming drinks were being served,” Eddie quipped.
“Ignore him,” Selina said, smacking the back of his head again.
“Batman was looking for someone called McNetty,” Sly reported. “And he roughed
up a bunch of those Irish mob guys trying to find him.”
“No skin off kitty’s nose,” Selina sniffed. “What else?”
“I’ve a note to give you.”
“A note,” Eddie grumbled. “You get notes. The rest of us get batarangs lodged in
our inlaid mahogany-pine backgammon tables and you get notes.”
“Oh, it’s not from Batman,” Sly explained quickly. “Well I don’t think it is. I
couldn’t really see much of the guy who gave it to me.”
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“Mask?” Eddie guessed.
“Hummer.”
“Hummer?”
“A limo.”
“Guy in a Hummer limo has a note for the gal in a purple Lamborghini. I need a
better car.”
“Gentlemen, take this outside,” Selina murmured, her eyes riveted to her note.
“You look serious, ‘Lina. Who’s it from? What’s it say?”
“Nothing. Get out. Both of you. Go drool over my car. Walk around it, scratch
yourselves, and talk about its horsepower, torque and redline. Whoever can guess the
0-to-60 gets a ride later.”

An ordinary looking pager in the sleeve of Barbara Gordon’s wheelchair vibrated,
indicating a message waiting for retrieval on the OraCom. She couldn’t leave at once,
not when the library sponsored story hour was just getting underway at the
community center. It was the one event she never missed, and all her old colleagues
from the library would notice. So she ate a cookie, drank a glass of too-sweet fruit
punch, and waited. She introduced Victoria Blant, today’s reader who they were so
pleased to welcome, and she waited some more. Finally, when Tom and Huck were
setting off for the graveyard, she decided the suspense to come would be enough of a
distraction for her to slip away unnoticed. She hurried home, and retrieved the
waiting message.
The video instructed her to initiate a standard absence protocol: Nightwing, Robin
and Huntress would modify their patrols to overlap Batman’s route as much as
possible. Nightwing would be in charge of answering the signal should it alight. She
would periodically check on the Batmobile as its automated system crept along the
patrol route, giving the appearance of a present and vigilant Batman.
At the same time Oracle was viewing her message, the intercom in Alfred’s pantry
buzzed discreetly, indicating a communication was waiting for retrieval at Workstation
2. He went down to the cave and watched the brief video. Batman said to tell Selina
he was tied up in Metropolis and would send word when he knew anything more.

Selina didn’t call before dropping by the Graysons’ any more than they did before
coming to the manor. She just showed up, one of them buzzed her in, and (on this
occasion) Dick hobbled to the door.
“What happened?” Selina asked when she saw him hopping miserably back to the
sofa.
“You should know. You were there,” he said casually. “Flagpole broke.”
“You said you only hurt your pride.”
“When a hot woman is driving a hot car, it’s all about pride,” he said. “Seriously, I
didn’t think it was anything bad at the time, but after a few more swings and landings,
I started to feel it. This morning I wake up, and it’s swollen like some kind of melon.”
“Ouch,” Selina winced.
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“Yeah, ‘ouch.’ Not much sympathy from the marital unit since I did it trying to
impress Catwoman.”
“You told her?”
“She tracks me, Selina. She knew it happened a block from Vault and connected the
dots. She even showed me the replay on her GPS. The little blip that’s me goes
kerplunk, and she laughs and says ‘Serves you right, Sillybird.’”
“You two have a very odd relationship,” Selina observed.
“Look who’s talking,” Dick laughed.
“Exactly. It’s not something I get to say very often: you two have a very odd
relationship.”
“Woof.”
“Woof.”
“So what can I do for you?” Dick grinned.
“I came to see Barbara, actually. I was hoping she could patch me through to Bruce.”
“Ah, well she’s out. She rushed in about an hour ago to pick up a message and then
raced right back out again. Something about getting back to the community center
before Injun Joe digs up the gold or… something like that. But I know B is off radio
right now. He sent a message one way, she couldn’t tell him about my ankle and that I
won’t be able to cover for him like he asked.”
“Fuck.”
“I’m thinking that’s not for my ankle.”
“No. I’m very sorry to hear about your ankle but I’ve got mice of my own to… um…
chase into their little… y’know.”
“Boy, it must be serious if you’re dropping the ball in the middle of a cat analogy.”
“Hm?”
“Hi,” Dick waved, and spoke in a too-eager voice reminiscent of his Robin days.
“I’m Nightwing, I’ll be your crimefighter this evening. Can I start you off with a
beverage?”
“Huh?”
“You seem really, really distracted, Selina. I thought maybe a joke was called for.”
“Oh.”
“But I can see now that you’re way past that. I should probably leave you to chase
the mouse into his little mousy place. It’s called a hole, by the way.”
“I’m sorry, Dick,” she laughed. “You’re right, I am a little distracted. But don’t
worry. It’s nothing I can’t handle myself.”

Bruce slid the blue crystal from its cradle in the Fortress of Solitude’s com station and
replaced the milky white one that originally resided there.
“Thanks for the use of the equipment,” he said brusquely.
He meant it to preempt Clark. He had seen the grin forming, reflected on the edge of
the com screen as he made that last video. It was the same grin Clark always had when
Bruce did anything ‘homey’ with respect to Selina.
“Calling the little woman to let her know you’ll be late for dinner?” Clark teased.
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“Submitting a log entry on the Mxyzptlk affair while the details were fresh in my
mind,” Bruce answered in Batman’s firmest the-subject-is-closed tone. “And making
arrangements for Nightwing and Robin to cover my absence.”
“And telling Alfred to tell Selina not to worry. Takes one to know one, Bruce, I do it
all the time with Lois.”
He grunted.
“Let’s have a look at that list of private islands where Morrow could be holed up.”

Not being a student of criminal psychology, Catwoman could only wonder if there
was any significance to the rendezvous point. She looked down from the roof of the
41st Street Post Office at the front of the Exeter Club where the note specified. She
decided it was probably just a convenient landmark. Then she saw the limo pull up, a
Hummer, just like Sly said, and it occurred to her that there might be another reason.
The front of the Exeter was one of those places a Hummer limo wouldn’t excite
comment.
She watched and waited, although she couldn’t have said what she was watching or
waiting for. The car just sat there, silent and still. Once it became clear that nothing
was going to happen until she made an appearance, she swung down to the street.
Immediately, the driver’s door opened and a uniformed chauffer got out. He was a
short man, almost womanish in build, a far cry from the bruiser/bodyguard drivers
that were becoming such a cliché.
The man didn’t speak, he merely opened the door for her. No one was inside, only
two telephones, a fax machine, and a bottle of champagne. The standard rent-a-ride
fare. She got in. She was in this for answers, and playing along was the only way to
get them.
The car took her to the downtown heliport. The waiting helicopter took her to an
airstrip outside Bludhaven. The waiting 727 began to taxi the moment she fastened her
seatbelt. When the plane reached a cruising altitude, the cabin door opened and she
saw her host face to face.
“I trust you won’t mind the precautions,” he said. It wasn’t a question or a token
apology, it was the declaration of a man used to being accommodated. “True privacy
is the most valuable commodity, Catwoman, and so few people will do what is
necessary to secure it.”
“Circling Gotham at 40,000 feet just to have a conversation seems a little much for a
mere ‘precaution,’ Lex. It’s what most people would call freakishly paranoid.”
Lex Luthor smiled.
“Most people are sheep,” he said. “You cannot expect sheep to value concepts such
as privacy or dignity any more than a fish can comprehend mathematics.”
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CHAPTER 3: MAY LOOK AT A KING
A chartered 727 circled wide around Gotham City, out to Bludhaven, up to a corner
of rural Connecticut and back again. Lex Luthor looked out the window with
satisfaction. The charter’s so-called amenities were far inferior to those on his personal
aircraft, but a sky without the Alien flying through it was the most important
appurtenance, one for which he would forego any trivial extras, such as his preferred
brand of bottled water. So he sipped an Evian as he looked out that window, and then
returned his attention to his guest.
It was too early to be pleased with his prospective ally, but he was willing to allow
that, thus far, he was not displeased. She had refused any refreshment, displaying a
sensible mistrust, but she had not been obvious about it like so many costumed types.
He studied her for several minutes more. Luthor was always intrigued by the way a
subject reacted to silence. The crazy ones were compelled to fill it, forcing their
personality on you in all its inanity, along with the cognitive waste they considered
their thoughts and opinions. Often, there was manic laughter to be endured as well.
None of it inspired much confidence in the proposed alliance. But this creature… like
an actual cat, she seemed perfectly at ease, content to sit and wait. Or was she doing
quite as much studying as he was? She certainly didn’t shrink from meeting his eye.
Luthor was always reluctant to humor these costumed lunatics and their ludicrous
“themes,” but he could not help but recall the adage “a cat may look at a king.”
“You’re an interesting creature,” he said at last. “For one of those who wears—well,
why be circumspect—who wears a mask and the costume of a professional wrestler,
one hears that you are remarkably sane.”
Catwoman’s lips curled slightly. Not a threatening smile, but hardly a warm one.
“And for one who wears a tie and the costume of an undertaker, one hears you’re
remarkably rude, Lex.”
“Touché. My point was merely that I believe one can make a deal with you,
Catwoman, and expect you to hold up your end. Not decide at the critical hour to go
on a murderous rampage in a jam factory instead.”
“Not unless the jam starts it,” she said brightly. “Seriously, Lex, may I remind you
that we have done business before and I was not the one who failed to hold up my end
of the bargain?”
It was Luthor’s turn to smile. He did enjoy when a negotiation went according to
plan. Catwoman might wear a preposterous outfit, but her thinking was rational and
therefore predictable. If one could overlook the cat ears, it was quite like negotiating
any other business deal.
“You refer to my declining to pay you for the Lex-Wing job,” he said
magnanimously. “I recall the incident, of course. I also recall that you got paid all the
same. You had the resourcefulness to get your money. In my view, that means you are
entitled to it.”
“Survival of the fittest.”
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“Enrichment of the fittest, Catwoman. Mere survival is for wage slaves and spotted
owls.”
Catwoman burst out laughing.
“It must’ve been hell for you being president, Lex. ‘Wage slaves and spotted owls?’
This is what built up all those years having to pretend you care?”
“How astute.”
He said it with a self-deprecating nod, as if disarmed by her candor. But behind the
charming smile, Lex Luthor’s wheels turned. She had been studying him the whole
time he was studying her. She didn’t look passively either, she saw. And she wasn’t
timid using what she saw. She was quite right, of course. Achieving power in a
democracy demanded a polite pretense that inferiors were not, in fact, inferior. It
drained him. It exhausted his patience with the pretense itself and with the sniveling
mediocrities for whom he’d had to conceal his contempt. And Catwoman gleaned this
from a few minutes of unguarded chitchat. He himself would not have wasted such an
insight on amusing conversation; he would have filed it away for later use.
But squandering the insight was a minor flaw, one that did not detract (much) from a
mind capable of making the observation in the first place. Yes, Lex Luthor thought,
sipping his Evian as the chartered 727 veered lazily out to Bludhaven again, if
Catwoman continued as she had begun, it was likely he would be very pleased indeed.

Leland Bartholomew finished the paperwork on the late Roland Jaer, stifling the last
pangs of a guilty conscience as he saw the dead man’s next of kin listed on Jaer’s
admittance form. He returned his attention to the files of a patient who was not
beyond help: Harlene Quinzel, for example, once an Arkham doctor just like he was, or
even a patient like…
The D.A. It was the Gotham District Attorney’s office listed as Roland Jaer’s “next of
kin.” That was because Patient Jaer had killed his own family, every one of them, his
wife, father-in-law, and both children. Then the scandalous “not guilty by reason of
mental defect” had removed him to Arkham “until judged sane enough to rejoin
society” instead of to Blackgate Prison to serve out the four life sentences he deserved.
The D.A. was humiliated by the verdict, the police and public were outraged… but no
one was quite as outraged as Bartholomew himself.
He really had to put these awful thoughts behind him and focus on his other
patients…
Jaer really was insane, that’s what tormented Bartholomew more than it did any
crusading prosecutor or victims’ advocy group. He knew. He had treated the
murdering psychopath for four years and he knew. Jaer thought he had beaten the
system, of course, that was obvious from their first session. In the sense that he knew
right from wrong, he was correct. He was not legally insane; he knew what he did was
wrong, before, during, and after the act. But he also had a myriad of mental disorders
from paranoia to delusional egomania, and he most definitely belonged in the asylum.
The thought that tormented Leland Bartholomew was that Jaer was making progress.
In another six or seven years, he could certainly reweave the man’s perceptions back
into accord with reality. And then what? He’d have to be released. Ten years for four
murders? What kind of justice was that?
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Bartholomew was a doctor. He couldn’t NOT try to heal a patient. And if he did
succeed in healing him, he couldn’t simply PRETEND he hadn’t just to keep the man
locked away. The thought had tormented him, with growing intensity, since Jaer’s
eighth session when Bartholomew realized the question of release might one day rear
its ugly…
Harleen Quinzel. Since the breakthrough about the cliff diving, there was real
reason to hope there. Patient Isley’s situation was also much improved by the recent
developments…
The man’s next of kin was the District Attorney, for God’s sake. There was really no
point in dwelling on it. The fact was, Jaer was the author of his own fate. “Not guilty
by reason of mental defect.” That was his choice.
No one else had acted deliberately. The man’s name was Jaer. It was the
bureaucracy by which the asylum was run since Josiah Arkham’s day. Roland Jaer
thought he’d beat the system, but the fact was, for a man named Jaer the criminal wing
of Arkham Asylum wasn’t the safest place to be for any substantial length of time. The
proximity of Patient J, just one cell over, was bound to catch up with him sooner or
later.
No one knew exactly what Jaer had said or failed to say, but the bloody slaughter
that followed—this is where Bartholomew had difficulty facing the situation without
taking refuge in the denials or rationalizations he encountered in so many of his
patients—the bloody slaughter that followed was a blessing. It removed the nagging
dilemma of Roland Jaer from Bartholomew’s life, and it demanded Joker’s immediate
and extended isolation from all other inmates, even in the high-security annex of the
criminal wing. That boded well for Patient Quinzel, for Patient Isley, for Patient Jones,
even for Patients Watney and Cumanez. It was a blessing for everyone except the late
Roland Jaer.
Try as Bartholomew might, he couldn’t keep his mind from the awful truth. As often
as he tried to put it aside and concentrate on his work, it crept back into his thoughts
like some awful spider. His patient was dead, and he was absolutely delighted. What
on earth was he going to do?

“I trust you detest the Justice League as much as I do.”
At last. It took an hour to get there. An hour Lex Luthor once would have described
as “social pleasantries.” But now, in his zero-tolerance-for-polite-pretense state of
mind, he would call it what it was: a tiresome but vital sizing up of an unknown,
possibly unstable personality before proceeding into dangerous waters. Catwoman, on
the other hand, looked on it as the most annoying form of inter-villain contact: cat and
mouse minus the mouse. There was nothing she found more trying than two
predators circling in this way, as if the other didn’t know that trick—and that one—and
that one too. Superman would have just called it “Luthor being Luthor.”
“I trust you detest the Justice League as much as I do.”
Selina was quite prepared to lie to get into Luthor’s confidence. She was a little
piqued that she didn’t really have to.
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“I don’t think anybody detests them as much as you do, Lex. But you’re on safe
ground with the assumption that, if a demon from hell was privy to my thoughts about
them, he’d be tickled pink—or, at least, somewhere in the warm earth tones.”
“Y-yes,” Luthor said, placing a mental asterisk next to his ‘sane for a costume’
assessment. “Well then, you’ll agree that Superman and Batman are the League’s core.
To destroy them would make the fall of the whole a foregone conclusion.”
“I haven’t made a study of it,” Selina said flatly.
“You should. If you hate them, a dispassionate study of how to destroy them is
essential. Removing The Bat and The Alien would obliterate the League’s leadership
mechanism and demoralize all those who survive.”
Catwoman laughed—not manically, which was the usual response when he laid out
a plan to decimate the Justice League—but more… more… genuinely and rather
condescendingly amused.
“Oh come on, Mr. President. I’m not saying the ‘world’s finest’ aren’t central to the
League, but you don’t think it’s rather telling that you zero in on the two heroes that
took down your administration?”
“My dear good woman, you don’t believe that ludicrous story the newspapers put
forth, do you?”
“That you flew out of the Oval Office in a space suit that looked like a Tylenol
capsule decked out for Mardi Gras? That you were buzzing DuPont Circle, hopped up
on Venom and challenging Batman to a fistfight? No. No, I don’t believe that one, Lex,
but I have tangled with Batman and Superman enough to know there’s a grain of truth
in that particular tall tale.”
“A… Tylenol… Mardi… Excuse me?”
“Look, I’ve seen enough of you to know you’re no quitter, Lex. You’re not a ‘live to
fight another day’ kind of guy. You’re ‘if I’m going down, by God I’m taking you
bastards with me. See you in hell.’ It would take the force of God’s own thunder to get
you to give up a fight. And that—if you’ll forgive the Gotham knows Gotham
presumption—is Batman.”
Lex Luthor took a deep breath. The negotiation was no longer proceeding according
to his outline, and this, this woman was not adhering to his behavior models for either
costumed lunatics or rational businessmen. She was… she had just… she was quite
infuriating…ly… not wrong.
“IF I have any personal motives,” he conceded coolly, “they are incidental to the
overall goal: a world without a Justice League. You may, of course, believe that or not
as you wish, as long as you are agreeable to the proposed partnership.”
“Partnership!?”
It was lucky Selina had refused a drink or she would have certainly done a spittake.
“Of course. A Gotham-Metropolis alliance, if you will. Our adversaries find it
effective. How much more would we, unhampered with their doughy-headed ideas.”
It was Catwoman’s turn to take a deep breath. To Luthor’s eye, she looked surprised
but impressed. Back on the outline and behavior model he hoped for: no manic
laughter, and the air of one who accidentally drew an inside straight.
“I’ll have to think about it,” she said thoughtfully.
“The formula by which women are compelled to answer a proposal of any kind.
Unfortunately, Catwoman, I must insist on a definite answer, in principle, before we
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proceed to specifics. Given the trouble I went through to arrange this meeting, it is the
least I can demand.”
“Yes, the Hummer, the helicopter and this plane are all very impressive, Lex, I bow
to your feat of conspicuous consumption. Nevertheless—”
“I was not referring to mere money, Catwoman, but to the removal of that pesky Bat
problem. Surely you are aware he left your borders immediately after making such a
distasteful exhibition of himself in your nightclub. A ‘yellow rose,’ if you will, to begin
our association on the right footing.”
“I don’t require any help handling Batman.”
“I know. I have observed how efficiently your agents are able to focus his attention
to this part of town or, more importantly, away from that one. And, of course, your
assault on the LexCorp Tower to obtain the X27 plans did require you to take on both
Batman and Superman single-handed. This is precisely the skillset I require.”
“Go on.”
“That is an agreement?”
“No, Lex. I read a document before I sign it. You want me in on your little scheme, it
takes more than flattery. I need to know exactly what I’m buying in to.”
That, of course, was the downside of dealing with rational business people rather
than obsessed wackos. They did tend to ask reasonable questions and make reasonable
demands that it was hard to refuse without appearing unreasonable.
“Very well, I can tell you this much, Catwoman, and then I really must demand an
absolute and unambiguous accordance before any specifics are revealed. As you have
observed, I am not one to simply ‘give up’ and I am not inclined to reveal even this
much of my plan without a quid-pro-quo. I tender this much of the scheme on credit,
not as a gift.”
“Alright,” Catwoman agreed. There is a principle among cats: it is permissible to let
the other party think they’ve won so long as you get to nap in the chair you wanted.
Luthor’s pride demanded quid-pro-quo, credit and not a gift, and all that jazz. It cost
her nothing to nod rather than argue, and it got her the chair she wanted.
“There are three items in Gotham that I need to obtain,” Luthor announced smugly.
“Three sets of plans in the hands of three separate businesses. There should be no
evidence at all that any thefts have taken place, but because man is an imperfect
creature and the best laid plans can go wrong, all the items must be acquired at once.
That way, if one of the thefts is discovered, the other locations have no opportunity to
tighten their security.”
“Child’s play. I’ve done four in a single night, including an underwater delivery.”
“Yes. Sub Diego, I rather suspected that was you. Ruined a golden opportunity for
my administration to assert some control down there… In any case, this job would be
similar only in that it involves three swift, invisible strikes in a single night. I would
draw Batman out of Gotham as I did tonight, and keep both him and Superman fully
occupied in Metropolis. You would have no opposition worthy of the name.”
“Cops and sidekicks don’t impress me either. Go on.”
“Once you have turned over what you’ve taken, it may take me several weeks to
formulate the next step. Then, when I am ready to strike, you will reciprocate, keeping
Batman and Superman occupied in Gotham while I take action elsewhere.”
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“Simple enough.”
“Occupied, Catwoman, that is all. You are not, I think, one of these psychopathic
miscreants that would decide in the heat of the moment to terminate them
prematurely. ‘Since they’re in the Pit of Despair anyway.’”
“Nope. Not my thing. I don’t even own a Pit of Despair.”
“Good. It is my wish that they live to see defeat. The fall of their League, the fall of
their comrades, the destruction of all they have fought for.”
“Well, as long as it’s not personal,” Catwoman muttered.

Harley thought it was the meanest nastiest horriblocity those horrible nasty meanies
ever came up with. Taking her Mistah J away just for killing some dumb nobody that
never even cracked a smile. And right when their little game was getting good! First
Mistah J’s mummy gag and then her daring to disobey him, the slick little detail about
the cliff diving, it was going to be a laugh riot when they finally revealed the joke.
“Fool you once, shame on us, Barty old man. But fool you twice, shame on… rice.”
Okay, well, neither one of them had come up with the final zinger yet, but there was
plenty of time for that. Harley had enough training in therapeutic dialogue to know
not to rush it. Bartholomew would only believe he was getting to a breakthrough if he
saw hints, very subtle hints, only beginning to form a pattern over several laborious
sessions. He had to put it together for himself, and then HAHAHAHAAAAA! Oh
how she longed to hear Mistah J’s triumphant HAHAHAHAHAAAAAAA when they
showed old Barty that he’d been had a second time.
Mistah J thought of it as a simple prank. That was how Harley pitched it to him; that
was the kind of thing that appealed to him. But for her, it was more than that. For her,
the idea that there was something WRONG with her lovin her Mistah J, that being
devoted to her Puddin’ was a problem that somehow needed to be fixed, that notion
had to be punished. She knew just how to do it too. She was Dr. Harleen Quinzel, she
knew how to get them where they lived. Heartless headshrinking freaks.
Only thing was, now they’d taken her Puddin’ away. She didn’t really need him now
for the plan. There was nothing for him to do after the mummy, not until the final
HAHAs, but she still missed him.
Oh, they were going to pay for this, every last one of them. She would make them
pay.

This time it was Catwoman approaching the Graysons’ co-op, not Selina Kyle. She
approached from the 20th floor and knocked on the window instead of entering at street
level and buzzing the intercom, but the result was the same: Dick hobbling painfully to
admit her, and then hopping ignominiously back to his chair.
“Still swollen?” she asked.
“I think it’s fine,” Dick said petulantly. “But Barbara made me see Dr. Leslie this
afternoon before I tried going out as Nightwing. She said the damage from the
flagpole landing was nothing. It was working through the night afterwards that really
messed me up. So if I go back too soon, chances are six hours in the field could cost me
six more weeks in the easy chair. I’m not gonna risk that, even with Bruce out of the
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picture. If anything big happens, then okay, Nightwing will be there. But with Crane’s
release pushed back again and no riddles on deck, it looks like you’re the biggest threat
right now.”
“Thanks. I think.”
“You here to see Babs?” Dick asked, taking their cat Bytes into his lap and scratching
behind her ears.
“Yeah. Situation has changed, I need to contact Bruce—by any means necessary.”
“That sounds dramatic,” Dick grinned. “Guess you’re the biggest threat after all.
She’s in the den. Likes to see as little of me and Bytes as possible when Oracle is on the
‘Com so she moved her workstation for the duration. You can go on back though. It’s
late enough that it’s probably just Batgirl out there now.”
“Thanks,” Selina said absently, rummaging in the compartment where she kept her
lock picks. “Here we go,” she said at last, pulling out a thimble-size beanbag and
tossing it to Dick. “Something for Bytes. Don’t let her have it all at once.”

“So I told Puddin’ that it wasn’t the height of the cliff or the sudden aquatic stop at
the bottom. It was the fish. I have it on good authority that there were fishies in that
water, and they probably wouldn’t like being bombed from way up high by little old
me. You don’t want to screw around with mad fish, Doc. Doc? Doc, ya in there?”
Harley had embellished her cliff diving adventures much more than she originally
planned. It seemed the only way to hold her audience’s attention. But finally, even the
lure of Freudian meta-symbolism with respect to water joined with the ICK-SLIMYICK factor of mad fish was insufficient. Bartholomew kept gazing out the window,
resorting to the monotonous flow of “uhuhs” “mhms” and “oh reallys” that Harley
employed herself when she was sitting in that chair and a dull old patient that wasn’t
Mistah J was going on and on about his dumb old childhood.
“Doc, I know you’re not listening,” she said angrily.
“Mhm. And how does that make you feel?” Bartholomew asked mechanically.
“Like it’s time for a HAHAHAHAAA-SMACK of a JokerFish right across your smug
kisser.”
“Uhuh.”
“DOC!”
“WHAT!?” Bartholomew jumped.
Harley had jumped up from the couch, and was now twirling her arms in wide
circles until finally pointing back to her own face.
“Eyes on the harlequin,” she said.
“I’m sorry, Harleen, I’m afraid my mind drifted. Our time is nearly up anyway, only
ten minutes to go. What say we call it a day, and I’ll give you an extra fifteen minutes
next time.”
Harley considered this. She took a deep, thoughtful breath… and then jutted out her
tongue to produce the longest sustained raspberry in the history of Arkham Asylum.
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“Hey, just who I need to see,” Barbara cried when Catwoman came in. “Could you
take Cassie to the museum next week? Pretend it’s an educational thing, Egyptian
gods and Roman temple, you know the sort of stuff. And while you’re there, casually
show her the hiding places and secret ways in.”
“Sure, I can. But why are we being cagey about it?”
“She thinks her assassin’s training taught her all there is to know about stealth and
infiltration. She’s obviously wrong: Catman’s been leading her on quite a dance all
night.”
“Blake?!”
“Yes! And I don’t like any Batgirl being made a fool of that way.”
Selina chuckled.
“Oh come on, you had fun that night. It was a rainy, miserable, gray, foggy, icky wet
night and you would have been bored out of your mind if it wasn’t for my little game
of—”
“Cat and flying mouse? I’d forgotten about that. No, it was not fun. The panther at
the zoo was definitely not fun.”
“I was watching. I wouldn’t have let him hurt you.”
“It still wasn’t fun.”
“You still have the stuffed one from the gift shop, Barbara, I’ve seen it on your
bookshelf. Why did you keep it if you didn’t have fun?”
“Humility. Remind myself not to get cocky again.”
“Pfft, that’s Bruce talking. Speaking of, that’s why I’m here. You’ve got to have
some emergency channel to reach him, don’t you?”
Barbara turned away from her workstation, teasing mode abandoned, and studied
Catwoman carefully.
“Sounds serious.”
“Yeah,” Selina nodded.
“Wait here.”
Barbara left, and Selina studied the fascinating images layered on the Oracle
viewscreens. The floorplan of the Gotham Museum’s Egyptian wing she recognized at
once. The blip of Batgirl’s tracking signal on a city map superimposed over it, that took
longer to figure out. Just what the orange gridlines were meant to represent she never
did find out. Barbara returned with a small snail-shaped device of gold and white
metal, embossed with the JLA emblem.
“Great.”
Selina puckered, looking at the device exactly the way Batman examined a box
covered in question marks.
Barbara showed her how to open it and unlock a relay channel to Batman. Selina
then fastened the device to her ear—or she tried to. As if the communicator knew her
distaste and wanted to punish it, it kept pulling strands of her hair as she tried to loop
it over the back of her ear. It refused to rest securely while still pointing the directional
mic at her mouth. In the end, she had to take off her mask completely and hold the
device in place.
“Batman, are you there? Pick up,” she said, as if she’d reached the answering
machine of a friend screening their calls.
..::Batman, 10-6,::.. came the familiar gravel.
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“Ten six?” Selina mouthed.
“He’s busy, stand by,” Barbara translated.
Seconds passed, and Selina thought through what she would say. She regarded
using a JLA Communicator the same way Bruce might view borrowing Eddie’s cell
phone: the situation demanded it and there was nothing else to be done, but that was
no reason to give it more information than necessary.
..:: 10-65, Oracle, what’s the SitRep?::..
Selina rolled her eyes.
“The ‘sitrep,’ Jackass, is that you can’t tell my voice from Oracle’s.”
..::Catwoman?::..
“No 10-code for that one, is there, Stud? Look, you need to come home. Right
now.”
..:: … ::…
“Home. Now,” she repeated. Then, straining to find some phrase that might at least
hint at her predicament, she added, “I found the Storm Opals.”
Four seconds of excruciating silence passed, and then
..:: I’ll be right there.::..

There wasn’t anything in the code of ethics to prohibit a doctor walking his patient
back to her cell instead of relying on the orderlies to provide a formal escort. Stopping
in the staff lounge for a cup of coffee together, that was more irregular. If Harleen
Quinzel had never been on the Arkham staff, it certainly never would have happened.
But Bartholomew had found himself talking to Harleen more and more like a colleague
as they walked along. When they reached the door to the lounge, it just seemed the
natural thing to do.
She was right, of course. It was selfish, lazy, and downright unprofessional to short
a patient 1/5 of a scheduled session because he “wasn’t in the mood,” so to speak. It
was his job, whether he felt like it or not. Harleen herself didn’t feel like it some days,
but did she have the choice of saying “Hey Doc, I don’t feel like talkin’ about my
childhood pet Ruffles today, let’s say play some scrabble instead?”
She was absolutely right. The fact that she expressed it first in the form of a
“raspberry” was a sad commentary on the social environment in which she found
herself. If one lives for years in Paris, one comes to express herself naturally and
spontaneously in French. If one lives for years among madmen, one adopts their
“native tongue” of delusional nonsense in just the same way. What Harleen needed
was more time with her peers.
Why, on that short walk through the corridors together, just look at how far she’d
come: from the uncouth raspberry to a kindly inquiry why he was so preoccupied
during their session. His first answers were guarded, of course. And just look how she
responded. Did she become churlish or argumentative? No indeed. She probed just
like any therapist would probe when a subject was withholding. She keyed in on a
word or turn of phrase, a look, a pause, or a fidget. It really warmed the heart to see
her pick up these tools of their trade with such a sure hand.
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Such progress should certainly be rewarded. Bartholomew began telling her some of
the history with Roland Jael and the reason he was so distracted today. He wished
Patient J was not involved in the story and, naturally, Bartholomew would not mention
him. Nevertheless, Harleen must be aware of Jaer’s fate and the role Joker had played
in it.
Perhaps that is what worked the miracle? Having an unavoidable reminder of
Joker’s homicidal mania placed before her when she was, however tentatively and
unconsciously, resuming her old role as a psychiatrist and healer, may have finally
reached that part of her mind Joker had so savagely damaged all those years ago.

It took only three minutes for Superman to fly Batman from a 23-acre private island
in Tonga back to the Fortress of Solitude. It took six minutes to get Krypto calmed
down enough so they could safely use the transporter.
Batman had always kept the cave transporters separate from the general circuit, so
direct transport was only possible between the Batcave and the Watchtower. He had to
go to the Watchtower first and then allow his body to rest for ten minutes before a
second transport to the cave. He spent the time pacing.
“You realize you wouldn’t have this problem if you’d set your system up like
everyone else’s,” Arthur said wryly.
Batman glared hatefully, and Arthur chuckled.
“Yeah, that’ll help,” he noted.

When Harleen Quinzel joined the Arkham staff, Dr. Bartholomew shared his
colleagues’ lukewarm opinion of her. She had acquired the necessary degrees, the
“union card” as it were, albeit from second-rate schools. She had the basic letters of
recommendation, albeit from the same faculty at those second-rate schools that didn’t
mind giving her advanced degrees. Everything about her seemed adequate, nothing
more. But then, jobs dealing with the most dangerous of Gotham lunatics were not
exactly in high demand. Arkham administrators, like the schools that accepted
Harleen to start with, would take what they could get.
Harleen’s ambition was obvious for anyone with eyes to see: she wanted experience
with the “colorful” inmates because they were famous, a shortcut to books that would
sell and a life of celebrity. In those few years she was gathering material, Arkham
would have an efficient worker, even if her motives weren’t exactly altruistic. But no
one, no one ever expected more from her. Efficient, adequate, a nice girl, this is how
Harleen’s coworkers described her. She was never considered a brilliant psychiatrist
with a shrewd insight into the human psyche, she was just Harleen, that new blonde in
Jake McCreedy’s old office.
That’s why Bartholomew was so astonished as he began talking to her. Harleen was
a really gifted listener. She was disarming, perceptive, and non-judgmental. She
didn’t fall back on the clichés of Socratic dialogue, the “what do you think that means”
“how do you feel about that” and “does that remind you of anything we’ve talked
about before?” Instead, her reactions were… well, surprising. She didn’t maintain the
detachment a psychiatrist should, but she could get you to laugh at yourself, and that
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really was a marvelous route to self-discovery. If one could put aside the selfimportant posturing and admit one’s own laughable follies, really, all things were
possible.
But while one clung to those poses that really fooled no one but oneself, one was apt
to…
Leland Bartholomew laughed at himself, long and loud. “When one keeps on calling
oneself ‘oneself,’ one tends to sound like a putz, and why is anybody going to take
advice from any old putz that decides to open his mouth and start yapping?” he
quoted from Harleen’s earlier barb. “I, on the other hand, am ‘getting it on’ with
Raven, a ‘bird’ who ‘none of those Iceberg loons could even get her phone number’—
although surely the colorful Rogue nomenclature should not cancel out proper
grammar and it would be more correct to say she was a bird whose phone number
none of the Iceberg loons was able to obtain.

After eight minutes of forced conversation, Aquaman conceded that living on the
ocean floor did afford a certain built-in protection from surface intruders and he really
didn’t have the security concerns that other Leaguers might with respect to the
transporters. The water pressure alone, at several tons per inch outside the city domes,
would deter any would-be intruder that gained access to a Justice League transporter.
After eight minutes of forced conversation, Bruce concluded that his body had
enough time to recover from the first transport and he readjusted the coordinates for
the manor cave. Selina was waiting, right there at the transport pad, with a pitcher of
martinis and two glasses.
“One night only, reprising my role as the owl cave slave girl,” she said without a hint
of a smile. “Trust me, you’ll want a drink when you’ve heard this. I know I do.”
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CHAPTER 4: PLANS
It was a beautiful day to be outdoors. For Selina, there was no better place in
Gotham on a day like this than the roof of the Gotham Museum of Art. The little snack
cart was unpretentious, the food was tasty, and the view upstaged the sculptures that
the museum displayed there to justify the use of the space. This time of year, there
weren’t many tourists. The wind was just brisk enough to discourage them from
staying long, but to those accustomed to rooftops, it was a perfect day. Selina bought
Cassie a churro and went to join her on the hard little bench the girl had selected to
look out over Robinson Park and the city beyond.
“Thank you,” Cassie said quietly, taking the churro. “I in trouble?”
“Why do you think that?” Selina asked.
Cassie didn’t need to look around to make sure they were alone. She had analyzed
the space as soon as she sat down, and continued to monitor it for any change that
might pose a threat or introduce the possibility of being overheard.
“Last time. Was here. Not do good.”
Selina smiled kindly.
“Catman. Yes, I did hear about that. Cassie, Barbara is… a crimefighter at heart, and
she’s a cop’s daughter, and she’s married to a cop. None of that adds up to subtle. If
she had her way, we’d be downstairs right now in the galleries where it happened,
pretending to talk about the differences between Bast and Sekhmet. I, on the other
hand, am a cat. Cats are nothing if not subtle.”
“Found that out hard way,” Cassie pouted.
“Let me guess: He laid a trail for you to follow. You thought you’d found a clue, and
you were proud of yourself for being clever. You followed it thinking you’d surprise
him, and wound up right where he wanted you to be each time?”
Cassie nodded.
“You’re not the first. Cat-to-bat, Cassie, this goes no further. Barbara herself was led
on just such a cat-and-flying-mouse chase: uptown, downtown and all around the
Gotham Zoo, right into a close encounter with a live panther in their gift shop. She’s a
better woman for it, too. Some things you only learn when you’re looking into the eyes
of a hungry panther or—”
“Shh,” Cassie hissed, putting her hand on Selina’s arm. “No more talk. He hear.”
Selina glanced around, wondering how anyone could have approached that she
didn’t notice. She saw no one on the roof except the cashier at the snack cart, far out of
earshot. She turned back to Cassie quizzically, and Cassie just nodded very slightly at
the horizon. Selina followed her eyes… and saw a few dots of red fluttering in the
distance.
“See what I mean? Not subtle,” she said coolly.
Then she turned towards the dancing bits of color on the horizon and spoke softly
into the wind as she’d seen Bruce do on occasion.
“Spitcurl, the red really is eye-catching when you’re hovering like that. You never
thought of something more discreet, like maybe a sexy, scalloped black?”
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The red cape continued to flutter in the wind, and Selina went on.
“Look, I get it. I’m being followed. Metropolis’s Flying Finest is keeping an eye on
me. But we’re having a private conversation here, and the possibility of your listening
in doesn’t help.”
For a moment, nothing happened. Then the dots of red got larger. Cassie put her
hands angrily on her hips.
“Coming closer. Thinks that prove he not listening. You right. Crime-fight not
subtle.”
Cassie stood and headed back towards the elevator that brought them up to the
roof. Selina gave the horizon a final, angry glare before following.
“I thought you were the one that knew about teenage girls,” she hissed.

Metropolis Mercantile Bank, Commerce Bank of Metropolis, and First Metro
Security. At one time, all three were a part of the LexCorp empire. Lex Luthor would
never trouble himself with the day-to-day operations, naturally, but he would certainly
never permit a bank he owned to issue loans to persons that went bankrupt a dozen
times before.
He had tried to take down the Justice League before. He had failed.
More than once. More than twice. More than he would permit any underling or ally
to fail and still be granted another try. Always his campaigns ended in failure.
Attempting another had required a fearless look back at those previous efforts and an
unflinching analysis of what had gone wrong.
Thankfully, Luthor had had nothing but time for such a look back for several months
now. He’d known men and women, in corporate, political, and villain circles alike,
who had destroyed their careers by adhering to this idea that they were right—no
matter how much evidence to the contrary was piled at their feet. Their plan, their
way, was always right. It must be so, and anyone who said otherwise would be flung
into the Pit of Despair, in villain circles. In corporate ones, they were transferred to
Minnesota just in time for the winter, a practice Luthor considered far more sadistic
than the Pit of Despair.
But Lex Luthor was a bigger man than that; Lex Luthor understood the meaning
behind the old adage about history. Instead of dooming himself to repeat the failures
of the past, he would learn from those mistakes, build on them. He would know
exactly where he had gone wrong in his previous attempts and correct those missteps
so that this time, he would get it right. This time, he would not fall into those same
traps again.
This time, he would succeed.

The first night Tom Blake came to Vault, he could barely choke out the password.
“Catwoman gave me the combination,” that was the price to gain admittance to the
hub of the underworld: his manhood, his dignity, his self-respect. “Catwoman gave
me the combination.” He was not going to do it. He simply was not.
But then… there is a maxim that biological needs must be met before social ones,
social before esteem, and so on. The man who has no oxygen doesn’t worry if he has no
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friends. Catman’s JOB depended on ready access to his peers among Gotham
criminals. He needed to fence his goods or he wouldn’t eat. He needed to maintain
visibility between heists or he could fall into that abyss of has-beens who had a good
year once and then vanished into oblivion. So he sucked it up, he uttered the dreaded
words, and he spent the next hour wallowing in defeat. The next night was the same…
but he only wallowed for forty minutes. The next night, it was thirty. And the next, it
didn’t sting quite as badly walking in the door. After ten or fifteen minutes, he shook it
off completely.
Yes, he’d had to let Catwoman ‘win,’ in a sense, but now that he’d swallowed the
bitter pill, it didn’t really hurt as much as he expected. He started to enjoy the feline
surroundings. The flea-bitten she-cat did have the good taste to put up pictures of
leopards and cheetahs. And the furnishings were much more to his taste than the
Iceberg’s.
It’s not like he had to see her or talk to her, after all. Not like he had to sit down at
her table and drink with her…
“Mr. Blake, Catwoman would like to see you in the VIP room ASAP.”
Catman looked up at Peahen with the stunned horror of a condemned man long
forgotten in a crowded dungeon. Suddenly hearing his name called out, what could it
mean? Time to rise and be led to the gallows?
“The who would what?” Blake asked savagely.
“Catwoman. Wants you up in the VIP room. She says you’re the only man for the
job she’s got.”
Beneath his mask, outrage and curiosity fought for dominance on Tom Blake’s
brow. True to his feline nature, curiosity won out. He followed Peahen up to the VIP
room, past Raven’s podium, and back to Catwoman’s table along the back wall. An
empty chair sat across from her. In front of it, a glass of his preferred rye and soda.
Catman sat, touched the rim of the glass as if it contained hemlock, and then turned
an equally suspicious eye on the woman herself.
“Well?” he asked belligerently.
“Recognize this?” Catwoman said, sliding a photo across the table.
He studied the picture. It was a very expensive-looking bracelet.
“It’s green,” he said simply.
“Men,” Catwoman muttered, closing her eyes and shaking her head. “Well, at least
we know you’re not color blind. It’s Russian. A gift from Prince Feliks to Princess
Zinaida on their 20th wedding anniversary, or something like that. Emerald enamel
leaves, 24-karat gold, and seed pearl centers. Worth maybe a quarter of a million.”
“Nice. What’s it have to do with cats?”
“It’s in the Gotham Museum of Art on the other side of the wall from the Egyptian
gallery with the big gold Sekhmet, where you were playing cat and mouse with Batgirl
last night. Since you obviously know your way around there, you could go in and get
it tonight. Everybody else needs a few days to stake it out, map out the space and the
alarm systems, time the guards’ patrols, and make a plan.”
“Rush order?” Catman asked.
“Something like that. Hammer and Sickle want it for a prop in a larger enterprise.”
“Why can’t you take it yourself?”
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“Because there’s a limit to the number of places I can be at one time, Blake, and I
have other plans tonight.”

The plans themselves were not flawed. Lex Luthor had been brutal in his assessment
of his own stratagems and, where he was at fault, he was prepared to admit it. He had
made mistakes, certainly. He did not shrink from that reality. But those mistakes were
not in the planning.
The plans themselves were sound. It was in the execution where he faltered, more
often than not because he entrusted a vital function to persons who were not reliable.
Whether it was someone like Ra’s al Ghul or his old associates in the Injustice Gang or
Secret Society, there was always someone pursuing their own agenda, either as an
individual bid for power or following some psychopathic whim. That would not occur
this time.
T. O. Morrow had been much more receptive to the appeal than Catwoman had. He
agreed instantly to provide the Superman robot and to unleash it on Metropolis on
command. Catwoman, despite virtually the same flattering testimonial about her
expertise and sanity making her an ideal candidate for Luthor’s operation, wanted time
to think it over. This, Luthor imagined, was a function of her life experience and not a
flaw in his delivery. She didn’t respond to his appeal with instant agreement the way
Morrow did because she was used to compliments. Women with a pleasing
appearance generally were, whereas T. O. Morrow, one supposed, never heard a
flattering word from anyone who wasn’t trying to sell him something.

Catman left Vault exuding equal parts satisfaction and revulsion, the kind of
contradiction only a true cat can pull off. A few hours later, he returned with the
coveted bracelet… and a second shadow.
The shadow didn’t follow him inside the nightclub. Instead, it went around to the
fire escape on the far side of the building and entered through the room that had once
been Harvey Dent’s kitchen. It bypassed the bar and went into the great empty
chamber that had once been the theatre itself. From there, it swung through the cover
of blacker shadows until it reached the balcony, where it climbed silently over the edge
into the VIP room.
It stalked up to Catwoman’s table, tapped an orange and yellow-caped shoulder
rhythmically, and, as Catman turned—Batgirl punched him fiercely in the nose.
Two Ghost Dragons sprung to their feet at the sudden excitement, but they sat back
down as soon as Catwoman’s attack leopard roared. Catwoman herself merely
shrugged, like it was a cost of doing business, while Batgirl twisted Tom Blake’s arm
around his back and forced his face down over the table, until his fist opened and the
bracelet dropped to the floor. She let him fall back into his chair, while the leopard—
which was now two leopards—closed in on her from both sides. She looked fiercely
from Catwoman to the closest leopard to the other leopard and back to Catwoman.
“Bring her to the poker room,” Catwoman ordered.
The leopards nudged her several times with their noses until the girl finally moved,
walking with dignity through the tables to the door, then down the short hallway and
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into a small room. The leopards left her there and, a few minutes later, Catwoman
entered.
“Blake was finally good for something,” she smiled, locking the door. “This room is
completely eavesdrop-proof, even Superman can’t listen in. So finally, we can have
our talk in peace.”

So the plans were never flawed. The personnel, this time, were intelligent, capable,
and resourceful enough to do exactly what was required without the extra “Must-KillBat” baggage. That left the Alpha-Omega, the great goal at the end of his journey and
the driving force propelling him towards it.
Obliteration of the demigod tyranny was no longer an end in itself. He still wanted
to liberate mankind from the super lie, still wanted to establish the Humanist State
once and for all, where Man would be his own savior, where Innovation was the means
by which he would triumph over any adversity. In the words of the one ad campaign
he would never run, but whose author he promoted all the same: YOUR CHILDREN
DESERVE TO BE SAVED BY RESCUE SQUADS WEARING LEXCORP JETPACKS.
It was still a dream, yes, but it was no longer the only dream. It was now the means
to a greater purpose: revenge on The Bat and The Alien. He would avenge his
shattered presidency, and, at the same time, liberate mankind from the superpowered
menace and preempt future opposition in his endeavors.
That is what brought him back from oblivion. That was a dream worth living for.

Catwoman’s new lair was close enough to Vault that she could have come and gone
over rooftops instead of taking her Catmobile. But since the whole point of hanging
out at Vault was to be conspicuous, she used the car. It was a flashy way to announce:
“the Cat has left the building,” “the Cat is on the move,” and “the Cat is now at this
location.”
Reaching the lair, she removed her glove, let the scanner read her fingerprint, and
went inside… to find Superman sitting on her couch.
“Thank you for not having k-metal lasers or lead-lined walls,” he said mildly.
“Don’t take this the wrong way, Spitcurl, but yours isn’t the cape I want to see on
that couch waiting for me after a long night of Bad Kitty.”
She made a clawing motion, Clark blushed, and Selina was satisfied. She removed
her remaining glove and cowl.
“It won’t be long now,” he assured her. “We located the island Morrow was using.
There’s no question he made the bot there. Bruce will be back as soon as he finishes
up. Tomorrow afternoon at the latest.”
“And in the meantime, he’s got you checking up on me every few hours.”
“It’s easier for me to zip back and forth.”
“That’s not what I meant. I’m a big girl. I don’t need ‘checked on,’ I don’t need
protecting, and I don’t need a guardian angel in a cape to—”
“Neither of us is too happy that you went to meet Luthor alone,” Superman said
gravely.
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“I work alone, Clark. I always have. I’m not new at this, remember? I’ve been playing
this game for a very long time. I do my own thing, I do it very well, and I do it alone.”
“Well you’re stuck with company this time. Apart from everything else, I could
never look Bruce in the eye again if I let you go to Luthor a second time without
backup.”
“You do realize that you’re the one he’s paranoid about, right? You’re the one he’s
going to be prepared for, even though there’s no earthly reason for you to be in
Gotham.”
“I’ll keep a safe distance. I’ll stay above the atmosphere if I have to, but I am keeping
an eye on this meeting.”
“Overprotective jackass,” Selina grumbled.
Clark smiled. Bruce had told him that if Selina ever called him a jackass to his face, it
meant she’d accepted him into the pride.

Well, Morrow’s island was lost, that was inevitable. His robot had served its
purpose, and since the man himself was safely relocated to Bangkok well before the
heroes discovered his island workshop, there was nothing to tie Luthor to the episode.
His nemeses would remain ignorant of their true enemy until it was too late.
This time was different. Already it was different, already the choices he was making
were paying off. Morrow was reliable. He hadn’t remained on his island like some
crazed Bond villain, expecting to trap the heroes in a shark tank or some such
nonsense. He did was he was told, and when discovery was inevitable, he bugged
out. Granted, letting Morrow know that a generous allowance would be waiting to
build himself a new lab as soon as he vacated the island may have had something to do
with it, but such expenditures were necessary to keep skilled associates practicing their
skills on his behalf. If there was one thing that running two successful Presidential
campaigns had taught him, it was that thrift doesn’t pay. Money can be easily
replaced. Minimizing your personal exposure must be the priority.
Luthor checked his wristwatch. It was almost time, but he had a few minutes yet to
review the contingency timetables before Catwoman arrived. If only she could have
provided a reasonable estimate of her prep time at their last meeting, but she refused to
even guess without knowing the targets. It was the double-edged sword of sane allies
again. A typical villainous cohort would have thumped his chest and cried “two hours
tops, Lexie, and we’ll be dining on chilled Lanterns’ brains, tastefully served inside
their severed heads, with a side of Flash liver sautéed in a nice chianti.” While he
didn’t want that kind of irrational arrogance any more than irrational bloodlust, he
wouldn’t have said no to a guess. Even Alan Greenspan would offer an educated
guess when Luthor asked. But Catwoman? Nothing. Not a hint until she knew the
targets. Whether it was cool professionalism, willful stubbornness, or a sly attempt to
make him reveal the targets before he was ready, she was quite intractable. So there
was a question mark between his present position and acquiring the plans, and then
three tiers of question marks between seeing the plans and launching the ultimate
attack. He simply couldn’t know how he wanted to proceed until he saw exactly what
the plans were.
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He glanced at a map on the wall and furrowed his brow as his eye traced the
southern border of Bangkok.
It really was an unprecedented risk, sending out that SuperBot so soon. In earlier
days, he would not have dreamed of beginning an operation with four question marks
remaining on the timeline.
That was then. Now, he understood the genius of keeping the end game open-ended.
How many of his previous plans had been thwarted because one of his enemies—
usually that damnable Bat—had figured out the plan before it was finished? Granted, it
was usually one of his associates revealing too much, either out of fear or hubris, that
brought unwanted attention to his activities. He’d often forgotten that these associates
were not intelligent, trained businessmen like himself but overgrown children prone to
tantrums and self-delusions.
In those earlier days, there was so much effort involved in attempting to contain a
barrel of crazy; a third of his time constantly focused on prevention, a third on damage
control, and a third wrangling the likes of Joker or Felix Faust—just so his plan could
come to fruition! It left him precious little time or mental energy to adapt or improvise
as things went along.
But now… sane allies. It really was a luxury he’d denied himself too long.

Batman returned, as expected, while Catwoman was meeting with Luthor—and
while Superman watched from above. This time, the Hummer brought her to the
Gotham Yacht Club. A motor launch was waiting that sped her out to a chartered
yacht. “We’ve got to stop meeting like this,” she joked as she stepped on deck… and
that was the last thing Superman could hear.
..::It’s just like his office at LexCorp,::.. he reported over the comlink. ..::It’s like he walks
around inside a circle of auditory lead.::..
“As expected,” Batman graveled. “We’ll have to wait until she gets back.”
While they waited, he ran an update and diagnostic on the Gotham business
directories in preparation for the searches to come once they knew Luthor’s targets.
The one thing he was reasonably sure of was that they would not include WayneTech
or any other known Wayne Enterprises holdings. Catwoman was known to be Selina
Kyle, Selina was known to be living with Bruce Wayne. So Wayne companies were out
of the question, except for those few owned through so many shields and holding
companies that even Luthor couldn’t trace their connection to Bruce Wayne. Of those,
only one manufactured anything used by the Justice League. Try as he might, Bruce
couldn’t see any way that Luthor could use anything from Malinche Tortillas, Inc. to
his advantage.
The diagnostics were just completing their final cycle when Superman flew in
through the Batmobile entrance. He said that Catwoman was safely off the yacht.
He’d followed her car across the bridge into Bristol and then sprinted ahead so she
wouldn’t know he was being an “overprotective jackass.”
Batman’s lip twitched.
“You got the J-word, congratulations. But she will know.”
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A few minutes later, Alfred arrived with steaming pots of coffee, cocoa, and hot
cider. He said Miss Selina had just called from her car to say that Superman must be
chilled after spending so much time in the brisk air over the river, and that was
undoubtedly why he raced ahead to get warm. She told Alfred to bring him something
hot to drink as soon as he arrived in the cave and, being uncertain as to Superman’s
preferences, Alfred had brought a selection of warming beverages.

It would be Batgirl’s fourth trip into the art museum in 24 hours, and the third using
an unconventional entrance. Cassie felt she was really getting the hang of it: the entry,
evading the motion sensors and the guards was almost routine now.
Actually opening the display case, that would be something new, but she wanted to
try. She had begged Selina to let her return the bracelet herself. She had seen how
Catman bypassed the alarm and opened the case, and she was sure she could do it.
Selina was skeptical—not of Cassie, she said, but of Blake’s methods. So she talked
Cassie through “a better way—meow.”
Cassie couldn’t see herself ever meowing that way, but she liked Catwoman’s
methods. Her way of moving through the galleries was more fluid, more than those
Cassie learned from either her father or Batman. The concealment techniques were on
par, not superior but no worse. And her way of defeating the pressure alarms was
inspired. So quick compared to Catman’s technique and, if the case hadn’t been
opened earlier, Catwoman’s method would have been completely invisible.
Cassie replaced the bracelet, closed the case and… knew she should go home. The
mission was accomplished and she should leave the premises immediately. But she
really wanted to practice the new stealth techniques a little more. It wouldn’t be dawn
for hours yet. She could try another gallery or two.

Selina didn’t waste time on pleasantries when she got to the cave. She gave a quick
overview of the yacht (Typical Luthor: private chef, superb lobster, lead panels
everywhere, jammers to block dolphin sonar. Yes, that meant either he was afraid of
Aquaman or he just liked being mean to dolphins.) She gave a quick overview of the
conversation (“If the past has taught us anything, it’s that you don’t take down the
Justice League by matching Force for Force. It takes small, calculated strikes that
undermine and dismantle from within, and those strikes must be performed perfectly,
which is why I’ve sought out the best.” Yes, it was transparent flattery. Everybody did
that the first time they hired her, even Aquaman had—and no, she didn’t think that
had anything to do with the dolphins.) Finally, she gave a quick rundown of the
targets, and that’s… when it got scary.
Batman looked at Superman.
“Bruce?”
Superman looked at Batman.
“Spitcurl?”
Batman rubbed his chin while Superman touched the bridge of his nose.
“Guys?”
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Superman started to speak, then shook his head dismissively. Batman glared at the
edge of a stalactite and grunted.
“Okay. Look, boys, if what you’re after in this world is validation of your bad girl
identity after a marathon fuck-over by a sleazy tabloid, then cooking up something
with Lex Luthor that leaves Batman and Superman speechless is the motherlode. And
I’m sure I’d be enjoying it a lot more if I knew what the hell it is. What’s so special
about this Holce Concepts, Allman-Freely, and WraitheMatCo, that Luthor being after
their files turns you two into the World’s Palest?”
Bruce moistened his lip thoughtfully before answering. Superman just shook his
head in a resigned “I knew it” fashion.
“Holce is an architect,” Bruce said finally. “Allman-Freely is an engineering firm.
And WraitheMatCo manufactures ultra-light materials used for various purposes in
space stations and satellites, facilities like the Watchtower.”
“So what do they add up to?” Selina asked. “What did you have Holce design that
Allman-Freely built with the stuff Wraithe-whatever makes?”
“He couldn’t know, Bruce,” Superman said sharply. “He’s after something else,
maybe the old transporters. Or he doesn’t know what he’s after. He just knows these
companies did something for us. Although how he could have found that out is
another mystery.”
“Simple. He’s building a new base himself. He’s out of office, out of business. So he
started taking bids for some facility of his own… and he found these firms.”
“It’s not like we let them advertise that they’ve worked for us,” Superman
complained.
“They don’t have to. A bid looks different when a company has done similar work
before. It’s submitted faster, and in a different kind of detail. If you know what you’re
looking for, you can tell.”
“That’s very interesting,” Selina interjected, “but what is it?”
“It’s better you don’t know, just in case Luthor employs a telepath at any point.”
“She’ll know when she sees the plans, Bruce.”
“She isn’t going to. Nobody is. We’ll give Luthor a decoy, something of our
choosing and then—”
“And then I’ll have eight,” Selina interrupted. “I don’t like this plan.”
“Whatever we give him will seem legitimate,” Batman assured her. “He won’t have
any reason to suspect you didn’t bring him what he asked for.”
Selina looked from one hero to the other, mentally reviewed the overprotective
jackass sightings throughout the day, figured in that she probably only spotted him
one time in three, and concluded that she was probably in safe hands.
“Okay, I’m in,” she purred as if bestowing a great feline bounty, “How much time
will you need to put this decoy together?”
“Selina, you surprise me,” Superman grinned. “He already has one. Don’t you,
Bruce?”
Selina turned expectantly, but Batman grimaced.
“Unfortunately no, I never foresaw this. But I may be able to adapt something from
another protocol.”
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CHAPTER 5: REVISIONS
“In conclusion, Helen, while the Wayne Foundation does give more to cultural and
arts organizations than any other category of nonprofits, that is largely because there is
considerable overlap in the other categories. Between education and youth programs,
health and human services, environment and conservation, and civic and public
programs, I assure you that the Foundation is giving amply to improve all—underline
‘all’—facets of life in Gotham. Sincerely, BW, etc, and be sure to include last year’s
annual report with the list of grants and recipients. Blind copy Lucius and Cynthia,
and set up a lunch next week for Cynthia and Helen to make sure it’s all smoothed
over.”
Bruce was about to add that whoever denied the grant for Helen Cabot’s clinic was
to be in his office by five o’clock to explain themselves, along with whoever should
have corrected the situation once the disastrous nature of the decision became clear…
when he felt a gentle vibration in his breast pocket. So he told his secretary to track
down the responsible parties and send them to Lucius Fox instead. Then he hurried
her out of his office and answered the Justice League communicator concealed in his
cell phone.
“It’s starting,” Superman reported. “A subsonic message, a human voice on a
subsonic frequency, that is.”
“Luthor,” Bruce graveled. “The diversion.”
“Yes and no. It’s certainly the diversion, but the voice isn’t Luthor. It’s Selina.”
“What?!”
“Selina—or Catwoman, rather—purring up a storm. She has met with him twice,
and he records everything. I’m sure he’s got enough for a voiceprint. With that, he can
synthesize any message he wants. I mean, if she’d made a tape for him, she would
have mentioned it, right?”
“No. We agreed to tell each other as little as possible once the decoys were in place.
It’s safer for everyone.”
“It sounds awful.”
“Apart from the purring,” Bruce said, curtly changing the subject, “what does this
message say?”
“She’s bored with Gotham. Going for something bigger. ‘The world, purr-haps,’
and she’s banking we can’t stop her.”
“Typical Luthor. Trying to mimic Rogue behavior as he sees it, and getting it all
wrong. For a Gothamite like Selina, there is nothing ‘bigger’ than Gotham. The idea of
being bored here and going elsewhere to find a challenge—If he’s going to say
something like that, he may as well use his own voice.”
Superman laughed. Bruce and “his city.” Clark had assumed it would be the
Riddleresque nature of the taunt that would raise his friend’s hackles, not the slight to
Gotham.
“Well, it’s the bank he’s going for, obviously,” Superman said dryly.
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“Obviously,” Bruce agreed. “I wondered how long it would take him to remember
it.”

This bad.
This bad.
This bad.
Father would give twenty lashes and lock in dark closet for day. Maybe two day.
Was first principle of sustained surveillance: mind clock. Surveillance is dead time.
Must mind clock else lose track of time.
Practicing stealth in museum not like sustained surveillance. Not dead time. But still
lose track of time.
This bad.
Was exciting. Lose track of time.
This bad.
Lights come on.
Guard in uniform gone. New guard in blue blazer jacket take place.
This bad.
New noise.
Shoes that not quiet on stone floor.
People in shoes that no need be quiet.
People that work in museum.
This bad.
Museum open. Soon be people everywhere.
This bad.
Will be seen.
This bad.

Bruce pushed a thousand nagging thoughts from his mind as he took the elevator
from the executive offices down to the lobby, then a dozen more as he took his private
elevator “up to the penthouse.” Except, instead of going up, he touched his finger to a
hidden button to go down to the satellite cave. He didn’t bother changing into
costume, only powered up the Batcomputer to review the history of the Federal
Reserve Bank in Metropolis.
When LexCorp was a financial power, Luthor had considerable influence over it. He
insisted it adopt “extraordinary” measures to secure itself against “extraordinary”
incursions. Everyone knew he meant extraterrestrial incursions, one extraterrestrial in
particular. He didn’t care about Sinestro, Martian Manhunter, or that fin-head alien
with the third eye. He cared only that outside the Metropolis Fed’s walls or (even
better) locked within its vault, Superman would be just like everyone else.
When Luthor became President, one of his first acts was redefining the role of the
twelve regional Feds. Gotham City was called the world capital of finance, and its
Federal Reserve, a mere three blocks from Wall Street, had always been the largest and
most important. That had to be changed at once. Were the walls of its subterranean
vault laced with kryptonite? Were the vital conversations taking place in its offices
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encased in a sonic mesh impenetrable to alien ears? Was access to its telephone lines
and data center secured by k-metal lasers simulating the erythro-radiation of a red
sun?
Since only the Metropolis Fed was equipped with such state of the art defenses—
thanks to the President’s own foresight—it became, by Presidential order, the
repository for all foreign gold deposits. It was also made the primary data center
where multi-million dollar transactions between banks, governments, and corporations
were processed. The facility was expanded to match Gotham’s in every particular, and
its already excessive defenses redoubled and fortified. The colorful moniker “World’s
Bank” was bandied about in pro-Luthor circles, and “World Bank of Lex” in others.
After Luthor’s downfall, the status quo was restored, leaving Metropolis with an
absurdly over-secured fortress. Batman foresaw its deadly potential even as Bruce
Wayne was salvaging as many jobs as he could from the LexCorp ruins. Luthor would
be back; it was a certainty. But without the resources of the White House or his
corporate empire behind him, he would have to make due as he never had before. He
would have to exploit what was already available. A building with a titaniumkryptonite alloy coating its vault was available. A building with lasers that mimicked a
red sun was available…
And a woman who once had Batman and Superman running in circles on
Superman’s home turf was also available.

“Heya, Doc,” Harley Quinn chirped as she entered the office for her session.
“Good morning, Harleen,” Dr. Bartholomew answered patiently. “Right on time, I
see.”
He couldn’t believe how well Harley was responding. He now allowed her to come
to his office on her own, rather than under escort. She hadn’t missed one
appointment. She hadn’t been late once. She hadn’t abused the privilege by stopping
off to visit Patients Isley or Cobblepot. Most importantly, she had not made any
reference to Patient J’s extended stay in isolation. It was the most encouraging
development thus far in her therapy.
“Whatcha doin’?” Harley asked, peering at the papers on his desk rather than taking
her place on the couch.
Bartholomew coughed.
“I am waiting to begin our session, Harleen.”
She looked back at him, then back at the desk.
“I can see that, Silly. I meant before I came in. Oh jeez, you’re not planning on
wasting more money on them safety smocks, are ya?”
She had taken a sales brochure from his desk and was fanning herself with it.
“Hot in here, ain’t it?”
“The temperature seems normal to me, Harleen. Please take your seat.”
She did, bringing the brochure with her.
“Suicidal patients need to wear something,” Bartholomew continued, “in the
interests of dignity and modesty as well as warmth. And there is a limit to how long
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we can keep an individual in a straitjacket without adversely impacting circulation and
his or her ability to sleep comfortably.”
Harley rolled her eyes and made a “speed it up/get to the point” motion.
“Yeah, fine. But aren’t they, like, foam, nylon, and Velcro? You could put this thing
together for about 39 cents.”
“Hardly. It says right there that they are more durable than cheap imitations.”
Harley gave him a pitying gaze.
“Well yeah, Doc. They’re SELLING them. Naturally they’re gonna say that kind of
thing. Sheesh, you been talking to the loonies too long.”

The nagging thoughts were becoming harder to banish.
Luthor had been there, he’d seen it with his own eyes. The LexCorp building was
equipped with the same kind of anti-Superman security as the Metropolis Fed, and
Luthor had seen the way Catwoman exploited those features to perfection. She eluded
both heroes, she escaped with the X-27 plans… and she did it right in front of Luthor.
She also did it with an ease no high-powered adversary of Superman’s had ever
managed.
In front of Luthor.
And, he wouldn’t want to tip his hand yet. He would want to keep Batman and
Superman from learning who they were really up against. Why else use something
like a Morrow robot for that last diversion?
Bruce shook his head, trying to physically force the thoughts from his mind. They
had agreed to tell each other as little as possible. They agreed.

Even a feline human like Selina received no special privileges when it came to
reading. Curling up with her book… stretching out with her book… lying back on the
sofa with her feet up and the book in her lap… sitting up in the chair and leaning
forward with the book on the table and her elbows positioned around it… all had met
with pretty much the same response: Whiskers pawed while Nutmeg burrowed
underneath, Nutmeg pawed while Whiskers sniffed the pages, Whiskers pawed while
Nutmeg crawled on top, or both cats pawed until Selina decided they would make a
movie of the damn thing sooner or later, and set the unapproved book aside to play
with them until dinner.
They hadn’t reached the goal yet, but they could tell the moment was near… when
the distant click of a door and the faint smell of outside air told them another kind of
excitement was afoot. Both cats flicked their ears towards the hallway, straining to
hear the footsteps.
It was Bat-Bruce. Not in boots. Other shoes. Shoes that meant there would be city
smells instead of cave smells. Both cats went to investigate. They liked city smells, it
reminded them of their old territory, when Selina-cat lived in the highrise place. There
was a terrace where Whiskers would be the stalking jungle cat of death. Bat-Bruce
would land on the terrace as Two-Foot-in-Boots, and his cape would brush the planter.
Then all the leaves had to be adjusted before the jungle cat of death could stalk his prey
again.
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So the cats went to investigate whatever city smells Bat-Bruce had brought them,
even though it meant Selina-cat would be able read her book in peace. But just as they
were heading out the door, Bat-Bruce came in through it.
The cats checked his feet, sniffing them just to make sure. There weren’t any boots.
There wasn’t any cave smell. But he seemed more like Two-Foot-in-Boots, who landed
on the terrace and messed up Whiskers’s planter…

“It’s starting,” Bruce announced, echoing Superman’s words.
“That was fast,” Selina grinned, setting her book aside. “Lexy must be chomping at
the bit. I mean, it was only last night you said your decoys were in place, and I just
called him this morning to—”
“You called him?”
“Yes. He was waiting for me to do my preliminary research on the targets,
rememb—”
“I know that.”
“Did you used to interrupt this much? I could’ve sworn I remember being able to
finish a sentence in the old days.”
“I am aware of the plan,” Bruce said through clenched teeth. “I know that Luthor
was waiting for word from you, from… Catwoman, that she was ready to proceed,
before he started the diversion. I know that those ‘preparations’ were really just
waiting for me to finish with the decoys. And I am aware of what I told you last night
about the decoys being ready. I surmised that you would be contacting him, I just
didn’t think that… A phone call, it seems so… I thought it would be something more
covert. You didn’t use the house phone, did you?”
“My cell,” she smiled.
“Because the LUDs, if it’s a local number, or the—”
“Bruce, I know how to do this. So does Luthor.”
“Sorry,” he shook his head wearily. “I told you this could get rough.”
“Yeah, but I thought you meant on me. Arm-twisting and a right cross, or maybe
some batarang dings in the Catmobile. Not flipping out over a phone bill. You okay,
Stud?”
“…”
“I didn’t think so. Because this is exactly the sort of thing we said we wouldn’t talk
about. You grunted, I meowed, we had an agreement. Not like you to go back on a
deal after the grunt-meow.”
“You said that you called him,” Bruce noted.
“You started it. You came in here and said—”
“Yeah. I did. Because I’m going out of town, and that’s what people do before they
leave town on business. They come home and tell their significant other, kiss her on
the cheek, and say ‘I’ll miss you.’”
“It didn’t sound that way,” Selina said softly. “It sounded like Batman bursting into
a lair and saying the Sultan of Juanpur wanted his ruby back.”
A tense, brooding silence congealed. Even the air seemed heavier, and the sunlight
streaming through the windows seemed just a little greyer.
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“And that feels a little like the ‘I want you but I can never have you because you’re a
thief’ brooding stare,” Selina whispered. “Come on, Bruce, we got past this years ago.”
He stood and walked to the door, paused in the doorway, fist clenched, and
slammed the doorjamb brutally. The nearest picture frames rattled against the wall,
and the cats scurried under the sofa. In the recesses of his memory, the echoes of a
careless, heedless Catwoman mocked him: “Congratulations, Dark Knight. You just
jostled Rembrandt’s Old Man in Fur Cap and frightened my cats. There’s a victory for
crimefighting.”
He turned to face the real Catwoman, but saw no trace of that playful flippancy. She
was much closer than he expected. She’d risen from her chair and come up behind
him, so that when he turned, he found himself looking straight into her eyes. He was
struck by the eloquent pain they revealed.
“The deal is off,” he graveled, hating himself and his weakness. “There are things I
have to know. Things I have to ask.”
It was riskier, for both of them. It wasn’t the smart move. It wasn’t the right move,
from a strategic, crimefighting position. And it wasn’t what he’d planned. But he had
to know. He couldn’t go to Metropolis not knowing.
“Then ask,” Selina said gently.
“Did you make a recording for Luthor?”
“No.”
“Did you let him take any measurements, scan you, or take photographs from
multiple angles?”
“No.”
Bruce shut his eyes, relieved at the answers so far, but dreading the third.
“Are you going to be in Gotham tonight… or Metropolis?”
“Gotham. I’ve got a date with Holce Concepts, Allman-Freely, and WraitheMatCo
while you’re ‘out of town on business,’ remember?”
Relief pushed up Bruce’s body like a physical force, starting mid-thigh and forcing
air upward until a ragged exhale expelled a thousand undefined fears.
“Thank God,” he murmured.
“My turn to ask one,” Selina said, stroking the side of his face. “What the hell?”
“The diversion. Whatever Luthor has planned, it’s going to be very different from
what we were expecting. The Federal Reserve in Metropolis, unofficially called the
World’s Bank since his fiddling as President.”
“That sure sounds like Luthor,” Selina said wryly.
“It does. Except the taunt Clark received this morning didn’t sound like Luthor, it
sounded like you. Literally, sounded like you. Your voice. It’s Catwoman who’s
going to rob the World Bank.”
Selina giggled.
“Seriously?”
“Yes!” Bruce spat angrily. “And I don’t—” Again, a fist had formed with a will of
its own, and he turned to the doorjamb in a fit of frustration… only to see Nutmeg’s
back legs as she trotted hurriedly behind the sofa. Feeling a fool, he relaxed the fist and
sighed.
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“I don’t want to have to fight you,” he pronounced with eerie intensity. “I don’t
want to face some T. O. Morrow replicant that looks like you, either. Luthor has
thrown us curves before, but I wasn’t ready for this one, and I—mm-mph.”
He got no further. The next several minutes were spent in a warm, searching kiss
that he couldn’t bring himself to end. When their lips finally did separate, it took Bruce
a second to reclaim his thought.
“He’s throwing me a curve too,” Selina said, regaining the power of speech first.
“This is the first I’ve heard that ‘I’ would play any part in the diversion. And since I’m
not likely to be in Batman and Superman’s confidence, I would guess that I’m not
meant to find out until you two get back from whatever grisly party he’s got planned
and show up at my door for the payback.”
“Luthor isn’t anyone’s idea of a trustworthy ally,” Bruce noted.
“Yeah, I guess my point is just… ‘So what?’ He’s Luthor, he brings plot twists, big
deal. He can’t touch ‘us,’ right?”
Bruce stroked her hair thoughtfully.
She didn’t understand. She was right that Luthor couldn’t touch what they had as
Bruce and Selina. But ‘Bruce and Selina’ should play no part in Batman and
Superman’s battle with Lex Luthor. They should exist in a vacuum, far from this part
of his life, far from the work. Even if Catwoman was involved, what he shared with
her, the part of him that loved her, the part of him that made love to her, should not
be.
And yet, this entire conversation had just taken place.
What’s more, he initiated it.
And worst of all, he felt better because of it.
This simply was not acceptable.

Batgirl hid in the crevice of the Roman temple, behind the ropes where visitors
couldn’t see. She heard the first tour groups approach, heard how young some of the
voices sounded, and remembered all of the school groups she’d seen the day before
when she visited with Selina.
She sat very still, thinking through her options…

“There she is,” Superman said as soon as Batman arrived.
They stood across the street from the Metropolis Fed, Superman pointing to an
upper floor. The building, like it’s Gotham counterpart, was fashioned after an Italian
palazzo. The ledges were ample, and the façade was rich with columns, colonnades,
arches, and pilasters that could camouflage a figure crouching near its windows.
“Lenses engage, full spectrum, magnify,” Batman graveled.
“28th floor,” Superman prompted.
Batman was able to make out a curve of purple just visible behind a column.
“She could be working on a window behind that thing,” Superman noted. “The 14th,
21st and 28th floors are the ones without reinforced windows. She must be crouched
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down to get to the alarm. I can’t see through that column, though. Can’t even make
out a heartbeat.”
“It’s close enough to the building that its ‘heartbeat,’ if it has one, would be masked
by the sonic mesh.”
“It? Batman, it might not be her, but that curve is definitely female.”
Batman looked at his colleague contemptuously.
“You want me to call that thing a she, she’s not moving.”
“That’s the most secure building in the city,” Superman countered. “You don’t just
slide open a window. Even if she was the real thing, it would take her a while.”
“I won’t tell her you said that,” Batman noted. “You’ll have your jackass status
revoked and go back to being another hopeless cape.”
“She moved! Did you see that?” Superman pointed eagerly.
“No. The light changed, cloud over the moon. ‘She’ hasn’t moved.” Batman
withdrew his grapnel launcher. “And she’s not going to until she gets what she’s
after. May as well get this over with.”
“Wait a minute, you’re going to confront her? This is my city, remember?”
Superman grinned with an always-wanted-to-say-that twinkle in his eye.
“And she is my foe. That’s why he’s staged it this way. There will be something for
you soon enough.” He fired a line and added “Don’t be late” before he swung away.
Batman landed on the roof and approached the Catwoman figure. As he got closer,
he could see it was more than a protruding curve in the right shade of purple. The
shape was certainly that of a woman of Selina’s proportions, crouched as if working on
the window. The texture of the costume was leather. Everything about the look was
right, but the figure itself was unnaturally still and stiff.
“Catwoman?” he said in the clear, challenging tones used to accost criminals on the
ledges of banks.
…astree…astree…astreee…beeeeeeeeeep…
The voice-activated detonator locked into the trigger sound, trilled through its
detonation sequence and…

BOOM!
…detonated. The Catwoman-explosive burst into a concussive fireball, and Batman
was falling. The thought that he had suspected trouble and braced himself as well as
he could on a 3-inch ledge was a small consolation as the pavement sped closer. He
twisted to a better angle to fire a line, when the lurch of a half-expected Superman
catch abruptly ended his fall.
“I’m never late,” Superman said, returning Batman to the street.
Both heroes looked up at the window blown open by the blast.
“Now we have a way in. How considerate,” Batman graveled.

“If you are dissatisfied, simply return for a full refund. That’s like, if you use the
safety smock on somebody and they manage to off themselves anyway, like using the
sleeve as a noose or something, you can get your money back?”
“I assume so, Harleen,” Bartholomew sighed, rubbing his forehead wearily.
“Doesn’t sound like a very good sales pitch, does it?”
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“Harleen, could we possibly talk about you instead of the sales brochure? That is
what these sessions are for. Now, how have you been sleeping?”
“Oh, fine, fine,” Harley said, waving her hand airily. “They shouldn’t have you
botherin’ with this stuff, Doc. Not your job. You’re the Doc, after all.”
“Purchasing merely asked my opinion, Harleen. It goes with the territory. I’m sure
you remember what that’s like.”
He said it without thinking. It was a casual remark; he hadn’t meant to allude to her
past as an Arkham staffer as any kind of probing mechanism. And yet…
Sniff.
Harley seemed to be…
Sniff sniff.
Crying.
“Yeah. I sure do, Doc. They were good days, weren’t they?”
“Uhm, yes, of course. They certainly were, Harleen.”
“Your three o’clock is here, Dr. Quinn.”
“Harleen?”
“Bunch of us are going for a couple brews after work, Dr. Quinn. Want to come
along?”
“Harleen?”
“That certainly was a close call with Killer Croc, wasn’t it, Dr. Quinn? We’re lucky
Batman just happened to be in the neighborhood…”

A set of sprinklers had gone off on the 28th floor in response to the explosion, but
there didn’t seem to be any other alarms or response systems activated.
Batman and Superman looked around. Like the LexCorp Towers, every wall within
the Metropolis Fed was covered in lead-based paint. Unlike LexCorp, the floors and
ceilings were not. Superman couldn’t see around corners, but he could look down
through any number of floors until he reached the lobby. Whatever was underneath,
like the vault known to be five floors below street level, was beyond another barrier of
lead, titanium, and who knew what else.
“Something moving around on the 5th floor,” Superman reported. “Walking slowly,
like sentries. Not human though. Mechanical. Some kind of heat blooms in their
centers.”
“Number?” Batman asked.
“Three… No, four… five. Five total. Three on the fifth floor, and two more a couple
floors down.”
“Two areas requiring extra security,” Batman nodded. “The data center is on five,
and on the second floor, a special elevator that leads to the underground vault.”
“Two areas and two of us, imagine that.”
Superman elected to search the data center. At first, it was nearly silent. Banks of
computers that were once manned 24/7 now reduced to two servers softly humming in
the darkness. Then, a strange, vaguely metallic padding noise approached. It
approached and then faded, the pace consistent with the movement he’d seen
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watching above. Superman followed the noise and glimpsed the something making it
as it crossed a hallway. Whatever it was, it was about as tall as a small car.

Batman started in the lobby, like an ordinary visitor would who had come in
through the front doors. He examined the security checks and metal detectors,
strategically positioned to the side so they wouldn’t detract from the jaw-dropping first
impression: the stone, the marble, the cast iron, the bronze statues, the high ceilings, all
of it calculated to humble and impress the mere mortals walking through its doors. An
ordinary visitor clearing the security check could then proceed to the elevators… and
get a second dose of the marble, stone, and bronze treatment… but as the elevators
were turned off this time of night, Batman took the stairs.
The second floor reception had a second security area cordoned off, and then a trio
of wide, deep stalls for receiving deposits of gold bars meant for the vault. Beyond that
was another elevator, the elevator, the only means by which men and gold could access
the vault five stories beneath Metropolis. Examining the controls and the chamber,
Batman saw that it resembled the pressure doors on the old JLA satellite. This
“elevator” was really a pressurized lifepod that moved through an airtight, watertight
shaft. It was impressive, but even the man who kept his most private possessions
triple-locked behind a hologram wall inside the Batcave considered it overkill.
“Batman?” the comlink squawked just as a rhytmic, metallic padding noise sounded
in the distance.
“Go ahead?”
“I’ve spotted one of the robot sentries. Looks a little like The Terminator after the
skin was burned away, right down to the red eyes. Except it’s not a human form,
it’s…”
Batman looked towards the metallic padding and saw the exact thing Clark was
describing.
“A tiger,” he graveled.
There was no answer from Superman, only a high-pitched whine over the comlink,
followed by a sickly crackle.
The same whine was now emanating from the robo-tiger before Batman, and he
dove to evade the thick beams of red now pulsing from the creature’s eyes. He rolled
to ease the impact, only to hear the same whine coming from the space ahead of him,
the space he was rolling towards. He changed course, but not before a palpable wave of
heat coursed through the back of his cowl at the neck. A hit. A hit of… something.
He cried out, in surprise more than pain, but he did regain his feet. Both robo-tigers
were now closing in, and Batman slid two disks from his utility belt, and fastened each
to a batarang. He moved quickly and erratically, evading the slow-moving creatures
until he had the angle he wanted on each. It took time, almost a minute, and he
suffered several more hits from the red beams. They did little damage to the body
armor other than creating uncomfortable hotspots, but Bruce had a sick suspicion that
Superman wasn’t finding the effects so trivial.
Finally, the robo-tigers were in position, and Batman fired the batarangs
simultaneously at each. Both weapons hit their marks, and Batman quickly activated
the magnetized disks. Each robot registered a new presence, one with the harmonics
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and heat signature of the being hardwired into their system as the primary target:
Superman. Two sets of red eyes locked onto the batarang embedded in the other cat,
and fired thick, sustained beams.
Batman ran to the stairwell, leaping three and four steps at a time. He had reached
the fifth floor landing when a duet of sizzling thumps from below indicated the robocats had been destroyed.

In one sense, it was egregiously unprofessional. It could actually be said that Dr.
Bartholomew was foisting dreary unwanted work off on one of his patients.
But in another, very real sense, it was a daring experimental treatment. It’s not like
Purchasing actually cared what he thought of Ferguson safety smocks. It’s doubtful
they even read his opinion cards. They just needed a piece of paper on file. It was the
same with the other 30-odd products he was asked to evaluate. The evaluations were
just going to be three-hole punched and set in a binder. What difference did it make if
he wrote them himself or merely signed his name?
And it would do Harley a world of good. A world of good. Actual work of the type
she was originally hired for. It was yet another step in restoring the woman she had
once been.

Batman knew what he would see reaching the fifth floor, but the sight was still a
shock. Superman was lying in an unconscious heap, awash in a dim, red glow. Three
robotic tigers circled, slowly and methodically, their glowing eyes projecting thick,
sustained beams over the fallen hero’s body in measured, emotionless sweeps from his
neck to his ankles.
Batman charged the robots, but with their prime target in such proximity, they
refused to engage him. It made it easy to attach the batarangs, which he essentially
“stabbed” into each cat’s torso. This time, there was no chance of fooling the program
with a faux Superman signal, not when they had the real thing lying in such
proximity. So Batman had to use a different approach: there were no transmitters in
those batarangs, but an explosive charge. He could only hope that Clark’s body was
still invulnerable enough to withstand the explosions.
Batman shielded himself behind a computer panel and hit the detonator.

BOOM!
Cassie shed her mask, cape, gloves and belt, and then folded the cape into thirds.
She wrapped it around her waist like a skirt, so it just covered the tops of her boots. It
looked stupid, but just stupid enough to be a fashion statement.
She left the mask, gloves, and belt in her hiding place in the temple, and ventured
out until she was spotted by a harried tour guide. “Here now! You can’t go back there,
little girl!” and she had the cover she needed to leave the temple area and join one of
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the tours. She crossed her arms over her chest like she was bored, obscuring much of
the bat emblem, and then hid behind other students for the rest of the tour.
When that group returned to the lobby, she could have left the building easily
enough, but that would mean leaving half her costume behind. “Unacceptable residual
presence” her father would have said. Batman would use different words, but he
would be just as disapproving.
So, instead of disappearing out the door, she slipped into the checkroom. There
were any number of book bags and knapsacks she could have used, but she went for a
shopping bag from the big t-shirt store in Times Square. She took the bag into the
washroom and changed into the t-shirt. It was too big for her and it had a strange
picture on the front of Poison Ivy and Harley Quinn, arm in arm. But it would do the
job. She folded up the empty bag and hid it in the top of her boot, then returned to the
busy museum lobby. She attached herself to another tour of schoolchildren and stayed
with them as far as the Roman temple. Then she slipped away at the same point she
was discovered before.
No one noticed. Before, she had wanted to be seen. She projected the loud, sloppy
aura of the careless people around her. Now, she wanted to be invisible, and she
projected… void. The silent, shadowy void, surrounding and concealing her. There
was nothing at all to see. Nothing at all slipped into the Roman Temple. Nothing at all
retrieved her cowl and gloves and belt. Nothing at all stowed them safely in the
shopping bag. And nothing at all edged back into the public area outside the temple.
The group she had been with was gone, and Cassie looked around for some new
camouflage.
“You’ll have to check that,” the guard in the blue blazer jacket called out.
He pointed to her shopping bag.
Cassie looked down at it, then up at him.
Luck. Father said never depend on luck. But there was no dishonor in taking
advantage of it if it happened.
“Where go to check?” she asked meekly.
The guard pointed again, giving her detailed directions back to the lobby.

Reducing the menacing robo-tigers into sizzling heaps of electronic giblets was
surprisingly easy compared to the next challenge: lifting Superman to his feet and
hoisting that dense, Kryptonian bulk into a fireman’s carry. But Batman managed it.
The priority now was getting his friend outside.
They had both gone into this knowing it was a trap, knowing they were to be “kept
occupied” while Catwoman burgled the Gotham targets. Well, fine. They had been
“occupied.” But now, Clark was unconscious. He wasn’t going to recover until he had
a good few hours of sunlight in him, but until then, he least Batman could do was get
him away from this damnable building with its lead walls and red lasers and rumors of
kryptonite lining its vault.
He staggered into the stairwell, now lit with the yellow flicker of emergency lights.
The last trio of explosions had finally set off a real alarm, Batman was glad to see.
For ten steps, he was glad… Then he saw the foam pouring in from the ventilation
ducts. Firefighting foam—foam that sucked the oxygen out of the air to suffocate a
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flame—foam meant for INSIDE a computer station, not a stairwell where human
beings were trying to escape the blaze. Already Batman was exerting himself,
Superman was not light—his breathing was already labored—air that was growing
thinner—exponentially thinner every second—was not helping.
His mind was already sluggish. It took him too long to remember the rebreather in
his utility belt. By the time he fumbled for it, his fingers were clumsy and
uncoordinated. He dropped Clark. He…
Floor.
His knees hit the floor.
No air.
No…
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CHAPTER 6: KITTY EX MACHINA
“Laser is actually an acronym: light amplification by stimulated emission of
radiation.”
Dr. Hamilton droned on, writing the words meticulously on the blackboard and
underlining the significant letters portentously. It didn’t seem unusual that the
S.T.A.R. Labs scientist was teaching at Smallville High School. All Clark knew was
that he was bored. He folded his arms and sat back in his chair, stretching out his leg
until his foot just touched the edge of Selina’s chair. He pushed it forward very slowly,
pressing her into her desk—until her arm whipped around and smacked his leg away.
Somehow, her nails left a painful scratch in his leg. It shouldn’t have been possible
with his special physiology, but there was a lot he still didn’t understand about the
ways he was different.
Possible or not, the scratch was there and it hurt. He reached down to check if there
was any blood, and he saw that Selina had somehow slipped a note into the top of his
sock. He slipped it into his palm, and then leaned back even further in his chair to
unfold it…
With the omniscience that comes in dreams, he saw Bruce sitting in the row behind
him, rolling his eyes. Bruce always thought that Clark overdid the casual routine, so
Clark tried to tone down his performance, repositioning in his seat and finding a
different casual-but-not-too-casual pose. Again he unfolded the note and furtively
snuck a peek.
“You and L, movies after with B and me?” it read.
Clark looked over at Lois, who seemed even more bored with the lecture than he
was. He waited until Dr. Hamilton turned to the blackboard again, and then
supersped over to Lois and tapped her shoulder, returning to his own desk in the blink
of an eye.
“Movies?” he mouthed, now that he had her attention.
“What’s playing?” she mouthed back.
Clark looked down at the note, which magically produced the answer:
“Meowing Purr Purr at the Fed.”
Oh great, a chick flick, he thought. Bruce won’t like that.
“New Lex sequel at the Luthor,” the note offered as an alternative.
He passed this information along to Lois, who nodded eagerly. Then he felt a sharp
tap on his shoulder from behind.
“You should probably be paying attention to this,” Bruce whispered, pointing to the
blackboard.
“But let’s say we vary the type of radiation used in amplifying the light,” Hamilton
droned on as he reached under the high worktable and pulled out a kryptonite rock the
size of a coconut. “If we substitute a metal that has been radiated from these local
meteor rocks, for example…”
He set the kryptonite on the worktable at the front of the classroom like “Exhibit A.”
Clark began to feel queasy. He looked around for some excuse to leave the room, and
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saw Selina and Lois were now sitting together, giggling about what kind of hot car
Bruce would show up in to take them to the drive-in.
“…The rock itself, while carrying the highest concentrations of k-radiation, is useless
for reflecting light. But once we use it to radiate a conducive metal…”
A number of metallic objects now joined the kryptonite on the worktable, while
Bruce joined Selina and Lois. The three laughed and joked together, oblivious to his
plight, while Hamilton set up several additional items as he continued his lecture.
“…While the ‘dosage’ of radiation is greatly reduced, we now have a radiated foil
from which we can, of course, build a mirror. Now observe: light amplified by
stimulated emissions of kryptonite radiation!”
He switched on a black box positioned behind this special mirror, and a pinpoint of
innocent white light emerged. It thickened and intensified as it hit the mirror, and
grew thicker and redder as it bounced around the room, hitting every reflective surface
from windows to eyeglasses, until it finally struck Clark square in the chest. A
sickening haze of warm, viscous heaviness spread through his body. Whenever it
came to a muscle, it oozed inside and latched onto his strength, then and oozed back
out again, taking his strength with it. Clark felt himself sink to the floor, the classroom
darkening around him. It was about to go completely black when he was jolted back to
semi-awareness by a loud, violent thud—Batman landing on the floor beside him. He
tried to focus on this, and saw black blurs were coming towards them…
Blurs that grew arms and legs as they came closer…
Blurs that wore helmets with letters…
S…
W…
A…
T…
SWAT blurs.
SWAT blurs that bent down and hoisted Batman into a fireman’s carry…
A Batman that didn’t have a utility belt on…
A SWAT blur holding Batman’s utility belt… so a SWAT blur that took Batman’s
utility belt…
That didn’t seem right…
That didn’t seem right at all…
…

All flowers were precious, that was a matter of principle. All flowers were Poison
Ivy’s children, and a mother was not supposed to play favorites. Nevertheless, there
were a few species she could never quite warm to. Tacca Chantrieri, for example,
commonly known as the Bat Flower. For years she had avoided it, telling herself the
high humidity it needed to flourish made it impractical for the Gotham climate
(although that never stopped her from cultivating the most exotic rainforest orchids in
her greenhouse).
Today, Ivy thought it was finally time to put the Bat Flower to good use, and she was
considering ways to do so once she was released… when her reverie was interrupted
by an absurd voice outside her door.
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“Patient Isley, you have a visitor.”
It was Harley’s voice, trying to sound deep and masculine. It was wonderfully
funny when she used it for a Batman impersonation and even funnier when she
imitated Two-Face, but “Patient Isley, you have a visitor” wasn’t funny at all.
“Harley?”
“Harley who?” the voice intoned, like it was a knock-knock joke.
“Harley, what are you up to?” Ivy asked impatiently.
The cell door opened, and Ivy was shocked to see that her friend was all alone.
“Heya, Red!” Harley squealed, entering the cell and flopping down on Ivy’s cot.
“What’s shakin’?”
“Harley, how did you get the door open?” Ivy shrilled.
“Cinchy, they still list all the pin codes on the bulletin board in the staff lounge.”
“Good to know,” Ivy noted quietly.
Harley was shifting her weight on the cot.
“These mattresses aren’t very springy, are they, Red? Think we should get some
new ones?”
“Harley, what were you doing in the staff lounge?” Ivy asked, refusing to be drawn
into a discussion of the bounciness or lack thereof in an Arkham mattress.
“Oh, I just wanted a little sugar fix after lunch. Sometimes they’ve got packets of
Swiss Miss in with the teabags in there. I used to like mixing it in my coffee.”
“I see,” Ivy said, meaning just the opposite.

Superman awoke first, a salty vinegar taste in his mouth, and a dull, heavy ache that
pulled painfully down his neck into his shoulders. He’d felt this way before, weighed
down by the proximity of kryptonite. Maybe not that much kryptonite at the moment.
He didn’t feel like he was dying, not exactly. He felt… he felt exactly the way Lois
looked that time she was seasick on a Greek fishing boat.
He opened his eyes…
…and saw ceiling. That didn’t tell him much. He already knew he was lying on a
very cold, hard floor.
He sat up…
…and saw Batman. His friend was lying unconscious on a hand truck. Clark
listened for a heartbeat, first thing. It was there. It was strong. And Clark nodded to
himself, relieved. Then he looked around.
He had woken in many such places over the years. Usually, they were quasimilitary quasi-scientific quasi-industrial compounds. But given where he and Batman
had been before losing consciousness—and that drained feeling that meant he was
surrounded by trace amounts of kryptonite—there was no doubt they were still in the
Metropolis Fed, in that famous vault five stories below street level.
A glance around confirmed it. They were in a long hallway with cinderblock walls
that he could see through easily. Each stall off the main artery held stacks of gold
bullion—presumably that’s what the dolly Batman was lying in was meant for, moving
the gold. There were more hallways beyond, more stalls and more dollies, but in each
direction, the cinderblock eventually gave way to a wall that Superman’s vision
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couldn’t penetrate. That meant lead, at the very least, and probably lead mixed with
something. Probably the walls were the source of that kryptonite drain he was feeling.
At the far end of the hallway was an enormous steel cylinder. Looking through it, he
could see it turned to open the elevator.
Batman moaned and rolled to his side, then pushed himself up slowly with one arm
until he could support himself with the other.
“That was humbling,” he managed before sitting up further. He reached forward
and drew a long thin cylinder from his boot. “Here,” he said, tossing it Clark. “UV.
It’s not sunlight, but it’s the best we’ve got until we’re out of here.”
Superman switched on the lightwand and drew it repeatedly over each arm, leg, and
across his chest, while Batman slid off the dolly and examined the walls and the
cylinder.
“None of those robots down here, I take it?” he asked.
“No. I can see through to the outer walls. We’re completely alone.”
“Robotic tigers. He can’t possibly expect us to believe Catwoman was behind that,”
Batman growled.
“It wouldn’t have to be Catwoman, it just has to be ‘not him.’ Luthor did use k-laser
robots once, circa 1998. And most of my enemies recycle his old ideas and technology.
As camouflage goes, it’s actually a pretty good stunt. Something Luthor did before that
failed could be literally anyone except Lex Luthor, who would never repeat himself that
way.”
Batman grunted, continuing to examine the cylinder. He wedged himself between
the edge of the wall and it, and pushed. It didn’t budge. He repositioned his feet and
pushed… He shouldered against it and pushed… It didn’t budge. Superman got up to
help, positioning himself just next to Batman. Together they pushed… and still the
cylinder didn’t budge.
“I was afraid of that,” Superman winced. “Red radiation poisoning from earlier plus
the k in the walls, I’m not going to be much use to you.”
“Don’t be so sure. You’re still Kryptonian. Your body can withstand the vacuum
and pressure failsafes in the elevator shaft if we can get to it.”
“And how do you suggest we do that?”
Batman grunted.

Ivy had yet to figure out exactly what Harley was doing in her cell, why she was
suddenly at liberty to wander the halls of the asylum unsupervised, or what spawned
her mysterious interest in the quality of Arkham mattresses.
Harley herself seemed content to sit on the cot and glance curiously around Ivy’s cell
as if dropping in on a casual friend whose home she had never seen before.
“Seems a little sparse in here, don’t it, Red? They let you have up to four personal
items. Y’know ‘to create a comforting and familiar healing environment.’ Why don’t
you fix things up a little?”
“I am not permitted to have plants, Harley, as you well know. What other personal
items would be of interest?”
“I don’t know, maybe some curtains, little chinnoiserie, somethin’ to break up the
drab.”
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Harley craned her neck, and looked around theatrically, then hunched down and
spoke in a hoarse whisper.
“I wanted to talk in private, Red. I need to pick your brain. You’re the best there is
at manipulatin’ the male of the species. And I got one hooked, Red. I got Dr. Bart
hooked like a slimy old fish on a smiley ol’ fishhook. But I can’t think of nuthin’ else to
make him do!”

“Eighty percent of the bank’s security is intended to keep people out, not in,”
Batman declared. “In that sense, it’s entirely to our advantage that we’re inside the
vault.”
“Unique way of looking at it,” Superman muttered.
“We only have to work around the relatively minor precautions meant to keep
dishonest employees from remaining behind after hours and absconding with a gold
bar or two.”
“And I can see those controls,” Superman added, pointing diagonally at the steel
cylinder. “About four feet that way, there’s an inset panel like an ATM. Probably to
make the cylinder turn the rest of the way so we can get to the elevator, because five or
six feet beyond that, there’s a full doorway-sized opening. If only we could get it to
turn.”
“Unfortunately, that’s almost certainly on a time lock, one that will only be accessible
from upstairs.” Batman’s tone and manner changed as he tapped the side of his cowl.
“OraCom activate. Private channel metro-one-alpha. Do you read?”
“You can’t be serious. It’s like Luthor stacked the entire table of elements over our
heads. Even I can’t tell how much steel, lead, and who knows what is up there but—”
“Private channel metro-one-beta. Do you read? That’s why I installed a special
signal booster. Private channel metro-two-alpha…”
Superman stared.
“Private channel metro-two-beta. Do you read?”
“You planned on getting stuck down here?” Superman gaped.
“It was always a possibility. Private channel metro-three-alpha…”
“~~~~~andsom~ ~~~avri~~~~itty~~~~~~” sounded in his earpiece.
“There she is,” Batman noted. “Lock in metro-three-alpha, shutdown all
nonessential operations, enhance signal, all parameters.”
“B~~m~an~~~~~ad~me~~~st met with Lex and ~~~~m the works, ke~to decrypt~~~~~lans~~~n hog heaven,
it was disgus~~~ng~~~~~~sch an obnoxious troll~~~ ~~~ ~~nwa~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~pected you’d be~~~ack
b~~ow.”

“We were delayed. We’re trapped in the vault.”
“~~~ault? th~~~~~one under the --~~~~ank? Yo~~~ill there?”
“Yes. We’re going to need you to take out the time locks.”
“Th~~im~~~ocks? In Met~~~~olis? ~~~~~ant me t~~~~~ to Me~~~~li~~~~~~~~~~~~ime locks fo~~”
“Either that, or we’re stuck until the bank opens for business on Monday.”
“Wel~~~ow suppo~~~~~et there?”
“Transport to the Watchtower. J’onn is expecting you. He’ll send you on to the
transport station at the Daily Planet.”
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“~~~”
“Selina?”
“~~~”
“Selina?”
“~~~~oing~~~~claim villainess privilege and~~~ay no.”

Ivy was shaking. Her hands were literally shaking. She couldn’t remember ever
having such a scare.
Harley may have begun what she was doing as a pose. Her “cure” may have started
as a pretense to set up some infantile prank. If that’s all it was, Ivy would have backed
it completely. Pranks were a little Jokerish for her taste. If she wanted to make a man
suffer, she would make him grovel. She would make him beg on his knees for
permission to spurn his family for her sake. She would make him plead to sign over all
his earthly possessions to her. She would make him beg to be allowed to water her
plants with his tears. But pranks? “Gotcha, HAHAHA,” it really wasn’t her style.
Still, if Harley wanted to torment Dr. Bartholomew simply as malicious fun, Ivy
would have gone along with it. But Harley wasn’t doing it for fun. She was doing it
because, in her view, Leland Bartholomew had to be punished. Punished for trying to
break Harley’s pitiful fixation on that homicidal clown. It was the only worthy thing
anyone in the Arkham establishment had ever attempted, and Ivy would absolutely
not participate in anything meant to obstruct such a noble goal.
But even that wasn’t the worst. No, if Harley was going to waste her time cooking
up some preposterous revenge on the Arkham staff that was only trying to save her
from herself, Ivy would stay out of it if that’s all there was to it. She wasn’t about to
help, but she certainly wouldn’t take up arms against her poor, deluded friend. But
that wasn’t all there was to it. The sustained pose was affecting Harley in ways that
could not be ignored. She seemed to be reverting to her pre-Rogue self in ways she
wasn’t even aware of: putting in a recommendation for new mattresses, since she was
“writing up proposals for purchasing anyway.” Circulating a birthday card for Nurse
Chin for everyone to sign, and then rushing back to the staff lounge when they were
singing Happy Birthday.
Granted, she brought her slice of cake back to Ivy’s cell rather than remaining to
socialize with the staff. But then, as they ate, Harley had reminisced just a little too
much about Nurse Chin. How they had been friends when Harley first joined the
Arkham staff. Ivy justly observed that, from what she had seen, Chin was one of those
people who couldn’t hold on to friends for very long. And that’s when Harley shook
her head and clearly murmured “Pamela, tsk tsk. Projecting again.” Then she wiped a
dab of icing from her lips and said “Yeah, you said it, Red.”

“It’s been more than an hour since she claimed ‘villainess privilege,’” Superman
noted. “You’re sure she’s coming?”
“Fifteen minutes at the Watchtower between transports, figure fifteen more to get
here from the Daily Planet, that means she can’t possibly have been working on the
time locks for more than half an hour. Give her a chance.”
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Superman said nothing.
“How are you feeling?” Batman asked suddenly.
“Like I’ll need to fly into the sun when we get out of here,” Superman breathed. “If
we’re stuck in here until Monday, it’s going to be bad.”
“We won’t be,” Batman said, looking up towards the top of the cylinder.
As if on cue, the column of steel began to rotate until the recessed panel Clark
likened to an ATM was revealed.
“Kitty ex machina,” Superman admitted, while Batman examined the controls.
There was a keypad and a retinal scanner. Superman scanned the surface of the keys.
“The 1, 2, 5, 8 and 9 have the most wear,” he said mildly.
Batman had twisted off the heel of his boot and extracted a thin, plastic case.
“You planned on losing the belt,” Superman noted.
Batman grunted as he took a number of odd-looking items from the black case.
There was a pinhead screwdriver, that one Superman recognized. There was a plastic
square that looked like the world’s smallest pocket calculator mounted on a postage
stamp, with four filaments of wire extending from the top edge. And there was
another square of clear plastic, half the size of a fingernail, that Superman could see
was embedded with ultrathin wire and miniature microcircuits.
“Can I help?” he asked, while Batman unscrewed a small panel beneath the keypad.
“You already have,” Batman graveled, fastening the filaments on the “miniature
calculator” under the panel. “1, 2, 5, 8 and 9, wasn’t it?”
Superman nodded, and Batman touched those numbers on the calculator’s keypad
with the head of the screwdriver.
“That could take a minute. 1.9 million combinations if it’s the 9-digit model, 9.8
million if it’s the 10-digit. While we’re waiting…” He inserted the clear square into the
retinal scanner. “That will fool the receptor into thinking the reader is transmitting
whatever data it sent last, presumably the scan of an authorized employee.”
“What a fascinating trick. Wherever did you pick it up?”
“Exactly where you think I did,” Batman muttered without looking up, “but she
doesn’t know, and we’re not going to tell her.” He looked up. “Are we?”

No friend worthy of the name would stand by and let the weed of “Dr. Quinzel”
grow back to choke off the vibrant flower that was Harley Quinn. Somehow, Ivy had
to stop this ghastly transformation. The problem was that she could only think of two
ways to go about it, and both options made her want to vomit.
There was warning Dr. Bartholomew, man and salad eater, that Harley was faking.
It offended every fiber of her being. Taking a man’s side against her friend? It was like
murdering flowers to make a parade float honoring Batman! And yet, Bartholomew
was the seed from which this monster sprouted. Harley was only exposing herself to
these dangerous cuttings from her former life in order to teach him a lesson—when of
course it was Harley herself who needed the lesson: clown bad. It wasn’t a difficult
concept. Harley Quinn was the only person in Gotham who didn’t get it.
Clown bad. That was the crux of Ivy’s dilemma. Because Joker was the only other
being she could think of that might offer a solution. Joker was the vilest creature to
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ever step on a blade of grass, but he had done one thing of value in his worthless life:
he made Harley into the woman she was. If the worst happened, if Harley was lost, he
would be the one hope to get her back.
That thought made Ivy ill, physically ill. Bartholomew might be a man and salad
eater, but Joker was Joker. There was no question which was the lesser of two evils.
The problem was that Joker would at least know that the return of Dr. Quinzel was a
great evil to be stopped. Bartholomew would think it was a good thing. Ivy wasn’t
sure how to work around such blind, all-encompassing stupidity, except with
pheromones. In an otherwise rational person, one or two wrong ideas were like a few
wilting leaves. You didn’t toss the plant. You talk to them soothingly about what
needs to be done, snip snip the bad leaves away, and give them a little extra sunlight to
make up for it when it’s over. Problem solved.
But a plant growing in fetid, diseased soil? There came a point where wrong ideas
were too fundamental, like root rot, so prevalent at so elemental a spot that its deathly
brown must inevitably spread into every stem and bloom and leaf. There is no way to
reason with rotting corruption at the source, you can only blot it out with massive
inescapable doses of green.
Unfortunately, sustained greening of a member of the Arkham staff while Ivy herself
was an inmate was a practical impossibility. There were too many checks and double
checks in place, most suggested by that cursed Batman.
Once again, she thought of the Bat Flower. She really must do something about that
when she got out.

As Batman predicted, Superman had no trouble surviving the pressure failsafes in
the elevator shaft. Within minutes of Kittlemeier’s “calculator” defeating the keypad,
the heroes were standing on the sidewalk outside the Metropolis Fed. Catwoman was
nowhere to be seen, but Batman hadn’t expected her to wait around and risk being
spotted. She was undoubtedly returning to Gotham the way she had come. Rather
than risk a reunion during her layover at the Watchtower, he accepted Clark’s offer of
“a lift home.”
Reaching the manor, he postponed the logs and went straight upstairs. After any
kind of technically illegal but bat-sanctioned activity, Selina was giddy. Tonight’s
marathon series of robberies would be no exception.
He found her in their bedroom, a trail of rose petals beginning at the top of the grand
staircase… leading into the sitting room outside the bedroom, where the petals were
joined by at least two dozen candles… the trail continued into the bedroom itself,
where a warm fire roared in the fireplace. Selina lay in front of it, wearing nothing but
three batarangs positioned artfully on her sternum like a necklace.
“The Sultan of Juanpur wants his ruby back,” Bruce said dryly.
“Then let him transport to Metropolis and get your vault open next time,” she
purred.
He came closer and ran a finger slowly over the batarangs. It was as close as he
came to saying thank you, and she took it as such.
“How in the hell did you wind up trapped in the vault anyway?” Selina asked,
lifting his hand to her lips and kissing the knuckles.
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“You really don’t want to know,” he graveled.
“Was it bad?” she asked, meaning “Any serious danger of dying?”
“Nothing unprecedented,” he answered, meaning exactly that. “How was your
evening?”
“Completely unprecedented,” she smiled. “Not the robberies themselves, those were
pretty routine. But afterwards, best apri-heist ever.”
“Because no Batman was around to trail you back to your lair and reclaim the
Sultan’s ruby?”
“Ah, there’s the ego I know and love. No, my dark knight, what made this
homecoming special was Alfred. Oh, if I’d had him back in the day. He waited up and
made me scrambled eggs with asparagus when I got home.”
Bruce scowled. For as long as he could remember, scrambled eggs and asparagus
were the late night staple at the manor. After the opera, debutante balls or charity
galas, there was always a covered dish of scrambled eggs and asparagus, and a basket
of ultra thin Parmesan toast. The thought of Alfred staying up to prepare that repast
for Selina when she had been out stealing was… bizarre.
“Alfred’s gone to bed, but I can fix you something if you’re hungry,” Selina said,
getting up and repositioning behind him to rub his neck and shoulders.
“No thanks. Just keep doing that,” he murmured. It felt wonderful, and neither of
them spoke again until she was finished. Then…
“Clark said to say thank you.”
“Naturally. Clark always says thank you, that's how I wound up in the damn
League. Your turn.”
She repositioned again, so he could massage her shoulders. Again neither spoke
until it was over. Then…
“Luthor happy with the delivery?”
“Another satisfied customer. Go Kitty.”
Bruce’s lip curled into a slow, malevolent smile.
“Good… Good.”
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CHAPTER 7: MISDIRECTION
Lex Luthor knew the importance of a disciplined mind. As President, there were a
thousand potential crises on the horizon on any given day. If he couldn’t block out
thoughts of what might be coming, he wouldn’t be able to focus on the thirty pressing
issues already on his desk. He had brought this strict discipline into his civilian life,
and into his current operation: he had not speculated about the nature of the plans
Catwoman was taking. He knew only that they were important to the Justice League.
He suspected that they were somehow connected to the Watchtower. He knew, in
short, that they were worth having. It was folly to speculate beyond that, to start
dreaming up schemes based on a giant IF. It was a waste of time and effort. With a
discipline and maturity that distinguished him from common villains, he had been
content to wait.
Now, at last, he could set patience aside. Now, at last, he had the coveted plans.
Now, at last, he knew the full value of what he had acquired: complete schematics,
blueprints, software and wetware interfacing to create a bank of Justice League
transporters. If he had indulged in the childish game of expectations, this surely would
have exceeded them all. A full bank of League transporters, the possibilities were
legion. He could beam a plague down to Atlantis, a nuclear warhead onto Themyscira,
a battalion of troops into the Alien’s fortress. And those were only his first fleeting
thoughts as he walked to the bar to pour himself a scotch.
While he uncorked the decanter, he considered the identity angle. Two or three of
those young fools would certainly have their personal transporters located where it
would be a simple matter to deduce their identities. Covert access to their personal
lives could produce a devastating series of blows that would not even be recognized as
an attack on the League. The arrogance of heroes would certainly lead them to assume
such destructive and painful assaults must come from their personal nemeses.
While he poured his drink, Luthor then considered access to the Watchtower itself.
Plague, troops, and warheads were options there as well, naturally, but only for a coup
de grace. It would be criminal to rush into a fullscale scorched moon scenario simply
because he could. He must consider all his options with respect to the Watchtower:
infiltrating their computer systems, communications, even the hydroponics garden and
trophy room… their arsenal, detention cells, medical and research facilities… personal
living quarters… and any other features he had yet to discover in that imposing base.
Luckily, he would have ample time to consider those possibilities while he
constructed the transporter.

The bats squeaked overhead. Bruce put a bizarre headpiece over his eyes and
adjusted the focus on its protruding lenses. Selina prattled nervously.
“You know, some people think the whole masked bat thing is weird, but I was never
one of them. Some people say you’re as crazy as Joker: Bat-car, Bat-cave, Bat-arang…
It’s odd. But not me, I never said that. I accept the whole thing. The complete
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package, right down to plastering the sexy bat silhouette right smack in the center of
your chest like a bull’s eye. I love every damn Bat-bit of it. There’s just one thing that I
think is weird. Know what it is?”
“I’m sure you’re going to tell me,” Bruce murmured, swabbing her upper arm with
disinfectant.
“It’s having the med lab down here. We’ve got at least twenty unused rooms
upstairs.”
“In Bruce Wayne’s house,” he graveled, examining the end of a strange-looking, tripronged needle.
“Yes,” she agreed. “I know we like to keep Bruce Wayne’s house clear of all Batactivities. But the thing is, Bruce Wayne’s house is also clear of… how do I put this
delicately... wildlife! I’m looking at a live bat right now. See, right through there? Wild
animal scratching its chin and drooling, that’s not something I like to see when I’m
being prepped for surgery—OW! What was that?”
“That was the surgery,” Bruce said, extracting the needle and swabbing the insertion
point again.
“That was it? You’re finished?”
“Finished. The nanite transponder is located right here, between the fourth and fifth
layers of skin, and it’s microscopic. Even Clark would have to know exactly where to
look and what to look for in order to spot it, so you won’t have to worry about scans.”
“It’s still a leash,” Selina scowled.
Bruce’s lip twitched. He had suspected that was her real objection to the procedure,
not the proximity of innocent bats in the cave.
“It’s not a leash,” he assured her. “It doesn’t transmit your location; that would be
detectable by any number of scanners. This will just identify you as you whenever you
enter a League teleporter.”
“It’s hard to make a leash and collar sound like the good option to a cat, Bruce, but
you just managed it.”
“Selina, in two months it will be completely dissolved, I promise.”
“And until then, I’ve got, what, a Justice League secret decoder ring in there?”
Bruce coughed before his lip could twitch again.
“This is where our being on a separate circuit from the rest of the League comes in
handy. While any teleporter will detect that device, there are only three units that have
any programming directives to respond to it: the one here in the cave, the one in the
satellite cave, and the one Luthor is building.”
Selina sighed unhappily, and Bruce kissed her cheek.
“I’ll make it up to you when it’s over, Kitten. Oh, and by the way, stay away from
Vault tonight.”
He said it casually, trying to keep any trace of Batman out of his voice and manner.
Batman saying “don’t” in any context was a ball of yarn that Selina could never resist
pawing.
“Why?” came the inevitable question.
He should have known. Regardless of his tone, Catwoman could sniff out Bat-fun
the way he could pass a derelict building and sense if there were criminals inside. He
would have to let her in on the plan—and who knew how big a ball of Bat-yarn that
would represent in her eyes.
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“I don’t know how closely Luthor is keeping an eye on that nightclub,” Bruce said
grimly. “It’s only natural that Batman would confront you after that Metropolis
episode. So tonight, he’ll show up at Vault and tear the place up looking for you. If he
can find you, that would lead to one absurd conversation, one that I’d like to avoid.
And one that we can easily avoid having in front of the entire VIP room if I can just
beat the location of your lair out of the scum when you’re not around. We’ll leave the
rest to their imaginations.”

So far, so good.
Ivy knew she couldn’t just waltz into Bartholomew’s office and warn him about
Harley. He would be suspicious of her help, the fool.
But if it didn’t seem like “help,” if it seemed only like she was “making progress” in
his twisted view, then she could say anything she wanted as long as it was rooted in
the right soil. In Bartholomew’s warped view of the world, people were valued more
than plants. If Ivy pretended to consider that perverted notion, he must certainly allow
her to talk about the few people worth considering on par with plants.
Then, in considering Harley’s many fine qualities, it would be quite natural for her to
state the opposing case. Plants might not be as much fun on a high speed chase with
the Batmobile, but plants do not deceive. Just look at what Harley was doing…
Yes, that should do the trick. It was a different kind of seduction: bring the object of
desire close enough so the poor wretch could see the beauty of its petals and inhale its
intoxicating scent, and then withdraw it. Bartholomew would be so caught up in the
reversal of Ivy’s “progress” that he would not suspect an ulterior motive in what she
was telling him about Harley.

Father teach: any mission you come home from is good one.
Am home.
Got out museum. No leave piece of costume behind.
Got free shirt.
Strange shirt with picture of Poison Ivy on front.
No like new shirt. Could take back museum lost and found.
But foolish go back. No reason to risk. Use shirt for dust.
Must write up log. Not be good log.
Cannot lie in log, is great dishonor.
Plus Barbara know tracker at museum long time.
Sometimes can make bad log entry better by leaving out extra words.
Some dishonor there too, but not so much.
Could ask Selina.
Thief skill trying out at museum come from Selina. Should check with her before
writing log.
No dishonor if wait to consult sensei.
Will wait. Then leave out extra words.
Begin to understand this “Bad day at office. Boy do I need a drink.”
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Constructing the hardware of the physical transporters did not present much of a
challenge. Luthor once tried to build such a device for the Secret Society. While the
project had failed, he still had the benefit of that copious research. He had read all
scientific papers on matter teleportation dating back to the 1940s. When he became
President, he had access to even more material, classified material. Although he didn’t
have the time to study it while in office, he had made copies of anything that might be
useful later.
The transporter hardware completed, Luthor turned his attention to the software on
an encrypted disk from the Allman-Freely portion of the plans. He was surprised to
see that the engineers used a LexCorp encryption module to encode it—unlike ninety
percent of the world that used WayneTech. It made for a very easy crack, although it
would have been just as simple without that bit of luck. Lexcorp’s encryption tools
were all based on the WayneTech algorithms.
The database of global coordinates which the software drew on, on the other hand,
was turning out to be the real headache. A lesser man might have considered the
words “insurmountable obstacle” as he paged through the incomprehensible screens of
data, but Luthor was far from defeated. Every day when he finished soldering, he took
out pad and pencil and resumed decrypting. Finally, at the end of day three, he saw it:
two batches of data that simply looked alike. He had been swimming in this accursed
data for so long, it had all begun to blur around the edges. And, as a blur, something
about these two looked similar… The length of the lines, the patterns of upper and
lowercase characters, numerals, and symbols… he tossed out everything else and just
concentrated on those two records.

Batman considered Operation: Bad Kitty a minor bookkeeping operation, not
warranting an alert to the full Bat Team. Batman and Superman didn’t overlook
assaults with k-lasers, robotic tigers, and being locked in a kryptonite-lined vault.
Luthor knew that, so the episode represented an outstanding debit that needed a
corresponding credit. That’s all his appearance at Vault was meant to be: a checkmark
for Luthor’s benefit, just in case he was watching.
Unfortunately, Luthor’s agents weren’t the only ones watching. If Nightwing had
been observing the comings and goings at Vault that night, Batman’s arrival would
have passed without comment. If it had been Batgirl or Huntress or even Azrael… but
it wasn’t. It was Robin, and Robin was bored from too many hours of surveillance, too
many nights without Rogue action, and too many solo patrols without the company
he’d grown used to. When he saw the Batmobile screech around the corner and pull to
an abrupt stop before Vault, his eyes gleamed with anticipation: this was going to be
good.
The car had triple parked, clogging the street so that, at best, only a motorcycle could
squeeze through. Batman had stormed angrily through the door, and Robin could see
the excited flutter of shadows just inside the entrance—Batman slugging his way past
the bouncer, for sure! Robin pounded his fists excitedly on his knees in a rapid flutter
of anticipation—if only he could hear what was going on inside.
But Vault had even better anti-surveillance measures than the Iceberg. Robin
performed another round of knee-drumming before opening the OraCom, relating the
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situation, and securing Oracle’s agreement that he should swing down in order to
“monitor the situation” from inside the building, where his radio would at least get
around those blasted anti-bugging measures.
Oracle knew as well as Robin did that Batman didn’t need any help, but she also
knew as well as Robin did that whatever was going on down there, it was going to be
good. So she put out a general alert and, as the others checked in, she let them know
what was happening and the channel to tune in if they were free.
Over the next hour, they heard Batman interrogate Sparrow, Dove, Magpie, Bags
Datillo, Blades Shinoda, One Eye Manning, Cottonmouth Pierce, Margot Marceau,
Catman, and Cluemaster. They heard him extract four contradictory stories about the
location of the new cat lair. And then… then they heard him get the muddy end of a
Clayface smackdown, punctuated by the disheartening commentary “Oh, man” from
Robin.
Pressed to elaborate, Robin said only “not now, not now, I gotta get him out of there
before—Oh, man.”
The com erupted into a crackling-pounding-whooshing they all recognized: it meant
the person wearing the open microphone was in motion. Then, they heard one syllable
of Batman’s voice barking “Ro-” before an abrupt cut off. Fourteen seconds of dead
silence passed, and then Robin’s voice returned.
..:: Party’s over, guys. Batman’s fine. But he left the club, uh, ‘involuntarily…’ He’s kind of
rolled up in… I guess you’d call it a ‘carpet’ of Clayface goo. And I don’t think it would be a
good idea if he knew we heard all that. Robin out.::..

EUREKA!
Never had Alexander Luthor thought to utter such a hackneyed phrase, but when he
reran the first target sample through his theta-four decryption matrix, he saw it. It was
still an incomprehensible block of data not resembling any known global coordinates,
but the incomprehensible block began with the characters “00TTHEMYS.” The second
block of data began “00TKEYST2.” No programmer could fail to see it: 00—some sort
of begin line designation, T for transport, Themyscira. Then: 00, T, Keystone—
presumably the second of two transport pads in Keystone City.
He had it! He had cracked the coordinates. It seemed to be some kind of proprietary
system, probably the work of that nuisance Steel. There might not be a way to blindly
translate the system’s coordinates to an ordinary globe or GPS, but that wouldn’t be
necessary when he had the rest of the teleporter up and running. In all probability, he
would be able to work it out after a few transports, once he saw where the various
coordinates landed him. And if he never did crack it, what did it matter? If he could
teleport a plague onto Themyscira, it didn’t really matter if he could find it on a map.
The inhabitants would be just as dead.

After Batman’s ignominious exit from Vault rolled up in a carpet of cloying Clayface
glop, he felt a brief pause was in order to build up suspense. For two nights, absolutely
nothing happened. No Batman, no Catwoman, no developments of any kind at the
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nightclub. On the third night, Matches Malone showed up looking like he’d gone a
few rounds with Mike Tyson. He ordered a Tesco and Coke, which meant he was off
duty, since everyone knew that Catwoman didn’t let him drink anything but mineral
water when he was acting as her bodyguard.
Matches didn’t warrant serious attention from anyone that mattered, but a few
henchmen wondered about his bruises. He wore them proudly, which meant he got
them from a serious heavyweight. You didn’t parade your battle scars in public if you
got them from a ninety-pound kid in a cape or some twirp from the Triads. But
Matches wasn’t boasting the way one usually did when they weathered a Batencounter. Unless…
At the same instant, four henchmen thought of a reason Matches might be keeping
quiet after a back alley fist-dance with Batman, but none of them would ever say it out
loud. It was the reason they had kept quiet when they’d walked away with bruises like
that… because they’d spilled their guts.
Conversation about Matches Malone abruptly ceased among the few people who
thought him worth talking about. Matches himself, unaware he was ever a topic of
conversation, had two drinks, played a few hands of video poker, hit on Wren,
speculated that she was a lesbian when she turned him down, and left.
All the story needed now was some kind of closing parenthesis. Everyone knew the
beginning, a few had a puzzling glimpse of the middle, now if they had a closing
image—preferably one that might embarrass Catwoman and therefore wouldn’t be
openly discussed—they would all fill in the details on their own and the matter would
be quickly forgotten. There had been considerable discussion at the manor on exactly
what that closing image was to be…

Lex Luthor was not a sentimentalist or a simpleton. He was not predisposed to see
emotion in the face of a dumb animal, but it did seem to him that the white-faced
capuchin monkey looked angry. Something about the furrowing above eyes and the
shape of the mouth. It seemed to Luthor that if anyone had a right to be angry, it was
him, not the monkey.
He had modeled certain aspects of his presidential manner on Ronald Reagan. The
man was popular; there was no denying that. He knew how to conduct himself behind
a podium, and a politician could get away with a lot if he could sway the mob. But the
modeling was confined to those areas where Reagan excelled: photo ops and press
conferences. It included stance, carriage, body language, and vocal delivery. It did not
include subjecting himself to the indignities of a 1950s film star. It did not include
partnership with a monkey. This fidgeting, scratching, screeching simian—that some
demented breeder had actually named Bonzo—did not help Lex Luthor feel
“presidential.”
Bonzo was necessary, however, if Luthor was to test his transporter. He had wanted
to begin with something smaller, an object that would not raise any suspicions if it
were found in the destination tube. He tried teleporting a penny, but the system
evidently required a certain mass, for it only moved the penny one tube to the left.
Luthor then considered that the system might need living matter to properly activate
the chamber, so he tried transporting a spider. That too would arouse no suspicion,
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even at the Watchtower. They had plants. They had dozens of people coming and
going, equipment and water always beaming up from Earth. An ordinary garden
spider getting in would be nothing at all.
Unfortunately, the spider, like the penny, disappeared from chamber A and
reappeared in chamber B. That’s when Luthor realized it must be mass and volume, not
the presence of living tissue, which was the problem. So he was forced to accelerate his
trials and go straight to the test subject that most resembled the ultimate human user: a
primate. That brought him to “Bonzo,” but so far, Bonzo had brought him only
headaches.
Luthor had disabled the incoming teleport alerts, but even so, no hero—not even
Plastic Man—could be so addle-minded that they would dismiss a white-faced
capuchin materializing at the Watchtower. So he had to find a destination tube that
was sure to be unobserved. Luthor calculated that, of the destinations available to him,
the Alien’s fortress was the most likely to be unoccupied at any given time. He could
magnify the odds by arranging another diversion or simply waiting until Superman
was occupied with some naturally occurring and well-publicized disaster.
The target destination chosen, Luthor’s Bonzo problems were far from solved. The
little beast screeched like mad if the door to its cage was locked, but he was happy
enough to stay in there as long as the door could be opened. It would spend hours
opening and closing the door: unlatch—open—climb onto the bars, clinging from the
inside—swing until the door was full open—swing back—close door—latch—repeat.
It was driving Luthor insane.
Unlatch—open—climb onto bars, clinging to the outside this time, just for a
change—swing until door was full open…

Few moments in the Gotham underworld were as carefully stage managed as
Catwoman’s return to Vault. After a week’s absence that saw some ominous portents,
anticipation was at a fever pitch. Anything obvious like a black eye or a swollen cheek
would be suicide. Her appearance at Vault was, essentially, taking a hit on nineteen in
blackjack. It wouldn’t take much to go bust.
So Catwoman’s entrance on the ground floor was the letdown of the year. She
seemed her usual self in every respect. Her walk, her easy smile towards those she
favored, her contemptuous scowl towards those she despised… and her oblivious
passing by of those too insignificant to bother despising. Hugo Strange hunkered over
his lager as she walked past his table as if she didn’t even see him. He was used to the
slight. Tom Blake muttered an obscenity. And Catwoman offered Sly a fingertip wave
as she passed the bar on her way to the stairs.
There was a similar anticlimax when she reached the VIP room. DEMONs and
Ghost Dragons didn’t notice a thing. Neither did the Rogues viewing from a distance.
It was Jonathan Crane, only one table over, who first noticed some odd pulls around
the collarbone of her costume. It was nothing blatant, but when a costume fit so
tightly, any little flaw was apt to have an effect. He got up to take a closer look.
“I feared you’d been caught in the rain,” he said smartly, thinking it a brilliant
excuse for having approached her.
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“It rained?” Catwoman asked, arching her eyebrow.
“Yes,” Scarecrow lied. “About an hour ago. And I know how cats are afraid of
water.”
She seemed to consider this (and Scarecrow knew he sounded like an Arkham case
even before Catwoman broke out the humoring smile and said “How nice”), but he
didn’t care. He’d seen what he wanted and returned to his table, quite satisfied.
He waved excitedly to the Mad Hatter, and as soon as Jervis was in earshot, he
whispered the shocking news:
“Finger marks in the leather. Right around the throat.”
“No!” Jervis gasped, wild with excitement. “So it was one of those encounters, was
it?”

At last, there was flooding in Montenegro!
Luthor wasted no time rushing from the newswire to CNN, and there he waited
anxiously for reports that Superman had been sighted. He had the television set up
next to the transport console, so he could begin testing as soon as the wretched Alien
started showboating.
Since the fortress must now be empty, Luthor had only to send Bonzo on his way…
Put that way, it sounded simple. Except Bonzo was more interested in playing with
the buttons on Luthor’s shirt than getting into the transport tube. Then it was more
interested in climbing the outside of the tube, sitting on top of the chamber,
unscrewing bolts and throwing them at Luthor. The window of opportunity came and
went…
Luckily, in Montenegro, landslides often follow floods. This time, Luthor was ready
with a leash and choke collar. Before the Alien had pushed back the first avalanche,
the collar was on the monkey and the monkey was in the tube! Luthor set the dial for
the Alien’s fortress, and at last…
The monkey dematerialized from tube A and rematerialized in tube B.
Luthor cursed.
He tried again. The monkey dematerialized from tube B and rematerialized in tube
C.
C into D. D into A. A into B again. Luthor threw caution to the wind and set the
controls for Themyscira. The monkey made it as far as tube C. Keystone… C into D.
Philadelphia… D into A. Star City… A into B.
By now, it was no longer a matter of fanciful perception, the monkey was angry.

Intriguing. Harley had made more progress with Poison Ivy in a few unauthorized
visits than Bartholomew achieved in years of formal sessions. Her methods were
daringly unorthodox, but there was no denying the results.
In order to deliver her “warning,” Ivy had mapped out all the attitudes of a sane
individual and thought through the ways her own values diverged. She then
constructed a plausible path to “get there from here.” In order to pose as a Poison Ivy
on the road to recovery, she had unknowingly taken the first steps.
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It really was an astonishing achievement, and Bartholomew was forced to admit he
had completely underestimated Harley’s potential as a psychiatrist all those years ago.
Of course, he couldn’t really consider sanctioning this kind of guerilla therapy.
Sending Harley among the theme criminals as a kind of spy to plant therapeutic time
bombs through manipulation? It violated every tenet of medical ethics, and a good few
of common decency, not to mention common sense.
Then again, as Harley herself had pointed out, it’s essentially what Patient J had
done to her when she was on staff. Might she have put up a better defense if she had a
working knowledge of the weapons that would be used against her? Why, a little
proactive manipulation of the “Rogue” patients could almost be seen as a preventative
measure, like an inoculation…

No rumors spread faster or with more credibility than those unheard by the common
rabble, those that only first and second tier Rogues whisper behind their hands:
Catwoman’s costume marked with these finger-size indentations, right around the
throat. They all knew what that meant, and they all knew the announcement that
would follow—which is why it didn’t matter so much that Jervis’s way of saying it
didn’t make a lot of sense.
“The old new cat lair is now the new old cat lair, for the new new must go the way of
the old new once the Jabberwok has been inside, or even the Ace of Hearts. For you
know how it is with flying cards, once one knows, they all know. You can say ‘Oh, but
it’s only the Three of Diamonds,’ but if you do, sure as not, the whole pack will be
flying in the window.”
Translation: Catwoman was moving again. Superman-size hole in the north wall of
the cat lair.

There were only three possibilities:
1. Luthor had made some sort of error installing the special coordinates in the
system, the proprietary software was not accessing it correctly, and so, lacking a valid
destination, it was defaulting to the next valid coordinates it had: the next tube in the
same bank.
2. The system needed a human or humanoid organism to initiate the proper
transport operation. A man, Martian, or Kryptonian it would accept; a rambunctious
monkey, it would not.
3. Catwoman was pulling a fast one, withholding some vital portion of the data she
had stolen in a bid for power or profit.
Luthor felt Hypothesis #1 was… unlikely.
Hypothesis 2 was possible.
Hypothesis 3 was very possible.
Three hypotheses, but only one definite way to test them. Any of four billion people
could act as a human guinea pig to test Hypothesis 2, but only one of them, only
Catwoman herself, would also serve for Hypothesis 3. If he used her as a test subject,
he would either have the answer when he was finished with her, or he would have
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eliminated both Hypotheses 2 and 3 and be forced back to 1 as the only viable
explanation. Luthor was not such an egotist that he refused to consider that
infinitesimal possibility that he himself had made an error, but he would eliminate the
far more likely options first.
He would have to bring Catwoman to the center.
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CHAPTER 8: A POSE BY ANY OTHER
NAME…
“This is why I work alone,” Selina thought sourly.
It didn’t occur to her that she was working with both Batman and Superman at the
moment. She was thinking only of her supposed alliance with Lex Luthor, not the real
one with the world’s finest heroes. And her pose of a partnership with Luthor was
beginning to grate.
This time, the note summoning her to a meeting had come through Raven. “Some
horribly butch woman” had intercepted her on her way to the washroom and “been
really rude about it.” The note had once again led Catwoman to a rendezvous with a
Hummer limo, and that again brought her to the heliport. This time, it was a different
airstrip and a different chartered plane. This time, Luthor was not onboard, only a
stewardess who was entirely too bright-eyed and cheerful to be a Luthor employee.
She undoubtedly came with the charter. She offered drinks, snacks, movies to pass the
time, but precious little information. The flight would be a little over six hours, she
said, which is the point Catwoman began her silent mantra about working alone.
People were fine as people, but as working partners, they were an endless series of
inconveniences and annoyance. Six hours on a plane to Bast-knows-where, only
Luthor!
The plane flew west, give or take, and finally landed at a good-sized airstrip in what
had to be Oregon or Washington State. There was a glow of a city in the distance, but
Selina couldn’t see anything identifiable. A glow on the horizon could be Portland,
could be Tacoma or Seattle. Considering they were dealing with Luthor, it could even
be a military base in the middle of fucking nowhere.
Naturally, there was another damn Hummer waiting, the usual size Hummer this
time. The driver, in striking contrast to the too-chipper stewardess, seemed to have no
emotions or personality whatsoever. Indeed, he didn’t seem to have the basic motor
mechanisms to produce any variations in his voice or facial features. Selina would not
have been surprised to learn he was a robot, if he didn’t have some kind of bite marks
on his hand, clumsily covered with a Band-Aid.
The Hummer took her through the kind of dense forest associated with fairy tales,
and into a dark opening in a side of a mountain that turned out to be an abandoned
mine. She was taken down a rickety cage-door elevator, through a shaft that became
abruptly more modern after thirty feet. At the bottom, the door opened onto a high
tech installation that might have been a bit small for the Bond villain effect, but was
otherwise pure Luthor.
Rather than look around and express wondering admiration, Catwoman regarded
her host coldly.
“Lex, seriously, consider the telephone.”
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First, Joker mentioned “mummy.” He did it twice in less than a week, which would
have smelled fishy to anyone that wasn’t a psychiatrist with a sentimental weakness
for Freud. But Bartholomew’s hopes had soared, just as Harley knew they would.
Then, she herself baited that little hook about cliff diving, leading him to think he’d
found a chink in her devotion to her beloved Mistah J. That blossomed into a full
reemergence of Dr. Quinzel once her Puddin’ was put into isolation after that Roland
Jaer nonsense. And now, now she had him having her make “little suggestions” for all
his Rogue patients.
Little suggestions that, in her wild enthusiasm for the task, she was structuring as
complete therapy roadmaps, some for patients that weren’t even in residence at the
moment. Why, when she was finished, Dr. Bart would have a brilliantly insightful
plan to lead Calendar Man, Catman, Clayface, Cluemaster, Firefly, Killer Croc, Killer
Moth, Mad Hatter, Mr. Freeze, Ratcatcher, Riddler, Roxy Rocket, Scarecrow, Hugo
Strange, Ventriloquist and Maxie Zeus back to sanity.
The length of the list was no accident. For Harley wasn’t just constructing a therapy
plan for individual Rogues, but a…
TEMPLATE ROADMAP to ROGUE WELLNESS
Harley giggled with delight as she wrote the heading in bold block letters. Then she
went on to explain her intention: since only she had the inside knowledge of the Rogue
mind borne of living among them, and since this was not a viable method of training
future therapists, she would not only devise these therapy roadmaps but do so in a
precise fashion that documented her process and could therefore be mimicked later by
those not so fortunate as to have the benefit of her experience.
She read the sentence back. Something seemed wrong about it—other than its length
and having a big ol’ stick up its butt. That was necessary to seem all academicy Dr.
Quinzelishlike. But something else didn’t quite…
Oh, of course. Given her readers’ bias, that should be “not so un-fortunate…”
She made the correction, giggled with glee, and continued.
…so unfortunate as to have the benefit of her experience. As such, she would want
to write the first section—and indeed, the first paragraph—for each Rogue before going
on to the second. Then do the second for each before the third. Only in that way
would an actual methodology emerge.
Again, Harley giggled at her cleverness.
She counted up the Rogues on her list, worked out how long it would take to finish
two paragraphs or three on each. Introductions never said much, but they would take
some time to compose… Even so, she added Crazy Quilt, Doctor Death, Kite Man, and
Cornelius Stirk to the list, just for a safety margin. It would be days into the
composition before she had to reveal anything useful about anyone.

Luthor had had enough of Catwoman’s badinage.
“I’m just saying, you have overlooked the potential of the telephone as a means of
communication. Ten numbers, that’s all it takes, Lex. You dial ‘em, and even though
we are three thousand miles apart, we can still have a conversation without going to all
this trouble every time.”
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“Most amusing,” he said acidly. “Now if you will come this way, please. I will
show you what the plans you took in Gotham have wrought.”
He scrutinized her reaction when she saw the transporters for the first time. If she
had known what the plans were for, she wasn’t giving anything away. She inspected
the transporter tubes with interest, and spoke unguardedly about the time she
infiltrated the Watchtower with a press junket, disguised as Cat Grant.
“They brought us up in shuttles. We saw the teleport tubes as part of the tour, but
they didn’t let us get this close. It certainly looks right.”
For the first time, she seemed duly impressed with Luthor and his achievements.
“And it works?” she asked brightly.
“That is what you are here to determine,” he said coldly.
She looked up suspiciously, only to see Luthor step in close as if forming an
imposing physical barrier between her and the rest of the room.
“If you please,” he said menacingly, opening the nearest tube.
Catwoman could hold her own against Batman, one of the best martial artists in the
world. There was no doubt that she could lay Luthor flat on his ass if it came to a fight,
but instead, she offered a light smile of acquiescence, the way one does when cornered
by some definite threat that cannot be ignored.
“As you wish,” she said, stepping into the chamber with her hands raised as if he
held a gun on her.
He nodded, satisfied with his victory, and stepped behind the control panel.
“There’s a bit of a smell in here,” she said casually.
“Disinfectant,” Luthor grimaced. “The last test subject was less hygienic than one
could wish. Do you have a desired target destination?”
Catwoman restrained her smile at the mental picture which presented itself.
“Did he bite?”
“Yes,” Luthor spat. “Do you have a desired target destination?”
“Lex… it was a monkey, wasn’t it?”
“Do you have a desired target?”
“You had a monkey that pee’d in the transport tube.”
Luthor sighed and began to repeat “Do you have a…”
“I ask because I’ve seen The Fly, Lex. I want to make absolutely sure that you got all
of it out of the tube before we go any further. Not keen on the idea of my molecules
being disassembled here and reassembled elsewhere with a few extras from your
simian pal.”
“Catwoman, do you have a desired target or shall I pick one at random and risk your
materializing in a fallout shelter in Beijing?”
She laughed wickedly.
“Of course I do. I want the Batcave.”
“Catwoman, really,” Luthor winced. “Popping into the Alien's fortress is one thing,
but you don't invade the Batcave unless you're bringing World War III with you.”
“I can handle it. C’mon, Lex… for Kitty?”
“Very well,” he sighed. “It’s your funeral. Will ten minutes be sufficient?”
“Meow.”
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He selected the destination, and the chamber lit up as always. Then it flashed
brighter than usual, and Catwoman disappeared from Chamber A, just like the penny,
the spider, and the monkey before her. Unlike those earlier test subjects, she did not
immediately rematerialize in Chamber B…

THURSDAY! That meant breakfast at Arkham would consist of bran flakes, orange
juice, raisin bread and butter (which was rather high carb and low protein for starting
off the day, and Harley wondered if she shouldn’t shoot off a memo to that effect
before continuing). Thursday also meant it was time to use her run-of-the-asylum
status to get some credentials.
They would be Lisa White’s credentials. Harley always thought Lisa would look
better as a blonde anyway. She just had to wait until the senior staff meeting was
going on; Lisa never wore her jacket to senior staff. It was draped over the back of her
office chair, right where Harley knew it would be. She unclipped the ID card, took it
out of its plastic sleeve, and made a quick photocopy. She returned the original to
Lisa’s office and, while she was there, looked up a certain item on the Internet.
Harley sighed, happily. It was just PERFECT! She printed out the coveted
information from the website, folded the pages carefully, and slid them into a special
envelope for inmate mail. She carefully copied Lisa White’s ID code from the
identification card, indicating that the contents of the envelope had been examined and
was approved for delivery to Patient J. She slid it into the outbox, under a check
requisition and a couple file folders that presumably needed to be refiled. Lisa
wouldn’t notice a thing when she got back, and by the end of the day, Puddin’ would
be fully prepped.
Harley didn’t want to risk any more time in Lisa White’s office, and the identification
number from her ID could be used on any Arkham computer. So Harley went back to
her cell… by way of the staff lounge to find out who was out sick today.
Nurse Chin was, but that was no help. Chin worked in the infirmary.
Melanie Fontana was sick too. Harley didn’t recognize the name. Turned out, she
was a new girl in the regular wing. She had no contact with the high-risk patients in
the high security wing. She’d have no clearance to get the kind of information Harley
wanted. But she had an office. An office meant walls and a computer, and that’s really
all that Harley needed. With that, Lisa White’s ID code would open the files she
wanted.
Now all Harley had to do was find out where the heck this Melanie whatsherface
had her office.

The transporter tube flashed, and Catwoman found herself standing in the Batcave.
Batman was at the controls, and Robin was waiting on the platform with a purple cell
phone and her old, skirted costume from the display case.
“Quick, get changed into this,” Robin said urgently. Then he made a show of closing
his eyes and turning his back, and Selina couldn’t hold back her smile. Robins were
just so cute. The first twenty times he’d seen her in costume, Tim’s eyes had riveted on
her breasts and didn’t budge throughout the whole dreary discussion of museum
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skylights and jewels that didn’t belong to her. Now, you’d think he was embarrassed
to be in the same cave as the notorious Catwoman.
Selina turned her attention from the back of Robin’s cape to the one he’d handed her.
“Scorch marks?” she said, noting the streaks of charred black on the fabric.
“Yeah, you really trashed the place. Oracle and I already loaded that phone with the
pictures.”
“That they had far too much fun creating,” Batman added disapprovingly.
Selina turned her attention to him, still standing behind the control panel exhibiting
all the detached professionalism of a crimefighter on duty. She flashed him, and he
hurriedly tilted his head down towards the panel to pretend he hadn’t seen. She
celebrated the victory with a wide Cheshire grin, which she held for a full ten seconds
before tactfully changing the subject.
“You’re not telling me that Lex actually has the ability to beam in here,” she asked,
wrapping the green cape around her shoulders—and noting it was ripped as well as
scorched.
“No,” Batman said flatly. “The transponder in your arm caused Luthor’s system to
emit a supersonic squelch when he activated the tube you were in. That, in turn,
activated this console, and I was able to pull you off his pad.”
“Sweet,” she said, slipping on the low ankle boots she preferred with the skirted
costume. She went on to silently adjust her cowl, her gloves, and finally she told Tim
he could turn around.
Batman took it as a cue.
“Close your eyes and hold your breath,” he ordered, taking an atomizer and a fire
extinguisher from behind the control panel and subjecting her to a spritzing with liquid
smoke, followed by short bursts of dry baking soda and C02 fog.
“You guys are sick,” she coughed.
In reply, Batman lifted part of her cape, blasted it solid with two shots from a freeze
ray, and shattered the lower third with a well-placed blow.
“I’m supposed to explain all this when I go back?” she asked.
“Your choice,” Batman said offhandedly, “Luthor won’t believe anything you tell
him. He’ll assume it’s something you’re making up to conceal the real details of what
happened here.”
“Ah.”
“Ready to go back?”
“Almost,” she breathed. Then she stretched up, kissed his cheek, and said, “For
luck,” giving the cheek a nasty scratch as she spoke.
He bore it stoically, until she twiddled the tips of her claws at him.
“Fresh blood, little detail you left out of the master plan. Lucky you have me to
catch those things. Ciaomeow, Dark Knight.”
And with that, she stepped back into the transporter, and in seconds, had vanished
in a blue-gray flash.

NOW things were happening. In the privacy of Melanie Fontana’s office, Harley
used Lisa White’s ID to get access to the Arkham network. She found out that
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Puddin’s next session with Dr. Bartholomew was tomorrow at four. She also looked
through the staff calendar and found that tomorrow was Simone O’Roarke’s wedding
anniversary. So she logged out of the network and hopped back onto the Internet to
have a dozen red roses… no, three dozen red roses… delivered to Simone’s office first
thing in the morning.
No plants would ever be delivered to a patient in the high security wing, especially
when Red was in residence, but the staff was another story. If some dolt of a husband
didn’t know the rules and sent his wife flowers on their anniversary, they would make
it through.
Now, twenty or thirty dollars slipped into Saul Vics’s hand would make sure
Puddin’ was taken to his session past Simone O’Roarke’s open door and SQUEEEEEE!
Harley hugged herself. This was going to be great!

Luthor’s excitement at seeing Catwoman actually disappear from Chamber A
without instantly reappearing in Chamber B was nothing compared to his giddy
delight ten minutes later when Chamber A erupted into a wash of light again at his
command and… yes… yes… there was a definite purple shape materializing within
the light! He had—paraphrasing the Apollo challenge—sent a Catwoman to the
Batman’s cave and returned her safely to Earth.
“WHEW! What a rush!” Selina exclaimed, doing her best Roxy Rocket
impersonation. “Goddamn, that was fun, Lex.” Then she giggled, high on adrenaline.
Luthor’s exhilaration was tainted somewhat by surprise, and he stared
openmouthed the top of her thigh. It’s not that it wasn’t a very shapely thigh; it was
merely that the bare leg hadn’t been visible when she disappeared.
“That’s not the costume you were wearing before,” he said dully.
“No,” she purred. “I found this in the bastard’s trophy room, can you believe that? A
costume of mine in with his trophies! So I played a little prank or three.”
She handed over her cell phone triumphantly, and meowed.
Luthor opened it cautiously… and saw a picture of a giant playing card bisecting a
Lucite case that displayed a (similarly bisected and somewhat crushed) green velvet
hat… an enormous projection screen pierced by a Riddler cane… a computer console
consumed in flames… and what appeared to be a natural history museum simulacrum
of a tyrannosaurus eating Robin. (Although the last, on closer inspection, was only the
cape of a Robin costume draped over the dinosaur’s teeth, the rest of the costume being
visible in another picture of a shattered display case.)
“Most amusing,” he said, handing back the phone. “Now, if you will excuse me, I
have a number of similar, albeit more discreet, trials to conduct before the system can
be used for a fullscale assault.”
He set the controls, stepped into Chamber A, experienced the blinding wash of bluegray light firsthand, and then… found himself standing one tube to the left in Chamber
B.
“NO!” he wailed, racing out, resetting the controls, and stepping into Chamber B.
Like the penny, the spider, and the monkey before him, he dematerialized from B, and
instantly rematerialized in C.
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He raced out of the teleport tube again and grabbed Catwoman roughly by the arm.
She was still giggling as she scrolled through the pictures on her phone, he noted. In
the face of these inexplicable irregularities with the transporter—crux of their master
plan—she was giggling at the photos on her phone. He shuddered at his assumption
that she different from other costumed lunatics, and flung her into the nearest tube,
which again happened to be B.
Before she could object, he hit the controls, blinding her with that wash of light. Just
as before, she vanished from the tube she was in without reappearing in the next tube
over.
Except…
The tube flashed again and, on the very spot where Catwoman had stood was…
was… a cat cowl, a bullwhip and a purple cell phone lying on a shapeless heap of
purple and green fabric.

Leland Bartholomew felt buoyant, positively buoyant, ever since Harleen stopped by
his office first thing in the morning just to say hello. She had been working on a
surprise for him all week, she said, a surprise that would open his eyes “and the
world’s” on the delicate problem of Rogue reform. She was two-thirds of the way
through the introductions for her “roadmaps” and she enthused about these in detail,
going so far as to show him drafts for several patients—which she needed back, she
hastened to tell him. This was just a preview.
Bartholomew was somewhat skeptical that Harleen’s efforts would really mean a
revolutionary step forward in the treatment of criminal personality disorders, but his
hopes for Harley’s own recovery had never shone brighter. Her ferocious ambition
and wide-eyed naiveté was so much like the Harleen Quinzel that first joined the
Arkham staff. Never had she seemed so much like her former self.
The day flew by after such a hopeful beginning. Patients Cobblepot and Lynns in
the morning, Isley and Baker in the afternoon. Before he knew it, it was time to review
his notes for the final appointment of the day.
The subject was a depressing one, testing Bartholomew’s good spirits as nothing else
had. For the notes discussed Patient J’s appalling talent for creating bloody mayhem,
of which Roland Jaer’s murder was only the latest tragic example.
The biggest factor seemed to be that when Patient J didn’t have his preferred
“SmileX” to work with, he tended to go for the head: noses, ears, throats, and so on.
Blood above the neck being on route to the brain, it did tend to be very thin and thus
didn’t clot very well. It also tended to be oxygen rich, and hence very, very red.
Q.E.D. when there was a Joker attack in Arkham’s halls, not only was there a large
quantity of blood left at the scene, it was very bright. Definitely made for a ghoulish
moment of discovery, even on those occasions when Patient J didn’t help matters along
by painting smiles and HA-HAs on the wall in some poor corpse’s O-negative.
Bartholomew looked up sharply, thinking—no, knowing—that he’d heard a voice. It
was too distant to make out words, but there was no mistaking the cadence. Even if it
wasn’t cackling, Bartholomew knew that voice better than he knew his own: Patient J.
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He checked the clock, thinking perhaps he’d lost track of the time as he reviewed his
notes. It was a little early for Patient J to be arriving for his session, but not intolerably
so. Bartholomew rose from his chair. Perez and Martinez were assigned to escort
Patient J to his office today. They were good men, but if Joker was talking to them,
Bartholomew felt he should go out to the hall himself and personally take charge of the
situation.
He opened his door—and clutched at the doorframe as the first wave of shock hit.
Red.
In light of his pre-session reading, it is understandable that he processed the trail of
bright red leading down the hallway and reacted with horror before realizing anything
more.
Perez and Martinez—and indeed Joker—were nowhere to be seen, but there was a
bright line of red leading down the hallway to… Rose petals. Bartholomew’s brain
caught up with his vision at last, and he realized that the vivid streak of red was not
blood after all, but rose petals.
Bartholomew ran down the hallway, making remarkable time for a man his age, as
Joker’s voice wavered on and on, a terrible familiarity beginning to take shape in the
rhythm of the half-heard syllables:
“Shall I compare thee to a summer's day?
Thou art more lovely and more temperate.”
Bartholomew rounded the corner…
“Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,
And summer's lease hath all too short a date.”
…to see the trail of roses leading right up to Harley Quinn’s foot.
“Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,”
How could this happen?
“And often is his gold complexion dimm'd;”
She should be back in her cell.
“And every fair from fair sometime declines,”
Harley squealed in delight.
“By chance or nature's changing course untrimm'd;”
Joker went on reciting…
“But thy eternal summer shall not fade
Nor lose possession of that fair thou ow'st;”
and…
“Nor shall Death brag thou wander'st in his shade,”
…of course…
“When in eternal lines to time thou grow'st:”
…delivered the last, unshredded flower…
“So long as men can breathe or eyes can see,”
…on the final line.
“So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.”
“OH PUDDIN’,” came the inevitable cry. Harley performed a maneuver
Bartholomew had witnessed twice before: throwing her arms around Joker’s neck
while pulling herself up to wrap her legs around his waist. As in the past, it caused
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him to stumble backwards against the wall, where she held the pin and engaged the
mad clown in what Bartholomew believed the young people call “a lip lock.”
Unlike those previous occasions, Joker let her down instead of backhanding her
away. They joined hands, turned to Bartholomew and, moving as one… they bowed.
Then they turned away again, and Joker began “escorting” Harley back to her cell by
her hair.
She stopped suddenly and turned back to the doctor, a soft “oh yeaah,” barely
audible as she looked him up and down, and then looked back at Joker.
“Puddin, did we ever come up with a closing zinger?”
“Fool you once, shame on us,” Joker declaimed, with every bit of the theatrical
panache he’d accorded the Shakespeare. “Fool you twice, shame on rice!
HAHAHAHAHAAAAA!”
“WHAT?” Harley screeched.
“HAHAHAHAHA! Sheer genius, isn’t it, Harls? Shame on rice.”
“That was a placeholder! A filler! Until we came up with something better!”
“No, no, see, there was the mummy fakeout, that was once, and now—wait a
minute. Shame on rice doesn’t make a lot of sense.”
“You were supposed to come up with something better,” Harley hissed.
“I mean no sense at all,” Joker said, ignoring her. “Shame on rice, even Dubya
couldn’t pull that off.”
They walked away down the hall, bickering about whose job it had been to come up
with a better “zinger.” Bartholomew turned back to his office, too despondent to even
sound the alarm. Patient J was freely roaming the halls. Harleen was lost again, just
like it happened before.
He should feel grateful, he supposed. She could've broken Joker out, like last time,
but what did it really—
“DOC!” Bartholomew froze at his office door as he heard the footsteps running up
behind him.
Patient J. Here it was. The deathblow.
“I've got it! Doc, I got it, HAHAHAHA. Are you ready? It’s a killer. Fool me twice
HAAAAAAAAA shame on OHAHAHAHAHA it's too funny… Fool me twice, shame
on RICE! HAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAA!”
Joker clapped Bartholomew on the shoulder, loving life. Then he returned docilely
to his cell, all the while repeating, “Shame on rice, heh, heh, heh. Gotta remember to
tell Brucie that one.”

Tense minutes passed while Lex Luthor considered and rejected a thousand
hypotheses, each more preposterous than the last. For the first time in his life, he was
completely uncertain how to proceed. Then, the purple cell phone rang.
Luthor’s mouth dropped open.
It rang again.
He looked at it in horror.
It rang again.
At this point, any new data was worth having.
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It rang again.
He answered it.
..::OF ALL THE BLUNDERING, ASININE, THICKSKULLED MORONS THAT CAN’T
TELL A VIABLE IDEA FROM A FEVERDREAM…::..
“Catwoman?” Luthor said hopefully.
..::DAMN NEAR WOUND UP IN BLACKGATE BECAUSE YOU EAT PEPPERONI
BEFORE BEDTIME AND MISTAKE THE RESULT FOR A MASTERPLAN…::..
“Cat—” he repeated.
..::…ABSOLUTE DUMBEST EVER, LEX, AND THAT INCLUDES JOKER TRYING TO
COPYRIGHT FISH…::..
“Cat—” he repeated, or started to, but got no further when the walls started to
rumble.
..::…LEAST HAS THE EXCUSE OF BEING A COMPLETE PSYCHOPATH…::..
Then the ceiling started to tremble.
..::…NOT THAT IT’S DUMB BUT THAT YOU DON’T KNOW IT’S DUMB! I MEAN
WAKE UP AND SMELL THE FAILURE, BALDY! IF YOU DON’T GET IT BY THIS
TIME…::..
The ceiling gave way, and Luthor’s next words fell silent on his lips when Superman
swooped in with the typical “Nice try, Luthor. But your scheme is over before it’s
begun.”
..::…ATCAVE ISN’T MY IDEA OF A GOOD SHOWING IF…::…
The phone screeched on, but Luthor was no longer listening. He had other problems
as Superman bashed the transporter console with one hand, holding the remains of the
ceiling up with the other and sweeping the teleport tubes with his heat vision.
..::And NAKED!::.. the phone voice added.
“Huh?” Luthor said, instinct whipping his head and his attention back to the phone.

POW!

Luthor’s head snapped backward as his jaw exploded in pain.

Alfred’s head snapped backward as the champagne cork exploded with a much
louder pop than expected. Bruce and Selina both glanced his way, knowing a good
vintage wouldn’t make such a noise under normal conditions. But Clark and Lois
seemed delighted, so Bruce met Alfred’s eyes and nodded. The butler filled the glasses
as if no duty he’d ever performed was so important, and then withdrew, leaving the
foursome to their celebration.
There was a toast to Luthor’s comeuppance. Bruce and Selina raised their glasses,
Clark and Lois clinked theirs, and after the requisite “mmms,” Lois assumed her
professional fact-checking manner.
“So let me get this straight: you didn’t know where Luthor actually was until the
final phone call?”
“No,” Bruce confirmed. “Luthor would be too smart in going over the plans not to
recognize a signal beacon hidden in the construction. And if he suspected any kind of
Trojan horse, it would have been bad for Selina.”
“Meow,” she said sweetly, taking up the narration. “And all I knew after that
interminable flight was that we’d landed somewhere in the Pacific Northwest.”
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“But after her second transport to the Batcave, we left him with a cell phone,” Bruce
resumed. “A special cell phone that would traceback even through a shielded bunker.
Selina’s ‘frantic’ final call originated from the cave, so I had an instant trace on. Clark
was standing by as soon as we had the location.”
“Happy endings all around then,” Lois said brightly.
“Not quite,” Selina smiled. “Happy, yes; ending, no.”
“Here it comes,” Bruce graveled knowingly.
“The deal was: Lex would keep the boys busy in Metropolis to clear the way for me
stealing the plans, and then I was to return the favor when he was ready to attack the
Watchtower or whatever.”
“But there’s no need for that now,” Lois noted.
“Oh, but there is,” Selina chanted, glaring with playful malice at Bruce.
Lois and Clark traded confused glances.
“The transponder is a leash,” Bruce explained. “Hence, there must be punishment.”
“Ah,” Lois said.
“Ah,” Clark said.
“So, what are you going to do?” Lois asked, wild with curiosity.
“Oh the usual, kidnap you,” Selina said lightly. “Wayne One is all fueled up. What
would you say to some shoe shopping in Rome?”
“I LOVE this plan,” Lois cheered.
Clark’s eyes looked as wide as hers, but for a different reason. He turned
appealingly to Bruce as the women left arm in arm, laughing at how, really, when you
looked at it dispassionately, Lex was right.
“I mean seriously,” Selina was saying. “Force for force never works against the
Justice League. Makes them all depressingly united.”
“Oh I agree,” Lois nodded vigorously. “And we've seen that they have an almost
limitless capacity for sabotaging themselves when they're not busy. The damage he
could have done as a ‘fly on the wall’ alone… Hey, can we eat at Café Dolce Vita?”
“In Piazza Narvona? Yeah, if he’d gone to almost anyone else to get those plans, it
would have been a very good and very dangerous plan. His only misstep was the
rational but mistaken assumption that I was on his side. I was thinking someplace less
rushed for lunch, like maybe Alfredo di Roma.”
“You could almost pity him: perfect plan if he hadn’t gone and asked Batman’s
girlfriend. Alfredo like the fettuccini?”
“The original place that came up with the fettuccini. That’s where the name comes
from.”
“Sold. Armani, Gucci, then lunch. Then Prada, Valentino and Versace.”
“Meow.”
“And how.”
Back in the study, Bruce nonchalantly sipped his champagne as Clark’s superhearing tracked the women approaching the door to the garage.
“Bruce?” Clark looked pleadingly at his friend, images of a credit card bill the size of
a third world country’s Gross National Product flickering in his mind’s eye.
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“It’s okay, I’ve got it covered,” Bruce assured him evenly. “There’s a certain justice
in paying for their little excursion with some of the windfall from the LexCorp
subsidiaries that Wayne Enterprises absorbed.”
“Well, in that case, I hope Lois takes full advantage.”
Clark took another sip of his champagne, relaxing a little in his chair. He and Bruce
sat in silence for a moment longer, until he heard the telltale growl of the Lamborghini
accelerating as it turned out of the manor drive and onto the open street.
Setting his champagne flute down on the end table beside his chair, Clark leaned
forward, lacing his fingers together on the edge of his knees.
“And the real Holce Concepts-Allman Freely-WraitheMatCo project is safe. Even
Selina doesn’t know what the original plans were for?”
Bruce shook his head.
“No. The secret is safe. For now.”

Harvey Dent enjoyed running his own errands. He could have had his dry cleaning
delivered, of course. In Gotham, he could have everything from a leather loveseat to a
dime bag of Kona Gold delivered. But he liked being out in the world, performing all
those little tasks that were such a trial in his Two-Face days. It still happened
occasionally: some clerk would recognize him and have a little seizure trying to avoid
eye contact without being obvious. Now that those encounters were rarities, Harvey
could be kind about it. When it was day-in/day-out, everywhere he went his face went
with him, it really used to get on his nerves. Of course, it didn’t help that Two-Face
always noticed and suggested something unpleasant in retaliation, forcing Harvey to
take the opposite position and defend the obnoxious nobody.
But those days were over, and now he could run all over the Upper East Side,
picking up his dry cleaning, picking up some photos he had developed, picking up
some kung pao chicken, and even picking up a cute little blonde from Hudson U, and
never encounter a single averted gaze.
Harvey juggled his packages as he neared his building, but seeing that Nick, the
doorman, was occupied with one of the older women in the building, Harvey figured
he’d manage on his own. He almost enjoyed his bungling into the elevator. It was real
life. What a fool he’d been, staying in that old theatre all that time, a place he’d only
bought for a Two-Face hideout. He should have come back to this, to real life, as soon
as Face was gone. An ordinary (if rather upscale) apartment in an ordinary (if fiercely
upscale) neighborhood, living like an ordinary (if slightly the worse for wear) person.
The elevator stopped and the doors opened, but something didn’t seem right as
Harvey jostled his packages anew. Then he saw it: a spray of tulips, not daffodils, on
the little table in front of the gilded mirror in the hall opposite the elevator. Every floor
had that table in that position, every floor had the mirror above it, but on every floor,
the flowers varied. He’d pressed the wrong button, and he was on the wrong floor.
It was a silly mistake, the kind that everyone makes, and Harvey readjusted his
packages and pushed the correct button without ever noticing—or caring—that the
wrong button he unconsciously pushed by mistake was 2.
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“I believe in Gotham City.”
In the bright “sun room” on the east side of the manor, Selina looked up quizzically
from her book.
“Excuse me?”
Bruce held up his right index finger, while his left hand remained on his laptop
keyboard, typing. The right hand joined it, and he typed a moment longer, then looked
up.
“Did you say something?” he asked absently.
“You did. When I came in before and asked if my settling in here to read would
bother you, you said you believe in Gotham City. And then, just now, you said it
again.”
“I said it out loud?”
“Twice.”
“Sorry, I’m working on the letter to the stockholders for the annual report.”
“Don’t apologize. It’s refreshingly upbeat for you.”
“That’s what stockholders like to hear. An affirmation. Looking towards the future
with vision and hope.”
“So this is the Bruce Wayne version of ‘I believe for every drop of rain that falls?’”
“No,” he interrupted firmly. “Absolutely not. Because the end of that line involves a
lot of flowers growing, and despite Poison Ivy’s release on Monday, it’s been a good
week.”
“Ah.”
Selina said no more, she just watched quietly while Bruce read over his letter and
made a few changes. “The end of that line involves flowers growing…” It wasn’t
exactly a joke, but there was a lightness to the remark that he wouldn’t have been
capable of in the beginning. That little touch of humanity meant everything to Selina.
It was the point where they first connected, the part of him that saw beyond those rigid
roles of thief and crimefighter, even if, at first, it was only to take in a woman’s curves
and then pretend he hadn’t.
“I believe in Bruce Wayne,” she whispered with a knowing smile.

“I believe we’ll be skipping lunch,” Dr. Yarling said sourly, setting down his
newspaper and rising to leave.
His companions were startled. Yarling had asked them to lunch at the Harvard
Club. They’d only just settled in and ordered drinks in the lounge, now he wanted to
leave? It made no sense… until they saw the trim figure of Harvey Dent removing his
overcoat in the foyer. No one could forget that Two-Face had taken Sarah Yarling
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hostage in a nightclub years before. Even though the doctor had since divorced his
first wife, even though it was one of the most notoriously ugly divorces in Gotham
history, and even though Kevin Yarling’s vindictive campaign to turn his children
against his ex far outstripped Two-Face’s momentary appearance in her life for malice
intended and misery caused, he still held a grudge.
Harvey was shown into the dining room, unaware that the foursome from Gotham
General Hospital would now be having lunch at Balthazar because of him. Lee Ann,
the hostess, had a message for him as he took his seat: Angela Vraag had called; she
was running late.
Typical. All those society women kept you waiting, whether they were really
running late or not. And they could never call your cell, either. They always had to
leave a message at the restaurant. It was entirely possible that Angela had subjected
poor Lee Ann to all the gory details: how she was having her brows shaped at Damone
Roberts this morning, and Damone was terribly backed up. So they tried to foist some
horrid girl on her instead, said she studied with Damone at the Beverly Hills salon, as
if that was supposed to impress her. So it took ten minutes to get through to them that
she was Angela Vraag and that Damone did her brows personally, and then she had to
wait another forty-five minutes for Damone to fit her in. Since then, the whole day had
been catch up, catch up, catch up…
Harvey ordered his preferred scotch to pass the time, a single malt, something he’d
always enjoyed before the acid but which Two-Face had made him give up, of course.
Now, the smoky malt brought him the added pleasure of thumbing his nose at all
things two.
Thumbing his nose at all things two while he waited for Angela Vraag. He wasn’t quite
sure how he felt about Angela, or Diana North before her, or Claudia Muffington
before her. There was a sameness to them. All came out of those seven sisters schools
and had married the men of their own world, men like Harvey himself had been once.
All had divorced after ten or fifteen years and one or two children. All had been
replaced by twenty-something trophy wives and settled into the same kind of fiercely
fashionable apartment in the east sixties. All of their scrupulously tasteful living rooms
were decorated by Cora Hathice with a plethora of cabbage rose chintz, and brightened
by twice-weekly deliveries of flowers from Annabelle’s Florals on 62nd. And all had
made the best of their second-class status on the social circuit—until they noticed
Harvey Dent.
Harvey was aware that the balance of power had shifted from his Dentmeister days.
Then, the most beautiful women his age were prizes to be won. Now, he as a
handsome, affluent, single, straight man was the rare commodity. But he had been
Two-Face. If they could overlook his past as Darth Duality, he could certainly overlook
a little Botox and stretch marks. Still, he knew these relationships were built on a
foundation of compromise and desperation. Nobody was in love; it was just a
mutually agreeable social arrangement. At this point in his life, what more did he
expect? He had spent the best years of his life as a coin-flipping… homicidal…
Harvey blinked.
The tricks the mind plays. A few seconds thinking about Two-Face and, for a
moment, he actually thought he saw…
Nah. Heh, heh. Ridiculous.
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Batman snarled at his own cowl as he entered the costume vault, the echo of Selina’s
voice pounding in his brain worse than Mad Hatter’s when hatted or Ivy’s when
greened.
“It’s getting late. You taking off soon?”
How the hell did that happen? Bruce Wayne did not lose track of the time. BATMAN
did not lose track of the time. How did it happen? He’d finished his letter to the
stockholders, she’d put aside her book, and they chatted about Lois’s thank you note
after the Rome excursion. Lois had enclosed a clipping from the Daily Planet’s society
column that referenced Selina Kyle’s position on the board of the Science and Industry
Museum and, in virtually the same breath, took a few none-too-subtle jabs at the
Gotham Post. Selina was sure it was Lois’s doing, the real “thank you” for the shoe
shopping. Bruce knew that Lois was as professional as they came when it came to hard
news, but he really wasn’t sure where society columns ranked as far as journalistic
neutrality and personal favors. It might not violate her ethics to put a word in the ear
of some society columnist, and Lois had come away from the trip with several
thousand dollars worth of shoes and handbags. Bruce had joked that the next villain
who grabbed Lois Lane and spirited her out of the country would have a hard act to
follow, and Selina meowed.
That led to the kitchen, where another beneficiary of the Roman holiday had been
experimenting with a pork recipe that Selina brought back. It was said to date back to
ancient times, and indeed to have been a favorite of Julius Caesar’s. Alfred couldn’t
resist playing with such an unusual recipe, and every few days he sought out either
Bruce or Selina to sample some new variation. Since a new tasting was due, they
rather playfully decided to visit him in the kitchen and see the culinary mad scientist in
action.
While they watched Alfred cook, Bruce mentioned the new ultralight he was
building, with a much sleeker design for improved lift without adding an ounce of
additional weight. He also mentioned his annual jaunt to Tokyo to research the latest
in electronics and micro-technology. Selina begged him to put it off for a few weeks.
Oswald would be out of Arkham soon, and that meant the Iceberg would be
reopening. She would be free of her Queen of the Underworld role and could come
along. She liked gadgets too, after all. Bruce growled that he wasn’t about to change
his plans, but only because he enjoyed the way she pressed when she really wanted
something he didn’t want to give. After all the diamond necklaces he couldn’t let her
leave with, it was nice to revisit the dynamic now that he could let himself be
persuaded.
Then, the unthinkable happened.
“It’s getting late. You taking off soon?”
He’d lost track of the time. His jaw stiffened, his eyes darkened, and his muscles
tensed imperceptibly. Somehow, in all the play and banter, he had lost track of the time!
He should have been in costume already, customizing the night’s patrol route from the
current At Large list, but he hadn’t because he didn’t realize how late it was.
Moments later, in the costume vault, he cursed as he strapped on the chest plate. He
cursed again as he donned the cowl, and cursed a third time as he adjusted the cape.
He could make up the time in one of two ways: put on the utility belt without checking
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the contents and testing the grapnel launcher (false economy, not remotely worth the
risk), or allowing the Batcomputer to program the patrol route from its old
subroutines. It wasn’t as efficient as doing it himself, but it was a minor loss of
efficiency compared to starting patrol twenty minutes late. He stopped at Workstation
1 on his way to the Batmobile, initiated the program, and set it to relay the patrol route
to the Batmobile as soon as it was ready. He cursed once more, and headed to the
Batmobile…

Doubletalk. If there was one thing that drove Harvey Dent crazy, it was doubletalk.
After the lunch with Angela, he decided to spend the afternoon at the Harvard Club. It
had nothing to do with the figure he thought he’d glimpsed outside the window
earlier. He just didn’t see the need to go home when it would be so much more
convenient to stay in midtown to meet with the realtor. So he telephoned Sylvia and
had her meet him there. She tried not to sound impressed, but you didn’t get to be a
successful trial lawyer without being able to read people. The Harvard Club. She was
impressed.
Harvey explained how he liked the place he was now living—a house sitting job in
an ordinary residential apartment building in a nice residential neighborhood. It was
so much better than living in some adapted space like the old Flick Theatre. Sylvia
agreed wholeheartedly, there was nothing like apartment life in Gotham. She reeled
off several pre-war buildings where she had clients happily settled. She was sure she
could find Harvey a marvelous place.
That’s when the doubletalk began, because she kept talking about the East Village,
SoHo and Battery Park. As many times as Harvey reiterated that he liked the
neighborhood he was in, she flitted off to some remote part of town. Finally, when he
stated in his clearest “the man is guilty” summation tone that he only wanted to see
apartments on the upper east side, Sylvia said she doubted any UES co-op board
would approve him, “considering.”
Considering.
Considering what? Considering Two-Face? Selina had lived in the same building
for years… of course, her future neighbors had no idea she was Catwoman when she
moved in. Still, it was just monstrous that he, Harvey Dent, who only became TwoFace in the course of his duties as a prosecutor to keep those people SAFE from a
criminal element which actually included Selina Kyle, dear friend though she was, was
now thought unfit to live in her building? The idea that he, Harvey Dent was being
penalized for…
Good lord—outside the window—there he was again!

Selina’s firsthand knowledge of organized crime was confined to snooping around
the grounds of Carmine Falcone’s Long Island compound when she attended a nearby
boarding school as a girl. When a perfect storm of misunderstandings thrust her into
the “Queen of the Underworld” role, she figured she should do a little research. She
knew all the Gotham players, that wasn’t an issue, but she wanted a few models for her
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own performance as Gatta Corleone. Silly as it might sound, she watched The
Sopranos.
“What is the finest department store in the city? Answer me that, ‘Lina. What is the
finest department store in the city and what is the theme of their new window
displays?”
Arbitrating a sit down, Gotham-style.
“Bergdorf Goodman and classic board games, that’s who. And who has the
undisputed right to act on such a theme? Answer me that, just answer me that.”
It was hardly Uncle June demanding restitution because some upstart on Tony’s
crew jacked a truck under his protection.
“Answer me this, answer me that. What a broken record. CLUE is a classic board
game, Nigma, and the biggest window in the display! Catwoman, tell him. Yes or no.
Isn’t Clue a classic board game?”
Some overpriced window designer thought it was artsy to set up window displays
based on board games, and now Riddler was up in arms because Cluemaster left a
pewter terrier, thimble, and racecar at the Bat-Signal.
“BEFORE HE EVEN PLANNED A CRIME! Claiming the target for himself before I
could even get a riddle written, that’s what he was doing. That’s what you were doing,
Brown. Ask him if he actually HAS a crime planned, ‘Lina. Just ask him. He doesn’t.”
“I do too.”
“He does not. He—”
“Enough! Brown, you’ll pay Eddie thirty percent of whatever you get out of
Bergdorf’s, and something colorful for me. Carolina Herrera is on the fourth floor,
Emilio Pucci is on three. Size eight. No ruffles.”
Arthur Brown started to object, but something about Nigma’s smirk coupled with
Catwoman’s “talk to the claw” gesture combined halfway down his throat to produce a
defeated grimace.
“Thirty percent,” he said, locking eyes with Nigma. “Size eight,” he confirmed
without turning to Catwoman.
“Meow. I’ve got your tab tonight. Tell Sly on your way out.”
It was a dismissal, and Arthur Brown took it as such. Riddler remained at
Catwoman’s table. As soon as they were alone, the mood shifted to informal Eddieand-Selina camaraderie.
“You know we’ll never see a penny of that,” she stated frankly.
“Of course not. All he does is recycle other people’s shtick and hope we won’t
notice.”
“Not to mention, half the crap he rips off wasn’t any good the first time,” she agreed.
“Nope. There’s not a thing that petty little brain could come up with that the Bat
won’t see coming miles away.”
“And how. Not that he’d bother. Palm it off on a sidekick or let GCPD have a go.”
They both nodded, satisfied, and went on to happier topics.
“What did those Falcone boys want before? I saw them sitting at your table when I
came in.”
“Oh that,” Selina rolled her eyes. “They took over some motel by the expressway.
You know what those guys are like: some poor ass with a gambling habit eventually
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gets in too deep, and the mom and pop restaurant, cab company, or travel agency they
own becomes a mob restaurant, cab company, or travel agency. Usually they run it
themselves, but for some reason, the Roman decided it would be more lucrative to sell
off their interest in this one.”
“And they came to you? Why? Is it the Cat Scratch Motel or something?”
“Nope. The Lazy Sue, and don’t even bother trying to find any meaning in that. It’s
a test: they want to see if I’m acquisitive, like another mob boss would be, or thememinded like Oswald was.”
Eddie considered this, scrunching his lips to the side as his eyes rolled up to regard
the top right corner of the ceiling while his brain raced through the possibilities,
indexed, and cross-referenced them. Finally, deciding there was nothing in it for him,
either as a Bat-scheme opportunity or as riddle fodder, he sipped his drink and turned
back to Selina.
“Okay, a STOLEN FACET. But why test you now? Oswald will be sprung soon
enough and the Iceberg will be back in business.”
“They probably don’t realize that. That sort tends to underestimate us, haven’ t you
noticed? And besi—What the hell is going on down there?”
There had been a growing rumble of voices, which periodically crescendoed into a
not quite discernable cheer or toast. Selina and Eddie left their booth along the back
wall of the VIP room and leaned over the rail to peer down into the main room. There
was a cluster of men around the bar, at least half with their glasses raised.
“Tuesday the 22nd,” Eddie remarked. “They’re remembering Harvey.”
“Remembering?”
“Hard not to. Tuesday the 22nd, ‘Lina. How can you not think of him? Sip some
wine, raise a toast. Nobody could hogtie a sidekick like old Harv. Or pistol-whip a
security guard. Or—”
“Eddie, he’s not dead.”
“Good old Harvey.”
As if in response, the grumbling mass below raised their glasses again and solemnly
murmured their remembrance.
“And nobody could... k-hem... ‘handle’ Pammy quite like Harv did either,” Eddie
added.
Again, the mob around the bar seemed to murmur their agreement as if they’d
actually heard the conversation.
At first, Selina chuckled. Then, as the grim tribute continued below, she began to
realize that she seldom saw Harvey since his healing. She really should do something
about that. It wasn’t right to lose touch with a friend just because he was…
“He will be missed,” Eddie said solemnly.
“Edward, shut up.”
…reformed.
“Look at that, even the Falcones are joining in. Well, it figures. Nobody could shoot
up a Maroni safehouse like old Harv, either.”

Despite the late start, patrol was proceeding satisfactorily. The sweep of Robinson
Park, while primarily due to Poison Ivy’s release from Arkham, had turned up a drug
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dealer and a potential mugger. The sweep of Riverside Park uncovered a burglar
casing the townhouses on Riverside Drive. A lucky coincidence checking on a possible
Scarecrow hideout put him in the right place at the right time to head off a gang
dispute over a prime corner. Interrogating that scum produced a lead which,
forwarded to the GCPD, was even now resulting in the raid of a downtown meth lab.
So far, so good.
Except for this turn onto Bleeker and 82nd… the Second National Bank.
Batman permitted himself a chuckle. Tuesday the 22nd, the old subroutine still
tagged a number of dates and day-date combinations to anticipate criminals obsessed
with the calendar: Julian Day, Madame Zodiac, Two-Face…
He would have to modify the programs to eliminate the Two-Face dates.
And he should call Harvey. It had been a while since they’d been in touch.

Contrary to the wisdom of Three Dog Night, Harvey Dent always felt that TWO was
the loneliest number. After the acid, when he was alone, he was two, and there was no
worse isolation. Being alone with Two-Face meant being a lone voice of decency
surrounded by all that was corrupt and vindictive and hateful.
Being all alone by yourself was one thing. Being all alone in a crowd was infinitely
worse. But being all alone with only one other when that other was the opposite of all
you were and all you believed in, there could be no worse isolation than that.
Now, his face healed, Harvey liked solitude. He liked being ONE. He liked being
alone in his head, even if it was only sipping a scotch for a few minutes while Angela
Vraag kept him waiting.
At least… he always had enjoyed It, before today. His thoughts had drifted to the
past before; everyone’s did. But his memories had never conjured an actual ghost
before.
Unless he really had seen it. What if he hadn’t imagined it? What if it wasn’t a
figment of boredom, memory, and repressed rage? What if he really was back?
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CHAPTER 2: SECOND THOUGHTS
It was the dawn of the 22nd dynasty. In the delta region of Lower Egypt, just
southwest of Tanis on the River Nile, the capital city of the nome of Am-Khent rose to
prominence, becoming the royal residence of Pharaoh Shoshenq I, and by extension,
the power center of the ancient world.
This was Bubastis, the center of worship for the cat goddess Bast. Within the greatest
temple dwelt the Mau-im-dwo, what the Greek settlers came to call the Oracle of Bast.
Within the innermost sanctum, the priests of Bast learned a language, the Mau-imdwo, by which they could speak with divine and mortal cats… assuming, of course, the
cats were in the mood.
Near the end of the 26th dynasty, a cat which called itself Apekteina Pontiki
condescended to explain the very complex and very specific feline dogmas of right and
wrong. The priests were utterly mystified. The nuances that were so obvious to cats
seemed, to them, nonsensical contradictions: It was natural and permissible to kill a
mouse, a bird, an insect, and any other creature whose size and speed was such that it
could be killed. In some cases, it was permissible—and even laudable—to play with
one’s prey, prolonging its demise and torturing it with false hope. At other times, this
was the most grievous of sins. There was one set of rules for morning, one for night,
and none at all for midday, for nothing that hunted under a high sun was fit to call
itself a cat. There was one rule if your belly was empty and another if it was full.
There were rules for the flooding season, for the season of planting and for the harvest.
Yet the priests could never understand which rules took precedence. If your belly was
full, but it was evening and during the drought, but you were outdoors and the moon
was waning, didn’t that mean you were both required and forbidden to kill and ignore
the mouse in the doorway but not the lizard on the well?
Apekteina Pontiki looked on the befuddled priests of Bast, and she pitied them. The
word spread among the cats of the temple and then to the ones beyond: the two-footed
creatures were nice enough, but they could not wrap their simple minds around the
complexities of the Feline Way. That same Feline Way that governed the torment of
mice dictated that Man could not be taunted with a wisdom he could never
understand. With heavy hearts, the cats resolved to spare him the frustration. As one,
they stopped acknowledging the language of Mau-im-dwo.
It took the priests a while to notice, for the cats often pretended not to understand.
You just had to wait for the right day and approach them in just the right way… Then
the Persians invaded, and the priests, like the rest of Bubastis, had other things on their
mind.
Two thousand years later, very little had changed. The woman who was born Selina
Kyle had so embraced her feline nature that she was, in every way that mattered, a catwoman. She too had a very complex and very specific code of right and wrong. She
didn’t care any more than the cats of old that her rules were different from other
people’s, nor that they would never be able to grasp it if she tried to explain. She only
knew that her code worked for her: Her right was right, and she would keep it. Her
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wrong was wrong, and she wouldn’t do it. So it was and would ever be, meow and
amen.
It was fine to live on the proceeds of her thefts; they were hers. She had taken those
paintings, jewels, statues, and other valuables. She had bested Batman most of the time
to get away. She had converted the goods to cash through her own paw-selected
fences, and she had the proceeds safely tucked away in her Zurich accounts. Meow.
But to profit from Oswald Cobblepot’s crimes, that was another matter entirely.
That was just wrong.
Okay, Vault had temporarily replaced the Iceberg, she understood that.
She was the de facto “Oswald” of Vault, she accepted that, although nobody quite
understood it. (The fact that her old Cat-Tales set was displayed behind the bar as part
of the themed décor undoubtedly figured in somehow, but even Batman was unable to
reconstruct exactly how the dominoes had fallen.)
Since Vault’s opening, everyone had apparently gone on paying the house its cut of
whatever they did on the premises. It was news to Selina when she discovered it, but it
certainly made sense: Gotham crooks were creatures of habit, and if you were
supposed to be paying off somebody, it was better to be safe than very, very—
HAHAHAHA! Closed casket due to the death smile—sorry.
On the same death-avoidance premise, Sly had apparently been converting all this
ill-gotten gain into gems and gold bars, replacing the faux riches of her old Cat-Tales
set with the real thing.
It left her with a very tricky problem: what to do with it?
She had a sultan’s ransom of well-laundered riches on her hands. Spiriting it off to
Zurich to join the proceeds of her own crimes seemed wrong, just plain wrong.
Leaving it for Oswald, on the other hand, went beyond wrong into criminally negligent
homicide. With a war chest like that, Oswald could wipe out the other mobs, tearing
up half the city in the process and creating ten kinds of hell for Batman. He could also
postpone that intermediary step and go after Batman immediately.
There were other scenarios, other variations, and each one ended with either Batman,
the entire city, or both placed in very serious danger. She couldn’t just sit back and let
it happen.
Somehow, she had to make all those riches go away.

Still raining. It was no “dark and stormy night” of cliché-bound fiction, it was a cold,
persistent drizzle. In daylight, it might be called a Hawaiian blessing. At night, in the
open hours after Batman’s early patrol, it was just a nuisance. It was just cold enough
and just wet enough for just long enough that most perps didn’t bother. The
psychopaths didn’t care about such things, of course, but psychopaths generally didn’t
start the day at two o’clock in the morning.
It was a dark and boring night. All Batman had to show for his early patrol was the
Plymouth townhouse, and he’d been entirely superfluous there. He had seen two
police units pulling up to the building and the officers rushing out with their guns
drawn. He ascertained from the police band that they were responding to a 10-10,
shots fired, and he stood by to assist… but the lead officer had already entered the
townhouse and found what is euphemistically called “a domestic disturbance” in
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progress. He had disarmed the wife before Batman could fire a line, and by the time
Batman reached the street, a stretcher was emerging from the front door. It was the
husband being carried to the waiting ambulance… not much blood… a superficial
wound to the upper calf… One of the senior patrolmen sneeringly suggested that
Batman could make himself useful giving the ambulance an escort to the hospital.
It was a dark and boring and frustrating night. The rain was getting heavier. There
was no logical reason not to make an early night of it. He could start the late patrol at
once and make it a quick one, go home early and... Hell, there wasn’t much reason
even to do that. If he skipped the second patrol entirely, would Gotham even care?
Except he didn’t WANT to go home early. He wanted action. He wanted to fulfill
his purpose. He wanted… apparently he wanted to stop crimes that were not happening
at the moment, and he couldn’t quite bring himself to wish a crime into being just so he
could smack the perpetrator around.
A dark, boring, and infuriating night.
Until…
Amber lights. Blinking.
He spotted dim, amber lights blinking on and off in the lobby of an old office
building. That meant an alarm had been tripped, but there weren’t any police or fire
responding. It looked like an older building, not one with a phalanx of on-site security
guards. It was even possible the lights were part of some antiquated alarm that was no
longer programmed to call in an alert. Batman swung down to the street to investigate.

There was a time when Gotham National Bank would launder illicit funds, as much
as you wanted and as fast as you needed. With the cover of a legitimate bank servicing
the biggest corporations in the city, they could handle greater sums than any other
operation before or since.
Of course, it was that same corporate cover that proved their undoing once Wayne
Enterprises got involved. Selina didn’t know it at the time, but looking back now…
yep, once you knew Bruce Wayne was Batman, the speed with which he acted was just
astonishing. From the point where he would have learned what they really were to the
point where he shut them down, it just—reowrl—boggled the mind. He really was the
best.
Which was, unfortunately, beside the point. GNB was no longer a moneylaundering institution… and for that matter, Selina didn’t really need the money
laundered. Sly had done that on his own. It was cleaned, pressed, folded neatly, and
stored away in her old Cat-Tales set. She didn’t need it laundered. She needed it
GONE.

Liberty One Insurance had gone bankrupt in the early 1970s. The building that had
once been their corporate headquarters was now rented to a dance studio, a
community center, a political action group, and a telemarketing firm. None had
anything of particular value: a few computers in the PAC office, a boom box and CDs
in the dance studio, basket balls in the community center. Not much to interest
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burglars, and the groups’ presence brought enough activity to the building to
discourage squatters and undesirables from moving into the vacant floors. The
original locks were thought sufficient to protect what little was there, and it took
Batman all of ten seconds to demagnetize them and gain access to the lobby.
His cape dripped on the highly polished floor, and his boots made a rubbery squelch
that echoed eerily. There was a cavernous emptiness to the place, and the blinking
security lights gave off a soft, eerie echo of their own as they clicked on and off. That
lifeless heartbeat was disquieting enough on its own, but the blinking lights also made
it harder for Batman’s eyes to adjust… It was brighter. It was dimmer. It was
brighter. It was dimmer… A poorly designed system, considering its purpose.
Batman made his way to the elevators at the far end of the lobby. There were only
two, probably considered plenty when the place was built. There were only eight or
ten floors, after all. Batman moved beyond these to the stairwell, then turned back
sharply—was that a noise? A fluctuation in the rhythmic echo in the lobby? Or just a
crimefighter’s instinct that something was wrong?
He quickly returned to the lobby, senses quivering with that vague feeling of…
wrong. Something here was wrong. Something was not what it should be. And his
senses strained to find what it… was.
Batman swallowed hard as the image registered.
“Lenses engage,” he graveled, looking up at… at… how could he have missed this?
He was looking up at a giant coin set in a perfectly recessed niche behind the
reception desk. A Liberty head silver dollar, with a positive trench carved deep and
savagely across her cheek.
The image glowed brighter and dimmer as the amber lights flicked on and off.
Brighter… and dimmer…
There was no mistaking that image.
Brighter… and dimmer…
Two-Face’s coin.
Brighter and…
Something else there is no mistaking: the grinding clack of the safety on a doublebarreled shotgun clicking off behind your head.
…dimmer…
Batman dropped and rolled as the first shot of two whizzed past his cowl. He
redirected his momentum as soon as he hit the floor to avoid rolling into the path of the
second. He regained his feet as his only half-glimpsed assailant snapped the barrels
closed on two fresh shells, and Batman raced towards the stairwell just ahead of the
next shots. He needed the vertical plane more than the cover. As soon as he could
swing UP, he could fire a batarang at his assailant’s hands from a safe angle. The last
thing you wanted was to dislodge a shotgun on-level and risk—
It was the last conscious thought Batman had before the grapnel pierced some kind
of tank suspended above him in the stairwell, between the railings of the second floor
stairs. A shower of oily petroleum ooze rained down on him while he was still in
motion, but with the grapnel ascent stymied and the assailant’s footsteps closing in
behind him, Batman could only shift his momentum, trying to regain his footing with
nowhere to really go. He shifted his balance towards the stairs—but kept going in a
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twisting skid he could barely control. He found himself turning, which would at least
allow him to face his attacker coming through the doorway, a surprise assault—
Except his feet kept turning on the hopelessly slicked surface, and before he could
counter, his balance was gone and his legs were airborne.
Batman lay sprawled on his back and flailing in the oil when the looming figure
stepped into the doorway, silhouetted in the rhythmic amber flicker, brighter then
dimmer… brighter then dimmer…
Two-Face.
“We wanted to go the extra mile, Sport, seeing as it’s been two long.”
Then the butt of the shotgun came crashing down on his skull.

Once upon a time, Catwoman came across a dockside warehouse full of cash. Back
then, theme criminals were few and far between, and Batman’s war on crime was
principally a war on organized crime. He’d shut down every means Carmine Falcone
had to launder his illegal income, forcing him to stockpile it like so many pre-printed tshirts advertising a cancelled concert tour.
A warehouse full of cash, stacked in bundles of bundled bundles: some long and
low, like the tables in a dining hall; some tall, at least the height of a man; and some
towering more than thirty feet high. Just how much was there, Catwoman couldn’t
guess. Ten million? Twenty? Thirty?
Selina Kyle had not become Catwoman out of greed. There was nothing to tempt
her in a warehouse of untraceable cash. There was no style in such a theft. No
challenge, no romance, and no triumph. And nothing to feed the empty place that
moved her to steal in the first place.
But there is one appetite that all cats share: mischief. If the money had no value as
currency, it was beyond price in its mischief-making potential. What on earth would
Batman make of it if she brought him such a prize? Carmine Falcone would be none
too happy, and that would be fun too. But it was the Batman side of the equation that
Catwoman found irresistible.
She arranged for him to spot her… chase her… catch her… and be terribly manly in
all his terrifying crimefighter intensity once he had her pinned.
Then, she oh, so sweetly purred her secret into his ear: of course, she had allowed
him to find her, she had much to tell.
It was delicious. Beyond words, beyond thought, beyond a pulsing tingle between
her legs… all that intensity, the purest essence of Batman turned in on itself because of
her. He was flummoxed, utterly flummoxed, the thoughts racing and twisting behind
those fiery eyes, burning to find the answer… all because of her. All hers. All that
essence of pure, mainline Batman, hers. What a rush. No mere money could buy that.
Batman… because of her… meow.
He was trying so hard to hide that inferno of bewilderment raging in his mind, he
had no mental resources left to hide what he usually tried to hide. While she played
lightly with words, drawing whimsical distinctions between “helping” and “being
helpful,” his tongue had slipped ever so briefly between his lips, and his index finger
slid lightly against his thumb while his eyes were riveted on her breasts.
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Meow. Worth every dollar of the ten or twenty million. Meow. Meow. Meow.
What actually became of the money, she never really cared. Several years later,
Harvey told her that, back when he was D.A., he had gone with Batman to a
warehouse full of Falcone cash. He said the two of them doused it with gasoline and
burned it to ash. She and Harvey been swapping tall tales all night and she never quite
believed the story, but still…
Tipping Batman to the Vault treasure didn’t seem like a hot idea.

Batman awoke chained in a spread eagle position over the X on the Liberty head
coin.
“Two pounds of C4,” Two-Face explained (unnecessarily), pointing to a canister
beneath Batman’s feet. “Double blasting cap, naturally.” He indicated this, flicking it
lightly with his thumb and middle finger. “And of course, you will have two
minutes,” he said, setting the timer.
“And twenty-two seconds,” Batman said grimly.
Two-Face considered this, unable to refute the logic, and added twenty-two seconds
to the timer. Batman strained to get a better look at the figure’s features, but his angle
was too high. The unscarred side certainly seemed to have Harvey Dent’s hair, but so
did a quarter of the men in Gotham.
He risked a direct question:
“Harvey, is that really you?”
“We’ve no time for chit-chat, Batman. We have a great deal of missed coin flips to
make up for. Why, in the time since we last saw each other, we have come up with no
fewer than eighteen ways to kill you, this being the best of the lot.”
He clicked the timer, set it down, and walked across the lobby. When he reached the
door, he paused. He took out a coin, flipped it, and turned back to Batman as he said:
“To be scrupulously honest, Bats, we came up with nineteen ways to kill you. But as
a matter of principle, we have chosen to ignore the last, rather like lopping off the high
score from the East German judge.”
With that he winked—a markedly Harvey “the Dentmeister” wink—and left.

Giving the money away, while obvious, was problematic.
First and foremost, it had a distinct whiff of remorse. The cat’s sense of smell is
highly developed, and the thought of Catwoman prowling around the city, breaking
into penthouses she had once burgled in order to leave a gold bar or a diamond tiara
when she had previously relieved them of a Chagall, that had a very definite odor, the
odor of a tabloid’s crimefighter making up for past wrongs. No.
Charities were problematic too. While she had nothing against orphans, she
wouldn’t want to give money to an orphanage and appear to validate those demeaning
lies about her origins. For the same reason, any kind of city sponsored help-the-poor
projects would have to exclude the East End. Talk about the stench of the Gotham
Post!
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An experienced escape artist could have freed himself from the coin shackles in two
minutes, leaving him scant seconds to run from the blast. But Batman had settings in
Zogger to prepare for just this kind of situation. He was free in under sixty seconds,
leaving him ample time to stop the timer and disconnect the detonator.
Only then did he allow himself to breathe a sigh of relief, and only then did he
consider the contracting knot in his stomach as the implication sunk in.
Was it Harvey?
He had only seen the face twice—and he winced at that irony—and also at the
growing throbbing under his cowl. The latter was from the blow from the shotgun.
What had been only a dull ache, not worth considering in the face of an imminent
explosion, was now coming to the forefront. Bitterly, Batman reflected that, even
though he’d lost consciousness on the initial hit, Two-Face had undoubtedly struck
him a second time.
He summoned the Batmobile remotely and croaked “home” once he was behind the
wheel, the headache and growing nausea making it impossible to drive. It was a
concussion, no doubt of it, and if his vision blurred while he was trying to drive… He
even considered stopping at Leslie’s clinic; it was closer than home.
Was it Harvey?
He had only seen the face twice: in the split second before the shotgun came crashing
down on his head, and when Two-Face was clear across the lobby and turned back
with that crack about the East German judge. Neither was enough for a positive
identification. It looked like Harvey, yes—or at least, there was nothing that jumped
out at him in those scant seconds that absolutely ruled out the possibility of its being
Harvey. That was not enough for a positive identification, even from Batman.
Of course, he had heard a lot more of the voice, and that definitely sounded like the
Two-Face of old. But voices were tricky. Azrael could simulate the Bat-gravel so well,
he had once fooled Commissioner Gordon.
Was it Harvey?
Batman trusted his judgment. As much as any man alive, he trusted his eyes, and he
trusted his mind, and he knew how the one could lie to the other. He wanted it to be
someone other than Harvey Dent; he was perfectly aware of that bias. Wanting could
make the eyes lie, and wanting could make the mind refuse to see what the eyes were
showing it. But that was not happening here.
Bruce was not ready to say that the man he had seen was Harvey, not because he
didn’t want it to be Harvey, but because what little he saw was not enough to be
certain… and he had just made his headache ten times worse. These circular thoughts
hurt more than the blow from the shotgun.

Giving to the arts was a possibility.
When she was actively stealing, Selina thought nothing of supporting the opera, the
ballet, and even the museum’s acquisition fund. There was nothing to prove back
then. Big donations brought invitations to the big fundraisers, access to the dowagers
and their diamond necklaces, and it put more and better paintings on the walls of the
Gotham museums… It was self-interested altruism for the thinking cat burglar, meow.
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But now it was tricky for the same reason breaking into random penthouses and
leaving gold bars on their pillows was tricky: that vague hint of remorse. She had used
the symphony and opera galas as hunting grounds, and she’d taken so much from the
museums over the years, it might seem like she was making restitution.
Environmental causes came perilously close to using the money for the Catitat, and
that was just like mingling it with the proceeds of her own thefts, pocketing Oswald’s
money for herself. No. You don’t mix the bounty from Catwoman’s thefts, the
product of feline cunning, grace, and panache, with the payoffs from any Dick, Harry,
or Tomcat that schlep through Vault with the proceeds of their brainless strongarm
robberies. It wasn’t done. It would be like hanging Dogs Playing Poker in Bruce’s
penthouse between a Picasso and a Cezanne.
That left diseases, and that required some serious investigation into what research
was most deserving and most in need of funding. The problem there was that the
Wayne Foundation had already done that investigating and did it better than she could
hope to. The simplest method, by far, was to turn the money over to the Wayne
Foundation to use it where it would do the most good.
Except Bruce would have an aneurysm.

The Batmobile returning home on autopilot always set off an alert as it crossed
electric eye omega. The alert sounded discreetly in Alfred’s room, and he hurried to
the Batcave. He would normally open a com channel to the Batmobile to ascertain if
the master was conscious, but in this case it was unnecessary, since the car was already
pulling into its hangar. The hatch opened as soon as it reached a full stop, and Master
Bruce got out on his own power.
“Concussion. Nothing serious,” he said.
Alfred glared, relief battling with preemptive frustration. Of all the injuries he’d
treated in his years as Batman’s personal medic, there was none where the patient was
so difficult and quarrelsome.
“The former diagnosis I accept, sir, as you were undoubtedly in a position to know.
The latter is for me to determine after a thorough examination.”
“Fine. After the lo—” Batman started to argue.
“Now, Master Bruce. The logs will wait.”
Bruce had long ago accepted the futility of I’m-Batman declarations with Alfred. The
man who said “now” when it was a skinned knee or a bee sting could say it still, and
the duty logs, the Mad Hatter’s escape from Arkham, or the Justice League’s assault on
the Ice Reefs of Symbia 8 were relegated to the same “When I say you can and not
before” status as a game of stick ball when Bruce was ten. He removed his cowl and
headed for the med lab, muttering his gratitude that at least Alfred didn’t wake Selina
before coming down to the cave.
Explanations followed while Alfred checked his reflexes, looked for any bleeding or
bruising, checked for related neck injuries, and finally, applied ice. By the time he was
ready to declare Master Bruce free of skull fractures or brain injuries, Bruce had
finished the chronicle of his Two-Face encounter.
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“Of course, it wasn’t Harvey,” he pronounced at the end of the tale. He was thinking
much clearer now, and he could see how his earlier musings had been colored by the
shock of seeing any Two-Face, and also by the physical pain of the concussion.
“Indeed, sir?”
It was said without much inflection, but Bruce detected a note of skepticism. He
knew the tone as well as he had known that ‘the logs will wait’ tenor only moments
before. Alfred had found a few lapses in Bruce’s logic and would proceed to play
devil’s advocate until those lapses were addressed. Bruce unpacked his thesis:
“For one thing, Harvey’s Two-Face would have taken my utility belt while I was
unconscious. Any experienced rogue knows I’ve got a dozen tools in there to help get
out of whatever it is they’ve put me into. To let me keep it is an amateur mistake.”
“Or one betraying a subconscious desire to help you escape, sir. There was an
episode with Miss Se– with Catwoman, that is. I seem to recall your expounding at
great length on the significance of her leaving you in possession of the belt when she
surely knew it guaranteed your swift—”
“Alfred, really. That is not the point.”
“It is not a parallel case, sir, I agree. I merely remind you of it in order to illustrate a
certain flaw in your reasoning. There are a number of reasons this Two-Face may have
left you the belt, one of which is not inconsistent with his being Harvey Dent. Mr.
Dent’s good half would surely not desire your death.”
Bruce grimaced. He had opened up to Alfred in much the same way he would have
related the incident in the logs—the difference being, the logs did not argue.
“Maybe on its own the belt isn’t that significant, Alfred, but there is more evidence to
consider. The blow came from the right,” he said, indicating the lump on his left
temple. “When Harvey was Face, he always swung from the Face-side, the left.”
“Master Bruce, really. Having spent the last thirty minutes examining the injury in
question, I must inform you that the direction in which it was struck can only be
described as down. To use any other word merely perverts the language. I fear you
must consider, sir, that a significant amount of wishful thinking is presently tainting
your analysis.”
“You’re wrong. As a detective and man of logic, I have to admit that the possibility
exists that it could be Harvey. Simplest explanation, Ockham's razor, and all that.”
“I sense a ‘but’ awaiting expression, sir.”
“But, the only reason to even consider that Two-Face might be Harvey is because he
was Two-Face before.”
“Yes, sir,” Alfred said emphatically. “The fact that Harvey Dent was Two-Face, and
is, in fact, the only person who has ever been Two-Face, would seem to be a powerful
argument.”
“An argument isn’t evidence, Alfred. And that argument in particular loses weight
given the other copycat psychopaths I’ve gone up against over the years.”
Bruce sighed lightly as his demeanor softened. “Besides, Harvey was doing so well.
Why on Earth would he—”
“Begging your pardon, Master Bruce, but how would you know how Mister Dent is
doing? How long has it been since you've even spoken with him?”
Bruce grunted.
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“And even so,” Alfred continued, “how the gentleman ‘is doing’ is a subjective
matter, at best, whereas the dictates of logic and deduction would appear to call for
objective and quantifiable evidence. Should I perhaps arrange a meeting with him,
sir? Invite him back out to the manor for brunch?”
“That would certainly settle it one way or the other,” Bruce murmured, rubbing his
head wearily. “Either he shows up with one face, or he doesn't.”

It’s not like she’d be asking him to launder dirty money. She didn’t want it back, she
just wanted it to go off into the world where she wouldn’t have to worry about Oswald
using it to buy a fleet of urban assault vehicles…
“Oh, you’re still up.”
Selina froze, finger poised on the corner of the book she wasn’t reading as she once
might have done on the edge of a rooftop skylight. As on that long ago rooftop, she
responded to the disapproving gravel without turning to look at him.
“You make it sound like ‘those jewels don’t belong to you.’ In fact, I can think of at
least four ‘those jewels don’t belong to me’ and three ‘the museum closed five hours
ago’ when you sounded happier to see me than you did just now. Guess I don’t have
to ask how your night went.”
“It’s not you,” Bruce said, peeling off the kimono before getting into bed. “There’s
a… Alfred is making a call for me. He’s going to make a call. It’s a little too early.
Nothing to do for a few hours until he can make the call…”
“Did you hit your head?”
“I didn’t hit my head. Someone else hit my head, hard and repeatedly. I didn’t want
to go into that with you until I heard from Alfred.”
“Ah. So grumbly disapproving battitude is because I’m awake before you’re ready
for me. At least that’s settled. I don’t mind being the cause of that look on your face,
but when I am, I like to know why.”
“And to have done it on purpose,” he noted with a lip twitch as he reached to turn
out the light.
They dozed… although Bruce’s dreams were plagued with double images and
distorted reflections. The foppish playboy blundered over rooftops, and Psychobat
tore up a cocktail party at the Knickerbocker Club. When the dream turned to Crime
Alley, it was coins that fell to the pavement instead of pearls, and when he woke, he
was clutching Selina’s wrist the way Batman did when her teasing had gone too far.
Luckily, she was asleep and didn’t know. He placed her hand gingerly back on the
bedsheets, and stared at the ceiling until the faint yellow-white glow appeared at the
top of the curtains. Selina woke and stretched, and after the requisite good mornings,
he cleared his throat.
“Have you, um, talked to Harvey recently?” he asked, introducing the subject as
casually as possible without drifting into the fop.
Selina shook her head.
“No, but I was just thinking about him a few nights ago. Funny you mention it… oh,
of course, you probably thought of it for the same reason. Tuesday the 22nd. The gang
at Vault were all ‘remembering’ him. It was a little off-putting, actually, they way they
were carrying on. It was practically a wake.”
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“Understandable. From their point of view, he is essentially… eh, dead. I can see
where that would be… uh, disconcerting for you.”
Selina scowled. He’d begun the statement with clinical detachment, the crimefighter
expounding on the Rogue mindset he knew so well. Then, halfway through, he
glanced up at her and segued into a very un-Batmanlike shilly-shallying.
“Disconcerting to me specifically, you mean.”
“Yes, to you.”
“Because if Two-Face is dead because Harvey reformed, then, technically, I think
Catwoman is a vampire.”
Bruce stared as he always had in the face of feline logic, phrases like “those jewels
don’t belong to you” and “the museum is closed” as useless now as they had always
been.
“Not to change the subject, Handsome, but do you remember back when the world
was young when I gave you a heads up on that warehouse full of mob cash?”
Bruce raised a slow, suspicious eyebrow before he said “Yes.”
“Good,” Selina continued with gusto. “Harvey told me a story once; it can't possibly
be true, but... You didn’t, eh, burn it up, did you?”
“Of course,” he said instantly. “While you supposedly get to a normal man’s heart
through his stomach, to get to a man like Carmine Falcone, you go through the wallet.”
“Fuck,” Selina said dryly.
“What? That was years ago.”
“Hm? Oh. Yes. Right. Just, y'know, memories of Harvey. ‘He will be missed.’”
“Now don't you start reminiscing like he's dead, too. We’ll invite him for brunch
and catch up this weekend…”
While Selina was drawing a mental line through the idea of telling Batman about her
Vault riches, Alfred came in with the breakfast tray. He and Bruce exchanged looks,
and then Alfred mentioned casually that he had tried several times but received no
answer. He would keep trying.
“Damn,” Bruce said. It sounded exactly like Selina’s “Fuck” a moment before, and
she knew it meant the same thing: a plan being overturned.
“This isn’t a casual talk we’ve been having,” she said when Alfred had left the room.
“Something’s up your nose about Harvey.”
“It’s… it’s nothing. It’s the concussion. There are just some things I need to check
out.”
“Check out about Harvey? And what does that have to do with your concussion?”
“No, not with Harvey. It’s… I mean... the concussion is making it hard to focus.
I’ve got about 22 things rummaging around in my brain at the moment and—”
“22! Don’t look now, Dark Knight, but your slip is showing. Bruce, did—I can’t
believe I’m asking this—did Two-Face do that to you?”
He grunted. He started to deny it. He stopped. He swore. And finally he said:
“Just let me tell you the whole story before you respond…”
Selina was silent for a long moment after he’d finished.
“Well, it isn’t him, obviously,” she said at last. “It’s a second Two-Face. That was
bound to happen sooner or later, right?”
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Bruce wanted to agree, to agree and be done with it, laugh it off together, get on with
breakfast and start the day. But somehow, he couldn’t make his mouth form the
words.
“I honestly don't know,” he heard himself saying. “I can’t believe it’s him either, but
there’s not enough evidence to say one way or the other.”
“But he was doing so well.”
Bruce chuckled at hearing this echo of his own words earlier, and he answered in a
markedly Alfredian tone:
“Pardon me for saying so, but how do we know how well he’s been doing?”
The question went unanswered. After Bruce’s faux-Alfred voice subsided, the real
one could be heard very faintly in the distance. He was on the phone, and they both
waited.
Waited.
Waited.
And finally, just to break the tension, Selina spoke:
“Out of curiosity, would you have an aneurysm if the Foundation got an anonymous
donation for, say, $800,000?”
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CHAPTER 3 THE SECOND CHAPTER 2
By its nature, crimefighting is active, often proactive. It is a vocation for the
vigorous, hands-on, and dynamic. Passive, sit-at-home personalities need not apply.
So Bruce Wayne was frustrated to be back in the cave while Selina went into town
alone.
There was still no answer at Harvey Dent’s apartment, and no messages had been
returned. Someone had to go over and look. It was only natural, Selina said, that it be
her. She used to live in that very building. She had favorite restaurants and boutiques
in the area. It would be so natural for her to casually drop by while she was in the
neighborhood.
Bruce hated the idea. They were both Harvey’s friends and they were a couple.
There was no reason they couldn’t be out on the town together, visiting the museum or
doing a bit of shopping, and drop in on Harvey to see if he wanted to join them for
lunch at Nino’s… He got no further describing his (far superior) plan when he trailed
off, his inner strategist noting an expression on Selina’s face that meant she was ready
to interrupt. It was the corner of his mind that authored protocols capable of bringing
down the entire Justice League, and it did not sit idly by waiting for cat burglars to
point out the flaw in its tactics. He took her expression as a red flag, and immediately
began searching the plan for weakne… Of course.
“It’s fine. You go alone,” he said, touching the raised lump on his forehead.
Clearly it wouldn’t do for Bruce Wayne to show up with a bruise where Two-Face
had struck Batman. If it was Harvey…
So Selina went alone, and Bruce reconciled himself to a research session in the cave.

Dr. Kevin Yarling went through life with a Mont Blanc pen in his pocket. It went
back to an ad he’d seen decades before. He didn’t even remember the details of it, but
the message had branded itself into his soul: second string quarterback in high school,
salutatorian, took Heidi to the prom instead of June, got the BMW 530 instead of the
M5, Ostera caviar instead of Beluga at the wedding, Honolulu instead of Maui for the
honeymoon. Just this once… #1. Mont Blanc.
Even though the ad had affected him deeply, his memory had muddied the
examples, replacing them with the second bests of his own life. He was second in his
graduating class, both in high school and at Dartmouth (his second choice school when
he didn’t get into Yale), where he was number 2 man on the crew team. Second place
for the Lasker Prize at Johns Hopkins (his second choice when he didn’t get into
Harvard Medical School). His condo was on the upper west side, and his beachhouse
in Bridgehampton. Neither was even his anymore, because his divorce lawyer had
been Edmund Parr, the second best in the city, while his wife had retained Felicity
Amstead.
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Catwoman had never bothered much with alibis. She wore a distinctive eyecatching costume and a mask. The world might know that Catwoman had taken the
Rosenthal Rubies, although they could never quite prove it. There was simply no
reason to establish that Selina Kyle was on a plane to Toronto at the time.
Yet today, she wanted an alibi. She stopped at Barneys, TSE, and Searle, making a
small purchase at each and proving conclusively that she had been shopping, for look,
here were her bags. She then strolled past La Maison du Chocolat so that one particular
delicacy in the window might catch her eye. On spotting a particularly delectablelooking ganache, she reminded herself that, while some indulgences are best savored
alone, others should be shared with a friend. So she headed for her old building to
invite one such friend whom she knew to be especially fond of French chocolates—not
Harvey, but Jason Blood—to join her for a treat.
Like any cat, Selina preened herself. This really was a wonderful alibi she had come
up with. Subtle, as any cat’s should be, for she didn’t mean to go babbling the whole
story to Harvey should she run into him. It was just there, in her movements through
her old neighborhood (in case anyone was watching Harvey’s apartment the day after
the Two-Face episode), and in her mindset as she smiled sweetly to Nick, her old
doorman.
She was there to see Jason, of course, but she did ask casually how her other friend
was doing: Mr. Dent, the one house-sitting for Binky Sherborn. Nick didn’t volunteer
anything useful about Harvey, but he did mention that Jason had gone out early this
morning. That was a bit of luck, it made Selina’s change of allegiance less impulsive.
She wasn’t inviting Harvey instead of Jason on a whim. Jason wasn’t home.
So Selina went inside, reflecting in the elevator how it would be rude to tell another
friend he was your second choice on such an excursion, but with Harvey, it was the
kind of joke he liked best. She jostled her shopping bags in order to knock on his door,
but even that mild papery rustling made enough noise to make the knock superfluous.
Binky had two dogs, two horribly yappy little corgis called Balmoral and
Sandringham, that Harvey had been walking twice a day as part of the house-sitting
obligation. At the first hint of a presence outside the door, they’d begun yipping and
crying like… ulgh, like the horrible little rat dogs they were.
Taking a lock pick from her purse, Selina began revising her plan. If the worst
happened, if there was no sign of Harvey, she had meant to break in silently and
invisibly, as only Catwoman can, leaving no trace of her presence (except, in the old
days, for the missing space where the Vermeer used to be). But the yapping dogs
changed everything. There was a desperation in their cries that even a cat person
could recognize.
Tossing Batman’s encounter with Two-Face out of the equation and dealing only
with what she knew to connect absolutely to Harvey, Alfred had begun calling at 9
o’clock that morning. That meant the dogs had missed their morning walk and—and
that thought was left unresolved as the lock gave. Selina winced from the double blow
as the door opened: the acrid smell of dog urine assaulted her nostrils while the dogs
themselves serpentined through her legs as if she was their new best friend.
“Krypto all over again,” she muttered, going inside to find their leashes. “At least
you two can’t fly.”
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It was understandable that Kevin Yarling had a particular resentment for the number
two, and nowhere was that resentment so pronounced than in his professional life.
Anywhere else in the world, ANYWHERE else IN THE WORLD, the neurology
department at Gotham General Hospital would be recognized as not only the best in
the city, but the best by such a margin that patients would beg to be treated, their
families would go to any lengths to have their loved ones cared for by these, the best of
the best in their field.
Yarling was a sailing enthusiast, and his favorite anecdote was from the first race
that is now called the America’s Cup. Back in 1851, a schooner called simply “The
America” won a race around the Isle of Wight over a fleet of English rivals. When a
piqued Queen Victoria, watching from the royal yacht, turned to one of her attendants
and asked who was in second place, the man took one look at the distance between the
winning schooner and the rest of the competitors and answered simply “Your majesty,
there is no second.”
That would be the stature of Gotham General Hospital’s neurology department if
they were located in any other city in the world. Yet because they were in the same
city as Gotham Presbyterian, they ranked second on every list.

In its day, Liberty One was one of the more impressive office buildings in the city.
Built in the 1950s as the Gotham headquarters of Liberty One Insurance, it was small at
only ten stories, but it had character. The firm used a Liberty head silver dollar for
their logo, a giant version of which was mounted on the wall behind the reception desk
in the atrium lobby. It might have been cause for concern if the company was still in
business by the time Two-Face arrived on the scene. But by then, the Liberty One
building was an empty shell.
There was no board of directors to debate whether a nine-foot coin in the lobby
might make them a target, or if the “One” in their name would offer any protection.
There had never been a cost/benefit analysis of changing their logo, or a discussion to
determine their liability if employees were injured in a logo-motivated attack. There
was only a Dominican building manager who took it upon himself to buy some curtain
rods and fabric to cover up the coin, and an Internet mogul who had bought the
building as a tax shelter and declined to reimburse him.
It was an unremarkable building. That was Bruce’s conclusion as he closed the file
on the building’s history. The current and period photos of the Liberty One façade, the
blueprints, and the floor plan all vanished from the workstation monitor and the
oversized viewscreen, and the bat emblem loomed once more over the cave as Bruce
turned to Alfred.
“But it is located between a research lab on Sloekam, where Scarecrow has been
known to lift chemicals, and an electronics warehouse on 16th, where Mad Hatter
sometimes acquires supplies.”
“Meaning it was a near certainty that Batman would be passing, sir, seeing as both
Scarecrow and Mad Hatter are free. A well-laid trap indeed.”
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“Possibly, but not necessarily,” Bruce said. “It seems certain that he chose the
location for the coin. He didn’t necessarily know it would be on Batman’s patrol
route.”
“I would have,” a saucy feline growl announced from the bottom of the stairs.
Selina crossed the cave, the trademark clip-clip of her high heels announcing her
approach as she neared Bruce’s workstation. She set her purse on the console beside
him, and looked innocently from Bruce to Alfred and back to Bruce.
“What? I would have. Jervis and Jonathan are both out, and I know where they
‘shop’ as well as you do. Ivy is free too, that’s greenhouse to Sloekam to 16th to
Robinson Park for the first patrol. Maybe do a quick pop through the diamond district
if you’re looking for me, otherwise it’s down to Chinatown to check on Ra’s minions at
the White Dragon, and through Little Italy to creep out the Falconis. How’d I do?”
Bruce scowled, and began mentally reprogramming the patrol auto-routing routines
while Selina related her visit to Harvey’s.
“So I walked the slobbering little monsters, an activity which ranks right up there
with dimension-hopping into goggles, by the way, when their favorite spot to lift their
legs—their favorite spot with that huge park to choose from—is right in front of Ivy’s
old lair. The thought of her seeing me trailing after those horrid canine things with a
goddamn pooper-scooper… Anyway, that horror behind me, I snooped through
Binky’s until I found the cleaning service she uses when the little darlings ‘misbehave,’
as she puts it. I called them and gave Nick a heads-up that they were coming over, and
he’s going to take over walking them for the duration.”
“You said it had been about a day since they were walked?” Bruce interrupted.
“I’m no expert on dogs, but that’s my best guess, yeah. I probed a little more, but
Nick didn’t seem to know anything about exactly when Harvey left. I didn’t want to
push too hard.”
“No. That would have been a mistake. Batman can question him tonight much
more aggressively without arousing suspicions.”
“Aggressively? You’re going to pummel my doorman?” She gestured to Alfred.
“You don’t see me arm wrestling your butler, do you?”
Bruce closed his eyes and shook his head. He hated the way she could reduce him to
chuckling in the Batcave, right in the middle of a case, but the mental picture that
presented itself… Some days, Selina could be so… ‘Catwoman.’
“Not ‘question aggressively’ as in pummel,” he said, shouting down Psychobat’s
objection that Batman did not ever have to explain himself. “’Question aggressively’ as
in asking direct questions without any preliminaries.”
“Ah. Good news for you, then, Alfred,” she called playfully.
“Very good indeed, miss,” he smiled, only now acknowledging the conversation.
“Anyway, while I was there,” Selina continued, “I left a note for Jason to call. It’s a
long shot, but maybe he and Harvey see each other around the building. He might
know something.”
Bruce nodded, but behind his eyes, the Bat-fury flared at the mention of Jason
Blood. Blood was the most responsible magic user Batman had encountered, but even
he didn’t hesitate to draw on powers that violated the most fundamental laws of
nature. And the breaking of Natural Law never came without a price.
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Dr. Yarling grumbled as he made his morning rounds, for another one of those damn
lists ranking medical programs in major U.S. cities had just come out. At least when it
was the New England Journal of Medicine publishing a list, the public at large wasn’t
aware. But half the time, Gotham Presbyterian or Gotham Memorial (always rated #1
in oncology) dropped a press release to the Gotham Times, and if it was a slow news
day—which yesterday apparently was, damnit—then the whole city read about it.
Patients receiving the best care known to modern medicine would start eyeing him like
some third world witchdoctor with a bone through his nose.
“Just look at this John Doe,” Yarling thought, glancing over the comatose man’s
chart. Good Samaritan performed CPR at the scene of the accident, kept him breathing
but wound up pushing a broken rib into the right lung. The ER focused on the
punctured lung and then the obvious external bleeding. In the course of that
examination, they reached the neck brace that the paramedics attached on the scene to
protect the C-spine, and found the more serious bleeding, external and internal, above
the neck. Patient Doe had suffered an epidural hematoma, and that’s when Dr. Yarling
was brought in. The impact from the car had broken the middle meningeal artery just
under the skull, and Patient Doe was bleeding onto his brain. In hours, the weight
would have caused serious, permanent injury, and after that, it would have killed him.
But Gotham General Hospital was second to nobody in any meaningful use of the
word. They found the hematoma within minutes, and Yarling operated: a small hole
drilled into the skull just above the temporal bone, the blood evacuated by light suction
relieving the pressure on the brain, and the artery repaired.
And yet, when Patient Doe was identified and his family showed up, what were the
chances they’d ask about transferring him to Gotham Presbyterian, since they just read
in the Gotham Times how good GPH was for head trauma?

There were plenty of times in the old days when Catwoman looked into some
incident that caught her interest. It wasn’t crimefighting because, at the same time she
was investigating this curious little episode, she was also planning her next assault on
the Museum of Modern Art to pick up that darling Chagall and she’d just confirmed
Igor’s payment from fencing that tacky ruby tiara in Brussels.
It also wasn’t crimefighting, in the objectionable sense, because she decided what to
look into and how. Except for two or three very specific occasions, under unique and
highly critical circumstances, she did not take direction from Batman.
Selina had no problem looking into the Harvey situation; he was a friend. She would
be investigating on her own if Bruce had never entered the picture. She might even
have wound up walking those damn dogs. If her investigation brought her to
Harvey’s apartment, which was likely, and she found the whimpering little beasts,
what else could she do?
But she would not—repeat, she would not—have zeroed in on that stupid detail
about the dogs’ favorite spot to… to “be dogs” being situated near Ivy’s old lair in
Robinson Park. That was a particularly Brucian factoid to focus on. That was
definitely the World’s Greatest Detective doing his thing, spotting a likely clue with the
surest of instincts. It would never have occurred to Selina, since she was 1) not a
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detective and 2) too caught up in her own misery and degradation walking the damn
dogs. She consoled herself with that nodding salute to Two-Face in her inner
monologue as she made her second trip into Robinson Park.
Not only would it not have occurred to her that the proximity of Ivy’s lair might be
important, if it had, she never would have decided to drop in on Ivy for a chat. It
reminded her of an old team up with Batman, when she couldn’t help but feel that he
wouldn’t be so insistent about getting the Lorimer Codex by sunrise if he was the one
that had to squeeze through that quarter mile vent and negotiate the giant gears over
the electrified grid. Unfortunately, given the Harvey/Pammy/Two-Face/Ivy history,
Selina couldn’t deny that it was an angle worth looking into. She also couldn’t deny
that, with the pheromone history, she should be the one visiting Ivy. It wasn’t a job for
Batman any more than scrunching through a vent that he was too big to get into.
So, she was back in the park. Although, between Ivy’s three favorite nooks in
Robinson Park, her alternate digs in Riverside Park, and the greenhouse in the flower
market, the chances of her being at home were—
“Catty! What a wonderful surprise.”
Aw, hell.

Jason Blood was the product of another time, an era when, if a lord summoned you
to his manor in aide of a quest, you reflected on what you knew of the man while you
stood at his gates awaiting admittance.
While Selina’s note was informal and did not include the word “quest,” Jason sensed
that the matter was a serious one. Etrigan was maddeningly uninformative, of course.
He went on and on about his admiration of Bat and Cat, each capable of such
magnificent fury, and each able to concentrate their hatred with such focus on the
proper object… It was all very Etrigan, and it was all very lacking in specifics.
It didn’t matter, Jason thought as he knocked again. He would know what this quest
was about soon enough, or at least he would know as much as Bruce did. While he
waited for his knock to be answered, Jason reflected, as a knight of old, on what he
knew of the lord of the manor.
Jason did not share Bruce’s passionate dislike of Magick—although he occasionally
wondered why. Given the double wounds inflicted by the first two wizards he
encountered, he was certainly entitled to. The deceits of Morgan Le Fey compounded
by the lies of omission committed by Merlin… Yes, given the sum damage of the
encounters: his soul bound for eternity to a demon of hell, it really was miraculous that
he didn’t share Bruce’s fervent contempt for the magickal arts.
Alfred opened the door promptly, and escorted Jason down to the cave.
Unfortunately, once there, he had little information to impart:
Yes, he had arranged Harvey Dent’s house-sitting job with Mrs. Sherborn and had
been Harvey’s neighbor ever since. He had looked in on Harvey frequently during the
first weeks, as the man flatly refused to water Mrs. Sherborn’s plants. Something about
a past episode with a sunlamp and a flytrap. Jason didn’t like to pry. As it turned out,
most of Mrs. Sherborn’s plants were made of silk. There was only one actual live one,
on the terrace, which now resided on Jason’s terrace. No, he had no idea what it was,
he wasn’t a botanist. In any case, he still saw Harvey around from time to time, but
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surely Bruce must appreciate that the conversation in an elevator is very casual. No, he
hadn’t seen him for several days, but that really wasn’t anything out of the ordinary.
Bruce listened attentively, and then, when it became clear that Jason wasn’t going to
say anything more, he grunted.
“Alright,” he said quietly. “That’s what you have to tell me as Harvey Dent’s
neighbor. Is there anything else you can tell me… in another context?’

Patient Doe was in a coma. On the Glasgow scale, he only exhibited motor responses
and eye movement in response to pain, and his verbal responses consisted only of
incomprehensible sound. That was an 8 on the GCS, which meant coma, albeit
borderline. What troubled Dr. Yarling was the absence of a definite cause. They were
monitoring to check that the bleeding had not resumed. There was no reaccumulation
of blood under the skull. No infections. The EEG and blood work were fine. But
Patient Doe wasn’t waking up.
It was probably the trauma of the accident coupled with the anesthetic from the
surgery, but Yarling ordered another round of blood tests anyway. He hated
uncertainty, which was a handicap in his profession. And he never, ever liked leaving
a life-and-death matter like this up to chance.

Jason looked impassively around the Batcave, then back at Bruce.
“By ‘another context,’ you mean is there anything I can tell you as the magician who
brought about Harvey’s healing, anything that could shed some light on the emergence
of this new Two-Face and tell you if it’s the same man.”
“Obviously,” Bruce answered in Batman’s edgiest gravel.
“I can only tell you what you already know. Through my error, there was a
condition placed on Harvey’s healing: If he ever flipped his coin again to make a
decision, if he abdicated his free will and left any decision, no matter how trivial, up to
chance, then the healing would be undone. He would have reneged on his bargain
with the universe, and his face would be as it was before.”
“Meaning, he’d be Two-Face again.”
Jason hesitated.
“I don’t know,” he said at last. “Probably. Given the division in his mind, his belief
that those scars made him Two-Face. That is why making the scars go away enabled
him to see Two-Face as gone, banished from his life, so he could live as Harvey Dent
once more.”
“But?”
“But… we get better. Bruce, you and I both know that Two-Face was never a
separate individual. He was a part of Harvey’s character, a manifestation of the
darkest impulses, but a part of him all the same. There’s always the chance that, living
as he has been, Harvey may come to see that. There’s always the chance that, if and
when the scars do return, that he’ll be able to deal with it without reverting to a
multiple personality.”
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“The Two-Face I encountered was very definitely Two-Face. If it was Harvey, he did
not ‘get better.’”
“Well, I could always scry for him. A magician is often able to detect his own
magicks, and if his face is still healed—”
“No. No more magic. One way or the other, the last thing we need is more of that
damn hocus pocus obfuscating reality—what’s so damn funny, Jason?”
Jason controlled his soft chuckle.
“Forgive me, Bruce. I was not laughing at your beliefs. It was that phrase. ‘The last
thing we need’ seemed so… reminiscent of the Harvey that was.”

“Crocus flowers are among the earliest to bloom each spring,” Ivy enthused over a
number of fresh blossoms. “Those with the sense to pay attention to plants say that the
crocus represents perseverance and cheer amidst adversity, since they can even bloom
in the snow.”
“Nice, Pammy. But back to people.”
“According to Ovid, the crocus was named for a youth who was transformed into
this flower.”
“Yeah, that seems to have happened a lot in Greek mythology. I meant real people.”
Ivy formed the kind of smile with which icebergs might greet each other as they
passed in the ocean.
“Crocus was a young man who transformed into a flower because of his unfulfilled
love for a nymph called, irony of ironies, Smilax. At the same time, the nymph was
transformed into the vine-plant smilax aspera-sarsparilla, a tough little shrub. Glossy,
heart-shaped leaves. Greenish-white and greenish-yellow flowers. Blooms August
through November. Stubborn. Doesn’t know what’s good for it. Doesn’t know who
its friends are. No gratitude when it’s watered, no appreciation if you give it extra
sunlight or enriched mulch. I haven’t seen many real people, Catty. I had more than
my fill of human company up at Arkham. I just want to be alone for a while.”
“O-kay,” Selina sighed. “Guess I don’t have to ask how Harley is doing. But since
you’ve been out, surely you’ve had some human contact. Haven’t you run into
anybody? Anybody at all?”
“You’re the first to visit,” Ivy said crisply. “And I suppose you’re just here to invite
me to that dreary little club you started to fill the Iceberg void?”
For Harvey’s sake, Selina squelched the angry retort that suggested itself and fell
back on her morning alibi.
“Actually, I was doing a little shopping in the old neighborhood, and I saw the most
delicious-looking ganache at Maison du Chocolat. You know how I hate indulging in
that kind of thing alone, so I thought I’d drop in and see if you wanted to join me on a
binge.”
Ivy blinked.
“You… want to go for chocolate? With me?”
“Yes,” Selina lied with the brazen zeal only a true cat can bring to the task. “We had
so much fun shoe shopping that time. Remember how we said we simply had to do
more ordinary girl stuff together?”
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“I prefer RichArt for chocolate,” Ivy said imperiously. “They’re so artistic, the way
they decorate them.”
“Well, okay, I don’t know RichArt, but I assume that means they do leaves or
flowers or something.”
“N-no, but Maison du Chocolate tends to have women behind the counter, and I don’t
like to carry money.”
Selina massaged her forehead, thinking how, whatever it was men experienced in
Ivy’s presence, it couldn’t possibly equal the sister rogue experience for incessantly
cloying, pain-in-the-ass needy, and exhaustingly passive aggressive.
“It’s my treat. We can go anywhere you want,” she said gamely.
Approximately 3,000 calories later, Selina felt she had softened the ground enough to
ask the point-blank question:
“You know, Pammy, Harvey has been living in my old building. Right there on the
park, taking regular walks twice a day. You wouldn’t happen to have run into him,
would you?”
Ivy froze, mid-bite into a coffee-caramel macaroon, and hurriedly swallowed it
without chewing.
“Harvey?! No, no, I had no idea. But twice a day, did you say? That’s certainly a
good sign. I mean, Catty, think of it. Twice a day, he comes walking in my park—”
“Whoa. No. Stop,” Selina interrupted. She had often mentioned how peculiar
Pamela Isley was as a pseudofriend. Right in the middle of being completely
detestable, she could step in something that made you almost feel sorry for her. Then,
often as not, just when you were ready to give up and admit she was a person with
feelings like everyone else and that you did, in fact, feel bad for her, she would do
something so obnoxious, you wanted to slap her silly.
“Catty, what is it?” she said, with that creepy vulnerability that always tricked you
into pitying her.
“I just don’t want you to get the wrong idea, Pammy. He was going to the park
twice a day, but it wasn’t exactly his choice to go twice a day. It’s a house-sitting job,
and he has to walk these dogs.”
“Oh.”
She looked heartbroken.
“I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to get your hopes up,” Selina said miserably.
“Hopes? Why, I have no hopes for Harvey Dent. I don’t care if he lives or dies. I
think I’ll try a piece of that Andalouise cake filled with the truffle mousse. And, now
that I think of it, I tried to kill him twice. So there you are. I’m not even indifferent. I
flat out wanted him dead.”

“She could have been lying,” Bruce said darkly.
“She wasn’t,” Selina insisted. “She hasn’t seen him.”
“And you’re basing this on?”
“The way she was putting away chocolate. That’s not the behavior of woman who
just picked up a new boy toy, either with pheromones or the regular way.”
Bruce grunted, and turned back to the viewscreen.
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The day gone, and they’d learned nothing. Harvey’s apartment, Harvey’s doorman,
Jason, Ivy… nothing.
At least it would be dark soon. Batman could take up the case. He brought up the
hologram map of the city, and typed feverishly. Several streets and buildings began to
glow a bright blue. Another series glowed white. A third, a muted yellow.
“These are three alternate patrol routes for tonight, drawn from the at-large list and
Gotham’s calendar of events.”
He handed Selina a light pen like a surgical nurse handing off a clamp.
“Look it over and let me know which paths an experienced rogue would be most
likely to anticipate.”
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CHAPTER 4: INVESTIGATION
A SECOND LOOK
From his first appearance, everyone knew that Two-Face was crazy. The coin
flipping, referring to himself as “we” and “us,” splitting his wardrobe and even his
hideouts down the center to match his disfigured face, it went beyond unhealthy
obsession into a full-blown, psychotic disconnect from reality.
But as Two-Face himself was always happy to explain, there are two kinds of crazy
in the world. There’s the stupid, pointless, self-destructive crazy, and then there’s
smart crazy. He was the latter.
He did not go shooting his own henchmen just to prove he was a bad guy. He didn’t
go shooting his own henchmen just because it was Thursday. He didn’t even flip his
coin to decide whether to shoot a henchman for such an idiotic reason. His rationale
was sanity itself: henchmen were a limited good. There were a finite number of men in
the world that you could hire to carry a bomb for you. There were a finite number of
men who would run up to Batman with their fists clenched rather than run screaming
into the nearest alley, police precinct, or church. Of those, only about two-thirds would
accept a suitable designation, such as Duo or Ditto, and wear a costume properly
divided down the center. In short, while there were plenty of potential henchmen out
there, there weren’t so many that you could go around shooting them willy-nilly. It
was for practical reasons as much as theme that Two-Face preferred using the same
henchmen a second time.
The world at large was not privy to his reasoning (although Batman had speculated
a few times in his logs), but they knew the result: Two-Face reused henchmen. Since a
copycat would be perfectly aware of the practice, Batman wanted to roust as many
former Two-Face henchmen as he could find. Not only were they likely to be
approached by either a copycat or the original, they were in a position to know the
difference.
It was certainly the most promising route of investigation, but it would have to wait.
Nick the doorman was the top priority.
Nick was a longshot as far as having useful information, but he was a civilian and a
working man. Civilians deserved better than nightmare shadows coming to life
outside their windows in the dead of night and midnight interrogations from masked
vigilantes, particularly when they had to be at work in six hours. So Batman called on
Nick first, when it was more dusk than dark outside and while the man was still awake
and watching television. The silent appearance at the window still startled Nick
momentarily, but a fully silhouetted and recognizable Batman wasn’t soul-wrenchingly
terrifying the way a mass of black with only two slits of vengeful hate glaring through
the darkness is terrifying. At least, that’s what Batman told himself. It was just
possible that innocents like Nick didn’t fear him simply because they were innocents. A
clear conscience and all that.
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As expected, Nick didn’t have much to say about Harvey’s movements beyond what
he’d already told Selina. He did mention that Mr. Dent was quite the ladies’ man (not
news), and that he seemed to be something of a serial monogamist. First, there was
this hot redhead (Claudia Muffington, surely), then a thin, petite brunette he called
Dina (Diana North, Bruce had seen them at D’Annunzio’s a couple times), and the
current one was blonde. Lotta Botox. Usually wore red. (Could be almost anyone, but
the red argued for Angela Vraag…)
Vraag was the Dutch word for “question,” and Riddler had kidnapped her once. An
ongoing criminal connection was unlikely, however, since Nigma later dated her
cousin Penny. That presumably meant he was done with the Vraag angle for criminal
targets, but Batman left a mental asterisk over Harvey’s lady friends anyway. If
Harvey was dating Angela Vraag, and if other avenues of investigation came up
empty, it was worth following up with Nigma.

“What is like the popular table in high school… or 16th-century Versailles… covered
with leopard print throw pillows… with a little patch of radiant purple in the center…
sipping her favorite martini?”
Raven sighed as if she’d heard more than enough of these whimsical requests to be
seated near Catwoman in the most exclusive corner of the VIP room. It was never like
this at the Iceberg. Oswald’s office was just Oswald’s office. It had nothing to do with
Raven as the hostess. And even if she had been stuck acting as his doorkeeper, she
imagined the rogues wanting to see him wouldn’t have been in such a party mood.
She didn’t show Riddler to a table, she just made a disinterested nod in the general
direction. He would just get up as soon as she’d seated him and wander over to
Catwoman, assuming he hadn’t offended Clayface. If he had, Clayface would morph
into the MGM lion, roar twice, and if the unwelcome rogue had really offended him,
chase him up to the rafters (since the VIP room, unlike the Iceberg dining room, had no
chandelier).
In most nightclubs, a good hostess did everything she could to avoid that kind of a
scene, but at Vault, like the Iceberg before it, such uprisings were part of the charm. So
she just waved the big names through… Riddler, Scarecrow, Mad Hatter, Mr. Freeze…
and let them fend for themselves.

Harvey’s building had a night doorman as well. He was on duty until dawn, and
there was no reason to question him before midnight. But Batman decided to talk to
him next, while the details of Harvey’s domestic situation were fresh in his mind. The
man’s name was Ian Fisher, and Batman had investigated him thoroughly several
years earlier. It was shortly after he began visiting Selina’s apartment after his late
patrol. Doormen are paid to notice the comings and goings at street level. It was
unlikely he would see a black cape against a black sky all those stories above, even if he
happened to look up at just the right moment. Nevertheless, as Batman began
swooping down to that same balcony night after night, he thought it prudent to
investigate that nagging “what if.”
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He learned that Ian Fisher was a native Gothamite, the oldest of four boys. He
attended St. Swithun’s Pre-School, Elementary, and High School. Joined the Navy,
honorable discharge. Married a girl from the neighborhood. 2 kids. Worked as a
bouncer at a club inside a downtown hotel. After six months, he became a doorman at
the hotel, and three years later took the same job at a residential building in Harrow.
Stayed there six years before taking the job at Selina’s building. Volunteered at the
Adult Literacy League and Habitat for Humanity. A family man, ties to the
community, an ideal employee in every respect… which made it very strange that he
wasn’t at his post.
Batman made four passes around the block, muscle memory adjusting the angle of
the batline each time he made the final swing north towards Selina’s balcony. On the
fourth swing, he twisted abruptly as he saw Ian Fisher back at his post, the legs of his
uniform and shoes just visible under the awning, right where they had always been
when Batman made this approach in the past. He shot a new line to the nearest
gargoyle, swung low to a streetlight, and then dropped to the sidewalk four feet from
the awning.
Fisher was slow to react, and Batman proceeded carefully, although he was
beginning to suspect why he had left his post for so long.
“Mr. Fisher?” he said, louder and more aggressively than he would normally
address a civilian who had done nothing wrong.
This time there was a response: only one word and murmured too softly to be
heard. But by now, Batman was quite sure what had happened: the day’s events, the
proximity of the park, the Sherborn woman’s dogs and Selina’s investigation… Batman
was quite sure what had happened, and he was quite certain what the unintelligible
word was. The day’s events, the proximity of the park, man’s eyes were glassy and
unfocused…
“Fisher!” he barked, shaking the doorman’s shoulders.
“Greeeeen,” came the blissfully anguished reply.

Catwoman’s Queen of the Underworld differed from Oswald’s Emperor Penguin in
many respects, the most obvious being her availability. She did not own or manage
“her” nightclub. She wasn’t on the premises any time the doors were open. She made
an appearance most nights, but only after her prowl and only if she felt like it. Top tier
rogues, even those who had never set foot in Vault, approved of her methods. It
signified a practicing villainess who was still out there, actively challenging the Bat
each night in person. Penguin was among the best in his day, certainly, but when did
he ever have to vanish from the Iceberg for nearly a week because Batman was out for
his blood and Superman was tearing up the skies looking for him after a double-rout in
Metropolis?
So Riddler wasn’t particularly surprised to see the booth was empty when he
reached the back corner of the VIP room; he was disappointed, naturally, but not
surprised. He scanned the room for someone else to show off his wonderful new
riddle-delivery system. Magpie would be appreciative, but she wouldn’t get it. Roxy
would be enthusiastic on general principle, but he didn’t think she would get it either.
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She probably thought riddles were a way to secure Batman’s presence at a crime in
order to lead him on a high-speed pursuit through a fireworks factory. Double Dare
were too full of themselves to appreciate anyone else’s methods.
He sighed. It looked like the only rogues present capable of really appreciating the
cleverness of his new toy were Clayface, Scarecrow, and Mad Hatter. Was it really
worth impressing them?

Ivy.
Psychobat hated all criminals. It was the fire that drove him through pain and
exhaustion, in the face of impossible odds and daunting setbacks. But even that most
basic core hatred had an ebb and flow. There were degrees and levels. There were
spikes and valleys.
Poison Ivy was a spike.
The way that woman could wreak havoc on a well-planned course of action. In the
past, he’d lost entire weeks of crimefighting in the grip of her pheromones, weeks that
should have been spent protecting his city, lost in her madness of green. Somehow,
this was more infuriating. At least then, she was DELIBERATELY TRYING. When she
greened Bruce Wayne, when she greened Batman, it was a purposeful, premeditated
and calculated act, with malice aforethought and criminal intent. But this! This was…
She was costing him hours—scarce, valuable hours that he did not have to spare from
the Two-Face investigation—as a mere waste product of her lonely, psychotic,
dysfunctional...
“Greeeeen,” the figure in the passenger seat moaned as the Batmobile turned onto
Gotham General’s emergency ramp. He barked instructions to the trauma team. He
nearly punched a nurse’s aide coming at him with a clipboard. Emergency room
personnel were supposed to know that when the Batmobile shows up, the only
question is “SmileX, gunshot, fear toxin, or pheromones?” The rest was not Batman’s
concern.
He glared at the sniveling non-entity, glared with the ferocious loathing usually
reserved for gunmen in back alleys. He spun on his heels, producing a dramatic sweep
of the cape worthy of a Dracula exit, got into the car and drove off.
Only then did the guilt hit. His frustration was with Ivy and with the Two-Face
situation. He had no business taking it out on a girl on a loading dock, even if she was
a more-than-usually-stupid bureaucrat. The Wayne Foundation would have to make
up for it, as usual. Arrange an event of some kind to recognize hospital employees,
special mention for the night shifts in the emergency rooms, etc. He’d get Cynthia on
it in the morning. In the meantime…
He checked the dashboard clock…
Damnit. Nearly midnight and he hadn’t even made it back to the Liberty One
building yet.

The satellite cave underneath the Wayne Tower was physically smaller than the
manor cave, but Batman had made no compromises in the lab and research facilities.
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On his return to the Liberty One building, he’d made imprints of the scarring on that
giant coin in the lobby. He fed these into the Batcomputer to try and determine what
kind of instrument could have made them.
He initiated several other standard routines on the Batcomputer, including a search
of the previous night’s police reports, since there had been multiple shots fired in the
course of that Two-Face encounter. He would like to think that the noise would have
been heard and reported… but it looked like the only reports of gunfire in the vicinity
was the domestic disturbance at the townhouse. Bruce forced down a second attack of
guilt. He’d been bored before the Two-Face encounter. He’d been craving action. And
now…
On the long work table, Batman prepared slides with remnants of the “goo”
harvested from the Liberty One stairwell, and samples of the same substance dried on
his grapnel and on his cape. Analyzing these, he found it was a high-viscosity
lubricant composed of fatty acids, graphite, and mica, enriched with Teflon and
molybdenum disulfide… used in countless facilities in the greater Gotham area, no
help there.
The sample from the grapnel had particles of the container it had pierced, releasing
the oil slick and springing the trap. It was made of an ordinary polymer, mustard
yellow. That detail gave him the manufacturer. According to the Batcomputer, of all
the industrial lubricants with these chemical ingredients, only ThomChemCo used
mustard yellow in its packaging… The Thomas Chemical Company was founded in
1949, factory in West Virginia, distribution hub in Bludhaven… number one industrial
lubricant on the market, used in at least 8,000 facilities in Gotham… no help at all.
He turned his attention to the bomb. All manufactured C4, and several of the
standard components for making it, contain chemical markers such as 2,3-dimethyl-2,3dinitrobutane to indicate their source, makeup, and manufacturer. It should have been
a simple matter to track down where they came from, who manufactured them and
who purchased them… but it wasn’t. The C4, the timer, and the blasting caps all
traced to an Argentine arms dealer who dealt exclusively in the sales of tanks, rocket
launchers and Scud missiles. Not likely… A little looking into a forged extradition
request regarding a hijacking that never took place uncovered a second provenance for
the explosives and the blasting caps: an IRA supplier operating in San Francisco… who
turned state’s evidence in 1982.
Two false trails.
Worse. Two false trails laid by a person (or persons) with detailed knowledge of
forensic investigation. The kind of knowledge an experienced district attorney had at
his fingertips.
Batman shook that troubling notion from his mind and checked the time.
There was more than enough of the night left to round up those old Two-Face
henchmen. He instructed the Batcomputer to relay its findings to the Batmobile and
set out for the most popular criminal hangouts…

As usual, Catwoman felt a dozen sets of eyes tracking her movements as she entered
Vault. Some were subtle: KGBeast and Firefly. (What could they want? Torching
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Petrossian and fencing the stolen caviar?) Some were not: Eddie stepped away from a
video poker machine, leaving the nearest henchman to play out the hand he’d already
paid for while he made a beeline for the stairs to the VIP room. At the same time, a ball
of cat-size black fur that appeared to be “napping” on the bar suddenly sprouted cat
ears, stretched out into a long sinewy form, and then leapt to the stairs as a magnificent
panther.
The three settled in at her booth, drinks and snacks were ordered, and Eddie took
out a thin wooden box, the size of a small picture frame, to demonstrate his new
contraption.
“I got the idea from ancient Rome. They had most of their documents written out on
these wax tablets set into wood cases just like this. Check it out, ‘Lina, what is the stuff
of bees and trees, but holds the keys (to my next criminal escapade), or just a tease.”
“Cute,” Selina smiled, while Clayface morphed into a Roman senator and posed
dramatically with a document/riddle-box identical to Nigma’s.
“Cute? Cute?! Why, it’s more than cute, it’s brilliant! Did you know the Roman
calendar had special days set aside where no legal business could be conducted? They
were called the dies nefasti, which is an anagram for, among other things: FINEST
IDEAS!”
“I see why you’re excited,” Selina laughed.
“There are also several anagrams with ‘safes’ ‘finis’ ‘fiend’… I tell you, there’s no
end of the fun I can have with this.”
“I’m glad. You haven’t had much fun lately. Of course, a safe is also a vault,
Edward. You get any ‘finest ideas’ about attacking here, Batman will be the least of
your worries.”
She said it teasingly, but Senator Clayface growled anyway.
“East Side Fin,” Eddie offered as an olive branch.
“Damn straight,” Clayface said, returning to his natural glorpy form.
“RANG!” a male voice called from below, and the VIP room collectively winced as
the shout doubled into two and then was drowned in a concussive crash of breaking
glass, falling wall sconces, and, to the trained ear, a man of at least Maxie Zeus’s size
being hurled into a jukebox.
“I fear someone got up on the wrong side of the cave,” Scarecrow observed with the
bored drawl of a seasoned rogue surprised by nothing.
“Well this should be interesting,” Riddler said with a satisfied smirk. “‘Lina, my pet,
I don’t think you’ve ever been here before when ol’ Batsy showed up and trashed the
place.”
“Lucky me,” she said flatly, looking daggers at him.
Another loud crash erupted below, followed by a roar from Croc and a loud cry in
Russian merging into a different crash. To the trained ear: KGBeast hurled into a table
where Croc was sitting, and Croc retaliating with a barstool.
“Want me to handle it?” Clayface asked, morphing his hand into a bat trapped in a
birdcage.
“No,” Catwoman shrugged. “Either he’s just messing with the little mice down
there, or else he’s coming up here when he’s finished. If it’s the former, it doesn’t
concern any of us, and if it’s the latter… well, why not let him tire himself out first?”
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She was pleased with her edict, as everyone else seemed to be… but she avoided
Edward Nigma’s eyes all the same. It was only after two more crashes that she dared
look his way. She saw his arms crossed and an expression both judgmental and
peevish.
Downstairs, it became quiet… then absolutely silent… the kind of silence that meant
the Bat was leaving. After a minute, the baseline chatter resumed, and a minute after
that, Peahen came up the stairs from the main level. She handed Raven a folded note,
which Raven then brought to Catwoman.
It was all very discreet, but veterans from the Iceberg knew the routine: Batman
comes in, busts up the place, and leaves a snarling, threatening but cryptic message
with Sly for his boss. It starts with a patently unapologetic apology for the mess, then
gets to the ominous “... and give your boss a message for me: Tell him that if that cache
of diamonds ends up anywhere outside US territory, I’ll be back to have a little chat
with him.” Sly never knew what the messages meant, but Ozzy (and anyone else
involved in that particular operation) knew it was days or even hours away from a Bat
shutdown.
Catwoman read the note impassively, aware that all eyes were on her.
Bat said “Tell your mistress that I’m oh-so-sorry for the disruption and that for a woman of
her obvious taste and style, I’d have expected a Van Gogh or two instead of all the high tech vid
screens.”
“Typical,” Catwoman sniffed. Then she stood, telling Clayface and Riddler to enjoy
the snack plate she’d ordered. Everyone understood that she had some loot to secure
before Batman could find it, and they congratulated themselves on hanging out in a
club with such a brazen criminal queen pin running the show.
On her way out, she stopped at the bar—just to tell Sly that she was picking up
Riddler and Clayface’s tab for the night—and while she was there, she overheard the
specifics of what the Bat bust-up was about.
He was looking for a Red Coat operative out of Star City. The man’s name was
Leonard Berlander.

“Stay away from that Van Gogh.”
That echo from the past repeated and reverberated in Selina’s brain as she traversed
the rooftops towards the MoMA.
“Stay away from that Van Gogh.” It was virtually the last thing he’d said to her as
Batman, that last encounter before their relationship changed forever.
“I’d have expected a Van Gogh” was definitely a summons to meet on the roof across
from the MoMA, and Selina didn’t need that “or two” to tell her what it was about.
Leonard Berlander was NOT a Red Coat operative out of Star City. Leonard
Berlander was a dead thug. One of Harvey’s first convictions, one he later found out
was innocent. But he couldn’t be bothered making it right when he found out. He was
busy by then, making war on crime. He was forming alliances with police and
vigilantes on rooftops, and burning up warehouses full of Falcone cash with Batman.
He was building a case against Salvatore Vincent Maroni, the capo dei capi of the
biggest crime family in the state. He was on his way to becoming the most successful
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district attorney in Gotham history, and then the youngest Lieutenant Governor,
Attorney General, or who knows… He certainly didn’t have time to worry about little
Leonard Berlander.
It was only years later, years after the acid, that Two-Face found out Berlander
committed suicide. The reminder that Harvey Dent was not the pinnacle of virtue he
liked to remember unleashed an identity crisis of epic and violent proportions. For
how could Two-Face be Harvey’s opposite if they weren’t black-and-white but a
mottled and subjective gray?
Catwoman thought over the nightmare encounter that followed, until she neared the
MoMA. Batman was waiting on the roof across from their loading dock, right where
she expected… even from a distance, he radiated that dark intensity. Everything about
his stance said that a light opening about the Van Gogh would be horribly
inappropriate.
“That’s not a good news face,” she observed as she landed.
“No. It’s not,” he said. It was the severest bat-gravel, the most foreboding howdare-you-pull-a-gun-in-my-city delivery that could make hardened wiseguys run for
cover. Then the bat intensity seemed to blink away. His jaw softened, his whole body
seemed less dense.
Selina’s heart stopped. Bruce just sent Psychobat out of the room. This was going to
be very bad news.
“I have a number of automated routines on the Batcomputer,” he began quietly.
“Routines specially designed to identify and track potential targets of interest to
specific criminals who are active at a given moment. Those having to do with TwoFace obviously track all manner of twos, doubles, Gemini and Janus imagery, twins,
binary—”
“I get the idea,” Selina interrupted.
“Of course.”
He was hedging, delaying the inevitable. He knew it and he hated himself for his
weakness, but he couldn’t seem to stop himself. There was no way to just blurt it out.
“In addition, the program tracks anyone connected with the acid incident. Everyone
connected with the Boss Maroni prosecution, the defense attorneys, jurors, bailiffs,
clerks, everyone who was in the courtroom that day, as well as the personnel at the
hospital where Harvey was taken…”
“What’s happened, Bruce? What did you find?”
Another time, he might have reacted to the name. Tonight, he just looked north
towards the river, towards Gotham General Hospital.
“There was a John Doe, a car accident hit and run, in the ICU at Gotham General.
The man was apparently on foot, between 97th and Loeb, struck by a stolen mini van.”
“You said there was a John Doe, past tense?” Selina asked, with a sick apprehension
creeping up her throat.
“He’s still alive,” Batman said swiftly. “He was, past tense, a John Doe in that he was
unidentified. When it goes to 24 hours and they can’t match to a missing persons
report, they take finger prints. In addition to convicts and military personnel, there are
all kinds of prints in the system, including city employees, including current and
former workers in the distric—”
“Spit it out, Bruce. Who’s lying in that ICU in Gotham General?”
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“Vernon Fields, the assistant district attorney sitting second chair the day Sal Maroni
scarred Harvey with that acid.”
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CHAPTER 5 THE SECOND CHAPTER 4:
FULL CIRCLE
The People versus Salvatore Vincent Maroni.
In some ways, Harvey Dent had been waiting for those words all his life. In all the
cases he’d prosecuted, never had so much been at stake. The grand jury testimony that
preceded the public trial was secret, but one thing was clear: Maroni would not go
down alone. He’d spent his life battling Carmine Falcone. He would not leave The
Roman to take over the city unopposed. If he went down, he would take his old rival
with him. With the two major crime families decapitated, Gotham would be free of an
evil that was slowly choking the life out of it.
The People’s case had taken two full weeks to present. Everything depended on it.
Everything depended on the prosecution being so powerful and decisive that Sal
Maroni would have no choice but to take the stand in his own defense. If there was
any alternative—if his ‘Dream Team’ cast doubt on the prosecution’s experts, if there
were grounds for an appeal should the verdict go against him, or if the jury seemed
confused by the complicated interrelationships of the Falcone, Maroni, Viti, and Gazzo
families and the rat’s nest of buffers, code phrases, and laundering operations meant to
separate the top men from the criminal acts they ordered—then Sal Maroni would
never risk taking the stand and exposing himself to cross examination.
But Harvey Dent’s masterful presentation of the People’s case left him no such hope:
Dent had foreseen every trap the defense might lay and prepped his experts to respond
to each. He had weighed each objection and every response to every pretrial motion,
sidestepping every attempt by the defense to manufacture grounds for appeal. And he
played on his good looks and personal charisma to charge the driest and most
convoluted evidence with a captivating air of intrigue.
The technical procedures by which the garbled voices on an FBI wiretap were
processed into audible instructions to murder “Capper Kevin” Kelly were a seduction,
nothing less. A crusading D.A. out of a movie thriller taking the jury by the hand and
walking them step by step through a forbidden maze of underworld secrets, and the
ingenious high-tech means by which modern law enforcement battled them. The
jurors were never bored or confused; they were riveted. The intricacies of forensic
accounting became a glamorous peek into the high-powered world of international
finance. Even the mob’s method of taping a gun barrel became a spell of enchantment.
When the prosecution rested, Sal Maroni knew he had no hope of acquittal without
taking the stand.

“I know all this,” Catwoman said softly. “Not that you don’t tell it well. But I was in
Gotham at the time, if you remember. And it’s not like it wasn’t all over the news.”
They were on the roof the Hudson University Medical Annex across from Gotham
General Hospital. Before them was a bank of windows on the west face of the
building, behind one of which, Vernon Fields lay in a coma.
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“It helps to go over it all, out loud,” Batman replied, looking across the street and
then down at a hand-held computer console the size of a Palm Pilot. “It’s that one.
Eighth floor. Twelfth from the left.”
He pointed to the row of windows, and then showed her a floor plan on the tiny
palm screen.
“I told you I can’t get anything from that,” she said, waving it away. “It’s too small.
I like seeing floor plans big.”
“There’s a larger screen in the Batmobile if you want,” Batman offered, but she shook
her head.
“No, I’d rather just go over and walk it myself. Do you mind?”
He started to object, then realized it was a reflex and there was absolutely no reason
to do so. He grunted, and she left.
Alone again, Batman’s thoughts returned to the past, the details he hadn’t mentioned
to Catwoman. Details of his own culpability, details that haunted him every time he’d
faced the monster Harvey Dent had become after the acid:
It was his strategy. Not Harvey’s and not Gordon’s. He was the one who analyzed
the history between Sal and Carmine, a history of personal antagonism that went
beyond ordinary mob rivalry. They hated each other. And he was the one who saw
how that personal hatred could be used, how targeting one could bring down both if
they played it just right.
He was the one who picked Maroni because Carmine Falcone was Roman. Calling
his family “The Roman Empire” was pure affectation, but that one detail was literally
true. He was not Sicilian or Napolitano. He was an outsider and a maverick within the
Italian mobs, and that small consideration might just tip the balance. The Mafia’s code
of silence was legendary, and even Maroni’s personal hatred for Falcone might not be
enough to make him turn, but for that one detail. “The Roman” wasn’t really one of
them. A technicality, certainly, but maybe enough for Sal Maroni to justify the betrayal
in his own mind.
It was Batman’s strategy. And Harvey Dent had paid the price. Of course they all
knew the risk. Cornering a dangerous animal makes it infinitely more dangerous. You
can try to predict where it will strike in response, but you can always be wrong.

Maroni’s direct testimony was exactly as expected. His lawyer—his real lawyer,
Joseph Candoloro, not one of the Dream Team hired guns—walked him point by point
over the prosecution’s case, and he didn’t dispute much of it. He merely claimed that it
all pointed elsewhere. Two of his former “associates,” Bianciotti and Scuro (rest their
souls), were up to a lot of unsavory business on their own before their untimely
passing. If wrongdoing went on, it was those two. Rotten to the core they were.
That’s where ambition like that leads…
On its own, the story was plausible if you wanted it to be. Left unchallenged, it was
a peg on which a juror could hang a “reasonable doubt” acquittal. But Maroni’s fable
would not go unchallenged. The court adjourned for the day, and when it reconvened,
Harvey Dent would begin the cross examination that would make Gotham history. All
he had to do was poke one hole, uncover one lie, present one inescapable inconsistency
in Maroni’s story. A perjury charge would be nice, but Harvey didn’t need that much.
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All he needed was for Maroni to see that this trial was lost, then he would admit to
everything he had to in order to bring down Carmine Falcone.
Two mob empires ended at once. It all came down to what happened when the
People versus Salvatore Vincent Maroni reconvened.

When Catwoman returned, the sky was beginning to lighten.
Batman didn’t want to leave, but with the mounting evidence that it was Harvey
behind the “new” Two-Face, his investigation had to take a new tack: in daylight, as
Bruce Wayne.
“I need you to stay here,” he told Catwoman. “Go back into the hospital, keep an
eye on Fields. If it’s Harvey, then Two-Face will have two things on his mind.”
“It’s not Harvey,” she insisted, knowing there was nothing but wishful thinking
behind her words.
“I hope not,” Batman said, recalling a painful discussion about hope when Harvey’s
healing was first discovered. “But if it is, then we have to be ready. Once, when I’d
rigged his coin, he committed a string of atrocities after he found out. A dozen
robberies in a row, sans coin toss, to make up for the times the fix was in. Restoring the
fifty-fifty ratio, in his mind.”
“So if it’s Harvey, then Two-Face has been out of operation for awhile now and he’ll
want to make up for lost time?”
“Correct. He’ll have to restore that balance as he sees it. Like I said, if it’s Harvey,
then Two-Face will have two things on his mind: a second attempt to kill me, and a
second attempt to kill Vernon Fields.”

There was seldom a shortage of cameras outside the Gotham City Courthouse, and
since his first days as the ambitious new ADA under Roger Garcetti, Harvey knew how
to play to those cameras.
His arrival the morning of Sal Maroni’s cross examination was pure theatre. You
could almost hear the rousing swell of a movie soundtrack as he jogged up the
courthouse stairs two at a time, and then, halfway up the stairs, when he stopped and
turned back… the statue of Lady Justice was just coming into frame behind him. If
anyone had snapped a picture, they would have seen her scales seeming to balance
right behind his head… that’s the spot where Harvey Dent turned and offered a wink
and a wave to his favorite reporters. No time for an interview now, he said with a
boyish grin, there was work to be done—but he’d give them all the time they wanted
after, just as soon as the court recessed for lunch…
It was a darker and quieter scene as Maroni was brought in through the basement.
The handoff from the armed escort from Blackgate to the armed escort at the
courthouse was conducted in the grim silence usually reserved for death row inmates
on the final walk. The men were handpicked by Jim Gordon, and they were acutely
aware of the honor. Hence their silence. They might have been mute. And if Maroni
had spoken a word, they would have been deaf as well.
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The GCPD wasn’t as universally corrupt as some pretended, but there were enough
bad apples that honest cops like these were taking no chances. Not when they were
this close. Jim Gordon searched Maroni personally.
When he was found clean, Sal Maroni was handcuffed again—an unusual practice.
The jury is never allowed to see a defendant in handcuffs, “as it suggests they are
criminals…” one of those ironies of the criminal justice system that makes most cops,
even the bad ones, physically ill. Given Maroni’s resources, however—“resources”
being a universally understood euphemism for a phalanx of corrupt police and city
officials on his payroll—a deal was struck between the defense attorneys and the
officers of the court. Maroni could be handcuffed while being moved through the
building, so long as the cuffs were removed in the hall before he was brought into the
courtroom itself.
As it happened, just as the cuffs were being unlocked, Vernon Fields stepped out of a
little anteroom between courtrooms 7 and 8. He seemed terribly embarrassed to have
run into Sal Maroni, and he hurried off. Neither of the guards heard much of what was
said: the one’s attention was fully occupied watching their perimeter while the other
unlocked the cuffs. Both recalled that the bookish little twirp said something about the
men’s room, and one remembered that he had a little plastic bag with him.
Later, the close circuit cameras would confirm the bag and a close-up identified it as
being from Gotham Drugs. Vernon Fields had thrown it away by then, but it was
found in the trash outside Courtroom 7. Fields readily admitted that the bag was his.
He had stopped on the way into work for eye drops, he said. His eyes got very dry this
time of year, he said. He still had the bottle in his breast pocket. He still had the
receipt in his wallet.
He swore he was only using the men’s room. It was a private one, shared by the
judges on either side. He knew he wasn’t supposed to be in there, but it was always an
awkward business using the public one. Earlier in the trial, he’d run into John
Tortericci in the public men’s room. There he was at the urinal, unzipped and no way
to escape, having to listen to the whole story that everybody already knew: about his
beautiful daughter Gina, and how he never thought the Sal Maronis of the world had
anything to do with honest people like him, not until that night, and that’s why they
had to get monsters like that off the street.
Vernon appealed to the officers questioning him, and later to Batman himself: what
was he supposed to do? He had been standing there with his dick in his hand, and this
grieving father comes up DEMANDING to know if Harvey would cut a deal with
Maroni to roll on Carmine Falcone. What was he supposed to do? What would any of
them do? He didn’t want to risk a second run-in with Tortericci, so he used a judge’s
toilet. He was sorry, and that’s all he had to say.
He had a plausible story. He had a bottle of eye drops in his breast pocket. He had a
receipt in his wallet.
But somehow Sal Maroni had a bottle of “antacid” “for his ulcer” when he entered
the witness box.
Somehow, between the pat down in the basement and confessing to the murder of
the Gazzo brothers in the witness box, somehow in those twenty minutes in which he
had no contact with anyone except Vernon Fields, Sal Maroni came into possession of a
bottle of highly concentrated, hyper-corrosive acid.
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The rich, golden liquid splashed liberally into a tall wide-mouthed glass, and Bruce
tried to disguise his discomfort in a guileless grin.
This was the double-edged sword investigating Harvey as opposed to Two-Face. The
old Two-Face hideouts were just that: The Jekyll and Hyde Club, the Twin Pines
Furniture factory, the Double-Bagger Cafe… But too many of Harvey Dent’s old haunts
were also Bruce Wayne’s old haunts. Randolph’s, the Hudson Bar, the Gotham
Racquet Club, the Yacht Club, the Gentleman’s Pub in Gainly, and the one in Merchant
Square.
When Bruce planned his itinerary for the afternoon, he’d been struck by the echoes.
It was all too familiar, almost depressingly so. Now that he’d spent the day talking to
bartenders and maitre d’s, it had progressed from “almost depressing” to hauntingly
ominous. At the Harvard Club, at the Hudson, at the Knickerbocker, at the Endsbury
Grille… They all remembered him. Half the time, before he could say his bit about
looking for Harvey, they were pouring him a 29-year Dalwhinnie with a Speyside
spring water to back it. He had to act pleased. But as the sharp, aromatic barbs of the
prized single malt prickled his nostrils, the rest of the scene pricked his memory. The
Dentmeister and the Fop…
He learned a little about Harvey’s movements in the preceding weeks, but nothing
about those critical last few days. He left word wherever he could for the staff to get in
touch if Harvey showed, or if they saw or heard anything of his whereabouts. It wasn’t
a service they would provide for just anyone; such establishments prided themselves
on their discretion. But Bruce Wayne was a very special customer. Not only did he tip
well, he even arranged subprime loans for the reconstruction that time a Riddler van
crashed through the front windows at Spinelli’s, the time Firefly burned down Sushi
Ichiban, and even the time Catman’s claws scarred up the priceless paneling at the Oak
Bar.
Bruce talked to a few owners too, when they were handy. Brian Weiss at the
Gentleman’s Pub and Ryan Fitz at the Harvard Club… the one surprise came from
Anthony Granton, the owner of Le Bistro SoHo. It seemed that Bruce was the second
person to come around asking if he’d seen Harvey. That Poison Ivy character from the
newspapers was looking for him too. Yeah, Anthony said, she might have tried
something with those pheromones she’s supposed to have to enslave men. The whole
place certainly stank like flowers by the time she left. He just figured she was wearing
too much Giorgio.
Bruce changed the subject. He knew Ivy’s pheromones had little effect on gay men,
but he wasn’t sure if Anthony Granton was out, so it was best not to pursue that
particular line of questioning. It didn’t really matter, the story merely confirmed what
he already suspected: Ivy was trying to find Harvey too. Pretty aggressively, from the
look of it. As soon as she found out he was missing, she went to work. She didn’t have
Bruce Wayne’s extensive knowledge of his Dentmeister haunts, but she knew where he
was living (hence the doorman), and she would know of a few bars and restaurants
from the days when they dated as Pamela and Harvey.
Another dead end.
Bruce fished out a business card and left it with Anthony Granton, repeating the
usual appeal to give him a call on the off chance that Harvey got in touch.
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Despite her vigorous protests that crimefighting wasn’t her kink, there was one
small corner of the revolting activity where Selina had some rudimentary training.
She’d spent six weeks as Carlotta Cipriani, completing a training program to be a
bodyguard with an exclusive private protection service in London. It got her the
assignment with a visiting American divorcee who happened to be having an affair
with Lord Pembroke and was to be a houseguest at Pembroke Castle the weekend the
Dowager Duchess Natalia visited with the famous Blue Diamond of Dobrinka in her
possession. How Batman got wind of her scheme, she never did find out. The
diamond eluded her, but she did retain a number of useful techniques for analyzing a
public space, such as a hospital, for unmonitored points of entry, staff routines that
could cover the smuggling in of weapons, and similar weaknesses a would-be assassin
might exploit.
For one with even that elementary training in the field, Gotham General Hospital
was a nightmare.
There were two full pharmacies on the ground floor where outpatients, those being
discharged, or even the general public could have prescriptions filled. In addition,
there were any number of inter-departmental dispensaries throughout the hospital,
and countless prescription pads in the various offices that could produce thousands of
fraudulent scripts if they fell into the wrong hands. The hospital’s entire security
mechanism seemed to be built around access to those drugs and the means to obtain
them. If you weren’t after Trazodone, Naproxen or Percocet, there was absolutely
nothing in your way.
It made access to the hall outside Vernon Fields’s room simple enough for
Catwoman, she simply removed her gloves and cowl, and covered the catsuit with a
raincoat. She could blend in easily, have her whip at the ready if an instantaneous
response was needed, and change into the full masked-and-clawed cat in seconds. The
problem, of course, was that the infiltration that was so easy for her wouldn’t be much
harder for anyone else. Even Two-Face, the real thing or a fake, would have no
difficulty getting close to Vernon’s room. The scarring that was so conspicuous
elsewhere would blend in. There were a dozen ways to hide it, from bandages to
blood. And if he didn’t bother hiding it, in the middle of a hospital, would anyone
blink an eye?

“I will never forget the sound of his screaming.”
That’s what Bruce told Alfred the night it happened.
The writing was on the wall. Dent’s cross had opened up six glaring inconsistencies
in Maroni’s story. He was looking at conviction on thirteen counts of murder,
conspiracy to commit murder, loan sharking, racketeering, obstruction of justice, illegal
gambling, and tax evasion—in addition to which, he’d now opened himself up to six
counts of perjury.
It started. The turn that everyone expected finally began.
“Yeah, I hit Mickey Gazzo and his brother Frankie,” Sal said calmly, his mouth set in
smug defiance. “We tossed their bodies in the Gotham River. Lotsa wiseguys you’re
looking for are in the Gotham River. Maybe that’s why I got an ulcer from drinking the
water…”
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In over two hundred hours of wiretaps, Sal Maroni had never mentioned an ulcer,
but Harvey didn’t catch it. Not that it would have mattered if he had.
“It’s been killing me,” Maroni went on. “Maybe I got a guilty conscience, huh,
Dent?”
Bruce had frozen that moment in his memory and analyzed it from a thousand
angles. If Harvey had caught the bit about the ulcer, what would have changed? He
wouldn’t have seen any danger in the words. He wouldn’t have stepped further away
from the witness box. He probably wouldn’t even have bothered to pursue it, not then,
not with the name Carmine Falcone practically hovering on Maroni’s lips. No, he
would have done exactly what he did do: his job. He would have gone on with the one
job he had that day. The moment he had been waiting for his whole life:
“I ask you now, under oath. Didn’t you commit all these murders and felonies
under direct orders from Carmine ‘The Roman’ Falcone?”
Maroni’s coughing. His reaching into his pocket and pulling out the bottle. None of
it would have registered in that moment. Not for Harvey Dent.
“I’ll ask you again—”
He saw nothing but the mission. Nothing else. Bruce was sure of it. Maroni’s
coughing. His reaching into his pocket, pulling out the bottle. “*Kaff Kaff*… one sec…
*kaff kaff*… I got something right…” None of it had any substance for Harvey, not
until—
“HERE!”
—the contents of that bottle were flung at him and an inferno of fluorosulfuric acid
treated with antimony pentafluoride started burning away his face.

The second challenge at Gotham General Hospital was the ease of creating a
diversion. Already there had been two crash calls, and an incident at the 8th floor
dispensary when an armed security guard was called to escort a teenage candystriper
off the floor in handcuffs. When it was going down, Selina had naturally kept her eye
on the security man’s gun, and only later did she realize that if it had been a diversion,
that’s exactly what she was meant to do. While she was watching the guard and his
gun, Two-Face could be in Vernon’s room smothering him with a pillow.
He wasn’t. He hadn’t. Vernon Fields still lay in his room, a duet of rhythmic beeps
emanating from his heart and brain wave monitors. In retrospect, the incident seemed
to be exactly what it looked like, but Selina berated herself all the same.
She returned to her base position in the little waiting area at the end of the hall and
picked up a Gotham Magazine. It lived up to the reputation of magazines in hospital
waiting rooms, being at least 3 years old. She pretended to glance at the society photos
snapped at various events—until she realized she was starring at a picture of herself,
Bruce, Dick, Barbara and ZATANNA: Mistress of Magic, who was then appearing at a
Wayne Foundation Gala to benefit the Thomas Wayne Memorial Clinic. She fought
down her nausea at the sight. Bruce was right from the beginning. Magic was not to
be trusted…
And Harvey’s healing was magic. If anything had happened to him, if he had
somehow become Two-Face again, there was little doubt that magic was to blame.
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Selina hated dwelling on such worst case scenarios and turned her thoughts back to
the incident with the security guard. What an idiot she had been to question it. For
one thing, the whole nursing staff knew the guard. It wasn’t like a stranger had
brought a gun onto the floor…
At that moment, the elevators pinged and an armed stranger—two, in fact—did
walk out onto the 8th floor. Two uniformed policemen… or what seemed to be
uniformed policemen… approaching the nursing station. Selina held her breath, and
mapped an intercept between them… and every person on the floor… and Vernon
Fields’s door.

I will never forget the sound of his screaming.
That’s the way Bruce described it.
Maroni was yelling “Did you really think you had me?!” and people in the gallery
called out for towels and a doctor. Vernon Fields was the first out the door, saying he
would “go get help.” But in all that pandemonium, the sound that burned itself into
Bruce’s memory was the screaming. Harvey’s screaming.
That night, he thought the sound had blotted out all other memories of the man, but
before long, other memories returned. His laugh for one. Harvey had a wonderful
laugh, particularly when laughing at himself.
Bruce remembered a particularly silly episode with a pair of debutantes who had
run away from some dreary afterparty and showed up at a nightclub in Chelsea. Bruce
and “the Dentmeister” picked them up and began club hopping with them, in theory,
but really leading them a few blocks at a time back uptown to their presumed Park
Avenue apartments. The girls caught on when they spotted fellow debs from the same
party they’d originally left coming out of the Plaza. After fits of giggling, in which
Bruce and Harvey were declared “sneaky-weekys,” they decided to go swimming in
the fountain.
Bruce knew this maneuver all too well. Drunk debs always wanted to go swimming
in the fountain, it was practically a rule of nature. He declined to join them, but
Harvey was all for it… With the result that Harvey wound up just as wet as the girls,
while Bruce had a warm, dry overcoat to strip off and offer the one, while the other got
his dinner jacket. Bruce escorted both girls home, leaving Harvey dripping as he tried
to hail a cab—and laughing harder than anyone.
As much as he told himself that “Bruce Wayne” began and ended with the Mission,
that his antics with Harvey were nothing but a useful way to boost the playboy image
while positioning himself close to a law enforcement insider, the fact was that he did
like Harvey personally. He did consider him a friend and, as much as he had fun with
anyone in those days, he had fun on those “Dentmeister” escapades.
Which always made it especially painful facing Two-Face.
It took a special kind of discipline to block out the memory of big-hearted, laughing,
dripping Harvey when he had to fight Two-Face.
Ironically, the corollary didn’t apply. The memories of all those Two-Face
encounters had never once intruded after the healing when Bruce resumed friendly
relations with Harvey. Why? He knew it was really Harvey committing all those
atrocities as Two-Face. He knew it was a part of Harvey’s mind, not just his body,
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trying to kill Batman all those times. He knew that… He was a rational man of science,
and he knew that Two-Face wasn’t a separate entity. He was a part of Harvey Dent.
Yet he’d been completely accepting of the healed Harvey. Much more so than Selina
was, actually…

Cops. Cops were much worse than hospital security. The nurses didn’t know them
personally, for one thing. If they were fakes or decoys, who would know? And worst
of all, if Two-Face had spotted her, if he recognized her—she refused to believe it was
Harvey, but Selina Kyle was known to be Catwoman and whoever it was, they could
have recognized her—wouldn’t cops be the perfect cover to put Catwoman on edge?
Casually drifting into Vernon’s room was automatically dangerous if these were the
real police, especially before she learned what they were after. So, simply because it
was the only thing she could think of that wouldn’t arouse suspicion, she waited.
She crossed her legs, picked up the Gotham Magazine again, and then… seeing a
picture of Bruce posing with Zatanna and Dinah Lance, she tossed away the magazine
in disgust. If the act drew unwanted attention, she didn’t even ca—
Uh oh.
It seemed that her flare-up did bring unwanted attention. The nurse looked in her
direction, pursing her lips, and then turned back to the two policemen. She said
something to them and then walked off, heading right for Selina’s chair…

Harvey’s laugh. That’s why the corollary never applied, that’s why Bruce was able
to reestablish the friendship with Harvey so easily without lingering resentment of
Two-Face.
It was one thing to say, as an intellectual concept, that Two-Face was a part of
Harvey Dent’s psyche, but it was another thing to believe it. For all its psychological
validity, Bruce had never felt Two-Face was a part of Harvey, because of that laugh.
There is no concealment in real laughter. It is a naked and spontaneous expression
of the soul underneath. Harvey’s laugh was bright, buoyant, and full of life. He was a
man born with many natural gifts, whose life had been an easy one, and it infused his
view of the world with a vivacious and optimistic intensity.
Two-Face’s laugh was cruel and jeering, full of hatred, bitterness, and malice. The
first time Batman heard it, he knew on a deep, gut level that Bruce’s friend was gone.
And at that first luncheon after the healing, when he heard that laugh again, he knew
Harvey—the real Harvey—was back.

The nurse kept walking… past Selina, past the Gotham Magazine, and right into
Vernon Fields’s room. She emerged a moment later with a doctor by her side, a doctor
who looked unbelievably pissed. He walked up to the policemen and, unable to
restrain curiosity, Selina went up to the nurse’s station herself. She was able to glimpse
the doctor’s ID badge and see the name Kevin Yarling, M.D. Keeping her back to the
cops as if the whole scene didn’t concern her, she leaned over and asked the nurse
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where the ladies’ room was. As she did, she was able to hear the words “otham
medical plate M-25145, a silver Lexus.” She stopped at the water fountain and took a
long drink, long enough to hear “broken into ” and “parking lot.”
It wasn’t necessary to invent an excuse to hear more. Dr. Yarling swore so loudly
that everyone in the hallway could hear. There was no question of eavesdropping, the
man was positively raving. It would be futile to pretend she didn’t hear, and it would
have been ludicrous to feign disinterest.
“AND THAT’S THE SECOND TIME THIS MONTH! WITH WHAT WE PAY FOR
THAT PARKING SPACE EVERY MONTH—DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA HOW
MUCH IT COSTS TO KEEP A CAR IN THIS CITY—AND THIS IS TWICE NOW!
TWICE! AS IN TWO TIMES, TWO DIFFERENT TIMES THAT CAR, IN AN OPEN
PARKING LOT IN FRONT OF A GODDAMN HOSPITAL FOR CHRIST SAKE—
TWICE NOW, IN THE MIDDLE OF THE DAY—BROAD DAYLIGHT! TWO TIMES!”
Selina swallowed. She’d heard a fair number of “two rants” over the years,
particularly when Harvey had a few.
That was a two rant.
Just like on Harvey’s wedding anniversary any year he wasn’t in Arkham, and again
on July 16, the date his divorce was finalized. There he’d be, bellying up to the Iceberg
bar. Started drinking at 7 as if a new prohibition was going into effect at midnight, and
by 9:30, the ranting would begin.
She knew the doctor was upset about his car, but there was a difference—and those
who hung out with Two-Face knew how to recognize that difference—between being
pissed that whatever bad thing had happened, and being pissed that it happened
TWICE.

“Alfred, it’s me. I wanted to let you know I’ll be spending the night at the
penthouse. Scrap any—
“Yes, well I’ve been leaving word at a number of Harvey’s old haunts to get in touch
if they see him. The ones that already had my number had that one, and it just seemed
logical to keep it consistent and give—
“Yes, I realize that, Alfred, I just—
“Yes… Yes… Yes, because they’re also my old haunts, sure. And I was living at the
penthouse at the time so there might be a little nostalgia. Alfred, I get it. But the fact is,
I have been running around to these places all day, and the penthouse is in the center
of town. It’s more convenient to almost all the clubs and restaurants, and to the
hospital where this Ver—
“Mhm… Mhm… Alfred, can I just—
“Mhm… Yes, yes, I do see. But it’s still my house and my penthouse and my choice.
I’m spending the night at the penthouse, so you should scrap any dinner plans you had
and—
“Well, sure, Selina is staying there too. Why wouldn’t she?
“Uh huh, I see, so now you have no problem with it. Fine. Goodbye, Alfred, I’ll give
you a call in the morni—
“No, we’ll get something to eat in town, don’t worry about it. Goodbye, Alfred.”
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That did it. Selina was certain, absolutely certain. Two-Face wasn’t Harvey. Harvey
wasn’t Two-Face. It was this Dr. Psycho-Lexus-two-hating-nutcase... Somehow. The
guy didn’t have any kind of scarring. There was no way someone with Batman’s
experience could mistake him for Two-Face. But he was Vernon Fields’s doctor, and he
was a walking, talking, exposed nerve about things happening twice.
Satisfied that the cops were exactly what they appeared, Selina was free to indulge in
a bat-vanish without arousing their suspicions. She quickly changed into Catwoman
while Dr. Yarling was occupied with the police, and watched from a convenient vent
while he resumed his rounds… except he didn’t resume rounds. She had to relocate
twice to keep an eye on him and cursed obscenely when she saw where he was going:
Up three flights of stairs to the roof. He was having a smoke.
She cursed again. Of all the filthy habits. Of all the dumb ass ways for a so-called
health professional to calm himself down. Smoking! It was a pain in the ass trying to
follow someone unobserved through a stairwell, and the idiot just wanted a smoke.
While he puffed through two cigarettes—his rabid hatred of the number two
apparently did not extend to poisoning his lungs with carcinogens twice in one
sitting—Selina imagined how Eddie would spend this time constructing anagrams for
“emphysema” and she wondered how many he might come up with.
All she had to do with the time was sharpen her claws, and sharpen them she did…

Full circle. The investigation had come full circle. Bruce had talked to everyone he
could at those bars and restaurants which were open in the middle of the day. By the
time he’d finished, the nightclubs were opening their doors, or at least the staffs were
starting to arrive. When he finished talking to them, it was late enough to return to the
lunchtime businesses that had a completely different night shift.
He’d gone back to the Endsbury Grille, the Knickerbocker, the bar at the Hudson,
and now… right back where he started at the Harvard Club.
And he felt like he knew nothing more than when he began.

Kevin Yarling was on the move. Catwoman tailed him back down to the eighth
floor. He stopped in old woman’s room first… Hm…
Yarling had been in with Vernon Fields when the nurse interrupted him to talk to the
police, but he didn’t go straight back there. He went for a smoke, and now he was
checking another patient. The act wasn’t suspicious in and of itself, the old woman’s
room was the first he’d come to exiting the stairwell from the roof.
He went into a young Latino’s room next. Then a middle aged black woman…
Catwoman had a hell of a time negotiating the vents to keep up with him. She lost him
temporarily when he stopped—at the dispensary! SHIT!
She left the safety of the vent even though it risked being seen. She had to find out
what he’d signed out.
There was no difficulty getting a look at the clipboard… she almost wished there had
been when she saw he’d picked up a syringe. That could mean any kind of injectable
poison or even air bubbles.
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She picked up his trail, he was now in the room of another patient—the room of
another patient that was still in a straight line between where Yarling came down from
the roof and Vernon Fields’s room. Damn, if this guy was what she suspected, he was
one cold blooded bastard. Patient, patient, patient, dispensary, patient, patient…
Could anybody be that cool and methodical if they were going to kill a man three more
doors down the hall?
Feeling she’d seen enough from this angle, Catwoman ducked into the nearest
room. Trailing the doctor had shown her all it needed to, it was time to go directly to
Vernon’s bedside and take on all comers. She had avoided that position up until now,
because she’d assumed the hospital staff that had to come and go from the room were
doing what they needed to in order to keep Vernon Fields alive. But now that one of
them was suspect, covert protection was no longer an option. It was time for hissgrowl-snarl-whipcrack you only get to him through me.
She’d made a note of Yarling’s position and his obvious route before moving. He
had three rooms to go before he reached Vernon. At his current rate that was 15
minutes minimum, probably 18, possibly 20. Plenty of time to let him out of her sight,
access Vernon’s room herself by a feline route, and get prepped before the good
doctor’s entrance.
She ducked out the window and made her way along an ample ledge to Vernon’s
window. She slid it open, and as she leaned in—WHAM! Her neck wrenched at a
double blow, as a huge hand clamped around her throat pulling her inside and an
equally huge fist smashed into her face, slamming her backwards into the wall.
“Tsk, tsk, Kitty. This isn’t your litter box,” Two-Face said venomously.
Catwoman managed a moan while her eyes regained the ability to focus. Her
assailant seemed all too happy to stand there while his blurry image clarified.
“Harvey?” Selina gasped.
He offered a gracious quarter-nod, like an actor acknowledging applause without
taking a formal bow.
“You’re still the only one we allow to call us that in the field,” he said amiably. “At
least, you are the only one from whom we do not regard it as a sickeningly transparent
attempt to appeal to our ‘better half.’ Indeed, we rather like the sound of our name on
your lips, Selina. We like to imagine it cried out in mindless ecstasies of unbridled
passion.”
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CHAPTER 6: WHAT THE…
That hurt.
Head-back-wall. Fist-stomach. That just hurt.
It wasn’t the first time I’d been hit in the stomach. It wasn’t even the first time I’d
been hit in the stomach by a friend. Whether that desensitized me or made the moment
that much worse wasn’t really something I could stop and ponder.
“We don’t know why you would want to involve yourself in something like this,
Catwoman.”
There was a more pressing issue.
“What possible difference could it make to you if this miserable mamma’s boy lives
or dies?”
After Batman, and maybe Croc, Two-Face has the best right cross in town.
“Normally, we wouldn't say no to having company on a job.”
He’d gone to Vernon Fields’s bedside, satisfied that I was down and staying there.
“In addition to the ‘2’ principle, there is your very tight ass, which we can never get
enough of looking at.”
There isn’t much to work with in a coma room. No crash cart or paddles.
“But not on this one. This is personal. We wish to send aAAAARGH!”
But there was one of those tables on wheels.
“AURNNGHHH!”
With the tabletop just about crotch-height.
“oooounngh”
Then I kicked him.
“ooph”
Unfortunately, he caught the leg and came down hard on my thigh.
“aorlg”
Then backhanded me onto the floor.
He turned back to Vernon like the whole tussle was nothing but a commercial break
in the middle of his favorite TV show. I wanted to stall him somehow, but another
attack didn’t seem viable. He was playing it casual and oblivious, but he knew I wasn’t
finished and he was on hyper alert. He’d know the moment I started to move... so I
tried words instead.
“That’s twice I’ve been smacked into something hard, Harvard. I don’t remember
any damn coin being flipped.”
This couldn’t really be happening, could it?
Harvey?
It was supposed to be Doctor Two-rants. It was decided. It was Dr. Crazy. He had a
thing about the number two. Who has a hissyfit about the number two?!
He didn’t have any scars, but somehow he was the answer. Somehow he was the
new Two-Face… not Harvey.
It couldn’t be Harvey.
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“It was,” he snarled without looking my way. “It was flipped for Vernon, our
personal Judas. Your appearance here is, regrettably, covered by that flip. So do stay
out of our way, Pussy Puss. We would not wish to see that delectable ass bruised from
further collisions with that very hard-looking floor.”
“Covered by the Vernon flip? You’re making this shit up as you go along, Harvey.
Don’t think it doesn’t show.”
“Two-shay. But as we were saying, much as we would normally welcome a second
on any job worth doing, the extermination of this Vernon excrescence is a private
matter we will carry out ourselves. If you’d like to stick around, we would be happy to
bring you along for Part 2 of tonight’s festivities.” He turned and displayed a slow,
lascivious leer before adding “We know how you enjoy a Bat run-in.”
It was him.
It was really him.
I couldn’t make my brain believe what my eyes were seeing, but it was really fucking
HIM!
Throughout his history as Two-Face, no one has ever been able to accurately depict
the division on Harvey's face. Police sketches, “artist renditions” in the newspapers,
and even shape-shifters like Hagen and Martian Manhunter, no one has ever got it
quite right. Contrary to what most people assume and even what eye-witnesses
perceive, the division that separates one side of his face from the other is not a perfectly
straight line down the center. There are little variances that only someone who has
looked at that face for extended periods of time can pick up on. When you're looking
at the face behind the double-barrel of a shotgun, I’m sure all you see is TWO-FACE:
right-side normal/left-side scarred. But when you've sat across the table for hours during
a poker game, you start to see the nuances—particularly when he has three of a kind or
a full house, and theme starts vying with greed. Anyway, the dividing line is a bit
jagged all the way down, shifting with the contours of his face. It jogs a bit down the
bridge of his nose, the result of a few too many ‘Berg fights (speaking of Croc’s right
cross) and improper medical care (read: Crane or Hugo) attempting to fix the nosebreaks. Then the line curves a bit under the nose, leaving Harvey's original philtrum
intact before curving back across the top lip. It doesn't slice straight through the cleft in
his chin either, but slants a bit about halfway through.
That’s the face I was looking into. Every detail.
It was really him.
“And do we flip for that?” I asked, just for something to say to keep his attention on
me and off Vernon for a few extra seconds.
“You can be the bait, and we'll swing the sledge hammer,” he said (which apparently
meant no coin flip for Batman). “But for now, we’ve got some unfinished business
with the vegetable.”
He held up a vicious-looking dagger.
“Two-pronged, double edge, double blade,” he declared unnecessarily.
“Bullwhip,” I said, matching obvious for obvious.
I aimed for his forearm and snared it neatly before getting to my feet. I tugged hard,
forcing his weapon from his hand. It landed on the floor, but too far away for me to
pick up or kick out of his reach.
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“Bad move, Kitty,” he said, flicking something at me with his free hand. I felt a dull
poke in my upper left arm, and the realization hit a split second before I saw the blade
sticking out of it—he had a second knife.
“That one’s only double-bladed,” he said apologetically, yanking the whip free from
my other hand and throwing it out the window.
“We didn’t want to do it this way,” he said, picking up the original two-pronged
weapon and pointing it at me. “And we won’t tell you a second time to stay out of
things that don’t concern you. We would get no pleasure stabbing you twice.”
He looked at the handle of the blade sticking out of my arm, and then at me. The
silent threat was as clear as the spoken one, and I took a step away, keeping the arm
out of his reach. We locked eyes. There was no question that it was Harvey’s face, but
there was no trace of “Harvey” in those eyes—and there was no doubt he was ready to
make good his threat.
My arm was really starting to hurt. There wasn’t much blood yet, but there would
be if I didn’t get it seen to. There would be if the blade wedged in there was yanked
out violently. And there would be if another exchange of blows started my heart
pounding faster and harder.
Without warning, Two-Face lunged for my arm, but this time, when I moved away,
he was ready. He countered mid-lunge, ramming his head into my chest and forcing
us both back against the wall. Then he put his hand on the blade handle, and as he
started pulling it out, he was ever so slowly giving it a twist.
It hurt.
A lot.
I was starting to see white, when I heard a cry of pain that wasn’t mine. I fought
down a sick breathlessness, trying to focus. At first I couldn’t feel anything but a
pulsing nausea that rose and fell with my heartbeat and the excruciating throbbing in
my arm. Then I realized it was a man’s cry that I’d heard, Two-Face’s cry, and that he
was holding his right forearm in his left hand, cursing a blue streak and stamping his
foot to blot out some serious pain of his own. Now the details came in a flood as I saw
there were three batarangs protruding from his arm, a batline dangling outside the
window, and flashes of movement whirring in front of me. Batman’s fist was
pounding Two-Face step by step across the room… until the rhythmic smacking
sounds stopped when they reached the far wall, the exact point farthest from both
Vernon and me.
Then came the menacing gravel, soft and ominous.
“Stop now, Two-Face. Or you’ll regret it.”
I could barely make out the words. Batman knows that quiet and menacing is
infinitely more effective than the angriest shouts. But even the calm, insistent menace
of the Psychobat was a bit off. I’m sure no one else would notice, even to Two-Face he
must seem like the Bat in full Bat-mode. But I knew it was Bruce under that mask, and
I knew he was seeing the same irrefutable details that I had. I knew that’s why his jaw
was clenched exactly as it did when he found me at Cartier’s. I knew that’s why he
had to shift his weight after the final punch, because his recoil left him slightly off
balance.
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To the world, that was just Batman being Batman. But to me, it was the man inside
reeling from a recognition nut-kick.
Two-Face only laughed at the threat:
“We've had your best, Batman. No beating you can dish out is too high a price to
pay, not for this. Not for sweet vengeance, not for ending Vernon Fields once and for
all.”
“I’m not talking about physical retribution,” Batman said darkly. “I mean your
worst nightmare—worse than your nightmares, Two-Face. A fate so terrible, for you,
that the possibility has never even occurred to you, not in your blackest imagined
hell… You’ve become Harvey Dent’s patsy.”
“NO!”
“Yes. I’ve been to the Harvard Club. I’ve been to the North Gainsly Parking
Garage. I’ve been to the apartment on 23rd Street.”
“NOOOOmph!”
“Shut up.”
Batman silenced the outburst with a gut punch, and then continued as casually as
Two-Face had earlier.
“You have no reason to hate Vernon Fields, Two-Face. He made you. That’s why
you never tried to kill him before, isn’t it? You propose the crimes and Harvey
opposes. But why would you propose going after Fields? If it wasn’t for him, you
never would have seen the light of day. This is Harvey’s vendetta. He’s the one that
hates Fields.”
The silence held for frozen, breathless seconds before Batman said:
“He’s the one that tried to murder Vernon Fields once already.”
“What?” I gasped.
“Catwoman, you’re in a hospital. Go get your arm patched up,” Batman spat.
“Fuck that. What’s this about Harvey killing people?”
Two-Face cleared his throat and looked… embarrassed.
“Ah, Cat, maybe you should go,” he agreed meekly.
I took a step closer to both of them, despite having lost enough blood by now that I
was a bit wobbly.
“Why? Something you don’t want a fellow rogue to hear, Darth?”

Poison Ivy did not like detective work.
Her objections were more philosophical than Catwoman’s. Roaming around like this
was an attribute of the animal kingdom. Plants, by their superior nature, took root
where their needs could be met. They drew what nutrients they required from their
surroundings and gave oxygen, beauty, and calm serenity in return.
Animals hunted. Male animals especially, when it came to humans. They were the
hunter-gatherers, forever roaming and seeking like beggars. The vagabonds of nature,
that’s what they were, hoping to get lucky and stumble upon something they could
consume. It was so undignified. When plants were predators, they kept their dignity,
drawing in their prey with a pleasant lure. That is the kind of hunting she was suited
to: presenting her beauty to the helpless male in all its leafy glory, until he came close
enough to inhale her scent and know the irresistible craving for the green. Not this
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degrading walking all over town: walking over concrete, walking through the least
organic parts of the city, walking in shoes that got caught in the subway gratings.
It wasn’t the first time Ivy had to find someone or find out about someone. When a
publisher or a manufacturer went too far, strip mining a beautiful meadow or raping
an ancient forest, she found them. Deed transfers, articles of incorporation, annual
reports, and then reverse directories, Who’s Who in American Business, or sometimes,
the social register. She found who, she found where they were and how to get at them,
and she seldom had to go farther than the Internet café across from Riverside Park to
do it. Occasionally, she had to venture out to a public library, but then she only had to
find a receptive librarian. Her newly devoted slave would conduct all the dreary
research on his own and bring the results to her in her lair (often with some little
trinket or love token, such as the contents of his savings account or his wife’s jewelry).
Finding executives had never entailed this kind of legwork. Compared to the John
Forbes and Bruce Waynes of the world, Harvey was proving ridiculously hard to track
down.

If I hadn’t been busy trying to keep Vernon Fields alive, stay alive myself, and figure
out what the hell Batman was talking about, it might have occurred to me before then
that we’d all been making a fair amount of noise and no one from the hospital had
come to investigate. I realized now. Either Two-Face had found a way to harness dumb
luck, or he’d arranged a diversion to keep the staff occupied on the far side of the
building.
He’d arranged a diversion to cover what he expected to be a simple, two-minute
murder, not a protracted confrontation with Catwoman and then Batman. His time ran
out, the door swung open, and that doctor, who had a two-fixation to start with, came
running in before he saw what he was getting into.
When he saw a room full of Batman, Two-Face, and Catwoman, he froze. Two-Face
seized the moment, punched Batman, and lunged at the doctor, swinging him into a
choke hold. The batarangs still wedged in his arm pressed against the doctor’s throat,
and Batman’s manner shifted instantly from Dark Avenger to hostage negotiator.
“Two-Face, don’t do anything rash,” he said, stretching out his fingers so we could
see he wasn’t palming a batarang. “You’re only here in this hospital because of
Harvey. Don’t let his agenda force you into anything.”
Rather than go out the door (the non-Rogue, ordinary criminal’s move that brings a
SWAT team and a camera crew from Channel 6), Two-Face simply walked Dr. Yarling
across the room and then threw him into me. Before any of us could react, he’d gone
out the window on the batline Batman left hanging there.
It’s a good trick. I’ve done it myself.
Naturally, I never had the chance to see the look on Batman’s face on those
occasions.
I saw it now. Not a pretty sight.
He took a second he really didn’t have to look over Yarling, my bleeding arm, and
Vernon’s bed, before he followed Two-Face out the window.
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The Gotham Intercontinental Hotel. It wasn’t a park, but Ivy found it something of
an oasis in the midst of all the concrete and car exhaust. How often had she and
Harvey actually stayed there, four times? Five? Not enough to be sentimental about.
It was just a quiet place to stop for a few minutes and rest her feet, that was all.
She didn’t even like the hotel at the time. “Fresh flowers flown in daily from
Holland,” the sick bastards. “Toiletries from the finest cologne makers in France,” as if
grinding up the rarest blossoms nature could produce was something to brag about.
She’d held her tongue, of course. She had a cover to maintain. Harvey had picked
the hotel because it was near the courthouse, handy for a matinee or to meet for a quick
drink in the Scampi Lounge (where the wholesale massacre of fruits and berries really
got out of hand). They’d meet for a drink as if they were about to set off for a night on
the town, and once or twice they actually did go out instead of slipping upstairs to the
room she’d booked as Daisy Chloris of Persephone Pines, Montana.
If anything, the associations from those days were negative. She certainly wasn’t
stopping back at the Scampi Lounge for sentimental reasons. She certainly didn’t want
to remember that first fling with Harvey. He was nothing but a useful convenience
back then, a city official to be enslaved, used, and then disposed of. She had no
affection for him.
And the only reason she’d taken up with him later when he became Two-Face was
for the novelty, not because of any lingering attachments or fond memories of the man
he had been.
She and Two-Face had no special places. It wasn’t that kind of a relationship. So
there was absolutely no reason to be sitting here now, other than resting her feet.

If one has to be stabbed, I’d have to say doing it in the middle of a hospital is the way
to go. If you also have the chance to help a surgeon to his feet when he’s just been in
the middle of a hostage standoff, so much the better. Alfred couldn’t have been more
solicitous stitching up my arm than this Dr. Yarling. He was a brain surgeon, literally,
but he wouldn’t hear of sending me down to the emergency room to be treated by
lesser mortals—not when I’d been wounded by that thrice-damned two-headed
monstrosity. He had to do it himself.
Naturally, I was expected to join in his wholesale condemnation of the “thricedamned two-headed monstrosity.” The beast had thrust a knife into my arm and then
twisted it for fun. I knew what I was supposed to say, I knew how I was supposed to
behave… but I couldn’t really get into the spirit of it. Harvey was Two-Face again.
And Two-Face was toting a mad-on that would make Genghis Khan suggest an anger
management program might be in order. The question of HOW THE HELL IT COULD
HAVE HAPPENED screamed in my head, shouting down a chorus of quieter but more
practical questions like What now? What did this mean? What was the backlash going to be
after all those months of a fully healed Harvey? Was the new Darth-dominant Two-Face a
permanent thing or would he eventually get back to the half-psycho/half-lovable-ol’-Harvey that
everyone knew?
I had too many questions to join in with the righteous indignation Dr. Yarling
expected. He chalked it up to trauma and blood loss. Tactfully changed the subject to
something I would find easier. He asked about my claws: the way the gloves were
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made, the slit in the top where the points came through. It was pretty amazing really,
the way he faked an interest. I guess a brain surgeon doesn’t get a chance to do the
whole “bedside manner” bit very often.
When I was stitched up, he called a dermatologist up from the third floor to consult
on the best ointment to prevent scarring. While we waited for that prescription to be
filled, he brought me a cup of coffee from the doctors’ lounge instead of letting me
drink the cheap swill from the vending machine. I think if I’d asked, he’d have peeled
me a grape.
Of course, the downside of having a very attentive surgeon patch you up and then
escort you through the hospital is that it virtually requires you to leave by the front
door. I only barely managed to escape the wheelchair treatment, and I suspect that
was only because he’d seen my claws up close and knew they were too sharp to argue
with. But I was in still costume and it was still daylight, yet there I was strolling out
the front door into midday traffic. The best I could manage was to do the thank youand-goodbye bit with Dr. Yarling, pretend to hail a cab, and then sprint around to the
back of the building and go back inside through the emergency room.
The emergency receiving area is filled with TVs, and that’s when I saw the
Batman/Two-Face pursuit was all over the news. GCN was looping footage of the
Batmobile chasing a stolen ambulance up 5th Avenue (and omitting the part where
their own helicopter caused the traffic snarl that enabled the ambulance to get away).
It took me ten minutes to get up to the roof, and only then could I check for
messages. There were two. One from Bruce saying we’d be at the penthouse tonight.
One from Batman saying the ambulance was found abandoned at the corner of Fleeting
and 2nd. If that was a joke, it was Harvey’s and not Batman’s, that’s for sure.
I took a rooftop route to the penthouse and was surprised to see Bruce had beaten
me.
“I brought sesame noodles,” he said dryly.

Really, when you stopped to think about it, it was perfectly natural that Ivy was
thinking more of that first, brief affair with Harvey than the longer, tumultuous
relationship with Two-Face. She was visiting their old places: Bistro SoHo, Fusion,
New Paradise, and even Scampi at the Intercontinental (although just to rest her feet).
She was going back to all their old places, and she was wracking her brains trying to
remember more. Not just the spots they visited together, but places he had
mentioned. So, of course, she was thinking more of the milquetoast D.A. than the
volatile rogue. It made perfect sense. There were two Harvey Dents, after all, and the
one she was seeking bore a greater resemblance to the first one. Now that he was
“Fullface,” he was going back to his old habits and avoiding the Two-Face crowd. He
wouldn’t be at the Iceberg (or Catty’s ridiculous substitute, whatever it was called), he
would go back to Bistro SoHo and the Scampi Lounge.
There was nothing sentimental about it. This was the proper way to look for him.
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The meal was somber. It began in near silence, apart from a request to pass the soy
sauce and a cough. Then Bruce wiped the corner of his mouth with a napkin and took
a sip of water. In those few seconds, the density shift occurred and Selina knew the
next words she heard would be spoken by Batman.
“Well, it could have gone better,” he graveled.
“Ya think?” she replied.
Silence returned for another few bites. Then Selina sighed.
“I can’t believe it. Harvey…”
“That wasn’t Harvey,” Bruce said quickly. “It was Two-Face and only Two-Face.
It’s Harvey’s body but that’s it. That’s why he’s not flipping the coin. There’s no
dissenting opinion in his head, no opposition that has to be satisfied.”
“Okay, wait, reality check. Two-Face is a part of Harvey. I mean, I know we all talk
about him like some freeloading Neanderthal cousin who’s been staying on Harvey’s
couch for too long, but he is part of Harvey Dent.”
“Not in Harvey’s mind. For years, he separated himself from his own worst
instincts. You remember the Leonard Berlander mess. He’d been thinking ‘Harveygood; Two-Face-evil’ for so long, he’d forgotten that, pre-acid, he had flaws like
everyone else.”
“Yes, I remember… It was memorable.”
A stiff silence followed as they both replayed a fight they’d had in the course of that
episode, the first since they’d become a couple, and the worst. After a moment, Bruce
reached out and took Selina’s hand.
“I’m sorry but we do need to focus on this.”
“Yeah,” she nodded. “‘For years, separated himself from his own worst
instincts,’ continue.”
“And once Jason ‘healed’ him, once in his mind Two-Face was gone because the scars
were gone, he went back to living as Harvey Dent, but not the Harvey he had been
before the acid. The Harvey he’d become.”
“Two-Face’s opposite,” Selina whispered.
“Yes. He’s been suppressing every negative thought and impulse without realizing
it. It was a psychological powder keg. When he saw Vernon Fields again after all
those years, it went off.”
“That’s what you meant when you were talking to Two-Face, about Harvey trying
to—”
“To murder Vernon Fields, yes. I spent the day going around to Harvey’s favorite
haunts. I had to go back to the Harvard Club to talk to the dinner shift, and I hit rush
hour traffic. There’s a human tidal wave of commuters coming out of the 23rd Street
station heading for the East City Park hub, and they all pass right in front of the
Harvard Club window. It reminded me of a notation on the Vernon Fields paperwork
at Gotham General, a handwritten notation because his insurance hadn’t processed a
change of address. Six weeks ago, Vernon Fields moved to a new apartment on 23rd
Street.”
Selina moistened her lips thoughtfully.
“So he could have walked right past the window while Harvey was sitting there,”
she murmured.
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“And Harvey snapped,” Bruce said darkly. “I went to the apartment. The clean up
was good but… rushed. It was obviously the true scene of the crime. I didn’t take the
time to harvest evidence, but I sealed it. I’ll send Robin tomorrow for that. It’s good
experience for him.”
“If you’re farming it out to the sidekicks for experience, that means you already
know what it will turn up.”
Bruce swallowed hard before answering; he stared darkly into space, his mind’s eye
locked on the one crime he hated more than any other.
“It will reveal all the forensic markings of a homicide. Blunt force trauma to the
head, and when the victim was prostrate, kicking. Fields’s injuries were always
ambiguous. There was no reason to doubt the hit-and-run at the time because there
was a police report. But the police never spoke to a witness who actually saw a vehicle
hit Fields. All they had was a 9-1-1 call that reported a hit-and-run, and a body in the
middle of a newsstand that had obviously been totaled by a mini van. There was
plenty of transfer paint on the remnants of the newsstand, but none that I’m aware of
on Fields himself.”
“And you found the van at this parking garage?”
“No, that was a guess. Two-Face would have no trouble stealing any car he wanted,
but he wouldn’t take something off the street. Moving a body, he’d want the cover of a
garage. And he wouldn’t want to go far from the apartment. So…”
“‘You say ‘the garage in North Gainsly’ and he assumes you’ve been to wherever he
got the van.”
“Correct.”
“You said Two-Face would have no trouble stealing a car. What happened to
‘Harvey’ as your would-be killer?”
“I believe Harvey found himself in Vernon Fields’s apartment, looking down on
what he thought was a dead body. He’s never been able to accept the realities of his
dark side. He couldn’t face the truth of what he’d done: he himself, the ‘good guy,’ not
‘Darth Duality,’ had killed a man. So he took refuge in Two-Face. He flipped a coin.
His scars returned…”
“And everyone would assume Two-Face had done it. Two-Face, the patsy.”
She let out a low whistle.
“To his way of thinking, it is the perfect alibi,” Bruce added. “But I believe the ‘alibi’
was the secondary goal. His primary purpose was to hide from the truth of what
happened. To hide it from himself, not the rest of us.”

The Scampi Lounge mimosa. As if it wasn’t enough to take an orange, so unique
and fragrant and perfect in its natural state, and grind its poor defenseless body until it
was pulverized, eking out the last drop of its precious nectar to satisfy decadent human
cravings. As if that wasn’t enough savagery for one day, that beast of a bartender must
then pour in the essence of champagne grapes, just as rare and perfect in their natural
state and just as cruelly ripped from the mother vines that gave them life, just as
cruelly pressed and processed until there was nothing left but liquid… Then, finally,
adding insult to injury, they dropped in the lifeless corpse of a red raspberry for no
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reason whatsoever. Just to be mean. Their “special touch.” May the bastards rot in
hell for eternity.
How many of those wretched beverages had she consumed when she was with
Harvey? Just because the Lounge made it a specialty and just because their breakfasts
were a bliss without which no overnight stay at the Intercontinental was complete.
“You have to try the Belgian waffle” (with more raspberry corpses, oh joy)… or the
pancakes (lingonberry bodies this time, for variety). Even their afternoon quickies,
they’d order room service and more champagne and strawber…
This was pointless.
Goddesses were not suited to nostalgic reminiscence any more than plants were
suited to hunting.
Why did she even care what became of Harvey Dent? He certainly never cared what
became of her. He only came to see her that one time after his face healed, and that
was only to end things his way instead of Two-Face’s. As if it mattered. Her
relationship with him pre-Two-Face was nothing but a lie and a con so she could use
him and then kill him. If anybody was going to leave it at “fuck you, bitch,” it should
have been him. Of the three of them, he was the one most entitled to be nasty, but
rather than leave it where they…
Oh dear.
Harvey was quite a wonderful man.

“So we’ve really lost him,” Selina said softly.
“No,” came the instant reply, and Selina was surprised to hear it spoken in the Batgravel. “Harvey might have tried to vanish completely into Two-Face, but he’s still in
there.”
“Not based on anything I saw,” she said, touching the bandage over her stitches.
“Selina, you said you were in Gotham when he ran for D.A. Do you remember his
campaign slogan? ‘I believe in Harvey Dent.’ All the corruption back then, the mobs
running the unions, the dirty cops, the dirty D.A.s… And he stepped into the middle of
it, without a mask. ‘I believe Harvey Dent can look Evil in face and win.’”
“He didn’t. Bruce, he looked Evil in the face and Evil took a bottle of acid out of its
pocket and scarred up everything Harvey Dent was and dreamed of being. You
dropped out of the picture. You didn’t really know who he was after the acid. You’re
in no position to judge what he—”
“And you dropped him after the healing, Selina. When we first got together, Harvey
was your best friend among the rogues. After his face was healed and Two-Face was
out of the picture, you started spending more and more time with Nigma.”
“That’s not true, I just… shit, I guess it is true.”
“I think I understand why, but it doesn’t change the fact that if I ‘don’t know who he
became after the acid,’ you don’t know who he’s become in these months since he got
his life back. I’ve seen a lot more of him, I’ve talked to him as Bruce and as Batman,
and I am in a position to judge. It was true then and it’s true now: I believe Harvey
Dent can look evil in the face and win. He didn’t then, you’re right. But he can. He
has the courage to beat this.”
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“I’m sorry, I’m not trying to be difficult here, but I just don’t see where you’re
getting this.”
“A punctured lung. One of the complications when Fields reached the hospital.
Someone had performed CPR hard enough that they drove a piece of his ribcage into
his lung. Someone was fighting like hell to save that man’s life, and it certainly wasn’t
Two-Face. It wasn’t anyone at the scene of the staged hit-and-run, I checked. It had to
be Harvey. When he realized Fields wasn’t dead, he fought his way through TwoFace—through a Two-Face he himself released only minutes before, a Two-Face that
was a hundred times stronger than he’d ever been after being pent up all that time—
Harvey fought his way back to keep Vernon Fields alive. He’s still in there, and there’s
still good in him.”
“Why am I not convinced?” Selina sighed.
Bruce suppressed a lip twitch as a line from the past suggested itself.
“Because one of us has to be the brooding vortex of despair.”
“Ah. No wonder you scowl so much. This sucks.”
“A naughty grin suits you better,” Bruce admitted, kissing her cheek lightly.
She forced a smile, then said “I don’t make a habit of this, but I’m going to get drunk
tonight.”
Bruce froze for a second, a chain of thoughts falling like dominos.
“Oh my god,” he graveled as the final thought fell into place. “Two-Face’s last
hideout… Vault!”
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CHAPTER 7 THE SECOND CHAPTER 6
“Batman?”
The caped figure continued to stare silently at the horizon. He didn’t turn, he didn’t
speak, he didn’t even grunt. Most people would assume he hadn’t heard. Robin and
Nightwing would know that he had, and would assume the lack of response meant he
was ignoring them. His teammates in the Justice League would know he had heard
too, and they would either take it as a personal insult, because the arrogant Bat was
such an elitist shithead that he didn’t think anyone could possibly have anything to say
that he didn’t already know, or they would just shrug. Only Catwoman understood
the particular gradients of a Bat-silence. That particular one meant he had heard (a
given), knew the subject she was about to introduce (always likely), and also that he
had been wondering when she was going to get around to it. The lack of a “back off”
signal meant that now was as good a time as any and she was free to continue.
“You do realize that this insane scheme of yours forfeits your right to any future
proclamations about the Rogue intellect and the screwy perceptions of the criminal
mind or the crazy plots they cook up in order—”
“First, this isn’t a scheme.”
“You don’t imagine calling it a protocol will make it any less screwy, do you?”
“It’s not a protocol. It’s not a scheme. It is merely seeking out the individual best
qualified to reach Harvey and persuading her to help us.”
“And if that person was Lucius Fox or Claudia Muffington or Eddie or even that
two-crazy Dr. Yarling, I’d be right there with you, Handsome. But Ivy? There is no
way you can involve that woman without the words ‘screwy scheme’ entering into the
conversation.”
Batman looked out at the horizon towards Robinson Park, and then back down at the
Flick Theatre, the former Two-Face hideout that now housed the Vault nightclub. The
doors opened, and several groups exited at once: Catman with a groupie. Hugo
Strange alone. Kiteman and Mad Hatter with two groupies dressed alike in Riddlerthemed costumes and matching wigs, like a pair of question mark twins. A DEMON
minion followed that group (obviously one of the intelligence-seeking minions, not
those who ventured into the Iceberg for un-DEMON-sanctioned recreation). Several
Ghost Dragons brought up the rear with a very drunk Scarecrow henchman.
“Last call,” Batman graveled. “The big exodus is starting now. In half an hour, Sly
will start ejecting the stragglers. I want to stay until the staff leaves, but you can head
home if you want. Get some sleep for tomorrow.”
“No, I’ll stay,” came the instantaneous reply.
“Selina, he’s not going to hit the club tonight. He needs time to assemble his forces.
Men and weapons if it’s to be a full out assault, or else—”
“If he’s not hitting it tonight, then why are we here? Hm?”
“In case.”
“That’s what I thought. ‘In case.’ That’s why you’re here. That’s why I’m here.
That’s why you’re staying until the last employee has left, and that’s why I’m—”
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“Being an utterly impossible woman,” Batman grumbled under his breath.
“Love you too, meow,” she replied crisply.
Below, a dark stretch limousine pulled silently up to the curb just as King Snake left
with an entourage of more Ghost Dragons. All but one followed their leader into the
car. The one who had lagged behind (just a little too casually to Batman’s eye) now
looked around suspiciously, first up and down the street, and then up at the rooftops.
Batman took a step back from the edge of the roof to avoid any cape movement giving
him away, while the Dragon drifted carelessly (again, it was a bit too carelessly)
towards a side door. He opened it… and the waitress Peahen emerged, ending the
mini-drama and confirming the detective’s maxim that the simplest explanations are
often the most likely. The two of them walked off together, the bar regular placing his
hand on the cocktail waitress’s backside as they disappeared together down the
street… and Batman grunted.
The simplest explanation is always the most likely.
Yet he had devised the most improbable theories to convince himself the new TwoFace was anyone other than Harvey Dent.
“How’s the arm,” he asked Catwoman abruptly.
“A little stiff. I’m just lucky it’s not my whip arm.”
“You’re lucky about more than that. You should go home. Rest it. Take a
painkiller. Get some sleep. The morning is going to be… challenging.”
“Yeah, it is. I think I’ll save the thought of a pain pill for after we’ve seen Poison
Ivy.”
Garden apartments are the most coveted dwellings in Gotham City, and the terrace
of the Wayne Penthouse, which stretched across a full two faces of the building, was
graced with a magnificent assortment of potted trees, shrubs, and flowers, creating a
private park of unrivaled beauty. From a distance, Selina appeared to be a picture of
contentment as she made the rounds from one terracotta planter to the next. Someone
watching from the nearby Moxton Tower, for example, would see only the antique
copper watering can in her hand, and her scrutinizing each plant she came to, judging
if it appeared healthy or needed a drink. If that someone had binoculars, they would
even see her lips moving as if she was talking to the plants as she made her rounds.
Of course, if, in addition to binoculars, the someone also had a radio receiver in his
cowl and was, in fact, the party being addressed through the microphone Selina wore,
a very different picture would emerge:
..::Not like there’s any shortage of crazy in this business, but inviting Queen Chlorophyll over
for breakfast, for Bast’s sake.::..
“You said yourself she’s a morning person,” Batman answered. “Plants and
sunlight, remember?”
..::I also said that I could go to her lair like before. I thought the one subject where we were in
complete agreement was that Poison Ivy should be kept as far from Wayne-Anything as
humanly possible. You don’t want her anywhere near the caves, and I don’t want her anywhere
near the gardens, not at the manor and not up here. You remember the last time she came to the
penthouse?::..
“Yes, and I want her to remember. I want to tap into those feelings of abandonment
that led her to come after Bruce Wayne in the first place. I want her subliminally
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reminded at every turn. She was desperate, she was lonely, and she was fixating on
you as a symbol of what she wanted and didn’t have. All of that works in our favor.”
..::You know, normally I just love it when you’re a heartless, manipulative bastard, but I fail
to see how her envying me gets us anywhere.::..
“Because you can’t do this, only she can. You have to ask her for help. If her
positive feelings for Harvey aren’t enough, maybe her negative ones for you will help
it along.”
..::Why do I have a feeling the next thirty minutes are going to top the knife twisting in my
arm for the shittiest part of this adventure.::..
“I think we both know what the ‘shittiest’ part of this is.”
..:: … ::..
“…”
..::Yeah.::..
“Did you get any sleep last night?”
..::No. You?::..
“…”
..::Batman?::..
“Stand by. There’s a green cab pulling into Wayne Plaza.”
..::Sounds like showtime.::..
“… Negative. It’s a man getting out. False alarm.”
..::Figures. Goddesses seldom arrive early.::..
“Just as well. Gives us a chance to review the plan one last time. The key to
persuading a personality like Isley’s—”
..::Hey, Sensei, may I remind you that my people were singing The Ballad of Humoring
Pamela back when your crowd thought it was as simple as ‘plant woman enslaves men with
pheromones?’::..
“The key to persuading a personality like Isley’s is making her see it’s in her best
interests, not his or ours. Appeal to her self-love, her desire for personal gratification,
the need to be the center of the drama.”
..::In other words, tell her the truth. She is the only one who has an intimate connection with
both Harvey and Two-Face, before the acid and after. She is the woman for the job. It’s not a
subtle point of ‘rogue psychology’; it’s the simple fact. That really isn’t the stumbling point, in
my opinion.::..
“And what, in your opinion—”
..::She might think the new guy is an improvement.::..
“…”
..::She’s had all Harvey. She’s had half-and-half. She might think all Two-Face and no Harv
is the cat’s me—::..
“Stand by. Another cab… A woman getting out this time, wide brim hat… red hair,
long raincoat…”
..::Then it’s five minutes to curtain. Funny, I remember this moment being more fun.::..

Batman listened intently as the private elevator made its ascent. He listened to the
discreet ping as the doors opened, and the strained “good mornings” the women
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exchanged on their way out to the terrace. Predictably, Ivy didn’t comment on Selina’s
bandaged arm. It would have been the obvious social gesture with anyone else. It
would have provided a natural, easy opening for the delicate subject that had to be
introduced. But Pamela Isley was not anyone else. It was doubtful she even noticed a
detail so wholly unconnected with herself.
She did scan all the greenery the moment she stepped onto the terrace, just as Selina
predicted. If there had been any cut flowers or wilted leaves, she certainly would have
commented. As it was, she merely looked them over and then turned her attention to
the breakfast.
“I see we’re consuming all manner of slaughtered wheat, fruit, and coffee beans this
morning,” she said, sitting and crossing her legs regally.
“Unless you'd prefer murdered tea leaves,” Selina said sweetly, handing her a plate
to help herself. Following her eyes to the basket of breakfast breads, she added
wickedly “The dearly departed in bagel form are from Pola’s, and the scones and
danish are from Brez Bakery.”
Batman was amused to see that even Poison Ivy was Gothamite enough to take a
Pola’s bagel onto her plate. Once the coffee was poured, and the obvious small talk
about the weather and the view had exhausted itself, Selina cleared her throat.
“I know you’ve been looking for Harvey,” she said bluntly.
“What if I have,” came the too careless reply. “If I decide to look up an old friend
after our last meeting, I can’t see where it’s any of your business, Catty.”
“Pamela, I asked you over today. I invited you into my home, and I clearly went to
two different bakeries to put this spread together for you. So does this sound like an
unpleasant, talk-to-the-claw confrontation, or does it sound like a friendly, wellmeaning chat?”
“Your home? How you do rub it in, Catty. Reminding me that you have the biggest
tree in the forest providing you with all this green and shade for the asking, when the
best I could procure from him was a lousy Whitman Sampler.”
“I certainly wasn’t going to go there, Pammy, but since you brought it up, fine. Let’s
talk about the difference between a man who’s been greened and the one who chooses
to be with you of his own free will. You’ve been looking for Harvey. Could we please
dispense with all the passive-aggressive bullshit where you pretend it’s all the same to
you if they want to be with you or just have a noseful of pollen and can’t even—oh hell,
is that a cape?!”
Ivy scrutinized the horizon where Selina was pointing, a full 120 degrees from the
rooftop where Batman was really lurking. She saw nothing and said so. The women
sat down again, and after a minute of silent munching, the conversation resumed.
“Very well. I will concede that I have been looking for Harvey, just to get back in
touch, mind you. It has been a few months, and I thought it would be nice to see how
he’s getting along. Although I still can’t see why that concerns you, Catty.”
“Because you didn’t find him and I did,” Selina said gently. “Pam, I saw him
yesterday. He gave me this.” She pointed to the bandage high on her left arm, and left
the implication unspoken.
“No. No, that’s ridiculous,” Ivy said dismissively.
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“It was a lot of things, ‘ridiculous’ is not one of them. Pam, what I saw was TwoFace, all Two-Face. The scars are back, and the manner was… He wasn’t ‘of two
minds,’ as he used to say.”
“What do you mean?” Ivy asked, knowing perfectly well what was meant.
“I mean, all ‘Darth Duplicity.’ No Harvey. No Harvey at all, do you understand?
Harvey Dent has left the building.”
“…”
“Pam?”
“…”
“Pamela?”
“…”
“Ivy? Earth to Poison—”
“I hear you just fine, Catty. Don’t go on so. I believe there is a cape blowing in the
wind over there, now that I give it a closer look. You should go over and, and
scrutinize it or something. Make sure that awful Bat isn’t about to swing in and
interrupt our lovely little breakfast.”
The voice trilled erratically as she spoke, the kind of charged build that, in any other
woman, hints at a flood of tears ready to pour forth and only being held back by the
hysterical application of pride, will, and bluff. In Ivy’s case… it might well mean the
same thing, and Selina wasn’t about to take chances. Obediently, she went to the edge
of the terrace and stared into space. She knew she was looking in nearly the opposite
direction from Batman’s real position on the Moxton roof, but she also knew he was
listening and watching. She would have given anything to be able to see what he was
seeing behind her, and to know what he was thinking.

Over the next thirty minutes, Selina would reflect that there is a very good reason
“cat and mouse” is the classic contest. Not, say, “cat and plant.” There were certainly
timeless paradigms to be studied in the cat when she had a proper foil, but with
plants… Oh hell, the truth was dealing with Poison Ivy was too exhausting to work up
a decent cat metaphor. She fought down the urge to hiss, and tried, yet again, to
introduce the pertinent facts.
“Pammy, I know you and Two-Face didn’t have the easiest relationship, but it does
seem like every time you broke up, however ugly it was, you always got back
together. There must have been something you kept going back for, right?”
“Well, Two-Face was a perfectly vile specimen of the male animal. That
predisposition to, you know, think with the penis. All bluster and bravado to glorify
their inadequacies.” She sighed pityingly before explaining. “Rather than grace them
with the ability to create life, they were given only a sad little flap of extra flesh. Rather
than admit Nature, in her infinite wisdom, gave them the short end of the stick—”
“So to speak,” Selina interrupted with a naughty grin… but Ivy ignored her.
“—they build their entire civilization around swords, skyscrapers, and utility belts.
It’s really quite telling.”
Selina scratched her nose, positioning her hand carefully to block the Moxton
Tower’s view of her lower face.
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“Yes, okay, men as a species, right ho. But about Harvey.”
Ivy sighed again, this time without the pity.
“Harvey had his moments when he was… not entirely unappealing. He was very
confident, probably just because he was so good-looking, you know, before… He was
terribly handsome. Catty. And you know how it is when they look like movie stars. A
few easy successes early on, they develop such egos. But, still, that self-assurance is
rather… I wouldn’t want to use the word ‘sexy’ but… well, anyway, why dwell on it.”
“Why indeed. You like him, Pamela. You like him so much that it trumps the fact
that he’s a man. Someone you care about is in serious trouble, and you’re probably the
only person in the world that knows the real Harvey, before the acid and after, to be
able to reach him right now. That’s why it’s worth talking about.”
“Oh come now, Catty. Harvey and I may have… visited each other’s lairs on
occasion… overnight… but we were certainly never friends. You’re the one he doted
on like some revolting little sister and—”
Selina pointed to her arm.
“I’m the one he stabbed, Pammy. Obviously, when he greets me with a knife in the
arm, it’s a pretty good sign that I’m not the one he needs to see. You’re his best hope.
Maybe his only hope. Honestly, if you don’t care enough to roll up your sleeves and
do whatever it takes to get through to him, I don’t think we have much chance of
getting him back.”
“…”
“Pammy?”
“…”
“Oh come on, Pammy, we’re not going to do this again, are we?”
“Selina,” she began, biting her lip thoughtfully as she fought the impulse to make a
terrible confession. “You wouldn’t have any way of knowing this, but after we had
split and after his face was healed, Harvey came to see me one night at my lair. He told
me that he only took up with me after the acid because… because ‘Darth’ got off on it.
Making the woman who once tried to kill Harvey the District Attorney cry out his
name in the throes of a screaming—”
“Too much information, Pam!”
“Ahem, yes… well… you get the picture. It was just Two-Face’s sadistic idea of fun.
There was no affection—”
“Pammy?”
“Certainly not on Harvey’s side—”
“Pammy!”
“…”
“Harvey was ‘Darth.’ Darth was a part of Harvey. He never thought of it that way,
because he couldn’t. He had to hide it from himself, the dark impulses he had. He had
to rationalize it, dressing it up in a “Darth Duality” costume. But every single time
Two-Face came back to you, it was because a piece of Harvey wanted to. It was Harvey
coming back, no matter how he explained it, to himself or to you. It was the real
Harvey, the whole one you knew before the acid. That guy.”
“The ‘Dentmeister,’” she said with a wistful smile.
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At that moment, the shadow of a Bat-grapnel passed over the table between them.
Both women looked equally piqued as it clamped onto the mount for a security camera
over the terrace, trailing a thin filament of Batline behind it.
“That’s just what we need,” Selina muttered, as Batman swung onto the terrace.
He had landed some distance away, where it was doubtful he could hear. But all
Rogues of Poison Ivy’s stature knew he could read lips. Hers curled into a wicked
smile as she murmured:
“And he’s out in daylight. I don’t suppose we can hope he’ll spontaneously combust
in the sunlight, like Dracula in those old movies. Leave you with a nice little pile of
Bat-ash, it would make wonderful fertilizer for that plum tree.”
Both women smiled and giggled, giving the impression of a knowing, girlish
conspiracy.
“Catwoman, a word in your ear,” Batman announced, just loud enough to be heard.
Selina got up with a smile that rivaled Ivy’s for wicked mischief.
“Nice to see he’s shined the belt for the occasion,” she whispered, and Ivy’s discreet
giggle gave way to a strident guffaw.
Selina approached him with more hipsway than she normally indulged in without
the costume.
When she was close enough to be addressed, Batman spoke just loud enough that
perhaps one word in three could be heard by someone seated as far away as Ivy was—
assuming she was listening intently.
“I went to great lengths to keep Two-Face’s appearance at the hospital out of the
news,” he said sternly. “There were no witnesses other than the doctor and the
paramedic he knocked out when he stole the ambulance. They’ve both agreed to keep
it quiet. I want you to do the same.”
“I wasn’t planning on holding a press conference,” Selina said acidly.
Batman very clearly glanced over at Ivy, and then looked back at her.
“Oh no?”
“Yes, I am telling Pamela, that is none of your concern.”
“None of my—Ivy?! Ivy, the psychotically self-absorbed?! You’re damn right it’s
my concern, Catwoman. Of all the worst possible people to open up to—a woman who
doesn’t have an iota of concern for anyone other than herself, least of all Har—”
“OH, YES I DO!” Ivy shouted, jumping to her feet.
She marched fiercely across the terrace and poked Batman squarely in the chest as
she continued:
“And what a typical man! WHAT a TYPICAL… MAN! As if you know anything at
all about my feelings or any woman’s. I am VERY FOND of Harvey Dent. VERY
fond. And he is quite fond of me, I’ll have you know, you, you caped… weed! TwoFace is a part of Harvey Dent. And he came back to me, time after time, every time we
broke up, back he came. That means it was his choice. Harvey’s. The real Harvey. He
wanted to come back to me and he did. So there.”
Batman did nothing more than take a breath prior to responding, when she began
again.
“And another thing! I know him better than any of you. I’m probably the only
person in the world that knows the real Harvey Dent, before the acid and after. I’m the
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one who can reach him right now. I’m his best hope. And when someone I care about
is in serious trouble, I am going to DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT!”
Once again, before Batman could do more than open his mouth to reply, Ivy poked
him in the chest and resumed.
“The very last thing that poor, troubled man needs right now is you and your
snarling interference. I will deal with this. So there.”
This time, Batman waited.
This time, Ivy didn’t speak.
This time, the moment held.
Eyes locked. Eyes narrowed. Eyes glared.
An inventive observer might imagine they heard the whippoorwill from a Clint
Eastwood Western.
Realizing that someone would have to speak eventually, Selina cleared her throat.
“Pamela, um, I’m not happy to be taking Batman’s side here, but think about it. You
can’t green him. We need Harvey back, not just his dick.”
“I am perfectly capable of reaching him without resorting to pheromones,” Ivy said
crisply.
Selina looked at Batman.
“I am!” Ivy insisted.
Batman looked at Selina.
“I AM!” Ivy repeated.
“Well… not like we’ve got anything to lose by trying,” Selina admitted.
“A sad commentary on our circumstances,” Batman declared.
“I’ll show you both,” Ivy decreed. “I am going to find Harvey Dent. I am going to
reach him as only I can, and so help me, I am going to return him to Gotham City in
better condition than he has ever been!”
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CHAPTER 8: DOUBLE OR NOTHING
Batman’s Personal Log, Sealed
Encryption Matrix Tao-Mu-Iota
I’m losing my mind. Delusional paranoia due to sleep deprivation. It’s six weeks
since Two-Face disappeared (REF: Duty Log: Batman; Incident: Gotham General
Hospital, §4) and six weeks since I turned an essential objective of the Mission over to
an unrepentant criminal.
It’s six weeks since my nightmare began to change.
In the past, it’s as though the small traces of light in the alley seem to shift whenever
the gunman moves, keeping his face always hidden in shadow. A few days after the
incident at the hospital, that changed. Now, the gunman leans into the light after the
shooting, and he is Two-Face. I admit, I found this troubling. There are few constants
in the universe that don’t involve the speed of light or electromagnetism, but Crime
Alley has always been one of them. Any variance, no matter how obvious the
psychological stimulus, would be troubling. But now…
Much as I hated the Two-Face variation, I had at least grown accustomed to it. Three
nights ago, the dream altered again. Now, the gunman never arrives. As soon as the
boy begins walking with the two giants, leafy vines creep in from all sides, covering the
walls of the alley at tremendous speed, and I wake up in a cold sweat.
Until today, I didn’t think it was affecting me. I am still sleeping a solid five or six
hours per night. But when I begin to suspect that Alfred and Selina are engaged in
some kind of conspiracy, I must accept that my perceptions are… distorted. I can only
conclude that my subconscious is so troubled by the recent variations in the nightmare
that it is resisting REM sleep, limiting the mentally recuperative benefits to a few
minutes per night, at most. The effect on my psyche is that of extended insomnia,
which would account for the paranoid delusion in re Alfred and Selina.
Six weeks. This situation with Two-Face and Ivy must be brought to a conclusion, or
I will most definitely lose my mind.

We never liked Metropolis. We always found the henchmen wimpy.
Near as we can figure, it’s Superman’s fault. When the resident hero’s best punch
can bust your jaw open, you get a decent brand of tough guy. But Superman’s can
literally knock your block off and catapult it into space, leaving your shriveled noggin
to ice over in the cold vacuum of space until it eventually falls into the orbit of some
piss-ant asteroid in the vicinity of Sirrius-B. Everybody knows it, so even the dumbest
fuck that ever knocked over a liquor store in Metropolis can figure out that when
Superman aims his fist at an ordinary human, he holds back. As my former “better
half” would say in his stuffiest summing up for the jury mode: “One has only to look at
the number of lead villains roaming around Metropolis, look at their average
contingent of 8-10 henchmen per, look at the lack of disembodied heads orbiting Sirrius
B, and draw the obvious conclusion.”
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Batman doesn’t hold back. Every dumb fuck knows that, too. Every wiseguy and
every homeboy and every wannabe rogue knows: you commit a crime in Gotham and
you draw the short straw running into the Bat, that spiky gauntlet will be coming at
your face with every pound-per-inch it’s got. You wouldn’t believe the number of
muscle-bound goliaths, who have all gone up against Superman, that won’t even
consider a simple two-crime contract in Gotham for fear of that fist and the
punishment it can dish out.
We did manage to pick up a few men from Conduit and Neutron, but we have no
confidence in them. They patch radiation suits and clean up energy spills, and we
aren’t hiring night janitors for a nuclear power plant. We wanted soldiers, and we
don’t know if this lot can even fire a gun.
We never liked Metropolis. We only stayed two nights, and the second was just on
principle. We knew by 2 PM our first day that we were wasting our time.

Selina marched silently through the Batcave. She reached Workstation One and
dropped a small, silver bat the size of a thumbnail onto Batman’s desk. Then she
dropped a second. Then a third.
“I’m driving out to Arkham,” she said crisply. “You know why.”
Bruce looked over the homing beacons he had placed in the lining of her purse, the
heel of her shoe, and the glove compartment of her car… and he grunted.
“It would still be safer if I track you,” he graveled. “Two-Face—”
“Is almost certainly going to hit Vault when he surfaces, not come after me
personally. He chose that building in the first place because there are giant comedytragedy masks on the façade—literally, two giant faces hanging on the front of the
building, one laughing and one crying. The only thing that could make it a more
perfect spot for Two-Face is taking it over a second time.”
“And if he decides to do that in two steps? If he decides grabbing you first won’t
make the coup at Vault that much easier?”
“Then I’ll deal with him my own way, just like I would have if you’d never entered
the picture. I’m a big girl, Bruce. I can take of myself.”
“Selina, do you imagine Batman wouldn’t be looking out for you if we’d never
become involved? I agree that Two-Face is going to retake his old headquarters. But
he may also decide to take out the person who’s appropriated it to run the Gotham
underworld. Believe me, if it was Penguin or King Snake or Killer Croc in your
position, I’d be tracking their movements, just in case.”
“Then I’ll tell Oswald you send your love,” she grinned, leaning over to kiss him.
Bruce accepted the kiss, slipping his hand around her waist as he returned it, and
pulling her in closer to sit in his lap as he deepened it.
Without breaking the kiss, Selina very knowingly reached around her back to
intercept the homing beacon as he slid it into the waistband of her skirt, and then, still
without breaking the kiss, she plopped it silently on the desk next to the others.
“Later, Jackass,” she said affectionately.
“Impossible woman,” Bruce murmured, as she left.
He quietly collected the homing beacons and returned them to the inventory, where
three, smaller, bat-shaped indentations remained empty. Selina wasn’t wearing the
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necklace containing the fourth, but she was wearing her wristwatch that held the fifth,
and the sixth was embedded in the keychain in her purse.

We always liked Star City. “There is a pervading air of machismo,” as our better half
would say. Perfect for hiring muscle.
We ain’t got money to burn, after all. If we can get two henchmen for the price of
one just by going to the right bar and getting tossed off a mechanical bull once or twice
(twice), we’re all for it. All you gotta do then is the graceful loser crap: dust yourself
off and buy the winner a drink. Couple pitchers of the local microbrew is a real cheap
investment when we could staff a whole crew from one bar’s Friday night regulars.
So we had a few mugs of the Star City swill, even though it tastes like piss, and we
listened to them talk trash about their local hero. We have no real beef with Green
Arrow, and frankly we find it hard to believe he’s as much of a boob as those
henchmen let on. But that’s how henchmen are. It was the attitude we expected, and it
made our job easy. A few backhanded compliments and they were ready to agree that
he was to blame for their collective lack of great criminal accomplishment. A real man
only knows what he’s worth going up against real men, right? And no real man makes
as much noise as that blustering Arrow. That guy’s gotta be covering for some serious
inadequacies, and these fellows—who, by now, we thought of as brothers—sure
deserved better than that. They positively owed it to themselves to come to Gotham
and try their collective mettle against the best…
Six new henchmen ready for anything, for the price of one from Metropolis. We
always liked Star City.

The last time Oswald Cobblepot abandoned his pretense of insanity to obtain a
release from Arkham, he assumed the young man waiting for him outside the gate
must be with a car service arranged by the city. A ride back to town was the very least
a civilized state could provide—kwak, kwak—after the inconvenience of incarceration.
When it turned out the young man was not a driver but an officer of the court waiting
to serve him with 147 subpoenas, Oswald had fled back into the asylum like a
medieval thief pursued by a torch-wielding mob. He had clutched at the altar cloth
claiming sanctuary—in the form of hysterical screaming about giant birds ready to
peck his eyes out if he ventured beyond the safety of the Arkham walls.
It had taken him months to free himself from the rat’s nest of fines, liens,
amercements, forfeitures, levies, garnishments, and penalties compounded on
penalties. Now, at last, he was ready to embrace sanity once again. To rejoin society.
To dispense with birdbrain euphemisms like “embracing sanity” and “rejoining
society” and get down to the serious business of rebuilding his empire—kwak!
Needless to say, when he emerged from the Arkham gate this time, he was not
expecting a ride back to town and he never would have accepted one from a stranger.
But the striking purple of the Lamborghini idling across the street was not the
signature color of a stranger. Oswald still approached cautiously, his umbrella pointed
fiercely at the woman whose hair was wrapped in a silk scarf and whose eyes were
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hidden behind dark glasses. She was waving cheerily at him from the driver’s seat, but
he remained on his guard until he was close enough to see that it was, in fact…
“Selina, my felicitous feline, what an unexpected—kwak, kwak, kwak, kwak,
kwak—pleasure.”
“Sounds like you’ve been saving those up, Ozzy. Get in, and I’ll give you a ride back
to town.”
“Why?” he asked suspiciously.
“Relax, Oswald. I’m done devouring birds for today, and we have to talk. Get in.”
He looked around as if for snipers, lurking henchmen, or deceptively ordinarylooking young chaps bearing subpoenas. He then considered Catwoman’s firm
position against killing, the hundreds of thousands of dollars it had cost him to extract
himself from his financial nightmare, and the probable cab fare back to town… he got
into the car without further discussion.

Keystone is a great town for rogues.
We personally like it because it’s a “twin city,” natch, but beyond that superficial
attraction, there is the uncommon hospitality of its rogues. Captain Cold is a
gentleman villain of the old school. He demands a standard of civility from the
hometown baddies and extends every professional courtesy to visitors like us. (Apart
from the inevitable personal beefs, naturally. Any group bigger than two is going to
have its Joker and its Poison Ivy, and nobody expects them to link arms and drink each
other’s health.)
But back to us. Having no enemies in the region, we were greeted as a respected
colleague. There was this sweet piece of ass called Violet. At first, we thought she was
a henchwench, but later, we found out she’s something called a “Rainbow Raider.”
She arranged a room for us, which her colleagues had decorated to our supposed
tastes. The room was divided more or less down the center. We can’t say we enjoyed
looking at that much red and green side by side, but we were touched by the effort.
We picked up eight henchmen, but the flipside of this remarkably civilized rogue
environment is that good henchmen know what they’re worth. Now we shall have to
pay the Star City troops twice as much. When the men are all together in Gotham,
they’re bound to talk, and if the Star boys find out their associates are paid more, there
will be all kinds of trouble we don’t need.

Selina gave a reasonably truthful account of the Vault nightclub’s rise to prominence,
its function as the hub of the Gotham underworld, and the laughable assumptions
made by certain gullible individuals regarding her role as its queen.
She stressed that Oswald’s staff had been kept together, as he requested. She
downplayed the ‘Queen of the Underworld’ nonsense as a huge misunderstanding,
one that seemed to have originated with Robin and Batgirl questioning some bridgeand-tunnel nobody with dreams of becoming a henchwench. She was betting that
would be the end of it: a potent triple cocktail tapping into Oswald’s snobbery, placing
the blame on the junior bats who burned down his nightclub in the first place, and
presenting him with the return of his original Iceberg staff which she hadn’t even
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renamed. All his Doves, Wrens, Sparrows, and Chickadees were exactly as he left him,
without a single Pussywillow or Kat-rina added to the mix.
He was chewing his cigarette holder in a way that usually meant smug contentment,
but Selina turned onto the interstate all the same. She was deliberately taking a
circuitous route back to Gotham, with plenty of back roads where she could really
open up the Lamborghini. Oswald may have taken the “Gatta Corleone”
announcement in stride, but there was more bad news to come. With Two-Face storm
clouds brewing on the horizon, Clayface as her superpowered goto guy at Vault,
Poison Ivy as the first line of defense to deal with Two-Face, the history of antagonism
between Hagen and Pammy, and Batman lurking somewhere as the eternal wildcard,
Oswald couldn’t have his staff or his “Emperor Penguin” status back just yet.
Just in case he reacted badly to that information, Selina wanted miles of open road to
calm him down. Ozzy might be an excitable bird, but he wouldn’t do anything crazy
while she was driving 110 mph.

Central City is an armpit.
Unfortunately for us, the “twin” designation is what my better half would call “a
misnomer.” We still had to spend a few nights there for two reasons. One: it is
Keystone’s twin, and to visit the one without looking in on the other would offend our
principles. And two: without this last stop, we would have recruited men from an odd
number of places. This too offends our principles.
Unfortunately, as we said, that “twin cities” label is bullshit. There is one criminal
element that moves freely between the two cities. The henchmen who were worth
having had already come to our attention in Keystone. Central City only gave us a
second chance to look over the dregs.
Unfortunately for us, part two: the twin shit is just as inaccurate when it comes to
food and lodging. In Keystone, that hot little wench-turned-villainess set us up in a
themed lair and pointed us to a diner with the best dry rub in the region. In Central
City, we had to make due at a Motel 6 that smelled like mildew, stale sex, and feet.
And their idea of barbecue seems to be a quart of McDonald’s secret sauce poured over
shredded cardboard.
Nevertheless, we are quite happy with the staff we have assembled, far from prying
Gotham eyes. We expect the next 22 hours to bring us the standing we have always
deserved as the undisputed king of the Gotham underworld.

Catwoman made her entrance at Vault much earlier than usual.
She and Batman had fought about it. In the weeks since Two-Face vanished, Batman
insisted that everything about the nightclub should remain exactly as it was. They had
a tactical advantage in knowing with near certainty where Two-Face was going to
strike, freeing the Bat Team to focus on other significant variables like when and how.
Any changes in the club’s routine might tip off Face and waste that strategic
advantage.
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Selina argued that nothing could “remain exactly as it was” with a walking fern in
the room. Now that Ivy was on the job looking for Two-Face, she’d become a Vault
regular. She and Clayface had been giving each other a wide berth, but that could
change at any time. While Catwoman made no pretensions of being a master
strategist, she did feel that leaving fire and gasoline unattended was a far more
“significant variable” than whatever Batman was factoring into his protocols. Until
tonight, that sensible argument was always overruled.
Tonight, Batman was forced to admit the situation had changed. He agreed that the
Rogues-as-criminal-threat parameters (on which he was the acknowledged expert) had
been superseded by one of those Rogues-as-unsettlingly-human developments, where
he freely admitted she had superior knowledge (and he would just as soon keep it that
way).
The unexpected shift had come from an equally unexpected source. Ironically, and
for the first time in recent memory, Catwoman owed the improvement of her
reputation to a periodical for sale at the 41st Street newsstand. It began with the
Costume Institute at the Gotham Museum of Art mounting a special exhibit on
superhero fashions and featuring her as an iconic archtype. She was astonished when
the museum she’d broken into no less than thirty-six times (and successfully robbed
twenty-three), took the trouble to get her costume absolutely right. There she was:
purple, wielding her whip and lacking complexity, a jeweled bracelet clutched in her
hand and not a Gotham Post goggle in sight. She was so pleased, she overruled the
Code of the Cat and redirected a portion of the Vault riches into a healthy, anonymous
donation to the museum’s acquisition fund. If the Universe took that to be making
restitution for the golden Sekhmet, so be it.
As often happened when the museum did something big with respect to fashion,
Vogue followed their lead. They commissioned the best designers in the world to
create fantasy variations on several costumed women’s themes. Nina Ricci produced a
fantastical Poison Ivy evening gown, but Dolce and Gabbana’s Catwoman was used on
the cover.
Selina had padded quietly down to the cave to surprise Bruce with her triumph,
when she saw the same cover looming over the cavern on the giant viewscreen. That
meant the image was currently being viewed at workstation one. As she approached,
she saw that Bruce was glaring at it… and also that he seemed to be frozen mid-density
shift.
“You win,” he said, one word spoken in his own voice, one in Batman’s most
foreboding gravel.
“Go me,” she replied, unfazed. “What do I win?”
He turned fiercely, and for a second she could almost envision the mask on his
scowling face. Then the effect vanished as quickly as it came.
“You’re on the cover. Ivy is on page 26. After all the bimbos, you think I don’t know
what that means? A Vogue cover, thumbnail on the table of contents, splash page on
the article. Bruce Wayne has seen slights like that ignite socialite wars that make
Superman and Darkseid look like drinking buddies by comparison.”
“Hang on. ‘Slights like this’ sounds like Ivy was actually entitled to the cover and
Vogue somehow denied her the placement she deserved in order to give it to me. If
you are suggesting—”
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“I am not getting in the middle of this,” Bruce declared, his voice and body language
fluctuating wildly between playboy fop and immovable crimefighter. “You should be
at Vault before sunset. Go for happy hour. And don’t let her out of your sight.”
So Catwoman arrived at Vault even before the tourists and gawkers, and she settled
inconspicuously in her corner booth. She would let Ivy make an entrance. She would
let the damn flytrap stroll through the VIP room and let the ferns drape themselves
over her beautiful leopard-print pillows. And she would—for now—let the cattiest
remarks pass without scratching.
It was for Harvey.
When this was over, however, grrrrrrlllll…

A 1958 Mercedes 220 is not an inconspicuous car. Painting half of it black and half
white does nothing to make it less noticeable, so Two-Face had gone to considerable
trouble to get it shipped into Gotham inside a wide-load trailer. Then he’d gone to
more trouble to find a garage near Vault where it could be hidden.
The garage entrance didn’t have the clearance for the trailer, so the car had to be
unloaded in the middle of the night and driven half a block to its hiding place. TwoFace knew the vigilantes kept an eye on the comings and goings from the Iceberg, and
he assumed they kept a similar watch near Vault. Even if they didn’t, the Vault
patrons themselves would have recognized the significance of a two-tone 220. Much as
it pained him to make the transfer at 3:30 in the morning, he couldn’t risk a two o’clock
move. He had his men wait, had them double check that they were not being watched,
and at 3:32 precisely, the car was moved to its present location, skillfully parked with
its black side to the wall, hiding its two-tone nature as much as possible.
Now, as his advance team checked in two by two, Two-Face sneered.
“It’s time,” he announced to Double. The driver nodded and started the ignition…

“Catty, darling,” Poison Ivy called out with ferocious enthusiasm, approaching the
corner booth as Norma Desmond might have crossed the soundstage to greet a rival
movie queen intruding on her set. “My deepest sympathies, that hideous cover. Will
your press woes never end? I mean, if I had only known what that awful Dolce and
Gabbana were going to do to you, I would have greened them for you. But now I
suppose it’s too late.”
It’s for Harvey, it’s for Harvey, it’s for Harvey, Selina repeated to herself. Claws would
not do. But feline pride did demand some kind of response.
“Why thank you, Pamela. That is terribly sweet of you. But as it happens, I know
Domenico and Stefano personally. Turns out, they just love me as I am, no chemical
attractants required. Something about the way I move, and, well, being so sexy and
pheramin—I mean, feminine—at the same time. That’s why they asked specifically to
use me for their inspiration, over all the costume and theme types available. So you
see, I really don’t think I need the assist from greening. I’ve always found they’re
perfectly receptive to requests made the usual way: with a smile and a credit card.”
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Neither the Iceberg nor Vault had ever checked patrons for weapons. Zealots like
the Ghost Dragons would never have agreed, and it was only the Dragons’ code
demanding they free themselves of debt at the end of every month that kept the
nightclub’s legitimate operations in the black. Other patrons like Poison Ivy, Killer
Croc, and Clayface were weapons all by themselves, and it was considered unsporting
not to let the rest of the clientele defend themselves.
So there was no need for the advance team to kill the bouncer, or even to knock him
out. All Deuce had to do was give the password, and the entire party of twenty-two
men could have come in heavy. But Two-Face wanted to see a series of quick, silent
strikes before the main assault, invisibly removing those Vault employees who might
interfere and replacing them with his own men. It was the kind of violent flourish he
preferred: an advance team operating in pairs, synchronized to the second, executing
their tasks with brutal efficiency. It was the stuff of action movies and spy thrillers, the
kind of thing his better half always scratched out of the master plan. Mr. High-andMighty with all his inside knowledge of how real crimes happened, la-di-da. Like it
didn’t matter that all the cases that came across a D.A.’s desk were loser shitheads who
got caught!
Now, Two-Face was free to do it his way, without all that meddling interference.
Deuce would give the password all right, but Ditto was going up the fire escape and
in through a window. Right now, at this very moment, he’d be entering what had once
been Harvey’s bedroom. He’d follow the path Two-Face had mapped out until he
came to a big storage closet co-opted for the staff’s locker room. That would bring him
out behind the bouncer, just as Deuce was coming in the front door. When Deuce
recited the password, “Catwoman gave me the combination,” Ditto would strike. A
swift double blow to the back of the neck—bouncer down—and all that would be left is
dragging his sorry ass back to the supply room which Duo and Dual would have
already secured. Deuce would replace the bouncer, and the others would meander to
the main floor and blend in with the crowd. Just a few more freelance henchmen
looking for work.
At the same moment, Twin and Twain were infiltrating the back entrance where
several of Penguin’s old lieutenants were known to congregate. Twain would take out
Talon, while Twin took care of Crow. Then both would advance to the kitchen, flash a
couple ten-dollar badges from the 2nd Avenue pawnshop, and say they were from
Immigration. That would clean out the kitchen staff…

Ivy had seen Clayface coming up the stairs to the VIP level, so she knew her window
of opportunity was about to close. Too soon, Selina would have the odious dung heap
at her side, like a shape-shifting attack dog.
“Well, you can always hope no one will know it’s supposed to be you,” she
concluded brightly. “I know I didn’t. I saw that cover and said to myself ‘Is that
supposed to be based on Catwoman? Here I thought bondage gear was coming back.’
You know, Selina darling, you really shouldn’t encourage that kind of
‘reinterpretation’ of your look. It might give those idiots at the Post ideas… oops, too
late.”
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By which time, it was too late. The walking dung heap brushed past her as he slid
into the chair opposite Catwoman.
“Gotta say, that was some good press, Cat,” he said casually, waving to Dove and
then calling out for her to bring him a mudslide before he turned his attention back to
Catwoman. “I know it’s not your color, but that costume sure was slick. Did I read
right, that was Swarovski crystal on the mask?”
Ivy decided to give the commoners on the lower level a thrill by going down to the
bar herself to get her drink refreshed, surrounded by all of her creeper vines, flytraps,
wisteria, and ferns.

Deep within the Mercedes ignition, a tiny bat-shaped beacon had activated the
moment the key turned. For all the elaborate pains Two-Face had taken to avoid the
prying eyes of vigilantes and their sidekicks, he never thought about their cameras.
Batman had been recording a six-block radius around Vault, 24/7. He saw the two-tone
car arrive and moved in to investigate within hours of its appearance. As soon as he
confirmed Harvey Dent’s fingerprints in the backseat, he placed the tracking device
which had just activated.
Miles away, a soft beep sounded at workstation one, and the signal was immediately
forwarded to receivers inside the Batmobile and on a vibrating com unit in Batman’s
utility belt.
He unhooked the latter and tapped a button twice, the first silencing the alert, and
the second relaying to Bruce Wayne’s cell phone, instructing it to dial a preprogrammed number.

“What’s that?” Clayface asked, looking around sharply as if a fly was buzzing near
his face.
Catwoman reached into her whip holster and pulled out a sleek, purple cell phone.
“Nothing,” she said, flicking off the alert. “Just the boyfriend being a nosy jackass.
He does that sometimes. You know how civilians are.”

The two-tone Mercedes pulled up to the front entrance, the doors swung open, and
Two-Face strode into the nightclub with Duplicate and Replicate shadowing a half step
behind him. He clicked the safety on his shotgun twice as he passed Deuce, and the
henchman nodded. He locked the door and took his place behind the other henchmen
as the foursome strode onto the main floor.
“Two minutes of your time!” Two-Face bellowed.
The entrance would have been enough to capture everyone’s attention without firing
into the ceiling, but Two-Face had had enough of such sissy restraint. He snapped his
fingers twice, and Duplicate fired a shot. That would produce the usual screaming,
which two more snaps and Replicate’s second shot was to silence.
Except there didn’t seem to be any screaming.
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Everyone was just looking at him as if he’d proposed a round of double malts to
toast a new deathtrap.
He should have realized, Vault was like the Iceberg: Rogues, Dragons, Demons, and
henchmen. They were not inclined to scream.
He briefly considered a coin flip to decide about the second shot, but then decided it
wasn’t worth the time. He had wanted everyone’s attention, and now he had it.
“This is our establishment,” he announced, pointing the shotgun to the rafters in a
slow swirling motion. “All of you working for the old Iceberg operations are now
working for us. Any objections shall be submitted in duplicate to the double barrel of
this shotgun. Are we clear?”
For a still moment, it seems as though silence would be the only answer. Then…
Clap.
Clap.
One single set of hands…
Clap.
In a slow, sarcastic rhythm…
Clap.
Of pure, ironic contempt.
Clap.
Clap.
Clap.
Until the crowd in front of the bar parted, allowing Poison Ivy to move graciously
onto the main floor.
“That really was an astonishing display, Harvey. So… so… what’s the phrase I’m
looking for… so ‘tough guy stupid.’ I can only assume you picked it up from one of
Hagen’s old movies.”
Two-Face looked her up and down the way a wolf looks at raw meat—then swung
his shotgun until the tip pressed lightly into the side of her nose.
“Ivy,” he leered. “We will be happy to explain the nuances of our scheme to you
later, two-on-one. For now, all objections may be submitted in duplicate to the barrel.”
“You said that already,” Ivy said instantly.
“We are SAYING IT AGAIN!” he roared.
“Ah, so it’s true,” Ivy smiled, flicking the gun away from her nose as one might shoo
a fly. “It's just you now, is it?” Two-Face’s mouth had dropped open very slightly as
Ivy spoke. It should have been a simple matter of closing it to reply, but, for some
reason, his mouth wasn’t quite working. “No more Harvey in the way?” Ivy inquired
again. Then, taking his silence as agreement, she continued. “Thank God, he was such
a whiny nuisance. All that self-pity. And of course so timid and boring where it really
counted.”
At last, Two-Face managed the coordination of breath, larynx, tongue, and lips
necessary to form a reply—although it came out as a sort of half-hearted grunt.
But that was only because she’d wrecked his rhythm.
There was an adrenaline rush mounting an armed attack—that’s what had built up a
certain pressurized tightness in his chest, that’s what had ignited a burning churn in
his gut—and then Ivy came traipsing in and cut him off before he got rolling. It was
that shift in momentum that might have slowed his reflexes a little, and that was the
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only reason his reaction might have been a bit slow or seemed less than wholehearted.
Yes. He definitely agreed with her. Harvey was a whiny nuisance. Harvey was a
pathetic, self-pitying loser. Harvey was a wuss.
“Of course, if he is really gone, that does leave you with a bit of a problem,” Ivy
continued. “Look around, Facey my sweet. Harvey was always the brains of the
operation. Just look what you come up with on your own: men and guns and tough
talk. It’s all so pathetically impotent.” The last words were spoken through a pleasant
laugh. “He was a whiny nuisance, but he was the brains,” Ivy concluded simply.
“You’re just dumb muscle.”
“BULLSHIT!” he exploded… although a nagging corner of his subconscious
whispered that “bullshit” wasn’t a very good answer, and if that was the best he could
come up with, it sort of proved her point.
“Oh please, Face. You think this is the grand scheme of the year?” she asked,
motioning around the bar. “You replace Mike, Crow, and Talon with your own men.
You don’t think Croc or KGBeast or… well… me, are going to present a significantly
bigger problem? Admit it, Face, this is a plot to take over some restaurant or cruise
ship far, far from Gotham, someplace without any people like us in it. It’s from one of
those hack mobster TV shows Harvey used to watch at 2 a.m.”
She smiled, delighted with her own cleverness as she concluded:
“Which means, he is still in there after all.”
“No.”
“He is! For one thing, he picked out that tie. Harvard red, isn’t it?”
“No. Harvard is crimson. This is blood red, much like you’re going to bleed when we
blow your fucking head off!”
She clicked her tongue as she sidled up to the scarred side of his face.
“If Harvey were really gone, you would have done that already,” she whispered,
breathing huskily. “You’ve never been one to take any lip from ‘the green broad,’
Face. ‘Yes, Petal’ was all him. If you were really all alone in there, you would have
shot me on sight. Or tried to screw me. You’re carnal lust incarnate, right?
Unburdened by all of Harvey’s boringly conventional prudery… So why haven’t you
tried to fuck me? Is it because we both know that no matter who started… Harvey was
always the one to finish?”
Once again, Two-Face’s mouth had dropped open. This time, before he could form a
better response than simply closing it, Ivy had strolled over to one of the corners with
an overstuffed couch and leopard-print chairs positioned around a low table.
“Oh look, votive candles,” she said as if the words held some hidden meaning.
“One, two, three, four of them… And an overstuffed pillow… I wonder if it’s… goose
down.”
Whatever it meant, the recitation brought a high flush to Two-Face’s cheeks. Barely
containing his fury, he clenched his teeth and forced out the words “Can’t we do this
later?”
“Still blush evenly on both sides, I see,” Ivy observed dryly.
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“ENOUGH!” he roared—and once again pressed the gun into her nose. “Don’t
flatter yourself, Petal. You were good, but you were never that good. Under all the
leafy pretensions, you’re nothing but a freak, same as we are.”
Ivy tilted her head and knit her brow.
“Well now I am confused,” she whispered. “Because if hot wax and goose feathers
don’t even rate a coin flip, I don’t know who you are. As I recall, ‘Double or Nothing:
Tickle, Drip, or Spank’ was the one thing you both agreed on.”

In the VIP room above, Riddler, Scarecrow, Catwoman and others had lined up at
the rail, leaning over to watch the action below.
“I don’t get it. Why’s she letting him stick a gun in her face? Why doesn’t she just
green him?” Scarecrow asked peevishly.
“Why do you tie tufts of hair, fur, and feathers to a fishing line to catch a trout?”
Riddler said instantly, and Selina was pleased she wasn’t the one who had to explain
it. Or so she thought, but then Riddler continued: “Instead of, say, dropping a
concussion grenade into the stream and picking up all the fish you want once they float
to the surface.”
Scarecrow turned from Riddler to Catwoman.
“Translation, please?” he asked.
“Pride,” she answered. “Ivy’s always liked that she can get to him without the
pheromones. So she’s doing it the way that requires actual skill…”
“Just like landing a trout,” Riddler nodded happily, pleased at the painstaking (if
needlessly clear and straightforward) explanation of his thesis.
“Besides,” Catwoman thought silently. “With pheromones, we don’t get Harvey back.”
While the others continued to comment on the action below, Selina felt a soft tap on
her ankle. She looked down, and saw a ball of tiger-stripped fur the size of a tennis
ball rolling around the tip of her boot. She looked over to where she’d last seen
Clayface, and instead saw a trio of Matt Hagens watching her intently. She nodded
slowly, only once, and then pointed discreetly to the darkened exit sign on the far end
of the theatre below.

The men Two-Face stationed to guard the various entrances were falling quickly.
Four were taken out by batarangs, two were seized by creeper vines, and two more had
their heads knocked together by a fire hydrant that had sprung up into an animated
mass of clay.
Nightwing spotted the final two henchmen standing back-to-back at the fire exit,
their weapons pointed at assailants closing in from both sides. The thug on the left
pointed his gun at a giant flytrap, although his hands shook so violently, it was
doubtful he could have fired. The thug on the right pointed his gun at another massive
clay form. The plant and the clay, while clearly menacing, seemed to regard each other
as a more hostile target than either of the henchmen. The clay mass split itself into
three, while the flytrap must have somehow “called” for reinforcements, for suddenly
all the vines released their captives and inched to its side.
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Nightwing scrutinized the surrounding rooftops, looking for an optimal angle. Then
he swung down, grabbing the henchmen without landing, and leaving the plants and
the potting soil to settle it among themselves.

What was that quaint expression Catty had… PURR-FECT?
Two-Face said he had changed (typical man), but Ivy could see that was nonsense. If
only she could get him to flip for something, he would see it too. He would have to.
His coin was still the one indisputable chink in his double-breasted armor. A flip
would mean a difference of opinion, a good Harvey at odds with a wicked Two-Face,
just like old times. Through that small opening, she could slide in the knife and split
him open, just like a stubborn bulb that had clenched up too tightly during the long,
cold winter and needed some not-too-gentle prodding to bloom again. Since the coin
was obviously the key, she had waved a quarter under his nose and suggested he kill
Batman whenever he showed up. She realized immediately that was too simple. Even
before he knocked her to the floor, she realized it.
“Do you imagine we have not included the Bat’s arrival and fiery demise in our
plan?!” Two-Face had hissed. “We’ve got it covered.”
And there it was. COVERED. Purr-fection. It was that word “covered” that gave her
the answer:
“Yes, of course,” she said, happily jumping to her feet and returning to his side with
the coin. “I misspoke. I meant kill Catty!”
“Come again?” Two-Face said flatly.
“Catwoman! Off with her head! She is in your way here. Best way to start a new
regime is to kill off the old one, right?”
Once more, Two-Face’s mouth had dropped open.
One flight up, Catwoman’s had as well.
Ivy’s merely curled into an infuriatingly feline smile. So this is what Catty meant
when she said puuuurr-fect. Ivy could see why she always seemed to enjoy it so. It
was absolutely delicious:
If Two-Face flatly refused to shoot Catwoman without even flipping the coin to
decide, it meant that Harvey was alive and well and living on the right side of his face.
So protective of his dear “little sister” Rogue, that he wouldn’t even put it to a coin flip.
If, on the other hand, he did flip the coin, that still meant that Harvey was in there,
because a coin flip meant a difference of opinion. In that case, good side up: Harvey
wins/Selina lives. Bad side up: it still meant that Harvey was in there but he was
overruled, and Ivy’s life would be rid of the meddlesome Cat. Win-win.
The only remaining possibility was if Harvey was absolutely gone. In that case,
Two-Face should have no qualms about killing Catty without benefit of a coin flip.
Messy, and she would certainly miss Harvey, but as a consolation prize, her life would
be rid of purring purple cover girls stealing her press.
She looked up eagerly to see how Two-Face would respond…
He was staring at the coin in her fingers as if it were a snake.
“We…” he began, then shook his head, displeased with whatever argument had
presented itself.
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“We…” he said again, but one again, he stopped there. His brow seemed to
accordion until the normal eyebrow on the right merged into the scar tissue on the left.
“We will stipulate that there is a certain precedent among organized crime figures,”
he said at last, “wherein a new boss might come to power and/or consolidate power via
the removal of his predecessor. However, we strenuously object to the notion that we
would be guided by the precedents of organized crime. If you were to argue that we
are a crime syndicate, we would draw your attention to the established definition of
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations for which the RICO act is named,
pursuant to—”
“THERE YOU ARE!” Ivy cried, flinging her arms around his neck. “Your objection
is sustained, my precedent is full of it, welcome home, Harvey!” And with that, her
mouth clamped over his, terminating the conversation for a full minute.
Two full minutes.
Three.
Ghost Dragons tugged at their collars, swallowing loudly.
Four.
Five.
A black ooze moved quietly around the edge of the crowd, creeping up behind the
remaining Two-Face henchmen and clubbing them with a giant, clay mallet.
Six.
Seven.
“Geez, get a room,” a Jervis-like voice muttered from the back.
Eight.
Selina glanced up and saw a dark shape just visible through the skylight. It looked
mysteriously like a spiked gauntlet giving a thumbs-up.
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EPILOGUE
“So that was it?” Tim asked indignantly. “By the time Batman showed up, there was
nothing for him to do?”
“Just hose them down,” Dick answered, taking a muffin from the dining room table.
“Well that bites.”
“Tell me about it,” Selina said, entering the dining room and going straight to the
sideboard. She poured coffee, added milk, sat, sipped, and looked as put out as any cat
who had its designated naptime interrupted. The demeanor remained for several sips,
and then, at last, she gave a little shake and was her usual self.
“So, what are you guys doing here at this ungodly hour?” she asked. “Official
breakfast meeting, or just poking around for news?”
“Poking,” Tim said. “BG and I missed all the fun last night. Trouble with one of the
Triads.”
“Not me,” Dick said through a mouthful of muffin. “Bruce asked me to come by
early. Something about taking his early patrol tonight.”
“Probably both patrols,” Selina guessed. “He’s going to Seattle as soon as Wayne
One is ready. It’ll take the whole day. Maybe more.”
“The place he mentioned last night? The Meadow…” Dick asked.
“Meadowlark Institute, yeah.”
Dick turned to Tim and explained:
“In the history of jurisprudence, pretty much the one thing that Harvey Dent, TwoFace, Batman, and Catwoman can all agree on is that Arkham is not the place for
Harvey to be right now.”
“Well, sure. Psych 101,” Tim said. “It’s where Two-Face was always sent when he
was caught, right? So sending him back there would just reinforce the idea that Face is
back. Familiar people, place, situations…”
“The other rogues wouldn’t exactly help, either,” Selina added. “They missed TwoFace. They’d be happy he’s back and treat him like the prodigal rogue returned. An
out of state facility is definitely better. And Bruce has a lot of pull with this particular
one.”
“A generous grant from the Wayne Foundation,” Tim grinned, pulling out the oftquoted phrase.
“More like ten generous grants,” she said. “Apparently, he’s been keeping an eye on
them for years. They do good work.”
“How’s that going to work legally?” Dick asked. “I mean, Harvey tried to kill that
guy.”
“And he’s surrendering voluntarily,” Selina explained, checking her watch.
“Probably walking into the Gainsly precinct as we speak. Harvey’s side is really very
conventional that way. That simple, in-the-box, policeman’s mentality.”
“Hey,” Dick exclaimed with mock offense.
“Zing,” Tim laughed.
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As always, Selina ignored the crimefighter’s outraged sensibilities and went on as if
she’d never been interrupted.
“Once we pried Face and Ivy apart last night, Batman broached the subject and
Harvey flipped the coin. First time, it came up scarred, and he agreed to ‘two out of
three.’ Two flips later, we had an agreement. He’d turn himself in as long as he goes
somewhere other than Arkham. Bruce says the D.A. won’t oppose it, and Judge
Bradshaw will go along with the recommended sentence. Everyone at the courthouse
wants this one to go away.”
“Which just leaves his scars,” Tim noted. “What’s the deal there? I’m guessing no
more hocus pocus.”
Dick and Selina exchanged looks.
“You do it,” she urged. “You can do the voice. I can’t get that low.”
“Yeah, but you do the glare and the scowl much better.”
“Pfft,” she exclaimed. Then she cleared her throat and massaged her brow with her
fingertips, getting into character. When she pulled her hands away, her eyes and jaw
were set in a portentously grim Bat-scowl.
“If this regrettable episode has taught us anything,” she declared with I’m-Batman
finality, “it is the fallacy of magic and the magical quick fix. Natural law is natural
law. It can’t be broken without dire consequences.”
Dick and Tim both laughed, and Selina waited before continuing in her own voice
and manner:
“Jason may have meant well, but—”
“But a man nearly died as a result,” a deep voice interrupted. “Vernon Fields was
almost killed, and Harvey has to face the reality that he’s the one who nearly killed
him. That’s going to be a painful, uphill struggle. All because of a superficial, cosmetic
band-aid called ‘magic’ slapped onto a deep-rooted psychological problem.
“When Harvey is ready inside, I will certainly pay for the plastic surgery to restore
his outside. The proper way, the natural way. It takes longer, and it may not be
perfect, but that time and those imperfections are exactly what the mind needs. That,
along with the proper counseling provided by regular, non-magic healers who
understand from experience what the mind goes through during a process of this
kind.”
“When Harvey is ready,” Dick quoted. “Don’t you mean if?”
“No, he means ‘when,’” Selina chimed in. “Bruce believes in Harvey Dent.”
“You sound like you don’t,” Dick observed shrewdly.
“I just got my stitches removed where he stuck a double-bladed knife in my arm,”
Selina said with an air of offended feline dignity. “I didn’t get to scratch any payback
out of Two-Face. I didn’t get to scratch up Ivy. I had to be unspeakably nice to
Oswald. And I—mm-mm-MMPH.”
Bruce had clamped a hand over her mouth, mid-complaint, and now he spoke for
her, apologetically.
“She’s had a bad week. She’ll believe in Harvey Dent tomorrow, as soon as we get
her fur unruffled.
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ICEBERG LOUNGE
O. Cobblepot, Proprietor
GRAND REOPENING GALA EVENT
Batman grimaced as he noted the sign on the last swing of his late patrol. First, it
was a simple “Coming Soon.” Then, it was “Reopening Soon.” Then, a “Grand
Reopening,” and now, a “REOPENING GALA EVENT!” By the time the doors finally
did open for business, Oswald would probably have a brass band, a red carpet,
searchlights, and penguin balloons on the scale of the Macy’s parade hovering over the
building.
That revolting mental picture haunted him as he slid into the Batmobile and started
for home.
He should be relieved, really. The return of the Iceberg meant the end of Vault and
the end of Selina’s stint as “Gatta Corleone.” When all was said and done, it had been
a preposterous episode: Batman, the scourge of criminals everywhere, sharing his
home and his bed with the woman half the Gotham underworld viewed as their
queen. It was absolutely ridiculous. And even if she felt somewhat vindicated after all
that Gotham Post nonsense, he at least should be glad it was over.
The Iceberg Lounge, O. Cobblepot, Proprietor. It was the one status quo he should
be happy to see return. Penguin was trouble; there was no doubt about that. But even
that nefarious bird was preferable to these lingering… he couldn’t even call them
“doubts,” not about Selina.
And he certainly couldn’t call them suspicions. Selina had justified his trust in a
thousand ways since he’d revealed his identity. What they had now, what they’d been
through together, it went beyond trust and beyond intimacy, they were practically…
So why did he keep seeing it? The little looks, the body language, the trill in her
voice. She was up to something. For weeks now.
His dreams had returned to normal. He was sleeping through the night. There was
no hint of insomniatic symptoms, delusions, or paranoia. So why did it still seem like
she was up to something? The little looks, the body language, the trill in her voice
when she said his name, the way she’d been hovering by his workstation that day after
he’d changed his password, the way she—
His thought cut off abruptly as he pulled into the cave and saw a dark shape up
ahead where no shape should be. He hit the brakes, causing a harsh squeal to echo off
the cavern walls, disrupting the bats and provoking a chorus of fearsome squeaking in
return.
Batman ignored them as he got out of the car. He was long used to the bats in all of
their moods. He was not used to surprises, not in his Batcave. He walked up to the
shape—now recognizable as much more than a shape—taking up a full space in the
Batmobile hangar. The space reserved for the car currently in use.
Batman stared at it for a full ten seconds, trying to process the sight…
Then he glanced back at the Batmobile behind him for comparison…
And, once again, at the sight in front of him…
It was… He glanced back and glanced forward again… It was… it was…
It was a Batmobile, all right, but… beyond that, it was…
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Better.
It used the Belz variation on the Williams headlights and hood, and the Barbato
wave over the wheel mounts to minimize wind resistance. It used the Avery grill and
rear design around the thrusters… The Mitchell… The Effler… The Oshira… All the
patents he had tagged over the last year to incorporate into the next Batmobile… How
was this possible? Did it come through a time warp?
Another possibility dropped like an anvil into his gut: What if… what if at some
point in his paranoid insomniac loopiness, he had actually ordered a new car and didn’t
remember doing it?
It didn’t seem possible that he could have been that far gone. It was only diminished
REM cycles manifesting in a few fanciful suspicions about Alfred and Selina…
Alfred and Selina.
Selina and Alfred.
As if in answer, three moments with Selina flashed through his mind with crystal
clarity: A Catwoman on a rooftop long ago: “I don’t want to help, but I might be
helpful…” Selina in bed only a few months ago reminding him of that night: “When I
gave you a heads up on that warehouse full of mob cash…” Followed by “Would you
have an aneurysm if the Foundation got an anonymous donation for, say, $800,000?”
“SELINA!” he bellowed.
..:: VOXRec initialized, ::.. the car said in a mechanized monotone. ..:: Specify name for
this voiceprint, or delete and start again.::..
Bruce closed his eyes and shook his head, forcing down a whirlwind of conflicting
emotion.
“Initialize voiceprint Batman. Make primary,” he said wearily. “Download VOX
command menu from main computer. Purge all preinstalled menus and defaults.”
..:: Confirm deletion of unplayed message ‘Meow’::..
“…”
..:: Download complete. Confirm deletion of unplayed message ‘Meow’::..
“Negative. Play message.”
..:: Hey, Handsome,::.. the car emitted in a familiar, sexy drawl. ..:: I’m sure being the
world’s greatest detective and all, you’ve figured out that it was Alfred who gave me the heads
up on that little town in Emilia-Romagna halfway between Bologna and Modena where they
make nothing but casks for balsamic vinegar and really hot cars.
..:: Consider this a parting gift from the only Gotham crime boss who liked to see you show up
in the blue because it brings out your eyes. Also the only one you’re going to thank with a foot
rub. Meow, Gatta Corleone.::..
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“On a catwalk? My haven’t we changed.”
“And you. From mere theft to terrorist blackmail…”
If it wasn’t the worst moment of my life, I’d be hard-pressed to say what was. That
mechanized monstrosity of a costume, everyone assumed he was just
overcompensating after the Bane injury. There was no reason to think it wasn’t still
Batman under the mask. Not until that moment. Not until he accused me of stealing
nerve gas for terrorists.
At first, I only knew it was wrong, that he was wrong, but I couldn’t grasp the
totality of it, not in those first seconds. Then, a few words later, a few steps closer,
and…
“That’s close enough.”
“You’re right. Close enough to realize you’re not him.”
The real Batman would never fear my approach. But in retrospect, I guess Azrael
was right to. Because as soon as I got close, I could feel it. Batman is warm and alive,
raging with desire and purpose. This thing was sterile. The waves of intensity that
pulse and pound off the real Batman were gone, and in their place, there was only a
hollow, nervous dumb-show. If it wasn’t the worst moment of my life… And now I
was living it again, over and over, like some poetic Twilight Zone hell where you’re
trapped in the worst night of your life for all eternity.
Okay, technically, it was seventeen minutes, but it felt like an eternity and then
some. The Batmobile can make it from midtown to Wayne Manor in fourteen minutes
flat, but the Lamborghini isn’t the Batmobile, and I was further downtown and six
blocks from the car when the call came in…
I had resisted the OraCom for the longest time. It seemed so “Team Batman.” But
then, on my birthday, Dick and Barbara gave me this little, purple velvet box. They
couldn’t seem to control their smiling; it was like Joker had just passed through with a
SmileX sampler platter. I opened the box, and these three silver cats looked up at me:
earrings and a necklace. Dick was Mr. Technical, explaining that the earrings held the
earpiece (no kidding) and the necklace had a powerful directional microphone (which
could also be removed and clipped to the side of my mask, if I preferred). Barbara just
said that “Girls need some style,” and even if it wasn’t dangerous for Catwoman to be
running around with an obvious bat device, it would still be ludicrous to expect me to
use a comlink shaped like a bat. I was too stunned to even speak, at first, which
Barbara might have taken as disapproval, because she hastily added that my link was
just like Batman’s in one very important respect: she wouldn’t be able to track it. And
then Dick came over and kissed my cheek, said “welcome to the family” and, well,
that’s how Team Batman finally got a collar around my neck.
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So now I have an OraCom, and that night I was satisfying a cat’s professional
curiosity about the security for a silk Tabriz rug the Saudi royal family is selling at
Sotheby’s, when the unit went off.
..::Catwoman, you’re going to want to proceed home, ASAP,::.. came this eerily detached
voice that I wouldn’t even have recognized as Barbara’s if I didn’t already know. ..::B is
down. I’m sorry I don’t have any details, other than he’s in the Batmobile and it’s operating on
autopilot.::..
I’m sure I said something, but I have absolutely no memory of it. All I know is that
the cool monotone of calm, super-human professionalism answered ..::ETA at the cave
in 4.2 minutes. We’ll know more then.::..
I had just made it back to the car when the line crackled to life again:
..::Breathe, Selina. He’s alive and he’s going to stay that way. Alfred says it’s his back.::..
It was meant as a comfort, and I suppose it was. “He’s alive and he’s going to stay
that way.” But I didn’t feel relief. I couldn’t seem to feel anything. Just those words
“it’s his back” hanging in the air like plague in some sweltering Karachi port of a
hundred years ago.
I couldn’t breathe. I couldn’t think. I couldn’t feel. I’m not completely sure how I
managed to drive. All I know is that, somewhere in my head, the part of my brain that
once struggled to process Batman being Bruce Wayne was only now making the
acquaintance of another part of my psyche, the part of me that encountered “AzBat”
that night.
“From mere theft to terrorist blackmail…”
The Batman I knew would never have thought such a thing. The Batman I knew was
not in that costume. The Batman I knew must have been badly hurt by Bane. The
Batman I knew… was Bruce.
It was incredible. After all this time, there was still one small piece of my past with
Batman that hadn’t made the adjustment now that “Batman” had a name and a face.
But there it was: the man I thought I’d lost that night, the man who—let’s get real—
who I loved whether I’d admit it to myself or not, the man who Bane had hurt or even
killed for all I knew at that moment, was Bruce.
Officially, the Lamborghini has a maximum speed of 350 kilometers or 217.5 miles
per hour, just 4.5 short of the Batmobile. After the last turn off Country Club Drive
onto the Wayne property, I discovered it can actually go 218.3.
I did something I’ve never done before. I bypassed the turn towards the garage and
went straight into the Batcave. The bats in the hangar had a hissy fit, but they stayed
out of my way as I ran to the med lab.
Alfred didn’t. He intercepted me a few feet from the door, and frankly, I consider it
a triumph of self-control that I didn’t flatten him where he stood and keep right on
going. I had to see Bruce, and I couldn’t seem to make him understand that. He just
kept going on and on about how unfortunate it was that Miss Oracle had contacted me
when and how she did. He would have much preferred to inform me himself, and had
intended to as soon as he had a free moment to do so. He was, naturally, occupied
with his patient in those first minutes after the Batmobile arrived in the cave, and by
the time he was at liberty to speak to me himself, it was, of course, too late. He
apologized that Miss Oracle’s incomplete information had so needlessly exacerbated
my fears.
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There’s nothing like Alfred Pennyworth’s scrupulous formality to make you feel like
a hysterical drama queen making a crisis out of a cat’s paw. I would have given just
about anything to be able to toss my hair and answer flawless formality with careless
felinity… but I couldn’t. It was the Batcave, his Batcave. I didn’t even know existed
back then, and now I was standing in it. I couldn’t manage carefree felinity. All I
could do was ask if I could see him, and hope I didn’t sound as meek and needy to
Alfred’s ear as I did in mine.

Oliver Lyon glanced over the dismal sales reports for Organic Life, Natural Living,
and Herbal Monthly, and the equally dismal projections based on quarterly sales.
Then he turned his attention to the sales figures for Supple, Fashionista, and Gotham
Swank… always the stars. Thirty-five magazines made up his publishing empire, and
every month it was the same three at the top and the same three on the bottom. The
media kept talking about these new social trends: environmental awareness and
economic downturns moving Americans away from the old bling towards a healthier,
more modest, and eco-friendly lifestyle… If it was true, you certainly couldn’t prove it
by their reading habits. He could cancel Organic Life and those other losers and never
see so much as a blip on the summary income statement.
But in Gotham there were considerations beyond the bottom line. Years ago he was
advised that, given the amount of paper Lyon Publishing consumed, he would be wise
to keep a few “green power” titles going, no matter what. It was the best insurance
against Poison Ivy singling him out to be made an example.
Oliver gathered up his reports, but then paused before sliding them into his
briefcase. Was there any point in his bringing work home? Tomorrow morning,
they’d be packing up their things and driving out to the vacation house. He was used
to it being a big three-day ordeal when they were moving out to Watermill Lodge for
the summer. It was like packing up an army, especially when the kids were young.
But this was a simple house party: a day or two to set up, a long weekend with their
guests, and leave the staff to close the place up. It really shouldn’t be a big deal. But it
was going to be. With Noel, there was no such thing as a “simple” house party. He
was sure she’d be packing enough clothes for a month. “Have to have options!” she’d
say.
Well, what did he expect? She had been the fashion editor for Gotham Swank when
he met her, and before that, she was a model. Three outfits per day (and three
“options” for each) went with the territory.
He paused again, looking down at the papers. There was no way he’d have a chance
to get any work done, not until the whole thing was over, but it might be worthwhile
to bring the paperwork anyway, just to have it handy as a prop. With Noel, Fiona, and
Gracie all under one roof, he might need an escape.
“Have to have options!” as Noel would say.

Alfred said that Bruce had regained consciousness shortly after the Batmobile
returned to the cave, but that he’d administered a painkiller and he doubted Bruce
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would still be awake. I didn’t care. I still had visions of AzBat dancing in my head. I
needed to see Bruce. I needed to touch his cheek and hold his hand and send Azrael
the Imposter back to the shadows, a sickening memory of what never should have
been.
I entered the med lab flanked by ghosts: the Catwoman of that other lifetime on my
right, the Batman she once fought on my left, and the armored monster that took his
place trailing a few steps behind.
“There you are,” a groggy voice murmured—and just like that, the ghosts were
gone. All he had to do was speak.
“I thought I heard voices out there,” Bruce said weakly. “Then thought maybe
imagined it. The shot… tend to imagine…”
I walked over to the bed and stroked his hair a few times.
“I like to think when your imagination conjures me, it can do better than this,” I
purred.
For just a second, one of the ghosts returned, but he wasn’t standing beside me. The
Ghost of Batman Past flickered ever so briefly in Bruce’s eyes—crystal clear, dark and
penetrating, sexy as hell—some sort of deep-seeded reaction to the suggestive taunt, I
suppose. That hypnotic intensity blazed for a second, then glazed over again.
“Well, you are a bit overdressed,” he murmured.
I bent over and kissed him. I whispered a few of the old promises in his ear as he
drifted off, hoping to seed the right sort of dreams, and then I turned towards the door.
It’s a kind of natural arch that separates the med lab from the main cavern, and I
turned, knowing that as sure as the sun rises in the east and as sure as there will always
be an England, there was going to be a pot of tea waiting for me on the other side.
I had turned knowing I was going to see Alfred coming at me with the inevitable
tray, pot and cups, milk and sugar. And they were there all right, but in between, my
eye caught something else. Something wrong. It took a second to register anything
more, but then it came in a flash: color—green—green color!
The wastebasket just inside the med lab arch was heaped with little bits of vine and
leaves.

“Oh no, my dear. No, no, no,” Richard Flay cried.
He clicked his tongue and waved his fingertips in a seizure of disapproval as he
walked out of the antique shop. Nicola Dulch smiled apologetically at the owner as
she raced after him. She caught up with him at the corner, but only because he’d
stopped at a newsstand to pick up the new Art and Antiques.
“Richard, that was terribly rude,” she scolded. “How am I to show my face in there
again, when they know I brought you expressly to—”
“You shouldn’t go back. Ever. The painting’s a fake, and not a very good one.
Catherine de Medici died in 1589. Yet the buttons on her dress are cerulean blue,
which has only been around since 1805. The beads in her hair are lemon yellow, 1809,
and the dress itself is chrome yellow, 1818.”
“Well, that is disappointing, but it’s no reason to insult them. They didn’t paint it.”
“Nicola, my dear, you asked for my opinion, and I agreed to come down here and
give it—in exchange for lunch at 21. If you want me to be polite as well (and to the
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would-be peddlers of a mediocre forgery, no less), then the price would be dinner at
Maison de Pierre with at least two bottles of my choosing from the premium wine list.”
“I’m not made of money, Richard. If I agreed to that, I’d have nothing left to buy the
painting!”
“Then I’m afraid you shall have to take me as I am, or find another expert to save
you from ruin.”
It took the entire walk to the 21 Club and a half bottle of ‘96 Latour to get Richard
Flay past the affront of a poorly executed forgery and back to the charming lunch
companion he usually was.
“So, my dear, sex and violence,” he said at last, eyes gleaming with the promise of
gossip and scandal. “We meet this weekend at the Watermill Lodge, don’t we, for the
big house party?”
“Oh yes,” Nicola said. “I think I was the first one outside the family to be invited.”
“You are family,” Richard insisted, consulting his infallible memory of who in Old
Gotham society was related to whom, and beginning to arrange the facts as he often
did after a few glasses of Chateau Latour. “You and Elizabeth were second cousins on
your mother’s side, but you couldn’t be a bridesmaid when she married Oliver because
you had, um… Was it chicken pox? Or was it the semester abroad, Paris or
somewhere? Well anyway, you weren’t there. Then, when Fiona was born, you were
her godmother, and when Elizabeth died, you were appointed co-trustee for Fiona’s
trust fund, along with Oliver, of course. Let me see, what else? Oh yes, once he
married Noel, you sponsored her for the Junior League and the Garden Club, which
was generally accepted as the first family’s stamp of approval on the second wife. Did
I leave anything out?”
Nicola picked up the wine bottle and checked the label.
“What’s in this stuff? You seem to know my life story better than I do. Quick,
what’s my favorite color?”
“Turquoise,” Richard Flay said sagely. “I’ve been meaning to speak to you about
those atrocious pillows you bought at the Snavely auction. But seriously, I can’t take
much credit. I was over at Oliver’s townhouse just last week and your name came up.
What with Fiona’s birthday in a few months and turning over the trust.”
“Ah, that’s why my ears were burning. So what were you doing at Oliver’s talking
about Fiona’s trust fund?”
“Oh, that had nothing to do with my visit. Oliver only wanted my opinion on those
Miros they have on the stairs. He was wondering if they should be reappraised. It has
been twenty years.”
“Reappraised?” Nicola asked sharply.
“Yes,” Richard said, surprised by the vehemence in her tone.
“Why would he want to do that? Why would someone reappraise artworks they’ve
had for twenty years?”
“Oh… Well, there are many possible reasons,” Richard stalled. He was
uncomfortable with the shift in the conversation. What had begun as light gossip
about a mutual friend seemed to be drifting into pointed and indelicate probing.
Richard Flay hardly saw his position giving art advice to his friends as a sacred trust
conferring priest/penitent confidentiality, but he was aware that a collection is an
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extremely personal undertaking. He didn’t like speculating what a purchase or sale
might mean about a collector’s private life. He only considered the artwork itself: its
technical merits and provenance, whether it was representative of the artist or period,
and its function in the greater context of a collection.
As for personal matters, well… one could glean a great deal, he supposed, if one had
a sordid mind. There were pieces a collector would never part with unless he was in
dire financial need. There were pieces that had to be valued for a divorce settlement or
liquidated to settle an estate. And of course, for some, there were shadow collections.
He himself owned six pieces which were, technically, not the lawful property of those
he bought them from. Those who owned stolen artworks enjoyed them privately.
They didn’t show them even to a fine art consigliere like Richard Flay. But owning
stolen art had given him a kind of sixth sense about others who did. He could guess
with a fair degree of certainty who had a hidden room in their manor with a guilty
secret or three hanging on their walls.

“It was predictable.”
That was Bruce’s summary the next morning. I made Alfred wake me early so I
could be the one to bring Bruce his breakfast. In between bites of a lemon poppyseed
scone, he explained how he’s used to working through events as he writes them up in
his logs. Since he wasn’t going to be able to do that any time soon, he’d accomplish the
same thing by telling me.
Honest to God, that’s how he put it. 20 mg of Oxycontin in his system, unable to
walk fifteen feet to his workstation, but he’d worked out a way to get “all the
psychoanalytical benefits of making a log entry, if not the archival ones.”
Upside, I got to hear the whole story.
Downside, I got to hear the whole story:
“After all Ivy did to help get Harvey back, she felt entitled to have whatever
happened next to go exactly the way she wanted. She expected to be made happy.”
“Ivy is never happy,” I pointed out, and Bruce grimaced.
“It’s not a strong predilection in her nature, I agree. Nevertheless, she expected it.
And evidently, sending Harvey away for treatment, far, far from Gotham…”
“And far, far from her…”
“Exactly. The goddess is displeased, and rather than simply adapt: get on a plane
and go visit him, she has to assign blame and take it out on whoever she deems
responsible.”
“You.”
“Me. When Rogues don’t get what they want, it’s usually me. Like I said, it was
thoroughly predictable.”
“If it was so predictable, why didn’t you predict it?” I asked.
I have to admit, it was an effort. The teasing and sass usually come so naturally, but
the scare of the night before was still too vivid. I would have been happy to give
Catwoman the day off, to just crawl into the medi-bed beside him and spend the day
purring in his ear. But he didn’t need a purring kitten. He needed Catwoman pawing
at the bat toy, just like always. So paw I did:
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“So tell me, oh Great Detective who understands the minds of his enemies so
completely, if this one was so easy to see coming, why didn’t you—”
“I did,” he graveled. “I was prepared for an attack. I’ve been dosing with anti-tox,
I’ve kept the utility belt stocked with a variety of fast-acting herbicides, I went into the
Wedgewood knowing it was almost certainly a trap and that Ivy was probably the one
behind it.”
I felt this warm, wonderful tingle the moment he said “I did.” Just like all those
years ago when he showed up on that rooftop to take down the imposter and reclaim
his mantle. This was the first gravel I’d heard since he was hurt, and it meant the same
thing as that wonderful old costume on that long ago rooftop: Batman was back.
“The only thing I couldn’t foresee was that damned flytrap getting around my belt
the way it did, and those vines coiling around my leg in that exact way at that exact
moment, so when the boiler blew…” He closed his eyes and shook his head.
“Your body went one way while your legs went the other,” I said softly.
“Yes… Goddamn it, yes… After Bane, I modified the batsuit, added support and
padding on the lower back. But no amount of reinforcement, no design, can anticipate
every possible angle of every possible—DAMNIT!”
He slammed his fist down on the bed, and then winced at the effort. The move had
jostled his plate and a little bite of scone had fallen to the ground. Now one of the
bats—as heedless of his tempers as any cat would be—was venturing into the med lab
to eat it.
A few hours later, the bat would be back for a ham sandwich. By then, Alfred had
taken an x-ray and sent it to Dr. Thompkins. She confirmed his diagnosis: Bruce’s
injury was “just a bad wrench,” but it was a bad wrench near the L4 vertebrae. That’s
when the plate with the ham sandwich flew, when he heard the wrench was just below
the disc that had swollen so badly after Bane’s “back breaker” maneuver.
No one outside the Bat-Family, including me, had ever heard what really happened
back then. Alfred told me now that Bruce had suffered a minor fracture to his L3
vertebrae and a massive herniation to the L3-L4 disc, none of which is good but none of
it is crippling. Except the latter released “inflammatory chemical mediators” that
caused the disc to swell until it pressed into the spinal column, causing temporary
paralysis from the waist down.
With a history like that, Bruce wasn’t going to take chances. It’s probably the one
injury he won’t shrug off and work through. Alfred said he had to rest it completely
for four to five weeks, Dr. Thompkins said he had to rest it completely for five to seven
weeks, and (after the obligatory “DAMNIT” that sent the ham sandwich to the floor),
he agreed to five weeks in the easy chair.

Fredrick Donohue, Jr. walked hurriedly through d’Annunzio’s dining room,
embarrassment tinting his cheeks until he reached Fiona’s table.
“Well, I just made a total ass of myself. I thought the reservation would be in your
name. I asked for Lyon, and Giovanni says ‘Like-a your sister? There must be a
mistake again taking the reservation. Here I thought she was eating with you, and I
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already sit her at your table.’ He was going nuts rearranging his reservations before I
could settle him down.”
“Half-sister,” Fiona said archly. “And I don’t like using my name here because the
last time I did, Giovanni thought I was Noel. ‘Mrs. Lyon,’ I could just vomit.”
Rick sighed.
“You know, she is my mother, Fiona. I know you hate her, it isn’t necessary to
remind me every single time an opportunity presents itself.”
“It was my dad’s birthday, Rick. Our special lunch, just the two of us. I called ahead
and made sure there was a cake. And what do I get? ‘Mrs. Lyon.’ I can’t wait ‘til I
turn twenty-one. Get my trust fund and get away from all of you.”
“I always thought we got along okay,” Rick grinned.
“We did until you went and proposed to Gracie the gorgon. This weekend is going
to be hell, Rick, and it’s all your fault.”
“I don’t get it. ‘Gracie the gorgon.’ Why does everybody hate her, Fiona?”
“You know, in all the time I’ve been coming here, I never tried the shrimp
arrabbiata.”
“Only thing you and mom have ever agreed on.”
“I’m pretty sure ‘arrabbiata’ means angry. Angry shrimp.”
“You don’t know how lucky you are, Fiona. The trust fund from your mother is
untouchable. You can say anything you want, do anything you want, marry anyone
you want. You turn twenty-one and it’s yours, whether Oliver likes it or not. I’m
completely at my mother’s mercy. And she does not like Gracie. Neither do you, and
I’d just like to know why.”
“Must be from the chili peppers. Such a good bite, I’ll bet it’s great with shrimp.”
“Fiona, come on! I just don’t see why you’re all so down on her. My whole family
and half my friends, nobody likes her but me. Why is that?”
“I’m not going to answer that, Rick. Because despite what you might think, a couple
million nailed down tight in a trust fund does not mean that I can say anything to
anybody without consequences. But I’m sure if you think about it for a while, you’ll
figure it out all by yourself.”

Will Foley was not the only six-foot white man to know his way around Chinatown.
He wasn’t the only blonde-haired, blue-eyed twenty-something to find his way past
the tourist herb shops with romantic names like “Eastern Spring Elixirs” to the
authentic ones like Ho Shou Wu.
He was only unique in what he bought there. He didn’t want xiong huang cream
like most of the athletic white men who somehow got the idea that the salve contained
steroids that wouldn’t be detected in drug tests. He didn’t want yin yang huo, the
horny goat weed, or dong chong xia cao. He didn’t want any of the aphrodisiacs.
Instead he bought red panaax araliaceae, ma huang, wu wei zi, an mian pian, and suan
zao ren. Every week.
Today, he added chang bai ciwuja to the order.
“You sure?” Mr. Wo asked. “The extract is very strong. Give you quite a headache if
you’re not used to it.”
“I’m sure,” came the stoic reply.
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“Yes, I know, you’d be so much happier chasing Ratcatcher through a stinking
sewer, but instead you have to endure your favorite Schubert, fig and sandalwood
incense, and a full body massage from a topless slave girl. I’m really not sure how
you’ll be able to bear it.”
“I’ll manage,” he graveled. “But it will have to wait until you get back. In case
you’ve forgotten, we’re expected at Watermill Lodge this weekend.”
“I assumed we’d be cancelling,” I told him.
“I’m cancelling, I can’t move. ‘Freak accident on the racquetball court.’ You’re fine.
You still need to go.”
“I ‘need’ to go? C’mon, Bruce, ‘fess up. This isn’t social obligation talking; no
amount of painkiller and anti-inflamatories is going to turn you into Mrs. AshtonLarraby. What’s really going on?”
There was the same flash in his eyes that I saw the night before: crystal clear, dark
and penetrating, sexy as hell. It was Batman sitting there, Batman wearing a Bruce
Wayne suit… Batman sitting there lying to me:
“It is a social obligation. I only know Oliver and Noel slightly, but this party is
announcing and celebrating an engagement. It’s a very special event. We said we’d be
there, and one of us still can be.”
I crossed my legs, licked my lips, and felt a warm, delicious tingle. He was lying all
right, and maybe another woman would be offended by that. But I am not another
woman.
Batman and I have played games before. He wanted me at that party, but instead of
coming out and saying so, he was pretending it was Bruce Wayne who wanted me to
go. Instead of just coming out and telling me why Batman needed me to be there, he
was pretending it was some social duty I had to perform as the acting Mrs. Wayne.
I like playing games with Batman. Right now he was lying and I knew he was lying.
But did he know that I knew he was lying?
I couldn’t tell, so I meowed.
“Then I guess I better go upstairs and pack.”
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CHAPTER 2: THE LOOK
The Wayne family had erected their manor on the choicest lot on the vast property.
The house was perfectly situated to look out over the burgeoning city across the river.
In those days, the city didn’t glisten with artificial light as it did now, the NightGotham gradually coming into focus like a gleaming jewel as the sky around it
darkened. It was a sight Batman seldom saw. He was usually in the cave by now,
preparing for the night ahead, or sometimes he was in the city, arranging Bruce
Wayne’s alibi through some public appearance with a beautiful but shallow bimbo.
Back then, at least. There were no bimbos since Selina. It was being in his room at
sunset that reminded him of that earlier time. Those first weeks after the Bane injury,
that was the only time in his life that he saw this particular view of the city at this time
of day. As if the memories were linked, the pain in his back grew worse, just as it
always did back then. This time of day, the dawn of night, when he should be in the
cave getting into costume… The pain had always grown worse then, and it grew
worse now. In his mind’s ear, Alfred suggested he take a pain pill and settle in for the
night, and in his mind’s ear, he heard his venomous, snarling refusal. How badly he
had treated Alfred back then.
He should never have sent Selina away. It was a mistake. She was the biggest
difference in his life since that earlier time, and her presence alone would have warded
off this flood of unwelcome memories. Her sudden absence made them all the sharper.
Once again, his inner-Alfred suggested a pain pill and sleep, and this time, he
acquiesced. He settled on the bed and shut his eyes, willing the old memories to stay
in their cages, and taking refuge, as he had back then, with a conjured Cat on a long
ago rooftop. Once again, he had hesitated when he shouldn’t. She had made him
hesitate, somehow, and he still couldn’t nail down exactly how she did it. Over and
over again, that one woman—that one criminal—somehow managed to break his
focus. To break it, play with it for a while like it was her own personal ball of yarn, and
then hand back the broken pieces with that damnable “Aren’t I a naughty girl” grin.
Once again, it led to his giving her an opening twice as long as a fighter of her skill
needed, and once again, she had gotten away with her prize. Once again, he was left
with that lingering scent in his nostrils: lavender and vanilla mingled with leather and
musk, and a hint of tearose whenever her hair flitted past his face. Once again, he had
to track that damnable cat thief back to her lair to try to recover stolen property rather
than preventing the theft in the first place. Once again, typing those words into the
logs: Catwoman. My enemy. My equal. Who brought a fire to my lips that Bruce
Wayne’s bimbos never came close to ringing… ringing…
Bruce started, his eyes snapping open, instantly alert. Ringing. Selina’s ring.
He had to stretch to reach his phone, and pain shot like fire from his shoulder to his
lower back, burning through the last wisps of sleep.
..:: Didn’t wake you, did I? I wanted to say goodnight. ::..
“No, no” Bruce lied, double-checking that the line had been secured before adding,
“Bats are nocturnal. How’s the houseparty?”
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..:: Woof. You’ve got me holed up with the cast of a Fellini film, Bruce. These people are
seriously strange… ::..

Richard Flay was the only one of the houseguests I knew beyond “Hi, hello.” It was
to be a weekend of parties and amusements, with loads of extra people expected for a
garden party on Saturday, clam bake Saturday night, and a barbecue on Sunday. But
Friday night was a formal dinner just for those of us staying at the house.
Nobody had a chance to talk much during the afternoon arrivals. The son and
daughter, Rick and Fiona, went off to play tennis, while his fiancée, Gracie, went for a
swim. For the rest of us, the afternoon was all about seeing to the luggage and settling
into rooms. I’d taken the Lamborghini, and this good-looking young man who carried
my bags couldn’t take his eyes off it. I think his hand actually trembled when he
touched the door to get my suitcase. He lingered once he’d brought the bags to my
room, and I knew he wanted to ask about it. I was patiently waiting for him to work
up his courage, but he never got past his name (which was William) because Richard
Flay kept popping in: he couldn’t find his way back to his room, he needed more
towels, he needed help reaching a high shelf, and so on.
Alone at last, I figured I had time for a shower before I had to dress for dinner.
Unfortunately, Watermill Lodge is no Wayne Manor, and it seems there’s an odd little
acoustic quirk with the plumbing. Standing in the shower, I could hear conversation in
the next room. No actual words, but the pitch and tone came through loud and clear.
It was a man and a woman having a pretty nasty-sounding fight. I was going to ignore
it, but then the word “whore” jumped out quite distinctly from the otherwise
unintelligible garbling.

Bruce smiled at the psychological point. Everyone has particular sights, sounds, and
patterns that they key into. No matter how diverse or jumbled the sensory landscape,
certain words, written or spoken, will be noted. Given Selina’s miserable history with
F. Miller and the Gotham Post, it wasn’t surprising that her psyche would key into that
word over others.
“The man’s voice, or the woman’s?” he asked mildly.
..:: Woman’s, ::.. she answered

Kitty’s curiosity was piqued, and I decided that if I wasn’t going to spend dinner
playing Guess The Combatants, it would be best to skip the shower and hear no more.
So I threw on the cocktail dress I’d brought for the occasion: a pale yellow silk,
sleeveless but no cleavage, nothing too sexy for this crowd. I added some simple gold
earrings, ran a brush through my hair, and went down to dinner early… And was
immediately foiled by my own good intentions. Just I stepped into the hall, I saw the
door to the next room over open and Rick come out. Male voice identified. Now feline
curiosity really wanted to know who the woman was that he was fighting with, and
whom she was calling a whore.
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Luckily, I wasn’t the only one who got downstairs early. Oliver was there, and he
offered me a tour of the house. He asked about Bruce, of course, said what a pain those
squash injuries can be, and mentioned running into him last month at his health club,
that kind of thing. He also said how relieved he was that I hadn’t worn some big piece
of Wayne heirloom jewelry, because Noel was a little afraid about being outshone.
“I’m sure that sounds silly to you,” he said apologetically, “but Noel was a model,
after all, and in her day she was called the most beautiful woman in the world. Now,
she has a son old enough to be getting married. I’m sure she can be forgiven a few
harmless vanities.”
I agreed, and when Noel came down to dinner, I made a point of complimenting her
necklace.

“What was it?” Bruce interrupted.
..::What was what?::..
“Her necklace.”
..::Oh, uh, white gold or platinum collar with a pinkish stone in the center, rose quartz or
maybe pink tourmaline. ::..
Bruce grunted.

The rest of the cocktail hour chitchat was taken up with introductions. The only
person I didn’t know at all was Daniel Eagan: late 30s, bit of a southern accent, nice
looking if a bit too “pretty” for my taste. He said he was a professional poker player,
but he said it like it was a joke. He seemed to know everybody, but he didn’t seem to
know anyone well. Just what his connection was to the family, why he was there or
what he actually does for a living, I have no clue.
Dinner was pretty odd. It seems that Richard Flay’s friend, Nicola Dulch, had
played a little visit to the seating chart. Nothing was said openly, but I heard a few
whispers. Gracie was the guest of honor, no surprise there; it was her engagement to
Rick that the whole weekend was celebrating. She was to be seated at Oliver’s right,
and I had the second highest position on our host’s left—which was certainly no
compliment to my social status, but to Bruce’s. If he was there, Bruce would have been
seated in the opposite position at the other end of the table on Noel’s left, but seeing as
he wasn’t, Nicola was asking if I could be booted down the chain a few places to let her
have the seat next to Oliver. Noel didn’t care (and I certainly wouldn’t have minded if
anyone had asked me), but Oliver evidently vetoed the idea. It made for a very strange
prelude to a very strange meal.

..:: Cream of edamame soup, an artichoke, lobster themador, endive salad, and crème brulee,
::.. Selina volunteered, simply to head of any more questions about irrelevancies like
Noel’s necklace.
Once again, Bruce grunted.
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No butler, but there was a footman to do the serving. I heard Noel call him William
and looked—sure enough, it was the same kid who bought up the luggage and
couldn’t take his eyes off the Lamborghini. Richard Flay couldn’t take his eyes off
William. Nicola kept her eyes on Oliver the way I used to track a pair of emeralds
through a party. And all I can say about the crosscurrents between Rick, Fiona and
Gracie is that I’ve sat in the drawing room between Eddie and Bruce trapped in their
day-faces, politely chatting about opera when all they both wanted was to put on some
masks, step outside, and beat the living hell out of each other.
After dinner, Richard Flay appropriated me for an in-depth discussion of the
MoMA’s new exhibit (yet again, made possible by a generous grant from the Wayne
Foundation), and I lost track of most of the others’ movements. But I’m fairly sure
Nicola finally cornered Oliver. The pair of them seemed to drift off in the general
direction of his study, and it seemed like they were both missing for about twenty
minutes. I never did see when Oliver returned, but Richard noticed when Nicola got
back, and that she was quite ashen. He speculated that either the lobster or something
she just heard about long-term investments in Bear Sterns wasn’t settling very well.
He went off to talk to her, but I was only on my own for a second before Daniel
Eagan appeared from nowhere. He gave off that vibe…

“What do you mean, ‘that vibe?’” Bruce hissed.
..:: Oh come on, Bruce. You know very well what I mean. I never had the pleasure of
tangling with the Fop personally, but from what I’ve heard, ‘the vibe’ was your specialty. If I
was interested, he was ready, willing, and eager. ::..
“And he knows you’re with me?” the menacing Bat-voice graveled.
..:: Technically, but I’m here alone, and I might be the sort that plays around.::..
“Anything else?” Bruce asked darkly.
..:: As a matter of fact, yes. Seeing as I’m a guest here and spending the next three days
under the same roof with this guy, I opted for evasive maneuvers rather than clawing. Landed
me in this little alcove behind a set of French doors, where I found this note. ‘F I have it. Bring
the money.’ Boathouse 9. ::..
He grunted.
“Since there aren’t nine boathouses on the property, that presumably means 9
o’clock. Was it after nine when you found the note?”
..:: Yeah, much. It was nearly eleven. I can still go out to the boathouse and poke around if
you want. Not like I need my beauty rest. ::..
Bruce considered this, but decided against it.
“No, not worthwhile at this point. Is there anything else unusual about the note?”
..:: Unusual? Bruce, it’s a note. It wasn’t left at the Bat-Signal and it’s not asking the airspeed velocity of an African swallow. What qualifies as unusual? ::..
“The F,” Bruce sighed. “Does it have a period after it, like an initial?”
..::No, but the F is in the top left over the other words, like it’s being addressed to “F.” I think
we can assume the initial is implied. ::..
“F. I have it. Bring the money. Boathouse 9,” he recited.
..::Actually, it’s ‘Bring’ and then a dollar sign. ‘the money’ was my interpret—::..
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“Don’t,” Bruce barked. “Don’t interpret, don’t theorize, don’t think. Just give me
the cold facts without any—”
.:: Bruce, are you ready to tell me what the hell I’m doing here? ::..
There was a long pause. Then, rather than answering, Bruce said:
“I miss you.”
There was a longer pause, and then…
..:: So, this is pretty important stuff, eh? You want me there with you, lying next to you
right now, in our bed, running my fingertips over your chest, right over the emblem, right over
the scar, purring you to sleep, but instead, you’ve got me here playing ‘lobster and lovenotes’
with the cast of a Fellini film. ::..
Bruce closed his eyes and expelled a long, shuddering breath.
Breaking his focus. Pawing it like her own, personal ball of yarn. Then handing it
back in pieces and expecting him to pick up where he’d left off like nothing at all had
happened… How very little had changed.

Wayne Manor would always be home to Dick Grayson. He didn’t call ahead and
seldom bothered with the doorbell. But today, since his arms were full, he jostled
boxes and pressed the button with his elbow—and then kicked himself for being so
thoughtless. As soon as the door began to open, he started apologizing in a frenzied
rush:
“Alfred, I am so sorry, I didn’t think. I just thought ‘hands full’ and it never even
occurred to me… You must have so much extra work right now, what with Bruce
being laid up and everything. And all I had to do was set down the boxes and get my
key—”
“Master Dick,” Alfred beamed. “What a pleasure it is to welcome you home, young
sir. Do come in. Here, let me help you with those parcels.”
Dick jostled his boxes again but felt obligated to repeat his apology when Alfred
reached out to help.
“Oh no, please, I can manage. I already put you to enough trouble.”
“In ringing the doorbell, sir?”
Dick took a deep breath, and then explained:
“None of us did very well last time, Alfred—when Bruce got hurt, I mean. We let
him push us away, and we never should have, no matter what he said. I know the
weight of it all pretty much fell on you, and, well, Babs and I talked about it. If nothing
else, this is a chance to make up for it a little. Babs went through all her favorite
movies and picked out a bunch for Bruce to watch while he’s laid up. Otherwise, we
figure he’ll probably just brood and read Dostoyevsky while Selina is gone. Or maybe
back issues of the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin. But we’re worried about you, too.
Must be a lot more work for you.”
Alfred could barely contain his emotion.
“Master Dick,” he said warmly, “there is no greater mark of character than to
acknowledge the errors of one’s past, and then to go beyond simple acknowledgement
or expressions of remorse, to actively making restitution. I am very proud of you,
young sir.”
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Dick swallowed and blushed profusely.
“Well, eh…” he floundered helplessly, and Alfred quickly returned to the original
conversation:
“As you say, Master Dick, there is certainly some variance in the household routine,
but the additional work upstairs is offset by the suspension of the master’s downstairs
activities.”
“Ah. Well, I’m going to be down there each night myself. I figured it’s better if I
work off Batman’s at-large list and use his routines to design a patrol route. Will that
make any more work for you? Because I could always use the satellite cave under the
Wayne Tower and—”
“Not at all, sir. Will you be changing into costume here?”
“Yeah, I guess. But don’t feel you need to do laundry or anything. I can always pick
up a few days worth of clothes during the week and run them back home.”
Alfred’s glare expressed disapproval as vehement as his earlier approval.
“It is best if you leave those considerations to me, Master Dick. Nightwing should
simply make use of the cave’s resources in whatever way you think best, and permit
me to provide such support services as I deem necessary.”
“Yessir,” Dick said. He was seventeen again. Nightwing was years in the future,
and he had just brought home a B-minus on his English test after Alfred spent so much
time quizzing him on A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
“Master Bruce is in his study,” Alfred said mildly, picking up one of the boxes. “I
am sure he will find this selection of films most diverting.”
“Yes,” Dick said, with renewed confidence. “Babs has good instincts for that kind of
thing… Oh, and Alfred, I like to start patrol a little earlier than Bruce. Could you
maybe have a little snack ready for me around 8 o’clock or so. Grilled cheese and
maybe some fruit?”
“Very good, sir,” Alfred said approvingly.

Bruce interlaced his fingers thoughtfully as Dick pulled DVD after DVD out of a
cardboard box, consulted a slip from his pocket, and arranged them in little stacks on
the desk.
“Looks like day three of your Babs-Flix marathon will be devoted to sizzling
chemistry: To Have and Have Not, The Big Sleep and Key Largo. See what that ‘Bogey and
Bacall’ thing was all about, I guess. The ways of the All-Seeing Oracle, they are
mysterious.”
“Not that mysterious,” Bruce noted with a lip-twitch.
With Selina gone, he was alone as he had been after the Bane injury. “Sizzling
chemistry” would remind him of the Cat and Bat as they had been, making him feel
her absence more acutely. The next day she would return home, and he couldn’t help
but contrast his life then and now.
“Here's something interesting,” Dick said, reading off his slip. “Wikipedia story Babs
found on Lauren Bacall. They were doing her screen test, and she was nervous: only
nineteen, big Hollywood studio, her first time before the cameras. So to minimize her
quivering, she pressed her chin against her chest, and then she had to tilt her eyes
upward to face the camera. Became known as ‘The Look,’ smouldering hot and her
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special trademark. Just goes to show how what you think is happening can be so far off
from what’s really happening.”
“What I think is happening,” Bruce said ominously, “is Superman was off world to
rescue his father and then traveled into the future to help the Legion. Flash, Aquaman,
and Martian Manhunter took turns covering his monitor duty, and he’s been paying
them back for weeks taking over their shifts. He sits there, he’s got time on his hands,
he gets bored, and he opens the Watchtower interface to the OraCom and starts
chatting with Barbara. Intentionally or not, he taps into the inner matchmaker, and
here we are.”
Dick started to object, when Alfred coughed from the doorway. He didn’t want to
call Bruce “crazy paranoid” in front of Alfred, so Dick shifted his attention to the DVD
case for Key Largo. Alfred came in with a telephone on a silver tray, announced that
Miss Selina was calling from Watermill Lodge and that he had already secured the
line. Dick took the DVD to the window as if he needed more light to read.
His maneuver to give Bruce a little privacy was wasted, for Bruce waved him back
almost immediately and, after double-checking with Alfred that the line had been
encrypted, he switched the phone to open speaker mode.
“Selina, say that again,” he ordered.
..:: Noel Lyon is dead,::.. came the crisp reply. ..:: She didn’t come down to breakfast this
morning. Oliver sent the maid up to check on her, and… well, the commotion is still in
progress. But the hostess is dead, so I’d expect the party to be breaking up ASAP. Except for
the immediate family, and maybe that cousin of hers if she’s staying for the funeral. So I’ll be
ho—::..
“Stop. Back up. You’re not going anywhere until we know more.”
“How did she die?” Dick mouthed silently, but Bruce shook his head dismissively.
He had other priorities:
“Selina, go to Noel’s room. Stay inside the house if you possibly can, but do
whatever you need to in order to get there without being seen.”
There was a pause.
“Do it!” Bruce barked.
Another pause, and then…
..:: I’ll call you back. ::..

Tense minutes passed. Alfred’s attention flickered around the study, the impulse to
“tidy” providing an excuse to stay and hear more.
“I don’t get it,” Dick was saying. “Item one: ascertain the cause of death. ‘Cause if
it’s nothing suspicious and this woman just keeled over from a heart attack or
something, then sending Selina to snoop is—”
“The death is suspicious,” Bruce said tersely. “Anything happening around Oliver
Lyon right now is suspicious. And time is the enemy. We’ll find out how Noel died
soon enough, that isn’t going to change. But anything in that bedroom can—and no
doubt will—change within the hour, and I need Selina there before it does.”
The three men stared at each other until the phone rang again.
“Selina?” Bruce barked.
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..:: Uh, no. Not quite,::.. Barbara’s cool Oracle voice replied. ..:: I’ve got her on the
OraCom. She said it’s easier than juggling the cell phone right now, and you would understand
why. So turn it on. I’ve got her on channel four.::..
Bruce dropped his head into his hand and massaged his brow while Dick pulled his
com unit from his breast pocket.
“Here we go,” he breathed, plugging it into the phone speaker. “Selina on the
OraCom. Who knew she’d actually use it, eh Bruce?” He smiled, and Bruce glared.
“Eh, okay, channel four,” he ended lamely.
..:: Hello? ::.. Selina whispered.
“We read you,” Bruce said formally. “Go on.”
..:: Uh, well, she’s laying here. ::..
“What’s the bed situation look like?” Bruce asked. “Does it look like she shares the
room with her husband? Or separate bedrooms?”
“You can’t ask her that?” Dick hissed, smacking Bruce’s shoulder lightly in a flurry
of indignation, and Bruce quickly muted the speaker before replying.
“She’s Catwoman, Dick. She’s not squeamish about poking through other people’s
private things.”
..:: Separate bedrooms, ::.. the speaker announced in Selina’s hushed whisper. ..:: Bed
and nightstands told the tale, but I checked the bathroom to confirm it. Definitely separate
bedrooms.::..
“All right. Now check the safe,” Bruce said, releasing the mute button.
..:: … ::..
“There should be a fairly spectacular diamond in there.”
..:: … ::..
“A necklace, I believe.”
..:: … ::..
“Selina?”
..:: You do understand that there’s a dead woman lying here at my feet, right? ::..
“You do understand it’s Batman telling you to break into a safe and paw someone
else’s property?”
..:: … ::..
Dick stared openmouthed as Bruce scowled at the telephone, counting down from
three with his fingers. Then:
..:: I’ll call you back. ::..

The safe was only a JSR mini with a digital lock, so it’s not like it took all my
concentration. I had plenty of free braincells to focus on the fact that I had let Bruce
send me into this crazy house as an agent of the Bat. I had plenty of free braincells to
point out that I was practically stepping over a dead woman to open a safe simply
because he said so… and plenty of others to remind me that (grunt) he was Batman.
Batman directly and unambiguously telling me to open up someone else’s safe is quite
a turn on and the one form of catnip this kitty can never pass by…
But I still hate following orders. He gets that tone that just assumes you’re going to
do whatever he wants, and… well, that’s as far as I got when the pathetic little JRS
digital gave up the fight and swung open to reveal its secrets.
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..:: It’s a fake::..
“What do you mean it’s a fake?”
..:: Does ‘fake’ have some other meaning I’m not familiar with? Bruce, it’s a fake. She’s only
got one necklace in here. It’s the one she wore to dinner last night.::..
“The one you said was a rose quartz?”
..:: Well, it’s not like I put it under a jeweler’s loop. I couldn’t get that close then, and a stone
this size you don’t exactly assume ‘diamond.’ But I’m close now, and if it was real, yeah, totally
with you: ‘fairly spectacular’ would be the mot juste. But it’s not real. It’s moi—shit,
someone’s coming… ::..
The men listening in the study waited in silence for a moment, then Dick asked:
“Moisshit?”
“Moissanite,” Bruce graveled. “A diamond substitute like cubic zirconium, but it
wears better, maintaining its clarity and color in a way that CZ cannot. If it’s cut well,
with a faceted girdle, its brilliance is indistinguishable from a real diamond.”
“Yeah, but these people don’t need to buy a fake, right? I mean, Lyon Publishing,
they’re in your league.”
“That’s not the pertinent question,” Bruce said, his eyes locked on the com link.
“Ask yourself what the true incongruity is with respect to that necklace?”
..:: Bruce? ::.. the speaker hissed. ..:: That footman came into the room just now. Y’know,
William, the kid who carried my bags. He just snuck in here and was rummaging around
Noel’s exercise machine. I think he took a bottle or something with him. ::..
“You THINK?”
..:: I’m on a ledge outside the window, Stud. I don’t have the best line of sight on— ::..
“You’re on a ledge?”
..:: Not a lot of options here. It’s not like I can fit in the vents. It was this or the closet… oh
shit, here comes another one. ::..
Once again, the line went quiet. Dick knit his brow, and then pointed to the com
link.
“Selina. She’s the incongruity. If someone named Lyon, as in ‘sounds like LION,’
had a ‘fairly spectacular’ diamond, then Catwoman should know about it. She
certainly wouldn’t be assuming a stone that size must be rose quartz.”
“Correct,” Bruce nodded curtly.
Dick studied his mentor: he seemed grimly satisfied with Dick’s reasoning, and Dick
couldn’t help but wonder if Bruce was even aware of the new variable this line of
thought introduced.
“Do you think it was a good idea to make her put her fingerprints on it?”
“What?” Bruce said, the word coming out as a softly expelled breath as he looked up
sharply.
“Her fingerprints, Bruce. I doubt she’s running around that house in costume. You
make her go to a dead woman’s bedroom while the body is still warm, crack her safe
and feel up her ‘fairly spectacular’ diamond?”
There was a long pause, and then…
“Selina is a professional. I’m sure she’s taken all necessary precautions.”
“She’s a pro at what she does, not at what we do. And she’s acting as your eyes and
ears right now. I wouldn’t count on her viewing it as a Catwoman operation.”
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“…”
“Bruce?”
“I’m sure she’s taken all necessary precautions,” Bruce repeated.
..:: Christ, you’ve got me in the loony bin here, Bruce. You’ve landed me in fucking Arkham,
you know that?::..
“What?” Bruce and Dick said in unison.
..:: Get this, first that William kid comes in, fishes around the exercise machine and takes
away a bottle of something. Then Gracie comes in. Y’know, the fiancée? She just snuck in and
went around the whole damn room, looking behind every painting. ::..
“She’s looking for the safe,” Dick noted.
..:: Well, duh. That’s what people who just know wall safes from the movies think: gotta be
hidden behind a big oil painting.::..
“And Noel’s is hidden where?” Bruce asked.
..:: Under the television. She’s got one of those TV cabinets disguised as an armoire. TV on
top, DVD and a speaker underneath. Speaker is the safe.::..
“So this Gracie didn’t find it?” Dick asked.
..:: Nope. She didn’t get to finish looking. Oliver and Fiona came in with the undertaker. He
took the body, and Oliver left with him. Fiona stayed behind. Take a wild flying guess what she
did.::..
“Checked behind an oil painting for the safe?” Dick said.
“No,” Bruce shook his head. “She searched around the exercise machine, looking for
something but not finding it. Because William the footman had already found it and
taken it away.”
..:: It is seriously creepy how you do that, ::.. Selina noted.
“What she said,” Dick agreed.
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CHAPTER 3: CELESTIAL NAVIGATION
“Cassie, cars do not have body language.”
It sounded better in Dick’s ears than “The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want,”
but it meant pretty much the same thing. Bruce needed experienced crimefighters in
the vicinity of Watermill Lodge; he understood that. Cassie needed to learn how to
drive; he understood that. He didn’t think combining the two into his riding up to
Watermill Lodge with Cassie while she drove the car was such a hot idea. And he
especially didn’t think “killing two birds with one stone” was the most tasteful way to
phrase it, no matter how much pain Bruce was in or how frustrated he was stuck in
that armchair.
Dick had faced enough life-threatening dangers as Robin, and far too often the
villain of the hour had pulled that “killing two birds” quip. It wasn’t funny the first
time, but by the sixteenth, he had really had enough. Time had passed, sure, but he
would always dislike the phrase. Killing birds was bad enough on its own…
“Cassie, that was our exit.”
“Was not.”
…but used in conjunction with the girl who could snap your neck without ever
losing the 10-2 steering position…

..::Can I come home now?::.. Selina asked plaintively.
Bruce heard Dick’s words echo in his mind’s ear: She’s the best at what she does, not at
what we do. Robin or Nightwing would be locked into the investigative mindset by
now. They would know instinctively what lay ahead, that the investigation was only
beginning, and how it needed to proceed. But Selina… Selina was still in girlfriendhouseguest mode. Catwoman had done what he’d asked of her, but as soon as the task
was complete, she was Selina again, thinking about coming home to him. Thinking
about extracting herself from an unpleasant situation rather than digging in until she’d
found out what had happened.
She’s the best at what she does, not at what we do.
She wouldn’t have left fingerprints, would she? Girlfriend-houseguest mode or not,
it was Catwoman who opened the safe, and Catwoman must take all necessary
precautions in her realm just as he did in his. After a while, it became as natural as
breathing…
..::Bruce?::..
“No, you can’t come back yet,” the final, unchallengeable voice of the Bat decreed.
“There’s too much we still need to find out, starting with that bottle that was taken.
This is a murder, Catwoman, and since I can’t be there to investigate, you have to be
my eyes and ears.”
She is the best at what she does, the same unassailable Bat-voice repeated in Bruce’s
thoughts. Catwoman does not simply forget herself and leave fingerprints on
someone’s safe or jewelry. If this had happened years ago, when Batman and
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Catwoman were what we used to be, wouldn’t I know that? If it was Batman
investigating a suspicious death at Watermill Lodge and I found Catwoman’s
fingerprints inside the safe, wouldn’t I know that it was a frame up? Wouldn’t I be
so certain that I would immediately eliminate that fingerprint as a Holmesian
impossibility and draw the obvious conclusion that remained: since Catwoman does
not go around leaving fingerprints, this one must have been planted in order to
implicate her in the crime.
..::Is this what you were expecting?::..
“I’m sorry?” he murmured, still lost in thought.
..::When you sent me here, is this what you thought was going to happen?!::..

..::I didn't think it would be this big, ::. Bruce answered. ..::but something…::.
He was still holding out on me, and I couldn’t fathom why. I asked again for some
kind of explanation: why he’d sent me to Watermill in the first place, what he knew,
what he was expecting, something.
Something more than “go to the bedroom and don’t be seen.”
What do I get in reply? “No, not yet.”
Insufferable jackass.
“No, not yet. First go to…”
I was getting really fed up. He said reinforcements were on the way. Dick would be
following the actual body, and Cassie was bringing me a “bat-pack” (growl) with a
miniature camera and a few other gadgets, and then she would “be on hand” for
whatever either Dick or I needed. But in the meantime, I had to 1) check the
wastebaskets in Noel’s bedroom and bathroom for some clue as to what that bottle was
that I’d seen William take away, and 2) if and when that search came up empty, I was
to proceed to William’s and Fiona’s rooms and conduct similar searches.
If all three searches were unproductive, “it will have to be the household garbage,”
he said. (Needless to say, it will also have to be forty new acres for the Catitat made
possible by a generous grant from the Wayne Foundation.)

“Cassie, I swear to God, cars do not have body language.”
“Do. Green Corolla behind us nervous because semi behind it. If edge up any
further, would be in our back seat.”
“Cassie… Cassie, I know I said give him some space but—Cassie, Cassie, speed
limits are not suggestions, Cassie. You want to maybe—I think that was the toll plaza
where we turned around last time. You… you can't just anticipate what they're going
to do by watching for ‘tells,’ okay? You have to be prepared for anything the red
Honda might do when it reaches the intersection…”
“Honda no have tells; driver do. Driver control Honda. Honda drift left when he
look over shoulder to merge.”
“Like we should have. We’re going the wrong way.”
“Not.”
“We’re supposed to be going east.”
“Going east.”
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“No, we’re not. We need to turn around.”
“Sun rise in east.”
“Cassie, it’s noon! How does that even—MEN IN JUMPSUITS! Cass, you see those
tall, orange ‘traffic cones’ with arms and legs whizzing past the windows? That would
be a clean up crew picking up litter. And they may be convicts, but we don’t want to
kill them, so you think maybe… Bridgeport? That sign said Bridgeport. Cassie, we
missed the turn again.”
“See. Bridgeport. Bridgeport is east. Told you.”

..:: Well, there was nothing in Noel’s room to shed any light on that bottle,::.. Selina
reported.
Bruce interlaced his fingers thoughtfully, ignoring Alfred’s approach and the tray
being laid on the table beside him. He glanced instead at the mantle clock. She’d had
ample time to check more than one room, possibly all three and the household garbage
as well.
“But you did find something,” he declared, stating his guess as a certainty.
..:: And how. First, there’s William’s room. He doesn’t have one. He’s not a live in. I just
talked to the maid, and she says he’s not even a permanent member of the staff. He’s an
actor/waiter from Gotham that they hire for things like the formal dinner.::..
“Rent-a-waiter work,” Bruce said, sensing palpable waves of disapproval from
Alfred at this horrific notion.
..:: Right, but they weren’t going to need him for the garden party, the clam bake, or the
barbecue; those are all pretty informal. So William was done. The staff all thought he’d gone
back to Gotham last night. He was never meant to spend the night here. Don’t think I need to
be the world’s greatest detective to know the big looming question there is “why did he?” Why
was he still in the house first thing this morning when the body was found?::..
“And the answer?”
..:: Don’t know yet. But I did find Fiona’s room, and in Fiona’s room, I found this paper
packet tucked underneath the lining of a drawer. It’s like those envelopes they use for loose tea,
and there’s an indentation in the paper like it held a bottle. The size and shape look exactly right
for the one I saw William take away from Noel’s room.::..
“Describe it,” Bruce ordered.
..:: I can do better, I took a picture with my phone. Sending it now. There’s Chinese lettering
on it. I think Mandarin, but I’m not really sure. I know it doesn’t say “Beijing International
Airport” “Grand Hyatt” “taxi” “museum” “imperial tombs” or “roasted duck” which is pretty
much all my Chinese is good for.::..
Somewhere in the recesses of Batman’s memory, he placed a checkmark next to his
never (until now) confirmed theory of Catwoman’s role in the theft of the Qing Lion.
Then he fished out his cell phone and scrutinized the picture Selina sent.
“It’s says ‘root,’” he said, squinting at the first character. “A root of something I
don’t recognize,” he added, giving up on the second symbol. “A root of something
grown on Mt. Chang Bai… I think.”
..:: I’ll buy that. There’s a faint herbal smell, like the back room of that crazy Miriam Nash’s
magic shop.::..
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“The picture is a start,” he said, mentally growling at Selina’s failure to mention the
smell initially, and at the unwanted intrusion of magical subjects, “but we’ll need the
original. If Cassie is going to go through Chinatown and ask questions without
arousing suspicion, she'll need the actual paper, not a picture on a cell phone.”
..::Cassie will? Thank God, does that mean I’m done? ::..
“No, no it doesn’t. Your next set of tasks is to 1) find out what Daniel Eagan does for
a living. 2—”
..::Isn’t that more of a job for Oracle? ::..
“No. I don’t care what he puts on his tax return. I want to hear what the others
there have to say about him. 2) Find out why William was still in the house…”
He already had a theory about that, which he considered so obvious that he was
astonished Selina hadn’t already guessed it. But he wanted his hunch confirmed
without tainting her objectivity, and more importantly, without doing anything to
make her question her detective skills. She had put forth the mystery of William
remaining in the house as if it was an important element of the investigation.
Dismissing her reasoning would only discourage her while contributing nothing to the
case.

..:: 1) Find out what˜˜’˜Daniel Eagan˜˜’˜does for a living.::..
I’d been hearing a funny kind of static on the line as he was talking.
..:: 2) Find out why˜˜’˜William was still in the˜˜’˜house.::..
My first thought was wiretaps or some kind of crazy cell signal interceptors, but then
I remembered I was talking over the OraCom. Even Cyborg can’t break through the
encryptions Bruce and Barbara have built into this thing. Besides which, it didn’t really
sound like static. It sounded more like…
..:: 3) ˜˜’˜Find out what Nicola˜˜’˜wanted with Oliver last night˜˜’˜˜˜’˜.::..
…Munching.
“Bruce, are you eating something?”
There was this long silence that only those who have actually seen him in the mask
can really pick up on. With anybody else, silence over the telephone (or in this case,
the OraCom) all sounds alike. But with Bruce, there’s the regular silence that is just
him not saying anything, and there is the silence where the sheer concentration of
malice, disapproval, and Battitude sucks in all sound, light, and thought in a six-foot
radius, like a black hole of pure, mainline Batman.
This was one of those silences. I’m sure it was only a second, but it felt like a week.
Then:
..::Alfred has me on a… kind of… regimented schedule. Meals and exercise.::..

Dick and Barbara’s simple gesture in sending over a few movies had made a
profound impression on Alfred. It wasn’t the act itself, but the thought behind it that
struck him. Fixing the mistakes of the past. Alfred too had made serious errors of
judgment when Bruce was injured by Bane. His natural compassion compounded by
Bruce’s pain and despair, along with certain feelings of guilt over the qualms he had
always expressed about Batman’s activities, all led him to the great error. He allowed
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the servant to overrule the medic. He had left too much up to Bruce and his brooding
nincompoopery, and look where it got them.
This present injury was not nearly as severe, nor, thank God, was it permanent. But
the short-term result so far as Alfred’s day-to-day duties (and Bruce’s day-to-day
routine) was not that dissimilar. It was an opportunity to redeem himself for the
mistakes of the past. A wise man knew not to let such opportunities pass, for a wise
man knew The Universe might not be so generous next time.
So, as soon as Dick had left, Alfred had spoken to Master Bruce most firmly: given
the extremely active nature of Bruce’s daily life, a sudden drop-off into immobility,
coupled with an improper diet and erratic eating schedule, was downright dangerous.
“If you are serious about healing this injury,” he had declared, “then you need to
follow a strict schedule. You will eat three meals a day, at set times, and perform one
hour of physical therapy every day at 2PM. No deviations, no excuses.”

..::Oh, good,::.. Selina replied.
Bruce couldn’t believe it. He hadn’t exactly expected pity, but some
acknowledgement of his situation would have been welcome. He was BATMAN, and
he was sitting there helpless while his butler managed him:
“Master Bruce. You have asked me to help you in your recovery, and I am taking
that as seriously as anything you have done in your own… pursuits. If you want to
heal, you will do this my way. You have deferred to my medical judgment before.
Please understand that this is the only way to make you better.”
“Oh, good,” she says. Impossible woman.
..:: Hey, I was just thinking, if “F” from the note is Fiona, maybe it was from William and the
stuff in the packet is what the dollar sign is for.::..
Bruce’s thoughts snapped immediately from dissatisfaction with his personal
circumstances back to the case.
“If the ‘F’ is Fiona…” he mused, his head tilted upward and to the right as if the idea
had a physical form and was floating there above him, rotating slowly so he could
examine each of its many facets in turn. “Then someone like William would be a more
likely sender than, say, Oliver or Noel. You don’t often send notes for clandestine
meetings with someone you live with and see every day…
“On the other hand, whatever was being bought and sold probably had nothing to
do with the contents of the paper packet. The note was simply left where anyone could
find it, as if it was of no importance. But the packet was hidden in the lining of a
drawer. A contradiction if the boathouse meeting was to sell the packet…
“Then again, the note was sent the night before. Maybe it was unimportant then.
The note’s recipient doesn’t care, he or she reads it, throws it away, goes to the
boathouse and makes the buy. It’s only in the morning when a body is discovered that
they feel they have to hide it. In which case, either it’s Fiona’s and she hides it in her
own room as best she can, or it was someone else hiding it in Fiona’s room… either to
frame her, if they expected it to be discovered, not altogether impossible with
Catwoman staying in the house… or they hid it there simply because it’s safer than
stashing it among their own things…”
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..::Bruce, uh, do I have to be here for this? Because I’m sort of hiding in a tree right now.::..
“Hm? Did you say something?”
..:: Never mind. I’ll call you back.::..

“Blue Ford has to pee.”
“Okay, third time’s a charm. Cassie. Cars: no body language. And speeding up—”
“There! Look now! Blue Ford has to pee. Right foot jittering on gas pedal and keep
look at mile signs. Is look for next exit…’
“And speeding up because the passenger said something that pissed you off is BAD.”
“Dick not know good music if bit him in ass. Is lucky has Babs to keep in line.”
“Cass, I am not going to debate who should control the radio, the man with greater
musical and life experience and therefore better taste, or the girl who thinks the oldest
Jonas Brother is cute and wants to hear Mandy again. I am simply going to tell you,
from that same font of greater life experience, that Bruce reserves the right to veto,
suspend, or revoke any state-issued license given to his sidekicks until he is personally
satisfied with your performance. And if he doesn’t get the evidence he wants because
we’re still lost in Massapequa, you’ll see menopause before you’re allowed to drive
again.”
“See! Turn signal. Blue Ford go to pee.”
“…”
“…”
“Get off at the next exit and turn the car around.”

“I hope you’re happy, Alfred. Munching in Selina’s ear while she’s investigating a
possible murder. She sets aside her principles about crimefighting in order to help me
confirm and punish the taking of a human life, and what happens? She hears me
chewing.”
“How very distressing that must have been for you, sir,” Alfred said dryly. “I know
how the very mechanisms of Justice depend on maintaining the illusion that Batman
does not chew.”
Bruce rolled his eyes, and Alfred collected the lunch tray.
“If one might indulge one’s curiosity, sir. One has overheard Miss Selina inquire
more than once why you sent her to the gathering at Watermill Lodge, and one has yet
to hear you answer her query.”
Bruce repositioned himself awkwardly in the chair, first holding his weight on his
palms as he lifted himself up, and then stretching out his back. He winced in pain, but
went on stretching, and then lowered himself again and stretched out his legs. Only
then did he turn to Alfred directly and answer.
“A few weeks ago, Oliver Lyon tried to hire Batman,” he said solemnly. “He
contacted Commissioner Muskelli through the Mayor’s office and requested a
meeting. His theory was that all the great detectives were for hire: Sherlock Holmes,
Nero Wolfe, Sam Spade, Hercule Poirot... Of course Batman didn’t show, but Bruce
Wayne ran into Oliver the next day at the Racquet Club and got the whole story. It
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seems that, many years ago, Oliver gave Noel a diamond necklace for their tenth
anniversary, and he didn’t exactly go to Harry Winston…

“To tell you the truth, Bruce, I wasn’t planning on giving her a diamond at all,”
Oliver said glibly. “You know the old chestnut: the more unfaithful the husband, the
more spectacular the jewel collection. I certainly didn’t want to hit that nerve. I didn’t
really know what I was going to do for our anniversary. I was thinking maybe a trip
on the re-fashioned Orient Express. But then while I was traveling in San Francisco, I
came across this necklace. The price was simply too good to be true for the size and
quality of the stone.”
“Too good to be legitimate, you mean,” Bruce said as if he himself had faced that
situation many times.
“Exactly. I made the obvious assumption, that the diamond was quite probably
stolen. I believed that for years, but now I’ve come to suspect there is another, more
sinister reason it was being sold so cheaply.”
Bruce raised a skeptical eyebrow, but Oliver nodded grimly.
“We were at the Mandarin Oriental in Hong Kong, having dinner, and Noel got up
to powder her nose. As soon as she’d left the table, this extraordinary woman came up
to me and said to beware, the shadow of Tsin had fallen on us, and we were marked by
its darkness.
“Well, it was Hong Kong. You know how prevalent kidnapping is. I assumed this
was a new type of kidnapping threat, an attempt to extort money without the bother of
actually grabbing Noel. I brushed it off like all the rest of that nonsense one encounters
over there. I never saw the woman again, at the hotel or anywhere else. But then, it
was the next morning, I had gone down to the hotel’s business center to check my
email, and just on a lark, I looked up this ‘shadow of Tsin.’ What did I see but a page
full of Chinese writing I could make no sense out of, and a picture. It was a silk
painting, seemed very old, and it was a portrait of a woman in some sort of courtly
robes, wearing Noel’s diamond. The caption said ‘Star of Tsin’ in English, they were
only English words on the whole page. So I searched for that and found the whole
history… the legend of it, anyway.
“It seems that, like so many of the great gems of the world, the Star of Tsin traces
back to an ancient temple where it marked the chakra of a god on some golden idol.
One night, two thieves—two brothers, to be exact—broke into the temple to steal it.
The elder brother was an experienced thief, but not the younger. It was his first time,
and in his nervousness, he stumbled and woke one of the cats who were the guardians
of the temple. The cat yowled, sounding the alarm, and the priests came running. As
the would-be thieves fled, they knocked over an oil lamp, setting fire to the temple and
burning it to the ground. From that moment, both the thieves and the diamond bear
the curse of that sacrilege. It’s said that the brothers killed each other within a week,
and all those who possess the stone will suffer likewise until it is returned to the gods.”

“Piffle.”
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“Did you sneeze, Alfred?”
“No, sir. I pronounced that preposterous tale to be piffle.”
“That’s what I thought. And I agree. There are at least three other legends about
cursed jewels that began as the eye of an idol, and are therefore cursed because they
were removed from a sacred place/statue/temple. Don’t think I didn’t point that out to
Oliver at the time. You may be surprised to learn that he also agreed. He says he
dismissed the story immediately—even when he was unable to find that website ever
again. He chalked it up to the peculiarities of the Chinese government’s control over
their Internet, but he was careful to mention to me how he had been looking for
information on that ‘Star of Tsin’ and has never been able to find anything about it.”
“I see, sir. So he ‘dismissed it’ as any sensible person should, but he continued to
search.”
“Correct. And, as you might expect, he started drawing associations that he never
would have absent any talk of a curse. Several times when Noel has worn the necklace,
she’s had a brush with death. Their limousine was stuck in traffic for the opening
night at the Met, and Noel didn’t want to miss being photographed on the red carpet.
So they got out and walked the last six blocks, and she nearly got clipped by a cab.”
“There are those who would consider that a natural death in Gotham, sir,” Alfred
remarked dryly.
“Another time, she wore the necklace to the Wayne Foundation’s Black and White
Ball, and as they were driving home, lightning struck very near to the car. She wore it
to the U.N. dinner honoring Superman, had a little too much to drink, and ‘Noel being
Noel, obsessive about her weight, she was on the treadmill first thing the next morning
as usual, despite the hangover, burning off all that champagne. Still dehydrated from
the alcohol, she collapsed on her treadmill. Only chipped a tooth but could've broken
her neck.’”
“At the risk of repeating myself, sir—”
“Yes, I know, piffle. Or as Selina might put it: ‘Pfft. Cursed diamonds went out with
white gloves and pillbox hats.’ I’m not saying I believe any of this, Alfred. But we do
have a body.”
“Indeed, sir. I would add too that there have been cases where what appeared to be
a foolish superstition turned out to be a simple people’s only means to explain some
phenomenon which did have a natural, scientific explanation.”
“You’re thinking of the jade dragon statue, whose owners always seemed to die
before their time. Not from a curse, as it turned out, but from long-term exposure to
low levels of radiation, since the statue wasn’t really made of jade at all, but a hybrid
form of green kryptonite.”
“Yes, sir. It was of that episode I was thinking… Master Bruce, not to minimize the
significance of Mrs. Lyon’s passing, but another aspect of the tale intrigues me. As
Master Dick noted earlier, the Lyon name itself is suggestive, as is the presence of a cat
in the curse legend. Surely, if someone with that surname had a diamond grand
enough to be the object of a curse legend, isn’t it quite likely that Catwoman would be
aware of it, and, well… How to put this delicately… Is it not quite likely, sir, that she
would have made an attempt to acquire it back in her more felonious days?”
Bruce’s lip twitched.
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“Of course it is. It’s an absolute certainty. The curse is a fable. Oliver made it up
because he wanted Batman involved but he didn’t want to say why. There are several
possible reasons, ranging from mildly annoying to criminal.
“Option: it could be the social cache. ‘We're so wealthy and important, we need
Batman to protect us.’
“Option: it could be some kind of a commercial enterprise to exploit Batman's name
recognition, make some money from ‘the gimmick.’ Oliver is a publisher. He could be
fabricating material to produce a Batman ‘locked room jewel theft’ mystery.
“Option: it could be a diversion for something else entirely. Although he better be
planning to disappear afterwards, in that case. Because if Batman is tied up playing
bodyguard at Watermill Lodge while Mr. Freeze is relieving Tiffany's of all their ice,
then I’d know whose door to knock on the next day to get some answers, now
wouldn’t I?”
“There is also the consideration, sir, that Mr. Lyon’s fortune very nearly equals your
own. He would hardly need to supplement his income with payoffs from Mr. Freeze.”
“No, he wouldn’t do it for money, but where that kind of wealth is involved,
blackmail is always a possibility. And then there is the most likely possibility: Oliver
could have been genuinely worried about something that poses a threat to himself or
his family, something that he didn’t want to reveal. If he’s into something shady and
thinks his life is in danger, ‘Let’s have Batman around but not tell him why.’”
“A dubious strategy, sir. Surely if he was involved in something illegal, a private
bodyguard would be preferable to Batman.”
“That depends on where he perceives the threat to be coming from, Alfred. He has
the means to hire private security. If he’s seeking out Batman, we can assume it’s
because he doesn’t think they’re up to the task.”
“Implying he is menaced by a foe you already have experience dealing with… But
none of those possibilities address the original question, sir. Why not tell all of this to
Miss Selina?”
“For the reason you already noted: she’s Catwoman. She’d know that Oliver Lyon
never bought a famous diamond with a cat in its curse legend. She’d know
immediately that he made up the story, and she might just think he made it up to bait
Catwoman. It’s not like it hasn’t happened before: Eric Rothchild, Nathanial Severs,
Steven Phelps, Joseph Beebe… Buying their wives jewelry with a cat angle and then
publicizing that they’re going out of town, cancelling at the last minute but making
sure the wife leaves anyway, and then sitting there by the bedroom safe waiting for
her, like if they catch her in the act they’ll be able to… I had to save every one of them,
Alfred. You do not want to know what that woman is like with men who try to bait
her. I need her there at Watermill Lodge, but I need her to be objective.”

I was starting to feel Oliver Lyon was the only person in the house that wasn’t a total
shit. The man’s wife had died. My instinct was to get the hell out of his way, let him
make funeral arrangements, call friends and relatives, whatever… But no, I was
sticking around like some kind of Lois Lane wannabe/professional snoop because
Bruce needed “eyes and ears” on the premises. Fine. That’s my excuse. But what
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about the rest of them? Richard Flay, Daniel Eagan, and Nicola Dulch all seemed to
regard the hostess’s death as a minor household snafu that a polite guest would
pretend not to notice. Rick, Gracie, and Fiona, on the other hand, seemed downright
chipper. They didn’t actually burst into song, they didn’t say they were planning to
plop Noel in the ground as quickly as possible so they could all go and dance on her
grave, but every one of them gave off this vibe as if their weekend had just improved
tremendously.
At the Iceberg, I expect that kind of indifference, but at a place like Watermill
Lodge… You know what, I take it back. At the Iceberg, I expect that kind of
indifference about the life or death of strangers, but even Jonathan, Jervis, Pammy, and
Oswald are going to register a blip if somebody they ate dinner with last night shows
up dead this morning.
I had just tracked down Nicola, and we were sitting down with a pitcher of iced tea
by the famous boathouse so I could do my Lois Lane impersonation one-on-one. But
before I could get past the how sad it was preliminaries and get into the delicate
question of why she was stalking Oliver last night, my cell phone rang.
It was Dick. Again. The third call since noon:
..:: Cassie feels we’re zeroing in on it. Was it a gas station or a post office where you turned
onto Watermill Road?::..
“It was a general store called Briermere Market. How can you still be lost?”
There was a long-suffering sigh, like he used to give after Batman sent him to find
some evidence.
..:: Well, for starters, we’re using celestial navigation in the middle of the day. You can’t
actually see Venus at one o’clock in the afternoon any more than you can read body language on
a 2001 Toyota Camry, but it turns out that you can see the Delta shuttle out of La Guardia and
think it’s Venus. Frankly, Selina, it’s a miracle we’re not in Opal City at this point.::..
I’ve said it before. I’ll say it again…
..:: I’ll tell you this, if we'd just called Babs for the GPS instead of getting off the Ziegler
Parkway and taking Exit 29 east to Aaronville, I don't think we would have wound up in
Massapequa so many times.::..
I can’t believe this is the crack team that kept me from the Katz collection.
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CHAPTER 4: DETECTIVE BY PROXY
Superman always made a few adjustments to the monitor womb when he began a
long shift. He turned up the flicker rate from the eastern and central U.S. feeds to +4,
or forty times normal human perception. He turned off the solar monitor alerts, since
his own body provided that information and he preferred to minimize distractions.
For the same reason, he set the notifications for ordinary Watchtower operations down
to 0.01 decibels, so they wouldn’t disturb him when he was concentrating on the data
sweeps.
Except today he wasn’t concentrating on the sweeps. He had been pulling so many
of these extra shifts, his attention wandered as his eyes moved absently across the bank
of monitors. Without realizing it, he had begun rewriting his piece on Darfur, and it
was only the 0.01-decibel whisper of a system ping, like papers rustling in a room on
the other side of the Watchtower, that snapped his attention back to what he was
doing. It wouldn’t be an important alert, probably just a scheduling update. But he
decided to check it anyway, in repentance for letting his attention wander…

Talking with Nicola Dulch, I started to wonder why there aren’t more socialites like
Bruce. Not the crimefighting, we all know why he does that. The mask. The secret
identity. I can’t think why every prominent society figure doesn’t invest in one.
Because these people know everything about each other: suicide attempts, stints at Betty
Ford, anorexic daughters, bankrupt in-laws, hushed up abortions, and plastic surgery
in Thailand. There’s nothing they don’t know about each other, and there is nothing
they won’t discuss about each other. Without some small corner of your life that is
entirely yours, you’d go insane.
Bruce and I have what goes on behind the masks. We’ll always have that. No matter
what they think they know about us, they can never touch the truth of how we met,
how we fell in love... who we really are underneath it all. That knowledge makes it
easier to shrug off the nonsense. I accepted a long time ago that everyone would think
it was the money: Bruce Wayne is the richest man in the country and, if that Cat-Tales show
is to be believed, she was a jewel thief. Do the math… It was that assumption about me
and Bruce that brought me to the unseemly subtext with Noel and Oliver.
It began with Nicola dancing around my questions: there was just too much she
wasn’t saying. These people talk about everything, and the fact that Noel Lyon was
dead wouldn’t change that. It didn’t temper their behavior in any other way, so there
had to be another reason she was holding back.
“After Elizabeth passed, we didn’t know if Oliver would ever remarry,” she sighed
sadly. “Long illness like that, it just seemed to drain the life out of him, almost as much
as it did her. That’s why Noel was such a shock. We had all grown used to Oliver
being an extra man at the dinner parties. He never brought a date, and Fiona was
always his guest for the polo field fundraisers—she was far too young, of course, but
she did like horses so. I guess all young girls do... And then, all of a sudden at the
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Spring Fling, there was Noel! The next month they were engaged and six weeks after
that they were married. I was the one who helped her get situated: the country club,
the garden club, the Junior League. Poor dear didn’t know a soul. But you saw last
night how splendidly she took to it all. Such a gracious hostess…”
I saw all right; I saw that she was holding back. But she wasn’t doing it because of
anything connected to Noel. She was holding back because she was talking to me,
because I’m with Bruce, who’s every bit as rich as Oliver Lyon. There are things
rogues won’t say in front of me: a bit of gossip about Arsenal and Cheshire, or Star
Sapphire and the old Green Lantern… This felt the same. So, I reasoned, if there are
things society gossips won’t say in front of me about beautiful women hooking up with
rich men, I can assume it’s because they’re avoiding the same kind of parallel innuendo
as the rogues. That gave me the clue on how to proceed. It would be tricky, but I did
have some experience prodding inveterate gossips:
“Nicola, tell me the truth,” I purred in my best Mad Tea Party voice. “Oliver is one
of the wealthiest men in the country. When he married a model from one of the
magazines, there had to be… talk.”
“Well,” she hedged for exactly one syllable, just like Jervis does before launching
into the good stuff. “There were a few, in the beginning, who said that Noel was on
the make. A beauty like that hooks up with someone like Oliver, everyone thought it,
but only a few actually said it out loud. It was just understood. But then, as the years
passed, everyone but Fiona got past it.”
“Fiona didn’t?”
“Well, it’s understandable. Noel replaced her mother, after all. As I recall, the
famous outburst was at the Knickerbocker Cotillion. Penelope Vraag said something
like ‘at least Noel wasn’t a twenty-something bimbo,’ and Bunny Wigglesworth said
how it could always be worse. So often the second wife is the daughter’s own age.
Fiona replied that ‘Just because she’s age appropriate doesn’t mean she’s not a golddigging whore.’ You can guess how quickly that quote made it around the room—oh,
just like that amusing bit of ‘Mrs. Wayne’ confusion at young Grayson’s wedding.”
“Yes,” I laughed through clenched teeth, “that was quite funny, wasn’t it.”
“Still, like I said, Fiona’s attitude is certainly understandable. I mean, it’s different
for a daughter. Noel married her father, replaced her mother. I don’t think it was ever
really about the money, not for Fiona. ‘Gold-digger’ was a convenient barb because of
what everyone else was saying, but the animosity ran much deeper. Noel had money
of her own, anyway, from the first marriage. Fredrick Senior was, um… oh, I don’t
know what they call it, but it’s when they put out fires in oil wells.”
“Like Red Adair?”
“Yes, exactly. He traveled all over the world doing it, made heaps of money. But no
social caché. And not the sort to think of a prenup, so Noel came away with a huge
settlement.”
“I see.”
“Which Oliver’s investment knowhow has quadrupled over the years.”
“I see.”
“Despite the fact,” Nicola whispered, leaning in, “that Noel was cheating on the first
husband with Oliver a good year and a half before the divorce.”
“I see.”
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And I did see. I see why Bruce prefers to live half his life behind a mask.

As Superman pulled the alerts onto the main viewscreen, the muscles in his back of
his neck tightened, one by one. It wasn’t a scheduling update; it was a complete
revision. The monitor assignments for the next six weeks were being revised on the
fly—despite the fact that the next ten days had already finalized… Clark checked to see
who initiated the process, and saw it was a Gotham keycode. Oracle’s keycode. Oracle
was… In Rao’s name… Oracle was pulling all of Batman’s duty assignments for the
next six weeks, and… and she was posting a notice that Batman would be attending the
next five meetings through the OraCom hologram. She was also removing him from
the active duty roster for the immediate future.
Revisions to a finalized schedule were certainly not unheard of, especially in Bruce’s
case. Normally, though, there would be some explanation; not a full-fledged
description, mind you, but a notification of some kind as to why he was going to be
unavailable. Always cautious when it came to inter-League communications, Bruce
had developed a sort of code over the years that most Leaguers—and especially
Clark—had worked out through experience. Most often, it was a codeword for a
particular villain: “Smiley” (Joker), “?” (Riddler), “Chapeau” (Mad Hatter), “DH”
(Demon’s Head, a.k.a. Ra’s Al Ghul—although, strangely, that designation had
changed a few years ago... to “Hairdo”). The villain notations generally meant he was
on a case involving said criminal and would be occupied until they were brought to
justice.
Occasionally, it was a Bruce Wayne obligation. Mysterious phrases like “chip” or
“headache” would appear on the schedule, phrases that made no sense at the time and
only become clear a month later when some item came over the business wire:
WayneTech hosting a 3-day press event to roll out a new smart chip, or Wayne
Enterprises completing the forensic accounting of Talia Head’s stint at LexCorp prior to
absorbing the bankrupted tech divisions.
Sometimes, it was a stranger notation that seemed relatively innocuous unless you
knew the code: “Clothes shopping” (going undercover), “Vacationing” (going abroad
on a case), “Baby-sitting” (stakeout). In a few rare instances, when Bruce didn’t want
the League at large to know what was going on, he’d make notations in typographic
Kryptonian so at least Clark was made aware of the situation.
That’s what had Clark so concerned this time: no notations, no names, no code
words, no explanations of any kind or in any language. Just revisions to the schedule
and a change in active status. Stranger still was that the previous changes always came
with a notice that Batman would not be attending the regular League meetings for the
duration. This time, he was removing himself from the active roster and eliminating
his scheduled monitor duty, but still maintaining his attendance at meetings, albeit
remotely.
Bruce was refusing to leave Gotham.
And he wasn’t saying why.
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“Enough is enough, Alfred. I’m going down to the cave. It’s bad enough trying to
keep Selina’s notes organized on this tiny laptop. Once Dick gets the coroner’s report,
I’ll need the holographic imaging system and—”
“Most inadvisable, sir. Going down to the cave might be feasible, but the stairs
coming back up are far too onerous in this early stage of recovery. And you recall the
challenges we faced maneuvering you to the elevator passage to get you up to the
manor initially.”
“Then I’ll stay down there,” Bruce said acidly. “You can bring my meals on a tray,
you’ve certainly done that enough times. I can sleep in the med lab, use the
gymnasium for the physical therapy, and—”
“And if someone calls to see Bruce Wayne, what will you do then, sir? In making
your excuses to the Lyons, you did reveal that you are at home, laid up with a
racquetball injury. It would be most peculiar if someone called and you were ‘not at
home.’”
Bruce closed his eyes as a growl of pure frustration forced its way up from his
diaphragm. It expelled as a guttural huff of utter disgust—not at Alfred, but at his
circumstances. Alfred was right. Again. Bruce knew it, but if he didn’t, the proof
came in a ring of the doorbell. DAMNIT! Anyone could—DAMNIT!—anyone could
come to the door, expecting to see Bruce Wayne, and until he was sufficiently mobile,
he had to remain in those places where Bruce Wayne would plausibly be. For now, he
would have to manage the investigation from the study.
Alfred went to answer the door without so much as an “I told you so,” leaving Bruce
to stew. He went through the motions of reorganizing his notes on the laptop, all the
while cataloguing what pieces of cave equipment Tim could bring up to the manor
without assistance (and which would not seem amiss in Bruce Wayne’s home if a nosy
guest wandered into the wrong room) when Alfred returned and formally announced
the visitor:
“Mr. Kent to see you, sir.”
Bruce looked up sharply, and saw that Clark had that awkward smile which Alfred’s
formality usually managed to evoke. It disintegrated the moment he saw Bruce’s
unnatural position in the armchair.
“My God, what happened,” he blurted.
“A bad wrench, L4,” Bruce said, mentally adding the bitter afterthought: but you
know that by now, since you just scanned my lower back. Aloud, he added a few details the
x-ray vision would not be able to provide: “Poison Ivy. Boiler blew, bad landing, one
of those freak mishaps.”
“Tough break,” Clark said lightly. “Anything I can do?”
He knew Bruce was unlikely to accept help, but it seemed the best way to move the
conversation along now that he knew what was behind Batman’s mysterious
withdrawal from League affairs.
Bruce’s eyes flicked towards the door, just as Lois’s did before confiding something
about Perry.
“You can sit,” Bruce said in that low sub-whisper only Clark could hear. “Alfred
might tone down the Alpha Medic if there’s a guest in the house.”
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“Noel was a slow glass of whiskey,” Daniel Eagen said smoothly. “Lot of women
are easy on the eyes, but not many can exude that aura of being beautiful. Maybe it
was the modeling, or maybe she did it naturally and that’s what made her such a great
model. She didn’t smolder like some of them. You look at her famous covers, she was
never brazenly sexual. She was just brazenly beautiful.”
“You liked her,” I noted.
“Selina,” he declared, “any man who says he doesn’t like a stunningly beautiful
woman is just trying to score points with a dog.”
“I seriously doubt that’s true,” I laughed, and he held up his right hand.
“I swear on the bosoms of Miss Lonni Chinn, Miss January, 1983, and the very first
woman I saw naked. Turn-ons: nature, animals, honest people, true friends, colognes,
and pretty colors. Turn offs: dirty fingernails, jealous women, heavy smokers, and
conceit. Any man, I swear to you, who says he does not like a beautiful woman—
unless he is a faggot or she is a total shrew—that man is lying to score points with a
bow-wow.”
I have to admit, I lost the thread of my questioning at that point. I couldn’t shake the
idea that Daniel Eagen would make a decent Rogue. Because talking to him was
starting to feel like the Iceberg, or even hanging with Eddie in the early days before
there was an Iceberg. Even more so when the vibe started up again…
“But what can I possibly tell you about these things,” he segued. “Some women
were born to sip Cristal on the deck of a yacht moored off Caan or Monaco.”
He had shifted his weight ever so slightly, so that his hand was in a position to move
towards my leg.
“Bruce prefers Taittinger,” I smiled, just as the hand started to move. I saw it
hesitate, but he didn’t shift his weight back until I added “And Portofino.”

Clark knew Bruce would abhor any sort of “bedside manner,” so he jettisoned the
aura of sympathetic concern cultivated at so many visits to children’s hospitals. He
would look on this as an ordinary Saturday afternoon visit to a friend that was neither
sick nor injured nor a member of the Justice League.
First, they talked about the weather systems he’d encountered flying in. This was no
act of conversational desperation for two people straining for a subject to talk about.
Bruce was a pilot, and he often took an interest in Clark’s views on these things, the
unique perspective of one who flew without a plane.
The conversation then drifted to sports, and the growing likelihood of another
Metros-Knights grudge match if both teams made it to the playoffs.
It was only then, after a good twenty minutes of chitchat, that Clark dared ask about
Selina. He knew she was out, there were only four heartbeats in the house: Bruce’s,
Alfred’s, and the two cats. But since Bruce hadn’t mentioned her absence, Clark didn’t
want to introduce the subject too quickly. (Bruce could be so touchy about anything he
construed as matchmaking.) He also didn’t want to say anything that would seem to
characterize Bruce’s injury as some sort of ordeal or crisis for the Bat-family. He finally
settled on a formula that could not possibly be construed as intrusive matchmaking,
fulsome concern, or overt sympathy:
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“How’s Selina doing?”
He was astonished to learn she was away for the weekend. He wasn’t expecting tales
of Florence Nightingale or anything, but it seemed… all the more astonishing as Bruce
went on to “explain” (if you could call it that).
It sounded remarkably like Selina was out of town investigating a murder.

“Poor Rick, this is so devastating for him,” Fiona said.
She wasn’t serious. She was mimicking Gracie’s performance in the kitchen a few
minutes before. Apparently, no one thought to call the caterers and cancel the set-up
for the garden party. When they showed up, Gracie took it upon herself to go out and
tell them what had happened. According to Fiona, she was reveling in the chance to be
spokesperson for the family, and was deftly positioning Rick as the tragic hero of the
drama.
“Well, this weekend was supposed to be all about them,” I offered. “And her as the
bride-to-be. I guess she can be forgiven a few gaucheries.”
Fiona snorted the way Pammy does if you say something nice about Clayface.
“Oh, it’s not gaucherie. It’ s a lot more calculated than that,” she said. “See, right
now Rick is ‘devastated,’ but if he could have a peek at the will, that would be ‘one less
thing he had to think about.’”
I let out a low whistle.
“She’s asking for a look at the will?” I asked, thinking yet again how these people
blew Rogues out of the water for barefaced self-interest. “Do you think it’s her idea, or
did he put her up to it?”
“Oh hers, no doubt of it. Gracie the Gorgon has my brother wrapped around her
finger and tied off in a square knot.”

Clark was more confused than ever when the phone rang. He heard Selina’s voice
on the line before Bruce said it was her and put her on the speaker. He sat back,
hoping this would clear up the confusion.
..:: So I talked to Nicola,::.. the familiar voice announced.
Clark raised an eyebrow and looked as though he was going to ask a question, but
thought better of it. Instead, he pulled his trusty reporter’s notepad out of his jacket
and began scribbling. Bruce glanced in his direction, but kept his focus on Selina.
..:: About her conversation with Oliver.::..
Clark looked up from his notepad. Bruce mouthed the word “widower,” and Clark
nodded, jotting down another note.
..:: Seems Richard let something slip about Oliver reappraising some Miros.::..
Clark’s head popped up again, surprised. “Dick knows these people?”
“No. Richard Flay,” Bruce said.
..:: Is that Spitcurl?::..
“Never mind,” Bruce spat. “Miros?”
..:: Right. Miros. Four of them, going up the stairs at their townhouse. I thought about
going after them once, but they’re only lithographs. Limited editions, of course, from the late
60s, but only signed on the plate, so who cares. You were busy with the Grodd-Luthor axis or
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something. Really not giving Gotham the attention we deserved, so I just took a month off and
went to St. Luca.
..:: So anyway, Richard Flay tells Nicola that Oliver is having these Miros reappraised, and it
seems like she came here this weekend to find out why. If he wants to nail down their value, it
could be because he’s contemplating a divorce. Now, that’s a new idea: if there was trouble
between Oliver and Noel. But I don’t think it can be a motive for murder, because it sounds like
there’s a serious prenup.
..:: Nicola says that when Oliver and Noel first got married, a lot of people thought she was
on the make. She wasn’t twenty years younger or anything, but, get this, apparently the
enduring quote of the period was Fiona’s: “Just because she’s age appropriate, doesn’t mean
she’s not a gold-digging whore.” And there’s that word again. So now I’m thinking maybe it
was Fiona having the fight with Rick. ::..
“Fredrick Donohue. Her half-brother,” Bruce answered Clark’s non-verbal question.
..::Yes, Fredrick Donohue, Junior. But nobody calls him F—wait, you weren’t talking to me,
were you. So that was Spitcurl I heard earlier?::..
Bruce grunted, but Clark couldn’t suppress his smile. “Hello, Selina. Just came by
for a visit. How are y...” he stopped instantly with Bruce’s glare, midwestern
hospitality giving way to Detective’s necessity.
“Continue,” Bruce graveled at the phone.
..:: Okay, so maybe it was Fiona I heard in Rick’s room. Of course, Nicola said it too. She
was quoting Fiona, but then all I heard was a woman’s voice saying “whore.” I didn’t really get
the context.::..
Clark’s brow furrowed as this new barrage of names and keywords obliterated his
tenuous grasp of the details... He was no longer sure what to jot down on his notepad,
and he gently rubbed his forehead as an alternative to writing anything. Alfred
recognized the gesture as one that usually precedes a request for aspirin. He was
instantly beside the guest, offering his services with a silent nod so as not to interrupt
the conversation. Clark glanced up at him and, not wanting to be rude, mouthed a
drink request. Alfred nodded once and quietly left the room.
..:: My money is on Fiona, though. Nicola confirmed that Fiona would say terrible things
about Noel in front of Rick, even though she’s his mother.::..
“Do you know if Nicola had any reason besides the Miros for her suspicions?” Bruce
cut in. “Divorce seems like a big conclusion to jump to in a vacuum.”
..:: Well, apparently Noel cheated on her first husband with Oliver before the marriage, so the
probability isn’t zero. She had an affair before, she could have one again. And whether she was
or she wasn’t, Oliver would have reason to suspect her.
..:: At first, I thought if she did have a lover, it might be William. She hires him for all these
catered events at their country house, and he is very pretty, in a decorative henchman way. ::..
Alfred returned with a tray holding a glass of milk and a bottle of aspirin. Clark
took the milk with a thankful nod, but politely waved away the aspirin. Wordlessly,
Alfred set the bottle on the small side table in between him and Bruce.
..:: But that idea just took a bodyblow. I found out what he was still doing here this morning.
Are you ready for this? He spent the night with Richard Flay.::..
Kryptonian reflexes were the only thing that prevented Clark’s spraying milk all
over the phone—he managed to get his hand in front of the glass just in time. Alfred
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was instantly beside him offering a napkin, which Clark took with a thankful (and
embarrassed) smile.
..:: So now I’m wondering if the regular employment could imply another connection, if Noel
had some other reason for taking him with her whenever they went out of town—like maybe a
chemical habit, if he was her supplier. That would certainly explain why he’d rush to her room
to clean house the second he finds out she’s dead.::..
Bruce grunted, and Alfred collected the empty glass (and soggy napkin) from Clark
as Selina continued.
..:: I bounced the idea off Richard Flay. I’m sure you wouldn’t have. I’m sure it violates
fifteen bat-rules to confide in a suspect that way, but I’m here and you’re not, so lump it.
Anyway, he agrees that William might have some extracurricular sources of income, like buying
fun and interesting substances for his employers. Says he would be ‘just the type for that.’ Go
Kitty. So then, since I was on a roll, I asked if he thought William might have an
extracurricular anything else, like could he have been banging Noel on the side?::..
“And?” Bruce asked, reaching for the bottle of aspirin Alfred had brought for Clark, and
swallowing two tablets without water.
“He doesn’t think so. Says he has no doubt that William swings both ways, and that he’d
consider all sorts of unsavory activities if the price was right, but a glorified waiter wouldn’t
have been Noel’s cup of tea, no matter how young and pretty he—Someone’s coming. I’ll call
you back.::..

Oracle Log: Revised
Pulled details of the Lyon prenup from Coleman, Brocket, and Piques mainframe,
Anderson Piques encrypted partition. Established Piques handled all Lyon family
matters, including trust fund established for Fiona Lyon at death of her mother. Trust
jointly administered by Oliver Lyon and Nicola Dulch. (Note: Dulch legal matters also
at C/B/P through senior partner Roger Coleman.)
Forwarded above to B.
Established that C/B/P drew up Noel Lyon’s will. Initial will was drawn up three
months after the marriage and revised one year later. No activity since. Details of
will’s contents unknown. Set Epeius relays in all probate databanks to pull details as
soon as will is filed.
Oracle Log: Personal
Thanks to B’s excessive anti-monitoring measures inside the Batmobile, I had to run
Robin’s OraCom chatter through a 4-tier distillation matrix to isolate that sound I kept
hearing in the background last night. Confirmed that while the Boy Wonder has been
“maintaining the Bat presence” (read: cruising in the Batmobile), he’s playing Phil
Collins’s In the Air Tonight on a loop. Tim’s too young to remember Miami Vice, so
pretty sure Dick put the idea in his head.

Clark Kent may not have been the world’s greatest detective, but he knew any
murder investigation should begin with the surviving spouse. As soon as the phone
call with Selina had ended, Bruce filled Clark in on the salient details of the case so far.
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Clark had scoured through his scribbled notes like a veteran reporter while Bruce
spoke, and pounced on Nicola’s suspicions the moment he saw the notation:
“If this Oliver suspected his wife was having affairs, isn’t he the most likely
suspect?”
“Not necessarily,” Bruce said, his eyes glued to his laptop screen. “Selina was quite
right about the prenup. Oracle just confirmed the details. If Noel was unfaithful,
Oliver could divorce her without a cent. However, the truth about the affair is
irrelevant, as is the prenup, if we’re talking about Nicola instead of Oliver. If she
thought Oliver might be planning to divorce Noel… well, divorce means financial
warfare, lawyers on both sides poking around for hidden assets. Nicola and Oliver are
joint trustees of his daughter’s trust fund. If anything isn’t as it should be, a divorce
would bring it to light.”
“You mean that Nicola might be afraid a divorce would expose her embezzling from
the trust fund, because both Oliver and Noel’s lawyers would be searching through the
family finances?”
“Exactly,” Bruce nodded. “Anything at all that’s amiss would be found, and that
train of thought doesn’t stop at Dulch or the trust fund. If Noel knew something about
Oliver’s business, some guilty secret, somewhere, then she’d have a formidable
weapon in a nasty divorce. Another party involved in that secret might think it was
best to get rid of her and remove the possibility of a messy divorce.”
“Begging your pardon, Master Bruce, Mr. Kent” Alfred interrupted from the
doorway. “Is the working theory now absolutely and without question that Mrs.
Lyon’s death was a murder?”
“Dick is on that now,” Bruce replied soberly. “Once he has the coroner’s report and
the official cause of death, we’ll know more.”
“Taking an interest in the investigation, eh, Alfred?” Clark said cheerily.
“It is an intriguing matter, to be sure, sir. But I regret to say my ulterior motive in
interrupting the conversation was to remind Master Bruce that he has one hour of
physical therapy to perform, beginning in six minutes.”
“Oh, well if that’s the case,” Clark said, smiling brightly as he stood, “I will leave
you two to it...”
Clark was stunned for a moment by the progression of emotions flickering across
Bruce’s face. In the span of a half-second, his expression went from “Don’t you dare
walk away from this now!” to “Please don’t leave me with this vicious task-master” to
“But we’re in the middle of an investigation here” and finally landing on “No, Alfred’s
right. I’ve got therapy to do, but thanks for coming by.”
Always a man of few words, Bruce voiced only the last and did so with a noncommittal grunt.
Clark hid his reaction by turning to Alfred and extending his hand.
“Alfred, always a pleasure,” he good-byed with a warm handshake. Rather than
replacing the notepad in his jacket, he tapped it a few times absently on the back of his
knuckles as he turned back to his injured friend.
Bruce shifted in his chair, preparing to stand, and winced in obvious pain. Concern
washed over Clark’s face, but he squelched the urge to zip to his friend’s side and help
him up—he knew that with Bruce, it was best to let him be. Bruce swallowed the pain,
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grunted once, more in frustration than anything else, then looked back at Clark as if
they were sitting across the League conference table from one another.
“If you need an extra set of eyes or ears on this...” Clark offered, waving the
notebook in front of him.
Bruce grunted lightly. “No, I think I’ve got more than enough eyes involved
alread… Wait a minute. Actually, yes, there is something you can do, if you don’t
mind acting as a taxi service. Cassie is up there now with Dick. If you could give her a
lift back to Chinatown, she wouldn’t have to wait for—”
“Say no more,” Clark interrupted, and in a whoosh, he was gone.

Dick munched the soda cracker that had come with his chili, and looked
thoughtfully out the window. His eye scanned the non-descript building across from
the diner, the rusty side door, and the car parked closest to it. Then, he glanced up and
down the street, making sure there were no other cars that might belong to the medical
examiner.
He turned from the window then, and took a sip of coffee. It was weak, bitter, and
had a revolting oily film floating on the surface, but it gave him a reason to look away
from the window.
He knew he was a bit paranoid. The diner was empty, and with the choice of any
table, he had gone to the one at the window. In Bludhaven, an alert waitress might
guess that he was keeping an eye on the building across the street—or someone inside
it—and begin looking for an angle to profit from that information. But in this quiet
little town, it really didn’t seem likely…
Still, he was being cautious. It’s how he was trained. Podunk little town or not,
looking out the window too often would be suspicious. He was about to call for the
waitress and kill more time with a slice of pie when, at last, the rusty side door
opened. A balding little man who waddled like Oswald Cobblepot came out. He
locked the door, got into the car, and drove away.
Finally, the coroner was gone for the day. Finally, he could get inside and get some
answers. Finally, they were going to find out how Noel Lyon had died.
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CHAPTER 5: CAUSE OF DEATH
“RRRRGLURRUNGH yngh yngh yngh.”
Nutmeg twitched her nose.
“RRRRGLURRUNGH yngh yngh yngh.”
Whiskers kinked his tail.
“RRRRGLURRUNGH yngh yngh yngh.”
And with a final exchange of ear flicks, it was decided that Whiskers would
investigate the new noise while Nutmeg guarded the catnip mouse, fuzzy ball, and
furry cushion in Selina-cat’s suite.
“RGLURRUnnnnnntoo.”
Whiskers found the new noise easily enough, in one of the downstairs rooms he
seldom visited.
“NRRRRNGH… too young for a hernia,” Tim groaned.
It was a new two-foot. His scent was known around the manor, but Whiskers had
never seen him face to foot. Now, here he was…
“RRRRGLURRUNGH yngh yngh yngh.”
…playing with big squares that smelled like the cave place.
“Aeiou,” Whiskers said, both to introduce himself and to inquire how the two-foot
got the big squares away from the flying mice.
“Hey there, which one are you?” Tim replied.
Aeiou.
“Dick and Barbara said we’re all making amends for whatever we messed up the last
time Bruce got hurt… RGLURRU… Now me, I don’t have anything to make up for.
All I did was get shut out after B appoints an untried whacko nutjob as his successor…
URRngh… who promptly fires me as the sidekick ‘cause whacko nutjobs have to work
alone, otherwise someone might, y’know, introduce some element of sanity into the
senseless carnage… RGLURRURRR… and then he tries to strangle me when I dare go
back to the Batcave… RGLUngh, damn, that was a heavy one…”
Aeiou.
“You said it. So I really don’t think I have anything to make up for, but I’m still okay
with helping out… NRRRRNGH… Way I see it, the family’s pulling together this
time. Makes ya proud to be on the team… RRNGH… Bruce needs this stuff brought
up from the cave, Dick’s unavailable, so fine… MPHRRR-AH, got it! So okay, that
leaves me doing the heavy lifting on my own. Not such a big… AARUNNGH… deal,
really, I mean, it was a labor of Hercules trying to contact Bruce when Az went all
homicidal psycho on us last time, so this… RRRRGLURRUNGH… by comparison…
yngh yngh yngh… isn’t all that bad. Except…”
Aeiou.
“Exactly. Help somebody move their stuff, it’s kinda customary they give you a cold
drink.”
Aeiou.
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“Even in Wayne Manor, even a ‘do it now because I say so’ hardass like
BRRRRUGLRR…”
“Begging your pardon, Master Tim,” a formal voice interrupted. “Master Bruce
would like you to join him in the study for some refreshment when you are finished.”
“…”
Aeiou.
“You could have told me he was standing there.”

There’s a lot about crimefighting I don’t get simply because it’s not my mindset—but
there is a lot I do get, simply because it’s not my mindset. I come from the other side,
where you avoid any solid links between your hand and the empty space on the wall
that used to have a Monet hanging in it. You sidestep enough of those potential links,
you get a sense for when someone else is doing the same thing.
The problem of the moment wasn’t “crimefighting,” per se, but it was another one of
those areas where the hero/crimefighters’ mindset was getting us nowhere, and that
left it up to the criminal cat’s.
Dick and Cassie had finally conquered the Watermill roadways and found their way
to the lodge. I met them in a secluded spot behind the boathouse, and gave Cassie the
paper wrapper I’d found in Fiona’s room. By then, Bruce had called with the game
plan: Clark was on the way, and Cassie was to stay with me until he arrived. He
would fly her back to Gotham to save time while Dick went ahead with the medical
side of the investigation.
I probably should have noticed it then, but Cass is always so quiet, quieter doesn’t
really register. Dick went on his way, and I asked about their drive up. When she
didn’t volunteer anything, I told her about the case so far. It’s true she didn’t say
much, but she never says much. I didn’t know there was a problem until Clark
arrived. Knowing where to look, I saw the momentary red-blue streak come down
over the water, so I wasn’t surprised when Clark Kent came plodding through the
woods a minute later (in a suit and tie that was really too formal for Watermill Lodge).
“Excuse me, do you have a minute?” he called as soon as we were in earshot. “Clark
Kent, Daily Planet. Are you guests at that houseparty where the supermodel was
found…” He trailed off, and at first I figured it was because with those super-senses of
his, he knew we were alone. But then I saw he was staring at Cassie, and his eyes
looked like saucers.
“Good Lord, are you okay?”
“Okay,” she said, just above a whisper.
He half-squatted so he was more at eye-level, and said “Are you sure?”
From someone else, the gesture might have been a bit patronizing, but Clark is never
patronizing in the cape or out. And the question was simple enough, it was genuine
concern. I know. Cats have a highly developed pride mechanism, and if anyone gets
all fussy-protective, it raises hackles. This wasn’t fussy over-protective anything, it was
genuine concern. But Cassie stopped breathing, squeaked, went white as a sheet, and
ran away.
Clark looked at me, bewildered.
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“You better go after her. Her heartbeat is… a dozen hummingbirds, and I seem to be
making it worse.”

Bruce was stretching at an unnatural angle when Tim reached the study door, and
Tim knocked softly rather than risk startling him.
“Bad time?” he asked hesitantly.
“No, quite the reverse,” Bruce said, waving at papers that were just out of reach.
“Move those financial statements four inches closer, where I can get at them.”
Tim picked up the papers and handed them to Bruce, who glowered as he took them
and set them back on the table.
“I just did something wrong,” Tim said, glancing at the papers.
There was something about that glower. It wasn’t ill temper, although it was the sort
of thing oversensitive out-of-town heroes often called ill temper: “Batman being a
grouchy bat-prick again.” But Tim knew better. It was a Batmobile glower. His first
weeks in the field with Batman, riding home after a Scarecrow encounter or a Mr.
Freeze escape, a glower that said “What did you do wrong back there?”
“Oh, I get it,” Tim announced, with a note of triumph that he’d figured it out. “You
said to put it where you could reach it, not to hand it to you.”
Bruce grunted.
“And that kind of hair-splitting on the instructions means there’s a Batman reason
for wanting those papers on the table, right?”
Bruce’s lip twitched. Tim really was a very promising young detective. Better,
perhaps, than Dick had been at his age.
“Correct,” he graveled, which confirmed it was Batman who had asked Tim into the
study and that this was not to be a friendly social visit but a training exercise. “The
north drawing room where you brought the imaging consoles hasn’t been used in ten
years. There’s no reason a visitor would see go in there, but if they did—”
“If they did, you only had me bring up pieces made by WayneTech. I noticed. So,
head of the company has a couple prototypes in his house for some reason, there’s
nothing suspicious in that.”
“Very good,” Bruce nodded. “Whereas this room…?”
Tim looked around thoughtfully.
“OraCom plugged into the speaker phone and three laptops going,” he said,
pointing. “Nobody is going to know that’s an OraCom, but you’re obviously doing
something big over the phone right now. So… financial statements, spreadsheet and
pie charts, a power point presentation with graphs over on that one… It looks like the
head of Wayne Enterprises is working from home and there’s a big conference call
going on. Substitute Perrier for that pitcher of lemonade, and it looks just like my
Dad’s study at tax time, in fact.”
“Good,” Bruce grunted. “I’ve already had one unexpected visitor shown in to see
me in here. Alfred would be more discreet with a visitor who wasn’t Clark Kent, but
even so, they would pass by the door if he took them to the morning room, the east
parlor, or the sun room.”
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“So you came up with a visual excuse for the ‘conference call,’” Tim grinned. “I like
it.”
“Glad you approve,” Bruce graveled. “Now, pour yourself a glass of lemonade, and,
since I haven’t seen your log, you can tell me how it went last night while we wait for
Dick to call with the autopsy findings.”

Dick Grayson. Jason Todd. Tim Drake. All boys.
Bruce and Clark, that Conner kid… even Alfred, for that matter.
There’s a common denominator there, and it’s not which side of the law they get up
on in the morning.
Maybe it was the murder investigation, the way I felt the Rogues were giving me a
better insight into the suspects than I would have looking only at Bruce’s side of the
equation. Something just told me that whatever upset Cassie required a different
perspective—in this case, a non-male perspective—to get to the bottom of it. So, I
followed her into the boathouse. I went in like I approach Shimbala’s pen at the
Catitat.
Bruce has warned me repeatedly about Cassie’s fighting abilities. He said not to ever
forget, in all her sweet, adolescent fumbling, that she’s a potentially lethal killing
machine. Each time he did, I reminded him that I own the largest Bengal tiger in
captivity, a number of leopards, cheetahs, and ocelots, and, as if that wasn’t enough, I
share a bed with Batman. I know all the rules about remembering sweet-adorableaffectionate is also dangerous-as-sin.
It’s a good thing I did, because that awareness let me see the condition she was in
when the light from the door hit her. The poor little thing was petrified.
“Cassie?” I said in the same tone I’d use with a frightened leopard.
“Alone?”
“Yes. I’m alone. You don’t want to see Clark, I take it?”
“No.”
“Fair enough. I’ll go make sure he knows to stay away, then. So he won’t disturb us
no matter how long we’re in here, okay? Then I’ll come back and talk to you.”
“…”
“Cassie?”
“Is good. Will talk.”
“Okay, I’ll be back in just a minute.”

Tim had only progressed through a third of his glass of lemonade and a sixth of his
early patrol, up to a turn onto Fifth Avenue where he broke up some amateurs
attempting their first burglary at Saks, when the phone rang.
..::Well, I’ve got the coroner’s report,::.. Dick announced grimly. ..:: Don’t think you’re
going to like it. Official cause of death is cardiac arrest.::..
Bruce’s eyes met Tim’s. Both knew that didn’t rule out murder, it just made it more
complicated.
“And this was determined how?” Bruce asked tersely.
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..:: He notes micro-aneurisms in the retinas consistent with seizures suffered during a heart
attack.::..
“That’s also consistent with diabetic retinopathy,” Bruce said thoughtfully. “What
was her blood insulin like?”
..:: Doesn’t say. Bruce, I don’t think you’re getting the picture here. This is a small town.
I’m not in a morgue; I’m in a funeral home. And it looks like the medical examiner is also the
local G.P. So, it’s one of those situations where, if he knows you’ve got a heart condition or liver
disease or whatever, he’s not going to bother with an autopsy and a full blood workup. He
figures he knows what killed you and is just looking to confirm it.::..
“Absurd, in this day and age…”
..:: We’re not in ‘this day and age.’ Bruce, I’m holding a piece of paper I got out of a metal
filing cabinet, okay? I started on the computer—the ONE computer in the building—and it’s
running Windows 95. All it has is the WayneTech accounting suite for small business, and
solitaire. And it hasn’t been powered up in three weeks.::..
Silence.
It was one of those silences Dick remembered from the old days as Robin. The ones
after Penguin got away, or the Riddler clue didn't point where they thought it would.
On the drive home, there would be this silence that was like: BLACK HOLE! Batman
was not happy, and there was absolutely nothing he could do about it.
Then, finally, a terse huff, acknowledgement (but never acceptance) of what could
not be changed, and a determined shift to work around it:
Bruce shifted to one of the laptops and brought up a handful of files that Oracle had
put together for him.
“All right. Looking through Noel's medical records, there's nothing here to indicate
she had ever been diagnosed as diabetic, we can eliminate that straight away. Previous
exams and blood tests show normal blood sugar on all counts, including blood work
done a little over three months ago. If she had a glucose problem large enough to
cause retinopathy, there should have at least been minor variances in her sugar levels.”
..:: Plus, like I said, this is the local G.P. If she was diabetic, he’d know and he wouldn’t be
attributing a diabetic symptom to seizures from a heart attack. So we’re back to the cardiac
arrest.::..
“Negative. An injection of diabetic insulin could cause the arrest, and would
account for the micro-aneurisms in the retina. And it’s nearly impossible to detect
unless you find the point of injection and analyze the underlying tissue. Look for an
injection welt between the toes, or maybe hidden in a freckle.”
The phone went quiet while Dick examined the body, and Bruce turned to Tim.
“Insulin as a murder weapon. Go.”
“Shoot, knew I was getting off too easy,” Tim said. Then he cleared his throat and
recited formally, “One reason insulin kills is that the brain, unlike the rest of the body,
can only function on one energy source: glucose. If blood glucose drops too low for too
long, the brain dies.
“But chances are the body's attempt to battle the low blood sugar will kill you first.
That’s what causes most insulin-induced deaths: when sugar levels fall dangerously
low, the body produces massive amounts of adrenalin and other hormones. A strong
heart will keep going until the low blood sugar damages the brain, but in other cases,
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the prolonged load of adrenalin on an otherwise weakened heart—like one who
abused weight loss aids (didn’t you say she was a model?), it’s a lot more likely that
they’ll suffer a cardiac arrest before any kind of brain shutdown.”
..:: Is that a Robin pop quiz I hear?::.. Dick asked cheerily.
“Yes!” Tim called out as Bruce growled “No.”
An exchange of ..:: Hey, Bro.::.. and “Hey” followed, and Bruce sank a little deeper
into his chair.
“Keep searching for that injection welt,” he ordered.
Tim took a deep breath and continued:
“Because insulin is made naturally in the body, it’s nearly impossible to detect as a
murder weapon unless you find the point of injection… And that’s where I go off the
rails, Bruce, because the medical abstracts start talking about ‘formalin fixed and
paraffin embedded subcutaneous injection marks’ and my brain just shuts down. I’m
sorry, I just can’t help it. I read ‘Cellular reaction of granulocytic character was present,
with an uptake of insulin by inflammatory cells,’ and I start thinking I should make a
bag of popcorn and study for my history final.”
..:: Don’t worry, Bro, with me it was ‘birefringent crystalline material like zinc phosphate
revealing granular insulin deposits and staining along the lipocyte membranes,’ nachos, and
John Steinbeck.::..
“Dick,” Bruce interrupted.
“You had a final on John Steinbeck?”
“Tim,” Bruce growled.
..::Nah, I wrote a paper on Steinbeck. It was American Lit when I was doing the case studies
on murder. Steinbeck was poisons. Hemingway was arson; I did real well on that paper too.
Ballistics was F. Scott Fitzgerald. But then blood spatter was really interesting, and I tanked
the last paper on Henry Miller. Whole semester brought down to a B+ because blood spatter
analysis was pretty cool.::..
Bruce settled even deeper into his chair, waves of disapproval pulsing around him as
he tried to work out how to blame this on Catwoman. It was a fact that both of these
Robins had been much more focused before their first encounter with the shapely cat
burglar in skintight leather, and now, his Bat-family of operatives had been a lot more
disciplined before Selina joined their ranks.

When I left the boathouse the second time, I found Clark sitting on a tree stump,
studying a clump of mud on his dress shoe as if it was only now occurring to him that
he should have worn something more casual.
“Were you listening?” I asked, figuring it was a pose. (After all, if he really wanted a
more comfortable outfit, he could sprint back to Metropolis and get it, right?)
“No, I figured if she was that scared of me, I had no business listening in. Is she
okay?”
“Well, she's a bit freaked… apprehensive… about the trip back to Gotham.”
“You’re watering it down, Selina, which is something I’ve never known you to do.
That was more than apprehension. Elevated heart rate, shallow breathing, tense body
stance… That was fight-or-flight panic.”
“’Flight' being the operative word,” I told him. “She's scared of flying with you.”
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“But that’s impossible. This is Batgirl we're talking about. I've seen her leap off of a
thirty-story building with nothing more than a Batline in her grip.”
And there it was: the need for that non-male, non-hero perspective. Because the
thought was so foreign to him, he wasn’t even hearing the words when I told him. I
had no choice. I was going to have to hit him over the head with it. Superman. I was
going to have to bash him over the head. Probably more than once.
“I didn't say she was scared of flying, Clark. I said she was scared of flying with
you.”
“With me?”
Confusion knotted his brow as he looked at me at the same angle as that dog of his,
like he just can’t fathom that I don’t want him flying up to face-level and pawing at my
hair.
“You’re right, I guess I was ‘watering it down.’ It’s called tact, Clark. The truth is,
she’s not ‘apprehensive,’ she’s out of her mind terrified. She’s the kind of panic
stricken I would describe as ‘reading Stephen King on fear toxin.’”
He let out a long breath as the words sank in.
“It's a matter of trust, then? I mean, it’s not the first time I’ve encountered someone
who’s scared to be carried into the sky in my arms, but those were strangers. She
knows me; she's seen me dozens of times...”
“Yes, she’s seen you. But there’s never been any talk of your flying her anywhere.
Clark, listen to me. Fathers and daughters are a very complicated relationship. And
I’m talking about normal fathers and daughters. But Cassie… David Cain instructed his
daughter on all aspects of human behavior that she would need in order to kill people.
He taught her nothing beyond that, but if it touched on her ability to find a target and
exterminate it, then his teachings were very complete. ‘Capes’ fell into that category of
things a professional assassin might need to know about. And the lesson on metas was
simplicity itself: if it can kill you easier than you can kill it, it should be feared. Avoid if
possible. Neutralize if you get the chance.”
He looked like I told him his dog died.
“Selina, she’s seen me a dozen times,” he repeated. “We've been in combat together.
And I know she's seen the care I take when taking someone up, always, even in those
charged combat situations where every split-second counts, I’ve always—”
“I know. Clark, look, intellectually, she knows the bulk of what Cain told her is
wrong. She’s accepted Batman’s teachings in place of her father’s code, and so far, it
seems to be working out just fine. But you can’t reason with a clench in the pit of your
stomach. No matter what you know intellectually, a primal urge that says ‘run if you
want to go on living’ is going to have its say. ‘Father say ‘if it can kill you easier than you
can kill it…’ Superman kill easier than I swat fly.’”
“Except I don’t,” he exploded—and there are times, different though they are, that
he really reminds me of Bruce. Something about the frustration spike.
“I know that, Clark, and I know this is difficult for you. You have to make
allowances for Cassie’s way of talking. ‘Superman can kill’ or ‘could kill,’ it just comes
out ‘kill.’ She leaves out little words.”
And that’s when he really looked like Bruce.
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“In this situation, I don’t consider that a little word,” he said intensely. “The
distinction between what I am physically capable of and what I would actually…” He
took a deep breath, apparently trying to calm his own nerves. “Selina, you’re right.
This isn’t ‘easy’ for me. He can thrive being an object of terror. I can’t. I… Ever since I
put on that suit and went ‘public,’ I've dealt with these questions, these fears. I know
my power can be frightening to some, and I've gone to great lengths over the years to
try to assuage those fears. I live with the fact that everyone around me is… Every time
I touch a human, Selina, every time, I am acutely aware that…”
He sighed again, and I could see him trying to reign himself in.
“I'm sorry, Selina. I'm just... I never expected to have to explain to someone like
Batgirl that I would never... I see that symbol on her suit, and sometimes I forget that
they don't all think like he does. I forget that underneath it all, she's just a teenage girl...
and that, that little girl is afraid to… In Rao’s name, at the height of that mindwipe mess,
you trusted me not to drop you into San Francisco Bay.”
I laughed. I couldn’t help it. Poor Clark was already reeling to the point where he
couldn’t finish a sentence, and he really didn’t need the shock of being laughed at.
Plus, there was a murder investigation on hold. But I couldn’t help it. Heroes are just
that fucking adorable.
“You know, from the minute Cassie told me why she was frightened, I knew—I
absolutely knew—that conversation was going to come up. Yes, Clark, I knew you
weren’t going to drop me when we flew together, but my father read to me from Old
Possum’s Book of Practical Cats, not Vandal Savage’s Commentaries on Sun Tzu.”

..:: Hey, not to change the subject, but if you guys are just hanging out while I do this medical
examiner’s job for him, I do have one other piece of intel about that party up at Watermill
Lodge,::.. Dick said, pulling Bruce’s focus back to the case at hand.
..:: I don’t know if it’s relevant to the case, exactly, but, in the interests of full disclosure, I
know the girl. Gracie. I never put it together until I dropped Cassie up at the lodge and saw her
car, that ‘Gracie’ the fiancée this whole weekend was supposed to revolve around is Gracie
Haswell.::..
“And?” Bruce prompted.
..:: I knew her in college, that’s all.::..
“Ten bucks says she’s a redhead,” Tim whispers.
..::I said I knew her, not that I dated her, Timothy. She was in at least one of my classes every
semester at Hudson. All kinds of friendly, always offering me her lecture notes and wanting to
study together. But I always got the vibe it was ‘Bruce Wayne’s son’ she was interested in.
You know the type. By senior year, guys in the dorm had officially changed “Haswell” to
“Wantswell.”::..
Bruce and Tim grunted quietly and in unison. They did, indeed, know the type.
“Just because she’s age-appropriate doesn’t mean she’s not a gold-digging whore,”
Bruce murmured.
“Whoa, that’s harsh,” Tim said, a bit shocked.
“Selina overheard a fragment of a conversation,” Bruce explained slowly, thinking it
through as he went. “A while back, Fiona had said her step-mother ‘might be ageappropriate’ for her father, but that it ‘didn’t mean she wasn’t a gold-digging whore.’
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It’s a fairly famous quotation within their circle, and we’ve been operating on the
assumption that what Selina heard was someone repeating it. And we assumed they
were talking about Noel. But how much more likely is it that they were talking about a
new marriage, not one that occurred more than fifteen years ago? The words were
spoken to Rick Donohue, the groom-to-be.”
“Yeah, but Noel is the one who died,” Tim noted.
..:: Correction, Noel is the one who was murdered,::.. Dick announced. ..:: I found the
injection site. I know people who aren’t diabetic have been known to inject themselves for
whatever reason, but I do not see this lady hiding the injection in her stretch marks.::..
Tim let out a low whistle.
Bruce emitted an aura of dark foreboding. There was no other crime that struck
Batman so powerfully with the burning need to avenge it. A human life had been
taken. Trapped in this wretched chair or not, he would do whatever was necessary to
find the person responsible and bring them to justice.

I had never done anything like it before, but it felt right.
Once Clark got over his initial shock (and, more importantly, once he stopped taking
an irrational fear personally) he lived up to that “S” on his chest. Watching the grace
and ease with which he helped settle Cassie’s nerves was like watching Bruce analyze a
crime scene; he was definitely in his element. They talked for about fifteen minutes,
right there on the water’s edge, and after about five minutes, Clark started teaching her
how to skip stones. I don’t know if it was the light touch required to make a stone skip
on the water’s surface, or the simple act of teaching her something, but she started to
relax. I don’t think she realized it, I think she was focusing so hard on mastering this
new thing that she forgot to be terrified. By the time she actually got the stone to skip,
she was her old self again. She even smiled up at Clark and thanked him for teaching
her, the way you thank a sensei for instruction.
I didn’t think that settled matters as far as her flying the super skies. We had just
worked our way back from a dangerously scared leopard to the regulation Saturday
afternoon Batgirl. But then Clark asked, very directly and abruptly, if she wanted to go
ahead with the back-to-Gotham plan. I really thought he jumped the gun, so I cut in
myself and told Cassie that I would go with her. Clark could fly both of us together, so
she wouldn’t have to face the ordeal alone, and then he would fly me back to Watermill
Lodge before I was missed. What can I say, it’s not my style but, there and then, it felt
right.
She held my hand the whole way, but I knew were going to be all right at the
halfway mark when it went from a white-knuckle deathgrip to the way Nirvana takes
my wrist in her mouth when she wants to turn it to lick this part of the forearm instead
of that one. We left her in Chinatown, and she gave Superman a hug before we said
goodbye.
Clark flew me back to Watermill Lodge, and, I confess, I figured that would be that.
I was looking on him as transportation, not a partner, but he did one of those blinkchanges back to Clark Kent as soon as we hit the ground. I gathered he was planning
to stay.
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“I’m afraid the death of a supermodel is what we in the business call ‘news,’ Ms.
Kyle. It’s big news. It’s a very juicy story, in fact. Now, if you folks in the house party
have something to hide and want to turn me away, I’ll just have to go into town. I’m
sure folks there will be a lot more talkative.”
I grinned. Two ‘folks’ in one low-key threat. I absolutely grinned. The first time I
met Bruce’s fop, it was one hell of a shock. Somehow, Clark’s ‘butter wouldn’t melt in
his mouth’ routine was hitting exactly the same note. It was certainly possible that this
guy was a lot sharper than he let on (and if you bought into the guileless Midwest
manner, you would find yourself the subject of a devastating Daily Planet exposé). It
was not possible that he put on a cape and saved the world on a regular basis.
In any case, I reacted to his mild mannered threat exactly the way any other member
of the household would: I took him back to the house for the cocktail hour. It worked.
The family took turns being polite to him in the parlor, and as soon as they got “off
stage,” they relaxed. The first time I talked with Nicola, Fiona, Daniel, and the others,
they were guarded. This time, every one of them was so pleased to have escaped that
nosy reporter, they revealed something they hadn’t shown before.

“You like working with Clark?” Bruce asked, aghast.
..:: All I said was I can see why you like working with him. He’s handy.::..
“If you need to power an ion engine or hold back an avalanche, I agree, he is very
handy. But in a murder investigation—”
..:: I’ve got three theories on what Daniel Eagan does for a living: music producer, speculates
on the gold market, smuggles Cuban cigars. Also, Richard says Nicola bought a fake Monet a
few years back and never recovered from the loss. It was less than it should be, but not cheap.
She thought the low price meant it was stolen, but no. Total fake. Richard is the one who
spotted it. The cracks in the paint were too regular, that’s a big red flag. Means it was baked to
mimic aging, not aged naturally. So he had a paint chip analyzed, and sure enough, the paint
was handmade from linseed oil, just like Monet did it, but the linseed oil had post-1945 levels of
radiation… Uh, let’s see, what else? Rick wrecked two Corvettes the year he turned sixteen,
and he’s been arrested twice: once for marijuana possession, and once for some kind of student
protest about antibiotics in milk. Fiona had a little shoplifting problem in high school, but
Daddy saw that nothing ever went on paper. Oh and get this, Oliver once hired a consultant to
keep him from being targeted by Poison Ivy. How do you get that gig? ::..
“Sounds like you’re doing an exceptional job investigating, Selina. There’s no need
to be giving Clark the credit for your own—”
..:: You’re jealous, that’s so sweet. Oh, by the way, speaking of stolen art, Richard Flay also
thinks that you dabble. He’s absolutely convinced that’s how we met. Says he can always tell
someone that has *cough* ‘a hidden room in their manor with a shadow collection,’ take that for
what it’s worth.::..
“Noted. Anything else of direct bearing on the case?”
..::Yeah, I’m pretty sure it was the will that Gracie was looking for in Noel’s room. She’s
been staggeringly tactless on that score. Only question is if she’s grasping and crass on her
own account or if she’s fronting for Rick.::..
“Anything more?”
..:: Yes. I’m telling Clark that you were jealous.::..
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“Selina.”
..:: I just think it’s cute. You don’t care about another fop playboy doing what fop playboys
do, but another crimefighter cutting in on your detective action—::..
“Selina, is there anything more about the case?”
..:: Maybe. It’s not based on anything, no evidence, just a hunch.::..
“Hunches have their place in detective work. What is it?”
..:: I think it was Noel that I heard in Rick’s room.::..
“And the ‘whore’ remark was in reference to Gracie. I’ve been thinking along those
lines myself. If Noel didn’t approve of the marriage and either Rick or Gracie thought
there was some chance of his being disinherited…”
..:: Then that’s why one or both are itching to see the will, and/or would have a motive to off
Noel before it could be changed. I’m also thinking, just the nature of gold digging, it’s got to be
like casing a robbery target, right? I mean, they’d have to do a fair amount of research just to
know who is worth going after. You don’t want to spend six months establishing a cover just to
get close to the Pattington tiara, only to find out they replaced all the diamonds with cubic
zirconia after junk bonds tanked in the eighties. So, assuming Gracie did her homework—and I
definitely think she is the type who does her homework—then she’s be traveling in the more
gossipy circles of Gotham’s social cognoscenti before she ever got here. And the fact that she
settled on Rick means she’d have checked on all of them, right? Or Rick would never have
passed muster as a potential hubby. So she’s presumably got the dirt on the whole clan, from
Oliver on down.
..:: Now, having something to tell and actually telling it are two entirely different things, but
if I press her a little, if I let on that I know that Noel and Rick had words about her and that’s
where this obsession with the will is coming from, I’ll bet she spills. I’ll bet she tells me
everything she knows about the rest of them, just to divert suspicion away from herself. She
wouldn’t give up anything that implicates Rick, of course, but the rest of the them— ::..
“That’s it,” Bruce breathed.
..:: What? What’s it?::..
“That’s… it.”
..::As in ‘eureka?’ Did I just do that Watson thing and babble right over the solution to the
whole thing?::..
“Yes, Selina. You did.”
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CHAPTER 6: WELL?!
Jim Gordon had never taken to retirement. The first weeks were unreal. Released
from the staggering responsibilities of a police commissioner, it was as though one who
had spent his whole life in an iron lung suddenly found himself breathing free. It was
an unfamiliar sensation and a vast improvement in theory, but too foreign for him to
feel really comfortable with it. As weeks gave way to months, the unreality gave way
to a hulled anti-climax. It wasn’t relaxing to be so unburdened. He simply didn’t have
enough to do.
Any break in routine was a welcome one, but the unexpected invitation to Wayne
Manor was more than a break in the tedium. Of all those elements of his former life, it
was the partnership with Batman that he missed most keenly. What other peace
officers had formed such an alliance with the heroes in their jurisdiction? Of those who
had followed Gotham’s lead and forged those relationships, which could boast a
crimefighter of Batman’s stature and skill?
It was a rare privilege to work with such a man; that was Gordon’s thought as he
rang the bell. So, like so many others that Alfred had led through the foyer and across
the great hall since Bruce’s injury, his mind was occupied with the past. Unlike those
others, he was focused only on the positive aspects, until he reached the study door
and saw Bruce’s unnatural posture in the chair.
“Thanks for coming, Jim.”
The words were simple enough, except that they were spoken in Batman’s allbusiness gravel. The form of address was Batman’s, too. It had been some time since
Gordon let Bruce Wayne know he was quite aware of Batman’s secret. With his
daughter marrying Dick Grayson, it seemed petty to go on pretending, to stand there
at the altar and give his daughter away without ever telling Bruce, Dick, or even
Barbara that he knew the truth about his future son-in-law. Masked vigilantes might
be capable of that kind of compartmentalized hypocrisy; James Gordon was not.
Nevertheless, while they could speak openly now, Bruce’s manner was still Bruce’s
and Batman’s was Batman’s. This was the first time Gordon had heard the Batman
voice coming out of Bruce Wayne. That, coupled with the grim undertones
reverberating under the “Jim,” there was no question that this was Batman and Batman
alone in the room with him.
“What happened?” Gordon asked, pointing vaguely at the chair where Bruce sat.
There was a moment’s hesitation, during which the atmosphere intensified. It was a
surge that Gordon recognized. All those nights he had summoned Batman to the
signal, there was always that split second after he spoke a name: “Joker’s escaped” or
“Scarecrow again.” It wasn’t always a name. Sometimes, the mere sight of a question
mark on an envelope, or, most disconcerting of all, the mention of an item coming into
the city that would be a probable Catwoman target… That fraction of a second when
Batman’s mind registered the information and connected with a word or name in all of
its significance… then, after that silent surge, an ominous declaration:
“Sit down, Jim.”
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Gordon did sit, but Bruce must have picked up on the discomfort his portentous
delivery had created, because he quickly added, “It’s not serious. Not permanent, that
is. I am taking it very seriously so that it doesn’t become permanent.” He paused and
sighed, then spat out the details that so offended his pride. “I had a bad fall. It
exacerbated the old injury. Rest and anti-inflammatories will take it out in five weeks.”
Gordon took this in quietly.
“Have you thought to inform Commissioner Muskelli?” he asked finally.
“It’s not prudent,” Bruce said evenly. “Bruce Wayne is known to be injured. Batman
can’t be suddenly out of commission at the same time. Nightwing or Robin will cover
when the signal is lit, just as they would if I was out of town on a League mission. The
Batmobile is visible every night. If we’re lucky, Batman’s absence won’t be noticed.”
“And if it is? You don’t think the police should be made aware of the possibility?
Let them prepare for the upsurge in criminal activity, and particularly Rogue criminal
activity, if it is noticed?”
Bruce shook his head.
“Jim, due respect, they just can’t do it right. What the GCPD is good at, they’re the
best in the world, but they simply cannot do covert. Anyone that knows what they’re
looking for can see it the minute you guys start gearing up for something. In giving
them the opportunity to prepare if it were noticed, I would be guaranteeing that it will
be.”
Gordon checked the kneejerk impulse to disagree. He couldn’t think of a single
instance that didn’t confirm Bruce’s assertion.
“But that’s the GCPD,” Bruce said, a new tone softening the hard bat-gravel. “This is
just us. I know you’ve always resented my not telling you the first time, with Bane.
I’m sorry, Jim. It was never a matter of trust or any lack of confidence in our
friendship. It was a difficult time, and my judgment wasn’t what it should have
been—in more ways than one. That’s no excuse, but I offer it up anyway, man to man,
with my deepest apologies.”
Once again, Gordon took it in quietly. He seemed to digest the words one by one.
While he was not a stupid man, the process took longer than it should. The sheer
power of the words—coming, as they did, from Batman—slowing the process
considerably. Finally, he signaled his acceptance of the apology with an awkward but
manly cough, which Bruce answered with a light grunt.
“Very well,” Bruce said, returning to the all-business delivery of the rooftop. “With
those preliminaries out of the way, let me explain why I asked you here today.”

Cassie had no difficulty finding the source of the paper packaging Selina took from
Fiona’s room. Tourists who had never set foot in Chinatown before could all find
Eastern Spring Elixirs. It was almost impossible to pass through that part of the city
and not see a dozen ads for the “authentic Chinese apothecary—the oldest and largest
in Gotham.” The store had often been likened to a magic shop in the Harry Potter
movies (but only by visitors who hadn’t been there when the tour busses rolled in,
which rather ruined the effect). Cassie waited patiently through the show they put on
for the tourists, the Q&A about acupuncture and herbal medicine, and the labored
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posing for photographs. Finally, when the crowd had cleared and she had the
personable young clerk to herself, she showed him the paper.
The clerk, who was a native Gothamite and a recent graduate of PS12, was used to
tourists speaking to him loudly and slowly in an improvised pidgin English, often
augmented with a homemade sign language, as if he wouldn’t understand anything
beyond “Good morning” without a pantomime. The soft-spoken Chinese girl charmed
him with her shy manner and monosyllabic questions. He thought he recognized a
fellow-sufferer, asked where she was from, and if she knew about the cultural center
off Canal Street. He happily looked at her little paper, told her it was wrapping for a
bottle of chang bai ciwuja, and that the calligraphy was definitely Mr. Wo over at Ho
Shou Wu. He drew her a map, even though it was only a few streets away. And then
he told her his name was Jai, and he asked her out.
She refused, and Jai asked for her phone number. She refused again, and he asked if
he’d at least get to see her at the cultural center. They had some great programs on the
weekends, he said, even some interesting classes. Uncomfortable refusing again when
he seemed so sweet about the increasingly lesser requests, she managed a quick nod
and then left.

“Catwoman. Investigating a murder,” Gordon repeated, raw shock blotting out the
vehemence of his disapproval. Once the shock wore off and he regained his
equilibrium, he was pleased that he could answer Bruce’s earlier critique of the GCPD
with an equally unanswerable criticism of its own: “Remember before when you said
your judgment was shot after Bane? Well it hasn’t improved, my friend. If I had to call
it between appointing that Azrael to step in for Batman and sending Catwoman to
catch a killer, I’d have to say it’s a tie for sheer—”
“Then you’d be wrong,” Bruce interrupted. “There is no comparison. I knew
firsthand what I was sending Azrael into, although I admit I misjudged his ability to
cope with it. But I had no inkling there was a would-be murderer at Watermill Lodge.
I never would have sent Selina if I had. But, as it turns out, it was fortunate that I did
send her. She wound up being the key to the whole thing, and not even through
orchestrated investigation but simply being who she is. And that’s why I asked you
here, Jim. The houseparty is about to break up, the guests will be leaving Watermill
Lodge, and if you don’t act quickly, then very soon, the following things will happen: a
boy named William Foley will suffer some sort of fatal accident, and Selina might well
be arrested for burglary and manslaughter.”
“You can’t be serious.”
“Admittedly, arrest is a worst case scenario. But at the very least, I would expect
police coming to the house to question her, repeatedly, and the kind of ongoing
scrutiny that neither of us can afford. Now, Dick has been a policeman, and
technically, he could act just as I’m asking you to, but he’s also my son, and Selina is
my… You understand why it can’t be him.”
“Nightwing, then. Or even Robin.”
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“Oliver Lyon tried to involve Batman in this matter, and I’d rather not let him know
that he succeeded. I will have ‘Wing make the arrest if I have to, but I would prefer
that it comes from you.”
Gordon laughed heartily.
“Don’t lie to me, Bruce, we go back too far. You would prefer to take the perp down
yourself. Except ‘prefer’ doesn’t begin to cover it. If you could get out of that chair,
you’d mow down a dozen cops to get there first and take them down yourself, every
time.”
“Yes,” Bruce admitted. “And since I can’t, I am asking you.”
“So it’s a compliment?”
“It’s a necessity. Jim, right now the killer believes this looks like a natural death.
That’s the only reason William Foley is still alive, because another death in the house
would raise suspicions, and no killer will risk that if they think they’ve got away with
it. But he’s a loose end, and we both know murderers do not leave loose ends for long.
We also know that having killed once, it will be easier to do again. Anyone they might
see as a threat is in danger.”
Gordon nodded. Lives were at stake, and for him as much as for Bruce, that was the
first and last priority.

Mr. Wo said he sold a lot of chang bai ciwuja, and he was sorry but there was no way
to tell who bought the particular bottle that was wrapped in that particular paper bag.
Batgirl asked about white customers, and he said he had several. Finally, she asked
about white customers who bought chang bai ciwuja. Mr. Wo said he did have one
regular customer, who was a tall, blonde-haired white man, that had only just added
chang bai ciwuja to his order.
Batgirl pushed forward her paper triumphantly and told Mr. Wo to write down
everything else the tall, blonde-haired white man bought.

Fast-growing vines were snaking through the city from the west as a seductive
purple fog rolled in from the east. Bane, the chemically engineered monstrosity, rose
from the pavement at the Westside entrance to Robinson Park, only to be covered over
in green before he could even complete his war cry. On the other side of the park,
another monstrosity rose: Az-Bat, the abomination an insane Jean Paul Valley had
made of Batman’s mantle. Before he could draw his sword, he was enveloped in the
purple fog and vanished into nothingness.
Both advancing forces continued their movement towards the city center, but before
they could meet, a giant coin rolled down Broadway, creating some kind of impassable
barrier. A Ben and Jerry’s billboard in Times Square found it amusing and began to
laugh, spewing out the letters “HA HA” until they formed a whirlpool in the center of
the square. Streetlights, taxis, newsstands, and even Robin were pulled into the center,
the cackling growing louder with each new object that vanished into the core. The
purple fog began to purr in reply, but the vines took advantage of the distraction and
began advancing in a new direction. It edged south towards a batarang that had fallen,
unnoticed, into the street on Park Row, right on the sidewalk in front of Leslie’s clinic.
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With the omniscience that comes in dreams, Batman knew that when the vines
reached the batarang, the boiler would blow and the city would be ripped to pieces by
the explosion. Except… the vines weren’t moving, and the whirlpool was no longer
laughing. There was just that purring from the warm furry cold… wet…
The dream receded, but as Bruce’s eyes fluttered open, the purring grew more
distinct. Nutmeg’s cold wet nose pushed into his palm, while the sleeping cat
stretched herself out in his lap. Bruce rubbed her ear absently, envying the cat’s ability
to nap at will. Batman’s sleep schedule being abruptly displaced by a “normal” one,
coupled with the painkillers and Selina’s sudden absence from their bed, had produced
a nauseating weariness. So he’d opted for an hour of shuteye before—
The cat’s head snapped up suddenly, full awake, and it took no great detective (as
Selina would have said) to deduce the cause. The manor walls were thick, and the
approach of a car or the opening of the front door could not be heard from Bruce’s
study—not by him. But with the cat tipping him off, Bruce could time it out in his
mind:
Park in the front circle, figure on moving the car out to the carriage house later if she
doesn’t go out to prowl tonight; she’ll decide later, meow. Get her suitcase out of the
trunk, open the front door herself, clip-clip into the foyer, set down the suitcase, drop
her purse on the front table, and clip-clip into the great hall. Clip-clip, clip-clip
crossing the hall until Alfred gets there. “Ah, welcome back, miss. I trust you had a
pleasant weekend?” Some kind of sassy rejoinder from Selina, probably reiterating
that Catwoman is a thief and not a crimefighter. Then: “Where is he?” “In the study,
miss.” “Giving you much trouble?” “Not at all, miss.” Clip-clip-clip-clip…
Nutmeg jumped down from his lap and trotted to the door a moment before the clipclips became audible in the hall. They slowed as soon as she saw the cat. A moment of
murmured and predictable fussing followed. And then a few more clips, and she
appeared in the doorway.
“Meo-oh,” she gasped. “Bruce… What are you doing on your feet? You’re
supposed to be resting.”
“Special occasion,” he said, kissing her cheek. “Welcome home.”
They settled together on the sofa, and Bruce took her in. He was used to her beauty,
used to her smile, and used to her banter. This was something else. This was Batman
on alert. Since the moment she said she was leaving Watermill Lodge, since the
moment he hung up the phone, something inside him began bracing for it—although
he couldn’t say what “it” was.
He knew he was proud of her. She’d shown a surprising aptitude for investigation,
despite her “I’m a thief, take it or leave it” attitude.
He also knew she would be chafing from all the orders he’d given. For as long as
he’d known her, Catwoman’s independence demanded payment after any
accommodation.
And he knew he missed her. The bed had been cold and empty without her, and the
manor lost that sense of “possibility” that existed whenever she was in the house. But
none of that quite explained Batman’s heightened sense of… the helicopter.
Of course, it was the helicopter.
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Everyone in the Bat Family had been wrestling with memories of his Bane injury.
Selina wasn’t a part of Bruce Wayne’s life back then, but Batman had been very much a
part of Catwoman’s. They had never talked about that time since they’d become a
couple, not even the day they went through his hologram safe in the Batcave, not even
when they came to the documents on the Order of St. Dumas. But he knew it affected
her deeply. No detective, no one with the slightest understanding of human nature,
could fail to see it. One had only to look at her hatred of Azrael. If there was one thing
Bruce understood, it was that passionate hate that comes from loss. Batman’s sudden
disappearance, and the unexplained appearance of another man in his costume… He
should have realized what it would do to her, what it would mean to her. At the
helicopter, he saw it.
Catwoman had been there when he confronted Azrael to reclaim his mantle. In the
midst of the battle, a helicopter’s fuel tank was damaged. Nightwing was down,
Azrael was escaping, Robin was occupied with a mobster’s bodyguards… and the pilot
was not moving. He couldn’t pursue Azrael without checking the man and getting
him clear before the copter blew. And then, his peripheral vision saw that flash of
purple—Catwoman purple. And a voice called out his name, telling him to go. She’d
take care of the pilot. He’d turned, fired a line, and swung away after Azrael.
The chase, the battle that followed, there was no time to breathe let alone consider…
it was days later when his memory showed him what he had glimpsed in that split
second as he turned to fire the grapnel: Catwoman’s eyes, her face, her posture,
everything about her was off. Riveted on him to the point of losing balance.
They had never discussed it, any of it. Not as Bat and Cat. Not as Bruce and Selina.
But now… the night in the med lab, even through the haze of painkillers, he could see
the condition she was in. And the next day, before he sent her to Watermill Lodge, she
was almost clingy. Catwoman the unconquerable had offered him a massage from a
topless slave girl.
Now he knew. He knew why Batman was on alert. He knew what his instincts had
been bracing for since the moment she said she was coming home. The helicopter.
Bane. Azrael. Here it was. They had never talked about it.
The glad-to-be-home smile had given way to an air of expectancy.
Like she was waiting for something. The whole vibe in the room was “Well?”
“Well,” Bruce said, taking a deep breath and ready to delve into it. “Welcome home,
Kitten.”
“Screw that. Who did it?”

..:: Buys too much herbs. Too much for one person.::..
“You got that right,” Tim murmured, scrutinizing the list on the giant viewscreen.
He had been sent to the Batcave to receive Cassie’s report from Chinatown, so he
would have the full array of Batman’s resources at his disposal, Bruce said. (Also, he
could stop in the kitchen on the way downstairs, rather than having to stop at home
before patrol and facing another one of his stepmom’s tofu casseroles.)
“This guy isn’t like Alfred. He gets temp work and catering jobs for a lot of families.
He’s probably selling to many of his employers. He might be selling other drugs too,
illegal stuff, not from Ho Sho Wu.”
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..:: Have picture. Will ask around neighborhood. See if he buy from triads.::..
“You have his picture?” Tim asked. “Where did you get a picture of this guy?”
..:: Selina phone.::..
“Oh.”
..:: She take picture in phone. Send on OraCom.::..
“She’s better at this than she lets on,” Tim laughed. “Better not let her hear me say it
though.”
..:: Did hear.::..
“Not you, Cass. I meant Selina.”
..:: Oracle hear. Oracle tell Selina.::..
“Barbara, you’re on the channel?” Tim yelped.
..:: Technically… I’m not really paying attention, Tim... Kind of preoccupied looking up
what these herbs do... Phonetic mandarin translated into English is a little beyond Cassie's
vocal abilities, so she sent me the list typed into her wrist unit... I think your ill-considered
words about Catwoman will remain a secret… long as Nightwing’s patrol is covered on my
birthday next month.::..
“Oh yeah. Lady can do nasty things with a whip. Bludhaven is covered.”
..:: I want to go up to Vermont for the weekend. ::..
“Sure. Right. I mean, it’s your birthday and you want more than one night. That’s
understandable.”
..:: A long weekend. ::..
“Is there an end in sight, Barbara, or should I just figure on attending Bludhaven
Junior College?”

“You’re smiling,” Selina observed.
“’Screw that. Who did it?’” Bruce quoted, “It’s not what I was expecting, that’s all.”
She came round behind him, rubbed his neck, and purred in his ear.
“I kissed you first, didn’t I?” she said, her tongue just barely making contact with the
inner ridge of his ear. “I thought that showed admirable restraint. I was replaying our
conversation the whole drive back,” she said, torturing him with that wisp of hot,
moist breath on the hypersensitive flesh of his ear. “I can't figure out what I said that
could possibly…”
He reached up swiftly and grabbed her arm in a Nexi hold.
“If you keep tickling my ear like that, I won’t be able to concentrate,” he managed
hoarsely. “Please, just… this is why there’s no sex in mysteries. Just… sit over there,”
he pointed. “Less Irene Adler. More Watson.”
She went to the chair, laughing that, after all these years, she had finally shortcircuited the great bat-brain—and at the worst possible time for Kitty’s trademark
curiosity.
“Are you finished?” he graveled.
She put on her best rooftop temptress manner before saying “Hell no. Brace
yourself. Here it comes…” and crossed her legs. Then came the naughty grin…
“Now, I’m finished.”
…and a comfortable silence.
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“You really missed me?”
“More than you know.”
“Good. Now who did it?”

..:: Well that’s interesting.::..
“The impending death of my academic future?”
..:: You've got araliaceae root and chang bai ciuwa, both relatives of ginseng, essentially a
high octane metabolism booster, and ma huang is an appetite suppressant, the source compound
for ephedrine. ::..
“This lady was a fashion model, Babs. I think we can assume weight loss is her
religion.”
..:: Yeah, but wu wei zi is a cough suppressant and asthma treatment that can also be used for
insomnia. Suan zao ren, an mian pian… I think we’re looking at someone on the standard pill
popper's rollercoaster. All the fat burners give her energy, but then she’s over stimulated and
needs the sleep aids and anti-anxiety meds for the resulting insomnia, headaches, and stress.::..
“There’s no guarantee all these herbs were going to one person, Babs. It’s almost
certain they weren’t.”
..:: Well in that case, all bets are off, but I’ll send you the annotated list.::..
“Wait, before you do, mark off the ones that are related to heart problems.”
..:: Oh, that’s easy, the ma huang. Tim, it’s ephedrine; it’s a vascoconstrictor. ::..
“A wha?”
..:: I thought you were kicking butt on the medical quiz earlier. ::..
“That was poisons, not diet pills.”
..:: You can be such a guy sometimes. Just like Dick was, I don’t know what it is about that
costume. Vasoconstriction is the narrowing of the blood vessels resulting from contracting of
the muscular wall of the vessels. When blood vessels constrict, the flow of blood is “restricted”
or slowed. Usually results in an increase of the blood pressure, causes pupil dilation, and in
men... well, we can skip that. Medications that cause vasoconstriction include antihistamines,
decongestants, methylphenidate (commonly used for ADHD), cough and cold combinations,
pseudoephedrine, and caffeine. ::..
“It’s not a book report, Barbara.”
..:: AND taken consistently over time, it could be pushing her towards a heart attack.::..
“Ah. Well, I know times have changed, but slow, long term poison is still a woman’s
weapon,” Tim noted. “That stepdaughter, Fiona—I mean, you don’t have to be a
model to take a lot of diet pills, right? The note Selina found was to an F. There are
three of those at the party: Fiona, Rick whose full name is Fredrick, and Richard Flay.
Flay wouldn’t be getting a delivery at somebody else’s house, right? So it’s one of the
kids, and I say it’s her. She could’ve got the stuff and been slipping it to loathed
stepmum all this time, a hopeful sort of crime. It might never have any effect at all, and
if it does, she can convince herself she didn’t have anything to do with it. But then this
thing with Rick getting married opens up all the old wounds and pushes her over the
edge. She knows her stepmom’s got a weak heart by now. Gives her a shot to finish it
off.”
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..:: Couple problems with your theory, Tim. For one thing, poison is still a woman’s
weapon—with one exception. A man that wants to make a murder look like a natural death.
Like a husband that would be the prime suspect if she were shot or stabbed. Plus…::..
“Yeah, the second one I already know. All indications are that Mrs. Lyon was
obsessive about her weight and she took the herbs knowingly and willingly. I guess I
just wanted to make the case, hear how it would sound out loud.”
..:: Tim play detective,::.. Cassie teased.
..:: Yes! ::.. Barbara laughed. ..:: Hercule Poirot laying out the solution for all the suspects
in the parlor.::..
“For two batgirls on the OraCom, you mean… Although… You know what, I think it
helped. ‘Cause I just saw what we’ve been missing. She takes the herbs herself, right?
So those who are close to her know that she’s been weakening her heart for years.
They’d know the extended rush of adrenaline from a shot of insulin would trigger a
heart attack before the insulin could do anything more suspicious to her brain. But the
real beauty of those herbs is it’s a way to knock her out for the night. I mean, getting
into her room is easy. Two in the morning, the whole household is in bed. But you’re
not going to risk plunging a needle into somebody unless you’re damn sure they’re not
going to wake up screaming, and that’s just if you’re sticking them anywhere. If you
need to actually hide the injection point on their body, they’ve got to be OUT.”

Sherlock Bruce and Selina Watson were seated in front of the fire in the detective’s
study. Alfred completed the cliché, bringing a tray of tea.
“If you make me ask a third time,” Selina warned, making a clawing motion.
“Okay, okay,” Bruce grinned. “’Who did it?’ As you know, it was something you
said on the phone that really snapped the case into focus for me. Without realizing it,
you drew my attention to one of the most intriguing features of this mystery, and you
did it in a very specific context.
“I was not jealous of Clark, Selina. But the way you teased me about it, that clarified
a great deal. Remember what you said about ‘another fop playboy doing what fop
playboys do?’ Daniel Eagen’s interest in you was the key to the whole thing.
“You’re beautiful, Selina. You’re sexy, you’re intelligent, you’re passionate, and no
man alive would need an ulterior motive to find you attractive. But you are also with
me, and the last time I ran the numbers, my net worth came in just under $9 billion, not
counting Batman’s assets. I could swat Daniel Eagen like a fly, and there are plenty of
beautiful women out there whom he could hit on without risking that.”
His lip twitched.
“To a playboy, one handsome woman is as good as another. But he hit on you, and
that started me thinking. No one has a straight answer on exactly what this man does
for a living, and a woman dating—or married to—a billionaire has a lot to lose.
Getting a rich man’s woman into bed with a hidden camera rolling and then
blackmailing her with the evidence of her infidelity, that would pay the bills very
nicely.”
“Son of a bitch,” Selina murmured appreciatively.
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“So while this vague idea of blackmail is slowly forming in my head, you babbled on
about casing a target. You said you don’t want to spend six months establishing a
cover just to get close to the Pattington tiara, only to find out they replaced all the
diamonds with cubic zirconia after junk bonds tanked in the eighties. That was it,
correct?”
“Word for word, Dark Knight,” she winked.
“And that was it, the explanation for the one thing that’s been driving me crazy: why
the diamond in that necklace was a fake. Catwoman is no slouch at identifying
jewelry, and at dinner you were too far away to make any kind of accurate assessment
of the stone. That means whoever made a fake good enough to fool the family couldn’t
have been working off some sketch made across the room when Noel went to the
opera. They had to be in the presence of the original, up close, for an extended period
of time. And who could arrange that more easily than the owner? There’s no doubt in
my mind that Noel swapped the diamond herself, because her lover and blackmailer
Daniel Eagen forced her to.”
“Okay, I’ll buy that,” Selina nodded. “And if Daniel was our corpse, Noel is now
our number one suspect. ‘Ingenious, Holmes, victim killing a blackmailer is the classic
scenario. Only way to make them stop, right?’ But the blackmailer killing the golden
goose, that's bad for the bottom line.”
“I’m not saying Daniel is the murderer,” Bruce graveled. “I’m saying he's a gigolo, a
creep, and a blackmailer. It’s an important piece of the puzzle. It’s the piece. I was
jealous, Kitten. Not of Clark, of the other fop playboy. I would have gladly punched
him, and he hadn’t done anything more than give you ‘the vibe.’ Can you imagine if it
was more than that? Can you imagine what Oliver Lyon would feel if he discovered
that diamond was a fake and worked out why? Not only did his wife cheat on him,
she stole from him? You don't steal from men like Oliver Nathanial Lyon.”
“Well, I do, but—”
“No, Kitten, you don’t. You never did. You haven’t stopped to wonder why you
never targeted this man? He had a consultant advise him how to avoid tripping Poison
Ivy's wire. Given that his name is Lyon, I'm sure he's sought advice on staying off your
radar... Until now.”
“Wait, wait, wait, I did target him. I looked into those famous Miros that he’s got.”
“And you didn’t bother pursuing it when you found out they were only prints
signed on the plate. He’s managed to stay out of your sights all this time. Now, he
invites you to his country house and very cleverly maneuvers you into paying
attention to his wife's necklace in front of the other guests, i.e. witnesses.
“You know, it’s bothered me all along. I know Oliver and Noel slightly. Well
enough to be invited to the garden party or the clambake or the barbecue. But the
whole weekend? It was a small circle asked to stay at the house, family and intimate
friends. Why us? As soon as I formulated the theory about Noel and Daniel and the
diamond, it all made sense: it wasn’t me Oliver wanted in the house that night, it was
you. It was Catwoman.”
Selina set down her cup thoughtfully.
“I should suit up,” she said tersely. “I have a feeling I will need to claw something
very soon.”
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“Possibly,” Bruce agreed. “Because that’s also why he contacted Batman a few
weeks ago. I'm sorry, Kitten, I had good reasons for not telling you. I had a dozen
theories about why he might want Batman involved, but I never came close to the truth
of it.”
He chuckled before saying the next words:
“We were to be his alibi, Selina, you and me. Batman and Catwoman. He never
wanted me involved with the houseparty. He expected the brushoff. All he wanted
was for Batman to know the necklace existed. Then, when Noel died on a night
Catwoman happened to be a guest in the house, he assumed it would draw my
attention. If it didn't, he could always discover the substituted jewel himself in a few
weeks, executing the will or for some other mundane reason. As soon as it’s
discovered, what he’s told Batman makes it all ‘elementary’: Catwoman swapped the
diamond. He can get a fat insurance claim to compensate for the ‘stolen’ jewel. He
may not need the money, but to a man like Oliver, pride would demand restitution.
And, most importantly, there's now a plausible reason for his wife's heart attack: she
awoke in the night and found an intruder in her room...”
“Great, just great,” Selina growled. “I just got home. I just kicked my shoes off, and
now I’ve got to drive all the way back up there to claw out that guy’s kidneys.”
Bruce couldn’t suppress a smile, although it was a sad smile.
“Don’t bother,” he said. “Gordon will have him under arrest by now.”
Selina stared. She stared at the fire, at the sugar cubes on the tea tray, at the fringe of
the Aubusson carpet that the Justice League of another dimension had set on fire
during her climactic dimension hop, and finally, she stared at Bruce.
“That is just INCREDIBLY UN-SATISFYING,” she declared.
“It's the fact that a woman is dead that is unsatisfying,” Bruce said. “Nothing we do
to Oliver at this point is going to make it feel right.”
“No wonder you scowl so much. This bites.”
“Agreed. But at least you have the option of going out tonight and taking out your
frustration on as many bad guys as you can find.”

James Gordon pulled into the parking lot of the Briermere Market that had so eluded
Dick and Cassie. It wasn’t that he was that much better at navigating the backroads of
Watermill, it was simply that Superman hovering over the intersection was hard to
miss. The Man of Steel descended and handed over the revised pathology report, as
well as a statement the GCPD had taken only minutes before from a William Foley.
Named by the Red Fire Triad as a buyer of semi-legal herbs and blatantly illegal
cocaine, ecstasy, meth, and prescription painkillers, Foley was quick to identify which
of his employers he then sold to, including Fiona, Noel, and Oliver Lyon. Of particular
interest was the diazepam and chloral hydrate purchased by Oliver Lyon. It seems that
Foley removed a bottle of herbs from his wife’s room shortly after her death, and her
diet pills were laced with those same sedatives…

“Is that supposed to be a joke?” Selina exclaimed.
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“No. It’s frustration. Only two days in this damn chair, and it’s… this not being able
to do anything is driving me insane.”
Selina’s eyes snapped shut as if hit by a magician’s curse or a post-hypnotic trigger.
“Selina?” Bruce called.
“Shh, I’m counting to ten,” she hissed.
“Selina,”
“EIGHT, don’t claw his eyes out, nine, don’t claw his eyes out, and… ten.”
She took a deep breath and opened her eyes with a serene smile.
“Falconi Jewelers,” she said with a ferocious intensity. “I grabbed a police van
transporting three prisoners from the courthouse back to Arkham for the sole purpose
of keeping you busy while I got Queen Anunaki’s golden dollhouse. It was only
supposed to be Harvey and Oswald in that van, but instead, I got Harvey, Oswald, and
Joker. Did I leave you to deal with the homicidal clown while I traipsed off to St
Moritz? NO, I caught him by myself and I left him tied up for you at the Bat-Signal.
Did I get so much as a thank you? NO, I got a batarang thrown at my head, but that’s
just you being you. I then HELPED YOU nail Oswald at Falconi Jewelers, and when I
offered a partnership at the end of it, you said ‘That’s not good enough.’ One and a
half Rogues in ninety minutes—my first ninety minutes even attempting *koff*fighting—and I got a Rogue an hour.”
Bruce was sitting absolutely still, his fingers interlaced thoughtfully, his whole
manner that of a Buddhist monk meditating in a hurricane…
“Good ones! Joker! Penguin! Not like I’m talking Kite-Man and the Trigger Twins.”
…or a hapless antelope that had wandered into a lion’s den and was hoping, if he
remained very still, the lions wouldn’t notice.
“Always been tempted to ask just how many Joker and Penguin caliber fiends you
nailed in your first two hours on the job.”
It was like she’d found some new-fangled way of breathing. The words just kept
coming without her ever stopping for breath.
“But what would be the point? You’d probably just toss another batarang at my
head.”
It was clear she’d been holding it in for a long time, her “How hard do you want it to
get” moment, perhaps. The night you’d said nothing, and it haunted you ever after.
Only six months later, replaying the scene for the thousandth time in your head, do
you finally find the words.
“I mean for God’s sake, give it two weeks before you decide I can never possibly make
up for a few purloined Picassos. Two nights, even! I’d already got Joker and half a
Penguin, my average had nowhere to go but down.”
It was also clear that… that she’d stopped.
And she was staring at him, apparently expecting a response.
“I really thought if we were going to be talking about the past, it was going to be
Azrael,” he said bluntly.
“Well we’re not. It’s this,” she said. The passion had spent itself, and her tone was
reason itself. “I made a mistake, I realized it, and as soon as I did, I tried to correct it.
That effort resulted in the capture of two A-level Rogues in less than a full night. You
said that’s not good enough. Bruce, you’ve been in that chair for a little over two days,
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and you’ve already solved a murder. Is it possible that your standards are just a little too
high?”
Alfred withdrew quietly from the room rather than risk betraying the dignity of his
position with a cackle of triumphant glee. If there was one single element Miss Selina
had brought into the manor that none of them had ever anticipated, it was this ability
to present Master Bruce with an alternate perspective of Batman’s activities, and to do
so in a manner he couldn’t ignore. Although his curiosity was keen to see what would
happen next, he thought it prudent to step even further from the study door, lest that
suppressed cackle of glee explode into a fully articulated war whoop.
Behind him, in the study, there was an odd rumbling coming from the center of
Bruce’s chest, which meant either he was about to implode—or it was a laugh.
Alternate universe experiences with alternate reality Batmen argued for the laugh, and
Selina risked a naughty grin.
“Okay,” he said at last.
“Okay what?”
“You didn’t help catch Penguin, you caught Penguin. Your whip, his foot, the display
gimmick, his head. I wasn’t anywhere near it. You stopped him on your own while I
was still tangling with his goons. Saved me the chase—and that was after you
disarmed the thug pointing a gun at my head. That’s two A-level Rogues in your first
ninety minutes. It is good enough, and I accept your offer. Full partners. You can start
tonight.”
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EPILOGUE
“…”
“Kitten?”
“…”
Selina appeared to have frozen: her pupils fixed, her breathing shallow, and a certain
un-feline stiffness in her posture around the neck and shoulders.
“…”
“Look, Selina, for the next five weeks, the city is short one Batman.”
“You can’t be serious,” she murmured dully.
“Oh good, you can talk. I was saying: the city is short one Batman.”
“You can’t be serious,” she repeated after an incredulous swallow.
“I’m not asking you to answer the signal or wear the cape. I’m just saying help the
team.”
“You can’t be…”
“You offered!”
“It was like three presidents ago!” she exploded. “Gas was a dollar twenty-nine.
Trump carried his own golf clubs. Eddie had a full head of hair!”
“Exactly. Long before the Gotham Post’s nonsense became an issue, when you had
nothing to prove about a lying tabloid saying you were something that you’re not,
you… fought crime. Rather well. And offered to do it again.”
“That was a personal offer, directed to Batman and Batman alone, and under very
unusual circumstances.”
Bruce smiled.
“I’m Batman,” he said, punctuating the statement with Bruce Wayne’s charmingly
coy playboy wink. Then his face hardened as he added, “And these are also very
unusual circumstances.
“Look, Selina, I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t thinking about Gotham, but I’m not only
thinking of Gotham. I’m thinking of us, too. Back then, you said you’d made a
mistake and you were trying to make up for it. I made a mistake too that night. You
did catch Joker, you had my back when that thug pulled a gun, and you caught
Penguin. When you offered more, the answer should have been yes without a
moment’s hesitation. But that kiss scared the hell out of me. You scared the hell out of
me. I wanted you so badly, I could feel the possibility of… compromise. And we’d
only fought together for a minute. It was fifty-eight seconds from your crashing
through the skylight to tripping Cobblepot into that display. Fifty-eight seconds and I
could barely summon the will to pull away. If I gave it two weeks, how could I
possibly… That’s why I had to refuse.”
“You’re saying… if I do this… it makes up for both our mistakes?”
“Nothing can change the past, but we have both learned a lot since that night.”
“I don’t believe I’m even considering this,” Selina muttered.
“I don’t either,” Bruce murmured, then added with a twinkle. “But you are.”
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… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
Let’s be clear about one thing: Batman is an unmitigated jackass.
He’s wonderful, and I do love him, but that doesn’t change the fact that he’s a
jackass. I’m a thief at heart, I’m a bad girl, and I’m a cat. Crimefighting isn’t my kink.
Never has been; never will be. But somehow, that shifty bastard has me covering for
him for the month and a half it’s going to take for his back to heal.
It started before I even left the house. I was on my way upstairs. I still keep the
catsuit under my bed, and often I’ll leave from there, going straight out the window
and down this big elm tree. It’s the balcony; I love starting a prowl from a balcony. It
reminds me of my old apartment, the old prowls… even if I am just dropping to
ground level and crossing the lawns to the carriage house to drive into town, that one
touchstone with the past is just… right. It’s the best way to begin and end a night in
Gotham.
Tonight, I found a note pinned to the bedroom curtain.
Stop by the study on your way out.
–B
That’s my Bat. It wouldn’t be him if he mentioned it at dinner. It wouldn’t be him if
he said “Please” or worded it as a request. But a terse little note pinned where I had to
see it on my way out: “Do this. –B” That’s pure Bruce and that’s why I love him. So,
down to the study I went.
“I know you’re not going to be leaving through the cave,” he said in that deep Batgravel, “but it would be a good idea to stop at the Batcomputer and look over the AtLarge list before you set out.”
I told him I already have a pretty good idea who’s out there and who isn’t on any
given night. The Iceberg grapevine tells me all I need to know, and I’m not going to
change now.
He countered with “The Batmobile is on autopilot, and the patrol route is drawn
from the At-Large list. It would be best if you note where it’s going to be. To the
world, that’s where Batman is tonight.”
In other words, he’s thinking it would look suspicious if I appeared to cross
Batman’s path during the night but the car didn’t stop and no Batman got out. That’s
also pure Bruce. Everybody but him knows that I can avoid Batman just fine without
inside knowledge of his patrol route.
I softened the refusal with a kiss on the cheek. Told him I’d be fine. It was just
another night in Gotham, a prowl like any other, and he should stop fretting. That
should have been that, but he moved his hand up to the small of my back and pulled
me in closer, deepened the kiss, the other hand went wandering and… well, I agreed to
stop in the cave and look over the At-Large list on my way out. I guess I just felt like
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there was no reason not to. He’s Batman. And he’s stuck in that chair. The last time, I
couldn’t do a thing for him. This time, I can. I would rather give him a sponge bath
with rosewater and Dom Perignon, but this is what he wants. So why not?
That’s why I began the night in the Batcave, staring at the names of my former
colleagues on the At-Large list. Some were friends: Eddie, Matt Hagen, Oswald on a
good day. Some weren’t: Scarecrow, Ivy, Catman. Even so, they’re not enemies. It
didn’t feel right, sitting there looking at those names on an enemies list on a little
sidescreen under a bat emblem. I’m not going to become “Batwoman,” not ever.
I was going to go out there to… fight crime.
And, since any decent stint crimefighting begins with a solemn vow, I paused right
there in the dim glow of a Batcomputer hologram and I vowed that if anyone, friend or
foe, so much as whispers the words “Gotham Post,” I will claw out their fucking
eyeballs and make them into earrings. I will claw out their intestines and feed them to
Shimbala, and I shall send whatever is left over to Etrigan for his demon pals in the
ninth circle of hell to play scheol soccer with their skulls.
Anyway, that was getting out of the house. Once I made it into Gotham, I’ve got to
say, this city is a lot bigger if you patrol instead of prowl. I began in my usual territory:
uptown. Museum Mile, down Park Avenue to the Fifth Avenue jewelers, Tiffany,
Cartier, Van Cleef and Arpels… It’s the kind of crimefighting I’m most comfortable
with, because there is one particular type of criminal I dearly love to pummel: the
overreaching amateur. In crime as in everything else, everyone has their level, and if
you’re a mediocre nobody, you simply have no business attempting Catwoman
targets. The Gotham Museum of Art, The Whitney, The MoMA, Cartier, Tiffany, these
are only to be attempted by master thieves for whom the act of thieving is an art.
Any time I have found one of those presumptuous no-talent wannabes attempting to
break into Cartier, I have happily introduced them to their own inadequacies by way of
the cat-o-nine tails. I was quite prepared to add the museums and the other Fifth
Avenue jewelers to the list of targets worthy of that protection. I was quite prepared to
add a call to the GCPD after the pain and humiliation of the physical beating. In my
experience, overreaching amateurs are inherently stupid and unbelievably slow to
learn, even at the business end of a bullwhip. Quite possibly, learning their value in
cigarettes would show them how worthless they really are.
Unfortunately, there were no overreaching nobodies trying to break into the
museums tonight. None attempting the Fifth Avenue jewelers, either—or even the
modest little jewelry store near the opera house… Not the Park Avenue penthouses…
not the park front condos on the Upper Eastside… and not the park front condos on the
Upper Westside…
Since I was there, I checked the park itself. Not that I’m overflowing with goodwill
towards anyone wandering Robinson Park that time of night. Safe as the park’s
become during the day, it still has the hangover of its old reputation after dark. It’s
mostly just hustlers, drug dealers, and drunken debutantes in there after midnight, and
you have to figure they knew what they were getting into. As far as I’m concerned,
they can get themselves out.
But it did occur to me that Poison Ivy was the reason Bruce was hurt—and therefore
the reason I was out playing crimefighter. Plus, there were a number of unanswered
insults from the Two-Face episode, and the park is the quickest route from the westside
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to the east. If, in the course of stopping a mugging or something, I just happened to trip
over a good reason to beat Pammy’s head into a tree for a few minutes, that would be a
detour worth taking. If I found a reason to set her on fire, that would be a night well
spent.
Unfortunately—again—I had no such luck. I did scare away a few drug dealers.
After all, the hotels and condos off the park are among my chosen protected targets,
and desperate junkies fall into the same category as overreaching amateurs: they do not
belong in my part of the city. So, I picked three of the scummiest looking dealers, and
we had a frank chat about the food chain. Namely, how big criminals eat little
criminals. Left them tied up for the police, just as an example to the others. I think I
made my point, but we’ll see how many return tomorrow.
Midtown was next. I checked the MoMA (on the same principle as the uptown
museums). Didn’t find anything happening there, but a couple wiseguys were
torching a restaurant right down the block. I had NO qualms about taking them out.
Fires have that nasty potential to spread. They get out of control, and even if all the
people manage to get out of the way, the Van Gogh next door might not!
The Van Gogh naturally reminded me of Bruce, so I did a pop through Wayne
Tower while I was in the neighborhood. Call it enlightened self-interest. After all, the
penthouse is my home too, WE is Bruce’s bread and butter, and it’s built over a
Batcave. Between what Bruce started with and a few little suggestions I’ve made along
the way, the security is the best in the city. And, as long as Catwoman prowls the
night, I’ll be testing myself against the best security setups I can find.
I tried breaking into the R&D floor to begin with, and I was happy to see that I
couldn’t. Then I tried the executive suites, and found I could get into Lucius Fox’s
office on the first try. Normally, I’d set up a short in one of the outlets rather than
bother Bruce. Building maintenance would find the exposure when they opened up
the wall to patch the wiring. They’d have a few meetings with their security consultant,
and fix the problem themselves without ever knowing Kitty was involved. But with
his back injury, Bruce is frustrated. This will give him something to do.
I spotted the Batmobile as I passed Embassy Row. Gave that neighborhood a wide
berth and headed further downtown. I obviously wasn’t going to demean myself
going near the East End, but there were plenty of catworthy areas to look in on: the
lofts and galleries in SoHo, the clubs letting out in TriBeCa, and finally, the cutting
edge of bohemian chic, the meatpacking district.
Where I hit paydirt.
These two wonderful old landmark buildings had been joined behind their original
facades into an ultra-modern studio, showroom, and corporate headquarters topped
with a “diamond penthouse” for meetings. The new HQ for one…
meowwwwwwwwrrllllll…. Diane von Furstenberg. The place is all about lighting; it’s
an art thing. Lots and lots of glorious natural light streaming in every which way, i.e.
plenty of glass, plenty of mirrors, plenty of reflective white and silver, i.e. the dumb ass
roaming around inside in basic catburglar black didn’t have a prayer. I watched for
about five minutes, just to see how he’d negotiate the DMZ between the Phoenix 2000
protecting the showroom stock, and the 4000 that secured the priceless store of fabrics
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in the warehouse—not to mention the priceless secrets in the offices and design studio
above.
It looked like he was using a Plymouth bypass, which certainly isn’t how I would
have gone about it, but it got the job done. While he was covering his tracks, I checked
the street for a vehicle. Since there wasn’t one, I knew he couldn’t be there for the
fabric. He would need at least one partner and a good size truck to make off with
enough merchandise to make the break in worthwhile. So he had to be there for
something more portable, like the sketches for next season’s designs.
Figuring he was headed for the studio, I went all the way up to the roof and came in
through that “diamond penthouse.” It was an 8000 up there, and even Batman
wouldn’t have been able to get past it quick enough to head off a burglar who was
already inside—but then, Batman would just swing in through the glass and let the
alarms be damned.
Me? I cut my teeth on the Phoenix 8000. My claw-tip wire splice is the reason
there’s a Phoenix 9000. So I got to the studio in plenty of time, while he was rolling out
the sketches to photograph. I un-holstered my whip, lined up my shot, and as soon as
he snapped the first picture, I struck.
I bantered a little, cat and mouse stuff, but not because the mouse was any fun. I
only wanted to get a look at his camera without his realizing. It was a digital, so it was
easy to see any shots he had taken. My goal had been to jostle his arm and blur the
picture. I wanted to leave evidence of what he was doing, but I did not want to risk a
clear image of even one DVF design remaining in that camera. It would only wind up
floating around some godforsaken evidence room at the 38th Precinct, and Diane would
be no better off than if I’d never caught my mouse.
Cops simply can’t be trusted that way. There’s a reverse snobbery. Because a dress
that costs thousands of dollars is beyond their means and experience, they simply don’t
recognize its value. They would take no pains to protect DVF’s designs and would
probably ridicule any attempt she made to secure that protection. I’ve never met Diane
von Furstenberg personally, but her clothes exude poise, self-awareness, and class. She
deserves better than dealing with some missing link with a badge just to keep her
secrets under wraps.
Once I was sure that there was no exposure, I pummeled the mouse. Left the wouldbe fashion spy hanging on a streetlight outside, and I left DVF a note, which I’m going
to copy here, just to see if I’ve got this Link Document menu figured out.
(Ref: Duty log: Catwoman, supplementary file name, section designation §, seal
yes/no, encrypt yes/no)
Diane,
Found a creep snapping pictures of your sketches. Turned over to the GCPD, but it’s a simple
misdemeanor B & E. I'm sure you’ll want to sic your lawyers on the corporate espionage
angle. LOVE LOVE LOVE the willow print from the fall runway. Meow.
P.S. Peeked at your look book for fall ready to wear. Must have 2, 6, 9 and 10.
(/end embed document)
Boy, that looks messy. That can’t be right. Why does he make it so complicated to
attach a file? He writes these things up at 4 o’clock in the morning. Wouldn’t you
want everything to be shampoo simple: wash, rinse, repeat?
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Screw it. I’m going to bed.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
Selina usually returned to the manor the same way she’d left, though the bedroom
window. Coming in through the cave felt natural enough until she closed the clock
passage behind her, but moving through the house so late at night, that evoked…
something strange. It wasn’t déjà vu exactly, it was more like… muscle memory.
Moving through those gilded cavernous rooms in the dead of night and in costume,
muscle memory shifted her balance and modified her walk to make no sound. Her
hand hovered over the whip handle for a quick draw in case she was surprised, and
even her eyes logged the angle of certain cameras in relation to specific paintings and
ornaments.
It was all unconscious, until she reached the bedroom door…
“I’m awake,” Bruce said softly—and this time she was aware as muscle memory
shifted her balance to tilt her pelvis ever so slightly outward, licked her lips, and
stretched the fingers of her right hand, flaring her claws. “In case you wanted to turn
on the light,” Bruce concluded.
“I figured you might be,” she purred, pulling off bits of her costume as she strode
across the room. “I don’t need the light. Big house, dark room, middle of the night,
that’s what I do best, remember?”
He grunted, and she slipped under the covers. They curled together, and the room
was silent for a full minute before they both spoke at once, her “Aren’t you going to
ask…” overlapping with his “How did it go?”
“Well,” Selina began, stroking an old claw scar on Bruce’s chest, “since this is a full
partnership, share and share alike, then while you were lying here unable to sleep, you
managed to bag one and a half drug dealers in the park, an arsonist trying to torch a
restaurant near the MoMA, and half a corporate spy breaking into a fashion house in
the meatpacking district. You also pinpointed half a vulnerability in the Wayne Tower
elevator shaft leading to the executive suites.”
“Impressive. By my yardstick. Your half of the partnership measures the success of
an evening differently. Did you have any fun?”
“There was one entertaining moment. Costume flameout. The arsonists weren’t
newbies; I would say they had a nodding acquaintance with the Falconi family, but
they’d never had a run in with a mask before.”
“Choked hard?”
“Believe it or not, I’ve seen worse.”
“Really?”
“No. It was a total trainwreck. At one point I was addressed as Cheetawomanladyno-fuck-catpussybitch.”
“That’s impressive too.”
“Yeah, it’s gonna be with them for a while. First big moment with one of those mask
people and… flameout. Being wiseguys, I’m sure they’ll be out on bail by now and
drinking heavily.”
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WEEK 2
… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
I did it. I demoted Victor’s freeze ray to a back row knick-knack and put something
of mine in the long display case in the trophy room. I figured as long as I’m
participating in this ridiculous exercise, I may as well make my mark down here. His
cave. Grunt. I dare him to move it. I dare him. I’m out there fighting crime, for Bast’s
sake; I’m leaving my mark. I earned it too. If that freeze ray is a trophy, the Iceberg
souvenir glass is a goddamn badge of honor.
It started at a cute hole-in-the-wall in SoHo that was once called Gallery Blu. They
had some of the worst security in the city for a high-end retailer, and I wasn’t surprised
to learn they were a front for the Russian mob. The losses from all the uninsured
artworks going missing helped their fictional bookkeeping look legit, and looking back,
I’m sure there were items they imported just for me. In any case, I was a frequent
visitor and Gallery Blu saw its share of Bat/Cat action.
They went under a few years ago. At first, a coffee shop moved into the space. Then
a photo development lab, a used record store, a hair salon, and finally, it opened its
doors once again under a nondescript sign reading only “SVC.” I was curious and
checked the back door where deliveries were accepted. There, it was a smaller sign
reading “Samovar Vodka Club.” Call me crazy, but I couldn’t help thinking maybe the
Russians were back. So I went snooping.
There are two distinct groups within the Russian mob, and unlike similar
organizations, the two sides seem to get along pretty well. The Georgians are into the
nasty stuff: guns, drugs, human trafficking, and murder for hire. The Odessa crowd
are all business: loan sharking, money laundering, and a controlling interest in most of
the big cons. What I found at SVC seemed like the Odessa side of the business. Boxes
of prepaid phone cards, maps of the city marked up in various ways, and a lot of real
estate titles and paperwork. I took some pictures, sent them to Oracle, and was ready
to move on when I spotted an Iceberg napkin.
Now, the Iceberg is like any other bar in that it has its name and logo printed on the
cocktail napkins, and Oswald is a proud little bird. He appears prominently in the
logo, his Penguin silhouette framing the words “Iceberg Lounge” on both sides. On
this napkin, there were six arrows practically carved into the napkin with a deep,
menacing stroke, all pointed at the left profile’s head. The other profile had a no
smoking circle over the head and a nasty line sliced through the neck. Along the top,
the word “NO” was repeated six times, the last ones thicker and deeper, like the letters
had been traced over many times.
When this place was Gallery Blu, it excelled at exhibiting artworks where a simple
image told a complicated story. This napkin would not have looked out of place in that
exhibit. It didn’t take any great detective skill to see the story being told, it only took a
pair of working eyes, a working imagination, and a nodding acquaintance with the
people involved. Someone had been sitting in the Iceberg for hours, stewing with
dissatisfaction that slowly deepened into malice—and that malice centered on Oswald.
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My gut said they had gone to see him for something; that was the arrows on the left—
“This is the guy to talk to”—and when he said no, that’s when they moved to the
vicious mutilating on the right.
That part was only guesswork of course. The only way to find out more was to… to
somehow find out more. I started in the obvious places: Odessa thugs aren’t exactly
night people, but the Georgian crowd is up until dawn. I went up to Brighton Beach
where they’re clustered, and picked off one at a time as they left this club or entered
that one. Getting one isolated and vulnerable in an alley, that was easy. Getting one to
talk, that is all but impossible.
It’s not that I’m weak and dainty when it comes to intimidation. In some ways, I’m
better at it than Batman. Pointy claws dangled too near an eyeball, coupled with a
villain’s reputation as opposed to a hero’s, it works. But not with those guys. The old
world Russians, they don’t spook. They simply don’t. You have to figure after KGB,
former KGB going freelance, gulags, and Georgian death squads, a guy in a mask isn’t
all that scary. Gotham’s Finest are an actual joke, and as for costumed villains, well,
let’s just say that, given what goes on in some of those Eastern European prisons, “died
laughing” seems like a pretty good deal.
I was getting nowhere with Boris, Aleksei, and Gania, so I decided to try the other
side of the equation. By then, Oracle had figured out the phone cards and was halfway
through the real estate scam. She said she’d have the whole story by the time I reached
the Iceberg.
Now obviously I wasn’t going to barge in like a vigilante and start knocking over
furniture or beating up henchmen to get information. I was going to do what I always
do: go inside, give Raven a warm smile, big tip for Sly, order myself a martini, and get
what I was after—my way.
I thought I would give Batman’s alibi a little polish while I was at it. The Batmobile
was making its rounds, like always, but it’s been a week since anyone has seen him.
They haven’t noticed; it’s not like we’re a hive mind. As a rule, nobody goes racing to
the Iceberg after a bat encounter. Quite the reverse: if the encounter doesn’t go well,
you keep it to yourself. And from the Rogue POV, it usually doesn’t go well.
But anyway, I figured I’d take a few preventative measures since I had the chance. I
broke off two claw tips on my right hand—that’s the martini-holding hand and the one
that drops the twenty into the tip jar, sure to be noticed by Sly. I already had a broken
batarang with me. I inserted one half into the heel of my boot (I knew Talon would be
on the door tonight, and he’s a leg man), and the other half wedged neatly into my
whip holster, where Crow (an ass man if ever there was one) was sure to see it. Tada!
And meow. Without my saying a word, everyone would connect the dots and—Tada
and Meow—there’s officially been a bat sighting tonight without anyone actually
reporting one.
Back to business (grunt). I went to the bar, and all I could find out from Sly was that
Roxy was playing chicken with the Redbird, zigged when she should have zagged, and
put her rocket into the 10th Avenue bridge. All I could find out from the henchman was
that there had been a mysterious shift in the suck up wind, and for some reason,
Harley Quinn was the new ass to kiss. None of them knew why, but being the kind of
pliable numbskulls that normally go into henching, they were still ready to bend down
and pucker simply because of a vague impression based on a half-heard story told by
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someone that didn’t know any more than they did. Honest to God, these guys deserve
to get pummeled.
Anyway, the bar was a waste of time, so I took my drink into the dining room and
wandered. Jervis is still up the river, (courtesy of Huntress. Ouch.) so there’s no
gossip on tap ‘til next week… Eddie was chatting up a groupie, so I let him be for the
time being… And that left Victor Frieze, who’s a nice enough guy if a bit of a
downer… and Jonathan Crane, who is not a nice guy but who is better informed than
most rogues. I went to his table, Blake snarled as I passed, and I hissed and kicked his
chair.
Broke the ice with Jonathan, saying what nice weather we’d been having and what a
big crowd there was tonight, and he scooted over citing the batarang sticking out of my
holster. Normally it would be rude to mention a severed batarang protruding from the
hip of a fellow rogue unless they brought it up first, but Jonathan’s costume is mostly
straw and he was just trying to avoid getting sliced. Anyway, the ice broken and the
straw spill averted, we got down to business:
Oswald was the source of the Harley Quinn suck up initiative. Apparently it all
dates back to the rebuild. There’s always been a fair amount of gambling in the Iceberg
back rooms: blackjack, roulette, couple slots, and the best sports betting concession in
the city. When Ozzy rebuilt after the fire, he ordered the same slot machines that he
had in the old ‘Berg. Same company, same machines—but a new design. Each and
every one of the new slots is decorated with a grinning white-faced clown. Leaving
Oswald “wedged between two frights,” as Jonathan put it. Fright 1, the obvious: No
one knows how Joker might react. Grinning clown slot machines, the mind reels! But
for Oswald, Fright 2 is just as bad: if he gets rid of the machines, he would be messing
with the delicate balance of a gambling den. Gamblers are temperamental and very,
very superstitious. If Cluemaster pulled a slot before hitting it big on the ‘05 Rose
Bowl, then they all have to play that machine before placing a bet. Take away their
good luck charm, the whole operation could implode. So, until he could find slots of
the same size and general appearance that weren’t covered in wicked-looking clowns,
Oswald had hired Harley to keep Joker out of the back room. Some henchman
overheard a snatch of conversation or glimpsed one of the payoffs, and runaway
imagination took care of the rest.
Which was all very entertaining, but it didn’t tell me a thing about the Russians or
what Oswald might have done to cross them.
It occurred to me that, while Scarecrow didn’t have any actual information to help
me, he might just have something else. After all, the reason I couldn’t get anywhere
with the Russians was because it’s hard to intimidate someone who’s survived horrors
you can’t even imagine. With Jonathan’s bag of tricks, that little advantage becomes
moot; in fact, it can become a huge liability.
Downside, Jonathan isn’t into sharing. And even if he was, I’ve set him on fire too
many times to turn around and ask a favor. That left me with only one way to
proceed. It would require finesse, felinity, and also, walking a very dangerous line.
By now, Eddie had finished with his groupie and was free to chat. I let Jonathan see
that I had noticed but was making no move to leave. He knows Riddler and I are tight,
and he leapt to the obvious conclusion that if I was choosing his company over Eddie’s,
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I must want something. I admitted it—the trick with Jonathan is you must never insult
his intelligence. He’s crazy but he’s not stupid, and if he figures out you’re trying to
play him, it’s nightmare city.
So I admitted it, straight away. Yes, I wanted something. I said I was a little nervous
about asking him because of the aforementioned setting on fire, but that I was
absolutely certain this was something he would like to help with. That’s important,
because the bait I was getting ready to dangle, he would find irresistible, and anyone
who knows him would know that.
He raised an eyebrow—which, under that straw mask, is one of the creepiest browraises in the city. There’s no way a smooth, sexy, graphite cowl can compete with all
that tattered canvas and straw, it’s just ICK! But anyway, I knew the clock was ticking.
He was suspicious, and that’s as dangerous as he gets. I had to spit out what I wanted
before he decided to gas first and ask questions later.
So I quickly told him about this fraternity on the Hudson U campus, and he started
to relax right away. His hate-on for Hudson University is the stuff of legend, and now
that he knew WHY I thought my little project would interest him, he was ready to
listen. This fraternity has a reputation for being “sick pups,” and the rumor is that
when they initiate little sisters each year, they bring in a cute little kitten. Sit the girls
on the floor around this dark blanket, and let the girls play with the kitty for a few
minutes. Then they pull back the blanket to reveal a boa constrictor which promptly
eats the poor little thing!
Needless to say, I paid these sociopaths a visit years ago and put an end to the
practice in a way they won’t soon forget. But I didn’t go into that with Jonathan. I just
told the story as if I was only finding out about it now, and he readily agreed that fear
toxin served up by a whip-wielding cat was just what the Hudson scum deserved. He
gave me a gas pellet, instructions on how to use it, and in an absolutely unprecedented
moment of normalcy, he offered to buy my drink. (A fairly meaningless gesture, since
he doesn’t pay his tab and I drink off a $30,000 credit from Oswald’s botched fencing of
the Rosenthal rubies, but still, a gesture is a gesture.)
I stopped at Eddie’s table. Once again, Blake snarled as I passed, and once again I
hissed and kicked his chair. Eddie asked what Crane and I had been huddling about,
and I hissed yet again, this time to let Eddie know whatever I was doing with Jonathan
was none of his business. Then I asked what he knew about the Russians, which, okay,
I should have known better. Twenty minutes of mind-numbing trivia about
matryoshka dolls, Tartars, Napoleon, caviar, the 1812 Overture, the October
Revolution, vodka, snow, Rasputin, Siberia, the Moscow Arts Theatre, the Bol’shoi
ballet, expatriate ballerina Maya Plisetskaya, the Cuban Missile Crisis, the FisherSpassky match, Tolstoy, Chekov, Gorky, Lenin, and borscht… I heard more about
Greta Garbo’s performance in Ninotchka (and how superior the 1939 classic is to the
1957 musical adaptation Silk Stockings) than one human being should have to listen to
in a single lifetime. I was beginning to think I’d ruptured Jonathan’s gas bulb and the
whole thing was a toxin-induced nightmare, when he actually came up with something
useful: Bat’s Keg, Eddie’s little anagramming pet name for KGBeast.
Now, Beast really isn’t a guy you want to deal with if you can avoid it. He’s a
Cassieque killing machine without the cute. But I’ve always felt that, as programmed
killing machines go, they scraped the bottom of the barrel with Azrael. Once you’ve
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choked down that one, you can take the others. So I say hi to Beast when I see him.
“Nice night,” “nice weather,” that kind of thing. I think as much as he tolerates
anyone, he tolerates me. So I told Eddie to finish my martini and had Wren send a few
vodka shots over to Beast.
Russians have firm views about drinking alone (alcoholism) versus drinking socially
(indispensible aspect of the life experience, vital for sustaining the human spirit
through the long, hard winter). So Beast was fine with my sitting down at his booth
and doing a shot with him. He even had a name—the name—for me to talk to about
the Samovar Club. Only catch was, he wasn’t giving it away. He wanted something in
return, and as someone who has Oswald’s ear, he figured I was just the gal to provide
it.
It seems that KGBeast has a metal plate in his head. I didn’t ask for details beyond
that. Unlike career crimefighters, I am a firm believer in the principle of Too Much
Information. What kind of plate it is, what it’s made of, who put it there, what it’s for,
these are not things Kitty needs to know. The salient point was, he has this metal plate,
and every time he comes to the Iceberg since the rebuild, Oswald’s anti-bugging
equipment plays hell with it. It was fine at the old Iceberg, and it was fine at Vault.
But in the new building, he says he’ll be sitting there minding his own business, and all
of a sudden his ears start ringing, or he gets a funny metallic taste in his mouth and
starts picking up WCDE. He said the DJ on their late night jazz show has a sexy voice,
but he still wanted it to stop.
So I went to Oswald… Brought him an igloo, bought one for myself, and I even paid
the extra $3.50 for the souvenir glass. Ozzy may have appreciated the compliment, but
he wasn’t willing to risk turning off the counter surveillance equipment for however
long it might take to find the problem. He said he’d given Beast an Iceberg discount
card, 10% off, Sunday-Thursday, to compensate for the inconvenience. He offered me
the same thing when he botched the Rosenthal rubies. Idiot.
Anyway, I knew for a fact that the Bat Family has enough to keep them busy right
now without pressing their ears against the Iceberg walls. It was actually the perfect
time for Oswald to turn off the machinery, if only he knew. So I hinted that I had a
little escapade in progress that would be occupying Batman’s attention for the next few
days. (Note to self, pick up more of that herbal massage oil he likes and stop at La
Perla for something lacy).
Ozzy immediately started maneuvering to fence whatever catworthy prize I came
away with after this “escapade,” and I told him it wasn’t the sort of loot he could sell.
That made him grouchy, and he said even with Batman’s attention diverted elsewhere,
it was still too much trouble to recalibrate the anti-bugging equipment. He would only
consider it if he could –kwak– kill two birds with one stone. If he was going to mess
with the electricity and open up the walls, he wanted to replace the chandelier. He
hated the new one –kwak– it looked like a chandelier. He wanted ice stalactites like he
used to have. Unfortunately, Victor Frieze was unwilling to use the freeze ray on his
behalf.
Woof.
So it was back to the bar to get yet another igloo in yet another tacky souvenir glass.
Brought that one to Victor. (I have no more respect for crimefighters than I did
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yesterday, but I was starting to develop a deep appreciation for what cocktail
waitresses must go though). Anyway, Victor’s issue wasn’t the initial building of the
ice chandelier. Seemed like all you needed for that was this dayglow liquid they sell at
party supply stores, a garden hose, some food coloring, and a freeze ray. Pump-blastpump-blast-pump-blast, and viola! You’ve got this enormous white ice stalactite
flanked by two smaller blue ones, giving off just enough glow to justify their place in
the center of the ceiling.
The problem, from Victor’s point of view, came later. The Iceberg averages eight or
ten fracases a week, and at least one good size brawl. The chandelier is always losing a
chunk to a Demon saber, a ninja star, or Harley firing a warning shot. Those constant
repairs were a pain, and Oswald wasn’t exactly appreciative. He always gave Victor a
discount card, 10% off Sunday-Thursday. Victor says he has 130 of them.
So I asked him what it would take to get him on board, and he said he wanted “A
Living Lair.” As everyone knows, Victor has a hard time holding on to henchmen.
He’s not a particularly vicious boss. He doesn’t go shooting the help for no reason or
anything like that. But the nature of his condition is… well, it is what it is. He goes
through life in a sub-zero cold suit. It’s not like it would ever occur to him to trick out
a lair with creature comforts. That, plus the occasional thirty-degree dip in
temperature if any piece of equipment malfunctions—a thirty-degree dip that Victor
himself isn’t aware of until somebody tells him… It’s not a great gig.
So apparently, Victor read this article on Bill Gates’s house: how everyone in the
household wears a tag that identifies them, and a central computer tracks them
through the building and presets everything from the temperature and lighting to the
pictures on the walls to match their personal preferences. He wanted a system like that
for his lair, and, of course, Riddler was the only possible person to set it up.
Woof.
So I went back to Eddie’s table. No drinks this time. Just:
“Thank coin.”
That got his attention.
I progressed to a naughty grin and added “Chain knot.”
“Sit down, Ninotchka,” he said with a happy laugh. “You got any more?”
“I got ‘Long Kiss Ticks’ for Silk Stockings,” I told him. “But it sounds kind of
disgusting.”
He agreed and said selecting the best root word to anagram was always the hardest
part. I sat down, and seeing as it was Eddie, I didn’t bother being cutesy. I came right
out and told him what I wanted. And he… did the same thing.
He wanted a straight answer. Why the sudden interest in Russians? Why I was
holding secret meetings with Scarecrow? Why I was brokering deals for Victor Frieze?
“SURPRISE!” I told him. “It’s your birthday present. A treasure trove of riddles to
ponder, and tonight is only the beginning.”
“My birthday isn’t for two months yet,” he said.
“That’s why it’s a surprise,” I purred.
He thought it over. I could tell he wasn’t convinced, but… but I’m a villainess and
not a heroine, and Eddie is only a man. I crossed my legs, I did the head tilt and the
warm smile, and then I met his eyes and let it all fade.
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“Please Eddie, I need this. I've been running around this nutfarm all night, downing
martinis, delivering vodka shots and igloos, and all I've got for my trouble is three—
count ’em, three—of those stupid souvenir glasses and a fear gas chaser.”
“You don’t fight fair,” he muttered, breaking eye contact and fixating on my legs—
and I knew I had him. He’s a man. He’s the best rogue in the business, but he is a
man, and there’s only so much those tripods can take. I let the top calf rub the bottom
ever so gently at the knee, and he swallowed.
The end. The dominos started falling, just like that: Eddie agreed to fix up Victor’s
lair, Victor agreed to make and maintain Oswald’s chandelier, Oswald agreed to fix the
anti-bugging equipment for KGBeast, and Beast gave me the name of an Iranian, one
Ben Soleimani, who lives above a caviar import front called Dilmanian and knew
absolutely everything there was to know about the Russian mobs in Gotham.
Iranians who have made it to the States rank right up there with Russians for being
all but bulletproof when it comes to interrogations. They’ve seen worse and survived
worse than I could dream up in my worst nightmare. So I went in expecting a battle of
wills. I went in hoping it would be enough to threaten the fear gas and that I wouldn’t
have to actually use it. Turned out, I didn’t need to do that much. Soleimani assumed
Catwoman had come to steal his caviar. He was quite happy to trade information to
“buy back” the inventory he couldn’t afford to lose. And at $1000 a tin for the good
stuff, it took quite a lot to dissuade me. So…
The phone cards are legit—but not for long. Odessa sets up these front companies,
gets a line of credit, and buys enormous quantities of some prepaid item, like these
phone cards. Naturally, they never pay off the loan, and the phone company will turn
off the cards as soon as the front goes into default. But by that time, the cards are
already sold. Not huge money, but respectable. After all, not every heist can be a
Monet.
The real estate swindle is much bigger. A con man poses as a credit counselor and
gets distressed homeowners to sign over the titles “temporarily” as a good faith
gesture to their creditors. Other half of the operation “sells” the property, getting
buyers to agree to below-foreclosure prices with an extra $50-100,000 paid under the
table in cash to reduce the taxes and commissions. By the time the paperwork on the
actual sale trainwrecks, their guy is long gone with the cash.
As Soleimani said, it’s all very smart and very low risk—which is why they were not
keen on doing business with “Rasputin's penis.”
Yeah. Mhm. Rasputin’s penis.
I really thought I was the one person on either side of the gameboard that knew how
to deal with Batman in any situation. It’s always come so naturally to me, long before
“My name is Bruce.” But I have no idea how to tell him this.
Batman, Darling, love of my life, I seem to have identified the hidden menace behind
this case I’m investigating, and, well, it’s Ra’s al Ghul—but wait, that’s not the funny
part. Now now, Bruce, let me finish. Yes, I said the funny part, because—Yes, Bruce, I
know you think nothing about Ra’s is funny, but that’s only because you haven’t heard
this—Turns out, our friends in the Russian mob, in a feat of Slavic-Kievan
psycholinguistic confusion that defies comprehension, have come around to calling
him “Rasputin’s penis.”
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What happened, according to Soleimani, is this: Batman once again shut down a vital
piece of DEMON’s western operations (old news), namely the smuggling in of agents
through Gotham City ports. Ra’s approached Odessa to fill the void. In the old days,
they smuggled in all sorts of things. Ah yes, they certainly did/nostalgic reminiscence
all around about the golden age of Gotham crime—but alas, in the old days, none of
the contraband needed to breathe. DEMON agents do not fall into that category.
So the answer was no, but Ra’s isn’t someone you say no to, so Odessa sent him to
the Georgians. The ugliest part of their operation is human trafficking. They smuggle
in women by the dozen to be whores, and a DEMON minion wouldn’t eat any more or
take up any more space in a cargo hold.
The Georgians wouldn’t go for it. They may be scum, but they’re worldly scum and
they know that zealots are trouble. Zealots that follow a guy who doesn’t die when you
kill him, that’s not even worth considering. Nyet, nyet, nyet, nyet, nyet.
But, once again, Rasputin’s penis isn’t someone you say nyet to. So the Georgians
went to the one man in Gotham who still makes a tidy sum from smuggling: Oswald.
Ozzy has always had a healthy respect for the fundamentals. They’re not flashy,
they’re not sexy, they’re not new, but they are important. Smuggling is good business,
and Ozzy is a good businessman. But as a good businessman, he saw the Ra’s deal the
same way Odessa did: Nyet, nyet, nyet, nyet, nyet. (Well, Oswald wouldn’t have said
“nyet,” but he would have kwaked. Hee hee.)
I’m getting punchy. I’m tired, I’m sore, and I’m not sure where to go from here. I
found out how Ozzy honked off the Russians and I found out what Ra’s is up to—Go
Kitty—but I have no idea what to do about it.
I’m sure Bruce will have ninety thoughts on the subject, but I’d like to come up with
at least one on my own before I go up and tell him.
Time for a cocoa break.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
… … … … :: Duty Log: Batman :: … … …
Cannot risk a lengthy entry, as Selina may decide to forego the cocoa and come
straight to bed. Still want to jot down a few notes.
Stunned.
Last week, I was surprised she filled out the log at all. Fully expected, regardless of
numerous attempts to impress upon her the importance of the log for archival
purposes and personal discipline, that this would be one of those areas where “Kitty”
would stare, all smiles, and start to scratch the sofa. I set up the remote anyway, to flag
my palm unit in case she did open the log to make a token entry and enable me to read
along as she types. That she is keeping the log at all is a welcome surprise. That she is
embracing the full “mental download” benefits as a means to sort through the night’s
events while they are fresh in the mind, that exceeds expectations. This entry,
however… stupefies.
Note: cross check Robin’s log and see if his account of the Roxy incident tallies with
the story Catwoman heard from Sly.
Note: check Oracle log and see if she completed investigation into the real estate
swindle. If so, see if her findings on that and the phone cards tally with what CW
learned from Soleimani.
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Note: learn status of fear gas capsule obtained from Crane, confiscate for study if
possible.
Note: Have Oracle check into the Living House setup/configs from Gates. Potential
for locating/disabling Frieze’s lairs in the future.
Note: Check on Iceberg's current anti-bugging setup. Need to update Batcomputer
with latest info on the 'Berg + frequency/modulation; intel may be helpful in dealing
with KGBeast in the future.
Note: Nigma. It isn’t over. She left him with a question mark, and that’s what he
does. Project probable scenarios. Construct protocols for same.
Personal note ::Encryption matrix Alpha36:: Appalled she spent so much of a
“patrol” at the Iceberg drinking and socializing with the most wanted list. Not to
mention, she seems to have facilitated more for my enemies in one night of
“crimefighting” than in her entire stint as “Queen of the Underworld.” And yet, I
cannot deny her effectiveness. It can take six months to whittle away the layers of
misdirection around a Ra’s infiltration. She cracked it in a night. Leaving me with two
strategies to map out: heading off Ra’s (which shouldn’t be difficult at this early stage
of the operation) and how to react when Selina comes to bed and tells me all this,
“Rasputin’s penis” and all.
I am truly not prepared for this. I’ve trained inexperienced sidekicks to become full
partners and I’ve worked alongside equals who needed no training. But I have no
frame of reference for Selina. “A report” from her isn’t a report, it’s cuddling in bed
while her mind unspools after a longer night than she’s used to spent in unfamiliar
waters. I really don’t know how to—
… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
Well that didn’t help. And when warm, liquid chocolate doesn’t do the trick, it’s
definitely time for bed.
… … … … :: Catwoman logout :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
… … … … :: Batman logout :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
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WEEK 3
… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
Okay, it’s happened. I woke up in a teacup.
I knew I couldn’t expect to go five weeks crimefighting in this town and not
encounter a fellow Rogue. I’m not sure what percentage of the total crime pool we
represent, but I know whenever one of us is active, we move to the front of the line.
The police can handle the small fry, but for a Joker, a Scarecrow, or a Mad Hatter, the
city needs a Batman. Since I’m standing in, it was inevitable that, sooner or later, I’d
have to face off against someone who once picked my name for a Secret Santa. That it
was Jervis, well, I’d love to say it was the luck of the draw, but I can’t. I’m not a victim
of circumstance; it was my choice. When I heard the stories, I decided to be proactive,
I… I’m getting ahead of myself.
I followed Denisovich to his “new job” at the Iceberg. As expected, Ozzy had been
just as happy to hire a Ukrainian as a Mexican, as long as they claimed to be in the
country illegally and therefore unable to turn on him. Of course, Denisovich wasn’t
Ukrainian; he was Russian. And I don’t think he was in the country illegally either, but
who knows? It’s not like hitmen need a green card.
So I headed in the front door as soon as I saw Ozzy’s new “dishwasher” go in
through the kitchen. They weren’t open yet, but I knew the rest of the staff had started
to arrive, and nobody was going to think it strange if Catwoman picked a lock and let
herself in. I said I was missing a pair of night lenses and thought I might have dropped
them when I was in last week. They were all busy doing their normal set ups and
check-ins, and as long as I wasn’t going to mess with their routine, no one cared if I
poked around a little. So I went to the bar, the most likely place to have dropped my
lenses, and liberated a bottle of tequila. I stored it in the ceiling tiles in the hallway
outside Oswald’s office, and then “found” my night lenses on the little shelf in the
ladies room where Gina keeps the tissues, hand lotion, and perfume samples that
justify her existence in the place. “So silly of me to forget I had set them down so they
wouldn’t get spritzed,” and I was on my way. Came back in through the HVAC duct
that Oswald seems to think a human can’t fit through, and waited in the back room
opposite his office.
As soon as I saw Denisovich make his move, I put him out with a neck chop
(although the bastard deserved the claws, I couldn’t leave any marks.) His gun was
already drawn, so I didn’t have to fish around for it (thank Bast). Got him nicely
positioned face down at Ozzy’s door, with his foot skidded right through the spilled
tequila so even Gina could figure out how he came to be lying there in an unconscious
heap. I lined up the “accidental” shot he would fire as he “fell,” pulled the trigger, and
did my best bat-vanish into the shadowy blackness of the back room while everybody
came running. After the kind of coordinated high-speed lockdown you only see in
movies when the G-Men are closing in to raid the speakeasy, the police were called and
Oswald’s would-be assassin was taken into custody. Meow.
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Once the cops left, I circled back “since I was still in the neighborhood and heard the
sirens.” I just wanted to make sure Ozzy was clear about who tried to snuff him and
why, which of course he was. Oswald Cobblepot is nobody’s fool, which meant my job
was done. He could take it from there, and I could now file the Russians under “N” for
“Not My Problem.”
Except, in the time it took to get that confirmation from Oswald, the happy hour
crowd had started to arrive and the pre-sunset edition of the Iceberg rumor mill was
doing its thing. Oswald’s moment of excitement was only a secondary headline below
the fold. The night’s big story was Jervis. Seems everyone was expecting him to come
out of Arkham breathing fire. He was sent up by Huntress, and that’s just not
something an A-List Rogue can let stand if he wants to remain A-List. Word was, he’d
been boasting for weeks that he was going to do something BIG and was going to do it
faster than anyone thought possible.
So… the time had come. A Rogue Moon was rising and that meant the moment had
come for me to bite down on my role as interim Bat and staff out my first assignment to
the sidekicks.
Thanks to a purrfect criminal career unsullied by a single capture, Catwoman never
had any official entanglements. But even I know there’s only way to get anything big
going immediately after release from Arkham or Blackgate: The Z. This loose
association of former henchmen and independent contractors can set up a lair, a cover,
a war chest, a computer network, a soup kitchen, a fleet of taxis, or a bogus advertising
agency. Whatever you need, they’ll put it together. They do it fast, they do it quiet,
but they do not do it cheap. And they tend to pad the job with all kinds of extra
expenses to amuse themselves.
It would have got them killed twenty times over by now, considering whose pockets
they’re picking, except for the outrageous hilarity of the stings. Everyone wants to
keep them alive just to see what they’ll do next: $1400 in pay-per-view charges on
Riddler’s satellite hookup, for boxing and zombie porn. $6800 on Mr. Freeze’s tab for
“fruit and veterinary fees.” Seems that while the Z were setting up his hideout, they
kept a trio of pet monkeys. Ventriloquist found his new base included nine brand new
jet skis he had no use for. And Catman found he had paid for thirty-seven lap dances
at Fat Benny’s bachelor party (the event which presumably emptied the ten bottles of
Absolut on Hugo’s tab, which were only discovered hidden under Blake’s “cat’s
cradle” deathtrap after Batman broke free).
Anyway, I was sure Jervis must be using the Z to set up his “something big,” so I
sent word through the Iceberg that I was looking to set up a new lair. I said money
was no object as long as I could have it fast, and I left a number. Not ten minutes later,
I received a text from “Zed” naming a time and place to meet. I had Robin and Batgirl
waiting in the shadows, and as soon as Zed showed, they swung in.
On my instructions, they both swung right past him and came at me. He ran, as any
sensible small fry would, but he didn’t get very far, since I was just tossing Batgirl off
my shoulder and she landed on him. The batarang she was holding put a nasty slice in
his leg, but he still managed to get away (since, of course, the bats were there for me
and had no real interest in him). Unfortunately, that gaping wound in his upper thigh
kept him from getting very far, so as soon as I had finished off the junior bats, I was
able to catch up with the little fool. I was furious that anyone with the Z’s reputation
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could be so sloppy, letting himself be followed straight to the feet of a Rogue of my
standing. Followed by Robin, no less! How can anyone be so oblivious they miss a
yellow-lined cape flapping in the breeze?!
It was fun. I enjoyed chewing Zed’s ass on Rogue grounds. He was going to taste
whip because he had crossed Catwoman, not because he was selling drugs in the park or
breaking into a townhouse I’d decided to protect. It felt so good to just be me again,
even if it was a charade. That pretense felt a lot more natural than my reality the past
few weeks.
And it worked. Zed was desperate to prove that Robin and Batgirl could not have
followed him—or, to be precise, he was desperate to keep his intestines. The best way
to do that was to convince me that teenage crimefighters hadn’t found me because of
him. He gave me a full account of his movements for the last day and a half, and that
gave me all the locations the Z had been setting up for Jervis.
Times Square.
Damn.
I’ve got to admit, it’s impressive. They were rigging sixteen billboards in Times
Square in some way we’ve yet to figure out. Robin retrieved the equipment, but it will
be a few hours, at the very least, before Oracle cracks what exactly it was all meant to
do. But whether it’s strobes or subliminals or pulses, the gear was almost certainly
meant to send people to the photo booth. That was the Z’s second location. They
hadn’t taken it over yet; they were in position to move in when it opened for business
in the morning. They had taken a room in the tourist hotel right above… Woof.
Getting ahead of myself again.
One of the stupidest legacies of the Wayne-Luthor pissing contest was a hundredyear lease LexCorp had bought on what was then the biggest video screen in Times
Square. When the Demonspawn bankrupted the company, the balance of their lease
reverted to the city, and given its location, the city decided to use it for goodwill with
the tourists. The Gotham Visitors’ Bureau set up this cute little photo booth where
tourists can get their picture taken on a digital camera, and it’s projected for a few
seconds on the vid screen. They get a little certificate with the timestamp and a
printout from the Times Square webcam during their 15 seconds of fame.
So, the Z had taken a room in the hotel right behind this photo booth. Batgirl raided
it and found copies of all the Visitor Center signage and literature, as well as a
duplicate “camera” tricked out with all kinds of mysterious Jervis gizmos. And, of
course, a box of freebie hats—“I heart GC”—to remember the experience and reinforce
whatever the camera had programmed them to do. Once again, it will be a day before
Oracle can take the stuff apart and analyze all the details of what it was meant to do to
people, how it was meant to do it, and what Jervis would have gotten out of it. None
of which has anything to do with me. I was taking the Z’s third location. Not Jervis’s
stuff but Jervis himself, the actual lair.
But first, I zipped through Museum Mile, scooted down Park Ave and over to Fifth,
checked on Cartier and Tiffany’s. Still no overreaching amateurs attempting a
Catwoman target that’s far too good for them. Woof.
So it was downtown to 36th street and my first tête-à-tête with a fellow Rogue.
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Now, no name Rogue skimps on perimeter defenses, but everyone has their own
style. Harvey, for instance, likes lasers. Nobody knows why, maybe there's a hidden
Trekker under all that Harvard suave. Pammy doesn’t like technology; she likes
rosebushes who snitch. And Jervis? Jervis likes hatted drones dressed as playing
cards. Preferred suit: hearts. He's not cheap; he just prefers hatted slaves to gadgets.
It's a preference. Like me, I always preferred claws to henchmen (and for that matter,
letting Batman waltz right through the front door). But I'm me. Meow.
So anyway, approaching a Jervis lair before Jervis could have hatted himself an
inside straight of lookouts, I didn't anticipate much in the way of defenses. I scoped it
out from across the street and six flights up, and I must say, I had quite a chuckle when
I saw what the building actually was. Quite the variation on a theme, for Jervis. Not
really a hat. You could say he was cheating, actually, but it's so cute, you can’t hold it
against him.
Hudson Hairpieces.
Toupees.
That’s just… damn, Jervis, it’s good.
Now, most buildings in Gotham will take what they can get for natural lighting, and
Hudson Hairpieces is no exception. They had a nice fat skylight that just screamed
“Come inside and play.” Or, in keeping with the Lewis Carroll motif: They had a nice
fat skylight that may as well have a little tag on it reading “OPEN ME.”
I figured with the skylight being that obvious an entry point, the Z wouldn't have
rigged the top floor windows. If someone on the roof was coming inside, it would be
through that big glass OPEN ME hole in the ceiling. So I went for the window. It had
exactly the kind of ten year old lock you'd expect on the top floor of a thirty year old
building that had nothing much to protect inside anyway.
So in I went.
And down I went.
Down this fucking greased chessboard chute, like some kind of spiral staircase in a
Hitchcock dream sequence designed by Salvador Dali. Halfway down, this puff of
mint green gas hits my face, which might have been what knocked me out or might
not, because I swear to God, my head kept bouncing off every goddamn white square
the whole fucking way down. Dot-dot-dot, I woke up in a teacup. Not Kitty’s finest
hour.
So I wake up, and I’ve landed in this giant teacup, like something you’d see at the
original Disneyland. My head is absolutely throbbing—either from the gas that
smelled like iodine and Tic Tacs, or else from the 32 bumps on the head. Either way,
my head HURT, and Jervis was there, yipping like a Palmaranian. Pomaranian.
Christ, how do you spell that? Jervis was jumping up and down, yipping like a
Pomeranian. Boy, that looks wrong. I am not a dog person.
Anyway, Jervis explained how he was testing a bat trap (no kidding), working out
the very delicate timing between the crimefighter breaking the electric eye at Point A
and reaching the gas nozzle at Point B. His problem was simple enough: a big hulking
Batman would fall a lot faster than a little wisp of Batgirl, and he had no idea which he
might get.
At least, his problem WOULD have been simple to explain if he was anyone else.
But with Jervis, the crimefighter isn’t falling down a chute, he’s “going down the rabbit
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hole.” And this is where a thorough knowledge of Alice in Wonderland, Chapter 1
becomes necessary to follow the story, and if you can manage it without 32 fresh
bumps on the head, that would be good too.
You see, Alice was falling down that famous rabbit hole for quite a long time. She
had time to observe all the things around her as she fell: there were shelves and
cupboards, there were maps and pictures hung on pegs. At one point, she picks up a
jar of marmalade from one shelf and puts it back on another farther down. She falls for
so long, she starts to wonder if she is going all the way through the center of the earth
and will come out the other side. She recites facts she learned at school, she gets to
missing her cat and hopes that someone at home will remember to feed it. By then, she
has been falling for such a long time that it’s getting to be past her bedtime, and being
only a little girl, she is getting quite sleepy.
So, back to Jervis explaining his bat trap problem in JervisSpeak: if the crimefighter is
going down the rabbit hole, he refers to Point A/the electric eye as “passing the shelf
with the marmalade.” Point B, where (if properly timed) they get hit in the face with a
puff of knockout gas, that’s where “Alice began to get rather sleepy.” Flawless logic.
For Jervis, it actually MAKES SENSE. There’s just one small problem. As Alice is
getting sleepy, her thoughts get rather fuzzy. She’s missing her cat and wishing it was
there with her. There are no mice for it to catch, but it might catch a bat. She starts
wondering if cats eat bats, or if bats eat cats.
In other words, midway through explaining a timing problem with an electric eye
and a gas nozzle, Jervis saw his life passing before his eyes. He was about to say
something catastrophically wrong to a woman with very sharp claws and a notoriously
bad temper, and the more he tried to avoid the dreaded words, the more he kept
flipping them around and repeating them.
Bats ate cats, and then cats ate bats, and then bats ate cats again. No, of course, he
didn’t mean that. He meant cat—NO! He meant bat—NO! He meant cats ate bats, no,
no, for there is a rule about that which he would never dream of breaking, for he’s a
bleeder, don’t you know, and the bat cat has baw claws and he will bleed cleed. He
would never dream of batcatting, of catbatting, of batandcaterwauling…
On and on. He couldn’t seem to stop himself. He just kept DIGGING. I finally had
to haul my own aching ass out of the teacup and clamp a hand over his mouth just to
make it stop. I very succinctly described the electric eye/gas nozzle situation in
ENGLISH without any rabbit hole allegories, and that at least put an end to the bat/cateating portion of our encounter. Jervis concluded, rather lamely, that it wasn’t a very
effective trap he had devised.
I agreed as far as the gas went, but I thought it was extremely effective when you
factored in the misaligned checkerboard squares and resulting 32 head lumps. That set
him off all over again. It went something like “ohdear ohdear ohdear ohdear ohdear
ohdear ohdear.” I think repeated 32 times, one per lump.
You see, in his panic, Jervis hadn’t processed that there was no good reason for me to
be there. He was convinced I had been coming to tea. He did invite me for a tea party
last October (10/8, it’s a Jervis thing) and thought my coming “late” was the highest
compliment imaginable—a line of logic that did nothing to make my headache any
better.
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He couldn’t seem to get past this idea that I would take having landed in a teacup as
the ultimate proof that the tea party invitation was a ruse. He was absolutely
convinced that I thought he’d asked me to tea just to drop me down a chute, puff gas in
my face, and plop me into a teacup. Scared himself right past Alice into iambic
pentameter.
And this is where “Rogue” really trumps “crimefighter,” because as a crimefighter, I
don’t think I had a leg to stand on. He hadn't done anything that terrible yet. He was
planning to, but thanks to the Z, we were shutting him down before he’d even begun.
So I’m not sure what Batman would have arrested him for. Luckily, Rogues don’t need
that kind of unassailable logic: Jervis had invited me to tea, and I hit my head 32 times
and got a snortful of green gas that smelled like iodine and Tic Tacs. Those are
sufficient grounds to throw him out the window. I wasn’t prepared to take fussy little
Jervis to jail and say “This fiend committed a crime. Lock him up, and throw away the
key.” But I was perfectly happy to forget he was a bleeder and use him as a scratching
post, and then drop him off at the nearest hospital to get his corpuscles clotting before
he bled to death. That hospital happened to be St. Stephens. They’re not used to
masks, and it's a good bet they'll decide he's crazy and send him to Arkham for
observation. Case closed. Grunt.
So my first actual Rogue-driven episode as a crimefighter came and went without
any damage to Kitty’s reputation as a bad girl, but it was something of an anti-climax.
There are certain images that come to mind when you hear “crimefighting in Gotham
city”: Batcave, Bat-Signal, Batarang, swinging over rooftops on a silken batline, gloved
fist with the scalloped edges. Not filling out a clipboard in a hospital emergency
room.
So, not willing to end the evening on “O-negative and allergic to tetracycline,” I
popped into the Wayne Tower again and made sure they had closed the vulnerability
on the executive suites. Lucius Fox’s office was secure. Bruce’s was too, naturally.
And while I was there, I stopped in the penthouse for an aspirin and an ice pack. I was
really tempted to crash there for the night, but I knew Bruce would worry if I didn’t
come home. Alfred’s got enough on his hands without my stirring that up again.
I also knew Batman wanted me to check the NMK ships’ manifests. Oracle already
confirmed that all the DEMON agents coming into Gotham were sailing on the faux
shipping lines Batman set up for the purpose, but he still wants to see the hard copies
now that the first wave of ships are en route. He says that Ra’s knows far too much
about Oracle for us to trust any computer data without corroboration.
I’ve been putting it off, but as my last dreary chore for the night, I went down Canal
Street to the Bowery and tried to ignore the stench of the East End, which technically
began a block and a half from my left boot heel. I located the building at the base of the
Gotham Bridge, what had once been a graceful old bank and was now the offices of
twenty or so small businesses, including NMK Shipping. I picked a twenty-dollar lock
and found all the physical paperwork for the DEMON agents Ra’s thought NMK was
smuggling in for him unawares. Everything checked out, but I took out my scanner
and made digital copies of each page.
I knew Bruce didn’t have to see the paperwork with his own eyes. He would have
been satisfied if I said I’d looked it over and everything matched the computer files.
But that seemed like such a sidekick assignment—not just crimefighting, but anal,
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dreary “show your work and check the math” crimefighting. Whereas breaking in and
taking pictures of confidential internal documents to turn over to the head of a highpowered company the size of Wayne Enterprises, that’s where I live. Just the kind of
job I used to do from time to time, although God knows I never had a corporate
employer as hot as Bruce Wayne. I spent the drive home in that state of mind,
pretending this was one of those old corporate assignments.
I thought how the break in itself was insultingly simple, really beneath my talents,
but that wasn’t Wayne’s fault. He had no way of knowing this company’s security was
so lackluster, and that a thief of my skill wasn’t required.
Or possibly he did know and simply wanted the cache of hiring the very best. I used
to get that a lot.
Or maybe he thought that since the job was in Gotham, Batman might get involved.
Corporate firsttimers always think their scheme is as important to the rest of the world
as it is to them. If Wayne thought his shady maneuvering was “Batworthy,” he would
naturally want an operative with Catwoman’s experience handling caped irritants.
Or maybe it was just a test, like with Luthor that first time. Maybe, like Lex, Wayne
would take this data disk as soon as I handed it over and toss it straight into the trash.
Maybe he’d say that, now that I had proven myself with something so trivial, he
wanted me to break into his office and steal digital blueprints for the X-27 LexWing
right from under Superman’s nose. Maybe, like Luthor, Wayne would even try to
duck out of paying me when the job was done. Although Bruce Wayne really didn’t
seem like that type. If his reputation was to be believed, he might make a pass when
the job was over, but I didn’t see him skipping out on the check.
I was in Bristol by then, turning onto Country Club Drive with the tip of Wayne
Manor just coming into view over the horizon, as I started to consider that possibility
of a sexual advance. It happened a lot with the corporate hires, but I never considered
saying yes before. But Wayne was definitely tempting. He was handsome, of course,
very handsome. And beyond the superficial appeal, there was an undercurrent. He
gave off a vibe that was terribly sexy. Maybe, just this once, I would accept the drink
they always offered, and meet his eyes with an encouraging smile when he hinted,
instead of snarling and reaching for the whip. Maybe just this once…
I decided to forego the logs and go straight up to bed. The mood I was in, I didn’t
want to break the spell by writing out the whole Denisovich story, Zed, Jervis, and
giant teacups. I wanted to stay in the headspace I was in: Having just taken the NMK
information for Bruce Wayne, as commissioned, I had driven out to his manor to
deliver them. I evaded his surprisingly good ground security and reached his
bedroom window, to find an equally challenging lock and alarm, which seemed
impassable by any means known to jewel thieves other than my claws. Meow.
I opened the window silently and crept towards the bed.
“Good evening, Mr. Wayne,” I purred seductively. “I have those files you wanted
purrrrrrrloined from NMK shipping, and I thought rather than wait or go through
channels, I would deliver them… personally.”
Silence.
“I know this is unexpected,” I tried again, “but I’m sure there are any number of
items in this room with which you could… pay me.”
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Silence.
By now, my eyes had adjusted to the darkness and I could see he was asleep. I
crawled onto the bed and gave a little nudge… no reaction. So I crawled on top of him
and placed a claw tip under his chin—because, quite often, even if Bruce isn’t waking
up, Batman will still respond to the old signals. But not tonight. Even with Catwoman
hovering over him, poised to take off his mask, he didn’t stir.
Score one for Alfred, damnit.
The Vicodin Wars have been raging for nearly a week now, and apparently Alfred
had finally won a round. Bruce gets more frustrated by the day, stuck in that chair
while the rest of us are out in the city, and the realization that he was only approaching
the halfway mark of his convalescence seems to have sent him into a spiral of defiance
and bad temper. He’s completely had it with the painkillers, says he wants to feel
whatever is really happening with his body and not shut off important receptors for
the sake of a little temporary comfort. He says the pain is good for him at this point; it
gives him focus.
Alfred isn’t hearing it. Apparently, there is a long and checkered history of Bruce
refusing medication as the pawn to king 4 to overturn whatever medical opinion he
doesn’t like. What comes next is his superior position inside the body in question
makes his observations unassailable. Medical training is generality: you’re taught
guidelines and norms for the widest possible range of human bodies, not one specific
body as fit and honed as Batman’s. This is a body Bruce knows intimately, and as his
perception is not blurred or blunted by painkillers, he is in the best position to
determine when he is sufficiently healed to resume activity.
Long story short, Bruce is smarter than Dr. Thompkins, he’s smarter than Alfred, and
he’s smarter than me. If any of us sit down to play chess with him, we’re going to get
our ass kicked. Alfred has done this enough that he simply doesn’t sit down at the
board. Bruce is to keep taking his meds, period.
Hence the war of wills which I’ve been doing my best to stay out of. From what I
can see, medicating Bruce is like pilling a cat: all methods work ONCE, and never
again.
Whatever Alfred did tonight, it won’t work tomorrow. But for now, Bruce is asleep,
so I came down to fill out the damn log.
Sigh.
This cave is awfully big when it’s just you and the bats. I’m not sure how he could
stand it all those years. I mean, I know he takes a lot of satisfaction in the work, it’s not
that. And the cave itself is a wonder of the world. It’s almost an extension of him, and
it’s hard not to be awed by it, even now that it’s so familiar.
But this time of night, having written out all that’s happened tonight on patrol, all
that’s going on with Bruce and his injury, and trying to bring it all down to some final
thought so I can call it a day and go upstairs to bed, just at this moment, it seems very
big and… empty down here.
Maybe it’s just knowing there’s no one to go upstairs for. Bruce will be out until
morning, so it’s just me. Down here. With the bats.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
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WEEK 4
The Journal of Alfred Pennyworth
Peace at last. If there has been a more trying night since the advent of Miss Selina in
the master’s life, one would be hard pressed to say when it was. If one were sensible,
one would collapse into bed rather than spend further time dwelling on the events of
the day. And yet, in these weeks since Master Bruce’s injury, I have so often consulted
that earlier journal, the one I kept at the time of the Bane calamity. The value of
keeping such a record is plain. Revisiting those vivid accounts of my own turmoil has
placed so much of the present circumstance into perspective.
Case in point: Guilt is not a logical emotion. It was not I who drove Master Bruce to
the brink of exhaustion all those years ago, where judgment was impaired and the
physical body pushed past its limits, nor did I subject him to a “back breaker”
maneuver which fractured his vertebrae and threatened to end his career as Batman. I
merely held a private hope that Master Bruce might one day willingly abandon his
crimefighting vocation and the nightly peril in which it placed him. It was never my
wish to see that end forced upon him, and when it seemed that might be the case, the
guilt I felt was profound.
Enlightened by that experience, I can weigh the guilt I feel tonight by its proper
measure. It was not I who ran Miss Selina through with a saber, nor did I stab her with
a poison-tipped dagger. Nor was it I, for that matter, who imposed on her to take up a
crimefighting mission to which she is not perhaps inclined. My culpability is confined
to an oversight, which admittedly contributed to her ordeal. But it would be folly, selfindulgent folly, to blow my error out of all proportion and indulge in histrionics of selfimportance and self-pity as a result. I can serve the master and the mistress best if I
examine my guilt briefly, that I be able to master it and put it aside. Enlightened by the
exercise, I might then use this fresh understanding to help them both through their
own turmoil.
Let me therefore inspect my role in tonight’s events.
Master Bruce I knew as “Master Bruce” from literally the day his name was chosen
and inscribed in the family bible. Miss Selina, by contrast, was Catwoman long before I
came to know her as “Miss Selina.” It might be said she was a mythic figure from an
oral legend, since I came to know her only as the maddening but beguiling antagonist
in Master Bruce’s accounts of their encounters as Master Bruce himself chose to relate
them. If one eventually came to realize he was in no great danger from the adversary
he found so compelling, one certainly came away feeling she was a considerable threat
to anyone she wished to threaten.
When she became a woman of flesh and blood, a keenly awaited guest invited to the
manor for whom one was called upon to prepare Leg of Lamb a la Pennyworth and
open a bottle of Châteauneuf-du-Pape, it was Catwoman who acquired a name by
which one could address her as one took her coat. But Catwoman she has always
remained, in that she has always been a fixture of that nocturnal world, evolved in the
night as Batman was and at one with its dangers.
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In short, one has been blind to the peril in which that young woman places herself,
simply because it did not constitute a change as it did when Master Bruce began his
activities as Batman. And yet, these past weeks did constitute a change, and one is at a
loss to explain one’s failure to anticipate this eventuality.
Since coming to live at the manor, Miss Selina has only once sought out my medical
services, and that was a day later and at Master Bruce’s insistence. She had treated her
own wounds and her efforts would have been adequate were it not for the possibility
of encountering sharks in her next adventure. There was an understandable concern
about antagonizing them if trace amounts of blood were exposed to the open air. In
other words, apart from this one extraordinary episode, one has been left with the
impression that Catwoman had worked out all she needed to in order to conduct her
nocturnal affairs in a way that worked for her. She had done this long before she
entered the household, and one has been inclined to let her be.
Nevertheless, these past weeks she has not been conducting “her own affairs;” she
has been conducting Batman’s. Acting on intelligence Catwoman herself obtained,
Batman had quickly established a “shipping firm” which was, in effect, a broker of
cargo space on existing shipping lines. This brilliant maneuver gave the impression of
a huge, multi-national undertaking with dozens of ships in its registry that had long
been a fixture in foreign ports. An operation of such breadth and depth, it could not
possibly have been brought into being overnight, even with the vast Wayne fortune at
its command.
Batman then exploited an ersatz alliance between Ra’s al Ghul and elements within
the Russian mob. One gathers that the Russians want no part of the arrangement and
it is only Ra’s al Ghul who fancies they are working together. This one-sided
arrangement was easy to manipulate. Nightwing conducted a few carefully scripted
“interrogations” with key Russian thugs which succeeded in placing the name of NMK
Shipping before Ra’s al Ghul as the desired operation to smuggle his minions into
Gotham.
As a sidenote: one was appalled to learn these “minions,” enemies though they may
be, were being transported as cargo. One has naturally heard horrific accounts of
Chinese dissidents packing themselves into crates and arriving on our shores in
conditions that must tear at the heart of any compassionate being. One expressed one’s
horror that even a fiend of Ra’s al Ghul’s amoral nature could subject his own followers
to such conditions. Master Bruce assured me that it is the numbers and illicit nature of
the departure which makes the dissidents’ plight so dire. When it is ten or twelve men
only, rather than forty or sixty inhabiting a container, and when the container is
actually made for the purpose of covert human transport and is thus equipped with a
degree of sanitary facilities, they can apparently travel quite comfortably. The
conditions are spartan, to be sure, but well within that level of privation a fanatic will
happily endure for his cause.
Once the cargo containers are entrusted to NMK, the DEMON agents within are, in
effect, Batman’s prisoners. They are loaded onto a ship bound for Gotham, just as their
masters intended. Paperwork is issued to specify the unloading to a bonded holding
area to await customs inspection. Such holding areas and the bureaucracy which
governs the movement of parcels through inspection are not easily compromised, but
the checks and double checks are no match for the combined efforts of Oracle altering
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the computer records while Catwoman gains entry to swap the physical paperwork.
Once a cargo container is unloaded, it sits idle until the next shift of workers arrives. It
is then moved to a third location where it is picked up by another NMK crew and
loaded onto another ship to be returned to the port from whence it came. At this
writing, two crates of minions have been thusly “returned to sender,” while a third,
due to a scheduling necessity, is en route to Bolivia. Master Bruce calculates that it will
be four days before Ra’s al Ghul can learn how his plan has miscarried, by which time
another nine crates of minions will be in transit.
If he were active, Batman would naturally monitor the unloading and reloading of
the cargo containers from an unobtrusive distance. Since he cannot do it himself, he
imposed on Catwoman to keep watch. Tonight she did just that, watching over the
civilian dockworkers as they unknowingly transport a crate of assassins, and then
keeping an eye on said crate until it is picked up again. Shortly after she began her
watch, it seems that a trio of minions from the established Chinatown cell arrived on
the scene.
One should explain that DEMON is not an organization where information flows
freely in the normal course of events. As a rule, the left hand does not know what the
right is doing. If the Chinatown operation knew a dozen minions were expected and
those minions then failed to arrive, the expected conclusion is that it was a decision of
their glorious master, whose ways are inscrutable and whose wisdom is not open to
question. Batman did not, therefore, anticipate this kind of interference. Nevertheless,
Catwoman was there to handle whatever unexpected development might occur.
She swooped in to protect the dockworkers. One of the minions tried to open the
cargo container, to increase their odds with the addition of a dozen ready assassins.
Catwoman prevented him, but in so doing, she opened herself up to the saber strike.
Fortunately, no internal organs were pierced, but the physical trauma to a body being
run through in such a fashion is not slight. She fought on, nevertheless, and in the
course of the ensuing struggle, she sustained two minor cuts from a dagger. One
should note that this term does not indicate the street usage but an actual ceremonial
weapon such as the master has encountered many times on the servants of Ra’s al
Ghul. They are habitually dipped in a poison which is, fortunately, meant to slow a
combatant’s responses rather than directly bring about their demise by swiftly shutting
down vital processes. Catwoman was able to hold her own until the minions were
forced to retreat, for the dockworkers had sounded every possible alarm and sirens
were soon to be heard closing in on the facility.
How exactly Catwoman extracted herself from the scene, I could not say, but one is
given to understand from the “pffting” sound in which she dismisses the episode, that
it is a skill she has perfected in her years operating on the wrong side of the law.
Here, however, one must abandon the detached nature of the narrative and admit
one’s fault, for it is here my oversights come into play.
In the earliest days of Master Bruce’s mission, I remained awake throughout the
night and took pains to remain in those parts of the house where I would hear his early
return. In short, I took it upon myself to be alert and aware if he came home in need of
medical attention. As his mission progressed, mechanisms were put into place, such as
the relay which sounds in my room should the Batmobile return to the cave on
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autopilot. It was foolish of me not to realize these failsafes are all built around Master
Bruce’s crimefighting arsenal and habits, and that a return to the old ways was called
for if Miss Selina was to benefit while she is acting in Batman’s stead.
Master Bruce would have summoned the car via voice command and had it
transport him home without further effort. Miss Selina made her way to her own car
and (with difficulty one imagines, given the cumulative effects of the blood loss and
poison, not to mention the pain) drove herself home. With the goal of reaching the
cave paramount in her mind, she appears to have suffered a collapse once that goal
was achieved. If she had been in the Batmobile, I would have known her plight and
been waiting on the spot to assist her. Indeed, I would have been in communication
with her as the car neared the manor, assuming she was conscious, and so briefed on
her condition, I would have had my supplies at the ready and the antidote ready to
administer the moment the car door was opened.
As it was, Miss Selina was forced to drag herself from the car to the master’s
workstation, and from there, to the chair to activate the intercom. One found her there,
conscious but on her last fibers of endurance, a condition in which one has discovered
Master Bruce on no fewer than twenty occasions. One allows that, disquieting though
it is to find a dearly loved charge in such a condition, one has at least grown used to it
from repetition. Seeing Miss Selina in that state was unnerving beyond my power to
express.
One has seen her weak with fever, and one has seen her bruised but stubbornly
untroubled by it. One has never seen her brutally skewered and one hopes never to
behold such a spectre again.
My first priority, of course, was to stop the bleeding and ascertain if any internal
organs had been punctured. It was not apparent at that moment that the wound was
inflicted by a saber, and my patient was no longer conscious to inform me how her
condition came about. Hence, the blood loss and possibility of internal injuries were
the most immediate points of concern. I was midway through that examination when I
noted my patient’s pulse was elevated, and her breathing unnaturally shallow.
Knowing there were DEMON operations in progress, I hastily administered an
antidote for the poison we know their daggers often contain. I resumed the
examination and stitched up the large wound. When Miss Selina regained
consciousness, she confirmed the dagger and directed my attention to the cuts it
inflicted. No stitches were required there, but I administered an antiseptic salve.
Thus far, Miss Selina is a far more biddable patient than Master Bruce. She has
expressed more gratitude since waking than all the rest of my patients in the long
course of my caring for them. I confess I was almost put off by it, at first. It reminded
one of the less worldly young ladies Master Bruce sometimes brought to the house in
the days of the playboy pose, who went into such litanies of thanksgiving if one so
much as held their chair or refilled their water glass. I mean really, what did she
expect me to do, leave her lying on the floor to perish from her injuries?
Then I realized that, in that lengthy period already described, when she was
Catwoman long before I came to know her as Miss Selina, she would not have had any
such help awaiting her once she made it home. Her little feline companions are
affectionate, to be sure, but they could not stitch up a knife wound. It is a certainty
that, living as she did, she must have had occasion to drag herself home in similarly
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battered condition, only to face the disheartening task of patching herself up alone. It
is certainly understandable that, given that history, she would have a heightened
appreciation for the services one can provide. One is still somewhat embarrassed by
her warm expressions of gratitude, but one is learning to live with it.
There is one aspect of Miss Selina’s behavior as a patient in which I must regrettably
declare her quite as infuriating as Master Bruce: she has already begun to berate herself
for what she should have done differently. The Batmobile has not occurred to her, but
she has realized that she possesses an OraCom and could have “had Barbara call the
house” rather than suffer that final death crawl to the intercom. One did not think it
prudent to suggest alternative points at which Miss Barbara might have been contacted
to relay information. One simply prescribed rest, tidied one’s workspace, and stopped
at workstation 3 to log the medical supplies used and update the inventory. That task
complete, I turned, intending to return to the med lab and check on Miss Selina one last
time before retiring for the night.
I turned—and there stood Master Bruce, beads of sweat upon his brow, his lips
distorted in a grimace of pain, but his body locked into that posture of immovable
resolve with which it is quite pointless to argue.
“How is she?” he rasped.
I told him. There was no point in attempting any other topic of conversation until
that question was answered. He interrupted no fewer than six times once he heard
DEMON was involved. His principle concern was the poison, and at his insistence, I
have taken a sample of Miss Selina’s blood “for further analysis.” His fear, evidently,
is that Ra’s al Ghul might have modified the poison he has used for 800 years,
rendering our antidote ineffective. I find this unlikely from an organization still using
sabers and daggers, but there are times it is prudent to simply give Master Bruce what
he wants and move on.
Once he was fully briefed on Miss Selina’s condition, I was able to learn how he
came to be standing there, endangering his own recovery with this ill-conceived effort
getting out of bed and making his way to the cave.
Apparently, Master Bruce has been monitoring the Batcomputer’s log entry interface
every night when Miss Selina goes out to patrol. Tonight, when the hour came and
went and no log entry was begun, he assumed she had finally adopted the behavior he
expected from the beginning, a mindset he describes as “Kitty’s not gonna follow your
rules.” As more time passed and she didn’t join him in bed, he surmised that she
might be “stuck out somewhere on the case. Some surveillance, tracking down a clue,
following a suspect, et cetera.”
Now, one is well acquainted with the particular marks of denial Master Bruce has
always exhibited where Miss Selina is concerned. The fact that he enumerates the
specific crimefighting activities with which she might be occupied hints that he was in
no way convinced that was the case. He had been lying there for an hour or more,
mapping out crimefighting scenarios and trying to convince himself that’s what was
going on, his unconscious fears multiplying as the minutes passed. When an alert
finally did sound that a log had been accessed, his relief would be great indeed. When
he snatched up his device to read along and saw it was I accessing the medical
inventory… well, what more is there to be said?
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What Miss Selina describes as “the hero-addled mindset” is fairly easy to anticipate:
Catwoman was hurt. He was going to rush to her side to help her in any way that he
could, and any risk to himself was irrelevant. That he might be setting his own
recovery back three or four weeks would never have entered his head. If it did, he
wouldn’t care. He risks life and limb for strangers, what is a little physical pain for the
sake of the woman he loves? The fact that he couldn’t actually do anything for her,
that is a triviality he will face when he gets there—once the damage is done, in so far as
straining his back. It is not logical, but love is not logical, nor is guilt, and I have no
doubt Master Bruce grappled with both in his painstaking journey down the stairs.
I have assured him twice now that I have everything under control, and if he would
only return to bed, I will update him as soon as I know anything more. I have told him
that there is nothing he can do. I have told him Miss Selina will be fine and that she
only needs rest.
His maddening response?
“So I'm just supposed to sit up there and worry?”
One could not refrain from telling him that it might do him some good.
It was a lapse to be sure, but one has long thought it would benefit Master Bruce to
know what it is like to remain behind when he roars out of the cave in that monstrosity
of a vehicle to pursue his Mission.
The momentary ire passed, however, when one saw his eyes darting around the
cave—to the med lab, to the chemistry lab, to the gymnasium, and once again to the
med lab.
“I’m down here now,” he declared firmly. “And it’s pointless to aggravate my back
further going back upstairs. I can stay down here with Selina, sleep in the med lab, and
do my physical therapy in the gymnasium. I couldn’t before because Bruce Wayne
was known to be injured, but enough time has passed now that he’s better. Wayne
One will fly to Barbados in the morning, and that’s that.”
“Master Bruce,” I began, only to be cut off by that tone I have come to know as “the
lord of the manor has spaketh and the law of the land is decreed.”
“That’s that,” he repeated. “Unless you want to go to Barbados. Do you want to go
to Barbados, Alfred? I think the cricket World Cup is starting about now.”
I politely declined, and suggested, as he was determined to remain in the cave, that
he at least lie down and recover from his exertions. He picked up the blood sample
and said he wanted to analyze it for toxins before he went to sleep.
I followed, as I was quite sure he would be up until noon if unprodded, and once
again I was offered a paid holiday in Barbados. I waited impassively as he prepared a
slide, and waited again while he scrutinized it under a microscope. I waited while he
punched up a file from the database and compared the image in the microscope with
the image on the viewscreen. When he spoke, however, his words had nothing to do
with the sample.
“Least I could have done was upgrade her suit,” he said bitterly. “I mean, there are
reasons the Batsuit has undergone 247 changes over the years.”
“Indeed,” I concurred. “I remember every modification, Master Bruce, and the
incidents which led to each. The suit has indeed come to resemble a suit of armor more
than a costume.”
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“What was I thinking, Alfred? She’s not… She’s not used to crap like this. Ra’s al
Ghul and poisoned… I told myself she knew what she was getting into. I told myself if
she wasn't ready for this type of confrontation, she shouldn't have gone along with it.
What the hell was I… Blaming the victim now? Is that what Batman’s come to? She
didn’t know what she was agreeing to. I did. I had no business letting her…”
I was at a loss, at that moment, so I merely placed a hand upon his shoulder and
assured him that Miss Selina would be fine. I retired to my room with a cup of hot
milk, and have spent this last hour trying to settle my own thoughts on the matter.
It is a paradox of Master Bruce’s life that he fears another loss like the one which
made him Batman, and yet the very act of being Batman endangers those he loves.
Such an observation is not likely to bring comfort.
And yet, what further comfort can he have tonight? Miss Selina is alive and safe.
Whatever might have happened, it did not. She is in the cave with him, and as he
plans to stay there for the remainder of his convalescence, one can expect their working
relationship can only deepen in rapport and understanding in the coming weeks.
As the upper floor of the manor is now unoccupied by any but myself and the cats, I
have left my door open and allowed Miss Nutmeg to enter and finish my hot milk.
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WEEK 5
… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
Honey, I’m home!
Okay, it’s night 4 and that little joke has run its course. It is a whole new cave
though, since he’s been staying down here. The crimefighting itself is just as weird, but
going out at night when he’s right there at workstation 1, it’s… it’s good. Alfred is
awfully grumpy with the dinner situation, but I really don’t know what he expects.
Bruce is in the homestretch of his recovery, and he’s a lot more mobile than he has
been, but he’s not going to trudge up those stairs every night just to eat in the dining
room, and I’m certainly not going to eat up there alone. Truth is, we’ve got it quite
cozy down here. Although the bats are still pretty wary after my “lesson” with the
grapnel gun. I definitely don’t have the knack, but it was fun trying. I can’t remember
when I’ve seen Bruce so lighthearted. He says once he’s back on the job, I’ll have to try
it at least once in the city with an actual building to grapple. Pigeons beware.
And then tonight, after dinner, I was just going to slip into the costume vault and
change, but he said to wait. Had me sit in his lap, and then he handed me this little
purple pouch. I could tell it was cut from the skewered costume, so it matches
perfectly. Inside were these 3 perfectly formed “catarangs.” Purple (of course), shaped
like my claws, and a priceless little paw print on the center joint. I couldn’t believe it. I
giggled like an idiot, and then I just stared at them, and then this bawdy laugh sort of
bubbled out of me, and then, finally, I remembered how to use my tongue and
managed to thank him. It’s…
Cat break. I had to get one out just to look at it again. (Ref: Duty log: Catwoman,
scan image-catarang.jpg, seal yes/no, encrypt yes/no) Isn’t it beautiful?
He made it. I never realized he made the first batarangs himself. I’ve used
Kittlemeier from day one for my things. But this, he made it himself. Batman did.
While I was out last night, probably… Batman, the judgmental jackass… Sometimes
it’s still hard to wrap my brain around it. I really don’t deserve him. I certainly don’t
deserve the way he spoils me.
The crimefighting was more of the same. Well, to be fair, it’s hardly “crimefighting”
at this point. I’m still on Alfred restrictions for another two nights, which barely
qualifies as a prowl. But just being able to go out at night is a pleasure. After only
three days of “bed rest,” I was getting pretty restless. Gave me a whole new
appreciation for what Bruce is going through. But anyway, to the extent that I am
crimefighting again, it was more of the same. I’m still keeping an eye on the
meatpacking district. Besides the fashion houses, there is a lot of money down there.
Nothing in my Museum Mile/Fifth Avenue cat-egory, but still, money. Worth
protecting. STILL no overreaching amateurs at Cartier though. It really doesn’t seem
fair. I got run through by a freaking DEMON troll, I’m absolutely entitled to claw the
stuffing out of one really annoying, unjustifiably arrogant nobody. Woof.
No Ivy either. I’ve been keeping such a close eye on the park, it’s safer than that
bench outside One Police Plaza. I’m starting to think she skipped town. Maybe gone
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to see Harvey or something. I had meant to stop in the Iceberg and see if anyone’s
heard from her, but the time got away from me. That would be Falconi’s fault. Just
why the idiot wanted to go into COUNTERFEITING in this day and age, I can’t even
guess. I mean, other than drug deals and black market kidneys, who pays in cash
anymore? It seems like it would be more trouble than its worth, getting enough
counterfeit bills converted to the real stuff to justify the time and manpower involved.
But the rumors turned out to be true. Somehow or other, Carmine got hold of a
beautiful set of $100 plates. Had them at his townhouse, which was not a challenge
getting into or out of but I did pick up a tail during the getaway. By the time I lost
them, I’d missed last call. Fuckers.
Not having anything better to do, I checked the alley off Michigan, and Robin was
still there keeping an eye on Parsel. We finished up our chat about the Cassie
situation. I reiterated that jealousy rarely if ever gives the impression that you love
someone; it gives the impression that you are insecure. Then Parsel made his move
and we broke off to follow and pummel, after which I concluded that insecurity is
really not attractive. Robin expressed a desire for more pummeling, and I said “No,
school night,” and sent him to bed.
Of course he wasn’t going to go just because I said so. I would have been
spectacularly disappointed in him if he had. The bat boys are stubborn, just like their
mentor, it’s part of their charm. So I started playing with my new catarangs, and that
brought him out of hiding. After 14 repetitions of “Oh cool,” I suggested a zip through
the park on his way home. He thought I meant patrolling together. That would be the
addled crimefighter brain, junior edition at work. As if I’m going to be seen traipsing
around Gotham looking for bad guys to pummel with Batman’s sidekick in tow! (Yes,
I know, I helped him pummel P. But Parsel is a bottomfeeder, and nobody is going to
believe he even saw Robin or Catwoman, let alone both, and forget either of us
stooping to acknowledge his existence if he did come into our field of vision.
Anyway, I let Robin chase me through the park. He kept up quite well, although
he’s still not quite as good as he or the tabloids think he is. I have no doubt that he’ll
get there one day, but for now, Batman is still first among crimefighters and there is no
second. Not to mention, with Batman, he’s got the tightest ass in the western
hemisphere, and the perfect concentration of muscle, especially in the chest and
shoulders. Just enough to be really strong without being too bulky, so you can’t help
but want to kiss all the way down those bulging biceps, dragging your teeth ever so
lightly over the skin as you go. Too bad he doesn’t realize I can tell when he’s reading
over my shoulder that way, which is really quite silly since I already told him all about
my night as soon as I came home. That much maligned feline logic would say that if
you already know what happened, there isn’t any reason to be reading along as I type
up the logs, but as long as you’ve put a shot of Baileys in that hot chocolate, we’ll call it
even.
… … … … :: Catwoman logout :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
Mmm, that was nice. Anyway, as I was saying before the interruption, the
crimefighting itself is still pretty weird, but going out at night—and the coming home,
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now that he is in the cave, it’s so much different. Completely different. I could
definitely get used to it.
The only real drawback is the dressing situation. I don’t mind keeping my costume
in the vault, I did it before, for a short while, before I’d even moved in. But I can’t
bring myself to sleep nude in the open air of a cave. I just can’t. I mean, it’s a cave. I
know it’s The Batcave, but still—CAVE! So I’ve commandeered his pajama tops, which
are fine to sleep in, but he does get grabby in the morning when I just want to scoot up
to the manor and get a shower. Still, small price to pay. Meow.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
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WEEK 6
… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
Fuck.
Fuck.
Fuck.
… … … … :: Catwoman logout :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
All I did was kiss a man in a mask. That’s really ALL I did. I know some rubies and
Rembrandts changed hands along the way, but that isn’t what set any of this in
motion. It wasn’t pearls or Picassos that did this, it was YOU, you unmitigated jackass
Psychobat prick!!!!!!!!
… … … … :: Catwoman logout :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
You want to know why I kept it out of the log? This is why. Psychobat. I knew you
would do exactly what you did. Because Psycobat doesn’t give a shit about your
happiness, Bruce.
… … … … :: Catwoman logout :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
And he certainly doesn’t care about mine.
… … … … :: Catwoman logout :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
I do!
… … … … :: Catwoman logout :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
And doesn’t that make me a terrible person!
… … … … :: Catwoman logout :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
… … … … :: Duty Log: Catwoman :: … … …
Christ. Could things be any more fucked up? Riddle me that, Edward.
Once again, the night began with a spat about the armor and I stormed out of the
cave. I stomped all the way to the carriage house and took the long way into town.
I’m getting to have very warm and fuzzy feelings about that Catworthy billboard off
the 10th Avenue Bridge. “Catworthy” as an instant, one-word measure to convey the
excellence of jewels! Somebody out there gets it.
Plus, once I pass that one simple word of vindication, it’s a quick turn into the
meatpacking district. I like getting that out of the way early. It was a kick at first,
having this one little patch of the city that was my idea to keep an eye on. But it’s
started to feel so crimefighter-y—“My city, grunt”—for the same reason. I’m not
blowing them off entirely; it’s not like they’re the East End or anything. I just do a
quick pass, first thing when I get into town, and most nights, I don’t even have to get
out of the car. Then I head uptown and park in my old spot underneath my
apartment.
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Jason Blood is so cute. He doesn’t have a car, so an upside to giving him my
apartment was that I got to keep the parking space. A few nights into the
crimefighting gig, these four fist-size stones appeared on the four corners of the space,
each one carved with a Norse rune. I looked them up, and they’re symbols for
protection, harvest, victory, and forward motion. Isn’t that too sweet? He comes off
like such a crusty old cynic, and underneath it all? Marshmallow. Hee hee.
So I parked, checked Museum Mile, headed down Fifth Avenue… and saw the BatSignal light up. That’s not my problem; I don’t do Bat-Signals. I thought it was
Robin’s night. Dick’s night in Bludhaven should mean Robin answers the signal. But
the OraCom went off a few minutes later and Barbara said that Cassie wanted to meet
me at the southwest corner of Robinson Park. I didn’t even connect it with the signal
until I got there. It just never occurred to me that Batgirl would have been the one to
answer it.
“Robin busy. Snake again,” as she put it.
King Snake has always had this obsessive hate-on for Robin, and I knew things had
heated up since he shut down a Ghost Dragon operation in Hell’s Kitchen last week.
But still, I don’t care how busy he was, he had no business sending poor, monosyllabic
Cassie to answer the Bat-Signal on her own. I would have bent my rule and gone with
her if any of them bothered to explain the situation. Hell, I’m Catwoman; I BREAK
RULES! Shouldn’t they all know that by now?
So anyway, Batgirl had answered the signal alone, and as it turned out, it didn’t tax
her conversational abilities one bit because there was no Commissioner Muskelli to talk
to—only a Riddler package. I wasn’t happy about it, seeing that bright green box
covered in yellow question marks, but at that point, I had no reason to think it was
anything more than bad timing. Then BG showed me the contents: there was a little
pewter bowler hat that I wouldn’t have even recognized as a variation on the
Monopoly piece if it weren’t for the card packaged with it. It was that very distinctive
orange of Monopoly “Chance” cards, the same size and lettering, and the old coot who
appears on all those things was pictured wearing (of course) a question mark t-shirt
under his tailcoat.
The riddle printed on it read:
A better game it may be,
Minus three.
Or plus 37.
But good heaven,
Who wants to figure out that one?
Better to take the third chance plus one,
And be done.
I knew Bruce would be as pissed as I was that I found it so easy to solve. I hated it
because it was the most Batman-y thing I’d had to do yet, solving a Riddler clue. He
would hate it because it wasn’t any great feat of crimefighting that got me to the
solution, it was knowing how Eddie thinks: Go is a much better game than Monopoly,
as far as Eddie is concerned, and Go is a square on the Monopoly board. Go “minus
three” means move three squares back from Go, or else “plus 37”/move forward 37
squares, which would land you in the same spot. But good heavens, who wants to go
to all that trouble, counting 37 steps forward when you can just go back three. I didn’t
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have a gameboard to reference, but I was willing to bet that the Go-minus-3 square was
also one square past Chance. None of which mattered, because the first part was the
easiest to figure out in my head: 3 squares backwards from Go had to be Park Place.
I was really impressed that Cassie had apparently figured out that much on her own,
since she’d asked to meet at the park. I asked her how she did it, and it turned out she
didn’t get it from the riddle at all. She just pointed across the street.
“Window changed.”
I crossed the street to Bergdorf’s where she was pointing, and she was right: new
windows. Bergdorf Goodman is the best department store in the city, with the most
elaborate window displays going. I doubt Batman, Nightwing, or Robin keep track of
what merchandise is on deck at any given time, but I do—and apparently, so does
Cassie (Good little Batling, she’s got more potential than you’d think from all the
badass fighting rep).
Anyway, since Monday there had been this 1930s radio theme running through all
the windows, showing off some wonderful pastel sweaters and knits (lightweight but
layered, so suitable for all seasons, I’d been meaning to stop in and stock up).
Suddenly all the sweaters are gone, and all the theme elements are replaced with a set
of windows from months before displaying scarves, belts, and other accessories. The
theme of the new (old) windows? Classic board games.
“Saw before. Windows changed,” Batgirl repeated.
I felt this sinking in the pit of my stomach. The board game windows were a point of
contention between Riddler and Cluemaster during my stint as queen of the
underworld. They both claimed the right to use it for a crime spree, and I had to
arbitrate a sitdown. So why would Eddie restore those old windows, that was the real
riddle. Was it a message for me?
I told Cassie that I would take it from there, and also that she should keep this
incident out of the logs for the time being. I hoped I was wrong, but if this was going
to be a personal Eddie thing, I knew I had to control when and how Bruce found out.
Cassie agreed straight away, no questions asked. She certainly knows what it’s like
trying to deal rationally with the Batboys on a subject where they are determined to be
irrational. (Speaking of which, I’ve done my best to stay out of the Jai situation. Unlike
some crimefighters, I am not an obsessive control freak and I tend to think whatever is
going on between Robin and Batgirl is their business, not mine. I stay out of it unless
one of them deliberately seeks me out and directly asks my advice—which they have
both done six times now. I swear, if any rogues were privy to what really goes on in
the Bat family, they could pull a heist every night and never encounter a cape. Six
times those rascally little batlings have finagled their patrols in order to catch up with
me and get Kitty’s two cents on their romantic tangle.)
Anyway, I sent Cassie on her way and investigated the windows on my own. The
Monopoly area seemed too obvious after the riddle box, but I checked the game board
anyway, just to see if anything was left on Park Place. There was: the pewter terrier,
i.e. the dog. Might have been a coincidence, but somehow I didn’t think so. In my
mind’s ear, I heard my own voice say “woof” a thousand times when Eddie was in
earshot… and once again, I had this gnawing churn in the pit of my stomach.
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The Clue window was next. That game came up repeatedly during the RiddlerCluemaster sitdown, and I knew there was a Mr. Green among the suspects. The Mr.
Green mannequin was holding a green glove that didn’t really seem to fit the
character. So I took a closer look and, sure enough, found a little slip of paper rolled
inside one of the finger holes. It read:
Not my birthday, but it is my sign.
Now it’s yours.
And there it was. I’d been looking for any indication that he wasn’t talking to me.
That this was a bat-riddle like any other announcing a Riddler crime like any other.
That anything more—anything that seemed like something more—was just ego, guilt,
and imagination on my part, turning a few stupid little coincidences into a SELF CUR
TUCK (as Eddie likes to put it). But there was no pretending now. This was a personal
message. “Not my birthday” was a direct allusion to our talk at the Iceberg. He had
solved the riddle of my behavior that night—or more likely, he thought he had solved
it but he didn’t want to believe the answer he’d come up with. He didn’t want to
believe it any more than I had wanted to believe his using these windows was a
personal message directed at me. So he devised a test: a riddle that only I could solve.
It was Scarecrow’s first Halloween shindig and I had very foolishly eaten a petit
four—which I freely admit was a damn stupid thing to do. What can I say, it was
Jonathan’s first party and none of us knew the hazards yet. There was a cute black cat
on top in the icing, and, anyway—BOO! Eddie turned into this giant black panthergrizzly bear-dragon-scorpion thing. Trick or treat. The effect only lasted a few
seconds, but that was long enough to swing the Eddie-dragon-bear into a headlock and
ram its head into the wall a few times. We were sitting together, licking our respective
wounds, when Madame Zodiac came around passing out these cards for a
fortunetelling game. Line 1: Aries—March 21 to April 19. Eddie got terrifically excited
because Aries the ram, the sign of Mars, has the anagrams for “ram” and “Mars” right
there in its name. It was so right and perfect, he decided that must be his sign.
Birthdays be damned, HE was an ARIES!
Except “Aries” A-R-I-E-S doesn’t have either of those anagrams inside it. No M. He
kept taking the M from March. Remember the headlock and skull ramming? The great
Nigma brain hadn’t quite recovered from the jostle, and for ten minutes, he couldn’t
wrap it around the notion that there is no M in Aries. That was my doing, I banged his
head into the wall, and it’s been our little joke ever since. Aries is his sign because of
me. Once he even said the M came from Meow.
So it was a test. “Not my birthday, but it is my sign.” He was testing me, the little shit.
Batman would never know what it meant. The only way he could know, the only way
anyone could know this riddle points to an Aries crime, is if I told them.
I didn’t. I didn’t tell anyone. I just pretended that a ram was a cat and tried to work
out what the best theme target would be. It wasn’t hard. There are four gemstones
associated with Aries: the diamond, ruby, bloodstone, and carnelian. Aries is also the
god of war, so a thief who was merely toying with the idea of a theme crime for a lark
but whose primary motivation was greed had a few more options. He could hit one of
the defense contractors headquartered in Gotham, steal a prototype weapon (or the
underlying software for one, much more portable) and ransom it back or even sell it on
the black market.
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But Eddie was not driven by greed; he was driven by the game. And this time, he
was playing against me. He would go for the gems. So… diamonds, rubies,
bloodstones, and carnelians. We all know where the money is on that list. I thought
through the biggest concentrations of diamonds and rubies in Gotham, eliminated a
few whose security was beyond Eddie’s capabilities, and came up with one he would
really like: Adamas. The Greek word for “invincible” is where our word “diamond”
comes from. Eddie would love that. And the Adamas Exchange, in the northeast
corner of the diamond district, does a healthy business in rubies as well. That was
going to be his target. I didn’t know if there was some more specific psychochronological cipher drawn from the bi-fractal indices of key items in the store window
that a crimefighter like Batman would feed into a chain of linked Crays and come up
with the exact longitude and latitude of the Adamas Exchange, but I knew, the way a
Rogue knows, that Adamas was the place to hit for the Aries crime. Meow.
And woof. I might be Rogue enough to know that Adamas was the place to hit, but I
wasn’t the one going to hit it. I was the one… I was the one going there to confront a
friend.
Now there are basically two kinds of security setups in the diamond district: the ones
that put all their faith in technology and have people as a backup, and the ones that put
all their faith in people and have the technology as a backup. Adamas was the latter.
They have the best armed guards that money can buy, and rather than upgrade from a
Phoenix 8000 to a 9000 when a catburglar comes around with razor tip claws to defeat
it, they put the money into extra guards. Instead of retinal scanners at the vault
entrance, the security staff gets a pay bump. Instead of heat detection cameras at the
windows, 401Ks. It’s really nice from a human resource perspective, but it’s a
vulnerability all the same. Mefentanyl is mefentanyl and it’s going to knock them out
no matter how much you pay them.
Fact is, neither approach is going to keep me away from their sparklies. Thieves on
my level, it doesn’t matter what they do. If we want to get in, we get in. Biometrics,
sensor nets, infrareds, bring it on! That’s why I still break into the Ross Exchange once
a month just for fun. There is also a level of criminal who will be defeated no matter
what. The sheer size of the prize intimidates them. They know that whatever a
building in the diamond district has for security must be beyond their limited abilities,
so they don’t even try. And then there is the middle level, Eddie’s level. He hasn’t
developed the skill set to defeat any security setup anywhere the way I have, but he’s
good enough to be good enough. If he picks his targets carefully, choosing only those
that he can really nail, he can appear to be in my league.
So I checked the Phoenix and saw how the recept hub been fiddled with so the
harmonics were shifted out of phase. It wouldn’t be detecting anything less than a 747
taking off from inside the showroom—which was a damn clever way to get the job
done, in my opinion, and I made a mental note to compliment Eddie (right after I
punched him in the mouth). I figured whatever gas he used had probably dissipated
by now, but I put on nose filters just to be safe. Went inside, stepped over the guards
where they fell, and made my way to the night vaults. And that’s when the evening
took a turn from vaguely bad to downright shitty.
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“Riddle me this, Catwoman. Which of us would you say is least happy to see the
other right now?”
I noted the formal address. I didn’t go in expecting “’Lina,” but I didn’t exactly
expect “Riddle me, Catwoman” either. I didn’t know how to answer such a
flamboyantly tacky opening, so I just gave him that look women give men watching
The Three Stooges.
He clicked his tongue.
“These sacks are too big,” he said offhandedly. “I brought two, one for the
diamonds and one for the rubies. Dumb idea. I can carry them out together and sort
’em out later.”
“You want my professional opinion on transport? Mark Cross shoulder satchel,
strap worn diagonally, Lara Croft style across the chest, with an extra loop of velcro
stuck on the back so you don’t go raining diamonds all the way down on 47th Street
when I lash your ankle midswing and twist you into a pretzel.”
He tilted his head like a dog hearing a new noise—looked a lot like Azrael, actually,
except more bemused than stupid.
“That sounded like a threat, ‘Lina.”
“That’s because it is a threat, Edward.”
“You’re pissed,” he noted.
“Oh, I’m pissed,” I agreed.
“WELL, SO AM I!” he screamed. Then he… he swung his sack of rubies at my head! I
ducked, and he kept going. Spun himself around almost a full 360 and spilled a few
rubies on the floor before he caught his balance, and then skidded on one and fell on
his ass.
“Mark Cross,” he said, opting for dignity as he got up, and then straightening an
imaginary tie. “Does it come with the velcro or…?”
“No, I get Kittlemeier to put it on. Breaks his heart, too, ‘cause it’s really good
leather and he hates to mutilate it.”
“Woof,” he said.
“Woof,” I agreed.
Nothing more was said for almost a minute. I started to think maybe I was wrong
about the gas. Possibly there was some still floating in the air and he was just stalling
until it took effect. But then he rubbed his tailbone where he’d fallen, and that pretty
much shattered the image of Machiavellian guile waiting out an opponent while an
odorless, colorless gas renders them unconscious. It was just that guy thing when they
don’t want to talk, that’s what he was pulling. Then he rolled his foot back and forth
over a few fallen rubies, like he was testing the skid (or, knowing Eddie, coming up
with anagrams for “falling on my ass”). I was trying to come up with a way to break
the silence when he finally did speak:
“So I’m hurt and pissed. You’re just pissed. And when you get pissed, somebody’s
gonna get hurt, right, ‘Lina?”
I thought about that for a long moment, and tried out my best bat-glare.
“What right do you have to be hurt, Edward? You PUT ME in this situation. If you
didn’t want me here, why in the flaming fuck did you send an Only-‘Lina-Can-Solve-It
clue?”
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“I couldn’t help it,” he hissed. “I had to solve the puzzle. You beat up Jervis, you’re
asking about Russians, there had to be some explanation. I had to figure it out.”
I sighed. Eddie and his had tos. What is a 5-letter word for a walking criminal
compulsion that likes country music, murder mysteries, and Ed Wood movies?
“I had to figure it out,” he repeated. “But I couldn’t! There was only one
explanation I could think of: you’d gone to the Dark Side. You were doing BATMAN’S
JOB for him, and it couldn’t be that. It just couldn’t. It wasn’t possible, not my ‘Lina.”
“So you had to prove the negative, that’s what all this is about?”
“Do you know how many anagrams there are for ‘Lina White Hat?’ A Tail When
Hit, I tell you. A Tail When Hit Alienated Good Thinkers.”
“Eh…” I winced, having no idea where to begin decoding that one.
“‘Lina White Hat, ‘Lina gone to the Dark Side,” he explained quietly.
“Ah,” I said. “You do realize that, technically, it would be the other way around.
Crimefighting would kinda be the light side.”
He glared—which was fair. I found the notion as disgusting as he did, and since I
couldn’t glare at myself, I was happy someone was doing it.
“I had to work out what the real answer was,” he said. “There was no way you’d
gone ‘Postal,’ so there had to be another explanation, and I had to figure out what it
was. I had to. I couldn’t live with myself if I didn’t solve it. It would be hanging over
me, this giant question mark, hanging right over my head everywhere I go. ‘THIS IS
THE ONE THAT BEAT YOU, EDWARD NIGMA! THIS IS THE QUESTION YOU
COULDN’T ANSWER! THIS IS THE PUZZLE YOU COULD’T SOLVE!’ I’d be the
dot! Don’t you see that, ‘Lina? I’d be the dot underneath this giant unanswered
question mark!”
“…”
“…”
“…”
“I'd be miserable,” he ended lamely.
“Good.”
Wasn’t the nicest exchange in the history of vault-front banter, but it was from the
heart. I knew I wasn’t holding up my end of the conversation, as a crimefighter or as a
friend, and I was beginning to see why Batman craved action. Fists would be so much
simpler than this.
“Oh, don’t worry, ‘Lina, I’m still plenty miserable. That I could live to see this. The
constipated crusader is out of action for a spell, and you’re filling in. You’ll be happy
to know Jervis hasn’t worked it out. Has there been anyone else who… who we know?”
“The Cadaver,” I told him.
“Well, not like he wasn’t already aware of your connection with Bats,” Eddie
chuckled. “So he’s not talking, and the Postish East End ‘she’s-a-crimefighter’ rumors
stay dead—unlike him.”
At which point it was my turn to chuckle. Eddie just… he has a way about him.
“Still, there is that other question,” he said grimly.
I didn’t know what it was going to be, but I knew I wasn’t going to like it. And I
really would have thought by now he’d have learned not to ask it, whatever it was. But
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I also knew it was pointless to say so. It would just be another had to. What is a 5letter word for a walking criminal compulsion?
“So I’ve got this vault open,” he said with this even, soft-spoken tone that was
somehow apologetic and assertive at the same time. “I’ve got these sacks. And there
are these shovelfuls of diamonds and rubies I was planning to take away with me. My
question, ‘Lina, is this… Are you going to stop me?”
Yeah, he has a way about him all right.
Was I going to stop him?
The question just hung there in the middle of the vault.
Was I going to stop him?
“I was having the best week I've had in a very long time,” I told him tersely. “I’m
sleeping in a damp cave with squeaking furries over my head, but I’m balancing what I
do and what he does, and I’m making it work. I’ve made him laugh, he’s made me
smile, and getting home at night and sharing it all with him has become this high point
of my day, like cashing in the chips after a huge win at a casino. And you WRECKED
IT, you obsessive, egomaniacal, my-compulsion-outranks-my-own-happiness little
troll! Not only am I going to stop you, Edward, I am going to tie you in a knot so tight,
Arkham will have to hose you down with petroleum solvent just to get you into the
straitjacket.”
He got that “I just went too far, didn’t I?” look.
I answered with a “Yes, you did” bat-stare. I wasn’t proud of myself, but I can’t
deny, it was a bat-stare. A smug, hostile, humorless, thou-shalt-not-burgle-in-my-city
bat stare.
Quoth the Nigma: “Ouch.”
He slunk away… or at least he started to. He got as far as the door, and then he spun
around, this strange little smirk curling the corner of his mouth.
“You conniving little bitch, you almost had me,” he pronounced. It was said
quietly. He wasn’t shouting or anything, but I could tell he was livid. His whole face
had turned pink, and the forehead and cheeks were actually growing red while the
pink was moving half way down his neck.
“But I think you forgot who you’re dealing with,” he said, brushing past me as he
went back to the spot where he had been standing when I first came in. He carefully
picked up the sacks he had swung at my head and seemed to weigh them in his hands.
“Questions are my thing, after all, like you and the puddy tats. One would hardly
expect to trip up the great Catwoman with a bit of cat trivia she didn’t know, like say,
how many LIVES she’s supposed to have. Same with me when I pose a question. It’s
not often anyone can get away with NOT ANSWERING ONE that I set before them as
a challenge, not without my noticing. But you almost pulled it off. Not because you’re
a clever puss, don’t kid yourself there. It’s only because I was a little distracted
attempting to remove the knife from my back.”
“You sure you want to do this a cappella, Eddie? Because it really seems like you’re
building to something that cries out for a swell of violins.”
“Best week you’ve had in a long time, was it? I wrecked it? That’s your answer? Oh
yes, your personal animosity toward me for messing up your happy little Hallmark
holiday, that would have provided a very convenient excuse, at least for tonight. But I
caught you out, ‘Lina my pet, and I’m not letting you off so easy.
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“I wasn’t asking ‘Will you stop me because you’re mad at me?’ The real question, the
exquisite essence of the unknown represented by that particular question mark is this:
Would you stop me anyway? If you weren’t mad, if you didn’t have a nice, pat, Selinaacceptable reason to tell yourself…
“Oh, you answered my first question the moment you stepped through that
doorway. A Tail When Hit Alienated Good Thinkers. You’ve gone white hat all right. But
as usual, solving one puzzle only uncovered another. So riddle me this, Catwoman:
What happens now? Will you be chasing the idiot friend who messed things up
between you and your bat beau, or will you be chasing the criminal who dared to –
gasp– perpetrate a crime in your city?
“It seems to me, there's an easy way to learn the answer…”
He slowly took one step toward the doorway of the vault, his eyes never leaving
mine.
The bags landed at his feet with a soft tinkling thud as his smirk changed into an
arrogant snarl. “No evidence, no crime. Your move.”
With that, he bolted out of the vault, leaving the jewels behind.
Asshole.
I’m sure to his mind, it was a perfect little corner he’d painted me into: Leave the
jewels behind, no crime in progress, nothing for a crimefighter to do here. So if it was
just me, if I wasn’t Batman’s stand in, if I was really motivated only by anger, then I
should still go after him—Hell, I should tie him into TWO knots since I was now twice
as pissed as I was before. The thing Eddie doesn’t understand, thank god, is that you
can’t test a cat. She makes her own rules, and she always keeps them. If she appears to
break one, that means she has invented a new rule and you better figure out what it is
if you want the game to continue.
I cleaned up the rubies, closed up the safe, and double-checked the security closet to
make sure there were no cameras or anything recording what had happened in the
vault. (That’s his influence. I didn’t used to be so cautious. Woof.) Then I locked up,
went back to the Phoenix hub, and ripped out all of Eddie’s rigging. It would be a
shame to let them find it in the morning. It’s too good an idea to waste that way.
I was half way home when I realized I forgot to tell him how much I liked it.
Walapang squawked at me when I got back to the cave. I hissed at him, and Bruce
heard. He guessed I’d had a bad night. I said I didn’t want to talk about it, and he
grunted.
Eddie is wrong. There is no “white hat” or “dark side” for a cat. I do what I
personally feel like doing, regardless of how any dog or man would classify that
behavior. That’s why his test ultimately fails to answer the question. I went to the
Adamas Exchange initially, not because there was a crime being committed in my city
that I had to put a stop to. I went, ultimately, because Eddie asked me to. I went
because cats are curious, and I wanted to see what would happen. He is so obsessed
with his compulsion, he can’t think in any other terms. He NEEDS to know an answer
the way Batman NEEDS to stop a crime. A cat’s curiosity is different. It’s not a
burning need to know, I want to know. Cats also indulge their wants. It’s playful (most
nights) and it’s fun (most nights).
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I said I’d make the cocoa. Usually Bruce makes it while I’m typing up the log, so he
had to know what I meant. But still, after we had our nightcap, he went and asked:
wasn’t I going to write up a log?
I said no, I wasn’t.
He rubbed my neck and asked why.
I repeated that I did not want to talk about it.
I should have just lied. I should have realized you don’t let the World’s Greatest
Detective glimpse the edge of a mystery any more than you let Whiskers glimpse a bag
of catnip. Getting into it becomes the mission of his life.
He went on rubbing my neck. Didn’t say a word for probably ten minutes. Then he
pronounced:
“It was Nigma.”
“You got that from the knots in my neck?” I asked.
“No, I’ve been expecting it,” he said with that impossible “I’m Batman” assurance.
“Nigma was always the most likely to realize something was amiss with you, and once
he did—”
“I know, I know, he’s got this compulsion to solve the puzzle. We discussed it at
length. I would be this giant question mark hovering over his head wherever he went,
and he’d be the dot.”
“That’s how he’s framing this?” Bruce asked. The neck rub had abruptly stopped,
and I could hear the astonishment in his voice. I had to turn around and see the face
that went with it. He was dumbstruck.
“It never ceases to amaze me how little criminals understand of their own minds,”
he graveled finally. “It’s not Riddler’s obsessive need to answer the unanswered
question that drove whatever he did tonight, Selina. It’s his friendship for you. I have
no such compulsion about puzzles and riddles, but if the situation was reversed, I
would have to know if a close friend was switching sides. Not even for safety’s sake,
just because the very idea of it being true would be upsetting to me.”
“Don’t look now, Dark Knight, but you just acknowledged Edward Nigma’s
humanity.”
“If I did, I’m the only one,” he said sharply. “It sounds like the two of you have
taken denial to a whole new level to avoid…”
He broke off and there was an abrupt density shift. I never got to see my own batglare, but now that I could observe the original, I am forced to admit I overstated my
version’s battitude. Even without the mask, Bruce’s could reduce an entire planet to
ash.
Luckily, I am not a planet and it’s never had any effect on me.
“Finish that sentence, I dare you,” I told him.
He shook his head.
“Denial is a reflexive response when personal feelings conflict with the demands of
the job,” he said clinically. “The conflict can only exist if there are two sides. Vanish
one and you vanish the emotional turmoil arising from the conflict, at least
superficially. You can’t ignore the crime being committed but you can put on some
powerful blinders about your own feelings… Hence, Riddler sees only his
‘compulsion’ to answer a question rather than consciously acknowledge his feelings
about fighting a friend.”
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I couldn’t believe it. I literally could not BELIEVE what I was hearing. I mean, I was
WEARING the catsuit, so there’s no way he could have temporarily forgotten this was
Catwoman standing in front of him. Catwoman who he wanted for years—YEARS—
it’s not like he ever hid it well. I called him on it a thousand times. We wanted each
other, he would never admit it—“Denial is a reflexive response when personal feelings
conflict with the job”—my sweet purple ass! We set each other off in the best ways
imaginable, and we both felt it every second we were on the same rooftop. Every
second we were together, no matter what the circumstances, it was there, this electric
needful excitement, pulsing off him in waves. I FELT IT. You couldn’t possibly NOT
feel it. This HEAT that was all dark, boiling volatilty. Pure Batman. The same
intensity he had about everything, and this time, it WANTED, it wanted with a ferocity
that could bend light.
And he tossed a cape over it and pretended it wasn’t there. Because he was a
crimefighter and I was a thief. “Denial is a reflexive response when personal feelings
conflict with the demands of the job…”
“You know that line we’re not supposed to cross talking about the past, Bruce? Look
behind you.”
“I knew when the time came, this would be the hardest part of the job for you to
accept: putting the personal aside and doing what you had to.”
I don’t think I have EVER felt such a burning desire to claw a chunk out of that
impossibly chiseled cheek.
“If you are referring to your rigid, self-righteous, pathologically stubborn insistence
on being alone and miserable when we could have been together and happy, then yes,
you’re quite right, I won’t be doing that.”
“Then you’ll never be a crimefighter,” he pronounced.
I wanted to scream “THAT’S FINE WITH ME!” but you know, at that point, I was
just too OVER IT. I have had that same fucking argument with him 984 times, and I
just couldn’t summon the will to go back and do it again. If the last few years have
proven anything, it’s that I was right and he was wrong.
We’re together and it’s good. And it takes a special kind of crimefighter-stupid to go
dragging that idiotic old argument out of the hellmouth closet, drag it past these years
being happy together that prove it all wrong, and plop it right onto the floor between us
in the middle of the Batcave!
The Batcave! If there was one iota of validity in anything he was saying, I would
never have SEEN the … … … … :: Duty Log OVERRIDE: Batman :: … … …
… … … … :: OVERRIDE CHANNEL: Batman :: … … …
If we’re going to have this fight, could we NOT do it in the log?
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
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WEEK 7
… … … … :: Personal Log: Batman :: … … …
… … … … :: Encryption matrix Delta36 :: … … …
My tolerance for nostalgia is now exhausted. The back injury, the physical therapy,
Riddler’s Greatest Hits… shattered hopes regarding Catwoman.
It was an idiotic fantasy, this idea that once my back is healed and I am able to
resume patrol, that she might accompany me, for a few nights, at least. I even dared to
dream she might like it enough that a few nights could stretch to a few weeks, and
then, perhaps… Idiot. Won’t I ever learn? Investing in a fantasy that can never be, just
because the night is cold and the cave is empty.
That entry of hers from the night I was asleep: “Maybe it's just knowing there’s no
one to go upstairs for. It’s just me. Down here. With the bats.” Did she even realize
what she was writing? No one to go upstairs for. Just me down here with the bats.
How those words have haunted me. Yet the dreams I had of her back then have
become a reality. It’s no longer an empty manor and a cold bed waiting when I climb
those stairs each night after the logs. Next week when I resume patrol, she will be
there, just as she was before this damn injury. She will. Selina. Warm and tender and
alive... If that impossible wishdream could come true, was it really that absurd to hope
for more? Continue crimefighting at my side once I’m back on the job, a true
partnership. Is that more improbable than Catwoman waiting in Bruce Wayne’s bed at
the end of the night when Batman’s work is done?
Instead, she’s given it up entirely, while I have another week of physical therapy
before I can risk the Batline. Riddler is running the team ragged scattering cat-clues all
over town, while all I can do is sit here coordinating positions on a map and picking up
Catwoman’s bad habits.
All those insanely chatty, pointlessly detailed, and completely undisciplined logs of
hers. Reading her narratives all these weeks, my own entries, even the unsealed ones,
have become alarmingly introspective. I am sure that will be quickly terminated once I
return to the field. Having a night’s worth of incident to chronicle will put an end to
this preponderance of personal content. For now, however… there really is little else to
do until the next Riddler strike.
It’s clear that Nigma is unaware Selina has quit. At first I wasn’t sure, the first clue
was ambiguous. The board game windows reappeared, this time at Macy’s. Robin
and Batgirl inspected them one by one and found a clue rolled up inside “Miss
Scarlet’s” cigarette holder:
I'd say it's more purple than scarlet,
But a bad girl's a bad girl all the same.
She's nothing to do with the lead pipe or the rope,
But what's between the kitchen and the study is another game.
Obviously purple and bad girl referred to Selina, but as a taunt, that could have been
directed at me as much as her. As a riddle announcing a crime, it was absurdly
simple. Robin had it solved before he called it in. The kitchen and study are corner
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squares on opposite ends of the Clue board connected by a secret passage, and there’s a
new restaurant by that name in SoHo.
So Robin and Batgirl went to SoHo and established a perimeter while Oracle ran the
usual checks on the owner(s). It wouldn’t be the first time a riddle appeared to name
one location when Nigma really intended to hit the owner’s home across town. Secret
Passage, however, was not owned by a private individual. It was part of a corporate
consortium headquartered in Phoenix. By this time, the Batcomputer had run an
analysis matrix of the restaurant’s menu, printed reviews, and any mention of it in
internet blogs. Finding no coded messages or additional clues, we forwarded the lack
of alternative targets to Robin and Batgirl.
They went in cautiously, expecting to find a crime in progress or about to begin.
Batgirl scrutinized the patrons’ movements, balance, and body language for any sign of
concealed weapons or malicious intent, while Robin pinpointed the location of the cash
receipts. There, taped to the face of the cash register, he found a slip of paper with the
following:
Do Cheshire cats drink evaporated milk?
It was hardly a riddle. It was, quite pointedly, a reference to the Mad Hatter. So
Robin left Batgirl at the restaurant “just in case” and went to Tetch’s last hideout at
Hudson Hairpieces. There he found “A countryman between two lawyers is like a fish
between two cats.” Obviously a Two-Face reference, so Robin proceeded to the old Flick
Theatre which produced “CAT ADVICE: Take some time to eat the flowers,” i.e. Poison
Ivy. Wisely deducing that Robinson Park was too big to hide any sort of clue Nigma
expected us to find, Robin proceeded to the greenhouse Ivy sometimes uses in the
FloMa district. There he was greeted with “Purranoia: the fear that your cats are plotting
against you” and he noted that these alleged clues resembled fridge magnets more than
riddles (an observation that should have occurred to him earlier). Nevertheless, he
proceeded to the Hudson U campus, since “Purranoia” must allude to the Scarecrow.
Oracle conducted a brief search of the university website and found that office hours
were listed for one name that did not appear on any faculty directories: one Patricia
Urrano, Interdisciplinary Adjunct. Or, as it appeared on her office door: P. Urrano I.A.
A search of that office produced “Cats' favorite game: ‘Ha! Made you look!’”
It seemed impossible that Nigma would send Selina to a Joker hideout if he thought
she was crimefighting in my place. However hurt and angry he may be, he is simply
not that cavalier with human life, particularly hers. And however irrational he may be,
he is not so deluded that he couldn’t see the potential for disaster. At first we were
stymied. If “Ha! Made you look” did not allude to Joker’s “Ha-Hacienda,” what other
Rogue tie-in could there be? It was Dick who came up with the answer. He had been
in Bludhaven most of the night and only heard the story from Barbara when he got
home. Hearing it all in a in the span of a few minutes rather than seeing it play out
over hours gave him the crucial perspective to see the punchline for what it was.
Ha! Made you look.
And he did, the rascally psychopath. But I knew Riddler too well to believe this was
a simple prank. A riddle points to a Riddler crime, that’s how he operates. He could
no more leave this string of riddles unresolved by a criminal act than he could commit
a crime without announcing it first with a riddle. There was more to come, I knew.
I didn’t tell Selina. I still haven’t.
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It’s been a week since we fought. When I read how she was ranting in the logs, I
admit at first I saw it her way: the fight we had 984 times, as she put it. Crimefighter
vs. criminal, right vs. wrong, Bat vs. Cat.
It was the same fight, at first. If you can’t hold to your beliefs when it’s difficult, then
they’re not beliefs. They’re hobbies. A crimefighter cannot go making distinctions
between the criminals he abhors—the ones it is a positive pleasure to take down—and
those he may find appealing if they had met under other circumstances.
It was exactly the same fight, until it ended. When it would usually end. How many
times had we clashed under that banner? And every time, it ended the same way:
Catwoman disappeared into the night and I finished patrol. I returned to the cave, I sat
in this chair, I typed up the log with as much detachment as I could muster, and I went
to bed. I didn’t sleep, and usually, I bit Alfred’s head off in the morning over nothing.
The realization started pounding in my core: this wasn’t the same fight at all. She was
standing three feet from the chair where I had made those log entries in the old days.
The reality of it pounded like it would break my chest open: She wasn’t going to
disappear into the night. Crimefighter vs. criminal? Right vs. wrong? She was going
to peel off her mask and take a shower before going to bed. This wasn’t Bat vs. Cat. It
was what my father taught me. “Bruce, we have a rule in this house. We don’t go to
bed angry.”
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
And with that exquisite feline timing, she picked that moment to flit through the
cave. I’m not about to stop working when she does that, but I have taken the
precaution of setting an encryption matrix on all activity at my workstation that
prevents it being mirrored on the overhead viewscreen. If she asks, I’ll tell her what
I’m working on, but until she does, it’s best to leave things as they are.
The second night of Riddler clues was at least free of Rogue allusions. Just more
fridge magnets:
Cat: Murphy's way of saying “Nice Furniture!”
Science asks “How?” Philosophy asks “Why?” Cats don't care.
Nice kittens give you time to clot between attacks.
On and on. Each little witticism was written out in heavy yellow marker on a thick
green index card. A careful whiff of these cards indicated the presence of tartaric acid,
which acts as a kind of invisible ink much like lemon juice. Once a catalyst was
applied, parts of the yellow would darken—usually within the large sweeping “C” of
the word cat—to reveal a new location. That next location never housed a crime, only
another clue:
“NO!” to a cat means “Not while I am looking.”
As anyone who owns a cat knows: no one can own a cat.
A cat’s worst enemy is a closed door.
I still hadn’t solved the real riddle, what Riddler crime this was all leading up to, but
I was beginning to see another facet of his plan. If Selina were still on the case, she
would have been ready to strangle him after clue 7 or 8. By the end of the second
night, Robin had collected 84.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
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It wasn’t the same fight with Selina. It never would be, now. The Bat and Cat don’t
exist in a vacuum. Even if I wanted to, I can never look at her and see only
“Catwoman” and it’s the same for her.
We talked. There was no cold, empty night for her to swing into with a Bast
statuette that didn’t belong to her, and there was no empty cave for me to return to. So
we talked. Once again, I brought up the armor. She was so pissed; it was really
adorable. She thinks I’m “obsessing” on it. In one sense, I suppose she’s right. I have
been haunted by the prospect of her being out there without it, exposed to all the
hazards of crimefighting without any protective barrier between her and it.
And suddenly there it was: the metaphor. There’s more to “armor” than wearing a
bulletproof chestplate. The Nigma situation illustrates absolutely why she needs better
armor, and it illustrates absolutely why she can’t “do” armor. Armor is protection. It
is a barrier between the vulnerable inner person and the harsh assaults that
crimefighting brings. Without that separation, how can Catwoman hope to fight
someone Selina considers a friend? Her costume, as she designed it, is a natural
extension of who she is: colorful, playful, sexy, and utterly exposed. It is all out there.
She leads with her feelings, following her instincts as naturally as I shift my weight on
the Batline. Catwoman does what she feels. An instinctive, not a strategist. Armor,
and the rigidity and discipline it implies, is not in her nature.
It is necessary for crimefighting.
Crimefighting is not in her nature.
So she’s back to prowling. She’s not avoiding me; she still eats and sleeps in the
cave. She’s just gone back to her old routine and no longer patrols. And she seems to
have an odd sort of selective blindness to certain areas of the cave. It’s as though she’s
unaware that crimefighting is the business of the place. Or to be more accurate, it's as
though she's mad at Batman and giving him the cold shoulder while remaining on
perfectly warm and loving terms with Bruce.
The contradiction isn’t lost on me. She’s rubbing it in. She’s saying she was right all
those years ago and our life together now proves it. I said it could never work: I am a
crimefighter and you’re a thief. She said I was a rigid, judgmental jackass. Now we’re
together, and I’m happier than I would have thought possible back then. In declining
to fight with Bruce, she’s driving her point home with Batman. The only thing I can’t
figure out is if it’s intentional. If she’s got that much Machiavelli in her, or if it’s just
unconsciously feline logic.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
A cat's way of keeping the peace: Claw Enforcement.
By Night Four, his goal was obvious.
Cat \kat\ (n): small, four-legged, fur-bearing extortionist.
He wanted her angry.
Catastrophe: an award for the cat with the nicest tush.
So mad, she couldn’t see straight.
Cat (n): A walking ego with fur.
So mad she couldn’t think straight.
Catalyst (n): an alphabetical list of cats.
So mad she would make mistakes.
The moving cat sheds, and having shed, moves on.
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Running all over town, location to location, never getting the satisfaction of a
confrontation, always being met with another one of those puerile ditties.
Catholic (n): a cat with a drinking problem.
By the time she finally saw him, she would see nothing else, only the chance to wring
his scrawny neck. She’d go charging into whatever trap he had set for her, the trap
meant to keep the hated crimefighter safely out of the way while his real scheme
played out.
Cats have 9 lives. Do radioactive cats have 18 half-lives?
If it was me he was baiting, it would be a deathtrap. But Nigma would not want
Selina dead. He would merely want her detained, and he would want it to be
unpleasant.
Curiosity kills more mice than cats.
It was a painful task, but I put myself in Nigma’s position and thought through the
various ways to hurt Selina:
1. Kill her—he doesn’t want that.
2. Validate the Gotham Post’s lies about her—after which, she would kill him. He
doesn’t want that either.
3. Hurt Wayne—which he would love to do, but years of trying have shown it’s not
as easy as it sounds.
4. Hurt cats—not worth considering. That’s sociopaths and nascent serial killers,
completely inconsistent with Nigma’s pathology and self-image. He will certainly
consider bluffing: threatening to blow up an animal shelter without ever intending to
do so, but he’ll quickly reject it as a lame and shallow stunt unworthy of a Rogue.
5—a variation on 1. Place her in a faux deathtrap where she is never really in
danger.
He would like that idea, since the illusion of deadly peril would require the kind of
magician’s stagecraft that appeals to his puzzler’s mentality. He would make a list of
potential devices and get as far as sketching a guillotine or an iron maiden before he
realizes the snag: it’s a magic trick. Everything on his list is. A few variations here and
there, sure, but nothing that a moderately alert individual wouldn’t recognize from a
half-dozen stage magician’s “DEATH-DEFYING” finales.
Nigma is in a position to know that Selina’s hatred for Zatanna is more than a wild
story from the Rogue rumor mill. Mad as he is, he wouldn’t want to pull that
particular tiger’s tail. It’s one thing to deliberately punish her for hurting him. It is
quite another to give offense as an unintended waste product of an unrelated scheme.
His pride would balk at that. He couldn’t let Selina think THIS was the best he could
come up with. He couldn’t let her think he was unable to whip up a plot without
subtext. He would feel it reflected badly on him. He would spend a day trying to
make it work, recognize all of his attempts as flimsy rationalizations, and finally give
up.
6—a variation on 2. Strike at her standing as a Rogue…
I had progressed exactly that far when an image came into my mind. Seeing it
through a villain’s eyes, I could almost feel my lips curling into a malevolent smile as
this ideal target revealed itself in all its vindictive perfection.
Catworthy.
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If I was a villain bent on attacking Selina where she lived, what better way than to
take a few ironic swipes at her stature as a jewel thief, as THE jewel thief, the one by
which jewels worth taking are defined. It was perfect. If I wanted to punish her for
turning “white hat,” what better way than to make her defend Objects of Desire, the
very jeweler who proclaimed their wares CATWORTHY in 10-foot purple letters.
I sent Batgirl to observe the building, so we’d have some idea what to expect when
the vital clue came in. Even after the exercise getting inside Nigma’s head, I was…
surprised when I learned what it was.
EDIT: Unacceptable. As long as I am participating in this indulgent practice, using
the logs as a kind of father confessor, I must at least be honest about it. I was not
surprised, I was enraged. For a full minute I could think of nothing but a gloved hand
closing around Edward Nigma’s face and slamming the back of his head into the wall
with a force to crack plaster—not to mention his skull. A thousand times—ten
thousand times—I have been gripped with fury in the face of some criminal outrage,
but I have never actually, literally tasted bile. Until now, I thought that a fanciful figure
of speech. Of course, in the face of those ten thousand other criminal outrages, I had
the ability to act. This sitting around “healing” does not foster patience. If I knew
where he was—and if I had been out there these past weeks, I certainly WOULD know
where that sniveling monster was—I would scrap the last week of prudence, suit up,
get out there, and introduce that precious cranium of his to the concept of a
concussion. Multiple. Multiple severe contusions to the head and neck by way of a
well-trained fist that knows exactly how much force can be administered to deliver
maximum punishment without…
This is what comes of listening to her. She thinks our life together proves she was
right all those years ago. Well, I was right too, obviously. Eddie’s humanity, her good
friend Eddie who would never hurt her. I let her soften me, and it will never happen
again.
The shift came on the third clue last night. After “Cats do not keep mice away, they
preserve them for the chase” and “Anything not nailed down is a cat toy,” the format
changed to an actual question.
“Catwoman, are thy claws sharp?”
Still not a riddle, but when the catalyst was applied and the invisible ink darkened,
no new location was revealed. Instead, only certain letters darkened into boldfaced
type.
“Catwoman, are thy claws sharp?”
The key letters to phonetically represent “Catworthy.”
In Riddler’s mind, Selina would be charging to Objects of Desire, intent on foiling his
crime and pummeling him beyond recognition. Instead, Robin went in. He went in as
a crimefighter does, through the service entrance, not as a jewel thief would through
the skylight. He proceeded cautiously, as I taught him, not blinded by rage. He
spotted each tripwire, each electric eye and trigger, disconnected the gas nozzles, and
secured the fear toxin for safe disposal.
Fear toxin. It’s almost inconceivable. Maybe I was wrong not telling Selina what
was happening—but I couldn’t stop to think about that now. The toxin trap was meant
to keep the crimefighter occupied while the real crime played out elsewhere, and I had
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yet to determine what that crime was. Over 100 “clues” Robin had collected, but I had
absolutely no idea what they pointed to.
Selina came home from her prowl, saw I was busy coordinating reports from the
team, and duly ignored the situation. She disappeared into the costume vault, came
out a while later wearing my kimono, and left a mug of cocoa at my elbow. I think she
kissed my cheek and said something about going to bed, but I couldn’t stop to focus on
that. Somewhere a crime was being committed in my city and I couldn’t see it. Oracle
was monitoring every conceivable channel and there was nothing. Not a blip. Robin
had to go home. It was nearly dawn and he has school today. Batgirl gave up an hour
later. Oracle and I stayed at it.
At 9 o’clock, she found it. Bank errors, hundreds of them. Once the banks opened
and human beings entered the equation, transactions began to surface from the
previous night, transactions that no one seems to have initiated. Hundreds of transfers
between bank accounts with no apparent significance and no common denominator.
Many were at Gotham banks, but others were from accounts in Metropolis, in
Keystone, in Tallahassee. One would receive $3120 from another and then transfer
$5100 to a third. Eventually it must all lead back to Riddler, but we have yet to
determine how. Oracle is still crunching data, as is the Batcomputer, and while Selina
is still sleeping, there’s nothing for me to do but sit here and… type.
When the cat clues began, there didn’t seem any reason to tell her. Nigma wasn’t
sending riddles that required her inside knowledge, and his shenanigans didn’t appear
to be threatening anything that would endanger innocent citizens. If any of that
changed, I obviously would have acted. I would have told her that I respected her
desire to keep a distance from all things crimefighting, but Riddler was now putting
innocents in harm’s way and I needed the answers to stop him.
If it was strangers he threatened, there would have been no question, no question at
all.
Leaving me to wonder… I mean, fear toxin. He was going to gas her with fear toxin.
The situation was obviously more volatile than I knew—which is no excuse. I should
have known. A week since their confrontation. A week Nigma’s been alone in his
head, allowing his anger to fester. Strangers I never would have left in danger. So
Selina was having a mood, not for a nanosecond would I have let that stop me. I
would have gone to her, I would have said “He's putting innocents in danger, I need
the answer in order to stop him.” For strangers.
But for her, I said nothing. While she slept in my cave, slept under my arm, thinking
herself safe and protected, I said nothing. While that madman plotted against her. My
beautiful Se… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
We found the common denominator.
Such a rat’s nest of simultaneous transactions could only have been initiated by a
computer virus. This one infected the Cirrus interbank network via an ATM in
Bangladesh—superficially. In reality, the virus originated at a Gotham I.P. transmitted
into a Bengal Central Bank ATM in Dhaka. It was transmitted—with typically
Nigmaesque arrogance—through the WayneTech satellite. That irksome detail aside,
the discovery of the virus was not a surprise. What we had yet to determine was why
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THESE PARTICULAR ACCOUNTS were affected (and what any of it had to do with
Selina).
As soon as she got her hands on the virus itself, Oracle quickly ID’d the pattern: the
bank accounts spontaneously transferring funds to each other had all been accessed by
ATMs in Gotham. They were the last accounts accessed from ATMs at or near each
location where a cat-clue was found.
I had been scrutinizing these locations on 2- and 3-dimensional maps since the first
clues were left, looking for any kind of pattern. I found nothing of note. Even now
that the nature of the crime is known, I have been unable to find the crucial link
between 133 cat-related fridge magnet quips and this massive transfer of funds. The
map, marked with green indicators at each ATM location, looks exactly like it did
marking off cat-clues: a great shapeless blob.
Selina is up and having breakfast. She hasn’t asked what I’m working on, she only
asked if I’d been to bed. When I didn’t answer, she brought me coffee and a roll, and
set the latter on the table inside the lower corner of the hologram map as if she didn’t see it.
Impossible woman.
I have to tell her about this, of course. The fear gas alone… it’s clear now I should
have told her all along. But there’s no time to go into it now. She’s certain to be upset,
and until this situation is resolved, I cannot have my focus diverted from—
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
Riddle solved.
Damn him.
$3120.
The amount was repeated in a number of transfers. Oracle says she noticed it, but it
didn’t seem to mean anything on its own so she didn’t mention it.
3-1-20. C-A-T.
The virus pulled account numbers from the ATMs at the cat-clue locations, so each
account can be associated with a given point on the map. Marking all the accounts
affected produces a meaningless blob. Marking only those that sent or received $3120
produces a very definite shape: diagonal 1, diagonal 2, and an inverted v with a small
circle on top. I recognized it, of course, but just in case I didn’t…
“WHAT THE HELL IS THAT?”
It turned out Selina could see the hologram after all. She certainly saw the wispy,
minimalist representation of a cat’s eyes, nose, and mouth now superimposed over the
city grid as a series of ATM locations. Hardly surprising, since she wakes up to it
every day. The watercolor called “Zen Cat” has hung in our bedroom since she moved
in. Before that, it hung in hers.
“WHAT THE HELL IS THAT?” she repeated.
I took a deep breath.
“A lot has been happening that you don’t know.”
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
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WEEK 8
… … … … ::
… … … … ::
… … … … ::
… … … … ::
… … … … ::

New Database :: New File :: Unindexed
Selina’s Decidedly Off-Duty Definitely Not-a-log
Chronicle
of Whatever She Damn Pleases
Meow

:: … … …
:: … … …
:: … … …
:: … … …
:: … … …

Love jewels. A diamond Napoleon gave to Josephine, a necklace Lord Byron had
made for Contessa Guiccioli or Horatio Nelson gave Emma Hamilton. They’re not
always spectacular gems in their own right. Most are, especially if they’re given by a
king, but some are smaller stones, a little cloudy or not particularly well cut by modern
standards. But the story, the romance and the history behind them, to a certain kind of
collector those gems are priceless.
I always enjoyed snatching a love jewel. There’s the bragging rights, naturally. Plus
the challenge; famous jewels always have the most creative security protecting them.
And then there were the collectors: those obsessed, competitive, relentless, and often
quite ruthless collectors—but such romantics, so passionate about their obsessions.
When they located a jewel, they wanted it so badly. And when the item in question was
collecting dust in some corporate vault, only seeing the light of day once in a decade
when it was sent out to be cleaned, it made for a very satisfying heist. Rob from the
indifferent and give to the romantic.
Well, sell to the romantic. I can’t say I did it for love. Byron, Nelson, and Napoleon
may have, but Kitty did it for cash. But that doesn’t mean I can’t appreciate the
collector’s fascination. There is something very special about those pieces beyond their
obvious cost. Czar Alexander has some exquisite piece of Fabergé made for his wife,
the Czarina Maria Feodorovna, and a century later Stephen Spielberg buys it for his
wife because she’s playing a Russian princess (descended from Alexander and Maria,
as it happens). Edward VIII has a pair of Cartier panthers made for the woman he
gave up a kingdom to marry, and a half-century later, an American crimefighter who
bought them to bait a cat burglar winds up sliding one across the dinner table, because
that cat burglar isn’t an adversary anymore. It’s not the jewels in and of themselves,
it’s not their intrinsic value or even their beauty. It’s what they mean, what they
represent: the grand gesture.
I fought crime for him. It’s not my kink, I didn’t enjoy it much, and I wasn’t
particularly good at it, but I did suit up in the Batcave, checked the At-Large list before
setting out, and went into the city to stop baddies like me from doing what comes
naturally. And I did it—started doing it, at least—because he asked me. He wanted
my help, he wanted to include me in his world, and… and like an idiot, I just FORGOT.
I forgot the burning, soulful ache that started it all. Crimefighting isn’t something
Bruce does because he’s bored playing polo. It’s who he is. No one will ever suffer
what he suffered if he can prevent it. How can you not love that? And he wants me to
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be a part of it. Bruce wants me to share his mission with him, and I let Edward
Richmond Nigma pull my focus. For that alone, I should break him in two.
There was this one spectacular bracelet Edward VII gave his last mistress, Alice
Keppel. Hostesses of the period preferred inviting Alice instead of the queen
whenever the king came to dinner, since she was the only one who could defuse the
situation when he had one of his explosive tempers.
His back is fine now. Has been for nearly a week, and he could have easily climbed
the stairs and gone back to living in the manor. But Batman wasn’t quite ready to
resume patrol. He needed an extra few days to “limber up” for the Batline, and it just
seemed right to go on living in the cave while he did it. So we spar a little in the
gymnasium and follow the sidekicks’ progress on the OraCom. There’s nothing to stop
me from going out myself, but… well, little gestures are worthwhile too. He doesn’t
want me catching up with Eddie until Batman is back on the job, and it costs me
nothing to go along with it. There were an awful lot of nights when some little
compromise that cost nothing would have made us both a lot happier, so what the hell.
Bruce is obsessing on the fear toxin (speaking of men with explosive tempers). It’s
not that I’m overjoyed at that little detail, but there’s another angle that bothers me a
lot more. It’s that string of Rogue hideouts that Eddie kicked off with, before the ATM
clues: Mad Hatter’s place, Ivy’s greenhouse, Two-Face’s last base at the Flick Theatre,
Scarecrow’s fife at Hudson U. That’s what Bruce sees anyway, a typical Cape missing
the point completely. He sees “Rogues.” But Eddie isn’t saying “Rogues”; he doesn’t
think of them as Rogues. He thinks of them as Jervis, Pammy, Harvey and Jonathan.
What he’s saying is “Who’s next?”
Scratch that, if we’re going to do this, let’s put on our straitjackets and do it in all its
Arkhamesque lunacy. What he is saying is “Riddle me thus, you faithless puss: Who is
next? That’s why I’m perplexed. Is there anyone you won’t turn on for him? Is there
any friend you won’t cut just to help the bat win?”
Okay, you know what, I’m not an Arkham case and I suck at the rhyming shit. Point
is, what Eddie is really saying is “Who’s next?” And because, despite all his charm,
he’s a fucking nutjob, he can’t come right out and say that. He has to dress it up in a
string of fridge magnet clues pointing to Rogue lairs. And then, apparently, he had to
top it off with a crimefighter trap sprung with fear toxin. Furious as I am, I almost feel
like… like… I don’t know. It’s almost touching. The grand gesture.
I don’t expect Bruce to see it that way, of course. I might not myself if I had actually
snorted the stuff. We did talk about it that night when he told me what Eddie had
been up to, what I might have seen. The greatest fear question, it’s a big one, and most
of us night people consider it from time to time. At least the sane ones do. It’s not
something you want to let take you by surprise, particularly not in front of somebody
who wants you dead. So if you’re smart, every now and then you put on some
Beethoven, pour a glass of wine, and do a little soul searching. I hadn’t. And Bast
knows, I should have. It’s been a good few years since my last exposure. My life has
changed completely since then, and it’s fair to say the big fear has too. Considering the
old fear involved exactly where I’m living now, who I’m living with, and what
compromises I’m willing to make to keep it that way… yeah, the greatest fear has
definitely changed. I haven’t told him, of course, but he is the world’s greatest
detective, and he knows me pretty well. He must at least suspect what that old fear
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toxin nightmare was. Anyway, we talked about it that night: what the new triggered
fear might have been and… and what the hell Eddie could have expected to
accomplish by it.
Ironically, what he did accomplish was ending my fight with Bruce in the most
amicable way possible and renewing my subscription to Crimefighters’ Quarterly.
When you find out your best friend spent the last week conspiring to lead you around
like a demented puppy chasing a stick, only to introduce you to your greatest fear at
the end of it, I don’t care who you are, you need a hug! I needed a hug, I said so,
Psychobat handed off to Bruce and that was the end of the fight.
We should probably thank him. It would hurt a lot more than the pummeling he’s
going to get, but I would be the last to deny Bruce the satisfaction of that pummel.
He’s been inactive all these weeks, he’s frustrated beyond belief, and the first Batbeating is going to be epic. It’s going to be savagery incarnate wearing a scalloped
cape and a graphite mask. And it is going to Hurt. Like. Hell. It’s downright patriotic
of Eddie to step up and volunteer for the job. Meow.
So my own satisfaction will have to wait a bit, but until my moment comes, I’ll get to
enjoy his and that should be quite the spectacle. Again I say “Meow.”
We’ve already begun. Bruce and Selina returned from St. Kitt’s the day before
yesterday. Just in case anything went wrong with my cover, we wanted to make sure it
was only Catwoman who was exposed. Nothing will go wrong, but if it does, then
Selina Kyle is obviously up to something, using her relationship with Bruce Wayne to
gain access to Gotham banks for some felonious reason. But if Selina isn’t supposed to
be in Gotham at all, if she’s supposedly traipsing around the Caribbean with Bruce
when she’s found to be posing as this Georgina Barnes, that would lead to all sorts of
questions about Bruce’s real whereabouts. So Monday we came back, and Georgina
reported for work at CashPulse, the first banking networking on our list. The dear
thing doesn’t dress very well: a fiercely blue suit that contrasts just a little too jarringly
with her fiercely red hair, so that that’s all anybody sees. The brassy redhead in the
blue suit doesn’t have any facial features, a particular sort of voice or a certain color
eyes. It’s a perfect disguise really, giving them something particular to notice instead
of trying to be nondescript.
CashPulse was a bust, but it did give me a good introduction to the system.
Apparently that’s what Bruce had in mind. He started me off at the company least
likely to produce results, allowing me to get acclimated in the financial world. Then
yesterday, once I was presumably “acclimated,” he started sending me to the most
likely firms. Today at BankLink International, I hit paydirt. Second try and we found
it. He’s that good, my Dark Knight. Is it any wonder we all love taking him on?
Riddler gained nothing from the first ATM shuffle. Batman searched every chain
from every compromised account, and not one penny ever found its way back to
Eddie. It cost the banks time and money to clean up the mess, but that money went
into overtime and extra advertising to polish up their reputations after the meltdown.
So… Riddle me this, riddle me that, how to make money while annoying a bat? If he
didn’t turn a profit that night, it must have been a demonstration. He’s proved he can
infiltrate the banking networks and shuffle the money around at will. If they don’t
want him to do it again, pay up!
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That’s not the kind of threat the banks would take to the cops, obviously—rather like
diamond merchants relieved of a love jewel. Diamonds are a very small world and
million dollar deals are still made on a handshake. Reputation is everything. So if
you’re hit, you don’t let that be known. Insurance premiums go up, and nobody needs
that, but worse, your reputation now has a big asterisk hanging over it. *Security isn’t
what it should be. *Vulnerable and careless. *Lacking in judgment or resources to look after
their own interests. *Putting their most valuable assets at risk. No one needs that either, so
they take the hit quietly and move on. That’s what we count on, the cats and the
collectors.
Although… You know, if it were me, I wouldn’t go to the police either (obviously);
police aren’t discreet. But if it were me, I think I’d have to at least consider the
possibility that a man in a mask might be. I mean, Batman doesn’t have a face. He
obvious understands the concept of a secret worth keeping. But anyway, banking
networks, like diamond merchants, are not going to go running to the cops, and either
because they didn’t think to or because they didn’t know how, they didn’t come
running to Batman either. So we had to go to them. So, this afternoon at 1 o’clock,
right before slipping off to lunch, Georgina Barnes messed up the really complicated
logout routine on her new computer at BankLink. She had to consult the index card
everybody has to check 10 times their first day, and somehow, one oops following
another, she wound up triggering the backdoor that some low level WayneTech coder
left in the first generation software ten years ago—accidentally giving herself godlike
access to all accounts, emails, documents, and encryption logs.
And the most recent file sealed with the CEO’s password? No riddle there. No
crimefighter’s instincts required. A simple cat burglar could have guessed: Eddie is
asking for control of an account with a $25 million stake, and $5 million to be added
every month they wish to continue without another cyberattack. It’s smart. He knows
they’ll be lulled into a false sense of security by that monthly payment. They’ll think
they have plenty of time to track him. But that money will be gone as soon as he gets
control of the account, and he’ll never return for subsequent payments. Not a bad little
scheme, really. The money moves electronically, it’s not like saying ‘leave a paper bag
under the bench by the sailing pond in Robinson Park,’ so Eddie probably thinks he’s
still hidden. He doesn’t really understand what Bruce is capable of. For all his
posturing about Batman as the only brain fit to do battle with his own, Eddie really has
no idea.
He’s outmatched. That arrogant little touch using the WayneTech satellite, it gave us
a traceback range. A 40-mile traceback, but still, it was a start. The extortion email to
BankLink was sent by the same method, through a STAR Labs satellite this time.
Traceback #2 overlaps traceback #1 across an oval stretching from 71st Street up to 96th.
25 city blocks may not sound like “Gotcha, Nigma,” not until you run it through a few
directories and find… Backgammon. A quaint little place in the basement of the
Madison Building on 78th, not the sort that even has a sign on the door. An old world
carpenter making inlaid chessboards and backgammon tables for rock stars—if you
believe their website. If you believe a place like that HAS a website.
So there we are. It’s 24 hours before Batman goes back into action. 0-minus-24 and
we already know where Eddie is hiding. He’s sitting there now, completely unaware
he’s outmatched and outmaneuvered without the Batmobile ever leaving the cave.
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Bruce seems to have stopped typing over there. Probably ready for bed. Big day
tomorrow, after all. Batman’s backgammon
Oh shit.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
… … … … :: Duty Log: Batman :: … … …
For someone who is so adamantly “not a crimefighter,” Selina has an amazing
aptitude. Either that, or staggeringly unbelievable luck. I certainly don’t recall any
Robin achieving such results with such apparent lack of effort.
The new log I created for her is divorced from the main system and completely
stripped of my personal settings and subroutines. As such, it apparently reverted to
the auto-completion defaults that were built into the core software. I recall finding it
annoying, having the system trying to anticipate me, completing words after the first
few letters based on recent usage. I turned it off immediately. Selina evidently didn’t
think to, and as she began to type “Batman’s back in action” the system tried to
anticipate based on her previous paragraphs. From “back” it gave her
“backgammon.” Batman’s back to Backgammon. Batman’s back? Game On.
We thought he wasn’t expecting us to find him. It seems we were wrong.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
… … … … :: Selina’s Decidedly Off-Duty Definitely Not-a-log Chronicle :: … … …
What a night.
Batman’s first night back in action. I thought he would want the cave to himself
getting ready. I knew we’d be working together in town, but I figured suiting up again
after all those weeks would be… well, a Psychobat thing. Invocations of the sacred
mission, genuflecting to the spirit of justice, maybe a few passages read aloud from
Crime and Punishment. In general, an atmosphere that would not be enhanced by the
presence of a thief who could always make him forget which side of the utility belt
held the Batcuffs. So I said I’d go upstairs to change and meet him in town, but he… he
got this weird look in his eye and said “Don’t.”
Just that. “Don’t.” Second cousin to “No” under other circumstances. One of those
declarations you just don’t use with a cat. I asked why (who wouldn’t), and he gave
another really weird look and said “Exactly.” (This is the man making snide comments
about feline logic. Go figure.)
Anyway, I stayed. The mood wasn’t any more somber or portentous than any other
night. No solemn vows or anything, just a particularly nasty glare at the At-Large list.
We suited up, he checked a few things in the utility belt—looked like he wanted to
check my whip, which I am choosing to ignore—and then he got that look again. With
the mask on, I suddenly realized where I’d seen it before. Roof of the MoMA. None of
our encounters had been the same since Cat-Tales, but that night… that night it was a
new dynamic entirely. It was like he’d abandoned the gruff Bat-manner too quickly. He
was almost… conversational. Watching them load the packed up masterpieces into
trucks, he asked if I liked Monet. And then after a few of the old sparks, that voice I’d
never heard before:
“This work… what I do… It’s my life. I couldn’t—wouldn’t…”
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It was the first time I’d ever heard that voice, maybe the first time that part of him
had ever spoken from inside the cowl. Would certainly explain all the stops and starts.
But that look in his eye, that’s what I saw now.
“Want a lift? Or taking your own car?”
There was no searching for the words this time. Batman is nothing if not direct. But
the look was the same; everything changed between us after that look. He was toying
with an idea the same way I’d look in Tiffany’s window deciding if I was going to let
them keep a diamond tiara or turn it into an extra leopard for the Catitat. That night,
after that look, he sent the note asking me to meet him at the opera house. What the
hell was he thinking about now?
“Technically, it’s the car you gave me,” I pointed out, stalling for time. I gave the
words the lightest, freest lilt I could manage, even adding a little smirk at the end, but
as usual he didn’t bite.
“Technically, it’s the car you gave me, too,” he graveled.
(And hiss-growl-hiss-hiss-spit-growl, you just CANNOT win a game of chess with
that man!)
“You don’t think it’s a bad idea for Bruce Wayne’s girlfriend to be riding around in
the Batmobile?”
“Just for tonight,” he said.
I nodded. I’m still not completely sure what I agreed to, but I nodded, and twelve
minutes later, we were speeding across the 10th Avenue Bridge and he grunted as we
passed that billboard.
“Catworthy,” he spat. “Opals and tourmalines? Catworthy? You never would have
wasted your time on a place like that no matter what their advertising agency dreamed
up for a catch phrase. Not when Cartier is only 4 blocks away, still using the same
panther motif the Duchess of Windsor made famous.”
I chuckled, which brought quite the death glower.
“A so-called friend should know that,” he hissed.
“Come on, you wouldn’t have wanted him sullying Cartier, would you? I know I
wouldn’t. Besides, I doubt Eddie could even get in, and if he could, your counter
operation would have been screwed because Robin never would have made it inside.”
“He would do what was necessary.”
“Not in a hundred years would that boy make it to the show floor to find whatever
trap Eddie had laid for me. Cassie maybe… if I coached her and we practiced for a few
nights at the Olivieri mansion.”
He grunted, and that was it for conversation until the car turned onto 78th Street. I
guess I was holding my breath or something, because he told me to breathe. I did, and
that was it for conversation once again.
He stage managed it beautifully, the car slowing as it approached the Madison
Building, nearly coming to a stop right in front of it, right across from the stairs leading
down to Backgammon, and then… Whoosh! Speeding away down the street with a
roar of Bat-bravado.
Four blocks away and 20 stories up, Eddie was hunched over his computer screen,
watching the feed from his hidden camera, this sour pout in his face that said
“thwarted.” (An anagram for which happens to be THWART ED. What it lacks in
originality, it makes up in pertinence.)
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What Eddie didn’t know, of course, was there was no one in that car. We were both
right outside the window, watching him watch the Batmobile pass on his decoy.
“It’s showtime,” I whispered.
But Batman just stood there.
“No. You go in. You need to talk it through.” Then he massaged his knuckles
slowly, the way a connoisseur swirls a fine cabernet before tasting it, ending with an
ominous “I’ll be here when you’re finished.”
I couldn’t believe it. He’s been dying to get back into action, and now he was
postponing the confrontation? But it wasn’t the time or place to question it, so I edged
a few windows over, sliced up the pitiful CPD gizmo Eddie had rigged up on the
bedroom window, slid it open, and went inside. I looked around for the Riddler
equivalent of my Zen Cat. There was a photograph of Doris in a silver frame. Just the
right size and certainly the right spirit, but it had a glass cover. That could get ugly.
Head wounds bleed a lot. The blood is very thin, slow to clot. So I poked around some
more. He had a Rubik’s cube calendar. It was a little small and too angular. I didn’t
want to feel like I was clonking him with a rock. I wanted something flat, book sized,
and personal… I found it hanging over the bed. A framed fragment of a movie prop, a
jigsaw puzzle Susan Alexander is working on in Citizen Kane. Purrrrrrfect.
I took it off the wall, crept out to the main room, and positioned myself without
Eddie hearing a thing. One thing I’ve perfected living with Bruce is coming up behind
someone when they’re looking at a computer screen without creating any telltale
reflections. Also, being silent on a stone cave floor is a lot more difficult than on
Eddie’s wall-to-wall carpet. Meow.
And THWACK!
I gave him a good solid smack across the back of his head with his precious puzzle.
“OW!” was the predictable and predictably non-clever response.
Which I enjoyed.
He tried to get up but I grabbed the back of his head and pushed it into the desk a
few times. Then he stopped trying to get up, and I pulled up a chair and took a seat
beside him.
“You are an addled nitwit, Edward Nigma, a fitting anagram for which is addled
nitwit. And you’re a shitty friend, an anagram for which is shitty friend.”
“Look who’s talking, Traitor.”
“Oh give it up, Eddie. I have been spectacularly patient with your marathon
shitheadedness since this whole thing began, because unlike the crimefighters you’re
determined to paint me as, I understand that when a cat brings you a disgusting notentirely-dead chipmunk, it’s because he thinks it’s a fine gift. He’s working with what
nature gave him: claws, teeth, and small furry animals that don’t have the sense to stay
out of his way.
“So I wasn’t pissed at the cat clue you sent to the manor. I shrugged off the mind
games at the MoMA, I didn’t hold a grudge after Metropolis, and I certainly wasn’t
going to go on a jihad because of your Aries stunt at the diamond exchange. I know a
dead chipmunk when I see one. Don’t sit there calling me a traitor when you tried to
come at me with fear gas.”
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“You work on his side of the street, you’ve got to expect that, my weak lion.” Then
he started counting off on his fingers, “You’ve got to expect fear gas, hatting, SmileX,
Ivy turning that Hell Month fighting machine against you…”
“Eddie, you talk like I don’t get that anyway. Jervis has hatted me. He’s hatted you,
he hatted Jonathan, and then he had you both attack me while he fear-gassed Harvey.
We all got past it. If we held onto those things forever, nobody would be speaking to
anybody—which would certainly limit the potential for future throwdowns, but it
wouldn’t be any fun. I mean really, it’s a big city out there and it sucks to be alone,
so…”
I shrugged. It’s the price you pay, being a Rogue. He knew that as well as I did.
“You can dress it up any way you want to, ‘Lina, you still went white hat.”
“Yeah, I did. So what?”
“…”
“Paging Mr. Riddler, there’s an unanswered question on the table. That’s is your
thing, isn’t it? There isn’t actually a white hat/black hat divide for cats, but from your
limited non-feline perspective, that’s the only way you can see it. So I am conceding
the point. ‘Lina White Hat, A Tail When Hit, or whatever it was. So what?”
“…”
I hummed the Jeopardy theme to annoy him, and by a cute coincidence, his
screensaver kicked on and played the same music. He tried so hard not to react, he
was sucking in his cheeks and probably biting his tongue trying to hold the pissed-off,
dangerous Rogue mask. But that dinky little tune kept playing and it all got the better
of him. He lost the battle and out came the snicker.
“You planned that,” he insisted.
I actually had no idea what his screensaver was, but there was no point in going that
far off topic. I just smiled like “the ways of the cat are inscrutable.” Then I figured it
was time to remind him he was still a dot with one of those giant unanswered question
marks looming over his head.
“Riddle me this, Eddie,” I said softly. “If I have ‘gone white hat,’ so what?”
“So,” he said, lips pursed. “I don’t like it. I like you, I do this, dot-dot-dot, more little
chats like the one at the Adamas Exchange!”
“Oh, with you there,” I nodded vigorously. “Liking the crimefighter personally
(which I’m not one, but again, we’re making allowances for your limited non-cat
intellect), liking the crimefighter totally, totally sucks. Awkward, pissy, strained
exchanges on rooftops, angst-ridden aftermath, mess of a situation for everyone
involved. Been there, done that, it does suck. What’s your point?”
“…”
“Your point is that it’s not pleasant being caught between a rock and hard place and
you’d rather not do it?”
“… Kind of.”
“You know what else sucks? February. When those slushy puddles of not quite
melted snow are everywhere, but you’re not wearing boots anymore, so you always
wind up with that really cold wet ooze getting into your shoe. And then you have to
walk around all day with that cold squishy feeling.”
“Um…”
“I hate that.”
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“Yeah, so do I. Ah, ‘Lina, we seem to have wandered off the subject a little…”
“Did we? I thought we were comparing notes about the many and varied dead
chipmunks that come with living in an imperfect world. All those little annoyances
that—”
“We were talking about you, that you would go so far for that… that…”
“Batman.”
“YES, BATMAN! THANK YOU! That you would go so far for that Bat-man that
you not only stop stealing yourself, you come after the rest of us.”
I smiled. I never went after Eddie, he pulled on my tail. But I didn’t say that. Instead
I just smiled, which does tend to unnerve them, Rogue and crimefighter alike.
“What, what is it?” he said, looking around frantically like he thought he was sitting
on a bomb.
“I ever tell you about Colin Lerrick? Reclusive Brit, chess grandmaster, buried
himself in puzzles, IQ of 220. Been thinking about him all week, I can’t imagine why,”
I grinned.
“No, you have never told me about ‘I Click Loner,’” he said acidly. “Pray continue
with your transparent parable.”
“He’s not a fiction, Eddie. I did not make up a name that had a nice snappy anagram
for you. You can Google him if you don’t believe me. I’ll wait.”
He did and confirmed that Colin Lerrick was real, studied philosophy at Oxford,
inherited a pharmaceutical company at age 23, sold it for a hundred million pounds at
24, and retired from the world.
“If this rich guy likes puzzles so much, how come I’ve never heard of him?”
“Because he doesn’t collect them, Eddie, he just likes them. It’s not the kind of thing
that goes in Who’s Who. He’d have no interest in your Citizen Kane jigsaw, so he’d
never bid on it.”
“So how did you find out?”
“Oh COME ON, Eddie! Live up to your name, figure it out! It’s no fun if I tell you,
is it?”
He made a face and sighed.
“Well obviously, since you were so stupidly unguarded saying he doesn’t collect
puzzles, that means he must collect something else. Something Catwoman would be
inclined to steal—back when she had some scruples.”
“Only two insults, I think you’re coming around. And of course you’re right.
Lerrick collects love diamonds.”
“Love diamonds,” he said flatly.
“Right. A necklace Lord Byron had made for the Contessa Teresa Guiccioli, for
example. She was the last woman Byron loved, his mistress when he was living in
Ravenna, beginning work on Don Juan. It’s a big gem, Eddie. On its own, it’d be
worth a quarter of a million. But you add in Byron, Teresa and Don Juan, the history
and the romance… Lerrick collects love diamonds. He’s obsessed with them, actually.
All those collectors are.
“Complete romantic under the eccentric hermit shell. Had me deliver the stone to
his estate, inside this vault-cum-bunker-cum-private museum he has under his house.
Showed me his whole collection, jewels and paintings all connected to the great love
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stories of history. Beautiful stuff of course, but it was the vault itself that was the real
treat.”
“Well of course,” Eddie said smugly. “If there’s one thing a puzzling man knows,
it’s how to devise a decent lock.”
“The walls were two feet thick,” I told him, leaning in and speaking low, like it was
something sexual. “Reinforced concrete, sealed off with a tri-bi titanium door… Twinbolt Swiss gear lock on a prearranged time release, fingerprint recognition plus a 4digit pin that changes every 30 minutes—the sequence radioed out from the
manufacturer in Zürich…”
“O-o-oh, I like this guy,” Eddie shuddered.
“At least a code that’s radioed in can be intercepted,” I pointed out. “Unlike the
vocal signature for a voice recognition backup linked to the main alarm. Could tell the
difference between human vocal chords and a recorded voice… I was giddy. Would
have let him have the Byron necklace for nothing if he’d let me have a go at its resting
place in his fortress. I almost proposed it, but he obviously thought it was his
collection that had brought such a flush to my cheeks, and I didn’t want to take that
away from him.”
“Aren’t you a sweetie. So you settled for cash.”
“The thing is, Eddie, Lerrick lives and breathes puzzles as much as you do, but his
passion is love jewels. Can you guess why?”
“I have no idea.”
“Of course you do.”
He sighed.
“Edward?”
“Because love is irrational, ‘Lina. That is why it fascinates him. It’s the puzzle that
can’t be solved.”
There it was. He’d said it. Game. Set. Match.
“Puzzle that can’t be solved,” he repeated, his eyes darting around the room.
“Nope,” I agreed. “Can’t be solved. Catlike, it follows no rules but its own, and only
it knows what they are. Also it can change the rules any time it wants, in any way it
wants, and there’s nothing anyone can do about it.”
“The puzzle… that cannot… be solved,” he said again—and I noticed now he didn’t
seem to be breathing very well. “Love is a puzzle… that can’t be solved.”
“Eddie, you’re not going to have a panic attack or anything, are you?”
He lifted his finger like he was going to say something VERY important, and then
put it down.
Then the whole right hand swung around to his hip, like he was ramping up to sing
“I’m a little teapot” with the force of King Lear raging into the storm. But when he did
speak again, it was matter of factly:
“It’s a puzzle that can’t be solved,” he declared, his left hand flitting up to complete
the teapot effect.
“And since Bruce and I cannot be solved, you’re ready to leave it alone?” I asked
brightly.
His face fell, and then his head pulled back a little, and he seemed to be staring at
something invisible a short distance in front of his face.
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“I can see I have been looking at it the wrong way,” he said finally—directing his
statement to the invisible something, as near as I can figure. Then he looked up at me.
“An addled nitwit?” he asked.
“And a shitty friend,” I answered.
“But still a friend?”
“If you want to be.”
“I assume he’s waiting out there to rip out my spleen.”
“At the very least.”
“Hmph.”
“I’m pretty sure you can live without one. Like the appendix and tonsils.”
“You’ve made a list of organs he can rip out of people without killing them!”
“Oh come on, Eddie, he’s Batman! I’m sure he knows without anybody having to
tell him.”
“Hmph.”
The silence continued for a moment. I figured somebody had better break it before
nosy outside the window noted the lack of conversation and took it as a cue.
“I came in through the bedroom,” I mentioned casually. “I see you still have Doris’s
picture in there.”
“Well, I am an addled nitwit,” he said with a sad resolve.
“Puzzle that can’t be solved, Eddie. Have you thought to… maybe give her a call?”
“No, I don’t think that’s such a hot idea, ‘Lina. Doris isn’t the type who would enjoy
receiving a collect call from the Arkham infirmary.”
“When you get out then.”
“And say what? Before I met you, I never went a day without solving the Times
crossword in less than 10 minutes, and now I haven’t gone a day without solving the
Times crossword and missing you?”
I shrugged.
“It’s not bad. As dead chipmunks go.”
“No,” he said with a sour face. “It’s not really on point. Like those cat clues, they
had nothing to do with banking. I tried, ‘Lina, I wracked my brains trying to come up
with some kind of obscure banking trivia that tied in to paws or whiskers or even
milk!”
“What about Bengal Central Bank, where you inserted the virus.”
“You noticed that, eh?” he beamed.
“Of course. It was a very thoughtful touch.”
“Ah ‘Lina, it’s not the same. The clues should have had something.”
“Maybe your heart wasn’t in it,” I suggested.
“Oh, my heart was in it. Just not my brain, I guess. Oh well, I’ll do better next time.”
“Of course you will,” I smiled.
The moment felt good, natural, easy. Then his smile faded.
“Time for me to take my medicine,” he said darkly.
“Yep,” I rose, planning to go back the way I came.
I’d gotten as far as the bedroom door when he called out “‘Lina, before you go,
uh…”
I turned back. He looked embarrassed. When he spoke, I understood why:
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“How’d you find me?”
Poor Eddie. He has this little quirk, leaving clues unconsciously when he doesn’t
mean to. We’ve talked about it. Every time he thinks he has it beaten, his
subconscious goes and leaves Batman an extra hint or three. I started to tell him he’d
done it again, but he refused to believe it:
“Oh come on, no! It can’t be—NO! NO! NO! That hasn’t happened for more than…
six years! Six years, three months and eleven days, I’m clean. No more Freudian clues,
none. I’ve licked it, I tell you. I…”
I shook my head sadly. And his eyes darted around the room again, trying to figure
it out.
“What’d I do?” he asked finally.
“Vince Turner. Eddie, you rented this place under the name Vince Turner.”
“So what?”
“Vin. Wine. Eddie, ‘vin’ is French for ‘wine.’”
“Wine turner,” he said dully.
“And the process of turning champagne bottles as they ferment so the sediment
collects in the neck is called…?”
“FUCK ME!”
“No, ‘riddling,’ but I take your poi—”
“Fuck me, fuck me, fuck me, fuck me, fuck-”
“O… kay,” I whispered, backing slowly towards my window.
“Fuck me, fuck me, fuck me, fuck me, fuck me!”
I’m pretty sure he doesn’t carry on like that when Batman answers the big riddle, so I
figured I’d just go and let them both do their thing.
“Fuck me, fuck me, fuck me, fuck me, fu-KRRHKK…” was the last thing I heard
before swinging away.
With the OraCom, I knew I’d be able to meet up with Bruce by morning and get a
ride home. I headed uptown to prowl, and then…
At last…
A worthless, overreaching amateur was trying to break in at Cartier.
Meoooooooooooooooow.
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Chapter 1: Ra’shomon
It was an auspicious day for one born in the Year of the Rat to begin a new
enterprise.
Ra’s al Ghul knew perfectly well that his astrologer was a coward who followed the
age old practice of those who read the stars of kings: he told only those parts he
thought his master wanted to hear. This was not the objectionable sort of cowardice; it
was right and natural that they be afraid. Any monarch worthy of the name enjoyed
the terror he inspired in his followers. Nevertheless, it was inconvenient when it came
to horoscopes. The Demon’s Head wanted to know what the stars truly revealed so he
could modify his plans accordingly.
That is why he had disguised himself in the lowly garb of an Ajax commander and
gone into the village for a second opinion. Sighisoara was Romanian, unfortunately,
and their fortune tellers were shackled by the Western world’s names of the stars and
constellations. But Sighisoara was loyal, and that surely is what mattered. When Ra’s
al Ghul sent an Ajax commander to have his fortune told, that man’s fortune would be
told with accuracy. And this local witch with her teas and talismans had, more or less,
confirmed his own astrologer: It was an auspicious day for one born in the Year of the
Rat to begin a new enterprise.
Technically, the enterprise began some months before. Technically, the seeds were
planted years before that. But Ra’s al Ghul preferred to view any operation as begun
only when some definite action had been taken. His planning was so intricate and his
understanding so vast, drawn from so many eras and so many nations, even he could
not pinpoint the precise moment when a plot suggested itself. Consciously, the current
operation had been forming in his mind for, perhaps, six months, but in a more
meaningful sense, did the methods and practices he employed not predate even his
first meeting with the Detective?
Were the seeds not sown decades before, when those OPEC sheiks, having taken
such a preposterously long time to realize the power their oil reserves gave them over
the West, failed so miserably to make use of it? Could it not even be argued (if one
were to be as ludicrously precise as these astrologers would wish about the exact hour
and minute of one’s birth, for example) that the operation which began today truly had
its beginning when Ra’s first learned of Atlantis in 1937?
Thus, it was folly to name any particular day and hour as the nascent beginning of
his operation. Since he could not go by planning, he may as well award the honor to
that moment when steel was first unsheathed in his cause. That moment was today—
although Western mercenaries were too coarse and barbarous to literally carry a
sword. Nevertheless, men of action took action on this day, when the Vermillion Bird
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(which Western infidels called Mars) entered his star sign and the Azure Dragon they
called Jupiter rose into alignment with his celestial stem.
He could hardly pretend surprise. Auguries and horoscopes notwithstanding, he
had finally devised a method to circumvent the Detective. If he had only thought of it
sooner, the whole fiasco with Talia would have had a very different outcome. To every
creature, there is its own particular lure, specific to its nature. One does not lure the
honeybee with light nor the moth with fragrant flowers. It is folly to turn to a man
such as the Detective as if he were a Tartar prince and say “Here is a female. Since she
is here, enjoy her favors.”
Rather than trying to divert the Detective’s attention with such paltry offerings, Ra’s
al Ghul would now COMMAND it. He would monopolize that mighty intellect, not
occupy it momentarily with some passing distraction. No, he would leave it
wholeheartedly absorbed. He would sate the Detective’s appetites with the meat of his
very nature. He would present his worthy foe with... a mystery.

C’ra, son of N’fai, had the misfortune to inherit his mother’s slight frame rather than
his father’s warrior build. He could never hope for the glory of a combat posting; he
was destined to serve the Demon’s Head as a humble messenger. But even among
messengers there was a hierarchy, and the son of the famous N’fai was at the very top.
When Ra’s al Ghul had a message he wanted delivered, it was C’ra who was called to
the fourth chamber, and often as not, he received instructions directly from Ubu.
After all these years of such glamorous access, C’ra still felt a thrill walking through
the portico, knowing that through the archway behind Ubu was the third chamber. It
always emboldened C’ra to hold his head a little higher as he announced to Ubu that
his unworthy self had been summoned (which the bodyguard certainly knew already
or he would not be waiting there). C’ra nevertheless completed the formula: he had
been summoned and was presenting himself to receive The Demon Head’s will.
Rather than relaying whatever message Ra’s al Ghul wished to be delivered, Ubu
merely said “Come” and turned on his heel. He walked through the archway, right
into the third chamber! C’ra was nearly paralyzed, the fear and awe stopping up his
blood in his veins. Did Ubu’s order really mean he was to follow into the third
chamber? He swallowed hard, feeling his mind was not working as quickly as it should
in the face of this unprecedented order. He… he… he was sure to fail if he did not pull
himself together and obey his orders as he understood them. He hurried through the
arch—and had not a moment to take in the wonders of the third chamber for Ubu was
stepping through another arch into the second. C’ra trembled, and he struggled to
make his legs work without betraying his weakness as he followed through yet another
archway into the antechamber of the throne room itself. There was an odd clackety
sound which he realized too late was the chattering of his own teeth. He locked his jaw
to still them as Ubu continued into… into… C’ra could feel nothing but a vein pulsing
in his neck as he stepped into the throne room and saw the actual chair in which Ra’s al
Ghul sat when holding court.
“The messenger, milord,” Ubu intoned formally.
C’ra screamed and fell to the floor in the most awkward but surely the most
obsequious bow the throne room had seen in a generation. For in the seconds it took
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C’ra to realize what Ubu was saying, he realized Ra’s al Ghul was actually in the
room! Standing at a side table! Eating a fig! C’ra recited the oath of loyalty to the floor
under his face, and begged The Great One to pardon the unforgivable slowness of his
bow.
Pardon was apparently granted, for Ra’s al Ghul told him to rise.
“Today I begin a great enterprise,” The Demon’s Head confided, in an unfathomable
gesture of liberality. “I wish to consult an astrologer, but my own is too frightened and
will tell me only what I wish to hear. If I am to have worthy counsel, I must resort to a
deception which I would normally think beneath me. For that, I entrust you, C’ra, son
of my most valued warrior N’fai, with a mission of the utmost secrecy. You are to
leave the compound through the kitchens, tell no one where you are going, speak to no
one you pass along the way. Go through the forest and beyond, until you reach the
village of Sighisoara. Make inquiries and find me their most reliable fortune teller.
When you have located this person, tell them to expect a visitor from the DEMON
compound. Tell them Ra’s al Ghul is sending a valued lieutenant who would know
what his stars foretell, and that it is a matter of indifference to me if the news he
receives be good or bad—so long as it is accurate. Do you understand?”
C’ra confirmed all the particulars. He had never before been so bold; with Ubu he
would merely have nodded. But to be called into the throne room itself and receive his
instructions from The Great One’s own lips, surely such an awesome responsibility
required the most aggressive vigilance. He repeated the whole of the message, all the
precautions to maintain its secrecy that Ra’s al Ghul was so good as to outline for him,
and then he bowed and stepped backward, bowed and stepped backward, until he
ultimately reached the fourth chamber and felt free to turn his back on The Great One
and move in a more natural way.
He had made it as far as the long corridor to the kitchens when Ubu stepped into his
path.
“I knew your father,” Ubu said seriously. “He was a great fighter and it is wrong
that his only son serve at such a low level. This is a great opportunity for you, to be
taken into the master’s confidence as you have been. It could lead to great things, but
only if there is a happy result for the master. You must ensure that the master will be
pleased with what he hears.”
“I cannot possibly disobey the direct orders of Ra’s al Ghul,” C’ra cried. “He
ordered me of his own lips to tell the gypsy to be accurate.”
“There is another way. Fortune tellers want to be loved; they’ll always say what will
please if they think they know what it is. When you find this gypsy, tell them the man
who comes today has been given permission to marry. His star is on the rise, and as a
reward for some service, Ra’s al Ghul gave him permission to marry. You do this, she
is sure to see those portents that speak of a happy and prosperous future. That will
give the master comfort, and when he next has an important mission, he will remember
C’ra, son of N’fai, did well on this portentous day.”
C’ra’s chest swelled with pride, to be the son of a warrior who even now inspired
such loyalty.
“I will do so,” he declared.
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“Ubu, send someone to check on the food taster. My breakfast does not sit well.
The entire morning listening to Anglaf, I could think of little else. He had nine days to
work on that horoscope, yet after ‘Year of the Rat’ and ‘Vermillion Bird’ there was only
this cloying taste of spiced raisins, stiffness in my legs, and a disagreeable ringing in
my ears.”
That was how the day began. Ubu answered “Yes, Master,” as always, but he knew
there was nothing wrong with the food taster or the food. Any time Ubu was occupied
with the morning intelligence reports and let Lamar collect Ra’s al Ghul’s breakfast
tray, the master lingered too long in his shower, for Lamar had no gift for the
complicated task keeping the Demon’s Head on schedule. Too much time in a too-hot
shower produced the ear ringing, and the low, hard benches in Anglaf’s quarters took
care of the rest.
It would be death to suggest Ra’s al Ghul needed a digestive, so Ubu merely ordered
one for himself. If the master happened to eat it, so much the better. If not, Ubu’s own
digestion would certainly feel the benefit. He felt it was going to be…
“Ubu, these reports from Madagascar are 36 hours old, whatever are you thinking?”
He felt it was going to be one of those days.
As if answering Ubu’s private thought, Ra’s put the antique intelligence reports
aside and resumed his complaints about his astrologer.
“Assured success against the Gotham infidel. That’s all his predictions amounted
to. Year of the Rat, Vermillion Bird, and certain victory over the Detective, how am I to
put any credence in a horoscope like that? It’s cowardice. He says what I would hear
because he fears to do otherwise—which is admirable in most, but not in Anglaf.
Those whose minds are so unformed, whose thoughts and views so lacking in
comprehension, they should be silent. If they must speak, since they can have nothing
to say to minds of merit, they should simply pay their homage and be done. But an
astrologer is no such animal. His counsel is sought, and if he will merely bleat like a
sheep, he is no use to anybody. One may as well sacrifice him to the dragon’s flame
and be done with it. Hope for a better one next time.”
Ubu said nothing. He merely examined his plate of figs and ate a few before laying
it aside for Ra’s al Ghul to appropriate.
Anglaf was not a coward; Ubu knew that. Yes, the astrologer told Ra’s whatever he
thought he’d want to hear. But he didn’t do it because he was afraid not to. He did it
because… because he wanted to be liked. There was a desperate neediness in the man,
you could sense it whenever you talked to him. He would predict anything you
wanted in as much detail as he could muster if he thought you’d be his friend. It was
rather sad, but it was hardly worth killing him over.
“Perhaps a test is in orde… Ubu, attend! I was speaking of the operation in the
Falklands earlier, and I sensed I did not have your attention as fully as did that plate of
figs. Now that I am ready to impart my strategy in re Anglaf’s cowardice, you are
looking at the door.”
“Forgive me, my lord. I sent for a messenger to answer for the late dispatches from
Madagascar. I will be but a moment.”
Anglaf was not a brother or even a friend, but Ubu did not like that word ‘test.’ It
was death to question the reasoning of Ra’s al Ghul—but if it became death to simply
tell him what he wanted to hear, that was bad news for everybody. Ubu didn’t care
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that much if Anglaf lived or died, but if being too loyal became cause for suspicion…
no, Ubu did not like this at all.
The messenger was waiting in the fourth chamber, but Ubu could not waste time on
him now. He hurried back to Ra’s.
“A test, that is what is called for, Ubu. I will go into the town and consult their
astrologer. If he confirms what Anglaf said, Anglaf will live. If he does not, there will
be a lesson that shall teach the next ten generations of augers the price for—”
Ra’s al Ghul was interrupted by a crash. The messenger who followed Ubu
apparently tripped on the carpet and fell on his face.
“Rise,” The Demon’s Head said absently. “Your timing is impeccable. Go into
Sighisoara—do not stop in the barracks on your way to take orders from your friends.
If you return with cigarettes and pornography, I will know and you will be flogged.
Go into Sighisoara and find me an astrologer. Tell them to expect a visitor who is to be
told the truth of their horoscope, no matter how unpleasant.”
That did it. “No matter how unpleasant.” Ra’s was setting Anglaf up to fail this test,
and Ubu just couldn’t stand by and let it happen. He said he was going to check the
reports from Australia, and caught up with the messenger before he had left the
compound.

Dika sat in her comfortable flat—one of the nicest in the village, as it happened.
Three bedrooms with ceramic tile floors, central heating, and occasional wafts of
paprika, sweet onions, and garlic from the Two Feathers restaurant below. One of the
nicest flats in the village, which her rude visitor had called “a hovel.”
She pulled the bell rope attached to a tapestry, causing it to scroll up like a venetian
blind, revealing her television.
A hovel—just the sort of arrogance you’d expect from a “rising star” in the service of
Ra’s al Ghul. Dika’s family might have settled in Sighisoara rather than braving the
dangers of nomadic existence under the Soviets, but that did not mean she was
unaware what DEMON did to her people. Every year when they made their
pilgrimage to the tomb of St. Gregory, young men disappeared. Because they were
outsiders in Romania, it was pointless to go to the police. They were despised as
thieves and vagabonds, and a few less gypsies, male or female, was viewed as a very
good thing. In one sense, no one knew what became of them—but in the truer sense,
everyone knew. DEMON. Wherever they were taken and whatever became of them, it
was in the service of the undead monster Ra’s al Ghul.
When Hajna called from the restaurant and said one of those fanatics had seen
Dika’s flier and was asking questions, she hoped for a little payback. But never in her
wildest dreams did she think she would get to strike at Ra’s al Ghul himself.
The first mousy little man—Carl was it? Or Kral? Kra? Something like that.
Whatever his name, he was an easy conquest. Dika was no great seductress, but the
cooks at the Two Feathers restaurant certainly were. All those delicious aromas
wafting up from downstairs… The poor ass had come all the way down from the
mountains, it was ludicrous to go back without at least having a cup of tea… and a bite
to eat... Her own kitchen was small and cramped, there was really no point in having
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one at all with the Two Feathers right below… So down they went for a nice lunch of
paprika hendl and a glass of wine, after which it was just as silly to go all the way back
to his base without at least having his palm read.
A half hour later—a strong lifeline, a few tealeaves, and six tarot cards later—Dika
knew her next visitor, the rising star lieutenant, would be much more than he
appeared. “Much wiser, much grander, and much, much more important.” Dika
considered this, because this Carl had already said he was a rising star who had done
something so grandiose he’d be given a bride (poor woman). Dika figured a fine form
of revenge would be to plague this man with doubts about his future wife’s virtue,
since he certainly wasn’t in any position to refuse her. He would be miserable. Take
that, Rising Star.
But now, Dika began to wonder. He was a rising star, plus he had enough pull that
he not only gets to come into town and get his fortune told, he sends in an advance
team, even if it was mousey little Carl, to do the legwork for him. He sounded like
quite a big shot as it was. How could he be more than that unless…
And then Dika considered: Had she ever heard of anyone being a big shot in
DEMON? Granted, she’d never made a study of it, but she had the impression that
there were two categories: Ra’s al Ghul and everyone else, the head undead and his
serfs. But that would mean… and that was just too good to be true.
Dika refused to get her hopes up. It couldn’t be, it wasn’t possible and it was not
going to happen. But without getting her hopes up, she was going to be ready. If the
one in a million happened and Ra’s al Ghul himself came through her door (with his
sniveling minions priming her to pump him full of good news), then she would be
ready.
She grabbed her coat and went to see Bogdan, who still had a photograph from
when Ra’s al Ghul walked through Sighisoara the last time to call forth the next Ubu.
Dika memorized it, and when the cloaked figure who called himself D’t’t’ve came
through Dika’s front door, the hope that refused to rise earlier now refused to do
anything else. Her hopes soared! She had him. She had him. Ra’s al Ghul in the
hideous flesh. If his future was full of promise, she would warn him of so many ill
omens that he would fear to even get out of bed—nor would he get a wink of sleep.
And if his stars foretold calamity, she would pass on not a single warning. She might
even spin a curse or two once he was gone to help the ill omens along.
After refusing the hospitality of her hovel, this D’t’t’ve finally put back the hood of
his cloak, revealing the face from Bogdan’s photograph.
Dika smiled warmly.

Be careful what you wish for. It seemed such an absurd maxim, as if even lying back
and dreaming of bliss was a serious matter that should not be indulged in without
prudent consideration.
It’s not like his wishing made it happen. Selina was an independent, freethinking
woman and she chose what to do with her time, in costume and out. Circumstances
arranged themselves to put a choice before her, and she chose, of her own free will, to
become a part of Batman’s work. If the situation did correspond to a wildly
improbable wish-dream he’d considered from time to time, that didn’t mean there was
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any cause and effect. And since his wish in no way brought the situation about, it was
nonsense to think any little blemish in the reality was somehow laid at his door. It’s
not like he was an architect who didn’t plan for adequate drainage when drawing up
blueprints. Still, if he had been responsible, it’s not like any man could anticipate feline
logic as if it was average rainfall at the 41st parallel.
Selina being Selina, she would never abandon Catwoman’s nightlife and become a
de facto Robin. Five nights a week, she prowled as she had always done. But two
nights, she came down to the cave before setting out, consulted his patrol route in
order to intercept him in town, and they met, usually around 10 o’clock at the close of
his early patrol. They patrolled together until dawn and often slept in the penthouse
rather than negotiate returning to the manor in separate cars. She could have picked
any nights for her dalliance with crimefighting, but catlike, she had to find some way
to make the decision uniquely her own. She had set on Friday and Saturday since they
were “date nights.”
Date nights. His enemies had thrown some preposterous ideas at him over the
years, so had his allies for that matter. But never had anyone come up with something
so utterly... She was getting feline logic on his Mission, that’s what she was doing.
Date nights. How utterly Catwoman. The irony was that he’d never acknowledged
the concept in his fop days. Batman patrolled every night, so his true work life knew
no variation in routine. And Bruce Wayne’s playboy had always sneered at the
workingman’s concept of a weekend. It was true he made appearances in the offices at
Wayne Enterprise, but it was universally understood that he did so only when it suited
him. In his efforts to be as conspicuously obnoxious as possible, he flouted the notion
of weekends as the quaint folk custom of wage slaves.
It was strange to think only now when the playboy pose was finished would the
notion be introduced—introduced into Batman’s life, no less, rather than Bruce
Wayne’s—and by Catwoman. Of all the preposterous ironies his enemies had thrust
on him over the years...
Yet the fact was, feline ironies aside, she was a good partner. Like him, she was an
ordinary human with all the ordinary vulnerabilities, and like him she knew what is
was to work alone before teaming up with a partner. The combination gave her an
instinctive understanding of the responsibilities that always eluded the sidekicks. For
years, whenever Catwoman ventured into the night in costume, she was her own
mistress. She knew what she was giving up in partnering with him—and hence, what
he was giving up partnering with her. Each valued the other’s trust more because they
understood it from their own experience, and valuing it made each more determined to
live up to it. So it was a good partnership, and Bruce would be the last to minimize the
significance of that fact.
He just wished it wasn’t date night.
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CHAPTER 2: DATE NIGHT
Selina always admired the cat’s ability to try to jump from the end table to the
mantel and miss, spilling a vase of water onto the sofa and raining rose petals on the
carpet, knocking a Faberge egg into the wastebasket as it clawed thin air all the way
down to an ungraceful landing on its furry rump... and then blithely lick a paw like
that’s exactly what she planned from the beginning.
Admiring this quality as she did, it would have been hypocritical for Catwoman to
stand on all her vehement objections to crimefighting as if looking forward to date
night admitted some kind of mistake in her earlier thinking. For one thing, she wasn’t
mistaken. She still found crimefighters limited, self-righteous, and pompous. And in
every one of them except Bruce, she found those qualities unappealing. But she liked
fighting crime with him, in moderation, and she had suited up in the bedroom and
hurried down to the Batcave in the same spirit Nutmeg licked a paw after an illconsidered leap from the mantel.
“Meow-meow” she announced when she reached the main cavern. Then she looked
around, confused. Bruce was in costume, but...
“Where’s the hologram map? No At Large list, no patrol route? You’re not running
a fever or anything, are you?”
Batman scowled.
“No early patrol tonight. Possibly the late one will be deferred too. I have a... we
have a special investigation.”
“Yum. Where are we going?”
Batman glared the way he used to when she made some proposition that tempted
him and Psychobat felt the need to assert himself.
“Wayne Tower,” he graveled ominously. “Bruce Wayne’s office, the executive
suites, board room, parking garage, then the penthouse and possibly the manor.”
It was Catwoman’s turn to stare. She had assumed it was the “yum” that brought on
the bat glare. Now, her playful manner faded and she asked what had happened.
“For a few days now I’ve had the sense, on and off, that I was being watched. It was
nothing definite at first. I don’t think I was consciously aware of it for the first day or
two. But I trust my instincts—”
“So do I,” Selina interjected. Psychobat scowled at the needless cheerleading, and
continued:
“I trust my instincts,” he repeated. “And even though I can’t be certain, I believe I
evaded several attempts to corner me, simply by...”
“By trusting your instincts. Just unconsciously doing what you do.”
He grunted, and Selina went on speculating:
“But today there’s a twist. Something happened that turned up the heat under all
these unconscious ‘Batman being Batman’ machinations that you do in the background
without even noticing. Something happened that thrust them into the foreground
where you do notice and cancel patrols.”
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“Yes,” he breathed. “This afternoon when I left after the finance meeting. There was
no one in the parking garage when I stepped out of the elevator.”
“That’s one,” Selina grinned.
“It’s not that unusual at that time of day. Bruce Wayne keeps his own hours; it
wasn’t the end of the workday. But then, there was a catering van parked next to my
car.”
“That’s two.”
“Yes. That’s two. It’s Lucius’s space, and he uses the car service most days, so it’s
often empty. But a van is a closed vehicle, no one can see in the back, perfect cover for
a getaway with a kidnap victim. And it’s parked next to my car. It also wasn’t a
caterer we use, to my knowledge.”
“Not that a detail like that matters at this point,” Selina said impishly. “Because
they’re already busted.”
Batman’s lip twitched.
“I know the sight lines and strategic strike points in that garage,” he graveled. “I
knew where the point man had to be positioned, so as I walked to my car, I took out
my phone. Called you to see if you’d like to meet for a drink.” he added needlessly.
“Brucie, darling, you’re a lifesaver,” Selina answered, playing along in a society
drawl. “I’ve been shopping all afternoon, and if I don’t get a Waldorf martini to restore
myself, I will simply die from the exertion.”
Batman looked horrified, as if he was witnessing a demonic possession.
“I didn’t say I called Bambi Ashton-Larraby,” he objected in Bruce’s voice. “I called
you.”
“Sorry... Got carried away,” came the faux-chastened apology.
“I’m walking with the phone in my hand,” Batman resumed. “At the optimal point,
I triggered a low frequency stun tone. It should have seemed to them like the noise was
coming from the security camera they’d disabled, so that later, when they’re at home
licking their wounds and trying to figure out what went wrong, they would think their
own tampering with the camera was to blame.
“Matches, you idiot, you set up some kind of short or somethin’,” Selina said matterof-factly, redeeming her earlier lapse with a shorthand confirmation that she
understood his reasoning.
“The noise should have come from the camera,” Batman repeated. “Unfortunately, I
haven’t perfected the directional masking in enclosed spaces yet.”
“Eat, drink, and be merry, Bruce, for God grades on a curve. It stopped them
without you punching like a prizefighter, didn’t it?”
“If they don’t blame the security camera, there is always the chance they’ll realize
Bruce Wayne triggered the sound with his cell phone, and why would he have such a
device?”
“Uh, third richest man in the country,” Selina said, counting off on her fingers.
“Owns a tech company, and likes gadgets. Don’t all three of those apply to you and
have nothing to do with Batman?”
“It means I knew an attack was coming.”
“Aware of your surroundings and not as dumb as you look, that doesn’t mean
you’re Batman either.”
“I would still be better if they thought it was the security camera.”
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“It is also better that you didn’t get kidnapped.”
He grunted.
And she meowed.
“Well anyway, it’s date night and we’ll know more after we check out the Tower.
Right, Handsome?”
“You realize we have no idea what we’re looking for,” he graveled.
“Of course. That’s the fun of it, right? Meow.”

Since Ra’s al Ghul encountered Batman, fighting the Dark Knight was Ubu’s most
onerous duty. It was heresy to regret the call to serve DEMON, but if any Ubu was
capable of that blasphemous thought, it was the announcement that The Detective had
entered the compound which would trigger it.
It wasn’t the fighting; to die defending the Great One against a worthy foe was the
greatest end a minion could hope for. Batman did decline to kill his enemies, which
meant living on in humiliation after a defeat, but this was not what Ubu feared either.
It was The Detective’s notorious guile. Only the Great One’s mighty intellect was keen
enough to joust with The Detective. Yet Batman sometimes turned to involve others in
the conversation, as if they were something more than ornaments in Ra’s al Ghul’s
throne room. That inclusion never ended well for Ubu. He simply wasn’t clever
enough to respond as the Great One would wish. Even without being pressed to
speak, Ubu’s predecessor had apparently betrayed the Demon Head’s intentions
simply by letting the Detective walk through a door! So it was that, in this puzzling
age of heroes, the worst news an Ubu could hear was that Batman was expected in the
compound.
In the centuries before the coming of The Detective, however, there was another
announcement, a different announcement, most likely to lead a minion, even one of
Ubu’s standing, into heretical regret that he had ever become a servant of Ra’s al Ghul.
That announcement was the one before Ubu now:
The Demon’s Head was moving to another compound.

There are rules in the Gotham Underworld about attacking people Selina Kyle cares
about. Theme criminals who know Catwoman personally (and have a nodding
acquaintance with reality) soon learn that an attack on “Eddie” or “Harvey” is an
invitation for razor sharp claws to come and pay a visit. Often, the tearing away of
leaves, straw, or human flesh is said to be a means to an end, the end being the removal
of lungs, kidneys, and other vital organs. Most rogues are fairly sure she’s kidding,
however most rogues also remember that’s what Scarecrow thought when she
threatened to set him on fire. Most rogues conclude that, while she’s probably kidding,
it’s best not to find out.
When Selina Kyle began dating Bruce Wayne, nobody seriously thought
Catwoman’s rules extended to him. As the months passed, after a dozen
opportunities came and went for her to abscond with whatever Rembrandt, diamond,
or WayneTech secrets she was after, a few of the savvier rogues placed a mental
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asterisk next to Bruce Wayne’s name, albeit in very light pencil. After Scarecrow
targeted Wayne with a number of other CEOs in a fear gas-driven stock scheme, that
asterisk was traced over in indelible ink.
It was therefore unlikely—possible of course, but unlikely—that they were dealing
with a theme villain. That hypothesis was confirmed when Catwoman got the security
camera open.
..::What the hell is this, a wire nut? Who disables a Mohkanson-7 with a wire nut?::..
She was on the OraCom, so she couldn’t see Batman’s face. Twenty feet away, safely
inside an elevator shaft, he indulged in a lip-twitch.
“Someone who was trained on the R-4s,” he answered, retrieving another of the
sensors they installed to know when an elevator was on route from the executive suite.
..::An R-4? So… we’re talking about an octogenarian. You were nearly attacked by
somebody who remembers Pearl Harbor and voted for Roosevelt.::..
Once again, Batman indulged in a lip twitch as he crawled out of the elevator shaft
with his prize.
“No, we’re talking about ex-military. Probably Fort Leonard.”
..:: Oh gee, I feel safe.::..
“Don’t worry, Kitten,” Batman said through the open air as he came up behind her,
“Luthor’s one legitimate contribution as President: he retired the training practices at
those bases that hadn’t exactly kept up with the times.”
“Well, we know something about our man, then. One of them at least is ex-military,
maybe trained at Fort Leonard, pre-Luthor. It’s not much, but…”
“We may know more if he’s left a fingerprint inside this. It’s what they used to
monitor the elevators to know when Bruce Wayne was on his way to the garage.”
“They got to the elevator shaft?” Catwoman said seriously.
“The executive elevators between the 40th and 77th floors, not the one from the
penthouse.”
“Ah, okay then.”
Batman wasn’t sure if her relief was on his behalf, because Bruce Wayne’s private
express elevator to his penthouse also connected to the satellite cave under the tower,
or if it was professional pride, since Catwoman herself had been unable to beat that
elevator’s security, despite thirty-seven attempts (that he knew of) since learning his
identity.
She said she wanted to check the penthouse anyway. Shielded from the regular
building security, it could appear to an outsider to be the best avenue to get at Wayne.
It wasn’t the one they ultimately used, but Catwoman was certain they would have
investigated it before trying anything as public as a parking garage. And that’s when
they would slip up, she insisted. That’s when they would leave a fingerprint or some
other clue, during those preliminary maneuvers watching him, not once they moved in
to actually grab their target.
Batman understood her reasoning, but he wanted to wait. There were several areas
in the business offices and elsewhere that he wanted to look into first.
“That’s fine, you go and I’ll catch up,” she said lightly.
Again, Batman scowled.
“How would you get up there?” he asked finally.
“Elevator. I live there, remember? My fingerprint works on the panel.”
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She winked and his scowl deepened.
“Now Batman, you’re not jealous of Bruce Wayne are you?” she teased.
“I’d like to examine the elevator and shaft before it’s disturbed,” he graveled.
“Okay, I’ll go in from the roof,” she shrugged.
“I’d rather examine the rooftop cameras and the balcony without…”
“Fine. No elevator, no balcony. That leaves astral projection or clicking my heels
together. Preference?”
“Not funny.”
“Look, I’m not going to get cat burglar cooties on your crime scene.”
“You don’t know what to look for.”
“I don’t have to; I know what they were looking for. It’s not like I never scoped out
Bruce Wayne. I’ll see you upstairs.”

Bugio. When Ubu first heard the word, it sounded like an obscenity. The more he
learned of the DEMON installation there, the more convinced he became that his first
impression was correct.
The Great One, Ra’s al Ghul, Light of the East, Terror of the West, Apex of the Age of
Oneness through One Rule, had decreed that, in two days time, he would move from
the castle in the Fargaras Mountains to the one on the Island of Bugio.
Since being called as Ubu, the man who was born Corcea Porumbescu had served
the Demon’s Head at the compound in Mongolia, the castle in Nepal, the installation in
Uruguay, the fortress in Bangkok, the fortress in Greenland, the fortress at Tuskar
Rock, and (most trying of all) the royal suite of the Gotham Imperial Hotel.
Ubu was not familiar with any of these places before Ra’s announced his intention of
going there, and his first task as bodyguard was, of course, to become familiar with all
facets of the DEMON base and the surrounding country. He sought out information
on Bugio from the usual source and... and... had spent every minute since wishing he
was born Corcea Porumbescu of Los Angeles, California. Ubu was not even certain
where Los Angeles, California was. He knew it was on the opposite coast from
Gotham City. He knew they had smog, and he knew that is where decadent moving
pictures came from, whereby the West spread their doctrine of corruption throughout
the world. But he knew too that the women of California did not send their sons to be
trained in the DEMON camps at Eger, and if he had been born to a woman of Los
Angeles, he would not now be packing up to go to Bugio.

It was always an odd sensation walking through the Wayne offices as Batman. The
lobby felt like any other lobby of any other large office building… except for all the
black marble that suited his personal taste. The security office was a little better, since
the public never went there and it was designed for functionality, not to make a
corporate statement. No black marble... Only a bank of WayneTech monitors and
copious paperwork with his name stamped all over it. Still, it was more comfortable than
the lobby... The elevators to the 40th floor, and the bank of upper level elevators there
which took those with business on the higher floors to the 41st through 77th… well, at
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least they were impersonal. He was there often enough as Bruce Wayne, but so were
thousands of his employees. Reaching the executive suite on the 77th floor, that was
another matter. The board room, the executive dining room and fitness center,
Lucius’s office and his own, it was all a little too familiar, too much a part of Bruce
Wayne’s life. He felt the muscle memory in his legs as he walked down the hall,
maneuvering his hips in a way that felt strange with the utility belt. The cape was
longer and heavier than the suitcoat he was used to—it was the only place in the world
where his cape felt unnatural.
“Any progress?” he said into the OraCom, not because he really wanted to know,
but simply to gravel in Batman’s voice and shake off this shadow of Wayne. He didn’t
expect:
..:: You better have some catnip on you. Kitty gets a treat tonight. ::..
“You found something?”
Purring in answer to that.
“Catwoman, what did you find?” he asked firmly.
And bawdy laughter in answer to that.
“Catwoman.”
..:: See the thing about Bruce Wayne is there aren’t many opportunities to get at him in a
secluded area. They never would have done something as public as a parking garage if they
thought they could do better. So they must have watched for—You going to close Lucius’s door
or leave it unlatched?::..
“You can see me?”
..:: Yep. Every meowlicious muscle.::..
“Where? Not from the penthouse, obviously.”
..:: Not without Spitcurl’s x-ray vision, no. When I got up there, I started looking for the best
place to spy on you, and I had an idea. Same place the spawn went. I’m across the street in the
Knickerbocker Tower. ::..
Batman went to the window. “Infrared engage. Magnify,” he ordered. And a purple
blur grew into focus… She was waving.
“That doesn’t mean they were there.”
..:: Maybe not, Handsome, but somebody was, fairly recently, and they smoked. Whole area
around this window reeks of it. And it’s the best window to keep an eye on you as you come
into work and move around the office, so I say they were here. ::..
“Anything more?”
..:: Yeah, they used a bump-key to get in. Normally wouldn’t mean anything; they’re easy
enough to make. But when the spawn had LexCorp in here, they installed those bizarre “fLEXlead locks” all over the place. You know, those stupid specialty jobs he puts on everything, as if
Superman is going to give a damn about a locked door. Dipshit. But anyway, an ordinary
bump key wouldn’t work. It’d have to be specially made, and it’s not the sort of thing you could
pick up in any old pawn shop.::..
“No, it’s not. Kittlemeier?”
..:: For a regular customer, sure. For some jarhead that reeks of Marlboro, I don’t think so...
Unless he had an introduction from someone we know—or he could be working with somebody
that... ulgh, too many ‘ifs.’::..
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“‘Ifs’ come with the job. It’s still a good find. We’re building a profile: Kittlemeier is
a possibility, but unlikely. Where else might you get a modified bump-key for Luthor’s
special locks?”
..:: In Gotham... Dead Eye Zane if he was free.::..
“He’s not. In Blackgate for another eighteen months.”
..:: Then the closest place is Mueller’s Hardware in Bludhaven, or find somebody in Gotham
who I don’t know—which is unlikely. ::..
“Agreed. I’ll have Nightwing question Mueller. Finish up there and meet me in the
cave.”

DEMON always preferred establishing bases in unpopulated areas. The work of the
Demon’s Head required seclusion and secrecy. From the throne room down to the
lowliest pit-stirrers, they spoke of the Dragon’s wisdom in extending his revered fiveclawed talon to claim those parts of the world “unsullied” by civilization.
The thought that they were taking civilization’s leftovers did not occur to them.
At least, it never had until now. The first shock came when Ubu inquired about the
skeleton staff at Bugio. A skeleton staff was left at all DEMON bases to gather
intelligence, if the area warranted it, and to generally keep the place operational for the
glorious day when the Demon’s Head sent the word, as he did today, that it was to be
honored by his presence for an upcoming operation. But there was no staff at Bugio.
None. Once the facility was built, the last man to leave uttered the oath of loyalty,
switched off the lights and locked the door. Ubu couldn’t understand it. Was there no
one there, literally no one, making ready for the Master’s coming?
No, there was not, and that led to the second shock: the reason why. A skeleton staff
had to eat, and it seemed there was no food on Bugio, nor on any of the surrounding
islands. No soil meant nothing grew from the land, and as for wildlife...
“Tarantulas, reptiles, and rodents,” the quartermaster read from his paperwork.
“And a scarce population of feral goats ‘brought from Portugal by the mariners who
first touched the rocky shores.’”
“Goats?” Ubu said dully.
“Not enough for milk and cheese,” Ur’ai answered grimly. “We bring that in with
the water.”
Ubu stared.
“We have to bring our own water?”
Ur’ai nodded.
It was now clear to Ubu if not to anyone else: Civilization had passed on Bugio for a
reason.

The satellite cave under the Wayne Tower was smaller than the one under the
manor, but its computer equipment and lab facilities were every bit the full cave’s
equal. There was only one workstation, however. When Catwoman arrived, Batman
turned in the single rotating chair, and he studied her.
“You did well tonight,” he remarked.
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“Night’s not over yet,” she purred.
“When exactly did you ‘scope out’ Bruce Wayne?” he asked, with the old rooftop
hauteur.
“Ah, something he didn’t know? That’s going to keep Psychobat up at night, isn’t it.
I guess your instincts weren’t always as finely honed as they are now, eh, Stud?”
“When?”
“Find anything on that sensor from the elevator shaft?”
“A partial print, the Batcomputer is running it against the military database now.
When were you stalking Bruce Wayne?”
“I’m not telling,” she laughed. “Any word from Dick?”
“Nightwing will report back within the hour. When were you scoping out Wayne?”
“I’m sorry I mentioned it.”
“WHEN?!”
“Bruce, that doesn’t work on me. It never has...” she trailed off, and sighed.
Psychobat’s bellowing didn’t work on her—but neither did letting him ruin date night.
“Look, it’s not like it ever became an actual plan. I just toyed with the idea for a couple
days.”
“When?”
“Do you remember Matilda?”
His eyes went blank as he mentally sifted through the faces of countless
interchangeable bimbos, trying to place the name.
“That’s a no,” Selina observed. “If you knew who I meant, you wouldn’t have to
think about it. Matilda is the resident cat at the Algonquin. Ninth one they’ve had
since Dorothy Parker’s day, when John Barrymore brought in a bedraggled stray he’d
named ‘Hamlet.’”
Beneath the cowl, a terrifying transformation occurred as a ghost of Fop Wayne
clicked into the memory.
“Oh of course, the fashion show!” he exclaimed, like a dimwitted socialite who
thought it was the most amusing thing in the world to dress up cats in “Meow Wear”
and parade them up and down a runway. In a moment, the Bat-persona returned, but
not before Selina had blanched.
“That was the most genuinely creepy thing I’ve ever seen you do,” she said flatly.
“A cat fashion show, fundraiser for the Wayne Animal Shelter,” he announced
brusquely. “Bristol Feline Club supplied show-quality cats to be ‘models,’ the clothes
were donated by some pet fashions company in Bludhaven. What was your problem
with that?”
“I didn’t have a problem with it, it was going to be a room full of money, jewelry, and
cats.”
“And you were going to kidnap Wayne in the course of it? For ransom or...?”
“No,” Selina rubbed her temples. “I figured you’d be a way in. I had a vague idea of
getting an invitation and then bumping into you at the door and... what difference does
it make? It was a small little nothing event that wouldn’t have covered my tips. The
only reason I took an interest was because of the cat, but then the Hemingway House
down in Florida put their Picasso cat on display. So I forgot about you and went to get
some sun.”
“How long were you watching me?” he graveled.
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“‘Bout a day and a half, give or take.”
“And you didn’t see anything... suspicious.”
“Bruce, you really think you’d only be hearing about it now if I had?”
He grunted.
And the Batcomputer pinged.
“We got him. An 81% probable match. Ross Witford. Regimental Landing Team,
5th Marine Expeditionary Brigade, Operation Desert Storm. Dishonorable discharge,
1994. One arrest for coke possession with intent to distribute, also 1994. Last known
address... 413 Claggart Street, Bludhaven.”

Ross Witford thought he was anonymous and invisible in Gotham. He would have
been to any standard law enforcement. But standard law enforcement can’t burrow
into the banking records of a hardware store in the Bludhaven “Spine” while Oracle
puts the kettle on for a fresh pot of tea. It can’t cross reference those records with an
advertising database at Soldier of Fortune Magazine while Barbara rationalizes that, no
matter what Alfred says and no matter how much Bruce must have spent on that
special blend he brought her from London, teabags are just easier. And, while the
maligned little bag of orange pekoe steeps, standard law enforcement cannot
determine that the same credit card that bought a classified ad six weeks ago in Soldier
of Fortune also registered a room eight days ago at a Day’s Inn on the Gotham
waterfront.
There were a couple dives in the neighborhood where scum like Witford might go
for a burger and a beer. Catwoman had picked the most likely of these, in her opinion,
and established her lookout point on a rooftop between it and the motel. While she
waited, she scrutinized a palm unit (with the predictable bat-emblem mounted on its
face) and flipped back and forth between Witford’s outdated driver’s license photo and
an identikit sketch Nightwing had put together from Mueller’s description. When she
spotted her man, she swung down to divert him into her chosen alley—by way of her
boot heels planted squarely in his chest, midswing. It resulted in a less-than-graceful
landing in the alley for her, but a decidedly worse one for him.
Catwoman’s interrogation style was not like Batman’s, or any vigilante’s. She relied
on her reputation as a villain, and the natural squeamishness anyone feels at the sight
of a very pointy clawtip dangled near their eyeball. Yet Ross Witford held his tongue.
He stood up to ten minutes that felt like ten hours, and then took the opportunity he
knew would come, slugged her, and ran. He made it two full blocks before a scalloped
shadow fell across his path. The next thing he knew, he was face down on the
pavement, with his arm twisted behind his back in what had to be a fucking vice, and
an equally strong hand behind his head, pushing his nose into a pothole.
It was the same strategy Bruce Wayne employed at auctions: hold back and let the
small fry take each other out. When there is only one bidder left, come in with a higher
offer. “New bidder, thank you, sir. The bid is to you,” and the auctioneer would turn
back to the last high bidder. Often as not, it was so demoralizing, confronting a new
opponent when they thought they had it won, they’d drop out without placing another
bid.
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That was the way to attack Witford: let him exhaust himself defying one
interrogator, and as soon as he thought he was free, the second would swing in. The
only question was who would go first. Selina said she didn’t want Batman “loosening
the lid” for her, so he agreed to let her take the lead. It was the better strategy anyway.
For a guy like Witford, being roughed up by a broad was worse than any beating
Batman could deliver. It was bad enough in itself, but if another man knew about it—
and the first thing Batman did was let Witford know he’d been watching—that was the
final, unspeakable humiliation. He was beaten.

Ra’s al Ghul did not anticipate the Detective’s presence at Bugio.
That’s what Ubu had said, and that, at least, was something. Ur’ai still had to obtain
provisions for a full staff and up to twenty prisoners, but he would not need to feed the
additional four hundred men drawn from the Elite Žalčiai Corp. The four hundred that
were always on hand when “He whose name must not be spoken” was expected to
interest himself in a DEMON operation.
Unfortunately, the nearest supply port was in Funchal, and they had become
ridiculously cautious about sales to organizations who might be “terrorists.” Their
demands for credentials and official paperwork had stymied Un’ai for several hours,
until G’fal gave him the idea of a cruise ship. P’tirn made up the necessary documents,
and he became chief purchasing agent for The Žaltys: Queen of the Wyvern Sea.
That, at least, enabled him to buy as much meat, fruit, water, and sundries as The
Demon’s Head might require for the Bugio base... which was a very good thing, for
Ubu came by a moment later and said that, even though the Detective was not
expected, the operation was of such size and scope, The Great One thought it best to
bring the Žalčiai Corps anyway.

“Madagascar, I don’t get it,” Selina moped, taking off her gloves.
They had returned to the manor. At the start of the evening, with no patrol and only
the Wayne investigation before them, Catwoman had ridden into town with Batman in
the Batmobile. With no second car to worry about, it was much simpler to just return
home. On the way, he told her what Witford revealed about his employer. He didn’t
have a name, but the man who hired him operated out of a large plantation in
Madagascar.
Selina had listened quietly, and then seemed to be thinking. She only spoke when
they got back to the cave. She pulled off her mask and gloves, and followed him into
the costume vault.
“I don’t get it. I absolutely do not get it. Madagascar isn’t high tech. They grow
vanilla, don’t they? Why would some vanilla farmer half way around the world be
hiring mercenaries to grab Bruce Wayne? It makes no sense at all.”
“I know,” Bruce graveled, taking off his cowl. “Wayne Tech, Wayne Enterprises, the
Foundation... I can’t think of any angle, offhand. But that doesn’t mean... Well, just
look at that case you mentioned earlier. The Matilda fundraiser at the Algonquin, you
didn’t have a logical reason for coming after me.”
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“Hello? Cats, remember? Your fundraiser was a fashion show with the most famous
cat in the city—second most famous cat,” she added quickly.
“I meant it’s not a logical reason to go after Bruce Wayne.”
“I wasn’t going after ‘Bruce Wayne,’ you just happened to be running the thing. I
was in it for the cat.”
Bruce’s eyes went square.
“It wasn’t about me... it was about the cat,” he said in a low, thoughtful voice. Then,
as he tried to step past her and found he couldn’t, he grabbed her upper arms and
kissed her cheek. “You... are very good at this,” he graveled, and then pushed her
aside and marched out of the vault and into the main cavern.
She followed, once the shock wore off, and found him typing away at his
workstation.
“Here it is, Eduardo Melo Pequena. I thought I remembered something in an old
Interpol report. Family is Portuguese, obviously, and they’ve had a vanilla plantation
on Madagascar since before the Bourbons. It’s just a blip, nothing was ever proven.
But he is a collector who is a 64% probable for having stolen goods in his collection.
And there is a notation in his Interpol file from... 12 years ago... speculating that he had
kidnapped the son of a thief to force him to steal an item he couldn’t get any other
way. There was also a rumor that he threatened the wife of a smuggler some twenty
years before that. Now, two unconfirmed rumors over the course of thirty-five years is
hardly conclusive, but—”
“But you remembered it. Because you’re Batman.”
“I didn’t remember, actually. I just had a vague... Look at that, he bid on some
Kryptonite six years ago, that’s probably when I read his file.”
“Bruce, I love you, but if you think anything you just said makes you look less
freakish...”
“Haven’t you ever heard of this guy? I mean, I’d think if he did have a reputation
for snatching the families of thieves to get what he wants, word would get around.”
“Nope, never heard of him. Might be too smalltime for the people I talk to. What
does he collect?”
Bruce glanced at the file again, and after he skimmed for a moment, he shook his
head.
“It doesn’t say.”
“See, this is why I say cops are stupid, even the glamour international kind. ‘64%
probable’ for having stolen goods in his collection, and they don’t know what he
collects.”
“They don’t mention it, it’s a data blip, a... a footnote in a larger criminology analysis
of... of something that wouldn’t interest you at all. The point, unproven but worth
considering, is that maybe they weren’t after Bruce Wayne as Bruce Wayne. Maybe
they’re after Catwoman’s boyfriend.”

It wasn’t the food that worried Ubu, it was the water. The food taster provided
adequate protection against poison taken at meals, but it was impractical to have him
sample the water with which the master might brush his teeth. It was more daunting
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still to test the water in which he bathed. If the water could not be tested, then its
delivery would have to be supervised. Each step of the way, from the initial transport
into the Bugio facility to the portion drawn for Ra’s al Ghul’s personal use, to its final
delivery into his bedchamber... That was certainly possible in the normal course of
DEMON operations, but if the Detective should make an appearance, Ubu would have
greater concerns than guarding bathwater.

Alfred was quite aware that “date night” meant Master Bruce and Miss Selina often
spent the night in town. He was therefore unconcerned when he found their bed had
not been slept in. He made his own breakfast, and rather than ironing the newspaper
to place on the breakfast tray, he read it himself. Deciding to take advantage of the
light morning, he went for a walk around the grounds. Only when he returned did he
venture down to the cave, to retrieve the kimono Master Bruce would not have needed
to change into on returning from patrol.
He was shocked to hear Miss Selina’s voice as he descended the stairs:
“I FOUND IT! I GOT IT THIS TIME! BRING ON THE CATNIP!”
And Master Bruce’s, coming from the direction of the chem lab:
“One minute... I’ll be there just as soon as—”
“As the watched pot boils, I know. Pfft.”
“Miss Selina, have you and the master been working here all night?” Alfred asked
(in much the same tone he used with Master Dick when that young man’s date with
the charming but regrettably irresponsible Clarice Kenton had extended a full seven
hours past his curfew).
Selina turned, and Alfred could not help but note the unkempt hair and fatigued
eyes that Master Bruce displayed so frequently when found in the cave at this time of
day. Like him, she seemed unaware of her exhaustion.
“Hey, Alfred. Congratulate me. Rascally little Portuguese art collector tried to pull a
fast one on Kitty, but he’s no match for me, the Internet, and Walapang.” She pointed
playfully to the bat hanging low over the workstation, and Alfred could have sworn
the bat squeaked in return. “We got him, didn’t we, Buddy,” she cooed. “Took six
hours and a lotta coffee, but we got him.”
Alfred sighed.
When Selina entered this household, he hoped her influence would bring Master
Bruce’s sleeping habits into closer alignment with those of ordinary unmasked
humanity—not the other way around. A part of him wanted to tell her so, but one
didn’t scold the mistress of the manor. Instead, he offered to bring her some fruit
juice. He knew better than to even ask Master Bruce, he would just bring a full carafe
with two glasses, and hope for the best.
When he returned, at least the master and mistress were together, huddled around
her computer screen.
“See, I told you if you’d leave me alone for half an hour, I’d find his kink,” she said
smugly. “Oddball collectors like that, it’s never as simple as ‘lithographs’ or
‘antebellum pottery.’ It’s always something chewy, like this.”
“A half hour is thirty minutes, you took four hours,” he grumbled. “But this does
seem... plausible.”
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He poured a glass of juice and drank it down absently. Selina sipped hers.
“Alfred, this guy is a collector,” she explained proudly. “He’s fascinated by disputed
inventions, things where more than one person or country claims credit for coming up
with it. The telephone, steam engine, porcelain, barometer. It’s pretty interesting,
actually. Most of the also-rans are curiosities, so they’re not that valuable to anybody.
He’s probably amassed quite a collection without anybody really noticing. He only
surfaces now and then, when he tries to get something that is recognized as the real
deal, so it’s much more expensive. Like this wire recorder from Thomas Edison’s
workshop, that’s the last time he surfaced, bidding on it at Sotheby’s.”
“The last time he surfaced legitimately,” Bruce interjected.
“Right,” Selina resumed. “This guy has a dark side. When he finds something he
can’t get any other way, we think he targets a thief who can steal it for him. And rather
than paying them like anyone else, he kidnaps someone they care about to make them
play ball. And this idiot went after Bruce, can you believe it?”
“It’s conjecture,” Bruce said mildly. “But it does conform to all the facts that we
have. Now that we know the nature of his collection, his ‘kink’ as Selina puts it, we
may be able to identify what he’s after, and then—”
“Oh I found it,” Selina said brightly.
Bruce stared.
“I was going to tell you, I didn’t get a chance,” she explained.
“What is it?” he asked, biting off each word.
“It’s irresistible. Most things on this list of ‘disputed firsts’ don’t go back more than
three hundred years, but this... Meow. India, China, and some little corner of Persia all
claim to have invented chess. Now, I found a set of chessmen from... someplace I
cannot pronounce” she said, pointing to the screen. “It has Indian style pieces, but the
board is laid out like the Chinese version of the game. So for a dispute nut, this a musthave. And it’s on loan to a tiny little private museum in Istanbul for a limited run
exhibit they’re got. And that’s the catch. It’s only there for three weeks. Then it
disappears back into the collection of whoever loaned it to them. Now, no thief is that
good. This is not a major museum. To go in cold, slip into Turkey without attracting
attention, case the place without attracting attention, research it, get a floor plan, get
the blueprints, devise a way in, devise a way around their pressure panels, devise a
way out, and then get all the equipment together in Istanbul where you’ve got minimal
if any local connections... it can’t be done in twenty days. Can’t be done. The only way
to get those chessmen is to use somebody that already knows the facility.”
“Someone who’s robbed the museum already,” Bruce said.
“Right. It’s only been done three times,” she said happily. “The Serbian Fox, who’s
in Iron Heights for fifteen to twenty. The Japanese cat burglar known only as Tomio,
nobody knows where he retired to.”
“São Paulo, Brazil.”
“Fine, nobody but you knows where he retired to. And the third thief to successfully
burgle this particular little boutique museum in suburban Istanbul is, of course, me.”
Bruce scowled.
“They had Babylonian lions,” she smirked.
Bruce scowled.
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“Do you know how rare artifacts from ancient Babylon are?”
Bruce scowled.
“I’m going to bed,” Selina sighed.
When she had gone, Alfred turned to Bruce as if to say “Oh well done, sir.”

Ubu moistened his fingertips with the healing Hovirag oil used by his people, and
touched his temples gingerly.
There was no Lazarus Pit in Bugio.
The nearest convergence of ley lines where a pit could be constructed was more than
six hours away. How was he supposed to safeguard The Demon Head’s continued
existence when the nearest Lazarus Pit was more than six hours away?
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CHAPTER 3: DISPATCHES
Valerina glanced at the fresh dispatches, and then at the handmaid who brought
them. It was like looking back in time, at herself when she’d first come to the palace.
She had seen no more of Atlantis than the fourth dome where she grew up and went to
school, and the district in the open-air part of the main dome where her grandmother
lived. Back then, a visit to the main dome seemed like the epicenter of the universe.
Much as she loved her grandmother, it was the glamour of the open-air city that
thrilled her. You could see the spirals of the palace right from her grandmother’s
window! Then when she finished school, her scores qualified her to work at the palace.
Little did she think when she crept in through those gates, too frightened to even look
up, that one day she would be personal aide to the king.
“Let me guess,” Valerina said to the handmaid, “before you came in right now, you
stood outside the door reciting the protocol they taught at the nursery. If you found
King Orin alone, you were to address him as ‘My Liege,’ but if any consulars or
ministers were present, then the first address would be ‘Your Majesty’ after which a
simple ‘sire’ would suffice.”
“Is it not correct, ma’am?” the girl asked without raising her eyes.
“Not in this palace. In front of outsiders, ‘King Orin’ is fine, but he’s not big on
ceremony when it’s just him and you. Just ‘Orin’ is fine, and once he invites you to—
and he will—you can call him Arthur.”
“I- I-,” the handmaid stammered, still not lifting her eyes.
“You could not possibly,” Valerina filled in the words for her. “I know, that’s just
how I felt. It took me two migration cycles to get it sounding natural. You’ll get there.
You can start by looking up.”
“Ma’am?”
“Look up. You’ll be forever bumping into things if you don’t. That’s what he’ll say.
He likes eye contact.”
“Yes, ma’am.”
Valerina would have liked to erase the ‘ma’am’ as well, but she didn’t want to load
the girl down with too many corrections at once.
“Now, let’s see those dispatches,” she said instead.
It was challenging, being personal aide to the king, particularly when he was out of
the palace. He would check in twice a day, once with Vulko and once with her. Vulko
briefed him on affairs of state, and Valerina on “everything else.” Valerina knew
Vulko’s responsibility was far greater, the weight and importance of those briefings
was certainly beyond the minutiae of “everything else,” but she couldn’t help but think
Vulko had it easier when it came to boiling it all down. When King Orin called in, he
only wanted what he called “the broad brushstrokes,” and he expected the call to last
no more than five minutes. He said it was something to do with the Justice League
satellite moving out of range, but Valerina always suspected it was really his own
patience running out. In any case, five minutes was the point where, if you had more
to say, you’d be saying it to a seriously irate sea king. Through trial and error, Valerina
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had determined that she could bring about two minutes worth of material to the call.
That allowed ample time for the king to ask questions and give instructions on each
issue.
Sifting through and prioritizing dispatches was the hardest part of the job. Those
who lived in the palace always heard quickly when the king was away from the city for
more than a day, so requests for a personal audience dropped off almost immediately,
as did the follow ups. There was no use asking if the king had reviewed this report or
seen that petition if you knew he wasn’t in the city. The problem came from outsiders.
They had no such knowledge of the king’s comings and goings, nor did they have any
inkling of their relative importance (or unimportance). They all assumed their case
was the crown’s top priority. When King Orin was in the city, he determined what
took precedence, but when he was not, it fell to Valerina to decide what made the list
for his two-minute briefing.
There was a note from Lorena of Sub Diego, thanking King Orin for a birthday gift.
He would want to answer that personally—which was just as well, since Valerina was
unsure what Lorena’s actual status was, politically. Vulko said that, as the head of
state for an independent undersea city, she was a queen and King Orin’s equal, even
though her city was much smaller and poorer than Atlantis. King Orin, on the other
hand, referred to her as a friend. Unsure what else to do with the thank you note,
Valerina consolidated the intelligence reports into a single stack, clearing a space for
“personal correspondence” on the king’s desk. One down...
There was a revised schedule from the Watchtower listing dates and times for the
next two months of staff meetings, as well as an assigned rota of “monitor duty” with
several squares on a grid labeled “Aquaman.” Valerina was used to the unusual name
by which surfacers referred to the sea king, but she would never get used to this
concept of monitor duty, where they simply told the king of Atlantis when he was to
appear and expected him to show up.
“The Justice League forgot to send the agenda again, too” she complained to the
viewscreen once Arthur checked in. “How are you to determine which meetings
require your attendance and which do not? It’s as though they expect you to go to
every meeting just because it is Satyr’s Day or whatever they call it.”
..::Saturday. And yes, they do.::.. answered the frozen, staticy image on the viewscreen.
“They have no understanding, do they, Arthur? Of how vast the seas are, and how
insignificant their land-based concerns are, in comparison.”
..:: Valerina, would it surprise you to learn that, to a Green Lantern, the oceans are nothing
but a speck compared to vastness of space?::..
“Green Lanterns do not rule in space,” Valerina replied, rather than backing down.
“Nor do they have millions of subjects, such as you do, making claims on their time.
Are the whales alright?”
Arthur smiled. He liked having assistants who would challenge him. He liked
bright, articulate men and women who were not afraid to speak their minds—as long
as they did it with respect for his office and his experience. He liked it as long as the
women didn’t do that one trick that always reminded him of Mera: making her
argument and then immediately changing the subject with a question that she knew
he’d want to answer at length. So the only way he could respond to her last word on
the original subject was to bring it up later, in this case after he’d told her about the
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whales, which made him sound like an argumentative jerk who was holding on to an
issue long past its time.
“The whales are fine,” he said, figuring he had time to go into it before the JLA
satellite moved out of range. “There is a bit of a mystery about what exactly
happened. A number of males around Hawaii reported a scent as if females were in
estrus outside of their regular cycle, but none of them are. I’ve checked the area, I’ve
talked to everyone I could find. No one is in heat. No one is ill. No one knows where
the smell came from. The males are understandably irritable, but other than that,
everyone is fine. I’m still looking into it. Working hypothesis at this point is that there
was some sort of chemical dumping.”
..::Arthur, I know surfacers are perverse, but dumping whale hormones? Why in Poseidon’s
name?::..
“It wouldn’t have been ‘whale hormone’ they were dumping. It would have been
something else, some waste product from their manufacturing that just happened to
smell that way once it reacted with the salt water. I have a scientist colleague from the
Justice League who could look into it.”
..:: We have scientists of our own,::.. Valerina objected.
“We do,” Arthur agreed. “And Atlantis scientists know far more about whales, but
far less about surface corporations. Batman knows where their factories are, what
byproducts result from their manufacturing, and which companies would be likely to
dispose of those byproducts improperly in the South Pacific.”
..:: Very well. Shall I have Vulko make contact with this ‘colleague’ or—::..
“No, it can wait. I’ll call him myself when I return. But Vulko can call the
Watchtower and have them send the meeting agenda.”

“Mr. Drake, ‘prep’ stands for preparatory.”
Every time Tim heard that old wag from Mr. Offred, he’d wanted to scream, but now
he’d have to admit, Brentwood Academy lived up to its promise. He got into Hudson
University (as well as Dartmouth and the University of Metropolis). He came in with
12 credits, thanks to all those A.P. courses. And he discovered that a lot of those
papers he slaved over at Brentwood made a decent foundation for his freshman class
work. None of them were viable as written, but they made a solid starting point.
Just look at his paper on methane as a greenhouse gas versus methane as an oil
alternative. It was thin, but because Mr. Offred insisted on meticulous footnoting and
detailed bibliographies, Tim was able to return to his original sources and flesh out the
arguments. Professor Milpini said the finished work was so exemplary for a freshman,
Tim should submit it to the Junior Science and Humanities Symposium, where it got an
honorable mention. Scored him a $25 gift card at Olive Garden and two passes to the
real symposium.
Tim was stoked. Professor Milpini said E.J. Meadows was attending, and he’d be
sure to introduce them. It took Tim a minute to place the name, but then he realized
E.J. Meadows was one of the researchers he’d quoted in his paper. It was dumb, but he
hadn’t quite thought of those names in the footnotes as real people. He knew they
were, obviously, but not in the sense of someone you’d meet at a party. Not someone
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your Geo 104 professor marches you up to at a cocktail reception and says “this is the
young student who’s been following your work.”

“Vulko, next time you have to call the Watchtower, check the monitor schedule first
and call when Martian Manhunter is on the desk. It saves time.”
Vulko said he would remember, and Arthur apologized for snapping before he
ended the transmission.
It’s not like it affected him. So Diana was “revising” the meeting agenda, so she said
she would send it when it was finished (ha, ‘finished,’ like that would happen.) So
what? As it turned out, he wasn’t returning to Atlantis yet, so it hardly mattered that
the agenda wasn’t sitting on his desk. Vulko had plenty of time... And that’s what
really irked him. He wasn’t going home yet.
First missing coral off the Great Barrier Reef, then a sea storm under the Indian
Ocean, then this upheaval with the whales, and now—now that he was finally heading
home, now that he was ready to put his feet up with a cup of hot praulla and the new
Michael Connelly novel, now that he could practically taste a nice morsel of unagi in a
cloud of spun sugar kelp—now he had to go all the way to the East China Sea because
“King Shark” was spotted off the coast of Nagasaki. King Shark... added to all the
other irritants.
If there was one thing that got under Aquaman’s skin, it was the surface press and
their penchant for naming things in his realm. It was true there was a nemesis who
plagued him from time to time, a nanaue or “man-shark” who operated in the waters
around Hawaii. It was mildly possible the reports were true, that whatever attacked
bathers or fisherman off Nagasaki was the nanaue he knew as King Shark... It was
possible, but not very likely. Japan was too far from his native waters. But something
was seen off Nagasaki, and another mutated shark was certainly possible. He
wouldn’t know until he got there and spoke to both the human witnesses and the sea
life in the area. So home was postponed, yet again.

Tim wanted to impress this E.J. Meadows, whose ample comments on methane
hydrates helped him stretch his four page paper to six all those years ago without
having to dig up another source.
Methane hydrates provided stability to the sea floor. Who knew! Tim certainly
hadn’t, but that simple factoid let him pad his paper, getting Mr. Offred off his back so
he could spend the next two days rescuing Stephanie from the Gully Carson gang.
So yeah, he wanted to impress. But he also wanted to do everything he could not to
come off as a freshman science geek with no social skills. That little worry was Dick’s
fault. Tim had never been awkward socially. College was new, but it wasn’t all THAT
different from Brentwood. Not until Dick came around with this business about “The
Talk.”
The Talk.
And Tim had fallen for it. Hook, line, and sinker.
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Stupid. Arthur did not consider himself a stupid man by any means. Without false
modesty, he could honestly say he had brought a broader scope to the ruling of
Atlantis, thanks to his history with the surface world, and a more balanced and
informed understanding of the thousand factors affecting his kingdom and its people.
Nevertheless, he was fallible. He could stick his foot in his mouth as deep as any other
man, and never was that clearer than today. Of all the kelp-headed stupidity he’d been
guilty of...
There were vents in the Pacific, inside the deepest gorges, fathoms below where
surface light could penetrate. Vents where the icy seawater flowed deep into the
Earth’s warm core through gaping cracks in its surface. It would return to the ocean
floor as geysers of superheated mineral-laden fluid. Most sea life would find it highly
toxic, but the areas around each vent had its own ecosystem: plants which fed on those
concentrations of chemicals instead of surface light, and the fish that fed on them in
turn. Arthur always found it hard to communicate with these particular fish. The sea
as they knew it was as different from his world as his oceans were from the land.
Consequently, their thoughts about everything were completely foreign.
“Communicating at all is a struggle,” he told Lorena. “And on top of that, the
chemicals interfere with my telepathy.”
“You were high?” she giggled. “That’s why you dropped in uninvited? You’ve got
the munchies?”
Lorena was not born to the seas. She and several hundred surfacers had been
plunged into the ocean when an earthquake submerged a portion of San Diego. Only
then did they discover they’d been genetically altered to become water-breathers.
Lorena still had a surfacer’s frame of reference. That might be why he liked visiting.
“I wasn’t high,” he insisted. “I just get a weird ache behind my eyes and the
telepathy gets fuzzy. I dropped in since I was in the neighborhood.”
“Checking out a new seismic vent,” Lorena said skeptically.
“On Poseidon’s trident,” he grinned.
“That’s like a Boy Scout oath, right?”
Arthur glared.
“Valerina said you’d written,” he mentioned, changing the subject.
“Not really, just a thank you note. The scroll is lovely. That’s it hanging in that
alcove, by the way.”
He turned to look, then turned back, puzzled.
“Looks nice there. Fits the space.”
She laughed.
“Come on, Arthur. ‘On Poseidon’s trident,’ you’ve never seen that thing before in
your life. You staffed it out.”
“I’m sorry,” he said, abashed. “I haven’t been in the city. It’s been one thing after
another for almost two weeks now, and I didn’t want you to think I’d forgotten your
birthday, so I asked Vulko to send something.”
“Oh that I knew,” she said smugly. “It came addressed to Queen Lorena. That had
to be Vulko’s doing. You would know better.”
He winced.
“Was there trouble?”
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“A little. I’m an elected mayor and my constituents are very cognizant of their rights
as citizens of a democracy. I explained that Atlantis tends to be... confused.”
“I’ll speak to Vulko,” Arthur said quietly.
“I had a better idea, actually. We had talked about trading ambassadors.”
Arthur was astonished. It was true they had talked about it, one day, when Sub
Diego was ready. Atlantis would establish an embassy in Sub Diego, and Lorena
would send one of her people to speak for her in Atlantis. But he never dreamed they
were that far along.
“You’re ready?” he asked, unable to conceal his surprise.
“I don’t know if we’re ever ‘ready,’ in that sense. But it’s time. We’re stable
economically; we have trade agreements with California and Mexico. The Wayne
Foundation facilitates the transactions without taking a cut, which I must say has
turned me around on Bruce Wayne.”
“You trust them?” Arthur probed. He knew Bruce’s foundation was beyond
reproach, but he wanted to see if Lorena had considered the matter.
“I don’t have to trust them. They have an office here, so I can keep an eye on them
like anyone else.”
Arthur’s mouth dropped open.
“How can they possibly have an office?” he gaped. “You don’t have the resources to
seal off an entire office building and pump it full of air!”
He was thinking of Atlantis, where the palace could drain and flood rooms
individually for the convenience of air- and water-breathing visitors.
“Oh Arthur,” Lorena laughed. “How do you THINK they would open an office
here? They hired thirty of our people.”
“Ah,” he said hoarsely. Of course. It was so obvious—to Lorena, to Bruce, to
anyone not of Atlantis. His subjects would find the idea so alien, it never would have
occurred to them: Working for a surface company? How utterly bizarre.
“So anyway,” Lorena said crisply, “we’re stable enough to send a permanent
ambassador to Atlantis and to receive one of yours.”
He agreed, they talked over the details, and she gave him a nice dinner. What Sub
Diego knew of undersea cooking, they learned from Atlantis. Arthur was delighted to
see oyster liquor and other liquids served in little spheres of alginate skin. It wasn’t as
sophisticated as the roes and foams Atlantis chefs served this way, but Atlantis had a
considerable head start. It was still the touch of home he had been craving—and that’s
what led him into trouble. It would have been a perfect visit if he hadn’t started
talking about his frustrations getting home. That led back to talk of the vents. Lorena
didn’t see the appeal.
“It’s the same fascination surfacers had traveling to the moon,” he explained. “So
much of my world is known, if not to me personally, then to Atlantis scientists. But
this little corner, this is undiscovered country, unknown and undreamed of. It is
entirely new.”
“Arthur, how is that possible? You told me Atlantis is thousands of years old. How
could you not know?”
“Because the vents are in these gorges between mountain ranges that dwarf the
highest peeks on land. They are mountains and canyons formed by the most volatile
fault lines. Atlanteans never found them because we’re always built on solid sea floor
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as far from the turbulence as possible. We only went to the mountains in the ancient
warring days. Only a race of fools would build their civilization over such a...”
He tried to stop. Just as soon as he realized where his words were heading, he tried
to stop. Sub Diego. The earthquake. IDIOT!
“Lorena, I’m sorry,” he said sincerely.
“Of course you are. Good night, Arthur.”
Queenly good manners. Regardless of her political title, she displayed the gracious
smile of a monarch who simply didn’t notice the appalling faux pas.
If there was a downside to being king, it was all that protocol, remaining polite and
good mannered with subordinates, so that when you did truly relax, there was a bit of
a pressure valve effect. Surface colleagues in the League knew that was just Arthur’s
way. Lorena wasn’t a superpowered heroine and she wasn’t in the Justice League, but
she had swum alongside him in battle. When he was with her, he was Arthur not
“King Orin,” and if he’d never been coarse, he had certainly never been guarded. He
spoke exactly what was in his head. He just didn’t think...
“I am truly sorry,” he said again, knowing it was pointless.
“No offense meant, none taken,” she said evenly before she left.
IDIOT. IDIOT. IDIOT.
No offense meant, sure. None taken, sure. But she was going to cry when she was
alone in her room tonight. She was going to cry for the life that had been hers before
the quake, before the mutation was triggered, before a monster took it all away. She
was going to cry and it was his fault.

The Talk. It sounded plausible. Having a secret identity as a high school kid was an
entirely different proposition from having one as an adult. The real world wasn’t high
school, adult relationships were infinitely more complicated than teenage ones, and if
anyone was in a position to know that, it was Dick. He had made the transition from
Boy Wonder to Nightwing, and having lived the experience, he was here to impart his
wisdom.
And Tim had bought it!
College was the time to try out identities, after all, to make that transition from the
boy you were to the man you’ll become—that’s what it is for them. For those of us who
have secret lives, it’s a time to lay the foundations for a lifetime of cover stories. You
want to figure out what kind of secret identity you’ll be comfortable with, and which
ones you’re equipped for.
It made sense! Of course Tim had bought it, it made perfect sense. Superman could
have done anything to “hide” in plain sight, but he wanted to be in a place where he’d
hear first about whatever was happening in the world. A newspaper was the logical
choice, and that meant a career in journalism.
“Yeah, but it’s way more complicated than that,” Dick had said. Superman could
have done anything? Could he really? Could you see him acting the jet set playboy
like Bruce? The son of Smallville farmers would have to explain where he got all that
money, and okay, so it’s not hard for Clark Kent to hit the lottery. Let’s say he does,
let’s say the money is explained, can you SEE it? Can you picture Clark at some party
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like Fop Wayne? With a bimbo on each arm bragging how his new chateau in St.
Moritz is even bigger than his place in St. Bart’s?
Yeah, it made perfect sense. Tim thought it all made PERFECT SENSE. He should
take some time in these next few weeks and think through his options. What kind of
person did he really want his adult persona to be?
He sat there listening to Dick’s detailed analysis of the classic poses: the pros and
cons of “The Playboy,” “The Guy,” and “The Smallville,” as well as more obscure
options called “The Keanu,” “The Hugh Grant,” and…
That’s when the truth dawned.
“There’s always ‘The Trekkie,’” Dick had said, straight-faced. “Wally and Garth
both think it’s a natural for you.”
“The Trekkie?” Tim had sputtered.
“Yeah. I mean, as camouflage, it’s tighter than the Playboy and the Smallville put
together. No one will believe you can fight your way out of a wet paper sack, and it
doesn’t matter if someone recognizes you in your uniform, because, y’know, you’re
one of those guys. The Robin getup might look really authentic, but your Darth Vader
armor and Captain Kirk ‘season one’ uniform are just as good.”
Tim felt his face harden into the fierce malevolence of the bat glare.
“Pros: You are Lord of the Dungeon Masters,” Dick enthused.
He was being punked.
“Cons: Dating. You don’t get to. You are the stereotype, and your sex-slash-social
life pretty much consists of discussing Vulcan versus Romulan mating habits on the
message board at there-but-for-the-grace-of-god-dot-com.”
Not since Johnny Warlock did Tim have such a burning desire to dropkick
someone’s head into a self-imploding energy ball.
“Dick, you’ve been sitting here for like half an hour, Bro. And what I want to know
is what kind of a person takes that much time to devote to pulling someone’s leg?”
Dick laughed.
“I thought you’d catch on much sooner,” he snickered. “Like, five minutes tops.
Probably two sentences in. Come on, it’s April Fools’ Day, Bro!”
“Oh, yeah, right,” Tim said sheepishly. “Forgot the date. I’ve had midterms ‘n
stuff.”
That was that. He had laughed it off at the time (making a few silent vows to
revenge himself, but good, when the opportunity presented itself), but since then, he
kept thinking back to it. Maybe he bought into it because, joke or not, it was true. He
did have to give some serious thought to who his adult alter ego was going to be.
And WHY exactly was The Trekkie “a natural” for him? Was that part of the gag, or
did he come off like some uber-nerd? He was a freshman and his Geology professor
was talking about introducing him to some researcher he’d footnoted in an academic
paper. If that wasn’t an uber-nerd, it still didn’t sound like he was on his way to “The
Playboy.”
So he stopped in the Batcave to do a little digging. He figured he’d check E.J.
Meadows’s Who’s Who listing, his biography in the Aerobiologia directory, his profile
in Aquatic Geochemistry, and assuming he was still at the University of Queensland,
Tim would check out his faculty page on the UQ website. He wasn’t stalking the guy
or anything. He just wanted to find out one or two personal details, so if the
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conversation went that way, he was prepared to talk about something other than
methane hydrate.
Well, he found a personal detail straight off. E.J. Meadows was a woman—and she
was totally, totally hot.

There was a persistent myth in the Justice League that Batman was rude. He never
bothered to correct the idea. To do so would be to indulge in the petty, time-wasting
nonsense his colleagues did, his rejection of which gave rise to the “rude” label in the
first place. He might be abrupt. When busy people with vast responsibilities gathered
for a common, serious purpose, he expected them to focus on that purpose without
superfluous social preliminaries, and to stay focused without superfluous
interpersonal detours. If the less busy and less burdened saw that as rude, he really
didn’t care.
But Bruce had been raised to a high patrician standard, and in fact, he was
exceedingly polite to his colleagues, much more than they imagined. Consider this
request from Arthur. To be asked as a scientist to investigate a chemical contamination,
and yet be given no data whatsoever. Arthur had no samples of the seawater that had
allegedly been contaminated and no description of the presumed contaminant. He had
no evidence, or even a guess, as to where or when the dumping might have occurred.
A study of the tides and currents in the area was pretty much useless to figure that out
without knowing any key characteristics of whatever they were looking for.
Something that reacted with the saltwater instantly would obviously be dumped much
closer to the point of discovery than something that took a week to transmutate—and
all of that presupposed contamination from the surface and not, to name but one
alternate theory, something fallen from space. ALL of which assumed Arthur’s
guess—too random to be called a hypothesis—was right that something actually had,
accidentally or deliberately, been introduced into the water. Bruce didn’t mind being
consulted as a scientist, but as a scientist, the anecdotal testimony of fish really wasn’t
anybody’s idea of a starting point.
But Bruce hadn’t said any of this. In Arthur’s mind, he was paying Batman a
compliment in asking his input over that of his own Atlantean experts. To turn around
and say that any case that begins with the eyewitness evidence (or, more absurdly still,
the nose-witness evidence) of a sexually frustrated whale should be left in Atlantis, that
would be rude. To add further that, if Arthur was planning to bring this to his own
people, any scientist above or below sea level would want more to go on than a third
party account passed on from lay witnesses (whales or not) who had no idea what had
actually happened, that would be unforgivably rude. Bruce had no desire to insult
Arthur as an investigator, nor his people, his realm, their science, or for that matter, the
whales. So he’d just grunted and said he would look into it. And that very restraint
was the kind of behavior the young ones would call “rude.”
Of course, Arthur himself was not in that category of absurd, hyper-sensitive
Leaguers. He would never take offense at a curt nod or a grunt. On the contrary, he
was just as prone to offer a glottal grumble in response to some West/Rayner/O’Brien
silliness as Bruce was, so much so that over the years the two of them appeared to be
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vying for the title of Rudest Leaguer. Bruce had always chalked that up to their
respective “day jobs.” Unlike the other Leaguers, Bruce and Arthur were just as large
and powerful in their civilian personas as they were in their hero roles. That kind of
responsibility waiting for you at home brought a low tolerance for certain kinds of
personal interaction on the job—the kind that could charitably be termed ‘a lot of
damned nonsense.’ That really was the most logical explanation… at least, until you
considered “Ambassador” Diana.
This entire chain of thought was all, essentially, background noise, because watching
a time-lapse overlay of water currents, atmospheric anomalies, and coastal
manufacturing in the southern hemisphere was mind-numbingly boring. All Bruce
could do was let his conscious mind drift to some subject capable of occupying it, while
his eyes absorbed the patterns of movement waiting for some variance to break it.
“Hey, Bruce” sounded behind him—and while it wasn’t a break in the patterns on
the screen, the words did promise something to occupy his attention. It was a
distraction, and distraction was welcome…
“Sit down, Tim, what’s on your mind?”
“Need some advice.”
“About that Yakuza gun buy in your log?” Bruce graveled. “I agree there’s a GCPD
undercover somewhere in that operation. You should check the police payroll records
and see if they have someone classified RH94.”
“No, uh, it’s something personal.”
It was still a distraction. It was still welcome, at first. Bruce’s eyes never flickered
from the overlay of ocean maps and motion grids on the viewscreen, but as Tim spoke,
the story that was unfolding made him reconsider the merits of boredom.
“So now I need advice from anybody OTHER than Dick. I mean, it’s like he’s jinxed
me or something. I’m not a Trekkie, but now it’s like all I can think about is this one
episode of Next Generation where Geordi is all excited because Leah Brahms—she’s this
propulsion expert who designed a lot of the warp engines on the ship—is coming on
board. And he feels like he knows her, ‘cause he’d made a holographic representation
of her in the holodeck to work on some crisis, and they really hit it off. I mean, he
knows it’s not really her or anything, but his hologram was based on the real Dr.
Brahms’s personality profile, and they really hit it off, so he’s excited. But then, when
she shows up in person, the real Leah Brahms I mean, it’s a trainwreck. She shows up
and says ‘Oh, so you’re the jerk who’s been screwing up my designs,’ and it goes
downhill from there.”
“Mhm, I see,” Bruce said mildly.
“Look, I am not a Trekkie, okay? But that episode is all I can think of now, and I’m
going to meet this woman and I cannot be THAT GUY.”
“Be yourself,” Bruce offered absently.
“I don’t even know who that is anymore,” Tim murmured. “I mean, I know Dick’s
whole thing about the identities was just setting up a prank, but that doesn’t mean it’s
not true. Tim Drake ‘the high school kid’ has run its course, and whatever my alter ego
is going to be, I better figure it out soon, don’t you think?”
“Tim, ‘Tim Drake, the high school kid’ wasn’t a role you played, it was you. Just do
the same thing you’ve been doing. Be yourself.”
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“Bruce, ‘what I’ve been doing’ for the last day and a half is obsessing on an episode
of Star Trek. Day after tomorrow, I’m going to be introduced to this totally hot scientist
as ‘the student whose been quoting you so much in his papers.’ I don’t want to fall on
my face, that’s all.”
“Tim, there are a lot of drawbacks to a dual identity, but there are advantages too.
For one thing, you can apply the lessons learned in one life to the situations you face in
the other. What I’m saying is…
He snapped a button, pausing the time-lapse motion on the viewscreen, and turned
to face Tim.
“We have had this conversation before.”
“So not the same thing,” Tim said emphatically. “First off, ‘Ignore the fact that she’s
a hot female and just interact as you would with anyone else in that situation’ doesn’t
work. Tried it with Catwoman, tried it with Ivy, tried it with Roxy Rocket. 0 for 3,
Bruce, it doesn’t work. And if by some chance I’d forgotten that, all I’d have to do is go
upstairs and try asking Selina for advice—which I did! ‘Cause she was my first choice,
Bruce, not you. I came over here to talk to her, and you know what she’s doing?
Yoga. Every time I go to talk to her, if it’s not in costume, it seems like she’s doing
some kinda yoga stretching and I really can’t concentrate.”
“Selina was your first choice to talk to?”
“No offense, Bruce. It’s nothing personal; it’s just the playboy thing. I mean, in one
sense, you’ve logged more man-hours on dates with gorgeous women than anybody I
know. But, c’mon, women like that don’t really count, do they?”
“Bimbos?”
“Yeah. ‘Cause if they just want to get into Lot 61 or go to the Tommy Hilfiger party,
it’s not like you can do anything wrong. You’re their ticket in; it’s your name on the
list, not theirs, so they’re gonna laugh off any dumb thing you say. That’s not how it is
with real women. You screw up and you get that heavy sigh with the foot tap. Or the
‘What’s wrong/Fine,’ boy, that’s a scary one...”
“You’ve given this a lot of thought.”
“I’m really considering the playboy,” Tim laughed. “I mean, the Spice Girls alone…”
“I wouldn’t advise it,” Bruce said seriously. “When Dick was your age, he’d had no
relationships in the masked side of his life, you’ve already had two. If you’re going to
continue having social… connections as Robin, you have to accept the trade off. Those
women will not care for Tim Drake being the playboy of the western world, and their
displeasure is bound to affect their working relationship with Robin.”
“Bruce, how can you reduce dating the Spice Girls two at a time to a dry tactical
analysis of crimefighting alliances.”
“Being trapped at the Tribeca Rock Club with Ginger Spice while Victor Frieze put
all of Warren Street into a deep freeze may have something to do with it,” Bruce
graveled.
Tim laughed and looked like he was going to ask for details, so Bruce changed the
subject.
“What kind of advice did Selina give you?”
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“She didn’t. I explained how, y’know, this is a really hot woman and I just didn’t
want to fall on my face when I meet her. And since Selina is, y’know, a really, really
hot woman, I wanted her to help me not do it.”
“And she said?”
“She said ‘okay’ and then she, like, waved this invisible magic wand at me and said
‘Poof.’”
“What were you expecting her to do?”
“I don’t know, Bruce! Maybe… I don’t know, give me a secret password or
something—WHOA, what’s that? Superman?”
Bruce’s head whipped around to face the computer screen again.
“Where?”
“There was a blip, right there around Fiji. Looked like a really small hurricane,
except moving the wrong way, and then it just stopped.”
Bruce flipped back several screens until he found the blip.
“Except that’s not a weather map, it’s a sub-oceanic current.”
He pushed several buttons and overlaid keyhole satellite images over the other
layers of data.
“Interesting,” he murmured. “Look, right here. Something was released into the
water, all right, but it wasn’t dumped from the land. Either it was teleported there
magically, it came through time, it came up from below the ocean floor, or…”

“It was there already. Opened on a timer or was opened by remote control,” Batman
announced into the comlink. “I’m sending the coordinates. Assuming it didn’t have
an auto-destruct, we’ll know more when you retrieve the mechanism. If it did autodestruct, there should be other evidence which may be illuminating.”
On the viewscreen, Aquaman made a face.
“You said its coming from below the ocean floor was a possibility,” he said, a strange
tension in his voice.
“That is one of several highly improbable explanations,” Batman repeated. “I
included it only to be thorough. The simplest explanation is always the most likely,
Arthur. Until we eliminate something as simple and obvious as a box dropped in the
water by a couple men in a rowboat, it’s foolish to jump to the wildest, most exotic
conclusions you can imagine.”
“I suppose. It’s just…” He shook his head, suppressing an embarrassed chuckle.
“The childhood impulse to believe in a boogey man.”
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CHAPTER 4: WELL THAT'S FUNNY
There were differences between the all-nighters of a cat burglar and those of a
crimefighter, and Selina was not enjoying them. She had slept in, that part was the
same—better, in fact, in the crisp Irish linen of Bruce’s bed. But the breakfast tray, the
juice would have been fine, but just the smell of the coffee filled her mouth with a sour
aftertaste. She had drunk entirely too much coffee researching Pequena. Entirely too
much. She could still taste it, and the idea of tasting more—yuck.
But she did feel the need for some kind of stimulation to convince her body to start
the new day, so she went across the hall to her suite and began a vigorous workout. It
wasn’t caffeine, but it got her blood pumping (despite a brief interruption from Tim
with yet another girl dilemma, and you really had to wonder if there was just
something in the capes that made the bat boys such a mess with the opposite sex).
Then she opted for a cold shower instead of a hot one, and headed down to the cave to
resume her research on Eduardo Pequena, the chess set he coveted, and the museum
where it was so briefly on display.
She had planned to announce her arrival with a few feline pronouncements about
the inferiority of crimefighter all-nighters, but she heard voices. Bruce’s but not Tim’s.
She had to wonder who he was talking to. Whoever it was, she couldn’t place their
voice until she reached the main cavern and saw Bruce, fully in costume, and
Aquaman looming on the big viewscreen.
“The childhood impulse to believe in a boogey man,” he said sheepishly.
“Explain,” Batman graveled.
“Hey Arthur!” Selina waved. “Kitty’s here, but don’t worry, I’m not getting cat hair
on your conference call.”
After the expected greeting from Aquaman and non-committal grunt from Bruce,
she returned to workstation 2 to continue her research on the chess set. She hadn’t
intended to listen to the call, but it did sound interesting…
“The ancient history of Atlantis is far more civilized than surface cultures of a similar
age,” Aquaman was saying, “but it was not a utopia. There has been turbulence and
conflict, even wars, mostly having to do with displaced sea life in the early days of
expansion.
“And there is one enemy that stands apart from all the others. We call them the
Shadow Deep, a race with coral-black skin, monstrous claws, opaque eyes, and huge
jaws filled with razor-sharp teeth, who live in the great trenches that line a particular
seamount in the North Atlantic.
“The Atlantis Chronicles are not terribly precise about time, but most of our scholars
place the Shadow Deep’s first appearance about eighteen-hundred years ago. They
view light as an invasion, you see, and they first bubbled up to the ocean floor when
our expansion into the waters above their trenches introduced light into their world for
the first time. They rose to attack us for the intrusion, without any inkling, it seems, of
what it was they were going to attack. They made two equally repugnant discoveries:
they found the people of Atlantis were sentient beings with a technology equal to their
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own, and they discovered color. Viewing light as the ultimate evil, they seemed to
view this notion of color as the ultimate obscenity. These three elements—Atlantis,
light, and color—seem to be linked in their mind in a most irrational fashion, and a
deep hatred developed for all three as if it was one reprehensible thing. They became
consumed with the idea of eradicating us from the oceans.
“The first war lasted for nearly two hundred years. The Atlantean people fought
long and hard, battling these creatures wherever they surfaced. The conflicts ranged
from minor skirmishes to full-out battles, with each side losing soldiers by the
thousands. Eventually, the Shadow Deep were defeated, and they retreated back into
their trenches. They have resurfaced on occasion, but each time they are defeated and
sent back to the depths.
“The problem is that they tend to wait centuries before creeping back up, so several
generations have passed between encounters. All that is left are the stories, fables
really. Most of my people scarcely believe the Shadow Deep exist at all, hence my
remark about a boogey man.”
“I see,” Batman said. “Interesting, but as I said, there is no evidence that the
container off Fiji came from under the ocean floor. I merely listed that among a halfdozen other possibilities. The most likely, as you know—”
“Is that it came from the surface, yes I agree. Fiji is far from the Shadow Deep’s
territory, and nearly as far from Atlantis. There would be no reason for them to upset
whales anyway. I suppose I am just a bit alarmist these days. It’s been one thing after
another, as if some cosmic force is keeping me from going home.”
“A diversion?” Batman asked sharply.
“A paranoid man might think that, but no. The oceans are big; it happens this way
sometimes. One thing after another, I’m sure you know what it’s like. Like now, I
have to go all the way down to Fiji to look for some remnants of this container to
follow up on this theory of yours, so if it is a diversion to keep me from Atlantis, it
looks like you’re a part of it.”
“It’s the only way to get answers, Arthur.”
“Yes, I realize that. I just meant that… never mind. I appreciate the time you’ve
already given this, Bruce. I’ll let you get back to your case, and I’ll be in touch once I’ve
been to Fiji.”

One of the persistent misconceptions about Atlantis is that the name refers to a
domed city on the ocean floor. To sea dwellers, that city in the Atlantic is Poseidonis,
the capital of Atlantis. The word Atlantis denotes a vast kingdom that extends across
the Atlantic into parts of the Arctic and Indian Oceans and even includes outposts in
the Pacific and southern seas.
Like any society spread over vast distances, there are local variations and
peculiarities of culture. In ancient times, each settlement had their own oral traditions,
histories, and folklore. In the reign of King Aigaios III, these were compiled into one
official history that became the Atlantis Chronicles. It was, like similar histories, a royal
mess. Scientific fact mingled with old wives tales, legitimate history with local tall
tales. A few mythic fantasies made their way in, interspersed with folk wisdom for the
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proper harvesting of kelp and the construction of city domes. And all of it was slapped
together with no real sense of structure, tone, or internal consistency.
No one seemed to mind the contradictions until two thousand years ago, when
Atlantis went through a social, artistic, and technological renaissance. Huge
advancements were made in the natural and theoretical sciences, as well as in art,
music, mathematics, and literature. Philosophy came into its own, and with it, a
passionate desire to learn the truth about the central contradiction in the
chronicles: had Atlantis begun as a surface island which sank into the sea, or did it rise
from a collection of like-minded sea-dwellers clustering together for mutual protection
and companionship?
With caution and trepidation, the Atlanteans began making trips to the surface to
find out. They discovered a surface world that was nowhere near as advanced as
Atlantis, technologically or socially. It seemed mired in an unnatural belief system that
linked its science, politics, and religion, slowing the progress of any to a crawl. Early
attempts at helping the surface world met with disastrous results. In some cases, the
Atlanteans were attacked; in others, they were worshipped as gods. In the end, it was
unofficially decided that interaction with the surface world would be kept to a
minimum, for the land-dwellers’ safety as much as their own.
That remained the status quo for centuries. Atlanteans noticed changes to the manmade vessels above their heads, but they took little interest in the surface world’s
advancements until they began dumping the refuse from it into the seas. Soon, the
shallow water near the coastlines became disgusting, and the inhabitants retreated to
the central oceans. When word reached the palace, the unofficial policy became law.
King Orlen I decreed that all interaction with the surface was now strictly prohibited.
In the centuries to come, Atlantis would become more insular, focusing on
advancements in her own community instead of looking outward. It was only within
the last century that she began to open herself up again to the world beyond her
domes. Surface technology had progressed to the point where land-dwellers could
bring all the air they needed to plumb the ocean’s depths as they had once sailed on its
surface. Renewed contact was becoming inevitable. And then, a new king took the
throne having such strong ties to the surface world that he lifted the ban entirely.
Which led to the particular challenge that king’s personal aide faced this morning…

Selina began to chuckle as soon as the viewscreen went dark.
“Yes, Kitten?” came the ominous gravel.
“Oh, it’s nothing. It’s only that… As League nutjobs go, I always considered Arthur
one of the non-fluffheads. Like you.”
“Thank you.”
“Meow. But now he’s bitching about going to Fiji? I mean, sign me up for that case.
Better than being up all night with a pot of stale coffee and a fuzzy webcam in
Istanbul.”
“He’s anxious to get home. Is that so hard to understand?”
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“My city,” Selina graveled in her mocking impersonation. “But I see your point.
After the stale coffee, I got to sleep in my own bed last night. That said, I wouldn’t say
no to some sun on the coral coast when this case is over.”
“Did you make any headway on Paquena or the chess set?”
“Wouldn’t have to be a tropical getaway, you know. I’d settle for a long weekend on
the Gatta.”
“Oracle was working on a feed from the security cameras so you wouldn’t be stuck
with the webcam.”
“Oh come on now, if I solve the Bruce Wayne kidnapping, you don’t think a little
reward is in order?”
“Selina.”
“I’ll wear a bikini.”
“Selina.”
“I have a new one. Leopard spots, all the way around here.”
She gestured, slowly, the edge of her fingers just grazing her chest as she traced the
border of the bikini top. The mental picture this evoked finally brought about the
wordless scowl she’d been waiting for, accentuated by a barely perceptible stiffening of
the muscles just visible through the eye slits of the cowl… Batman’s tell, the tell which
meant victory. She had, once again, jostled the bat-brain until she jarred loose any
thoughts of crimefighting. That task accomplished, she returned her attention to the
computer screen with a purr.
“Let’s see, I know Barbara sent me something, but I hadn’t bothered to open it yet. I
was just getting settled in while you finished up with Arthur. Let’s see what we’ve got
here…”
Batman’s lip twitched as she typed away at her keyboard, babbling cheerily:
“Yep, there it is. She cracked eight different datastreams in and around the
museum. You should give that girl a raise. Looks like a bonanza. Datastream 1 is…
ah, it’s the parking lot. Woof.”
She was crimefighting.
“Stream 2… looks like a service entrance. Pfft, who cares?”
In his cave.
“Foyer.”
Just as he’d dreamed it.
“At first I was surprised you hadn’t make more headway this morning. I knew
you’d been up for hours. I guess Arthur’s thing kept you busy?”
And she was still Catwoman.
“Hm, that must be the curator’s office, I think. Hey look, they’ve still got my picture
up!”
Still completely that impossible woman he’d fought on all those rooftops.
“Come on, guys, get over it. You booked a blockbuster exhibit you did not have the
security for, and Kitty picked up the option.”
Of all the things the Post got wrong, of all their absurdities she had taken offense at,
she never seemed to notice the one that most offended him: their preposterous
crimefighter cat had no hint of the vibrant, playful, sexy woman Catwoman was, no
hint of the qualities that made her—
“Well that’s funny.”
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Bruce’s train of thought was blasted off the track by a tone of voice and a formula of
words he’d only heard in the laboratory. Cambridge, twenty-eight months into his
years of travel, the Lensfield Road Laboratory, Dr. Frederick Glen. He’d led Glen to
believe his interest was research, and he had timed his arrival to be placed on the
Khimii team. Two weeks into the analysis of double oxygen bonds in polymers, Glen
mentioned that moments of historic and significant scientific discovery seldom get a
“Eureka.” The more common herald is a silent, crinkled brow and a barely audible
“Well that’s funny.”
It might have been true, it might have been interesting, and it might have been
insightful, but it had no bearing on his Mission. Bruce therefore filed it in the dustbin
of his mind under useless trivia… until eight years later, when he actually saw it
happen during a surprise visit to the Wayne Aerospace Facility. A League mission
with Clark left him in the neighborhood, so he dropped in. Everyone in the lab had
snapped to attention, dropped what they were doing, and fawned over him as the head
of the company—everyone except for one chubby fellow who was the last to leave his
station. He kept glancing back to a stack of papers while he waited for Bruce to make
his way down the line. When Bruce reached him and mentioned that the guy seemed
distracted, he looked back at his papers again and said “Well it’s funny, this one set of
numbers doesn’t seem quite…”
A month later, WayneTech had fourteen patents on Aerogel and a virtual monopoly
manufacturing ultralight materials for space travel.
“Well that’s funny,” Selina had said.
Batman walked over to her workstation and looked over her shoulder rather than
asking her to explain.
“The chess set,” he noted coldly when he saw the screen.
“Yeah, screencap from Barbara’s new feed off their internal circuit. I zoomed in and
cleaned it up a little. Is it me, or does that black king look like Ra’s?”

Intelligence reports now. Valerina was too ladylike to storm out of Vulko’s office,
but she wasn’t above giving the door a good slam when she got back to the king’s
private office behind the throne room. With Arthur out of the palace, there was no
honor guard stationed there. With no one at all to hear, she opened the door again and
gave it a second slam.
She should have known this was coming, she really should have. Not the specifics.
Some problem with the satellite, some kind of “sunspots” making it necessary to cancel
the king’s conference with Vulko, that she couldn’t expect to foresee. But that he
would find some way to dump the intelligence reports on her desk again, that she really
should have seen coming.
It’s not like they were delicate state secrets or anything. That was clear the first time
Arthur sent for her. He wasn’t Arthur back then; he was “My Liege.” He was more
“My Liege” than he had ever been, because only that morning she’d had to go to his
quarters to tell him about an incoming transmission from the Watchtower while he was
still in his bedchamber. It was only her second time in the king’s private quarters, and
the sight of him walking out of the washroom tying the cord around is robe had
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blasted all his instructions out of her head. She instantly reverted to the “Proper Palace
Manners” she’d been taught since the nursery.
She left almost immediately so he could take his call in private, but he called her
back a few hours later.
“Did you go pier hopping?” he asked casually.
“Sire?” she managed.
“Valerina, isn’t it? You seem young enough. Did you go pier hopping?”
“Yes, sire, once or twice,” she said with a shy blush.
“I thought so. It’s only the young who take advantage of the new freedoms. I
expected as much. It’s nearly a thousand years since Orlen I and the Surface
Prohibition Decree.” He said the last words in a gravelly baritone, making it sound
absurdly dramatic, and then laughed like it was a private joke. “Don’t get me wrong,
I’m sure it was in everyone’s best interests at the time. Surface civilization circa 1183
was not exactly civilized. But that was then and this is now, and we can no longer
afford to cut ourselves off from the modern world. So I lifted the ban. I lifted it for the
same reason King Orlen made it, for the surface world’s benefit as well as our own.”
“Sire, why are you telling me this?”
“What did I say about that? Call me Arthur, or at least Orin.”
“Orin,” she said awkwardly, “May I ask why you are telling me this?”
“Because after a thousand years of isolation, I knew it wasn’t going to happen over
night. I knew it would be the young who first took me up on it. It’s always the young,
Valerina, who will adopt a new idea or hop on board with a new freedom. You seem
just about the right age.”
In one sense, she was a little young for what he was saying. The first wave of pier
hoppers was many years ahead of her in school. But she knew what he meant. In the
first years after the ban was lifted, it was only a nebbish subculture that visited the
surface, to try this substance called “funnel cake”… until they noticed how much their
parents disapproved, and then pier hopping became a right of passage every young
Atlantean had to experience, at least once or twice.
“How many times did you go?” Arthur asked coaxingly.
“Ten times,” she giggled, sharing an embarrassing secret.
“Always the quiet ones,” he laughed, shaking his head.

Selina smiled to herself while Batman raced to his own workstation, closed all the
Atlantis files he had open, and began typing with a savagery usually reserved for
muggers with handguns.
“I remember the first time I saw you do that,” she laughed. “It was about six months
after the masks came off, remember? Ra’s was in Gotham, fresh out of the pit and
completely besotted with Black Canary, making appearances on talk shows trying to
clean up his image.”
“Your point?” Batman growled without slowing his typing.
“I don’t have a point. I just love you and I love watching you do that.”
“Do what?”
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“Overreact. Just because it’s Ra’s al Ghul: light of the East, terror of the West, ego of
egos and narcissist of narcissists. Yea that none born after Charlemagne can fathom
just how in love with himself this guy is.”
“Selina, he set Bruce Wayne up to be kidnapped. The portrait on that chessman is no
coincidence. Ra’s has to be involved. He has to have lent it knowing Pequena would
want it and would do whatever he had to in order to get it. He contrived this entire
situation—a museum only you can get into on short notice, lending the pieces for such
a short time—all to set that kidnapping in motion.”
“Like a good chess opening. Yes, Bruce, I agree. I’ll go you one better. He knows
you’re Batman, so he had to know whatever tracer, fixer, mercenary, or goon Pequena
hired would fail. Wait, scratch that. ‘Fail’ is what happens when some hack from the
Gotham Post tries to break into broadcasting. What Ra’s had to know would happen
with Paquena’s goons is that you would hand them their ass.”
“Agreed. It’s a diversion.”
“Agreed.” This last said with the naughtiest of grins.
“Agreed,” Batman repeated, uneasy at the air of unanimous agreement. “And I am
trying to determine what is happening that Ra’s wants to divert my attention from, so if
you’ll excuse me—”
“Yes, of course you’re going to do that—in a minute. But first, Bruce, love of my life,
stop! You’re already onto him, so take ten seconds and see the funny. He has a chess
set… with a portrait of himself… as the king. I mean, he didn’t commission this last
week, that thing is hundreds of years old. He had it. It was laying around someplace,
in some dusty guest room in a castle in Mongolia.”
She laughed and Batman scowled.
Selina walked over to his workstation, took his hand, and led him back to her
computer. With the two of them standing before the monitor, she pointed at the
closeup of the chess set’s black king.
Then she looked at Bruce.
“Well?”
He glowered at the screen… the king glowered back… and then…
Batman’s lip twitched.
Twice.
“Good. Meow in fact.” And with that, she bobbed up and kissed his cheek. “Now
we go get him.”
“Impossible woman,” he grumbled (with yet another lip twitch) as he returned to his
workstation.

“My liege, King Orin, sire,” Valerina had teased with a daring she would not have
been capable of moments before, “Am I to understand that you called me to your
quarters just to ask if I had ever been pier hopping? And you still won’t tell me why?”
“It’s these intelligence reports,” he said, returning to his desk and pointing at a stack
of paper with disdain. “A kingdom as large and prosperous as Atlantis can’t rely
solely on the rest of the world for information about the rest of the world. It’s called a
conflict of interest. Surface governments, surface media, surface corporations, it’s like
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they’re genetically incapable of telling the truth. We need spies, Valerina. But after a
thousand years of isolation, we’re not very good at it.
“A few years ago, General Phriss had the idea that, if his men couldn’t infiltrate a
fishing village in Norway or a hot spring in Japan, they could certainly infiltrate a cafe
just outside the palace walls. They could find a few men and women who looked
young for their years that could slip into the schools and the young people’s hangouts,
find out where the pier hoppers have been going and what they’d seen.”
“Yes, sire. The narcs.”
Arthur looked up sharply.
“Thought so. You know about them?”
“Oh yes, sire. Everyone does, they’re very easy to spot when they come around.
Although, I don’t know why they’re called that. Some sort of silverfish with faulty
camouflage?”
“A surface term. Long story. Tell me, when you and your pier hopping friends
identified one of these narcs, did you have a little fun with them? Tell a few tall tales?”
“Uhm,” Valerina grinned sheepishly, “we may have spun a few, yes, sire.”
“Thought as much. That will be all, Valerina. Thank you very much for your
candor.”
Six months later, when she was promoted to the king’s personal aide, she learned a
position had been created shortly after that conversation: the Minister of Surface
Intelligence Evaluation, who would monitor surface media and crosscheck it against
the findings of these pier hopper agents. Arthur was forever passing his memos on to
Valerina for “her take.”
Now he’d sent word through the relay station at Sub Diego that he would be delayed
another day, possibly two (no surprise there, the way this trip was turning out)… and
that, because of these sun spots, he would miss his scheduled call to Vulko and wanted
her to go through the intelligence memos and give him a quick overview.
Valerina knew that, sun spots aside, any excuse to give her the intelligence memos
instead of Vulko was a good one, as far as Vulko was concerned. He always
complained about Minister Grah and his increasingly depressed, jaded, and bitter
reports.
It began with TiVO. The idea that a flash of nipple could catapult an entire
technology into the mainstream of surface culture was obviously a pier hopper fiction.
Minister Grah spent six weeks trying to determine how far the hoax went. The nipple
incident was clearly a whopper, but what about this TiVO technology? Did it actually
exist? What about this Super Bowl? What about this Justin Timberlake? Was there
really such a thing as a pasty? The realization that every bit of the story was real,
followed by the dual blow of Simon Cowell and Hot Pockets… Well, Valerina
understood why Vulko no longer wanted to read Grah’s reports. The progression in
the ones she read was striking, from “this so-called civilization” to “these allegedly
civilized beings” to “borderline sentients” to, finally, “land krill.”

A chess game consists of three distinct phases: the opening, middle, and end game.
In the opening, the goal is to take control of the board and line up your attack, taking
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care not to expose your king in the process, since he is, ironically, the weakest piece on
the board…
Bruce often found himself using chess analogies when studying Ra’s al Ghul. It
suited the Demon Head’s meticulous but plodding nature. The strategies were long
range. Intricate and complicated to those who immersed themselves in studying the
game to the exclusion of all else, but to a casual, more objective observer, they were all
variations on the same two or three standards: Ruy Lopez, Giuoco Piano, King’s or
Queen’s Gambit, declined or accepted. As a metaphor, it suited Ra’s to a tee.
Chess provided a frame, a wire mesh on which to hang the known facts of a case,
providing context. Before long, you saw the connections, the associations, the patterns
beginning to emerge: fund Gregorian Falstaff’s bids against Wayne Enterprises; pawn
to king-4. Send Talia to assassinate Falstaff, insuring she will meet the Detective;
queen’s pawn to queen-3. Assume Talia will tell the Detective about the operation in
Maccau, since she’s a weak-willed woman who can’t keep her mouth closed after her
lips have been kissed; castle to protect the king which enables the rook to threaten the
bishop, forcing the knight to intervene…
Usually.
In any other Ra’s operation, chess was the key to unlocking his strategy. But not
today. Somehow in using a chess set—an actual, literal chess set—in his current plan,
Ra’s had wrecked the metaphor. A chess set on the game board. Chessmen as a pawn
in a larger strategy. It was too self-referential. For Mxyzlptk or Riddler, that would be
fine. It might even be helpful. But with Ra’s? No. Ra’s was simply not that kind of
opponent.
“I can feel you seething from way over here,” Selina said mildly.
“It’s not going well,” Batman spat.
“You’ll get him,” she said, unconcerned. “Worst case scenario, it’ll be dark in a few
hours and you can go into Chinatown, shake them up at the White Dragon.”
“Negative. DEMON takes ‘need to know’ to a new level. Ra’s seldom tells his own
men what’s going on until it’s already happening. Even those who do ‘need to know’
don’t find out until the last minute, or are given only a fraction of the information at a
time, or—my favorite—they’re given disinformation, so an individual minion never
really knows if his orders constitute the real plan or if he’s just part of an elaborate
decoy.”
“Luthoresque paranoia without the charm,” Selina smirked.
“Even if none of that were true, I wouldn’t want to question his minions in Gotham.
Right now, Ra’s should believe his diversion is working. Paquena did try to kidnap
Bruce Wayne, and Batman is on the case. As far as he knows, I don’t suspect a thing
about DEMON pulling the strings.”
“I hadn’t thought of that,” Selina said sadly. “I just saw you sitting there, boiling,
and I thought it would do you good to hit something.”
“I was thinking of firing up the Strategic Defense Regimen before lunch,” he
admitted.
“Oh Bruce, not Zogger. I’ll fight with you if you want.”
“I don’t,” he graveled. “I don’t want to take the time. I just want this solved.”
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Selina got up from her workstation and positioned herself behind his chair. She
started rubbing his neck, and purring.
“Let’s see the calendar again,” she suggested.
In a flicker, a number of square grids appeared on the main viewscreen, at an angle,
as if floating in space within the monitor. They began exchanging position, superimposing over one another, and realigning into multi-colored matrices.
Selina grinned.
“Is there really somebody at WayneTech that does nothing but think up pretty
graphic displays like that for ‘pull up the calendar?’” she asked impishly.
It was Bruce’s turn to grin.

“He needs to be replaced, Arthur. I know it’s not my place to say, but it’s not my
place to be reading the intelligence reports in the first place. If you’ve got me doing the
one, you get to put up with me on the other.”
…:: Yes, yes, ::.. Arthur said irritably. ..:: You know I don’t mind that. I don’t mind
‘promoting’ Grah to… I don’t know, “Counselor in charge of inter-city festivals” or
something.::..
“After a long vacation,” Valerina suggested. “In his current mood, I don’t want to go
to any party he’s planning.”
…:: Fine, let him take his wife out to Kapheira for a few cycles before starting his new duties.
Warm currents, see the ruins, swim through the fortress. He’ll come back a new man. But I’m
not ready to replace him yet, Valerina. I hoped the next minister would be one of your
generation, someone who’s actually been up there a few times, who knows the difference between
Rocky Road ice cream and Rolling Stone magazine. But your generation isn’t old enough yet,
and until then, I can’t see burning through the Grahs like White House press secretaries.::..
“Arthur, did you see Vulko’s shortlist for Sub Diego ambassadors?”
…:: Hm? No, I had to cancel our conference this morning, remember? Why? ::..
“There’s a name on it. Litheoi Bythos.”
…:: Weasley?! Vulko’s got Arthur Weasley on the shortlist for Sub Diego!? ::…
“I don’t know why you persist in calling him that, Arthur.”
…:: Don’t read a lot of surface books, do you? ::…
“Not a big fan of reading, our stuff or theirs.”
…:: We’ve got to fix that. ::…
“No, we do not. I like to do this thing called sleeping, and considering the hours
around here, that’s more than enough to fill my free time.”
..:: Arthur Weasley is a character from surface literature. He’s a wizard who possesses an
impish, childlike fascination with the non-magical world, quite like Bythos and his enthusiasm
for surface culture. ::..
“Ah. Well, yeah. And that’s why he’s on the bottom of the shortlist. Since those
people in Sub Diego have been torn away from their surface lives, it’s probably a sore
subject, and his curiosity could be—”
…:: Intrusive, I agree, but would make him a perfect choice for Grah’s job. I’ll talk to
Vulko.::..
“I really hope you mean you’ll talk to him in person when you get back.”
…:: One more day. ::…
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“Arthur, not another delay!”
…:: I’m onto something with the whales. I want to get it up to the Watchtower for further
investigation. The nearest transporter is in Sydney. ::..
“Oh Arthur.”
…:: Relax, Valerina. From the Watchtower, I can teleport back instantly. ;;…
“Mhm. I’ve heard that before.”
…:: And, since I’m coming through Sydney, I’ll bring you a funnel cake. ::..
It is the nature of a great city to be the crossroads of many worlds: finance,
publishing, fashion, advertising, diamonds, theatre, shipping, these were but a handful
of the fields for which Gotham City was Mecca. Batman was proud of his city and its
people, but this dominance of so many specialized niches made a comprehensive
“calendar of events” a practical impossibility.
So he downloaded calendars from many organizations: corporations, universities,
chambers of commerce, tourist bureaus, and newspapers, each listing dozens of events
each day with virtually no overlap.
He compiled them into a master document, with data-trails linking back to the
source documents for automatic cross-referencing behind-the-scenes. In this way,
events appealing to a particular rogue’s theme would be automatically tagged and
displayed with greater prominence. It was this complex sorting and sifting routine that
Selina found so amusing, although what was so funny about a graphical representation
of the software’s subroutines, Bruce found hard to fathom.
“The problem,” he declared flatly,” is that so much goes on in a given day, in so
many of these smaller, self-contained worlds: conventions and conferences, movie
premieres, product launches, book signings and public appearances. We need some
way to narrow it down, but we know nothing of Ra’s actual scheme except the timing.
He lent the chessmen for this 3-week period, provoking the Wayne kidnapping to
occur in this week…” He pointed. “That event was meant to keep me occupied, keep
my eye off something else that is happening somewhere in this timeframe.”
“Okay, what’s that orange one?” Selina pointed.
Batman touched a key, and the shuffling of 3-dimensional data-grids began anew,
until the square with the orange text zoomed to fill the screen. Once again, Selina
smirked.
“An exhibit on the Crusades at Redding College Museum,” Batman read. “There’s a
gold shield embossed with a lion, that might be of interest to Catman, and a vermeil
chalice covered in doves, that might intrigue Oswald.”
“Hmph. So orange is for Catman? Gold lion might interest me too, you know.”
“You’re no longer in the database.”
“I feel the love,” she said while the screen reset. “Okay then, hang on, if Catwoman
targets aren’t tagged, why is that line purple?”
Once again, Batman zoomed in, exposing details of the event, the source material
from which it was taken, and why it was tagged.
“It’s purple for you, all right,” Batman said with a faint grin, “but not as a Catwoman
target. It’s tagged as having an overlap with recent searches on your workstation.”
“Paquena?”
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“No. E.J. Meadows. Tim’s science symposium. You must not have logged out last
night; he came in and used your terminal.”
“Woof. I thought we were onto something.”
Batman looked thoughtful.
“Maybe we are,” he breathed. “A third of the conference is papers on bio-fuels. Biofuels mean energy independence, which would mean a huge tip in the balance of
global power.”
“That does sound like Ra’s,” Selina said, a soft almost-sexual excitement in her voice,
a predator sensing prey.
“Strategically speaking,” Batman said brusquely, “sixty of the top minds from
around the world in a given field in the same place at the same time. Kill them, you set
that technology back seventy-five years. Take them, you set the rest of the world back
seventy-five years and monopolize the technology for yourself.”
“You can almost see him drooling,” Selina observed.
“It does sound like a perfect fit for a DEMON operation,” Batman admitted, but he
didn’t trust this haphazard means of identifying a target. It was nothing but a glorified
guess.
Then again, chess wasn’t working.
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CHAPTER 5: MIDGAME
Chess has never been my game. I can play, I just don’t particular enjoy it. So apart
from learning a few openings for the occasional game with Eddie way back when, I
never bothered to study it. I do know the basics. I know the midgame is where you
probe for weaknesses. That mostly means soft spots in the enemy’s setup, but it can
also mean testing their ability to adapt. Some opponents, like say, Batman, are
prepared for every contingency they can think of, and if you do happen to toss them
something they didn’t anticipate, they can strip and reweave their tactics on the fly.
Others, like say, Foster and Forsythe Security Consultants, only seem able to reshuffle
the same half-dozen tricks in different ways. It’s like those Vaudeville magicians that
kept the same eight-minute routines, without variations, for thirty-five years. Perform
it on the Ed Sullivan Show once and they’re out of work. Nothing left in the repertoire,
and no imagination to make the existing material fresh and new. The only way to
know which kind of opponent you’ve got is to test them, and that means trading
pieces.
And that, in a way, is what brought me to this dinky little bar in the middle of the
Azores, demonstrating to the Coast Guard Rescue Team that I still breathe air.
Hmm, trading pieces...
I wonder if we could get them to take Azrael?

The guile and genius of Ra’s al Ghul truly had no equal in the modern age.
Ubu realized now the depth of his own stupidity in thinking, even for a moment,
that he could understand The Great One’s stratagems.
They had not gone to Bugio, nor had they brought the Žalčiai. It was all a brilliant
maneuver to see that food, fresh water, and similar basic staples were all packed, and
in such quantities as to keep the entire 400 of the elite Žalčiai Corps supplied for an
indefinite period. Only the genius of Ra’s al Ghul could devise such a scheme to keep
his own bodyguard and his own quartermaster from knowing the true base for the
upcoming operation.
Naturally, Ubu knew that F’di, the torturer, had been summoned to the throne room
several times before the present plan was set in motion, but he never attached any
importance to the meetings. Ubu even knew that the conversation involved the
prisoner Vasilevits, but he had no way of gleaning any information from that. Still,
Ra’s al Ghul had allowed Ubu to overhear certain fragments of his conversations with
F’di, so when the Demon’s Head then questioned him as they boarded the motor
launch out of Madeira, Ubu could not think how to reply except with the unvarnished
truth:
“You may have heard a name repeated in my last audience with F’di, did you not,
Ubu?”
“Yes, m’lord. The prisoner Vasilevits, though I know not who that is.”
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“Leontii Vasilevits.” Ra’s nodded. “The prisoner Leontii Vasilevits was captured
some years before you were called as Ubu. He was a Soviet defense minister, living in
exile. I had him taken in order to learn the status of certain missile silos in
Kazakhstan—a subject on which his information was egregiously out of date.”
“As you say, my lord,” Ubu replied carefully. He was unsure if there was some
definite reason Ra’s al Ghul was entrusting him with this information, or if the ride on
the motor launch was longer than expected, and Ra’s simply wanted to pass the time.
“Egregiously out of date, or perhaps he had been misinformed. The fracturing in
those final years before the Soviet system collapsed, Ubu, there are valuable lessons to
be taken from it. In any case, Vasilevits knew nothing about missiles, but he did have
some curious information about Russian submarines…”

It began in the Batcave. The 43rd Science and Humanities Symposium wasn’t the
kind of shindig any crimefighter would have on his radar. Like a hundred events that
happen every day in Gotham, it was a big deal to the people involved, but not to the
world at large. I said how lucky it was Tim just happened to be one of those people,
and for once Bruce agreed. “Luck” isn’t something Batman acknowledges, as a rule, so
I figured there was more to come. There was. He didn’t mean it was lucky because
Tim’s involvement brought the symposium to our attention; he meant it was lucky
because Tim wouldn’t need a cover.
“He’s already a student at Hudson, he was already invited to attend, he’s already
picked out what sessions he’s attending and what papers he wants to hear. It was all
set in motion without our doing a thing, so it can’t arouse any suspicion because it
really is a normal part of Tim Drake’s life.”
I pointed out that Tim wasn’t just invited, he was preoccupied, if not obsessed, with
making a good impression on one of the attendees. He was out to impress a woman,
and I’d seen a few of those trainwrecks, up close and personal. They’re not pretty, and
if it happened to Tim with this E.J. Meadows, he might not be ready to snap back in a
second and take on minions.
Bruce’s response? “It’s crimefighting, he’ll be fine.”
Seriously, that was the basis for his confidence: It’s crimefighting.

“Astonishing, my lord,” Ubu said respectfully (although he saw nothing astonishing
or even interesting in the story so far).
“Is it not? The Russians were making hyper-accurate surveys of the underwater
canyons on the sea floor in preparation for some tactical nonsense which is not
pertinent to our cause. In the course of this misadventure, they discovered something
rather strange…

“Look, Selina, when I said we lucked out with Tim’s involvement, I meant because
we don’t have to concoct a story to insert him into the conference. But in a way, he’s
lucked out too. He’ll be there as Robin—not in costume, but on duty. Assessing his
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surroundings, the people, and the situation as a crimefighter. If he is on duty as Robin,
he'll be less likely to make a fool of himself. The focus of the crimefighter on his task.”
I stared.
The focus of the what on the what?
Again, I’d seen the trainwrecks. Men older and worldlier than Tim—some wearing
masks and power rings, mind you—reduced to the primal core that can scratch itself
and say “Ug,” and that’s about it. Bruce knew some of those guys, so I didn’t name
names or go into detail. I just said how, you know, ‘crimefighting’ isn’t exactly a
defense shield, and if the worst happened, if Tim crashed and burned in front of the
hot scientist…
His response? “Not worried.”
I stared.
“Because of the… focus… of the crimefighter… on his task?” I repeated, confirming it
piece by piece.
His answer? “I don’t want to talk about the Lorrimer Codex.”
“But I—”
“And I don’t want to talk about the Rothchild Coins.”
“I just—”
“Or the Carolinian Crown Jewels.”
“...”
“...”
“...”
And that’s how I wound up Angelica Laperm, Wayne Foundation suit, attending the
43rd Science and Humanities Symposium as Tim’s backup.

Ubu blanched as the motorlaunch slowed to a stop with no Desertas Islands in sight,
nor any oceanliner to take them further out to sea.
Everyone knew Atlantis technology was far advanced compared to the surface
world. Everyone knew they had air-breathers and water-breathers living side by side
on the ocean floor, because they could drain their city of water and pump it full of air.
Everyone knew that, but it was one thing to know and another to trust your lungs to it.
Everyone also knew what happened to those people in Sub Diego. They might be
American infidels and enemies of Ra’s al Ghul, but they had been air-breathing infidels
who were now water-breathing infidels that could no longer live on the land. Infidels
who could no longer live on land though no fault of their own, because they had been
exposed to a chemical agent that would cause their bodies to mutate if they were
submerged in water.
Ubu eyed his master carefully. He was bodyguard to Ra’s al Ghul. It could not be
the Great One’s intention to alter him unless Ra’s al Ghul himself planned to
permanently relocate to the ocean floor. That possibility was, of course, absurd.
The water’s surface was suddenly broken by a periscope.
“Ah, our ride,” Ra’s al Ghul said drolly.
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I was never the Luthor kind of villain. I’m not an idiot when it comes to science, but
I can’t sit down with an ounce of kryptonite, a roll of quarters, a car battery, and a
square of tin foil and expect to create a vortex that punches a hole in the space-time
continuum and hurls Superman back to 11th century England. Trying to pass myself
off as a world-class scientist among other world-class scientists did not seem practical.
Bruce had the idea of my being a suit. Wayne Enterprises and the Wayne
Foundation both funded scientific research, and it was financiers, not scientists, who
decided what projects to back.
It seemed a perfect cover—well, not perfect. Nothing about my going undercover
was my idea of a purr-anything. But once you accepted that I was going to do this
asinine thing, “Wayne Foundation suit” was as good as it was going to get. As soon as
the scientists realized I had the power to greenlight their research grants, they would
be eager to explain whatever it was they did. And if I did get something totally wrong,
they’d politely overlook it.
By the time I picked out a wig, Oracle had my bio and work history all mapped out
and documented. By the time I’d memorized it, she had me registered for the
conference and booked into the Hudson University Inn. And by the time I was
strapped down into Angelica Laperm’s body-type and squeezed into her dowdy
cocktail dress, Bruce decided how the Fop had hit on me my first year at the
Foundation Christmas party.

The sub descended, and so did Ubu's mood.
It would be heresy to suggest that Ra's al Ghul, light of the East, terror of the West,
apex of the age of Oneness through One Rule, was “a guy.” Ubu would be the last to
suggest such blasphemy. It was simply that Ra’s sometimes wished to talk, as nonimmortal non-godheads might. Ubu was at hand, so he talked to Ubu. The result was
that Ubu was privy to a fair amount of information that would ordinarily be confined
to inside the Demon Head’s... head. At the moment, on a sub that had been traveling
downward for quite some time, that information was not very comforting.
Since becoming aware of Atlantis, Ra’s had seen it as the holy grail of world
domination.
Its existence—and particularly its king—meant that 3/4 of the world’s surface was
already united under one established ruler. It was not merely reconciled to monarchy, it
embraced the rule of one man as its own right and true form of government, far superior
to those methods experimented with, with varied success, throughout the surface
world. It was always easier to supplant a recognized king, to sit on a warm throne, as
it were, than to convert a populace from another social order...

The first day of the symposium, there was nothing on the schedule but registration
and a cocktail party. I met the same sixty people twice and tried my best to stay
focused on them, as a group, rather than the two individuals who were actually
interesting. Tim had opted for this preppy urban casual look: broadcloth buttondown,
no jacket or tie—but a collar, and that gave him something to fuss with.
And fuss with.
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And fuss with.
I hadn’t intended to acknowledge him. He was just a student, and Angelica was a
Foundation suit on the prowl. He wouldn’t really interest her, and they wouldn’t have
much to talk about. But after twenty minutes of fidgeting, it didn’t matter what
“Angelica” wanted, I couldn’t take it. I went over, thinking I’d just briefly introduce
myself and then tell him to find something to do with his hands. But I hadn’t got any
farther than “Hi there, I’m An—” when he asked what I thought of his shirt.
“It’s nice,” I told him, breaking character. “How long did you spend picking it out?”
“Half hour,” he winced. “Is that too much? I don’t want to seem like I’m trying too
hard.”
I told him it was fine. I told him he was fine. And I tried to remind him, without
naming names, that he'd charmed the socks off some of the most dangerous women on
the planet. Know what he said when reminded he’d survived an overnight with
Shiva?
“Door! Oh man, I thought that was her coming through the door just now, but it’s
the other brunette with long hair. From Seattle, not Australia. E.J. Meadows is from
Australia. Where the kangaroos come from. Oh God, I didn’t say that out loud, did I?
I’m screwed.”
Now, if you can charm Shiva in your boxers at fourteen, you should be bulletproof
with a random scientist from Down Under, but the poor kid had gotten himself into
such a headspace. I had to get his mind off it.
“Tim, your problem is you’re not thinking of anything in this room, at this party, or
on this planet except for that woman. We need to loosen you up. Little game of Team
Larceny, juices up the dullest parties.”
“Team Larceny,” he said flatly.
“Right. The big surprise this season was the Roth-Beaumont wedding which
brought Gloria Beaumont and her canary diamonds over to the South Hampton Team.
Since the ruby pendant Lawrence Chandler bought for his mistress doesn’t count, since
she can’t wear it outside Beverly Hills, this could be a game changer.”
“What the heck are you talking about?”
“I'm trying to make you laugh, Timothy. Get some oxygen into your face muscles. It
will help.”
“Okay. Okay, I can do this. Sure, why not. Better than 'be yourself’ advice, right?
I’ll play.”
“Good. Who in this room is worth Kitty’s time?”
“No one. They’re science nerds. Nobody’s got canary diamonds and nobody’s got a
mistress.”
“Try harder. What do they have?”
“120-inch flat screen wall units that double as computer monitors, and instead of a
password, it detects who you are through proprietary facial recognition algorithms.”
“Please tell me you’re making that up, because you know B will have to have one in
each room.”
“Pretty sure WayneTech’s making the prototypes now. He’ll be—door. New door, I
mean legs door, I mean... That one’s her. She just came in the door. And oh boy, look
at... legs. All the pictures I saw were neck up. Didn’t figure on legs.”
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“Okay then, I’m going to leave you to it. Good luck, kiddo. Remember: Shiva,
boxers, fourteen, bulletproof.”
I circulated, filled up my dance card for sessions to attend the next morning, and
tried not to notice one of the professors going up to Tim and walking him up to E.J.
Meadows. I tried not to notice, it was none of Angelica’s business, but, well, I’m
human.
From what I heard, it took him two tries to get his name right. Then he gave the
helpful mnemonic that it was Drake like the duck, so it was like “Chuck the duck”
except Chuck is from Charles and his name wasn’t Charles. It was Tim. Which rhymes
with swim, and ducks do that, so, y’know…
So much for the Shiva-Boxers-Fourteen-Bulletproof theory.
“So it’s really more like not-Chuck the duck.”
First time I met that boy, we were in masks and there was a Vermeer on the line,
silent alarm was tripped and I was in a hurry. I clonked him on the head with my
whip handle. I was starting to feel very, very bad about that.

Through the second leg of the under sea journey, Ubu recalled Ra’s explaining the
second attraction of Atlantis, which lay in the surface world that was his principal goal:
The great cities of every great civilization were, without exception, built upon its
trading centers. On a planet all but covered with water, that nearly always meant
ports. When Ra’s al Ghul controlled the seas, island nations like England would
become infinitely more biddable. “Although that is hardly worth what it used to be,”
the Great One hastened to add. “If only we had learned of it—Ubu, put this parchment
somewhere we won't forget it—a hundred years sooner.”
Even the Detective’s city relied on the rivers that first gave it commercial life.
Controlling the seas would not guarantee the conquest of Gotham, but it would
certainly tip the balance heavily in Ra’s favor.
Of course, Ra’s added lightly, actual conquest of Atlantis was not on the immediate
horizon. Before that milestone could be reached, he would have infinitely more power
over Gotham and her protector. So much so, that the ability to choke off her river trade
would be a superfluous luxury.

..:: Bruce Wayne,::.. the sexy voice graveled in my ear piece.
“Secure the line, Handsome,” I laughed.
..:: That how you talk to your boss, Ms. Laperm? ::..
“Give it a rest, Bruce. This might be Angelica’s cell phone, but I’m on the roof.
Nobody can hear.”
There was a click, and I knew the line was secure. Then…
..:: How were the morning sessions? ::..
“That’s why I’m calling. This last one was mind numbing. Couldn’t follow a word
of it, and with nothing to do but sit there and look interested, I started working
through something I heard earlier, the first paper I went to. Working through it from a
villain perspective, I mean.”
..:: The villain persp…?::..
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“Well look, I’m not the Ra’s type, I admit, but I do know the mindset. And I had
time on my hands. I really think I’ve cracked it.”
There was a long pause. The bat-disapproval was palpable, which is always fun, but
I really hadn’t meant to bait Psychobat. I waited, and eventually he grunted.
“Okay, well, they said they had evidence to support the theory that a release of
frozen methane from the ocean fifty-five million years ago was responsible for an
abrupt warming of the Earth that had a devastating effect on deep-sea life.”
..:: This is the paper you couldn't follow?::..
“No, this is the one I DID follow, the first one. The scientists concluded that the
escape of methane hydrates caused ocean temperatures to soar by seven to fourteen
degrees over a 1,000-year period, a factor contributing to the rapid evolution of more
advanced species on land, but causing the die-off of half the deep-sea species.”
..:: Granted. How is that suggestive from a ‘villain perspective?’::..
“It’s not. It’s just… Tim got off to a very rocky start with E.J. Meadows, and I spent
half the night patting his back: ‘There-there, live to fight another day.’ In the course of
which, he told me about his paper where he quoted this woman’s research, and it was
methane hydrate too, using it as an energy source. Apparently it produces less carbon
dioxide than other fossil fuels, proper production could reduce carbon dioxide
emissions blah-blah-blah on a global basis. Except this stuff adds stability to the ocean
floor, so drilling to get it out, not such a hot idea.”
..:: Enter the villain perspective, take what you want and undersea ecosystems be damned.::..
“No. No, nothing that ‘Bwahaha’ evil. Are you going to let me tell this or not?”
..:: Go on. ::..
“It’s two reminders of all the resources they have down there. Two reminders in a
really short span of time, and in between, I'm being stalked by this Roger Genk, a nonetoo-clean gentleman that wants you to fund his bio-fuel project. Claims he's a decade
up on the rest of the world in—I'm not making this up—pig poop. Now, I get the idea
on these bio-fuels, I really do. Whatever the local waste product is, that's what we use.
If they grow bananas, it’s banana waste. If they raise livestock, it’s pig poop. ‘Genk’s
manure methanator is lightyears ahead of anyone else’s,’ but I was having breakfast,
and you know what I’m like before coffee.”
..:: I do, and I can see where the villain perspective enters the picture.::..
“Quite. Snarl-Hiss-Growl. ‘A generous grant from Bruce Wayne could corner the
agro-waste market within the decade. No one else can give you that kind of
guarantee. I wouldn't even bother talking to that banana-waste crowd if I were you.
Oh sure, they talk a good game with their methanol concentrators, but at what cost Ms.
Laperm? Ask yourself... at what cost?’”
..:: … ::...
“You can say that again. So I get away, listen to this first session about the hydrates
in the sea floor, borderline interesting stuff, fits in with what Tim said last night about
Meadows. Fine. I leave that room, have to duck into the ladies’ toilet because Genk is
there again, waiting for me, and now he’s got a brochure. But I dodged him, I made it
into the second session, and I... I don’t know how to describe it. There were slides,
there was PowerPoint, there was Latin, there was a cross-section of a yam, I think. I
may have actually fallen into a coma at one point. Anyway, I’m sitting there, bored out
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of my mind for over an hour, when the last coherent thing I heard was ‘sea floor,’ and
it… it started me thinking about Aquaman.”
..:: Arthur? ::..
“Yeah. Look, we’re assuming Ra’s is after the research on these bio-fuels from the
local pig poop and whatever, right? Well, villain perspective: where’s the payoff in
that? How do you monopolize something that anybody can make themselves? Well…
What if they don't know they can? I’m thinking of all those resources they have on the
sea floor. If you had a base in Atlantis or somewhere, you could pass off something
like this banana-fuel as a rare commodity you pumped out of the ocean, something
only you could mine and supply.”
..:: Plausible. ::..
“And Arthur did say there was sort of a confluence of events keeping him from
getting home. He didn’t think it was a diversion, but—”
..:: But he doesn’t know Ra’s. ::..
“Exactly. Villain 101: keep the hero busy over here while you do your thing over
there. It’s Aquaman, so a diversion would be ’just like Batman, except with fish.’”
..::Hardly. Black Manta or Orca—::..
“No, that’s Lex talking. Ra’s would never want to involve other villains if he could
help it.”
..::Something diplomatic then, that’s the best way to keep Arthur occupied. Especially
dealing with surfacers. He knows it's a part of the job, but he doesn't like it.::..
“Bruce, you’re over thinking this. It’s Ra’s. He hasn’t had a new idea since the
goatee.”
..:: ’Just like Batman, except with fish?’ ::..
“In my professional bad girl opinion, yes!”

The third feature of Atlantis of particular interest to Ra’s al Ghul (as Ra's had
explained it to Ubu while taking the waters at the sulfur spring the day of the blood
moon): it was remote. The surface world knew little of it, almost nothing, in fact, apart
from what it chose to reveal. U.S. and Soviet intelligence efforts—apart from Leontii
Vasilevits, who had no inkling of his information’s significance—as well as DEMON's
own efforts, had all proved equally futile.
This aspect of Atlantean secrecy, so infuriating from the outside, would be the
greatest possible advantage from the inside. Since the world knew nothing of its true
science and resources, one could pass off whatever one wished as Atlantean rather
than reveal a less-savory provenance.
Yes, the time would come to conquer Atlantis and take full advantage of those other
aspects Ra's had expounded upon at such length, but for now, this last consideration
was all he needed.
Atlantean isolation. Atlantean secrecy. Atlantean remoteness.
And to make use of that, he needn’t set foot in the city itself.

The afternoon papers I attended were as dull as the morning’s. There was a banquet
that night, which I wanted to skip but Tim made me promise I would be there for
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moral support. But then he walked through the door with E.J. Meadows, the two of
them laughing and smiling like old pals. I decided the Wayne Foundation was fiercely
interested in the potential of methane hydrate and I drifted over to introduce myself.
When I was close enough to get the gist of the conversation (Dr. Meadows just bought
a kit to build herself a computer, which she had never done before, while Tim has built
three), Tim met my eyes and I understood I was free to go. Moral support was no
longer required, and solicitous hovering would not be appreciated.
I left.
Outside the inn, there was a line of busses waiting to take the scientists to Robinson
Park after dinner. A special program had been arranged at the planetarium. Now, it
wasn’t dusk yet and it was at least an hour before Batman would be lurking, so I
decided to check the busses out myself. The trip to the planetarium was the only time
the scientists would be leaving the Hudson campus as a group, it was a perfect
opportunity to—
I felt a light sting in my shoulder. Before I could process light sting turning into sharp
pain, my fingers were going numb and the ground was spinning. I felt my knees
buckle. I just worked out there was a needleish dart sticking out of my right shoulder,
when it all got too fuzzy to focus.
I remember thinking the one bus driver was at an angle to have fired the dart.
I remember wondering if DEMON had replaced the drivers.
And I remember not being able to move while faces swam above me, one of them
bending down to read my name tag, and the words “Wayne” and “Wayne
Foundation” repeated in an accent I couldn’t identify.
Then… nothing.

The Lazarus Pit, that was the one hope Ubu could cling to. Maybe he could not
conquer every last doubt about The Great One’s unknown plan, maybe he could not
absolutely convince himself if he focused only on the absurdity of Ra’s al Ghul
choosing to become a water-breather. But Ubu could breathe easy, so to speak, if he
factored in the Lazarus Pit.
Even if it were possible that The Demon’s Head might, in a moment of Pit-induced
madness, consider abandoning the surface world and focusing all his efforts on
conquering the wet portion of the planet first, even if, in the grip of such an idea, he
would consider for the briefest second that underwater bases could best be manned by
water-breathing minions, and even if for some reason unknown and unknowable, The
Demon’s Head decided that he himself (and therefore his bodyguard Ubu) should also
become water-breathers, he would never, never, never abandon the life-giving force of
the Lazarus Pit.
Perhaps a few minions, here or there, might be mutated for the cause, but Ra’s al
Ghul himself must remain as he was. And as long as The Great One remained an airbreathing, land-based lifeform, Ubu would as well.
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CHAPTER 6: FISHY BACK
On the far side of the world, in the walled medieval city that Vlad Tepes once called
home, the gypsy fortuneteller Dika Lazarovic knew nothing about a science
symposium in far away Gotham City. She knew nothing of Tim Drake, a.k.a. Robin,
the Batman’s sidekick. She knew nothing of the cluster of bio-fuel experts who were
attending this one particular gathering of scientists, held this one particular year at
Hudson University where Tim Drake was a freshman. And she knew nothing of the
subroutines in the Batcave computers, where Tim happened to be investigating one of
the conference attendees in such a way that it brought the event to Batman’s attention
at the very moment he learned Ra’s al Ghul was active in Gotham. Dika only knew
that The Demon’s Head was a monster who preyed on her people. It was all she
needed to know.
Thus, when he came to have his fortune told, she kept silent about the omens that
hovered over him like a dark cloud. Ill Chance was hungry and Nemesis needed to
feed. The ambitions of Ra’s al Ghul had grown proud and plump, a rich ragout for
Coincidence and Fate. Ill Fortune was poised to feast on his grandiose dreams, and
rather than warning him as a good seer should, she smiled beguilingly. She said the
Fates took an eager interest in his endeavors—she did not say they did so the way a
wolf takes an interest in a rabbit.
When he was gone, she called forth her father’s black magic. The dark arts are not
evil, he taught her. That is the misconception of superstitious and cowardly minds.
Dark is the power of the night, it can be used for good or ill, depending on the user.
Surely, no darkness aimed at Ra’s al Ghul could be evil. So she called on the Darkness,
on the power of the moon and the stars and the entities of the night, on passion,
dreams, and wind.
Ra’s al Ghul, and all connected to him, would meet the fates they so richly deserved.

“When a man knows he is to be hanged in a fortnight, it concentrates his mind wonderfully.”
That’s Samuel Johnson. Ra’s probably knew him. The quote wasn’t exactly on my
mind when I woke up in the planetarium, but I would think of it later, when it was
over. At that moment though, my waking was the proof of it. A drug hangover isn’t
something you just blink away—unless you are chained in the base of a star ball with a
brick of C4 sitting beside you. If you are, you’ll find the ticking of the timer on that
detonator concentrates your mind wonderfully.
Now, even before Bruce got chatty one day and decided to explain all he knew about
C4, the fact is, I knew a good bit already. I prefer the more elegant ways to open a safe
than blowing a hole in it, but everyone in the business isn't that high road. And if they
do it, you have to know how to do it. More to the point, you have to know how to undo
it, just in case you're thrown into the path of someone playing with explosives they
don't completely understand. So I do know my way around a bomb. Unfortunately,
this was a DEMON bomb, which meant there wasn’t a nice, digital timer counting
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down, like Bruce Willis and Kiefer Sutherlan always get. There was just ticking, and I
had no damn clue how long it would go on ticking before BOOM. So new plan: no
defuse, just get free and run!
But again, DEMON. So the cuffs on my wrists and ankles were those bracelet things
out of a Karloff movie. Not as easy to pick as you might think, and they’re a lot smaller
than you’d expect. I don’t think I have pudgy wrists, and those things were tight!
Anyway, I managed to get my ankles free. Angelica has fabulous taste in
accessories, Kittlemeier’s best lockpicks stowed neatly inside her barrette. I didn’t
waste time on my wrists, I just stumbled out of there—emphasis on “stumbled.” Twothirds of it was the tranquilizer still in my system, I’m sure, but that other
third… When I tried to stand, my foot caught soft-and-mushy instead of solid floor,
and then it hit small-and-crumbly. I was halfway out when I realized I’d been lying in
a rat’s nest of shirts, towels, hairbrushes, and plastic cups—Really!
There was no time to work out why, even if my brain was capable of any thought
beyond GET OUT! I made it to my feet, balance be damned, and climbed out of the
pit. The auditorium was empty, so I ran for the fire door. At least it felt like running.
It certainly wasn’t feline speed or feline grace, but it was as close to running as I could
manage in my condition. I made it outside, and the tour busses from the Inn were
sitting there, idling. The one nearest me, I could make out that there were passengers
inside who weren’t getting out (or who weren’t being allowed to get out). And I saw
one of those DEMON drivers had the baggage doors open.
It might seem like good news, but it wasn’t. As soon as I saw the minions, a part of
me realized that the bomb inside was not scant seconds from detonating, and as soon
as I had that thought, the hangover hit like a truck. I was dizzy, I was nauseous, my
forehead felt very, very heavy—but only on the right side, so it seemed like my head
kept tilting that way, pulling me forward and to the side, which made it very hard to
work out which way the ground was. Plus, this awful headache was congealing
behind my eyes and pushing all the way down into my teeth, which made it very hard
to concentrate on anything.
It wasn’t feline stealth, but I managed to hide in the baggage compartment of Bus #3
before the door closed. There wasn’t a lot of luggage in there, but there was enough
‘stuff’ of an indiscriminate nature to wedge myself behind and get some cover. I sat
there for about a minute before I started to fade. I was lurched awake when the bus
began to move. Not sure how much time had passed. Then I was lurched again later,
must’ve been fading again, when I heard this distant explosion. Still not sure if that
part was real or if I dreamed it.

A plague of coincidence. That’s what the power of Dika’s ancestors called down on
the Demon’s Head. Anything that could go either way would go against the interests
of Ra’s al Ghul. It was not the most satisfying of curses. It was not seeing his penis
wither, his bones crack, his houses burn, and his legions drowned in their own blood.
Yet it was an appropriate curse for a man who would make himself a god: A plague of
coincidence. Anything that could happen by chance would happen against the designs
and interests of Ra’s al Ghul. It would seem as though the gods themselves were
against him. Fate, Chance, Destiny, whatever glories he had tried to drape himself in
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before his followers must now, surely, be seen to have abandoned him. Could there be
a worse torment for a man who would lead men? Abandoned by the gods. Would his
followers notice? And whether they did or did not, surely Ra’s al Ghul would fear
their noticing.
No, it was not seeing his penis wither or his houses burn, but it would do.

When I came to, my first priority was to get those Bride of the Mummy cuffs off my
wrist. There wasn’t a lot of light in that baggage compartment, but fortunately, picking
a lock is about touch and resistance. It’s instinct more than anything. I got my wrists
free and then, for a long time—for what seemed like a long time—I tried to figure out
what was going on out there. It did feel like we were moving, sorta, but it didn’t feel
like it had before. At first I thought it was just the lack of a hangover, but eventually I
realized that, not only was the movement different, I didn’t hear an engine.
It was a risk, but I worked on springing the door. When I got out… well, “free
wrists” didn’t seem like such an accomplishment.

“Arthur, the fact is that they’re GONE, all of the scientists attending the symposium
and Selina and Tim! The last communication I had from Selina, she thought your
diversion was connected to ours.”
The face that formerly looked down from the oversize viewscreen in the Batcave
now looked up from a tiny one in the Batmobile.
..:: Bruce, I appreciate that you’re upset. I just don’t understand what you—or she—are
basing this on.::..
“Neither do I,” Batman admitted wearily, slowing the car before it turned onto the
access ramp. “She works differently, Arthur. She thinks differently. She gets an idea,
god knows where: ‘just like Batman, except with fish’ and she runs with it.”
..:: Just like…except with fish?::.. Arthur repeated incredulously.
“Don’t ask. Look, the point is she’s GONE, and under the circumstances, I’m giving
her theory the benefit of the doubt.”
The ramp between the Sterling garage and the subway station wound downward,
leading eventually to the satellite cave’s hangar under the Wayne Tower. Batman
muted Arthur while he gave the VOX commands to transfer the call to the cave’s
workstation. There wasn’t much that could be called evidence at the site of the
planetarium explosion or at the university conference center, but he’d harvested all he
could and brought the samples to this cave instead of the manor. He told himself it
was the better choice because it was closer. But he knew the extra minutes of travel
time were irrelevant. He simply didn’t want to see Alfred. With Selina and Tim both
missing, he really didn’t want to face Alfred.
Arthur’s image was waiting for him on the satellite cave’s viewscreen as he mounted
the stairs from the Batmobile hangar.
“Unmute,” he barked.
..:: Well, it’s true that circumstances kept me from returning to Atlantis for several weeks,::..
Arthur continued as if there had been no interruption. …:: But I’m back now, and I’m
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telling you, the city is fine. There is no DEMON incursion, no mysterious incidents that
happened in my absence. There is nothing happening that could possibly relate to your case. If
what happened with the whales and all the rest of it was a deliberate attempt to keep me
occupied far from Atlantean waters, there is absolutely no evidence that it was Ra’s al Ghul
behind it.::..
“What about the box you found off Fiji?”
..:: Electronic.::..
“So it’s surface made. Sea technologies are based on magnetic and gravitational
fields, not electrical ones, correct? If the box uses electricity, then it’s from the surface.”
..:: That doesn’t mean it’s DEMON, Bruce. It doesn’t even mean it was intended to upset the
whales, or if it was, it doesn’t mean the purpose of upsetting them was to bring me to that part
of the ocean. My experts are looking into it, and I’ve left samples for you at the Watchtower,
but—::..
“Later. Arthur, I know it’s not logical. I know it’s not hard evidence. But I know in
my gut that Selina was right. I know these events are connected. The timing of it, your
diversions began soon after the chess set was lent, initiating the Wayne kidnapping. It
all fits.”
..:: If it does, if you’re right, Bruce, what was the point of it?::..
“Ask me again in ten minutes, once I’ve confirmed this material from the
planetarium debris is what I think it is.”

Most scientists know far more about the world beyond the petri dish than popular
culture gives them credit for. Those who were currently the prisoners of Ra’s al Ghul
realized the notorious terrorist had taken them for their expertise. And they realized
that an unlucky non-expert who happened to be among them when they were taken
would likely be seen as having no value and killed, so they banded together to pass
Tim off as a prodigy.
Raised in a think tank, according to Dr. Matthews.
Got his first PhD at fourteen, added Dr. Hernandez.
Had a research grant on the mutation of E.coli before most kids get a driver’s license,
Dr. Pelligrew mentioned.
Tim could have done without E.J. Meadows’s contribution that she had worked with
his parents at the Finston Institute. That really seemed to put them on equal footing,
and a woman who palled around with your mom wasn’t a good ask for the Beyonce
concert. But that little worry was backburnered for the duration. Right now, E.J.
Meadows was just another hostage, and his job was to keep them all alive. It was odd
that they had the same attitude about him… and that was really the downside of living
the kind of life he had lived.
Anyone’s first time in a life-or-death situation, their focus is entirely on it. Once
you’ve spent as much time in peril as Tim had, there is room for background
thought. In this case: E.J. Meadows, the irony of the scientists circling round to save
him with this teen prodigy story, and the growing evidence that he was destined for
the alter ego of “The Trekker.”
Ironically, it was the minions themselves foisting the last thought on him. He was
trying to determine exactly how many DEMONs there were guarding them. There
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were between twelve and sixteen in the room with them at any given time, but they
had passed three along the rail and two on the stairs as they were marched down from
the busses. Tim couldn’t work out if any of those three were now in the room, and
therefore one of the fifteen—no, now it was sixteen—that he’d already counted. He
also couldn’t be sure if certain minions who came and went were the same ones he’d
already counted, or if they represented additional troops elsewhere.
The problem was that they all dressed alike. There were only three variations in the
uniform, which was how he began classifying them. Yellow checkered head dress
leaves, blue one returns, you can at least be sure it’s a different guy…. It was when he
realized he was classifying those slight variations in the DEMON uniform as
“command, support, and red shirts” that the dejected non-crimefighter in the back of
Tim Drake’s brain resigned itself to the ugly truth: he was a Trekker.

The last time we fought Ra’s, Bruce rigged up a shipping company to intercept the
minions the Hairdo was trying to smuggle into Gotham. One of the sillier terms I
learned in the course of that adventure was “fishy back.” Most merchandise ultimately
reaches its destination by truck. If the trailers are pre-loaded and sent by train, so all
they have to do is come off the flatbed and hook up to an eighteen-wheeler, it’s called
piggy back. If the pre-loaded trailers are sent by air, it’s birdie back. And if by sea?
Fishy back.
The three Hudson University tour busses I’d seen idling outside the hotel were all
there, along with several shipping containers on the open deck of a carrier. Where we
were was anybody’s guess. Lots of water in every direction—and absolutely nothing
else. The good news: there didn’t seem to be any minions nearby. The bad news: the
scientists were nowhere in sight, either. I checked the busses anyway, since there was
no one around. Sure enough, there was a spent gas canister in each. No real surprise
there. Presumably they loaded everybody onto the busses and left the Inn as planned.
Continue to the expected destination by the expected route, nothing to raise anybody’s
suspicions or cause any commotion in the middle of the Gotham streets. By the time
they reached the planetarium, everybody is out. Unload Angelica Laperm and leave
her there chained to a bomb (that part I couldn’t quite figure out yet), and then drive
your sleeping prisoners to the dock and load them, busses and all, onto the escape
barge. It was totally Ra’s. For the rest of us, a crime in Gotham is just that. For him,
it’s an assault on The Detective’s City, and he tends to go all Blofeld with the overplotted stratagasms.
After the busses, I searched as much of the ship as I could without being seen.
Would have felt better in costume, but I managed. I finally found the scientists in what
looked like the crew’s mess. Tim was with them, and from what I could see, they were
passing him off as one of them. It occurred to me that they probably left Angelica for
dead because she’s not a scientist. No use to Ra’s plan, so they left her behind in an
explosion to be a definite BODY—bits of a body—in all the debris. Scientists go to the
planetarium, planetarium blows up, scientists dead. Detective won’t come looking…
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No, scratch that last part. Ra’s has to know “scientists dead” in Batman’s city,
Batman WILL come looking. And will find, and will stuff every bit of planetarium
shrapnel down his demon throat.
Unless… Unless he underestimated Bruce, which would not be unprecedented, and
thought he was going to take us where Batman couldn’t find us. We were in the middle
of an ocean, and I felt that sick nausea all over again as I thought back to my last
conversation with Bruce. What if Ra’s wasn’t just planning to pass off some pig-poop
miracle fuel as a substance he mined from the ocean floor? What if he planned to
actually make it there? What if we were all headed for an undersea work camp he’d
cooked up, thinking there’s no possible way to escape?

“As I thought,” Batman bristled, turning from the particle analyzer. “There’s a
conspicuous amount of plastic, soap, and cotton fiber in the debris, consistent with the
towels and toiletries at the Hudson University hotel.”
..:: I don’t see the significance,::.. Arthur said blandly.
“Ra’s has an 8th Century mindset, but he is aware the modern world exists. It’s one
of his principal complaints. He doesn’t like it, but he is aware. He’ll have heard of
trace DNA from the rubble of explosions used to identify the victims. He’ll have heard
of the microsamples that can be harvested now, from just touching a railing or sipping
from a glass.”
..::I’m familiar with it,::.. Aquaman spat viciously.
“I apologize,” Bruce said, veering from the painful subject. “My point is, the
technology exists. Ra’s will know of it, but that doesn’t mean he understands it. So he
has his men go through the hotel and take things from the scientists’ rooms: the towels
they’ve used, shirts they’ve worn, soap, cups, toothbrushes. And he thinks if they
leave these items in an explosion, it will look as if the scientists were killed in the blast.
Now you should ask the question you had before.”
..:: If Ra’s is behind my diversions as well as yours, if he was the one sending me all over the
Pacific that way, presumably to keep me away from Atlantis, what was the goal? ::..
“And here’s our answer. It’s not simple holding onto one captive for more than few
days, let alone sixty. Sixty leading scientists from almost thirty different countries?
Thirty different governments to fend off, all demanding their release? It’s impossible. It
can’t be done—unless the world believes your prisoners to be dead. This DNA dodge
has accomplished that, he thinks, but that illusion can’t be sustained if his prisoners
show up on Google Earth. Think about it, Arthur, think about it from a ‘villain
perspective’: where can you hide more than fifty men where they will never be seen,
will have no possible means of escape…”
…:: And will be dependent on you for the very air they breathe, which would certainly make
them more cooperative as a work force. Yes, I see your point. Atlantis would be ideal for the
purpose, but Bruce, like I said, he isn’t here.::..
“Can you be sure?”
..:: I’m as sure as you would be if we were talking about Gotham. ::..
Batman grunted.
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It was official: Ra’s had gone fullbore Blofeld on us. And heading for an undersea
base with no possible means of escape was now the best-case scenario.
There were about two dozen minions guarding the scientists now. Two dozen that I
could see from my vantage point, anyway. Four of them bothered me. They had that
twitchy look, like Joker when he’s got a ha-ha-larious idea. And one of them had a box,
a little larger than a paperback, hanging from his neck by a thick, braided cord.
Two of the non-twitchy minions left and returned a minute later, rolling in a
television on one of those squeaky-wheel dollies. On the lower shelf of said dolly sat
the cutting edge of badguy tech, circa 1974: a VHS player. The minion with the box
came forward, the rest of them parting like the red sea before him as he moved. When
he got to the television, he took the box off his neck and handed it off to the head
minion, after which, no sea-parting for him. Head minion opened the box like it’s the
holy-of-holies, and out comes… yep, a VHS tape. TV on, tape goes in the machine,
and—predictably at this point—there was the Hairdo, scowling just like the king on his
chess set.
He introduced himself like he was the new host of Masterpiece Theatre, and then
proceeded to welcome the scientists to the service of the DEMON. The world believed
them dead; they could entertain no hope of rescue. Indeed, in a sense, they were dead,
for their lives as they had known them, up until this very moment when they beheld
the countenance of Ra’s al Ghul, those lives were indeed over. But just as he
triumphed over death and lived again on emerging from his Lazarus Pit, they too were
now born again into new lives in the DEMON cult.
I hate to speak for sixty strangers, but I think it’s fair to say we were all equally
horrified. But except for me and Tim, everyone else’s horror seemed to crescendo on
the last words, and then relax. Everyone who didn’t know Ra’s thought he had
finished. Tim and I knew better.
“Were any of you the product of civilized societies,” he wheezed, “it would not be
necessary to mar this glorious day with the making of unseemly threats. You will
eventually come to understand that the ways of the DEMON are not the ways of the
thug. Alas, you are all, despite your superior intelligence, tainted by the diseased
West. The Demon’s Head must therefore proceed with you as he would with a fine
thoroughbred who has known only the whip of inferior trainers.
“Among your own people, there have been visionaries who recognize the defilement
of this planet by your countrymen. In the city you just left, Poison Ivy, though a
woman, has made great strides in avenging the wrongs to your environment. On the
far coast of that same country, one Anton Geist recognized that your global warming is
melting the ice caps, the oceans are rising, and in time, the land will be gone. ‘One way
or another,’ as he put it so succinctly ‘we will all be underwater.’”
I don’t know which was more pathetic: Ivy and Geist held up as the visionaries of
the West, or Ra’s singling out anyone’s oratory as “succinct.”
“Knowing that man would become extinct with the new deluge, Geist introduced a
genetic anomaly into the water supply of San Diego, a self-replicating strand of DNA
that converted the respiratory, auditory, ocular, and muscular systems to a marinebased model. In other words, he changed the people of Sub Diego into waterbreathers.
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“Mr. Geist has recently come into my employ, much as all of you have just done, and
at my bidding, he has reproduced his earlier efforts. You have all ingested the
mutating agent, just as the people of San Diego did, and like those who were
submerged during the earthquake, should you breathe in water, you too will find
yourselves permanently altered and unable to return to the land.”
Ra’s paused. The twitchy minion who had the box around his neck now stood apart
from the other three. The three produced what looked like seltzer canisters and
emptied the streams into his face. He just STOOD THERE, taking it, and when it was
over, he proceeded to fall onto the floor and flop around like a dying fish. He
spasmed, he convulsed, he gasped, he screamed, and then… he just stopped.
“Pray, keep this demonstration in mind as you contemplate your futures.
Cooperation will bring rewards. Escape is not only impossible, it brings the risk of
certain death, as y—”
Benefit of the doubt, “…as you have seen” and Ubu was a little fast on the stop
button.
Then again, knowing Ra’s, it’s quite possible he never grasped that the video tape
was a fixed length and no minion would dare tell him he’d run out of time.
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CHAPTER 7: GAMBIT DECLINED
Fun fact: a DEMON minion that needs to take a leak has exactly the same tells (and
exactly the same narrowed focus) as a museum guard in the same position. There’s
this little torque in their stride when they start to walk. Once you've seen it twice, you
can’t mistake it for anything else. Starts in the right thigh if they're right handed, left if
they're left handed.
I had followed the body once the seltzer-squirting minions dragged their excolleague out of the mess. I guess I hoped the dead-fish minion would jump to his feet
once he was out of view of the hostages, dust himself off, and have a laugh with the
others about their poor marksmanship with a canister of fizz. I hoped the whole grisly
scene would be proven a hoax, a demonstration for the scientists’ benefit and not the
gruesome murder-suicide it seemed. Wishful thinking, I know, but... But there was
something more than that, something I couldn’t put my finger on. Something bothered
me about the whole thing, beyond the obvious horror.
The body did not jump to his feet, however. The minions went on dragging him
until they came to the stairs, and then they picked him up and carried him out of my
line of sight. I abandoned my air duct and got to the top of the stairs by another route,
caught up with them coming up out of the hatch. There, they promptly crossed the
deck and tossed the corpse over the rail without so much as a “we commit this body to
the deep.”
I really thought my opinion of Ra’s couldn’t get any lower, but that did it. I mean,
okay, Joker is worse. Today, tomorrow, and always, Joker is worse. It’s not like
anyone can unseat him on the dangerous, mean, and downright evil throne. Jack
wouldn’t need a reason half this practical to off a henchman—or half a dozen
henchmen, for that matter. Snuffing a single one for something as practical as an “obey
or die” demonstration to keep the hostages in line, that would probably strike him as
constipated. Pathetically in-the-box thinking, unworthy of the name of villainy. But at
least Joker would a) have the balls to do it himself instead of staffing it out to the guy’s
buddies, and b) once he did go on a “Just 'cause it’s Thursday” killing spree, any
henchmen who survived the slaughter would bow their fucking heads for a minute
before tossing the bodies overboard. And even if that last is technically a bit of
conjecture on my part, I know for a fact that they’ll take that minute to raise their
glasses to the deceased the next time they hit the Iceberg. They’ll call for a moment of
silence and ask everyone to drink a toast to Hilarity Hank, Wide Tooth Tipling, Smiley
Stevens, or Dental Plan Dan. They would NOT toss those men over the rail like a used
sandwich wrapper.
Or, in the case of the minions of the SS Hairdo, toss them overboard like a sandwich
wrapper with a good half of a Katz pastrami still inside. That’s judging by the fins I
saw approaching the ship once the late minion’s body hit the water.
I looked away, disgusted, and that’s when I noticed one of the Demons doing that
little torque walk that means my visit to the Impressionist wing is about to get a whole
lot easier. I couldn’t believe my luck! I was looking at a Ra’s flunky that, within a
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minute or two, was going to separate himself from his buddies and be walking alone
with no more awareness of his surroundings than a museum guard with a full
bladder. I followed, I waited, I cursed the lack of drugged claws in Angelica’s hair
barrette, and then, deciding the minion was a little tall for a traditional sleeper hold, I
opted for a bokator variation Sensei taught me. I hadn’t used it in years, the claws are
just more efficient, but it’s like riding a bike. Once you've done it twice, it comes back
before Abdul can get to his dagger.
Minion dispatched, I took his clothes and left him tied up in Angelica’s baggage
compartment in bus 3. Then I headed back to the mess. I was still taped down into
Angelica’s double-A Victor/Victoria body, so for once, my lack of complexity wasn’t an
issue. The headdress covered enough of my face that I could risk it, and I'd noticed the
minions didn’t talk among themselves in front of the hostages, so I wouldn’t have to
worry about my voice. The only worry, amazingly, was my thin, hairless wrists, which
I hid as best I could by carrying a box. I worked my way slowly and quietly to the back
of the room, and in my peripheral vision, I saw Tim was doing the same. I was dying
to know how he made me, but we had little time and other priorities. I figured I'd find
out later.
“Boy, glad to see you,” he whispered as soon as I was close enough to hear. “I didn’t
know if you'd made it out of Gotham, and it seems like we’re too far out to use O-Com
without a booster. But look, if I can get some alone time in the radio room, I know I
can rig something up. Bounce off the satellite or even tap into the League system in
Atlantis, 'cause assuming this is the Atlantic, we should be close, right?”
I blinked. Alone time in the radio room to bounce an OraCom signal off a satellite?
What did he think this was, Mission Impossibat?
“Look, if you can get to a radio or something before me,” he babbled on, “we've got
to find out if a guy called Anton Geist is still in custody. I think if he'd escaped I'd have
heard something about it. But y'know, I don’t always, eh... I'm not exactly B, and I
don’t always keep up with every report and read through every single bulletin as
thoroughly as I should.”
That’s the mythos in action. Even someone like Tim can buy into it: The Uber-Bat,
Batman the omniscient and infallible. “I'm not exactly B” because it is theoretically
possible that Ra’s broke Anton Geist out of prison and I didn’t know about it.
“Tim, I saw the demonstration,” I told him, so he wouldn’t have to explain about
Geist. “I’ll find out what I can, but in the meantime, do you have any idea when you—
or we—were exposed, assuming it’s true that we were?”
“I dunno,” Tim said darkly. “If the stuff is ingested, it would have to have been at
one of the banquets. We were on our own for breakfast and lunch, and everybody
drank something different at the cocktail party. The dinners were really the only
chance they had to get to all of us putting it in food. But if it’s airborne, then they
could have got us at any time, although my guess is they would have done it on the
bus rather than expose a bunch of hotel staff with us. Not that Ra’s cares about waiters
and bus boys, but it'd be a trail that could expose what he'd done. Couple months from
now, one of them goes swimming and all of a sudden they stop breathing air, that’s
gonna be noticed.”
“I agree,” I said quietly.
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I’ll admit I'm a selfish bitch. Worried as I was about Tim and the others, my first
concern was for myself. I had attended the first dinner, but not the second. I hadn’t
been gassed with the others on the bus, but I had been in that baggage compartment
for part of their journey, and I had no idea how much air it might share with the
passenger section. If an airborne agent was introduced in the buses once I was inside,
it was possible I'd been exposed. If it was in the food at the first dinner, it was a
certainty. I admit it, I'm selfish. The risk of becoming a water-breather blotted out
every other consideration, for a moment. Suffer some little mishap, suck in a little
water, and be torn away from my life in Gotham? From Bruce and Alfred, from the
Catitat, from prowling… For a moment, it just seemed too awful to even contemplate.
All I could think of was Lorena, the woman I'd met in Sub Diego when I made that
delivery for Aquaman.
And that’s when it hit me: Lorena. That’s what had been bothering me since Ra’s
demonstration with the dead-fish minion!
When I went to Sub Diego, they were racing the clock. The first wave of women
who had been pregnant when they became water-breathers were starting to give
birth—to normal, non-mutated, air-breathing babies. They had rigged up two
pressurized rooms in the old navy base where they could accommodate an air-breather
for about three hours. It wasn’t a long-term solution, Lorena stressed. It took them
almost four days of prep time to achieve those three hours. I waited in one of those
rooms while my mini-sub was unloaded and refueled, and I was shocked when Lorena
joined me there.
Aquaman had asked her to greet me personally, and it became clear that he was
grooming her to take over leadership of the community. That part wasn’t surprising at
all. The shock was that she was breathing the same air I was. She said she could take it
for a few minutes at a time. But after those few minutes elapsed, she hadn’t reacted
anything like the minion. Her breathing became a bit labored, which she ignored for
nearly a minute while she went on talking, the way you would over a mild cough at a
dinner party. She put a hand to her chest then, still talking, the same dinner party
performance, but now it was like something she’d eaten hadn’t agreed with her but she
didn’t want to let on and offend the hostess. Then she swallowed a little and excused
herself, very politely and articulately, before stepping outside for a breath of not-air.
No gasping, no flopping, no screaming or convulsing. Even allowing for the fact that
she'd had months to adapt and the minion was taking his first non-breaths as a non-airbreather, it was completely, off the scale wrong.
“Tim, did anything strike you as suspicious about the minion dying that way?” I
whispered.
“Yeah, in fact, that’s why I'm not all that panicked about my future life as a fish,” he
answered. “If you're not getting oxygen, you should turn blue. That guy was bright
pink. And I remember that from when B had me studying poisons. It’s what happens
if the oxygen is building up in your system because your cells can’t absorb it. It’s a
sign of cyanide poisoning, not asphyxiation. Or, considering where we are and who
we’re dealing with, probably something a lot older than cyanide that nobody uses
anymore. But, y'know, poison.”
“And not the Geist mutation like Ra’s is pretending,” I added hopefully.
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“Right. On paper, makes sense. I just don’t want to gargle to test it, y’know?”
“Yes. I do.”
“So I was thinking, if we can get a piece of the body before we get out of here, we can
confirm it. Any poisons he ingested will be in the tissue, and—”
“Um, no, that’s not going to be doable,” I told him.
Although... I remembered those fins I saw breaking the surface around the body, and
I started to wonder just what would happen to a shark that ate a poisoned minion.

“Good, you're together,” Arthur announced, finding Vulko and Valerina in his
office. “That will save time. Valerina, pull the domestic intelligence reports this time,
we’re going over them together, line by line. Vulko, I want you to prepare for a League
visitor. No fuss. At this stage, it’s not even certain he’s coming, but if he does, it will be
all business and no ceremony. Understood?”
Vulko took a deep breath, as he always did before reciting a well-known rubric:
“Your majesty is well aware that agreements were made and assurances given before
all that Justice League equipment was installed in the palace. The only way to justify
such an utterly foreign presence in the very heart of Atlantean government was to
recognize the League as though it were a sovereign nation; its teleporters, an embassy;
and any who come into Atlantis via those teleporters, as a species of ambassador. Even
so, to have the embassy of a foreign power within the palace itself is unprecedented,
and still controversial among many of your ministers. To deviate from the established
protocols…”
“Yes, yes,” Arthur interrupted. “I am 'well aware,' Vulko, but I would like to put the
rules aside this time. If it’s a League emergency, we can toss all that whale shit. And if
Batman comes to Atlantis, it will be on a very serious matter, even if it doesn’t fit the
strict definition of a League emergency. So I would like us to... pretend.”
“Very well, sire,” Vulko nodded. “A League emergency.”
“Good. Arrange quarters with full diplomatic access and have a plasma sub at his
disposal. Drain the sit room, the communication center, and at least one meeting
chamber next to the barracks. And put a squad of my personal guard on stand-by.”
“Are we expecting military action, sire?”
“It’s not a certainty, but I want to be prepared. Which bring us to…”
He trailed off, his finger pointing absently to his desk. He froze, his eyes following
the line of his finger and staring at a stack of papers.
“Sire?” Valerina prompted.
Arthur just stood there, riveted on the backlog of intelligence reports as if frozen.
“Majesty?” Vulko tried.
“Weasley,” Arthur breathed.
Valerina glanced at Vulko.
“Kapheira,” Arthur hissed.
Vulko glanced at Valerina.
“Weasley replaces Grah, Grah goes out to Kapheira.”
“Your majesty, King Orin, my liege,” Valerina said with a certain impatience.
“She’s trying to bait me, Vulko.” Arthur laughed, snapping back to his usual
manner. “But that’s alright, because were it not for a brilliant idea of hers... Vulko, we
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are going to take Weasley—I mean, Litheoi Bythos off the short list for Sub Diego and
make him the new Minister of Surface Intelligence Evaluation. Minister Grah we’ll
promote to Counselor of Something Where He Can’t Do Much Harm—after he gets
back from an extended vacation, because his present duties have made him quite
irrational and bitter, and Valerina wouldn’t want to go to any party he’s planning. I
jokingly suggested he take his wife out to Kapheira. Prepare those quarters, Vulko, we
can now be certain Batman is coming. And forget my personal guard; tell General
Phriss to put at least three squads of Cetea on alert.”

“AAAAIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEeeeeeeeee…”
And after that, a splash, a gurgle, and at least I knew for sure that I had not become a
water-breather.
I hadn’t meant to test it out that way, and if it had gone the other way, I would have
killed Tim, that’s for damn sure. Turns out, the little shit does still have a bit of that
Shiva-boxer shorts charm working for him. He’s certainly got E.J. Meadows watching
out for him like a mother hen. I did the same thing when I teamed up with him way
back when, but that didn’t make me any less pissed at the current situation. Seems Dr.
Meadows noticed the swishy Demon talking to Tim in hushed tones and decided I was
some kind of pervert trying to diddle the boy prisoner. Zany hijinx ensued.
She came over and brought two of the other eggheads with her, making it impossible
for Tim and I to talk privately and drawing the attention of several real minions. I ran,
they chased, swords were unsheathed, bullets were fired, and the only way I could
avoid getting perforated was to dive off the side. Splash. Gurgle. But at least I knew I
could still breathe air.
Great news for when I get back to Gotham… Shitty news while I was treading water
in the middle of the Atlantic, wondering how far we'd got from those sharks that ate
the poisoned minion.

Any League transporter except for those in the Batcaves can teleport directly to any
other. Those Batman permits in the caves will teleport only to and from the
Watchtower. From there, a party can transport to any other location, but nonKryptonian bodies need a few minutes for their biorhythms to stabilize between
transports. For humans, five to fifteen minutes is recommended. Not wanting to
waste the layover, Batman arranged for Arthur to brief him at the Watchtower.
He sat alone in one of the smaller conference rooms (Plastic Man was in the monitor
womb, and Batman saw no need to get into a conversation there), and a series of
images appeared in sequence on the main viewscreen, broadcast from Atlantis while
Aquaman narrated over the com system.
“What am I looking at?” Batman asked, scowling at a fortress built into the face of a
towering seamount.
“Kapheira,” Arthur announced. “A relic from the warring days when Atlanteans
fought the Shadow Deep. Atlantis cities—and particularly the capitol—were built for
peace, not war. A sprawling city exposed on all sides can’t be properly defended.”
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“No,” Batman agreed. “Particularly against an enemy that wants to wipe out the
population. You said that was their aim.”
“Correct. They would slaughter civilians as readily as soldiers. Old men, women
and children. After the first massacres, our ancestors built Kapheira, close enough to
the city that the entire population could be moved there quickly, with enough
provisions to withstand a prolonged siege. You can see there’s only the one keyhole
entrance to defend against invasion.”
“Impressive,” Batman said curtly. “Does it have—”
“Atlantis technology? Yes. Not the creature comforts of the modern city, but the
crucial tech, from a surfacer point of view, the one that would make it an ideal work
camp, prison, or base for Ra’s al Ghul. Even in ancient times, we had the ability to
drain or flood enormous regions and provide a sustainable atmosphere of breathable
air. Kapheira can’t isolate individual rooms like the palace, but as one great chamber,
the central core can be drained and filled with air. It was made to be a second Atlantis,
after all, and the choice of atmospheres is simply a part of our culture.”
“How do we take it?” Batman asked.
“With some difficulty.”

There’s this thing that cats do whenever it’s feeding time or playtime and we stupid
humans aren’t getting the message. They’ll go right to the feet and nudge, poke, and
steer around the ankles until they get us moving in the right direction. All cats do it,
even the big ones. And it can be a little disconcerting the first time a full-grown
leopard gives you the nudge.
It’s even more disconcerting when a hammerhead shark does it, but that’s what was
happening now. A shark, a swordfish, something else big that might have been a tuna.
That’s really all I could see, but I think there were more snouts down there, giving me
the feline nudge-and-bump.
Before hitting the water myself, I’d heard you flash on every movie you’ve ever seen
when you see that fin coming at you. Based on my own experience, however, there is
only one movie and only one scene in that movie: the nude chick at the beginning of
Jaws. No violins, though, no mood music of any kind. So it doesn’t seem like a movie
you’re remembering, it seems like a premonition. No violins, just that image of her
being pulled under, playing in a loop in your head. And then, fin disappears under the
water and… nudge-bump.
Right under the soles of my feet. Nudge-bump. Then another one behind my knee,
bump-poke. And then simultaneously, under both feet pushing up and behind my ass
pushing forward. I was being hoisted up to where I was on my back, about two-thirds
out of the water most of the time, and being propelled in some very definite direction.
Now, on dry land, it’s easy to see this was Aquaman’s handiwork, but at the time, in
the moment, it takes a lot longer to get past that what-the-hell reaction than you might
think. I was in the water, being propelled that way for what seemed like hours, and in
that time, my clearest thoughts were the third-degree sunburn I was getting on my
forearms as I held them up to shield my eyes, and yelling at the swordfish to please be
careful what part he pokes with.
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After several hours of this, the fishy-back transport slowed, and a few minutes later,
I began to hear a different kind of noise mingling with the surf… Boats! I heard
BOATS!

Valerina had met several Justice League visitors to Atlantis, but she had never
greeted one before. Usually the king himself met any colleagues at the transporter, and
if he couldn’t do it in person, the job fell to the Prime Consular. But today, since “all
that whale shit” (a.k.a. formal diplomatic protocol) had been set aside, Valerina was
sure Arthur would meet this Batman in person. He certainly intended to, but then the
messages started arriving over the sonar web, and since neither she nor Vulko could
hear the dolphin’s report, one of them would have to meet Batman and bring him to
the com center.
Vulko was the Prime Consular, so his going would have kept the very protocols they
were setting aside—at least, that was the excuse Arthur gave. But there was an
exchange of looks with Vulko when he said it, an exchange that made Valerina roll her
eyes. It was quite obvious they thought Batman would simply like her better, and as
she waited, she hoped he would confine his “liking” to leering, like Plastic Man did,
and not be a grabber like Green Arrow.

I washed up in the quaintest harbor town you ever saw: Horta. I knew it was called
Horta because right there on the dock was this sprawling mural where visitors would
leave pictoral signatures. On the sidewalk, there was a cute little map left by “Toby,
Geraldine, Roger, Kevin, Rebecca, Gene, and Don,” indicating they had left Norway,
represented by their flag, heading for Antigua, indicated by a flag, with the dotted line
of their progress broken at a little dot with an arrow pointing to it, labeled “Horta.”
Other drawings, graffiti, and flags made it clear that the island saw its share of
English-speaking visitors (so it was going to be a lot easier communicating with the
locals than it had been with the fish) and also that Horta was on the island of Faial in
the Azores, and that Pete’s Café Sport was the place to go for the best gin and tonic in
the region.
I figured a bar was also the best place to go for a phone, and a sailor’s bar, the best
place for a girl without I.D. to get a little assistance without a lot of bureaucratic
entanglements. I was quite right. Pete’s Café Sport is one of those places with twin
brothers all over the world. All over the Mediterranean, the Caribbean, and right up
into the Keys, anywhere boats dock, there’s a little spot like this, the walls plastered
with flags and signed dollar bills—signed so you know it’s yours, and left here when
you’re flush, so if you’re broke the next time you’re in port, you can take your dollar
off the wall and get a drink.
The bartender was a sucker for a dripping stranger with a winning smile, as
expected. His phone wasn’t a candidate to rig up the OraCom and bounce a signal
over the satellite (or whatever that nonsense was that Tim was spouting), but it was
perfectly capable of reaching the manor. I could tell Alfred I was safe, and he could get
a message through to Bruce.
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Well… he looked. As soon as Batman’s form solidified, his eyes scanned the room
incredibly fast, from the door to the light fixtures to the technicians at the control
console, and then they zeroed in on Valerina. Standing apart from the equipment, she
was the one person in the room who did not seem to have any obvious function, other
than, presumably, to greet him. He looked her up and down with a vague air of…
something. It wasn’t quite judgmental, but Valerina had a definite sense of being
“sized up”—and against a very strict measure. Yet the words that followed were polite
enough:
“Good afternoon.”
Valerina hid her amusement in a welcoming smile. It was the gravelly voice Arthur
used whenever he quoted Orlen I, the ponderous gravel that made everything sound
so deathly serious—but it instantly put her at ease about the possibility of being leered
at, drooled over, or pinched.
“Welcome to Atlantis, Batman,” she pronounced with the punctilious elocution of
her school days. “I am Valerina, personal aide to King Orin. His Majesty is sorry he
couldn’t meet you himself, but a message is coming in that he has to attend to
personally.”
Batman fell into easy step alongside her, and they talked without social pleasantries
as she led him to the communication center.
“A legitimate message or another diversion?” he asked in that deep gravel. “So far,
Ra’s al Ghul has been quite successful devising ways to command Aquaman’s
attention without his realizing.”
“Resourceful he may be,” Valerina mused—in a tone that was strangely reminiscent
of Selina’s whenever she dismissed “the Hairdo.” “But I doubt he can pass himself off
as a dolphin. King Orin placed the sealife in the mid-Atlantic on alert as soon as he
became aware of your situation, Batman. The report His Majesty is now receiving is
the first word we have received from them. And the phin-to-phin sonar relays have
kept Atlantis informed in this way for thousands of years before your inefficient
surface communications. Our dolphin sonar is four times faster than your satellites.”
“Under water,” Batman conceded, the edge of his lip twitching in an odd manner at
the conclusion of the statement.
“Yes… under water,” Valerina replied with a coy smile. “That’s a given here. As I
said before, ‘Welcome to Atlantis.’”
And on that perfectly-timed line, they stepped through the doorway into the
communication center.
“We found them,” Arthur announced without acknowledging Batman’s arrival or
turning from the giant viewscreen he was facing. “Bring up the sea map again,” he
told an aide, and then only half-turning in Batman’s direction, he said “A ship in this
region, roughly 35 ¼ 32 north by 28 ¼ 26 west, is tossing off bodies, one alive and
one… not. The fish are bringing them to the nearest populated island—Can we zoom
in on that region?—Here, in the middle of the Azores.”
Batman grunted. As Aquaman continued, Batman subtly placed a finger to his belt
to silence the vibration of an incoming message, and just as subtly, placed his hand to
his ear to concentrate on the in-cowl receiver. Instantly, an indicator light on the
console flashed discreetly. The aide next to Aquaman reached out to hit a button under
it, but Aquaman grabbed his wrist, a smirk creeping over his otherwise fixed features.
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The light was a warning that a foreign transmission had infiltrated the com center,
which Arthur immediately surmised was Batman’s. Such a transmission should not
have been possible inside the palace, especially in the fortified core of the
communication center; but, Arthur thought as his smirk widened, this was Batman. He
tapped a series of controls to tell the system to ignore the transmission, and continued
his report.
“We’re trying to make contact with the local law enforcement to inspect the body.
The sharks aren’t able to provide meaningful detail for purposes of identification,
naturally, but the local authorities shouldn’t have much trouble once we can get them
there to take a look. But so far, we’ve only been able to reach the Coast Guard and—”
“The dead body is a minion of Ra’s al Ghul,” Batman interrupted. “Executed as a
demonstration to frighten the hostages.”
Arthur turned slowly from the map to face Batman. A brief, silent moment passed
between them, and Aquaman knew that there was more to come. Batman’s eyes
flicked almost imperceptibly to each of the room’s inhabitants, then back to the sea
king. Aquaman cleared his throat and glanced around the room imperiously.
“Everyone, let us have the room, please.”
The aides and technicians at the various consoles glanced at each other in a moment
of communal hesitation, but one look at their king’s face and they all silently stood and
exited the room through various doorways. Valerina moved toward the archway
where she and Batman had entered, but was stopped by Arthur’s hand gently touching
her elbow. Once the rest of the crew had filed out, Batman glanced at Valerina again,
then back to Aquaman, the hint of a question passing over his stoic face.
Valerina had been present for enough trade negotiations and cultural summits to
realize what was happening. Often, the most intense debates were carried out in
complete silence, each participant staring at the others for minutes—or hours—as a
battle of wills was waged without words. Arguments were offered, decisions reached
and concessions made, all in absolute silence. She’d seen her king reduce titans of
Atlantean industry to puddles of acquiescence in these silent confrontations, but she
also sensed this Batman knew the battlefield as well as Arthur did, and was, perhaps,
just as adept with its weapons. She began to wonder just how long these giants would
stand face to face, battling in utter silence… when it stopped.
The whole thing lasted all of two seconds. After that brief moment, Batman returned
his attention to the screen and continued as if there had been no interruption at all.
“The live one is Selina. She’s on the island of Faial, in Horta, the port city. She needs
some transportation.”
“You’re talking to her now?” Arthur asked.
Valerina was shocked to see no change in King Orin’s demeanor. Usually, after one
of those staring contests, a satisfied air settled over the throne room, now that the
industrialist, ambassador, or minister accepted the wisdom of the crown’s position and
agreed to stop being such a stiff-finned perch. But not with this Batman. Arthur
simply turned his attention back to the viewscreen, all business. She guessed, from the
speed of the altercation and the lack of an aftermath, that the confrontation she just
witnessed must be routine for these particular Leaguers.
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“No, she was able to call home,” Batman was saying, “and Oracle is relaying her
message.” He turned slightly to Valerina before adding, “We non-dolphins can
sometimes manage to—”
He stopped suddenly, his face frozen in a mask of shock, and the fingers over his ear
shifted, as if trying to tune in another frequency.
“Oracle, repeat that last part,” he said finally.
There was a pause, and Valerina saw something she never expected to see on the
face of a man who so obviously rivaled her king in intensity and focus: Batman’s
mouth dropped open slightly. It only happened for a moment, and just as suddenly,
the jaw snapped shut and the stoic intensity returned. But Valerina knew she had just
witnessed something that few on the entire planet had ever seen: Batman had been
surprised by something.
The pause continued.
Valerina glanced at Arthur, wondering if this was normal or if something should be
done, but Arthur didn’t see. He was simply watching Batman and waiting.
“Well?” he asked finally.
“She says… Ubu is there.”
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CHAPTER 8: KOBAYASHI MARU
One advantage to being captured with scientists, they all knew their Star Trek.
On the ship, Tim had realized that when they got to wherever they were going, his
cover was blown. DEMON was a big operation and Ra’s al Ghul couldn’t oversee
everything himself, but it was a good bet that anything he did involving Gotham, he did
personally. As soon as Ra’s saw Tim Drake among the prisoners, he was busted.
So Tim had segued from looking for an opening where all the scientists could escape,
to one where he personally could get away, reasoning that he could come back for the
rest of them more easily if he wasn’t dead. No opening came, until the ship came to a
halt at a big platform, like an oilrig. Tim and the others were ushered off, and there
was this big set of double doors inside some kind of pressurized tube, like the Martian
dechyon chambers he’d seen at the Watchtower. A few of the scientists speculated that
it was a hydrolator, an aqualator, or a mare superficies submergalator—which all amounted
to an elevator to take them under water. That guess was confirmed when the doors
opened and Ubu stepped out of them, swallowing hard like his ears had just popped.
Ubu standing around with the reception committee… Tim’s fears multiplied by the
minute. Where Ubu was, Ra’s couldn’t be far behind, and that meant his time was
running out.
Fortunately, Ubu didn’t seem to be interested in the prisoners. He had a few words
with one of the guards, and looked the scientists over in one sweeping glance. Tim had
he impression of a preoccupied foreman on a loading dock, pulled away from his crap
game to sign for a delivery of crates. “Whatcha got here? Manifest says you got three
busloads of scientists from Gotham… check.” He wasn’t taking time to count them, he
just signed the clipboard and went back to his game behind packing crate thirteen… Or
in Ubu’s case, ordering the minions to gas up a service boat from the ship.
As long as Ubu’s focus was there, it was easy enough to keep from being spotted.
But Tim knew that was only a temporary reprieve. As soon as his boat was ready, Ubu
would probably turn back and give the Gotham prisoners his full attention, so Tim
maneuvered, and maneuvered, until he was in the first group to be loaded into the
elevator. It worked, as far as avoiding Ubu, but it was not cost-free. E.J. Meadows had
maneuvered right along with him.
One disadvantage of being captured with scientists, they’re a little too observant. Dr.
Meadows certainly was, and Tim was beginning to wonder if keeping Robin a secret
from her might be a bigger challenge that keeping Tim Drake’s presence a secret from
Ra’s.
Her logic, given the limited data she had, was flawless: it was not a good idea to be
in the first group corralled into that elevator when they had no idea what was in store
for them on the other side. She wanted to know what Tim thought he was doing—
which he couldn’t exactly tell her, since he was trying to keep Ubu from recognizing
Tim Drake, when Tim Drake should not even know that particular minion was called
Ubu, let alone be in any particular danger from him, like, oh, say, Ubu recognizing him
as BATMAN’S SIDEKICK. It was a no-win situation, the ultimate no win situation for
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a crimefighter, and in a moment of desperation—while a minion shoved his back to get
him moving forward into the elevator, a seagull squawked overhead and Ubu turned
to look at it, and Dr. Meadows said “Well?” expecting an answer—Tim blurted the first
words that came into his head: Kobayashi Maru.
Meadows’s eyes flashed up at him for a second, blazing with recognition. What she
thought he meant, Tim had no idea. But she took the blurted phrase as an explanation
(and a good one!) She thought he had a real plan. As the elevator pressurized, it took
Tim a moment to figure out what he had actually said…
Kobayashi maru. It was a no-win situation. (But no-win because of the way it was
set up, not because a megalomaniac had kidnapped you alongside the smokin’ hot lady
scientist you were trying to impress.) The Kobayashi Maru was a test at Starfleet
Academy, introduced in the second movie, Star Trek II: Wrath of Khan, Paramount
Pictures, 1982… Starring Ricardo Montalbán as Khan Noonien Singh, who could best
be describe as a ham-tastic, centuries-old megalomaniac that Ra’s would recognize in
the mirror… Okay, maybe that’s why it popped out of his mouth just then. But none of
that would have brought a twinkle to E.J. Meadows’s eyes, so what else was it?
A no-win situation… a no-win situation… The Kobayashi Maru was a no-win
because it was designed to be, because of the way the rules were set up, and the only
way to beat it was to change the rules… to cheat… Dr. Meadows thought that
somehow Tim had a plan to cheat that involved being the first ones on (or off) the
elevator?
Okay, well, he’d think of something. The elevator had only started to move, after
all…

Burj al Bahr al Ghul.
Burj al Bahr al Ghul… It didn’t exactly trip off the tongue, but it would do. They
had to call the new sea base something to distinguish it from the other castles and
compounds DEMON maintained around the world.
Ra’s accepted the completed inventory from N’lvar and wrote the new name
portentously across the top. Burj al Bahr al Ghul, the sea fortress of the Demon. N’lvar
would make it known to the others. It was a pity he had not selected the name before
Ubu left, for Ubu could have spread the word to the other bases. For now, there would
be another cycle of messages coming in for “Atlantia al Ghul,” “Aquatica al Ghul,” and
“East Ghul,” but soon, the official designation would be circulated and there would be
uniformity once again.
Ra’s looked over the inventory of the base, as they had found it…
He had seen worse. The fortress had been abandoned for a hundred years, at least,
and when Ra’s moved into castles empty for half the time, he did not expect more than
cobwebs. Underwater, he fully expected the salt to have corroded anything of value
that the Atlaneans left behind. So he was quite pleased to see that a small armory
remained, with six score of spears and eight score of armor still intact. Clearly, what
Atlanteans built, they built to withstand the sea, but even Ra’s had not expected an
arsenal of this quality.
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After several minutes of creaking decent, Tim still didn’t have any ideas, but Dr.
Meadows started crying out, bending and unbending her knees and elbows, and
intermixed with the cries of pain were the syllables “Ko… Ko, ko, ko… ayashi… ma,
ma, maru.”
Tim followed suit, at least as far as bending and unbending his joints as if he was in
considerable pain. Another of their fellow passengers told the DEMON guards that
Doctors Meadows and Drake were afflicted with compression sickness, similar to the
bends, and would need medical attention as soon as they reached bottom.
Maybe it was luck, maybe they just happened to get assigned the two most gullible
minions in the history of DEMON to escort them down in the elevator, or maybe the
minions weren’t all that comfortable with their own ears popping as the elevator
pressurized. Maybe they liked the idea of visiting whatever medical facility was set up
down below and having a few candid words with the doctor.
The doors opened, and the guards seemed to have a whispered argument about who
was going where. Eventually, the loser marched the other scientists off to Location
Unknown, which Tim guessed would resembled every other DEMON dungeon he’d
been in over the years. The winner marched “Doctors Drake and Meadows” to the
med facility.
It was a risk, being that good a fighter out of costume and in front of a civilian, but it
wasn’t the kind of opportunity Tim could let pass. There hadn’t been an opening as
they walked through the halls, there was always another minion or two in sight who
would notice a prisoner breaking away from a guard. But once they got to the med lab
and Tim saw it was cut out of a cavern, with nobody there but their one guard and the
doctor in sight, no cameras, nobody in the hallway looking in. It was too good a
chance to pass up. After the initial probings, the guard actually left them alone with
the doctor—or whatever passed for a doctor among DEMON minions. It was way too
good a chance to let pass, so Tim made his move as soon as the guy’s attention was on
Dr. Meadows knee.
He grabbed a shoulder, spun the doctor around, and gave a sharp throat-poke to
keep him from crying out. But then, before he could land a knockout punch, Meadows
was kicking the guy in the back! Made him forget Tim completely and turn back to
face her, after which, she kicked him twice in the stomach and slammed her fist into his
nose.
Tim stared.
Swallowed.
And figured at least he didn’t have to explain why an ordinary kid like “Tim Drake,
Hudson freshman, was such a good fighter.
“Here, we can gag him and tie him up with this,” she said, tearing the lining out of
her skirt.
Tim’s eyes widened.
“That was a great escape plan!” she said admiringly.
“What was?” Tim squeaked.
“Kobayashi Maru. Head into the neutral zone, even though it seems like the wrong
move, far too dangerous, total suicide; that explained the elevator. You’d only do
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something that cocky if you had an ace up your sleeve. And they went into the neutral
zone to answer a distress signal… beam the injured into the med lab… Voila.”
She gestured around the med lab like this must be what Tim had in mind the entire
time.
“Oh, yeah, right,” he nodded dully.
Put that way, it did sound like a pretty good plan, and he puffed out his chest a little
as if it really had played out just as he envisioned it. They were hardly free, but he
wasn’t looking at a face-to-face with Ra’s al Ghul any time soon, and he hadn’t exposed
Robin. So far, so good.
“And you! Great moves,” he grinned. “I mean, wow, big guy like that, Seven of
Nine versus The Rock.”
“Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu. I was on sabbatical there a couple years back, didn’t like to
waste my free time on samba lessons.”
“Whoa,” was all Tim could think to say.
“Seven of Nine,” Meadows said sourly, “Seven of Nine got her ass kicked in that
episode.”
“I stand corrected,” Tim said quickly. Her tone was one he’d heard before, in that
team-up with Lady Shiva. Robin had inadvertently ruffled Warrior Pride, comparing
her to an Amazon “lightweight” she found far inferior. Tim threw in the same “excuse
me” expression that made Shiva smirk, but E.J. Meadows’s attention had moved on.
“Hey, look at this scanner,” she said, tipping it on its side to look underneath.
“I don’t think you should do that,” Tim said—sounding exactly like his former self
when Shiva opened the casket full of ghost-ninjas.
“It’s not electrical. Some kind of magnetic field generator. Gibson was playing with
this idea a few years ago, but he couldn’t produce enough power to boil water let
alone… this is some serious computer gear, all powered by magnetronics!”
“Uh huh, but we’re still prisoners,” Tim noted.
She waved him away like “Who cares” and started poking the magnetic field with
her fingernail.

“Recovering the scientists is the immediate problem,” Batman declared, “but it’s not
the only one. Ra’s has to be cleared out of that fortress before he can do real harm.”
“Define ‘real harm,’” Arthur said sharply.
“This is a warlord mentality we’re dealing with. A warlord of another era, and he’s
taken a fortress.”
“Strictly speaking, he’s ‘moved into’ a fortress. It’s not like there was anything in his
way but some coral and saltwater trout.”
“That’s not the point. It’s not that he’d be flush with victory, it’s that he will find
himself in surroundings built around the siege and conquest mentality he
understands. I believe that right now his only interest in Kapheira is as a prison camp.
It’s a way he can keep those scientists in his power, hidden from the world, and pass
off anything they create as his own invention, mined from the sea floors. But it won’t
end there.”
“You’re saying he’ll attack Atlantis?”
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“Before long, he’ll look around and realize you don’t build a place like that unless
you have enemies. Every wall of every room will remind him, everything he touches
will whisper it in his ear: Atlantis has enemies. He’s surrounded by your technology,
worlds better than anything he has at home, but even at that, he knows it’s the ugly
stepsister. The real prize is here. And you have enemies. Enemies strong enough to
chase you into that fortress.”
“So not only has your ‘Demon’s Head’ taken up residence in the local mountain
fortress, but you’re saying he's also moving toward the Shadow Deep with the
equivalent of a long pointy stick?!”
“’The enemy of my enemy is my friend.’ He’ll consider it. He won’t know who or
what they are yet, but he will have the thought—the chain of thoughts—as certain as
death: I’m in a fortress built by the people of Atlantis to protect themselves. Atlantis is a great
power. I would like to rule it. Atlantis has enemies, I will find them and form an alliance.”
“You don’t just send a text message down the Mariana Trench, Bruce. Even I
wouldn’t know how to contact the Shadow Deep, if they even exist anymore.”
“But if you wanted to find out, you have people you would put on it. Ra’s is no
different—and he is much more patient. He won't have found the hole yet, he won’t
even have thought about it, he has other irons in the fire… but very soon he will get the
idea. And once he does, there will be some third tier DEMON squad assigned to
research it. Two squads, actually. One to find the hole and one to sharpen the stick.”
“…”
“…”
“My least favorite part of the job,” Arthur said hoarsely. “Saving the villainous fools
from themselves.”
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CHAPTER 9: TRADING PIECES
“Come again?” Barbara asked, rescrambling the signal for the fourth time since
Catwoman dropped the last bombshell.
..::Oracle, this is getting ridiculous,::.. the hushed phone-voice stated without a hint of
static or white noise obscuring the weariness of the speaker. ..::I’ve told you everything I
know, and I can’t find out anything more if you keep making me repeat what I’ve said
already.::..
“There are procedures, Catwoman. B asked me to confirm your report. On the
OraCom, in the city, it’s no problem. I’d have the traceback signature, I’d know it’s
you. This is a… what did you say it was? A public telephone in a sports bar?”
..::Close enough. But it’s not a public phone, it’s Pete’s phone, and he’s letting me use it, in
his office, to call home and tell you all I’m not dead. He didn’t figure on you calling me back—
neither of us figured on you calling me back ten minutes later for this inquisition. Now, I’m in
a little office in back of the bar, and there’s just a small half-window where I can see out to the
tables, and that’s where I can see—yep, that’s Ubu. Looks like his drink order came. So if you
don’t mind, I’d like to get out there and find out what the hell is going on.::..
“Catwoman, wait! No! It’s a trap!”
..::You know what, O? If Ra’s knew I’d be here—if he actually planned on my being
undercover at the conference, getting captured and winding up on that ship, being discovered
and forced to jump off at the precise point where this island was the nearest place for a school of
rescue fish to bring me, and he had Ubu here waiting, so as soon as I found this bar and came
into the back room to make a phone call, they could spring the trap on me—if that’s the
situation, he deserves to win. I’ll call you when I know more.::..

I could understand Barbara’s disbelief. “Ubu walks into a bar” is the start of a joke,
not an aside during a frantic call from the boss’s girlfriend to send a plane, a boat, or a
caped colleague to pick her up in the middle of the Atlantic. But Ubu DID walk into
the bar while I had Barbara on the line, and it just seemed like the sort of thing Batman
would want to know about.
Of course, from Ubu’s point of view, “Catwoman walked into a bar” is probably the
start of a joke too.
Some cosmic force was definitely having fun with one of us, and I wasn’t sure who
was going to be the punchline. Although our relative dampness argued that I was
there to plague Ubu and not the other way around. Pete had supplied me with a Café
Sport t-shirt and let me make a wrapskirt out of a beach towel, so I was able to jettison
the last of the DEMON threads, and the only part of me that still dripped was my hair.
Ubu, on the other hand, was a walking puddle machine.
He’d settled at a square table near the wall, a small chair on one side that would
have been toothpicks if he tried to sit in it, and a sturdy booth on the other where he
could sit and drip-drip-drip a little river along the edge of the sloped floor and out the
door. Pete brought him several small plates of local delicacies, and he was
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concentrating on his food a little too much to notice me strolling up to the table, until it
was too late:
“Hey, Ubs,” I said cheerily, settling into the rickety chair across from him.
He looked startled but far from hostile. Wearing the bar t-shirt, he might have
thought I was a particularly friendly waitress. I decided to jog his memory a little, so I
peered into the plate nearest him.
“What have we got there, fried songbirds? Looks tasty.” And then, even though I
don’t stretch the theme to the point where crispy canaries are a tasty snack, I picked up
one of the fried birdies and had a nibble. Then I purred.
“You are the Detective’s feline concubine,” he said finally.
“Meow,” and a twiddling fingertip wave confirmed my identity, and that was it for a
minute or so. I got the impression Ubu was a lot more comfortable standing behind
Ra’s like a floor lamp and letting the cadaver do all the talking. I obviously had to take
the initiative.
“Is there any possible way to file a name change with you guys?” I asked seriously.
“Couldn’t I be, I don’t know, ‘She with whom locks are pointless’ or maybe ‘the lumpy
purple one with the ears’ or ‘watch out for those claws?’ Something that’s more about
me than him.”
“What do you want, woman?” Ubu asked (a fair question, actually, but not one I
intended to answer).
“Oh, nothing much. Run into somebody you know in a place like this, far from
home, middle of nowhere, it’s natural to come over and say ‘Hi.’” I looked around the
bar theatrically. “Anybody else I know in the neighborhood? I mean usually wherever
you are, old man Ra’s is flitting around, isn’t he? But I don’t, uh... Nope, I don’t see
him. You ‘gone rogue,’ so to speak?”
He just stared at me. If I didn’t know he spoke English, I would have thought he
didn’t follow a word I was saying.
“No, what am I saying?” I laughed. “DEMONs don’t go rogue! The loyalty of the
Ubu is absolute, right? Rather like the focus of the crimefighter on his task.”
There I paused to grin wider. It’s not often I get to go all Jervis, spouting nonsense
that way, but this was a very particular type of cat-and-mouse game: the more playful I
was, the more confused he would get, and the more confused the mouse, the sooner it
runs into a corner where it shouldn’t.
“Any order, no matter how hare-brained, is your happiest duty to perform, right?
No matter how paranoid or ego-driven or infomercial-inspired… If His Greatness
demands that 10,000 lots of Oxyclean be dumped into San Francisco Bay, Ubu shall
oblige without question. If celebrity chef Rocco DeSpirito must be slain for the glory of
the DEMON, he shall be slain and Ubu shall not question why, right?”
He was still staring, but it was a different stare. It was the stare of a mouse that feels
the hard crease of a corner at his back.
“There were several errands to be run on land,” he said abruptly. “Rather than
dispatch many men and weaken the undersea contingent, I volunteered to see to them
myself.”
“There’s an undersea contingent,” I noted curiously. “Now that’s interesting.”
I helped myself to another of his fried canaries, and again I meowed. Ubu sputtered,
but not because I was eating his lunch.
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“I revealed nothing you did not already know, Feline Concubine of the Gotham
Detective. I stated only that my being here is no act of desertion. I am on this island on
the Master’s business.”
“Riiight,” I said with a wink. “Pete, could we get a few more gin and tonics over
here? And maybe a plate of those conch fritters? Protesting too much is thirsty work,
isn’t it, Ubu?”
He definitely had that cornered mouse look now, and I thought it was time to let him
run a little, thinking he’d found an escape. I assured him that I was never there, he was
never there, what happens in Horta stays in Horta. I let him eat the rest of his lunch
without stealing any more of his canaries, and I even gave him one of my fritters when
they arrived. He didn’t exactly relax, but he wasn’t on high alert either—which made
the whole episode with the aqua-cops pretty sad.
There I was, letting the Ubu mouse feel he’d maneuvered out of the corner and start
scurrying around until he would drop more crumbs like “the undersea contingent”
and “errands to run on land.” There was something about a hot spring on a nearby
island, but before I could press for details, the whole bar got darker. The light
streaming in from the open door was suddenly blocked by a phalanx of them: six
figures all together, four in the uniforms I’d seen in Atlantis, and two that looked like
the local coast guard. Pete’s isn’t the biggest bar in the world, and six men coming in in
a pack fills the space in a very intimidating fashion. Ubu freaked.
I’m not even sure they intended to capture him when they came in the door. They
might have just been sent as my ride, but once Ubu started fighting to NOT get
captured, well… aqua-cops are just like the regular kind: If you toss a stick and say
“Fetch, Rover! Go get it, boy!” they’re going to chase that stick.
I stayed out of it. Normally I like getting in on the action, but this one was such a
mess. I don’t know if it was the Atlantean fighting styles or Ubu’s bulk, but it just
didn’t look like fun. I figured I’d fight later. And if I didn’t get a chance by the end of
this little adventure, Bruce is always ready to accommodate me with a little sparring in
the cave… although, after a DEMON case, chances are he’ll have had his fill, in which
case, we’ll just have to find some other way to work off the physical tension. Meow.
By the time my thoughts progressed that far, the Atlanteans were dragging Ubu into
what they called a plasma sub, and the coast guard guys were trying to sign me up for
a battery of tests before I went with them. I’m not sure how Barbara managed to
mangle the Anton Geist information, but it should have been perfectly obvious to
everyone that I was still breathing air. Even if there was still an asterisk on Tim and
the scientists, and even if the jury was still out on what killed the minion, I was
standing right there, watching the aqua-cops pummel Ubu. I was breathing air! Case
closed, let me sign your little paper and get me on that sub.

Ubu stared ahead, modulated his breathing, and appeared to zone out. To the Feline
(one of those elements in his surroundings he was finding it difficult to tune out) it
must appear he was separating himself from any awareness of his surroundings. He
was a prisoner preparing himself to undergo whatever tortures his captors might
bring, for nothing, but nothing, could compel him to betray the name of Ra’s al Ghul.
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The very suggestion that he could have defected was an obscenity. There was a need
for one at the sea base to go to the surface and supervise the delivery of the captives.
There was a need to call the compound in Sri Lanka, and The Great One decreed it
should be done from land and not from the arriving ship, for nothing should be left to
chance, no stray transmission that could be intercepted by the Detective and lead him
to Ra’s present location. There was a volcanic caldera on the nearby island of San
Miguel rumored to be a mystic, life-giving spring, and The Demon’s Head wished it to
be surveyed, should it be suitable for a Lazarus Pit. There was absolutely no need to
send three men when these jobs could all be completed by a single one, and there was
no reason Ubu could not be that man. Once he was on land and found the fabled hot
spring to be a nothing but a fetid blowhole whose waters and steam vents reeked of
sulfur, it was certainly his duty to seek out alternatives. There were a dozen islands,
after all, and the sun that shone down on them was so very warm. The air was so clean
and unfiltered. And the walls of the little pub where he stopped for lunch had
windows that did not bend in noticeably as you approached crush depth.
It was no act of disloyalty to prefer a room where the walls did not creak and groan
with the weight of an ocean. It was no act of disloyalty! He preferred walls that did
not have the weight of an ocean pressing them inward towards his head. He preferred
air that didn’t reek of salt water and algae, where every breath didn’t coat his throat
with a film of mossy slime. He may have dallied a bit longer than absolutely
necessary, but the walls did not creak and bend! He would have to eat whether he
returned to the sea base or not, so what was the harm in taking a last meal on land,
with the warm sun and the unfiltered air and the non-creaking walls?
The harm, obviously, was the accursed Feline who sat across from him now.
Of all the accursed luck! If the Detective had somehow gleaned Ra’s al Ghul’s plan
and was actively searching the Atlantic, and if the Feline Concubine had, like any
sensible being, found an excuse to make her way to land and there found the warm sun
and unfiltered air a good enough reason to delay her return, what were the chances
they would seek refuge in the same bar?! What were the chances?! And now, because
of that vile woman, another thrice-damned submarine was taking him back to the
ocean floor.
At least this vessel seemed better built for the purpose—though it was sacrilege to
think so, and Ubu immediately chastened himself for preferring the infidel Atlantean
sub to that provided by Ra’s al Ghul. In order to squelch these traitorous thoughts,
Ubu once again lunged forward to strangle the Feline.

Catwoman’s arrival in Atlantis was very different from Batman’s. The plasma sub
was no transporter, and there were no formalities to be observed (or set aside) for its
arrival. As far as the Atlantean Guard was concerned, it was an ordinary vehicle
returning from a mission. Batman wanted to meet it, so Vulko directed him to the
docking bay, where he went unescorted.
He waited alone while the receiving crews did their jobs, professionally, efficiently,
and without acknowledging the visiting surfacer in their midst. Before long, a sub
docked… The hatch opened… An ensign stepped out and then turned back to assist a
shorter figure emerging behind him…
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Batman’s eyes flickered up and down, inspecting Selina’s form as she came into
view. All vestiges of her disguise were gone, the wig, the tape distorting her figure, the
clothing. Not unexpected. She wore the kind of improvised getup typical for
shipwreck rescues—except for the tears and pulls around the top of her t-shirt, and the
matching bruises around her neck.
Their eyes met for a long moment, which was as demonstrative as either of them
were comfortable with in a docking bay full of strangers.
“What happened?” Batman asked finally, indicating the bruising on her neck by
pointing to his own.
“I brought you a present,” she said with a half-smirk. “He got a little rambunctious
in the car.”
On cue, the Atlanteans were carrying an unconscious Ubu out of the sub, a fresh
bruise on his head, and his left eye going black.
Batman grunted.

He really is the sweetest, most thoughtful man in the world. Nobody understands
that about him, which is how he wants it, naturally. Batman is not supposed to be
sweet—but he is. He really is.
He had Alfred send my costume through the League teleporter so it was waiting for
me when I got to Atlantis. Since we’d learned about the symposium, it seemed like the
whole adventure had degenerated into a series of costume changes. And now, here,
finally, was the costume that mattered: MINE! My catsuit. I was home again.
Getting to peel off that last t-shirt and slip into my own skin… meoooooooow. I felt
like me again. For the first time since the Batcave, I felt like me. No Foundation suit, no
DEMON minion, no tight waitressy t-shirt from a waterside bar… Me. Catwoman.
Catsuit-Purple-Purring-Hissing-Scratching-Enough with the water already-I’m a cat
goddamnit-Meow.
I had just pulled my hair out through the back of the cowl when the secretary came
in. She said Batman and King Orin were in the situation room and I should join them
as soon as I was ready.
I was ready, but I stalled for a minute, fussing with the gloves and patting down the
wrinkles, just so I could talk to the new girl. That’s when I learned her name was
Valerina, she was the king’s personal assistant, and, since formal protocols had been set
aside for Batman’s visit, she was our unofficial guide and go-to girl for the duration of
our stay.
She seemed to think I was her equivalent in the Bat Family, and while I’d normally
shut down any assumption that I was a sidekick or subordinate, I didn’t in this case.
When I was working, I’d always found support staff—assistants, chauffeurs, and
whatnot—ready to open up to an equal. I learned about more backdoors and
blindspots by letting people like Valerina think I was one of them. So, just for today…
We hit it off immediately. For someone attached to a Leaguer, even a comparatively
sane one like Aquaman, she seemed amazingly grounded and sensible. She said this
was her first contact with Batman, and when I asked what she thought of him, she said
he seemed “a lot like King Orin.” No nonsense, as she put it. I could only guess what
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kind of “nonsense” she’s encountered with the other Leaguers, but preferring Batman’s
manner to it certainly indicated more taste and intelligence than I’ve come to expect in
places like this.
“Normally, Vulko would have the job staffing a visitor of his stature,” she told me as
she led me through the maze of corridors. “At first, I thought maybe I was assigned
as… Well, I shouldn’t say this, but judging by your costume, I suspect you’ll
understand. I thought perhaps I was given the assignment to be a species of…”
“Eye candy?” I guessed.
“Yes, exactly. But as soon I met him, I could see that wasn’t the case. He’s very no
nonsense, rather like the king in that respect. Now that he’s been with us several
hours, I realize it was just… I am saying too much, but…” She paused, looked around,
and continued in a whisper “From what I’ve seen, Batman scares the krill out of
Vulko.”
Like I said, I liked Valerina straight away.

Ra’s looked up sharply, and made a swift gesture for the minion Denni’ to be silent.
The lights had flickered again. That was the second time in an hour, although this
time, at least, they had not gone out completely. If his engineers made any error
connecting his equipment to the base’s Atlantean power grid, someone would have to
be flogged.
“Continue,” Ra’s said at last, once the flickering ceased.
“The prisoners are exhibiting all the expected behaviors, going through the motions
of work but doing little when not directly supervised. We have identified three who
seem the least resistant and are rewarding them in small ways. A pillow, an extra
ration…”
“A beginning,” Ra’s said coolly. “There will always be collaborators, Denni.’ There
will always be those whose ambit—”
Once again, the lights flickered.
“Whose… ambitions…” Ra’s droned on with less certainty, “will quickly override
any… princip—”
This time, the lights went out completely.

I could tell we were approaching the situation room when Valerina’s easy manner
faded. There were a pair of guards standing at attention at the end of the hall, but even
without the closed door coming into view behind them, I would have known from her
change in stride.
The guards let her enter on sight, no passwords or badges or entry of keycodes. The
first thing I heard when the door opened was Batman’s voice:
“If you don’t think your men can hold him, I can make other arrangements.”
Followed by Aquaman’s:
“I didn’t say that. It is true that Atlantis has very little crime and what there is has
never warranted the equivalent of a surface type of jail, but we are perfectly capable
of—”
“Then what’s the problem?”
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“When I got back from that endless relay swim around the Pacific, I told you—and
kept on telling you every time you asked—that Atlantis had not been invaded. THIS,
this is how you invade. Not storming the dome with a thousand men that can’t
breathe inside a flooded—Oh, hello, Selina, good to see you again—could never get
into Atlantis as an advancing army. But get a man captured! Ubu was just brought
into the heart of Atlantis!”
“Hey, that was your guys’ idea,” I chimed in. “It wasn’t mine and it certainly wasn’t
Ubu’s.”
“Can we be so sure?” Arthur asked. “Can we absolutely certain his ‘capture’ was
not a staged event to give him access to the inner sanctums of the palace?”
“Oh hell yes,” I laughed. “You didn’t see his face in that sub. He is not loving the
underwater experience. I’m still not sure what he was doing in that bar, but I know he
was happy there and I’ll bet all the catnip in my wallet right now against all the kelp in
yours, he would still be there if your men had left him alone. Ask the ones that kept
pulling him off me in the sub, if you don’t believe me. He was not happy to be back
underwater.”
“You’re sure?” Arthur asked—and before I could answer, Batman echoed him.
Rather than put up with the Jackass Crimefighter routine in stereo, I turned to the one I
knew best and answered Batman directly.
“How many times have you seen Ubu, and on how many of those occasions did he
strike you as a gifted actor?”
He grunted, and in my peripheral vision, I saw Arthur grimace.
“Assuming you’re right, Ra’s al Ghul still has upwards of sixty prisoners to our one,
including Tim. And he doesn’t seem the type who would part with a single one in any
type of prisoner exchange.”
“Not… the way you mean it…” Batman said slowly. I could see his wheels turning,
then his eyes went square and I knew he’d reached a decision. When he spoke again, it
would be a new tone, the “this is what we’re going to do” proclamation.
Except he didn’t say anything, he just looked at me.
“It is,” Arthur said, also looking at me.
“NO!” I said. I’m not in on the Justice League telepathy channel, but I could tell that
whatever they were talking about, it involved me and I would not like it.

“No,” I repeated.
We were back in our quarters, alone, and by now I had said no approximately four
hundred thirty-seven times. One hundred in the sit room with Aquaman and Batman,
one hundred more to Aquaman alone when Batman left to make a phone call, thirty
more when he got back, one hundred a piece to Valerina and Vulko while they took me
the long way back to our quarters, and now seven—“No!”—eight since Bruce joined
me in our suite and, in a particularly transparent maneuver, took off his cowl to
“reason” with me, face-to-face.
Four hundred thirty-eight nos. It should have been enough for anybody, but not for
Batman.
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“Aquaman is right,” he’d stated (in exactly that ‘what we’re going to do’ tone I
predicted). “The quickest and least bloody way to invade is to be captured and let your
enemy escort you into the heart of his operation. With Ra’s, it’s always been the most
efficient way to get inside whatever he’s doing.”
“I’m familiar with the Trojan Horse protocol, Bruce. I’m also familiar with the Ra’s
history and I’ve been biting my tongue not to say her name. I know you’ve always
found ‘getting captured’ to be the quickest way inside with that DEMON crowd, and
the absurd indignities you sunk to, pretending to let that transparent harpy manipulate
you. A man with 1/1000 of your intelligence would have seen through her act in a
Gotham minute. And anyone who allegedly knows you the way that DEMON crowd
pretends to should fucking know that. But no, apparently they actually are as gullible
and stupid as they think you are, and they open the gates every time and roll that
wooden horse into the throne room. Fine. They’re idiots, I accept that.
“But does anybody really think that lucky streak would extend to me? Can you
honestly stand there and say that preposterous, already-straining-credulity-to-thebreaking-point chain of deluded DEMON stupid would survive The Prodigal Ubu
marching me into the throne room trussed up like a Christmas turkey?”
“Selina, we have two distinct advantages right now. We have Ubu, and we have
Ra’s. The Demon’s Head thinks he’s pulling this off. He thinks I’m off investigating
Pequena’s designs on you, the world believes his scientists are dead, and Aquaman is
blissfully unaware he’s moved into the neighborhood. We can shatter all of that in one
devastating second with you marching into his throne room and saying ‘Meow.’ I
know Ra’s. His plans are all predicated on an assumption of success. He doesn’t have
fallback strategies or contingency plans, and while he’s reeling, trying to find a flee
square on three fronts at once, we open the keyhole for the Atlantean troops and
rendezvous with Tim. He’ll be free by now, and looking for a—”
“Wait a minute, ‘we?’ Who’s we?”
“Selina, you can’t think I was going to send you in there alone. I’ll be Ubu.”
It’s one of those statements that, if anyone else says it, you laugh. You know they
can’t be serious and you laugh. If Batman says it, you know he can’t be joking and you
should take it seriously, but… Ubu?
“You’ll be Ubu,” I said flatly.
“I probably can’t fool Ra’s for very long, up close,” he said, almost casually. “But the
rest of them won’t be a challenge. I made up as the last Ubu and got away with it for
nearly a day, and he only spoke Farsi. This one speaks German, Romanian, and
English. Plus, Arthur’s people have this wearable hologram unit they’re still trying to
develop for covert ops. The tech is fine, but their agents don’t have a lot of undercover
experience. Who better to give it a shakedown cruise than someone experienced with
infiltration, stage make-up impersonation, and—”
“Yes, yes, I get it. Who better than you. It’s a tech toy, who better than you to try it
out.”
I was trying for a lip twitch, but all I got was a grunt, so I decided to stop teasing and
think it through.
“Well, we will be doing Ubu a favor,” I said, thinking out loud. “Even if it is you, as
long as they think it’s him, he benefits. He was playing hooky on land, not a doubt in
my mind. And now that we’ve got him, he’s been gone even longer. There’s no way
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he can really explain where he’s been or how he got captured without admitting to…
to the kind of indiscretion I don’t think they let you admit to in DEMON. If he doesn’t
show up with a prisoner of at least my level of ‘interesting,’ then he’s going to be
flopping around for air that won’t come, just like that dead-fish minion.”
“’Will be doing him a favor,’ that means you’ll do it?”
“Ubu may not be my favorite person in the world, but I wouldn’t want to see him
deadfish, particularly when it’s partially my fault.”
“Welcome to the least satisfying aspect of crimefighting, saving the bad guys. And
they never say thank you.”
I laughed.
“You saved me a few times. I always tried to thank you, and you didn’t want to hear
it.”
“I can tell Arthur to proceed with the plan now?”
Mr. Denial, just like old times. He even had that stiff jaw he always pulled whenever
he declined to be thanked. I decided another reminder was in order. Occasionally the
ass-saving had gone the other way, and…
“You, on the other hand, what was that phrase you used instead of thank you? How
did that go again? Was it… Oh yes, ‘Put the Storm Opals from Rann back on your way
out.’”
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CHAPTER 10: THE FOCUS OF THE
CRIMEFIGHTER ON HIS TASK
One of the reasons I don’t enjoy chess? The endgame. At some point in the
midgame shuffle, after so much probing, trading of pieces, and battling it out for an
extra pawn, the balance of power tips. The final result is then a foregone conclusion, at
least on paper. There is nothing left but this pointless chasing and maneuvering until
you get the doomed king trapped in a corner: menaced where he stands, menaced on
all sides, with his own pawn blocking his only square for escape. It’s a snooze. You
might think a cat would like the idea. The outcome of the classic cat and mouse contest
is a foregone conclusion too, nine times out of ten, and we enjoy that. Maybe mice are
just intrinsically more interesting than chessmen; I don’t know. But I can say from
personal experience that, winning or losing, I put the end of a chess game right up
there with a big turkey dinner, a lullaby, and a snortful of chloroform.
The chess players in my life obviously disagree. Eddie likes the endgame because
(and I’m quoting) “No ace routs Brainiest Ed.” I shared this with my traveling
companion, who I had dubbed Brubu. It was Batman inside the Atlantis spy corps’s
holographic shell, and while it might reproduce Ubu’s physical appearance perfectly, I
had seen its brow knit with all of Bruce’s figuring-out-the-new-gizmo expressions
while he got it up and running. After that, no matter how much it resembled Ubu, I
kept on seeing Bruce. Particularly now, since I was talking about Eddie.
We were in another plasma sub, heading for the surface. Aquaman had the fish
searching around Kapheira, and they’d found the elevator system Ra’s set up to get his
people and prisoners into the sea base. I’d been chatting to get Brubu’s mind off the
fact that he wasn’t driving. Normally, he could have piloted the sub just fine, but from
inside the prototype Atlantis hologram, it was “an unnecessary layering of unfamiliar
technologies.” Too many unknown variables, risk multipliers, etc. So the control freak
gets to sit in the passenger seat next to Kitty. I know he hates that kind of thing, so I
was doing my best to lighten the mood. You can’t go too far off “the case” at this point
with Batman; he likes to stay focused. Usually I like breaking his focus, but that’s my
fun. This was an anti-brooding exercise for his benefit, so I stuck to Ra’s-adjacent
subjects like chess. Going up to the surface in a sub just to come back down in an
elevator, it was the kind of tedium you find at the end of a chess game, and I said as
much.
“No ace routs Brainiest Ed?” Brubu repeated with a scowl. “That’s an anagram for?”
“Bean counters are idiots,” I smirked.
“He’s referring to the academic chess players’ attitude that there comes a point
where you have to accept the inevitable and resign the game once you realize your
position is untenable.”
“Right. If you’re down four pawns, both bishops and the queen, you’re screwed
so…”
“So you concede. But Nigma prefers to play on, because resigning ignores the
possibility of your opponent making a mistake.”
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“Or a lot of mistakes,” I corrected, “which in his experience they’re inclined to do.
Let’s face it, present company excepted, most people Eddie takes on are a lot dumber
than he is. No matter what their technical advantage, if he keeps them dancing long
enough, they’ll screw up.”
Brubu grunted.
“I’d think you’d feel the same,” I guessed. “I mean, forget chess. Real life, if you
played the percentages, we would all be dead years ago. You, Eddie, Hagen, Joker—
even Kitty packing the old eight-life advantage. We all know from personal gun-inyour-face experience that a foregone conclusion on paper is no such thing in reality.”
“Y-yes,” Brubu agreed, “and no. Chess is a war game, and playing an almost certain
loss through to the checkmate is the equivalent of making an enemy burn every farm
and kill every peasant in the kingdom. Of course they may make still make a mistake
before it comes to that, but at what cost? A wise king will sometimes surrender, make
peace for the good of the kingdom, knowing in a year or two circumstances will
change, there will be opportunities to reclaim what’s lost.”
“Okay, nice metaphor, but the actual game stops at the board’s edge, right?”
“Says the jewel thief on an undercover mission to take down Ra’s al Ghul?”

Selina never had a chance to find out what that last remark meant. The sub had
reached the surface, and from that moment on, Bruce was gone and Ubu would remain
in character until the mission objective was complete. There were no guards to take
out on the platform, and nothing but buttons and levers inside the elevator. Ubu was
stoic, and Catwoman was… unsatisfied.
From Bruce’s POV, it was a fine performance he was giving. It was Ubu as Batman
had always seen him, a few steps from Ra’s al Ghul’s side: serious, watchful,
disciplined, and alert. As the elevator descended, Selina couldn’t help contrasting this
Ubu with the one she’d ridden down with earlier. She decided that it wasn’t out of
character for her to give Batman an acting note. After all, the real Ubu had tried to
strangle her four times in their earlier trip to the bottom. If this was that Ubu, she
would get even by tweaking his nose. So… acting note as nose tweak:
“You’re doing a lot better this time, Ubs,” she said with a teasing smile. “Last time
we approached crush depths, you were positively green.”
“Silence, woman,” he snarled. Then, under his breath, he added “Last time, I was
the one in chains.”
Despite this internal pep talk, Ubu’s pallor whitened and his rigid, disciplined
expression wavered momentarily. He snuck occasional peeks at the ceiling…

Tmcra’s panel alerted him as soon as the elevator began its descent, but he let it
reach the bottom of the shaft before taking any action, so that those inside, if
unauthorized, would have no hope of reaching the surface when ejected. Only when
the pressurized car reached the receiving chamber did he check the receiving docket.
He knew from the beginning of his shift that no arrivals were expected, but he
followed the prescribed procedures all the same. Confirming that no arrivals were
scheduled, he flicked on the camera to demand authorization—and saw Ubu.
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Ubu required no authorization, for every DEMON down to the lowliest pit-stirrer
knew that Ubu’s word was only a half step from Ra’s al Ghul’s own. The doors were
opened at once—and Tmcra noted the bodyguard’s imperfectly concealed dread. He
noted it without judgment, for he shared it. Officially, a man had no past before
DEMON. He had no country, no family, and no name but the one The Great One
bestowed on his unworthy head. But even so, there were those whose non-existent
pasts included water, and those that knew only sand. The ones from sand were…
honored that they could add overcoming abject terror to the services they rendered in
the DEMON’s name. And they all recognized others who were equally honored.
Tmcra’s colleague H’qai offered to take Ubu’s prisoner to the brig, but Ubu refused.
He announced her status as though she were a person of some interest to the Demon’s
Head: The Feline Consort of He Whose Name Must Not Be Spoken. A prisoner such as
this must be delivered to The Presence without delay.
Tmcra accepted the statement at face value, but once Ubu and the prisoner had left,
H’qai snickered.
“Any time there is a prisoner from Gotham, they wind up escaping,” he said
cynically. “And that one is the Illustrious Ubu’s alibi. He wants to make sure The
Great One sees her, in the flesh, before she can get away.”

Arthur had shown us schematics of Kapheira before we’d left Atlantis.
Well, “schematics” is a bit generous. What he showed us first were more like oil
paintings, artists’ renderings from the days when Atlanteans actually used this place as
a military base, and a few sketched floorplans that were so old and faded that you
could barely make out the lines separating the base from ocean, let alone marking off
hallways or individual rooms. I could feel Bruce seething. Mount Psychbat was about
thirty seconds from erupting when Arthur laughed and said “But it isn’t every day we
have the World’s Greatest Catburglar working for us, and I thought something flashier
was called for. So I had the historians use the data from those pictures to make up
this.”
He stepped through an archway into a room out of Star Trek. In the center, on a
raised platform, was a three-foot hologram of Kapheira, a 3-D model we could slice
open, rotate on any axis and view from any angle.
“World’s Greatest Catburglar is duly impressed,” I said kindly. And then, sensing
that Arthur only started with the oil paintings to needle Bruce, I added, “This is almost
as slick as the holograms in the Batcave.”
So anyway, thanks to Arthur, we’d gone in with a fairly good idea where Ra’s would
have set up his throne room, and that’s where Brubu was taking me now. Strategically
speaking, there were about twenty war rooms that would have made better sense, but
this is Ra’s we were talking about. If he has a weakness (and at last count, he had
eighty-seven), it’s that kink for set dressing. He doesn’t care about practical or
strategic, he wants something Ra’s-worthy. In Kapheira, that was the top tower with a
wide port view of the whole base.
We were less certain about the location of the brig, which was our priority for freeing
the hostages. I knew Brubu didn’t want to stay too long in one place or get too chatty
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with any one minion, so we left the elevators as soon as we could, and he stopped the
next minion we passed in the halls.
“I was obliged to go topside before the prisoners were installed,” he said brusquely.
“Which location was finally decided on for their storage?”
It was a bold move, just flat out asking that way. If he was disguised as anyone less
than Ubu, it might not have worked. But given the disguise, and a certain knack Bruce
has for being bossy and domineering in the most casual circumstances, we got our
answer. The prisoners were in the West Tower, Level Three.
We went on our way towards the probable throne room… when the lights went out.

Batman was too experienced to be “pleased” or “satisfied” at this early stage. The
mission was proceeding as expected, and they were roughly one minute ahead of
schedule as far as learning the location of the brig. It was nothing to begin
congratulating themselves over—and, in fact, a less mature crimefighter who did
indulge in self-congratulation at that moment would have had his thought interrupted
by a tell-tale buzz a split-second before the lights flickered out.
It did not escape Batman’s notice that the buzz began when he’d walked exactly six
paces into a hallway in which there were no other minions, no doors, and no sightlines
from the hall they’d just left. He shifted his weight to deflect the attack sure to come,
but was startled when it came from four-degrees off the expected angle. It was—
ouch—just off enough that his shifted balance worked against him, and rather than
hurling his attacker over his shoulder using the thug’s own momentum to propel him
into the floor, he wound up…
“Ho, ho, ho. Now I have a scimitar.”
Losing his weapon.
“Yippie kay yay, He who triumphs over death and grave.”
To Tim.
Before Batman could process this development, he was tackled at the waist.
Propelled forward and towards the floor, he registered several details in the split
second it took to twist out of the new attacker’s chosen trajectory and backhand her
into the wall:
- the second attacker was female, about Selina’s height, and had some training
- in one style only, possibly muay thai, and not particularly good
- all of which argued against her being DEMON, which did not train women (with one
unfortunate
exception)
- and anyone they did train (with the same unfortunate exception), they trained
exceptionally
well
- she wore a mask, although not the kind he usually glimpsed on those he backhanded
as he twisted out of a waist tackle. It was more improvised, from a black cloth tied
around her head like a kerchief, like something a pirate would wear.
In the second it took to turn back and intercept Tim’s coming attack, he noted that
Tim was wearing a similar mask…
And a block later, that Tim had finally recognized his fighting style…
They sparred for a few seconds while Tim’s partner, who must be Dr. Meadows,
picked herself off the floor and (presumably) looked for an opening to mount a fresh
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attack. In this leisurely period, Batman noted that Selina was smirking, and that, while
the hallway seemed free of cameras, Tim was not calling off the attack. That meant
they were either maintaining the charade for watching minions or for Dr. Meadows.
Either way, he couldn’t drop the hologram until he could talk candidly with Tim.
Rather than wait for Meadows to make her own move, he gave her an opening and
defended with the snapback punch normally reserved for bruisers, pulling back for
momentum and channeling the full weight of his body into the throw, then shifting the
forward motion upward the split second he hit her jaw like snapping a wet towel.
Down she went… and in some guilty recess of Bruce’s mind, he decided the
Foundation would underwrite her research for the rest of her career.
“Thank you,” Tim said hoarsely. “First freedom I’ve had for days.”
“It’s safe to talk?” Batman asked.
“Oh yeah, these four halls see almost no traffic. That’s why I picked them to, uh,
make our move… rescue Cat. The surveillance and tactical has been really easy.
Demon 101, they’re doing everything like they always do. The hard part has been
convincing E.J. that we’re just that lucky: finding food unattended, isolated minions to
pick off, power drops n’ stuff.”
“This isn’t your first escapade?” Batman graveled.
“No. Upside: I found an alternative to the Trekkie. Die Hard.”
“I figured,” Catwoman chimed in. “Ho, ho, ho, now I have a scimitar?”
“Yippie kay yay,” Tim answered, waving the scimitar at her.
Catwoman laughed.

Brubu scowled.
“Okay, I know I shouldn’t joke,” Tim said, “but you have any idea how many times
I’ve heard the ‘oath of loyalty’ in the last few days.”
I could feel for the kid, but Brubu obviously didn’t.
“That mask isn’t the best idea, considering,” he graveled.
“Well that would be the Dread Pirate Roberta’s idea over there,” Tim said, pointing
at Meadows’s limp form. “I don’t think you appreciate how nuts that woman is, and
how challenging the last few days have been.”
“Actually I can,” Brubu said grimly. “Even in an empty hallway, the two of you
taking on Ubu was far from prudent.”
“We figured Catwoman would help,” Tim murmured.
“Enough,” Brubu barked. “We now have four operatives instead of the planned
three. When Meadows wakes up, you’ll brief her on her part. Now, here’s what we’re
going to do…”

Tmcra returned to his station with a grilled seahorse impaled on a skewer.
“You want?” he asked H’qai.
H’qai nodded, but rather than handing it over, Tmcra flicked the seahorse off the end
of the skewer with his thumb. H’qai caught it and, as he munched, he saw Tmcra wrap
the end of the stick in a napkin and run it along the ridges of his keyboard.
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“Not again,” H’qai grumbled.
“M’twa and F’gar always eat at their stations,” Tmcra complained. “I don’t like the
crumbs under the keys.”
“Like it matters,” H’qai said, shaking his head. “They have anything else down
there? Starfish? Crickets?”
“Chuanr. Scorpion. Broccoli.”
“I might go down later.” H’qai said.
“You shouldn’t eat at your station,” Tmcra sniffed.
The only answer to this blatant hypocrisy was a meaty thud. Before Tmcra could
turn to look, he found himself in a boa hold. He just managed to glimpse H’qai’s
unconscious body before he himself fell to the floor.

As soon as the elevator was taken, Batman touched a button on his utility belt, and a
second on the hologram control. The first sent a pulse to the two OraComs within
range; the second sent a signal to Atlantis…
With Tim’s help, Dr. Meadows slipped in among the other scientists and began
quietly spreading the word: the rescue was coming, be ready to move…
Aquaman smiled wickedly. His part in this Batman-Demon endgame was the kind
of clash he loved. If it wasn’t a duty, it would be a pleasure. If it wasn’t a crucial
diversion, he would do it just for fun. Batman claimed he would need ten minutes,
eleven maybe, twelve at the most, but Arthur knew he could keep it up for hours if
necessary…
Catwoman smiled too, but it wasn’t a wicked smile like Arthur’s. It was a sublimely
contented smile. Using her criminal expertise to help Batman, if there was any richer
cream, she couldn’t imagine what it might be.

Okay, it wasn’t exactly stealing. Opening the keyhole for the Atlantean shock troops
wasn’t exactly your high-grade B&E on Fifth Avenue, burgling Tiffanys and coming
away with something sparkly. But it was like opening a safe, a very large, rock, tulipshaped safe.
Step 1: get to the safe tulip. Wasn’t too hard. Six guards to be evaded, one taken out
with drugged claws.
Step 2: getting into the tulip. I won’t sugarcoat it. I had to contort. I had to suck in, I
had to stretch up, and at one point, I had to do this thing with my hips that should only
be done around a stripper pole—by somebody else’s hips around a stripper pole. But I
got into the center of the thing, and after that, it was just a matter of matching these
carved marbles from Atlantis with the corresponding symbol…

Batman disabled the Ubu hologram and took a deep, satisfying breath as the
lumbering bodyguard vanished, revealing his normal shape and costume. The
disguise had been effective as far as it went, but now that he had to take out the
phalanx of minions guarding the scientists, a different mode was called for. He needed
to become proactive, a predator…
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“Thermal imaging lenses engage,” he ordered softly, and at once, the lenses snapped
into place inside the cowl, allowing him to see the heat signatures of men moving
behind solid walls. One advantage of the Atlantean base: built into the side of a
mountain as it was, there were countless outcroppings from the original cavern walls
extending over the man-made ones. They weren’t as smooth as a Gotham gargoyle,
but they were more plentiful. Batman grappled up to the largest one to scan the area
from an optimal vantage point.
As he counted up the minions, Batman’s lips eased into a thin, satisfied crease that,
in another man, might have passed for a smile. As well trained as DEMON agents
were said to be, they shared one trait with the common street thug: they seldom looked
up. He watched their movements for several minutes, noting the patterns: where they
walked, how quickly, and where their blind spots were as they moved. As in Gotham,
as soon as he gleaned their patterns, he could predict which man would soon be
isolated.
When he identified one, he leapt down quietly, crouched, and at the ideal moment,
took the minion down with a silencing chokehold…

His Majesty, Orin, by the Grace of Poseidon, of Atlantia, Pacifica, and Dominions
beyond the Reefs, King and Defender of the Seas, Duke of Poseidonis, Sovereign of the
Most Ancient and Most Noble Order of Pontos… breathed.
“Valerina,” he said with a hauteur his aide had never heard before, “place the call.”
Valerina took a long, deep breath herself. The mechanisms before her had not been
used in over six hundred years. She swallowed, and painstakingly placed the first
power stone on a raised pedestal until the symbol cut into its surface began to glow.
Then she removed it and set it into the recessed bowl in the com panel marked with the
same symbol, and with a delicate white hand, she began charging the next power
stone.

Batman grimaced. The last minion managed to bite him as he placed his glove over
the guy’s mouth, which didn’t slow the takedown or do his hand any actual harm, but
it had torn the glove and exposed bare flesh. Another bite, while unlikely, could bring
more trouble than it was worth. A new approach was called for.
He’d picked off about a third of the guards, which was not enough to risk free
combat, not in a DEMON compound where they could summon a hundred
reinforcements. He needed to continue thinning their numbers silently and
unobtrusively. He hoisted this last minion, the biter, up to another outcropping big
enough to hold him, and draped him over it… Just in time. The pudgy one was just
coming around the corner. Batman leapt from his perch, using his cape like a glider,
sailing straight for the guy’s chest. Swinging both feet forward, he slammed into the
minion, knocking him out cold. Once again, he grappled up to the outcropping with
an unconscious minion in tow.
Normally, Batman would allow the remaining henchmen, guards, or thugs to find
their colleagues unconscious. It spread terror and led them to make stupid mistakes.
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But not here. Not with DEMONs. If any one of them sounded the alarm, it could bring
a hundred minions from throughout the compound. A hundred extra minions
between the scientists and the elevator. No, he had to keep picking them off quietly.
Perhaps he could hide under that floor grate…

Step 2-1/2: scraping. This place was ancient. There were rings of recessed egg
shapes inside the tulip, each carved with the Atlantis equivalent of a rune.
Theoretically, all I had to do was place the carved marble-gems from Atlantis into the
recess with the same symbol. Except the niches were encrusted with dried slime and
who knows what. If I didn’t have claws, I would have been screwed. As it was, it still
slowed me down. Painstakingly scraping this corroded rock gunk until I found the
symbol.
That brought me to Step 3, at last, placing the first marble-gem. The rune on the
stone and the rune in the recess both started to glow as they came into contact, which I
interpreted as the first “click” finding a combination. Back to step 2-1/2, scraping away
at the next recess. One down, five to go…
This time, the best part about getting the safe open wasn’t going to be getting
anything out, but what would be coming in…

Batman hung inverted on the zipline from one of the higher outcroppings, like an
oversized version of his namesake. He waited silently until the tall minion was
directly below him, then zipped down, grabbing the man by the throat, and zipped
back up to his perch. A nerve pinch put an end to the struggling, while Batman
wrapped several lengths of Batline around the minion’s feet.
Thus secured, Batman lowered the minion to dangle upside down in the path of the
remaining guard, who naturally rushed to see what had happened, what that miniongarbed man-size cocoon was hanging in the middle of the hallway. As soon as the
conscious guard was directly underneath the unconscious one, Batman cut the line,
dropping the latter onto the former…

Ra’s al Ghul examined an antique globe, squinting at two islands in the Pacific.
“Palau or New Guinea?” he mused. “New Guinea or Palau?”
Before long, his scientists would have produced their first fuel alterative. Since it
was supposed to be mined from the ocean floor, he wanted a spot far from his present
location. So, should his shield corporation be located in Palau or… No, Palau became
a little too chummy with the United States after World War II, and was a little too
chummy still for his liking. While Ra’s intended to sell to other countries first, there
was no telling at what point exactly the Detective would interest himself in a
developing technology on the far side of the world. In Indonesian-controlled Misool in
the Raja Ampat province of New Guinea, it would be considerably harder for him to
glean information to connect an emerging energy consortium to DEMON.
Ra’s smiled contentedly at the globe, when the light in the room changed abruptly as
a panel on the wall, that he had not even recognized as a viewscreen, suddenly sprang
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to life. A royal crest of seashells held aloft by dolphins filled the screen, which then,
abruptly, was replaced by the scowling visage of Aquaman.
::Ra’s al Ghul,:: he pronounced with a commanding air Ra’s found annoying. ::You
are trespassing on the sovereign waters of Atlantis. Anything short of immediate withdrawal
will be deemed an act of war.::
Ra’s al Ghul smiled. This was the kind of confrontation he liked best. Master to
master, king to king.
“You noticed our imperial presence sooner than we expected, King of Atlantis. Your
position, though it comes sooner than anticipated, is, nonetheless… expected.”
The Demon’s Ego swelled to fill the grandeur of the occasion, matching wit and wills
with a monarch who ruled four-fifth of the globe. The contest would be gratifying
under any circumstances, but today Ra’s had every tactical advantage, the position he
liked best when addressing any opponent of any rank.
“Your position is clear, concise, and well presented,” he declared smugly. “My
position: this base is mine. It has my troops all over it, that makes it mine.”
::By what authority, the tip of a sword? You’ll find that carries no weight down here,
Demon’s Head. The rule of LAW applies under the seas. My law. Atlantis law.::
“Unenforceable ‘law,’” Ra’s sniffed. “Which is to say, a quaint local custom, like a
folk dance performed at peasant weddings. It is the inevitable error of the inherited
monarch: mistaking authority that fell into your lap by genetic accident for true
power. The admirable design of this base is such that taking it by force is a practical
impossibility. Your claims of ‘law’ are therefore meaningless. You are not in a position
to make demands of any kind. You may, of course, tender a request, king to king…”
::King to… BECAUSE YOU SIT YOUR ASS ON A VELVET CUSHION?! You don’t
know the first thing about leading men, Ghul, let alone ruling. A school of bluefins has a better
understanding of leadership, a lead tuna is born with a better grasp of the job than you.::
As Orin railed on, Ra’s caught an unexpected flicker of movement in his peripheral
vision. Not wishing to appear distracted, he shifted his weight and twisted his
shoulder forward, as if adjusting his cape. That gave him a momentary glance at the
strange movement, which turned out to be nothing more than…
:: Against three pods of killer whales controlled by an alien intelligence… ::
Catwoman.
:: So don’t think any so-called leader of ‘minions’ can intimidate me. ::
Strolling into his throne room.
:: Pitting each man against ten tons of Brainiac-controlled orca, with nothing more than a
shield and a sea-spear… ::
STROLLING into his room with the studied casualness of a… of an actual CAT
wandering around looking for amusement.
:: Compared to ordering a dozen brainwashed drones against one man with a utility belt. ::
She waved.
:: And losing every time, I might add. ::
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The look on his face was priceless—what little I could see of it, anyway. At his best,
Ra’s looks like he’s covering some serious acid reflux. When he actually does have his
nose out of joint, not a pretty picture.
:: I’m talking about what it MEANS to be a leader, Ghul, the tacit obligations that go with
the ‘sir, yes, sirs.’::
Arthur had obviously built up a head of steam. Which was the idea, of course, but I
think he’d transcended the role he was playing, and now he was just riding that wave
of righteous-crazed hero indignation.
:: My men know their lives aren’t put in danger to gratify a whim or make a point, and that’s
why I command their loyalty and respect. I don’t give a damn what a trumped up prawn like
you thinks about kings and kingship— ::
Ra’s, in a fit of grandeur befitting Shatner, swished his cape and turned to the side.
From Arthur’s point of view, I’m sure it was supposed to look menacing, sort of
Dracula ala mode. From my angle, it just seemed like he didn’t want to look at me.
Which meant the real diversion was working. Meow.
:: You’re not as good at this as I thought you’d be, Ghul. After the first exchange of bellows,
you fall back into huffing and making faces. I don’t think you have the stuff to speak for a
kingdom. ::
Arthur’s part was great, as far as it went, but even with Ra’s ego, there were limits.
Holding his attention in a king-to-king bluster-off might be enough when it was just
Batman picking off minions, but once I’d opened the keyhole and aqua troops started
storming the base, it was iffy. A king-to-king bluster-off alone probably couldn’t hold
his attention, but trying to keep up appearances in a king-to-king bluster-off while the
hated arch-nemesis’s girlfriend wanders around your throne room… Even now it
makes me laugh. If he wasn’t such a creep, you’d almost feel sorry for him.
It didn’t really matter what I did while I was wandering, so to amuse myself, I looked
for the swords. Bruce has mentioned that, hype aside, the one thing that actually does
distinguish the hairdo from other villains is that Batman never gets to punch him in the
face. Joker, Two-Face, Scarecrow, Hatter, eventually they all reach the end of the line,
the henchmen are all lying on the floor, and Batman gets to take out his righteous
crimefightery anger on their teeth. With Ra’s, every damn time when it gets down to
just the two of them, it’s fencing! Batman would love to punch him in the face, but no.
Ra’s gets up, out come the swords, and everybody’s on the deck of an 18th Century
pirate ship. So it occurred to me that, since I was right there in the throne room, it
would be a nice gesture. Early birthday present for Bruce: find the swords, lock ‘em
away in a drawer, and just this once, Ra’s al Ghul, the self-proclaimed greatest Bat-foe,
gets to find out what it really means to take on Batman and lose. Hee hee.
:: Which means you’ll never be able to hold on to anything you ‘conquer,’ Ghul. Oh, I’ve seen
your type before, dozens of times. Going to redefine the world and decree everything to your
liking. This is this, and that is thus, because I have declared it to be, the end. A high tide later,
nobody even remembers you. And all your decrees and declarations are nothing but a rancid
puddle of sand. ::
Finding the swords was no problem. Cat burglar’s instinct. I knew they had to be in
easy reach of the throne, so he could be posed in all his “Ah, there you are, Detective,
how pleasant to see you again” pomposity. So I wandered over to the throne, which
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brought two more magnificent cape-swishes as Ra’s seemed determined to hide me
from Arthur…
:: Atlantis could surrender right now, Ghul, and it wouldn’t change a thing. In two
migration cycles, you’ll be gone. In four you’ll be forgotten. In ten, it’ll be as though you never
existed. ::
…and there they were in a jewel encrusted footstool that was too low for anyone
sitting on the throne to rest their feet. It had no business being there unless it was a box
for something.

Ra’s was doing his best to ignore the defilement of his throne room by the infidel
feline abomination. He could not allow a mere woman to inhibit his performance in
front of a rival monarch. He simply had to maintain an appearance of… sword. She
was… she was sharpening her claws on the blade of his… this was intolerable.
:: I don’t feel I have your full attention there, sir,:: the viewscreen scoffed. :: I would think
that with something as important as this discussion that your full attention would be on the
task at hand. I see now the kind of ‘leader’ I'm dealing with. ::
Catwoman let out a low whistle, and Ra’s flung himself forward on what he
assumed to be the mute button.
“Look, it’s not my place to say,” Catwoman shrugged as the screen went dark. “But
if you let him get away with all that pontificating on a first encounter, that’s going to
define your relationship. I mean, c’mon, Ra’s. We’re talking about Justice League
heroes here. You don’t break their rhythm when they start laying down the law that
way, you’re always going to be the overhyped goatherd that let Aquaman take him out
for a ride.” She smiled pleasantly, and then pointed to the panel behind him. “I think
you hung up on him.”
Ra’s sputtered, but before he could say more, the viewscreen hummed, and once
again King Orin scowled down on the throne room.
:: I see, so that is how you play things, eh, Ghul? That is the best answer you can muster
when your sham philosophy is challenged and your paltry intrigues are exposed for the sorry
efforts they are? I begin to think Batman and the Justice League have been giving you too much
credit over the years. ::
“Hairdo,” Catwoman agreed in a barely audible sing-song.
:: Egregiously overestimated, that will be your epitaph, Demon’s Head. My armies will make
short work of this little invasion of yours. You can expect them at the gates any minute now to
wipe you from the ocean floor. ::
“Door’s open!” Catwoman called out happily. Then she whispered confidentially at
Ra’s, “that’s where I was before I came here. Doors are my specialty,” and concluded
with an impish wink.
:: Although truthfully, sending an army is overkill for an outdated cliché like you. One welltrained squad will do. One squad of my best men, kicking in the back door and taking you right
there in the throne room. ::
On cue, the doors opened and two lines of elite Atlantean Cetea marched into the
throne room, weapons drawn. As the first pair reached the middle of the room, they
fanned out slightly, as did the pair that followed and the pair following them, forming
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a perfect arrowhead formation by the time the first two reached Ra’s al Ghul. As the
last two separated, perfectly framed at the very end of the line stood… Batman.
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EPILOGUE
Catwoman stretched out luxuriously on the lush sofa in the diplomatic quarters she
shared with Batman.
“You look happy,” he noted with a liptwitch.
“Oh I am,” she purred. “So far, for a girl used to coming away with Catherine the
Great’s emeralds at the end of the night, crimefighting has been a bit light on the perks
and prizes. This was new. Seeing Ra’s face at the very moment of ‘checkmate?’
Meooooooow. That’ll hold me for a while.”
“It’s much more than checkmate,” Batman said seriously. “In the past, Ra’s has
always holed up in these third world principalities or old Iron Curtain states where it’s
impossible to arrest him. The local law enforcement is either too inept to hold him or
too corrupt to even try. But here…”
“Here, ‘local law enforcement’ is Arthur,” Selina smiled, completing the thought,
and Batman nodded. “So unlike when you catch up to him in East Turduckenstan, it
doesn’t end with shutting down his plot against NATO. You got to actually haul his
ass into a jail cell to pay for his crimes like any cheap thug.”
“I sense mockery in the choice of words,” Batman said, raising an eyebrow under the
mask.
“Some phrases will never trip off my tongue, Lover. But where Ra’s is concerned, I
do support the sentiment. He was going to blow me up, he kidnapped sixty people
and murdered one of his own in cold blood. I don’t want to see him get away with
that: ‘Oh, no harm done,’ and we all just pretend it never happened. No way, not good
enough, not even close. I want to see him punished. Partially because I’m a villain at
heart, I hate his guts and I would enjoy seeing him suffer. But mostly because if we
make an example of him, then maybe we don’t have to do this again three years down
the line.”
Again, Bruce’s lip twitched. She was more of a crimefighter than she knew, and he
would have told her so if only she’d take it as a compliment. Since she wouldn’t, he
just kissed her cheek and told her to finish packing.

He said I could take a plasma sub to the surface and return to Gotham with Tim and
the scientists, or go back with him in the teleporters. Now, I’m no fan of the Justice
League, but a ten-minute layover at the Watchtower with Bruce versus a slow boat to
Gotham with Mr. Manure Methanator, “just one Foundation grant away from making
jet fuel out of pig poop?” No contest.
Valerina walked us to the transporters—by way of the detention area being
reoutfitted for a new, long term resident. She said Atlantean jail cells were opulent by
surface standards, but with King Orin strolling in a couple times a week to “adjust the
pressure settings” personally, Ra’s was in for a rough couple of years.
“His Majesty has told me of an ancient surface ruler, a Julius Caesar, who would
shame his defeated foes with gestures of mercy and friendship when he had every
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right to order their deaths. This is the course of punishment King Orin has decided
upon for Ra’s al Ghul. Atlantean law does consider his crimes a capital offense, but the
king has never handed down a death sentence and says he will not consider breaking
the precedent for that… what is the term… ‘hairdo?’”
I could feel Batman’s eyes on me, so I avoided them and changed the subject.
“Well, I certainly agree with that,” I said brightly. “Death is really too good for him.
But living the rest of his days as a pet poodle when he used to be a man, that’s a
punishment that fits the crime, in Ra’s case at least.”
We were approaching the teleporters, and I knew Arthur was waiting there to meet
us when I heard his laugh.
“A pet poodle, eh? That’s good. I wish I’d thought of that. I went with ‘Clemency is
the prerogative of a true king.’”
“That’s good too,” I winked. Batman glowered, like he always does when I wink at
other heroes.
“Plus, once a week, an attaché will visit him in his cell,” Arthur stated, in a brisk
moving on/summing up tone. “To talk about how he learned about Kapheira’s
existence in the first place.”
“To Atlanteans, every conflict is a learning experience,” Valerina explained. “This
crisis passed without casualties, but if there had been Atlanteans injured or killed, we
would owe it to them to learn all we could from the experience.”
Batman’s head pulled back suddenly, as if he’d been physically struck.
“You know, that’s one thing Ra’s has never done,” he murmured. “Learned from his
mistakes. You’d think anyone who’s lived that long would… but no.”
“I imagine that’s what makes him a hairdo,” Valerina said happily.
We said our goodbyes, and I could tell there were a few telepathic exchanges going
on behind the verbal ones. When we were home in the cave, I asked Bruce what it was
about.
He told Arthur he should hang on to that new assistant. She “had a lot more going
on than the previous ones.”
And Arthur said… Ditto.

“I’m sorry, Professor. I’m not dropping any classes, but I am definitely changing my
major. Science just isn’t for me.”
“Tim, you haven’t declared a major,” Professor Milpini said mildly.
“I know, but you and my advisor had me on a science track, picking all these
electives that would dovetail into an applied sciences major, and I’m just saying I’m
not doing that anymore. My next elective is going to be a history of American film.”
“Tim, this is a mistake. You’re making a very rash decision based on a, a one in a
million happenstance. Scientists do not routinely get kidnapped by international
terrorists.”
“Yeah, I get that, Professor. But what I saw of Dr. Meadows and some of the others, I
just don’t think it’s my thing.”
“But you have a real aptitude!” Milpini cried.
“A history of American film,” Tim said happily, reading through the catalog of
freshman seminars available exclusively to honors students.
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“To have delivered a paper to the junior symposium your first semester!” Milpini
wailed.
“Or maybe Introduction to Journalism,” Tim read eagerly.
“An honorable mention as a freshman. Invited to the senior symposium and
introduced to the very researchers you footnoted…”
“Hey, look at this one—the Sociology of Superheroes. 3 credits. Afternoon lectures,
I’d get to sleep in. And no prerequisites.”
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“A ‘clip show,’ Master Tim?”
“Yeah, it’s for this Narrative Techniques class I’m auditing. My electives were so
stuffy and science heavy. After that whole Ra’s mess with the symposium and all the
scientists getting kidnapped, I decided I really wanted a new direction. Live a little, try
a bit of everything.”
Alfred doused his dust rag with the special slime-resistant coating and applied it like
furniture polish to the top of Batman’s work console.
“An admirable sentiment,” he said, switching to a feather duster and attacking the
keyboard with gusto. “A liberal arts base is a fine foundation for a well-rounded
education. My query was more… What exactly is a ‘clip show,’ Master Tim?”
“It’s, like, when a TV sitcom wants to save money, they’ll come up with some lame
reason for everybody to sit around remembering stuff that happened earlier, and then
they get to reuse all this old footage. String it together in this dumb ‘let’s keep
stepmom with a concussion awake for two days so she doesn’t fall into a coma’
framework.”
“I… see,” Alfred said skeptically.
“I know, it’s kinda trite. But the assignment is really cool. Take that format to
present something from one of your other classes. If it’s history, you might do World
War I, or business students might do the Industrial Revolution or the Great
Depression. Psychology, start with Freud, Jung, Pavlov, like that.”
“I fear an engineering student would have a daunting task before him,” Alfred
observed dryly.
“I don’t think engineers take this class,” Tim said with a grin.
“And which of your courses do you plan to explore via this innovative literary
style?”
“Rise of the Mystery Men, from the Sociology of Superheroes.”
Alfred scowled disapprovingly, and at first, Tim thought it must be the subject of his
class project—but then he saw Alfred point the spray can at a stubborn discoloration
on the side of a display case. After a sustained spray that looked vindictive, Alfred
flipped his featherduster around and scraped the offending spot with the hard ridge of
the handle.
“Better,” he said finally.
“When do Bruce and Selina get back?” Tim asked, noting his own workstation
gleamed with unprecedented luster.
“Master Bruce concluded his business at the London office yesterday. He and Miss
Selina are enjoying a final day of sightseeing, and will fly back tonight. Tomorrow is to
be spent reacclimating to the Gotham timezone so he may resume his nocturnal
schedule in the evening.”
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“I’m surprised you didn’t go with them, Alfred. I mean, London’s the old home
town, right?”
“Master Bruce did suggest it, but I prefer to take this rare opportunity to give the
cave a proper cleaning and see to certain other tasks around the manor that are not
practical when the master is in residence.”
“Ah, well I’ll get out of your way then. If you’ve only got one more day with him
out of your hair, I better let you make the most of it.”

Years Before
Alfred hurried past the conservatory windows, around the rose garden, and
stamped his feet fiercely on the mat outside the kitchen door. The act offered a double
benefit while he fumbled for his key: it knocked the caked mud from his shoes, and it
allowed him to feel vigorous. It was still early. Master Bruce would not be back from
his holiday for several hours, but Alfred still would have preferred more time to
prepare for his homecoming.
It wasn’t as though Master Bruce had been away for a long time. Four days, what
people with normal work schedules would call a long weekend. It was nothing, as far
as the time involved… And it wasn’t as if there was any kind of “homecoming” to
prepare, either. Whenever Master Bruce returned from a business trip or from a
Batman mission outside Gotham, he settled back into his routine as if he’d never left.
The only difference this time was that it was a trip undertaken for pleasure. Even that
meant nothing as far as Bruce Wayne’s public image. As far as the world was
concerned, there was very little the billionaire playboy didn’t undertake solely for his
own pleasure. The reality, of course, was quite different. The reality… that Batman’s
flirtations with the enigmatic cat burglar had progressed so far that he’d taken her
away with him on a vacation, that was unprecedented. Alfred knew better than
anyone that Batman was capable of extraordinary compromises where Catwoman was
concerned, but he never admitted them. This—inviting her to go away with him—that
was an overt act. It wasn’t something he could hide, from her, from Alfred, or from
himself. It was absolutely unprecedented.
Given the unusual nature of the holiday, it was quite possible, quite probable in fact,
that Master Bruce would return in an unpredictable state of mind. Alfred suspected
that, rather than settling back into his routine as if he had never left, there would be an
onerous push, a disproportionate effort to make up for lost time. It seemed quite likely
that, since he had indulged his own desires for once, he would now embark on an
irrational and bad-tempered campaign to retroactively erase it.
A good servant anticipated such things. It wasn’t certain, but it was possible, and
indeed quite probable, that Batman would push all non-Bat considerations into the
corner for the next several days, perhaps even a week. It was therefore prudent to
complete all the Batcave inventories and cleaning, so as not to be in the master’s way
once he took up residence in the cave. It would also be prudent to prepare a quantity
of sandwiches and cutlets that were suitable for cave-service meals. Alfred would have
preferred to spend these days of Master Bruce’s absence preparing for his return in just
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this way. And yet, he himself had gone on holiday. The quaint, Connecticut bed and
breakfast was scenic enough, they laid an admirable tea every afternoon, and he
learned a few things about heirloom roses. He just didn’t want to be there. He wanted to
be back at the manor attending to his duties, but instead… what a preposterous waste
of time.
He had felt obligated to go away, though. There was simply no denying the fact that
he’d deceived Master Bruce in a most underhanded fashion. It was not possible to live
two lives as busy and weighted with responsibilities as Bruce Wayne’s and Batman’s—
not to mention keeping one of those lives a secret from the world—without trusting the
details to someone like Alfred. And Alfred had absolutely abused that trust.
He pretended Master Dick came up with the idea on his own and that Master Dick
already spoken to Bruce about it. Indeed, he pretended Master Dick had spoken to
Alfred himself about his plan. The truth was that Alfred had called Dick, not the other
way around. Alfred told Master Dick, flat out, that he and Master Tim should plan on
covering Batman’s patrols the next three nights, enabling Bruce to take a vacation. He
told Dick this would be his Father’s Day present to Bruce, and that if Bruce asked, Dick
should say he’d already mentioned it—twice. If Bruce expressed any skepticism or
pressed for details as to where and when this alleged conversation occurred, Master
Dick should feel free to express his indignation. It was so typical of Bruce to just
pretend he was listening when he was really tuning you out, because you’re still a
sidekick, after all, and you couldn’t possibly have anything to say that the all-mighty
Batman hadn’t figured out already. So typical, so absolutely typical…
Alfred certainly hoped there would be no such inquisition and no such quarrel, but if
he’d learned one thing as confidant to the World’s Greatest Strategist, it was to plan for
contingencies.
His deception hadn’t ended there either. Alfred then went to Bruce, pushing the
vacation on him as a fait accompli, and in order to preempt any squiriming, Alfred said
how he himself had made plans for a getaway. Since Bruce’s reluctance to take any kind
of holiday meant that Alfred too never got a vacation… After sinking to such depths,
Alfred really felt he had no choice but to pack a bag, drive to Connecticut, and pretend
to enjoy himself.
That duty performed, he had been seated in the dining room at 7 a.m., the earliest
hour at which the landlady said she would be up preparing breakfast. He checked out
immediately after setting down his napkin, and drove back to the manor without
stopping. Now, at last, he could get in a good few hours work around the cave and
manor before Master Bruce’s return.

Alfred had discovered a number of foods that were particularly well suited to being
served in the Batcave, foods that could be left for an hour or more and were still tasty
and of a pleasant consistency when cooled to room temperature. Chocolate chip
scones were not among those dishes, but Alfred made a batch anyway. He knew it was
an act borne of guilt, although he wasn’t completely sure what associations were at
play. Master Bruce was never that interested in scones of any variety—although this
recipe was a particular favorite of the late Doctor Wayne.
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“Of course,” Alfred said aloud as he dropped the last tablespoon of batter onto the
cookie sheet. Doctor Wayne… Christmas…
It was mid-December and Mrs. Wayne was out, finishing her Christmas shopping.
Doctor Wayne was therefore alone when Alfred brought tea. In those days, Mrs.
Ardilla did the baking, mostly from recipes Mrs. Wayne had brought with her from the
Van Geissen kitchens.
“If I might have a moment, sir,” he began formally.
“Any time, Pennyworth,” Dr. Wayne smiled, taking one of the chocolate chip scones
onto his plate.
“I thought you should be informed, sir, that young Master Bruce is polling the staff
regarding certain inconsistencies in the Santa Claus matter. The number of homes with
children, the aggregate weight of two presents per child results in a sizable payload, far
beyond the capabilities of eight reindeer. The size of the earth is also a point of
concern, necessitating travel well in excess of the speed of sound.”
“Magic, Pennyworth. Santa is magical.”
“Yes, sir. I shall inform the staff.”
“The weight of the gifts… My son is a very bright boy, Pennyworth.”
“Indeed he is, sir. Is it entirely wise to… deceive him?”
“About Santa Claus?”
“About anything, sir. It occurs to me that a child depends on the adults around him
to teach him about the world.”
“Primum non nocere, Pennyworth. That’s the first principle of medicine. It means
‘first, do no harm.’ It exists because one of the first things you learn as a doctor is that
there are very few things in this world that are, by their nature, wholly good or wholly
bad. Alcohol in excess is a poison, so is the tannin in this tea. But in moderation, the
person who enjoys a glass of red wine every day, despite the presence of both alcohol
and tannins, is actually healthier than a teetotaler. That’s not a rare, outlying case,
either. Other than firing a bullet into a healthy body, there is almost nothing a doctor
can point to and say ‘that is always going to be a bad thing.’ You have to exercise
judgment, case by case, so we have these guidelines to help us judge. First: do no
harm.
“What I’ve told Bruce about Santa may not be strictly factual and scientifically
verified, but its purpose is to make him happy. I don’t see any harm in that, do you?”
“Not at all, sir.”
At the time, Alfred thought nothing of the exchange. A few minutes of idle
conversation while Doctor Wayne drank his tea... After the tragedy, such casual
remarks took on new meaning. “You have to exercise judgment, case by case, so we
have these guidelines to help us…”
Thomas Wayne valued his son’s happiness.
Alfred picked up the tray of scones and turned to put the cookie sheet into the oven.
His lie had done no harm, surely. And it was in the interests of Bruce’s hap—
Behind him, he heard the door from the dining door swing open, and the heavy step
of Master Bruce’s foot on the kitchen floor.
“I see you are back, sir,” Alfred began, turning back towards the door. “I trust you
had a pleasant… weekend.”
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The pause was infinitesimal, and apart from a momentary widening of the pupils,
there was no sign of surprise that non-Kryptonian senses could detect. But the surprise
was there all the same: Bruce wasn’t alone.
“Selina Kyle, whom I may have mentioned from time to time,” Bruce said with a
relaxed easy manner Alfred seldom saw when a fop performance was not in progress.
“Very pleased to meet you, miss,” Alfred said, with the same composure he would
assume to greet any young woman Master Bruce brought home. Except Bruce Wayne
had not brought this woman home—at least, Bruce Wayne had not gone away with
her, Batman had. Alfred had packed his bag: an Arab headdress to conceal his hair,
band-style sunglasses to conceal his eyes, and triple check that no Wayne Tech polo
shirt had slipped into the bag.
First: Do no harm.
Master Bruce had gone into this vacation fully intending to keep his identity
concealed. What could have happened?
First: Do no harm.
“How do you do,” Selina said, smiling.
First: Do no harm.
Well, she was glowing, and Master Bruce’s arm had slid around her waist the
moment they were both inside the door, so one thing that apparently happened was
sex.
First: Do no harm.
“Alfred Pennyworth,” Bruce was saying. “Alfred does everything around here. I
couldn’t get through the day without him…”
Sex happened. That should surprise no one. The attraction had been perfectly
obvious the night Batman returned from his first encounter with the cat burglar, and
the sexual tension that built over the years was more than apparent without Alfred’s
ever seeing them together.
First: Do no harm.
What did he expect to happen now that he’d thrust them together for a long
weekend at a remote, idyllic resort? Sex, obviously.
First: Do no harm.
But there was no reason to believe Bruce would overturn his intention to keep his
identity a secret.
Alfred concealed any sign of surprise or alarm, and offered Bruce and Selina tea.
“Oh no,” Bruce said quickly. “We don’t want to make you work. I just wanted
Selina to meet you. Take your time here, I’m not even back as far as you’re concerned.
I’m going to give her the rest of the tour, and we’ll wind up downstairs.”
“Very good, sir,” Alfred said formally. “A pleasure to meet you, miss.”
Alfred could see Bruce’s attention had obviously moved on to the next thing, “the
tour” presumably, but this Selina met Alfred’s eyes with a pleasant curiosity.
“What are you baking?” she asked, half-nodding at the empty bowl of batter.
“Chocolate chip scones, miss. Also an assortment of turnovers, cheese straws,
pasties...” he began pointing to the plates of cooling delicacies. “And a few cutlets.”
His attention drawn to the food, Bruce helped himself to a turnover. He said it was
delicious. Then he steered Selina out of the kitchen, his hand grazing her hip as they
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went… leaving Alfred to ponder. He was not so old that he didn’t remember the
heady physical infatuation in the first days of a love affair. Clearly, years of Batman
and Catwoman physicality on rooftops did not negate that magnetic draw to a new
lover’s body. As a butler, that was absolutely none of Alfred’s business, other than it
necessitated certain precautions before entering a room that he’d never had to worry
about before in the service of this particular employer.
But Alfred was a great deal more than Bruce Wayne’s butler, and it was that part of
him who served as teacher, doctor, confidant, father confessor, and most recently,
interfering matchmaker which didn’t know what to make of this.
Initially, he’d viewed Bruce’s obvious weakness for the cat burglar with concern.
Being physically and emotionally drawn to an enemy is inherently dangerous. It was
many years later that Master Dick dismissed that worry, laughing that Catwoman was
every bit as taken with Batman as he was with her. In that moment of revelation,
another aspect of the matter suddenly clarified in Alfred’s mind:
The boy he knew as Doctor Wayne’s son Bruce had slowly disappeared into this
Batman. But there was no “Mission” in his attraction to the cat burglar. There was no
crimefighting in it, no justice, and no Bat. It was the yearning of a man, and for years,
the only sign there had really been of Batman’s core humanity. Alfred had been
distracted by his concern that Catwoman might take advantage of the weakness and
harm him. Now that that worry was removed, he realized he’d been cherishing that
spark of humanity gleaming under all Batman’s scowling denials.
Alfred found himself staring at a plate of turnovers, then at the door where Bruce
had left the kitchen. On the one hand, there it was: prophesy fulfilled. Bruce hadn’t
even noticed the food until Selina asked about it, but after her chance remark…
On the other hand, he had gone away planning to keep his identity a secret, and after
a few days alone with her, came back parading her into the kitchen and was giving
her—the most notorious thief in the country—a tour of the manor. It might be possible
for Batman to be a bit too human underneath. A reverse of the earlier phenomenon
occurred, with the worry for Bruce’s safety blotting out any satisfaction in his emerging
humanity. Alfred decided he could no longer trust a teenage Robin’s judgment of
Catwoman’s feelings, whatever they might be. He would have to talk to her himself.

Years Later
“Hey, Alfred,” Selina called moments before the kitchen door swung open. “We’re
home. Early, I know, but don’t worry. We’re not officially here until tonight, so don’t
worry about dinner plans or anything like that. I’m just going to unpack and give
Whiskers and Nutmeg their presents, then catch up with him in town.”
“Miss Selina?” Alfred said, unflappable as always, although another man would
have at least gasped at the unexpected entrance of one he thought out of the country.
“When last I checked, Wayne One is equipped with no fewer than fourteen methods of
communicating with the surface. Surely in the course of a seven hour flight, you could
have sent word.”
“I’m sorry, Alfred. He’s incredibly worked up. Big breakthrough in London. He
says he’s been working on the mystery for ten years. We found the source—the original
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source—of all Jonathan Crane’s chemical formulae. He didn’t want to waste any time,
so we pushed up our departure and he was hard at work the whole flight. He’s gone
straight to the satellite cave. I’m not even sure he’s going to patrol tonight if he’s on a
roll.”
Alfred’s eyes narrowed in a way that was slightly reminiscent of Batman confronted
with a dubious alibi.
“I see, miss. And while Master Bruce was thus occupied, you yourself were
incapacitated by a debilitating fear of telephones?”
Catlike, Selina pffted off the rebuke as she would Batman’s rooftop censures about
other people’s property.
“I was excited, too,” she shrugged without apology. “I haven’t seen him like that for
a long time. I don’t think he’s been that excited since the Sherlock Holmes exhibit at
the folklore museum.”
“I see, miss,” Alfred repeated with a humoring smile. “In that case, if you will
permit me to assist with your unpacking—”
“Oh, no, no,” Selina interrupted. “There are more presents in the luggage besides
Whiskers and Nutmeg’s, but he’ll want to give you that himself. So no touching.”
“Very well, miss. While you unpack, I shall prepare you a picnic basket, so you may
both enjoy a proper dinner. If you can get him up to the penthouse, there will be a
braised chicken. If you cannot, I will enclose an assortment of cold cutlets.”

Years Before
Alfred guessed that “the tour” Bruce was giving would conclude in the Batcave. He
thought he’d allowed ample time for touring the public rooms on the ground floor,
then proceeding to the cave, viewing the central cavern, gymnasium, chemistry lab,
medical, Batmobile hangar, and trophy room. But when he brought a tray of
refreshments down to the cave, Bruce and Selina were still in the main chamber. Bruce
was seated at his workstation, with footage of a leopard grooming her cubs on the
giant viewscreen.
“I can’t believe it,” Selina giggled in delight. “It’s the raw footage from Big Cat
Diary. Those are Half-Tail’s new cubs, they weren’t born last season. How could you
possibly—this hasn’t aired yet.”
“That’s what you asked for,” Bruce graveled.
“I didn’t think you could actually do it. You wanted a dare. How could you
possibly… Wait, don’t say it.”
“I’m Batman.”
“Walked right into it.”
Alfred withdrew quietly, Bruce’s explanation of the auto-downloads fading into the
distance as he left.
“Massive amounts of data are downloaded each night from various sources, then
sifted, categorized, and indexed… I never would have found it that fast without it already being in the
system… all of this material originally tagged for keywords related to Doctor Minerva, then the auxiliary filters
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catch outlying factors.” “Like Amber being a real cheetah instead of a bipolar anthropologist with bloodlust
issues.” “Yes, like that.”

Eventually, Bruce returned to the kitchen, alone this time and later than Alfred
would have expected, considering Batman had been away from Gotham for several
days. Alfred knew he would be anxious to get back in action. Bruce said he was
giving Selina a ride back to the city and he would “go from there,” i.e. suit up in the
satellite cave. He left through the kitchen door to bring the Porsche around. It was a
shorter walk to the garage, which meant Selina would be waiting alone out front,
giving Alfred the opening he’d been waiting for to speak to her privately.
“I thought you might like to take some scones with you,” he began—and Selina
started before turning slowly to face him.
“That’s where he gets it,” she said, her eyes wide.
“I beg your pardon, miss?”
“Nothing. It’s been a weekend of soul-splitting shocks and surprises, I’m building
up a tolerance.”
“I see, miss.”
They stood in awkward silence for a moment, then Alfred repeated his offer of
scones, and handed over a small plate covered in foil.
“Thank you,” Selina said shyly.
“If I may say, miss, you are not quite what one expected.”
“See above, lots of… really… hard to process shocks in the last few days. This isn’t
really me, this is ‘just walked out of the Batcave’ me… And ‘just walked out of the
Batcave’ Selina is new to me, too.”
“I imagine it is a very foreign world in which you find yourself, miss. But not as
foreign to you as it would be to most.”
“No, I suppose not,” she smiled.
“Indeed, your history with Master Bruce dates back much longer than any woman he
has seen socially.”
“I… suppose,” Selina said, uncertainly. “Except it wasn’t exactly a social
relationship. And it wasn’t exactly with Bruce.”
“Wasn’t it?” Alfred asked sharply.
Selina tilted her head at the change of tone. Vaguely hostile, but here at last was
something solid she could grab onto, find some stability in this whirlwind she’d been
caught in since “My name is Bruce.”
“Hell, I don’t know,” she said, each word charged with a strange emphasis... “I
don’t know anything at this point,” …a helpless but emphatic surrender to raw
confusion.
Alfred was taken aback. He meant to challenge her, and he’d obviously achieved a
result. But the result was… What was this woman saying?
“He, he had footage down there,” she gestured helplessly towards the ground, as if
pointing uncertainly in the direction of the cave. “Half-Tail the leopard from Big Cat
Diary… First season, experts were totally flummoxed, because leopards are solitary.
When they hunt, when they prowl, when they mark out their territories… Experts
study these animals for decades and come away with a thorough understanding of the
species—that’s totally wrong. No, not… It’s not ‘wrong’ exactly, but it’s laughably
incomplete. Because it’s only when you see leopards with other leopards that their
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playfulness comes out. And that never happens except when they’ve got a litter, and
they hide those cubs. The ‘experts’ that imagine they know everything there is to know
never see that behavior, so it doesn’t fit their ideas of what leopards do, and… Oh my
god, I sound like a total Arkham case, don’t I?”
“Not at all, miss, you sound like a young woman with a passionate interest in
leopards, who is, perhaps, a little overtired and should spend the evening relaxing
with a plate of fresh scones and a pot of hot tea.”
“Hot tea,” Selina blinked.
“Yes, miss. For future reference, might one inquire what kind of teas you enjoy?”
“Oh, um, Darjeeling’s my favorite. Or Earl Gray, whatever you have, really,” Selina
said simply.
Alfred beamed. He had seen ghastly herbal blends in the corner of Harriman’s
Gourmet Pantry, and was fully expecting her to request “catnip” or “catnip and
chamomile” or some similar abomination.
“Very good, miss,” he nodded. Then he studied her for a moment more. On the one
hand, she had said nothing to confirm his fears, but she hadn’t said anything to dispel
them either. He decided a direct approach was called for.
“I don’t know if Master Bruce informed you that I have been with the Wayne family
for many years. I served his parents,” he began.
“He didn’t have to tell me,” Selina interrupted. “He calls you Alfred. Our
housekeeper was Sarah. And, I haven’t seen her since I was twelve, but I know if I saw
her today, my tongue would snap off before I could call her ‘Walsh’ like my parents
did.”
“I see, miss.” Alfred could think of very few reasons a young person might not have
seen a family servant for many years, and only one of those would freeze the age they
were in the young person’s mind. It was not something he would normally ask. As a
butler, it was not his place to be so inquisitive. But he had left the role of butler in the
kitchen. “Your parents, miss…” he said gently.
She nodded.
“Like his. He was ten, I was twelve. Not violent, but it hurts just as much.”
“I am very sorry, miss.”
That was that. On her next visit, Alfred would have some estate reserve Darjeeling.

Years Later
With Selina doing the unpacking after the London trip, and none of Bruce’s clothing
to collect from the cave, Alfred settled into his pantry for his end-of-day routine much
earlier than usual. It was too early for his customary hot milk, so he’d made a small
pot of tea. He had just powered up the laptop to print out Master Bruce’s schedule for
the following day, when he heard a soft noise coming from the kitchen.
Thinking it was Miss Nutmeg, who often joined him for this nightly ritual, he
reached out to push the door open wider. Through it, he saw a much larger cat had
snuck into the kitchen. For her part, Catwoman saw the additional light streaming in
from the pantry.
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“Caught me,” she smiled. “I was just returning the picnic basket. The cutlets were
very good.”
“Ah, I confess I thought that would be the case.”
“It’s who he is, Alfred. He wasn’t going to leave that lab for anything less than an
Arkham outbreak. But glass half full: he isn’t going to be there ‘til dawn. He’s already
put the Scarecrow stuff to bed for the night. He’s getting a quick patrol in, but then
he’s coming home—early, acknowledging time zones and jetlag. Tell me that’s not
progress.”

Years Before
Alfred was startled by the knock at the kitchen door. Guests to the manor always
used the front entrance, where Alfred could observe them on the closed circuit
cameras, and if necessary, interview them over the intercom about their business on
the property before making the trek to the front door. The only people who used the
kitchen door were Masters Bruce and Dick, who both had keys.
Alfred opened the curtains curiously and saw it was Miss Selina.
“I brought your plate back,” she announced with a bright smile as he opened the
door. “The scones were really wonderful.”
“How good of you to say, miss,” Alfred murmured as he ushered her in. “But I do
hope you did not make a special trip.”
“I’ve been trying for days to get it back to you. Won’t fit in my purse when Bruce
takes me to d’Annunzio’s, will fit in my loot satchel if I pretend it’s a Maya artifact—
but then it wouldn’t fit in his belt. Plus, I don’t think he’d see the funny if I gave him
something like that to bring home. It was easier to just drive out here myself.”
“Indeed, miss.” Alfred nodded, sensing that this entertaining tale was a welldesigned subterfuge.
“How is Bruce?” she asked casually.
“I regret he is not at home, miss. A board meeting for the Foundation.”
“I know, he did mention it last night. I meant more in general. How is he?”
“Miss?”
“Alfred, I know I’m new to this side of his life, but I do know the other side. Like, I
know that cowl is reinforced but there’s a limit. I mean, if he gets hit hard enough,
he’ll fall down, even pass out.”
“Ah, I begin to understand,” Alfred said dryly. “Last night, Master Bruce took you
to The Bristol Country Club, did he not?”
Selina nodded.
“At establishments of that kind, Master Bruce is apt to run into old school friends,
miss. Young ladies with whom he was at dancing school, those he escorted to
debutante balls, in short, the circle into which he was born, the friends of his late
parents and their children.”
“Yes, I get that, he introduced me to several. But Alfred, he seemed to think
Scandinavia was a country and Yugoslavia wasn’t. And then he confused Los Alamos
with The Alamo, and when my oysters came, he sort of… babbled about them. We had
a history of the oyster from Ancient Rome up through Casanova, including a treatise
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on its reputation as an aphrodisiac, how pearls are made, mating habits of the oyster,
the small crabs that share their shells. It was… pretty creepy.”
“Yes, miss. You encountered the Fop.”
“The Fop,” she repeated dully.
“Yes, miss. Master Bruce thinks it prudent to conceal his intelligence, as well as
other qualities he shares with Batman. Most of the time, this camouflage is measured,
but when he is surrounded by those who knew him in earlier days when he was
unguarded, he is sometimes apt to overcompensate.”
“Mhm,” Selina said tersely. “So he didn’t hit his head, he doesn’t have a concussion,
he hasn’t got some Brainiac microchip frying his synapses. He does it on purpose.”
“It can be difficult for one who knows his true character to see him present such a
regrettable figure to the world,” Alfred said diplomatically, “but yes, it is done on
purpose.”
“Jackass,” Selina said under her breath.
“Miss?”
“Nothing,” she smiled. “You know it’s funny, I’ve seen him over the years at parties
and gallery openings, been to a couple Wayne fundraisers, he never came off that way.
I mean, he was with some real ditzypoofs on a few of those occasions, and I guess if I
heard him say anything dumb, I must have chalked it up to that. Playing down to the
bimbo on his arm…”
“That is unusual, miss. You gave him the benefit of the doubt. Not many do.”
Selina looked off to the side thoughtfully, remembering.
“I guess I did. Even when people said things about him, I… I guess I shrugged it
off.”
It was perfectly obvious to Alfred that, knowing Batman as well as she did, she must
have sensed something in Bruce Wayne, sensed his true qualities under the sham of the
Fop. But it was also perfectly obvious that she rivaled Master Bruce when it came to
denial. If she had been performing the same mental contortions he had over the years,
a light touch was certainly called for. Alfred began by offering tea, claiming he was
eager to sample a new tin of estate reserve he had purchased, but would feel guilty
brewing a pot of such a rare blend for himself. She saw through his subterfuge as
easily as he had seen through hers, but catlike, she smiled knowingly rather than
pretending she hadn’t noticed.
The tea was soon brewed and more scones set out, lemon poppyseed this time,
which Alfred preferred. As Selina sipped, he studied her.
“You are still quite different from what one expected, miss,” he said bluntly.
“And what did ‘one expect?’” Selina asked playfully, as if accepting a dare. “Hissing
and scratching at table?”
“No miss, no shortcomings of that kind. As I told you the last time we spoke, I have
known Master Bruce for many years, literally from the day his name was inscribed in
the family bible. I daresay I know him better than anyone, and I have a good idea what
qualities a woman must possess to capture his attention as you have.
“I would not normally make reference to the female companions Bruce Wayne has
made use of to accessorize his public image. But as you have already introduced the
subject, miss, I might perhaps take advantage of the opening to underline that which
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you yourself noted: the young women were not conspicuously favored in the areas of
intellect, sophistication, and breeding. Squandering time and money on such creatures
reveals a startling lack of judgment, miss. Yet another example where Batman differs
greatly from the public image he presents as Bruce Wayne.
“I knew before I met you what qualities you must have to rate Master Bruce’s good
opinion. When I say you are not what I expected, I do not speak of table manners or
intellect. I mean, Miss Selina, that you do not strike me as a thief.”
Selina set down her cup and met his eye, not angry but certainly intrigued.
“What would a thief do that I haven’t?” she asked finally.
“I’m not sure,” Alfred admitted. “I can tell you, returning briefly to the subject of the
playboy, that Master Bruce is not the womanizer he pretends to be. A woman of your
intelligence must have gleaned that the women he is photographed with so frequently
are his alibi.”
“Alfred, I’m the last person you have to tell that Page Six is a tissue of lies. I did a
whole stage show on the subject.”
“Knowing that the Post’s version of things does not reflect the truth is not the same
as knowing what the truth is, miss. In this case, it is true the master deliberately
projects the image of a womanizing playboy. It is true he does this so the world
believes it knows how Bruce Wayne spends his nights. You are now aware what he
really does with his time, but that is not the same as… Miss Selina, Master Bruce does
not welcome intimacy. He is slow to reveal his true nature, and I am not referring only
to Batman. He is reluctant to speak his thoughts or to share his feelings. Yet you, he
has invited into his life, into his secrets.”
“Ah, I think I see where this is going. ‘A thief’ takes what isn’t given, is that it? A
thief would be taking advantage of the unlocked door, coolly filling her bag with all
she could get?”
“Yes, miss. I suppose that is the essence of the matter.”
“How do you know I’m not?” she asked.
“Again, I am not sure,” Alfred said, sitting back with a piercing stare, as if from this
angle he could see into her soul. “But you aren’t.”
“And that’s why I get tea,” Selina said, sounding as if she was placing a piece into a
jigsaw puzzle. “Okay then,” she nodded suddenly. “No concussion, no Brainiac
chip… Fop. No ditzypoof, no coldhearted, thieving bitch… Tea. I think I’m getting the
hang of it. You’re both very strange, but that’s okay, ‘cause it’s a lovable strange, and
normal is overrated anyway.”
She grinned, Cheshire style. And Alfred scowled, Bat style.
“Miss Selina, in the course of serving Master Bruce, I have stitched up and salved
every injury and contusion a body may suffer, but there is one I would not have the
first notion how to treat.”
“A broken heart,” she declared, anticipating him. “Alfred, I love him, I wouldn’t
hurt him for the world. For the record, my heart can break too.”
“Perhaps that is the quality I did not expect, miss.”
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Years Later
Many things had changed since Miss Selina moved into the manor, but Alfred still
left his bedroom door open. It was psychological. He couldn’t actually hear anything
in the distant cave. If Master Bruce returned injured, the auto-alerts in the Batmobile
would inform him that the car was returning on autopilot, and if Master Bruce
returned on his own power but still required assistance, he would use the intercom.
There was no logical need to leave the door open, Alfred simply felt better for doing it.
Tonight he was glad he did, for if he hadn’t, he would have missed the extraordinary
spectacle: the creak of the fourth step from the top of the main staircase, one step on the
hardwood floor of the landing and soft brush of a heavy wooden door against the edge
of the too-thick hallway rug. All these registered in his subconscious: Master Bruce
was home, Alfred did not even notice that he noticed. He didn’t look up from his
book… until the next sound deviated from the well-known script. Rather than the faint
gargle of water through pipe, Alfred heard the heavy door open again. He glanced
down the hall, and saw Master Bruce—still in costume, minus the cape, cowl, and
gloves—exiting his bedroom with a number of shopping bags. He turned and walked
up the hall towards Alfred’s room.
“Knock, knock,” he said, rapping lightly on the door frame. “I saw your light was
on. Figured we should talk now, since I’ll probably sleep through tomorrow. I need to
get back on Gotham time before the board meeting Thursday.”
“Welcome home, sir,” Alfred said warmly. “I do apologize for the oversight, I see
you had no change of clothes in the cave.”
Bruce dismissed that nonsense with a grunt and started pulling boxes from the
shopping bags and stacking them on Alfred’s bed.
“The top one is from Selina,” he pointed. “I mention it because she went shopping in
the arcade while I was getting fitted for my suits. I trust you see the significance.”
“Burlington Arcade, sir?” Alfred said, pulling a magnificent cashmere sweater from
an elegant box with the simple label: Berk.
Bruce grunted. Nothing more needed to be said. The arcade contained a half dozen
of the most prestigious jewelers in Europe. Selina bypassed them and went into Berk
Cashmere to buy Alfred a sweater.
“I shall thank her appropriately,” Alfred said with a hint of a blush.
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CHAPTER 2: P4R4LL3L M4YH3M
Oracle saw the blip of Robin’s GPS heading for her building, so she activated the
hologram at the window. If anyone happened to be watching, they would see the
vigilante vanish from view and assume he had swung behind the building.
“Hey, Babs,” was the predictable greeting, followed by the equally predictable,
“Ooh, cold pizza. Mind if I…?”
“Sure,” Barbara nodded, putting several monitors on auto-scan. “You have a disk
for me?”
“Yep, those are all the backups for the guidance system Radii-e is developing the
week before it was taken. Agent Brosk thought we could compare it to the version that
was recovered and see if anything was added.”
He handed over a thumb drive that was no larger than a thumbnail.
“This is new,” Barbara remarked, flipping over the slip of black plastic, affixed with
a tiny, raised, silver bat silhouette.
“Prototype. B says we’ll get the real ones next month, same time as the WayneTech
release.”
“Ah,” Barbara hid her grin as she slid the drive into her USB port. “The analysis will
take twenty minutes or so. Will that be enough time?”
“Time for what?” Tim asked innocently.
“Come off it, Wonder Boy. You could have uploaded these files from the Redbird,
they didn’t need to be walked in on a disk. So what did you want to see me about?”
“Busted, huh? Okay, well, it’s this paper I’m working on, on the sociology of
superheroes.”
“Stop right there. Tim, you know that none of us are supposed to talk to you for that
class. I agree with Bruce on this one; you shouldn’t be taking it. You know too much
as Robin that you shouldn’t know as Tim Drake. Just look at this disk you brought me,
that’s a master’s thesis right there, but there is just no way—”
“Whoa, no, timeout, flag on the play, hold.”
“Hold?”
“I’m just trying to get a word in edgewise, Barbara. I’m not here to ‘interview’
Oracle or ask what it’s like working with Batman—or his far more interesting and
talented sidekicks.”
He smiled his most charming smile, and Barbara answered with a skeptical raisedeyebrow glare.
“I wanted to ask your help as a librarian,” Tim said seriously. “See, Randy-quad is
taking this media studies course where they’re watching reality shows.”
“Media studies? Reality shows? Sociology of superheroes? Whatever happened to
calculus, chemistry, macroeconomics, and English composition?”
“We’ve got those too, but this is good, listen. UK series takes this modern family and
plops them into a Victorian house, makes them live like it’s 1900, washing their hair
with egg whites and stuff. And they’ve got all this source material: newspapers and
diaries from the period. So when they find some mention of, like, fish ‘n chips, they
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can go out and eat that. Find an entry where some women were starting to complain
about wearing corsets, or some doctor is saying they might be detrimental to breathing,
the wife and daughter don’t have to wear the corsets anymore.”
“Ah, I get it. So you're thinking as long as you can find a quote or a citation for
whatever it is you want to say in your paper…”
“Then I can reference it, yeah! Tim Drake doesn’t know anything more about
superheroes than any other freshman with a library card.”
Barbara bit her lip, thinking it over.
“Okay,” she said finally. “I guess I can squeeze in a search here and there, in a good
cause. If you let me know the subject you’re looking for, I can point you in the right
direction.”
“You rock!” Tim declared.

Years Before
Batman made a wide sweep of the block before approaching the window of
Barbara’s new co-op. From an identity-guarding standpoint, he preferred her old
location at the Clocktower, but he reluctantly accepted the fact that she would live
wherever she liked, regardless of what he thought was best.
He handed over a CD-ROM:
“All the data on the Russian mob’s progression from check cashing to Medicare
fraud to identity theft in L.A., Star City, Philadelphia, Detroit, and Metropolis.”
“Check,” Barbara said, inserting it into the waiting drive. “I’ll run it against the
backscatter from the operation here. It’ll take a few hours, but it should give us a good
idea what local talent they’ll try to recruit. If we can anticipate them, you can be
waiting. Shut ‘em down in the transition phase.”
Batman grunted.
“Now the real reason you’re here?” Barbara said. “Not like I couldn’t have pulled all
this off the League mainframe.”
Batman scowled, nodded, and then, incredibly, he said “There is something I
thought I should tell you face to face.” This while carefully removing his cowl, which
made Barbara purse her lips. Whatever was coming couldn’t possibly be good. What
the hell could it be now? More protocol backlash? Another fight with Nightwing? Or
maybe her father's replacement reached a decision about the Bat-Signal.
Bruce had tilted his shoulders forward to create the needed slack in his cape as he
sat, and took the seat next to her.
“I’ve been seeing Selina Kyle,” he said simply. “Catwoman. And it’s become serious
enough that I told her my identity. Now, by implication, that revealed Dick’s. You
and Tim are not exposed, but you need to be aware of the situation. If you’re guests at
the manor or interacting with Bruce Wayne and you don’t want to be comp—”
“Not an issue,” Barbara interrupted. “Catwoman’s known my identity for quite
some time.”
Bruce’s head snapped back slightly as if evading a punch, then his jaw clenched, his
eyes darkened, and his entire body, though still seated, seemed to grow larger and
denser. Barbara could almost imagine the outline of the cowl reemerging on his face.
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“Explain,” he graveled.
“It was about a year after I started functioning as Oracle. You know how the feds
like to impress captured hackers into service once they’ve caught them. Dangle the
threat of prosecution, force them to work on cases. They targeted me. Operation: Sibyl
Snare.”
“Why am I only hearing about this now?”
“Because you tried hacking into my security, Bruce. Remember? Checking up on
me, making sure I could ‘handle the stress’ of being Oracle. If you’ve forgotten, I still
have the lovely digital photos from when I turned the tables on you. After all that,
after I let you watch and think you were pulling one over on me and then let you have
it… After that, there was no way I could come to you with a problem I couldn’t
handle.”
“Go on,” he ordered.
“In a way, it was very liberating. Since I couldn’t go to you with ‘a problem I
couldn’t handle,’ I did have to handle it. Myself. Solo. Independent—a lot more
independent than I’d ever been as Batgirl. Looking back, that might have been the
point where I faced some hard truths about that part of my life.
“Anyway, I had a problem and I had to tackle it myself. The feds had one of their
tamed hackers working on something to get me. And because they knew their target
was a creature of grid, they were keeping this thing completely isolated: paper reports,
physical disks, the guy working on it was restricted to one computer unconnected to
any network. It was like the damn thing was designed to taunt me: everything
physical, non-digital, the essence of what I couldn’t do anymore.
“It was the idea of being independent, I thought of Catwoman. I figured if anybody
would understand, she would. I had to do this myself, and I couldn’t do it ‘in person.’
Her computer I could hack into. Well, in a roundabout way. You had a 93% probable
on a fence she used in Belgium.”

Years Before That
“Nutmeg, stop,” Selina squealed, jostling the laptop as she pulled the new kitten’s
needle-claws from her neck. “Look, you little princess, I know you want something
warm and mom-size to nap on, and right now my shoulder is it. And that’s fine as
long as you don’t stab me while I read my emai… What is that?”
The screen had darkened, so the email Selina was reading appeared as a faint
watermark in the darkest gray against near-black. On top of this, columns of glowing
green data began to fall down the screen like rain: 1s and 0s, Japanese kanji, chemical
symbols and glyphs. Through the slow rain of data, an illuminated head emerged, a
head the uninitiated might call an alien, but which Selina recognized as Oracle.
:: Catwoman? :: it said—a female voice, Selina noted. Most people in the know
assumed Oracle was male, except for the few that insisted it was an A.I.
A white, semi-transparent textfield opened up underneath the head, with a flashing
cursor.
>> Um, yeah, Selina typed. >> How did you get in here?
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:: There are a lot of things I can do, and a lot of things I can’t,:: Oracle answered. :: I need
you for one of the things I can’t.::
>> If you need me for anything, then you need to give better answers than that. HOW did
you get in here?
:: Igor Fabricant. He has your email, so… get into his computer, get into yours. ::
>> Thanks for finding the hole, I’ll close it soon. Now, what can I do for you?
:: I need your help acquiring some information from a secure facility. Hard copy reports,
probably a CD or two.
“Of course, what else would Oracle be after,” Selina asked the cat on her shoulder.
“A Monet?”
But she typed a different question:
>> What are these disks and who has them?
:: The who is easy: FBI. You’re not squeamish about breaking into federal agencies, right?::
>> Just mice, dear. Mice in bad haircuts. And the disks?
:: That’s what I’m hoping to find out. ::
>> Before we go any further, you know I don’t work for free, right?
:: I am WELL aware of that. I get funding for the things I need through a... a private donor,
if you know what I mean. ::

“I see,” Bruce glowered. “So you hired her. With my money. I paid for Catwoman
to break into FBI headquarters.”
“Well, she gave me a big discount since I could supply her with all the blueprints on
the physical layout. Electrical, gas, water and HVAC, plus some internal activity
memos so she’d know what floors had an international scope—those are still occupied
after normal business hours, as a rule, because of all the overseas offices they work
with—when the third shift security clocked in, who had the custodial contract, that
kind of thing. Left the whole bundle, along with a special com unit, for her to pick up
at the main post office. She was thrilled. Said I was the best commission she’d ever
had. Took thirty percent off the top for saving her so much trouble.”
Bruce closed his eyes and pinched the bridge of his nose as if staving off a headache.
“Go on,” he said finally.
“Well, like I said, she gave me this discount, but it was more than that. She… she
really seemed to get on board with the whole thing. Like she wasn’t just some hired
help I brought in for the break-in alone. My problem became her problem…”

“These offices are nice” Catwoman purred into the com on reaching the 9th floor.
“All the other levels, they’re like a movie set of cold, impersonal cube farms. But
this…”
:: Describe it,:: the cool, Oracle voice said calmly… at least, what had always been a
cool Oracle voice. This time Catwoman heard something else, something tense and
coiled underneath the calm veneer.
“The floor directory says Cyber-terrorism, Identity Theft, and—”
:: I know that,:: Oracle spat fiercely. Then she composed herself. :: Catwoman, listen,
what you’re looking at right now is like—like Scarecrow toxin, okay? It’s my worst case
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scenario. If this doesn’t work, I wind up there. They shut me down and I wind up in that
office. They call it ‘recruiting specialized skill sets,’ but I’m sure I don’t have to tell you, a job
offered with the threat of criminal prosecution hanging over your head isn’t a job, it’s
indentured servitude. So I need you, I need you to tell me exactly what you see. Be as brutal as
possible. I want a clear picture in my mind of what I’m fighting to stay out of.::
“…”
:: Catwoman? ::
“…”
:: Catwoman? ::
“I’m here… um… okay, I would say the feds treat their tamed hackers like any
keeper would treat an exotic creature they’d captured and domesticated. They’ve
made a cage to resemble the creature’s natural habitat. Instead of white and gray, the
cubicles are orange and yellow and green and purple. Instead of the straight rows on
other floors, they’re arranged in an oval around a bin of Twinkies.”
:: Twinkies? :: Oracle said weakly.
“You wanted it brutal. There’s also an old-fashioned popcorn machine and a big
plush Dilbert.”
:: Oh god. ::
“Oracle, listen to me, you did the right thing. You came to me, and we are not going
to let you wind up here, you hear me?”
:: Right. Sorry. I’m sorry, Catwoman, I just… had to look into the mouth of the beast. Let’s
get back to work. ::
“Already there. There are only two offices with actual honest-to-god walls, that’s got
to be the supervisors. Two offices, fifty-fifty chance getting it on the first try, and here
you are, three reports down in his outbox. Operation: Sibyl Snare.”

“She scanned the report and transmitted it to me. It was bad. The hacker they had
was Parallel Mayhem, hacked the NASA mainframe, Sun Systems, LexCorp, Citibank.
Real name: Isaac Cummings. They had him developing a worm that could infect every
computer in the city within a few days, and when I connected to any infected machine,
it would do a lot more than give them my location. It would create a subvirt, a virtual
machine running underneath my system. Once they had that in place, finding my
physical whereabouts was nothing. They could see everything I saw, even feed me
bogus information as if it was coming right off my own software.
“I knew I had to get my hands on the code to create the proper countermeasures.
Catwoman would have to go back in, bring me the disk, wait around for me to create
the countermeasures, and then return the disk.”
“Unacceptable,” Bruce said, shaking his head as if he was discussing a current
mission. “The whole notion of the worm could be a ploy to get you to bring a physical
disk into the heart of your operation and trace you that way.”
“That’s exactly what Catwoman said.”
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:: Oracle, look, I don’t want to tell you your business, so let me tell you about mine. You tell
me to pick up a package full of blueprints at the post office, I don’t bring that home. I get a room
at the Hyatt and look it over there. I haven’t been home since I picked up this com and the rest
of the stuff you sent, and I don’t plan on going home until it’s at the bottom of the Hudson
River. You sensing a theme here? ::
“That you’re as cautious-slash-paranoid as Batman? Yes, Catwoman, I get that, but I
don’t have that luxury. I need serious computer horsepower to break down and
counter program that worm. Normally, I could tap into my systems from anywhere: a
laptop in a coffee shop, hotel business center, even an internet café. But the nature of
this thing, I wouldn’t dare insert that disk into anything but an isolated machine.”
:: Okay fine, tell me what you need, I’ll get the equipment and set it up. ::
“You’ll ‘get’ a WayneTech supercomputer,” she said sarcastically. “You’ll just up
and ‘get’ an X1E with a T-5 core and CX-1 clusters?”
:: Oracle, I don’t think you get what this whole ‘hiring Catwoman’ thing entails. You’ve got
the best here. Your needs just expanded to include—what was it? A WayneTech X1E with a T5 core and CX clusters? So now it’s part of the job. That’s what you’re paying me for, get it? ::
“So instead of going back in, getting the disks and bringing them to me here for a
few hours, then taking them back, you’re going set up an alternate location with all the
equipment I need, and bring the disks there.”
:: Right.::
“…”
:: Oracle?::
“If that’s the case, I have one additional stipulation,” she said finally.
:: Yes, your thirty percent discount still app— ::
“Wheelchair accessible. Your alternate location, it has to be fully accessible.”
:: Oh. I see. No problem.::

“At that point, it seemed petty to show up wearing a mask,” Barbara concluded. “I
hadn’t decided how I was going to handle her coming to the Clocktower. I could have
kept her isolated, ‘pass the disk through a slot’ kind of thing, wait in the elevator, keep
her busy with layers of redundant security if she tried to satisfy her curiosity. Even
that seemed petty, considering what she was doing to save my neck.”
“For money,” Bruce pointed out.
“I know, but still. Anyway, once she went that far, offering to set up this whole
alternate location fully equipped with everything I needed, I just couldn’t bring myself
to hide under a wig and a mask—that she might well see through anyway. Not like
the shooting didn’t get enough press at the time. So I went as I am, no disguises, and
she recognized me. She was even polite enough to say it was from some pictures taken
with my father at the Police Benevolent Association events, instead of, you know…
Anyway, that was it. It took almost four hours to break the encryptions, write a
‘vaccine’ to counteract the worm, and insert a back door.”
Psychobat seethed. The sheer tonnage of what he hadn’t known, what he had no
glimmer of: one of his own operatives targeted, taking it upon herself to deal with the
situation behind his back and without his knowledge—by employing one of his
ENEMIES, no less. Recent developments aside, Catwoman was a criminal, a thief, and
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that Barbara would turn to her instead of… and then deciding to reveal her identity. It
was absolutely…
“I want to see every scrap of information you have on this Isaac Cummings,” he
graveled.

Years After That
“Out of curiosity, what did you mean about there being a masters in the disk I
brought?” Tim asked, finishing a second slice of pizza.
Barbara pulled the miniature thumb drive from her USB port, looked over her desk
until she found a similar piece of plastic, and laid the two side-by-side in her
outstretched palm.
“That’s a Sony microdrive,” she said, pointing to the green drive with the word
“Sony” embossed in the plastic in place of the silver bat emblem. “They’ve been out
for a couple years now. Selina used one on a case a few months back. All of a sudden,
viola, WayneTech comes out with its own, just a few millimeters thinner than the Sony,
and two gig bigger. Master’s dissertation at the very least. Possibly a doctorate.”

Bruce stopped at the Gordon-Grayson home after his board meeting. He delivered a
Harrod’s tote for Barbara and a tie he’d bought Dick on Savile Row, then he rummaged
in his pocket and pulled out a microdrive identical to the one Tim had brought, except
it was blue instead of black, and bore the WayneTech logo instead of the bat emblem.
“This is new,” Barbara said, pretending she hadn’t seen one before. “Thinner than
Sony’s.”
“And two gig larger,” Bruce graveled. “It’s the encryption keys for the new partition
I set up on the Batcomputer.”
“Yeah, I saw that,” Barbara smiled. “K3M-W4R-CR4N3, Chemical warfare Crane?”
Bruce’s lip twitched.
“Very good,” he said, making himself comfortable on the sofa. “I must admit, when
LexCorp tanked, I only bought those tech divisions to save jobs in… Metropolis. I
never… expected them to produce… We have a problem here,” he said abruptly,
shifting on the sofa and bending so he could look underneath.
Hhhhhhhheeeeeehhhhhhhhhh
A wave of hot, hostile breath hit his face, and the hissing little cat who had been
fiercely pawing at his shoe now took a brave swipe at his nose.
“Bytes, no,” Barbara cried, wheeling over. “Here, hand him over. It’s funny, he’s
usually such a sweetie with strangers.”
Bruce scowled. Just like Clark making excuses for Krypto.
“We’re not exactly strangers,” he noted. “First time we met, that thing was in a
green box covered with question marks, remember?”
“Hm, I guess there could be some bad associations for him,” Barbara murmured,
stroking Bytes’s fur as if he was the injured party.
Bruce grunted.
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Years Before
ºº I am the stalking jungle cat of death,ºº Whiskers declared, eyeing his prey between the
leaves of the lush jungle flora. The planter gave him the perfect cover. It was a short
run from the balcony to that luscious-looking prize: the perfect size to tackle with his
front paws, to clamp on tight while it struggled, and then to sink his teeth into its
meaty flesh.
Selina sat sideways on the sofa, which faced the balcony so the sitter could enjoy the
wonderful view of the city through the sliding glass doors. Her legs were crossed at
the ankles and danged slightly over the edge of the sofa, bobbing ever so gently in time
to the Miles Davis playing in the background. It was her top ankle that the jungle cat
of death stalked so silently. He crouched, jostled his weight between his back feet as a
prelude to pouncing, and then—his ear flicked. INTRUDER! The attack was called off
as Whiskers crouched deeper into the shadows. Heavy boots landed on the balcony,
and a dark cape brushed over the leaves of the lush jungle flora…
“Hey, Handsome,” Selina said happily. “You’re early, tonight. It’s barely dark.”
“I wanted to catch you before you went out,” Batman graveled.
Two-Foot in Boots. It was the new two-foot who came in from the sky, the same way
Selina-Cat did when she didn’t use the door.
“Well you caught me,” Selina said, drawing a finger playfully along the top of
Batman’s utility belt. “Now the real question is: what are you going to do with me?”
Whiskers walked back around the back side of the planter and peered through the
leaves. Selina-Cat was no longer sitting at the sofa, but if she was, he would no longer
be able to see her tasty ankle bobbing up and down. Whiskers stretched up and thrust
his nose into the leaves, trying to get them back into position.
“What I’m going to do is get some answers about a hacker named Isaac Cummings.”
Whiskers trotted past the pair of them and went into the bedroom. Even though
he’d just passed Selina-Cat in the living room, he looked around to make sure the coast
was clear before jumping up to the bed. From there, he walked across the nightstand
to the vanity, and from there, leapt to the top of the cat curio. It was narrow, but he
could just fit. Walking across it, he stepped down onto the top of an étagère where
Nutmeg liked to nap during the day. Finding her asleep, he licked her nose to wake
her.
ºº He’s back. Two-Foot in Boots.ºº
“Isaac Cummings,” Selina’s voice said in the distance. “Why does that name sound
familiar?”
Nutmeg stretched out her paws first, then pushed the stretch up into her shoulders,
and finally slid it out to her rump. At the end of this process, she was standing, but
still not entirely awake. She shook out her back legs, one at a time, after which, she felt
awake enough to deal with Whiskers’s complaints.
ºº Two-Foot in Boots. Dark flowy cape messed up the jungle plant. Left smelly boot print,
smells like clammy damp and rock.ºº
Nutmeg scratched behind her ear thoughtfully, then her chin.
“Oh yeah, Oracle’s nuisance at the FBI. Parallel Maniac, wasn’t it? Something like
that?”
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“Mayhem,” Batman corrected. “Parallel Mayhem. His real name is Isaac
Cummings. He’s in Blackgate. He was working for the FBI, and a few months after a
certain cat crossed his path, he’s left under a cloud, the original arrest resurfaces with
new counts tacked on...”
“Parallel Mayhem, that’s right; that was the handle. I remember now. There was an
aftermath there.”
“Well?” Batman glowered.
“Well?” Selina grinned.
Waves of silent, foreboding intensity in answer to that—foreboding intensity that
terrified the most hardened criminals into speaking. From Catwoman, however, it had
never produced more than a purr, or occasionally a laugh.
“Since when do I tell you bedtime stories about episodes like that?” she laughed.
“It’s been known to happen,” Batman said flatly.
“Not without encouragement.”
ºº What should we do? He’s biting Selina-Cat! ºº
ºº Don’t be such a fraidy cat, she can bite him right back, see? ºº
“Oracle made it sound like you were both sympathetic to Cummings. A crook with
specialized skills forced to work for the feds. ‘There but for the grace of getting
caught…’ So what changed? Why did you turn on him?”
“My special gift,” Selina said. “If there’s a target that’s something more than it
seems, if there are wheels within wheels, I will somehow stumble onto that particular
artifact, condo, gallery, whatever. With Cummings, it was all just a little too
uncomplicated. I mean, a worm specially designed to catch Oracle, kept isolated on
physical media so she HAS to get the physical disk to work on it. I found it easily
enough. I got it to her easily enough. It all went off a little too smoothly; I kept waiting
for the other shoe to drop. It just had to be a trap, either for her or for me or…
something. It had to be more than it seemed. For two days after I couldn’t sleep.
Finally, yawning through a fitting at Kittlemeier’s, it came to me. He had a bunch of
gold question marks on his workbench, and that switched on the light bulb. Riddle me
this: What is a computer worm?”
ºº What was that noise he made? Did he woof like a dog? ºº
ºº More like a grunt. Two-foots do that sometimes.ºº
Selina’s voice caressed each word that followed like a connoisseur speaking of a
great vintage.
“A worm infiltrates a system—or gets itself brought into a system—and does its
work from the inside. That’s exactly what Cummings was doing. He was the real
worm. He let himself be caught, knowing the feds don’t send people like him to
prison, they put them to work. As soon as I had that idea, the hacks he had done
didn’t seem so random. They were a job application. Once he’s on the inside, look
what they’ve got him doing: writing a superworm to infiltrate every computer in
Gotham. He’s doing it right under their noses, not just with their blessing but with
their help! With their protection, for Bast’s sake. It’s the best cover you could hope for,
to take the risks he’d have to take, make the mistakes that are bound to happen along
the way, and never risk capture.”
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“Once the worm was deployed, it wouldn’t be as benign to non-Oracle systems as
the FBI thought,” Batman guessed.
Selina nodded.
“That was my theory. I’m no code head like Oracle, but from what I’ve seen, a good
hacker is just like a good thief, and that’s a mindset I understand. If you can’t find an
exploit, you make one. What I was looking at with Cummings was the equivalent of
the British government bringing me in to help revamp security in some back room of
the Tower of London—and walking me right past the crown jewels twice a day in the
process. That doesn’t just happen on its own.”
“What did you do about it?”
“What makes you think I felt the need to do anything about it? I’m not a
crimefighter, it has nothing to do with me.”
“If every bank account in Gotham was zeroed out overnight, it would certainly…
Selina, Cummings wound up in Blackgate within months of Oracle’s bringing him to
your attention. You seem to be the only one who was on to him. How did it come
about?”
“That’s my secret,” she smiled.
ºº Oh, that’s just not right. ºº
ºº They’re so tall, how can they even… ºº
ºº Put her down, put her down! She commands the can opener! ºº
ºº Woof, bed will smell like clammy damp rocky place now. ºº
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CHAPTER 3: FULL CIRCLE
Not this time. This time, Tim had a plan. You did not get to be Batman’s sidekick
without mastering the fine art of learning from your mistakes. Since Selina came to
live at the manor, every time Tim went to see her, she was contorting in some damn
yoga posture and…
He lost his train of thought.
Right then, yoga. Not. This. Time.
This time, he was going directly down to the cave, where Bruce had surveillance
feeds from all the security cameras around the manor. He’d do a quick check and
make sure she was brushing her cats or watching TV or doing whatever she did when
she wasn’t twisting and bending in that leotard…
Ho boy, lost his train of thought again. That was not a good sign.
Tim briefly reconsidered the wisdom of his plan. On the one hand, Selina Kyle was
the one exception to the Bat Family’s embargo on helping him with his paper. Tim
Drake knew her, knew her as Tim Drake, so there was no compromising himself as
Robin on that score.

Years Earlier
Dana Winters Drake was not what you’d call an evil stepmother—at least, when she
wasn’t possessed by a cursed Ravenna amulet, and that was just the one time, so,
y’know, not evil. She just… she had some really, really bad ideas when it came to
food—scratch that, she had some really, really bad ideas about nutrition which led to
entire meals consisting of nothing a growing, red-blooded, American boy would call
“food.” All the brown rice and broccoli might be okay if there was a steak in sight at
the end of it, but there wasn’t. It was always more pine nuts and lentils and tofu, or the
occasional Proteins Gone Wild spree with halibut and beef livers that made you
nostalgic for the lentils and tofu. Nothing a normal person considered, y’know, food.
That was the best thing about Bruce asking Tim to come over early. It was probably
for some new training before they set off on patrol, or maybe an oral debriefing on the
nights Robin and ‘Wing had covered for Batman. That was often the case if Bruce
didn’t like something he saw in the logs. Tim was always getting caught between
Bruce’s “my house, my rules” and Dick’s blowing off a proper log entry because he’s
the bigshot senior crimefighter now, nobody’s sidekick, and he’ll do it his own way. So
yeah, the more Tim thought about it, this was probably going to be an inquisition on
his own logs to fill in the blanks about whatever Dick left out in his. But first, Tim
would get to stop in the kitchen and get a hamburger or a roast beef sandwich and
some loaded potato skins. Everything a growing boy needs before taking on the dregs
of Goth—Ooo.
He was just passing the door to one of the drawing rooms Bruce only used for
playboy visitors and parties. The light was on, so he glanced in as he passed and—
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Ooo—he couldn’t help but notice there was a really short dress with really long legs in
there.
“Hiya,” Tim said cheerily—the really short dress had a really low back too, and if
anything, the curves of that back were even better than the legs... “You must be a
friend of Bruc-uh, of Mr. Wayne’s, I mean.”
She turned, and Tim found himself looking at the most perfectly formed breasts he
had ever seen in his life—quite possibly, the most perfectly formed breasts anyone had
ever seen in any life since the dawn of time. Thought was no longer an option.
Thought beyond “don’t stare at them” was really, really not an option, but after a
painfully dry swallow, that cautionary thought expanded to suggest he stand very
close to the high-backed sofa.
“Tim Drake,” he answered, hoping she had asked his name, since that was a really
stupid answer if she had asked the time.
“Selina Kyle,” she said—a name Tim might have recognized if she hadn’t leaned
forward offering her hand as she said it, which bent her chest forward a little and…
and uh, uh oh, okay, ah… good move standing behind the sofa then, wasn’t it? Just
stay right there, don’t move from the waist down, and hope she does the same.
Hope—no, pray—she doesn’t look down or go to the window or anything—window!
Bat-Signal. Oh shit! Bat-Signal! That must be why she’s here alone. Did she say
something about Bruce having stepped out? She said something when he came in, but
all he heard was “Don’t stare at them”—which reminded him, he probably shouldn’t
have his eyeballs hanging off her nipples that way.
“Boy, Miss Kyle, I sure hope Bruce's reputation doesn't bother you,” he managed. “I
mean, he does have to rush off now and then, but it’s not scads of busty supermodels
waiting in the wings like people think. He just has so much charity work taking up so
much of his time.”
“You figure it's an emergency blood drive he's rushed off to at 8:15 on a Friday
night?” she smiled.
“Oh. Well. I can't tell you how many times he's been at one of my father’s dinner
parties and had to leave suddenly to keep the funding from falling through for some
halfway house or Ugandan orphanage. You know, it’s business hours over there when
it’s night here,” he added helpfully.
“Mhm,” Selina agreed, biting back a smile. “Those Ugandan orphans do have a
reputation for being suddenly cash poor.”
“And don't get me started on the anti-child labor efforts, surprise inspections in all
the Malaysian factories,” Tim enthused.
“He conducts those personally, does he?”
Tim’s eyes shifted around the room, trying to look anywhere except at Selina or the
window.
“Tim, it’s okay, he told me.”
“Huh?”
“It’s okay. He told me he’s Batman, I know he’s gone to answer the signal. He’s
going to call and let me know if dinner is cancelled or if it’s just the new commissioner
going flashlight happy again because Jervis Tetch sneezed.”
“Huh? I mean, uh… Huh?”
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“Much as I would love to let you keep going, just for the entertainment value, sooner
or later you will find out I knew, and then you’d probably wonder why I didn’t stop
you after the Ugandan orphanage.”
“Uh… OH! Oh my,” Tim’s eyes suddenly widened as he realized where, exactly, he
knew those breasts from. “Uh, right, uh, no… no, no… big misunderstanding. Big.
Huge misunder-he probably told you that he was Batman because you were in that
show, right, the Cat-Tits-TALES, Cat-Tales, where you were the, uh, Cat… So he might
have tit you—TOLD you that he was, uh, because you might like… leaving, I’m
leaving now, and I will, um, see Bruce another time, and uh… Leave message. If you
see him first, just leave a message that I… died.”
“Breathe, Tim, you’re not breathing. That will catch up with you. The lungs rebel.
Nice deep breath. Now… You saw Cat-Tales?”
“NO! No, of course not, I am an ordinary high school kid who doesn’t get out to see
a lot of live theatre. No interest in that kind of thing, especially anything about,
y’know, capes, bats, who cares. No. I play video games and uh, what else do I do?
Study. I study a lot. Civil war. Blue and Gray. Fort Sumter. General Lee. They lost.
Bye now.”
“Tim,” Selina said in the calm tone used to talk someone down from a ledge. “You
saw my show, and you told ‘Wing you thought I should add a Harley Quinn
impersonation, because you think the Marilyn Monroe squeak-laugh she does is
funny. And it was. I added it the third week of the run, huge laughs every night.
Thank you. That was a great suggestion.”
“No, see, I’m leaving now,” Tim insisted, clinging to the one clear thought that
remained now that staring at Selina’s breasts ceased to be a problem. “If you see
Bruce…”
“I’ll tell him you’ve died,” Selina nodded, giving up.

Years Later
Tim Drake knew Selina Kyle, and Selina Kyle did the off-Broadway show Cat-Tales.
So whether you believed she was really Catwoman or just a really ballsy actress, the
contents of that show were up for grabs as far as his paper. It was just like the Flash
interview in the Keystone Star, only better, since Selina was a lot more entertaining on
subjects like “the team-up.” Some of that was certainly just Selina being Selina, and
some of it, Tim was sure, was the fact that she didn’t have to go to the Watchtower the
next day and sit through a League meeting with Wonder Woman.
So Cat-Tales was definitely the key to the section on the hero-hero and hero-villain
team-up, but he didn’t really remember the details of her story about teaming up with
Huntress. He also wanted to find out if the stories changed at all in the course of doing
the show. Just because she didn’t mention Robin the night he saw Cat-Tales didn’t
mean she couldn’t have added something about their team-up later. It would be so
perfect if there was anything about the truce they agreed to. And it’s not like she
didn’t make little additions as the show went along. She added that Harley Quinn
impression… Once again, Tim briefly lost his train of thought.
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Anyway, he had to talk to her and 1) get a refresher about the Huntress team-up, 2)
see if she ever mentioned Robin, and then 3) get her kinda-sorta permission before he
went and cited her in his paper. Bruce’s disapproval was one thing, but Bruce was
going to make his life miserable no matter what. With Selina, there was that thing with
the whip. Catwoman had not done the whip thing since Selina took up with Bruce,
and for that, Drake generations yet unborn rejoiced.

Years Earlier
Tim reached his room, flicked on the TV, and sat at his desk before the com went off.
He had opened a textbook—Introductory French—but none of the words on the page
quite penetrated his brain… Did students in Paris eat nothing but ham sandwiches? It
didn’t seem very likely, but the ham sandwich with cheese and the ham sandwich
without cheese seemed to be the two options—as well as the focus of an absurd
number of conversations… Quelle sorte de fromage aimez-vous… avec… a muffled beep
drew his attention.
:: I told you to come over early. :: the deep Bat-voice graveled.
“Yeah, that didn’t work. You were out—” he began.
:: You know to wait when that happens.::
“—and you had company. Boy was that a shock.”
“I know.” The voice sounded simultaneously in the com and at the window, then
the com went dead as Batman held it up and clicked it off. “That wasn’t how I
intended for you to meet. You still could have waited. Gone down to the cave or met
me in town.”
“And confirm everything she was saying?! Go right down to the Batcave or, or
change into—Are you crazy?! That’s what she was waiting for!”
“She was waiting for me to call and tell her if our date was cancelled. Tim, this isn’t
how I meant to tell you, but after that show, I began seeing more of her ‘off-duty.’ It
reached a point where… where the division was no longer acceptable to me. I wanted
her in both halves of my life.”
“But she’s Catwoman!”
“That’s the half where it was always going to begin, Tim. Anything real had to start
there. Look, there are details I won’t discuss, but I did intend to tell you tonight and
give you the option of coming upstairs to meet her face-to-face.”
“Been there, done that,” Tim said acidly.
Batman’s lip twitched.
“Maybe you should try it again,” he said simply.
Tim’s eyes just bored into his.
“What about my dad, hm? Doctors say he’s got another year in the chair at the very
least. And he managed to get himself kidnapped and poisoned walking on two legs
anyway, so what about him?”
“What about him, Tim? What happened with your parents predates your becoming
Robin, it had nothing to do with masked identities.”
“He’s still awfully vulnerable, Bruce.”
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“No more than he was a week ago,” Bruce said gently. “Tim, you must know I
would never do anything to put your family at risk. When you became a part of this,
you accepted my way of doing things and that means accepting my judgment. When I
tell you to go around to the alley and check the back entrance, you know who is telling
you, you know the lifetime of expertise and experience behind that decision. This is no
different.”
“Bruce, this is totally different. I mean that dress she was in. I didn’t think it could
get worse than that catsuit, but there they were! I’m not sure I got my name right.”
This time Bruce suppressed the lip twitch before he spoke again.
“It isn’t any different, Tim. Not at all. My life has been protecting my identity since
the day I put this mask on. Because it wasn’t just my life, it was Alfred’s, and later
Dick’s, and now yours and Barbara’s and Cassie’s. Revealing it is not something I’m
capable of doing lightly, not in the throes of passion, not in the throes of anything.
Having lived these years the way I have, it is not possible for me to have done what I
did frivolously, do you understand? Now, either you trust my judgment or you don’t.
If you do, I would like you to come back to the house and meet Selina. If you don’t,
then you should do some hard thinking before you put on that costume again.”
“OH COME ON! Because I’m not cool with the group hug welcoming your new
girlfriend the cat thief!”
“Because if you don’t trust my judgment, then you shouldn’t be taking my orders in
the field. There is plenty of time to think now: come back to the house or don’t, and if
you don’t, you can always meet her another time. That is not an option in the field and
you know it. You do not have the time to mull it over, case by case. You have to make
your decision in an instant, and if you’re not happy with the result, there aren’t any doovers the next day.”
“Yeah, I get that,” Tim murmured. “It just… It would have been nice to have some
kind of warning—and yeah, I know, stuff is always going to happen without warning,
it’s not a perfect world, expect the unexpected, blah blah blah…”
“You’re learning,” Batman said proudly.
“What was the signal lit for, anyway?”
“Victor Frieze was released from Arkham this morning. The commissioner thought I
should be informed.”
“Oh come on! Like we can’t find that out on our own? Don’t tell Barbara. God.
First this dufus replaces her father, then he doesn’t think Oracle is monitoring Arkham
admissions and releases? She’ll wipe out his credit, suspend his driver’s license, and
sell his mortgage to LexCorp.”
“Oracle…” Batman said thoughtfully. “That’s a very good idea.”
“Selling the new commissioner’s mortgage to LexCorp?”
“Tim, you are not invited back to the house to see Selina tonight. First, you should
have a talk with Barbara.”

Catwoman was every inch the predator her name implied: she hunted, she prowled
her territory until she caught a whiff of something she wanted. Once she targeted her
prey, she stalked it with cunning, chased it down with as much speed and tenacity as
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was required, and if necessary, she would fight off any competing predators,
scavengers or crimefighters in order to keep what was rightly hers.
This naturally predatory spirit did not extend to the one hunt indulged in by every
non-criminal in Selina Kyle’s ultra-chic upper eastside neighborhood: she had never
hunted down designer sample sales. She was too hippy and far too busty for most
pieces stitched together for a size 0 model to walk down the runway. Plus, the one
time a caper took her backstage at a fashion show, she saw firsthand the cloud of
perspiration, cigarette smoke, and hairspray that permeated everything behind the
scenes. The thought of wearing the castoffs from that nightmare world next to her own
skin rivaled the Ratcatcher episode for disgusting gag reflex no-no. Kitty would just
pick up an extra Goya the next time she was in Barcelona and go on paying retail on
57th Street, thank you very much, meow.
But then on Monday there she was, coming back from Raoul’s coffee cart with her
double espresso, and there was Binky Sherborn waiting at the elevator. A shared
elevator with Binky often provided a few promising Catwoman targets, so Selina
wasted no time getting her talking. Today’s bulletins had nothing to do with soon to
be ex-husbands hiding assets, however, nor did they prophesy who would be wearing
Harry Winston at the next glitterati fundraiser (note to self: when The Cat goes back to
business as usual, Wayne Foundation fundraisers are now off-limits). But today’s
Binky prattle had nothing to interest Catwoman. Binky was just enthused about the
upcoming sample sales…
Now, Selina had to wonder about that: Binky couldn’t wear a size 0 any more than
she could. When pressed, it turned out Binky didn’t go for suits, separates or evening
gowns. She went for handbags and shoes.
“Manolo Blahniks for $100?” Selina gasped—in precisely the same tone she once
used to thank Felix Faust for a bead of kryptonite.
“Oh that’s nothing,” Binky laughed—which, eerily, is exactly what Faust said. If
Catwoman had only been more sympathetic about his wife not understanding him,
there’s no guessing what wonders he might have conjured next.
Actually, on second thought, one could guess, and the prospect wasn’t nearly as
appealing as what Binky was saying: the YSL sale was Wednesday, and if Selina
wanted to get on the list, Binky would be happy to arrange it. Her “spies” said there
would not only be the jeans, sweaters, coats, and Rive Gauche gowns (that neither
woman could squeeze into), there would be “tons” of shoes and maybe a few
handbags.
Selina bit her lip, thinking it over for all of six seconds. She hadn’t gotten away with
those cat icons from the auction house, and considering the way that confrontation
ended, she wasn’t going to attempt a break-in like that again any time soon. As long as
things were heating up with Ba… Bruce. As long as things were heating up so
dramatically with Bruce... Yeah, that was quite enough to handle for the moment.
Batman had a face under that mask, a face that made her absolutely weak in the knees,
he was as off-the-scale exceptional in bed as he was at everything else, and oh, by the
way, his name was Bruce. Enough, Kitty’s brain is full.
No really, Kitty’s brain is full. No more she can handle right now, not the time go
traipsing out to Queens to see how the MoMA had settled into their temporary location
and how the security was around Batman’s favorite Van… God, the Van Gogh. Time
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was, that little encounter would have been earth-shattering, that peek into the man
under the mask would have kept her buzzed for a year. But now, the opera house roof,
the auction house vault, his touch, his kiss, “a crimefighter loving a thief,” “My name is
Bruce…” Not just any Bruce, either. Bruce Wayne, Wayne Manor, Wayne Enterprises,
Alfred the butler, “Casanova ate fifty oysters for breakfast every day, that’s what made
him such a sex machine” “Oh yes miss, you encountered the Fop…” So much had
happened since the MoMA roof, she’d completely forgotten about that Van Gogh.
Clearly, a night withdrawal from the GNB safe deposit boxes was not in her
immediate future, so until she got her head on straight, a bargain spree of designer
shoes might be just the thing…

Years Later
Tim blinked. He double-checked the security feeds, or what should have been a
security feed on Monitor 8. It was supposed to be Camera G14, which would be, uh…
second floor, front hall, bedrooms… Ah, well, okay, Selina’s suite.
Well that was nice of her. If the world’s greatest cat burglar didn’t want Bruce’s
security cameras spying on her in her suite, she could have overridden the feed with
anything. It could have been a tape loop of the room when it was empty, so you
wouldn’t even know you weren’t looking at the live feed. She could have it duplicate
the feed from another camera, the dining room or the kitchen, so it looked like a snafu
in the system rather than an expert thief messing with the equipment. But of course
that wouldn’t be any fun for someone like Catwoman, would it?
Still, if she wanted to tweak Bruce’s nose, she could have rigged it to show someone
sitting at this workstation the back of his own head. Instead, it was ESPN. That was
cool! Purdue kicking Star City’s ass, heh. Tim sat back and watched the game for a
while, keeping an intermittent eye on the other monitors in case Selina showed up. But
then Purdue fumbled, Star intercepted and was running it in for a touchdown just as
Bruce was coming through the study, so Tim didn’t know anyone was coming down to
the cave until he felt a rhythmic tap-tap on his shoulder.
“Uh, hi,” he squirmed. “I was just, uh… Star City U’s getting flattened.”
“There’s a television upstairs,” Bruce pointed out.
Explanations followed, and once Tim admitted he was there to see Selina, Bruce
guessed the reason.
“This is for that class you’re taking—the class you know I do not approve of, and
which no one on the team will help you with. You think Selina will be more
accommodating, either because she isn’t strictly ‘Team Bat,’ or because she’s more open
about her identity.”
“She’s more than ‘open,’ Bruce, she did a stage show. Anything she said in Cat-Tales
is as good as a quote Superman gave in the Daily Planet. It’s fair game, anyone who
has never set foot in this cave could know it and that means I can use it.”
“Then why do you need to talk to her?” Bruce asked through clenched teeth.
“Well first, I want to clarify some stuff she said about team-ups, and I kinda want to
get her okay before I use it. Don’t want to risk the whip thing, you know how it is.”
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“You’re asking Selina’s permission? You know I disapprove, but—”
“Bruce, c’mon, you’re gonna make my life miserable no matter what. Selina’s
different. The best part of it for me since you two got together, no more whip thing
from Catwoman.”

Years Earlier
Eggless omelets, it should be a Riddler clue. Riddle me this: How do you make an
omelet without any eggs? It was Riddler challenge, not dinner. So Tim stopped in the
kitchen on his way down to the cave, and Alfred came through with some fried
chicken. When Tim made it down to the Batcave, Bruce was still there, watching, eh…
“Leopards?”
“Cheetahs. It’s a show Selina’s fond of, Big Cat Diary. It’s very interesting, you
should watch this. Cheetahs are lightweight, streamlined. That hyena is substantially
bigger, with the most powerful jaws of any predator in the region. It can crunch
through a buffalo’s thighbone like a match stick, could make a meal of the cat. She’s
overmatched, both animals know it—but look, hyena’s tail goes down, that’s a sign of
submission, and… it’s leaving. This is the second time she’s chased one off. She’s even
hunted in the middle of a pride of lions that would view her as a snack. Insanely rash,
but she keeps getting away with it. Another one of these had a lioness scaring off two
adult males.”
“Okay, we’re not talking about Wild Kingdom then, it’s lesson time. You’re
studying Catwoman’s fighting style based on this show Selina watches. Sketching out
a few protocols?”
Bruce looked up in shock.
“Of course not. My… ‘girlfriend’ I guess we should call her… likes this show. It’s
only natural to watch. Get an idea of what she likes, presents and such down the line.”
“She likes cats, Bruce. The clue is in her name.”
“I’m just watching out of curiosity, Tim. I’m not authoring any Catwoman
protocols. I noticed some interesting parallels, that’s all. And as someone who must
occasionally fight an opponent substantially larger and stronger, I’ll make those
observations wherever I find them. I suggest you do the same.”
“I am,” Tim said sternly—and again, Bruce stared in shock. “Bruce, do me a favor
and don’t mess this thing up with Selina. I talked to Barbara like you said, and I’m still
not completely onboard with the idea, but if I get onboard, it’d be nice to know this
isn’t going to be another crash-and-burn if it crashes and burns. Everybody in Young
Justice looks at me funny now, because they’re sure I must have a hard drive full of
schemes to take them out. Dick’s in the same situation with the Titans. So it’d be real
nice if you didn’t go and stick it to us again with this Catwoman thing, that’s all I’m
saying.”
“Well first, ‘this Catwoman thing’ is my private life, Timothy, and it’s not really any
of your business. To the extent that it does affect you and the others, I informed you.
As for the protocols, if your teammates in Young Justice can’t grasp the need for a fire
extinguisher in a kitchen or a lock on a gun cabinet, you would do well to reevaluate
your association with them. That said, if things would ‘crash and burn’ with Selina, I
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don’t think you need to worry about her reacting with shock and horror at the
revelation that Batman’s made a study of her weaknesses. In a strange way, the
Rogues seem to have a clearer perspective on the core realities of the lives we’ve
chosen than certain members of the Justice League.”
“Oh man,” Tim said, shaking his head sadly. “Poor Selina.”

Wednesday morning, Selina and Binky set off for the YSL sample sale, undeterred by
a torrential downpour. They returned triumphant, weighed down with shopping bags,
joking about whether those wimpy Knights would go ahead with their little baseball
game tonight. Selina vaguely noticed there was someone else standing beside Nick the
doorman, but between the rain and the umbrellas and the shopping bags—not to
mention a taxi that was taking no prisoners and a FedEx van that didn’t care who he
killed—she didn’t exactly see who it was. She just perceived a general bustle of
helpfulness getting her and Binky and the bags and the umbrellas into the dry calm of
the lobby. Only then did she see that Nick had taken Binky’s bags while the
newcomer—Tim Drake, the kid from the manor—was carrying hers.
“Um, thanks,” she said, giving the umbrella a good shakeout before getting into the
elevator.
He said little more than “Hi” until Binky left the elevator, but as soon as the doors
closed behind her, he unburdened himself: the Gotham Knights were not “wimpy.”
The pitcher’s mound and the base paths are dirt, they turn to mud. Plus, the ball would
be heavier and harder to catch if it was wet, harder to throw with any degree of
accuracy, a wet bat would be a lot harder to grip, and as for sliding into home…
“Point taken,” Selina conceded. “I will simply say that the women of Gotham would
never let anything as inconsequential as a little water falling from the sky come
between them and a $300 Yves St. Laurent. From what I saw today, they wouldn’t let
Killer Croc come between them and a $300 YSL.”
Tim smiled, although he wasn’t completely comfortable with the casual namedropping of a name villain. By the time they reached Selina’s door, however, he
realized it was the kind of thing anyone might say. They went inside, he set down her
bags, and while she put away her umbrella, Tim remarked on the surprising lack of cat
stuff in her apartment.
“At least you guys are consistent,” Selina said under her breath.
“So, uh, I kinda made a mess of things meeting you the other night,” Tim said
frankly. “I thought I’d give it another try, if that’s okay.”
“If you like” Selina said pleasantly. “It’s not like we haven’t met before a few dozen
times, though.”
“Yeah,” Tim said, shifting his weight. “That’s the thing, I’m really not too
comfortable with all this.”
“Join the club,” Selina said, handing him a diet soda, and clinking her can against his
as if in an unspoken toast.
“Seriously?” Tim sputtered, looking at the soda can in wonder.
“It’s quite the little boys’ club you fellas have,” Selina nodded vigorously. “And that
first step into the clubhouse is a doozy. I hadn’t caught my breath after ‘Welcome to
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the Batcave’—and by the way, how exactly a costume I wore for two weeks six years
ago winds up in his trophy room, at some point that needs to be explained to me—and
also by the way, I saw my file in your little ‘bat-computer’ and there seems to be a
certain difference of opinion about my weight and measurements, which we will also
discuss at another time—I haven’t caught my breath after that overload, he wants me to
meet him at the office next day and have lunch at the penthouse. Do you know what
he has hanging next to his Picasso up there? Another Picasso. Then comes the country
club where he springs a new personality on me. This, I later learn, is ‘the Fop,’ and
because I’m apparently not filling my metaphorical loot sack with these insights for
some Hugo Strange Psychodrama Spectacular, I get tea. Tim, seriously, you being ‘not
too comfortable with all this’ is the only halfway normal thing that’s happened all
week.”
“Wow,” Tim said, swallowing.
Selina glared.
“Yeah, okay, that was kind of a meltdown. You forget about mine, I’ll forget yours
the other night.”
“Mine was understandable,” Tim said bravely. “I mean that was… that was a really
nice dress.”
“You called my show Cat-Tits, Timothy.”
“It was a really nice dress,” he repeated.
Selina managed a smile.
“Is it my imagination, or are you maybe a little more comfortable with all this than
you were ten minutes ago.”
“Nah,” Tim lied, with a wide grin. Then he turned serious. “Look, truth is, I had a
little talk with Oracle last night. She says you’ve known who she is for a long time and
you were pretty cool about it.”
“Y-yeah, I might not be cool much longer about that, because it seems like she keeps
telling the story to nosy crimefighters, and then your next stop is here. That’s a big nono for the people I work for.”
“Yeah, about that, you could really do me a solid.”
“Do you a solid?”
“You said the Harley Quinn idea really worked for you, right? Got big laughs?
Well, this would be a great way to pay me back.”
“I’m surprised you even heard that, it didn’t seem like your brain was ‘receiving’ at
that point.”
“Well I did, it was, and this would be a great way to thank me.”
“By doing you a solid,” she said flatly.
“Right!”
“Related to an Oracle job I did a hundred years ago, before the telegraph and
penicillin.”
“Yeah, see I get a lot of ‘detective homework,’ I guess you’d call it. Cold case stuff,
filling in all the unanswered questions that the initial investigation didn’t… Uh… No,
that’s a lie. The thing is, Selina, now that you’re involved with Bruce, it’s like you all of
a sudden have access to all this inside information, about all of us. Stuff you really
shouldn’t know—boy that sounds harsh. I mean, stuff that Catwoman would have no
way of finding out. Stuff you only know because one of us is telling Selina. I guess I
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kinda want you to give something back. Tell me—tell Tim Drake—something that
Robin shouldn’t know.”
“That’s fair—wait a minute! Wait a… Did that manipulative son of a bitch send you
here to charm the story out of me with that ‘women love me, I’m cuddly and
unthreatening’ act?”
“It is NOT an act,” Tim fumed, “I am cud—wait a minute, cuddly? I’m not cuddly! I
was trained by Batman, lady! And then Shiva! And then Batman again to correct some
of the Shiva stuff he didn’t like.”
“Oh yeah, I’ve heard the Shiva stories, kid. Lady Death Incarnate says you are cute
as a button.”
“This is a test,” Tim announced in the same way you assure yourself an in-progress
nightmare is just a dream. “It’s a test, and if I pass, I get the Parallel Mayhem story.”
“Yes,” Selina said finally, unable to suppress a laugh. “You do get the story, not
because you’re particularly charming, but because if I don’t put a stop to this, she’s
going to tell Azrael next, and that lunkhead knocking on my door, I don’t need. So,
briefly, I had a hunch this Parallel Mayhem was running something just a little bigger
than a hacker trap. I have an old friend who has an old friend in MI-6…”
“Whoa, like James Bond MI-6?”
“With less glamour and more paperwork, yes. My friend hooked me up with one of
their Gotham agents who gave me the rundown on the intelligence community soap
opera: what the CIA kept from the FBI, what the FBI kept from the DOJ. Treasury and
Army Intelligence seem to be ‘special friends’ but in a non-creepy brotherly way:
patriotism, cooperation for its own sake, politics stops at the water, that kind of thing—
unlike the NSA and National Reconnaissance Office, which apparently share the interagency synergy that dare not speak its name. Oh, and absolutely nobody but the DEA
is down market enough to talk to the GCPD.”
“This is the coolest CaseRep I ever heard,” Tim laughed.
“The coolest what?!”
“Nothing, nothing.”
“Some goddamn Bat-crimefighter-thing, is that what you just said?”
“No ma’am,” Tim shook his head.
“You can leave now.”
“Oh come on! You can’t cut me off there, it was just getting good!”
“It’s really not all that interesting,” Selina sighed. “The Department of Justice, Navy
Intelligence, and GCPD had the biggest reasons to, shall we say, ‘count the silver’ after
the FBI came to dinner. I picked Navy Intelligence, went in after hours, picked the
office of a Lieutenant Commander Glint. I just liked the sound of it. Went into his
office and generated a memo hinting that the FBI was developing this worm to
infiltrate everything that plugs into a socket, and do we really think they’re just trying
to catch a hacker or are they planning to spy on us? Went back to the FBI—by now I
was getting really bored with their sorry excuse for building security. Found an office
on a floor I hadn’t been to before, Special Agent Who-Remembers. Had him send a
memo how the Navy is snooping around Sibyl Snare and are we sure everything is as
it should be. Naturally once they all started poking around, Cummings’s work comes
under all kinds of scrutiny and he’s busted.”
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“And this Glint and Agent Whozzit that supposedly got the ball rolling, they get the
credit so they’re not going to deny anything.”
“Pfft, who cares? I’m thinking those places are so clogged with bureaucracy, I doubt
anyone looked to see where the paper trail started.”
“That is still seriously cool,” Tim said admiringly.
“It is?”
“Totally wicked.”
“I always considered it a snooze. No chases, no gunfire, no yummy aftermath with a
honked off cape. Just picking locks, sending memos, and geeks poking into computer
code while I was home eating Haagen Daaz.”
“Best CaseRep ever.”

Years Later
Selina laughed, delighted.
“Look, Tim, I enjoy tweaking his nose as much as the next person. I always have, it’s
practically my trademark. But if you reference Robin in this paper of yours, his head
will explode. Just use the Huntress story, it makes the same point.”
“It does? What point is that?” Tim gaped.
“When it’s really important, when the city or the world is at risk, we can put our law
and order differences aside and work together. When that happens, those of us on the
villain side of the equation behave like civilized adults with a job to do, while your lot
carry on like petulant teenagers, griping in the back seat because you’re being dragged
to a family reunion when you wanted to stay home and play video games with your
friends.”
“That’s the point?! What kind of point is that?”
“Accurate! So pin the tail on Huntress, let her come off like the bad-tempered, shortsighted ingrate. Robin is still cuddly and non-threatening, and maybe we can get
through the semester without you making Bruce’s head explode.”
“I am not cuddly,” Tim said through clenched teeth. Then he stopped, tilted his
head back as if staring at something behind Selina, and then knit his brow. “Wow, full
circle.”
“What is?” Selina asked.
“Remember that day? ‘Cuddly and non-threatening,’ you remember what I asked
you that day?”
Selina thought for a minute, remembering.
“Oracle’s FBI hacker,” she said finally.
“No, not that part. I wanted you to tell me about it so I’d know you had your guard
down with us, the same way Bruce did with you. I asked for you to tell Tim Drake
something Robin would never find out as Robin. So y’know, now you’re giving Tim
cover to know stuff only Robin should know—full circle.”
“It sure is,” Selina chuckled.
“See, my big thought that day was how...damn. See, I found him watching that
show you like with the big cats, and it was right after the Protocols, and all I could
think was how you guys were going to split up in a month after all these big
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confidences are exchanged, and then in that crazed animosity of a breakup... What the
hell did I know, anyway. I was still on Quelle sorte de fromage aimez-vous avec jambon,
but I knew everything there was to know about the crazy things people do after a
split.”
“We all miss her, Tim.”
“Full circle all right. Couple years later, you and Bruce are still together and I tell
Steph—”
“Stop. Right. There.”
“Cuddly and non-threatening, yeah, that’s me. Bruce is cuddly and non-threatening.
I’m the freakin’ Terminator. You know what the last thing I said to her was?”
“My whip is right in the closet, young man. You keep this up—”
“You can’t say it’s not true, Selina.”
“That you’re the Terminator? Yes, I can say that’s not true. I can also say this: Tim,
you’ve always been the most normal one around here, and in your case, ‘normal’ isn’t
overrated. You’re fine. As for Stephanie, don’t tell me the last thing you said to her,
tell me your best memory of her.”
“The best ones are kinda private,” Tim said with a blush. “But she really liked the
idea of you and Bruce. Total romantic there. The night I told her, we were hanging
around outside 30 Rock. Sting was appearing on SNL, so officially we were ‘crowd
control,’ but really, Steph was just hoping to see him…”
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CHAPTER 4: NO GET
Selina tore back the covers like she had a grudge against them, stumbled into the
bathroom, and splashed her face with water. Then she glared at the face in the mirror.
“You again,” she breathed. “Welcome back, Mirror Bitch. It’s been a while.”
Superficially, her reflection looked just as sleepy and shaken from her nightmare as
Selina felt, but there was always that vague glimmer in the eye after a particularly
vivid dream, as if part of her knew something the rest of her didn’t.
“Woof,” Selina declared, a parting shot as her shoulders slumped slightly and she
trudged back to bed.
“Mirror Bitch?” Bruce asked with a grin.
“Sorry if I woke you,” Selina grumbled.
“I don’t mind,” he whispered, wrapping his arms around her once she was back
under the covers. “I can sleep in tomorrow, now that the board meeting is out of the
way. I can get back on a normal schedule.”
“A normal Batman schedule, you mean. Calling your schedule ‘normal’ without the
Bat-qualifier abuses the language.”
“That’s the ‘Mirror Bitch’ mood, alright. Haven’t heard from her in a while.”
“Yeah, well…” Selina murmured, settling into the embrace and closing her eyes
again. “It was a dream I haven’t had in a long time.”

Years Earlier
A purrfect night for a prowl. The air was chill, the moonlight glistened off the water,
and the purrfect prize had come to Gotham, had come right to her…
The European art world was still buzzing over the heist, and no one more than
Selina’s fence, Igor. Epoque Fine Jewels, one of the Europe’s largest dealers in antique
jewelry, had been burgled right in their stall at the Belgian Art Fair. Over two-hundred
pieces taken, signed pieces by Cartier, by Lalique, by Van Cleef & Arpels. The papers
estimated the value at 2 million Euros, but Igor said it was closer to 2.8. If he was
fencing, maybe as much as 3.
He was livid. It was the second time Epoch Jewels were taken. The last burglary
was at the Antwerp Diamond Museum. Several pieces Epoch loaned to a temporary
exhibit of Art Deco gems netted Igor’s biggest competitor a million U.S. A million U.S.!
Not to mention a stable of new thieves, the patronage of a dozen new collectors, and
contacts within Igor’s own network of international jetsetters that had previously been
his own private monopoly. In the years that followed, she’d been using it all to muscle
him out of the first tier. Now it was happening again: two hundred vintage pieces,
masterpieces signed by Lalique, by Vever, by Boucheron and Giuliano; art nouveau
gold, pearls, enamels and ivory. Igor threw himself on Selina’s mercy. He didn’t know
who had done the second heist, but he knew they were not bringing the proceeds to
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him. They brought them to that banshee of hell, Sabine Evrard, and with a war chest
like that, there was no telling what she’d try next!
What she tried next was absolutely appalling: She rented a megayacht called The
Merry Old Gentleman, which she was taking from luxury port to luxury port as a
floating showroom for the stolen art, antiques and jewels she peddled. If a client
wished, they could even make the buy in international waters—although that struck
Selina as silly. If you’re that squeamish about buying a stolen Vermeer, a transaction
that takes all of fifteen minutes, how do you go about owning it for the next thirty
years?
In any case, Igor’s nemesis, Sabine Evrard, had brought her vulgar floating
showroom to Gotham, where it was sitting in Slip 8 of the Gotham Yacht Club.
Catwoman had already circumvented the yacht club security, such as it was, which left
only the yacht itself. Getting onboard required a few acrobatics, evading the cameras
until she could get on top of one without being seen by the others, and then setting up
a tape loop. The resulting blindspot on the first camera made getting to the second
easier, and the third and fourth were a breeze. All that remained were a few ordinary
locks to pick (hardly worth mentioning), a motion detector in the salon, and cracking
the actual safe...
Except it seemed the last two would be unnecessary since the motion detector was
already switched off and the door to the salon unlocked. Catwoman had opened the
door warily and saw someone was in there—presumably Sabine Evrard judging by the
muumuu, the turban, and the fact that she had the safe open! A miniature mountain
of diamonds and emeralds glistened inside, and then:
“Oh, it’s you! Hi, Selina!”
The muumuu’d figure had turned, and it was…
Uh…
Nightwing in drag?
“Stand down, everyone, it’s just Selina!”
The lights flicked on and Robin came running out.
“Oh hi, Selina. Did ‘Wing tell you how much I liked your show?”
Selina screamed.
She bolted up in bed—chasing the cats away in a frenzied panic—
Her heart was pounding—pounding—pounding—
“Not again,” she murmured, tipping her head back and letting the weight pull her
back onto the pillow. “This nightmare thing is contagious.”

Years Later
Once upon a time, when their relationship was new and the significance of dating
the World’s Greatest Thief was only just sinking in, Bruce Wayne hired Catwoman to
document all the security weaknesses she could find at Wayne Enterprises. The job
took a nasty turn when she discovered it was all in response to corporate espionage
initiated by Talia Head at LexCorp—and that Talia knew the head of Wayne
Enterprises was Batman.
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Selina couldn’t believe that Bruce didn’t see the significance of that information.
Against the rest of the world, Wayne Enterprises security was simply Wayne
Enterprises security. Sure it included Bruce as the head of the company, but nothing
beyond that. Bruce Wayne was a figurehead, Lucius Fox was the brains of the
operation, etc… But to someone who knew Bruce Wayne was Batman, how could he not
see that that little factoid changed everything? She called Harvey and arranged a
diversion that would keep all the Bat Team occupied at various locations around the
city. Knowing they were occupied, she snuck into the Batcave and broke into Bruce’s
desktop, simply to document that weakness along with the others. It was necessary, it’s
what he had asked her to do, it’s the job he had hired her to do… but she felt terrible
doing it.
Those days were long over. She lived at the manor now, she had lived in the cave for
the last weeks Bruce was laid up with that back injury, and two nights a week, she
fought crime right alongside Batman. She could use the Batcomputer any time she
wanted without attracting attention, no matter who was in the cave. Yet there she was,
waiting for Batman to leave, feeling just as guilty and nauseous as she had that first
time. It was his cave, it was a part of him, an extension of all Batman meant. Waiting
for him to leave so she could use the computer without his seeing, it seemed so…
wrong.
But it wasn’t wrong. There was no point upsetting him. It was Eddie, it was
personal, it was their friendship, and it was crimefighting. If there was a recipe to spike
Bruce’s blood pressure, that was it. Nothing good could come from getting him
involved, particularly before she knew there was anything to get him involved with.
Their date night project included some feline intelligence gathering on the Z. Their
clubhouse on West 48th wasn’t the most challenging of break-ins, but the Tower of
London couldn’t compete with breaking and entering for Batman. It was still the
biggest thrill she knew. Once inside, she’d unearthed all kinds of receipts and packing
slips, mostly for meaningless purchases: hammers and nails and potato chips
consumed as the Z set up lairs and fronts for the name Rogues. The Z were notorious
for passing on every expense—every related expense and any number of unrelated
expenses—onto their clients. There was just that one receipt, glimpsed by chance:
Petite Abeille. Meaningless at the time, a half-remembered name. Petite Abeille, an egg
sandwich and coffee, $6.75. It meant nothing… until Oracle’s report of upcoming
Arkham releases.

Years Earlier
Both cats hopped back onto the bed, and Selina decided against getting up. It would
just disturb them again. What was the point in getting up, anyway? It was just a
dream. Bound to happen after all that was happening with Bruce. Cat pins now!
Covered in diamonds, emerald eyes, vintage Cartier, iconic Cartier. The most perfect
vintage examples of the signature Cartier panthers, two of them—made for the
Duchess of Windsor, no less! Bruce giving her the second one exactly the way Dick had
predicted, it was perfectly natural that it might spark a dream or two. Batman was
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Bruce Wayne. He had the money to buy something like those cat pins as nothing more
than bait for Catwoman, and now he’d given them to her as a gift—just like Nightwingno-Dick predicted! Robin came to her door and helped carry her bags. If she wasn’t
having nightmares, that would be the shocker.
She fluffed her pillow and was ready to go back to sleep, when the phone rang.
:: What sounds like the Riddler’s favorite breakfast? ::
“Eddie, it’s too early,” Selina moaned.
:: That’s why this is an easy one. Listen: My first sounds like you may have guessed… ::
“Look, call me back in a couple hours, I’ll be more fun.”
::’Lina, riddle me this: What’s the point in calling mid-afternoon if I’m trying to invite you
to breakfast?::
Selina growled into the phone.
:: ‘Sounds like’ my favorite breakfast food: waffle. Rhymes with ‘baffle,’ get it? And what
sounds like ‘guessed?’ Best! Best waffle in Gotham, ‘Lina. A new place, Petite Abeille.
Belgian. And what Kitty goes on and on about the fabulous waffles every time she gets back
from seeing her fence in Brussels?::
“Oh, I see,” Selina managed, turning on the light. “Well, it has been forever since
I’ve had a really good waffle.”
::They have both kinds, ’Lina. Burglar’s Foe is Swell Fees.::
Great. Anagrams. It was far too early for that nonsense… but he said it in that singsong tone like it was something tempting, so…
“Brussels or Liege waffles, got it. I’m in. Where is this place?”

Years Later
“No get.”
Bruce raised a skeptical eyebrow. Cassie’s language skills were still limited, but they
had moved beyond that.
“What is it you don’t understand?” he asked, offering an example of more
sophisticated phrasing without blatantly correcting her.
“Body telegraph move. Is always so. Even Batman shift weight back to push
forward on punch, and little bit to right if going to snap back for knockout. Always so.
Must be so. But now…” she trailed off into a petulant pout.
“Now the bodies lie?” Bruce said, supplying the words she had used when she first
came to talk to him in the cave.
She nodded, and Bruce reset Strategic Self-Mutating Defense Regimen 5 to the warm
up sequence for his profile. Then:
“VOX command: activate camera Cave-6, start record.”
Bruce progressed through the warm up battle, not quite in slow motion, but as
slowly as he could without the process changing his movements and corrupting the
data.
“Now, let’s watch the tape together,” he suggested.
They had done this before, soon after Cassie learned to speak. Back then, Bruce
thought her uncanny ability to read body language instantly, amidst the chaos of a
fight, might help him modify his own tells against such an opponent. It turned out, his
tells were no different from Cassie’s own: the ones it was necessary to keep in order to
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perform optimally in a fight. He abandoned the idea of changing to better defend
against this one little girl’s ability that, as far as he knew, no other adversaries shared,
at the expense of fighting less effectively against all other opponents.
But today’s task was different. Today wasn’t for his benefit. Cassie said her abilities
were failing. Well, not exactly. She said the bodies of her opponents had begun to lie.
That wasn’t possible, so it must be her own ability to read them...

Years Earlier
“No get.”
“Spoiler told you I’m with Selina now.”
Cassie made a face.
“Is hard name… See… See… See-na is Cat. Spoiler say Sensei with Cat now. Yes.
No get.”
“Right… Cassie, I know you don’t have a lot of words to work with yet, but you
have plenty of advanced thoughts behind them. You understand men and women,
what happens. Coupling.”
“Yes. Father teach. Father teach all that is need for kill. Teach about sex. Whores
who sell. Get good information from any sell sex, Father teach.”
Batman scowled.
“Pore-nog-gree too. People that make pore-nog-gree… Porn-og…”
“Pornography.”
“Yes. Them. Know secret places. Good for find safe house. Good for find drugs.
Sometimes good for find blackmail. But not so good for that as whores. All this Father
teach.”
Batman scowled.
“Father teach also: in when doing sex, good time for kill. Target vul-ture-ab-le when
pants down.”

Selina scowled.
“I don’t believe I let you talk me into this,” she grumbled. “This is worse than when
you had me wearing green.”
“Oh c’mon, ‘Lina. So we’re on the East End, what’s the big deal? It’s trendy now.
There’s no need for the blonde wig, wide brim hat and dark glasses bit.”
“Haven’t you seen the crap the Post’s been writing since my show, Eddie? If you
think I will risk being seen here and validating their insulting, preposterous—”
“But it’s not like it’s a slum anymore. It’s shabby-chic. There are like six health food
stores on this block alone. They’ve got those herbs that makes you smarter, that ginko
biloba, gotu kola, turmeric, cat's claw. Don’t tell me you object to that one.”
“Eddie, after all I went through to set the record straight, I wouldn’t care if Foster
and Forsythe set up a ‘Pick our unpicklable lock and win a Golden Bast’ stand on the
corner. You will see me organize a dog show for the Justice League in the Tenth Circle
of Hell before I compromise on this one.”
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“Okay, okay. I didn’t think it’d be such a big deal. I figured good waffles, Belgian
hot chocolate…”
“Just wait ‘til it happens to you, Edward my pet… That said, Belgian hot chocolate…
Yum.”
“You know if Pammy were here, she’d remind you that you’re never supposed to eat
or drink anything when you go into Hades. That’s how they tripped up that
Persephone chick.”
“What herbs did you say you’re taking again?”

Years Later
“There, left arm open out toward camera. Batman know time almost up. Three
more punch, maybe four, then Zogger stop. Look! Still breathe hard, but no bother
with knockout punch. Know Zogger end on its own now.”
Bruce sighed.
“Cassie, it seems like you’re able to read my movements as accurately as always.”
She watched the screen, which had frozen on the final frame.
“Guess not all bodies lie. Just some. Was not always so.”
“You used to be able to read body language consistently all the time, but now your
abilities are unreliable? How long has this been going on?” Bruce asked, shutting off
the camera.
“Since teach Tim. Try teach Tim. Tim no learn. Tim have slow head.”
“A slow head?”
“Slow head or maybe slow fist. Must read bodies very fast,” she said, pointing to the
darkened screen. “Before hit. Else is no good. Must read fast, then react fast, before
hit. If no can block hit, no point in see it come.”
“You’re talking about an acquired reflex, Cassie. That doesn’t just happen without a
lot of practice. Just like your kata, it takes thousands of repetitions before the moves
become instinctive, a learned second nature.”
“No time practice when pitbull snarling in face. Learn or bleed.”
“That’s how your father taught you?” Bruce said, flashing back to horrible
revelations like this when Cassie first came to his attention. “You know that’s not how
it works here. That’s why we have the Strategic Self-Mutating Defense Regimen, to
master these skills in comparative safety.”
“Zogger no have body. No can read.”
“I see. I’ll see what I can come up with.”

Selina was meditating in the sun room when Bruce found her. Not surprisingly,
Nutmeg was stretched out beside her. The cat might not be “meditating” exactly, but it
had found the one spot with maximum direct sunlight. It was on its back, its belly
stretched out, paws extended, with its eyes closed in an expression of pure feline bliss.
“I hate to interrupt,” Bruce said mildly.
Nutmeg’s eyes opened in a clearly expressed “Then don’t.” Selina’s eyes did not
open, but her lips curled into a coy smile before her response:
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“But?”
“But I want you to talk to Cassie before she leaves. I think a woman’s touch is called
for.”
“I thought she came over with a Bat problem,” Selina said.
“That’s what she said, but I think there’s more to it. She’s reverting to her early
vocabulary and speech patterns when she talks about it. That usually means a subject
connected to her early life. Reading body language is something Cain taught her, so it
made sense, at first…”
“But?”
“I don’t know, something is off. Tim’s name came up several times.”
“I am not getting in the middle of that,” Selina insisted. “It’s like when Two-Face
started up with Ivy: eyes down, cross the street, and thank the stars it doesn’t concern
you.”
“This is different. Selina, let me explain something about Cassie’s upbringing…”

Years Earlier
“Cain taught her everything an assassin needs to know, which included sex as a
biological function during which a target is vulnerable. The world of prostitution, both
gay and straight, seems to have been covered thoroughly. Human trafficking,
including the sale of children, and the making and distribution of pornography. In
terms of the seedy underbelly, she apparently knew more by age ten than I know now.
But in terms of the… the ‘facts of life’ talk, sex as an act of love and tenderness that she
herself might want to experience some day, that was evidently unnecessary
information.”
“Charming,” Barbara winced. “Unnecessary—like teaching her to talk was
unnecessary. The more we find out about that girl’s history, the more I think that,
given a contest between Joker and David Cain, Cain is the greater evil.”
“Agreed, but at the moment, I’m worried about her side of the equation more than
Cain getting what he deserves. She’s unaware of any upside to male/female relations.
She thinks of it only as a weakness without any counterbalancing benefit, like… like
shooting heroin. Naturally, with those preconceptions, she assumed it’s not a behavior
Batman would ever engage in.”
“No comment,” Barbara smirked.
“She’s very worried. Barbara, she came to me because she thinks I have a death
wish, because taking a lover—any lover—is opening myself up for assassination. She
needs the sex talk. Despite knowing the biological and criminal definitions, she doesn’t
actually know what sex is, and at her age, it’s time for her to find out.”
“Well, Dick knows how it works, so you managed to convey the pertinent
information at some point. I can’t imagine why you’re coming to me.”
“Come on, Barbara. Let’s not pretend men and women aren’t different. For a girl,
this is better coming from a woman.”
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Barbara pursed her lips. Every fiber in her being screamed to contradict that
blasphemy—but she couldn’t get past the memory of her father, unable to make eye
contact for a week and finally fobbing the job off on her Aunt Eunice.
Still, she didn’t like Bruce getting off quite so easily.
“You’re probably right,” she said finally. “If what you say is true, if she looks on sex
as the equivalent of ‘shooting up,’ then she’s not going to believe your version of things
if you’re just another junkie. She’ll probably think you’re kidding yourself, trying to
justify taking up with Catwoman.”
Batman scowled.
“Ooo, hear the latest?” Barbara said, changing the subject with forced cheer. “That
double bust at the Iceberg last night? Scarecrow was taking bets before ‘Wing and
Robin intervened. Nightwing put a few dollars on Harley Quinn, just as an opening to
get them talking, get some information on how the fight started…”
Batman scowled.
“Today it’s the talk of the underworld. Everybody’s talking about how Nightwing
strolled into the Iceberg, saw a brawl in progress, and placed a bet like one of the
guys.”

Years Later
Selina scowled.
Cassie was still at the Batcomputer, happily going over the footage of Batman
working out, pointing out the different subtleties that showed how he would move
next.
“That’s nice, Cass. But I’d rather talk about where the body language isn’t working
rather than seeing where it does.”
Cassie shifted uneasily in her chair.
“Bruce send you because he know I lie?”
“He… sensed there was more than what you were saying, and he thought it might
be easier to talk to me.”
“Thought so. You no fight as good as Bat. Not make sense he send you to talk about
fighting. Is true what say to Bruce. Say bodies lie. Did not used to be so. Always can
tell by shifting weight how body will move. Also by where eyes point and sometimes
by tilt of head. All these things tell how will body move. Now, sometimes can tell.
Sometimes not. But did not tell Bruce when bodies lie, is not when fighting. Is when
do other things. Not tell that part but he know. So he send you.”
“Not bad, little detective,” Selina smiled. “So, the bodies that are lying, the ones
whose body language you can’t read anymore… if they’re not fighting, what are they
doing?”
“Is only one. Is Tim. Body say Tim want to talk, then no talk. Body say Tim want to
kiss, then no kiss.”
“You were seeing another boy, Cassie. Men are very sensitive about that kind of
thing.”
“Still, body no should lie. If say going to lean forward, should lean forward. Is
always so.”
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“Okay, I can see a few possibilities here. First, this might be one of those areas where
what works in a fight doesn’t work the same way in another context.”
“Always has before. Can tell who carry gun from way they walk. Can tell who eat
big dinner from way they walk. Can even tell when driver get ready make turn before
use turn signal. Can tell when couple leave restaurant if had fight inside and who mad
at who, all from walk, just like with gun…”
“Yes, but this is different. This is a boy deciding if the moment is right to kiss you.”
“Stupid Tim.”
“Cassie, you were right earlier. I don’t fight as well as Batman. But I always got
away, and I beat him more than once. Can you guess why?”
She nodded.
“No can predict outcome of fight from training or skill. Too much other factors.”
“Okay, close enough. There is one particular ‘factor’ when it’s me and Batman, one
particular variable, and it plays hell with all his other abilities. Maybe it’s the same
with your ability to read body language when you’re alone with Tim.”
“Stupid Tim.”
“Or… ‘Stupid Cassie?’ Maybe? That’s the other possibility, Kiddo, but I wouldn’t
call it ‘stupid’ exactly. Cass, if you’re not reading Tim’s body language correctly, it
might be because you’re seeing what you want to see.”
Cassie scowled.
“Okay, we’ll put a pin in that one for now,” Selina smirked. “Either he’s sending
mixed messages—which means he needs some encouragement—or else he’s not on the
same page you are—which means you should also offer a little encouragement. Let
him know he’s invited, just in case the thought hasn’t occurred to him.”
“No get.”
Selina tilted her head back, interlacing her fingers slightly… the soft smile on her
face softening even more as she reached a decision.
“They all fall for that, don’t they? Bruce especially.”
“No get.”
“You get just fine, young lady. You just don’t like what you’re hearing.”
Cassie scowled.
“I tell you what,” Selina said in her best, old-time tempting-the-Bat voice. “You help
me out with my problem, maybe I can help you out with yours.”

Years Earlier
“’Lina, why didn’t I start the California earthquake? Because it’s not my fault!”
“It’s totally your fault, Eddie. You’re the one who made me tell Harvey about that
stupid video tape. You’re the one who insisted we had to keep it ‘in the family,’ settle
it among ourselves. Now he and Pammy are busted—with Joker and Harley—on a
misdemeanor! Three of the biggest Rogues in Gotham hauled in for a goddamn
barroom brawl!”
“Why didn’t I start the California earthquake, ’Lina! It’s not like I could have
foreseen him going after Oswald. I didn’t even know Penguin was involved. And
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who could have guessed Ivy would just happen to be at the Iceberg that night with
Harley in tow and another Harley/Joker toss up in progress.”
“Yeah, I’m shocked—shocked I say—to hear that there is gambling going on in this
establishment.”
“Ha. Ha.”
“C’mon, Eddie, think about it. Misdemeanor assault. That’s not Arkham, that’s the
holding cell in some piss ant precinct on 14th Street until everybody’s sobered up
enough to say they’re not pressing charges. Until then, they’re not segregated, they’re
in there together, pissing each other off. And if Two-Face decides I ‘started the
California earthquake’ by telling him about that video—”
“Then he’ll yell a little! If it’s your fault, that’s all he’ll do to you, ‘Lina. Me, there’d
be a coin flip at the very least—and it’d be one of those trick ones, where if it comes up
on the good side, he says ‘2 out of 3.’ I’ve got one black eye already, and you know
he’d just keep flipping until he got the result he wanted to give me a second.”
“Woof.”
“C’mon, you know I’m right, ‘Lina.”
“Fine. If he shows up pissed, I’ll cover for you. But there’s a price. You did not get
that black eye from ‘a run-in with the Junior Bat.’ What really happened?”
“I really don’t want to talk about it.”
“Well I really want to tell Two-Face who told me about the video, so…”
“He veto stump.”
“Translation?”
“I put the moves on Harley. She socked me.”
“A girl did that to you, Mr. Riddler?”
“Can we drop it now, ’Lina?”
“A girl in tassels…”
“This is so embarrassing.”
“…with the little bells on the tip?”
“Yes. What once-great Rogue of Gotham got a black eye from a ditzy clown girl?
C’est moi. I am a victim of Jester Assault, Buffoon Abuse, Harlequin Antics. I was the
recipient of a Civics Roguish Rots—a vicious right cross—from a white-faced
pantalooned she-clown—A Cascaded Nineteenth Flop How Low—who is not worldly
enough to know a simple slap, or even, dare I say it—A Pilates Fouler—a polite refusal
would get the job done.”
“Eddie, seriously, how many of those herbs have you been taking?”

Years Later
“There we go,” Catwoman purred, zooming the satellite image to frame four city
blocks.
“East End,” Cassie said.
“Yep. According to Barbara, Eddie—the Riddler, that is—just started his final week
of the ‘Fast Track Rehabilitation Program,’ which means, as long as he doesn’t start any
trouble, calling Catman a ‘pussy’ or telling Croc that Blake took his chicken wings, he’ll
be released in a few days. With me so far?”
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Cassie nodded.
“No start trouble, get out. Go here?”
“Right. Eddie wants to avoid another run in with ‘Catwoman the crimefighter,’ and
to be perfectly honest, so would I. But I can’t ignore the way he’s decided to go about
it. He has the Z setting up a new lair for him—right here.” She tapped a clawtip on the
touchpad, and green circle appeared on the screen, circling a particular building.
“Is smart. Knows Catwoman no will go in East End. For anything but especially not
for crime-fight.”
“Exactly. It’s dancing on a very delicate and very complicated piece of our history.
And this lair… Either it’s a very practical solution to an awkward situation, or it’s
underhanded and mean. If it’s the former, I don’t want to ruin it. If it’s the latter, I
want to smack him hard. Understand?”
Cassie nodded vigorously.
“Double blind python snare. If opponent make python strike, must block high. But
if do python redtail, high block will move right into blow. No can tell which is coming,
so no can tell how defend.”
“That’s it, Kiddo. So what do you do?”
“Change distance. Step back or push in. Opponent must adjust. Will see from
adjust which python he want use.”
“I like that,” Selina smiled. “We’re going to do something similar with Eddie. We’re
going to close the distance too, in a way that will be taken as a friendly wave if his
intentions are friendly, and a big neon middle finger if he’s trying to play on our
friendship to get the upper hand.”
“What we do?”
“This place,” again Catwoman tapped a claw on the touchpad, and this time a
purple circle appeared on the screen over a different building a short distance from the
first. “Petite Abeille has wonderful breakfast food—croissants, brioche, pain au
chocolat, baguettes with nutella—you’re going to love it. You’re going to stop there for
breakfast every day once Eddie gets out of Arkham, and you’ll be wearing a Cat-Tales
sweatshirt and ballcap.”
“And sunglasses, hide face.”
“Y-yes, but we’re also going to play with some disguises, wigs and make-up. And
we’ll get you some new clothes, too.”
“What is point if wear sweatshirt?”
“The new clothes aren’t for Eddie’s benefit, they’re for yours. We’re going teach you
to vamp a little. It’s fun. You’ll like it.”
“No…” Cassie shook her head. “No will like. Tried once. When Poison Ivy save
from Clayface, call me ‘Vine,’ teach to vamp. Not go well.”
Selina massaged her forehead. The rest of the Bat-Family got to clean up David
Cain’s mess with this girl. She got to clean up Pammy’s.
“Okay,” she said finally, taking a deep breath, “Where to begin? First, all of Ivy’s
ideas about seduction begin with the premise that men are drooling imbeciles whose
sole accomplishment in the length and breadth of human history was standing upright
so they could scratch themselves. Nothing good can be built on that foundation.”
Cassie giggled.
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“The other kind of seduction—my kind—begins with, well, liking what you’re going
after, liking him enough to want him interested. So… tell me about Tim.”
“Oh, Tim is great crimefighter,” Cassie enthused. “Good at detective part and
computer part and even chemistry part. Good at questioning thugs, too. Pretty good
at fighting, but could be better. Good to talk to, too. Good spend time with. Good
watch movie with too. Knows lots of movies. And is fun to talk about case after
patrol. But that is crimefighter again. But not really because talk about case comes
after. We go for burger. He know cart on 39th. Sell good cheeseburger all night long.
Wrapped in wax paper. With sesame seeds. Mostly talk about patrol but sometimes
other things. Not sure about his ideas of music. Too much Black Eyed Peas. Oh, and
is very fun to beat at Phoenix Ninja. Makes best face when beat…”
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CHAPTER 5: CASUAL FRIDAYS
“Piffle,” Alfred sniffed, tossing aside an article on “molecular gastronomy” and
reconsidering his subscription to Gourmand Kitchen. The day he defiled a classic dish
like Leg of Lamb a la Pennyworth with the addition of some new fangled “applejack
foam,” he would turn in his spatula. He was contemplating a letter to the editor, when
the door to the hidden elevator opened into his pantry.
“Miss Selina,” Alfred smiled. “Is there anything you or the master require
downstairs?”
“Officially, I’m here to bring us a couple sandwiches. Unofficially, I just needed a
place to chuckle where they wouldn’t see me.”
“They? There are no guests in the cave that I was told about. If someone has come
in through the transporter, I should offer some refreshments—”
“No, no,” Selina waved him off. “Nobody in the flesh. Oracle is on the com. See, I
was in London with Bruce when he had the big breakthrough finding the chemical
Rosetta Stone for Scarecrow’s fear toxins, so I already know the story. He’s ready for a
fresh audience, and Oracle is it.”
“I see, miss,” Alfred said with another knowing smile. He headed out to the kitchen
to make the sandwiches, and Selina followed.
“Mind you, up until five minutes ago, it was Barbara—no hologram. Bruce is out of
costume, didn’t exactly have his feet up, but he was leaning back in his chair with the
keyboard in his lap. Lazy afternoon in the Batcave, right? I make one little joke to that
effect—not even a joke, I just used the phrase ‘Casual Friday’—and the pair of them
stiffen up like I said ‘Officer on deck, point inspection at 0-five-hundred.’ Hologram
goes up, and Bruce is changing into costume. He says because he’s expecting a vidcall
from the Watchtower, but I have my doubts.”
“I see, miss. I have noted in the past that Master Bruce, while not averse to
informality in principle, is apt to react aggressively if it is brought to his attention in the
presence of the young ones. With young Master Jason’s training in particular, what
began as a reasonable relaxing of formality was too often taken as a relaxing of
discipline.”
“I see. I guess I never thought of Barbara as ‘one of the young ones.’”
“Perhaps not, miss. You first came to know her as Oracle, after all. For those of us
who knew her as Batgirl, however…”

Years Earlier
“Batgirl? Are you serious? Barbara was the first… Oh my God, that silly cheerleader
outfit! Barbara?! With the yellow boots and the gloves and the whole ‘Hi, I’m
Batarang Barbie’ routine?! I don’t believe it.”
Bruce’s lip twitched, and he helped clear the table. One of the perks of living in
Gotham—one of the perks he seldom enjoyed before Selina—was the plethora of
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restaurants that delivered. There was no cuisine unrepresented, and no delicacy so
specialized that it couldn’t be obtained. In a city where half the population didn’t
bother with a car and those who did would never consider using it for local errands,
every business on every level delivered.
Bruce was only just discovering this ‘ordering in’ as more than a late-night
convenience at the office, if the senior staff were preparing for some new product
announcement or a WE presence at a tech show the next day. Even then, he didn’t stay
and eat with them. He signed the tab, but then he ran off to make an appearance at
Nino’s with the latest Jenni, Candi, or Fifi. The bimbos always wanted to go out, to be
seen, and since that was the only reason Bruce dated them, that was fine with him.
He’d drop a thousand dollars on a gourmet pizza at Nino’s, covered in four kinds of
caviar, lobster, and salmon roe. Nino would serve it personally, thereby establishing
exactly where Bruce Wayne was while his best people were working late at Wayne
Enterprises. In less than twenty minutes, Batman had established his alibi for the night
and that was all Bruce cared about. It was all he had ever cared about, but now…
A date with Selina was a very different thing. It wasn’t for appearances, he wasn’t
establishing an alibi; he wanted to spend time with her. Alone in her apartment, he
could say whatever he wanted; he could be himself. It was strangely comfortable,
‘ordering in’…
“She was young,” Bruce said kindly. “Dick’s Robin was no dark, imposing figure of
vengeance and you don’t seem to have any problem seeing him as Nightwing.”
“It’s different. I practically watched Dick grow up. Even so, the hardest thing to
pull off in Cat-Tales was the whole ‘coming on to Nightwing’ bit, even to make fun of
it. I mean he was so cute when he went from ‘Holy Kitty Litter’ to ‘eyes straight ahead,
for God’s sake don’t look at her tits.’”
Of course, tonight’s ordering in wasn’t about that comfortable casualness. It was
more like a defense mechanism. The last time Bruce took Selina out to dinner, they’d
run into Joker and Harley Quinn at d’Annunzio’s. The night resolved satisfactorily,
with Joker checking himself into Arkham, but only after a costume change and a joint
Bat/Cat appearance at the Iceberg that neither party wanted to repeat. Both felt they
needed a quiet night in, without any Bat/Cat surprises intruding on Bruce and Selina’s
time together. After dinner, they’d change and go out, he on Batman’s business and
she on Catwoman’s…

Years Later
Batman, now fully costumed, sat at workstation 1 as molecule after molecule
appeared on the giant viewscreen, the 3-d renderings turning slowly as chemical
formulae scrolled in a text field beside them. The Oracle hologram hovered on one of
the side screens, the occasional sound of her typing clicking softly over the com.
Despite the stark appearance of the scene, the conversation was a casual one. Batman’s
tone in particular evoked Bruce Wayne in the board room more than the Dark Knight
Detective in the heart of his crimefighting base:
“When LexCorp went under, I only bought those tech divisions to save jobs in
Metropolis. I never expected them to produce any actual benefit for Wayne
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Enterprises, let alone for Batman. There was too much overlap with existing
WayneTech products, and too much Luthor had patterned on us. But he did have a
better distribution network in Europe that somehow escaped Talia’s meddling.
WayneTech doesn’t need it, but the WE medical divisions can make good use of it.”
“Good news,” the Oracle head said wryly. “But how does that lead to chemical
warfare with Jonathan Crane?”
“It doesn’t; it solves an old mystery. Scarecrow’s toxins all work pretty much the
same way: a hallucinogen and a set of chemical triggers to get the hallucinations
moving in a certain direction.”
“Because if my body temp is up, I’m more likely to hallucinate that I’m in a fire than
a field of daffodils.”
“Correct. All emotions are grounded in brain chemistry, so if you produce the
physical symptoms of ‘fear’—elevated heart rate, vascular constriction, rapid
breathing, etc.—in the presence of a hallucinogen, that’s a powerful suggestion for the
victim to hallucinate something frightening. Since they’re going to be seeing things
anyway, their imaginations conjure something to ‘explain’ why they’re frightened. The
mystery with Scarecrow was that he’d have several toxins doing the same thing in
different ways, with no common chemical alphabet. I’d find a sample of toxin that
induced claustrophobia and one that produced arachnophobia. Both boosted
adrenaline production, both blocked GABA receptors in the brain, but they didn’t do it
the same way. They didn’t share a single chemical marker. That made no sense at all.”
“Because if you know how to shut off the calming mechanism in the brain in the first
formula, why not do it the same way when you made the second.”
“Correct. It’s not logical to keep on searching, if it’s the same chemist working on
both toxins. I was forced to conclude that it wasn’t. That whoever made the second
toxin was not only a separate person, he or she had no knowledge of the first chemist’s
work. The more samples I collected, the deeper the puzzle became. Different types of
hallucinogens that all worked in different ways, paired with different triggers to mimic
a fear response—sometimes! Sometimes there were similarities and overlaps,
sometimes there weren’t. There was no logic to it.”
“That is a puzzle,” Oracle said. “So what’s the answer?”
“Just like that, ‘What’s the answer?’ More than a decade I’ve been wrestling with
this. It made no sense, absent some common link somewhere in Jonathan Crane’s
past. I scoured his work history, his education, even the papers his students submitted,
and I could never find the source.”
“And???”

Years Earlier
“The reign of Crane falls mainly on Lois Lane?” Oswald read, bewildered.
“Put zats down! Zats from other clients.”
Kittlemeier snatched the paper napkin off the counter and ushered Oswald
Cobblepot into his back room. It was lucky, Catwoman finding him in the hospital
after the mugging. All his clients received the time of their next appointment
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whenever they left the last one. He missed almost a week’s worth of fittings and pickups while he was in the hospital, and he certainly couldn’t allow his clients to start
dropping in whenever they felt like it to see if it was a good time. What would happen
if Batman showed up when Mr. Freeze was ordering ice grenades, or if Joker breezed
in while he was taking Spoiler’s measurements?
Fortunately, Catwoman and Batman had both found him in the hospital. He gave
each a list of new appointments to distribute to their respective colleagues, and so far,
everyone was showing up on time.
“Kwak-kwak-wak,” Cobblepot pronounced. Then he chewed his new cigarette
holder experimentally, adjusted it between his teeth, and quacked again.
“Satisfactory,” he said finally. “But it seems lighter than the handle of the umbrella—
kwak-kwak. They were supposed to match exactly. I shall expect a reduction.”
Oswald really had no need for trick umbrellas anymore. He occasionally fired a shot
into the ceiling to keep the Iceberg patrons in line, but his old arsenal was perfectly
adequate. He just didn’t like the idea of breaking in a new tailor. Kittlemeier
understood him, had his measurements, and knew just what he liked. It was worth the
occasional splurge on a new umbrella.
The pick-up accomplished, he placed an order for a new suit. His Keystone City
pigeon was finally graduating from law school, and Oswald had to make sure the
recipient of the Audubon Scholarship understood who he was working for before
getting that job in the D.A.’s office. Has to impress the kid, and the best way to
impress a Keystone rube was with appropriate plumage…

“The reign of Crane falls mainly on the… Wow, we knew Jonathan had writer’s
block, but we had no idea it had gone that far.”
“Put that’s down!” Kittlemeier roared. “Dat’s none of your businesses. Why is
everybodys sticking zeir noses into everyzing todays.”
“Sorry,” Two-Face said wryly. “We have an Iceberg napkin of our own. This is just a
rough sketch of course.”
Kittlemeier scrutinized the drawing.
“Bulletproof glass. Humidified but ventilated. Has to let air in. We need it to—”
“I don’ts needs to know what is for,” Kittlemeier said sharply. “Just tell me how
bigs. It doesn’t say heres.”
“One by one by two should do it. It’s for an orchid.”
“Didn’t I just says I don’t needs to know dats?”
“We thought it would be easier,” Two-Face said under his breath.
The Lady Slipper, the perfect orchid, perfectly symmetrical petals. What a prize! If
he wasn’t swiping it for Ivy, he’d take it for himself. Still, the coin had spoken: good
side up. She’d been so depressed since Harley went back to Joker. He should do
something to cheer her up, especially before Christmas. If he didn’t turn this around
before the ‘mass ritual slaughter of the trees,’ it would be bad for Gotham (which
Harvey cared about for some ridiculous reason) and worse for him personally (which
both of them cared about, much as they hated to agree on anything beyond the
temperature of their bath water).
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So all he would get out of stealing the orchid was the satisfaction of robbing the
Madison Auction House a second time, and taking his new henchmen out for a trial
run. That reminded him…
“Have Twin and Twain picked up their new suits yet?”

“The brain of Crane’s gone completely down the drain,” Jervis Tetch declared,
sniggering at the napkin on Kittlemeier’s counter.
“I hears he’s got the writer’s blocks,” Kittlemeier said, picking up the napkin and
stowing it safely away in the cash register. “When he was in befores, he asks if I zinks
ze Ouija boards is scarys. I say nos, is nothings but letters and numbers, ja? He says
that’s what he zinks toos.”
“’If everybody minded their own business, the world would go around a great deal
faster than it does,’ as the Duchess said. But then there wouldn’t be any gooseberry
jam, now would there? I know, we’ll just hook the White Rabbit up with a
splendiferous Secret Santa, that’s sure to get him directly directed in the right
direction.”
“Ah,” Kittlemeier nodded. If it wasn’t an order, he just let the nonsense flow by.
“Roxy Rocket! She gives frabjous gifts, always so anxious to impress, like the Mock
Turtle in a room full of March Hares. It’s early still, but one must plan ahead, don’t
you know, for the doorknob is always turning. Soon it will be time for everyone to
reach into the hat…. That reminds me, I need a new hat, and a new cravat at that. The
wretched Cheshire Cat gave my nose such a bat. I’m a bleeder, don’t you know! And
those claws are sharper than a mustard seed, so now our best hat and cravat are soaked
through with blood...”
Kittlemeier nodded and made a few notes on his notepad.
“…And all because we had a little fun at the mythology museum, don’t you know.
She will have to be punished of course, for the more there is of mine, the less there is of
yours. Joker will draw her name, and she’ll draw Ivy’s. That will teach her.”
“Anything besides ze hats and cravats?” Kittlemeier said patiently.
“Why Mr. Kittlemeier, what is the use of repeating all this stuff, if I don't explain it as
I go along? It's by far the most confusing thing I ever heard!”
“Ja, dat happens sometimes,” Kittlemeier said sympathetically.

“I decided to go with trains,” Scarecrow said decisively. “I know technically it
rhymes with my name in a ridiculous Hatterish way, but it’s too good to pass up. On
the one hand, you can put a prisoner on the tracks with a train coming at them, they
see it coming but there’s nothing they can do! That’s quite terrifying.”
“You don’t have to tell me vat is for!” Kittlemeier reminded him.
“But it’s only one person. The really frightful fun with a train is all the passengers,
right? Rip up the track in front of them, they can see they’re sure to derail, and there’s
nothing they can do! Just think of the screaming, how could I pass that up because of a
silly little rhyme? So it’s a yes on the model railroad, the remote control, the gas
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canisters, and the engineer’s hat. No on the Superman action figures, the taser and the
Daily Planet plushies.”
“You still wants za carousel horse and ze brass knuckles?”
The Scarecrow mask puckered as Jonathan Crane thought…
“Toss them in. Never know when they’ll come in handy.”

Years Later
When Selina brought the sandwiches down to the cave, Batman’s story had reached
the big discovery…
“I found the answer in Darmstadt in 1915. Mustard gas was only the tip of the
iceberg in World War I. A number of German pharmaceutical companies were
researching chemical methods to incapacitate soldiers. When Germany lost, all their
research was seized by the Allies as spoils of war. Most of it had no obvious value,
either medical or military, so it sat in a drawer. Hundreds, sometimes thousands of
drugs that only existed as theory, a chemical formula in a forgotten filing cabinet that
no factory anywhere was producing or would ever produce. Just sitting there.”
“Until?” Oracle prompted.
“In most cases, when the research wound up in the hands of American companies,
the story resumes during the Cold War. The secret testing that produced LSD, ecstasy,
and other substances that didn’t find military uses but wound up fueling the drug
culture of the sixties. ‘Most cases,’ that’s always the catch: most. This tiny
pharmaceuticals firm in Berkshire on a list of a dozen others going into business with
WE Medical, this tiny firm with only a handful of assets… including a forgotten cache
of the old German formulae. I saw it on the asset survey and sent Catwoman out to
Berkshire to get into their facility and make a copy…”
“And now he sends me for a sandwich,” Selina laughed, smacking the back of the
cowl lightly. “Gimme gimme gimme, no gratitude.”
“Impossible woman,” Bruce muttered. “It was hard to be certain before I got back to
the lab, but the more I read of the formulae, the more I was convinced this was the
missing link.”
“The missing link connecting Crane’s formulas,” Barbara said. “But you’re still
missing a link between him and this cache of old research, right?”
“Wrong,” Selina sang out. “This is my favorite part because, well, ‘he’s Batman.’”
Batman grunted.
“I told you, I’d combed Jonathan Crane’s professional history in the years I’d
grappled with this mystery. Crane got his undergraduate from the University of
Metropolis. His junior and senior year, he lived in Prescott Hall, which was special
housing open to honors students in the science departments. On every campus there’s
one chemistry major subsidizing their income brewing up illegal substances. In those
years at the University of Metropolis, it was Adam Wild. He lived in Prescott Hall, and
he came from Thatcham in Berkshire, about three miles from Newbury
Pharmaceuticals.”
“Wow,” the Oracle head breathed. “Bullseye. Not that it has any practical value
when it comes to fighting Crane, though, right? Unless I’m missing something.”
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“Like the formulae themselves were filed away for having ‘no practical value,’”
Batman graveled. “It fills in a missing piece of the past. It may connect to something
important one day, it may not.”
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CHAPTER 6: MKULTRA
Qualitative Analysis of the Team-up by Tim Drake

p. 3

The schism therefore exists not between the costumed heroes themselves but in philosophical
differences among those relating their exploits. Consider the long-standing partnership between
the “World’s Finest Heroes” outside their respective Justice League appearances. Low-brow
sensationalist media appear to draw their accounts from the maxim “Batman frowns, Superman
smiles, therefore they must be enemies at heart,” (Baxter, p.95) and report all World’s Finest
developments “with an attitude of snide cynicism implying the two are destined to destroy each
other.” (ibid.) The coverage by legitimate journalists reveals a far different picture, a picture of
heroes “committed to a common purpose who recognize there is more that unites them than
divides them.” (Kent, p.143) It is telling that these positive portrayals originate, in the one city,
with the two reporters known to have the closest contact with Superman and, presumably, the
surest first-hand knowledge of his core beliefs and attitudes; in the other city, by Selina Kyle,
who, if the claims of the previously cited Cat-Tales theatrical production is to be credited, has
had more opportunities to observe Batman informally than any representative of the fourth
estate…

..:: Metro Desk, Clark Kent speaking. ::..
There was an infinitesimal pause during which Clark could hear the slight relaxing
of vocal cords as the planned Bat-gravel gave way to a foppish lilt.
“Clark, how have you been? It’s Bruce Wayne, from Gotham.” This was followed
by a cough and a whisper audible only to Kryptonian ears: “Is there a reason you’re
answering your cell like the DP landline?”
..:: Why yes, I’d be very interested in hearing more about that. And I can assure you your
anonymity is quite safe. ::..
“I see, I can talk and you can’t,” Bruce graveled.
..:: Yes indeed, we take the protection of our sources very seriously here at the Daily Planet.
I’ll be happy to meet you.::..
Instead of a hangup, Bruce heard Clark call out to Perry that he was going out to
meet a source. Such announcements were often followed by Superman flying into the
cave a minute later, but in this case, the conversation resumed scant seconds later over
the same telephone.
..:: Sorry, Bruce. The line is secure, everything is fine. Lois and Perry are having a big fight
about cell phones and pagers. I’m trying to stay out of it by not using mine in the office. If she
hears me answer ‘Metro Desk, Kent,’ she thinks it’s the landline and I don’t get roped into
taking sides. ::..
After the requisite grunt, Bruce explained that he had new information on an old
Scarecrow matter which led to the University of Metropolis. Since the student
newspaper didn’t have the resources to scan their backissues into a digital database, it
had to be searched in person.
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“I need to check it out, so I figured I’d touch base with you and—”
..:: And ask me to check it out for you. I’d be happy to. ::..
“Actually I was just going to fill you in that I was coming to town.”
..:: Nonsense, I can hop right over on my lunch hour. It’ll be like old times, going through a
newspaper morgue. All those old articles on microfiche, indexed in those thick 3-ring
binders.::…

Years Earlier
L.A. Times
Saturday, December 22nd
Famed LA Doctor confesses to 22 year old murder
---------------------------------------By Vic Sage
Freelance Journalist
---------------------------------------…Dr. Gray had indeed received multiple threats on his life, most notably from a fanatical
terrorist organization called El Kazar who took issue with the fact that Gray had performed a
radical facial reconstruction on a man they claimed was an enemy of Allah, allowing him to
escape their wrath. During the last year of his life, Gray did limit his exposure; his only real
public appearances during that year were a result of his relationship with a young and talented
actress named Savannah Summer…
Clark closed the Planet’s cross-syndicate database and looked at a hardcopy of the
same article sitting in a manila folder labeled CASE FILE: #43-21WFMS9910I. Only
Bruce… only Bruce would solve a murder as a Christmas gift. The first case they had
worked on together. If there was ever a better example of what Pa said that one year
when Clark was seven. It was almost Mother’s Day, and Clark had taken the
conventional wisdom to heart: the most precious gifts are the ones you make yourself.
He was going to make his Ma a diamond as big as a baseball. Pa found his dumping
ground of failed attempts in the back of the barn: stones that were dark and cloudy
from impurities in the source material and weren’t getting any shinier for all his
attempts to buff them. “Clark, a gift’s value doesn’t come from what it is,” Pa told
him. “What matters is that it comes from you. You make a gift and you share a little
piece of yourself. That’s what tells the person you’re giving it to how you feel about
them.”
Bruce had never closed the first case they worked on together. He’d put a tracer on
the money Savannah Summer inherited, and even though Batman and Superman both
had a thousand other matters claiming their attention in the years that followed, Bruce
still checked in periodically on that one hopelessly cold case.
Lesson: Never say hopeless.
That wasn’t the only reason Clark went into the New Year feeling buoyantly
optimistic, either. Since that extraordinary scene revealing their identities to the core
members of the Justice League, the team had come together as never before. It was
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almost as if the protocols never happened. Almost. Because they had happened, and
somehow... somehow the team was stronger for having come through the ordeal.
The one thing Clark regretted after the unmasking was that he got all the credit.
Wally, Kyle, Eel, even Arthur assumed that Superman set the whole thing in motion,
when really it was all Bruce’s idea. Bruce got the bill for the damage, and Clark got the
credit for the fix. It just didn’t seem fair. Clark couldn’t help but feel a little guilty, but
Bruce seemed to prefer it that way.
Still, the end result was the same: the trust that had been eroding away under the
foundations of the Justice League was renewed and fortified; it was stronger than
ever… and then came Hell Month. Bruce withdrew from the human race, as always,
leaving a snarling, seething Nightmare Bat in his place. Clark avoided him like
everyone else did in January, which in retrospect was the wrong call. If he had notified
Bruce about that minion running messages to Talia Head at LexCorp, he would have
been spared that shouting match on the roof of the Daily Planet… But now that that
episode was over, Clark saw no reason things couldn’t pick up where they left off for
the World’s Finest partnership.

The imposing figure of Bruce Wayne stood before the etched glass doors of the
Wayne Tower, his arms crossed and a contented smile on his face. Selina studied the
image intently. She had already greeted his three secretaries and discussed their plans
for the weekend, they admired her shoes and she admired theirs. There wasn’t much
else to do until Bruce’s business with Lucius was finished, so she scrutinized the new
portrait hung with such prominence in the reception area of the executive suite.
“That’s awfully good,” she said when Bruce came out to greet her. “It’s new, isn’t
it?”
“Yes, a Christmas gift from a colleague,” he said lightly. “D’Annunzio’s tonight? Or
would you rather try the new Japanese in TriBeCa?”
“Rayner,” she read from the bottom corner. “I don’t recognize the name. Frankly,
he’s a little too good for me not to have heard of him.”
“Oil isn’t his regular medium,” Bruce said uncomfortably, ushering her to the
elevator. “Portraits aren’t really his thing either, I believe.”
“Well maybe they should be. Two years at the Sorbonne talking here: that artist has
an eye.”
“Actually, I think he has two,” Bruce said, fopping out completely as the elevator
doors closed.

…irrational and absurd to assume what little is glimpsed in the public eye is the extent of the
personality or the relationship.” (Hawkingsworth, p. 293) Those of us without the Shaffer
compartmentalization of duel identities still assume different roles with different people and in
different situations. No one uses the same ‘voice’ with their father as they do with their
proctologist. With a boss, with a friend, with a movie usher, or with a policeman who has pulled
one over for speeding, there is a language and manner appropriate to the social situation. It is
indeed ‘irrational and absurd’ to assume Batman or Superman, perhaps even the villains they
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fight, do not engage in this same variance of manner in relation to the social context of the
interaction. Allowing them this most fundamental facet of the human experience, is it not
perfectly reasonable to assume the same after-hours dynamics among superheroes as would
occur between coworkers in more conventional professions?

Batman didn’t know what to make of it. The Libra threat had been dispensed with,
the Chronos Helix was safely returned to the Crown Nebula, and all responsible
parties were turned over to the appropriate jailers on Earth and Onryka Ten. It was
over; they were done… but Superman wasn’t flying off. He seemed to be, for lack of a
better word, “hanging around.”
“What’s on your mind?” Batman asked, ever direct.
“Oh, well, nothing much,” came the reply that was anything but. “It’s just that
things have been going pretty well since the big revelation, everyone coming together
as a team, just what was needed, I’d say.”
Bruce grunted.
“Anything else?”
“Uh…” Clark’s mind raced, searching for inspiration. What else, what else, what
else… He hadn’t really seen Batman since—Selina! Of course! Selina Kyle had been
kidnapped by Ra’s al Ghul, and that’s what led to the whole shouting match on the DP
roof about the courier minion running messages out of Metropolis. “How’s Selina Kyle
doing after that whole Ra’s al Ghul kidnapping?” Clark asked (with bizarre enthusiasm
given the nature of the question).
Batman assumed what Clark could only call the “Scowl of Death” in response to this
peasant curiosity.
“She finds him to be an overrated ‘hairdo,’” he said coldly.
Assuming that now, certainly, they were done, Batman turned to leave. He hadn’t
made it to the edge of the roof when he realized Clark was pacing him.
“I’m sorry, is there more?” he spat. “You’re not finished checking up on me and my
‘criminal consort,’ is that it? I thought we'd covered this already...”
“What’s ‘checking up,’ I asked how she is! You ask about Lois every time I see you.”
Clark suddenly realized that the expression he had always thought of as the Scowl of
Death could, in retrospect, be no more than a grimace of mild indigestion. THIS was a
Scowl of Death.
“That came out wrong,” he said simply.
“Yes, it did,” Bruce declared—and before Clark could respond, he found he was
standing alone on the rooftop.

Selina.
Of all the things Clark could have asked about.
“Two years at the Sorbonne talking,” she had said. Two years at the Sorbonne while
she trained with that Sean character from MI-6 and cut her teeth as a burglar with his
crew of thieves and grifters. He still couldn’t believe she had told him. In the turmoil
of Hell Month, he couldn’t come to grips with it, but now…
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It had been a gut punch when he realized how completely he trusted her. It was
something beyond even that when he realized… was realizing… was still trying to
wrap his brain around the notion that she trusted him. Paris, Italy, Switzerland… her
parents, her sensei, her…
Her parents.
He’d pay one last visit to the bridge before compiling his notes—but not tonight. He
was picking her up in a few hours, and he didn’t want any remnant of the work to taint
his behavior with her. With the discipline honed in years of maintaining a secret
identity, he simply removed the investigation from his thinking. She would never
know that folder existed. There was nothing to be gained in telling her. And no
hangover from either Hell Month or this grim episode would intrude on their special
evening.

Whiskers escorted Bat-Bruce from the door into the living room, and after the twofoot sat, Whiskers tried his best to rub the scent of his approval into his pant leg: BatBruce coming in through the door—GOOD. Descending from the skies as Two-Footin-Boots—BAD. It shouldn’t be so hard for them to catch on. Two-foots were not
stupid, but they were very stubborn. Bat-Bruce especially seemed to always have his
ears trained on a specific mouse and would not give up the hunt no matter what
squeaky ball or catnip toy rolled across his path. Whiskers enjoyed a good hunt as
much as the next mouser, but there was a limit. If you didn’t stop to smell the catnip,
what was the point?
Selina-cat seemed to be downright giddy from her catnip. She was giggling at the
magazine again.
“I’ll just be two more minutes. Entertain yourself,” she said, disappearing into the
bedroom.
“Glitz?” Bruce asked, picking up the obnoxiously glossy magazine.
“Glitzy LIFE, page 15,” Selina called out from the other room. “I did a little
searching on that artist who did your portrait, Kyle Rayner. He’s a cartoonist, that’s
one of his strips. It’s absolutely wonderful! He hates the Post. I mean hates it! If CatTales was still running I’d comp him front row center and take him out to Orso after.”
Bruce closed his eyes and shook his head. Rayner. Taking his press personally
again, it figured Selina would like that. He changed his costume and the Post declared
him a global threat, possessing god-like powers that could remake the universe with a
wave of his hand. It was the kind of nonsense they were always dreaming up about
superpowers, it hardly warranted—
“I was thinking, maybe you could give him a grant or something—or maybe a
commission. Doesn’t that food shindig Alfred’s involved in need artwork for the
posters and programs?”
Bruce looked down at the cartoon in question:
The first panel showed two men in front of a large, ornate house. One in a suit held
a clipboard, one in a jumpsuit and hard hat stood by a van labeled “PEST BE GONE.”
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The second panel showed a close-up of the clipboard. The page was titled
“BUILDING INSPECTION” with a list of pests below: Rats, Roaches, Termites, Snakes,
Ticks, Lice… and a large red “FAILED” stamped over the words.
The third panel had a close-up of the exterminator grinning smugly.
The fourth panel showed a blur of vermin racing past the building inspector in a
stampede running away from the house.
The fifth panel had the exterminator returning from behind the house, tossing a
newspaper to the inspector. The word balloon over him read “Works every time.”
The last panel was split, the top diagonal showed the building inspector alone,
holding the paper and reading it with a quizzical look on his face. “The Gotham Post? I
don’t get it. What so bad abou…” The lower diagonal had him running off to the right,
his cheeks puffed out and his hand over his mouth.
“That man’s a hero!” Selina declared, emerging from the bedroom in her evening
dress. “You should figure out some way to support him.”

“Later,” Bruce said, so softly that Selina could barely hear him.
“Sorry?”
“Nothing,” he whispered. “Enjoy the opera.”
It was February, and neither one of them wanted to spend too long on the opera
house roof. But it was a part of his Christmas gift: those deplorable seats in the back
corner of the second balcony, so near the fire escape that they could unobtrusively slip
away for a few minutes during each performance—which tonight was the Benjamin
Britten adaptation of Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream—and relive a few
minutes of their first date on the opera house roof… A few minutes in which, tonight,
Bruce saw an unmistakable fluttering of red in the distance. It couldn’t be an
emergency or Clark would have buzzed him on the com. So whatever it was that had
him hovering on the horizon that way, it could wait.
“Is it my imagination,” Selina tittered, “or does Tytania’s part get twice as hard to
sing after the love juice?”
“It’s not your imagination,” Bruce graveled. “Britten was a cynic.” Or a realist,
Psychobat added.
“It’s still a nice choice for Valentine’s Day,” Selina cooed. “Been more than enough
tragedy this season for my taste.”
“More than enough frost for mine,” Bruce said. “Let’s get back inside.”
“Meow,” Selina agreed, stealing a final kiss before opening the door. “Don’t want to
miss the best part: Queen of the Night is head-over-heels in love with a jackass.”

The division of labor for task expediency is, of course, a practical dynamic and not a
behavioral one. In a team-up between a vigilante archer and a world-class thief, it is clearly the
thief who would dismantle alarms and penetrate a secure facility to retrieve pertinent materials
while the vigilante conducted interrogations and surveillance (c.f. Catwoman/Huntress account
covered below.) The social mechanisms come into play only when no meta abilities or
specialized skills dictate which partner is best-suited to a given task (e.g. a friend may simply
volunteer to help out a friend because he can). Similarly, when the rudimentary social
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conventions are not observed (e.g. if a gesture is met with marked ingratitude [again, see
Catwoman/Huntress account below]), one partner may decline to assist the other on future
occasions. As Hasker and Cordell noted, “there seems overwhelming evidence that the masked
persona is not a determining cohesive. In the absence of immediate life-or-death exigency, the
fundamental interaction imperatives apply. The Morton Hypothesis that for ‘Capes’ as for
anyone else, like attracts like would appear to be supported by the facts: presentation of a
pleasant, congenial nature elicits a pleased, congenial response, while the presentation of hostile
anti-social behavior begets the same.” (Hasker and Cordel, p. 29)

Metropolis Maroon
Wednesday, December 10
Obituaries
---------------------------------------------------------Wild, Adam Peter; nickname “Popeye”; resident Prescott Hall,
University of Metropolis; son Steven and Margaret Wild, Thatcham,
Berkshire, UK; brother Ida Forest (nee Wild), Thatcham, Berkshire,
UK; Dead at age 20 of cardiac arrest.
“Thank you,” Batman graveled, double-checking the OCR before adding the scanned
clipping to the K3M-W4R-CR4N3 directory.
Clark raised an eyebrow. A ‘thank you’ from Bruce was a rare thing. Of course, his
needing a favor from Clark Kent was a rare thing too.
“It did take me back,” he said with a nostalgic grin. “Those little scrolls of
microfiche. I always felt bad for the students who have to wrestle with those
machines. My way’s a lot faster. Besides the obituary, you’ll see there are a couple
letters to the editor that mention the death.”
“So I see,” Bruce answered, skimming. A reflexively indignant pre-med student
decrying a campus cover-up because a healthy twenty year old shouldn’t drop dead
from heart failure… A reflexively indignant English major citing Alexander Pope ‘a
little learning’ etc. calling the first letter writer an ill-informed drama queen and noting
that Popeye was a well-known campus connection whose heart failure undoubtedly
resulted from sampling his own product… The final letter was from a professional
student who apparently hadn’t declared a major in seven years, suggesting that Popeye
was ‘popped’ by a rival dealer. “The OpEd echo chamber was probably onto
something. In all likelihood, Wild was Jonathan Crane’s first victim. I’ll notify
Metropolis PD, it’s up to them to exhume the body. I’ll make sure the coroner knows
what to look for.”
“So this is what it’s like to help a friend wrap up an old murder case,” Clark said
cheerily. “Looks like it’s your turn again.”
Bruce’s lip twitched.
“Looks like. That why you flew this in in person?”
“As a matter of fact, no. Lois wanted me to look you in the eye and get an unofficial,
off-the-record, completely between us—but your word of honor, right here in the
middle of the Batcave—denial about something.”
“That sounds serious.”
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“The situation is serious at every newspaper in the country, Bruce. People are
scared, no fear toxins required. Lois wants to know if you’re going to sell The Daily
Planet.”
“What? Of course not, where would she get an idea like that?”
“She was interviewing this guy who’s sort of a ‘Wall Street psychic.’ He didn’t
divulge all of his tricks, but he showed her one of them: start typing the company name
into Google and see what it ‘suggests’ based on what’s searched most frequently. He
searched The Daily Planet for her to demonstrate the technique, and the first option
after the name alone was ‘The Daily Planet for sale.’”
“I’m familiar with that technique. As part of a more complex algorithm, it can
illuminate hopes and fears in the public consciousness, although not of investors
specifically. On its own, it’s nothing but a party game.”
“Still, she’s concerned. We both remember that you only bought the paper as a
precaution when Luthor was elected. You never wanted the attention of owning a
media outlet, and now that he’s safely out of office…”
“Clark, I give you my word, the Daily Planet is not for sale. I’m not selling it, nor
would I consider selling it. It’s true that in a perfect world, I would not be on a list of
media owners, but that damage is done. Selling would only draw more attention, and
if keeping it gives you and Lois some added peace of mind, so much the better.”

Years Earlier
“Skyclad and Maccoltrah,” Batman repeated, typing ferociously into the
Batcomputer. “You say they’re magical?”
He had put Selina in a cab after the opera and went straight to the satellite cave
under Wayne Tower. Superman was waiting there, as expected, but now that Bruce
knew what it was about, he had to wonder why Clark had bothered coming to Gotham
in person. It was the sort of research that could have been done over the com from the
Fortress or the Watchtower.
Clark shook his head.
“Skyclad claimed to be a witch, but I’m skeptical. It seemed like Maccoltrah was the
real source of what was happening, not her. She was waving her arms and putting on
a show, but I didn’t detect any signs of mental or physical effort on her part. Plus, I’ve
been caught up in magic-induced illusions before and this felt different. I had this
strange taste in my mouth right before it started, something that… after Red
Kryptonite exposure, I’ve had a taste like that.”
“Electro-chemical,” Batman said flatly. “An unexplained taste, usually sour or
metallic, is a symptom of something affecting the electro-chemical signals in the brain.
Maccoltrah, I wonder… Would you say this ‘illusion’ you experienced was more like a
vision or could it be more accurately described as a hallucination.”
“A hallucination,” Superman said the last words along with Batman. “That’s why I
came to you instead of going straight to STAR Labs. They understand my Kryptonian
biology better, but this… Given what I saw, I couldn’t help thinking of your
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Scarecrow. I’m not saying he is necessarily involved, I’ve no reason to think his toxins
work on me. I was just thinking this could be a similar…”
“Yes,” Batman said gravely. “It could. Clark, you said she called him ‘Maccoltrah.’
Could she have been saying MKULTRA?”
“Maybe,” Superman nodded. “Who is it?”
“Not a who, a what. In the early 1950s, the CIA had reports that the Soviets were
experimenting with mind control. They developed their own counter program,
MKULTRA. It encompassed a hundred and fifty subprograms over the next twenty
years, most involving drugs, chemicals, and ‘psychopharmaceuticals.’ There’s one
recorded death resulting from an LSD ‘mishap,’ but little else is known for certain
because all the documents were destroyed in 1973. There are… stories, however, an
inter-agency myth that there was a more serious mishap. An experimental subject with
chemically engineered abilities who became unstable, an uncontrollable threat, and
was placed in cryogenic suspension after he turned his abilities against the scientists
running the program.”
“Does this ‘myth’ mention his abilities?” Clark asked, aghast.
“Allegedly, he could psychically project the effects of a drug into another mind.
Inject him with truth serum, point him at a third party, it’s as if they’re injected.”
“That’s monstrous,” Clark gaped.
“You’ll get no argument from me. If this ‘Skyclad’ thawed him out, she’s essentially
found a way to make you vulnerable to all the drugs and chemicals that effect human
brain chemistry. She can’t poison you or shut down any vital functions in your brain
without killing this MKULTRA too, but she could subject you to a myriad of
unpleasant experiences.”
Superman felt a hot nausea that required no Cold-War-experiment-gone-wrong
explanation.
“You still have the ring,” he said quietly. “Just in case?”
It wasn’t really a question, and Batman didn’t bother with an answer beyond
tensing certain muscles above the eyelid that subliminally suggested a nod.
“Keep it handy for the next few days,” Clark said unnecessarily.
The nausea intensified. He felt like a hypocrite. Neither man had mentioned the
protocols, but neither one had to. This was the reason for them, right here. Every day
of his life, Clark lived with the knowledge that he could kill every person around him.
He could never touch a human without that awareness and restraint. And he knew he
absolutely could not live with himself if he ever lost control and hurt Lois—or Jimmy,
or Perry, or any of the four billion vulnerable souls who were born on this planet
where he had made himself a home uninvited. How could he live with himself if
something happened that he should have foreseen and he didn’t take any steps to
prevent it. So, there was the ring. Rather than destroy Luthor’s kryptonite ring when
he got his hands on it, Clark entrusted it to a man with the resourcefulness and
reverence for life to… Another wave of hot nausea washed over him, and Clark felt
that, if he didn’t change the subject fast, he might be ill right there on the Batcave floor.
“Hey, what were you doing on that rooftop as Bruce Wayne, anyway?” he asked,
grabbing at the first subject that came into his head.
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“Selina’s Christmas present. Season tickets to the opera, we sneak up to the roof for
an aria or two, it’s… sort of a private joke.”
“Ah.” There was no death glare this time. The tone was eerily casual, almost
foppish. Clark guessed that Bruce could sense his embarrassment bringing up the ring
with all its protocol overtones, so he was going along with the whole ‘friendly
conversation’ thing this time, just to help his friend move on from an awkward subject.
“What did she get you?” Clark asked, with an equally casual lightness that, in him,
came off folksy rather than foppish. “Another inside joke?”
“No, not at all.” Bruce met his eye—and although it was through the eye-slits of the
Batcowl, those were Bruce’s eyes and not Batman’s—and the eerily casual tone had
been replaced by one that was eerily… charged. “She gave me… she gave me the most
extraordinary demonstration that ‘not hurting me’ was her top priority. It was really…
she is really an exceptional woman.”
She must be, Clark thought. He knew how long he had waited to tell Lois his secret,
and Bruce was ten times as cautious and a thousand times slower to trust. Add in that
Selina Kyle wasn’t an innocent damsel Bruce knew in his civilian life who only knew
Batman as an occasional rescuer. She was Catwoman, in…
“Rao’s name,” Clark breathed.
“What?! What is it?” Batman asked sternly.
“Nothing,” Clark said, preparing to leave… then he reconsidered. If he was asking
Batman to watch his back during a potential mind-control episode, it was not the time
to be flying off after mysterious utterances. “I was just remembering when she came to
Metropolis to steal the X27 plans from LexCorp, that’s all. I had just proposed to Lois,
she accepted, and I hadn’t told her who I was yet. Alfred gave me quite the rap on the
knuckles about that.”
“He did?”
“Oh yeah. Remember how you were in town for some ‘business deal’ with Luthor
that we all knew was going nowhere. Catwoman showed up to steal those plans, and
naturally ‘Bruce Wayne’ made a quick exit. After Catwoman escaped, as soon as
Luthor saw that Wayne was still nowhere to be seen, he tried to poach Alfred.”
“Oh yes, I did hear about that,” Bruce chuckled. “Offered to double his salary,
Alfred said.”
“Well, I doubt Alfred told you the exact words of his refusal. Bruce, your butler
stood toe to toe with Lex Luthor and said that if he was ever looking for new
employment, he’d rather work for Catwoman. She doesn’t hide who she is. Luthor
stormed off chewing nails, and I smiled and said something complimentary. It’s not
every day someone cuts Luthor down that way, not to his face. And Alfred turned to
me with this look I couldn’t describe if my life depended on it, and he said I wasn’t any
better. And then he said I should ‘Tell her. Soon.’”
There was an odd twitchy movement at the corner of Bruce’s lip as he said “Sounds
like him, on both counts.”
Again their eyes met.
“Should I be planning to tell her, Bruce?”
“Tell… Selina?”
“You told Lois your identity the day we brought her to the Batcave and told her
about the ring. With Luthor in the White House, she had to know what became of that
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ring for her own peace of mind. But she didn’t have to know you were Bruce Wayne.
That was your call, Bruce. Do you remember what you said?”
“I said once she knew you’d entrusted the ring to Batman, I thought it was important
she know what kind of man Batman is. And if the situation was reversed, I don’t think
I’d feel too comfortable with the kind of man who would accept that ring and
everything it implied while hiding his face behind a... Alfred really said that about
Selina?”
“He said it about Catwoman long before any of us heard the name Selina Kyle.
Look, I have to get back to Metropolis before Skyclad and MKULTRA can regroup, but
I want you to think about this. It was trusting the others in the League enough to take
off that mask that brought them around to trusting you again. You knew it would
when you proposed it. This thing with you and Selina... I’m not about to make any
assumptions about what it is or where it’s going, but Bruce, it’s obvious that you trust
her implicitly, and there is no other person on this planet whose judgment I believe in
more than yours.”
Clark placed his hand on Bruce’s shoulder. “You trusted Lois so she would know she
could trust you. If… if it’s time for Selina Kyle to feel she can trust Superman that way,
you let me know.”

Seeing no criminal below, nor any signs of criminal activity, Batman fired a line,
snaring a gargoyle on the face of the Sterling Trust Building. Checking tension with a
reflexive tug, he swung effortlessly into the abyss, his mass cutting the air like a blade.
Muscle memory and unthinking reflexes shifted his knees, tipped his head back and
pulled his legs into position for optimum speed. His body slashed through the wind,
perfectly balanced, perfectly controlled, until an effortless shake freed the line from the
gargoyle as he dropped to the ledge of the Knickerbocker, overlooking the alley
behind… Glare! Whatthe—
His first thought was the Bat-Signal, but the signal should never be that bright. The
moon should never be that bright. He couldn’t make out the figures in the alley below
for the glare. Batman looked up to identify the culprit, and as he did, the starry sky
split open like a curtain into a blinding glare of white.
“Good morning, sir. I trust you slept well.”
Bruce rolled onto his side with a grimace, fleeing the demon brightness, until an
accusatory throat-clearing from Alfred compelled him to turn back. He pushed himself
back on the bed until his back was up against the headboard, and Alfred gently
positioned a legged breakfast tray across his lap. Bruce stifled a final yawn and let the
smell of the warm food lure him back to the land of the living. There was an
assortment of toast and muffins with various spreads, several strips of bacon, a softboiled egg on a Limoges china stand, two glasses of orange juice, and a silver pot of
coffee.
“Anything pressing?” he asked, glancing at the letters and papers in the bin on the
side of the tray, behind his morning Times.
“No, sir, merely a few matters which should be addressed before they become
pressing. The Festival Français de Vin is almost upon us and—”
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“Oh, right, the food thing. Can’t we get out of it, Alfred?” He picked up the first
glass of juice and drank it down in a series of urgent gulps.
“I regret, sir, that ‘we’ cannot. Given the admirable standard you have always set
with respect to taking responsibility for your actions, I am forced to remind you that I
am under considerable obligation to Monsieur Anatole for salvaging Master Dick’s
dinner with Miss Barbara. And as I was forced to beg the assistance of that odious little
man due to your own actions, sir—”
“It’s not like I robbed a bank, Alfred. It was a glass bowl on the kitchen counter. I
thought it was sugar—”
“—As I was saying, sir, we are obligated to host the event. As it will bring strangers
into the manor, I have completed a thorough inventory of the cave, so we may proceed
with the customary lockdown and freezing of purchases and deliveries.”
“DefCon 4, yes, fine. Anything else?”
“Yes, sir, I contacted Mr. Bastion at Cartier. Unfortunately, he is in Antwerp until
next week. I felt sure that you would prefer that Master Dick wait to have a personal
consultation, so I said I would call back at that time to arrange an appointment.”
“That’s fine, that’s fine,” Bruce said as he took a bite out of a strip of bacon.
“Whatever you have to do there. This is the first and probably the last time I’ll ever say
this, but this is one thing I want to be all Bruce Wayne and absolutely no Batman. No
discretion, no concern about the public persona or strangers in the house. I want this
wedding to be the social event of the season. Dick is my son, and I haven’t always
shown him how much that means. It’s time to make up for it.”
“I shall endeavor to make the event all you would wish, sir, and all the young people
would wish… which does introduce another matter. It occurs to me that Miss Selina
has broken several deadlocks with respect to the wedding plans, voting down some
truly deplorable suggestions from that unfortunate Mr. Cory. Returning briefly to the
subject of Cartier, it might not be amiss to have Mr. Bastion bring a selection of more
‘casual’ items for you to view when he comes to consult with Master Dick about the
engagement ring.”
“Alfred, I’m as relieved as you are that there isn’t going to be a calypso band at the
reception, but Selina does not require a thank you. She’s only voting against Dick. No
matter what side he takes in the voting, she goes the other way. It’s… I’m not really
sure what the underlying issue is, but Catwoman was always predictable that way.
Once the claws come ou… Uh oh.” On the nightstand, Bruce’s cell phone vibrated in
its charger, a specific vibration: one short, one long, two short. “That’s the League
communicator,” Bruce graveled. “I was afraid of this. It’s why I cut patrol short last
night, to be rested this morning, just in case.”

… imposing a fictional model on the heroes that dates back to King Arthur and Lancelot, or
even Robin Hood and Little John, where the future allies must fight the first time they meet
(Thunmonkerly, p. 14). While Superheroes can certainly participate in the L-dynamic where
life imitates art when the original art reflected truth about the human condition, it is far more
likely a conflict will come later when a partnership is well established, and will arise not from
artificial and superficial constructs but from the necessity of circumstance…
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Whiskers escorted Bat-Bruce to the door with a happy trot, and then returned to
Selina-Cat’s feet to rub the scent of his approval into her shoe. Bat-Bruce coming in
through the door: GOOD. Descending from the skies as Two-Foot-in—where was she
going?
Ah, of course. She was putting on the soft purple from under the bed. Then it
would be out onto the balcony, coming back the same way before dawn. But she had
no cape and never messed up the jungle leaves.
“Something is definitely wrong, guys. Did you see how he kept tensing up his right
hand? It was like that all night, even at the restaurant. If we learned one thing from
that whole ‘Hell Month’ episode, it’s that Bruce making a fist all night is not a good
thing.”
Whiskers tried to explain very nicely that he didn’t care what Bat-Bruce did with his
fist as long as he kept the cape off the jungle plant! With that typical two-foot stubborn
that ignores whatever they don’t want to talk about, Selina-cat just squatted down to
scratch between his ears and said “Don’t wait up, Handsome. Kitty gotta prowl.”

The historical museum wasn’t Catwoman’s kind of place. She only broke in the first
time to make a point after that Hell Month fight with Bruce… Hell Month. She was
upset that night and figured she should go back. She should do it right. Explore all the
nooks and crannies, all the details of the alarms and motion sensors, nail down if the
guards were consistent with their patrolling or if she just lucked out that night. It
made a fun hobby for a few weeks, but she’d had her fill. It was time for a new toy…
She thought of the Gotham Racquet Club.
Bruce obviously had some pain in his fingers handling the menu at d’Annunzio’s.
Giovanni asked about it, and Bruce said he’d banged up his hand playing racquet ball.
Selina thought nothing of it at the time, but as Bruce went on rubbing his knuckles
throughout the evening, she couldn’t help but remember all that unconscious fistmaking during Hell Month. It seemed like he was back to normal, but it’s not like you
could ever be sure with him. And given the way he reacted the last time she brought
up a Hell Month subject, she certainly wasn’t going to ask. Anyway, the Gotham
Racquet Club was a good a place as any to have some fun with a new set of locks
and… What… the… Hell…
She was crossing Times Square, and right there on the news crawl it said Batman and
Superman had come to blows in Metropolis that afternoon? What the Hell! What
the…

The Bat-Signal… Great. Perfect end to a perfect day. He should have just cancelled
the dinner with Selina, stayed in Metropolis, gotten a room at the Four Seasons, and
spent the evening with his knuckles cooling in a bowl of ice. If it was anywhere but
Metropolis—the last thing he was going to risk was another run-in with Talia. He had
been as clear as it was possible to be: They were nothing to each other. They were not
going to be anything to each other. He had been as clear as any man could be. As
Selina herself put it, a dog can understand ‘no.’ Ra’s al Ghul’s daughter, on the other
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hand, simply couldn’t wrap her mind around the concept. She would read anger as
passion, pity as tenderness, exasperation as lust—and his being back in Metropolis as
proof that he couldn’t keep away from her.
So he’d come home. He’d bluffed his way through dinner with Selina, and now
Catwoman was draped over the…
…
…
Now…
Catwoman was draped over the Bat-Signal like a lounge singer on a grand piano.
She slid off it, silently…
Walked up to him…
With considerably less slink in her hips than usual for that maneuver…
And looked wordlessly into his eyes for what seemed like a full minute…
“This game of ‘racquetball’ when you banged up your hand, that wouldn’t have
been Superman’s serve you were trying to break four hundred feet over Metropolis?”
“Something like that,” he graveled.
“You might have mentioned it,” Catwoman said coldly.
Batman glared. Nobody challenged him this way. Nobody. If he chose to tell you
something, fine. If he didn’t, that’s the way it was. If he… if…
“It was a long, difficult day. I just didn’t want to go through it all again. I didn’t
want to talk about it.”
She gave a wry smile.
“Fair enough,” she said finally, although her tone said the opposite. “I mean
everybody’s entitled to shut down after a bad day, right? But c’mon, you get into a fist
fight with Superman, word’s gonna get out, and… surprises like that make a girl feel…
pretty out of the loop.”
He glowered. She was right, and he hated that she was right. Psychobat roared that
she wasn’t entitled to an accounting of his movements—but even Psychobat had to
admit it wasn’t unreasonable for the woman he had dinner with—who he was also
having sex with—to know as much as any random stranger who had been sitting at
home watching the news while they were sitting down at d’Annunzio’s.
“Look, next time, if you don’t want to talk about it, at least let me know there’s
something to not talk about, okay?”
It wasn’t unreasonable. It wasn’t even feline logic. It was just… fair.
He grunted.
And she purred.
“Out of curiosity, Stud, how do you manage to hit him without flat out breaking
your hand?”
“It’s a knack,” he said.
“I take it whatever big-bad red-kryptonite black-magic green-alien otherdimensional-leprechaun set off the ‘roid rage Superman is now dispensed with? Or is
there liable to be a sequel next week in the middle of Alfred’s food and wine shindig?”
Batman’s lip twitch.
“It’s dispensed with.”
“Okay then,” she smiled. “I hope that big blue nitwit appreciates it.”
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He paid one final visit to the bridge—one final, final visit—before compiling his
notes. It was all he could think to do. He’d combed the police report, the hospital
records, insurance claims and estate settlements. He’d been to the bridge twice,
examined the weather reports from the night of the accident and all the city records on
the maintenance and safety inspections of the bridge. Everything checked out. He
even traced the path that the ambulance would have taken to the hospital, despite the
certainty that the Kyles would have perished within minutes of hitting that icy water.
Everything was as it seemed at the time: a tragic accident, nothing more. That’s when
he made that third trip to the bridge… A tragedy that had stripped the protective
cocoon from her just as savagely as it had from him, leaving her alone and defenseless
in a frightening world. There was nothing he could do about that, but at least he
ensured there were no sleeping serpents in that sad tale. No dark surprises that could
come back to hurt her. It was all he could think to do in repayment for what she’d
done for him.
He’d placed all the files and photographs together with his handwritten notes in a
fresh folder, affixed a preprinted label, and took it solemnly to the hologram safe.
Opening that safe wasn’t something Bruce ever did lightly, but opening it to add
something new brought a particular gravitas to the occasion. First, out came the box
with the kryptonite ring. Out came his mother’s jewelry box, where he kept the
personal effects that were returned to him after the… He didn’t open it. He just laid it
reverently on the side as he lifted the stack of folders and paperwork and slid the new
addition on the very bottom. He replaced the jewelry box and the ring box, and as he
closed the door, he mentally shut it away in a similar vault in his mind. She would
never know he’d conducted that investigation…
Then, today, when he got back from Metropolis, he opened the safe again to put back
the ring. He had such an odd feeling opening the door again so soon, such an odd
feeling remembering there was something new in there… and why.
“I hope that big blue nitwit appreciates it.”
Maybe she did have a right to know. She wasn’t his wife, Lois was Clark’s wife,
but…
“I hope that big blue nitwit appreciates it.”
When Clark first drew that comparison, it seemed absurd. “You always ask about
Lois.” Selina was not Lois Lane, but… but… He investigated the accident that killed
her parents because he couldn’t stand the thought of some ghastly new information
surfacing in the future, something that would tear open that old wound, something
that would hurt her.
“I hope that big blue nitwit appreciates it.”
She didn’t want to see him hurt, that’s what that empty box at Christmas said. She
didn’t want to see him hurt. The same feelings he had for her that led to
investigating… that’s what she felt for him. She cared about him as much as he cared
for her.
“You get into a fist fight with Superman, word’s gonna get out.”
Maybe she did have a right to know…
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ºº Death prowls the jungle. Woe to my prey, once the Jungle Cat of Death has chosen, none
can escape. Keen are the eyes of the Jungle Cat, sharp are his claws, and powerful is his jaw.
Silent, he crouches. Silent and invisible, he lies in wait. Nothing can approach without his
notice, nothing can— CAPE! ºº
Whiskers hunched low behind the planter and hissed at a rhythmic disturbance of
the moonlight above, a disturbance that was becoming all too familiar. First came the
fluttery break in the shafts of moonlight, then there was a rustling sound and the
boot—NO! WHAT?! NO!!!
The moonlight flickered a second time, and the rustle was different. Not one but
TWO sets of boots landing and—ACK! No sooner did the first cape sweep over the
jungle plant, a second cape brushed the top of Whiskers’s own tail!

Batman and Superman stood in Selina’s living room, the former glancing around to
confirm all the curtains were drawn, the latter looking photogenic but tongue tied.
“I think you two know each other,” Batman prompted.
“It’s been a while,” Selina said lightly. She had just returned from her prowl and
had only removed her gloves and mask when the visitors arrived. Bruce alone, she
would have purred and offered coffee. The pair of them dropping in together and
unannounced, they didn’t get coffee. They got felinity. “That was some interesting
footage on CNN, Spitcurl. Looked like you threw a helicopter at my boyfriend.”
Superman glanced at Batman, who merely strolled over to the pullcord for the floorto-ceiling vertical blinds that covered the glass doors and panels leading to the balcony.
“Don’t worry, I don’t hold those things against anyone,” Selina laughed brightly. “I
know better than anyone that if it’s in the press, it’s probably wrong. And newspapers
or video doesn’t make much difference.”
“But she is aware the fight yesterday was real,” Batman noted, then turning to Selina
he added, “You saw my hand.”
“Y-yes,” she nodded. “Look fellas, I like a game of cat and mouse as much as the
next kitty, but it’s late. My work day is over, which you can tell by the fact that I’m
home and my mask is sitting on the coffee table, so could we move this along?”
“She has a point,” Batman said, removing his cowl and placing it on the table next to
her mask. Then he turned to Superman.
“Just like that?” Superman asked.
Bruce nodded and turned to Selina. “You might want to sit down,” he advised,
sitting himself.
Before she could do so or respond, she found she was looking at Clark Kent standing
where Superman had been.
“For the record,” he said in a nasal, whiney voice, “some of us in the media consider
our job to be a, a sacred trust, necessary for a working democracy. Without a free press
acting honorably, reporting the truth of what happens as objectively as we can and
making sure all sides get a fair hearing, you don’t have an informed public. Without
that…” he nervously adjusted his glasses at the bridge support over the nose, “without
that, voters can’t make an informed decision…” Finding the adjustment
unsatisfactory, he adjusted his glasses again on the side. “So you see, the very
foundation of democracy is this idea that the majority will make the right decision if
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they have all the information, and you can’t achieve that without an active and
honorable press.”
By this time, Selina had sunk slowly and silently onto the sofa behind her.
“Uh, yeah, okay,” she said now that the introduction to Professor Kent’s Journalism
101 lecture seemed to be paused.
“Oh, sorry,” he said in an embarrassed absent-minded way, “Clark Kent, Daily
Planet.”
He extended his hand and Selina shook it, looked at Bruce, then back at Clark, and
then back at Bruce again.
“Another blithering airhead, what is it with you guys?”
Neither man responded, but Clark sat clumsily in a deep chair, as if the seat was an
inch lower than he expected. Then he sat up a little straighter and continued in his
natural voice.
“As everyone knows, I came to Earth when my home planet of Krypton was on the
brink of destruction. I was an infant at the time. The ship landed in Smallville, Kansas.
A farm family, the Kents, found me and raised me as their son.”
“Why tell me?” Selina asked in wonder.
“Because I threw a helicopter at your boyfriend,” Clark said seriously. “I wish I
could say it won’t happen again, but we all know it could. It’s only right that you
know what Bruce risks his life for.”
“Fair enough. And… well, thank you for telling me.”
Superman smiled warmly and Selina raised an eyebrow.
“Wait. Kent. Planet. You’re married to Lois Lane?”
Clark absently fiddled with his wedding ring. “Yes.”
“Well, that explains a lot. So, what kind of name is ‘Skyclad’ anyway? Doesn’t it
mean naked?”
“Not in her case. Her costume seems to take the phrase literally,” Clark answered.
“Kind of a bodystocking/video screen. It goes from photorealistic white clouds on a
blue background to an equally photorealistic night sky covered in stars.”
Selina puckered her lips like she tasted something sour.
“That is tragic. So, other than this revelation that every week you cash a paycheck
from a newspaper that’s practically Superman’s press secretary, is there anything else
we have to discuss tonight?”
The two heroes looked at each other and shrugged.
“No, that’s about it,” Clark said, standing as if he was just released from the dentist’s
chair.
“I’ll call you tomorrow,” Bruce said, kissing Selina’s cheek before taking his cowl
from the table.
ºº The Jungle Cat will be avenged,ºº Whiskers vowed. ººCaped fiends, beware! When
you least expect it, vengeance will be mine. ºº
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Years Later
…and the ability to adapt to changing circumstances and relationships while remaining true
to themselves, their histories, and their ideals. (Cavendah, p. 34) In essence, according to
Donnel, the whole can be more than the sum of their parts only when both individuals are
complete and self-actualized persons to begin with, and when the overriding socio-dynamic is
Tim erased the last sentence, the last paragraph, and the last page. Then he scrolled
back to page one and read his intro up to the statement of his thesis. Then he held his
middle finger up to the screen.
“I was going to ask how it’s going,” Clark said brightly. “Maybe this isn’t the best
time for that?”
Tim turned and greeted his surprise visitor, who explained that he’d just come from
the manor and that Bruce, Selina, and Alfred all mentioned his project. Tim admitted it
wasn’t going to well.
“That’s why I dropped in,” Clark said with a wink. “I have some experience writing
about ‘what I do.’ Maybe I can give you some pointers.”
“Whoa, could you!” Tim exclaimed. “I didn’t think of that… wow you… you do do
that, don’t you!”
“Let’s see what you’ve got,” Clark laughed, glancing at a page of notes next to the
printer. “Oh Tim, ‘opportunities to observe Batman informally?’”
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